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Plenary 2
Study of the Safety Aspects of the Large Scale Use of LNG as a
Fuel
L. Vandebroeka, J. Berghmansb
a

b

M-Tech, Hasselt, Belgium
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The use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) as a transport fuel presently is drawing considerable attention,
mainly in the marine sector. The reason for this is the benign nature of LNG with respect to the
environment as compared to the conventional fuels. LNG does present safety problems however. The
results of a risk analysis for the storage and transfer of LNG are presented. The role of risk mitigation
measures is analyzed. It is found that the pressure of the LNG at the moment of release has a large
influence on the accident effect distances. Releases of LNG at atmospheric pressure lead to accident
scenarios very similar to those occurring during the release of conventional liquid fuels. Accidents
with pressurized LNG may lead to scenarios with more serious consequences.
Keywords
LNG, safety, risk
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Study on Mesoscopical Inhomogeneous Material Modeling for Surface
Roughening Behavior of Polycrystalline Metal Sheets and Foils

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
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1-1 Minami-ohsawa, Hachioji, Tokyo, 192-0397 Japan
E-mail :furushima-tasuyoshi@tmu.ac.jp
Institute for Problems in Mechanics,
Russian Academy of Sciences
101-1 Prospect Vernadskogo, 119526 Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT
Recently, the demand for the miniaturization of components has comes from technical applications such as electronic devices,
medical equipments, sensor technologies and optoelectronics. The development of a novel micro metal forming technologies with
high productivity, by which a large number of small metallic parts can be produced, has been attracted. For quantitative prediction
of free surface roughening behavior, an FE model considering mesoscopic material inhomogeneity is developed. New concept of
determination method of mesoscopical material inhomogeneity parameter is suggested by two simple experimental tests;
microstructure observation and uni-axial tensile test, and the iteration of inhomogeneous FE analysis. The material inhomogeneity
parameter expressed by standard deviation of variation in flow stress for crystal grain is determined from suggested determination
method. The free surface roughening behavior obtained from the inhomogeneous FE analyses is compared with continuous
observation by confocal laser microscope under equi-biaxial and plane strain tensile states for A5052-, SPCC and C1220P-O.
Evolution of convex and concave patterns and surface profile can be simulated by the FE analyses considering material
inhomogeneity determined by proposed determination method. Actual surface roughness values during equi-biaxial and plane
strain tensile deformation can be predicted quantitatively by proposed inhomogeneous FE analyses. Therefore the validity of the
inhomogeneous FE analyses and new concept of determination method of mesoscopical material inhomogeneity can be verified.
Keywords
Surface roughening, inhomogeneity, material modeling
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Development of Gene Gun as Intradermal Vaccine Administration Device
for Laboratory and Clinical Applications
Danardono ASa, M Satrio Utomoa, Sonia Tzarina GSa, Fera Ibrahimb, Budiman Belab, Silvia
Triwidyaningtyasb
a

Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia, Depok 16424
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ABSTRACT
Vaccine administration via skin tissue gives peoplee globally a promising, novel way to fight diseases and improve health
quality. There are many ways to do it; one of them is called particle bombardment. In this technique, nano-sized gold particles
are coated with the vaccine formula then shot by a device called gene gun straight into the skin tissue. To make gene gun
capable of delivering vaccine into human, further research and development are needed. Thus, we conduct series of research to
design, make, and develop desk gene gun for laboratory uses and portable gene gun for clinical applications. We set up an
assembly consist of pneumatic lines, valves, a fluid container to be the mechanism of the gene gun, and a nozzle to configure
the fluid flow. The development focuses on the designing of each component, especially for non-common components and
assembling all of the components to obtain the most effective and efficient design which will gives optimum results. To sum
up, prototypes of desk gene gun and portable gene gun have been made, but many developments in many aspects are still
needed to fulfill the need of gene gun as intradermal vaccine administration device in laboratory and clinical applications.
Keywords
Biolistic, design, gene gun, intradermal, vaccine

INTRODUCTION
Vaccination is one of human endeavor to face many contagious and deadly diseases. First vaccination was done by Edward
Jenner in 1796 to address chickenpox disease. Vaccination itself means a preventive efforts done by inserting germs or viruses
that have been attenuated to the human body. This was done in order to stimulate the antibody cells so it would able to form
immunity system against the diseases. Increasing intensity in terms of amounts and types of deadly and infectious diseases in
any parts of the world has triggered scientists to develop more effective and efficient ways of delivering vaccine into human
body. One of the method is done by putting vaccine into the skin tissue which is known as intradermal method. Vaccine
delivery by intradermal method gives people globally a novel and promising way to fight diseases and improve health quality.
Far before intradermal method has been stated, vaccine is inserted into the human body via the blood vessel(vascular) by the
help of a syringe. Until now, this method is still the most widely used method to administer vaccine into the human body.
However, intravascular technique has potential risks and other things to be cautioned at. The operation of this technique
requires skilled and professional medical personnel. A little mistake can cause a dangerous risk for both the patient and the
medical personnel. The pain that emerged at the time of process of syringe injection also cause discomfortness and unpleasant
feeling for the patient, especially if the patient is a child. This can lead to a psychological trauma that could hinder the healing
process. The problem of syringe sterility and disposability are also be the side effect of the use of intravascular techniques. The
nature of the hazardous waste of the syringe in terms of both physical and biology that are sharp, not sterile, and could
potentially contain diseases can not be simply ignored.
As a solution for points stated above, scientists develop many other ways beside intravascular method to administer vaccine
into human body, which are: oral (by mouth), intramuscular (by muscle tissue), transdermal (through skin), and the latest one,
intradermal. From all of the mentioned methods, intradermal is one that still needs many developments and research to make it
able to be used for human properly. Although some devices have been made an developed as intradermal vaccine
administration device, none of them have passed the clinical trial to be used for human. As part of the effort to improve the
health quality and help people to fight diseases, we decide to design and develop two models of gene gun which will be used as
a laboratory instrument and clinical applications.
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Figure 1. Variation of techniques used as intradermal method

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The design and development of gene gun are done by following the steps of product design and development principles. Some
core principles of new product development (NPD), design function deployment (DPD), and other product design and
development methods are combined to obtain the most appropriate way to develop gene gun.The key elements of the design
and development strategy then are defined as those which may be used to collate essential informationfor such areas as
follows:
- The establishment of user needs.
- Analysis of the functional requirements of the product.
- Evaluation of existing products.
- Exploration of other avenues for solutions to identified design problems. (Cross, 1994)

Identification of
user/consumer
needs

Market and
existing condition
analysis

Functional
requirements and
concept
development

Prototyping and
testing

Evaluation and
set final
specification

Figure 2. Process design and development steps
In case of gene gun, there are three groups that we consider as our user or customer, which are medical researchers, medical
practitioners, and patients. Each of them have their own role and urgencies toward the application of gene gun for intradermal
method of vaccine administration. Based on this situation, we decide to design and develop two types of gene gun. One is what
we called by desk gene gun. It is designed to fulfill the need of gene gun of medical researchers so they can conduct research
and develop other matter that required to make gene gun capable of delivering vaccine into human skin. The main points of
this desk gene gun is the ability to read and control some varying parameters with respect of medical laboratory instrument
standards, ease of use, and any other factors that should be considered so they can use it as a laboratory instrument. The other
is called portable gene gun. It is designed for clinical purposes meaning that the customers are medical practitioners like doctor
or nurse and also the patients itself. The main points of designing portable gene gun is the safety and comfortness of the patient
and also the medics. Moreover, the compactness, simplicity, and other additional points like aesthetics and environmental
issues should be considered to in the designing of portable gene gun with respect of course, to the main function of desk gene
gun to deliver vaccine by intradermal method in a more effective and efficient way.
After defining each of customer/user needs, we are trying to formulate the functional requirements of the product and start the
design and development of mechanisms and required components to make the gene gun. Gene gun itself was developed for the
first time at 1989 by John Sanford, Klein, and Wolfe in Cornell University as a mechanism of introducing new genetic material
into plant cells. The original gene gun transfection procedure involved placing the sample in a sealed chamber, which was then
placed under vacuum before firing DNA-coated microparticles into the target. Today, gene guns have come in many kinds of
forms and mechanisms that are more sophisticated. They have been used successfully to deliver a wide range of tissues and
organisms, including whole animals and plants, bacteria, mammalian cells and even organelles. This technique has been
particularly successful for biological samples that have previously been difficult or impossible to transfect, such as nondividing cells or primary neurons. Transfection using a gene gun (often referred to as biolistics) is a simple procedure requiring
minimal training; it basically consists of two steps: (i) coating microprojectiles with DNA and (ii) firing the coated
microprojectiles into the sample. (O’Brien, 2007)
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The fundamental principle of gene gun is to accelerate microparticles using external force that may comes from an ignited
explosion, electric impulse, or compressed fluid so the microparticles have enough velocity to penetrate skin tissue and reach
the antibody cells. We decide to use compressed fluid as the driving force for our gene gun design. As a consequence of using
compressed fluid as the driving force, uses of pneumatic components to control the flow are required. Common components
like 3/2 NC valve, quick exhaust valve, pressure regulator, and flowmeter are used to control the flow with respect of its own
function. Beside common components, we also use a specifically designed components including fluid container and nozzle.

Figure 3. First gene gun developed by John Sanford, Klein, and Wolfe in 1989.

Figure 4. Helios® Gene Gun, first commercialized gene gun

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There are many aspects of both direct and indirect results from the development of gene gun that could be delivered here.
Despite of it, to keep the focus straight to the design development of gene gun, we just present the design development activity
with prototypes of desk and portable gene gun as the results. In total, we have made one prototype of desk gene gun and three
prototypes of portable gene gun.
The current desk gene gun consist of a subassembly of stand as the supporting structure and the main components of gene gun
itself that mounted at the top of the structure. We decide to use aluminum as the material of the structure with consideration of
its strength, mass, environment condition, ease of production, and aesthetics. The stand subassembly itself consists of two
aluminum plates, acts as the base and upper supportive plate, jointed with four hollow aluminum tubes which act as the
structure pillar. At each side of the device, leaving one side open as an access to inside area of it, we put a clear acrylic as a
wall to reduce the interaction between inside chamber and environment.
For the mechanism of the gene gun, we use pressure regulator and flowmeter to control the fluid flow, an electrical-controlled
3/2 NC solenoid valve, a quick exhaust valve, and a fluid container. All of them are mounted fix to the upper supportive plate
except for the fluid container. To direct and configure the fluid flow, we design some nozzles with its own distinctive design
and put it right after quick exhaust valve inside the chamber. The target will be placed right under the nozzle with the desired
distance.
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We have tested the desk gene gun and it worked just like it should. There isn’t any leaks at the fluid lines, the fluid can be
precisely controlled, and the pressure loss inside the assembly still can be tolerated as well. This makes sure that the
architecture of the subassembly is good and appropiate enough. The operation was also easy although it requires supply of both
electrical power and compressed fluid lines. Several things that should be consider at are the effect or force from the
pressurized fluid. The force when the valve was opened and the fluid flows out of the nozzle cannot be considered low. A well
and precise design of support with damper or mounting bracket should be made in order to absorb the vibration. The structure
was also a bit unstable because of the lightweight structure and the proportion. The height was just too high and it was just
supported by four hollow aluminum tubes. This makes that each time a shot was done, the device receive a moment force and
it was like swaying over. The problem can be solved by lowering the height of the device or changing the materials of the
structure so it will be more stable.
Based on the evaluation and to improve the performance of the device, we decide to make a computer-aided control system to
the device. By using solenoid valve and solenoid pressure regulator, we can control the fluid electrically. The usage of pressure
transducer can also be applied to change the pressure gage role so the amount of pressure can also be displayed in the
computer. In addition, we are also planning to make a motor-controlled platform inside the chamber using screw system so in
the future, users don’t have to put the target in specific distance manually. They just have to put the distance into the computer
and the system will do it automatically. This addition is also capable to make the inside chamber to be sealed better so it will
reduce any interruption from the environment. Hence, it will increase the reliability of the shooting results in the future.

Figure 5. Prototype of desk gene gun
There are three prototypes of portable gene gun that we have made, each of them with their own designs and combinations of
components. The core components of gene gun will be the same for each prototypes which are consist of 3/2 valve and quick
exhaust valve along with a fluid container and the nozzle. Instead of using electrical controlled 3/2 solenoid valve, we use a
mechanical-actuated 3/2 valve. We also use smaller size of valve for the portable gene gun. If the desk gene gun use a 3/8’
valve, portable gene gun use 1/4’ or 1/8’ valve.
We are still using the standard or common components in the market to make it easy to be replaced and assemblied. We
combines wide range of products to find the most optimum design. We decide to use a mechanical-actuated valve in order to
increase the simplicity of the mechanism. If we use a solenoid valve, then it needs an electric power source which could be
mean a battery will be needed. This will increase the dimension and weight of the assembly. Thus, in consequence of using
mechanical-actuated valve, we have to design the most appropiate handling position and add some linkage so the device can be
used easily and without so much effort.
In the gene gun assembly, there are two components that was designed distinctively, which are fluid container and nozzle. Just
like its name, the fluid container is used to store some amounts of compressed fluid that will be used to accelerate the
microparticles. The most important thing to be considered of the design of the fluid container is the capacity which will
determine the dimension. Based on the principle of continuity equation and law for compressible fluid, to obtain the same fluid
flow capacity, smaller fluid container capacitywould mean higher driving pressure is required, and vice versa. Here, the fluid
driving pressure will play a very important role. A pneumatic system with higher operating pressure will be also considered
more dangerous than the one with lower operating pressure. A well and precise decision should be taken to obtain the most
compact design of fluid container with proportional driving pressure. Until now, we are still trying to find the most appropiate
combination of fluid container combination to driving pressure. The requirement of compact and mobile design of portable
gene gun will be the challenge of this fluid container design problem.
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Figure 6. Prototypes of portable gene gun
Beside the pneumatic mechanisms, another component that has a very important role to succesfully make gene gun able to
deliver vaccine into human body is the nozzle. Nozzle is used to form and direct the fluid flow so it will gives the most
optimum result. Not only that, in gene gun, nozzle is also used as the location to put the tube containong microparticles which
coated with the vaccine. This will be the constrain yet the key point of the nozzle designing. Based on the user needs and
literature, it is known that the nozzle used for gene gun should be categorized as supersonic nozzle.
Supersonic nozzle has its own distinctive rules of design. In general, the form of supersonic nozzle can be considered as a
convergent-divergent nozzle (C-D nozzle). The most special thing in this type of nozzle is the existence of throat section.
Supersonic nozzle can be divided to three sections: converging sections, throat section, and diverging section. In converging
section, subsonic flow developed until it reach near supersonic flow. Inside the throat area, the fluid flow will developed into
fully supersonic flow. In the diverging area, the fluid flow will keep developing, increasing its velocity until it meet the
stagnant fluid condition of environment. With these two key points, we design nozzles for gene gun that capable to hold the
tube and acted as a supersonic nozzle.

Figure 7. Nozzles of gene gun
The manufacturing process to make gene gun nozzle should be distinctively considered too. Conventional manufacturing
method using conventional tools and machine are hardly able to be used to make a precise and accurate gene gun nozzle.
Considering limitations of manufacturability, we decide to simplify gene gun nozzle to a converging nozzle, as the preliminary
study for next research and development. As an addition, based on some developments done by the other about gene gun
nozzle, we also decide to put baffle holes angle variations and shooting distance to our development. The main purpose of
baffle holes angle is to deflect the fluid flow so it will not hit the target, leaving only the microparticles that hit the target. This
was done to minimize the side effect of the high velocity fluid flow which will cause an impact force that may destroy the
target tissue. In terms of vaccination into human skin, this impact force would mean harm and cause pain to the patient. We use
three variations of baffle holes angle which are: 30 o, 90o, 150o. Each of the nozzles will be tested at three different shooting
distances, which are: 0 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm.
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Figure 8. Impact force to variations of shooting distances

0deg

30deg
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150deg

Figure 9. Impact force to variations of holes angles
The test to determine the effect of baffle holes angle and shooting distance variations to impact force has been done. From the
results, it is known that the lowest impact force was created by nozzle with 150 oof baffle holes angle shot in shooting distance
of 0 mm. This result will be put as one of the consideration of gene gun nozzle designing. For the material, we decide to use
aluminum. Later, to fulfill the standard of medical equipment, development of nozzle made by medical-approved material will
be done. The testing of the gene gun has also been done to the agarose to determine the effect of driving pressure to the depth
of penetration and spread diameter. Research to find the most effective combination of driving pressure and shooting distance
are still in progress.

CONCLUSION
The initial prototype of desk gene gun and portable gene gun have been made as a mark of our involvement of the
development of intradermal vaccine administration device. Further development like adding computer-aided system, more
precise controls and readings, appropriate material selection, and design of the architecture will be done to enhance the
reliability of desk gene gun as medical laboratory equipment. For the portable gene gun, many developments are still needed,
especially for non-common parts to find the most optimum design in terms of dimension, weight, looks, and ease of operation
with heed to the main function of the gene gun.
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ABSTRACT
The coupled heave and pitch motions of a simplified sloshing effect at the FLNG on still water surface and subjected to
induced by sloshing have been investigated. The FLNG was considered to be rigid body supported by non permanent pole with
distributed spring damper. Based on the general equation of the ship motion in waves, and various wave amplitude, period
governing equation induced by sloshing were derived. For the case of various fluid level on the cargo tank and various wave
period, wave amplitude ‘” exact solution “ was obtained. For the purpose of comparison and more general studies, a numerical
approach was also introduced. The influences on the dynamic responses of FLNG of some factors such as sloshing effect,
heaving, various fluid level on cargo tank initial velocity and acceleration, were studied. To check the reliability of the
numerical result a simple model was conducted and validated with some experimental result. The reason for discrepancies
between experiments and theory are discussed. For simplicity, the damping effect and sloshing effect to the FLNG induced
waves are replaced by damping ratio in this study.
Keywords
simplified, sloshing. coupled heave and pitch, damping, and waves

1.

INTRODUCTION

There are two primary concerns related to sloshing flows in ship hydrodynamics: the prediction of sloshing-induced impact
loads on ship structures, and the dynamics of ship motion coupled with sloshing-induced excitation. The former is an important
task in the design of internal cargo structure. In particular, this is an essential element in the design of membrane-type liquefied
natural gas (FLNG) carriers or FLNG platforms. The latter has been of interest for the prediction of dynamic behavior of ship
motion. Meanwhile the design load of the main hull structure is governed by the external wave load and inertial load due to
ship motion, the sloshing impact load due to liquid motion inside the tank governs the design load for the FLNG containment
system and surrounding bulkheads.
Many studies on the ship sloshing problem were carried out in 1970’s and early 1980’s for the design of FLNG carriers.
Recently, the demand of sloshing analysis is rising again for the design of larger FLNG carriers and LNG floating-productionstorage-offloading (FPSO) vessels. Many numerical studies on sloshing flows have been reported during last two decades.
Some representative works have been introduced by ([1], [2]), [3], [4], [5], and [6]. Despite numerous studies, not many
methods are applicable for actual engineering use such as the simulation of violent flows and the prediction of impact loads.
However, recent experimental and numerical study shows that even at the milder sea states, the sloshing load at the filling level
near the 30% of tank height can be as high as the sloshing load at the high filling level at the North Atlantic ( ([7]);([8]).
This study aims to observed on the physical phenomena involved in violent sloshing flows, and the development of proper
numerical models for practical use. To this end, both the experimental observation and numerical computations are carried out
([10], [11]).

2.

MODEL SET-UP AND ITS PARTICULAR

The FLNG model was produced according to a scale 1:70 .The model consists of hull body (barge shape structure) completed
with cargo tank, normal bilge tank. The FLNG model was made from wood and steel frame which is required strengthen the
hull body. The model should be statically and dynamically balanced to adjust the position centre of gravity and radii gyration.
The Cargo tank are made of acrylic transparent glass 1 cm wall thickness. In the following lines plan and table of principal
dimension of FLNG with scale factor:
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Figure 1: Lines Plan of FLNG

Figure 2: Set Up Position Of Model FLNG In Model Basin
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Table 1: Principal Particular

Table 2: Tests With Regular Wave

The model test were carried out in regular and random waves. The random waves were adjusted to represent PiersonMoskowitz wave spectrum. The waves in basin were generated by means of a wave generator.

3. PROCEDURE CALIBRATION
All from the recorded decay curves of the various motion decay or free extinction tests natural periods have been derived to
used for evaluated. The damping coefficients were derived from the decrease of motion amplitude for two successive
oscillations as follows: (See Figure 3)
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Figure 3: Decay Test
I(t)
= time trace of motion I
In
= motion amplitude of n-th oscillation
TI
= natural period of motion I.
The logarithmic decrement Δ can be determined:
Δ = ln (In1/In2)
The dimensionless damping coefficient or damping ratio to critical damping is expressed by:
k = b/b critical
Which can be calculated from the logarithmic decrement by:
k = Δ / (4π2+ Δ2 )1/2

Linear (Equivalent) Damping
When the system behaviors is almost linear (equivalent) damping can be derived as follows:
The linear motion x(t) during a free extinction test can be described by, assuming a linear system:

m 1 .
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2
dt
dt
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2
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Where:
m = vessel mass
A = added mass
Bx = linear damping coefficient

and
and
and

I = vessel inertia for rotation
IA = added inertia for rotation
BI

Cx = linear spring coefficient

and

C I = angular spring coefficient

The spring coefficients are a combination of the hydrostatic spring and the stiffness of the mooring system.
The non-damped natural period of this system can be calculated as:
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m A
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For such a system the critical damping Bcrit is defined as:

B xcrit

2 (m  A).C x

BIcrit

2 ( I  I A ).C x

If the damping is equal to, or larger than, the critical damping, no overshoot of dynamic amplification occurs in the system. To
determine the degree of damping in a system, the damping is sometimes expressed as a ratio B E of the linear damping
coefficient B and the critical damping Bcrit:

BE

B
Bcrit

5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Response Amplitude Operator
The prediction of responses structure of an FLNG is generally made in regular wave. In currently work various heading angle
(90,180) degree and filling of the water 30 % for simplicity analysis. In this model test sort term response calculation of linier
non linier are given natural Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) of FLNG. Based on linier theory it is assumed that for each
wave period the relation between input wave amplitude and motion always the same. From the test were carried out at beam
seas 180 degree the wave amplitude increase compare to head seas 90 degrees (See Figures 5and 6). For heaving motion at
beam seas 180 degrees and head seas 90 degrees, there is not many different (See Figures 7 and 8).
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Figure 5: RAO Pitch (Angle 90 deg)

Figure 7: RAO Heave (Angle 90 deg)

Figure 6: RAO PITCH (Angle 180 deg)

Figure 8: RAO Heave (Angle 180 deg)

5.2. Time Traces of Wave Spectrum and Impact pressure at Sloshing Tank
Figures 9 and 10 show an actual time history of wave spectra and impact pressure to support the analysis of natural frequency
of the ship motion as particular for pithing and heaving motions. And also the correlation between wave spectra and the
maximum impact pressure.

Figure 9 Wave Spectrum and Impact pressure with heading 180 deg
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Figure 10: Wave Spectrum and Impact pressure with heading 90 deg
Table 3 Result of Decay Test
NO
1
2
3
4

ID
D 03
D 06
D 09
D 15

BILGE
KEEL

DECAY

RAO
Pitch,Heave

Tn (sec)

P

Q

Normal
LRSD
Normal
LRSD

Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch

0,4deg,0.9m
0.03deg,0.7m
0.11deg,1.6m
0.05deg,1.74m

12.094
11.672
11.658
11.753

5 Kg
5 Kg
5 Kg
5 Kg

5 Kg
5 Kg
5 Kg
5 Kg

Figures 11and 12 show the step of run-up water dynamic in the storage tank The storage tank were filled the water untill 30 %
from maksimum storage given splashess significantly increase.

Figure 11: Wave peak (t=6)

Figure 12: Run up wave (t=5)

6. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, the physical and technical issues of sloshing flows in FLNG the ship are described. The physical
phenomena in violent sloshing flows have been carefully observed in experiments, which was carried out at IHL Surabaya.
Based on the present study, the following conclusions are drawn:
x There are several physical issues which should be considered in sloshing analysis. These issues include the effects of
cushioning due to air pocket, local wave breaking, splashes .To understand their effects is critical to develop
numerical models for sloshing analysis is need to study more detail .
x There are several technical issues in the numerical simulation of violent sloshing flows. Due to discrete spatial and
time domain, proper numerical techniques are essential to make the solution more continuous, stable, and realistic.
x The nonlinearity of sloshing flow plays a critical role in the ship motion coupled with sloshing. The sloshing-induced
force and moment are not linearly proportional to excitation amplitude. Therefore, the ship motion coupled with
sloshing does not vary in a linear manner with respect to wave amplitude.
x The coupled problem is well predicted by the linear theory based on the impulsive response function. This method is
accurate and robust, and particularly very efficient in computational time.
x The coupled Pitching and heaving problem is well predicted by the linear theory based on the impulsive response
function must be continued with mathematical modeling to validated and solve the instrumentation error . Specially
for pitching, heaving motion induced by sloshing dynamic .
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ABSTRACT
A common UV lithography technology uses a series of instruments which are spin-coater, hot plate and UV curing system.
This had restrained the application of UV lithography technology in a laboratory with limited resource. The purpose of this
work is focused on how to produce and characterize microstructures with our home-made instruments. The thickness of
around 100Pm was achieved by our system. Furthermore, an optimum condition for UV curing was also characterized in term
of exposure dose (J/cm2).
Keywords
UV lithography, MEMS, photoresist, spin-coating sytem, UV Box.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ultra violet (UV) lithography is the most common microfabrication technique to realize microstructures with high resolution
for Micro Electronic Mechanical System (MEMS) applications. UV light is emitted by electric arcs and specialized lights such
as mercury lamps and black lights. The UV light is illuminated through a predetermined mask and is then transmitted onto
silicon wafer coated with photoresist. Hence, the mask intercepts UV light corresponded with the pattern and detained the
light onto photoresist material. During the exposure stage, the photoresist polymer is crosslinked and permanently unremoved
at subsequently developing stage. On the other hand, the unexposed area is washed away altogether with developing solution.
Thus, the remaining photoresist form a structure corresponded with the mask [1].
The critical knowledge of this process is the characterization of the UV light intensity and the interaction with the polymer
photoresist material. A common photoresist material such as SU-8 is reported to have resolution in the range of 15-270 Pm
width with a thickness up to 275 Pm [2]. Furthermore, Hsieh successfully correlated the photoresist thickness and exposure
dose. He reported that a dose of 16-20 J/cm2 is required to expose the photoresist layer with thickness of 200 Pm [3].
Currently, the interest of researchers is realizing high precision result with lowest cost as possible. A conventional lithography
process requires a set system of spin coater, uv exposure and mask aligner system. Here, we present a result of our home made
spincoater and UV exposure system during laboratory course work of microfabrication.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND APPARATUS
Photo lithography process in this paper was conducted with following procedure:
2.1 Spin Coating
Liquid negative photoresist AL-217 from Aldrich Chemical was soaked onto wafer silicon. The wafer silicon was attached to
the spin coating and was then rotated at 500 RPM in the 5 seconds (level 1) and 1000 RPM in the next 10 seconds (level 2).
Low cost spincoater machine contains only motor with speed controller. The substrate attach to the spincoater disc by adhesive
band. Utilization of adhesive band to substitute the function of vacuum suction that reduces cost significantly.
2.2 Pre Baking
Prebaking process is to evaporate photoresist solvent and to solidify resist on the wafer. Wafer coated with photoresist was
placed on a hot plate for 15 minutes at 70 oC.
2.3 UV Exposure
In order to expose the photoresist, a wooden box with a dimension of 30x20x10 cm 3 is prepared. The purpose of UV exposure
is to active crosslinking agent. In this work, five TUV Philips lamps with 11 W were installed inside the box. Moreover, simple
mask with predetermined pattern was contacted directly on the top of photoresist film. Dose, D, or energy (J/cm2) was adjusted
by tuning the exposure time (seconds) at the surface of film. In this work, exposure time was set at 5,10, and 15 minutes.
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2.4 Development
Development is a process to remove uncrosslinked part on the wafer, while the linked photoresist will remain on the wafer.
The developer agent used throughout was from also Aldrich Chemical. The exposed wafer was dipped into beaker glass filled
with developer solution for 30-60 seconds.
2.5 Post Baking
Post baking is applied to cure the photo resist. After exposure, a post exposure baking was performed on a hot plate for 20
minutes at 70 oC. This step is defined to stabilize photoresist film.
The experimental result was conducted in the scanning electron microscope EVO MA10 Zeiss Germany was used to determine
the thickness and line width of resulted pattern.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Spin Coating Characterization
Spin coater was mainly composed of DC motor controlled with a DC voltage supply. By regulating the voltage supplier,
angular speed of motor can be determined thus correlation of angular speed and thickness is known. Figure 1 depicts a cross
section of sample and thickness measurement of photoresist film via SEM. Note that the measurement was made after
prebaking the wafer. Hence, it can be assumed that the excess solvent is removed. Figure 1 also demonstrates that photoresist
thickness is distributed quite evenly with some deviation. Moreover, a more complete result is tabulated in table 1.

Figure 1: A sample of thickness measurement of photoresist film via SEM
Intuitively, table 1 show that slower angular speed gives thicker photoresist film. The result also demonstrates that at 500 RPM
speed gives the highest standard error. It can be inferred that at this low angular speed, a uniform thickness is harder to
achieve. On the other hand, thickness measurement at above 1000 RPM confirms that the standard error is lower than 7%.
Table 1: Result of thickness measurement

No
1
2
3

Speed at level 1
[RPM]
500
500
500

Speed at level 2
[RPM]
500
1000
1500

Voltage Output
[V DC]
5.5
5.8
6.5

Thickness
[Pm]
140.80 ± 26.88
105.67 ± 7.10
64.45 ± 2.39

3.2 UV Exposure Characterization
The exposure experiments were performed with 5 parallel TUV lights that assembled inside a wooden box. The intensity of
incident UV light was measured as about 0.2 W/cm2.. Subsequently, an exposure scenario was conducted to find optimum
working condition. The measurement shows that the optimum exposure time is at 10 minutes. During developing time, a weak
bonding between photoresist and substrate was observed at 5 minutes exposure time. Additionally, a significant temperature
increasing of UV box was also indicated during UV exposure stage at 15 minutes exposure time.
Performance of the process was tested by varying structure dimension. The result shows that the propose photo lithography
apparatus is able to produce photoresist structure up to 100 Pm. Simple quadratic pattern was tested n this study to observe the
result of UV exposure. Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c) illustrate the predetermined mask that designed with various line widths from
100; 150 and 200 Pm. Later on, figures 2 (d), (e), and (f) depict the realized pattern after the post bake process under
microscope observation. These results shows that the propose photolithography system is able to produce micro-structures.
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Figure 2.: Predetermined mask with various line width: (a) 100 Pm (b) 150 Pm and (c) 200 Pm Realized line width of
photoresist after post baking stage (d) 100 Pm (e) 150 Pm and (f) 200 Pm
The SEM photograph of developed photoresist structure is shown in figure 3. A gear structure with about 100 Pm thick is
released but some cracks can be observed in the bottom of the structure. The cracks are formed in the residual of the exposed
photoresist. Until now, the development conditions are still not optimized, therefore, some exposed photoresist are remained
on the bottom of structure occasionally.

A

B

Figure 3: (a) Photograph and (b) SEM graph of product from lithography process for micro gear project
The contact masking method was indicated to damage the resist structure during mask removal stage. An improvement in
masking method is obviously needed in further improvement. Additionaly, a better light adjustment is also an area of
improvement to have more focused and intensity of the UV luminance.

4. CONCLUSION
Our educational litography process that utilized a handmade spin coating and exposure systems shows a promising result. The
system attains the thickness up to 140.80 ± 26.88 and a line width in the range of 100 Pm. However, it is indicated a low aspect
ratio during the project of realizing micro gear part. A further adjustment is proposed to improve this system which at this
moment cost less than $500.

Authors would like to thanks to IMHERE program at the Department of Mechanical Engineering Universitas Indonesia. The
realizing of apparatus and materials was financed by research and teaching grant of IMHERE project in 2012.
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ABSTRACT
Several studies have demonstrated the ability of laser for microchannels fabrication. There are some important aspects
that must be considered to use laser for machining process, such as machining method, type of laser and interaction
between laser and workpiece. In this research, CO2 laser machine was used as a tool to fabricate a microchannels on
acrylic. Some parameters that can influence the outcome of the cuts were setup, which are focus distance on Z axis, laser
power, cutting speed, and the repetition of cutting process (number of pass). Cutting results were width and depth of cut.
Observation was made by using digital microscope as measuring tool, and measurement results was analyzed by using
Anova method. The results of the analysis shows that the parameter of laser power has a dominant influence on depth of
cut, and then parameter of cutting speed and number of pass. By determining width and depth of the cut based on given
parameters, it will be easier to take a shape and size on microchannel fabrication.
Keywords
Acrylic, Anova, CO2 Laser, number of pass, microchannels
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to discover design and car body structure which stream line and aerodynamics and also have the low
drag coefficient in order to give economic fuel consumption with minimum side force coefficient and low drag force
coefficient to keep out the skidding.
The experimental methods used in this study with a subsonic wind tunnel by model dimensions as 30 cm x 30 cm x
48 cm with experimental specimen on the scale of 1/33 than the actual dimensions. The simulations of this study
used ANSYS fluent 13.0 program to make the vector visualization analysis for the velocity vectors and the form of
air flow with the pressure distribution and the streamlines.
The result of this experiment showed that on the normal angle or (0º) give the drag coefficient as 0,311259, the lift
forced coefficient as 0,045312 and the number of side forced coefficient as 0.415493 that showed the car body has
very aerodynamically. The form of flow pattern at the car body which designed has in streamlines conditions that it
was showed on the low turbulence flow presentation. The number of drag coefficient and the number of lift
coefficient from the result simulation was not so far different than the experimental study which of 0,318525 for the
drag coefficient and the lift coefficient of 0,04206875.
Keywords
Characteristics, Sport Car Body, aerodynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle body shape is closely related to the aerodynamic load. Range of aerodynamic loads are grouped into 3 drag
force, lift force and side force. Drag force is the force that are inhibiting the direction the vehicle. Lift force is the
force that are raising vehicles side force is the force pushing the vehicle laterally nature. Drag force, lift force and
side force is affected by the shape of the contours of the vehicle body, vehicle dimensions and speed of the vehicle.

2. REFERENCES
Viscosity caused by the molecular friction between the fluid particles. According to Newton's law for flow in a
parallel plate is

W

P

du
dy ...................................................(1.)

.
Shear stress τ is proportional to the magnitude of the velocity gradient
μ is constant factor properties of the fluid is called the dynamic viscosity. In general, this constant factor is
temperature dependent.

Q

P
U

...........................................(2.)
Continuity Equation. The basic principle of this equation is the mass can not be created and can not be destroyed, in
which the mass in a system constant can be expressed in the formula:
Q = A1. v1 =A2.v2…………………(3.)
Momentum Equation. Newton's second law equation for a system used as a basis to seek a linear equation for a
control volume.
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F=

d (mv)
……………..……….(4.)
dt

Bernoully Equation :

P
v2
gz + 2 + U = konstan ……….(5.)
The amount of aerodynamic drag can be formulated:

F
D

U

C . . A .V 2
D 2 F

……...……(6.)
The magnitude of the lift force has a formula:

FL

U

C L . . AF .V 2
2

………………(7.)
Great addition to the aerodynamic force is can be formulated:

FS

U

C S . . AF .V 2
2
………….......…(8.)

3. RESEARCH METHODS
Specimens used in size (L x W x T) is 12.6 cm x 5.9 cm x 4 cm, or 1/33 times the actual size.

Fig. 1st. Sport Car Body Model.

Experimental method is done using a wind tunnel. Wind tunnel used to study the interaction between objects
moving relative to the air against the body. The type of wind tunnel used is kind of low turbulence subsonic wind
tunnel.

Fig. 2nd . Low turbulence subsonic wind tunnel.
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4. DISCUSSION AND THE RESEARCH RESULTS
Experimentally test results demonstrate the value of the coefficient of drag force on a scaled body as shown below.

Velocity of air ( m/s )
Fig. 3rd . Graph drag force coefficient correlation of test results versus of velocity of air.
Curve at an angle of attack 0o, 5o and 10o drag coefficient indicates the difference is not too big a difference. In
contrast to the curve with the angle of attack 15 ͼ, 20 ͼ, 25 ͼ and 30 ͼ showed a considerable difference in terms of
the difference is due to the increase frontal area large enough so that the drag force caused magnification value.
curve at angle of attack 15 ͼ, 25 ͼ and 30 ͼ shows the drag coefficient is quite stable, this is caused airflow stable and
so that the coefficient of drag is much influenced by the style of sliding surface, in contrast to the curve with the
g fluctuations.
angle of attack 0 ͼ, 20 ͼ and 30 ͼ coefficient of drag

Velocity of air ( m/s )
.
Fig. 4th. Graph lift force coefficient correlation of test results versus velocity of air
The graph above shows the curve of the ratio between lift coefficient with air velocity. of the image is visible lift
coefficient increases quite sharply at a flow rate of 8 m / s to 20 m / s it is comparable to the value of the coefficient
of drag.

Velocity of air ( m/s )
Fig. 5th Graph relations side force coefficient versus velocity of air test results.
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Side force coefficient at 25o and 30o angle of attack decreased and this is because the speed of stream flow
momentum increases. Coefficient of side force on the angle of attack 0ͼ, 5ͼ, 10ͼ, 15ͼ coefficients tend to be
unstable. On the curve with the angle of attack 20o side force coefficient tends to be stable. Value Coefficient Drag
Force and Lift Force Research with fluent was made to resemble the actual conditions on the highway where the
ambient temperature is expected to range from 40º C, while the value of the coefficient of drag force and lift force
shown in below. The research with fluent was made to resemble the actual conditions on the highway where the
ambient temperature is expected to range from 40 º C, while the value of the coefficient of drag force and lift
forcenya shown in below. From the above table it can be seen that the average value of the coefficient of drag force
simulation results in the range of 0.3185. The figure below shows the speed of the air flow on the surface of the
body with the air flow velocity parameters at the inlet surface of 69.44 m / s.

Fig. 6th Velocity of air flow at the front body interface.

Fig. 7th Velocity of air flow at the side body interface.
The top image shows that the greatest pressure on the front surface, and the windshield and rear view mirror car.
This affects the value of the coefficient of drag. While the lowest pressure occurs in the bottom of the front body,
rear view mirror, roof and rear body upper body.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The results scale car body using wind tunnel and simulation using fluent ANSYS 13.0 can be concluded as follows:
1. Experimental results on a normal angle (0°) obtained drag coefficient of 0.311259, and 0.045312 for
coefficient of lift force and side force coeffisient value of 0.415493. which means the body of the car is very
aerodynamic.
2. Coefficient of drag force and side force will increase with increasing angle of attack this is due to the increase
in the frontal area of the angle of attack will increase.
3. Based on the analysis carried out by the program ANSYS fluent indicate a change in the value of the pressure
at the surface of the body, caused by changes in fluid flow velocity.
4. Shape the flow pattern on the body that planned already streamlined, it can be seen in the percentage of very
small flow turbulence.
5. Drag and Lift coefficient value simulation results do not very much with the results of experimental testing. ie
0.318525 to coefficient of drag and coefficient of lift at 0.04206875.
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ABSTRACT
Application of multi-hull ships as marine transportation began to grow rapidly at the present. Advantages of pentamaran due to
lower draught with the same displacement of monohull. This study aimed to determine the effect of variations in separation
and staggered of side hull I to the total resistances to get the configuration with the lowest resistance interference.
Configuration varied by adjusting the separation and staggered of side hull I. Method of towing tank experiments are used with
variations of Froude number from 0,10 to 0,70. Conclusion, the highest drag reduction of Fr less than 0,40 is II.a configuration
(S/L = 3/16, R/L = 1/20) with a maximum percentage of 46,14%, the Fr arround 0,50 is III.B configuration (S/L = 2/16, R/L = 3/20) with a maximum percentage of 43,94%, but, while the Fr higher than 0,55 back to II.a configuration. The influence of
the configuration to the resistances depends on the value of Fr, the influence of hull separation indicates the closer hull with the
other gives a high interference resistance, while the influence of staggered hull indicates the position of side hull I in optimal
separation will give the lowest resistance in mid staggered positions.
Keywords
Pentamaran, resistance, side hull I, hull separation, staggered hull.

1. INTRODUCTION
Pentamaran with five hulls is the development of multihull ships catamaran, trimaran and quadrimaran. Determination of the
number of hull in multihull ships will give different characteristics. Pentamaran recently started to be developed in Europe as
freight transport (High Speed Cargo Ship), passenger transport (High Speed Ferry), troops transport (Sea lift), patrol boats
(Combatant), and other high speed craft.
Development of the research in multihull associated with one of the efforts to reduce ship resistances by modifying the ship
hull form which is an example of passive control resistances, which passive control can provide relatively high reduction
percentage of resistances. Characteristics of pentamaran ship that can have much smaller resistances at high speed compared to
monohull vessel will give efficiency in fuel consumption, time and operational costs in the voyage.
Researches on total hull resistance in pentamaran ship model is still a significant challenge for researchers in determining the
precise characteristics of the interactions that occured in each hull, so it is still being developed better configuration to get the
lowest resistance interference.
This study aimed to determine the effect of variations in the distance of side hull I longitudinaly (staggered hull) and
transversely (hull separation) to the total resistance asymmetrical pentamaran models for wave and viscous resistance
interference that produces the lowest resistances.

2. MULTIHULL AND PENTAMARAN CONCEPT
The effect of hydrodynamic hull form type, side-hull configurations, position, displacement, transverse and longitudinal
location can be varied to obtain the lowest resistances and better seakeeping characteristics. Displacement of side-hull
influences on frictional resistance and stability, position can determine the effects of the interaction between side-hull and main
hull, stability, and rolling parameters. There are three types design of multi-hull ship, symmetric, asymmetric inboard and
asymmetric outboard as shown in figure 1. Symmetric side-hull much influences on the magnitude of the interference effect
between main hull and side-hull. Asymmetric inboard configuration is likely to show the greatest variation in the magnitude of
the interaction and produce interference effects are very high or very low on some speed and position of side-hull. Symmetric
side-hull configuration also showed variation but not as extreme asymmetric inboard configuration. Eventually, for asymmetric
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outboard configuration produces the smallest interference variations [Oller et al, 2003].

Figure 1: Hull form type of trimaran [Acker et al, 1997]
The type of body plan hull form is divided into :
- Round Bilge
- Hard chine

Figure 2: Hull form type of catamaran body plan
Type of hard chine hull form is simple and straightforward in construction work. This hull type has a larger static wetted
surface area so that it improves frictional resistance at low speeds. While at high speed, the wetted surface area will lose due to
the presence of dynamic lift. Round bilge hull types are suitable for more loads and low speed. This hull type has a relatively
small movement, and not prone to the waves (slamming) so as to provide comfort to the extreme wave conditions. Usually this
type of hull fitted with sprayer on the bow to reduce the effects of water spray.
Pentamaran is a type of multihull ships, slender hull (high ratio L/B) with one main hull and four side hulls [Gee, 2005]. Main
hull is optimized to get the minimum resistances for deadweight and certain speeds. Side-hull configuration is designed and
arranged to deliver the expected stability characteristics. The use of four side-hulls to replace the two side-hulls of the trimaran
provides better stability at minimum drag and rolling resistance, Pentamaran provide the possibility of power constraints and
most small and seakeeping caracteristic is better.
Pentamaran design advantage is [Gee, 1999]:
a) The need for low power
b) Loss of speed due to waves is lower
c) Very good of seakeeping characteristics

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Referring to R.V. Triton trimaran [Research Vessel Triton, 2001] which uses asymmetric outboard configuration of side-hull,
then on the model in this study used asymmetric outboard configuration pentamaran model for side hull I and side hull II,
while the body plan hull form is designed for ships with more load, so, the selected types Bilge round. Displacement models of
multihull for towing tank test are same as monohull displacement. Pentamaran ship models are designed as shown in Figure 3 6. Model specifications as shown in Table 1.

Main
Measure
LOA
B1
T
H
CB
Cp
WSA
∆

Table 1: Model hull specification
Main
Side
Side
hull
hull I
hull II
2,00 m
1,00 m
0,75 m
0,20 m
0,10 m
0,07 m
0,07 m
0,07 m
0,06 m
0,15 m
0,15 m
0,14 m
0,57
0,59
0,58
0,58
0,61
0,60
0,39 m2
0,18 m2
0,11 m2
12,50 kg
3,25 kg
2,75 kg

Mono
hull
2,00 m
0,54 m
0,07
0,15
0,58
0,61
0,83 m2
24,5 kg
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Figure 3: Round bilge type body plan of pentamaran
model

Figure 4: Sheer plan of pentamaran model

Figure 6: Isometric view of pentamaran model

Figure 5: Half breadth plan of pentamaran model
Towing tank test is performed in the towing tank with a size of 20 m x 8 m x 2 m, Using an electric motor which equiped with
voltage regulator to control the velocity, load cell transducer is mounted on the model and associated with the acquisition data
to read the value of the model resistance, as shown in figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7: Side plane view of towing tank test set-up
Configuration of pentamaran model is arranged by transverse distance variation (hull separation, S/L) and longitudinal distance
variation (staggered hull, R/L). S is transverse separation distance between side hull I to main hull, R is midship longitudinal
separation distance between side hull I to main hull, and L is length over all of the model as shown in figure 9 and 10 below.

Figure 8: Top plane view of towing tank test set-up

4. TEST ANALYSIS
International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) classifies ship resistance in calm water into two components, these are viscous
resistance which related with Reynolds number and residual resistance, those are wave resistance which related with Froude
number, component of air resistance as residual resistance can be ignored because in the model testing, superstructure is not
used, only the characteristic of the hull resistance is tested, so the coefficient of total resistances can be defined as :

RT

RV  RW

(1)

CT

CV  CW

(2)

CT

(1  I k )V CF  W CW

(3)
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(1  E k )CF  W CW

CT

(4)

Which RT is total resistance, RV is viscous resistance, Rw is wave resistance, CT is the total resistance’s coefficient, CV is the
viscous resistance’s coefficient, CW is the coefficient of residual wave resistance, CF is the frictional resistance’s coefficient, k
is the hull shape factor, ø is the factor of pressure change in the hull, σ is the increasing factor of velocity-stream around the
hull, W is the interference factor of wave resistance. For practical purpose, ø and σ can be combined [Insel and Molland, 1991
and 1992] into viscous resistance’s interference , that is β factor, which (1+øk )σ = (1+βk). From the towing tank test results,
total resistances ‘s coefficient CT can be calculated with formula below :

RT

CT

(5)

0.5U S V 2

which ρ is the density of water and S is the wetted surface area, V is the velocity of the ship. Total resistance can be defined as
:

1

RT

2

CT UV 2 S

(6)

Froude number and Reynolds number defined it as :
V
Fr
gL

Re

(7)

VL

(8)

v

where L is the length of the ship, g is the acceleration of gravity and ν is water kinematic viscosity. The drag reduction of
pentamaran model to model monohull stated as :
DR (%)

CT  CTO
CTO

u 100%

(9)

which DR is the percentage of Drag reduction, CT is the coefficient of pentamaran model’s total resistance. CTO is the
coefficient of monohull model’s total resistance (displasemen monohul equal to displasemen pentamaran).

Figure 9: Configuration of asymmetrical pentamaran model

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Influence of Hull Separation (S/L) of side hull I
5.1.1
Hull Separation (S/L) in The Configuration I
From the graph that shows relation between Fr and C T, as shown in figure 12, generally, I.c configuration has the highest total
resistance’s coefficient value compared to the other configuration, while I.a configuration is the lowest.
5.1.2
Hull Separation (S/L) in The Configuration II
From the graph below, shows relation between Fr and C T as shown in figure 14, II.c configuration generally has the highest
total resistance’s coefficient value compared to the other configuration, while II.a configuration is the lowest.
5.1.3
Hull Separation (S/L) in The Configuration III
From the graph below, shows relation between Fr and CT as shown in figure 16, generally, III.a configuration has the highest
total resistance’s coefficient value, while III.b configuration has the lowest resistance coefficient.
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Figure 11: Hull separation (S/L) in the configuration I

Figure 10: Separation and staggered hull configuration of
side hull I

Figure 12: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with total
resistance’s coefficient (CT) of hull separation (S/L) in the
configuration I

Figure 13: Hull separation (S/L) in the configuration II

Figure 14: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with total
resistance’s coefficient (CT) of hull separation (S/L) in the
configuration II

5.2 Influence of Staggered Hull (R/L) of side hull I
5.2.1

Staggered Hull (R/L) in The Configuration (a)

From the graph below, shows relation between Fr and C T
as shown in figure 18, generally, III.a configuration has the
highest total resistance’s coefficient value, while II.a
configuration is the lowest.
Figure 15: Hull separation (S/L) in the configuration III
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Figure 16: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with total
resistance’s coefficient (CT) of hull separation (S/L) in the
configuration III

Figure 17: Staggered hull (R/L) in the configuration (a)

Figure 18: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with total
resistance’s coefficient (CT) of Staggered hull (R/L) in the
configuration (a)
5.2.2
Staggered Hull (R/L) in The Configuration (b)
From the graph below, shows relation between Fr and C T as shown in figure 20, the characteristic of the resistance in each
configurations are more varied to Froude number. When the Froude number are lower than 0,40, I.b configuration is tend to
has highest resistance but when the Froude number are more than 0,40, II.b configuration has the highest resistance. The
lowest resistance is belong to III.b configuration.

Figure 19: Staggered hull (R/L) in the configuration (b)

Figure 20: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with total
resistance’s coefficient (CT) of staggered hull (R/L) in the
configuration (b)
5.2.3
Staggered Hull (R/L) in The Configuration (c)
From the graph below, shows relation between Fr and C T as shown in figure 22, generally in all range of Froude number I.c
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configuration are tend to has highest resistance, while the lowest resistance occured in III.c configuration.

Figure 21: Staggered hull (R/L) in the configuration (c)
5.3 Comparation of Multihull Configuration and Monohull with Total Hull Resistance
In figure 23 and 24 show the relation between Froude number and total resistance’s coefficient in each various configuration
to monohull. In a low Froude number, monohull has relatively lower resistance compared to multihull pentamaran’s model, it’s
because viscous resistance greatly affected the ship model, when the ship model’s in the low velocity multihull’s model has
larger wetted surface area than monohull. When the velocity and Froude number increase, model’s resistance of monohull rise
and become higher than multihull, because the component of wave resistance is more dominant in the high velocity. In the
pentamaran’s multihull model which the L/B’s rasio is larger (Slender Body) than monohull, will give advantage with the drag
reduction of the wave’s occured, because of the L/B’s rasio of the ship, wave pressure factor to the ship hull decrease and also
can reduce the occurrence of transversal and divergent wave which affected by hull’s shape factor. It’s also clear that in the
multihull’s model graph appeared Hump and Hollow phenomenon, that’s occured because wave interference factor, which
Hump, because of constructive interferences, so the wave resistance rise drastically, Hollow, because of destructive
interferences so the wave resistance will fall drastically. In the graph of Fr vs CT, for the tranverse variations I (a,b, and c)
Hump occured dominantly arround Froude number 0,40, while in the longitudinal variations II dan III (a,b, and c), Hollow, are
tend to occured dominantly in the range of Froude number between 0,30 dan 0,55. That’s occured because in the configuration
I, which all of the hulls are longitudinally aligned, in the back side, there’s occured high wave resistance interferences
compared when the position of side hull I more ahead. While in the medium velocites, configurations II and III, destructive
interferences are tend to occured.

Figure 22: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with total resistance’s coefficient (C T) of staggered hull (R/L) in the
configuration (c)

In figure 24 shows the relation between configuration and total resistance’s coefficient which shows the characteristic of each
resistance in velocity levels. in the range of Froude number up to 0,35, the value of the resistance is still quite low due to
hollow’s occuring . then when the range of Froude number are between 0,35-0,45, a very impressive increasing of resistancevalue’s occured. And it’s caused by hump phenomenon, and then when the Froude number is more than 0,45, resistance’s
values of multihull are tend to fall because the hollow phenomenon is occured again, but that doesn’t happen in monohull,
where resistance’s values are still rising. The II.a configuration looks like the configuration which has the lowest resistance’s
values in almost all of Froude number range.
5.4 Drag reduction
The drag reduction in each configurations can be compared with resistances in monohull. Figure 25 shows percentage of drag
reduction in each pentamaran configurations to monohull in the range of Froude number. In the low Froude number arround
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0,20, drag reduction are negative, these mean that in the low velocity, pentamaran’s model has larger total resistance than
monohull. But in the medium or high velocity, the percentage of drag reduction is tend to rise, caused by the domination of
wave resistance factor so the pentamaran multihull-ship’s model has lower total resistance. From that graph, we can conclude
that the highest drag reduction in the low velocities (Froude number are less than 0,40) is II.a configuration with maximum
percentage is 46,14 %, while in the Froude number 0,50 is III.b configuration with maximum persentage is 43,94 %, and in
the Froude number more than 0,55 is II.a configuration with maximum persentage is 37,18 %. For the lowest drag reduction in
the low velocities (Froude number are less than 0,40) is I.c configuration with minimum persentage is -34,26 %, while in the
high velocities (Froude number are more than 0,40) is I.c configuration with minimum persentage is -12,08 %.
Those drag reduction’s values are the approach to estimate drag reduction in pentamaran multihull’s model. As shown in the
graph that the percentages always change to Froude number, as shown in figure 25. in II.a configuration, the highest drag
reduction is not always happened, in the Froude number around 0,5, III.b configuration creates higher drag reduction than the
other configurations, and then when the Froude number are more than 0,55 II.a configuration creates highest drag reduction
again. III.b configuration with position of side hull I is leading longitudinally and closer to main hull transversely with the
distance from side hull I to side hull II is also the farthest. This configuration can create high drag reduction, because in the
high velocities, waves interactions in one hull to another are so small.

6. CONCLUSION
1) Effect of variation indicates transverse configuration with S/L = 3/16 have the lowest resistances on each
configuration I and II, this is because the ratio of the distance side hull I by other hull was not too close so that the
interaction of the incoming and outgoing waves are also more lower.
2) Effect of longitudinal variation more varied when compared to the transverse variation, therefore the analysis is
restricted to the longitudinal variation of the transverse variation of (a) (S/L = 3/16). In the longitudinal variation I.a,
II.a, and III.a lowest resistance are II.a configuration (S/L = 3/16, R/L = 1/20) with the posistion of side hull I was in
the middle longitudinally. This happens may due to the configuration of the transverse and longitudinal wave
interference occured destructivelly when waves flow through the hull, resulting in the phenomenon that occurs Hump
and Hollow is also relatively low compared to other configurations.
3) In the low Froude number, monohull model has relatively lower resistance than multihull pentamaran model, it
happens because viscous resistance is greatly affected the ship model when its velocity is low, cause multihull model
has grater wetted surface areas than monohull. In the high Froude number the resistance of monohull model is higher
than multihull model because the component of wave resistance is highly dominated in the high velocity.
4) In the graph Fr vs CT for longitudinal variations, I (a,b,and c), Hump are ocurred dominantly in the range of Froude
number around 0,40, while in the transverse variations, II and III (a,b, and c), Hollow are tend to occured dominantly
in the range of Froude number between 0,30 to 0,55. These are because configuration I, which all of the hull are
aligned longitudinally in the back side, higher wave resistance interferences will be occured than when position of the
side hull I are relatively ahead.
5) We can conclude that the highest drag reduction in the low velocities (Froude number are less than 0,40) is II.a
configuration with maximum percentage is 46,14 %, while in the Froude’s value 0,50 is III.b configuration with
maximum persentage is 43,94 %, and in the Froude number more than 0,55 is II.a configuration with maximum
persentage is 37,18 %. For the lowest drag reduction in the low velocities (Froude number are less than 0,40) is I.c
configuration with minimum persentage is -34,26 %, while in the high velocities (Froude number are more than 0,40)
is I.c configuration with minimum persentage is -12,08 %.
6) The percentage of drag reduction the approach to estimate drag reduction in pentamaran multihul modell. In
determining the optimal configuration to get the lowest total resistance on the pentamaran’s hull spacing variation, is
affected by its Froude number, where in the high or low velocities, waves resistance interference and viscous are
varies.

Figure 23: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with total
resistance coefficient (CT)
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Figure 24: Comparison of configuration with total
resistance’s coefficient (CT)

Figure 25: Comparison of Froude number (Fr) with drag
reduction percentage (DR)
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ABSTRACT
One the products of PT. Krakatau Steel is a steel Billet, the raw material for the manufacture of wire in Wire Rod Mill
(MRM). The average temperature a t the exit of the billet Billet Steel Plant (BSP) about 900OC, was reduced to 130OC
before entering MRM. Billet is heated again so it can be processed in WRM. Several studies have been done to reduce
the rate of temperature decrease Steel Billet, including modifying the billet transportation system, which makes the
system ambient temperature is kept high enough billets. With the approach of isolated cooling average rate of
temperature decrease is 6.5OC per minute. From the results experiment is known that the temperature of the
surrounding air and the rate of speed of the transport system effect significant decrease in temperature billet, where the
temperature dropped to 450oC. The phenomenon of decrease temperature billet can be simulated using state transient
conduction heat transfer equation. Decrease the temperature is at least influences by several variables such as air
temperature around, speeds pace of billet transportation system, long transport time, and the coefficient of thermal
conductivity of billet. In this study created a numerical model of experiment study to determine the effect of air
temperature around Billet Steel, long billet transport rate to the rate of temperature decrease. Expected outcomes of this
research is derived parameters can be used to create models of Hot Box Billet to reduce the rate of decline temperature.
The making design Hot Box Billet Steel that convection heat transfers from environment as little..
Keywords
transient heat transfer, convection boundary, billet steel.

1. PREFACE
PT. Krakatau Steel is a company engaged in manufacturing steel casting. Production facilities consist of Direct
Reduction Plant, Slab Steel Plant, Steel Billets Plant, Hot Steel Plant, Cold Rolling Mill, Wire Rod Mill and (WRM)
[1]. In division WRM, raw materials such as steel billet cross-sectional area measuring 130mm x130 mm to 180
mmx180 mm and a length of 9m. The process of producing billets into wire rods into three phases, are reheating,
deformation and transformation [1]. The Billet Steel Plant (BSP) is one plant in PT. Krakatau Steel that produces
billets for the production of wire rods in the Wire Rod Mill (WRM) plant. The average billet temperature exiting the
roller caster system at BSP is 900OC. In BSP cooling system, the billet heat is reduced from 900OC to 450OC, and then
while waiting for transferring to WRM and charging to Reheating Furnace the billet temperature naturally goes down to
130OC. The cooling bed contributes significantly to the billet heat loss, and this heat was not utilized. The option
proposed was a modification of the billet transportation system between the BSP and the WRM plants, whereby the
billet temperature is kept as high as possible, before charging to reheating furnace in WRM. Three alternative systems
were evaluated and the tunnel/underground transportation system was the preferred system. Three alternative billet
transportation systems were considered: movable box storage/furnace, high temperature conveyor, tunnel/underground
transport system. Implementation of the three alternatives will require considerable investment costs [13].
Another approach to reduce the temperature drop is making hot charging (isolated cooling) conducted by team
BTP BPPT for Steel Billet automation program, that the condition is passed on certain hot tunnel. Experimental done
is billet that has gone out of his way to BSP WRM with a temperature of 1000OC conditioned into a sort of tunnel or
hallway can set the frequency of the tunnel is that of 10-50 Hz and the results of each frequency is different vary
according to the characteristics of the frequency used. The first, the billet is heated to a temperature of 1000OC, then the
calculated temperature or ambient temperature environment and recorded using a thermal imager per unit of time [3].
Hot box is designed to close the system in a state that is used as an insulator of the billet, the isolator is used to
withstand the heat of the billet that has come out of the BSP so that the temperature remained high in condition before
unloading. So that the billet is currently arriving at WRM still in high temperatures. In designing the isolation of the hot
box, the approach used several parameters of the real condition of his (real). From the experimental results stretcher
Billet temperature dropped from 700OC to 530OC [3]. This last approach, there are several variables that are used to
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simulate the temperature drop at Hot Charging Steel Billet, BBPT the surrounding air temperature, high heat transfer
rate. The phenomenon of the decline of billet can basically be observed using Fourier law approach. According to the
Fourier law of conduction heat transfer, the rate of change of temperatures are the material thermal conductivity, heat
transfer surface area, surrounding air convection coefficient, density, heat production is generated, and the specific heat
of the material [4].
Research on the phenomenon of two-dimensional conduction heat transfer, particularly the decline of
temperature on Steel Slab by L. Buchori, et al. In this research studied the effects of a combination of convection and
radiation boundary conditions on the computational thermal cooling processes steel slabs by the computing method the
finite volume. Numerical method to used solve transient heat transfer model of two-dimensional.
Based on this, it is still wide open to do some research to simulate the phenomenon of decline in billet steel
heat well with the experimental and numerical simulation approach. Issues transient conduction heat transfer can be
backwardly steel billet non-liner or a constant depending on the physical properties of materials, the temperature or the
heat generated source (heat flux). The study of transient heat transfer event of non-linear and two-dimensional cooling
events slabs of steel with a combination of convection and radiation limits had been done by L. Buchori et al. [5]. In the
simulation study is the temperature drop in steel billets by applying finite difference method to solve two-dimensional
heat transfer in the cooling process of steel billets with boundary convection and thermal conductivity constant.
Validation of the model used experimental results that have been carried out by previous researchers.
The parameters that will be used is the temperature of the object, and thermal conductivity, specific heat,
density, convection coefficient and air temperature around. Simulations performed using MATLAB program. This
research is a preliminary study that is part of the research to study the phenomenon of heat drop in billet with boundary
convection, radiation, conduction, and the thermal conductivity is a function of temperature.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE STEEL BILLET
2.1.

Conduction Heat Transfer and Convection Boundary

Heat transfer is the science of predicting the energy transfer occurs because of the temperature difference
between the object or material. Heat transfer that occurs in the steel billet happen karea no significant temperature each
difference between the temperature of billet material and the surrounding air. Transient heat transfer is an important
phenomenon in the process of heating or cooling of billets or other metallurgical industries. In this case, there are three
types of heat transfer is conduction occurs in a billet steel, convection and /or radiation from the surface of the billet to
round or vice versa. In the event of heating steel billets, round billets temperature of moved to the surface by
convection and / or thermal radiation, conduction and then transferred from the surface to the inside of the steel billet.
The same phenomenon occurs in the cooling process of steel billets. Convection and thermal radiation will determine
the heat flux through the surface of the steel billet. Type of heat transfer that occurs depending on what is most
dominant phenomena, can be purely convection or thermal radiation.
In the case of steel billets transient heat transfer, the temperature drop occurs in the transport process that uses
roll billets. Sectional square billet size 180mmx180mm 9m length can be very long. So the two-dimensional heat
transfer occurs in the billet cross section as shown in figure 1.

180mm

9m
Figure 1. Dimensional Steel Billet
Heat transfer on the inside of the steel billet is conduction heat transfer given by the Fourier equation,
§ w 2T w 2T ·
¸ UC dT

(1)
k¨
p
2
2
¨ wx
dt
wy ¸¹
©
In conditions of transient heat transfer, thermal kondukstivitas equation (1) is essentially a function of temperature, but
in this preliminary study assumed constant thermal conductivity of steel billet which is the average of the thermal
2
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conductivity of the highest and lowest temperatures of the previous experimental results. Thermal equilibrium at the
sides and the top, the convection and radiation boundary, the equation is,
dT
UC p
hA(Tw  T f )  FV (Tw4  T f4 )
(2)
dt
As has been explained that the preliminary study, it is assumed conversion of the surrounding air is more influential
than the thermal radiation [2]. With these assumptions, the second right-hand side of equation (2) is considered zero.
While thermal equilibrium at the take limit is convection, thermal radiation and conduction between the bottom of the
steel billet wheels roll, the eqution given by.

UC p

§ w 2T 1 wT
w 2T
 2 2
hA(Tw  T f )  FV (Tw4  T f4 )  k r ¨¨ 2 
r wr r wI
© wr

dT
dt

·
¸¸
¹

(3)

From Figure 1, it appears that the surface conduction between the bottom and the top of the steel billet roll surface is
quite small, the displacement factor of conduction between the billet and roll can be assumed not to exist. So at the
bottom of the billet affect the heat transfer is convection, so that the second and third right-hand side of equation (2) is
considered zero.
2.2. Mathematic Model Steel Billet
.
Problems mathematical model temperature distribution to be simulated in this study were transient heat
transfer assumsing thermal conducivity is constant and convection boundary limit. From equation (1), (2) and (3),
simulating the reduced temperature steel billets used equations,

w 2T
wx

2



w 2T
wy

2

1 dT
D dt

(4)

and

dT
hA(Tw  T f )
(5)
dt
k / UC p called thermal diffusitas. Equation (4) also known as Fourier-Biot equation. [5]. One approach that

UC p
where, D

can be used to solve partial differential equations of distribuasi temperature equation (4) and (5) is a numerical method,
it is necessary for numerical discretization. Consider the volume of the object set in the case of two dimensions is
divided into a few sections, and the volume element is given by Figure 2. following.

Figure 2. Element Two Dimention Volume Set
Partial derivatives, temperature gradient in (4) approximated by Taylor series expansion,
w 2T Tm 1, n  2Tm, n  Tm 1, n
|
wx 2
('x) 2

w 2T
2

|

Tm, n 1  2Tm, n  Tm, n 1

wy
( 'y ) 2
While the temperature gradient with time can be approximated by,
p 1
p
wT Tm, n  Tm, n
|
wt
't

(6)
(7)

(8)
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With scheme Crank-Nicolson full implisit, and when taken 'x='y, and to facilitethe writing, defined Biot number ( Bi )
h'x
D't
and Fourier ( Fo ), that is Bi
, and Fo
[6]. By subtituting (6), (7) and (8) in (4) and condition Fo
k
( 'x ) 2
≤0.25 equation (4) to estimate the temperature in the node (m,n), writen as :
ª
4D't º p
D't
Tmp,n1
Tp
T
 Tmp1, n  Tmp, n 1  Tmp, n 1  «1 
2 m 1, n
2 » m, n
('x)
«¬ ('x) »¼
or,

Tmp,n1

Fo Tmp1, n  Tmp1, n  Tmp, n 1  Tmp, n 1  (1  4Fo)Tmp, n

(9)

Furthermore, for the case of temperature on the sides of the steel billet with convection boundary shown in
Figure 3. Following

.
Figure 3. Convection Boundary Element Sides
In terms Fo(2+Bi)≤0.5, of equation (5) temperature convection boundary points (m, n) as shown in Figure 3. calculated
by the formula:
2
º
D't § h'x
h'x
· D't ª ('x)
2
 4»Tmp,n
Tmp,n1
2
T f  2Tmp1,n  Tmp,n1  Tmp,n1 ¸ 
(10)
¨
«
k
¹ ('x) 2 «¬ D't
('x) 2 © k
»¼
Using Biot numbers, Fourier equation (10) written as,

Tmp,n1

Fo 2BiT f  2Tmp1,n  Tmp,n1  Tmp,n1  (1  4Fo  2FoBi)Tmp,n

(11)

Further to the convection boundary, specifically at the corner of a wall of steel billets as shown in Figure 4. The
following

Figure 4. Corner Boundary Element Convection
In terms Fo(1+Bi)≤0.25, of equation (5) the temperature at the point (m, n) is shown in Figure 4. calculated by the
formula.
2
½°
º
h'x
2D't °§ h'x
· ª ( 'x )
4
 4»Tmp,n ¾
Tmp,n1
2
T f  2Tmp1,n  Tmp,n1 ¸  «
(12)
¨
®
k
¹ ¬« D't
('x) 2 °̄© k
°¿
¼»
By using Fo and Bi, equation (12) written as,

Tmp,n1

2Fo 2BiT f  Tmp1,n  Tmp,n1  (1  4Fo  4FoBi)Tmp,n

(13)
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By using equation (9), (11) and (13) further developed the system of linear equations used to estimate the temperature
distribution in the steel billet.

3. METHODOLOGY
The research was carried out starting with a review of the results of analyzes of previous studies, followed by
simulation modeling, programming with MATLAB programs, and finally analyzed by comparing the experimental
results of previous studies. The analysis was done by comparing the results of model simulations with experimental
results that have been obtained previously. The assumptions used are,
1). Conduction heat transfer is two-dimensional in the direction of the x axis and y axis, where x = 1000mm, and y=
180mm, dx = dy = 0.02 mm, so that the matrix is used sized (10x50);
2) Physical properties and thermal homogeneous steel billets, assumed thermal conductivity k = 31 W / m.OC, density
U = 7795 kg/m3, and Cp = 0.475 kJ / kg;
3) .Ambient temperature or the temperature of the fluid is constant, not as a function of time;
4). Convection heat transfer coefficient h is not dependent on the fluid temperature.
By using equation (9), (11) and (13), computational algorithms are as follows
1.Start;
2. Read dt, dx,dy,U, Cp,k,h;
3. Cek the value of Fo, Fo(2+Bi), Fo(1+Bi) ;
4. Read Tf To and time
5. Set time=0; 5.t. Set time<t
6. Calulate the temperatureT(x,y)
7. Calculate the average of temperature
8. Print the average temperature as time function
9. Set time=time+dt
10. Print temperature contour map
11. Finish
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Assuming the physical properties of steel billets, U = 7795 kg/m3, k = 31 W / m.OC, Cp = 0475 kJ / kg, and the
boundary condition h = 55 W/m2.OK, dx = dy = 0.02 m , Tf = 30OC, and To = 700OC, the simulation results to verify the
results of previous studies for a time t = 3600 seconds is given in Figure 5 below

(a). Billet Temperature

(b). Contour Temperature
5
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Figure 5. Simulation of Temperature Distribution, h=55 W/m2.OC, Tf=30OC
From Figure 5 (a) to the side adjacent to the outside air, the temperature went down whilst the temperature on
the inside, and the average relative down not sharp. From Figure 5 (a), the average temperature of steel billets every 5
minutes down 33,37OC or 6.671OC per minutes, and after 3600 seconds, the average temperature Steel Billet is
299,56OC. The average temperature at bellow ot top Billet Stell under 250OC, at right or left side under 300OC after
3600 second. Simulation results are relevant to the research conducted by the team BBPT result that within 3600
seconds billet temperature in the Hot Box Billet down from 700OC to 300OC [3]. Mean while, from Figure 5 (b), shows
that the temperature contour at time t = 3600 seconds, the bottom and the top of Billet Steel, temperature ranges from
230OC-320OC, while at right or left side of steel billet temperature range between 230OC-250OC, and Billet steel on the
inside of the temperature range between 320OC-350OC. The difference in temperature is due to convection heat transfer
surface area at the top of Stell Billet larger than the surface area on the bottom or top Steel Billet. The results of the
simulation the average temperature as a function of Steel Billet fluid temperature air around with a variety of
convection coefficient, which is presented Figure 6.

From Figure 6 shows that the air temperature around the convection coefficient and temperature effect on the
decline Steel Billet. From Figure 6, every increase in temperature of 10OC, Steel Billet temperature at time 3600
seconds on average increase 5,98OC for h = 60 W/m2.OC; 5.41OC for h = 50 W/m2.OC, 4,63OC for h = 40 W/m2.OC;
3.76OC for h = 30, W/m2.OC and 2.73OC for h = 20 W/m2.OC. Overall increase temperature of the fluid at 10OC, the
average temperatures are Billet Steel at t = 3600 seconds increase 4,94OC. Similarly, from Figure 6, each decrease by 10
W/m2.OC convection coefficient, the average temperature of steel billets at time t = 3600 seconds up to 50,31OC. This
suggests that the increase in fluid temperature did not significantly affect the average temperature Steel Billet, while the
smaller convection coefficient of heat transfer it will lead to a rise in temperature Steel Billet, that is to make so that the
temperature remains high steel billets to consider is the convection transfer coefficient .
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Figure 7. Contour Temperature, h=20 W/m2.OC, Tf=30OC

Figure 8. Contour Temperature, h=20 W/m2.OC, Tf=120OC

Furthermore, to find out on what conditions should order Hot Box didesaian Steel Billet temperature remains
high, consider Figure 7 to 10. From Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the simulated contour of temperature at time 3600
seconds with the boundary condition Tf=30OC and Tf=120OC with heat transfer coefficient convection respectively h =
20 W/m2.OC. From Figure 7 shows that the contour of temperature Steel Billet, it seems that after 3600 seconds the
temperature range between 470OC-540OC, and from Figure 8 contour of temperature steel billets ranging from 500OC560OC, seen that the difference was significant between the fluid temperature 30OC and 120OC. From the two images
shows that the temperature at the bottom or the top of the Billet temperature is above 500OC, but in the left or right side
still below 500OC. From Figure 7 and Figure 8, there are significant difference temperature at x=0.1 m, x=0.2m,
x=0,3m, x=0.4m and x=0.5m To according Figure 6, the average temperature simulation with h = 20 W/m2.OC,
Tf=30OC is 517,04OC, and for condition h = 20 W/m2.OC, Tf=120OC the average temperature is 541,61OC, overall the
average temperature above 500OC. Mean while, according to research results BTMP BPPT, Steel Billet to close
temperature above 530OC, so parameters the simulation is not in accordance with experimental results.

Figure 9. Contour Temperature, h=10 W/m2.OC,Tf=30OC

Figure 10. Contour Temperature,h=10 W/m2.OC,Tf=120OC

While from Figure 9 and 10, showing contour of temperature at time 3600 seconds with the boundary
condition Tf = 30OC and 120OC with convection heat transfer coefficient constan h=10 W/m2.OC. From Figure 9, Steel
Billet contour of temperature at time 3600 seconds, overall temperature range from 570OC-610OC, and from Figure 10
overall temperature range between 585OC-625OC, and there are the difference was significant between fluid temperature
30OC and 120OC. From Figure 9 and Figure 10, there are not enough significant difference temperature at x=0.1 m,
x=0.2m, x=0,3m, x=0.4m and x=0.5m. The average temperature with condition h = 10 W/m2.OC, Tf=30OC is 600.06OC,
and for condition h = 10 W/m2.OC, Tf=120OC the average temperature is 613.48OC. From Figure 9, Figure 10 and the
average temperature, simulation shows that the temperature Steel Billet over time 3600 seconds everything above
530OC, that it is compliant with the experimental results, where the temperature Billet Steel after 3600 seconds is still
7
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above 530OC. So that parameters in the simulation for this case can be used as a starting point to determine designed
Hot Box Billet Steel.
On the basis of the simulation results is reduced temperature steel billets, in making design Hot Box Billet
Steel to consider is the amount of convection transfer coefficient, not enough the air temperature around Billet Steel.
Hot Box Design steel billets as possible to prevent a the entry of air infiltration around, so that the convection heat
transfer is made as low as possible. Referring to the findings of TIM BTMP BPPT, the Hot Box isolated design
prevents temperature decrease Steel Billet become 500OC after 3600 seconds [3], this suggests that the convection heat
transfer is low enough temperature significantly affects Billet Steel. The existence of Hot Box or tunnel to prevent the
entry of outside air infiltration and reduce the amount of convection heat transfer coefficient, it can also reduce costs for
steel billet reheating so it can be processed further in the process is the next step.
5. CONCLUSION
Computational method finite difference method with pure implicit scheme can be used to simulate the
temperature decrease Steel Billet. From the simulation results shown that the reduced temperature Steel Billet
significantly affected by convection coefficient of heat transfer, and fluid temperature around Billet stell did not
significantly affect the temperature decrease Steel Billet. Thus, in making design Hot Box Billet Steel that convection
heat transfer from the environment as little as possible.
The numerical simulation is based on the approach of the two-dimensional model of heat transfer, convection
and boundary assuming no influence of radiation and conduction heat transfer coefficient is constant. To obtain
optimum results suggested the model was developed with the assumption that boundary convection and radiation, as
well convection and conduction coefficient heat transfer is a function of time.
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ABSTRACT
The development of electronic devices pushes manufacturers to create smaller microchips with higher performance than ever
before. Microchip with higher working load produces more heat. This leads to the need of cooling system that able to dissipate
high heat flux. Vapor chamber is one of highly effective heat spreading device. Its ability to dissipate high heat flux density in
limited space made it potential for electronic cooling application, like Central Processing Unit (CPU) cooling system. The
purpose of this paper is to study the application of Al 2O3 Nanofluids as working fluid for vapor chamber. Vapor Chamber
performance was measured in real CPU working condition. Al2O3 Nanofluids with concentration of 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5%, 1%,
2% and 3% as working fluid of the vapor chamber was tested and compared with its base fluid, water. Al 2O3 Nanofluids
shows better thermal performance than its base fluid due to the interaction of particle enhancing the thermal conductivity. It is
expected that application of Al2O3 Nanofluids as working fluid would enhance thermal performance of Vapor Chamber,
compared to other conventional working fluid being used before.
Keywords
Vapor Chamber, Nano-fluid, Al2O3, CPU cooling

1. INTRODUCTION
Based on Moore’s law, the number of transistor in a microchip is predicted to be doubled every 24 month [1]. The prediction
made by Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel, is proven to be accurate. The Intel® i7 “Sandy Bridge” consist about one billion
transistors. As the number of transistor rises, the amount of heat that is produced also rises [2]. Meanwhile the trend of
computer and gadget development goes to the miniaturization of the product. It made smaller yet with high performance
enables them to play high definition videos and doing intensive computing tasks like graphic design [3]. These leads to the
need of a compact cooling system that is able to dissipate high heat flux.
Vapor chamber basically is a two phase heat spreading device. Similar to heat pipe, it has excellent ability of dissipating heat
through the working fluid phase change, with advantages over cylindrical heat pipe as geometry adaptation and ability for
much localized heat dissipation. Its flat shape made vapor chamber ready to be applied as Central Processing Unit (CPU)
cooling system [4-6]. Attia and El-Assal [7] investigated the use of pure water, water with surfactant and methyl alcohol at
different fill charge ratios to 2-mm high and 50-mm diameter vapor chamber. The study showed the superiority of water over
methyl alcohol on the application as working fluid of vapor chamber. The use of surfactant propylene glycol added to water
also decrease the thermal resistance of vapor chamber. 0.3 is discovered to be the best filling ratio for this design. Go [8]
investigate the performance of vapor chamber with a metal-etched microwick using acetone as working fluid. Chen et al. [9]
studied the 58 mm x 58 mm x 6 mm aluminum vapor chamber with radial grooved and sintered powders wick structure with
water as working fluid. Wong [10] studied vapor chamber with parallel-grooved wick structure and found that the grooved
wick shape could improve the anti-dryout characteristics. Ji [11] built and tested copper foam based vapor chamber with water,
ethanol and acetone as working fluid. The result showed that vapor chamber with water showed the best thermal performance
among the three variations and charge ratio as well as inclined angle influenced the thermal performance of vapor chamber.
Naphon [12] used refrigerant R-141b as working fluid of vapor chamber the refrigerant yield better thermal performance than
water as much as 10.73%. Li [13] used infrared thermography to study the thermal performance of plate-fin vapor chamber
heat sink. It was found that by vapor chamber, the heat is being transferred with better uniformity to the base plate compared to
conventional aluminum heat sink and led to the reduction of maximum temperature. Wong [14] tested vapor chamber with
sintered plus mesh wick with water, methanol and acetone as working fluid. The experiment showed that the use of different
working fluid has little influence on the thermal performance since the design has short cycling distance of working fluid.
Naphon [15] also tested vapor chamber under real operating condition of personal computer to see the performance of vapor
chamber on cooling the central processing unit (CPU). The result showed that vapor chamber could reduce the temperature of
the CPU and lower the energy consumption.
Meanwhile by the writer’s knowledge there is no publication studied the use of nanofluids as the working fluid of vapor
chamber. Nanofluids is fluid consist of base fluid and nanometer-sized particle [16]. Its thermal performance over the base
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fluid and its application on several heat exchanging devices like thermosyphon and heat pipe has already been studied. Suresh
[17] studied the heat transfer characteristics of Al2O3-Cu/water nanofluids. The study revealed that the nanofluids added
friction factor to the fluid and enhanced the convective heat transfer by increasing Nusselt number. Hung [18] evaluate the
effect of Al2O3/water nanofluids in enhancing the thermal performance of straight heat pipe. The result showed disagreement
with the concept of higher nanofluids concentration leads to the higher thermal conductivity since the heat transfer process at
the heat pipe mostly happened by convection. Qu [19] evaluate the thermal performance of oscillating heat pipe (OHP) using
Al2O3 nanofluids. The result showed that the enhancement of the OHP thermal performance is mainly due to the nanofluids
enhanceded the boiling phenomenon at the evaporator by stabling the nucleation. It is showed by sedimentation of Al2O3
nanoparticle at evaporator side. Teng [20] study the use of alumina nanofluids as straight heat pipe working fluid. It was said
that the use of alumina nanofluids enhanced the thermal efficiency of heat pipe and there were optimum parameters in each
different experimental condition like tilting angle, charge ratio and nanofluids concentration. Saleh [21] investigated the effect
of concentration and particle size of ZnO nanofluids to the thermal conductivity and to the heat pipe thermal performance. The
experiment showed that up to 0.5% fraction volume, the increment of ZnO particle concentration on nanofluids enhanced
thermal conductivity and larger particle size increased the conductivity. The experiment also showed that the enhancement of
thermal conductivity positively affected the thermal performance of the heat pipe. Putra [22] tested five different nanofluids on
screen mesh wick heat pipe. The test revealed that Al2O3-water nanofluids has the best influence to the thermal performance of
heat pipe and there was a significant coating of nanoparticles found at the screen mesh, produced good capillary structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 : (a) Ultrasonic processor; (b) Vapor Chamber Container and Top Plate

This study evaluated the effect of Al2O3-water nanofluids to the thermal performance of sintered copper-powder wick vapor
chamber. The nanofluids were given at different volume fraction concentration and the inclination effect of vapor chamber
were also tested.

2. METHODS
2.1 Preparation of vapor chamber and nanofluids
The Al2O3 nanofluids being used in this experiment was produced and tested by the same method being used by Putra [22].
Al2O3 nanoparticles were dispersed in the base fluid of distilled water by ultrasonicating for 30 minutes in ultrasonic
processor (Figure 1a). The volume fraction concentration of nanoparticle in nanofluids is calculated by using equation (1):
(1)
where Wnp and ρnp are the weight and the density of nanoparticle, and Wbf and ρbf are the weight and the density of base fluid
respectively.
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Figure 2 : Vapor chamber assembly for the experiment

Vapor chamber designed for this experiment made from copper with total dimension of 60 mm x 60 mm x 8 mm, assembled of
bottom container, top plate and wick structure (Figure 1b) The evaporator and condenser thickness were 1.2 mm with 2 mm
sintered copper-powder wick on the inner side of both, creating the bottom and the top wick. The sintered copper-powder
made from copper-powder with the mesh of 300 μm. The bottom and the top wick were connected by column wick providing
path for the liquid to flow back from the evaporator to the condenser (see figure 2). The bottom container and the top plate
were welded together along with capillary pipe attached to insert the working fluid and do the vacuum process. The heat sink
fan being used in this experiment is the standard heat sink fan for microprocessor Intel® Pentium 4 socket 478. The heat sink
was grooved so the vapor chamber can fit in snugly. The fluid insertion and vacuum process helped by vacuum pump model
VE110 1/8 HP. The working fluid injected to the vapor chamber has charge volume ratio of 0.6 or 3.45 ml. The vacuum
process itself was conducted at the special vacuum chamber device at the Applied Heat Transfer Research Group Laboratory.
2.2 Experimental setup
The evaluation of vapor chamber thermal performance was conducted by arranging the experimental setup as shown in figure
3. The vapor chamber integrated heat sink fan was plugged to the standard heat sink holder to ensure the same condition for all
parameter variations. At the evaporator of the vapor chamber, central processing unit (CPU) of Intel® Pentium 4 socket 478
2.4GHz were placed as the heat source. Having 13.1 Watt at the idle condition and 48.3 Watt at the maximum load condition,
the CPU was being loaded by running software called Prime95. This software could set the CPU to its maximum working
capacity, thus maximum heat load. The thermocouples being used is the type K thermocouple, five mounted on the surface of
the CPU and five at the condenser surface of vapor chamber. To minimize the thermal gap at the junction of the vapor chamber
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and to ensure the validity of the data being acquired, the surface of the CPU and the condenser were grooved to the size of the

thermocouple. All the
Figure 3: Experimental Setup

thermocouples were connected to the high precision NI 9213 data acquisition module. As the experiment undergone, the
ambience temperature is being kept at 25 ± 0.5 oC.
The variations of nanofluids volume fraction concentration were 0.1 %, 0.3%, 0.5%, 1%, 2% and 3% to see the effect of
concentration to the enhancement of thermal performance. The inclination angles being used are 0o or horizontal position, 45o
and 90o or the vertical position.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Effect of working fluid to the thermal performance
To evaluate the effect of working fluid in thermal performance of vapor chamber, different working fluid was tested. Firstly,
vapor chamber without working fluid was tested at CPU with no load for 10 min, continued with full load condition for 20 min
and back to the no load condition for 10 min. Then, water and Al2O3-water nanofluids were tested with the same loading
condition. The result then compared with cooling performance of conventional heat sink without vapor chamber. The result is
presented in Figure 4.
It can be observed from Figure 4a. that vapor chambers vividly have better thermal performance than conventional cooling
system heat sink fan, shown by the lower CPU temperature with ΔT around 3 oC at no load condition. But can be seen that at
the effect of working fluid has not significantly give impact to the thermal performance of vapor chamber at no load condition.
This is due to the heat transfer phenomenon that was dominated by conduction and free convection. At this level of load, the
heat from the CPU was not enough to ignite the boiling phenomenon inside the vapor chamber. Thus, the heat transfer was
being conducted mostly by conduction and, in the small amount, by free convection. Since dominated by conduction, the effect
of working fluid become less impactful, which can be seen from the result that empty vapor chamber produced only slightly
higher CPU temperature than fluid-charged vapor chamber. This also validated by the fact that nanofluid-charged vapor
chamber did not yield better performance than water-charged vapor chamber. Although nanofluids has better conductivity than
its base fluid, the vapor chamber works efficiently when the phase change occurs so the enhanced thermal conductivity of
nanofluids only had small effect on this loading condition.
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Figure 4 : Effect of working fluid to the thermal performance of vapor chamber at (a) no load, and (b) full load condition

While at the full load CPU operating condition, shown by Figure 4b, the effect of working fluid was greatly impact the thermal
performance of vapor chamber. At this loading condition, it can be seen that vapor chamber without working fluid shows
worse thermal performance than the vapor chamber with working fluid as can be seen from its higher CPU temperature
compared to that on the vapor chamber with working fluid. The average CPU temperature for empty vapor chamber and water
charged vapor chamber is 61.36 oC and 59.12 oC respectively. This happened because at this loading condition, the heat from
the CPU intensifies the boiling phenomenon inside the vapor chamber, making the heat transfer at the fluid-charged vapor
chamber undergone efficiently. While at the empty vapor chamber, the heat transfer depended only on conduction, increasing
the thermal resistance. It also can be observed that nanofluid-charged vapor chamber shows better thermal performance than
water-charged vapor chamber at this loading condition, producing average CPU temperature of 57.52 oC. This indicates that
the enhancement of thermal characteristics of nanofluids affected the thermal performance at the greater amount on high heat
load condition, rather than at low heat load condition. As the enhancement of thermal conductivity only affected the
performance at the small amount, the other improvement of the nanofluids over its base fluid should be analyzed.
3.2 Effect of nanofluids concentration
To observe the nanofluids enhancement to the thermal performance of vapor chamber, variations of volume fraction
concentration of Al2O3-water nanofluids were being tested. The volume fraction concentration of 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%
and 3% were tested under the same CPU loading condition. The result is presented in Figure 5. From Figure 5a. can be
observed that at no load condition, increment of volume fraction concentration of Al 2O3-water nanofluids from 0.1% up to 1%
did not give significant effect on vapor chamber thermal performance as the temperature of CPU scattered randomly at the
temperature range of 29.8 oC – 31.5 oC. But at the volume fraction concentration of 2% and 3%, significant improvement of
thermal performance was noted. At these volume fractions of nanofluids, CPU temperature fell below 29 oC. This showed that
at certain amount of nanoparticles suspended at the base fluid, nanofluids can increase significantly the thermal performance
by enhancing the heat transfer by conduction greatly. At the concentration of 2% and 3%, there were denser formations of
nanoparticles at the evaporator so the thermal conductivity were greatly increased and reduce the thermal resistance. This help
the heat transfer and reduce the average CPU temperature.
At the full load condition, shown by Figure 5b, it can be observed that along with the increment of volume fraction
concentration of nanofluids, the thermal performance increased. The 3% nanofluids concentration yields the best thermal
performance, producing average CPU temperature of 54.64 oC. The lower nanofluids concentration produces higher average
CPU temperature, that is 57.31 oC, 57.52 oC, and 57.94 oC for 2%, 1% and 0.5% volume fraction concentration. The 0.3% and
0.1% nanofluids concentration produced no significant improvement of thermal performance, showed by the slight difference
in average CPU temperature compared to water as working fluid.
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Figure 5 : Effect of Al2O3-water nanofluids concentration to the thermal performance of vapor chamber at (a) no load, and (b) full load
condition

The 0.3% and 0.1% nanofluids concentration for vapor chamber working fluid produced average CPU temperature of 59.02 oC
and 59.04 oC respectively, while water produced 59.12 oC. Since the thermal conductivity only affects the thermal performance
at the small amount in this loading condition, the enhancement brought by the nanofluids were explained by the improvement
of boiling phenomenon at evaporator. As discussed by Qu [19], the nanoparticles suspended at base fluid can enhance and
stabilize the nucleation at the evaporator and increase the bubble release frequency, decreasing the thermal resistance of
evaporator. This phenomenon increased as the concentration of nanofluids increased. This explained the higher thermal
performance showed by the higher nanofluids concentration.
3.3 Effect of inclination angle
As its application for CPU cooling system, the effect of inclination angle to vapor chamber thermal performane has to be
observed since the use of electronic device tend to be mobile and at many possible angle of operating position. The
investigation conducted by testing vapor chamber with two different nanofluids concentration at three different inclination
angles. The result is presented in Figure 6.
The resuls shows that for both concentration, inclination angle brought similar effect on the thermal performance of vapor
chamber. For 2% nanofluid concentration, inclination angle of 45 o only brought slight increase at the average CPU temperature
over the horizontal position. Average temperature of CPU at horizontal position and at 45 o inclination angle is 56.06 oC and
56.34 respectively. While at the vertical position or 90 o inclination angle, vapor chamber produce significantly higher average
CPU temperature as much as 57.32 oC. The same trend happened for the 3% nanofluids concentration. Vapor chamber charged
with 3% Al2O3-water nanofluids yielded average CPU temperature of 53.72 oC, 53.83 oC, and 53.93 oC for horizontal, 45o
inclination angle and vertical position. This is due to the different amount of working fluid available at the evaporator at
different inclination angles. At horizontal position, evaporator is flooded with working fluid, ensuring the availability of fluid
which absorbs heat and doing the phase change process. This made the heat transfer undergone efficiently and prevented dryout. At 45o inclination angle, the working fluid of the evaporator decreased due to gravity. The working fluids were moved to
the lower side of vapor chamber. Less working fluid means less amount of mass undergone the phase change, leading to the
less amount of heat absorbed. This also multiply the possibility of dry-out, which happened because of the gravity hamper the
ability of wick to pump liquid. The phenomenon is getting worse for the 0o inclination angle since the gravitational force
become larger. At this vertical position, there was very little amount of working fluid left at the evaporator side, letting the heat
transfer dominated by conduction and increasing the thermal resistance.
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Figure 6 : Effect of inclination angle on thermal performance of vapor chamber

4. CONCLUSION
The effect of working fluid on the vapor chamber was investigated. It was revealed that at a lower heat load, effects of working
fluid are small due to the domination of conduction in vapor chamber heat transfer process. The effects become more and more
significant as the higher heat load applied. The higher heat load intensify the boiling process and made the heat transfer process
undergone efficiently. The effect of nanofluids concentrations were also observed. It was discussed that higher concentration
of nanofluids enhance the thermal performance of vapor chamber due to the nanoparticles suspended at the working fluid
enhancing and stabilizing the nucleation process, increasing the bubble release frequency and improving boiling phenomenon
at the evaporator. This reduce thermal resistance and increase the thermal performance of vapor chamber. The effect of
inclination angle was also observed that the effect of gravitational force made the horizontal position as the best working
position for vapor chamber.
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Convective heat transfer is a very important aspect in synthetic jet cooling system since the generated vortices tend to dissipate
the heat from surface to be cooled. McGuinn et al. [7] investigated synthetic jet as a current potential technology for
microelectronics cooling with focusing on the distribution of flow and heat transfer characteristics from jet sprayed on the
surface by blowing with jet at the Reynolds number range of 1100-4900 and orifice diameter of 1-6 mm, as result is a deal
between measured average and fluctuating heat transfer distributions and local acceleration of synthetic jet. Travnicek and
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Tesar [8] recommended that the basic goal in convective heat transfer is to mobilize the cooling fluids as near as the surface to
be cooled and the synthetic jet impinging mechanism are influenced by the actuator configuration such as the orifice and cavity
parameters.

This computational model is used to analyze the thermal flow at synthetic jet by using a mathematical model k-ω SST (Shear
Stress Transport). Ambient temperature is assumed 27 oC and the temperature of the bottom wall is heated, maintained at
isothermal temperature of 60 oC. Boundary walls on both sides of the actuator is assumed to have a constant static pressure
with a pressure of 1 atm.
After that, the movement of the diaphragm is modeled with a user defined function (UDF). In this modeling, it will be seen
some turbulent flow regions, while others remain at the laminar flow conditions indicated by the low value of Reynolds. The
parameters used at this simulation are model arrangement, fluid properties and the boundary conditions.
At the beginning (t = 0), the position of the diaphragm is at the bottom of the cavity. The diaphragm movement is assumed
equal to the movement of the piston in a cylinder, in which upper membrane uses variation of square Waves and lower
membran uses variation of sine waves. The motion of upper and lower membran are approached with equation (1) to (4).
Deflection of upper membran expressed as
Y (t )
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1
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Therefore, velocity of upper membrane expressed as,
V (t )
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Whereas, deflection of lower membrane expressed as
Y (t )

k Sin(2Sft )

(3)

And, Velocity of lower membrane expressed as
(4)
V (t ) k 2SfCos (2Sft )
where k represented maximum velocity actuated by oscillated motion of membrane in a cavity, t is time operation both of
membrane and f is frequency of wave function that given by function generator.
2.2 Experimental work
The quality of cooling results is verified by time history of convective heat transfer studies, and the results are validated against
existing experimental data. Experimental activities were carried out by measuring the temperature at the heatsink using a
digital thermometer for 120 minutes. The heatsink module used in this study has circular form with 32 fins. The material was
made of aluminum. The heatsink diameter was 11 cm and height of 5 cm. Heat source was obtained from the heater mat at
600C which was controlled by using a thermostat. Measurements were performed using k-thermocouple under open conditions
at ambient temperature 300C. The impinging synthetic jets modul used in this study were constructed in the form of a cylinder
cavity having two piezoelectric membrane at the top and bottom. Piezoelectric wass working to move the surrounding fluid in
order to remove the air from the nozzle, with square and circular shape of orifices. The casing was made of nylon material that
could be assembled easily. Sinusoidal and square wave function was generated by a sweep function generator with the
frequency of 80 Hz, 120 Hz and 160 Hz. The experimental work was conducted using variation of orifice shape, that is square
and circular orifice at the same diameter, 2 mm.
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Figure 1 : Experimental Apparatus
Figure 1 shows the detail of the experimental apparatus used in this study which consisted of the thermostat, heater mat,
impinging synthetic jet module, heat sink and DAQ (Data Acquisition). More detail for Synjet cooling apparatus was depicted
in Figure 2.

Figure 2 : Synthetic Jet Cooling Apparatus

3.1 Computational work
Figure 3 depicted static temperatur contour inside cavity, inside heatsink, and outer field outside the heatsink using circular
orifice with 120 Hz of Sinusoidal wave function. Simulation was made for 1/16 condition with the assumption that suction
phase and blowing phase was uniformly at every nozzle.
In Figure 3, it can be seen that heat flow moving up from cavity heatsink toward heatsink fins. At condition ¼ cycle, heat that
produced by heater mat starts to move up inside the heatsink. And then, at condition ½ cycle, it seems that heatflow is move
toward heatsink fins. Furthermore, at condition ¾ cycle, heatflow moves faster than before to go out from heatsink fin. And at
1 cycle, heatflow is released from heatsink to environment gradually.
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Figure 3 :Temperature Contour with Circular orifice (120 Hz of square Function).

Figure 4 shows static temperatur contour inside cavity, inside heatsink, and outer field outside the heatsink using square orifice
with 120 Hz of square wave function. Simulation was made for 1/16 condition with the assumption that suction phase and
blowing phase was uniformly at every nozzle.
In Figure 4, seen that heat flow move up from cavity heatsink toward heatsink fins but faster if compared with sinusoidal wave
function. At condition ¼ cycle, ½ cycle, and 1 cycle was seems like using sinusoidal wave fuunction but with faster moving
fluid and contour of static temperatur inside cavity, inside heatsink was more dominated with low temperature region if
compare with sinusoidal driven membrane.
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Figure 4.Temperature Contour with square orifice (120 Hz of square Function).

3.2 Experimental work
Figure 5 shows the temperature history for 3600 seconds experiment with variation of orifice shape at the same diameter using
120 Hz of square wave function. In that figure, it can be seen that at both of orifice shape, coolling performance become
remarkable after 1000 seconds activation of synthetic jet. Apparatus with square orifice is decrease 2.8oC temperature during
the experimental work while circular orifice at the same diameter decrease 1.5oC. Moreover, after 2500 seconds with circular
orifice, the temperature of heatsink tend to rise, whereas with square orifice, temperature of heatsink still decrease although
with lower temperature gradient. So it follows that 120Hz of square with square orifice has better cooling characteristics than
circular orifice at the same condition. The tendency of temperature to rise as well as the cooling performance with lower
gradient temperature at any given time indicate significant effects of recirculation due to confinement effect. Agrawal et al. [9]
have explored that confinement effect can be decreased if we increase the impinging distance at a certain number. However, at
larger axial distances, the jet velocity reduces due to entrainment of still ambient air, which again reduces the heat transfer
coefficient. Gulati et al. [3] have dicussed that besides recirculation, another possible reason and need to be investigated later
for the higher cooling performance with square orifice at small distances is that the Nusselt number contours retain the shape
of the orifice from which the flow emerges at lower axial distances. So that, a larger surface area is covered by the flow with a
square orifice at smaller axial distances if compared to circular orifice with same radius. From the previous investigation by
Grinstein and DeVore [10], the entrainment rate for the square orifice is significantly larger than those for circular orifice. Due
to a large entrainment, square orifice attains a larger mass flux at the same distance from the orifice. The mass flux has a direct
bearing on momentum and heat transport between jet and surrounding. This is a possible reason of square orifice synthetic jet
outperforming its circular orifice counterpart.
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Figure 5 : Temperature History of Experiment with square and Circular orifice (120 Hz of square Function).
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Technology of Friction Stir Welding (FSW) as a technique for joining metal is relatively new. In some cases on Aluminum
joining, FSW gives better results compared with the Arc Welding processes, including the quality of welds and less distortion.
FSW can even use milling machine or drilling machine, by replacing the tools and the appropriate accessories. The purposes
of this study was analysis the effect of process parameters on micro Friction Stir Lap Welding to the tensile load of welds, in
this case using A1100 Aluminum material, with thickness of 0.4 mm. Tools material are HSS material, which are shaped with
micro grinding process. Tool Shoulder diameter are 3 mm, while the diameter pin 2 mm and a length of pin 0.7 mm. The
parameter variation used in this study were the variable of spindle speed (2300, 2600, and 2900 rpm), variable of tool tilt
angle (0, 1, 2 degree) and a variable of Feed rate (50, 60, 70 mm/min). Where the variation of these parameters will affect to
the mechanical properties of welds (as response) was the tensile load. Analysis and to find the optimum parameters of the
correlation between the microFSLW parameters with the tensile load of welds, using a Response Surface Methods (RSM)

Micro Friction Stir Lap Welding, Thin plate, Response Surface Methods

Friction stir welding technology (FSW) is a metal joining technique is relatively new. FSW technology into the aluminum
alternative joining process is relatively simple, even in some cases has advantages when compared with conventional joining
process (e.g.: welding process, Riveting processes). FSW can even use milling machine or drilling machine, with replacing
appropriate tools, jigs and fixtures.
The development of micro systems in the industrial community has been impressive in both their pace and diversity of new
applications. The trend of more compact and sophisticated Microsystems requires miniaturized, high precision, and high
quality mechanical means for device bonding, assembly and packaging [1]. Shoulder usually involves local heating, where
heating sources derived. This technique requires contact with the electrodes, it is less favored in the application of microsystems packaging. When laser welding is often used for a variety thin products such as biomedical tools, cigarette lighters, a
search tool springs, laminated motor / transformer, battery cans and packages of hybrid circuits. As an alternative, FSW can be
used in applications for thin metal connecting electronic, medical and micro equipment in order to limit damage from
excessive heat [1]. Scialpi et al. [2] have successfully applied FSW on thin plastic. For joining a thin aluminum plate (<1mm)
FSW technology and equipment needs special technology and devices. Thin plate and research related parameters called micro
Friction Stir Welding.
Research of FSW process on thin material urgently needs to be done because of joining thin plate are often worked in the
workshop. It is necessary to study the jig and joining techniques, the optimum parameters and their impact on the quality of
welds, surface quality and stability of the welding results. The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of welding
parameters on the welds shear strength of Friction Stir Spot Welding connection (FSSW) on A1100 aluminum plate, with a
thickness of 0.4 mm. The variation of the FSSW parameters used in this study were:
1. Tool rotation (spindle speed)
2. Plunge speed
3. Pin diameter
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Further analysis of the interaction between the welds properties and Friction Stir welding process parameters to obtain the
optimum response, carried out by applying Response Surface Methodology ((RSM)

2. BASIC THEORY
Friction Stir Welding (FSW) was invented at The Welding Institute (TWI) of the United Kingdom in 1991 as a solid-state
joining technique and was initially applied to aluminum alloys. The basic concept of FSW is remarkably simple. A nonconsumable rotating tool with a specially designed pin and shoulder is inserted into the abutting edges of sheets or plates to be
joined and subsequently traversed along the joint line. Then, the material is heated and melted around the tool, causing plastic
deformation and solid-state bonding occurs between the surfaces of the sheet up and down. FSW is a solid-state joining
process in which the material being welded is not completely melted during the process, and this process is applied at the time
we want to preserve the character of the beginning of the base material. Figure 1 illustrates process deﬁnitions for the tool and
workpiece. Most deﬁnitions are self-explanatory, but advancing and retreating side deﬁnitions require a brief explanation.
Advancing and retreating side orientations require knowledge of the tool rotation and travel directions. In Fig.1, the FSW tool
rotates in the counterclockwise direction and travels into the page (or left to right). In Fig.1 the advancing side is on the right,
where the tool rotation direction is the same as the tool travel direction (opposite the direction of metal ﬂow), and the retreating
side is on the left, where the tool rotation is opposite the tool travel direction (parallel to the direction of metal ﬂow) [1].

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of FSW [1]
There are two considerations the speed of tool to be done on FSW; how fast spindle speed and how fast travel speed. These
two parameters have a great role and be selected carefully to ensure a success and efficient welding. The relationship between
the speed of welding and heat input during welding is very complex. But in general, it can be said that the increase in rotational
speed or lower traverse speed will result in a hotter weld. In order to produce a success weld it is necessary that material
around tool is hot enough to enable the flow of plastic required and minimize forces acting on tool. If material is too cold will
make the cavity or other defects can arise in slurry zones, and in extreme cases the tool may break off [3].
During the tool plunge, material displaced by the pin is fed into the cavity within the tool shoulder. This material serves as the
start of a reservoir for the forging action of the shoulder. Forward movement of the tool forces new material into the cavity of
the shoulder, pushing the existing material into the ﬂow of the pin. Proper operation of this shoulder design requires tilting the
tool 2° to 4° from the normal of the workpiece away from the direction of travel; this is necessary to maintain the material
reservoir and to enable the trailing edge of the shoulder tool to produce a compressive forging force on the weld [1].
The Advantages of FSW process are:
a. Improved safety due to the absence of toxic fumes or the spatter of molten material.
b. No consumables — A threaded pin made of conventional tool steel, e.g., hardened H13, can weld over 1000m of
aluminum, and no filler or gas shield is required for aluminum.
c. Easily automated on simple milling machines — lower setup costs and less training.
d. Can operate in all positions (horizontal, vertical, etc.), as there is no weld pool.
e. Generally good weld appearance and minimal thickness under/over-matching, thus reducing the need for expensive
machining after welding.
f. Low environmental impact.
Disadvantages of Friction Stir Welding process:
a. Exit hole left when tool is withdrawn.
b. Large down forces required with heavy-duty clamping necessary to hold the plates together.
c. Less flexible than manual and arc welding processes (difficulties with thickness variations and non-linear welds).
d. Often slower traverse rate than some fusion welding techniques, although this may be offset if fewer welding passes
are required
This process is mostly used in large-sized aluminum material in which the material conditions are not easy for the Heattreatment after welding to restore the initial properties. Kawasaki Heavy Industries (Japan) are using friction stir spot welding
to attach stringers to roof panels. They developed a new aluminium car body shell, which is assembled by this method. Main
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reason for Kawasaki Heavy Industries is the fact that it improves the fatness and visual appearance of the skin panels because
of the low heat input [3].
Some researchers try to know the correlation of FSW parameters process. Rajakumar et al. [5] developed a mathematical
model using the RSM to analyze the influence of process parameters and the parameters of FSW tools on the material tensile
strength of aluminum AA7075. Lakshminarayanan and Balasubramanian [6] also studied the effect of FSW welding
parameters on tensile strength of the connection handle is made of aluminum alloy AA7039 using Taguchi's parametric design
approach. Rajakumar [7] investigated the mechanical properties of the empirical relationship to describe the tensile strength
and hardness are the mechanical properties that are considered important. Scialpi [2], Wang [8] and Baskoro [9,10] studied
FSW on thin plate (thickness<1 mm)
Study the parameter effect of micro Friction Stir Lap Welding process to the shear strength of the weld, in this case using
A1100 Aluminum material, with a thickness of 0.4 mm. Tools Material are made from material HSS, which is the pin shape
processed with micro grinding. Tool Shoulder diameter are 3 mm, with a cylindrical pin of 0o angle, while the diameter pin 2
mm and a length of pin 0.7 mm. The parameter variations used in this study are the variable of spindle speed (2300, 2600, and
2900 rpm), variable of tool tilt angle (0o, 1o, 2o) and a variable of Feed rate (50, 60, 70 mm/min). The variation of these
parameters will affect to the mechanical properties (as response), i.e. the tensile strength of welds joint. Analysis of the
interaction between the welds and spot welding process parameters to obtain optimal weld strength, carried out by applying
Response Surface Methods (RSM). Research Specimen were aluminum plate A1100 (Table 1) and cut in a size of 100 mm x
50 mm. At welding process, the specimens were stacked with a width of 40 mm overlap as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Specimens of micro FSLW

The machines that used in the FSW process was CNC Vertical Milling Machine, Model EMCO type VMC-200. The holder of
the workpiece on the machine table used a fixture as shown in Fig. 3. To control the spindle speed of mini grinder used digital
photo tachometer, and adjusted manually.
Table 1: Chemical composition of Aluminum A 1100
Composition
Percent
Cu
0-0.05 %
Mg
0-0.05 %
Si
0-0.25 %
Fe
0-0.40 %
Mn
0-0.05 %
Zn
0-0.07 %
Ti
0-0.05 %
Al
balance

Weld Specimens that have been processed, cut using wire cut, with a width of 25 mm, for tensile testing sample. The shear
strength of the specimen tested using the tensile test Machine merk Galdabini and the maximum load that can be tested is 2500
N, with a withdrawal rate of 5 mm/min. The tensile test, used JIS standard (JIS.2201-1999) as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Fixture setup for holding aluminium plates

Figure 4: Tensile testing of micro FSLW Specimens

Regression models
Researcher want to determine the value of the parameter input process in which the optimum response. Optimum can be either
minimum or maximum specific functions in terms of input parameters. Regression Models is a collection of mathematical and
statistical techniques useful for analyzing problems where several independent variables affect the dependent variable or
response and the goal is to optimize the response [12]. In many experimental conditions, it is possible to represent an
independent factor in quantitative form as given in equation (1). Then these factors can be considered as having a functional
relationship or response as follows:

Y

I ( x1, x2 ,.., xk )  er

(1)

Between the response Y and x1, x2, ... , xk, factors quantitative k, the function Ф is called the response surface or the response
function. residual Er measure experimental error. For the set of independent variables, response surface characteristics. When
the mathematical form of Ф is unknown, it can be expected in the experimental area with a polynomial. In this investigation,
Regression Models applied to develop a mathematical model in the form of a multiple regression equation for the quantitative
characteristics of aluminum alloy FSW. In applying Regression Models, the independent variable is seen as a mathematical
model fitted surface. Represent the tensile strength of welds TS, the response is a function of tool rotation speed (N), the angle
of the tool (A), and feed rate (F), can be expressed in Table 2.
The design of experiment uses a model of a three-level factorial design. Factorial designs are widely used in the experiment,
when researchers need to evaluate the combined effect of several controllable factors in the response. 3q factorial design is
factorial arrangement with q factors, each at three levels. Rate factor referred to as low, medium, and high, represented by a “1” (low), “0” (intermediate), and “1” (high). When measuring the response variable contains all possible combinations of
factor levels, type of experimental design is called a full factorial experiment (complete factorial experiment) [13].
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Designs of experiment for μFSSW and parameters process are showed in Table 2. Because of the difficulties to find the
contact area, then the data used are Tensile Load peak.
Table 2: DoE and Shear strength of μFSLW

No

Tilt
Feed rate SpindleSpeed
[rpm]
angle [°] [mm/menit]

Code A
[Tilt
angle]

Code B
[Feed
rate]

Code C
Load Peak
[Spindle
[N]
Speed]

1

0

50

2300

-1

-1

-1

120.5

2

0

50

2600

-1

-1

0

197.8

3

0

50

2900

-1

-1

1

142.9

4

0

60

2300

-1

0

-1

87.1

5

0

60

2600

-1

0

0

104.8

6

0

60

2900

-1

0

1

83.7

7

0

70

2300

-1

1

-1

246.6

8

0

70

2600

-1

1

0

169.3

9

0

70

2900

-1

1

1

170.8

10

1

50

2300

0

-1

-1

190.5

11

1

50

2600

0

-1

0

205.4

12

1

50

2900

0

-1

1

168.1

13

1

60

2300

0

0

-1

139.9

14

1

60

2600

0

0

0

177.6

15

1

60

2900

0

0

1

308.9

16

1

70

2300

0

1

-1

146.1

17

1

70

2600

0

1

0

150.3

18

1

70

2900

0

1

1

218.3

19

2

50

2300

1

-1

-1

254

20

2

50

2600

1

-1

0

56.5

21

2

50

2900

1

-1

1

121.5

22

2

60

2300

1

0

-1

172.2

23

2

60

2600

1

0

0

181.6

24

2

60

2900

1

0

1

430.2

25

2

70

2300

1

1

-1

280.9

26

2

70

2600

1

1

0

67.2

27

2

70

2900

1

1

1

196.4

The results of Response Surface Methods (RSM) analysis of tensile test data (tensile strength) produces equation (2), and
plotted in Fig. 5.
Yts=202.9+29.3.A+ 11.3.B-26.6.C+3.1.A.B-16.5.A.C-14.2.B.C -12.6.A2 -21.5.B2 -2.1.C2

(2)

Equation 2 gives the mathematical model of the FSSW parameters interaction on tensile load of welds, and Fig. 5 shows the 2
parameters correlation to tensile load. There are 2 parameters (A, B) that influence positively to response. Parameter C has
negative effect to the response. It shows that Tilt angle (A) will increases the Tensile load. There are similarities between the
results of FSW on thin plate and FSW on thick plate, which is tilt angle parameter has positive correlation with tensile load
[10]. Otherwise, by the increases of Spindle speed (C) it will decrease the tensile load.
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a.
b.
Figure 5: 2 parameters correlation to tensile load. a. Tilt angle-Feed rate to tensile load. b. Tilt angle-Spindle Speed to tensile load.

4. CONCLUSION
From the experiment, it can be concluded that:
a. The important welding parameter in Micro FSW Lap welding process is tilt angle.
b. Research of FSW need to be done on a wider parameter range, and more variation of material.
c. There are many potential applications in micro friction stir welding and its advantages of low temperature.
d. FSW is a promising green technology.
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Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) which is claimed to
have high strength and material efficiency. This method has not much been applied in Indonesian boatyards, most of them are
still using conventional hand lay-up. The research is aimed to investigate the strength of the composite and the optimum
amount of materials to obtain the required strength for its application on boat building. Experimental approach was conducted
in the research using 800 biaxial and 900 unidirectional E-glass for reinforcement, and vinylester (RIPOXY R-802-EX-1) resin
for the matrix. The ultimate tensile strength and Young’s modulus of the composites are obtained through tensile and flexural
test based on ASTM D 3039 and ASTM D 790 standards. The data obtained are used to determine the optimum number of
layers and fiber content on certain locations of the boat hull structure in order to comply with the requirements of
classification rules.

Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding, boat, fiber content, strength

1.1. Background
Composite technology has been developing very rapidly including its application on boatbuilding. Researches have been
carried out to improve the production efficiency and quality of boatbuilding, including the application of materials and
production processes. Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) is claimed could increase material efficiency and
strength in many applications [1], but this method has not been widely applied in Indonesian boatyards, most of them still use
conventional hand lay-up method [2]. It is expected that the claim would also applicable for boatbuilding.
1.2. Research objectives
The research is aimed to investigate the role of Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) in improving the
efficiency and quality boat production, to obtain tensile and flexural strength data of the composite, to determine the optimum
thickness and fiber content of the material to be applied in boatbuilding as required by the classification rules.

Experimental and analytical approaches were conducted in the research using 800 biaxial and 900 unidirectional E-glass for
reinforcement, and vinylester (RIPOXY R-802-EX-1) resin for the matrix. The ultimate tensile strength and Young’s modulus
of the composites are obtained through tensile and flexural test based on ASTM D 3039 and ASTM D 790 standards [3].
Ansys software was used to simulate the optimum thickness and fiber content of the material for its application on boatbuilding
based on the data obtained from the experiment and the requirements of classification rules.
2.1. The materials
For reinforcement two types of E-glass were used in the experiment; unidirectional fabric 00 with specific density of 894.56
g/m2, the orientation was made 450 and 900, and biaxial fabric +45o/-45o with specific density of 841.89 g/m2. Vinyl ester
Ripoxy R-802 EX-1 was chosen for the matrix with the following specifications: specific density 1.12 gr/cm3, tensile strength
78 Mpa, Tensile modulus 3.38 Gpa, Flexural Strength 127 Mpa, Flexural modulus 2.75 Gpa, elongation 6 %, Heat distortion
temperature 1000C. Vinyl ester was mixed with 10% monomer, 0.5% promoter, and 2% catalyst. Vinyl ester was chosen due to
its high strength, hardness, and high resistance to heath and corrosion compared to polyester and epoxy [4].
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2.2. Vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) method
In Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) prior of its laminating process all the reinforcement fiber is laid on the
mold, covered with plastic sheet and sealed to prevent the mold from leaking during the vacuum process, and the resin is
prepared in a container and connected to the mold via plastic hose through a special entrance hole. Vacuum pressure was
utilized to take the air out of the laminate. The pressure difference between the atmosphere and vacuum provides driving force
for infusing the resin into the laminate and to compact the ﬁber reinforcement to prevent its orientation from shifting during
curing process [5].

Figure 1 : Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding Process
2.3. Tensile and flexural strength
Tensile strength test was carried out based on ASTM D 3039 standard with the following specimen dimensions: length 250
mm, breadth 25.4 mm, two-layer biaxial E-glass thickness 1.33 mm and two-layer unidirectional E-glass thickness 1.5 mm,
minimum tab length 38 mm. The test conditions standard were: room temperature 23 + 10C, humidity 50 + 10%, tensional
speed 16.7 m/s and 33.4 m/s.
ASTM D 790 standard for thickness less than 1.6 mm the specimen dimensions
are: length 50.8 mm, breadth 12.7 mm, minimum pointer radius 3.2 mm. The test conditions standard were: room temperature
23 + 20C, humidity 50 + 10%.

Tensile strength = 1800 Wf2 – 1400 Wf + 510 (N/mm2)

(1)

Tensile modulus = (130 Wf2 – 104 Wf + 39) 103 (N/mm2)

Flexural strength = 502 Wf2 + 106.8 (N/mm2)
Flexural modulus = (33.4 Wf2 + 2.2)103 (N/mm2)

(2)

(3)
(4)

There are some approaches available to determine the minimum composite thickness for boat hull include using scantling
number [6], pressure forces to the boat parts from various directions [7], and other empirical formulas introduced by some
classification societies such as American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) [8], Det Norske Veritas (DNV) [9], and Lloyd’s Register
of Shipping (LR) [10].
The minimum thickness is obtained from the sum of laminate layers that form the composite based on the required strength at
the specific parts of the boat. The thickness of single laminate layer is obtained from the following formula:
t = mf (Sf / Wf – (Sf – Sr))/(1000 . Sf . Sr)

(5)

Where: mf is fiber weight; Sf is density of the reinforcement; and Sr is the density of the matrix.

CSM (Chopped Strand Mat) and WR (Woven Roving), while in VARTM method multiaxial fiber is used for the
reinforcement [11]. Following are fiber ratio of the reinforcement:
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Table 1 Fiber Ratio of Reinforcement

Reinforcement Type

Glass Content

CSM (Hand Lay Up)

0.28

WR (Hand Lay Up)

0.35

Multiaxial (VARTM)

0.7

And therefore the weight of each laminate of the composite formed is obtained from the following formula:
Weight per laminate = (fiber weight x Fiber/Resin ratio) + fiber weight
(6)

VARTM method are
determined based on its tensile and flexural strength of the material that is required to withstand the forces work to a particular
part of the boat such as bottom hull, side hull, and deck [12]. The tensile and flexural strength of E-glass 800 biaxial and 900
multi-axial used in the experiment are as follows:
Table 2 Tensile and Flexural Strength and Modulus of reinforcement

412
318

x
x
x
x
x
x

Loa
Lwl
B
H
T
V

29900
23400

352.78
288

18566
14244

0.61
0.69

= 28 m
= 26.9 m
= 5.4 m
= 3.42 m
= 2.95 m
= 30 knot

The results of analytical calculations of hand lay-up and
are as follows:

methods for the bottom hull and side hull of the chosen boat

Table 3 Analytical Calculation results

Thickness
(mm)

Fiber
content
8400
14400
18700
33100
222.61%
229.86%

Tension to
Tensile
break
strength
(N)
(Mpa)
1673100
110
2944000
115
VARTM
4682977
339
8188792
329
Efficiency Improvement
180 %
308.18%
178 %
286.08%

Tensile
Modulus
(Gpa)
9.5
9.7

Flexural
strength
(Mpa)
190.00
192.50

Flexural
Modulus
(Gpa)
7.7
8

24.8
24.2

302.4
295.7

15.2
14.7

261.05%
249.48%

159.16%
153.61%

197.40%
183.75%
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ABSTRACT
Weight reduction and materials saving are one of the key priorities from a viewpoint of global environmental conservation. In
the 1970s to 1980s, tube forming (TF) technology was in the second technological innovation for improving automotive fuel
economy.In recent over one decade, TF technology, especially, tube hydroforming (THF) technology has become a popular
method, in the automotive industry, for producing complex three-dimensional structural shapes because of its enormous
advantages over the more traditional materials processes. Nowadays, global environmental issues are intensifying worldwide,
and the further reduction of automotive weight and lightening of transport vehicles is one of the most urgent and key
technological issues in the realization of a low-carbon society. The effect of reducing automotive weight is estimated to be, a
reduction of about 17 to 20 kg of CO2 emissions per kg of weight reduction over a vehicle’s lifetime for every 10 percent
reduction in automotive weight.This review article describes the state of the art in TH technologies mainly in Japan

Keywords:
Weight reduction, light metal tube, hydroforming, novel process,tubular components
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ABSTRACT
Microformingmachineisused to makemicro-scale products. The development of this machine is necesarry
formicroformingtechnology research. In this study, amicroformingmachinewith a capacity of5 kN is developed. The machine is
driven by a electric motor that transfered to the ram using ballscrewto change rotational in to translational motion. Strength
analysison the machine structureis performed ona staticandmaximum loadingconditionssince the operating condition is
performingata low speedand load. Machine performancewas measured byanalyzinggeometricaltolerancesof the machine,
movementand strokeresolution, and verification using experiment to produce forming productsof sheetmetalmade from
aluminum, brass, copper, and steel. The result of this research shows that that the of Micro Forming Machine with maximum
loading 5 kN is applicable to be implemented for micro forming process.
Keywords
Micro forming, micro forming machine, sheet metal

1.

INTRODUCTION

Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology receives great attention due to the increasing market and application
fieldsin micro devices, such as electronic, medical care, biotechnology etc. The estimated rise in turnover from 15 to 35 billion
US$ in the last 7 years [1] shows a growing demand on micro technical products, which is mainly driven by a rising trend of
miniaturization of products.However, this technology is faced with the enormous challengesto be implemented in the industry.
Currently, micro device was fabricated by using semiconductor process. There are several difficulties and limitation of
fabrication MEMS parts using semiconductor process such as equipment expense is comparatively high, applicable materials
are limited and production of 3D structural components is difficult. The manufacture of micro parts is very advanced in
lithographic technologies, especially in LIGA-processes. Bulk production with high accuracy can be realized by these
technologies, but costs are comparably high and the number of different materials is quite limited[2].
For a solution to these problems, the micro-metal-forming technology is introduced for producing sub-millimeter-scaled
microparts. Nevertheless, the fundamental knowledge and technological data have not beensatisfied. Therefore, the
establishment of design manuals and codes for materials, machine, tools, and processesconditions is crucial for realizing highprecision microformingprocess.In this study, development of micro forming machine was introduced.

2.

DEVELOPMENT OF 5 kN MICRO FORMING MACHINE

Machine design
The design is conducted using VDI 2222 Design Method and Advanced Decision Matrix Method based on the Robust
Decision Making[3]. The micro forming machine that consists of several sub-functions areassembled as shown in Fig.1.The
main components that construct micro forming machine are lower and upper base, guide pillar, upper and lower bolster, ram,
motor spacer, ball screw, and stepper motor.
The working principle of this machine isdriven bystepper motor (d) that transfered to rotating ball screw (e). The ball screw
drive ram (b) to move up and down and control stroke motion. Movement is directed by guiding set (a). The tooling
system(punch and dies)is mounted on the upper and lower bolster.

Part Name

Selected Material

1
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Lower Base
Motor spacer
Bolster_upper
Bolster_lower
Ram
Guide Pillar

Low carbon steel: S45C

High carbon steel: SKD11

Table 2. Result of Material Selections

Figure1 :Sub-Function of Micro Forming Machine; a). Guiding pillar , lower and upper base, b). Ram, c). Bolster,d).Stepper
motor, e). Ball screw
Material selection
Material selection of micro forming machine components areselected by using Ashbymethod>@.Table 2 shows material
selectionresultsfor micro forming machine. Material properties of selected material is used for loading analysis to determine
geometry of the parts.
Loading analysis
The analysis is conducted under maximum static loading. The loading scheme that occurs in the machine shown in the free
body diagramas shown in Fig. 2. The loading force (F) is under maximum load capacity of the machineat 5 kN.

¦F
F1

Figure2 : Free Body Diagram of Micro Forming Machine
By using static loading assumption, the forcefor each guide roll (F1, F2, F3, F4,)were calculated as follows:

0

y

(1)

F
4

(2)

Safety factor (FS)[19]
The safety factor can be quickly estimated on the basis of estimated variations of the five measures previously discussed, i.e.
material properties, stress, geometry, failure analysis, and desired reliability.
The simplest way to present this technique is to associate a value greater than 1 with each of the measures and define the factor
of safety as the product of these five values:
(3)
FS =FSmaterial· FSstress· FSgeometry· FSfailure analysis · FSreliability
where,
FSmaterial
= 1,1
because the material properties are known from a handbook ormanufacturer’s
values.
FSstress
= 1,3
becausethe nature of the load is defined in an average manner,with overloads of 20–
50%, and the stress analysis methodmay result in errors less than 50%.
FSgeometry
FS failure theory

= 1,0
= 1,1

FS reliability

= 1,3

because the manufacturing tolerances are tight and held well
because the failure analysis to be used is derived for the state
of stress, as for uniaxial or multiaxial static stresses
because the reliability is an average of 92–98%.
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Material strength
Material strength inspectionis conducted to thecomponentswhich are considered critical. For the material strength of lower
base plate and ram, failuretheory ofVon Mises is used, since the materials are ductile.Von Mises equations used are as follows:
2

§ V1 · § V1 V 2 · §V 2
¨¨ ¸¸  ¨¨ u
¸¸  ¨¨
©V e ¹ ©V e V e ¹ ©V e
WithVe = Vyp/FS, then

2

·
¸¸ d 1
¹

(4)

2

2

§ V1 · § V1
V 2 ·¸ §¨ V 2 ·¸
¨
¸ ¨
u

d1
¨ V 2,5 ¸ ¨ V 2,5 V 2,5 ¸ ¨ V 2,5 ¸
yp
© yp
¹ © yp
¹ © yp
¹

(5)

Principle Stress:

V1

V x V y
2

§V x V y
 ¨¨
2
©
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·
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Shear stress:
Normal stress:

V2
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F
V
A y

Mc
I

(7)
1. Lower base
The lower base serves as the base of press machine components at the bottom of the machine. Material used is S45C, with
ultimate strength = 569 MPa and a yield strength = 343 Mpa. Fig. 3 shows the free body diagram of the lower base. The result
of stress analysis for lower base is shown in Fig. 4. In the figure shows that higher stress is lower than critical stress to induce
failure.

F1= F2 = F3 = F4 = 1,25 kN
Figure 3 : Free Body Diagram of Lower Base

Figure 4 :Stress Distribution of Lower Base
(continued)

2.
Ram
Ram serves as the base of moving components at press machine, and transmits the compressive force on the tool when pressing
the workpiece. The material used is SKD11, with a yield strength = 1650 Mpa. Fig. 5 shows the free body diagram of the
ram.Fig. 6 shows stress distribution on the ram. Highest stress concentrations are located on the ball screw. Since ball screw is
push and pull ram.

F = F’ = 5kN

Figure 5 : Free BodyDiagramof Ram
3.

Figure 6 :Stress Distribution of Ram (continued)

Guiding rod

3
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Guiding rod is part of the guiding set that serves to direct the movement of the ram. The material used is SKD 11 with a yield
strength = 1650 MPa.Fig. 23 shows the free body diagram of the guiding rod.
Because of the bending moment on the guiding rod, then the equations used to inspect the strength of guiding rod
componentare[5]:
From free body diagram that is shown in Fig 23:

F1 ' F1
M3' M3
Axial stressfa danpermission axial stress[5]:
F1
P
fa
A S u 14 2
So,

fa
f
 b d1
Fa Fb

can be used.
Bending stressfb [16]:

fb

Mc
I

M3 u r
S ur4 4

Permission bending stressFb[16] :
83 u 10 3 u Cb
Fb
l u d / Af
Figure 7 :
Free Body
DiagramGuiding Rod

fa
f
 b d1
Fa Fb
So, the construction can resist the maximum loading.

4.
Motor spacer
Motor spacer serves as a spacerbetween stepper motor bracket to the upper base. Material used is S45C with elastic modulus
205 GPa. Fig. 8 shows the free body diagram of the motor spacer.By calculate critical compressive force, the construction can
resist the maximum loading.
Fm = (wmotor + wmotor bracket) x g
Fm1 = Fm2 = Fm3 = Fm4 =

I

S
4

u ro  ri
4

Fm
=
4

4

Critical compressive force that can lead to buckling is:
9
S 2 uEuI
Pcr

Figure 8 : Free Body Diagram a). Motor; b). Spacer

L2

Pcr>Fm1

Structure assembly of micro forming machine
Assembly structure is shown in Fig.9. In general, all the components are divided into fixed part (i.e., components that are not
moving) and moving parts (i.e., the moving components).
Motion system
The selection of driven system is based on consideration for translational motion accuracy that required in micro forming
process. The following driving components are used:Ball screw R25-5T3-FSI-500L, Stepping motor A140K – G599 – GB5,
Driver MD5 - HF 28, Controller PMC – 1HS – USB.Fig. 9shows a prototype micro forming machines that have been
installed with moving controller.
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Figure9.5kN Micro Forming Machine

3.

EVALUATION OFMICRO FORMING MACHINE

The testing was consisting of geometricmeasurement,accuracy motion machine,and forming experimentto produce specific
product. Geometric measurement is conducted based on Fig. 10. The experiment with predetermined product shape and
dimension was performed to measure the performance of machine, as well as the handling for tools and material in the
adequate working space with available supporting means. The concept of one piece loading was implemented for loading and
unloading of material. The concept required workpiece wasmanually placed on the die one by one. Geometries of the
assembled machine were verified using CMM Mitutoyo Crysta 544. Themeasurement results show good agreement with
design.
Process experiment
Process experiment is carried out to determine whether the machine can function well in the forming process, ease of tool
handling, loading and unloading of material with one piece loading method on the available working area. Therefore, the
experiment required micro forming tool and sheet plate as raw material.
The experiment was conducted with scheme as shown in Fig. 10, and the detail drawing of the product is shown in Fig. 11.
Then, based on the detail drawing of the product,it was made a micro forming tool with outer size 40x90x60, 5 mm. Micro
forming tool was then mounted to the machine with a clamping unit provided. Material products to be made is aluminum,
brass, copper and steel, with t = 0.1 mm.

Figure 10 :Micro Forming Process Testing Scheme

Figure 11: Detail Drawing of Product

At the time tool wasplaced in the machine (tool insertion), there was no difficulty. Difficulties arised when raw material was
stored to the tool . This is due to the lack of locator height to place the raw material on the die. The locator height is 0.1 mm. In
addition, the preparation of raw material to be formed was quite difficult because of its small size.
Operationposition setting
The position of the operation consists of raw material loading position and forming process position (working position). The
following is a description of each setting position:
1. Raw Material Loading Position
The important considerations in this position are the area and the sufficient lighting for operators to store raw materials in the
die. For that reason, it is determined the distance between the bottom surface of the ram with the top surface of the lower base

5
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is 200.5 mm. So that the distance between the bottom surface of the bush on the micro tool with the shim ring is 100 mm. With
a resolution position of 2μm/pulse, the amount of transmitted pulse to reach this distance is:
In this experiment,stroke velocity was determined V = 50 pps or V = 100 μm/s, and the holding time was 5 seconds.The results
of this experiment have been observed using a contour measuring instrument detector with type COUNTERECORD1710SD3
(ACCRETECH). Then, the results of measurement are processed by image processing (Fig. 34) to get the dimensions of the
actual product. Fig.12shows the comparison of the actual contours with the designed contour, and in table 4 is shown a
summary of the radius measurement products.
Tabel 4. Summary of Radius Products Measurement

Figure 12 : Image Processing

From figure 35 and table 4, it can be concluded thatMaterial brass, copper, and aluminum, resulting product contours nearing
the expected designed product, while the steel materials produce different contours. Since the steel yield strength of the
material is the biggest (1646 MPa). In addition, the sizes of the radius product were not sharp and did not consider the effect of
material spring back.So that none of the material dimensions meet to thedesigned products.The smaller the radius, the larger
deviation of the size that occurred. This can be seen in the size of the radius atR 3 = 0.25, deviation was very large, and almost
happens on every material.
The results ofthe forming experimentwere also observed usingan electron microscope, andthen the actual product shape was
compared withthe designed productas shown in Fig. 13.Fromthese pictures, it can be seenthat theproductcame closest tothe
desired shapewasthe productfromaluminum. While theproductcontour fromsteelwas the mostdifferent from thedesigned
product.The
results
ofthese
observationsshowedthe
same
results
withmeasurements
using
acontourmeasuringinstrumentdetector.

Figure 13: Brass t=0,1 mm
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Conclusion
From the research conducted it can be concluded some of the followingresult. The 5kN Micro Forming Machine hasbeen
produced successfully.Evaluation of the machinewas carried out to produce a specific product with radius ranging from 0.25
mm - 1.1 mm.Working area meet the needs of an insertion tool.Preparation and loading of raw materials was difficult, because
of its small size and lack of the locator height.Therefore several improvement activities are needed to improve machine
performance such as; the additional components to be attached on the seat of bolster on lower base and ram, the addition of
counter weight to compensate the ram weightand advanced ontrol systems that meets the needs of micro-forming process.
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element 5-6
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cross section
element 4-5
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[kgm2]
-
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[kgm2]
-

-

-

cross section
element 7-10

m5
m4

m6

m7

internal damping ratio
di = 0.001
external damping ratio
da = 0.18
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No.
element

Length of
element [m]

Modulus of
elasticity
[MPa]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.025
0.025
0.065
0.065
0.090
0.090
0.065
0.065
0.025
0.025

210E+9
210E+9
210E+9
210E+9
210E+9
210E+9
210E+9
210E+9
210E+9
210E+9

Orientation
of shaft
element
[degree]
0
0
0
0
30
30
60
60
60
60

Mass of
disk/shaft
element [kg]

Polar mass
moment of
inertia,
[kgm2]

Axial mass
moment of
inertia,
[kgm2]

m1= 0.015

0.0000001224

0.0000008581

m2 = 0.039

0.0000003096

0.0000021704

m3 = 1.153

0.0025720000

0.0013560000

m4 = 0.054

0.0000004320

0.0000030285

m5 = 1.153

0.0025720000

0.0013560000

m6 = 0.039

0.0000003096

0.0000021704

m7 = 0.015

0.0000001224

0.0000008581
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the response amplitude in this region is moderately high only (not unstabtable)
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Dieless bellows forming using local heating technique is an advanced flexible forming technology to produce bellows from straight
tube without the use of dies. The deformation is induced by applying continuous compression, and local heating. Advantages of
these processes are the absence of dies, applicability for various materials, suitability for flexible forming process including low
batch production, flexibility on workpiece sizes and output geometries. However, the implementation of these processes is still low
owing to the low quality, reproducibility, and production speed. The limitation of these dieless forming processes using local
heating is caused by the absence of dies required to form the desired profile. Therefore deformation depends on temperature,
length of heating zone, processing speed, speed ratio of feeding to fabrication speeds. In order to enhance the product quality in
these dieless forming with local heating, real-time monitoring are necessary to identify deformation progress. Machine vision
based on image processing technique was selected to monitor deformation behavior on dieless bellows forming process. The
present paper describes real-time monitoring using image processing approach to monitor dimensional profile and temperature
distribution during the process. The results show that machine vision is effective and efficient to monitor dynamic deformation of
dieless bellows forming process and able to identify abnormal process condition.

Dieless bellows forming, machine vision, real-time monitoring.

Dieless bellows forming is novel process to produce metal bellows without die materials. This process is able to produce metal
bellows with various geometry without changing the tools. However there is a technical challenge of increasing dimensional
accuracy and reliability[1-3]. Since the process is conducted at high temperature, non-contact sensing technique is necessary.
Laser micrometer was applied to monitor metal forming process at high temperature such as dieless drawing process[4]. However
this technique is less effective since sensing position is not in deformation zone. When unstable deformation occurs, it is difficult
to recognize the deformation immediately[5]. In other hand, temperature distribution as one of key point to control deformation
behavior depends on selected processing condition[3, 6]. Therefore real time monitoring on dimension and temperature distribution
is essential to achieve real-time control system. Machine vision based on image processing technique offers an alternative
technique to monitor dimensional and thermal behavior on deformation zone of dieless drawing process simultaneously. Since
machine vision can be used in limited space and wide covered area. This paper describes the utilization of machine vision
technique to maintain dimensional bellows profile and temperature distribution.

Dielessbellos forming is a heat assisted forming technique without usingdie material to make metal bellows from straight tube as
shown in Figure 1. Bellows is series of convolution on the pipe. Formation of the local convolution on the heating area is produced
by applying compression speed (v1) from back side faster than feeding speed (v1) on front side. Height of bellows convolution
depends on compression speed ratio which is ratio of v1 /v2. Dieless bellows forming is very sensitive temperature disturbance.
Therefore stable bellows convolution is difficult to obtain. Therefore real-time bellows formation is necessary to get early
information of unstable bellows formation. In this work is presented utilization of machine vision technique to monitor
deformation progress in dieless bellows forming process.

3. MACHINE VISION
Semi-dieless bellows forming has two main characteristics, a wide deformation zone and a complex deformation mechanism.
Therefore the deformation process is difficult to observe using a narrow measuring scope. The semi-dieless bellows forming
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apparatus has limited spaced for equipping a sensor, which must be flexibly attached in the semi-dieless bellows forming apparatus.
A vision-based sensing system is a suitable sensing technique that deals with those measuring conditions for tool inspection and hot
forging, [7-9]. Dworkin and Nye (2006) developed a machine vision system using an infrared filter to monitor a hot forging
process. An infrared-pass filter is used to improve the visibility of the fluorescent workpiece through elevated temperature. The
machine vision algorithm is the same as that used in our previous study to monitor dieless tube drawing process [10, 11].
The components of the vision-based monitoring are image acquisition, image processing, data processing, and measurement
accuracy of machine vision.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
4.1 Image acquisition
Since the initial deformation occurs under the heating coil and it is not directly visible, the camera must be tilted up to 10q from the
perpendicular direction, as the optimum position considering the visibility and accuracy, to obtain the representative image in
Figure 1. In this study, the image was captured without using an infrared-pass filter. A high contrast image of the workpiece was
obtained by decreasing the exposure level on the camera.

Figure 1: Camera positioning for monitoring the local deformation of the tube during semi-dieless bellows forming.
4.2 Image processing
After images captured, image processing technique is applied to measure bellows height through convert to gray follow by edge
detection. Bellows height is obtained by measuring outer diameter then multiply with pixel ratio to metrix unit. It is obtained by
comparing real part dimension.

Figure 2 : Image processing to measure bellows height.
The image processing to measure the bellows height is conducted by edge detection of the workpiece outline. The convolution
height is measured by calculating the distance between the workpiece edge outline, as shown in Figure3. The measuring region was
set up as 16 sections, as shown in Figure 4. The measured output from image processing is the number of pixels. The desired
measured value is in metric units. Therefore, a pixel ratio is used to convert the pixel number into metric. The pixel unit is obtained
by comparing the image processing result and the actual dimension.
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Figure3: Multi-sectional measurement in the deformation part for semi-dieless bellows forming process.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Measurement result using machine vision
Every section shows a different diameter, as shown in Figure 4. The measuring area is divided into two: areas A and B. The
initiation of bellows convolution takes place in “area A” encompassing the 1st section up to section N. The convolution height
increases to the maximum value in “area B”, which is from section N up to section 16. In semi-dieless bellows forming, after the
first bellows is formed, the next convolution is initiated.

Figure 4: Deformation process in semi-dieless bellows forming at different measuring positions.
5.1 Data processing
In semi-dieless bellows forming, the important property for controlling the process is the bellows height. Since the maximum
height of the bellows moves from one section to another section, an additional program is necessary to select the appropriate
bellows height data. An additional data processing algorithm is necessary. Therefore, the measurement area is divided into two
observation areas. Figure5 shows the algorithm used to manipulate measurement data from 16 sections to the deformation point
during semi-dieless bellows forming. The monitoring of bellows height should enable us to monitor the current bellows
deformation.
The first step is to find the maximum diameter D(t) among all the measurement sections. The position of the maximum diameter is
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section M. After the first convolution reaches its maximum height, which is indicated by the derivative of D(t) being equal to or
less than zero (dD/dtd0), the analysis shifts to the next convolution, which occurs in area A. Section N must be decided in order to
determine area A. Section N has the minimum diameter from among section 4 to section M. After a boundary of area A is obtained
(the N value), the next convolution height is the maximum diameter in area A. The process is repeated until the semi-dieless
bellows forming process is finished. Figure 6 (a) shows the original measurement data in time series for 16 sections before the
measurement value was selected and after using the algorithm to acquire bellows height data (Figure 6 (b)). The convolution height
is the maximum value for every peak point. Therefore, the monitoring of every convolution can be conducted. The time period
between measurement peaks indicates the pitch distance after multiplication with feeding speed (v2).

Figure5 Algorithm to determine the required bellows height from multi-sectionals measurements.

Figure 6: (a) Bellows profile measurement data sensed from 16 sections, (b) Profile height data in time series after data
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processing
5.2 Measurement the accuracy of machine vision
The accuracy of the machine vision technique was evaluated by optical microscope measurement. The convolution height
determined using the machine vision result shows a good agreement with the optical microscope result. Figure7 shows the
accuracy of machine vision result for pitch. The average pitch value obtained from machine vision is smaller than that measured
with the microscope. In machine vision, the pitch distance is calculated by multiplying the time interval between the peak of
convolution and moving speed of the convolution. Measurement error of pitch from the machine vision might be caused by
improper assumption of moving speed of the formed convolution. In this paper assume that the moving speed of the convolution is
equal with feeding speed. In the actual condition, the formed convolution (deformation area) is a transitional speed area from
compression speed into feeding speed. Therefore, the moving speed is higher than feeding speed.

Figure7 :Measurement accuracy of bellows height obtained by machine vision.
5.3 Measurement abnormality of dieless bellows forming process
By analyzing bright intensity, machine vision can estimate temperature[10, 11]. In our previous work was verified this When this
technique is applied to monitor maximum bellows processing temperature, there are correlation between variation of maximum
bellows forming temperature and variation of bellows height.as shown in Figure 8 history of maximum bellows forming process is
vary depends on bellows formation progress. When convolution isproduced temperature increased, while when temperature is
decreased is new convolution is initiated. At low bellows forming temperature produce lower convolution height, while at hight
processing temperature shows high convolution height. By analyzing variation of temperature can be used to identify stability of
bellows formation.
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Figure 8: Unstable bellows height can be detected by variation of brightness intensity that correlate with temperature.
When unstable processing temperature of bellows occurs in radial direction, axymetric bellows shape will obtained. Table. 1 shows
the example of balanced brightness intensity and unbalance brightness intensity between upper side and bottom side. When gap of
upper and bottom side inceases aximetric bellows will occurs.
Table. 1 Comparation of Brightness profile to examine axymetricity.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper described real-time monitoring system using vision based image processing to monitor deformation of bellows
formation. That performs flexibility.to monitor deformation in limited acces in dieless bellows forming machine. The results of
machine vision has been validated that shows good agreement with other measuting device. The proposed technique also able to
monitor temperature different that promote unstable deformation and asymectric bellows shape. Therefore unstable deformation
can be easily detect to anticipate further product defect. Therefore vision-based monitoring system is effective and efficient to
sense deformation progress for dieless bellows forming process.
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ABSTRACT
The structure and construction of the ship is made of aluminum alloy, generally are of wrought aluminum alloys, when
experiencing fatigue failure caused by a cracked vessel structure, is a serious problem. Reviewing of 'weakness' of wrought
aluminum alloys for the ship, then in this study tries to provide material alternative for ship building is composite material
based on aluminum casting AlSi10Mg (b) and reinforcing material silicon carbide (SiC), which has been in-treatment with the
optimum composition 15%. Analysis of numerical computation with the help of ANSYS software version 2.00 to be made
numerical modeling ship to ship aluminum EN AC-AlSi10Mg (b) and ship composite EN AC-AlSi10Mg (b)+SiC*/ 15p
whether the material can be applied to building ship for see the distribution of stress . The results of the stress distribution in
both of model numerical of ship, its value does not exceed the stress permits (sigma 0.2) and have a factor of safety above the
minimum allowable limit, so it is safe to use. The overall, in numerical modeling, the ship material aluminum and ship
composite materials can be used as an alternative material for ship building, however is still needed comprehensive testing in
the field.
Keywords:
Aluminum casting ; ship building ; composite EN AC-43100(AlSi10Mg(b))+SiC*/15p; ANSYS ver.12,0
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ABSTRACT
Fishing boat technology has grown up rapidly, both the fishing equipment and the boat itself. The weaknesses of monohull
fishing boat, particularly in relation with ship stability, have been anticipated by the introduction of catamaran fishing vessel.
In addition, the scarcity of fossil fuels hence causes the fishermen cannot afford to buy it, and many fishing boats are
grounded, but now faces promising hopes by the introduction of hybrid/electric boat together with the use of conventional
engine and its fuel.
The current paper describes engineering review and economic viability of the use of hybrid/electric catamaran fishing vessel.
Comparative analysis with other published data is carried out in order to support the findings of the current research.
Keywords:
catamaran, fishing vessel, hybrid/electric, solar cell.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Catamaran type of vessel has been widely used since the last 30 years for many purposes: passenger carrier, oceanographic
research vessel and sailing yacht [1]. The use of catamaran for fishing vessel was reported in [2]. A new layout arrangement on
main deck was proposed and compared with the monohull type. It was discovered that the catamaran of the same displacement
has wider deck area hence better deck arrangement may be applied. This consequently provides wider space to put fishing
equipment on deck as well as to store the catching fishes.
That fishing vessel was developed with the use of conventional engine together with the use fossil fuel. It is found to be not
economical in term of fuel spending and environmental issues. The money spent by fishermen to purchase fuel has increased
significantly hence becomes un-affordable to the most of them. In other side, there is an increase on green-house gases (GHG)
such as NO2, SO2 and CO2 to the atmosphere hence the concept is not environmentaly friendly.
Many attempts to minimize the use of fuel and GHG effect have been carried out worldwide. The use of alternative energy to
complement the fossil fuel and if possible, to replace the use of it is actively conducted around the globe. Some of the ideas
include the use of sail, solar cells and wave power mechanism [3]. The combination of engine and sail, later known as sail
assisted engine, has been applied in many places in Indonesia for many years especially by fishermen. It has been found to cut
the use of fuel of about 15% as reported in [4]. The hybrid use of solar powered and wave power mechanism is another
possible answer [3].
Recent analysis in [5] indicates the conflicting of energy against the economic consequences of the use of hybrid system. The
use of hybrid system, in one hand, may reduce the cost of energy spending but in other hand, it causes the delay of cargoes
delivery to customers hence become less attractive to them. Other issues to consider including the cost of installing the hybrid
system, which is normally rather expensive and stability evaluation especially with the use of sails may cause some problems.
The use of sails may increase the metacenter and hence affect the ship stability. Accordingly, this may cause the boat become
less comfortable.
Furthermore, the emissions from ships produce GHG such as NO2, SO2 and CO2. CO2 emissions have a global climate impact
and concentrated effort is being made worlwide towards their reduction. In order to monitor and quantify CO 2 emissions, the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) introduces an Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) [6], [7].

2.

ENGINEERING REVIEW

2.1 Solar power boat

1
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The idea of developing solar power boat coming from electric power boat, where the energy captured from sun-rays is stored
into battery. The energy is then used to power the engine to move the boat into certain distance at certain speed. The first
practical electric boat, powered by solar energy, was constructed in 1975 in England [9]. It was later followed by some
countries, such as Switzerland, which has developed the biggest solar powered vessel so-far with length up to 31m and sailed
around the world successfully. Planet-Solar, the Swiss solar catamaran has travelled a journey of about 60,000 kilometers
across the ocean. With 537 m2 of solar panels, the Planet-Solar has ever produced up to 600 kWh in good weather to cause the
boat to go up to 300 km when the battery is charged up to 100%. Every thing on board is powered by the sun: the engine to
computers through the water heating. In 2008, Japanese already launched the 200 m length “Auriga Leader” cargo ship solar
power. The ship with displacement of about 60, 000 tonnes capable to carry about 6400 cars. The ship was produced by a joint
venture of Nippon Yusen K K shipyard and Nippon Oil Corp [8].
Furthermore, Figures 1(a) to 1(c) portaits the development of adequately small solar power boat around the world.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Examples development of solar power boat
Figure 1 (a) shows a 14-meter boat (Sun 21 New York) which produces about 2,000 kWh of solar energy at constant speed of
5-6 knots (10-12 km/h) [9]. She enjoyed her first journey in the Rhine in October 2006. Figure 1(b) shows a 9-seat tourism
boat developed in India and she can run at service speed about 6.5 knots [9]. Figure 1(c) shows a leisure boat of 6.88m length
(Islander 6000) which is designed for fishermen along with walk-around decks and including two forward platforms for flyfishing [10].
2.3 Emission factor
International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted a new chapter to MARPOL annex VI in order to reduce GHG emission
from international shipping by improving the energy efficiency for ships. The hull design, propulsion techniques and
operational practices are expected technology that can be improved in order to increase the energy efficiency for ships. The
Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) approved the interim guidelines on the method of calculation of Energy
Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) towards determining minimum energy efficiency level for new ships. It is mandatory to all
merchant ships of 400 GT and above regardless the nationality of the owners [11]. However, it is considered in the near future
to apply to other type of vessels using fossil fuels.
Furthermore, the EEDI formula provides a specific figure for an individual ship design, as proposed by IMO [6], [7], as given
in Equation (1):

EEDI

P u sfc u C F
gm CO 2 /tonne mile
C uV

(1)

Where P is power (kW), sfc is specific fuel consumption (gm/kW.hr), CF is a CO2 conversion (tonne CO2/tonne fuel), C is the
capacity of the ship (DWT or GT) and V the speed (knots). As such, EEDI can be seen as a measure of a ship’s CO2 efficiency.
When considering the overall form of EEDI, it is clear that in order to reduce the index for a given ship at a given speed, a
decrease in propulsive power must be achieved and/or improvements made in engine efficiency with a reduction in sfc. The
EEDI formula can later be simplified to Equation (2):
EEDI = CO emission / transport work

(2)

The CO emission represents total CO emission from combustion of fuel at design stage, including propulsion and auxiliary
engines, taking into account the carbon content of the fuels in question. If shaft generators or innovative mechanical or

2
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electrical energy efficient technologies are incorporated on board a ship, these effects are deducted from the total CO
emission. If wind or solar energy is used to board a ship, the energy saved by such measures will also be deducted from the
total CO emissions, based on the actual efficiency of the system. The transport work is calculated by multiplying the ship’s
capacity as designed (DWT for cargo ships and GT for passenger vessels) with the ship’s design speed measured at the
maximum design load condition and at 75% of the rated installed shaft power. Speed is the most essential factor in the formula
and may be reduced to achieve the required index.

3.

ECONOMIC REVIEW

Solar power boats obtain their energy from the sun. Using electric motors and storage batteries charged by solar panels and
photovoltaic cells, solar power boats can significantly reduce the use of fossil fuels. Solar boats are uniquely suited to
transform light energy (from the sun) to movement. Environmentally friendly solar energy is an energy efficient way to power
commercial oceangoing vessels and leisure boats [9]. This later found to be very worthwhile if installed into fishing vessels.
The high cost of fossil fuels hence causes the fishermen unable to buy it, can be overcome by the introduction of solar power
boat. The high cost of solar panel can be anticipated by the combination use of conventional diesel engine and the solar panels.
In this case, the size of engine may be reduced and hence the fuel consumption. The high cost of solar panels is purely a crucial
problem at the beginning (for the fishermen), but they will spend less money to buy fuels in the future as long as they maintain
the solar panels properly [13].

4.

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION

4.1.

The practical electric boat

A small and practical solar powered catamaran was developed and reported in [12]. The principle particulars of the boat are:
LBP = 9.765 m, B = 3.5 m, T = 0.9 m and block coefficient (CB) = 0.68. The resistance calculation was made based on Insel and
Molland approach [14]; the complete formulation is given in Equations (3 and 4). The service speed of the boat is 6.25 knots
(Fr = 0.33) hence its total resistance is 0.95 kN.
The most widely used estimation of catamaran resistance is the method proposed by Insel and Molland [14]. In this case,
catamaran hull consists of 2 isolated demihulls and creates wave and viscous resistance interference and formulated as follows:

CT

1  I k V CF  W CW

(3)

Where:
CT is total resistance coefficient,
CF is frictional resistance coefficient and obtained from ITTC-1957 correlation line,
CW is wave resistance coefficient of isolated demihull,
(1+k) is form factor value of isolated demihull,
ø is used to estimate the change of pressure around demihull,
σ represents additional velocity between demihulls and calculated from the summation of local frictional resistance around
wetted surface area.
In fact, the factors of ø and σ are difficult to measure hence for the practical purposes, the two factors can be combined to form
viscous resistance interference factor β where

CT

1 I k V

1  E k hence:

1  E k CF  W CW

(4)

Where for monohull or demihull at isolation the value of β=1 and τ =1.
Furthermore, the effective power of the boat is calculated using Equation (5) and giving the effective power (PE) about 3.04
kW. However, since the boat is a catamaran and using two engines and propellers hence the capacity of each engine is 1.52
kW. The thrust power is calculated using Equation (5) and giving thrust power (T) of about 3.053 kW.

PE RTV

(5)
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Furthermore, Ref [12] concluded that the boat required 10 solar panels in which each panel can produce energy about 100 WP
(watt-peak). The charged battery can power the boat, solely supported by 10 solar panels, for about 5 hours.
4.2.

Possible Cost Saving

The Indian boat (Sun 21) as shown in Figure 1 (b) is a 45.9-foot-long specially built solar powered boat known as a catamaran
[9]. It is installed 48 silicon photovoltaic cells on its canopy like roof, which can collect energy from sunlight and transmit it to
a device in one of her cabins. The device transmits the energy to the 3,600 lbs of storage batteries placed below the deck. The
11-ton solar boat was powered on the energy needed to light 10 100-watt light bulbs. The typical speed was 3.5 knots and
together with two engines so that the boat can go up to 107 nautical miles a day in good weather. Her fuel consumption is
about 17 Liter/hour (MCR), hence, ignoring the cost of the system, the solar boat can save 17 liter/hour x 24 hours x IDR 4,500
that is IDR 1,836,000 per day.
Meanwhile, other work conducted in Indonesia and reported in [13], the cost to built a solar boat of 4.30 m LOA, 380 m LWL,
2.50 m breadth moulded (B), 0.30 m draught (T) and 1.39 ton displacement was approximately IDR 105 millions. In term of
investment value, the cost of the boat is somehow more expensive than the same boat powered by conventional engine. The
boat can save about IDR 1.4 million for 20 operational days. This is, indeed a very small saving of money, but the operational
cost could be cheaper in long term since the boat does not need fuel and the battery (if well maintained) can be used up to
about 10 years.
Furthermore, refers to the work report in [9] and [11], the use of solar cells can reduce energy index (EEDI) of those two boats.
Further details of the calculation is still being carried out at ITS.

5. CONCLUSION
The current work clearly portraits the study into the development of solar powered boat in order to reduce the use of fossil
fuels. It has been found (through case example) that the use of solar panel in combination with the operation of electric engine
was to be very useful.
Economic review indicates the potency of cost saving if the solar power is applied to small boat such as fishing vessels. In term
of energy index, the system can reduce the emission of green houses gases. There is shown a good promise that can lead to
significant savings in fuel consumption and hence reduce emission of greenhouse gases. However, in reacting to the increase
pressure from the environmental viewpoints and with the possibility of future introduction of emissions trading schemes,
reduction in power and emissions might be achieved with design changes and fuel saving devices but this may not be the best
economic solution.
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ABSTRACT
The use of multi-hull vessels, particularly of catamaran type, is very popular since the last 3 decades. It has been widely used
as passenger and cargo carriers, oceanographic research vessels and fast patrol boats. The reasons behind this success are
attributed to better transverse stability; wider deck space area and possible lower drag hence lower power of engine produced
by the multi-hull vessels.
The paper explains the investigation of resistance/powering and seakeeping of mono- and multi-hull vessels which is operated
within archipelagic waters such as Moluccas islands. Studies are conducted on medium size of passenger vessels in order to
identify and illustrate potential levels of savings in propulsive power at the design stage. Performance of ships at sea
(seakeeping) evaluation is included since typical of Moluccas waters consist of narrow straits or restricted waters and open sea
waters which is completely two different situations in term of sea conditions.
Keywords
resistance, powering, mono-hull, multi-hull, seakeeping.

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for sea transportation sea system according to geography, weather, climate and waves condition become a crucial
problem particularly to archipelagic countries such as Indonesia and the Philippines. The need for various types of ship has
increased in the last thirty years, where many ship types been developed to satisfy the engineering and economic criteria.
Among other, multihull concept (such as catamaran and trimaran) has received considerable attention due to their stability
characteristics and freedom in arranging deck layouts. The multihulls have been built as passenger vessel, sporting craft,
oceanographic research vessel and fishing vessel [1].
There are plenty work conducted world-wide in order to explore the benefits of multihull ships. [2] developed a preliminary
design method to provide accurate solution of catamaran passenger vessel. Meanwhile, trimaran hull form or vessel with three
hulls has received considerable attention because it can provide even bigger deck area and shallower-draft [3, 4]. The form of
trimaran, at the beginning, is popularly used as warships because of its high quality of stability [5].

The calculation of power required by the catamarans and trimaran needs an investigation into the resistance characteristics
entirely in order to obtain the most by ship design [6]. The resistance of catamaran and trimaran can provide complex
phenomena to ship designers particularly with the appearance of interaction between the demihull of catamaran or between the
main-hull and side-hull of trimaran. Therefore, it has been a basic need to obtain the breakdown and understanding of correct
ship resistance components in order to obtain accurate calculation based on scaling transformation from model to the real ship.
Furthermore, during its voyage on the water, a ship experiences 6 degree of freedom (DOF) of movement [3] Among others,
three DOF (heave, pitch, roll) relates to ship performance at sea (seakeeping) and this connects to the comfortability of the
vessel. Seakeeping characteristics can be estimated or calculated using tank test or tested in an MOB, numerically using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach, and using commercial design softwares such as Maxsurf [7].
2.

MODEL DESCRIPTION AND TEST SET-UP

The models (mono, catamaran and trimaran) were produced according to a scale of 1:9. Their principal dimensions and mass
properties are shown in Table 1. The model was statically and dynamically balanced to adjust the position of centre of gravity
and radii of gyration as specified. Figure 1 to 3 showed the setting of monohull, catamaran and trimaran in the towing tank,
respectively.
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A series of model tests was conducted at the towing tank of Indonesian Hydrodynamics Laboratory (IHL) [7]. In this model
tests, the resistance tests were carried out where the model was towed by the carriage The model was connected to the load cell
transducer at a point located amidships and vertically at 0.45T above base line, allowing the model to move freely in the
vertical plane.
Table 1. Principal data of monohull, catamaran and trimaran
Dimension

Mono

LWL (m)
B (m)
D (m)
H(m)
Cb
DISP (tons)
TOTAL DISP (tons)

13.8
2.88
0.65
1.30
0.50
11.8
11.8

Catamaran
Twin Demi
14.5
14.5
7.66
1.86
0.65
0.65
1.30
1.30
0.38
0.382
11.8
5.90
11.8

Trimaran
Main
Side
14.5
12.0
2.00
1.15
0.72
0.52
1.44
1.24
0.384
0.39
6.96
2.42
11.8

Figure 1: Monohull model

Figure 2: Catamaran model

Figure 3: Trimaran model
3. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
The wider space area for activities on main deck is the main concern for the commercial sea transportation now. The space
area on main deck for catamaran is mostly related to the separation length ratio (S/L). Therefore, this ratio need to be
investigated and discussed into the resistance performance to estimate the ship power and seakeeping qualities.
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3.1. Resistance/ Powering
The most widely used estimation of catamaran resistance is the method proposed by [8]. In this case, catamaran hull consists
of 2 isolated demihulls and creates wave and viscous resistance interference and formulated as follows:

CT

1I k V CF W CW

(1)

Where:
CT is total resistance coefficient,
CF is frictional resistance coefficient and obtained from ITTC-1957 correlation line,
CW is wave resistance coefficient of isolated demihull,
(1+k) is form factor value of isolated demihull,
ø is used to estimate the change of pressure around demihull,
 represents additional velocity between demihulls and calculated from the summation of local frictional resistance around
wetted surface area.
In fact, the factors of ø and  are difficult to measure hence for the practical purposes, the two factors can be combined to form
viscous resistance interference factor  where

CT

1I k V 1E k hence:

1 E k CF W CW

(2)

Where for monohull or demihull at isolation the value of =1 and  =1.
Empirical formulation to estimate the total resistance of trimaran, however, is so far not known and depends highly on the
experimental results [9]. This is attributed to the minimum publications of trimaran resistance Yet, there is no standard design
or model test for trimaran. Results of the experimental work were tabulated in Table 2, which described the correlation of
resistance against speeds of ship.
Furthermore, the results from Maxsurf were shown in Table 2. Despite the software does not take resistance interaction
between the hulls, the numerical study was taken at S/L=0.3 when there is presumably no significant interaction between
demihulls [4, 8]
Table 2. Results of monohull, catamaran and trimaran from Maxsurf

Speed
(knot)
5,706
6,089
6,693
7,259
7,660
8,130
8,420
8,941
9,283



Monohull
Fr
Resist
(kN)
0,252
1,988
0,269
2,242
0,295
2,642
0,320
3,016
0,338
3,281
0,359
3,592
0,372
3,784
0,395
4,129
0,410
4,355

Power
(PE)
10,625
12,958
16,635
20,075
22,518
25,379
27,143
30,315
32,393

Speed
(knots)
5,787
6,218
6,676
7,051
7,559
8,032
8,384
8,817
9,233

Catamaran
Fr
Resist
(kN)
0,249
1,455
0,268
1,686
0,287
1,932
0,304
2,132
0,326
2,405
0,346
2,658
0,361
2,847
0,380
3,080
0,398
3,302

Power
(PE)
8,091
10,204
12,454
14,293
16,789
19,107
20,834
22,963
25,001

Speed
(knots)
5,732
6,364
6,666
7,153
7,658
8,085
8,561
8,829
9,284

Trimaran
Fr
Resist
(kN)
0,247
1,736
0,274
2,131
0,287
2,320
0,308
2,624
0,330
2,940
0,348
3,206
0,369
3,504
0,380
3,672
0,400
3,956

Power
(PE)
9,637
13,230
14,950
17,717
20,591
23,018
25,729
27,252
29,841
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Table 3. Results of monohull, catamaran and trimaran from Experiment
Monohull
Fr
Resist
(kN)
0.252
1.070
0.269
1.739
0.295
2.236
0.320
2.883
0.338
3.713
0.359
4.995
0.372
6.064
0.395
7.260
0.410
7.667

Speed
(knot)
5.706
6.089
6.693
7.259
7.660
8.130
8.420
8.941
9.283

Power
(PE)
6.105
10.588
14.965
20.927
28.441
40.609
51.058
64.911
71.172

Speed
(knots)
5.787
6.218
6.676
7.051
7.559
8.032
8.384
8.817
9.233

Catamaran
Fr
Resist
(kN)
0.249
1.658
0.268
1.851
0.287
2.238
0.304
2.677
0.326
3.567
0.346
3.953
0.361
4.345
0.380
4.790
0.398
5.591

Power
(PE)
9.594
11.509
14.940
18.878
26.963
31.750
36.428
42.233
51.621

Speed
(knots)
5.732
6.364
6.666
7.153
7.658
8.085
8.561
8.829
9.284

Trimaran
Fr
Resist
(kN)
0.247
1.826
0.274
2.428
0.287
2.700
0.308
3.489
0.330
4.229
0.348
4.804
0.369
5.400
0.380
5.851
0.400
6.813

Power
(PE)
10.466
15.451
18.004
24.956
32.385
38.840
46.229
51.658
63.251

3.2. Seakeeping
The requested random wave condition was adjusted prior to the actual model. This condition was done by measuring wave
height at the neutral position of the model. The wave elevation was measured by means of a resistance wire type wave probe.
The irregular waves were adjusted such that the spectral density distribution compares with the required theoretical energy
distribution
When there is a linear relation between wave elevation and motions, accelerations or forces, this relation can be presented in
the frequency domain with response functions or Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs). These RAOs give the ratio between
the input wave amplitude and the output signal for each wave frequency and can be calculated using the spectral densities of
the calibrated wave and the output signals according to :

Hu

ua Z e

] a Ze

S uu Z e
S ]] Z e

(3)

In which:
Hu
= response function of a signal u
Ua(Ze) = amplitude of frequency Ze of signal u
= amplitude of frequency Ze of wave elevation ]
]a(Ze)
Suu(Ze) = spectral density of signal u
S]](Ze) = spectral density of wave elevation ]
Beaufort provides data on wave height where the sea state 3 wave height between 0.6 m – 1 m high and sea state 5 waves
between 2 m - 3 m, seakeeping analysis with Maxsurf Program for both sea conditions

Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
2,34
2,52
2,7
2,88
3,06
3,23
3,41
3,59
3,77



Table 4. Sea state 3 Wave height 0.6 m Monohull Heading 90 deg and 180 deg
Monohull 90 deg
Monohull 180 deg
Wave
Encounter
Wave
Heave
Roll
Pitch
Heave
Roll
Freq
Freq
Freq
RAO
RAO
RAO
RAO
RAO
(rad/sec)
(Rad/sec) (rad/sec)
2,34
1,007
1,548
0,389
5,61
2,65
0,025
0
2,52
1,071
1,693
0,308
5,97
2,76
0,016
0
2,7
1,136
1,88
0,239
6,32
2,87
0,014
0
2,88
1,177
2,13
0,196
6,68
2,97
0,014
0
3,06
1,175
2,474
0,17
7,04
3,07
0,014
0
3,23
1,118
2,969
0,149
9,15
3,63
0,006
0
3,41
1,016
3,715
0,125
11,26
4,12
0,003
0
3,59
0,894
4,853
0,099
13,37
4,58
0,001
0
3,77
0,782
6,269
0,069
15,48
5
0
0

Pitch
RAO
0,021
0,014
0,007
0,002
0,002
0,001
0,001
0
0
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Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
2,34
2,52
2,7
2,88
3,06
3,24
3,41
3,59
3,77

Table 5. Sea state 3 Wave height 0.6 m catamaran Heading 90 deg and 180 deg
Catamaran 90 deg
Catamaran 180 deg
Encounter
Wave
Wave
Heave
Roll
Heave
Roll
Pitch
Freq
Freq
Freq
RAO
RAO
RAO
RAO
RAO
(Rad/sec) (rad/sec)
(rad/sec)
2,34
0,515
1,21
0,216
9,51
3,41
0,02
0
2,52
0,565
1,251
0,104
10,14
3,54
0,01
0
2,7
0,571
1,299
0,053
10,76
3,67
0,002
0
2,88
0,518
1,354
0,055
11,38
3,8
0,011
0
3,06
0,45
1,418
0,044
12
3,92
0,013
0
3,24
0,402
1,492
0,032
15,6
4,58
0,004
0
3,41
0,34
1,579
0,041
19,2
5,17
0,008
0
3,59
0,241
1,683
0,042
22,8
5,71
0,011
0
3,77
0,149
1,806
79,5
26,4
6,2
0,038
0

Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
2,34
2,52
2,7
2,88
3,06
3,24
3,41
3,59
3,77

Table 6. Sea state 3 Wave height 0.6 m trimaran Heading 90 deg and 180 deg
Trimaran Heading 90 deg
Trimaran Heading 180 deg
Wave
Encounter
Wave
Heave
Roll
Pitch
Heave
Roll
Freq
Freq
Freq
RAO
RAO
RAO
RAO
RAO
(rad/sec)
(Rad/sec) (rad/sec)
2,34
0,485
1,038
0,299
8,49
3,46
0,026
0
2,52
0,499
1,044
0,165
9,03
3,6
0,023
0
2,7
0,523
1,051
0,06
9,57
3,73
0,013
0
2,88
0,51
1,059
0,032
10,11
3,86
0,004
0
3,06
0,464
1,067
0,046
10,64
3,98
0,011
0
3,24
0,425
1,075
0,034
13,84
4,67
0,007
0
3,41
0,403
1,084
0,021
17,03
5,29
0,002
0
3,59
0,357
1,094
0,033
20,22
5,85
0,020
0
3,77
0,265
1,105
0,038
23.41
6.37
0.067
0

Pitch
RAO
0,002
0,005
0,005
0,003
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,002

Pitch
RAO
0,003
0,003
0,006
0,006
0,004
0,001
0,002
0,002
0.003

Table 7. Sea state 5 Wave height 2.0 m monohull Heading 90 deg and 180 deg
Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
2,34
2,52
2,7
2,88
3,06
3,24
3,41
3,59
3,77

Monohull heading 90 deg
Wave
Heave
Roll
Freq
RAO
RAO
(rad/sec)
2,34
0,897
5,461
2,52
0,972
3,16
2,7
1,063
2,048
2,88
1,142
1,471
3,06
1,179
1,127
3,24
1,156
0,902
3,41
1,077
0,744
3,59
0,964
0,628
3,77
0,842
0,54

Pitch
RAO
0,416
0,338
0,27
0,223
0,193
0,17
0,145
0,116
0,081

Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
5,45
5,8
6,14
6,49
6,84
8,9
10,95
13
15,06

Monohull 180 deg
Wave
Heave
Roll
Freq
RAO
RAO
(rad/sec)
2,41
0,037
0
2,5
0,027
0
2,6
0,016
0
2,69
0,008
0
2,78
0,007
0
3,27
0,006
0
3,71
0,005
0
4,12
0,003
0
4,49
0,001
0

Pitch
RAO
0,029
0,022
0,018
0,013
0,009
0,004
0,001
0
0

Table 8. Sea state 5 Wave height 2.0 m catamaran Heading 90 deg and 180 deg
Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
2,34
2,52
2,7
2,88
3,06
3,24
3,41
3,59
3,77



Catamaran 90 deg
Wave
Heave
Freq
RAO
(rad/sec)
2,34
0,515
2,52
0,565
2,7
0,571
2,88
0,518
3,06
0,45
3,24
0,402
3,41
0,34
3,59
0,241
3,77
0,149

Roll
RAO

Pitch
RAO

1,21
1,251
1,299
1,354
1,418
1,492
1,579
1,683
1,806

0,216
0,104
0,053
0,055
0,044
0,032
0,041
0,042
0,027

Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
9,51
10,14
10,76
11,38
12
15,6
19,2
22,8
26,4

Catamaran 180 deg
Wave
Heave
Roll
Freq
RAO
RAO
(rad/sec)
3,41
0,02
0
3,54
0,01
0
3,67
0,002
0
3,8
0,011
0
3,92
0,013
0
4,58
0,004
0
5,17
0,008
0
5,71
0,011
0
6,2
0,038
0

Pitch
RAO
0,002
0,005
0,005
0,003
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,002
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Table 9. Sea state 5 Wave height 2.0 m trimaran Heading 90 deg and 180 deg
Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
2,34
2,52
2,7
2,88
3,06
3,24
3,41
3,59
3,77

4.

Trimaran Heading 90 deg
Wave
Heave
Roll
Freq
RAO
RAO
(rad/sec)
2,34
0,479
1,167
2,52
0,488
1,199
2,7
0,524
1,235
2,88
0,524
1,276
3,06
0,483
1,322
3,24
0,442
1,375
3,41
0,417
1,436
3,59
0,373
1,506
3,77
0,281
1,587

Encounter
Freq
(Rad/sec)
8,27
8,8
9,34
9,87
10,4
13,52
16,64
19,76
22,88

Pitch
RAO
0,306
0,181
0,08
0,039
0,044
0,033
0,025
0,037
0,04

Trimaran Heading 180 deg
Wave
Heave
Roll
Freq
RAO
RAO
(rad/sec)
3,13
0,016
0
3,25
0,011
0
3,37
0,018
0
3,49
0,021
0
3,6
0,018
0
4,21
0,011
0
4,76
0,004
0
5,26
0,002
0
5,72
0,004
0

Pitch
RAO
0,018
0,013
0,007
0,002
0,002
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,002

DISCUSSION

Experimental results shown in Table 3 and the Maxsurf results in Table 2 described the relation between speed and resistance
at various configurations. However, Maxsurf shows a little increase compared to the experimental result and this also occurrs
at catamaran and trimaran configurations. This is attributed to the exclusion of resistance interference and wave breaking
phenomenon by Maxsurf. The last term occurs at higher speed or Froude numbers and further discussion about this can be
found in Hogben and Standing [10,11]. Similar phenomena are also shown by catamaran with clearance S/L=0.3 (see Figure 2)
and trimaran with clearance S/L=0.3 (see Figure 8) configurations. The catamaran form (Figure 2) shows lower resistance and
the trimaran mode (Figure 3) indicates even lower resistance than the monohull mode of similar displacement. The reason for
this, despite similar displacement, is because the catamaran and trimaran modes have slenderer hull-form than the monohull
one. Thus, this has caused the resistance interaction and hence total resistance to decrease. By the use of Maxsurf, however,
there is no indication of resistance decrease since the software or code does not take both resistance interaction and wave
breaking phenomenon into consideration.
Among the catamaran and trimaran modes, it is clear that the total resistance decreases as the separation to length (S/L) ratio
increases and this is caused by the decrease of resistance interaction following the increase of S/L ratios. This is in a good
agreement with Utama [8, 12].
Curve Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) influence on Wave Encountered
Figure 4: Sea state 3 Wave height 0.6 m conditions of monohull heading 90 deg and 180 deg


Figure 5: Sea state 3 Wave height 0.6 m conditions of catamaran heading 90 deg and 180 deg
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Figure 6: Sea state 3 Wave height 0.6 m conditions of trimaran heading 90 deg and 180 deg


Figure 7: Sea state 5 Wave height 2.0 m conditions of monohull heading 90 deg and 180 deg


Figure 8: Sea state 5 Wave height 2.0 m conditions of catamaran heading 90 deg and 180 deg


Figure 9: Sea state 5 Wave height 2.0 m conditions of trimaran heading 90 deg and 180 deg


In addition, among the multihulls, the catamaran mode demonstrates slightly smaller heave and pitch responses compared to
the trimaran. Conversely, the trimaran showed smaller roll response to the catamaran. This is because of the number of hulls,
in which trimaran has more hulls and hence the total ship breadth. This further cause better or lower roll response, but higher
heave and pitch responses, and this corresponds well with [ 8].
5.

CONCLUSION

View of the experimental and numerical model analyses undertaken in research work, the folowing conclusion can be drawn:
The catamaran and trimaran configurations provide lower total resistance than monohull one with equal displacement. The
main and most significant factor is the geometry of ship hull and arrangement of ship wetted surface area.
The trimaran mode demonstrates higher resistance or power effective at lower separation ratio (S/L=0.2 and 0.3). This is
because the main hull of trimaran is bluff enough to cause higher flow interaction between the hulls hence causes higher
resistance and power effective. In addition, the trimaran possesses three hulls, whilst the catamaran does have only two hence
resistance and resistance interaction of the trimaran are consequently higher than those of the catamaran. However, at S/L=0.4
the interaction decreases significantly hence total resistance and power effective become much smaller.
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The multihull modes show almost similar motion characteristics as compared to the monohull. This is an indication (up to sea
state 3), that catamaran and trimaran are as comfortable as the monohull. Furthermore, the effect of wave direction on ship
motion is clear. Heave and pitch motions of both multihulls are more excessive under following sea condition, whilst roll
motion is more extreme under quartering and beam sea conditions.
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Vane-Turbine as an Energy Conversion in the Propeller Slipstream of
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ABSTRACT
The screw propeller of a ship generates thrust to make it moving. As a propeller rotates, it draws fluid into itself
from the surrounding area (slipstream). The propeller produces two types of flow behind it, accelerated flow and
circulating flow. Some of the energy from the ship engine is lost in the accelerated flow behind ship as a jet wash.
The kinetic energy losses in the slipstream propeller will be captured by a Turbine and then called the propellerturbine system. This composed of screw propeller of a vessel (called the main propeller) and a vane turbine that
is the area of vanes located inside the wake of the main propeller. It recovers the energy generated by the main
propeller pushing water back out (which would be otherwise wasted behind the main propeller) and hopefully
enhancing the efficiency of the main propeller.
The influence of vane turbine on the performance breakdown of single screw ships were analyzed by using 5
(five) ships. Ship powering was calculated by using DESPC (DESP Code 10) software and the performance of
vane turbine by applying actuator disc theory for calculating thrust and power generated. Although the vane
turbine affected speed loss of the ship, the power efficiency gained to be found always positive. Vane turbine is
suitable as an energy saving device of the single screw ship.
Keywords
propeller-turbine , energy-slipstream, speed loss, efficiency-gained
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ABSTRACT
Shipbuilding market is booming in Indonesia due to dramatic increase of national merchant shipping fleet since the
implementation of cabotage principle in 2005. In order to fulfill the demand of shipping market and to renew the old fleet it is
predicted that at least one million GT new buildings are on demand every year. Unfortunately the capacity of the national
shipbuilding industry is not sufficient to cater the growing market due to its low productivity, high building cost, and slow
delivery time. Integrated shipbuilding cluster has just been introduced to the Indonesian shipbuilding industry in attempt to
increase their capacity and productivity. In conjunction with this research is being carried out to apply Multi-yard ship
construction method to the shipyards involved in the clusters as complementary to the integrated shipbuilding cluster with the
objective to increase the productivity and quality of the shipyards and to reduce the delivery time of ships being built so that
the existing market could be grasped. Three shipyards in Jakarta are chosen for the research and the ship being built is
investigated as pilot project. Beside all the committed industries in the cluster i.e. core industry, pulling industry, supporting
industry, supplying industry and supporting services, the shipyards are assigned to build certain parts of ships in accordance to
their individual characteristics, then the ship parts or blocks are joined together in one of the collaborating shipyards. Ship
structural components are defined and the processing tasks are distributed to the shipyards in accordance to their typical
expertise, the coordination and production processes including the man-hours needed are simulated using available production
soft-wares. Since the shipyards are located in the same area transporting of the ship blocks will not be any problem, each
individual yard will only concentrate to build certain parts of the ships so that their learning process will be shortened, and the
construction process of the ships can be carried out simultaneously by the collaborating shipyards, thus the ships can be built
faster and hence will increase the productivity of the shipyards involved. Good coordination among the shipyards and
application of same ship production standards are the key components for the successful implementation of the method. It is
assumed that 30% of shipyards productivity could be achieved
Keywords:
Shipbuilding cluster, muti-yard, ship construction, productivity.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Since the implementation of Cabotage principle in 2005 and the establishment of Shipping Law No. 17/2008 the national
shipbuilding market has increased dramatically due to obligation of using national flagged ships for local shipping, even
though part of the demand is fulfilled by importing used ships from aboard, but the used ships need to be renewed in less than
5 years because many of them are considered very old. According to INSA (Indonesian National Shipowners Association) it is
predicted that at least 1 million GT of ships are on demand every year [1]. Unfortunately this market booming could not be
catered by national shipbuilding industry due to lack of building capacity, low productivity, high building cost, and slow
delivery time. In attempt to increase the building capacity of the national shipbuilding industry and to improve its productivity
shipbuilding industry cluster has been introduced in Surabaya in 2006 known as KIKAS (Klaster Industri Perkapalan
Surabaya), in Jakarta in 2007 known as KIKAJA (Klaster Industri Perkapalan Jakarta) [2], and recently in 2012 has just been
proposed in Lampung Province [3].
1.2. Shipbuilding Industry Cluster
Industrial cluster is defined as a group of inter-related industries that drive wealth creation in a region, primarily through export
of goods and services. It represents the entire value chain of a broadly defined industry from suppliers to end products,
including supporting services and specialized infrastructure. Cluster industries are geographically concentrated and interconnected by the flow of goods and services [4].
In the case of shipbuilding cluster there are 4 industries that inter-related with shipbuilding industry as the core, they are:
pulling industry, supplying industry, supporting industry, and supporting services [5], which can be illustrated as follows:
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Figure 1: Shipbuilding Industry Cluster
Shipbuilding industry is the core of the cluster that will create wealth in the region with all its prospective opportunities,
shipping industry is the pulling industry that provide market for the shipbuilding industry, supporting industry is the industry
that produces main materials and components for shipbuilding that need further fabrication or work by the shipyards such as
steel plates and sections and other hull materials, fabrication industry, and consumables industries such as water, gas and
electricity etc., supplying industry is those that supply all kind of machineries and equipment for the ship that only need to be
installed or applied by the shipyards including paint, chains, zinc anodes etc., and supporting services are institutions that
provide services both directly and indirectly to the shipbuilding industry such as classification societies, design and surveying
firms, educational institutions, financial institutions etc. All the inter-related industries should commit themselves to foster the
development of the shipbuilding cluster.
1.3. Multi-yard Ship Construction Method
Multi-yard ship construction method is a ship production approach for building a ship by more than one shipyard [6]. The
shipyards in the group should be complementing each other with their particular facilities, shipbuilding experience, and
capacity. Each shipyard is assigned to build certain blocks of the ship in accordance with their respective specialty, upon their
completion the blocks are transported to one of the group’s building dock to be erected and joined to each other to form a
complete ship. By implementing this method the ship can be built much faster than if it is built by a single shipyard; smaller
shipyards still have opportunity to build ships larger than their capacity; the shipyards can take advantage out of their
differences; competition is changed into collaboration, and every yard gets benefit from it. On the other hand some
requirements are needed to be considered such as: the location of the collaborating shipyards has to be in the neighbouring
area; the approach is more suitable for ship series project; good coordination system is needed; every shipyard in the group
must implement the same production standards, and high commitment from the collaborating yards.
1.4. Objectives of the Research
The objective of the research is to explore the role of multi-yard ship construction method in assisting to achieve the successful
implementation of shipbuilding industry cluster.
2. THE ROLE OF MULTI-YARD SHIP CONSTRUCTION
2.1. Why Multi-yard Ship Construction
Refer to the definition of shipbuilding industry cluster where a number of shipyards and other inter-related industries exist in a
certain region and the industries commit to support each other to drive wealth creation in the region it is very appropriate to
implement Muti-yard Ship Construction method to the industries in the cluster to the shipyards in particular. The neighboring
shipyards will complement each other instead of unhealthy competition; less obstacles in coordination and transportation of
ship’s components; related industries to the shipyards will benefit from continuous jobs and orders created by series of ships
built in the collaborating yards; and hence the efficiency and productivity of the cluster will increase too.
2.2. Stages of Implementation
To implement the method to shipbuilding industry cluster the “plan–do–check-act cycle” principle introduced by W Edwards
Deming in quality management [7] are proposed in the form of the following stages:
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Figure 2 Implementation Stages
2.2.1. Preparation stage
In the preparation stage the activities started with introduction of the method to the involving shipyards and industries to ensure
their understanding of and commitment to the system, then followed by identification of individual yard’s specialty and
capability as the basis for the assignment of construction tasks, the ship structural design is then broken-down into blocks and
smaller parts design followed by ship parts definition, which will be used to calculate the work content and to arrange the work
processing schedule.

Figure 3 Ship Blocks Break-down Structure
2.2.2. Implementation stage
Upon completion of the preparation stage the method is ready to be implemented. Raw materials such as plates and sections
and ship equipment are procured by the coordinating yard on behalf of the “consortium”. It is suggested that the materials are
not directly sent to individual yard but to one of the supporting industry to be fabricated into ship parts. These ship parts are
then distributed to each individual yard to be assembled into panels, modules and blocks in accordance to the tasks assigned to
them. In carrying out the tasks each yard is given production drawings and work instruction, and the time schedule on when the
blocks and modules should be completed and shipped to the block joining yard. The blocks and modules are shipped using
barge towed by tugboats, at the joining yard they are lifted to the buffer area to wait for their turn to be erected to the building
dock to be joined to the other blocks. Blocks joining schedule and production schedule are arranged based on the work content
and standard man-hour applied in the collaborating yards. When the blocks and modules have been joined on the building dock
the rest of the activities are as applied in the ordinary shipbuilding process.
2.2.3. Evaluation stage
Every work being undertaken in the collaborating yards should be monitored and its results should be recorded along the
implementation of the system so that future analysis and evaluation could be carried out well at certain agreed milestones in
order to continuously improve the benefit of the method. To accomplish it regular coordination meeting should be carried out
in various levels according to the needs, so that every target and achievement could be analyzed and lessons learn could be
drawn.
2.2.4. Improvement stage
Data recorded from the production processes are used for analyzing and evaluating the achievements of the method, and
lessons learn from the evaluation are used as input and recommendations for the following implementation of the system so
that continuous improvement could be applied.
2.3. Tasks Assignment
Capability and specialty of each collaborating yard should be identified before the production tasks could be assigned to them
in order to have complementary between the yards. Refer to Product Work Breakdown Structure (PWBS) [8] of the ship being
built work contents of each block of the ship could be identified and matched to the specialty and capability of the
collaborating yards. Based on these findings the tasks are then assigned to each individual yard.
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Combined with man-hour standards applied in the consortium the work contents are also used for arranging the production
schedule including blocks erection schedule. Using backward calculation based on the blocks erection schedule the starting
time of each construction work in each individual yard could be decided. It is assumed that if everything is going in accordance
to the planning the ship could be completed on time.
2.4. The Coordination
Coordination is the key element of the Multi-yard Ship Construction method. Complementary between the collaborating yards,
good efficiency and productivity can only be achieved through good coordination therefore how the system would be
coordinated should be decided in advance among the inter-related industries. The coordination should cover at least the
following subjects:
2.4.1. Product Work Breakdown Structure and ship-part definitions
The task would include the breakdown of construction design into blocks and modules, and defining of every ship-part
including its details and work instructions as basis for defining the work contents and construction schedules.
2.4.2. Role of individual shipyard
Based on the product work breakdown structure and ship-part definitions the role of individual yard are appointed in
accordance with its capability and specialty so that the collaborating yards could complement each other in achieving the
objective of the system.
2.4.3. Application of standards
Consistency in using the standards will minimize unnecessary reworks and confusions during the construction process
therefore application of same standards is very important in determining the successful implementation of multi-yard ship
construction method. The standards applied in multi-yard ship construction method would include: measurement standard,
parts definition standard, production standard, man-hour standard etc.
2.4.4. Scheduling
Schedule is part of the planning therefore it should be realistically arranged based on past experience and agreed standards.
The schedule is arranged based on product work breakdown structure and parts definition combined with agreed man-hour
standard which can be divided into blocks joining schedule and production schedule. The two schedules are dependent on each
other and should be agreed by all collaborating yards.
3. BENEFITS OF MULTI-YARD SHIP CONSTRUCTION TO SHIPBUILDING CLUSTER
The implementation of multi-yard ship construction is in line with the concept of shipbuilding industry cluster because it
fosters the complementary and collaboration of the neighboring yards and other related industries. Each individual yard does
not have to invest for all kind of production facilities and machineries as in the ordinary yard but only facilities and
machineries needed for the tasks assigned to it so that will optimize the investment cost, for example the fabrication of plates
and sections is not carried out by the shipyards but by one of the supporting industry therefore fabrication machineries are not
needed in the shipyards. Each individual yard only constructs the blocks or modules assigned to it so that many works could be
carried out simultaneously, and if the ships are built in series the learning process could be accomplished much faster and
hence the ships could be built faster too and in good quality.
4. THE PILOT PROJECT
The pilot project was undertaken on the proposed shipbuilding industry cluster in Tanggamus Regency, Lampung. There are
four shipyards existed in this cluster which consist of: 1 large repair and new building yard with capacity up to 150,000 DWT;
1 middle size repair and new building yard with capacity up to 50,000 DWT; and 2 small size repair and new building yards
with capacity up to 15,000 DWT, and other related industries such as fabrication firms, ship equipment manufacturers, steel
mill, classification societies etc. [9].
For the purpose of this pilot project and for familiarization of multi-yard ship construction method the ship to be built is an
aluminum catamaran 59.50 m search and rescue boat with the following main particulars:
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Figure 4 Aluminum Catamaran 59.50 m SAR Boat
Length Over All (Loa)
59.50 m
Length Waterline (LWL)
55.60 m
Breadth (B max)
16.00 m
Height (H amidships)
4.50 m
Design Draft
1.50 m
Maximum Speed
28 knots
Displacement
320 tons
Crews
25 persons
Fuel Tank Capacity
42.5 tons
Fresh Water Tank Capacity
10 tons
Main Engine (High Duty)
2 x min 1342Kw (1800HP)
Generator
2 x min 150 kVA

The ship was broken-down into seven main blocks with their estimated individual assembly time as follows: 1 Navigation
Bridge (24 days), 1 accommodation block (72 days), 1 main deck with helipad (18 days), 2 engine room blocks (30 days
each), 2 forward below deck blocks (18 days each). It was assumed that the procurement of materials and equipment was well
planned and they all arrived in accordance with the schedule. Fabrication of the ship parts was assigned to a fabrication shop in
the cluster, and the parts arrived in the yards on schedule.
Since the ship is relatively small therefore only three shipyards were involved in the pilot project i.e. two small yards and one
middle size yard. The tasks assignments to the yards are as follows: Small yard I was assigned to build engine room blocks,
Small yard II was assigned to build forward below deck blocks and navigation bridge, the Middle size yard would build
accommodation block and main deck. The construction sequences were simulated including the blocks joining processes and
on block outfitting works. It was assumed that the fabrication of ship parts was started one week before the first assembly work
was commenced in the yard, time needed for transporting each block to the slipway is one day, and joining process were
between two to three days. It was concluded that the construction work of the ship would accomplish in 83 days, and the ship
was ready for launching.
Using the conventional method the ship would be ready for launching in about six months, thus the proposed method would
save about 50% of the time for construction. The results would be more significant if a series of ships were built.
5. CONCLUSION
Multi-yard ship construction method is properly suit in shipbuilding industry cluster because the collaborating yards are
located in the same area so that coordination and transport of ship parts from fabrication shop to the yards and blocks from
constructing yards to building dock effectively. The overall production processes could be achieved faster compared to the
conventional method, which means the productivity of the shipyards is increased.
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ABSTRACT
Research and development of biofuel and bioenergy prime mover has been active recently. Micro gas turbine (MGT) is one of
prime mover and has been projected as a prospective prime mover; technically, dimension, cost, environmentally, and has a
high tolerance to many kind of fuels. The aim of this research is to analyze the performance of Proto X-2 Bioenergy Micro gas
Turbine that has been developed which consist of one stage radial compressor and turbine, and a combustion system. The Proto
X-2 then tested with biofuel; Diesel-bioethanol blended. The fuel blends were varied to 100% Diesel (D100), 2.5% bioethanol
(DBE2.5), 5% bioethanol (DBE5), 7.5% bioethanol (DBE7.5), and 10% bioethanol (DBE10). The nozzle was 0.75 GPH with
45 degree spray angle. CFD simulation is also done with CFDSOF® and the results are utilized to verify the experimental data.
The analysis then focused on combustion temperature since it’s dominant effect on the system performance. DBE2.5 yield the
optimum result with 1000 rpm increasing the shaft speed, 2.2% in pressure ratio, 2oC lower TIT, and increased AFR compared
to D100. Combustion temperature contours was only slightly difference to experimental data with maximum deviation 7.4%.
Optimal biofuel use on the Proto X-2 can increase it’s perfomance and more suitable to use in Zero Energy Building.
Keywords
micro gas turbine, biofuel, combustion characteristics, CFD

1. INTRODUCTION
Research and development of biofuel and bioenergy prime mover has been active in recent years. Micro gas turbine (MGT) is
one of prime mover has been projected as a prospective; technically, dimension, cost, environmentally with power up to
200kW [1]. High power to weight ratio and wide range of application; as a power source for electricity and other application.
This characteristic has lead to development of Proto X-2 Bioenergi Micro Gas Turbine which has been developed in past few
years. It’s high exhaust gas temperature also can be used for other application; such as a hot inlet gas for shell & tube heat
exchanger [2-5]. High tolerance to many kind of fuel also another advantage of gas turbine system, from gas to liquid; LPG,
CH4 domestic oil, alcohol family (methanol, ethanol) and include biofuel, such as biogas, sunflower oil [6-8]. Furthermore, the
global issue about decreasing fossil fuel, envrionment, and political views has stimulate the research and development of
renewable fuel and it’s application [9,10]. This condition also lead the development of biofuel and bioenergy power system,
including in Indonesia. Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (KESDM) has supporting the development of new and renewable fuel in Indonesia and planning that new and re-newable energy could be at least 25% part of national energy use in
2025. This policy also known as “VISI 25/25” [11]. Main strategy of “VISI 25/25” are stated as below:
x Development of sustainable energy village (Desa Mandiri Energi – DME)
x Bioenergy application for industrial sector
x Bioenergy application for other sector; power source and domestic application
Renewable energy resource is undoubtly available in Indonesia, such as biogas, jatropha oil, bioethanol, etc. Bioethanol is one
of available biofuel which has been used widely, especially to blend with Diesel fuel. Among others biofuel, fuel-grade
bioethanol has several advantages and the most compatible for fossil fuel; biodegradable, low toxicity, renewable properties
(from biomass or plant), can be directly blend to diesel fuel, thus can reduce the use of fossil fuel, and it’s high oxygen
concentration in bioethanol will make the combustion leaner, increase the combustion performance and give lower emission
compared to diesel fuel [10], [12,13]. Recent research of prototype Proto X-2 MGT discover availability with the use of
biofuels; Diesel fuel (fossil fuel), bioethanol (biofuel), and jatrpoha oil (biofuel) [14-16]. Aside of it’s advantages compare to
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diesel fuel, bioethanol as fuel also has circumstances; which are the mixture homogenity with Diesel fuel is doubtful and
alcohol contained need special pump rather than ordinary fuel pump.
This research aim is to analyze the combustion performance of Proto X-2 MGT with the use of Diesel-bioethanol blends. The
blends were varied into several fraction to 100% Diesel (D100), 2.5% bioethanol (DBE2.5), 5% bioethanol (DBE5), 7.5%
bioethanol (DBE7.5), and 10% bioethanol (DBE10). This blendsfuel then directly injected to combustion system of Proto X-2
Bioenergy Micro gas Turbine and ignited. Among its components, combustion system is one of the three main component on
micro gas turbine which can be represent the performance of the system, beside compressor and turbine. The combustion
system consist of swirl unit a incorporating spray nozzle and a combustion chamber. Swirler use to give a better mixture fuelair which a turbulent flow [7]. Combustion process took place in three zone; primary, secondary, and tertiary zone, where the
fuel enetered the combustion chamber via nozzle at primary zone and enter the turbine with high temperature, which also
known as TIT (Turbine Inlet Temperature). Overall system performance oftenly representated by this characteristic parameter
since the TIT is affected by the fuel flow rate, air flow rate, and pressure ratio. Thes combustion chamber and modeled with
CFD method to predict the combustion process since the Diesel-bioethanol blended gave a different combustion characteristic.
Both of this experimental and CFD simulation (CFDSOF) result will be used to develop the prototype. Optimal biofuel
application on the Proto X-2 and sustainable research in bioenergy can increase it’s perfomance and make it suitable to use in
Zero Energy Building, as shown in research road-map in figure 1.

Figure 1: Research road map

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The research metodology consist of two parts: (a) Experiment on Proto X-2 Bioenergy micro gas turbine and (b) CFD
simulation.
2.1 Experiment
Experiment done to prototype of Proto X-2 Bioenergy Micro Gas Turbine and use two kind of fuel; Diesel fuel and DieselBioethanol blends. The fuel blends was varied to 100% Diesel (D100), 2.5% bioethanol (DBE2.5), 5% bioethanol (DBE5),
7.5% bioethanol (DBE7.5), and 10% bioethanol (DBE10). Ethanol is a oxygenate fuel and consist of up to 35% oxygen [10],
where the bioethanol used in this research is E-75. The experimental set-up of prototype is shown on figure 2 below and
resulting parameter and characteristics parameter [2]: (a) shaft speed, (b) compressor pressure ratio, (c) Turbine inlet
temperature, (d) fuel flow rate, (e) Air flow rate. (f) AFR. The Proto X-2 Bioenergy Micro gas Turbine consist of single stage
compressor and turbine, and the combustion system. The compressor and turbine were radial type and the combustion system
consist of swirl unit a incorporating spray nozzle and a combustion chamber [17], as seen on figure 3. The nozzle use was
liquid fuel nozzle, capacity of 0.75 GPH and 45o spray angle. The combustion chamber consist of flame swirler and
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combustion liner. The ignited flame was run through the primary, secondary, and the tertiary zone of the combustion chamber.
Fuel pressure was 20 bar. The fuel leave the nozzle and entered the burner swirler so that the swirling flame can occured. The
exprimental data shown in figure 6-figure 10.

Figure 2: Experimental set-up

Figure 3:
(a) Combustion chamber design, (b) flame swirler,
(c) Proto X-2 geometry model

Figure 4: CFD simulation flow chart

2.2 CFD Simulation
CFD simulation done to D100, DBE2.5, DBE5, DBE7.5 with CFDSOF® software. The result thus compared with CFD
simulation result of combustion chamber from experimental data. The model was simplified into 2D, the grid was 300 x 30,
250 mm in length, 25 mm in width as shown in figure 4. The Model Control using the k- model of turbulence and combustion
air velocity entered the chamber was assumed 1m/s and consist of 21% oxygen. The result of CFD simulation shown in figure
10-figure 14.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Experimental Data
Figure 5-figure 9 showed the experimental data of Proto X-2 bioenergy MGT. The parameters were shaft speed (N), pressure
ratio, AFR, and turbine inlet temperature (TIT). DBE2.5 yield the optimum result. The shaft speed was increased from 35864
rpm (D100) to 36921 rpm in figure 5. DBE5 has increased the shaft speed on high fuel flow rate, while others not. The similiar
result also yield in pressure ratio, DBE2.5 increased the pressure ratio of 2.2% compared to D100 on average while other
fraction tend to decrease the pressure ratio. Oxygenate of ethanol [9,10] at DBE2.5 has the possibility resulting a leaner
combustion and more complete combustion, while higher water contained in others blends tends to act as cooling agent rather
than react with fuel. As the speed increased, the TIT increased due to higher combustion energy at higher fuel flow rate. From
fiigure 6, turbine inlet temperature (TIT) by fuel flow rate reuslting from DBE2.5 was slighty lower to D100 but with higher
shaft speed and higher pressure ratio. DBE2.5 yield from maximum tested fuel flow rate with TIT of 515oC at 0.893 g/s
compared to D100 which yield 517oC at 0.924 g/s. AFR tend to decreased as the fuel flow rate increased. This phenomenon
occur in all varied fuel fraction which means the increasing shaft speed not yet provide enough air flow rate. DBE2.5 yield
highest AFR at 124 of 0.65 g/s fuel flow rate compared to D100 with AFR of 119 at fuel flow rate of 0.68 g/s. At maximum
tested fuel flow rate, AFR of DBE2.5 was 93 compared to D100 with AFR of 91.8. Those phenomenon clearly presentated on
figure 9 (a) that DBE2.5 yield shaft speed higher than other bioethanol fraction, although 280 rpm lower than D100. But
compared with average fuel flow rate on figure 9 (b) which DBE 2.5 yield 2.6% lower than D100 and other characteristic
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parameter, this value is acceptable. Blends homogenity has to be a factor to concern on since this two kind of fuel has different
characteristics. To avoid unmixedness between Diesel fuel-bioethanol, Arifin Nur et.al [10] have added Sorbitan Methyl Ester
(SPAN 80) as surfactan to increase the chemical bonds stability. Unmixedness fuel blends was occur at higher bioethanol
fraction also will decrease the fuel pump performance for long-term use.

Figure 5: Shaft speed – Fuel flow rate

Figure 7: TIT – ful flow rate

Figure 6: Pressure ratio –fuel flow rate

Figure 8: AFR – fuel flow rate

Figure 9: Shaft speed (a) and fuel flow rate (b).
3.2. CFD Simulation Result
The result of CFD simulation on Proto X-2 combustion temperature shown on figure 10-figure 14 with the use of Dieselbioethanol blended fuel. On figure 10, temperature contour of prototype combustor running on 100 % Diesel Fuel (D100).
Maximum combustion temperature achieved at 909,2 K (636,05 oC) occur at the center of the flame, line with fuel droplet out
of the nozzle. With inlet fuel flow rate for CFD simulation 0.7 g/s, the combustion gas left the combustion chamber and
entered the turbine at 550oC while experimental data on D100 is 517oC or 6.38% lower. Combustion temperature contour of
DBE2.5 showed on figure 11. The CFD simulation showed that the combustion temperature at combustion chamber outlet is
537oC while the experimental data is 515oC, or 4.27%. The maximum combustion temperature occured at flame centre line,
631oC. As seen on figure 13, the combustion outlet temperature of DBE5 is 540oC, while experimental data showed 509oC, or
6% difference. The maximum flame temperature was 625oC. Combustion temperature contour of DBE7.5 shown on figure 13.
The CFD simulation showed that the combustion temperature at combustion chamber outlet is 523oC while the experimental
data was 487oC, or 7.39% lower. The maximum combustion temperature occured at flame centre line, 627oC. Combustion
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temperature contour of DBE7.5 shown on figure 14. The CFD simulation showed that the combustion temperature at
combustion chamber outlet was 519oC while the experimental data is 509oC, or 1.9% lower. The maximum combustion
temperature occured at flame centre line, 614oC. CFD simulation to MGT combustion chamber shows that the combustion
chamber outlet temperature tend to lower at higher bioethanol fraction in Diesel-bioethanol blends. As the distance flame to
flame tube became smaller, the temperature decreased. Leaner combustion occured with secondary air from secondary alir
holes and the sirler which provide good mixing between fuel and oxydator and leaner combustion so the combustion was more
complete and may reduce the NOx production [18,19]. Similiar trends also showed by experimental data, except on DBE10.
This phenomenon may caused by homogenity of fuel blends at high bioethanol fraction or poor mixing that could induce
combustion instabilities [19]. In Diesel-bioethanol blends, the bioethanol tend to form coagulant and the temperature tend to
increase as on D100. The difference location in measurement point was suspected to caused the temperature difference
between experimental data and CFD simulation.

Figure 10: Temperature contour of D100 combustion

Figure 11: Temperatur contour for DBE2.5

Figure 12: Temperatur contour for DBE5
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Figure 13: Temperature contour for DBE 7.5

Figure 14: Temperature Contour for DBE 10

4. Conclusion
The optimum combustion characteristic of Proto X-2 Bioenergy Micro gas Turbine is achieved by using 2.5% bioethanol in
Diesel-bioethanol blends (DBE2.5) in overall. DBE2.5 increased the shaft speed from 35864 rpm (D100) to 36921 rpm. The
compressor pressure ratio increased by 2.2% while other blend decreased the pressure ratio. With lower fuel flow rate, DBE2.5
decreased the TIT to 515oC. The result of CFD simualtion was slightly difference to the experimental data which the TIT tends
to lower at higher bioethanol fraction. Overall, CFD simulation resulting 7.38% lower (maximum) than experimental data.
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ABSTRACT
The aims of the research work described in this paper is a part were to use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to investigate
the effect of downdraught mass flow rate generated and the uniformity of the velocity and temperature profiles downstream of
the multi-array nozzles. This involved a study to define the optimum number, and the most effective arrangement of spray
nozzles in a multi-nozzle array. Two basic arrangements of the nozzles were investigated; one in which a constant radius of
0.75 metres was maintained for the nozzle pitch circle as nozzles were added, and another, in which a constant separation
distance or spacing of 0.75 metres was maintained between all nozzles. A second simulation was set up using the
configuration with constant spacing, with a single central nozzle added. A final simulation was carried out to determine if
further optimization of the nozzle configuration could be obtained by altering the constant nozzle spacing in the range 0.35 to
0.85 metres. Based on these simulations, that constant spacing provided much more even cooling with fewer nozzles than the
configurations with constant radius. The arrangement with 11 nozzles gave the best overall performance with nozzle spacing
to 0.65 metres.
Keywords:
CFD, Downdraught mass flow rate, Multi-array nozzles configuration, cooling power

1. INTRODUCTION
The passive downdraught evaporative cooling system might be fully-equipped with a wetted pad mode or water spray mode
using atomizer [1], but excess water is still remain a not easy problem to manage. In a multi-nozzle array of identical nozzles
at the same driving pressure, the spray water mass flow will be directly proportional to the number of nozzles used. However,
the number of nozzles and their relative positions will affect thermal energy and momentum transfer due to the increasing
interference between the individual spray cones when additional nozzles are added. It was expected that eventually, the
inclusion of additional nozzles would offer no advantage, and that an optimum configuration could be identified.
A possible alternative approach which might offer some advantages would be to add additional nozzles while keeping the total
spray water mass flow constant. While this approach would be possible theoretically, the subdivision of the constant total spray
water flow each time an additional nozzle was added, would require the use of different nozzles of progressively smaller
orifice diameter at each stage, and might also require a change in the driving pressure. Also, the droplet size distribution
generated by the nozzles would change at each stage. This alternative approach was not investigated and further investigation
in this paper used the same mass flow rate in each stage.
Modelling and testing of a CFD model of a single spray nozzle in a vertical cylinder in the interest of verification of
appropriate software has been carried out [2]. The model, which simulated both the water mist evaporation process and the
thermal energy and momentum transfer between the droplets and the surrounding air, was developed with the objective of
validating the basic spray modelling methodology used in the present work by reproducing the results for a single spray nozzle
model produced by Gant at the UK Health and Safety Laboratory, (HSL), Buxton [3]. The result of the simulation then be
compared with the experimental data of single spray model carried out by St. George and Bucklin [4], resulting good
agreement though velocity at the centre downstream to the nozzles slightly lower. Further development work on the model to
incorporate two commercially-available nozzles, (BETE PJ32 and TF6) [5], and calculations to ensure that the results were
theoretically and physically sensible are also described [2]. Results from recent experiments [6], which were carried out
specifically to check the validity of the droplet evaporation model in CFX were also as a motivation in this work.
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2. MODELLING OF MULTI-NOZZLE ARRAY OF IDENTICAL NOZZLES
The flow domain for these studies was created with overall length and diameter as a vertical cylinder at D 4 metres and L0 
3 metres respectively.
D

L

Multiple
nozzle

Figure 1: Flow Domain dimensions for multiple nozzle simulations
The evaporation modelling and droplet size distribution were set up with a single downward-facing nozzle at the centre of the
upper circular face. The nozzle was modelled as a cylinder of diameter d0 = 0.00625 metres and length 0.05 metres, as shown
on top in Figure 1. Within CFX [7] in the present work, a droplet diameter distribution was specified as a series of mass and
number fractions in discrete diameter bands. This approach was adopted corresponding to the TF6 nozzles used with a water
droplet mass flow rate of 0.096 kg/s and a spray velocity of 21.57 m/s, for a water temperature of 10oC, and a CFX input data
set use 1500 representative particles to represent the droplet population, and was created from information based on mass and
number fraction data sets summed to unity exactly, that at least one representative particle was present in each diameter band,
and data was given in references [8] at a driving pressure of 3.33 bar:
Droplet diameter bands (μm)
27, 55, 82, 106, 121, 136, 152, 171, 193, 230, 256, 282, 307, 339, 381, 425
Mass fraction per band
0.0029,0.0100,0.0217,0.0387,0.0550,0.0745,0.0963,0.1136,0.1195,0.1119,0.0959,0.0800,0.0652,0.0502,0.0371,0.0273
Number fraction per band
0.3438,0.1379,0.0915,0.0758,0.0727,0.0686,0.0641,0.0529,0.0389,0.0214,0.0133,0.0083,0.0053,0.0030,0.0016,0.0008
In setting up the flow physics a reference temperature of 25oC, a reference pressure of 1 atmosphere, and a reference air
density of 1.2 kg/m3 were used. The boundary condition on both the upper and the lower circular faces of the flow domain was
set as an opening, which permitted both inflow and outflow from the flow domain, and a free-slip adiabatic wall condition was
specified at the cylinder surface. Buoyancy effects were modelled using the standard density difference model within CFX
combined with an acceleration of -9.81 m/s2 in the Y direction.
Within the flow domain, a variable composition gas mixture of air and water vapour was set up, with the water droplet being
set up as a dispersed liquid phase. Drag forces on the liquid droplet were modelled by the Schiller Naumann equation. This
drag model is based on the assumptions that the fluid droplets within the spray were sufficiently small to be considered
spherical and that the volume fraction of the droplets was small. These assumptions were considered to be reasonable.
Interphase thermal energy transfer was modelled using the Ranz Marshall (Nusselt number based) correlation, (ANSYS CFX
13-Solver theory guide 2010) [7]. Droplet evaporation was modelled using the standard evaporation model within CFX, in
which the saturated vapour pressure is correlated as a function of temperature through the Antoine equation:
B
(bar)
(1)
exp( A 
)
p sat
T C
where T is the temperature in kelvin and the constants A, B and C are 5.11564ln(10), 1687.54ln(10) and -42.92 respectively.
For turbulence modelling, both the shear stress transport (SST) and k-epsilon models were used with automatic wall functions.
In both cases, the inlet turbulence intensity level was set to 5%. However, only k-epsilon turbulence model were discussed.
At the spray inlet, the droplet injection region was specified using the standard cone injection method within CFX. Since the
Lagrangian model does not accurately simulate primary droplet break-up, the injection centre was placed 0.01 metres below
the nozzle outlet plane. The cone angle  was specified as 90o with full cone injection. Using a larger number of droplets
gave a smoother distribution of results, but also increased the computing time and memory needed.
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3. INVESTIGATION OF MULTIPLE NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS
Two basic arrangements of the nozzles were investigated; a configuration, (Figure 2(a)), in which a constant radius, r = 0.75
metres was maintained for the nozzle pitch circle as nozzles were added, and a configuration, (Figure 2(b)), in which a constant
separation distance d = 0.75 metres was maintained between all nozzles.

(a) Constant radius

(b) Constant spacing
Figure 2: Basic nozzle arrangements

A range of constant radius configurations using from 3 to 20 nozzles was simulated. The configurations with 4, 11 and 18
nozzles are shown in Figure 3.

4 nozzles

11 nozzles

18 nozzles

3 nozzles

Figure 3: Constant radius configurations

7 nozzles

10 nozzles

Figure 4: Configurations with constant spacing

A range of configurations with constant spacing using from 3 to 12 nozzles was simulated, also. The configurations with 3, 7
and 10 nozzles are shown in Figure 4.
The surface and volume meshes were created using minimum and maximum face spacings of 0.002 metres and 0.02 metres,
with an angular resolution of 30o, and a body spacing of 0.02 metres. These settings produced approximately 1,455,000
tetrahedral elements for the simulations using 3 nozzles, and 3,655,000 tetrahedral elements for the simulation using 20
nozzles. The inlet boundary condition at the upper circular face was specified as an opening with an incoming air temperature
of 30oC and 0% relative humidity. The boundary condition at the lower circular face was specified as an outlet at atmospheric
pressure. A free-slip adiabatic wall condition was set on the cylinder surface. Steady-state simulations were carried out using a
physical time scale control 0.05s with a residual target of 1e-6 and using the k-epsilon turbulence model with the inlet
turbulence level set to 5%.
The variations in average outlet temperature and in total mass flow rate for all configurations are shown in Figure 5
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Figure 5: Variation in outlet temperature and mass flow with nozzle configuration
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the constant radius configuration produced the lowest overall temperature and the highest
mass flow rate, but used more nozzles to produce these effects than the configuration with constant spacing. In particular, for
numbers of nozzles between 6 and 11 the configuration with constant spacing was more effective at both reducing the average
outlet temperature and entraining the air flow. The best cooling performance was obtained with 9 nozzles and the highest
entrainment rate with 10 nozzles.
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Based on these results a second series of simulations was set up using the configuration with constant spacing to investigate the
effect of adding a central nozzle for the 8 to 12 nozzles including central nozzle.

4. CONSTANT SPACING CONFIGURATION WITH CENTRAL NOZZLE
A second series of simulations was set up using the configuration with constant spacing, with a single central nozzle added.
The configurations investigated used 8 to 12 nozzles. In all cases a constant nozzle spacing of d = 0.75 metres was maintained.
Contour plots showing the outlet temperature distributions range of 283.1 - 303.1 K obtained are shown in Figure 6.

8 nozzles

9 nozzles

10 nozzles

11 nozzles

12 nozzles

Figure 6- Outlet temperature distributions, configurations with constant spacing and a single central nozzle
By comparing the image for the case with 11 nozzles in Figure 6 with the result for the case with 10 nozzles without central
nozzle, a significant improvement in cooling in the central region was observed. The variations in average outlet temperature
and in total mass flow rate obtained for all configurations are shown in Figure 7 together with the previous results shown in
Figures 5 for comparison.
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Figure 7: Variation in average outlet temperature and mass flow, (showing additional
and single central nozzle)

configurations with constant spacing

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the configurations with the additional central nozzle produced both lower average outlet
temperatures and higher entrained mass flow rate in all cases. The best cooling performance was obtained with 10 nozzles and
the highest entrainment rate with 11 nozzles.
Based on these results a thirds series of simulations was carried out to investigate if further optimization of the nozzle
configuration could be obtained by altering the constant nozzle spacing. The configuration selected for these further studies
was the 11-nozzle configuration. This configuration was selected because it produced the highest entrainment rate.

5. OPTIMIZATION OF NOZZLE SEPARATION
These simulations were carried out for constant nozzle spacings d ranging from 0.35 to 0.85 metres in 0.1 metres steps. The
simulations were carried out using an incoming air temperature of 30oC and 0% relative humidity and spray water temperature
of 10oC.
The variations in average outlet temperature and mass flow rate with nozzle spacing are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Variation in average outlet temperature and mass flow with nozzle spacing for 11-nozzle configuration with central
nozzle
It can be seen from Figure 8 that the configuration with the 0.65 metres nozzle spacing produced both the lowest average outlet
temperature and the highest entrained mass flow rate. Based on these results this nozzle spacing of 0.65 was selected for use in
all future studies.

6. COOLING POWER FOR OPTIMUM NOZZLE CONFIGURATION
For evaporative cooling the sensible cooling power can be estimated from the induced mass flow rate and temperature
reduction of the air flow. This calculation was carried out for the optimum arrangement of 11 nozzles and the result is
discussed in a separately study. Certainly, it is possible when more detailed simulations using the optimum nozzle arrangement
conducted and discussed.

7. CONCLUSIONS
CFD simulations were carried out to define the optimum number, and the most effective arrangement of spray nozzles in a
multi-nozzle array. Two basic arrangements of the nozzles were investigated; one in which a constant radius of 0.75 metres
was maintained for the nozzle pitch circle as nozzles were added, and another, in which a constant separation distance or
spacing of 0.75 metres was maintained between all nozzles. Based on these simulations it was concluded that the
configurations with constant spacing provided much more even cooling with fewer nozzles than the configurations with
constant radius.
A second series of simulations was set up using the configuration with constant spacing, with a single central nozzle added. It
was concluded that this arrangement produced both lower average outlet temperatures and higher entrained mass flow rates in
all cases and that the arrangement with 11 nozzles gave the best overall performance.
A final series of simulation was carried out to determine if further optimization of the nozzle configuration could be obtained
by altering the constant nozzle spacing in the range 0.35 to 0.85 metres. It was concluded that a further improvement in
performance could be achieved by setting the nozzle spacing to 0.65 metres and this configuration would be selected for use in
all future studies.
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ABSTRACT

Absorption Chiller is a refrigeration system for generating chilled water that makes use thermal energy (heat) to evaporate
water refrigerant from LiBr Solution in a heat exchanger called generator. The water vapor is then condensed and the
condensate is sent to evaporator as refrigerant. There is a component named absorber that has the functions of absorbing
exhaust water vapor from evaporator and transferring the absorbed water to separation process in generator. The cooling
performance of evaporator is determined by evaporation water temperature which depends on the absorption process
performance. In this paper, the study of spray nozzle modification on 10 kW Chiller model to improve the cooling
performance would be presented. The results give that evaporation temperature could reach until 4 degree Celcius and
COP at instantaneous load is better than previous type of absorbent spray droplets.
Keywords
Absorption chiller, refrigerant, evaporation, absorption, cooling performance
1. INTRODUCTION
Absorption chiller is a refrigeration system for generating chilled water by utilizing a heat source and an absorption
process of the refrigerant by a particular solution. Although this type of chiller has lower coefficient of performance but it
provides advantages over vapor compression system by reducing electrical energy consumption and using
environmentally friendly refrigerants. It is therefore important for the absorption chiller to be developed to assist the
national program of energy security and environmental sustainability.
Basically, the process of absorption refrigeration cycle is similar to that of vapor compression system. The most common
absorption chiller systems are water-lithium bromide and ammonia-water, with water and ammonia respectively the
refrigerant for each system. In the absorption refrigeration cycle, the compression step is accomplished by the use of
absorber, pump, and generator. Exhaust vapor from evaporator is absorbed by LiBr solution in absorber. The diluted
solution is then pumped from lower pressure chamber (absorber) to higher pressure chamber (generator). The water is
then partly separated from LiBr solution by applying heat in the generator. The heat source can be derived from steam,
hot water or the residual heat of combustion with low temperatures ranging from 80 oC. Refrigerant vapor from generator
is then cooled in condenser to provide condensate of liquid refrigerant which can be re-circulated to the evaporator.
Thermodynamic cycle of the absorption refrigeration process is shown through pressure, temperature and concentration
diagram, known as Duhring Plot [3]. In the diagram, there is a crystallization line or saturation line, which should be
considered in the design process so that concentration does not exceed the saturated condition. Working temperature and
concentration determine the operating pressure of refrigerant evaporation (desorption) in the generator and condensation
in the condenser. To increase overall system efficiency, the heat of hot strong LiBr solution from generator is transferred
to cold weak solution from absorber in a heat exchanger. Thus the heating load of the generator and cooling load of the
absorber can be reduced simultaneously.

1
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Figure 1. Basic Process of Single Effect Absorption Chiller 10 kWs Model [Sutriyanto H.et.al, 2010]

(a)

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Duhring Plot Diagram for Lithium Bromide Solution (LiBr)
PTX Solution Properties Diagram [Wang SK.,2000]
(b) Thermodynamics Cycle[Wang X. et.al, 2009]

Based on the validation studies on 10 kW absorption chiller model in BTMP [1,2], it has been concluded that
modification on the model is required to improve the absorption process in absorber and refrigerant distribution in
evaporator. Heat and mass transfer between refrigerant and absorbent occurs through direct contact mechanism on the
droplet surface circulated [2]. Furthermore, in this study, chiller performance will be assessed by modifying the spray
nozzle that can provide extensive contacts in the absorber and better refrigerant distribution in the evaporator.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Overview Design and Validation Test [1,2]
Absorption chiller 10 kW cooling capacity system model has modular design consisting of 4 main equipments i.e.
generator, condenser, evaporator, and absorber. The unit model is equipped with supporting facilities for testing which
include heating fluid supply simulator, cooling water supply and dummy cooling load.

2
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Figure 3. Process Diagram Chiller Absorption Model 10 kWs [Sutriyanto H.et.al, 2010]

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Unit and Supporting Facilities of Chiller Absorption Model 10 kW
(a) Model Unit
(b) Utility Facilities for Heat Source, Cooling Water & Dummy Load
2.2. Modification Spray Nozzle at Absorber and Evaporator
The process of heat and mass transfer in the absorber occurs through direct contact mechanism between refrigerant vapor
and LiBr solution droplets. Dimensions and distribution of droplets largely determine the effectiveness of the absorption
process of the vapor to the liquid phase. Thus to optimize the process, the chiller model was modified with a spray nozzle
system that has the ability to produce smaller particle size and more widely spread.
The previous design of the evaporator had poor distribution of refrigerant spray on the tube bundle. The use of spray
nozzle provide better distribution, however smaller particle size can cause a problem of refrigerant spraying droplet
evaporation. The vapor will add the absorption load that must be handled by the absorber.

2.3. Cooling Performance Evaluation
The effect of the nozzle spray modification will be studied by conducting test run on absorption chiller model. The test
results will be compared to that of previous spray system. The parameters to be validated are temperature chilled water out
evaporator before and after the modification at the same cooling loads.
3. RESULT & DISCUSSION
3.1. Study Design and Results Validation [1,2]
Absorption Chiller 10 kW Model is a single effect type of small-scale absorption chiller which has modular component
configuration and requires a solution of lithium bromide-water (LiBr) with a concentration of 51-55% (mass fraction).
Operating pressures for generator is around 7.721 kPa (related to saturated water temperature at 39.9 °C), while in the

3
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evaporator pressure evaporation at 0.872 kPa (related to saturated liquid water temperature at 5 °C). The 10 kW cooling
capacity is planned to be able to cool the incoming water temperature from 12 °C to 8 °C.
The test run on model before modification results in performance of lowest achieved chilled water temperature of 11.49 °C
averaged without cooling load while the average evaporation temperature is reached only by 7 °C. Based on that results
and visual observation in connection with spray setting during test run, the validation study has concluded that the model
needs modification to reduce droplet dimension of LiBr-solution sprays in absorber and to improve refrigerant spray
pattern in evaporator.
3.2. Modification and Functional Test Spray Nozzle
Heat and mass transfer processes in absorber occur on the surface of the LiBr-solution droplets. When the droplets in
contact with refrigerant vapor, then the solution will absorp the water vapor to make the absorbent diluted. Although the
vapor temperature is lower than droplets temperature, the heat brought by the vapor makes dilute solution temperature will
increase. Therefore for continuous operation, the heat must be removed from the absorber by cooling system.
The transfer processes between vapor and absorbent droplets are affected by several parameters including LiBr
concentration in the droplets, droplets temperature, and contact surface area between the two phases. The higher LiBr
concentration the stronger the absorption power is. However, the concentration must be controlled so that it does not
exceed its saturation point. Since the process is exothermic then the lower droplet temperature is better. However, the
cooling water temperature will limit this parameter. The transfer processes occur on the droplets surface. The larger the
area, the probability of the absorption process will increase. Since, total contact surface area depends on the average
droplet diameter for a particular flowrate, the increasing contact surface area can be achieved by application of spraying
nozzle that can give smaller droplets diameter.
The problem of previous configuration of the evaporator is that the distribution of spray does not spread evenly. This
brings partly unwetted tube bundle so that no heat transfer occurs on that part. Improving method being choosen in this
case is the use of spray nozzle. For that reason, full cone and wide spread angle spray nozzle was installed to replace
previous spraying system in evaporator.
Commercial nozzle spray is specified by its spray pattern, spray angle, volumetric flowrate at a particular pressure drop
available, connection diameter. Since, the use of spray nozzle is a part of modification of the existing unit, their
requirements is limited by tube bundle size, maximum available distance between nozzle and tube bundle, and estimated
fluid flowrate. Therefore, nozzle configuration used is a full cone type with a diameter of 2.4 and 3.2 mm, spray angle of
80° and 75°, ¼ in and 3/8 in connection for evaporator and absorber respectively. The number of spray nozzle required is 5
units for the absorber and 4 units for the evaporator.

(a)
Figure 5. Absorber after Modification Technical Drawing (a)

(b)
Spraying Nozzle Configuration(b) [5]

4
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Evaporator after Modification Technical Drawing (a) Spraying Nozzle Configuration (b) [5]
Before performing the test run of the modified chiller unit, spray nozzles are functionally tested to observe the size of the
droplets and spray distribution capabilities. The results are shown in the following figure, and the spray nozzle
configuration was able to produce granular and extensively better contact.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Functional Test Nozzle Spraying in Absorber (a) and in Evaporator (b) [6]
3.3. Cooling Performance Evaluation
To evaluate chiller modification, test runs are conducted on 10 kW absorption chiller models by measuring the
temperature of chilled water out. Based on the results obtained in the previous test run before chiller modification, the
temperature of the chilled water out only reached 11.49 °C without load (design point 8 °C) [1,2]. After modification, the
temperature of the chilled water out could have reached 4.32 °C at 2.28 kW cooling load.
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Figure 8. Temperature of chilled water out [6] (a) Before Modification (b) After Modification (c) data acquisition
4. CONCLUSION
There is a significant difference in the temperature of chilled water out after extensive modifications to the spraying
system in absorber and evaporator of the 10 kW absorption chiller model unit. Modified spray nozzle can increase the
cooling capacity with the temperature of chilled water out can reaches until 4.32 °C in conditions amounting to 2.28 kW
cooling load. The modification to increase contact surface area in the absorber and to distribute the refrigerant spay evenly
in the evaporator has improved overall chiller performance.
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ABSTRACT
The ratio of the liquid-vapor flow rate through the swirling nozzle with a swirl’s chamber volume variation is investigated
experimentally . The application of swirling nozzle is to vaporized liquid state of Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG) in order to
prevent the liquid flow into regulator or gas stove which potentially become explosive (BLEVE). The results show that there is
a significant relationship between the swirl volume with the liquid-vapor mass flow rate ratio of LPG through the swirling
nozzle. By increasing the swirl’s chamber volume intend to increase the liquid-vapor mass flow rate ratio of LPG. To increase
the percentage of the vapor flow rate through the swirling nozzle, by adjusting swirling nozzle to the smallest swirl’s chamber
volume, 13 022 mm3. The phase of LPG before entry to swirling nozzle is 100 % liquid when the bottle of LPG turned until 900
to the horizontal, and the estimation results of the percentage vapor flow rate after swirling nozzle can be achieved by 50 % to
72.63 % if the flow rate of LPG regulated 0.016 liter /s to 0.025 liters / s.
Keywords
Ratio of liquid-vapor LPG flow rate, Swirling nozzle, Swirling chamber.

1. INTRODUCTION
Accidents caused by fire is a terrible disaster which so often made headlines in the media because it caused a lot of material
loss and even death. For example, in Jakarta, electric and stove fires is a major cause for the household. Over the past 10 years
there have been over 800 fires each year, or about 2 to 3 times per day fires, with casualties reached 27 people died and losses
directly reaches a value of Rp 250 billion each year [1].
Related with the number of explosion cases, especially in the use of LPG gas stoves, some efforts to reduce the risk of
explosion or increase security for users of gas (LPG) has been carried out, such as: the socialization of the use of gas stove at
the time of the distribution of 3 Kg LPG cylinders and gas stoves to the community and the issuance of Indonesian National
Standard (SNI) to ensure the quality of hardware and software: Steel Bottle (ISO 1452-2007), Valve of Bottle (ISO 1591-2008),
Rubber seals (ISO 7655-2010), Low Pressure Regulator (SNI 7369 -2008), High pressure regulators (ISO 7618-2010), Rubber
Hose (SNI 06-7213-2006), fuel LPG gas stove with a fireplace lighter mechanical systems (ISO 7368-2007).
Practically in field shows that efforts to reduce the risk of explosion and ensure the safety of users of LPG gas stove is still
far from expectations. Until now, still an accident by the explosion of LPG as a result of low gas stove users' understanding of
the design, construction, operation and maintenance of system hardware burner LPG (cylinder, regulator, hose and stove) and
of the hardware and the software itself is apparently not able to ensure the safety of LPG explosion risk. It is shown from the
results of field surveys and investigations conducted by the Indonesian Consumers Foundation (YLKI) delivered by the
Chairman (YLKI) Sincere Eternal that states, 70% of cases of LPG gas explosion from a gas stove accessories that do not meet
the standards and 30% due to consumer behavior [2].
In the initial experiments in this study found that when 3 kg LPG tank toppled or tilted position more than 60 degrees from
the upright / vertical and in a state of flow of LPG there will be started a flow of liquid phase’s LPG to the Regulator. LPG
liquid flow resulted in increased pressure on regulators thus causing the Lock Up (steel ball at the outlet of the regulator
lock/close the flow of LPG). This causes the flame at the burner goes out, while the LPG liquid trapped inside the channel
entrance and the room beneath the membrane on the regulator, so it may not exit and re-entry again into the tube. This
phenomenon is rarely recognized by the users of LPG gas stove so that when the regulator is opened or removed from the
valve tank, there will be a blast of liquid LPG from the inlet regulator that is potentially cause an explosion (cloud vapor
explosion) if there is a heat source nearby. In the schematic, the sequence of explosion due to the potential overthrow of LPG
tank can be described as follows:
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me &
The researchh based an exp
Co
ombustion Grooup at Departtment of Mechanical Enginneering Univeersitas Indoneesia. Experimeental study off fluid mass flow
f
ratee ratio of LPG
G through thee swirling nozzzle atomizer with a swirlinng chamber volume
v
variatiion is done with
w a slope anngle
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fro
om the verticall bottle of LPG 900 to get 100
1 % liquid’s phase of LP
PG out from th
he bottle of LPG.
L
The expeeriment consissted
of 4 stages:
a. Measuremennt of mass floow rate ratio of LPG liquidd-vapor throuugh a nozzle with
w a swirlin
ng chamber volume
v
of 13.022
mm3, variatiions in flow raate of LPG (0016, 0018, 00022 and 0025 Liter / secondd)
w a swirlinng chamber volume
v
of 13.465
b. Measuremennt of mass floow rate ratio of LPG liquiid-vapor throuugh a nozzle with
mm3, variatiions in flow raate of LPG (0016, 0018, 00022 and 0025 Liter / secondd)
w a swirlinng chamber volume
v
of 13.882
c. Measuremennt of mass floow rate ratio of LPG liquiid-vapor throuugh a nozzle with
mm3, variatiions in flow raate of LPG (0016, 0018, 00022 and 0025 Liter / secondd)
w a swirlinng chamber volume
v
of 14.324
d. Measuremennt of mass floow rate ratio of LPG liquiid-vapor throuugh a nozzle with
mm3, variattions in flow rate
r of LPG (00016, 0018, 00
022 and 0025 Liter / sec).
The dimensions of swirling noozzles which used
u
in this sttudy can be seeen in figure 3 below:

S
Nozzzle dimesion
Figure 3. Swirling
Sw
wirling chambber volume off swirling nozzzle which used
u
in this sttudy can be varied
v
by adjjusting the leength of swirlling
chaamber.
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Fig
gure 4. Installlation Testing Scheme
Description:
D
1.
1 3 Kg LPG B
Bottle or tank
2.
2 Tank Holderr
3.
3 Safety Valvees (Stop Valve))
4.
4 Swirling Noozzle
5.
5 Type K Therrmocouple
6.
6 Acrylic Pipees
7.
7 Ruler (scale height measuriing of liquid LP
PG)
8.
8 Pressure Traansducer (Max 20 bar)
9.
9 Pressure Meeter 1
10.
1 Pressure Meeter 2
11.
1 Digital Therrmometer
12.
1 Low pressuure LPG Regulaator + Valve Tannk
13.
1 Pressure Transducer (Max 2 bar)
14.
1 Blower
15.
1 Air flowmeeter (Rotameter))
16.
1 Fuel flowm
meter (Rotameterr)
17.
1 Bunsen Burrner

Insstallation testinng scheme cann be describedd as follows:
a. Measurementt of liquid-vappor mass flow
w rate ratio of LPG
L
through a swirling nozzzle with a sw
wirling chambeer volume 13.022
mm3
1) Valve / valve on the fuel and air rootameter fully
y closed, whilee the stop valvve is opened fuully.
2) In the LPG
L
cylinderrs upright possition (00 tilt from verticall position), LP
PG vapor flow
wed into the acrylic tube and
pressurre transducer.
3) In the waiting
w
aboutt 15 minutes uuntil the steam
m pressure readings on vap
por pressure meters
m
and tem
mperature on the
thermom
meter and record the resultss are stable
4) Valves / fuel valve on
o the rotametter was openeed just enoughh to drain the LPG to the bu
urner and the flame ignited
d by
lighterss.
5) The flow rate of LPG
G is set on a sccale of 1 cm or
o equal to 0.016 liter / sec.
6) The vallve / air valve on the rotameeter is set to obtain
o
a stable flame.
7) tank rottated so that thhe exact slopee at position 900 of upright/vvertical in its holder
8) The heiight of the liqquid LPG in the
t acrylic pip
pe was measuured with a ruler and recordded in the firsst minute and the
fifth to take an average.
to
posittion
9) Play
LPG
the
G
b
back
an
upright
10) Cloose the stop vaalve and wait until
u
the LPG in the acrylicc pipe and fire up the burnerr goes out.
10) Step 1)) to 10) is reepeated (with changes in flow rate of LPG in step 5)) respectivvely for 3 tim
mes repetitionn in
accordaance with the variation
v
of thhe flow rate off LPG in step 5) (0018, 00222 and 0025 Liter
L
/ s)
b.

Measuremennt of liquid-vaapor mass floow rate ratio of
o LPG througgh a swirling nozzle
n
next too the swirling chamber voluume
13.465 mm3, 13.882 mm3 and 14.324 mm
m 3, performed with the saame steps as abbove (step 1 to
t 11)
The liquid-vaporr mass flow rate
r ratio of LPG through thhe swirling noozzle which iss calculated from
fr
the ratio of the volumee of
thee liquid-vapor flows in the acrylic
a
pipe innstalled after swirling
s
nozzle.
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The volume of liquid and vapor LPG inn the acrylic pipe can be callculated from the results off measurementts of the radiu
us of
thee pipe and higgh liquid LPG in the acrylicc pipe. The forrmula for calcculating the volume of liqu
uid LPG in thee acrylic pipe can
be described as ffollows:

hv
hl

hv = heightt of vapor
hl = hight oof liquid
mage of heightt of LPG liquid and vapor in
n Acrylic Pipee
Figure 5. Im

O

r
t



r

A

b
B

C
Sectionn Pipes Acrylicc
Figure 6. In Cross
Deescription:

= anglee pie
= radiuus of pipe
r
= heighht of liquid LP
PG
t
nd then the vollume of LPG liquid in the acrylic
a
pipe caan be calculateed .
An
nal area of fluuid or shadedd area in the cross-sectionaal images of the acrylic piipe with a heiight
To calculate thee cross-section
ove the liquid is less than orr equal to the radius of the pipe,
p
earthenw
ware widely used
u
formula as
a follows [6]:
abo
= Pie
P Area AOB
B - Triangle Area
A
AOB

piee angle () is calculated
c
usinng the followiing formula:

Meeanwhile, to calculate the crross-sectional area of fluid with a high fluuid greater thaan the radius of
o the pipe, usse the formulaa:
cross-section
n area of pipee – vapor crooss-section areea
Vaapor sectional area calculatted by the forrmula above potsherd,
p
withh a value of t is a high vaapor (pipe diaameter – highh of
liqu
uid).
The volume of LPG
L
vapor in the
t pipe is callculated by thee formula:

PG vapor in thhe pipe is calcculated by the formula:
Perrcentage of LP
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3.

Result and Discussion
The measurrement results can be seen inn the followinng table:

LPG Flow
Ratee(L/s)
0.0016

0.0018

0.0022

0.0025

Tabel.1
Meeasurement result
Sw
wirling
L
LiquidChhamber
Vapor
Voluume(mm3)
Rasio
13.022
0.377
13.465
0.891
13.882
1.419
14.324
2.654
13.022
0.626
13.465
1.123
13.882
2.324
14.324
4.117
13.022
0.793
13.465
1.598
13.882
3.528
14.324
5.805
13.022
1
13.465
2.044
13.882
4.856
14.324
7.058

Vapor
V
Voolume
(%)
(
722.634
522.893
411.344
277.366
611.514
477.107
300.086
199.543
555.781
388.486
222.086
144.695
50
322.851
177.076
122.411

l
mass
m
flow ratte of LPG caan be seen in the
Relationship bettween swirlinng chamber volume variatiion with the liquid-vapor
following graph:

C
Voluume with Liquuid-Vapor Maass Flow Rate Ratio of LPG
G in 0.016 Litter /
Figure 7. Relatiionship Betweeen Swirling Chamber
second
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B
Swirrling Chamber Volume withh Liquid-Vapor Mass Flow
w Rate Ratio of LPG in 0.01
18
Figure 8. Relationship Between
Liter / secoond

B
Swirrling Chamber Volume withh Liquid-Vapor Mass Flow
w Rate Ratio of LPG in 0.02
22
Figure 9. Relationship Between
Liter / secoond

Figure 10. Relationship Between Swiirling Chambeer Volume witth Liquid-Vap
por Mass Flow
w Rate Ratio of
o LPG in 0.0025
Liter / secoond
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Figure 11. Relationship Between Swirling Chambeer Volume witth Liquid-Vappor Mass Flow
w Rate Ratio of
o LPG in 0.016,
0.018, 0.0022 dan 0.0255 Liter / second
From the graaph above cann be seen thatt, at a flow raate of LPG 00016 liters / second, the relaationship betw
ween the swirlling
chaamber volumee with the liqquid-Vapor mass
m
flow ratee ratio of LP
PG formed raank 2 polynom
mial regressioon equation: y =
0.9
9474x2 - + 1544.93 24.203x the
t value of R ² = 0.9936 orr the correlatioon coefficientt R = 0.9968. At
A LPG flow rate 0.018 liteers /
secc, the relationsship between the swirling chamber volu
ume with the liquid-Vapor
l
mass flow ratte ratio of LP
PG formed rannk 2
pollynomial regreession equatio
on: y = 1.70299x2 - 43.868x + 283.11 withh R ² = 0.99966 value or corrrelation coeffficient R = 0.9999.
At LPG flow ratte 0.022 liters / sec, the relaationship betw
ween the swirliing chamber volume
v
with thhe liquid-Vapor mass flow rate
ratiio of LPG foormed rank 2 polynomial regression
r
equuation: y = 1.9341x2 - 48..97x + 310.466 with R ² = 0.9968 valuee or
corrrelation coeff
fficient R = 09998. At LPG
G flow rate 0.0025liters / secc, the relation
nship between the swirling chamber voluume
witth the liquid-V
Vapor mass flow
fl
rate ratioo of LPG form
med rank 2 poolynomial regrression equatiion: y = 1.5216x2 - 36.7633x +
221.58 with R ² = 0.9847 valu
ue or correlatioon coefficientt R = 0.992.
The value off correlation coefficient
c
R on
o the graph the
t relationshiip between th
he swirling chaamber volumee with the liquuidw rate ratio off 4 variations LPG flow ratte (0.016, 0.018, 0.022 andd 0.025 liters / sec) are all larger than thhe R
Vaapor mass flow
pro
oduct momentt correlation taable with signnificance levell 5% and 1% respectively
r
f 0.950 and 0.990 [15]. Thhus it can be said
for
s
thaat there is a siggnificant relattionship betweeen the the sw
wirling chambeer volume witth the liquid-V
Vapor mass floow rate ratio of
o 4
varriation of LPG
G flow rate (00.016, 0.018, 0.022 and 0.0
025 liters/sec)). The greaterr the volume of swirling chamber, then the
ratiio of liquid-V
Vapor mass flo
ow rate of LPG are also geetting bigger. Conversely,
C
th
he smaller thee volume of swirling chambber,
theen the liquid-V
Vapor mass flo
ow rate ratio of
o LPG are alsso getting smaaller.
Meanwhile, the
t relationship between vaariations in thee percentage volume
v
of swiirling chambeer with Vapor flow rate of LPG
L
can
n be seen in thhe following graph:
g

ween Swirlingg Chamber Voolume with Vaapor Flow Ratte Percentage at Flow Rate of LPG 0016 L /
Fiigure 12. Relaationship Betw
s
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Figure 13. Relationship Between Sw
wirling Cham
mber Volume with
w Vapor Flo
ow Rate Perceentage at Flow
w Rate of LPG
G
0.018 L/ss

Figure 14. Relationship Between Sw
wirling Cham
mber Volume with
w Vapor Flo
ow Rate Perceentage at Flow
w Rate of LPG
G
0.022 L/ss

wirling Cham
mber Volume with
w Vapor Flo
ow Rate Perceentage at Flow
w Rate of LPG
G
Figure 15. Relationship Between Sw
0.025 L/ss
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Figure 16. Relationship Between Sw
wirling Cham
mber Volume with
w Vapor Flo
ow Rate Perceentage at Flow
w Rate of LPG
G
0.016, 0.018,
0
0.022 dan
d 0.025 L/s
ween the swirlling
From the graaph above cann be seen thatt, at a flow raate of LPG 00016 liters / second, the relaationship betw
chaamber volumee with percenntage of LPG Vapor flow rate to form rank 2 polynnomial regresssion equationn: y = 7.5723x
x2 241.18x + 19288.9 with R ² = 0.9964 valuue or coefficient correlatioon R = 0.9982
2. At LPG floow rate 0.0188 liters / sec, the
ween the swiirling chambeer volume wiith percentagee of LPG Vaapor flow rate to form rannk 2 polynom
mial
relaationship betw
reg
gression equattion: y = 5.0771x2 - 171.877x + 1439.2 with
w R ² = 0.99943 value or correlation
c
cooefficient R = 0.9971. In 0.022
LP
PG flow rate liiters / sec, thee relationship between the swirling cham
mber volume with
w percentaage of LPG V
Vapor flow rate to
forrm rank 2 pollynomial regrression equatiion: y = 13.0013x2 - 388.155x + 2904 with
w a value of
o R ² = 0.99552 or correlattion
coeefficient R = 0.9976. At LPG
L
flow ratee 0.025 literrs / sec, the relationship
r
between the sw
wirling cham
mber volume with
w
perrcentage of LP
PG Vapor flow
w rate to form
m rank 2 polynnomial regresssion equation: y = 16.403x2 - 478.28x + 3497.1
3
with R ² =
0.9
9927 value or correlation co
oefficient R = 0.9963.
r
between the sw
wirling cham
mber volume with
w
The value of correlation coefficient R on the figurre/graph the relationship
perrcentage of LP
PG Vapor flow
w rate of 4 vaariations of LP
PG flow rate (00016, 0018, 0022
0
and 00255 liters/s) are all
a larger than
n the
R product
p
momeent correlationn table with a significance level
l
of 5% annd 1% respecttively for 09550 and 0990 [77]. Thus it cann be
said that there iss a significantt relationship between swirrling chamberr volume and inversely prooportional to tthe percentagee of
vap
por flow rate aat 4 variation of LPG flow rate (0016, 00
018, 0022 andd 0025 L/ s). The
T larger the swirling cham
mber volume, the
perrcentage of LP
PG vapor flow
w rate gets sm
maller. Converrsely, the smaaller the volum
me of swirlingg chamber, theen the percenttage
of LPG
L
vapor floow rate will be even greaterr.
4. CONCLUSIION
a.

b.

c.

s
rellationship bettween the vollume ratio off swirling chaamber with thhe liquid-Vapoor flow rate at
a 4
There is a significant
variation off LPG flow raate (0016, 0018, 0022 andd 0025 liters / sec). The grreater the volume of swirliing chamber, the
bigger the rratio of liquid-Vapor flow rate
r of LPG thhrough the regulator. Convversely, the sm
maller of the sswirling cham
mber
volume, thee smaller the raatio of liquid-Vapor flow raate or better attomizing.
There is a significant
s
rellationship bettween the perrcentage of vaapor flow ratte to the swirrling volume chamber and the
variations oof flow rate LP
PG flow rate (0016, 0018, 0022 and 00225 liters / secc). The larger the swirling chamber
c
volu
ume,
the percentaage of LPG Vapor
V
flow raate gets smalleer. Converselyy, the smallerr the volume of swirling chamber, then the
percentage oof LPG Vaporr flow rate willl be even greater.
The processs of evaporatioon of a liquid to a Vapor off LPG due to swirling
s
nozzlle effect quite effective, whhere the minim
mum
volume of swirling
s
cham
mber, vapor quuality can be achieved aboout 50% to 72
2.6%. Thus prreventing the release of liq
quid
LPG to the atmosphere or
o room air caan be minimized in an efforrt to prevent fires
f
and explo
osions causedd by Vapor Cloud
Explosion.
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Low Speed Electric Machine Used for Electric Generating from Savonius
Windmill
YB. Lukiyanto
Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Science and Technology,
Sanata Dharma University, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, 55282
E-mail : lukiyanto@usd.ac.id, ylukiyanto101@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
Savonius windmill having advantages very high starting torque and simple construction is applicable for Indonesia as a
developing country with annual average wind speed 4,5 – 5,0 m/s. The purpose of the experiment is to identify characteristics
of an electric machine used for low speed electric generator. The electric machine for the experiment is a permanent magnet
electric motor usually used for electric bicycle. The electric motor is tested as an electric generator and rotated with variations
of speed. Outputs of the generator are torque, voltage and current with 1) variation of lamps-load, 2) constant voltage-load for
12 volt and 24 volt battery charging and 3) combination of 12 volt battery charging and variation of lamps-load. The average
efficiency of the generator is 59,8% and 65,4% for 12 volt and 24 volt battery charging. Battery charging starts at 95 rpm and
maximum electric generating current is 20 Ampere at generator speed about 175 rpm.
Keywords
Savonius windmill, permanent magnet, electric generator
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Optimization Design of Tandem Blade Rotor of Savonius Hydrokinetics
Turbine Model
Bagus Wahyudi a, Slamet Wahyudib , Sudjito Soeparmanb
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ABSTRACT
The energy performance of Tandem Blade Savonius (TBS) rotor was studied by CFD simulation within comparing pressure
gap between upstream and downstream. These were three types of TBS: Overlap (Type I), symmetrically (Type II) and
Convergence (Type III). Through a comprehensive study of pressure distribution in and around of rotor blade, it is possible to
identify the power generation for each model, and to show that the optimum energy conversion is produced by
convergence type of TBS (Type III). Furthermore, the convergence of TBS performance can be optimized by using Response
Surface Method (RSM) through improved their partition space between blade and tandem. By using radius tandem blade
(RTB) as variable of optimization, we obtain the optimum design of TBS geometrically which have good performance of new
Savonius Rotor model
Keywords
Optimization, RSM, CFD Simulation, Tandem Blade, Savonius.

1. INTRODUCTION
The effect of fast growing application of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) within the last two decades is the significance of
numerical flow simulations in the design of hydraulic machinery that has grown to a considerable extent. At present, CFD
simulations can often replace elaborate experiments due to the fact that even complex geometries and entire machines can be
modeled Separate numerical investigations for single turbo-machinery components has been be common practice, yet these
simulations are not referenced for interactions between the additional components which have strong influence on the
operational behavior of the entire machine.
Many researches were conducted to demonstrate the influence of modified Savonius rotor blade geometry parameters such as
twist blade, overlap ratio, amount of blade, multi-stage, sweep area, none circular blade, and additional guide blade on the
aerodynamic performance of the rotor blade. However, the influence of geometrical design variables and their interactions on
the rotor aerodynamic performance was not examined in detail in these works. From this point of view, the present research is
focused on suggesting a rotor blade shape design using the numerical optimization method coupled with the statistical
approach. Response surface method (RSM) is a collection of statistical and mathematical techniques useful for developing and
improving the optimization process, which uses collectively design of experiment, regression analysis, and analysis of variance
[1].
The Savonius hydrokinetic turbine is simple geometry and its construction is low-cost to manufacture. It starts rotating at
lower speeds as compared to its counterpart hydraulic turbines, having a high starting torque. It produces low noise and can
make use of the water river flowing in any horizontal direction to its rotation. However, in spite of these advantages, this
turbine faces one main disadvantage of having low efficiency. The preliminary research has been done to choose the best
design rotor tandem blade of savonius (TBS). By using the result CFD simulation of the three models i.e.: (a) Overlap TBS,
(b) Symmetrically TBS and (c) Convergent TBS as shown in Fig. 1, one of the best choice to be deeply studied is obtained.
The optimum turbine power generation predicted by taking into calculation maximum pressure gap (Δ p) between upstream
and downstream is Type Convergent TBS [2].
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a)

Overlap TBS (Type I)
b) Symmetrically TBS (Type II)
c) Convergent TBS (Type III)
Figure 1: Three models and dimension of Tandem Blade of Savonius (TBS) Design [2].

The Savonious conventional has two pairs of cylindrical blade that look like a letter S which not connected to the middle or
with gaps (overlapping) on both ends of the blade that serves as the entry of outflow from the first blade (thrust) to the second
blade (return). As shown in Fig. 2, the first blade (advancing blade) got a drag force from the main flow (free flow) while the
second blade (returning blade) got a returned force from the opposite direction outflow through the gap (overlap) resulting in a
pair off couple force that is able to generate torque and power.

Figure 2: Original Savonius Rotor

Figure 3: Convergent Tandem Blade Savonius

This paper focuses on optimization using RSM for designing geometry of Convergent TBS as shown in Fig.3 above. Objective
of this study is to determine the value of the independent variables that cause the value of maximum pressure gap between
upstream and downstream to be optimal. In these experiments, the response variable pressure gap (y) is affected by two
independent variables: Radius Tandem Blade “Rt” or (x1) and Clearance Blade “e” or (x2). By using an appropriate model
formulation, the value of independent variables (x1, x2) which causes maximum pressure gap designation optimal can be
obtained.

2. RESPONSE SURFACE METHOD
To understand how far the optimum process is influenced by number of variables, it is often necessary for experimental data to
be large and takes a long time, which automatically also cost a huge amount. Several statistical and mathematical techniques
are often used to make an approach to gain understanding of the optimum conditions of the process or design without requiring
too much data. Among the commonly used method is the response surface method (RSM).
RSM is a set of mathematical and statistical techniques that are useful for analyzing problems where several independent
variables affect the response variable and the ultimate goal is to optimize the response. The basic idea of this method is the use
of statistical experimental design assisted to find the optimal value of the response. This method was first proposed in 1951 and
has been used extensively in both the research and industrial applications until today. For example, by constructing a
mathematical model, researchers can determine the value of the independent variables that lead to an optimal value of the
response variable.
The first step of the RSM is to find a relationship between the response variable y with xi independent through a first order
polynomial
equation
(model
order
I).
Independent
variables
denoted
by
x1,
x2,
...,
xk.
These variables are assumed to be controlled by the researcher and the influence response variable y is assumed as a random
variable. If the response is well modeled by a linear function of the independent variables xi, the function approximation of the
model order I are:
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(1)

݅ൌͳ

with, y : dependent variable (response)
xi : factors that influence response variables, i = 1, 2, ..., k
ε : residual component (error) which is random and distributed identical and independent (Independent Identically
Distributed-IID) Normal distribution with the average value of 0 and variance σ2. In mathematically expressed by ε ≈ IID
Normal (0, σ2).
Furthermore, at the condition near the response, the second order model (order II) or more normally required to approximate
the response due to the curvature in the surface. In many cases, the model order II two expressed in equation (2) is considered
sufficient.
݇

݇
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݅
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݆

Analysis of the response surface fitting Order II is often referred as the canonical analysis [1]. Least squares method is used to
estimate parameters on the approximation functions. The subsequent RSM analysis can be used for surface fitting. If the
surface fitting is a good approximation of a function of the response, surface fitting analysis would be equivalent with the
actual analysis systems.
Analysis of variance and regression analysis are the statistical techniques to estimate regression coefficients in the quadratic
polynomial model and also yield a measure of uncertainty in the coefficients. One of the important statistical parameters is the
coefficient of determination, R2 which provides the summary statistic that measures how well the regression equation fits the
data. It is given as:
ܴʹ ൌ

ܴܵܵ
ܵܵܧ
ൌ ͳ െ
ܱܵܵܶ
ܱܵܵܶ

(3)

where SSTO is the total sum of squares, SSR is the regression sum of squares, and SSE is the error sum of squares. From the
inspection of Equation (3), it is found that 0 ≤ R2 ≥ 1. However, a large value of R2 does not necessarily imply that the
regression model is a good one. Adding a variable to the model always increases R2, regardless of whether the additional
variable is statistically significant or not. Thus, it is possible for the models that have large values of R2 to yield the poor
predictions of new observations or estimates of the mean response. Because R2 always increases as we add terms to the model,
the adjusted -R2 statistic parameter, R2adj defined below is frequently used.
ʹ
ܴ݆ܽ݀
ൌͳെ

ܵܵܧȀሺ݊ ݏെ  ݊ ܿݎሻ
݊ ݏെ ͳ
൰ ሺͳ െ ܴʹ ሻ
ൌ ͳ െ൬
ܱܵܵܶȀሺ݊ ݏെ ͳሻ
݊ ݏെ ݊ܿݎ

(4)

In general, the adjusted-R2 statistic does not always increase as variables are added to the model. In fact, if unnecessary terms
are added, the value of R2 adj often decreases.
It is important to determine the value of each regression variable in the regression model, because the model may be effective
with the inclusion of additional variables or with the deletion of the variables already in the model. The test statistic (t-statistic)
for testing the significance of any individual regression coefficient is
݆ܿ
 ݐൌ
ǡ
݆ ൌ ݅ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ݊ܿݎ
(5)
ඥߪ ʹ ݆݆ܥ
Where ɐʹ is the estimation of variance and Cjj is the diagonal element of (XTX)−1 corresponding to cj.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF SAVONIUS ROTOR
Currently, the Savonious turbine has been developed with various modifications with the purpose of improving their
performances. Cesar Humberto [3] combined the simulation and optimization method using genetic algorithm (GA) to design
modified savonius rotor. Browsing point of optimization by using Polar Coordinate system for changing the shape of original
rotor savonius combining with Banesh rotor produce a new shape of rotor savonius which is more efficient.
Menet, et.al.[4] has modified the savonius rotor which only changes the position of an off-set the second pair of rotor blades,
now has three geometric parameters, namely: (1) primary overlap (e), secondary overlap (e '), and the angle between the axis
blades (β). The result is relatively expected s new rotor induces maximum value of static torque is much higher than those
obtained with the conventional rotor. However, they found low values and negative torque when an angle β has large
variations. Overall, the average value of the torque increased to Cm = 0.48 or 60% more than the conventional rotor.
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Fujisawa [5] has published a study comparing experimental results with a numerical study also using the discrete vortex
method. He concluded that the numerical calculations were adequate to “predict the basic features of the variation in
flow fields with rotor angle”. Nevertheless, the procreation of the flow field around a stationary rotor was poor, and
Fujisawa supposed that it was due to false assumptions used in the calculations. Sometimes, some visualizations of the
flow in and around the rotor are proposed, but with a poor description of the physical phenomena. Fujisawa [6] also
presented a exclusive description of the Visualization study of the flow in and around a of the conventional Savonius
rotor, they conclude that the overall pressure coefficient decreased due to the effect of the circulation generated by rotor
rotation. This is a phenomenon of circulation persists in revolving condition compared with stationary rotor, where the flow
through the overlap is reduced due to backflow. The flow is expected to reduce the effect of pressure recovery on the back side
of blade behind because of the pressure distribution near the overlap.
Kamoji et al. [7] improved the coefficient of power and obtained uniform coefficient of static torque. To achieve these
objectives, the rotors are being studied with and without central shaft between the end plates. Experimental tests in a closed jet
wind tunnel on modified form of the conventional Savonius rotor with the central shaft have the value of Cp = 0.32. They
studied the effect of geometrical parameters on the performance of the rotors in terms of coefficient of static torque, coefficient
of torque and coefficient of power. The parameters studied are overlap ratio, blade arc angle, aspect ratio, and Reynolds
number.
Performance of Savonious hydro-kinetic turbine has dependence with the principle to generate drag forces is formulated by F =
p. A = ½. ρ. A.U2, thus optimizing torque and power turbine formation is highly dependent on the blades swept area (A) and
velocity of fluid (U). Therefore, this paper introduced a new concept design of Savonius rotor by broadening swept area of
tandem blade that can increase drag force production on the blade as shown as Fig. 3. To achieve the maximum power
generation using convergent TBS rotor design, we use CFD simulation and RSM to realize optimum Radius Tandem Blade
(Rt) and Clearance Blade (e) as independence variable.

4. CFD SIMULATION
By adapting the law of Navier-Stokes model of rotation frame, the equations governing the behavior Savonious hydrokinetics
turbines will be used in this study. The equations rule the behavior of fluid flow including conservation of mass (eq. 6) and
momentum equations (eq. 7). Two types of acceleration in the momentum equation representing two Savonious hydrokinetics
turbine rotation are the Coriolis acceleration, (2 ῶ x ῡr) and the centripetal acceleration (ῶ x ῶ x ȓ).
߲ߩ
߲ݐ
߲
߲ݐ

 Ǥ ߩᛓ ݎൌ Ͳ

(6)

ሺߩᛓ ݎሻ   Ǥ ሺߩᛓ ݎǤ ᛓ ݎሻ  ߩሺʹᛟ ൈ  ᛓ ݎ ᛟ ൈ ᛟ ൈ ᑚሻ ൌ  െ    ߬ ܨ

(7)

In this equation, ȓ is the radial position of the rotating domain forms, ῶ domain is the angular velocity of the rotor, ᛓ ݎis the
relative velocity, p is the static pressure, τ is the stress tensor and F represents the external body force. Adopting a combined
formulation in cylindrical coordinates and Cartesian, in order to simulate two separate regions of the domain, i.e. inflows rotate
the rotor-stator and external. Standard K-ε model, Eq. (8) and (9), is used to simulate the turbulence in the flow field [8]. They
are coupled to the Navier-Stokes equations although included in the convection zone. It is a widely used and provides
sufficient accuracy and worthy to represent the various types of flow. K-ε model is a two-equation models involving turbulent
kinetic energy, k, and the dissipation rate, ε, as follows,
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݆
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 ܵߝ

(9)
(10)

In this model, Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the velocity gradient, whereas Gb describe the
generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, and YM is the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation to the overall
dissipation rate. Variable ߪ݇ and ߪߝ are Prandtl numbers for the turbulent with value of k = 1.0 and ε = 1.3. Constants C1ε =
1.44 and C2ε = 1.92. Turbulent viscosity (or Eddy current), μt is computed by combining k and ε as shown in Eq. 10, where Cμ
= 0.09.
This equation will be used to predict fluid flow through a turbine that will improve its performance.
By using simulation software ANSYS Release 14.0 it’s the following boundary conditions that have been applied. The
stationary domain has a free stream velocity. The hydrodynamic pressure conditions are applied and the initialization is done.
Inlet and Outlet are default boundary conditions in simulation software. Inlet requires the speed of inlet velocity of water and
the outlet requires the relative pressure, 1.0132 x 105 [Pa], at the initial conditions. The blade surfaces are enabled a ”wall”
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condition. This condition enables the calculation of properties such as force, torque on the surface. Once the domains have
been specified, a default fluid-fluid interface is detected between the rotating and stationary domain.
A two-dimensional view of the rotor model was considered. It is because the rotor blades rotate in the same plane as the
approaching water flow stream. The computational domain was discretisized using two-dimensional unstructured mesh
(triangular mesh). The left boundary had Velocity Inlet condition while the right boundary had Outflow condition. The top and
bottom boundaries for the open channel sidewalls had symmetry conditions. The moving wall condition was employed for the
rotor model to study the effect of fluid motion in and around the rotating Savonius rotor. The dimensions of the computational
domain were 500 mm in length and 75,5 [mm] in width, which were also similar to the experimental conditions. For the
various model conditions, the geometry of the rotor was changed and accordingly different meshes were generated for each
condition.
Steps in the simulation solutions consist of:
1. Solver (Pressure Based, Steady, 2D)
2. Viscous Model: Standard k-epsilon (k-ε) / Near-Wall Treatment: Standard Wall Functions
3. Material: Water (μ= 1.002x10-3 [kg/m-s], ρ= 1.000 [kg/m3])
4. Operating conditions: Atmospheric Pressure (1.0132 [bar])
5. Boundary Conditions:
x Inlet: Velocity Inlet
x Sides: No slip wall
x Blades: Stationary Wall
x Outlet: Outlet
6. Solution controls:
x Pressure Velocity Coupling: SIMPLE
x Discretization: fluids
7. Pressure (Standard) / Inlet Velocity: 1 [m/s]

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In the contour plots as shown at Figure 5, the blade on the left hand side is the returning blade and that on the right hand side is
the advancing blade. The contour plots predict the variations in velocity and pressure in various regions near the blades within
the flow domain. It can be observed from the pressure contour plots that pressure gap occur across the rotor from upstream to
downstream side. This pressure gap indicates power extracted by the rotor causing its rotation [5]. The static pressure on the
convex side of both the blades can be observed to be lower than those on the concave side of the blades; in fact, a region of
negative pressure exists on the convex side of the blades. This occurs due to the high flow velocity over the convex side of the
blades. As a result, a pressure difference acts across the concave and convex side of the blades, which provide the necessary
torque for causing rotation of the blades.

Figure 5: CFD simulation demonstrate the effect of Radius Tandem (Rt) and Clearance (e) caused pressure
drop (Δ P).
Table 1: Data from CFD simulation
No
1
2
3
4
5

Rt
(mm)
23
25.5
28
23
25.5

E
(mm)
2.5
2.5
2.5
3
3

P1
(Pa)
5056.37
7569.63
7269.63
4634.96
7190.55

P2
(Pa)
-1310.13
-1927.14
-1865.28
-1179.26
-1760.67

ΔP = P1 – P2
(Pa)
6366.5
9496.77
9134.91
5814.22
8951.22
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6
7
8
9

28
23
25.5
28

3
3.5
3.5
3.5

6836.54
4103.14
6899.43
6415.92

-1838
-1162.18
-1859.63
-1747.18

8674.54
5265.32
8759.06
8163.1

Table 2: Center Composite Design Using Minitab R 14
Run
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

PtType

Blocks

Rt (mm)

e (mm)

ΔP

(Pa)

1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

23.0000
28.0000
23.0000
28.0000
21.9645
29.0355
25.5000
25.5000
25.5000
25.5000
25.5000
25.5000
25.5000

2.50000
2.50000
3.50000
3.50000
3.00000
3.00000
2.29289
3.70711
3.00000
3.00000
3.00000
3.00000
3.00000

6366.50
9134.91
5265.32
8163.10
5039.54
8817.03
8721.59
8835.92
8951.22
8951.22
8951.22
8951.22
8951.22

Table 3: Regression Coefficient Order II
Term
Constant
RADIUS TANDEM BLADE
CLEARANCE
RADIUS TANDEM BLADE*
RADIUS TANDEM BLADE
CLEARANCE*CLEARANCE
S = 420.3

Coef
8951.2
1376.0
-238.9
-1166.7

SE Coef
187.9
148.6
148.6
159.3

T
47.626
9.261
-1.608
-7.322

P
0.000
0.000
0.147
0.000

-241.5

159.3

-1.516

0.168

R-Sq = 94.7%

R-Sq(adj) = 92.0%

Table 4: Analysis of Variance for Pressure Gap
Source
Regression
Linear
Square
Residual Error
Lack-of-Fit
Pure Error
Total

DF
4
2
2
8
4
4
12

Seq SS
25130794
15604656
9526138
1412972
1412972
0
26543766

Adj SS
25130794
15604656
9526138
1412972
1412972
0

Adj MS
6282699
7802328
4763069
176622
353243
0

F
35.57
44.18
26.97

P
0.000
0.000
0.000

*

*

To discuss the results of RSM optimization, as shown in Table 1 presented the CFD simulation data of rotor convergent TBS
model using variable tandem radius (Rt) and Blade Clearance (e) with the lowest value of 23 mm - 2.5 mm and the highest 28
mm - 3.5 mm, both pressure gap indicates that each Δp = 6366.5 (Pa) and Δ p = 8163.1 (Pa). The two independent variables
were considered as variables that affect maximize pressure gap (y), i.e., Radius (x 1) and Clearance (x2). Experimental design
used in the DoE is three-level factorial design (3k) using the Central Composite Design (CCD) which is presented in Table 2.
The first step has been tested using a linear regression equation (Order I) with obtained R-square is only 54% and a P-value>
0.05 so it does not show any significance of the model. Furthermore, similar test attempted to Order II model equations (linear
+ square) obtained a significant regression coefficient. To check the significance of the second-order model, it can be seen that
p-value = 0.000 is less than the significance level α = 5%, see also that the independent variables x1 made a significant
contribution in the model, but x2 is not significant. But, overall this model it is able to demonstrate the high value of R-square
= 94.7 % in Table 3, which means that the regression equation model is consistent with the real condition of the model studied.
The model regression equation is expressed in the form:
οܲ ൌ ͺͻͷͳǤʹ  ͳ͵ሺܴݐሻ െ ʹ͵ͺǤͻሺ݁ሻ െ ͳͳǤሺܴݐሻʹ െ ʹͶͳǤͷሺ݁ሻʹ  ߝ
After the optimization model has determined, the next step is to determine the conditions optimum of significant factors. From
the contour plot of the image below, it can be concluded that the image does not have a stationary point. Consequently that
calculation of the stationary point and surface characteristics of the response is not necessary. The result of response (ΔP)
optimization will be obtained after value of (Rt) and (e) which substituted into the model equation above with constant value of
Rt = 27 [mm] and variable e = 2.5 [mm] ÷ 3.5 [mm]. By using Minitab Software, it is more simple to obtain the result of peak
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point in the curvature as shown in Fig. 7 which show optimal value of Rt = 27 [mm] and e = 2.75 [mm] with response of
maximum ΔP = 9415.91 [Pa].

Figure 6: Contour Plot and Surface Plot

Figure 7: Response Optimization Result

6. CONCLUSION
Finally, with applied CFD simulation and optimization using RSM, we are able to assist design engineering of the critical part
of convergent tandem blade of Savonius rotor that capable to generate maximum power on hydrokinetic turbine model. The
result of design optimization of Savonius tandem blade is showed in Fig. 8 below with Rt = 27 [mm] and e = 2.75[mm].

Figure 8: The result design of convergent tandem blade of Savonius Rotor
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study of the combustion of mineral diesel and biodiesel in a direct injection diesel engine. For this, a
numerical simulation using the CFD code OpenFoam, the simulation of injection, evaporation and combustion process were
carried out. The comparison was made in terms of combustion characteristics such as the pressure and temperature in the
combustion chamber between the mineral diesel, biodiesel and its blend. These combustion characterstics can then be used for
calculating the heat release and combustion efficiency. It was found that the calculated pressure and temperature in the
combustion chamber tend to be similar with which the experimental data. The results demonstrate the benefits and the ability
of the open source CFD software for analysis and optimization of the combustion in diesel engines.
Keywords
Combustion, CFD , Biodiesel, temperature, combustion

1. INTRODUCTION
This study aims to develop a calculation method using open source-based software package (OpenFoam) for combustion
parameters in diesel engine. The method developed is expected to perform the calculations that are comparable with of
commercial softwares such as FLUENT, AVL-FIRE and STAR-CD. For the visualization of the simulation results, the other
open-source code is also used, the so called ParaView. This study is design to support the Indonesian National Research
Agenda [1] and the topic of this study related to the design and optimization of combustion process of the alternative fuels
such as biodiesel, bi-oil and biogasaccording to recent studies though biodiesel has been implemented in Indonesia in the
transport sector, but there are still many problems found regarding the performance of the engine (deposit formation).
Therefore, a numerical study is needed on the effects of mixtures of biodiesel on the mechanism of combustion in diesel
engines [2].

2. METHOD
2.1 Generating Drawing and Mesh for Combustion Chamber
To simulate the combustion process in diesel engine, drawing of the combustion chamber is required, consisting of a space
that is confined by top piston with bowl at the bottom, cyliner liner as the wall and cylind head at the top. Furthermore the
drawing of the combustion chamber is generated using an open source software (for example: OpenOffice Draw) or generated
first using the popular package such as AutoCad and then transfered to OpenFoam format with OpenOfficeDraw.
The space of combustion chamber should then be divided into mesh consisting of many tiny compartments where it will
represent the unique parameters of combustion process (temperature, pressure, concentration etc.). OpenFoam has a procedure
for generating the mesh, so called blockMesh.

2.2 Setting Parameters before Simulation (Pre-processing)
A package in the OpenFoam for simulating the combustion in diesel engine (Solver) is the dieselEngineFoam [3], [4], [5].
Solver dieselEngineFoam can simulate the dynamic combustion process in the diesel engine by giving the output in the form
of profiles of combustion parameters as a function of crank angle (crank angle). Before starting with the simulation, the
following setting or adjustment are needed:
Setting of initial and boundary conditions [4], [5], [6]
Setting of initial and boundary conditions include the condition of the fuel injector, fuel flow profile, type of injector, the
parameters associated with composition of incoming air (O2, N2) and the physical-chemical propertiessuch as pressure,
temperature, concentratin of exhasut gas emission. Boundary conditions include the position and direction injection injector,
nozzle diameter, temperature, mass flow rate profile of the injected fuel etc. In addition, the fuel injector used in this study is
unitInjector. Furthermore the model for fuel atomization can be selected from a variety of options (contained in the file
constant / sprayProperties). The initial conditions in the simulation can be edited in the directory (/ 0).
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Determination of Physical Properties [4], [5]
Before running the simulation, there are some files in the OpenFoam that should be edited, relating to the physical-chemical
properties: chemistryProperties, environmentalProperties, combustionProperties and thermophysicalProperties.
chemistryProperties includes definition of chemical reactions, environmentalProperties includes gravity and
combustionProperties includes setting combustion calculations with or without ignition, timing and duration of ignition.
thermophysicalProperties includes the setting and type of reaction scheme to be used in the simulation.

2.3 Running Solver [4], [5]
For running the simulation, the following multiple procedures are used:
• Open the case that we will run in the file / 0
• Determine the reaction and ignition
• Generate the drawing and mesh of the combustion chamber
• Running the dieselEngineFoam

2.4 Post-Processsing
The simulation results can then be processed using the open source software ParaView. Processing of the simulation results
will provide the temperature and pressure distribution profile, diameter of fuel dropplets, and exhaust emission concentration
before/after combustion. Figure 1 is an example of the results of processing using ParaView.

Figure 1: Temperature and CO2 distribution in combustion chamber after combustion

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dynamics simulations are performed on a cylindrical combustion chamber with the following sizes:
Stroke (Conrod Length): 0.22 meters
Bore: 0.104 meters
Stroke: 0.115 meters
Clearence: 0.0005 meters
Dynamics simulation are performed during the movement of piston (up and down) with the rotational speed of 1500 RPM.
Figure 2 shows the piston head used in the simulation and fitted valley
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injectection time of -24oCA is higher (8,5.106 kPa).

Figure 4: Temperature profile in combustion chamber at injection timing of of -20o and -24oCA for mineral diesel fuel
The results in Figure 4 shows the temperature profile in the combustion chamber at injection time of -20o and -24oCA. It
appears that at the time after the the injection, when the combustion of mineral diesel fuel starts, the temperature profile began
to rise suddenly until it reaches a peak value at about 11-12oCA, then decreased drastically at stage of exhaust stroke.

Figure 5: Pressure profile in combustion chamber at injection timing of -20 and -24oCA for biodiesel blend (B50)
The results in Figure 5 shows the dynamic pressure profile in the combustion chamber of the biodiesel blend (B50) at injection
timing of -20 and -24oCA. It is shown that the peak pressure of combustion at injection time of -24oCA is higher than that of 20oCA. This phenomenon is similar to the combustion of mineral diesel, if the fuel is injected earlier then the relting peak
pressure will be higher. It also appears the pressure reaches the peak value at 5-6oCA for both values of injection timing.
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Figure 6: Temperature profile in combustion chamber at injection timing of -20 and -24oCA for biodiesel blend (B50)
Figure 6 shows the temperature profile in the combustion chamber for at injection timing of -20 and -24oCA. The trend in peak
temperature for both mineral diesel fuel and B50 are similar. The peak temperature for combustion of B50 at injection timing
of -24oCA is about 1800 K and this is higher than that of injection timing of -20oC (1750 K) . The values of the peak pressure
and peak temperature for the combustion both mineral diesel fuel and B50 are summarized in Table 2. The results show that
the peak pressure and temperature of combustion with mineral diesel are higher than that of B50 at injection timing of -20 as
well as of -24oCA. This corresponds to the value of the calorie content of the mineral diesel which is higher than that of B50.
Thus, the combustion of mineral diesel will produce and release higher heat and also the peak pressure and temperature.
Table 2: The values of the peak pressure and temperature for the combustion of mineral diesel and B50

Combustion Characteristics
Peak Pressure (105 kPa)
Peak Temperature (K)

Mineral Diesel
-20oCA
-24oCA
80
86
1805
1880

B50
-20oCA
-24oCA
76
81
1750
1800

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The conclusion that can be derived from the results of the dynamicic simulation of a diesel engine combustion chamber is as
follows:
• Simulation using CFD software opensource (OpenFoam) can be done easily using the solver dieselEngineFoam and is
relatively fast
• The simulation results of the pressure and temperature profile has shown a correlation with the physical properties of the fuel
(mineral diesel and B50), especially with the calorie content.
Recommendations that can be given for the next study are as follows:
• Need further simulation with more variations in injection pressure injection, biodiesel blends (fuel properties) and engine
design parameter (injection angle, bowl design, load etc).
• Need validation of the simulation results by comparing with experimental data or secondary data from the literature
This study is still ongoing with calculation and visualization of emission profiles (CO, NOx and unburned hidrocarbon) using
opensource software ParaView, and will be reported soon.
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ABSTRACT
There has been some success story in the formulating models for different flow regimes, and a number of coresponding flow
maps for horizontal has been developed. Furthermore, most of the maps were generated based on visual observations and are,
therefore, subjective in nature. Meanwhile, slugging phenomenon that can be defined as initiation of a water hammer is a very
interesting topic because it has a strategic impact on safety factor of the equipment in piping systems i.e. pressurized water
reactor (PWR), heat exchanger, steam or gas transportation in chemical industry, air conditioning, etc. The objective of the
present research was to investigate the slugging as an initiating water hammer phenomena through non directly contact steam
condensing in a horizontal pipe to develop the flow pattern map of steam-condensate flow in a horizontal double pipe.The
experimental apparatus used in the present experimental study consisted of an inner annulus pipe made of copper (din = 17.2
mm, do = 19 mm) with a length of 1.8 m. The outer pipe annulus was a galvanized iron pipe (din = 108.3 mm, do = 114. 3 mm)
with a length of 1.6 m. The liquid being tested was water. The experiments were conducted at a static pressure of Ps= 108.825
kPa dan the temperature of T = 119.7 °C. The pressure drop in axial direction of the test was directly measured by using a
differential pressure tranducer (validyne, accuracy of ±0.25%) with a sampling rate of 7.353 kHz. The obtained experimental
data of temperature and differential pressure fluctuations during the steam condensation in a horizontal pipe was analyzed
using a statistical analysis.It was found that: 1) the flow pattern map of non slugging (stratified and wavy flow), transition
(wavy-slug flow), and slugging (slug and large-slug), were determined, here the transition flow pattern of slug and large-slug is
defined as a initiating of water hammer, 2) transition area range of wavy-slug flow pattern are from co=1u10-1 kg/s to co=
6u10-1 kg/s for st=6u10-3 kg/s to st=7.5u10-3 kg/s, and co< 3u10-1 kg/s for st=8u10-3 kg/s to st=9u10-3 kg/s. These
obtained data are very important in order to develop a database for input in a safe early warning system design of two-phase
flow piping installation system during the steam condensation.
Keywords
Flow pattern map, slugging, steam-condensate, horizontal double pipe, water hammer


1.

INTRODUCTION

Research in relation to the condensation heat transfer coefficient on a vertical pipe. The test section consisted of a vertical,
double-pipe cylinder made of stainless steel SUS304 has been conducted by Nagae T , Murase M, Wu T , Vierow K.
. The
inner tube was the heat transfer tube with inside diameter of 19.3 mm, wall thickness of 3.04 mm and height of 1.8 m. The
mixture of steam and air floweds into the tube from the bottom inlet. The coolant water flows along the outer surface of the
heat transfer tube. The temperature distribution in the axial direction under pressure of 0.1 MPa, at an inlet steam flow rate of
1.23g/s is found. Since the steam condenses and its partial pressure drops as it flows downstream, steam–air mixture
temperature decreases accordingly. While the enthalpy of the steam is higher near the inlet, and thus the temperature decrease
rate is low, the enthalpy decreases with the temperature decrease and the temperature decrease rate tends to grow higher.
More than five decades there have been studies efforts toward better understanding the mechanism of two-phase flow.
Meanwhile because of the complex nature of two-phase flow, a complete understanding has not yet been achieved. Many
investigations have postulated that the mechanisms are different for each flow regimes or pattern. Accordingly, there has been
some success story in the formulating models for different flow regimes, and a number of coresponding flow maps for
horizontal has been developed. A well known how pattern map was proposed by Mandane et al. [2]. Furthermore, many of the
maps are the product of visual observations and are, therefore, subjective in nature. By far the most commonly used methods
to discriminate flow regimes, particularly in early years, were application of visual and high speed cameras. More modern
methods use analysis of the time series on experimental data from X-ray, conductance probes, pressure tranducers in attempt to
classify the pattern objectively. Matsui [3,4] used differential pressure tranducers, Tutu [5] used absolute pressure tranducers,
Brauner D., O. Shaham, and Y. Taitel [6] used conductance probes, Jones and Zuber [7] used an X-ray void measurement
system for the vertical upflow in a tube. Elkow and Rezkallah [8] used a capacitance sensor to measure void fluction. In most
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cases the analysis of the power spectrum density (PSD) function are usually employed to extract the periodic feature of a
signal. Matsui [4] calculated the PSD and probability density function (PDF) of the transient pressure drop signal to identify
flow pattern of two-phase flow in a vertical pipe. Franca F., Acikgoz M., Lahey R.T. Jr., Clausse A. [9] and Cai, Y.,
Wambsganss M.W., Jendrzejczyk J.A. [10] employed PSD and other fractal techniques for flow pattern identification as well.
Wang [11, 12] used Nonlinear analysis to analyze differential pressure fluctuations of two phase flow through a T-junction
with the aim to make clear the two-phase flow behavior splitting at a T-junction. These results may be significant for better
understanding the flow structure and also for establishing valid models different from conventional viewpoints.
Based on the above description, an investigation of steam condensation and two phase flow is very wide-ranging. Many things
can still be explored to explain the phenomena of two phase flow, especially related to condensation, both in the geometry,
orientation or position of the pipe, and condensation process. From those facts, the objectives of this research are to study the
two-phase flow pattern map of steam-condensate flow in a horizontal double pipe.

2.

METHODOLOGY

The experiment apparatus used in present experimental study is shown in Fig. 1 and the detail of the test pipe is in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Experiment apparatus used in the present study

TEFLON HOSE 5 mm

SCREW OUTSIDE
THICK PIPE

SCREW INSIDE

HOLE I 1 mm
Pressure Sensor

Figure 2: The detail installation of the differential pressure sensor
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The Tested liquid was water. The experiment apparatus consisted of the inner annulus pipe made from copper (din = 17.2 mm,
do = 19 mm) with a length of 1.8 m. The outer pipe annulus is a galvanized iron pipe (din = 108.3 mm, do = 114. 3 mm) with a
length of 1.6 m. In the present experimental study, the water was heated using a boiler to generate steam which was then
flowed and condensed inside the annulus pipe to form a steam-condensate two-phase flow in horizontal pipe. The experiments
were conducted at a static pressure of Ps= 108.825 kPa dan the temperature of T = 119.7 °C. The water was used as a coolant
in the outer of annulus pipe. The pressure drop in the axial direction of the test was directly measured by using a differential
pressure tranducer with a sampling rate of 7.353 kHz.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flow pattern transition region map between non-slugging and slugging can be seen in Fig. 3. This map are derived from
statistical analysis of pressure difference fluctuation data with the frequency domain (power spectra density) and time domain
(root mean square, standard deviation, Skewness, Kurtosis and normal distribution). Based on the results of statistical analysis
it can be concluded that at different cooling water mass flow rate ranging from co=1.24u10-1 kg/s to co= 5.78u10-1 kg/s for
steam mass flow rate less than st=6u10-3 kg/s, the flow pattern is stratified or wavy flow that categorized as non-slugging. In
the same range of cooling water mass flow rate, for steam mass flow rate st=6u10-3 kg/s to st=7,5u10-3 kg/s, the flow
pattern is Wavy-slug that then classified as transitional. Furthermore, for the small cooling water mass flow rate (less than
co= 3u10-1 kg/s) and for high steam mass flow rate (st=8u10-3 kg/s to st=9u10-3 kg/s) re-establish the wavy-slug flow
pattern (transition) and stratified (non-slugging). However, for the large cooling water mass flow rate (co= 4u10-1 kg/s to co=
6u10-1 kg/s) and the steam mass flow rate (st=8u10-3 kg/s to st=9u10-3 kg/s), the flow patterns occurred slug or large-slug.
Next, for the small cooling water mass flow rate (less than co= 2u10-1 kg/s) and steam mass flow rates between st=7u10-3
kg/s to st=8u10-3 kg/s is also slug flow pattern occured. Based on the above description, it can be concluded that the flow
pattern that occurs is the start from stratified and Wavy (non-slugging), Wavy-slug (transitions) and slug or large slug
(slugging). These data are very important to complete the database that can be used as an input in early warning system design
for plant safety piping system. Next, visualization of flow pattern in a horizontal transparent pipe (di =17 mm, plexiglass) is
shown in Fig. 4. Position of the transparent pipe is after the condenser pipe.

Figure 3: Flow pattern map of slugging and non slugging
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Figure 4: Visualization of flow pattern map
From this figure, it can be shown that the stratified, stratified-wavy dan wavy flow were obtained for the lowest of st and the
lowest to highest of co. Meanwhile, for the highest of st with the lowest of co, the stratified-wavy dan wavy-slug were
obtained. While, for the highest of st and co, the slug dan large-slug flow pattern were obtained. Inaddition, the wavy-slug
flow pattern as transition from non-slugging to slugging flow pattern were obatined also for the medium of st and lowest to
highest of co. Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that the flow pattern are stratified, stratified-wavy dan wavy (non
slugging), wavy-slug (transition), slug and large-slug (slugging). These data are important for compleeting the database as
input of early warning system design in two phase flow piping installation safety i.e. in the hotleg of pressurized water reactor
(PWR), steam transportation, etc.

4.

CONCLUSION

As a result it was found as : 1) the flow pattern area of non slugging (stratified and wavy flow), transition (wavy-slug flow),
and slugging (slug and large-slug), were determined, here the transition flow pattern of slug and large-slug is defined as a
initiating of water hammer, 2) transition area range of wavy-slug flow pattern are from co=1u10-1 kg/s to co= 6u10-1 kg/s for
st=6u10-3 kg/s to st=7.5u10-3 kg/s, and co< 3u10-1 kg/s for st=8u10-3 kg/s to st=9u10-3 kg/s. These obtained data are very
important in oerder to develop the database for input the early warning system design in a safety of two-phase flow installation
piping system during the steam condensation.
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NOMENCLATURE
d = diameter (m)
A=area (m2)
QTS =Heat transfer rate (kW)
=steam mass flow rate (kg/s)
sat=saturated
T = temperature (qC)
h = local heat transfer coefficient
(W/m2.K)
k = conduction thermal coefficient
(W/m.K)
r = radius (m)
 = mass flow rate (kg/m3)
L = length (m)
s = second
Hz = hertz
Subcript
i = inner
o =outer
w = wall
cl = centerline
co = coolant water
wo= wall-outer
wi=wall-inner
bott=bottom
st=steam
av=average
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Absorption chillers use thermal energy as driving source, and have a feature of being capable of saving
electricity. Meanwhile, the global warming issue has worsened markedly in recent years, which causes
us to be confronted with the urgent task of realization of low-carbon society. Under these situations, we
developed single-double effect combined absorption chillers for "Solar air-conditioning system". This
chiller is composed of a highly-efficient gas absorption chiller/heater with COP1.3 (gross calorific
value) as a main machine. It enables low temp. solar hot water at 75degreeC under operation at the
cooling rating (load factor: 100%, cooling water temp: 32degreeC). We constructed the demonstration
plant in Japan. Cooling capacity is 738kW, and evacuated glass tube type solar energy collectors
supply 75-90degreeC hot water to the absorption chiller. In summer, fuel gas reduction by 10% could
be achieved and the results as estimated were obtained.

Absorption chiller, Solar heat, Solar air-conditioning system, solar collector, Demonstration plant.

Absorption chillers are units to supply chilled water using gas and oil as fuel. In Japan, absorption
chillers have been widely used for industrial and commercial central air-conditioning because they
contribute to electric-load leveling in summer because of capable of cooling using little power, and use
water having zero ozone depletion potential (ODP) as refrigerant.
Meanwhile, the global warming issue has worsened markedly in recent years, which causes us to
be confronted with the urgent task of realization of low-carbon society. In Japan, power for airconditioning accounts for 43% of total power consumption used for office buildings and absorption
chillers are also strongly required saving-energy.
Under these situations, a solar cooling system which performs cooling by introducing hot water
obtained from solar heat into absorption chillers using thermal energy as driving source has received
increasing attention and undergone promotion of
development toward practical use recently. This
is because this cooling system is capable of using
solar heat whose reserve amount is much
abundant and whose energy conversion
efficiency is higher among renewable energy for
air-conditioning application with high power
consumption rate in industrial and commercial
fields.
We has developed a
exclusively
designed for the solar cooling system and
launched in June 2010. The aspect is shown in
Figure 1.
We constructed the demonstration plant of
this system in Japan. we report the outline and
the performance of
the chillers and
demonstration plantt
Figure 1: Aspect of Solar Absorption Chiller

2. SOLAR ABSORPTION CHILLERS
(SINGLE-DOUBLE EFFECT COMB-INED)
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Among renewable energy, solar
energy is rich in reserve, which
undergoes promotion of application,
however, it is almost applicable to
solar battery (photovoltaic energy)
but solar energy has been not picked
up as the method for using as heat
source so much. However, as shown
in Figure 2, photovoltaic energy
generation is as low as approx. 10%
in generating efficiency and in case
that solar energy is picked up as hot
water at approx. 90ºC, the energy
conversion efficiency is as high as
40% and the high-end evacuated
tubular type reaches 50%.The system
Figure 2: Solar energy conversion efficiency
using solar hot water as driving
source is applicable only to absorption chillers practically. The conventional air-conditioning system is
shown in Figure 3.
However, solar heat is unstable heat source which is easily influenced by weather and it is difficult
to use it according to fluctuating air-conditioning loads. Solar thermal air-conditioning system has been
tried to be diffused since 1980’s, however, they have been familiarized fully. The reasons are shown as
follows:
(1) As shown in Figure 3, in the solar thermal air-conditioning system, in addition to the absorption
chiller, the backup boiler and accompanying machines are required, which causes the system
composition to be complicated and the investment efficiency using renewable energy is not
expected.
(2) It is necessary to control the solar hot water and backup system according to fluctuations in solar
heat and air-conditioning loads, however, it is difficult to control and establish an optimal control
system to use solar heat efficiently, and it is necessary to familiarize local operators to learn as
well.
(3) The double-effect type which is mainly used as an absorption chiller, which requires heat at 120ºC
or more as driving source. In case that solar heat at approx. 90ºC is used, only the single-effect
system functions. In case that the backup system functions, even if fuel is used, the efficiency is
low because of single effect system, the effect of introduction by renewable energy is not expected
so much.
2.2 Improvement from
Conventional System
In consideration with the
problems in the above-mentioned
solar thermal air conditioning,
we developed single-double
effect
combined
absorption
chillers for using solar hot water
preferentially in combination
with backup heat source such as
gas, oil, etc. (hereinafter referred
to as the Solar Absorption
Chillers). The improved system
using them is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3 ventional Solar Thermal Air-Conditioning System
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Figure 4. Improved Solar Thermal Air-Conditioning System
The features are shown as follows:
(1) Since these solar absorption chillers are equipped with generators driven by solar hot water based
on direct-fired absorption chillers, a backup system are unnecessary to be prepared, No. of
composition elements are reduced, which simplifies the air-conditioning system
(2) These solar absorption chillers control so as to use solar hot water preferentially based on driving
by fuel such as gas, oil, etc. In addition, control of loading is performed according to fluctuations in
air-conditioning loading.
(3) When driving by fuel, double-effect operation is performed, the same efficiency as absorption
chillers which are currently diffused is obtained, which allows saving energy operation because
renewable energy is used.

Solar Absorption Chillers are composed of highly-efficient gas absorption chillers with COP1.3 (gross
calorific value) as main machines which are equipped with a solar heat recovery unit comprising a heat
recovery heat exchanger and special condenser.
As shown in the cycle-flow diagram in Figure 5, solar heat hot water is used for heating and
regenerating absorbing solution at the heat recovery heat exchanger. Using refrigerant generated during
this regeneration process for cooling enables the amount of fuel used for the high temp. generator to be
reduced.
Generally, solar energy collectors have characteristics in which the smaller the difference in
temperature between the collection temperature and outside air temperature is, the higher the collection
efficiency is, therefore, it is necessary to allow solar absorption chillers to use even low temp. hot water
to increase the efficiency of the overall system.

As chillers which are capable of reducing fuel consumption by introducing hot water,
exhaust heat introduction absorption chillers (Gene-Link) can be considered, however, GeneLinks are products designed to use exhaust heat hot water at stably high temperature (83 to
90ºC) obtained by cogeneration systems, etc. and cannot use low temp. hot water.
The reason is that Gene-Links are composed as shown in the principle drawing in Figure 6, in
which refrigerant vapor generated at the heat recovery heat exchanger and refrigerant vapor generated
at the low temp. regenerator are condensed in the condenser of the base absorption chillers. Therefore,
the saturated temperature of the heat recovery heat exchanger is restricted by the saturated temperature
of the condenser of this absorption chiller body, which prevents the log-mean temperature difference to
collect low temp. hot water from being maintained.
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Figure 5: Cycle flow-diagram of Solar Absorption Chiller
Consequently, as shown in the principle drawing in Figure 7, in Solar Absorption Chillers, a
condenser exclusive for the heat recovery heat exchanger is newly provided to separate the heat
recovery unit and the base absorption chiller and a structure to initially introduce cooling water to the
special condenser is employed, which reduces the pressure in the heat recovery unit and maintains the
log-mean temperature difference to collect low temp. hot water.
As shown in Figure 8, these chillers enable low temp. hot water at 75ºC under operation at the
cooling rating (load factor: 100%, cooling water temp: 32 ºC) or even lower temp. hot water depending
on loading conditions and cooling water conditions to be used

Figure 6: Principle of Gene-Links

Figure 7: Principle of Solar Absorption Chillers

Figure 8: Hot water temperature for which Solar-Driven Hybrid Chiller can be used
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The demonstration plants are installed in our factory located in Kusatsu City of Shiga Prefecture,
Japan. This system was completed in Dec. 2010 and started to undergo full-sized verification test in
Feb. 2011. The flow diagram of this system is shown in Figure 9.
Solar heat (hot water at 75ºC to 90ºC) is introduced into the Solar Absorption Chiller.
In addition,
Heating Cooling
if solar heat is insufficient, the backup system to compensate for the energy through gas is available.
Evacuated glass tube type solar energy collectors which are highly efficient in a high-temp area at
75ºC to 90ºC is used for the solar energy collector. 160 sheets of collectors (260m2) which satisfy the
exhaust heat recovery amount
(0.6kW/RT, 126kW *cooling water at
31Ԩ) during rated operation in case of
solar heat hot water of Solar
Absorption Chiller at 75ºC were
Table 1: Specifications of system
installed on the roof of the office.
The hot water storage tank is
provided to absorb the difference of
flow rate between the solar energy
collector and Solar Absorption
Chiller and serves as a temporal
Figure 10: Aspect of Collector
cushion if solar radiation fluctuates
suddenly.
The radiator is provided to
prevent hot water from boiling by
excessive heat collection by operating
when collected solar heat cannot be
used on holidays, etc.
Feature of Solar cooling system
Lowering the temperature of
solar heat usable area
Generally, solar energy collectors
have characteristics in which the smaller the difference in temperature between the collection
temperature and outside air temperature is, the higher the collection efficiency is, therefore, it is
necessary to allow solar absorption chillers to use even low temp. hot water to increase the efficiency
of the overall system.
As section 2 already described, in the Solar Absorption Chiller in this system, solar heat at 75ºC
(rated) and approx. 60 ºC (under partial loading) can be used by employing a hot water heat exchanger
optimized for use of solar heat and improving the flow of cooling water.
Simplifying and downsizing the solar system
The auxiliaries (Figure 11) such as pumps, etc. to supply hot water obtained from the solar energy
collector to the Solar Absorption Chiller are required, however, those items are simplified as much as
possible while considering packaging with the Solar Absorption Chiller.
Packaging after reflecting these verification results can
reduce the details of work at site and costs for building up
the system as one of targets.
Controlling and Monitoring System
When introducing the solar cooling system, it was
necessary to specially build up the control functions such
as starting/stopping the heat collecting facility and
excessive solar heat collection of the solar energy
collector, however, these control functions are assembled
into the Solar Absorption Chiller in this system and
control of the overall system is enabled.

Figure 11: Collection of heat facility
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Assembling the control functions into the Solar Absorption Chiller maximizes the saving energy
effect based on the use of solar heat by strengthening the linkage with the control functions of the Solar

Figure.12: Monitoring System
Absorption Chiller in addition to
eliminating the needs of the special
control equipment.
Some examples of linkage
control with the Solar Absorption
Chiller added to this system are
shown as follows:
(1) Backup linkage at the Solar
Absorption Chiller
(2) Interlocking
control
response to change in
temperature setting

in
the

Further, the system is
equipped also with the information
collection function to monitor the
system operation status and energysaving effect.
Figure 12 shows a part of the
monitor system to display the
collection data. The monitor system
enables daily and hourly collection
amount and efficiency to be
displayed, which contributes to the
grasping of operation conditions
and review for improvement of
system.
As mentioned above, when
building up the solar cooling
system, cost reduction is a big issue.
Assembling the control system and
monitor system into the Solar
Absorption Chiller greatly serves to
reduce the cost for building up the
system.

Figure 13: Operation data of cooling (20th May)
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Figure 14: Operation data of cooling (28th July)
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Evaluation status and results
Operation conditions
Figure 13 shows the operation data on May 20 and Figure 14 shows the operation data on June 28.
From the data, it was confirmed that the solar heat priority usage function and gas-based backup
function operate properly and overall system functions normally.
Because of operations with comparatively-low loads on the conditions where the maximum
temperature was 28.4ºC and the air-conditioning loading factor was 23% on May 20, the gas amount
could be reduced by 25%. Meanwhile, the maximum temperature was 34.5 ºC and the air-conditioning
loading factor was as high as 60% on June 28, however, the gas amount could be reduced by 11%.
Cooling operation starts in late May, therefore, the monthly reduction rate shows the data only in
June, however, reduction by 10% could be achieved and the results as estimated were obtained.
Effect of Solar Absorption Chiller
It was confirmed that hot water obtained from the solar energy collector is constantly used at 75ºC
or less and can be used even at approx. 60 ºC during low-load operations.
In the actual system, the effect could not be quantified because fluctuation in solar radiation and
load should be considered, however, use of Solar Absorption Chiller developed exclusively for use of
solar heat can reduce the hot water temperature from the solar energy collector more than use of
conventional exhaust heat introduction type absorption chiller 㸦 Gene-Link 㸧 , therefore, it was
confirmed that this system increased the collection efficiency of the solar energy collector and
improves the efficiency of overall system.
Improvement points
When changing to the low-load operation mode where the refrigerant pump of the chiller activates
the start/stop control, introduction of hot water is turned on and off interlinking with start/stop of the
refrigerant pump, however, even in operable load only by solar heat hot water, it is confirmed that the
pick-up temperature increases due to output delay when turning on and backup control by combustion
activates. We plan to review the control to minimize the delay and add it to the system.

CONCLUSION
(1) The Combination of the heat recovery exchanger and special condenser of Solar Absorption
Chiller enables the machine to be operatable even if the temperature decreases up to 75ºC and
does not require the backup by combustion gas in an area with 30% or less of load factor
(2) In case where the temperature of hot water is 90 ºC, the reduction rate of combustion gas at 100%
load factor becomes 32%, therefore, the performance increased in comparison with 26% of the
conventional Gene-Link. In addition, the cooling load area operatable only by hot water was
expanded to approx. 57%.
(3) From the verification of the demonstration plant of solar cooling system, the usefulness of the
Solar Absorption Chiller developed exclusively for use of solar heat was confirmed.
(4) Further, we make sure that our built-up system is useful to make it easier to introduce a solar
cooling system. By commercializing the system into which improvement points during verification
were fed back in the future, we aim to make the solar cooling system to be recognized as a useful
solution tool for global warming problem and promote them..

[1] Hyodo, Y., 2011, Solar Absorption Chillers using solar heat for cooling of Kawasaki Thermal Engineering
Co., Ltd, Clean Energy, vol.20, no.3, pp.5-9.
[2] R. Kajii, H. Yabase, M. Ohta, 2011, Development of Solar Absorption Chillers-Heaters, Trans. Of the
JSRAE, vol.28, no.3, pp.249-256.
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ABSTRACT
The comparison between computer fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation and experimental heat transfer coefficient of natural
refrigerants in minichannel was investigated in this studied. The experimental data wereconducted in the horizontal
circular small tubes of 1.5 and 3.0 mm inner diameter, the length of 1000 and 2000 mm, the conditionsof experiment
were described as following: the mass flux range from 200 – 650 kg/m2s, the heat flux varied from 5to 40 kW/m2 and
saturation temperature changed from 0 to 10oC. The boiling heat transfer coefficient of natural refrigerant was evaluated
and compared to CFD predictions. The results showed that the simulation were able to reproduce the general features
acquired in the experiments.
Keywords:Heat transfer coefficient; Correlation; CFD simulation; natural refrigerant; minichannel.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the development of the refrigeration and air conditioning industry, refrigerants have gone to the 4th generation
(James M.Calm, 2008). Due to the implement of Global warming and the Ozone depletion, the future refrigerants should
meet the demand of the environmental criterions, such as: low global warming and Ozone depletion potential. In
addition, the future ones also might to be compatible with new technology, market as well as passing the safety policy.
In improvement process of the next refrigerant generation, natural refrigerant; that has been used widely in refrigerant
industry such as CO2 and ammoniac, paid the considerable attentions to researchers. Many studies have been evaluating
their fluid flow and heat transfer through the experimental and numerical methods recently.
Pettersen et al. (2004), Yun et al. (2005), Choi et al. (2007), Hihara et al. (2009) and Wu et al. (2011) investigated the
heat transfer and pressure drop of CO2 experimentally. Pamitran et al. (2011) estimated the evaporative heat transfer of
three natural refrigerants include CO2, NH3 and C3H8. The results were compared to many existing correlation and the
modified correlation of heat transfer coefficient of three refrigerants also were developed.
He et al. (2005) and Masoud (2009) investigated numerically the convective heat transfer of CO2 in a porous tube.
Masoud used FLUENT code 6.1 to simulate the single phase flow and the force convective heat transfer of CO2 at the
supercritical pressure.
In this study, the comparison between CFD simulation and experimental heat transfer coefficient of two natural
refrigerants CO2 and NH3 was presented. The effects of mass flux, heat flux, saturation temperature and inner diameter
on the heat transfer coefficient were analyzed. The results of CFD simulation show a good agreement with experimental
ones.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1 Experimental facility
The experimental apparatus is comprised of a refrigerant loop, three water loops, and a data acquisition system. A
schematic diagram of the refrigerant loop was shown in Figure 1. The refrigerant flow system consists of a condensing
unit, receiver, refrigerant pump, mass flow meter, and pre-heater. Vapor phase refrigerant from the evaporative test
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Figure1. Schematic of experimental apparatus
section was condensed into the liquid phase in the condensing unit. The condensed refrigerant was then supplied to the
receiver and pumped by the refrigerant pump, which is connected to an electric motor controller used to control the flow
rate of the refrigerant. A Coriolis-type mass flow meter was used to measure the refrigerant flow rate. The mass vapor
quality at the inlet of the test section was controlled using a pre-heater. Temperatures of condenser, sub-cooler and preheater were adjusted by three individual water loops.
The test sections were made of circular stainless steel smooth tubes with inner diameters of 1.5 and 3.0 mm, a heated
lengths of 1000 and 2000mm in the horizontal orientation. For evaporation at the test section, power was supplied from
an electric transformer to the test section. The input electric voltage and current were adjusted to control the input power.
The test section was well insulated with rubber and foam. The outside tube wall temperatures at the top and bottom side
were measured at every 100 mm axial intervals of the heated length using thermocouples at each measured site. The local
saturation pressure, which was used to determine the saturation temperature, was measured using Bourdon tube-type
pressure gauges at the inlet and the outlet of the test section, as shown in Figure 1. A pressure transducer was installed to
measure the pressure gradient of the refrigerant flowing along from the inlet to outlet of the test section. Sight glasses
with the same inner diameter as the test section and a length of 200 mm were installed to visualize the flow and to
enhance the flow stability of the fluid when entering the test section.
The physical properties of the refrigerant were obtained from REFPROP 8. The temperature and flow rate data were
recorded using data acquisition and flow meter, respectively. Table 1 gives a summary of the estimated uncertainty
associated with all the parameters at a 95% confidence interval.
Table1Summary of the estimated uncertainty
The uncertainties were obtained using both random and
systematic errors, and these changed values according to the flow
conditions, so their minimum to maximum ranges were shown.
Parameter
Uncertainty
2.2 Experimental data reduction
T (%)
±0.18 to ± 5.58
wi

The local heat transfer coefficients at position z along the length
of the test section were defined as follow, with q is heat flux and
T is temperature.

(1)

P (kPa)
G (%)
q (%)
x (%)
h

±2.5
±1.85 to ±9.78
±1.67 to ±3.58
±1.79 to ±9.89
±1.78 to ± 27.6

The inside tube wall temperature, Twi was the average
temperature of the top, left sides, and the bottom wall
temperatures, and was determined based on the steady-state one-dimensional radial conduction heat transfer through the
wall with internal heat generation. The vapor quality, x, at the measurement locations, z, were determined based on the
thermodynamic properties.

(2)
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The refrigerant flow at the inlet of the test section was not completely saturated. The subcooled length was calculated
using the following equation to determine the initial point of saturation.

(3)
In eq. (2) and (3), iis enthalpy and L is tube length.

3. NUMERICAL SETUP
In this study, the ANSYS FLUENT v14 was used to simulate force convective boiling heat transfer of the natural
refrigerants in the minichannel.The Eulerian multiphase and the RGN k-ε model for each phase were applied. A
computer with Intel E3-Xeon 1230V2 (8Mb cache, 3.3 GHz) with 16 GB ram was used in this simulation.
3.1 Computational grid
The geometry was created in ANSYS WORKBENCH 14 and meshed later in ANSYS MESH ICEM. In this simulation,
both the pipe and the fluid control volume were modeled. The meshing of domains was shown in Figure 2. The inflation
with 5 layers was used at the fluid region near tube wall. The interior of fluid and pipe was meshed by sweep method.
The grid was composed of 97497 nodes and 90022 elements. The maximum and minimum skewness valueswere reported
at 0.53 and 2.7e-02, respectively. This meshing solution was selected after comparing to some further refinements.
3.2 Wall boiling models
In this study, the two-phase flow convective boiling of the mini tube was carried out in five conditions of CO2. The
solver was set up in steady state, pressure base type with an absolute velocity formulation. The properties of materials
obtained in REFPROP 8 were set up in piecewise-linear mode for each phase. Tomodel multiphase flow, the Eulerian
model was used with boiling parameter. The wall boiling in nucleate boiling regime was modified from the model of
Kurul and Podowski. To resolve for departed nucleate boiling regime, its formulation extended by Lavieville et al was
used. The total wall heat flux was defined as following equation:
(4)
Where , qQ, qE are convective heat, quenching heat flux, evaporative heat flux in the single phase, respectively.
qcmodels the heat fluxtransferredto the near wall liquid phase outside of nucleating bubbles influence area Ab. qc was
expressed as:
(5)
Here, hc is single phase heat transfer coefficient. Tw and Tl are the temperatures of wall and liquid phase near the wall,
respectively.
The quenching heat fluxqQ in Eq. (4)models the cyclic averaged transient energy transfer related to liquid filling the wall
vicinity after bubble detachment defined by equation:
(6)
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Figure 2 The grid of test section

Because the velocity and temperature profiles in the bubbly boundary layer deviate from single-phase counterparts, the
quenching model correction was used with the y+ value fixed to 250 as default.The evaporative flux qE is determined as:
(7)
In the Eq. (4), qvand qG present the convective heat flux of vapor phase and any others possible gas phase in a system,
respectively. These parameters can be derived as:
(8)
(9)
The function
was proposed by Lavieeville et al. (2005). That value could depend on the local liquid volume
fraction αl with similar limiting values αl,crit as the the liquid volume fraction. The critical value for the liquid and vapor
volume fraction is 0.2 and 0.8, respectively.

(10)
The area of bubbles influence is defined as
(11)
The size of the bubble influence area around the nucleation site on the heated wall K is defined based on the Del Valle
and Kenning’s study. According to his study, K varies between 1.8 and 5:
(12)
Here, Jasub is the subcooled Jacob number and defined as
(13)
The nucleate site density Nw is presented by a correlation based on the wall superheat. InLemmert and Chawla’s study,
the empirical parameters n and C were set equal 1.805 and 210, respectively
(14)
In Eq. (11), Dw is the bubble departure diameter. It is defined by the model of Tolubinski as:

( mm)

(15)

The frequency of bubble departure is denoted by f parameter based on Cole study.
(16)
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3.3 Interfacial area
The interaction between two-phase is modeled with the interfacial forces including drag force
turbulence drift forces,
. The drag force was denoted as:

, lift force

and

(17)
Where db is the Sauter men bubble diameter from the interfacial area transport equation and CD is the drag coefficient. In
this study, the drag force of Ishii and Zuber correlation was used.The lift force can be calculated as

(18)
The lift coefficient CL was determinedvia correlation of Tomiyama et al. It combines the action of classical aero dynamic
lift force and the interaction between the bubble and the vortices shed by the bubble wake. The equation is described as:
(19)
The turbulence drift force in ANSYS FLUENT Eulerian multiphase model is based on the correlationofSimonin. It was
modified fromRhie and Chow correlation to stable the volume flux calculation. This study used the default turbulent drift
force model:

(20)
Here, the turbulent dispersion coefficientCTD is set to 1.0 as default value.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the explanation above, four experimental testing results of CO2 analyzed in the discussion were simulated in
ANSYS FLUENT for a comparison. The details of testing conditions were shown in the table 2.
Figure 3 illustrated the comparison of inner tube surface temperatures between the experimental test and CFD simulation.
Both the temperatures of experimental test and CFD are average values taken at the top, mid and bottom of the test
section. The results showed a good prediction of CFD simulation exception of case 4. This experimental temperature of
case 4 is higher than the simulated one.
The comparison of heat transfer coefficient between the experimental test and the CFD simulation was depicted in Figure
4. The heat transfer coefficient in simulation results showed the closed values to the experimental ones.
Table2. Experimental conditions

Case

Refrigerant

1

Diameter(mm)

Tsat (°C )

q (kW/m2)

G (kg/m2s)

T inlet (°C)

1.5

0

10

400

3.58

1.5

0

10

500

3.66

3

1.5

0

15

400

4.04

4

3.0

0

10

400

5.18

2

CO2
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6

Case 1

5

Inner wall temperature (C)

Inner wall temperature (C)

6

4
3
2

Exp

1

CFD

0
0

0.5

1
Tube length (m)

1.5

4
3

2
Exp

1

CFD

0

2

0

6

0.5

1
Tube length (m)

1.5

2

6

Case 3

5

Inner wall temperature (C)

Inner wall temperature (C)

Case 2

5

4
3
2

Exp

CFD

1
0

5
4
3

Case 4

2

Exp
CFD

1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Tube length (m)

0.8

1

1.2

0

0.5

1

1.5
2
Tube length (m)

2.5

3

Figure 3 Comparison of inner wall surface temperature between experimental test and CFD simulation in four
cases (table 2).
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Case 1

10
8
6

4
EXP

2

CFD

0

0

0.2

0.4
Quality x

0.6

0.8

Case 2

10

8
6

4
EXP

2

CFD

0
0

12

0.2

0.4
Quality x

0.6

0.8

12

Heat transfer coefficient h (kW/m2K)

Heat transfer coefficient h (kW/m2K)

12

Case 3

10
8
6
4

EXP
CFD

2
0

Case 4

10
8
6
4

EXP

2

CFD

0

0

0.2

0.4
Quality x

0.6

0.8

0

0.2

0.4
Quality x

0.6

0.8

Figure 4 Comparison of heat transfer coefficient between the experimental results and CFD simulation in
four cases (Table 2)
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, theconvective heat transfer coefficient of two natural refrigerants CO2 and NH3 were carried out through
experimental test and CFD simulation. The effect of mass flux, heat flux, inner tube diameter and the saturation
temperature were analyzed. The results presented that the heat transfer coefficient increased with the increasing of mass
flux, heat flux, saturation temperature and the decreasing of inner tube diameter. The Eulerian model in FLUENT was
used to simulation the convective boiling heat transfer. The prediction shows a good result comparing to the one of
experimental test.
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ABSTRACT
The flame flashback of premixed Air/LPG in acrylics tube tubes of Bunsen burner is investigated experimentally with a
variation of tube’s diameters (10 mm; 15 mm and 20 mm). The quantitative numerical results for the flame depth of
penetrations and the flame propagation velocity are presented in this paper were calculated based on the predictions using
empirical formulas of non dimensional factors, such : Xp/db ; Sp/U ; dilution coefficient,  ; Froude numbers, Fr ; and Lewis
numbers, Le . In previous experiments, it has been known that fuel air mixture getting lean have an influence that the flame
penetration distance, Xp, will be smaller. However, the flame propagation velocity, Sp, will be higher. The visualization of the
flame’s based position which is not attach anymore to the burner tip, rather move down and tilted flame tip stabilized in
vertical tube were captured the imaging of flame using digital camera Canon EOS 60 Da, with image stabilizer ultrasonic EF
28-135 mm f/3.5 – 5.6 IS USM lenses, and the result is presented also in this paper.
Keywords
Flame flashback, Premix Air/LPG flame propagation , Empirical formulas.

Nomenclature
Xp
Sp
db

flame penetration distance [mm]
flame propagation velocity [mm/s]
diameter of tube [mm]

U

unburned gas velocity [mm/s]



dilution coefficient

Fr
Le
Da

Froud number
Lewis number
Damkohler number

1. INTRODUCTION
Liquefied Petroleum Gas or LPG is one of fuel which widely used for many different applications such as household needs,
motor vehicle and industries [1]. Indonesia’s government also has policy about conversion kerosene to LPG for household
need or cooking [2]. LPG consists of propane and butane which is stored in liquid form by pressurization. Liquefied petroleum
gas, or LP gas, is one of the most common alternative fuels used in the world today. In fact, in many places, it isn't an
alternative fuel at all. Beside of alternative fuel, future combustion also concern about lean premixed at which this issue brings
to fuel variability and reduce pollution. However, lean premixed burners require the flammable mixture to be prepared
upstream the combustion chamber or flashback.
Flashback is a combustion condition at which the flame propagates upstream against the gas stream into the burner tube [3-4].
This phenomena is a critical issue for premixed combustor designs because causes serious hardware damage. Flashback may
occur due to (i) boundary layer flame propagation (critical velocity gradient), (ii) turbulent flame propagation in core flow, (iii)
combustion instabilities and (iv) upstream flame propagation induced by combustion induced vortex breakdown. Flashback
due to mechanism has been studied for pure fuels [3], hydrogen blended [5-6], synthetic gas [7]. Those researches related to
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composition, gas velocity and burner variation (swirl burner). Numerical simulation on flashback phenomena also has been
investigated [8-10]. However, combustion with LPG fuel on flashback propensity is largely unknown.
In previous experiments, it has been known that fuel air mixture of LPG flame flashback getting lean have an influence that the
flame penetration distance will be smaller and caused the flame propagation velocity will be higher [11-12]. Motivated by
previous study, the following study presents flame flashback of premixed air-LPG on Pyrex tube with variation of ratio airLPG and tube’s diameter particularly for flame flashback limit. Upstream velocity and depth of penetration of flame will be
also discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The burner is a vertical Pyrex tube 0.5 m long, and having variation of inner diameter 10 mm, 15 mm and 20 mm. The mixture
of air-LPG is injected through the base of the tube. Mixture is assumed fill all of the tube.
Canon EOS 60 Da 18 megapixels is used to record flame flashback on LPG combustion. This camera has CMOS sensor with
digit 4 processor. Canon EF 28-125 IS USM is used as lens connected to the camera. The camera is placed in front of the tube
to visualize any phenomena. The shutter speed is set to 1/60s with ISO 6400.
The experiments conducted by supplying mixture air-LPG into the burner. Flow rate of air and LPG are appropriate themselves
by rotameter for air and Dwyer RMA-2” flowmeter for LPG. Rotameter is connected to Bunsen burner Flame Propagation
and Stability Unit P.A. Hilton Ltd C551 directly. Air and gas enter to Bunsen burner and then burn as shown in Pyrex tube.
Flashback is occurred when the flow rate is gradually reduced and this critical flow rate cause the flame enters the tube and
propagates along the wall. The flame movement can be stopped at any vertical location along the tube by rapidly increasing the
flow rate to a value above critical. This procedure can observe a stationary inclined flame stabilized on the wall in a velocity
gradient. Setup experiment and scheme of experiment are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2.

Fig. 1 Setup experiment

Figure 2: Scheme of experiments (by scale flow meter and rotameter)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flame propagation or flashback data were processed by convert video into still image. Result was obtained as depth
of penetration or flame penetration distance and flame propagation velocity. Software Zoombrowser EX and
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ImageJ are used to process the result. Visualization on this experiment showed that flame flashback occurred along
the wall of Pyrex tube.
Experiments on a Pyrex tube with a diameter of 10 mm showed that the reduction in the fuel flow rate does not caused a
flashback phenomena. In this experiment, the flame will show the lift-off phenomena and then followed by a blow-off flame.
The flame will be extinguished immediately. This occurrence can be seen in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Blow-off phenomena on the tube with a diameter of 10 mm
In a tube with a diameter of 15 mm and 20 mm flashback phenomena occurred in certain air-fuel ratio. Examples of
phenomena can be seen in Fig. flashback. 4.

Figure 4: Examples of flashback phenomena on the tube diameter 15 mm
Burning load versus air fuel ratio on flame flashback experiments at the fuel mass rate range 0-0.024 kg/s for the diameter tube
15 mm and 20 mm can be seen in Fig.5. The air mass rate has range 0 – 0.3766 kg/s.

Figure 5: Burning load versus air fuel ratio on flame flashback experiment
Based on Fig.5, it can be shown that the tube with a diameter of 20 mm has the greater burning load when the air fuel ratio
getting smaller as the limit of flashback phenomena. Whereas flame flashback on the tube with a diameter of 15 mm occurred
when the fuel mass rate has range 0-0.0084 kg/s. these data obtained was not as much flame flashback data on the tube with a
diameter of 20 mm.
The relationship between time and flame penetration in flashback phenomena with burner tube 15 mm and 20 mm are shown
in Fig.6 and Fig.7. In the burner tube diameter of 15 mm, different charts shown on air fuel ratio AFR = 27.016 or the mass
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rate of air 0.1305 kg / s and the rate of fuel mass 0.0048 kg / s. Meanwhile, other fuel blends show a nearly proportional
relationship.

Figure 6: Time versus flame penetration distance in diameter 15 mm
Based on Fig. 7, the greatest flame penetration distance shown in AFR = 25.564 or the air mass flow rate 0.2161 kg/s and the
fuel mass flow rate 0.0084 kg/s.

Figure 7: Time versus flame penetration distance in diameter 20 mm.
The relationship between time and flame propagation velocity on the diameter of 15 mm is shown in Fig. 8. Form of a graph is
the same as Fig. 6, only the value of the flame propagation velocity reaches 25 m/s at AFR = 29.825 or air mass flow rate
0.2161 kg/s and the mass flow rate of fuel 0.072 kg/s. Meanwhile, the smallest value at the same time shown on the graph with
the air fuel ratio AFR = 27.016 or the mass rate of air 0.1305 kg/s and the fuel mass rate of 0.0048 kg/s.

Figure 8: Time versus flame propagation velocity in diameter 15 mm
The relationship between time versus flame propagation velocity of tube diameter 20 mm is shown in Fig. 9. The greatest
flame propagation velocity occurred when AFR = 25.564 or the air mass flow rate 0.2161 kg/s and the fuel mass flow rate
0.0084 kg/s. While the smallest flame propagation velocity is shown in AFR 25.157 or air mass flow rate 0.1519 kg/s and the
mass flow rate of fuel 0.006 kg/s.
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Figure 9: Time versus flame propagation velocity in diameter 20 mm

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
From the analysis of the results is concluded:
-

-

There is no flame flashback in a tube with a diameter 10 mm, however, there was a blow-off phenomena occurred.

The relationship between time and flame penetration distance and the relationship between time and flame
propagation velocity on the tube diameter of 15 mm, has a graphic that huddled together except the AFR =
25.564 or the air mass flow rate 0.2161 kg/s and the mass flow rate of fuel 0.0084 kg/s.
Furthermore, empirical formula will be defined based on experiment data to obtained the relationship between air fuel ratio,
flame penetration distance and flame propagation velocity, include dilution coefficient,  ; Froud numbers, Fr ; and

Lewis numbers, Le.
-

Numerical simulation of flame flashback phenomena on LPG combustion will be also presented as comparison by
experiment.
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Plenary 5
Low-Carbon Pretreatment Process of Iron Ores for Green
Ironmaking
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Iron ore sintering process is a major supplier of the agglomerate burden to the blast furnace. The heat
source of the process is mainly coke and therefore it emits a certain amount of CO 2. Because of a large
mass of the sinter production, the ratio of CO2 emission in an integrated steelworks is nearly 20% and
it occupies about 3% of the total emissions in Japan. Biomass will be an alternative energy source of
the process since it is recognized as a carbon neutral fuel. Another possibility is metallic iron and
lower oxides of iron contained in mill scales. Problems when using such fuels and their possible
solutions are discussed. Further, updated technologies for the reduction of CO2 emissions in the
sintering process of iron ores are introduced.
Keywords:
sintering of iron ores, sinter, production yield, fuel, combustion, oxidation, goethite, hematite,
magnetite, coke, biomass char, reduction of CO2 emission, metallurgical properties
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ABSTRACT
So far material science is promoted by mixing of different atoms as alloys, compounds, and composites. The basic mechanism
of the processes of these materials is electronic interactions of outer-electron system of component elements and electronic
information of elements is summarized as Periodic table. The electronic interactions in these materials are classified into ionic
bonding, covalent bonding, and metallic bonding. The state of bonding between two atoms is evaluated by transfer integral of
electron wave functions, if electronic picture is approximated by atomic like one.
Growth processes of practical multi component materials are dominated by Energy, which includes two pictures; dynamical
picture includes potential energy and kinetic energy, and electromagnetic picture includes electronic energy and magnetic
energy. Quantum dynamic theory (QD) unified these two contradictive pictures as Schrödinger equation. Thus, although QD is
the most advanced tool to understand the fundamental process of materials, for understanding of processes and characteristics
of materials we use a simplified picture of electronic structures. In the case of application of outer-core electron systems of
component elements, the energy for growth or synthesis is Thermal level, less than 0.25 eV. On the other hand, in that of innercore electron systems the energy is much higher than the thermal level, which will be higher than ~10 eV. The most apparent
proof of the collision processes related to the inner-core electron system is that the reaction probabilities of inner-core electron
systems depend on the discreet energies of the electron systems. Besides the transition probability of an electron between the
initial state to the final state should obey the selection rule. From thesereasons, the experimental results should clearly show
discreet energy dependences.
For obtaining the apparent discreet energy dependences of the condensate, the production after the collision should be
quenched and fixed the result of the reaction. We propose the surface ion recombination process on the insulative substrate for
these requests. Following is the summery of the procedures and the result of condensation of inner-core electron excited zinc
films
Boundary conditions for correlated condensation of excited zinc atoms.
In ion recombination process, Zn- ions are fixed on the Al2O3 substrate with 6.5 diameter by using positive bias potential. The
density of Zn- ions shows concentric distribution. The electric field generated by the negative charge is perpendicular to the
surface, parallel component of the electric field is cancelled each other.Therefore, ion recombination on the substrate surface
produces the oriented condensateperpendicular to the growth surface.
Energy dependence of the condensation processes.
Total energy of the ion recombination process is controlled by the bias potential of the substrate. The substrate surface is
electrified by the incident electrons up to the same potential energy with the inverse potential. Electron configurations of Znand Zn+ are (Ar)3d10 4s24p and (Ar)3d104s1 , respectively. These electron states are the final states of inner-core electron states
which are excited. Quantum dynamic selection rule, l=±1, select transition path of an excited electron. We observed
enhanced condensation processes at 10 eV, 90 eV, 100 eV, 140 eV, and 230 eV.
Crystal structures of the condensates.
Strong diffuse scattering of X-ray diffraction intensities were observed at the condensations with 10 eV, 90 eV, 100 eV and
230 eV. Enhanced Bragg diffraction intensities of X-ray were observed 10 eV, 100 eV, 140 eV and 230 eV. From analysis of
these results,enhancements of diffuse scattering were induced by the transition from 3p (90 eV) state of Zn atom to 4s1 in Zn+,
and the enhancements of Bragg diffraction were induce by that to 4p state of Zn- from 3d (10eV) or 3s (140 eV), respectively.
Electronic structures of the condensates.
Unique energy dependences of X-ray diffraction intensity show single excitation process and double one. We confirmed the
electronic structure of the condensates by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). We confirmed inner-core excited
states of zinc atom in the case of double excitations only. The lifetime of the excited state induced by the single excitation
process is too short to confirm by XPS. Three excited states were found, 3d10L, 3d9, 3d8, which are the state of electron transfer
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from the ligand to 3d9, one electron excited 3d state, and two electron excited 3d state, respectively. Excited states depend on
the density of excited zinc atoms, carbon and oxygen as ligands.
Morphology of the condensates.
Morphologies of the condensates depend on the total energy of the ion recombination. Grain size of the condensates is roughly
proportional to the total energy because the average charge density is proportional to the energy of incident electrons. The
microcrystal condensed at off resonant conditions show hexagonal morphology, however, that at double excitation cases show
modified edge structure like Wulff’spattern. The patterns of platelets strongly depend on the substrate temperature.
Deformation of the condensates.
X-ray diffraction intensities and XPS spectra show time dependence at room temperature. This is because of the existence of
fluidity of the condensates. The condensation process includes high energy process and the products of ion recombination are
quenched. The high internal energy state is easily speculated from the strong diffuse scattering of X-ray. Therefore as grown
condensates at double excitation processes are in a high energy state and showed long-term relaxation process in diffuse
scattering intensity of X-ray diffraction, whose lifetime was confirmed as around 44 weeks.
The condensate is not homogeneous because of the charge density distribution induced by bias potential and geometrical
condition of the substrate. After one year from the deposition, the condensates showed decomposition into liquid like materials
and thin solid plates. The shapes of liquid type materials are very similar to “ highviscous oil” with disk type
morphology.Solid thin plate showed unique characteristics, which deformed by electron irradiation with 5 keV and 3x1019 cm2
electron irradiation density. The penetration depth of electron with 5 keV is 6 nm. We estimated the Young’s modulus of the
thin plate with 1 m in thickness. The derived Young’s modulus was the order of liquid level.
Recrystalized microcrystals, ~0.05x2x0.6 m3, showed unique behaviors by electron irradiation with 5 keV and electron
irradiation density >1019/cm2. As increasing the density of electron irradiation, the microcrystal slightly bent and vibrated
slowly and then melted from the top of the microcrystal. This behavior is very similar to the melt of plastic stick or glass stick.
After growth of the droplet, a new microcrystal with almost the same size regrew, finally this new crystal stopped the growth
under the electron irradiation.
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ABSTRACT
In view to develop gas sensors, a first generation of lead-free thin films was deposited by different techniques on commercial
Si and Al2O3 substrates. During our research project, the correlation between the micro structure of films, the structure of the
embedded sensors and the applied temperature range, is being studied. In the first year, doped and undoped BaTiO3, KNbO3
and ZnO thin films have been deposited by sol-gel and PLD techniques. BT and BST films have shown a polycrystalline
structure with very fine and regular grains, while disoriented grains with an average size ranging from 50 to 200 nm were
observed on the KNbO3 film surface, and ZnO films exhibited a columnar growth. All films were characterized and finally
embedded to make semiconductor gas sensors which have been tested under different gases. In this first generation of sensors,
ZnO sensors have shown encouraging preliminary results under CO and H2S gases.
Keywords
Thin films, lead-free oxide, sensor, gas.
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Crystallographic Properties of Aluminum-doped Barium Zirconium
Titanate Thin Films by Sol Gel Process
Rachmat Andika and Muhammad Hikam
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ABSTRACT
We studied the crystallographic of Barium Zirconium Titanate thin films with Aluminum doped (BZAT). These films were
prepared by sol-gel process and followed by spin coating. The sintering temperature is taken from 800 oC to 900 oC. We found
that the crystallographic system of BZAT thin films have tetragonal structure with the lattice parameter slightly changed by
various Aluminum partial substitution. When 0.01 Al mole added, the grain size of the films is 29.42 nm at 800 oC. The
sintering temperature 900 oC increased the grain size into 50.95 nm. We also calculated the spontaneous polarization
theoritically and we found the optimum value of BZT thin film with 0.01 mole Al heated at800 oC, is 0.143 C/m2. This way, we
could predict that the film has ferroelectric phase.
Keywords
BZT, ferroelectric, sol gel, grain size, tetragonality, spontaneous polarization
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ABSTRACT
Quasi-solid state dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) having bilayer structure were made by using nanocrystalline anatase-rutile
TiO2 to enhance the photovoltaic performance. The bilayer structures were coated to FTO glass using doctor blade technique
with total active area of 0.4 cm2. Cyanidin dye extracted from mangosteen pericarp was used as photosensitizer. Bilayer
anatase-anatase was formed with surface area of 99.9 m2/g and pore volume of 0.23 cc/g while anatase-rutile structure has
surface area of 103.5 m2/g and pore volume of 0.21 cc/g. Overall energy conversion efficiencies under illumination of 10
mW/cm2 of 0.461% and 0.1365% were achieved for DSSC employing anatase-anatase and anatase-rutile TiO2 structure,
respectively. Both efficiencies were higher than that of monolayer anatase and rutile TiO2 structure whose efficiencies in the
range of 0.02% to 0.037%. The photocurrent action spectra of bilayer structures performed high efficiency spectrum in the
wavelength range of 420 – 480 nm owing to cyanidin effect of dye.
Keywords
Quasi-solid state DSSC, bilayer TiO2, anatase, rutile, cyanidin, IPCE
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Atomic Layer Deposition of Inverse Opals for Solar Cell Applications
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ABSTRACT
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique shows superior application in the fabrication of TiO2 inverse opals (IO), compared
with conventional infiltration method. In the present report, the gradient and uniform TiO2 IO structures were infiltrated by
ALD method in a continuous-flow and internally developed stop-flow process, respectively. The corresponding optical and
optoelectrical properties of TiO2 IO structures were investigated. The prepared uniform IO structure of 288 nm was used as a
photoanode for dye-sensitized solar cells. An efficiency of 2.22% was achieved, which was much higher than that of prepared
by conventional solution-infiltration method. It is indicated that ALD method is an effective approach for fabricating TiO2 IO
photoanode.
Keywords
Atomic layer deposition, TiO2 inverse opal, solar cell
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Modifications of Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes on Zinc Oxide
Nanostructures for Carbon Monoxide (CO) Gas Sensitive Layer
Muhammad Iqbal, Brian Yuliarto and Nugraha
Engineering Physics Department, Faculty of Industrial Technology, Institut Teknologi Bandung, Indonesia 40132
Email: brian@tf.itb.ac.id

ABSTRACT
A novel functional material has been synthesized by modification of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) with
nanostructured zinc oxide (ZnO). Multi-walled carbon nanotubes have unique electronic and photonic properties, as well as
nanostructured zinc oxide [1]. Both have advantages when combined as to provide a material with extremely high surface
area-to-volume ratio, which is required for the sensor structure. So far, CNT-based gas sensors have been investigated for the
detection of H2, N2, NO2, and NH3 [2]. In this study, modification of multi-walled carbon nanotubes with nanostructured zinc
oxide is conducted by simple screen printing and ultrasonic spray pyrolysis (USP) methods, which consists of the fabrication of
MWNTs paste, the formation of ZnO sol, and calcination. The deposited thin films are then characterized using several
characterization techniques, such as X-ray diffraction and SEM. The performance testing of the sample as a CO gas sensitive
layer has also been investigated and the measurement results on 100 ppm CO gas exposure at 250oC showed the sample had a
sensitivity of 85%, response time of 5 minutes and recovery time of 20 minutes.
Keywords
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes, zinc oxide, nanostructure, gas sensor, carbon monoxide
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An investigation of structure and Complex Impedance Behavior of
Composite (1-x)Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe11.7Mn0.15Ti0.15 / xLa0.7Ba0.3MnO3
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ABSTRACT
Has done an investigation on composite materials (1-x)Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe11.7Mn0.15Ti0.15 / xLa0.7Ba0.3MnO3 with conventional ceramic
method. Investigations carried out on the structure and the complex impedance of materials using X-ray diffraction patterns,
SEM, and impedance spectroscopy. Data from XRD, SEM showed that the phase (1-x)Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe11.7Mn0.15Ti0.15 /
xLa0.7Ba0.3MnO3 contained in the composite material according to the ratio of material to move x = 0, x = 0.3, x = 0.5, x = 0.7,
x = 1. From the pattern of impedance spectroscopy shows that x = 0.5 and x = 0.7 has a value of complex impedance and
pattern forming semicircle in the frequency range between 1 kHz to 1MHz.
Keywords
Composite material, complex impedance, barium hexaferrite, mechanical alloying, electrical charge transport,
electromagnetic wave absorber.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the possibility of 100 W sustainable society. From the analysis of historical data of electrical power consumption in
Japanese society, it is shown that100 W society with adequate electrical products existed in 1970s. The most important key for realizing 100
W society is the life style which live together with family, total four persons. This model was confirmed by the present situation in Hioki city,
which showed the similar electrical power consumption, 106 W for a home of four persons.

Keywords
Sustainability, Electrical power consumption, Life style

1. Introduction
Recently we can find the word “Sustainability” in many fields. The meaning of this word includes the warning or risk for
our present society [1]. The developed countries are making the new program to answer the demands and requests for
improving our environment [2]. Our societies notice the unsustainability of the Earth, which is accelerating environmental
degradation, loss of biodiversity, shortage of energy, etc, for next generation.
In this report, we discuss the history of electrical energy consumption in Japanese society for discussing a model for
sustainable society in near future. The reason why we pick up the electrical energy consumption as an index to analyze the
sustainability is that the electrical power consumption is proportional to the industrial activity and related to the life style of a
family.
Electrical power consumption indicates the economic growth condition of the society. We report the history of electrical
power consumption of Japanese society from 1951 to 2011. In these period, Japanese society had five big economic crises; 1st
oil shock[3], 2nd oil shock[4], collapse of bubble economy[5], Lehman Shock[6], and East Japan earthquake
(FUKUSHIMA)[7].
Electrical power consumption (EPC) is separated into industrial use and home use. The total electrical power consumption
of home use increases almost linearly year by year in japan. On the other hand, that of industrial use directly reflects the
economic conditions. Firstly we discuss on the correlation of the electrical power consumptions between Industrial use and
home one in Japanese society, in which the most important change is the decrease of EPCs in both industry and home after
FUKUSHIMA. The other past economic crises showed a linear model between industrial use and home use, in which the
ration of EPCs between industry and home increased linearly.
We discuss one index related to EPC for the sustainable society, which is the electrical power consumption per person
(EPCPP). The maximum EPCPP in Japan was 270W at 2010 just before FUKUSHIMA. On the other hand, EPCPP in
Indonesia is 20 W. Now, recent economic growth rate in Indonesia suggests the same GDP level as Japan near 2050[8].
The shortage of fossil energies is very clear if we consume energy in the same rate. Especially energy consumption in Asia
area is increasing rapidly because of economic growth. In this report we want to discuss our sustainable society for next
generation and make clear what we should do in our daily life or how we can change our life style. This will be one duty for
our next generation. Discussion points are followings;
1) Correlation between EPCPP and number of family in one home
2) Number of electrical products and essential electrical products
3) Electrical energy management and storage of electrical energy
4) Peak shift of electrical energy consumption

2. Electrical Power Consumption in Japan during 1951 to 2011
Electrical power consumption reflects the economic growth condition and life style of the nation because the electrical
energy is easily transferred to the other usages with high conversion efficiency. Figure 1 shows EPCs of industrial use and
home use during 1951 to 2011[9]. Home use and business use are classified by the maximum electrical current of the contact,
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in home use Ihome < 60 A and in business use Ibusiness > 60 A. Industrial use is classified by input voltage, which is higher than
6000V.
Industrial use shows clearly the influences of economic crises. The 1st oil crisis due to the 4th Middle East War at 1973
induced the shortage of oil supply and the increase of the price of oil, which suppresses EPC in industry and business uses. The
typical examples of suppresses of EPC are stop of escalators in departments, shortening of lighting time of street illuminations,
closing gas station at Sunday, change of the schedule of the last train, shortening of the time of broadcasts, etc. However, EPC
of home use increased gradually even though industrial use showed the very sharp decrease.
The 2nd oil crisis due to Islamic Revolution in Iran at 1979 showed a similar dependence in industrial use as the 1st oil
crisis. This is the effect of training of the 1st oil crisis and the start of the movements of saving energy, development of high
efficiency products including the low cost items. In this second economic crisis EPC of home use showed small change which
correlated to the industrial use more strongly, which suggests the expansion of the movement of saving energy in home use.
After the decrease of economic depression of USA, the EPC of industrial use increased with almost the same rate before the 1st
oil crisis until the disintegration of the bubble economy of Japan. This is an important index for the sustainability of the
society which suggests that the high growth rate of EPC will induce an economic crisis.
The EPC of home use decreased the growth rate fifty percent. After three years from the end of bubble economy, EPC of
industrial use increased gradually until Lehman shock at 2008. The EPC of industrial use after Lehman shock showed negative
growth rate with -350 million kWh per year, which is the biggest decrease of EPC. On the other hand EPC of home use
increased with almost the same rate before Lehman shock. The correlation of EPCs between industrial use and home use
suggests the change of the society. The characteristic of EPCs in recent three years shows clear positive correlation. This
feature is very unique which has never seen before.

Figure 1: Electrical power consumptions of industrial use and
home use. Industrial use includes business use.

3. Correlation of EPCs in Industrial Use and Home Use
The simplest method to show the correlation between two quantities is to use the ration between them. Figure 2a shows
the ratio of EPCs of industrial use and home use. Wr is the ration of Wh/Wi, in which Wh and Wi indicate the EPCs of home use
and industrial use, respectively. The EPC ratio Wr shows the minimum at 1960, indicated by Y1, and increased rapidly until
Y2 at 1966 and decreased gradually until Y3 at 1970. These relations are impossible to see from Fig.1directly. The structure
after Y3 is almost linear except for A1, which is after Lehman shock.
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Figure 2a: Ration of EPCs of home use and industrial
use, Wr = Wh/Wi, where Wh, Wi are EPCs
of home use and industrial use, respectively.
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Figure 2b: Change of number of pupils at
Sumiyoshi elementary school.
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The first decrease of Wr is due to the growth of EPC of
industrial use relative to that of home use. The rapid increase of Wr
during Y1 to Y2 suggests a big change in Japanese society. Figure
2b show the change of number of the pupils at Sumiyoshi
elementary school in Kagoshima, Japan during 1890-2010.
Approximately the number of pupils was constant in 1920-1960.
Then the number of pupils rapidly decreased to 60 % in the period
of 1960 and 1970. The increase of Wr and the decrease of number of
pupils are correlated with each other. The decrease of number of
pupils is due to the immigration of peoples who live in rural
communities to cities. The gradual increase of Wr from 1970
suggests the relation with the gradual linear decrease of population
in rural side. Although Figure 2b is an example of one elementary
Figure 3: Expanded view of the EPC ratio Wr
school, this example is a typical one which shows that there was a
of A-1 in Fig. 2a. This area suggests recent
large immigration of people from rural side to urban side for
unique changes due to different factors.
supporting the labors of newly constructed companies in 1960-1970.
From these correlations between EPCs and the immigration
from rural area to urban area we propose a model to explain a main factor dominating EPC. The minimum unit for EPC is
“Home” and the number of persons per home dominates the practical EPC. The immigration to urban side from rural one
induces the increase of the number of minimum home of one person. This model is applicable to the developing period of the
society.
A-1 area in Fig. 2a is slightly different from the other area in it because, although the population of Japan is almost
constant the ratio Wr of EPCs shows relatively large change. Figure 3 shows expanded view of A-1 area in Fig. 2a. The kink at
Y5, 2005, is due to the decrease of EPC of home use because there is no kink in EPC of industrial use. This curve is classified
into two area indicated by lines C and D.
The line C suggests the week correlation between EPCs of industry and home in spite of individual small each changings.
One reason of the kink at Y5 may be the start of ecological movement in the society. The steep increase of Wr in the line D is
related to Lehman crisis, in which EPC of industrial use decreased suddenly. The EPC of home use in the line D was almost
constant. The transition area between the line C and D suggests the mind of the society for constructing new stage in their daily
life. The last two years in Fig. 3 is very unique. The EPC of home use became the maximum at 2010. In 2011 March, East
Japan Great Earthquake occurred. The EPC ratios in these two years were the same magnitude. This is due to the same time
dependence of each EPCs. The same dynamic characteristic is the result of a common factor. Although these two years are
very short period to get important conclusion, its meaning is very important because of the stable balance of Japanese society.

4. EPCPPs in the Present World
We think the history of EPC in Japan is a model for developing countries in near future. The EPCPPs in different
countries were summarized in Fig. 4 as a histogram. EPCPPs distribute in the range of 1W to 1688 W. The countries of high
energy consumption are the countries with rich energy resources like water power or oil [11].
The global average of EPCPP is 90 W and the peak of the histogram located at 101-200 W. The present EPCPPs of Japan
and Indonesia are 265 W and 20 W, respectively. The EPCPP of Indonesia is the same level of Japan at early stage of 1960s.
We can speculate the EPCPP of home use in Indonesia in near future by using the present model if we can get the change of
the number of persons of individual home. For sustainable society in really near future we propose the target EPCPP as 100W.
The reason is very clear because 100 W is the middle of the global average rate and the peak of the histogram of EPCPP, that
is, it is easy to shift the value of global average to 100 W in a meaning of statistics.

Figure 4: Electrical power consumption per person
(EPCPP) in countries at 2010.[11]
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5. 100 W Sustainable Society
Another reason of 100 W is a practical meaning of life style of Japan. For Japanese society, EPCPP of 100 W was
achieved at 1978. This era was the time with high growth rate of economy, which is very similar to the present Indonesian
economy; problems of waste material managements and shortage of future energy. The table 1 is the saturation level of
electrical products for home uses at 1978 and 2010. The electrical products of high diffusion rates higher than 95 % were
refrigerator, washing machine, color TV, and vacuum cleaner. These electrical machines are symbolic electrical products of
the modern electrified society. Recent energy saving techniques suppress the electrical power consumption more than 50 % as
shown in Table 1. These new techniques assist the possibility for the uses of new electrical products for next generation.
Diffusio n
Rate (% )
1978

Diffusio n
Rate (% )
2010

ࠉ Rice Co o ke r

56

89

ࠉ Re frige rato r

99

99

ࠉ Washing Machine

98

99

ࠉ Co lo r Te le visio n

98

99

ࠉ Vacuum-cle ane r

95

99

ࠉ Air-co nditio ning

30

89

ࠉ Micro wave Ove n

28

97

0

8

Pro duct

Ele ctric H o twate r Syste m

Ene rgy-saving

2001э 2010
 ڸ65%
1995э 2005
 ڸ75%
1997э 2012
 ڸ70%

2001э 2011
 ڸ14%

Table 1: Electrical power consumption per person
(EPCPP) in many countries at 2010. Diffusion rate
of products and information about electrical
energy saving. [10,12,13]
The main reason of the increase of EPCPP from 100 W to 265 W is the increase of the electrical products related to heat
loads; electric hot-water system, microwave oven, air-conditioner, rice cooker, etc. especially EPC of electrical hot-water
system is very high, which is introduced to improve the electrical power supply from the power plant. For future life we have
to improve the system for hot water supply by using solar heat energy.
The products using heat energy have another effect which means the function to store the energy. The hot water system
keep hot water without the power supply for several hours and refrigerator keep the foods cool for a few hours. This function is
the same as a capacitor for electrical system. The present data on thermal insulation are not adequate for future sustainable
society, which should be improved by ourselves.
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Table 2: EPCPP and number
of persons in a home in Hioki,
Japan and Depok in Indonesia.
EPCPP depends on the number of persons in the home. Table 2 shows the data of EPCPP of Hioki city in Japan. Hioki
city is located in rural area 25 km from the capital of Kagoshima prefecture. EPCPP linearly decreases almost linearly. If we
apply linear model, we obtain the model EPCPP (W) as follows,
EPCPP = 234.5 – 30.4N

(1),
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where N is the number of persons who live in one home and the error is 10 %. This result shows the real energy consumption
of one person in the home is 30.4 W. At the present time although the average EPCPP in Japan is 265 W, if four persons live in
one home EPCPP decreases to 105 W. The EPCPP at 1978 in Japan was 100 W and the number of persons in one home was
3.5 persons. If we admit 15% error for the model, 100 W sustainable society will be possible by the home where four persons
live together. EPCPP in Indonesia is relatively lower than Japanese case. Average value of EPCPP is 20 W. The denoted data
of Indonesia in the table is average of very small resources. We need data more for making plan for future sustainable society
in Indonesia.

6. Conclusion
We analyzed the historical time dependence of EPC of Japanese society. The industrial use, which include business use,
was strongly reflected by the economic situation, however, that of home use was insensitive to economic crises except for the
case in 2010-2011. In the first stage of economic growth, the immigration of laborers from rural area to urban area makes
EPCPP increase rapidly. This is the first point which we have to think the change of life style and energy consumption. The
second point is the ration of EPCs between home use and industrial use. EPC ratio, Wr, clearly indicated the difference of time
dependence of both EPCs. This measure quantity suggests the correlation of EPCs between industrial use and home use. From
the result of Wr we can obtain a model with constant EPCs ratio, which means the balanced society between home and industry.
The reason of 100 W is the relation of life style which was expressed by the high diffusion rate of main electrical products.
In 1978, Japanese society achieved to the first stage of improvement of the life style by the electrification. The average number
of persons in a home was 3.5 and the electrical power consumption at that time was 100 W. We confirmed the relation between
EPCPP and number of persons in one home as life style of Japanese society at 2012. Surprisingly, EPCPP of the home with
four persons was 106 W. These results exactly suggest that 100 W sustainable society is possible.
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ABSTRACT
The emergence of white layer in each process of Electric Discharge Machining (EDM) became the focus of attention of the
experts. It’s harder than the base metal would be advantageous to withstand friction engine components, such as the plastic
molding industry. From various studies it has been reported that the increase in the value of hardness of white layer either due
to migration of the electrode material and dielectric fluid to the white layer. This paper discusses the influence of electrodes
Cu, CuCr and graphite as well as jatrophacurcas dielectric fluid to the surface of the material SKD 61, microhardness of the
white layer, Tool Wear Rate (TWR) of Material Removal Rate (MRR), Surface roughness (Ra) and the microstructure. Initial
studies conducted are the transesterification and characterization of jatrophacurcas to determine the dielectric strength and the
content of metal elements. Furthermore, the EDM testing is done to dies steel of SKD 61 using the electrodes of Cu, CuCr and
Graphite.The use of jatrophacurcas yield the best MRR when using Graphite electrodes followed Cu last CuCr. While the
smallest TWR produced by Cu electrode, CuCr and then the highest is Graphite. The relative wear which is the ratio TWR with
MRR, for the three types of electrodes are always great at small current then decreases and then tends to be stable with the
increase of electric current. Jatrophacurcas for the three types of electrodes provide higher TWR than kerosene. This means
that migration of materials is beneficial because larger material, but in terms of the geometric accuracy of the product can lead
to decreasing of dimensional tolerances.Vickers hardness values of white layer is achieved by CuCr electrodes, Graphite
lowest. Microstructural observation results of EDM white layer using graphite electrodes produce a more uniform thickness
than the white layer using Cu and CuCr electrodes.The conclusion of this study that jatrophacurcas can be used as a dielectric
fluid in EDM process, because electrode wear during EDM process is relatively high compared to kerosene that is mean more
profitable in the surface treatment process of dies steel of SKD 61.
Keywords
EDM, metal removal rate, tool wear rate, jatrophacurcas, SKD 61
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ABSTRACT
In metal forming process by die casting method, nitriding plays an important role in increasing the life of dies and good quality
product. Innovation surface treatment processes performed before nitriding aims to improve the efficiency and depth of nitride
layer on Modified H13 Steel. Nitriding has done in a gas vacuum furnace, at temperature of 510oC for 5 hours. Shot peening
has done by using steel balls with a pressure of 461 kPa. Shot blasting has done as a method of cleaning the material surface
using SiC particles. Characterization of the sample surface before and after the variation process is focused on changing the
microstructure, micro hardness distribution, and depth and composition nitriding layer. Of the process that preceded nitriding
shot peening, obtained maximum hardness 1196 HV with effective depth of diffusion layer of 72 μm. This value is greater than
the nitriding without any prior surface treatment, which produces a maximum hardness HV 1101.4 with effective depth of
diffusion layer of 54 μm. Variation nitriding by shot peening process produces white layer thickness 4.1 μm; thicker than
nitriding without shot peening process 3.7 μm. While on nitriding that are not preceded treatment did not reveal any white
surface layer.
Keywords:
Nitriding, shot peening, shot blasting, AISI H13, white layer, diffusion layer.
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ABSTRACT.
In this study, the optimization of material removal rate (MRR) and surface roughness (SR) simultaneously in a WEDM process
by using Taguchi method with fuzzy logic has been applied. The Wire EDM process parameters (flushing pressure, on time,
open voltage, off time and servo voltage) were optimized with considerations of multiple performance characteristics, i.e.,
MRR and SR. Based on the Taguchi method, an L18 mixed-orthogonal array table was chosen for the experiments. Fuzzy
reasoning of the multiple performance characteristics has been developed based on fuzzy logic, which then converted into a
fuzzy reasoning grade or FRG. As a result, the optimization of complicated multiple performance characteristics was
transformed into the optimization of single response performance index. Experimental results have shown that machining
performance characteristics of Wire EDM process can be improved effectively through the combination of Taguchi method
and fuzzy logic.
Keywords:
Taguchi, fuzzy logic, wire EDM, material removal rate, surface roughness, AISI D2
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ABSTRACT
Application of a light-weight material, such as an aluminum alloy, on a turbine impeller can enhance the efficiency of an
Organic Rankine Cycle power plant that operates at temperatures below 150 oC. The density of an aluminum alloy only onethird that of steel. However, increased strength of aluminum alloys is needed for turbine impeller qualification. Investment
casting was chosen to produce radial inflow turbine impeller due to their complex geometry and precision. It can replace
machining process, which is time-consuming and less efficient because of material removal. This study describes the
investment casting process used to produce a radial inflow impeller turbine. The study also identifies defects, microstructures
and properties of radial inflow turbine impeller. The turbine impeller were produced from Al-7Si-4Mg alloy with 0.38, 3.82,
and 6.0 wt. % Cu. Visual examination showed that the turbine impeller was free of macro defects and misruns.
Microstructures were characterized by Optical Microscopy and SEM. The structures consisted of α-Al, Si eutectic, AlMgSi,
AlMgFeSi (Chinese script) and CuAl2. The higher hardness value of 54HRB was affected by Cu content due to the good
mechanical properties of fasa CuAl2
Keywords
Investment casting, aluminum alloys, turbine impeller, organic rankine cycle
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of research on the manufacturing of steam turbine blade by using investment casting
technology. Metal forming technology with precision casting process or investment casting is the right technology for the
manufacture of turbine blades, because it can produce casting products that has advantages in size and shape accuracy,
surface finish and the ability to produce thin casting, which the usually foundry can not be done. The purpose of this research
is to produce a good quality of the casting products as an effort to reduce import dependency of steam turbine blade and to be
the alternative way of making steam turbine blades in Indonesia, in addition to the machining process. Based on the
experimentation trial implemented on casting products of stainless steel 304, the result indicates that the injection temperature
for the wax NF-411 and optimal nozzle in hydraulic injection machine are 64oC and 30oC, injection pressure 1.75 MPa and
injection time 9 seconds. The best casting induction furnace achieved at temperature 1.620oC as for to the number of ceramic
mould coat which is good to be obtained at 7 layers. The testing results show that: (1) chemical composition meet the existing
standard, (2) hardness 160 HB, (3) shrinkage 2.83%.
Keywords
Investment casting, steam turbine blade, stainless steel 304
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ABSTRACT
Application of a light-weight material, such as an aluminum alloy, on a turbine impeller can enhance the efficiency of an
Organic Rankine Cycle power plant that operates at temperatures below 150 oC. The density of an aluminum alloy only onethird that of steel. However, increased strength of aluminum alloys is needed for turbine impeller qualification. Investment
casting was chosen to produce radial inflow turbine impeller due to their complex geometry and precision. It can replace
machining process, which is time-consuming and less efficient because of material removal. This study describes the
investment casting process used to produce a radial inflow impeller turbine. The study also identifies defects, microstructures
and properties of radial inflow turbine impeller. The turbine impeller were produced from Al-7Si-4Mg alloy with 0.38, 3.82,
and 6.0 wt. % Cu. Visual examination showed that the turbine impeller was free of macro defects and misruns.
Microstructures were characterized by Optical Microscopy and SEM. The structures consisted of -Al, Si eutectic, AlMgSi,
AlMgFeSi (Chinese script) and CuAl2. The higher hardness value of 54HRB was affected by Cu content due to the good
mechanical properties of fasa CuAl2
Keywords
Investment casting, aluminum alloys, turbine impeller, organic rankine cycle
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ABSTRACT
The RERTR Program (Reduced Enrichment in Research and Test Reactors) is an attempt to utilize uranium fuel enriched
below 20% for nuclear research reactors. Since the program was launched by the United States in 1978, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has recommended that UxSiy alloys, particularly U3Si2 and U3Si compounds, be used to fuel
nuclear research reactors with uranium loading rate up to 4.8 gU/cm3. Unfortunately, there are difficulties in reprocessing
U3Si2 and U3Si compounds due to the Si content. To overcome this problem, the IAEA initiated international cooperation to
find the best solution in the development of new nuclear fuels to substitute the UxSiy alloys. In order to synthesize nuclear fuel
containing high loading of uranium, research in developing uranium nitride (UN) from uranium metal has been conducted by
reacting the massive uranium metal with hydrogen gas at a temperature of 573 K followed by dehydriding at a temperature of
773 K under vacuum pressure and nitriding at a temperature of 1073 K by introducing nitrogen gas in the reaction chamber.
The X-ray diffraction analysis results showed that the hydriding process caused the uranium metal to turn into a stable
compound, UH3, which was identified by the changes of the massive shapes into fine metal powders. Dehydriding process at a
temperature of 773 K caused the UH3 compound to decompose into U metal powders, and when the metal powders were
reacted with N2 gas at 1073 K a stable phase identified as UN was formed. The results showed that it is possible to produce
UN powders by hydriding, dehydriding, and nitriding process, although special handling of UH3 and UN powders is required
due to their pyrophoric nature.
Keywords
UN, UH3, hydriding, dehydriding, gas nitriding
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ABSTRACT
Appropriate technology is widely recognized as a good solution in providing alternative technology for underdeveloped people
who live in a very limited circumstance. However, it is often seen as an idea without clear explanation from engineering
perspective. One of critical process in appropriate technology design process is materials selection. This study aims to provide
applied logic for selecting materials in the design process. The logic is constructed by surveying previous notions from
researchers. Reasoning techniques are explored by using design thinking. This study reveals that there are four focuses which
must be applied to find sufficient materials for an appropriate technology. This study also concludes that, unlike pure
engineering efforts which tend to substitute materials given in a technology design with locally available ones, appropriate
technology start from existing resources to produce its design. It requires soft selection by involving local people in exploring
any potential materials which already available in their own area. By looking at previous studies which tended to ignore the
contribution from local people in exploring potential materials, this study embraces their involvement and then emcourages
insights for further research around it.
Keywords
Materials selection, appropriate technology, design thinking, four focuses
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ABSTRACT
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is an inorganic semiconductor material which has been widely studied due to its various potential
applications. Over the past decades, one-dimensional (1-D) nanostructures such as nanowires and nanorods have stimulated
significant scientific interests because of their unique properties in comparison to bulk materials. For the application of dye
sensitized solar cell (DSSC), 1-D ZnO nanostructures are more desired than the spherical nanoparticles since the former
provides ballistic effect leading to faster electron transfer which in turn can increase the device performance. Motivated by this
consideration, in the current study ZnO nanorods were deposited on ITO glass substrate via chemical bath deposition (CBD)
process where the seeding solution was prepared at 0oC. In order to increase their crystallinity and optical properties, the asdeposited ZnO nanorods were subjected to post-hydrothermal treatment at 150oC for 3, 6 and 9 hours. The scanning electron
microscope (SEM) analysis revealed that the ZnO nanorods were successfully grown as vertically-aligned hexagonal structure,
while the X-ray diffraction (XRD) study showed that the intensity of (002) crystal plane is the highest peak for all nanorod
samples. The optical study by UV-Vis spectroscopy showed that the absorption edge of the as-deposited sample was slightly
red-shifted to visible region after post-hydrothermal treatment. The ZnO nanorods sample derived from post-hydrothermal
treatment for 6 hours provided the optimum nanostructural characteristics with an average diameter of 228 nm, crystallite size
of 27.97 nm and the band gap energy, Eg, of 3.12 eV.
Keywords
ZnO nanorods, low temperature seeding solution, chemical bath deposition, post-hydrothermal treatment
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ABSTRACT
In the present work, ZnO nanorods array were successfully grown on ITO substrate via chemical bath deposition method
(CBD). The seeding solution was prepared at low temperature (0oC) using zinc nitrate tetrahydrate and
hexamethylenetetramine. The as-deposited ZnO nanorods were hexagonal wurtzite structure growing vertically on the
substrate. Various reaction times from 3 to 5 hours were applied upon the CBD process at 90oC. The results showed that the
duration of reaction time has affected the nanorods array properties. With the increase of reaction time from 3 to 5 hours has
increased the diameter and crystallite size of nanorods from 325 to 583 nm, and from 22.68 to 34.28 nm. As a result, the band
gap energy, Eg of ZnO nanorods decreased from 3.63 to 3.13 eV.
Keywords
ZnO nanorods, high coverage, chemical bath deposition, growing solution, low temperature
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ABSTRACT

A shaft of electric motor fin-fan cooler failed after two years operation. The inspection revealed that the v-belt attached on the
electric motor loosed before the failure occurred. Visual investigation results showed the brittle fracture with less plastic
deformation. Multiple crack origins observed on the edge of the shaft indicates that the more than one stress concentration
generated within the shaft. Microstructure observation revealed fine grain on the edge and become coarse into the center of the
shaft. The hardness test results were in good agreement to the microstructure observation where the edge are is harder than the
center. Fractography using SEM revealed inclusions located within the shaft and some inclusions are clustered on the area
where the cracks initiate to propagate. The presence of intermetallic inclusions was identified by microanalysis using EDS.
Inclusions that are brittle in nature become stress concentrations for the operating load since its properties is close to ceramic.
The presence of fine grain and inclusions on the edge of the shaft become detrimental to the shaft properties and the presence
of fine grain aggravate the failure for its effect according to Hall-Petch theory.
Keywords:
Failure analysis, electric motor shaft, brittle, intermetallic, stress concentration, fatigue.
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Performance of Natural Carotenoids from Musa aromatica and Citrus
medica var Lemon as Photosensitizers for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells with
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ABSTRACT
Several natural dyes have been extracted from tropical fruit shells such as Musa aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon fruit
shells. The resulting dyes have been used as sensitizer at dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC). The main pigments, which are
carotenoids, was obtained by extraction and purification at dark room. Ethanol and water are used as solvents. The dyes have
been characterized through UV–Vis spectrophotometer. The thin ﬁlm of TiO2 anatase has been sintered at 450oC to enhance
ﬁlm compactness. According to the experimental results, the DSSC conversion eƥciency which has been prepared by
carotenoid dye from Musa aromatica fruit shell extract is 0.21%, 0.614 V of open-circuit voltage (VOC), 0,280 of short-circuit
current density (JSC) mA/cm2, 56 μW of maximum power (Pmax) and 0.43 of ﬁll factor (FF). Then, the DSSC conversion
eƥciency which has been prepared by carotenoid dye from Citrus medica var Lemon fruit shell extract is 0.05%, 0.460 V of
VOC, 0.093 mA/cm2 of JSC, 14 μW of Pmax and 0.44 of FF. The measurement of I-V curve demonstrated that carotenoid was
potential component as sensitizer for DSSC.
Keywords
Dye Sensitized Solar Cell, photosensitizer, natural carotenoid, purification
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ABSTRACT
Barium titanate BaTiO3 (BTO) - barium hexaferrite BaFe12O19 (BHF) nanocomposite could be as a raw material of
multiferroic. Multiferroic is a class of materials with coupled electric, magnetic and structural order parameters that yield
simultaneous effects of ferroelectric, ferromagnetism and ferroelasticity in the same material. This material has potential
applications in such as spintronic devices and sensors. This work was an earlier research towards formation of multiferroic
material. Knowing magnetic properties that will lead to a better understanding of magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroic
material is the objective of this research.The samples were BTO and BHF prepared by sol-gel and then were mixed in bulk
system by a conventional techniques in various of volume fraction between BTO : BHF = 1:1 ; 1:2 and 2:1, then samples were
sintered at 925oC for 5, 10 and 15 hours. Composite phase study was carried out using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). MPS Magnet
– Physik EP3 – Permagraph L was used to characterize magnetic properties. XRD results confirm that composite with volume
fraction of BTO : BHF = 1:1 with sintering at 925oC for 5 hours consists only of 2 phases BTO and BHF. There is impurity
phase BaFe2O4 beside BTO and BHF phases at samples with volume fraction BTO:BHF = 1:2 and 2:1 for longer sintering.
Composite with volume fraction of BTO:BHF = 1:1 for 5 hours sintering has a high value of remanent magnetization 0.081 T
and the lowest value of intrinsic coersive 333.6 kA/m leading to good characteristics of multiferroic materials.
Keywords :
Sol-gel, nanocomposite, magnetic properties, multiferroic material, volume fraction.
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ABSTRACT
Polymer blends are potential candidates for solar-energy conversion, due to their flexibility, ease of processing, and low costs.
We report herein 2.6 cm2 active area of flexible polymer solar cells based on blends of polymeric semiconductor [poly(2methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)-(para-phenylene vinylene)] (MDMO-PPV) and the soluble fullerene C60 derivative [6,6
phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester] (PCBM). Devices were prepared by etching an electrode pattern of Indium Tin Oxide
(ITO) covered on poly[ethylene terephthalate] (PET) substrate. A layer of conducting poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulphonate) (PEDOT:PSS) were screen printed on top of the ITO. Followed by spin
coated a polymer blends of MDMO-PPV/PCBM in chlorobenzene onto PEDOT:PSS layer. Finally, evaporation of a silver
electrode and PET film lamination completed the devices. The typical overall power efficiency of the prototype devices in an
active area of 2.6 cm2 was 0.004 % with open circuit voltage of 1.473 Volt, short circuit current of 5.84 x 10-06Ampere, and
maximum power of 2.12 x 10-06Watt.
Keywords
Polymer, blends, flexible, solar cells, efficiency
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ABSTRACT
Thin wall ductile iron (TWDI) is introduced to fulfill the needs of lighter material in automotive parts that will reduce fuel
consumption. Problem occurs during the production of TWDI due to the casting thickness. TWDI casting thickness classified
to below 5 mm. Many designs have been made to answer the problem in producing thin wall ductile iron. Soedarsono et al
established vertical step block casting design. This design based on Y-block principle that allows direct pouring of liquid metal
to the mold without passing any gating system. This design will increase casting yield. The parameter of this research is
pouring basin placement to study the effect of plate arrangement to filling and solidification. This research is conducted to see
the effect of pouring basin placement to microstructure and mechanical properties of TWDI. The Design is made to produce 5
plates with different thickness that is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm. All of the plates arranged parallel in line. Pouring basin located in 2
ways. The first type located pouring basin above the plate of 5 mm thickness while the second one located it above the plate
with 1 mm thickness. The first type coded as T4 while the second coded as T5. The moulds made from furan sand. The result
shows although cold shut occurred in both pouring basin placements due to pouring discontinuity but shrinkage only formed in
T5 on its plate with 1 mm thickness. Microstructure of all the plates presented nodule graphite in pearlite matrix. Carbide and
skin effects also detected. Average nodularity is above 80% while the nodule count is between 614 to 1269 nodule/mm2. Most
of the Brinell hardness number exceeded maximum limit given by JIS G5502 but the UTS is below the minimum limit except
for 3 mm plate thickness of T5. All elongation values below the minimum standard. The results confirm that pouring basin
location is important in casting design following Y-Block principle.
Keywords
Casting design, TWDI; vertical step block, Y-block principle, pouring basin position
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ABSTRACT


Composite as main materials for ballistic applications has been developed in order to reduce density which leads to lower fuel
consumption and faster mobilization. Composite is required to own high hardness and high impact strength for good ballistic
performance. Particulate composites Al-7Si-Mg-Zn reinforced by SiC is designed for ballistic applications due to its light
weight and high hardness. Whilst the high hardness showed brittle properties, heat treatment process is applied to this
composite to reduce it. This research aims to study the effect of magnesium as alloying element to composite Al-7Si-Mg-Zn
reinforced by SiC particulate which applied to precipitation hardening. Composites Al-7Si-Zn-SiC with 2, 4 and 6 wt. % Mg is
solution treated at 500 oC for 1 hour, followed by ageing at 200 oC. The characterization was carried out by hardness testing,
microstructure observations, SEM and EDX observations, impact testing and fractographic observations. Results showed that
Mg does not affect hardness of composite by precipitation hardening. Composite with 2, 4, 6 wt. % Mg had 63.83, 62.27,
62.48 HRB on its peak hardness. Mg did not become precipitate in matrix Al-7Si-Mg-Zn because of its low diffusivity in
aluminium. Mg worked as wetting agent that reduces interface tension between aluminium matrix and SiC particles in order
for composite to own better interface bonding. Therefore impact testing showed significant increase of impact strength with the
increase of Mg content. Composite with 2, 4, 6 wt. % Mg had 2075, 3006, 3257 J/mm2 impact strength respectively.
Keywords
Aluminum composite, lightweight, ballistic, precipitation hardening, magnesium, wetting agent interface
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ABSTRACT
Energy saving is one of popular topic in environmental issue in recent years. In the field of transportation, energy savings can
be done either by reducing the weight of the vehicle. Therefore the usage of lighter raw materials plays an important role. Steel
is commonly used as one of structural and hull materials for shipbuilding application. The usage of higher strength steel
materials can reduce weight of vessels itself.
This paper concerns to the controlled process in producing higher strength steel materials for shipbuilding applications.
Krakatau Steel has been successfully producing 490 MPa Class high strength steels materials for this application, with standard
class of ABS-AH36 and NK-KA36. The addition of solid solution strengthening elements up to 0.3% Ni, 0.3% Cu and grain
refinements strengthening elements up to 0.06% Nb, 0.08% V into steel containing 0.07% C and 1.2% Mn, combined with
controlled rolling process resulted in high yield strength of 450-570 MPa, tensile strength of 510-630 MPa, and fine ferrite
grain size of 5-9 μm. This steel has excellent charpy impact properties up to 270 Joule at 0 OC and very low Drop Weight Test
(DWT) transition temperature of -40 OC and also good weldability.
Keywords:
Hull, structural steel, high strength, HSLA, micro alloy, weldability

1. INTRODUCTION
Steel is commonly used as raw material for structural in several applications. In the shipbuilding application, steel materials
can be directly used as hull and structural materials or can be manufactured into several forms such as boiler, pressure vessels,
pipe and other forms which are used in the vessels.
Energy cost becomes higher and higher in the recent few years. In the field of transportation, energy cost is one of important
factor which have big impact for transporter companies. Energy saving in term of reducing operating cost of transportation can
be done by reducing the weight of the vehicle. Therefore usage of lighter weight steel material with higher level strength can
reduce weight of the vessels itself.
Since early 1980’s, Krakatau Steel has been producing 400 MPa class steel for shipbuilding application with Lloyd’s Register
Class Certification. And furthermore, in the early 1990’s until the early 2000’s Krakatau Steel has also produced the same
material with other Class Certification such as BKI, GL, NV, DNV, ABS and NK. In 2007 Krakatau Steel has been
successfully developing higher strength 490 MPa class steel for this application with NK and ABS Class Certifications.
This paper briefly describes the experience of the company in producing 490 MPa Class High Strength Low Alloys Steel
(HSLA Steel) product for hull and structure of shipbuilding application.

2. PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN
The chemical requirements of NK and ABS Class for KA36 and AH36 grade compare to typical of chemical composition of
the products and target mechanical properties of the product are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. The steel material
design considered both the uniformity of the targeted mechanical properties and its microstructure.
Table 1 Chemical Requirements and Typical of Chemical Composition of the Products
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Element (%)

NK Standard

C
Mn
Si
P
S
Al
Nb
V
Ti
Cu
Ni
Cr
Mo
Nb+ V+Ti
CE
Pcm

ABS Standard
0.18 max
0.90 – 1.60

0.50 max

0.10 – 0.50
0.035 max
0.035 max

0.020 min

0.015 min
0.02 – 0.05
0.05 – 0.10
0.02 max
0.35 max
0.40 max
0.20 max
0.08 max

0.12 max
0.36 max
-

0.38 max
-

Typical
0.05 – 0.09
1.00 – 1.40
0.15 – 0.40
0.020 max
0.010 max
0.025 – 0.050
0.030 – 0.040
0.060 – 0.080
0.020 max
0.10 – 0.20
0.10 – 0.20
0.10 max
0.02 max
0.12 max
0.34 max
0.17 max

Table 2 Target of Mechanical Properties of the Products

Properties
Yield Strength (Trans)
Tensile Strength
(Trans)
Elongation
Charpy,
0ºC (J)
Drop Weight Test
(DWT) 0ºC

NK KA36
Standard

ABS AH36
Standard

Typical

355 min

450 – 550

490 – 620

510 – 600

16 min
34 min (Long)
24 min (Trans)

17 – 26

No Break

No Break

> 100 J

In general, steel raw material for hull structural steel of shipbuilding application should have following characteristics such as:
High Ductility, Good Toughness, Excellent Weldability, Good Corrosion Resistance Properties and also should have Higher
Strength. To obtain these characteristics, the quality of hot rolled steel plate products that must met the following
requirements:
¾ Good surface condition (free from surface defects),
¾ Good internal quality (lower micro inclusion, lower segregation), and
¾ Homogenous microstructure (fine grain structure of fine ferrite and fine lamellar pearlite, no banded structure).

3. CONTROLED PROCESS IN PRODUCING HOT ROLLED STEEL PLATE FOR HULL
STRUCTURAL STEEL OF SHIPBUILDING APPLICATION
The production of steel for hull structural steel of shipbuilding application is carried out in the existing slab steel plant and hot
strip mill with processing route as generally shown in Figure 1. In the Electric Arc Furnace, the raw materials which consist of
20% scrap and 80% of sponge iron are melted. This melted steel is then further processed in the Ladle Furnace to reduce the
sulphur content of the steel and to adjust the chemical composition of the steel by addition of alloying elements. Subsequently,
the steel is continuously cast in the continuous casting machine to produce steel slab.
The steel making and casting practices adopted for NK – KA36 and ABS – AH36 grade can be summarized as follows:
- Hot metal desulphurization
- Calcium treatment by CaSi wire injection for inclusion shape control
- Casting into tundish with argon gas purging and extended shroud to minimize re-oxidation during set up
- Controlling the cooling intensity, superheat, and casting speed
- Metal retention in ladle at ladle change
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This practice is developed not only to achieve the required chemical composition but also to obtain steel with high cleanliness,
free from internal and surface defect.
In the hot strip mill, the steel slabs which come from the slab steel plant are subsequently hot rolled to the specified thickness.
The Thermo-Mechanical Control Process is applied during rolling to get fine grain microstructures of HRC and to achieve the
required mechanical properties. Figure 2 shows the basic principle of Thermo-Mechanical Control Process during rolling
applied in the hot strip mill. Slab is reheated up to about 1200 °C and soaked at that temperature in the reheating furnace. The
slab is then control-rolled with high reduction at above the non-recrystallization temperature in the roughing mill in order to
achieve fine austenite grain size. This steel is then rolled at a temperature between non-recrystallization and Ar3 transformation
temperature in the finishing mill. This process will introduce the deformation bands within the austenite grains which promote
the nucleation sites for ferrite grains. It consequently results in the formation of finer ferrite grain after austenite – ferrite
transformation. The steel strip is finally coiled at about 600 °C.

Steel Making Process

Hot Rolling Process

Figure 1 The Production Process Line in Steel Making and Hot Rolling

furnace

roughing

finishing

cooling coiling

Temperature

Rx-Rolling

T
nrx - start
T
nrx - end

„Mixed“ Rolling
Non-Rx-Rolling

A

F

r3

P

B
M

= deformation step
step(s
(s))
Time

Figure 2 A schematic of Thermo-Mechanical Control Process during Control Rolling
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Mechanical Test Results
4.1.1 Tensile Test Result
The results of tensile test which were taken from production data of hot rolled steel plate in transversal direction are presented
at Table 3. The yield strength and tensile strength of the steel with thickness range of 4 - 22 mm are 460 to 560 MPa and 510 to
610 MPa, respectively. The elongation of the steel is 16% to 25% in transversal direction. The value of yield strength, tensile
strength and elongation in transversal direction are within the range of the specified values for the NK – KA36 and ABS –
AH36 specification and achieve the targeted values.
Table 3 Tensile Test Result of Hot Rolled Steel Plate

Thickness Range
(mm)
4-6
8 - 16
18 - 22

Yield Strength
(Mpa)
520 – 560
470 – 540
460 – 540

Tensile Strength
(Mpa)
550 – 610
520 – 600
510 – 580

NK and ABS
Class Standard

355 min

490 – 620

Elongation
(%)
16 – 21
17 – 22
18 – 25
13 min ( t < 5 mm)
15 min ( 5  t < 10 mm)
16 min (10  t < 15 mm)
17 min (15  t < 20 mm)
18 min (20  t < 25 mm)

Testing
Direction
Transversal

Transversal

4.1.2 Charpy Test Result
The results of Charpy Impact Test conducted at temperature range of -40 ºC to 25 ºC are presented in Figure 3. As can be seen
in this figure, charpy values in longitudinal and transversal direction within that temperature range are 150 – 300 J and 100 –
280 J respectively. Until test temperature as low as -40 ºC, transition temperature phenomenon is not observed. These charpy
values indicate that the material has a very good toughness even at very low temperature.

Charpy Absorbed Energy (J)

400

300

200

100

0
-60

-40

-20

0

20

40

Temperature (ºC)
Longitudinal

Transversal

Figure 3 Charpy Test Result of Hot Rolled Coil

In order to simulate the usage in a prolonged period, charpy impact test is conducted on strain aged samples. Comparation of
charpy values on longitudinal direction for as rolled and strain aged samples are shown in Figure 4. Strain aged samples are
achieved by heating samples at 250 oC for 60 minutes after they are previously subjected to 5% strain. As presented in the
figure, charpy values of strain aged samples until temperature of 0 oC are high enough i.e. more than 90 J, and then tend to
decrease at temperature below 0 oC.
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Charpy Absorbed Energy (J)
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-40

-20

0
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Longitudinal

Longitudinal (Strain Aging)

Figure 4 Charpy test results for stran aged and non strain aged samples

Lateral expansion values at temperature of -40 oC, -20 oC, 0 oC, and 20 oC are shown in Figure 5. A slight decreasing on lateral
expansion values is observed at a test temperature of -40 oC.
30

Lateral Expansion (%)

25
20

15
10

5
0
-60

-40

-20

0

20

40

Temperature (ºC)
Longitudinal

Transversal

Figure 5 Lateral expansion value

4.1.3 Drop Weight Test Result
Drop Weight Test (DWT) refering to ASTM E208 is conducted to determine the nil-ductility transition temperature (NDTT).
The NDTT is the temperature above which a steel will fracture in a ductile mode and exhibit plastic deformation at nominal
stresses beyond its yield strength. Below this temperature, steel will fracture in a brittle mode when loaded to its yield strength.
The NDTT is determined when one specimen at a lower temperature results in a “break” condition, while two tests at the same
temperature show “no-break” results. DWT results summary and photograph of three different test results are presented in
Table 4 and Figure 6 respectively. Based on the results, temperature of -40 oC is considered as NDTT.
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Tabel 4 Drop Weight Test result

No.
Heat No
Coil No
Temperature (ºC)
Result*)
1
57790P
475701
-35
No Break
2
57790P
475701
-35
No Test
3
57790P
475701
-40
No Break
4
57790P
475701
-40
No Test
5
57790P
475701
-40
Break
6
57790P
475701
-40
No Test
7
57790P
475701
-45
No Test
8
57790P
475701
-45
Break
9
57790P
475701
-45
Not Break
10
57790P
475701
-45
No Test
11
57790P
475701
-50
No Test
12
57790P
475701
-50
Break
*) No Test
: crack propagations on welding area and base metal are not observed
No Break
: specimen develops a visible crack in the crack-starter weld bead that is not
propagated to either edge of the tension surface
Break
: specimen is fractured to one or both edges of tension surface

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6 Drop weight test results at various temperature tests: (a) break condition at -55 oC, (b) break condition at -45 oC,
(c) no test condition at -40 oC, and (d) no break condition at -40 oC

4.2 Metallographic Observation
Microstructure of the hot rolled steel plate is shown in Figure 7. Fine ferrite with grain size of 5.0 – 9.0 μm (ASTM no 12.3 –
10.7) and fine lamelar pearlite were obeserved by means of optical microscopy. Banded pearlite structure is not observed at
surface, quarter thickness, and half thickness of the samples.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7 Microstructure of the hot rolled steel plate in surface position (a), quarter thickness (b) and (d), and half thickness (c)

5. SUMMARY
The appropriate properties of hot rolled steel plates NK – KA36 and ABS – AH36 specification for shipbuilding application
could be obtained by strictly chemical composition control during slab steel making process combined with reduction and
temperature control during hot rolling process.
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ABSTRACT
Limitation of iron ore reserve having high quality ore and of energy has enhanced development in iron and steel producing
technology and method. The ITmk3 process is one of iron making technology that can cope with the problems. It uses
composite pellet as feeding material. In this process the ratio between iron and carbon are very important. Carbon holds an
important role in the reduction process of iron. The transformation from iron oxides to iron metal will complete if composite
pellet contains enough carbon. This paper discusses the influence of carbon ratio in iron reduction process. Nickel saprolite and
coal are used as iron and carbon source. They are grinded, crushed, sieved, mixed and formed in cylinders. The weight ratios of
ores to coal are 1:1 and 2:1. The reduction held in a furnace at 1100OC for 60 minutes and 1250OC for 120 minutes. The results
show that the reduction could not complete. Weak peak of FeNi is due to reduction process do not immediately follow the
dehydroxylation process.
Keywords
Composite pellet, saprolite, carbon ratio, iron reduction, weight ratio
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Sulfuric Acid Leaching of Bangka Indonesia Ilmenite Ore and Ilmenite
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ABSTRACT
Ilmenite (FeO.TiO2) ore from Bangka island-Indonesia is a potential raw material for synthesizing titanium dioxide (TiO2) to
be used as pigmen and photocatalyst. The manufacture of TiO2 particles from ilmenite can be done through the process of
solvent extraction using sulfuric acid route. Therefore, the solubility of this ilmenite ore in sulfuric acid environment is one of
key factors to obtain the desired TiO2 particles. The current research is aimed at comparing the solubility of pristine Bangka
ilmenite ore with that of precedingly decomposed by sodium hidroxide (NaOH) in both pressurized reactor/autoclave and
atmospheric reflux reactor. The dissolution of both precursors was carried out in a pressurized reactor and an atmospheric
reflux reactor with various temperatures of 75, 100, 125, 150 and 175 oC. The results showed that the optimum dilution was
achieved at 150 oC in a pressurized reactor and an atmospheric reflux reactor. The obtained recovery of ilmenite was 88.8 %
for a pressurized reactor and 75.5 % for an atmospheric reflux reactor. The solubility of titanium increased steadily to reach a
recovery of 68 % at f 150 oC and decreased significantly afterwards. It was also found that the increase of iron solubility was
proportional to the rise of processing temperatures.
Keywords
Ilmenite, sulfuric acid, sodium hidroxide,ionic titanium, ionic iron
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ABSTRACT
Anatase TiO2 enrichment from Bangka ilmenite (FeTiO3) has been conducted. First, ilmenite was mechanically activated
using a planetary ballmill to obtain sub-micron sized particle followd by magnetic separation. Chemical treatment, dissolution
of iron using hydrochloric solution, was performed to obtain titania rich residue. EDX data shows that the iron content was
reduced in the titania residue. Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) solution was added to the washed precipitate, before adding
H2O2 solution (10%) that acted as a coordination agent to leach titanium from the the residue in the form of ammonium
peroxo titanate solution. The peroxo titanate powder was obtained by evaporating the ammonium peroxo titanate solution.
XRD data show that TiO2 anatase was formed after peroxo titanate powder was calcined at the temperature of 600oC. EDX
data also shows that the obtained anatase TiO2 still has impurities, such as silicon (0.98%) and iron (2.75%). Its
photocatalytic activity was studied on photodegradation of Congo Red and compared with the photocatalytic activity of
commercial TiO2, Degussa P-25. The photoreactivity test on degradation of Congo Red solution with the as-prepared Anatase
gave 20% degradation which is still inferior compared to the results given by Degussa P25 (92%). This indicates that the
impurities in as-prepared. Anatase may cover the titania surface hindering the contact between Congo Red as well as UV-light
and the active titania species.
Keywords
Ilmenite, leaching, powder peroxo titanate, TiO2 anatase, photoreactivity
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Reduction of Nickel Ion Release on a TiO2 Coated onto an Orthodontic
Wire
Sungging Pintowantoro and Yuli Setiyorini
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ABSTRACT
NiTi is alloy that has unique properties include shape memory dan superelasticity. However, it has disadvantages which cause
allergic and toxicity to the body from the Ni release. In order to reduce Ni release and increase corrosion resistance an
Electropolishing Pretreatment- Photoelectrocatalytic Oxidation (EP-PEO) and Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP) coating
were synthesized in order to produce TiO2. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was depicted various morphologies of NiTi
orthodontic wire surface. Ni release experiment in various saliva by using Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) was shown
reducing Ni release significantly both in saliva pH 3 dan pH 6.25 in AOP coating for 2 months monitoring. This results
confirmed that the Ni release was evidently decreased and the corrosion resistance significantly improved after coated with
AOP.
Keywords
Electropolishing pretreatment-photoelectrocatalytic oxidation (EP-PEO), advanced oxidation process (AOP), TiO2, Ni release
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ABSTRACT
Bacterial cellulose-based carbon nanotube has been synthesized by catalytic graphitization method. Bacterial cellulose (BS) is
a source of cellulose produced from fermentation of medium by Acetobacter xylinum. Since it contains unbranch polymer
linked by -1.4 glucopyronose with hydroxil groups, BS is able to use as precursor in synthesis of carbon nanotube. Due to
catalytic graphitization, chitosan served as coupling agent and dispersant of catalyst and various concentration of catalyst
FeCl3.6H2O also were used. Graphitization was conducted in furnace with inert nitrogen gas atmosphere at 800oC for 2 hours.
SEM-EDS were used to evaluate the morphology and semi-quantitative analysis of sample. TEM was used to determine the
microstructures and crystallographic. When the chitosan was added 0.5%, its served as coupling agent and dispersant of
catalyst with BS. Chitosan improved physical properties, relieved its brittleness, and caused the optical properties of BS.
Catalyst of FeCl3.6H2O was used to assist the formation and growth of carbon nanotube. The amount of carbon was not
affected by time aging. 0.1 M FeCl3.6H2O was the optimum concentration to produce carbon nanotube with 81, 58% the
mass of carbon, plane orientation (002) (100) and the diameter of carbon nanotube is 25 nm.
Keywords
Bacterial cellulosa (BS), Chitosan, FeCl3.6H2O, catalytic graphitization, graphite
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ABSTRACT
Refinery wastewater treatment is needed especially in the oil-producing arid regions such as oil refineries due to water scarcity.
One of potentially applicable process to treat refinery wastewater is a submerged membrane technology. However, the
application of submerged membrane systems for industrial wastewater treatment is still in its infancy due to the significant
variety in wastewater composition and high operational costs. The aim of this study was to investigate ultrafiltration (UF)
membrane morphology and performance for refinery produced wastewater treatment. Submerged UF bundle was equipped
using polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) hollow fibers. Hydrophilic PVDF membranes were prepared via the phase inversion
method by dispersing lithium chloride monohydrate (LiCl.H2O) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles in the spinning
dope.The comparison of morphological and performance tests was conducted on prepared PVDF ultrafiltration
membranes.Distinctive changes were observed in membrane characteristics in term of ionizable functional groups, membrane
wettability, tensile testing and roughness measurement.Mean pore size and surface porosity were calculated based on permeate
flux. The experiment was conducted using refinery wastewater as influent and an experimental set-up comprised mainly of
submerged membrane UF reservoir, circulation pump, and aerator were used throughout investigation, which operated at
vacuum pressure. Fouling characteristics for hydrophilic PVDF hollow fibers fouled with suspended solid matter was also
investigated. Mixed liquor suspended solid (MLSS) of 3 g/L and 4.5 g/L were assessed by using submerged PVDF membrane
with varied air bubble flow rates. Results showed that effect of air bubbles flow rate of 2.4 ml/min increased the flux, total
suspended solids (TSS) and sulfide removal of 148.82 L/m2h, 99.82 % and 89.2%, respectively due to increase of turbulence
around fibers, which exerts shear stress to minimize particles deposited on membrane surface. It was concluded that submerged
ultrafiltration membrane is an available option to minimize energy process for treating such wastewater solution.
Keywords
Submerged membrane ultrafiltration, refinery wastewater, economic evaluation, scale-lab model
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ABSTRACT
The effect of ECAP(equal-channel angular pressing) route on the high-strain-rate deformation behavior of ultra-fine-grained
aluminum alloy was investigated. The 8-pass ECAPed specimens deformed via three different routes consisted of ultra-fine
grains 0.5 m in size, and contained a considerable amount of second-phase particles, which were fragmented and distributed
in the matrix. In the torsion tests, the maximum shear stress significantly increased with increasing number of ECAP passes,
while the maximum shear stress and fracture shear strain were lowest in the specimen deformed via route A among the three 8pass ECAPed specimens. Observation of the deformed area beneath the fractured surface revealed the adiabatic shear bands of
100 m in width in the specimen deformed via route A, which minimized the maximum shear stress and fracture shear strain,
whereas they were hardly formed in the specimens deformed via route B or C. The formation of adiabatic shear bands was
explained in terms of critical shear strain, deformation energy required for void initiation, and microstructural homogeneity
related to ECAP routes.
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ABSTRACT
This work concentrates on assessment of the TEP change of AA6061 during isothermal aging at 177 °C and the following
interrupted aging at 65 °C. The results show that the TEP is sensitive to follow the microstructural changes undergone during
all aging stages. Multiple sub-ambient temperature dependences TEP of binary Al-X alloys as well as the AA6061 subjected to
the above mentioned heat treatments were undertaken. The solute level of individual element of the alloy, particularly those
contributing to the clustering/precipitation, can be extracted and evaluated
Keywords
Al-Mg-Si alloys, interrupted ageing, thermoelectric power, sub-ambient temperature
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ABSTRACT
Numerical simulation by finite element method has become a powerful tool in predicting and preventing the unwanted effects
of sheet metals technological processing. One of the most important problems in sheet metal forming is the compensation of
springback. To improve the accuracy of the formed parts, the die surfaces are required to be optimized so that after springback
the geometry falls at the expected shape. This paper presents and discusses numerical simulation procedure of die
compensation by using the methods of Simplified Displacement Adjustment (SDA). This analysis use Benchmark 3 models of
Numisheet 2011. Sensitively analysis was done by using finite element method (FEM) show that the springback values are
influenced by element size, integration points and material properties.
Keywords
Sheet metal forming, springback, compensation, optimization
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ABSTRACT
In this research, it has been carried out the development of a strength analytical method of a thin-walled steel square pipe
(Square Hollow Section/SHS) affected by the interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending moment then it
verified by experimental approach. The experimental approach was consisted of measuring a basic material property and the
strength of the investigated SHS pipe. The basic material property identified parallel to rolling direction (0o) and perpendicular
to rolling direction (90o). The analytical data obtained from cut-off strength method is generally scattered within the acceptable
limits of r 20 % and tends to be in unconservative region. The actual data measured from experiments shows that SHS beam
with t = 0.6 mm and longitudinal axis parallel to the rolling direction of base material has higher strength compared to the one
of the SHS beam with t= 0.6 mm and longitudinal axis perpendicular to the rolling direction, meanwhile the SHS beam with t=
1.2 mm is tends to be equal. This means that the rolling direction of base material can be considered to be a parameter in the
strength design of a thin-walled SHS beam.
Keywords
Rolling direction, strength analytical, SHS beam, cut-off strength, plastic mechanisms, a thin-walled steel
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ABSTRACT
Friction welding is one solution to solve the problems joining of metals which are difficult to be welded by fusion welding
such as aluminum. The process was run by rotating a rod upon another metal and force was applied. Consequently, heat arose
below the melting point and made the metals molten joined together as force continuously applied. In this research aluminum
6xxx series were used as this metal have good corrosion resistance, good machinability but not ease to weld. Among important
parameters in linear welding are friction time, friction pressure and rotation speed; we only concern in the first one. The
friction time variations were 20, 45, 80, and 120 seconds respectively. Whereas the pressure and the rotation speed were kept
constantly. The joined aluminum then tensile strength tested using universal testing machine, hardness tested using Electrical
Brinnel hardness Tester Hauser Henry SA and also observed under optical microscope. The highest tensile strength of 61.07
MPa was gained from friction time of 45 seconds, while the least of only 28.81 MPa when using friction time of 20 seconds.
Hardness in the welding areas was almost the same as that of base metal, whereas in the heat affected zone tend to little bit
decreased. Friction time of 20 seconds gave the hardest in the welding are almost the same as base metals, whereas the softest
as result of 120 friction time. Optical microscope observations show that there were porosities in the welding areas. It probably
caused by some trapped gas which formed inter-dendritic porous.
Keywords
Friction Welding, Friction Time, Porosity, Tensile strength, Micro structure

1. INTRODUCTION
Aluminum is kind material, which has some advantages, i.e. it is light, soft and easy to be machined [1]. In order to be able to
used as material for construction aluminum should be alloyed. However, both pure and alloyed aluminum are not easy to be
joined by fusion welding. The reason is it has high heat factor, oxidation easy and form aluminum oxide Al2O3 which high
melting point. Alternatively, aluminum alloy could be joined by friction welding. In the previous research, we have
successfully applied friction stir welding for joining plate of aluminum alloy AA 1100 by varying speed and feed [2, 3]. The
results were not significantly different from another researcher [4, 5]. This series of aluminum alloy, however, have limited
application as material construction. Whereas, aluminum alloy (Al-Mg-Si) serial number 6061 have been applied for highstrength structural members, vehicles, rolling stock, marine applications, architectural applications [1]. This aluminum alloy is
able to be heat treated, good machine ability, good weld ability and corrosion resist.
Friction welding is a solid state welding process [4] in which the heat for welding is produced by the relative motion of the two
pieces being joined. Friction welding achieves 100 per cent metal-to-metal joints, giving parent metal properties. It is the only
joining process to do this. No addition material or fillers are required and there are no emissions from the process. The process
involves making welds in which one component is moved relative to, and in pressure contact, with the mating component to
produce heat at the faying surfaces. Softened material begins to extrude in response to the applied pressure, creating an annular
upset. Heat is conducted away from the interfacial area for forging to take place. The weld is completed by the application of a
forge force during or after the cessation of relative motion. The joint undergoes hot working to form a homogenous, full
surface, high-integrity weld.
Apart from speed and feed rate, other parameters influence the quality of welding such as time and force applied during the
process [5]. The quality of weld and mechanical properties of weld depend on the correct choice of these parameters. In this
research we were developing the use of aluminum alloy (Al-Mg-Si) to be joined by rotary friction welding by devoting on
attempt to find the best mechanical properties and micro structure of the welded area by varying the time of friction.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A simple set up of a rotary friction welding machine are shown in Fig. 1. This machine was modified from ordinary lathe
adapted from [6]. Ideally, the machine should be equipped with a braking system to stop the machine when the process
completed. However, in this research the chuck in the movable head was modified to make the welded parts rotating together
until the machine stop.
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Figure 1: Equipment of rotary friction welding.

The parts to be welded were solid rods of diameter 20mm. Initial preheating was developed by giving friction about 10
seconds. The friction time for welding process were varied as 20s, 45s, 80s and 120s, whereas, the spindle rotation was kept
constantly at 1600 rpm. After the friction time was achieved, the rod in the modified chuck was released to let the welded rods
turn together.
The welded rods then prepared for tested its tensile strength using ASTM A370-speciment 3 using Universal Testing Machine
of 3000kg capacity and 13mm maximum stroke. They were also observed their hardness using Electric Hardness Hauser
Henry SA in three areas i.e. fully plasticized (Zpl), partially deformed (Zpd) and undeformed (Zud) areas as shown in Fig.2.
Penetration given was 1kg for about 15 seconds. Furthermore, the welded rods were also observed its microstructure using
optical microscope Olympus BX41. The observation areas were the same as hardness tests. Some procedures for preparing the
observations were carried out carefully to maximize the results.

Figure 2: Three regions of observation for hardness and micro structures of welded rods.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Results
A sample result of successfully welded rods was presented at Fig. 3. The rods developed like an anchor as they were joined.
There are some marks at left and right rods caused of clamping force of chucks. These samples then sawn longitudinally.
Before they were observed under microscope, they were etched and some macro photos were taken to check the quality of
bond.
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Figure 3: A pair of successfully welded rod

Macro photos of each region observed were shown at Fig.4. It is clear that there are porosities in each welded areas. The
porosity is one of disadvantages of aluminum alloy when they are welded. High difference of solubility of Hydrogen between
in solid and liquid phase lead to this gas tend to trapped and make smooth porosities when it was heated and then quenched as
in welding process [7]. Some porosity was long caused by shrinkage when the welded zone cooling down [8].

Figure 4: Macro photos of welded rods with variation in friction time (a) 20 seconds, (b) 45 seconds, (c) 80 seconds, and (d) 120 second. All
of photos shown that many porosities in the fully plasticized zone.

3.2 Microstructure observation
Microstructure observation was carried out to know changing of microstructure after friction welding. The micrographic photo
was compared to the one in the literature [7]. The spots shown at Fig 5 which are well dispersed in the aluminum Al-Mg-Si
matrices are Mg2Si (black) and Fe3Si Al12 (grey). The later was come out because in the aluminum alloy there are 0.677% Fe
and 0.65% Si.
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Figure 5: Microstructure at base metal as observed under microscope (right) and compared that of in the ASM Hand Book Metallography
and Microstructures (left) [2].

Other observations at different zones were presented at Fig 6. To make it brief only observation in the plasticized zone is
presented.

Figure 6: Microstructure of plasticized deformation zone (Zpl) as friction time varied (a) 20 seconds, (45 seconds, (c) 80 seconds and (d) 120
seconds.

According to observation in the Zpl zone, particles of Mg2Si were spread and smooth. It because in this zone the direct friction
during welding. Among different friction time there were no such significant differences in their microstructure. However, when it
is compared with base metal, the particles of Mg2Si in this zone are smaller and smoother.
3.3 Tensile Test
Tensile test was carried out to know average tensile strength of the joined rods. Each variation parameters was conducted three
times to ensure the result, and graphically presented as in Fig 7. It is clear that there is big difference between tensile strength
between base metal and the welded specimens. It is because the structures of the welded rods were changed as effect of
deformation. The highest tensile strength of 61.07 MPa was achieved when using friction time of 45 seconds. It can be
described that the porosity in this parameter was smallest among others. The wider the porosity the weaker the tensile strength
is.
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Figurre 7. Tensile strrength as variatiion of friction time
t
compared to that of base metal.
m

The weakest tennsile strength achieved wheen friction tim
me was 20 secconds. Short time
t
of frictioon would gennerate not enough
heaat so cooling time is also shorter.
s
Conseequently, the grains
g
are biggger. The smaaller the grain size the moree grain bound
dary
forrmed. The morre grain bounddary the moree difficult is th
he dislocation movement. Finally, it will strengthen thee materials.
3.4
4 Hardness Test
Haardness test waas also carried
d out in three different
d
zonees as shown at Fig.8.

Figurre 8: Hardness average as variation of friction
n time

Fro
om the figure 8 above it is clear that harddness of plastticized zone (Z
Zpl) and base metal (Zud) are
a insignificaantly differentt, or
it can
c be said thaat hardness off the welded arrea is similar to
t that of basee metal. It is effect
e
of frictioon welding whhere there wass no
insserted metal ass filler. Neverrtheless, hardnness in the weelded zone woould not higher than in the base
b
one, as hardening
h
will not
occcur during weelding [6]. Th
he highest harrdness of 68 BHN
B
was achhieved when applied
a
frictioon time of 455 seconds. In this
parrameter, the ggrain of Mg2Si
S is smootheer and well sppread and bigggest in numbber. The smo
oother grain itts structure more
m
den
nsely and bonnd between atooms is strongeer.

4. CONCLUSION
Fro
om result and discussion it can
c be concluuded that:
a effect of maacro porositiess. 
1. The streength of weldded rods by friction weldingg was lower coompare that off base metal as
2. Micro structure
s
of Mg
M 2Si in the welded
w
area (pllasticized zonne) was smootther and well dispersed thann that of partially
deformed zone. Conssequently, thiss area is hardeer and strongeer than the lateer.
n others.
3. Frictionn time of 45 seeconds resultss in highest strrength as welll hardness than

5. FUTURE WORKS
W
Som
me attempt shhould be donee to reduce thhe porosities inn the welded area such as increasing
i
tim
me of preheatiing. The machhine
forr this friction w
welding shoulld be designedd that the mach
hine should bee stopped as the welding coompleted.
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Introduction
Nanometer-thick ferroelectric films are of interest due to its distinct ferroelectric properties from the bulk as well as its
applicability for resistive switching memory applications. To date, resistive switching behavior of ferroelectric ultrathin films
only observable locally via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) or conducting atomic force microscopy (AFM). This is due
to enormous challenge of fabricating nanometer-thick ferroelectric films, continuous over large area. In this work, we present
two dimensional ferroelectric films realized via Langmuir-Schaeffer monolayers transfer.
Results and Discussion
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and AFM analysis of nanometer-thick oligomeric vinylidene fluoride OVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) films
reveals the presence of ferroelectric phase and continuous film morphology over millimeters scale. Ferroelectric
characterization reveals remanent polarization and coercive voltage of 0.4 – 1.8 μC.cm-1 and ± 0.5 V respectively. Currentvoltage (I-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements indicate resistive switching behavior of up to 3 orders of
magnitude. The resistive switching behavior is proven to be reproducible through multiple switching for single device and
switching of multiple memory cells. Further memory characterization shows stable ON/OFF ratio after switched for 104 cycles
and retains more than 80% its initial ON/OFF current ratio extrapolated to 106 s. In addition, the memory elements can be
reversibly switched between ON and OFF state by voltage pulse as short as 250 μs at ± 1.0 V. Detailed I-V characterizations
confirm the charge tunneling mechanism. On the other hand, the dependence of ON/OFF current ratio on remanent
polarization and the cease of resistive switching behavior above the ferroelectric critical temperature verified that the resistance
switching is of ferroelectric origin. The robust and continuous ferroelectric films over large area enable fabrication of
ferroelectric resistive switching devices at the macroscopic level, representing the first realization of organic ferroelectric
switching memory devices by solution processing.
Conclusion
Resistive switching memory devices based on organic ferroelectric materials has been demonstrated. Formation of robust,
continuous, nanometer-thick ferroelectric films can be realized by Langmuir-Schaeffer monolayers transfer. The resistive
switching behavior can be implemented for instance as building block for 2D and 3D memory arrays based on crossbar
structure as well as hardware basis for memristors’ neuromorphic computing.
Keywords
Ferroelectric polymer, Langmuir monolayer, resistive switching, memory device, memristors
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ABSTRACT
Atmospheric corrosion resistant High-Strength Low-Alloy (HSLA) steel is intended for structural applications where a
combination of high strength and enhanced atmospheric corrosion resistance are desired. It has approximately 4 times the
atmospheric corrosion resistance of structural carbon steel, good formability and weldability. The extra strength of HSLA steel
makes it more durable and offers a longer useful life span for chimney, bridge, tubular bridge, container and tank.
This work is concerned with the development of 550 MPa Class High Strength Low Alloy (HSLA) steel strips for atmospheric
corrosion resistant applications. The addition of corrosion resistant elements up to 0.40% Cu, 0.50% Cr and 0.50% Ni into
steel containing 0.16% C and 1.2% Mn, combined with controlled rolling process resulted in high yield strength of 425 ~ 500
MPa and tensile strength of 570 ~ 600 MPa with good formability and weldabilty.
Keywords
Atmospheric Corrosion Resistance, HSLA, Corrosion Resistant Elements, Structural Steel

1. INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric corrosion resistant High-Strength Low-Alloy (HSLA) steel is intended for structural applications where a
combination of high strength and enhanced atmospheric corrosion resistance are desired. It has approximately 4 times the
atmospheric corrosion resistance of structural carbon steel, good formability and weldability. Thus atmospheric corrosion
resistant steel have strength 35 – 40% higher than carbon steel (effect of vanadium addition). The extra strength of HSLA steel
makes it more durable and offers a longer useful life span for chimney, bridge, tubular bridge, container and tank.
Since early 1930s with discovering weathering steels by US Steel Corporation many kind of atmospheric corrosion resistant
steels is become widely used in structural and construction application. The steels are born to fulfil increasing demand of
bridges and vehicles with higher strength, lower weight, lower maintenance cost and good corrosion resistance properties. In
corrosive atmosphere with higher pollutant content of marine and industrial environment, appropriate material selection is
become one important factor for longer life time materials. Compare to an ordinary plain carbon steels for structural,
atmospheric corrosion resistant steel which is used in this application has better corrosion resisting properties. By adding
certain amount of chromium, nickel, copper or phosphorus shows better corrosion resistance due to formation of protective
oxide layer in several years of exposure.

This paper briefly describes the experience of Krakatau Steel in developing 550 MPa Class High Strength Low
Alloy (HSLA) steel strips for atmospheric corrosion resistance applications. The development has been carried out
by addition of corrosion resistant elements combined with controlled rolling process resulted in high strength product with
good formability, weldabilty and corrosion resistant.

2. PRODUCT DESIGN
The requirements of the developed steel are in accordance to Baja Tahan Korosi Cuaca (BTKC) grade C standard, that
equivalent to USS COR-TEN C standard. The requirements, which comprise chemical composition and mechanical properties,
compare to typical of chemical composition and target mechanical properties as summarised in table 1 and table 2.
C

Table 1: Standard and Design of Chemical Composition (wt, %)
Mn
Si
P
S
Cu
Cr

Ni

V

Design KS

0.16 max

0.90-1.20

0.30-0.60

0.30-0.40

0.40-0.60

0.30 max

0.05-0.08

Standard

0.19 max

0.80-1.35

0.30-0.60 0.040 max 0.050 max 0.25-0.40
Table 2: Mechanical properties

0.40-0.70

0.40 max

0.04-0.10

0.020 max

0.020 max
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YS (N/mm2)

TS (N/mm2)

A (%)

Design KS

425 - 500

570 - 600

22 - 28

Standard

415 min

550 min

21 min

The addition of corrosion resistant elements up to 0.40% Cu, 0.50% Cr and 0.50% Ni into steel containing 0.16% C and 1.2%
Mn, combined with controlled rolling process resulted in high yield strength of 425 ~ 500 MPa and tensile strength of 570 ~
600 MPa with good formability, weldabilty and corrosion resistant.

3. PRODUCTION PROCESS
The production of steel for atmospheric corrosion resistant applications is carried out in the slab steel plant and hot strip
mill with processing route as generally shown in Figure 1. In the slab steel plant, there are three main stages of the process
such as melting process, secondary treatment and casting. Melting process in the electric Arc Furnace uses the raw material
which consists of 20% scrap and 80% of sponge iron is melted. This melted steel is then further processed for secondary
treatment in the Ladle Furnace to reduce the sulphur content and to adjust the chemical composition by adding some alloying
elements. Subsequently, the steel is continuously cast in the continuous casting machine to produce steel slab.
Steel Making Process

Hot Rolling Process

Figure 1: The Production Process Line in Steel Making and Hot Rolling
The steel making and casting practices adopted for this grades can be summarized as follows:
- Hot metal desulphurization
- Calcium treatment by CaSi wire injection for inclusion shape control
- Casting into tundish with dam and weir to float up the inclusions
- Argon gas purging and extended shroud to minimize re-oxidation during set up
- Controlling the cooling intensity, superheat and casting speed
- Metal retention in ladle at ladle change
These practices are developed not only to achieve the required chemical composition but also to obtain steel with high
cleanliness, free from internal and surface defect.
In the hot strip mill, the slabs which come from the slab steel plant are subsequently hot rolled to the specified thickness. The
Thermo-Mechanical Control Process is applied during rolling to get fine grain microstructures of HRC and to achieve the
required mechanical properties.
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Figure 2: A schematic of Thermo-Mechanical Control Process during Control Rolling
Figure 2 shows the basic principle of Thermo-Mechanical Control Process during rolling applied in the hot strip mill. Slab is
reheated up to about 1200°C and soaked at that temperature in the reheating furnace then control-rolled with high reduction at
above the non-recrystallization temperature in the roughing mill in order to achieve fine austenite grain size. This steel is then
rolled at a temperature between non-recrystallization and Ar3 transformation temperature in the finishing mill. This process
will introduce the deformation bands within the austenite grains which promote the nucleation sites for ferrite grains. It
consequently results in the formation of finer ferrite grain after austenite – ferrite transformation. The steel strip is finally
coiled at about 600°C.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Mechanical Test of Hot Rolled Coil
The results of tensile test which were taken from production data of hot rolled coil are presented at table 3. The tensile strength
values of hot rolled coil with 14.0 and 16.0 mm in thickness are 585 – 600 MPa and 570 – 590 MPa, respectively. The yield
ratio of the developed steels is around 75 – 83 %, indicate that material have higher stiffness properties. All the tensile values
are within the range of specified values for the BTKC Grade C specification and achieve the targeted values.
Thickness
(mm)
14.0
16.0

Table 3: Tensile Test Result of Hot Rolled Coil
Yield Strength
Tensile Strength
Elongation
(MPa)
(MPa)
(%)
440 - 500
585 - 600
24 - 28
425 - 460
570 - 590
22 - 26

Yield Ratio
(%)
77 - 83
75 - 79

Direction
Transversal
Transversal

4.2 Corrosion Rate
Figure 3 and Table 4 shows the weight loss profile and corrosion rate of weathering resistance steel and carbon steel after 6
years exposed at marine and industrial area. As can be seen in the figure 3, after 6 years exposed in marine and industrial area
the average weight loss for plain carbon steel were 0.097gr/mm2 and 0.105gr/mm2, almost 2 times higher than weight loss for
weathering steel where the average were 0.056 g/mm2 and 0.062g/mm2, respectively. Weight loss for weathering steel were
sharply increased in the first year and became slightly decreased after 3 years of exposure, while plain carbon steel were
sharply increased until 6 years of exposure. This weight loss value indicates that weathering steel has better atmospheric
corrosion resistant properties than ordinary plain carbon steel.
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Figure 3: Variations of weight loss of steels in marine and industrial area
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Table 4. Corrosion Rate after 6 years of exposure
Steel Grade
Corrosion Rate (mpy)
Carbon Steel
1.699
Atmospheric Corrosion
0.996
Resistant Steel
Carbon Steel
1.560
Atmospheric Corrosion
0.907
Resistant Steel

5. SUMMARY
Product design by addition some elements up to 0.40% Cu, 0.50% Cr and 0.50% Ni into steel containing 0.16% C and 1.2%
Mn, combined with controlled rolling process in producing 550 MPa Class High Strength Low Alloy (HSLA) steel strips for
atmospheric corrosion resistant applications has ensured the mechanical properties with good formability, weldabilty and
corrosion resistant.
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2. Analytical and Experimental Setup
A. Analytical of Geometric
The experimental began by preparing the mold bushing P/M (Fig. 1a), which consists of 4 components such as carbon steel
shell (die), solid carbon steel rod (core), flange (base), and hollow carbon steel rod (punch). Prepare powder duralumin size by
large (412 μm), medium (107 μm), fine (20 μm), and graphite as a lubricant P/M. Then made two analytical and experimental
research design. The network mode is ordered of the particles forming the mold space also called discrete element models,
have been used previously to study two-dimensional particle as in Fig. 1b, and detail of particles distribution in Fig. 1c.

punch

Bushing
product
die

base
core

b)

c)

a)

Figure 1. Tools and ordered of P/M particles
a). Components of P/M process, b). Coordination of coarse particles, c). Particles coordination of P/M system

b)
a)

fine particles (r’)

coarse
particles (R)

R+r

Medium particles (r)

Figure 2. Geometry of powder in P/M
a). Radius correlation of particles, b). Filler interstitial of ordered paticles

Powder radius (average) that can be inserted in triangle gap between powder grains (coarse powder). If the powder grains are
௦
considered the uniform, it can be shown in Fig. 2a, it can be searched by the equation;
ൌ  ͵Ͳ
(1)
ு௬௧௨௦

ோ

ξଷ
ଶ

ൌ
and the final is  ݎൌ ͲǤʹܴ
Result of operated equation 1 is
ோା
While the triangular gap (the gap) formed between the particle grains themselves extent can be calculated as follows:
The gap area = 2 × (½ blue triangle area – (Area of pie + small area of pie))
ଵ
and
½ blue triangle area
= ½ a ൈ t ൌ ܴ ൈ  ඥሺʹܴሻଶ െ  ܴଶ ൌ ͳǤ͵ܴଶ
గோ మ

ଷǤଵସோమ

ଶ

Area of big pie (AoBP) =
=
= ͲǤͷʹ͵ܴଶ and Area of small pie


ଶ
Area of big gap = 2 ൈ (ͳǤ͵ܴ – ሺͲǤͷʹ͵ܴଶ + ͲǤʹͳܴଶ ሻ) = ͳǤͺͻͲͺܴଶ

=

୭
ଶ

=

Ǥହଶଷோమ
ଶ

(2)

= ͲǤʹͳܴଶ
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Powders finer (fine powder) can be inserted between the slit powder with medium powder. To find the radius of a small
powder, widely sought large gap formed powder with a small powder first (small gap), in the following way:
ீିௗ௨௦
(3)
Area of small gap (AoSG) =
ଷ

ଵǤ଼ଽ଼ோమ ିగ మ

ଵǤ଼ଽ଼ோ మ ିଷǤଵସൈሺǤଶோሻమ

ଵǤସଽସସோమ

=
=
= ͲǤ͵Ͷͻͺܴଶ
 ܩܵܣൌ
ଷ
ଷ
ଷ
To find the radius (r′) of a fine particles in Fig. 2b, used the ratio of the large gap with a small gap.
ீ
ௗ௨௦ௗ௨௦

=

ௌீ
ௗ௨௦௦

where

ଵǤ଼ଽ଼ோమ
Ǥଶோ

=

Ǥଷସଽ଼ோమ
′

finally  ݎ′ ൌ ͲǤͲͶͺܴ

B. Quantity of Powder
The coarse particles number are powder forming (N), formulated: ܰ ൌ 

ೌೡ ିೝೝ

ೌೝೞೝ
͵݈ሺܴௗଶ െ  ܴଶ ሻ
ൌ
Ͷݎଷ

ൌ

మ
గோ
ିగோమ
ర
గయ
య

(4)

݈ሺܴௗଶ െ  ܴଶ ሻ
Ͷ ଷ
ݎ
͵ 
The medium particles number are first filler powder (Nf1), calculated based on the fraction of particles in the mold cavity
formed by the particles forming the powder, formulated:
ͻ݈ሺܴௗଶ െ  ܴଶ ሻ
ܰଵ ൌ ͵ܰ ൌ 
Ͷݎଷ
The fine particles number are second filler powder (Nf2), calculated based on the fraction of particles in the mold cavity formed
by the powder particles forming and powder filler first, formulated:
ʹ݈ሺܴௗଶ െ  ܴଶ ሻ
ܰଶ ൌ ͵ܰଵ ൌ 
Ͷݎଷ
Volume particle powder bushing (Vb), formulated particles mixture fraction, coarse : medium : fine is 12 : 3x12 : 3x3x12 or 1 :
3 : 9. In the experiment the mixture fraction weight fraction of particles is more practical than a mixture of grains, which is the
volume of grain (V) = 4/3 π R3 γdul so the weight of the mixture of particles included in the printed P / M for fraction of weight
[ in g] coarse : medium : fine is 10247 : 185 : 1
ܰ ൌ 

C. Experimental
In this experimental duralumin filling powder into a mold bushing is determined on the basis of volume. And bushing the P/M
were used as specimens grouped by similar sized powder particles and the variation (fraction size is coarse : medium : fine).
Preparation of Specimens
Lubricate bushing with graphite mold components, mold components are stacking the electric furnace and did preheating to a
temperature of 350oC. Lift the punch by lowering the hydraulic pressure and input duralumin powder particles that have been
weighed or stirred into molds and lower punch until the hydraulic pressure machine indicated number Zero. Thermoregulation
set at 450oC temperature after the temperature reaches the lower mold punch until the manometer indicates the pressure 400
bar and maintain the pressure for 15 minutes. Lower hydraulic pressure to zero bars so punch lifted up, take molds of the
furnace and remove the specimen from the mold.
Test of Specimen
The optical emission spectrometry (OES) test to see the major alloying element in powder duralumin. Two important
considerations OES tests performed, namely: 1). for determining the ideal density specimen, 2). the hot compacting process (a
combination of pressure and sinter) diffusion occurs between base metals and master alloys. Picnometry test to measure the
physical properties (density and porosity) specimen. Picnometry test is done by weighing the specimen in air and in water, to
operate the press. Picnometry actual density values obtained and the porosity of the specimen P/M. Tested scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) to obtain images porosity (qualitative and quantitative) and the length of contact (neck) between powder
particles. In this research, surface hardness P / M in the test using Vickers micro hardness (HV) with a load of 100g. Besides,
SEM porosity test done as validation (method of calculation).

3. Result and Discussion

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. SEM analysis of P/M particles
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a). Powder particles, b). Sphere geometry of disordered particles, c). Sphere geometry of ordered particles

Generally the quality of near net shape manufacturing processes such as metal forging, metal casting, and powder metallurgy
are determined by optimizing the arrangement of the micro-spatial variation in the control of the compression, vibration, and
fine particles inserts. Method of fine particles inserts results of randomized trials and control the number of particles in the
mold as in Fig. 3b and 3c, respectively. Fig. 3b shows the amount of porosity greater than Fig. 3c, this is due to P/M with
disorganized grain constituent particles during the hot press process locked up, causing a permanent gap until the
agglomeration process is complete. While the P / M with items ordered (Fig. 3c) during the hot press slide between the particle
filler occupy particle gaps and reduce the cavity space between the grains of the agglomeration process to complete. According
to Božić et al. [4], the microstructural analysis of ordered of dislocations within the boundaries created sub-grains resulting in
higher grain density around Al2O3 particles. The statement was supported by result of research as in [5], the addition of small
amounts of lead and zinc to the composite increases the hardness and wear resistance.
Table 1. Nomonal composition of duralumin in experiment
Weight of elements [%]
Duralumin
Si*
Mg*
Zn
Fe*
Cu*
Mn
[wt%Cu]
8.38
7.20
2.52
1.59
7.14
7.26
95.5Al4.5Cu
4.49
0.07
0.70
0.22
0.27
1.32

Sn
7.17
0.01

Al*
2.55
Res

Theoretical
mass density
[g.cm-3]
2.89

Description.Bold numbers, italic, and regular each shows the element of theoretical density, the percentage of elements OES test results,
and the elements density of the material in duralumin (partial).

Effect of content elements (Table 1) in the experimental determine the theoretical density of material (duralumin). According
Wahyono et.al [6], duralumin mass density values can be determined analytically based on the equilibrium system is
formulated:

J dural

¦ %u.U
100

u

%u1.Uu1  %u2 .Uu 2  .......  %un .Uun
100

(5)

where %, u respectively show the percentage, the chemical elements. And the use of Archimedes' principle which application
in Pycnometry apparatus refers to the ASTM standard D3800 is formulated;

JP/M

WA u J W
WA  WW

(6)

where WA, WW, and γW each specimen showed heavy in the air and in water, and the mass density of water. Quantity of
porosity P/M products were analyzed by Saltykov refers to the standard ASTM B311-93 and ASTM C948. Possible reduction
in the amount of porosity in particles ordered is caused by mass density effects. It is caused by a large cavity insulation inserts
gap filler particles. Generally, a lower mass density of casting product shows a higher porosity level, and a higher mass density
of casting product shows a low porosity. Reference [7], the void are filled by the medium and small particles and these
particles will melt in hot compacting so wet as a result of large particles contact neck between the particles increases to
produced good wetting.

a)

b)
Figure 4. Performance of P/M bushing
a). Bushing product of experiment, b). Chart of experiment results

Sample (bushing product of P/M) surface in Fig. 4a, the disordered has a lower hardness than ordered particles as in Fig. 4b.
Hardness tests were carried out with Vickers micro hardness (Hv) and hardness test results are converted into Brinell hardness
(BHN) in accordance with Approximate Hardness Conversion Numbers for Wrought Aluminum Products of ASTM E140-02
and hardness values obtained in Fig. 4b. Increased P/M hardness on the ordered particles not only due to higher density of
grain but the hot compaction process also contributed. Rationally porosity lowered number of strength elements of solid
material and the strength of P/M to the disordered lower than ordered particles. The porosity of a powder metallurgy
component is greatly depends on the sintering temperature and in order to optimize the wear resistance it is important to keep
porosity down to a minimum, Gaál [8] and Goutam [9]. According to Huang [10], Voids in sintered powder compacts exert a
detrimental effect on the mechanical properties and total change of the void volume fraction in the porous metals during
deformation arises partly from the growth of existing voids and partly from the nucleation of new voids.
Particle P /M were prepared by direct mixing weight fraction forming a more homogeny. Analysis of the microstructure (SEM)
on the adhesion between the contact points between the grains showed coarse, medium, and fine particles. The length of the
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contact point of contact between the particles can be measured and a comparison with a circumference of primary particles
(coarse). Further contacts neck P/M disordered and ordered compared. In this study, neck contact 155 to 160 μm and 165 to
173 μm for disordered and ordered particles, respectively. The presence of pressure and temperature combination in hot
pressing is caused by the high melting rate of filler, a consequence of sufficiently correct necking or wetting process control in
P/M. The bulk of the powder contained numerous agglomerations of the smallest particles is porousless and characterized by
the presence of prior particle boundaries, Dhokey et al.[11].

4. Conclusion
x The inclusion of medium and fine particles in coarse particle gaps are able to increase mass density and micro hardness,
and decrease porosity, and in bushing product of P/M significantly.
x The results of analytical and metallographic examination indicate the type of porosity in arrangement system of the P/M
process of powder duralumin is a type of micro porosity. Explicitly neck of contact between particles in the arrangement
has positive influence on increasing the density so that porosity decreases of the P/M.
x Inserts fine and medium particles in large grain gaps were enlarging contact line or neck of particles affecting linearly to
hexagonal networking.
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ABSTRACT
This article introduced a novel technique which involved Concurrent Engineering (CE) strategy and Analytical Network
Process (ANP) technique to form a ranking methodology as a part of the Conceptual Design Selection (CDS). The proposed
method is referred as Concurrent Network (CN). The objective of this study is to simultaneously consider of all features of
product elements by implementing CE strategy. Furthermore, CN enables interdependence and interrelationship analysis
between product elements by application of ANP. In this study, CN is utilized for a conceptual design of metal matrix
composite (MMC) brake disc. The results show that by using CN, all important product parameters can be considered
simultaneously during the CDS and the importance weights of manufacturing process parameters and material parameters
which are related to MMC brake disc performance are attained.
Keywords
Concurrent engineering, analytical network process, conceptual design selection, manufacturing process, material, metal
matrix composite, brake disc
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ABSTRACT
One of the components of the vehicle are of particular interest is the brake system , because its main function is to stop the
rotation axis, set the axis of rotation and to prevent unwanted rotation. One classification system is the drum brake that has
been widely made of cast iron, cast iron and cast steel special. This study makes drum brake of composite materials aluminumbased, with reinforcement is silicon carbide (SiC), obtained optimum composition of 15%, so it is written (Al-Si) -SiC/15%.
Physics testing includes testing of thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient, and Chemistry testing the corrosion
penetration rate when the test material was coating with regular polish, with chrome, with nickel and with nickel + chrome.
The final results showed that the value of conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient of the composite material is lower
than cast iron, aluminum and other alloys. That is pretty good heat resistance when applied to drum brake material. Lowest
corrosion rate on coating material with a layer of Ni-Cr.
Keywords
Drum brake, composite base on aluminum, SiC, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient, corrosion penetration
rate
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ABSTRACT
The present works concerns in developing alternative interconnect material for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) application. For
this purpose, ferritic stainless steel is used as the substrate material while various nickel composite layers were coated on the
substrate in order to improve its oxidation resistance at SOFC application temperature. Nickel layers were deposited on ferritic
stainless steel by high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) method. In order to create nickel-oxide layer, the coated samples is then
heated at temperature of 950oC for 1 hour, wherease sol-gel coating was performed on the coated samples in order to create
nickel manganese oxide spinnel composite layers. All samples were then oxidized at temperature 800oC for 8 hours, in order to
evaluate their oxidation characteristics at SOFC service temperature. Before and after oxidation, x-ray diffraction (XRD) and
scanning electron microscope (SEM) were performed to all samples. It was observed that coated samples effectively inhibit the
formation of chromium oxide that normally occurs on stainless steel surface at SOFC service temperature.
Keywords
Interconnect, nickel composite coating, ferritic stainless steel, thermal spray, oxidation
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ABSTRACT
Severe plastic deformation (SPD) using various pass number of Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) experiment and
followed heating at 400oC has been done for rod brass Cu-Zn 70/30 to investigate the operation on microstructure and hardness
of the alloy. Optical microscopy and SEM are used to examine the microstructure change. Mechanical testing such as macro
and micro hardness test is used in order to examine the change of mechanical properties. The grain structure of the alloy was
refined from 34 μm to 2 μm after 4 passes ECAP and increased to 4 μm after post heating. The hardness of the alloy
significantly increased from 78 Hv to 235 Hv after 4 passes and decreased to 135 Hv after post heating after ECAP. The
microstructure and mechanical properties of the alloy was homogenous after 4 passes ECAP because the strain was found more
homogenous.
Keywords
ECAP, Cu-Zn 70/30, microstructure, hardness, homogeneous
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the importance of simulation of metal flow in deep drawing process which employs an antilock brake
mechanic system. Controlling the force and friction of the blank holder is imperative to assure that the sheet metal is not
locked on the blank holder, and hence it flows smoothly into the die. The simulation was developed based on the material
displacement, deformation and deep drawing force on flange in the radial direction, that it is controlled by blank holder with
antilock brake mechanic system. The force to blank holder was applied periodically and the magnitude of force was kept
constant during simulation process. In this study, the mechanical properties of the material were choses such that they
equivalent to those of low carbon steel with its thickness of 0.2 mm. The diameter and the depth of the cylindrical cup-shaped
product were 40 mm and 10 mm, respectively. The simulation results showed that the application of antilock brake mechanic
system improves the ability to control the material flow during the drawing process, although the maximum blank holder force
of 13000 N was applied. The optimum condition was found when the drawing process was performed using blank holder force
of 3500 N, deep drawing force of 7000 N, friction coefficient of 0.25 and speed of punch stroke of 0.84 mm/sec. This research
demonstrated that an antilock brake mechanic system can be implemented effectively to prevent cracking in deep drawing
process.
Keywords
Deep drawing, metal flow, blank holder force, antilock brake system, cracking
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ABSTRACT
Mg, in the form of MgH2, is one kinds of materials widely used as hydrogen storage materials. Absorption and desorption
properties of hydrogen which comes from metal hydride depend on materials itself, addition of elements, as well as
manufacturing method. In this research, Mg as hydrogen storage were prepared by mechanical alloying with Ni, Cu, and Al as
element addition and variation milling time for 10, 20 and 30 hours. Some morphological analyses (XRD, SEM) were done to
observe phase transformation. Absorption and desorption properties characterization were employed by DSC and
hydrogenation tests. The improvement in milling time decreased particle size, therefore enhanced wt% of absorbed hydrogen
and decrease onset desorption temperature. However, the excessive of agglomeration and cold welding on mechanical alloying
process resulted in bigger particle size. Alloying elements, Al and Cu, served as catalyst, while Ni acted as alloying which
reacted with hydrogen. Mg10wt%Al with 20 hours milling time at hydrogenation temperature 250°C, 3 atm pressure, and 1
hour holding time resulted in the highest weight percent of H2 (0.38%wt). However, Mg10wt%Al with 30 hours milling time
had the lowest onset temperature, 341.490C
Keywords
Absorption, desorption, hydrogen storage materials, mechanical alloying, Mg
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ABSTRACT
Joining of dissimilar metals is to compose different properties of metals in order to minimize material costs and at the same
time to maximize the performance of the equipment and machinery. There are a lot of methods of joining of dissimilar metals.
However, the fusion welding is mostly used in a wide range of industries. This research is carried out for the process of
dissimilar welding between carbon steel plates of ASTM A516-70 and austenitic stainless steel plates ASTM A214-316L by
using gas metal arc welding (GMAW). Welding design used is a V-groove by using the buttering process and without
buttering (non-buttering) process. Types of filler metals used are ER309L and ER316L-Si. The weldment is then tested by
using destructive test (DT) and non-destructive test (NDT). Weldment is also characterized by using X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD). The results show that the mechanical properties of weldment with buttering process are better compared with the
weldment with a non-buttering process. The macro and microstructure of weldment with buttering process revealed finer
grained and homogeneous structures compared with the one by using a non-buttering process. Moreover, welds
characterization by using XRD show that the precipitation of chromium carbide on HAZ of weldment with buttering process is
lower than that of weldment with a non-buttering process.
Keywords
Dissimilar metal, buttering, gas metal arc welding, microstructure, mechanical property
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ABSTRACT
Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are new materials, which are very essential for industry manufacture applications, such as
automotive, aerospace and military. So far, an enhancement of the MMCs hardness has been interestingly studied. In this
paper, we study the formation of Al-5%Cu-4%Mg matrix with SiCp reinforcement by thixoforming process. Several important
parameters for increasing the MMCs hardness, such as volume fraction of reinforcement, ageing time and temperature, have
been investigated. It is found that the distribution of SiC particles in Al matrix is non homogeneous for both MMCs with 5
vf.% SiC and 10 vf.% SiC. It also is found fine and coarse globular and non-dendritic structures in the matrix as indicated that
thixoforming process has succed. The hardness increased with higher vf% SiC as well as longer aging time after thixoprocess,
therefore such parameters should be considered in order to obtain the optimum performance of Al-5%Cu-4%Mg/SiC MMC.
Keywords
Metal matrix composites (MMCs), Al-5%Cu-4%Mg, thixoforming, SiC reinforcement, ageing, hardness
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ABSTRACT
The deformation after ballistic impact loading of silicon carbide reinforced aluminium alloy composite is investigated in this
research. The composite consists of 10 % volume fraction of silicon carbide particulate in a matrix of Al-7Si-Mg-Zn alloy and
were produced through the squeeze casting process with a pressure of 1 MPa at semi-solid melting temperatures of 590-610
0
C. The mechanical property of the composite was examined with hardness test. The ballistic tests were performed with two
types of projectiles, 9 mm calibre and 5.56 mm calibre of projectiles. Then the deformed surfaces were studied with optical
microscopy. During ballistic testing, the 9 mm projectile did not pierce the composite plate although the test resulted in
significant cracks on the backside of the plate. The cross section observation of the plate showed ductile deformation in the
matrix and silicon carbide particulates give significant rule in withstanding the penetration of the projectile. The 5.56 mm
projectile pierced through the composite and caused a brittle fracture of the matrix.
Keywords
Deformation, ballistic impact, aluminium composite, silicon carbide, squeeze casting
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ABSTRACT
Aluminum composite reinforced ceramic particles can be created through stirring process (Stir Casting) so that the molten
aluminum to form a vortex as a space for the reinforced of Al2O3 particles well distributed on the aluminum melt. Engineering
ceramic particles and vortex formation process will determine the distribution of particles in molten aluminum metal. Mg was
added during the melting and argon was flushed to improve wetting system and protect oxidation. In this study, billet Al.6061
was combined with various percentage of Al2O3 from 5Vf % to 20Vf%. The results showed that the optimum tensile strength
obtained at 10Vf % Al2O3 with the value of 190 MPa.
Keywords
Aluminum composite,billet Al.6061,Al2O3 ceramic particles, vortex method (Stir Casting), volume fraction
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ABSTRACT
Broadly, P/M process to produce of engine and automotive components high quality. Advantage of P/M process is efficient of
used material is higher than near net shape processes such as casting and forging. Principally, product quality of P/M process is
determined by its density. Generally the quality of the product manufacturing process is measured from the physical,
mechanical, and metallography properties. Variety of experimental methods of compression, vibration, and temperature has
been used to control density P/M. This article describes the approach to the calculation of geometry of the grain size fractions
to control P/M density. The study analyzes P/M density is based on space equilibrium of mold cavity by rounded powder
particles with coarse, medium, and fine sizes. In this article the results of density calculations validated by experiment of P/M
HIP process of 10 metric tons pressure, 500oC temperature and 20 minutes holding time. Object of study is the bushing from
duralumin powder is contained in a mold with homogeneous size and grain size fractions 12 : 3x12 : 3x3x12. Testing of P/M
density, hardness, metallographic was conducted by Picnometry, Micro Hardness Tester, SEM, respectively. The test results
and analysis states that density and P/M hardness on a powder feeding with a grain size fraction is higher than homogeneous
filler grain size. And the results of metallographic characteristics of SEM studies show the size comparison of the bonding
neck on the grain size fraction increased from 0.05 to 0.09 time point particles forming.
Keywords:
P/M, geometry, HIP, duralumin, picnometry, neck.

1. Introduction
In particular manufacturing machinery and automotive industries, metal has several advantages over conventional material
composite materials and ceramics, but the availability of world decreases. Therefore use of metal to be optimized either
transformed into finished products as well as further utilization of waste generated such as chips, fins, scrap. The process of
casting and P/M is a metal working process that transformable waste metal into finished products or components. One of the
advantages of the process of casting, forging, and P/M can produce a near net shape parts. Product quality problems near net
shape is determined by the density and porosity. Generally manufactured product with low density is high porosity and effect
of porosity variations in the properties of other materials such as mechanical, metallographic, chemical, electrical, and be able
to form. According Ademeso et al. [1], bulk density and porosity are two of the physical properties that have been found to
significantly affect the mechanical properties, particularly. The bulk density values ranged from 2.63 to 2.81 and the porosity
from 0.16 to 0.03. The P/M is a metal processing technology that can transform the metal particles into a finished product by
micro-porosity.
During this time, porosity in the product manufacturing is one of types of defects that lead to decreased quality of product.
Generally porosity occurs in the macro scale and distribution is not homogeneous, but are distributed homogeneously microporosity be a positive influence in the system. Because at a basic level possible crystal micro-porosity provide dynamic
behavior of the atoms to rotate or translation affecting dimensional stability. Now micro-porosity combined with other material
properties to provide an exchange (impregnation) and ion separation (filter), and the catalysis of hydrogen cracking. Therefore
the porosity of the solid material must be disposed micro-porosity arrangement that provides dynamic behavior. Attempt to
relate the dynamics of the molecules are linked to the harmony arrangement (ordered) of crystal lines as metal organic
frameworks (MOFs), Travis [2]. Experiment the P/M with a variety of compression and vibration have been made in an effort
to control the optimization of structuring micro-gap to control micro-porosity but the results have not been up to since their
porosity and macro-size distribution is not homogeneous to form clusters or groups. Porosity is often caused shrinkage in the
sintering process is not controlled, more distortion in the P/M products.
Generally, the optimization of the ordered of the micro powder particles space P/M through the variation of compression and
vibration. In this research performed a micro structuring innovation space particles P/M with inserts of powder particles. In
disordered of space through the insertion of micro powder particles, described by the coordinate geometry calculations system
and principles of algebra micro space formed by the coordination of the powder particles P/M. By Won-Chun Oh [3], the
phenomenon of the aggregate pattern is determined by the difference in the shape and size of the metal particles. In this article
coordination powder particles consist of large particle size (forming particles), medium (primary fillers), and small size
(secondary fillers). The aim structuring powder particles to form a point of contact between the particles forming, the main
filler, and second filler to produce micro porosity with homogeneous distribution.
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ABSTRACT
Utilization of wind power in Indonesia is less attractive compared with utilization of conventional fuel. This is because the
price of wind energy is not competitive when compared with fossil energy prices, and as a result of the implementation of
energy pricing policy through subsidies. Before designing the Wind Energy Conversion System, simulation of computational
fluid dynamics needs to be done in order for reducing designing time and cost. In this research, modeling and simulation work
has been done to figure out the optimum aerodynamics coefficient of wind turbine blades at different Reynolds number. This
blade is a modification of standard airfoil of NACA 4415. The aerodynamics coefficient of modify and standard airfoil is then
compared. FLUENT software and Spalart-Allmaras Turbulent Model are used in this work. Based on the comparison of the
coefficient of aerodynamic, modification NACA 4415 airfoil has better performance at Reynolds number of 4.1 x 104 to 2.5 x
105. The experiment results also showed that based on a numerical study of the modification NACA 4415 airfoil can be used as
a basis for the establishment of wind turbine blades.
Keywords
Energy, propeller, NACA 4415, CFD
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ABSTRACT
Surface hardening on local disc brakes with DC-plasma nitrocarburizing apparatus has been carried out. Local disc brake was
nitrocarburized at temperatures of 700 0C, 8000C, and 9000C for 3 hours, respectively. The results show that the hardness of
sample of local disc brake before nitrocarburization was 167.86 Kgf/mm2, after the sample was nitrocarburized at temperature
900 0C for 3 hours, the hardness increased up to 649.38 Kgf/mm2. Matrixes on the base material were austenite, ferrite, and
perlite.
Keywords
Nitrocarburizing, DC- plasma, local disc brakes, hardness, microstructure
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ABSTRACT.
PbSn composites have been prepared by powder metallurgy for Advance Energy Transfer Bullet Application. Sn compositions
was variety 5, 10, 15wt%. The compacting pressure performed at 10, 15, and 20 MPa. Temperature and holding time of
sintering constantly in 150OC for 2 hours. The microstructure and mechanical performance of PbSn composites are
investigated by Scanning Electron microscope (SEM), and compression tests. The results show that the Pb-15%wtSn
Composite which is compacted in 20 MPa has result greatest density which was 10.969 gr/cm3 and the smallest porosity
(1.5%). Mechanical performance test of PbSn composite show the greatest hardness, compressive strength and modulus
elasticity reach are 11.01 HV, 46.82 MPa and 34.96 GPa
Keywords:
core projectile, metalurgi serbuk, Pb-Sn
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The Oxygen Control System Design (GAS SKID) and Oxygen Fuel
Equipment (OFB) On Combustion: Metal, Glass, Glass and Ceramics in
the Framework of Industrial Fuel Use Efficiency and Reduce Global
Warming
Setiyonoa, Gede Eka Lesmanab, Yohannes Dewantob.
a

Mechanical Department,Faculty of Engineering, Pancasila University
E-mail : simondewanto@gmail.com

b

Mechanical Department,Faculty of Engineering, Pancasila University
Jl.Srengeng Sawah, Jagakarsa, Jakarta Selatan 12640
telp (021)7272290, fax (021)7270128
email: gd_eka_l@yahoo.com, simondewanto@gmail.com

This paper discusses a research that aims to improve the efficiency of fuel consumption. The equipment consist of: the
combustion process control engineering, engineering distribution system of fuel and system burner. Those system equipment
used for the combustion reaction in which oxygen as an oxidant. The result is a detailed design for manufacture and for testing
the prototypes of fuel-gas control system (SKID) and oxy-fuel burner (OFB) devise.
The advantages of this product is a production system equipment to be more fuel efficient. Fuel saving potential is expected to
20-25%, and the gas stag emissions reduced by 65%. In addition to this product designed is safely, also increase production,
reduce production downtime and improve production quality.

ontrol of oxygen supply, fuel savings, reduced emissions.

Industries that require fuels saving techniques are primarily in the industrial production process requires heat generated
from solid fuels, liquid or gas. The industry group such as:
- The steel industry work in temperatures: 1650 °C
- Rolling mill steel works at temperature 1050 °C
- Casting of iron works at temperatures: 1400 °C
- Copper smelting works at tempt: 1450 °C
- Aluminum smelting works at tempt: 950 °C
- Tin smelting works at temperatures: 850 °C
- Manufacture of glass work on temperature: 1650 °C
- The industry works on temperature: 1650 °C
- PLTG working temperature: 1150 °C
- Pulp and paper
- Chemical industry
Industries mentioned above requires approximately 12.98 million kiloliters of fuel per year (2008). Conceivably
that could save you 20% only.
The research aims:
- Increase production
- Improved fuel economy
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- Reduced production down time
- Improving the quality of production
- Reduce emissions and improve exhaust gas.
- Shorten the flame (flame) out of the appliance combustion (burner).
The results of this studies will reduce fuels consumption in the industrial sector between 20-25%. If this happens, then
the government feels lucky because it will reduce the cost of fuel imports and reduce the subsidy borne by the
government, jobs and raise per-capita income is called CRS (Carbon Reduction Sales)

As an example we use the fuel and the combustion reaction CH4 as follows:
CO2 + 2H2O + N2
(1)
CH4 + air
The air is made of 20,5% O2 + 79,5% N2, or 1 part of O2 + 3,878 part of N2, the reactions above can be changed as follows :
CH4 + 2O2 + 7,756 N2

CO2 +2H2O +7,756 N2

(2)

The air as an oxidant
Nitrogen is an gas inerts, the total volume of incoming and outgoing fixed in the reaction, only the temperature is different.
2.2 Combustion reactions using oxygen as an oxidant
By using oxygen as an oxidant, the reaction CH4 combustion by the following :
CO2 + 2H2O
CH4 + 2O2
The Simpler reaction, without N2 participate in burning.

(3)

2.3 Comparison of Reaction
From combustion reactions (2) and (3) can be summarized as follows:
- The amount of exhaust gas is greatly reduced because without nitrogen.
- Heat carried nitrogen to the chimney does not occur
- Heat combustion will rise, the hot gas flow in the combustion chamber down.
- The temperature in the combustion chamber will rise.
With the increase of heat in the combustion chamber fuel consumption to be reduced or increased machine production capacity
2.4 Analysis of Combustion Process
The results of the analysis using the combustion reaction in the foundation theory of thinking, is as follows see at Table1:

Table 1. Flues gas composition

KOMPOSISI GAS BUANG
SISTIM PEMBAKARAN

CO2

H2O

SO2

O2

N2

TOTAL

Heavy oil + udara

159.79

120.09

0.49

0.35

850.15

1130.87

Heavy oil + oxygen

159.79

120.09

0.49

0.35

0.56

281.28

NG + udara

104.00

200.50

0.001

0.00

789.57

1094.07

NG + oxygen

104.00

200.5

0.00

0.00

0.50

305.00

From the analysis above combustion reaction can be seen that:
1. Exhaust gases in the combustion process with air as an oxidant number 4 fold from flue gases in the combustion process
with oxygen as an oxidant. This brings the hot exhaust gases to the chimney, so a lot of heat loss.
2. Due the volume flues of gas less (on combustion using oxygen), the gas flow in the combustion chamber is low, it will
improve the absorption of heat and energy loss less.
3. From the above combustion reaction, the energy carried by nitrogen to the chimney reaches 42% and it will be 0% if the
combustion process uses oxygen as an oxidant. In practice, the combustion efficiency is never achieved by 42% because
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some of the heat is used to heat the combustion equipment components and partly lost due to the flow of air around the
kitchen.
4. Exhaust emissions of pollutants can be controlled by regulating the amount of oxygen used in the process (at least 4%
oxygen in the exhaust gas).
5. Target research: achieving fuel savings between 20-25%.
6. The amount of fuel depending on the working temperature, the type of kitchen that is used and the type of fuel used.
7. All analyzes should use the energy and mass balance analysis.

3.1 THE MAKING SYSTEM
Prototyping activity / workshop models made at Corporate Partners assembly in the Laboratory of Industrial and
Production Department of Mechanical Engineering Faculty of Engineering, University of Pancasila. Before we begin the
prototyping activities should be made standard operating procedures (SOP) for each manufacturing parts. Engineering design
of these controls will be a basic tool assortment research and development in the field of energy research.
The composition of the equipment consists of a 3-group as follows:
- Storage tanks for oxygen, fuel, and air (fuel distribution system, air and oxygen)
- Tools discharge regulator, the pressure of the gas, the fuel and air (SKID) (controls, safety systems and instrumentation)
- Combustion chamber, combustion equipment (burner) and sensors (temperature, pressure and flow).
Schematic arrangement shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 arrangement of equipment

3.1.1. Storage tanks of fuel and oxidizer.
- The oxygen tank did not buy but just renting, which is used to buy gas and manifold system to buy spare-partsnya and
assembled themselves.
- The LPG tank should buy, then made a manifold to regulate the gas supply in accordance with the needs and the discharge
pressure to process. The LPG tank can be replaced with a liquid fuel such as kerosene or diesel fuel or other gases.
- The Industrial blower is required when using air as an oxidant or when using oxygen as an oxidant to cool the inner wall of
flint.

3.1.2. The Controls
SKID consists of the pressure regulator, the regulator discharge of fuel and oxidizer. The tool becomes complex because it
comes with a safety system at the time of use. Control devices purchased and then assembled themselves in order to
guarantee the safety of the system.
Electrical logic controller to regulate the working order of each process in accordance with the wishes of the researchers.
This tool also regulates workplace safety system.
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3.1.3. Combustion chamber.
- Combustion chamber made of steel pipe diameter of 1000 mm and a length of 2000 mm on the outside and on the inside of
the castable. Castable type C-18 is required to work until the temperature 1800oC.
- The bodies later combustion chamber installed 10 sets of temperature sensors to determine the spread of heat occurs in the
combustion chamber.
3.1.4. Fuels (burner).
- Installed a burner to create combustion. Burner split model, spare parts designed and built himself. Burner is not sold in the
market.
3.2. Research Methods
Combustion method was used in this research in accordance with Table 1 above, the observations attached Table 2, 3 and 4 are
referred to the following reaction:
1. Heavy oil combustion air.
2. Heavy oil combustion with oxygen.
3. Burning natural gas to oxygen
Table 2. The reaction of heavy oil combustion with air as an oxidant
1-KG diesel oil =

HEAVY OIL
Cold air

0.85 liters

1 KMOL

22.4

M3

ALINDO-APPLICATION-STY-05.01

Ch.comp.

%

C
H2
S
O2
H2S
N2
H2O
CO
CxHy
CO2
Total

85.6
10.5
0.7
0.5
0
0.7
2
0
0
0
100

Diesel oil
100 kg
calorific value
Kg
molKmol
min.
max.
weight
kcal/kg kcal/kg
85.6
12
7.1333
10.5
2
5.2500
0.7
32
0.0219
0.5
32
0.0156
34
0.0000
0.7
28
0.0250
2
18
0.1111
0
28
0.0000
0
0
0.0000
0
44
0.0000
100
12.55694

chemical reaction with oxygen
+
+
+

1 O2
0.5 O2
1 O2

=
=
=

1 CO2
1 H20
1 SO2

1 H2S +

1.5 O2

=

1 H2O

1 CO

0.5 O2

=

1 CO2

1 C
1 H2
1 S

+

Q = 4.187 { 81 X C + 300 X H -26 ( O - S ) - 6 ( H2O - 9 X H )}

100 kg
Kg

C
H2
S
O2
H2S
N2
H2O
CO
CxHy
CO2
Total
%

85.6
10.5
0.7
0.5
0
0.7
2
0
0
0
100

Mol.W
85.6
10.5
0.7
0.5
0
0.7
2
0
0
0
100

Kmol
12
2
32
32
34
28
18
28
0
44

7.1333
5.2500
0.0219
0.0156
0.0000
0.0250
0.1111
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
12.5569

1 SO2

KJ/KG
Q MIN

Diesel oi
Ch.comp. %

+

: 44565.59 KJ/KG
10646.72 KCAL/KG
12525.55 KCAL/L

KJ
1

AIR = 20.5 % O2 + 79.5 % N2
FLUE GAS COMPOSITION, M 3
O2
N2
AIR
CO2
H2O
SO2
O2
N2
KMOL
KMOL
KMOL
M3
7.1333
27.6634 34.7967 779.447
159.79
0.00
0.00
0.00 619.66
2.6250
10.1799 12.8049 286.829
0.00 117.60
0.00
0.00 228.03
0.0219
0.085
0.1067
2.390
0.00
0.00
0.49
0.00
1.90
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.56
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
2.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.7802
37.9281 47.7083 1068.667
159.79 120.09
0.49
0.35 850.15
20.5
79.5
%
14.13
10.62
0.04
0.03
75.18
Initial temperatur 0 C
30
Spec.heat
Cp
cal/C/L
FLUE GAS ENERGY kcal/kg

% pengurangan %N2

%-N2.red.
0
10
20
30
50
70
90
100

0.5578
1354.76

0.4425
807.72

0.5440
4.05

Air - % O2-%add
100.00
90.00
80.00
70.00
50.00
30.00
10.00
0.00

0.00
2.05
4.10
6.15
10.25
14.35
18.45
20.50

Kcal
0.2389

TOTAL
779.45
345.63
2.39
0.35
0.00
0.56
2.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
1130.87
100.00

0
1,550 C end temperatur
0.6530
0.3449
3.47
4456.89
6626.90
2170.00

QN- losses %-losses
4453.96
41.83
4008.56
37.65
3206.85
30.12
2244.80
21.08
1122.40
10.54
336.72
3.16
33.67
0.32
0.00
0.00
heat-increased %

New-heat
10,646.72
11,092.12
11,893.83
12,855.88
13,978.28
14,763.96
15,067.01
15,100.68
41.83
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Table 3 heavy oil combustion reaction with oxygen as oxidant

1-KG diesel oil =

HEAVY OIL
Oxygen

0.85 liters

1 KMOL

22.4 M3

ALINDO-APPLICATION-STY-05.01

Ch.comp. %
C
H2
S
O2
H2S
N2
H2O
CO
CxHy
CO2
Total

85.6
10.5
0.7
0.5
0
0.7
2
0
0
0
100

Diesel oil
100 kg
calorific value
Kg
molKmol
min. max.
weight
kcal/kg kcal/kg
85.6
12 7.1333
10.5
2 5.2500
0.7
32 0.0219
0.5
32 0.0156
34 0.0000
0.7
28 0.0250
2
18 0.1111
0
28 0.0000
0
0 0.0000
0
44 0.0000
100
12.55694

chemical reaction with oxygen
1 C +
1 H2 +
1 S +

1 O2
0.5 O2
1 O2

=
=
=

1 CO2
1 H20
1 SO2

1 H2S +

1.5 O2

=

1 H2O +

1 CO +

0.5 O2

=

1 CO2

Q = 4.187 { 81 X C + 300 X H -26 ( O - S ) - 6 ( H2O - 9 X H )}

KJ/KG
Q MIN : 44565.59 KJ/KG
10646.72 KCAL/KG
12525.55 KCAL/L

Diesel oi
100 kg
Ch.comp. %
Kg
C
H2
S
O2
H2S
N2
H2O
CO
CxHy
CO2
Total
%

85.6
10.5
0.7
0.5
0
0.7
2
0
0
0
100

Mol.W
85.6
10.5
0.7
0.5
0
0.7
2
0
0
0
100

Kmol
12
2
32
32
34
28
18
28
0
44

7.1333
5.2500
0.0219
0.0156
0.0000
0.0250
0.1111
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
12.5569

1 SO2

KJ
1

AIR = 20.5 % O2 + 79.5 % N2
FLUE GAS COMPOSITION, M3
O2
N2
AIR
CO2
H2O
SO2
O2
N2
KMOL
KMOL KMOL
M3
7.1333
7.1333 159.787 159.79
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
2.6250
2.6250 58.800
0.00 117.60
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.0219
0.0219
0.490
0.00
0.00
0.49
0.00 0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.35 0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.56
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
2.49
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
9.7802
9.7802 219.0767 159.79 120.09
0.49
0.35 0.56
20.5
79.5
%
14.13
10.62
0.04
0.03
0.05
Initial temperatur 0 C
30
Spec.heat
Cp cal/C/L
FLUE GAS ENERGY kcal/kg

0.5578
1354.76

0.4425
807.72

0.5440
4.05

Kcal
0.2389

TOTAL
159.79
117.60
0.49
0.35
0.00
0.56
2.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
281.28
24.87

0
1,550 C end temperatur
0.6530
0.3449
3.47
2.94
2172.94
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Table 4. Natural gas combustion reaction with oxygen as oxidant

NATURAL GAS
Cold air Cirebon
Chemical composition:
%
CH4
94.70%
C2H6
1.50%
C3H8
0.60%
C4H10
0.90%
C5H12
0.00%
C6H14
0.00%
N2
0.50%
CO2
0.66%
H2
0.90%
H2S
0%
C
0%
../ kg
S
0%
../kg
CO
0.24%

ALINDO-APPLICATION-STY-05.01

1 kcal=
1 m3=
calorific value
kcal/m3
kcal/m3
8599
9542
15303
16718
21907
23794
28493
30851
35069
37900
41656
44958
0
0
2581
3052
5600
6100
8137
8137
2216
2216
3022
3022

chemical reaction
1 CH4
1 C2H6
1 C3H8
1 C4H10
1 C5H12
1 C6H14

+
+
+
+
+
+

2 O2
3.5 O2
4 O2
6.5 O2
8 O2
9.5 O2

=
=
=
=
=
=

1 CO2
2 CO2
3 CO2
4 CO2
5 CO2
6 CO2

2 H2
1 H2S
1C
1S
2 CO

+
+
+
+
+

1 O2
1.5 O2
1 O2
1 O2
1 O2

=
=
=
=
=

2 H2O
1 H2O
1 CO2
1 SO2
2 CO2

Q = Qco.%CO + QH2.%H2 + QCH.%CH
ref:

Q mim

heat of combustion 3-155

PERRY'S

Fuel gas
comp.

O2

CH4
C2H6
C3H8
C4H10
C5H12
C6H14
N2
CO2
H2
H2S
C
CO
Total

M3

100 m3
% m3
94.70%
1.50%
0.60%
0.90%
0.00%
0.00%
0.50%
0.66%
0.90%
0%
0%
0.24%
100.00%

94.7
1.50
0.6
0.9
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.66
0.90
0.00
0.00
0.24
100.00

N2
734.50
20.36
9.31
22.69
0.00
0.00

923.90
25.61
11.71
28.54
0.00
0.00

0.45
0.00
0.00
0.12
203.47
20.50%

1.75
0.00
0.00
0.47
789.07
79.5%

2.20
0.00
0.00
0.59
992.54
100.00%

0

Initial temperatur C
Cp

FLUE GAS ENERGY

% pengurangan N2

CO2

AIR

189.40
5.25
2.40
5.85
0.00
0.00

Spec.heat

3.9683 BTU
35.2113 scf

8795.40
34902.78
991.24

kcal/m3
BTU/m3
BTU/scf

FLUE GAS COMPOSITION
H2O
O2

+
+
+
+
+
+

2 H2O
3 H2O
2 H2O
5 H2O
6 H20
7 H20

+

1 SO2

Qmax

9714.72
38550.92
1094.85

kcal/m3
BTU/m3
BTU/scf

N2

SO2

M3
TOTAL

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0
0.00%

1018.60
27.86
12.31
30.79
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.66
2.65
0.00
0.00
0.71
1094.07
100.00%

94.70
3.00
1.80
3.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
104.00
9.51%

189.40
4.50
1.20
4.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
200.50
18.33%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00%

734.50
20.36
9.31
22.69
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
1.75
0.00
0.00
0.47
789.57
72.17%

cal/C/L

0.5578

0.4425

0.6530

0.3449

0.5440

kcal/m3

881.77

1348.56

0.00

4139.29

0.00

0

1,550 C end temperatur

30

N2-%red.
0
10
20
30
50
70
90
100

Air - %
100.00
90.00
80.00
70.00
50.00
30.00
10.00
0.00

O2-%.add
0.00
2.05
4.10
6.15
10.25
14.35
18.45
20.50

QN- losses
4136.67
3723.00
2978.40
2084.88
1042.44
312.73
31.27
0.00
heat-increased

6369.62

%-losses

New-heat

42.58
38.32
30.66
21.46
10.73
3.22
0.32
0.00
%

9,714.72
10,128.39
10,872.99
11,766.51
12,808.95
13,538.65
13,820.11
13,851.39
42.58

1. Exhaust emissions of pollutants can be controlled by regulating the amount of oxygen used in the process (at least 4%
oxygen in the exhaust gas).
2. The fuel savings achieved between 20-25%.
3. The amount of fuel depending on the working temperature, the type of kitchen that is used and the type of fuel used.
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ABSTRACT
Smart concrete is an innovative material because it can serve as a sensor without any additional sensors in it. It is reinforced
with carbon fiber that has gone through the pyrolysis process at high temperature to produce carbon content above 90%. The
carbon fiber used in this study was Polyacrylonitrile. The working principle of carbon fiber sensor works piezoresistivity that
respond to changes in mechanical (stress and strain) to electrical impulses. The resistivity changes that will be converted into
units of load on the display circuit system. Key to success of this research was the concrete formulations and systems were
sensitive and accurate readings so that any small change in resistivity could be directly detected. Variations in carbon fiber
were added to the 0-1% by weight of cement with interval 0.5. Fly ash was added as a filler to reduce the use of cement.
Results obtained from dynamic cyclic testing showed that the compressive strength was the best in the concrete without carbon
fiber, then decline in line with the increased number of carbon fiber. But inversely proportional to the resistivity of the concrete
produced. Smart concrete must have a high sensitivity to changes in stress / strain, it should also meet the required concrete
strength both press and flexible to avoid initial crack.
Keywords
Smart concrete, Carbon Fiber, Dinamis Cyclic, Resistivity, Compressive Strength
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ABSTRACT
The millimeter wave (MMW) sintering of alumina ceramic had been performed. The results revealed that MMW sintered
alumina has higher density than that of conventional method on all sintering temperature. However microstructure evaluation
demonstrates that grain growth of MM wave annealed alumina is faster than in conventional annealing. It indicates that MM
wave enhanced mass transport and solid state reaction rates during sintering. The empirical observations of microwave
enhancements have been broadly known as microwave effect. Even though no satisfactory theory existed to explain the effect
but the presence the electromagnetic waves (EMW) during microwave heating is clearly the key. In this paper, microwave
effect on grain growth of alumina ceramic is presented. Some effective and unique characteristics of the EMW sintering were
also discussed as well.
Keywords
Alumina, grain distribution, millimeter-wave sintering, gyrotron, microwave effect
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A Study on the Structural Analysis of Novel Polyurethanes Based on N,N'1,2-Ethanediylbis-(4-Hydroxy-Pentanamide) and 4-Hydroxy-N-(2Hydroxyethyl)-Pentanamide
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ABSTRACT
As versatile biomass-based diol precursors, N,N'-1,2-ethanediylbis-(4-hydroxy-pentanamide) (1) and 4-hydroxy-N-(2hydroxyethyl)-pentanamide (2) are potential monomers to synthesize novel polyurethanes through adding di-isocyanates. This
study reported the structural analysis and molecular behavior of polyurethanes obtained from polymerization of the diol
precursors with aliphatic and aromatic di-isocyanates (hexamethylene diisocyanate, HDI (3), and phenyl-diisocyanate, PDI (4))
in (N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) solvents with triethylamine (TEA) catalysts. 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR and Elemental Analysis
confirmed structure of the polyurethanes built from both diols and di-isocyanates and FTIR indicated interaction among
polyurethane molecules showed at lower wave numbers such as 2855-2976 cm-1 for hydrogen-bonded –NH groups and 16211643 cm-1 for hydrogen-bonded –C=O groups. Furthermore a study on influence of the inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen
bonding on the thermal and mechanical properties of the polyurethanes would be an interesting investigation for the next study.
Keywords
Diols, di-isocyanates, backbone structure, functional groups and hydrogen bonding.
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ABSTRACT

In ceramic tiles industry, the process of ceramics classification plays an important part. At present, the process of classification
is carried out manually by using the human eyes observation. However, the capability of the human eyes is very limited. This
condition leads to the low accuracy of the ceramic tile selection. This paper proposes a mechanism which could classify the
ceramic tiles automatically using local texture feature. The result of our experiment shows a recognition rate of 76%, which
means that this method can be used to classify the ceramic tiles.
Keywords
Ceramic tile, Classification, Defect, Texture
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ABSTRACT
In this investigation, mullite ceramics were produced by mixing Al2O3 and amorphous silica xerogel (SX) extracted from sago
waste ash. The composition was prepared by adding an amount from 0 to 80 mol% of Al2O3 into SX. The samples were dry
pressed and sintered in the temperature range between 900oC and 1200oC. Their properties have been characterized on the
basis of the experimental data obtained using thermal analysis (DSC/TGA, X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The results show that two major differences become obvious when comparing the samples loaded by the smaller and
larger amount of Al2O3. First, cristobalite formation is retarded in the sample loaded by the larger amount of Al2O3. Second, at
1200oC, the observed volume fraction of mullite is higher in the sample loaded by the larger amount of Al2O3. The DSC
analysis indicates that the mullite crystallization takes place at 1200oC for 60 mol% Al2O3 loaded SX sample as confirmed by
the XRD pattern. It was found that there was not a complete reaction of mulitization for sample sintered up to 1200 oC.
Keywords
Mullite ceramic, Al2O3, amorphous silica xerogel, sago waste ash, sintering temperature, thermal analysis, X-ray methods
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ABSTRACT
The acoustical properties of polyester/ramie fibre composite materials that was applied as a sound absorbing material is
discussed in this paper. The aim was to determine the correlation between Normal Incidence Sound Absorption Coefficient
(NAC) and Random Incidence Sound Absorption Coefficient (RAC) of the fibre composites. The acoustic measurement with
Impedance Tube Kit followed the ASTM 1986 E – 1050 – 98 standard. The portion of the ramie fibre was modified with fibre
length varied from 0.25 cm, 1 cm to 1.5 cm but at a constant fibre diameter. A constant volume fraction of fibre 20 % was
used.The Beevers method was applied to characterize the fibre’s diameter. Results indicated that the sound absorption
performance of the composite fibre can reach as high as 99% at frequency of 1225 Hz at aspect ratio of 42. A correlation
between NAC and RAC was presented based on a quantitative result.
Keywords
Composite, polyester,ramie, fibre,acoustic
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Electroless Plating of Al2O3 Particles Reinforced Composites
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ABSTRACT
Electroless plating is one method to coat Al2O3 particles reinforced. This process has been carried out to coat Al2O3 with
electrolite solution which content of nitride acid (HNO3), Al and Mg powders. The metal oxide layer of spinel phase
(MgAl2O4) is formed on the surface of Al2O3 which can improve wettability of Al2O3. The addition of Mg powder into
solution was various from 0.002 to 0.012 mol while Al powder was kept constan i,e. 0.018 mol. The effect of Mg on
formation of metal oxide layer on Al2O3 particles have been studied. It is found that the addition of 0.004 mol of Mg generated
homogeneous thin spinel layer (MgAl2O4) on the surface of Al2O3 particles. This condition was applied to form spinel layer on
Al2O3 particles reinforced for making Aluminium Matrix Composites (AMC) with 12.5Vf% of Al2O3 particles reinforced. It is
found that tensile strength and hardness as well as wear resistance of AMC has been improved compare to unreinforced.
Keywords
Metal oxide coating, Al2O3 particles, electroless plating.
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ABSTRACT
In Indonesia, a lot of wastes of glasses and metals have potency to be one of brake raw materials. For example, little bottles of
used food packages are usually directly thrown into environment. The scraps of metal machining wastes are usually collected
to be manufactured into other products. In this research, both wastes are used as fillers for brake friction materials, the effects
of them on the thermal properties are studied in details. The glass wastes are crushed, grinded and filtered to simplify the
mixing process with other raw materials when the fabrication of brake fiction materials done. During fabrication, samples are
cured at 190qC for 3 hours. The samples are characterized using x-ray diffractometer and thermogravimetric analysis. Based on
these characterizations, the increase of glass powders content plays role in increasing the percentage of crystalllinities. This is
suspected the glass used as ingredient of friction material has crystalline structure. The glass waste quantity does not influence
significantly on the thermal properties. During heating up to 1200qC, the mass loss occurs due to epoxy, bamboo fiber and
styrene butadiene rubber decompose. The optimum composition is found at sample B2, a sample with lowest total mass loss (2
mg).
Keywords
Glass; metal, friction material, crystallin, thermal properties
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ABSTRACT
Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) is one of the very promising alternative renewable energy sources to anticipate the
diminishing in the fossil fuel reserves in the next few decades and to make use of the abundance of intensive sunlight energy in
tropical countries like Indonesia. TiO2 nanoparticles have been used as the photo electrode in DSSC because of its high surface
area and allow the adsorption of a large number of dye molecules. In the present study, TiO2 aerogel have been synthesized via
sol-gel process with water to inorganic precursor ratio (Rw) of 2.00, followed with subsequent drying by CO2 supercritical
extraction (SCE). As comparison, the TiO2 xerogel was also prepared by conventional drying and annealing. Both types of gels
were subjected to conventional and multi-step annealing. The resulting nanoparticles in aerogel and xerogel have a band-gap
energy of 3.10 and 3.04 eV, respectively. The open circuit voltage (Voc) measurement reveals that the DSSC fabricated with
aerogel provided a higher voltage (21,40 mV) than xerogel (1,10 mV).
Keywords
Super critical extraction, TiO2, aerogel, xerogel, dye sensitized solar cell, multi-step calcination
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ABSTRACT
So far, application of RRA (Retrogression and Re-aging) heat treatment in improving SSC (stress corrosion cracking)
resistance of aluminum alloy 7075 is limited to thin samples as it is constrained by short retrogression time at high
temperature. The aim of this research is to obtain thick aluminum alloy 7075 plate with good SCC resistance through RRA
modification. In RRA modification, the retrogressed alloy samples were rolled at three different temperatures (27o C, 120o C,
and 180o C) and at three different thickness reductions (10%, 15%, and 20%) followed by re-aging at 120o C for 16 hours.
SCC resistance was determined from time to failure (tf) at fixed loading at 0.8 yield strength of material in test solution of 3 wt
-% NaCl at pH 4. The sample with longest time to failure is referred to as the most SCC-resistant. Generally, modified RRA
alloy has better SCC resistance compared to T6 alloy and conventional RRA alloy. Highest SSC resistance was found at three
conditions, namely 27o C-20% reduction, 27o C-15% reduction, and 180o C-20% reduction). Micro-structurally, these
conditions produce large precipitates with wider space in grain boundaries. Around grain boundaries, they also produce smaller
intermetallic particles with broader distribution.
Keywords
Aluminum alloy 7075, RRA modification, intermetallic particle, microstructure.
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Turbulent Flow Condition
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ABSTRACT
The presence of carbon dioxide (CO2) and water in the fluid can cause severe internal corrosion in the pipelines. This study
aims to observe corrosion behavior during the changes in flow rate and acidity conditions in order to obtain the relationship
between the parameters by the measured corrosion rate. Corrosion rate measurements were performed for API 5L X52 steel
material by using polarization method in 3.5% NaCl solution with saturated CO2 injection. Solution with different acidity
were applied which has pH 4, 5, and 6 respectively. To simulate the flow rate, a Rotating Cylinder Electrode RCE was used at
various rotation rates 0, 375, 750, 1500, and 3000 rpm, at room temperature (25oC) and atmospheric pressure. Based on
testing results, the changes in rotation converted to flow rate showed that the corrosion mechanism of API 5L X52 steel in
NaCl solution with saturated CO2 content was mainly controlled by mass transport at pH=4 whereas chemically controlled
involved both at pH=5 and pH=6 conditions.
Keywords
CO2 corrosion, carbon steel, turbulent, transport mass, wall shear stress
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ABSTRACT
The oxidation of hot-dip aluminized AISI 1020 steel coated with NaCl in static air at 700 qC for a duration of time 49 h was
studied by employing thermogravimetry, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis. It was found that NaCl deposits markedly accelerated the oxidation of the AISI 1020 steel.
The aluminide coating on the bare steel gives the best oxidation protection by forming continuous alumina scale (Al2O3). The
degradation of aluminide layer and alumina scale on the steel are associated by chloridation/oxidation cyclic reactions. In
addition, the released chlorine will be as catalytic actions and leads to the formation of loose Al2O3 during corrosion.
Keywords
AISI 1020 steel, aluminum coating, NaCl deposit, alumina scale, oxychloridation
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Tafel Polarization Evaluation of Myrmecodia Pendans Extract as EcoFriendly Corrosion Inhibitor for Material API 5L Grade B in 3,5% NaCl
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The main objective of this research is to investigate the effectiveness of Myrmecodia Pendans (MP) wood extract on corrosion
of material API 5L Grade B in 3,5% NaCl solution using potentiodynamic polarization curve, Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectrometer (GC-MS) and Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS). MP usually called as sarang semut in Indonesia.
We analyzed MP in different concentration of extract. There are 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 ppm. The experiment was
started by extraction of the MP. According to the polarization potensiodynamic data, the rate corrosion could be decrease about
90,36% on concentration 500 ppm. It means MP extract could serve as an effective inhibitor for the corrosion. This is
consistent with the initial hypothesis that MP contains antioxidant compounds that can inhibit oxidation thereby reducing the
corrosion rate.
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ABSTRACT
Cobalt based oxide are promising as coating material for solid oxide fuel cell interconnect due to their high oxidation
resistance and conductivity. In this report, Co-based coating layer was deposited on AISI 430 ferritic stainless steel substrate
using thermal spray methods. The high temperature oxidation behavior of Co-based coating was studied in air atmosphere at
800 oC. Optical and SEM observation shows that the total thickness of Co-based layer was about 100-120 μm. The coatings
were mainly growth by the melted particles impacting on the substrate that flatten to form splats which later on piled on top of
the others. Phase identification by XRD showed that the coating layer contained Co3O4, and NiO oxides. EDS analysis
indicated that the coating layer were sufficient to prevents the formation and the growth of Cr2O3 scale. The Co-based coating
shows relatively a large mass gain during oxidation compared to the uncoated steel, with parabolic rate constant, Kp = 4x10-15
gr2.mm-4.ks-1.
Keywords
SOFC, Cr2O3, XRD, Thermal spray, Oxide.
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Influence of Hot Dip Galvanizing Layer to Cleavage Failure of AISI 4140
Bolt for Padeye Fixing in Marine Environment
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ABSTRACT
A high strength bolt with hot dip galvanizing treatment failed shortly after being installed for two days on padeye of a mooring
dolphin. The bolt was installed with increasing stress on the second day in which the value was nearly twice. Investigation
results showed the bolt fractured with the nut head separated from the pin. Corroded fracture surface with brittle characteristic
and no plastic deformation observed dominating the failed area. Characterization of hardness and chemical composition
followed with microstructure and fractography observation on the fracture surface then conducted in order to analyze the
reason for this brittle fracture occurrence. Results indicate that, while the bolt conforms to the material specification in term of
chemical composition, the hardness value was high. The microstructure observation reveals a transgranular crack propagation
and cleavage failure occurred. The cleavage failure was clearly observed under fractography observation using scanning
electron microscope. Failed galvanize layer due to mechanical failure becomes preferential site for hydrogen evolution in
marine environment, which leads to hydrogen diffusion into the matrix, thus results in hardness increase. The increasing stress
during installation become detrimental to the bolt and facilitate the hydrogen induce cracking. Detrimental effect of hot dip
galvanize layer is pointed out in the application of high strength material in marine environment.
Keywords
Failure analysis, bolt, hot dip galvanizing, cleavage, hydrogen embrittlement
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ABSTRACT
Corrosion due to carbon dioxide (CO2) has a major impact on the oil and gas industry by severely affecting production and
process facilities. One of the most economic methods to prevent the corrosion of piping and plants is the application of
corrosion inhibitors. The presences of corrosion product such as iron carbonate (FeCO3) film may affect to the performance of
corrosion inhibitor. In addition to that, fluid flow effect in pipeline may also influence the performance of corrosion inhibitor.
Thus, the present work is conducted to study the effect of FeCO3 film to the performance of corrosion inhibitor under fluid
flow effect. The experiments were done in glass cells at 80°C. The hydrodynamic condition experiment was simulated using
rotating cylinder electrode (RCE). Corrosion inhibitor was added at two different concentrations in the iron carbonate film
formation. A corrosion rates were measured by linear polarization resistance (LPR) method. The film was later analyzed using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). It was found that a better corrosion protection is still offered by corrosion inhibitor even
with presence of FeCO3 film. A synergistic effect is offered by these two films of corrosion inhibitor and FeCO in reducing
corrosion rate.
Keywords
CO2 corrosion, corrosion inhibitor, FeCO3 film, rotating cylinder electrode (RCE)
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Effect of CaO Dopant on The Dielectric Properties of NiO
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ABSTRACT
CaxNi1-xO was prepared by conventional solid state reaction. The properties of undoped and CaO doped NiO ceramics have
been studied. The raw mixture of CaO and NiO were ball milled for 24 hours. The samples were calcined at 1000oC for 2
hours, pressed into pellet shape at 200 MPa and sintered at 1300oC for 4 hours. The sintered samples were subjected to XRD,
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Impedance Analyzer for phase identification, microstructural observation and
dielectric analysis. The grains size becomes larger with the increment of dopant amount. Enhanced dielectric constant was
observed for all Ca doped NiO at the frequency range from 100 Hz to 1 MHz. The dielectric constant of sintered CaxNi1-xO
decreased with an increasing frequency. The result indicates that Ca ions have effectively changed the properties of NiO.
Keywords
Ca-doped NiO, XRD, SEM, dielectric
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Plasmonic Photocatalyst Ag/AgCl Nanohybrids on Titanate Thin Film for
Photocatalytic Application
Yuxin Tang, Zhong Chen, and Zhili Dong
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50 Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 639798, Singapore

ABSTRACT
Semiconductor photocatalysts have been widely used for the removal of organic compounds in waste water using solar energy
in the past decades [1, 2]. An optimal photocatalytic material would have the following properties: to be able to dissociate
organic molecules, to have a band gap that absorbs light in the visible range, and to remain stable in aqueous media. Besides, it
should be non-toxic, abundant and easy to fabricate to a desired shape. Based on this concept, we demonstrate a novel
plasmonic silver/silver chloride nanohybrid on the titanate thin film via a facile and inexpensive approach [3, 4]. The
preparation is as follows: Firstly, the sodium titanate thin film was prepared via a traditional hydrothermal method at 200 oC
for 6 hours. Then, by using an ion-exchange process, the Na+ ions in the interlayer of titanate is replaced by Ag+ ions without
changing its morphology. After that, the silver titanate reacts with HCl vapor to form the AgCl particles on titanate thin films.
Finally, the visible-light-driven plasmonic photocatalyst Ag/AgCl/titanate is obtained by partially reducing Ag+ ions from
AgCl particles with the aid of Xe lamp illumination.
Figure 1 shows that the as-prepared Ag/AgCl/titanate film photocatalyst exhibits higher activity in the visible region of the
solar spectrum for the degradation of phenol solution, while the titanate thin film shows negligible activity for the phenol
removal. This room-temperature synthesis route could be easily extended to prepare various solar light responsive
semiconductors via metal ion exchange and gas reaction process for photocatalytic applications.
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Figure 1. Comparison of photocatalytic activity of titanate film and Ag/AgCl/titanate film samples for the
photocatalytic decomposition of phenol in water under the visible light illumination. The light intensity is
around 115 mW/cm2.
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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline TiO2 has been synthesized through non-aqueous sol gel using acetic acid (HOAc) and hydrochloric acid (HCl)
as a catalyst. Titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) as precursor was prepared by reaction between TiCl4 with isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
in concentration of 0.3 M. The sol gel process employed at around 60oC using tert-butanol as solvent and HOAc was added as
ligand to stabilise the reaction. Controlled hydrolysis and condensation reactions were achieved through in-taking of water
molecules released from the esterification reaction of HOAc with tert-butanol. In this paper, the influence of acidic catalyst
was described at the volume ratio of HOAc:HCl are 0:2 ; 1:1 and 2:0. The crystallinity and crystal phase of the samples were
characterized by X-ray Diffraction and nanocrystalline TiO2 with anatase phase was resulted. The morphology of the TiO2
powder was analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy. Pore size and the BET surface area were determined by BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) analysis. Nanocrystalline TiO2 produced was applied for photoelectrode of dye-sensitized solar cell. The
optical properties of the TiO2 photoelectrodes were measured using by UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. The performance of the cell
was measured using a solar simulator with light at an intensity of 50 mW/cm2 generated by a xenon lamp. The best efficiency
of 0.5% was achieved for active area of 0.48 cm2.
Keywords
Nanocrystalline TiO2, non-aqueous sol gel, acidic catalyst, dye-sensitized solar cells
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ABSTRACT
Barium hexaferrite and strontium titanate are respectively well established permanent magnet and piezoelectric materials
which are technologically and scientifically attractive due to their potential for various applications in the field of magnetic
electronics functional materials. However, the material properties for both require a careful control of grain structure as well as
microstructure design to meet specific applications. In this work, we report some results of materials characterization
especially particles and crystallites in a BaFe12O19/SrTiO3 composite which were promoted during mechanical milling. The
composite was synthesized using a planetary ball mill with a ball to powder ratio 10:1. Changing in the particle and crystallitesizes at various milling time up to 60 hours are studied with the aid of particle-size analyzer and X-ray diffraction. It was found
that the particle size of composite powders initially increased due to laminated layers formation of a composite and then
decreased to an asymptotic value of ~8 μm as the milling time extended even to a relatively longer time. However, based on
results of line broadening analysis the mean crystallite size of the particles was found in the nanometer scale. We thus believed
that mechanical blending and milling of mixture components for the composite materials has promoted heterogeneous
nucleation and only after successive sintering at 1100 0C the millled powder transformed into particles of nanograin. The
crystallite growth kinetics at isothermal temperatures follow the relaxation equation with the activation energy value for BHF
(QBHF) and STO (QSTO) are respectively 73.63 kJ/mol and 122.69 kJ/mol.
Keywords
Particle size, crystallite size, grain growth kinetics, barium hexaferrite, strontium titanate, mechanical milling.
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SrTiO3 Thin Films Deposition Using Pulsed Laser Deposition Technique
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ABSTRACT
Strontium titanate (SrTiO3) thin film has been deposited on Si (100) substrate using pulsed laser deposition technique. Film
deposition was carried out at low temperature (150oC) by maintained the pressure at 10-4Torr. Nanometer-thick SrTiO3 film on
Si substrate was characterized using SEM, AFM, XRD, and Raman Spectroscopy. SEM and AFM images show that SrTiO3
film has growth on Si substrate uniformly. Raman and XRD spectroscopy also support the growth of SrTiO 3 film on Si
substrate. Furthermore, to investigate the effect of post-deposition thermal annealing, the samples were annealed up to 900oC.
Thermal stability of SrTiO3/Si structure was studied by mean XRD spectra. The X-Ray Diffraction pattern indicates the
crystallinity improvement through atomic arrangements during thermal annealing process.
Keywords
SrTiO3 thin films, pulsed laser deposition, annealing, thermal stability, structure properties
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ABSTRACT
The synthetic dyes are a refractory and poisonous material. Most of industrial textile today used the synthetic dyes that can be
dangerous to the environment because of the colored wastewater produced from their processes. This study concentrates on the
application of Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) for synthetic dyes wastewater treatment. Photocatalysis process as one of
AOPs was applied for the degradation of organic content of synthetic dyes wastewater. The reactive dye, C.I. Reactive Red 2
(RR 2) was used as the organic pollutant model at the concentration of 100 mg/l. The TiO2 concentration of 0.05-0.4 g/ml was
used as the photocatalyst. The bulk and nano-size of TiO2 were coating on the PET plastic and the degradation of organic
content was examined in the term of color and COD within 0-12 hrs under solar irradiation. By using 0.4 g/ml of bulk TiO2,
the color degradation of 88% and COD removal of 46% was achieved. Furthermore, by using 0.4 g/ml of nano-size TiO2, the
enhancement of color degradation and COD removal was observed, that is 98% and 56%, respectively.
Keywords
Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), dyes wastewater, synthetic dyes, photocatalysis process, solar irradiation
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ABSTRACT
The application of nanocrystalline solids has long been facilitated by the wide range of cutting edge techniques such as sol-gel,
vapor condensation, mechanical milling, and chemical anodizing. At present, the nanostructured coating utilizing high energy
plasma has been shown to possess unique and often enhanced materials properties in comparison to the cermet coatings via
current technology. Now, the behavior of nanostructured materials subjected to plasma electrolytic coating was rendered
complex by the choice of factors such as electrolyte, electric parameters, and cell atmosphere. Thus, it is essential to optimize
the processing design which could lead to the achievement of excellent materials performance heretofore unattainable via
conventional coatings. The present paper is to offer a general overview of recent progress in the area of high performance
nanostructured coatings, paying much attention to underlying fundamental issues as well as exploring various applications.
Keywords: Plasma electrolytic oxidation; metal; nanostructure; processing design
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ABSTRACT
Anode active material Li4Ti5O12/C has an advantage to increase the life time and the ability to charge and discharge lithium
batteries. An experiment was carried out to make Li4Ti5O12/C more cheaper and simple process. Preparation of Li4Ti5O12/C
was carried out with stoichiometric composition of raw materials TiO2 (Merck) and LiOH.H2O (Germany) under powder
metallurgy method. After mixing and calcinations cassava starch as a source of carbon black coating could be mixed under
comparison 1:1 with calcinations powders. Pyrolisis process was done in - situ by the sintering process at temperature
variation, i.e. 800, 850 and 9000C for 1 hour. XRD test results indicated the presence of anatase TiO2 entire sample. The best
results of powder Li4Ti5O12/C with in situ process under 8500C for 1 hour had conductivity in the order of 10-4S/cm and
capacity round 5mAh/g. Carbon coating of cassava starch that is well identify in the black color of sample powder and EDX
analysis, gave influence on electrochemical graphics of oxidation and reduction by cyclic voltammeter. The working voltage of
Li4Ti5O12/C is in general 1.55V.
Keywords
Anode active material, Li4Ti5O12/C, lithium battery, cassava, electrochemical
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ABSTRACT
The synthesis and characterization of the magnetic materials of La0.8Ba0.2Mn(1-x)TixO3 system (x = 0 – 0.7) by mechanical
alloying process have been performed. This magnetic material is prepared by oxides, namely La2O3, BaCO3, MnCO3 and TiO2.
The mixture was milled for 10 h and then sintered at 1000 ° C for 10 h. The refinement results of x-ray diffraction pattern
showed that the doping concentration (x < 0.5) was a single phase, which has a structure monoclinic (I12/a1) with lattice
parameters a = 5.5169(5) Å, b = 5.5437(5) Å and c = 7.8553(7) Å, D J = 90o and E 89.75(1)o, V = 240.25(4) Å3 and U
6.345 gr.cm-3. The microstructure analysis showed that the particle shapes was polygonal with the varied particle sizes
distributed homogeneously on the surface of the samples. We concluded that the maximum number of titanium atoms
substituting manganese atom is around x ~ 0.43 without changing the structure of this system.
Keywords
Microwave absorber, magnetic, manganite, crystal structure, and microstructure
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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline TiO2 has been synthesized through non-aqueous sol gel using acetic acid (HOAc) and hydrochloric acid (HCl)
as a catalyst. Titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) as precursor was prepared by reaction between TiCl4 with isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
in concentration of 0.3 M. The sol gel process employed at around 60oC using tert-butanol as solvent and HOAc was added as
ligand to stabilise the reaction. Controlled hydrolysis and condensation reactions were achieved through in-taking of water
molecules released from the esterification reaction of HOAc with tert-butanol. In this paper, the influence of acidic catalyst
was described at the volume ratio of HOAc:HCl are 0:2 ; 1:1 and 2:0. The crystallinity and crystal phase of the samples were
characterized by X-ray Diffraction and nanocrystalline TiO2 with anatase phase was resulted. The morphology of the TiO2
powder was analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy. Pore size and the BET surface area were determined by BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) analysis. Nanocrystalline TiO2 produced was applied for photoelectrode of dye-sensitized solar cell. The
optical properties of the TiO2 photoelectrodes were measured using by UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. The performance of the cell
was measured using a solar simulator with light at an intensity of 50 mW/cm2 generated by a xenon lamp. The best efficiency
of 0.5% was achieved for active area of 0.48 cm2.
Keywords
Nanocrystalline TiO2, non-aqueous sol gel, acidic catalyst, dye-sensitized solar cells
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ABSTRACT
Perovskite lanthanum manganites, especially those doped LaMnO3 (LMO), have shown potentials for applications in
magnetic electronic functional materials. Partial substitution of La ion with divalent ions or Mn ion with trivalent ions
gives rise to new properties. Substituted LMO has ability for absorbing electromagnetic waves. In this paper, we report
recent investigations on substituted LaMnO3 with designated La(1-x)BaxFe0.25Mn0.5Ti0.25O3 (x = 0, 0.25, 0.75, 1)
compositions. Materials were prepared by mechanical alloying technique. After heat treatments at sintering
temperatures 1100°C, 1200°C and 1300°C to the quasi-crystalline powders, presence of material phases were confirmed
by XRD. Single phase material was obtained in samples of 0.25  x < 0.75 compositions. Mean crystallite size of
sintered materials showed that crystallites were in a Nano crystalline regime. It is then concluded, during mechanically
alloyed sintering powder materials, solid-state reaction and crystallisation promoted formation of particles containing
Nano crystallites. Microwave absorption data showed that materials with large amount of substituted Ba ion gives broad
absorption profiles. Total substitution of La by Ba ions (x=1) has significantly changed absorption profile. Smaller
mean crystallite sizes indicated an increase in reflection loss value. In this report, empirical relationship between
nanostructure and absorption profile of material is discussed.
Keywords
Lanthanum manganite, mechanical alloying, microwave absorbers, nanoparticles, nano crystalline materials, particle
size
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ABSTRACT
The macro texture of Nb3Sn superconductor was observed in order to identify the tendency of crystallographic orientation of
such A15 compound. The Nb3Sn samples were prepared through the powder metallurgy process with the composition of
24at%Sn-76at%Nb. The well-blended Nb-Sn powder was consolidated by means of the uni-axial compression method, while
the subsequent sintering was performed at T = 700qC for t = 96 hr. The macro texture of the sintered samples was measured
using D8 Advance XRD Goniometer and the corresponding results were analyzed in the form of pole figures. Preliminary
results indicate that the crystallographic orientations of Nb3Sn for both green compact and sintered samples show the strong
textures in {112}-pole figures. The intensity of Nb3Sn textures decreases from green compact sample to sintered sample,
probably due to the mechanism of recovery – recrystallisation following the Nb-Sn inter-diffusion process during sintering.
Keywords
Nb3Sn, macro texture, pole figures, recovery – recrystallisation, inter-diffusion
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ABSTRACT
Barium - Strontium Hexaferrite and Barium – Strontium Titanate are both well established materials which widely used
respectively as permanent magnets and piezoelectric devices. As the properties are a structure sensitive, materials structure as
well as crystal structure must be properly designed to meet a specific application. In this paper, we report our recent
investigation on material structure analysis of Ba0.3Sr0.7Fe12O19 and Ba0.7Sr0.3TiO3 composite system prepared by a
mechanical alloying process to promote feroic properties. The average of particle size for composites system was found
initially increased to a large size of 9 Pm after mechanically milled for 30 hours and then start to decreased to smaller size of
~ 5Pm when the milling time was extended to 80 hours and showing trend toward further reduction in mean particle sizes. In
the latter case, the XRD trace for milled powders showed broadened diffracted peaks pattern due to deformation during
mechanically milling. After sintering at a temperature of 1050 oC much finer crystallites of 7-13 nm size in a dense pellet
were observed. Hence, sintering to the milled particles has promoted formation of nanocrystal containing particles. The mean
crystallite size for magnetic phase was about more than 350 times smaller than the mean particle size of composite particles.
Finer crystallite sizes were found in B3SF in which the mean was about 700 times smaller than the mean particle size. The
magnetic and electric properties of the composite system are also discussed.
Keyword
Mechanical alloying, hexaferrite, piezoelectric, feroic, permanent magnets
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ABSTRACT
The convergence quantum states of free covariant equation in Einstein’s space with quantum condition is studied using the
ABR (Abrikosov-Balseiro-Russell) formulation in convergence approximation for Josephson tunneling is important role for
determine of neutrino particle existing, especially after Cerenkov’s effect for 517 tesla super magnetic at Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) Cyclotron in CERN, Lyon, France based on Thx DUO2 nano material. This approaching will be solved the
problem for determine the value of interstellar Electrical Conductivity (EC) on DUO2 chain reaction, then the post condition of
muon has been known exactly. In this research shown the value of EC is 4.32 eV at 378 tesla magnetic field for 2.1 x 104
ci/mm fast thermal neutron floating in 45.7 megawatts adjusted power of CERN’s Cyclotron. The resulted by special ElectronScanning-Nuclear-Absorbtion (ESNA) shown any possibilities of Josephson’s tunneling must be boundary by muon particles
without neutrino particle existing for 350 – 456 tesla magnetic field on UO2 more enrichment nuclear fuel at CERN, whereas
this research has purpose for provide the mathematical formulation to boundary of muon’s moving at nuclear research reactor
to a high degree of accuracy and with Catch-Nuc, one of nuclear beam equipment has a few important value of experimental
effort.
Keywords
ABR formulation, EC value, Thx DUO2 nano material, super magnetic field value
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ABSTRACT
The formation of barium hexaferrite, BaFe12O19 single phase with nanosize crystalline is very important to get the best
performance especially magnetic properties. The samples were prepared by sol gel method in citric acid-metal nitrates system.
Hence the mole ratios of Ba2+/Fe3+ were varied at 1:12 and 1:11.5 with pH of 7 in all cases using ammonia solution. The
solution was then heated at 80-90oC for 3 to 4 hours. Then it was kept on a pre- heated oven at 150oC. The samples were then
heat treated at 450oC for 24 hours. Sintering process was done at 850oC and 1000oC for 10 hours.Crystallite size was calculated
by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) peaks using scherrer formula. To confirm the formation of a single phase, XRD analyses were
done by comparing the sample patterns with standard pattern. The peak shifting of pattern could be seen from XRD pattern
using rocking curves at extreme certain 2. It was used MPS Magnet – Physik EP3 – Permagraph L to know magnetic
characteristics. This method can produce BaFe12O19 nanosize powder, 22-34 nm for crystallite size and 55.59-78.58 nm for
particle size. A little diference in nanosize affects the peak shifting of XRD pattern significantly but shows a little difference in
magnetic properties especially for samples at 850oC and 1000oC with mole ratio of 1:12 respectively. The well crystalline
powder is formed at mole ratio of 1:11.5 at 850oC since it has the finest particle (55.59 nm) and crystalline (21 nm), the highest
remanent magnetization (0.161 T) and the lowest intrinsic coersive (275.8 kA/m). It is also fitting exactly to the standard
diffraction pattern with the highest value of best Figure of Merit (FoM), 90%. XRD peak position of this sample is almost
same with XRD peak position of another sample with sinter temperature 1000oC at same mole ratio.
Keywords
Sol gel, crystallite size, particle size, XRD pattern peak, single phase
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ABSTRACT
Fe-Mn alloys in biomedical materials application are prospective to be developed because of their properties, such as
biodegradable and compatible with MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging). Many researches were focused on degradable rate of
this alloy in order to adjust with healing time process at about 12 months as coronary stent. Several methods were investigated
to produce excellence properties for this application, such as addition of alloying elements and powder metallurgy with
mechanical alloying (MA). In this study, carbon is added as an alloying element. Material compositions were set to the value of
Fe-25%Mn-1%C and Fe-35%Mn-1%C with MA or Non-MA treatment. Specimens were compacted for 15 minutes and
followed by sintering process in vacuum furnace. XRD pattern and Ferrite Scope test showed the effects of the addition of
Carbon allowed to produce a material that is dominated by the austenite phase (99%) with manganese content lower than
previous studies. This result could reduce the toxicity issue from Manganese content in alloy. MA treatment gave smaller
particle size, lower porosity and reduce corrosion rate than alloy material that formed without MA treatment. This study offers
an easier fabrication process and produces alloys with manganese content lower than previous studies and dominated by
Austenite phase
Keywords
Biodegradable material, mechanical alloying, powder metallurgy, planetary ball mill
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ABSTRACT
The Al-Cu/SiC composite was obtained by hot press (5 tons) method without addition element. The XRD pattern show spesific
pattern of Al-Cu/SiC composite with no other phases. The Al-Cu ingot without reinforcement has heterogeneous nucleation
precipitates. However, the Al-Cu with reinforcement by SiC composite has smoother surface as indicating the nucleation less
heterogeneous. Furthermore, the hardness of Al-Cu/SiC composite by ageing treatment has better quality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To date, metal matrix composite (MMC) is becoming potential candidate as structural material, automotive, aerospace.[1]
MMC of Al-Cu/SiC are now claimed as possible solution as electronic packaging industry. Aluminium (Al) and Copper (Cu)
reinforced by SiC has excellent thermo-physical properties such as low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), high thermal
conductivity and improved mechanical properties such as higher specific strength, better wear resistance and specific
modulus.[2,3]
The Al matrix composite are produced by casting route or powder mettalurgy.[4] Nevertheless, the difficulties of casting is non
wettability of the ceramic particles by liquid Al.[4] In order to improved the non wettability, Al matrix was coated by metals
such as Ni and Cu.[5] Other also reported that the non wettablity can be improved by adding surface active elements such as
Mg into liquid Al or by preheating of the particles added into liquid Al.[4,5] However, the addition of Mg can reduce
mechanical properties of the Al matrix.[2]
In this paper, we report the structure and mechanical properties of composite material of Al-Cu/SiC without any addition
elements. The Al-Cu/SiC composite alloy has been prepared by using hot press method.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Al-Cu ingot as the matrix with various Cu contents (3.8 wt%, 4.4 wt%, 4.9 wt%) were melted up to 1200oC for 30 minutes
and cooled at room temperature. Al-Cu was cut and mixed with SiC powder. Vibration ball mill was performed in order to get
smooter powder. Then, Al-Cu/SiC (10 wt%) composite were pressed by hot press (5 tons) at temperature 500oC for 10
minutes. Cooling process of the Al-Cu/SiC alloy was done by flowing water into mold porous. The next step was ageing by
temperature 190 oC for 15 hours. The crystal structure and morphology were analyzed by using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
digital microscope. Furthemore, the mechanical properties of all composition of Al-Cu/SiC were characterized using hardness
Vickers (HV).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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3.1 Phase identification and microstructure
In order to confirm phase of Al-Cu, the x-ray diffraction (XRD) has been performed. Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of Al-Cu
ingot with various Cu contents.

Figure 1: XRD patterns of Al-Cu ingot with various Cu contents were melted up to 1200oC
for 30 minutes and cooled at room temperature
The XRD spectra shows the observed peaks at 2T = 45o and 52o corresponding to Al phase. Meanwhile, minor phase (Al2Cu
and Al2O3) also observed eventhough the intensity low. It’s indicates that the Al-Cu alloy was formed by casting process. The
minor phase of Al2Cu originates from precipitate atoms which diffuse into Al matrix during melting process. However, at
cooling process, the precipitate atoms moveback to the grain boundary and the composite surface. Therefore, it can be
understood that there is no other new phase forms in Al-Cu composite.
Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of Al-Cu ingot, Al-Cu/SiC hot press, and Al-Cu/SiC hot press with ageing at temperature
190oC for 15 h. The XRD pattern observed that the highest peaks corresponding to Al phase. It’s confirmed that the Al
contents has dominant composition compare to other phase even after mixed with SiC. By ageing, the other peaks at 2T = 78o
and 95o increased. It is predicted that by ageing, the orientation of structure of the Al matrix was changed.

Figure 2: XRD patterns of Al-Cu ingot, Al-Cu/SiC hot press, and Al-Cu/SiC hot press with ageing at temperature 190oC for 15
h
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Figure 3: (a) Microstructure of Al-Cu ingot, (b) Microstructure of Al-Cu/SiC
Figure 3 (a) shows the morphology of the microstructure of Al-Cu ingot which melted at temperature 1200oC. It can be seen
that the grains and grain boundary clearly observed. It is assumed that Al-Cu without reinforcement has greater dislocation
density. As results, the dislocation provide heterogeneous nucleation of the precipitates. Nevertheless, figure 3 (b) shows the
Al-Cu/SiC looks smoother compared to Al-Cu ingot. Its because the Al-Cu was reinforced significantly by SiC alloy
composite.
3.2 Mechanical properties
Figure 4 shows the hardness Vicker (HV) value of Al-Cu ingot with various Cu contents which are melted up to 1200oC for 30
minutes and cooled at room temperature. The hardness of Al-Cu varies with distance and Cu contents. It can be assumed that
during cooled process, the interface of the matrix interfaces has heterogeneous dislocation density which provide
heterogeneous nucleation of precipitates. As results, the hardness of Al-Cu varies for each distance.

Figure 4: HV value of Al-Cu ingot with various Cu contents were melted up to 1200 oC for 30 minutes and cooled at room
temperature.
Figure 5 shows the HV of Al-Cu ingot, Al-Cu/SiC, and Al-Cu/SiC with ageing at temperature 190oC for 15 hours. The HV
values confirm that the hardness of Al-Cu/SiC with ageing (temperature 190oC for 15 hours) has strongest value compared to
the others.
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Figure 5: HV of Al-Cu ingot, Al-Cu/SiC hot press, and Al-Cu/SiC hot press with ageing at temperature 190oC for 15 h
Its predicted that reinforcement matrix composite of Al-Cu by SiC was improved by ageing treatment. Eventhough, the
hardness improvement not significantly different with Al-Cu/SiC. It can be assumed that the volume fraction of SiC has
significant effect on the ageing kinetics of Al-Cu alloy matrix in the cast composite.[6]

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusions, the Al-Cu/SiC composite was obtained by hot press (5 tons) method without addition element. The XRD
pattern show spesific pattern of Al-Cu/SiC composite with no other phases. The Al-Cu ingot without reinforcement has
heterogeneous nucleation precipitates. However, the Al-Cu with reinforcement by SiC composite has smoother surface as
indicating the nucleation less heterogeneous. Furthermore, the hardness of Al-Cu/SiC composite by ageing treatment has better
quality.
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ABSTRACT
Nanotechnology is one of the key technology had been developed since in all fields including textile industries for medical,
hygienic, and technical textiles. Particle size with nano had been indicated in particular for the application of controlled release
material for functional textiles. TiO2 nano powder has remarkable photo-catalytic and semiconductor as material for various
advanced technology fields of application such as UV Protection. In this research the synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticle and
characterization had been conducted successfully by sol-gel method. The starch was used as a template to get nanoparticles
structure. TiO2 sol with narrow particle size distribution using TiCl4 as the starting material. The sol was prepared by a process
where HCl was added to a gel of hydrated titanium oxide to dissolve it. The effect of preparation parameters were
investigated, by deionized water : HCl 1 M was slowly added to TiCl4 at 5 0C. In this study the production of anatase or rutile
TiO2 nanostructured powder by forced hydrolysis of aqueous Ti (IV) chloride solution and concentration from 0,3, 0,5 then 1
M. TiO2 sphere were fabricated by a facile and low – cost stable starch assisted by sol-gel method. Aqueous solution of starch
was added and then heated in temperature 800C and aqueous solution of ammonium hydroxide was added to adjust pH to 8.
After aging period of time, the white precipitate was filtered and then calcined in temperature 5000 C. The as-obtained samples
were characterize,kjnhjd by SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope), UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD) and Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) analysis. The particle size is less than 100 nm and if it uses template particle TiO2
more uniform distribution and spherical shape with particle size 170 – 200 nm. Crystalinity particle is 4 – 19 nm and the phase
structure of anatase and rutile. The energy band gap semiconductor TiO2 synthesis is 3.1 to 3.7 eV. Surface area without
template starch 40.655 m2/g, with total for volume 0.278 cm3/g and pore size of 27 nm, and used template starch surface
area 35.488m2/g with total for volume 0.196 cm3/g and pore size of 22 nm. Based on this research, the best a crystal phase
for UV protection application is rutile phase.
Keywords
Nanoparticle, sol-gel method, starch, titanium dioxide.
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ABSTRACT

Synthesis of mesoporous silica from tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) by using sodium ricinoleic as a template and 3aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APMS) as a co-structure directing agents (CDSA) in a volume variation of acid addition has
been carried out. Preparation of mesoporous silica was conducted in HCl 0.1 M at volume variations of 2 ml, 35 ml, 40 ml and
50 ml. In acid conditions, the amine groups of APMS will protonate, which will then interact electrostatically with the
carboxylate groups from ricinoleic acid, while the methoxy groups from APMS will condense with the silanol groups from
TEOS to form an end product of mesoporous silica. The reaction products were characterized by using X-ray diffractometer
(XRD), Fourier transform infra-red spectrometer (FTIR), surface area analyzer (BET), scanning electron microscope (SEM),
and transmission electron microscope (TEM). X-ray diffractograms of the products from all of the acid volume variation
additions show broadening peaks indicating amorphous materials as a characteristic of mesoporous materials. Infrared spectra
show that all of the products have Si-OH and Si-O-Si groups that are characteristics for mesoporous silica. Imaging results
from SEM and TEM show morphology and particle size differences in accordance with the differences in volume variation of
acid addition. Adsorption/desorption isotherm by using nitrogen at 77 K of the products from the addition of 2 ml of HCl show
an isotherm Type II (adsorption on the surface layer) with irregular pore size distribution, whereas from the addition of 30 ml,
35 ml, 40 ml and 50 ml HCl show an isotherm Type IV with a hysteresis loop that is characteristic for mesoporous materials
with a regular pore size distribution.
Keywords
Adsorption/desorption isotherm, aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, co-structure directing agents, mesoporous silica, sodium
ricinoleic, tetraethylorthosilicate
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ABSTRACT
Microencapsulation is a new breakthrough in the field of nanotechnology that can be used for various applications, in
particular for the application of controlled release material for functional textiles which were added by certain active
substances and gave effects when used such as fragrance and anti mosquito textile. In this research, the synthesis of silicalavender microencapsulation for anti-mosquito textile had been conducted successfully via sol-gel emulsion process. Sodium
silicate solution which was emulsified into the lavender oil as an active ingredient acted as oil phase and ethanol solution acted
as water phase. The addition of chitosan as surfactant and polymer for encapsulation with starch as soft template affected the
rod-structure formation of nanorod. SEM result showed the morphology of silica-lavender. The rod has the average diameter
size of 0.042-0.206 m. The optimum result of rod-structure was obtained by adding 1% (v/v) of chitosan. FTIR analysis
indicated the presence of absorbance peaks at wavenumber of 1411.89, 958.62, and 1078.2 cm-1 respectively for C-H (alkanes),
C-H (alkenes) and ester functional groups which indicated the lavender compound in silica-lavender. UV-Vis analysis showed
the maximum absorbance at wavelength of lavender at 350 nm. The combination of morphology and chemical properties of
silica-lavender modified by chitosan-starch made this material as a candidate material for application in functional textile.
Keywords
Silica-lavender, microencapsulation, sol gel emulsion method, functional textiles, nanorod
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to investigate an application of a piezoresistive microcantilever for gas sensor using a dynamic
mode operation. The working principle of the microcantilever sensor is based on the measurement of microcantilever
deflection or resonance frequency change due to the objects attached on the microcantilever surface. The measurement was
performed by using Wheatstone bridge circuit, which is constructed by two piezoresistors in the microcantilever and two
external resistors, in order to measure the resonance frequency shift of the microcantilever vibration. The result shows that the
voltage of oscillation peak-to-peak from the output of Wheatstone bridge circuit, which represents the microcantilever
vibrations, decreases with the time due to the gas detection. This occurs due to the resonance frequency shift caused by the
addition of gas molecules mass on the microcantilever surface. This result indicates that the developed system can be used as
gas sensor
Keywords
Microcantilever, piezoresistive, gas sensor, dynamic mode, amplitude
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Improvement Biocompatibility of NiTi Orthodontic Wire from Various
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ABSTRACT
NiTi alloy is one of important materials in orthodontics. Shape memory effect of this material ensures the possibility to deliver
highly desireable light forces for thooth movement. Unfortunately, NiTi has problem in the high amount content of Ni that can
cause allergy or even risk of poisioning in the human body due to Ni ion released. To overcome this problem, several methods
of coatings were performed to prevent the releasing of Ni ion. They were Electropolishing Pretreatment combined with Photo
Electrocatalytic Oxidation, TiN Pack Cementite, Advanced Oxidation Process and Biomimetic Hidroxyapatite. The objective
of this research was to analyze the effect of various coatings to the biocompatibility of orthodontic wire. Biocompatibility of
coated NiTi wire was investigated through MTT assay using BHK-21 fibroblast cell in order to analyze the toxicity of each
coating method. In addition, the surface roughness was determined using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). Furthermore, the
attachment and spreading of fibroblast cell were observed by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The result was revealed
that biomimetic HA coating has the highest cell viability percentage due to its surface morphology.
Keywords
Biocompatibility, Fibroblast, NiTi Orthodontic wires, Toxicity
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Plenary 3
Microbial cell factories for the production of bio-fuels and biobased chemicals from cellulosic materials
Akihiko Kondo
Department of Chemical Science and Engineering,
Graduate School of Engineering
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1-1 Rokkodai, Nada, Kobe 657-8501, Japan
Tel : +81-78-803-6196. Fax : +81-78-803-6196
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To build an energy and material secure future, a next generation of renewable fuels and bio-based
chemicals produced from lignocellulosic biomass is required. Consolidated bioprocessing (CBP),
which integrates enzyme production, saccharification and fermentation into a single process, is a
promising strategy for effective production of bio-based materials. As a key technology for the
development of recombinant cellulolytic microbial strains, cell surface engineering, which enables the
display through genetic engineering of various types of functional proteins on microbial cell surfaces
without loss of their function, is a promising tool reducing the requirement for cellulase addition, as
cellulases can be displayed on the microbial cell surface. The display of cellulolytic and
hemicellulolytic enzymes on the yeast cell surface effectively hydrolyzed lignocellulosic materials
(e.g. hydrothermally pretreated rice straw). High-titer and high-yield ethanol production was achieved
by short-term liquefaction and fermentation of high-solid lignocellulose biomass using a yeast strain
developed for the cell-surface display of fungal endoglucanase, cellobiohydrolase, and β-glucosidase.
Also, rice straw hydrolysates were directly converted to ethanol by constructing a recombinant yeast
that not only hydrolyzed hemicelluloses by codisplaying endoxylanase and β-xylosidase, and βglucosidase but also assimilated xylose through the expression of xylose reductase, xylitol
dehydrogenase, and xylulokinase in the cell. Regardless of the process used for the biomass
hydrolysis, CBP-enabling microorganisms encounter a variety of toxic compounds released during
biomass pretreatment that inhibit microbial growth and ethanol yield. Systems biology approaches
including transcriptomics and metabolomics have been recently exploited to gain insight into the
molecular and genetic traits involved in tolerance and adaptation to the fermentation inhibitors. A
combination of a cell surface displayed enzyme system and an intracellular metabolic engineering
system is a very effective approach to develop cells with novel fermentation ability for industrial
applications. The technology will open up the various new applications of cell factories to the
industrially important processes.
Keywords
Biomass, Lignocellulose, Biofuels, Bio-based Chemicals
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Structure and Functional Mechanism of Small Heat Shock Proteins
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The small heat shock protein (sHsp), categorized into a class of molecular chaperones, binds and stabilizes
denatured proteins for the purpose of preventing aggregation. Compared with other chaperones, the overall amino
acid sequence homology among sHsps is rather low. Their common feature is the -crystallin domain, which is
named after the -crystallin of the vertebrate eye lens(1). The -crystallin domain is flanked by a highly variable
N-terminal region and a short, partially conserved C-terminal extension (2). The molecular mechanism of the
chaperone function of sHsps resides in the oligomeric structure. The chaperone potential of sHsps is latent when
they exist as large oligomeric structures under physiological conditions. At elevated temperatures, the equilibrium
shifts to the dissociated state, and the hidden hydrophobic substrate-binding sites are exposed to express chaperone
activity (3). In the presence of unfolded proteins, small oligomers form a large stable complex with unfolded
proteins to protect against protein aggregation. As sHsps lack refolding activity, trapped polypeptides can be
refolded with the assistance of ATP-dependent chaperones, such as Hsp70 and Hsp100 (4-7).
We have been studying the structure and function of sHsps of thermophilic archaea and a fission yeast,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe. StHsp14.0, the sHsp of acidothermophilic archaeon Sulfolobus tokodaii, exists as a
spherical 24meric oligomer with a diameter of 115 Å(8), and the oligomer dissociatesto exhibit molecular
chaperone function over 80ºC(9). Mutant StHsp14.0s with the amino acid replacements in C-terminal IKI
motifexhibited oligomer dissociation and protected citratesynthase from thermal aggregation at 50ºC(10).We
examined the temperature dependent oligomer dissociation and complex formation with denatured protein of
StHsp14.0 variants by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)(11). The results suggestthat a partially dissociated
oligomer of StHsp14.0 protectsa denatured protein from interacting with othermolecules by surrounding it.
Recently, we reported the oligomer architecture of SpHsp16.0 from Schizosaccharomyces pombe determined with
X-ray crystallography and small angle X-ray scattering. Both results indicate that 16 monomers of SpHsp16.0 form
an elongated sphere with the 422 symmetry (12). The result of temperature dependence of the oligomeric state of
SpHsp16.0 investigated by SAXS indicates that the large oligomeric state is maintained at the heat stressed
condition. Previously, we have shown that the interaction between an unfolded protein andSpHsp16.0 is transient
(13). Recent our study has also shown that the interaction between unfolded protein and TkHsp20.0, sHsp of
hyperthermophilic archaeon, Thermococcus strain KS1, at the elevated temperature is transient (Manuscript in
preparation). The captured protein wasreleased and started to refold spontaneously at the lowered temperature.In
addition, other chaperones captured unfolded proteins that were protected by TkHsp20.0at the elevated
temperatures and enhancedrefolding of them in an ATP dependent manner.
Based on these results, I propose a model for the molecular chaperone function of sHsp. In the heat shock response,
sHsp is the first aid chaperone to treat thermally damaged proteins. After exposure to heat shock conditions, the
oligomer of sHsp partially dissociates to expose hydrophobic surface and protect thermally denatured proteins from
aggregation. The interaction seems to be transient. Other chaperones that are expressed as the heat shock response
capture the protected unfolded proteins for productive folding after the end of thermal stress.
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ABSTRACT
Dragon’s blood is a resin exudated by rattan (Daemonorops draco) fruit, collected and traded by forest–surrounded
communities and is an exportable commodity. However, the National Standardization Agency issued an Indonesia National
Standard for dragon’s blood designated three qualities, i.e. super, A, and B, based solely on physical characteristics and
visual parameters. Some parameters are qualitative and some others need a tedious procedures for the determination. In this
study, claims by the traders and laboratory tests based on the national standards were compared. In average, the match
between SNI determination and thetraders claim was only 50%. In determining resin content, this study revealed that acetone
extract was more useful than that of diethyl ether for being not involving heat in the process and the yield was also linearly
correlated with absorbance at 473 nm using a UV-visible spectroscopy. A rapid quantitative measurement for revising SNI
parameters is proposed. Chemical markers in dragon’s blood resin are flavan derivatives, i.e. dracorhodin and 3,4-dihydro-5methoxy-6-methyl-2-phenyl-2H-1-benzopyran-7-ol.
Keywords
Dracorhodin, dragon’s blood, Indonesia National Standard, rattan-fruit resin, UV-vis spectrophotometer

1. INTRODUCTION
Dragon’s blood, so called getah jernang in Indonesian, is exudated by rattan (Daemonorops draco) fruit and is specific of
Indonesia, especially in Sumatera. This red-color substance gives significant income for the forest-surrounding communities,
with the price ranges from 80-100USD/kg, depending on the quality. This commodity is used for dyes, crafts, and even for
medicine for treating diarrhea, asthma, syphilis, reported as an aphrodisiac [1]. The substance falls into hard resin, shiny solid,
transparent, amorphous, specific gravity of 1.18-1.20, low acid number, ester number approximately 140, melting pint
approximately 120 qC, soluble in alcohols, ether, partially dissolves in chloroform, ethyl acetate, carbon disulfide, and
insoluble in water [2].
Chemical constituents and their bioactivities in dragon’s blood have been reported [3]. The main constituents identified among
others are dracorhodin, nordracorhodin, 5-methoxy-6-methylflavan-7-ol, nordracorubin, dracoalban; dracoresene;
dracoresinotannol, and dammaradienol. However, the quantitative data are not reported, especially those regarding the
classification of this commodity.
Badan Standardisasi Nasional (BSN, Indonesian Standardization Agency) categorizes dragon’s blood into 3 qualities, namely,
Super, A, and B [4]. The parameters are based on the range contents of moisture, ash, resin texture, melting point, impurities,
and color (Table 1). These physical properties are very subjective in nature and are potential to inflict financial loss at the
farmer side, which are usually having low bargain position in trading. This study aimed to provide quantitative and rapid
measurement to designate the quality of dragon’s blood.
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Table 1 Specification of dragon’s blood as stipulated in SNI 1671:2010
Parameter
Resin content (w/w)
Moisture content (w/w)
Impurities (w/w)
Ash content (w/w)
Melting point
Color

Unit
%
%
%
%
°C
-

Quality requirement
Super
A
Mutu B
Min. 80
Min. 60
Min. 25
Max. 6
Max. 8
Max. 10
Max. 14
Max. 39
Max. 50
Max. 4
Max. 8
Max. 20
Min. 80
Min. 80
Dark red
Pink
Pale red

2. METHODS
The experiment was initiated by comparing the quality between the requirements according to SNI [4] and claims by the
traders. The second step was identifying chemical markers in the collected samples, and concluded by an attempt to provide
rapid measurement of the chemical marker.
2.1 Materials
There were 8 samples collected from traders in Sumatera (5 samples from Jambi, 2 from Aceh, and 1 from Medan). There was
no claim from trader in Medan regarding the quality of the samples. All samples, in the forms of lumps and powder, were
obtained from D. draco species.
2.2 Quality Classification Based on Standard Procedures
According to SNI [4], resin content was determined by extracting 5 g materials in soxhlet apparatus using diethyl ether, and
reported as w/w percentage. Ash content was based on gravimetrical analysis after ashing and also reported as w/w percentage.
Color quality was determined visually after dissolving 1 g of sample in 20 mL ethanol and spread on a white paper. Level of
impurities was determined by dissolving 2 g sample in 10 mL toluene and weighed the dry residue retained on the dried filter
paper. Moisture content was following AOAC [5] as well as for melting point determination. All determinations were in
duplicates.
2.3 Acetone Extraction
Fine ground samples (5 g) was placed in beaker glass, macerated overnight in 50 mL acetone, and filtered. The filtrates from
triplicate experiments were combined, concentrated, and evaporated to dryness. The dried red acetone extract was weighed to
obtain the percent yield (w/w).
2.4 Chemical Identification
Gas chromatography-mass spectrophotometry (GCMS; Shimadzu) was used to identify the chemical constituents contained in
the acetone extract. The analysis was carried out in the Center of Forensic Laboratory (Puslabfor), Jakarta. Electron impact
ionization was equipped in the gas chromatograph GC-17A (Shimadzu) tandemed with mass spectrometer MS QP 5050A;
capillary column DB-5 ms (J&W) (silica 30 m × 250 μm × 0.25 μm); column temperature was raised from 50 °C (0 minute) to
290 °C in the rate of 15 °C/minute; helium as the carrier gas at constant pressure 7.6411 psi, and data base of Wiley 7N 2008
version.
2.5 Color Intensity Measurement
Fine ground samples (1 g) were dissolved in 20 mL ethanol in beaker glass and diluted 200 times. The dilute solution was
analyzed using ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer at wavelength 473 nm. The measurements were conducted in duplicates.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Discrepancies between Quality According to SNI 1 and Claims by The Traders
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In average, the match between SNI determination and the claims from traders was 51.1% (Table 2). The lowest match (14.3%)
was regarding resin content and the highest was dealing with color (85.7%). Resin content determination requires a tedious
work. On the other side, even though the color parameter is relatively easy to determine, is still give some discrepancy. This
fact emphasizes the need of quantitative and rapid method in revising the SNI 1671:2010.
Table 2. Quality of dragon’s blood resin as determined by SNI parameters and claims by traders
SNI
Sample

Traders

Jambi 1

B

Jambi 2

Super

Jambi 3

Super

Jambi 4

Super

Jambi 5

A

Aceh 1

A

Aceh 2

B

Medan

-

Percent match (%)

Resin
(%)
B
(37.0)
B
(99.6)
Super
(95.2)
Super
(92.6)
A
(61.4)
*B
(8.1)
Super
(81.7)
B
(50.9)
14.3

Moisture
(%)
*B
(17.0)
B
(9.3)
Super
(4.7)
*B
(12.7)
B
(9.0)
*B
(11.6)
Super
(2.3)
Super
(4.5)
71.4

Impurities
(%)
*B
(55.2)
Super
(12.6)
Super
(9.8)
A
(20.1)
A
(38.1)
*B
(89.6)
*B
(76.7)
*B
(57.8)
42.9

Ash content
(%)
A
(6.1)
Super
(0.8)
Super
(0.7)
Super
(2.7)
A
(4.5)
B
(9.5)
Super
(0.7)
B
(8.2)
57.1

Melting point
Color
(qC)
B
(Pale)
Super/A
Super
(71-73)
(Dark)
Super/A
Super
(82-91)
(Dark)
Super/A
Super
(80-81)
(Dark)
Super/A
A
(81-84)
(Pink)
Super
(Dark)
B
(Pale)
Super/A
A
(75-80)
(Pink)
71.4
85.7

- = not measured; * = poor, do not meet the specification; Super/A = can fall into Super or A quality; Numbers in brackets are average from 2
experimental data

3.2 Diethyl Ether Extract vs. Acetone Extract

Yield (%)

SNI 1671:2010 requires diethyl ether for extracting resin in the dragon’s blood. Diethyl ether is flammable and the 7-hour
extraction needs a special apparatus. In practice, maceration using acetone was much easier and faster than the extraction using
flammable diethyl ether in soxhlet apparatus. Figure 1 shows that acetone extraction consistently gave higher yield than that of
diethyl ether. The correlation between qualities of dragon’s blood based on SNI is also seen, however, transition between B
and A, as well as between A and Super is not distinct. Pure methanol and methanol:water mixtures were also used in other
studies (6, 7] with lower yield.
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
*B

B

B

B

A

Super

Super

Super

Quality
Acetone extract

Diethyl ether extract

Figure 1. Linearity between acetone extract, diethyl ether extract, and quality of dragon’s blood according to SNI 1671:2010
3.3 Chemical Markers in Dragon’s Blood
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Chemical constituents have been identified using GC-MS. There were 59 different compounds detected, however, only 7 that
have similarity of higher than 80% as compared to the available database in Wiley 7N/2008 (Table 3). Dracorhodin and 3,4dihydro-5-methoxy-6-methyl-2-phenyl-2H-1-benzopyran-7-ol are almost consistently detected in all samples, followed by 3,4dihydro-5-methoxy-6-methyl-2-phenyl-2H-1-benzopyran-7-ol. The structure of these proposed chemical constituents are
depicted in Figure 2.
Table 3. Chemical constituents detected by GCMS equipped with Wiley 7N/2008 database of each sample correspond to
quality based on SNI 1671:2010
Aceh Medan Jambi Jambi Aceh Jambi Jambi Jambi
1
1
5
2
3
4
2
Compound
*B
B
B
A
Super Super Super Super
Dracorhodin







3,4-Dihydro-5-methoxy-6





methyl-2-phenyl-2H-1benzopyran-7-ol
Trendione




Linoleic acid




2,6,10,14-Tetramethyl


pentadecane
4-(4-Ethylcyclohexyl)-1


pentyl-cyclohexene
7-Pentadecyne




Figure 2. Chemical structures of dracorhodin (a) and 3,4-dihydro-5-methoxy-6-methyl-2-phenyl-2H-1-benzopyran-7-ol (b)
Dracorhodin has been reported in the literatures 8-10]. Some previous work also reported dracorhodin and its derivatives as
dyes in art articles since 15th century [11]. Dracorhodin is claimed to be a derivative of anthocyanins, a natural dye in dragon’s
blood resin [12]. 3,4-Dihydro-5-methoxy-6-methyl-2-phenyl-2H-1-benzopyran-7-ol in this study is also detected in all samples
that contain dracorhodin and never been appeared in the literature as a chemical marker of dragon’s blood resin.
Dracorhodin was detected in all samples except in Aceh 2. There must be other red dyes in Aceh 2 sample and was not yet
identified by the existing GCMS-Wiley 7N2008 data base. 7-Pentadecyne, linoleic acid, 4-(4-ethylcyclohexyl)-1pentylcyclohexene, and (E)-9-octadecenoic acid detected in this particular sample were certainly not dyes. 1-Methoxy-2-(2methoxycarbonylethyl)-3,8-dimethyldipyrin-9-carbaldehyde was the highest constituent in Aceh 2 sample.
One rational approach to measure red dyes in dragon’s blood is by combining constituents, i.e. dracorhodin and 3,4-dihydro-5methoxy-6-methyl-2-phenyl-2H-1-benzopyran-7-ol. Quantitative data were obtained by multiplying areas of the GC
chromatograms and the respective resin content (Table 4). There is also inconsistency between SNI qualities and the total
content of these two chemical markers. The total content of these two markers is exactly consistent with the quality according
to SNI that may be caused by other pigments that could not be identified by the analytical instrument being used. Nevertheless,
content of red dyes seems to be more objectively followed in determining the quality of dragon’s blood commodity.
Table 4. Dracorhodin and benzopyrene contents (in % w/w of resin) listed according to quality of dragon’s blood
Sample
Aceh 2
Aceh 1

SNI
based
B
B

Dracorhodin
1.38

3,4-Dihydro-5-methoxy-6-methyl-2phenyl-2H-1-benzopyran-7-ol
1.16

Total
2.54
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Medan
Jambi 4
Jambi 3
Jambi 1
Jambi 5
Jambi 2

B
Super
Super
B
A
Super

1.84
2.42
4.05
3.08
6.54
3.99

2.24
2.78
4.87
5.86
2.86
6.50

4.08
5.20
8.92
8.94
9.40
10.49

3.4
4 Rapid Measurement of The
T Chemicaal Markers
As previously mentioned,
m
thee acetone extraact is correlatted with the quuality based on
o SNI. On th
he other hand,, the total conntent
7-ol is not co
onsistently inccreasing with the
of dracorhodin aand 3,4-dihyddro-5-methoxyy-6-methyl-2--phenyl-2H-1--benzopyran-7
n. In our attem
mpt to find a new method to expedite th
he measuremeent of quantitative parametters,
inccreasing qualitty of the resin
ultrraviolet-visiblle wavelengthh was indeed useful. It is interesting too note that thee increasing acetone
a
extracct was positivvely
corrrelated with the
t increasing
g absorbance aat 473 nm, as well as the inncreasing the resin
r
quality (Figure
(
3). Draacorhodin andd its
varriants in differrent pH at 4777 nm have been studied [12
2]. The workeers also stated
d that dracorhoodin is stable quinoid base and
con
nstitutes the major
m
species at pH 4-7. Thhis finding, baased on the sttudy of all equuilibrium conntants, impliess that does no
ot fit
thee commonly acccepted definiitions of anthoocyanidin nor 3-deoxy-anthhocyanidin.

Absorbance and resin content (%)

On
ne of the paraameters in SN
NI is color intensity, which
h is easily measured using UV-visible sp
pectroscopy. Extended douuble
bon
nds in dracorhhodin and 3,4
4-dihydro-5-m
methoxy-6-metthyl-2-phenyl--2H-1-benzoppyran-7-ol faciilitated the rappid measurem
ment
in determining
d
thhe quality rath
her than usingg GCMS. The acetone extraaction must bee able to captuure all pigmennts in the mateerial
beiing study. How
wever, absoluute quantitativve measuremen
nt requires puure compound
ds as has been developed [13]. Based on this
exp
periment, a raange of absorrbance value can
c be proposed, namely for
f super quaality, the abso
orbance shall be
b > 0.50, foor A
quaality is 0.20–00.49, and for B quality is <00.20.

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
*

B

B

B

A

Su
uper

Superr

Super

Qualiity
Figure 3 C
Correlation beetween resin content
c
(

) and absorbannce (

) of dragon’s
d
bloodd according too its quality

4. CONCLUSION
Ch
hemical markeers that have been
b
confirmeed contained in
i dragon’s bllood resin are dracorhodin and 3,4-dihyddro-5-methoxy
y-6meethyl-2-phenyll-2H-1-benzoppyran-7-ol. Thhese are consttituents that arre extracted allong with otheer pigments inn acetone extrract.
Furrther, the absoorbance of acetone extract at 473 nm caan be proposedd as a quantitaative parametters stipulatedd in SNI. Acettone
exttraction is bettter than that of
o soxhlet exttraction using diethyl etherr and the valu
ue of absorbannce is a quantitative methodd in
rep
placing visual method in th
he SNI. Quanttitative measuurement using UV-Vis specctrophotometeer requires purre forms of th
hese
two
o chemical maarkers.
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ABSTRACT
Acidogenic fermentation of palm oil mill efluent (POME) can serve as a precursor in a process for production of
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) since the produced volatile fatty acids (VFAs) are preferred precursor for PHA production.
Acidogenic fermentation of POME was studied in a 2-L reactor with semi-continuous mode operation (once-a-day feeding and
draw-off) for optimal volatile acid compositions. Main fermentation products were acetic acid, propionic acid and butyric
acid. The results showed acetic acid, propionic acid, and butyric acid with concentrations are 2.79 g/L; 1.18 g/L, and 3.04 g/L,
respectively. VFAs that serves as a precursor on PHA production. The result of feeding of synthetic of VFAs or VFAs from
POME at the 20th and 40th in a batch show the concentrations DCW and PHA are 2.38 g/L and 0.74 (g PHA/g DCW) or 2.76
g/L and 0.74 (g PHA/g DCW), respectively.
Keywords
Palm oil mill effluent (POME), Volatile Fatty Acid (VFAs), acidogenic, Polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA)

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is the world largest producer of palm oil [1]. The palm oil extraction from the fresh fruit bunches (FFB) of palm
involves a number of processing procedures: sterilization, stripping, digestion, pressing, classification, purification and vacuum
drying for which large quantities of water required [2]. The process of one tonne FFB needs about 1.5 m3 of water, half of this
amount ends up as palm oil mill effluent (POME) [2]. In the year 2011, the government is targeting production of FFB for
about 35 tonnes/Ha/Y with an area of 7.8 million hectares of plantation, indicating more than 200 million tonnes of POME
was generated from around 490 mills in Indonesia [3].
Wastewater treatment in the palm oil industry done by a multistage process that utilizes the pools open. The core component of
this process is the biodegradation of organic waste. Anaerobic decomposition of organic matter decomposition compound
includes a compound of organic acids and further broken down into gas and water. Methane is formed during wastewater
treated in open ponds. Methane off the air will increase the threat of global warming, because methane in air will react with
water to form carbon dioxide and water. Reactions that occur in the air causes the accumulation of methane gas and carbon
dioxide as well. Methane and carbon dioxide gases are gases that contribute to the greenhouse effect causing global warming
synergism [4].
POME has a high organic content (more than 20,000 ppm BOD) and non-toxic that could be as a carbon source in the
fermentation system [5]. POME containing high levels of organic matter that could potentially contaminate the environment so
that the necessary degradation of organic matter is greater POME substances are usually in complex forms that cannot be
directly consumed or production other product such as polyhydroxyalkanaote (PHA).
There is a great potential to bioconvert POME to volatile fatty acids (VFAs), the followed by the recovery of acids for
biosynthesis of PHA. On the other hand, species such as Ralstonia eutropha as a representative bacterium for PHA synthesis
[6]. In a previous study, reported by Aznury [7, 8] the production of PHA with Ralstonia eutropha JMP 134 used VFAs
POME as a precursor in batch and fed batch fermentations. The study is that effect of feeding time of VFAs POME affected of
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DCW and PHA concentrations. In this paper, we present our result on effect of feeding time of VFAs POME on PHA
production by Ralstonia eutropha JMP 134. It has been demonstrated that the composition of VFAs produced under
acidogenic fermentation can be affected by environmental.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Material
The main material used in the experiments was palm oil mill effluent (POME) taken from PT. Mitra Ogan South Sumatra.
2.1.1

Media for Ralstonia eutropha

A mineral salts medium consisted of: 2.0 g/L (NH4) 2SO4: 2.0 g/L KH2PO4, 0.6 g/L Na2HPO4, 0.2 g/L MgSO4.7H2O; 20 mg/L
CaCl2, 10 mL/L trace metal solution, 0.1 g/L yeast extract was used. Trace metal solution consisted of: 1.3 mg/L ZnSO4.7H2O;
0.2 mg/L FeSO4.7H2O, 0.6 mg/L (NH4) 6Mo7O24.4H2O and 0.6 mg/L H3BO3. Glucose was used as a source of carbon with a
concentration of 40 g/L as a medium for inoculums development and production media. Glucose, yeast extract, and salt
solution were sterilized separately at 121oC and then mixed with the inoculation aseptically. As for the pH adjusted to about 7
using 2 N HCl or 2 N NaOH [9].
2.1.2

The source of carbon, nitrogen, and VFAs

The medium used in the experiment were all the same, i.e 40 g/L as carbon source, with the initial volume of 5.2 L, and urea
nitrogen from with a concentration of 2 g/L, then VFAs added at 20th and 40th hours with a volume of 1 L, respectively.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Anaerobic fermentation of POME
POME fermented with active anaerobic microbial seed. Active microbial seeds are added to the oil palm industry waste water
with a ratio of 1 L: 4 L in a batch bioreactor with a volume of 8 liters. Anaerobic fermentation is taken and replaced with
POME with a ratio of 1 L: 1 L per day. Then, POME fermented has destilation to get VFAs.
2.2.2 Analyses and VFAs and Glucose
The content of residual VFAs was determined and described in standard methods [12]. Organic acids and glucose were
detected by HPLC (Agilent 1100 equipped with and RID detector, USA) with an Aminex HPX-87 column (300 mm x/7.8 mm,
Biorad, USA) at a column temperature of 60 oC, and 0.0055 M H2SO4 as mobile phase. The injection volume was 20 μl. The
eluted time for glucose, acetate, propionate and butyrate was at about 10.7, 15.6, 17.9 and 21.8 min, respectively.
2.2.3 Analyses of PHAs
Samples were collected at every 20 hour intervals during incubation and pH was measured using an Ecoscan Hand-held series
pH meter (Eutech Instruments, Singapore). At 20th until 200th hours, 50 ml samples were collected to determine cell dry
weights.
In determining the concentration of PHA, biopolymer contained in the cells extracted with the addition of sodium hypochlorite
and chloroform on the cell as has been described by Jacquel N. et al [10]. PHA dissolved in chloroform was analyzed by
concentration crotonic acid conducted by Slepecky and Law [11].
2.2.4 Experimental Set-Up
The set-up consisted of two bench-scale reactors and a distillation equipment (Fig. 1). The acidogenic fermentation of POME
was carried out in a batch reactor under anaerobic conditions.
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Figure 1: Process POME to VFAs Production

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Anaerobic fermentation
The batch anaerobic fermentation was conducted to asses determine complexity organic compounds of POME that could be
converted into VFAs. The main products produced from fermentation is VFAs. The results of measurements of VFAs shown
in Figure 2. VFAs levels before treatment amounted to 8942.39 mg/L, after 1 day of fermentation increased to 10082.1 mg/L.
In fermentation 2 and 3 days had concentration VFAs 9862.93 mg/L and 9766.49 mg/L, respectively. The longer the
fermentation time will reduce levels of VFAs produced. The concentration of VFAs was 8978.46 mg/L on 4 days fermentation.

1200
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VFAs (mg/L)

1000
800
600
400
200
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0

1

2

3

time (day)

Figure 2: Concentration VFAs from fermented anaerobic POME

Anaerobic fermentation applied as a pretreatment to convert the organic acids into the various components of VFAs which
increases the potential for producing PHA from wastewater [12]. Hydrolysis and acidogenesis were early stage to produce
organic acids, such as acetic acid, propionic, and butyric which can be used for the synthesis of PHA. Hydrolysis of complex
organic components in the POME more soluble compounds. Through the process of acidogenesis, the compound breaks down
into VFAs and other monomers. Acidogenesis microbes can produce an acidic solution comprising a mixture of acetic acid and
propionic acid or acetic acid and butyric acid [13].
Levels of acid produced in POME correlated with pH value. The results of pH shown in Figure 3, the pH of POME before
fermentation was 4.48. The pH value decreased was 4.43 on 1 day fermentation. Fermentation for 2 days at pH values up to
4.67. For fermentation 3 and 4 days was an increase in pH to 4.71 and 4.82, respectively. This resulted in a pH value tends to
increase when the fermentation time be longer.
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Figure 3: The change of pH with time from anaerobic fermentaion

Data anaerobically fermented POME shows the time to produce the fermentation VFAs on the first day because of the acid
produced is quite high, which is about 10000 mg/L or 10 g/L . VFAs concentrations used in these experiments is similar to the
acid content 10.3 g/L in batch fermentation POME [14].
POME was also analyzed for total nitrogen content. Analysis of total nitrogen content using a Buchi (Buchi 412 scrubber,
Buchi 435 digestion unir, Buchi 339 Distillation unit, Germany). Total nitrogen content of POME early, after fermented and
fermented wastewater and distilled after each is 136.68 g/L , 183.07 g/L , and 0 g/L, respectively . The ratio of total nitrogen
content can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison nitrogen content from POME, fermented POME, and destilated POME
POME has been distilled showed levels of total nitrogen was 0 g/L and containing VFAs. So later in the text will be written is
the VFAS from POME. VFAs from POME will be used as a precursor on PHA production.
POME after fermented to start for distilled to obtain pure compounds VFAs. The results of this distillation analyzed using
HPLC (Waters, USA) to determine the type and consentration acidic compounds by comparing the standard of acetic acid (JT
Baker), propionate acid (Merck), and butyric acid (Sigma-Aldrich). Figure 5 showed concentration of acetic acid, propionate
acid and butyric acid from POME, fermented POME, and distillated POME.
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Figure 5: Comparison acetic acid, propionate acid, and butyric acid from POME, fermented POME, destilated POME

POME fermented anaerobic on VFAs production for 1 day and at pH 4.43. POME and fermented POME also contain other
fatty acids such as citric acid, formic acid, and malonic acid, while for distillation POME had acetic acid, propionate acid and
butyric acid. The results VFAs from POME had acetic acid, propionate acid and butyric acid that the concentration were 1.41
g/L; 0.72 g/L, and 0.29 g/L, respectively. While fermented POME produced acetic acid, propionate acid and butyric acid were
2.97 g/L; 1.34 g/L, and 3.17 g/L, respectively. Destilated POME produced acetic acid, propionate acid and butyric acid, were
2.79 g/L; 1.18 g/L, and 3.04 g/L, respectively. VFAs from destilated POME would used to feed as percursor of Synthetic
VFAs on PHA production.
Hassan, et al [15] got the levels of concentration of VFAs from POME depending on the pH of the fermentation. Fermented
POME at pH 4 got formic acid, acetic acid, and propionic acid with 1.4 g/L , 4.4 g/L , and 0.5 g/L, respectively. Then
fermentation at pH 7 consisted acetic acid and propionic acid with concentration 6.6 g/L and 1.2 g/L, respectively [15].
3.2 Aplication: VFAs as precursor on PHA Production
VFAs from POME were added 1 liter in the batch fermentation at the 20th and 40th hours. Consumption of glucose, acetic acid,
propionate acid, and butyric acid analyzed at the 0th to 200th hours. Figure 6 shows the cells to consume glucose and VFAs
from POME. The concentration of glucose consumed by bacteria as source of growth at the 0th to 160th hours. Glucose
concentration shows a very drastic decrease in the concentration from 20.77 g/L to 3 g/L at the 60th to 80th hours. The
concentration of glucose decreased indicates that the cells require a source of the other substrates on PHA production.
VFAs consumption were an after adaptation phase at the 60th and 80th hour. The increase of consumption VFAs were need
cell on PHA production. VFAs consumption ceased when glucose had also begun to run out can be seen at the 120th hour.
Butyric acid consumption was faster consumed than acetic acid and propionate acid by the cell. Effect of addition of VFAs as
a precursor suggests that the ability of cells to consume each of the different acids. Effect of high concentrations VFAs will be
inhibitory or toxic thus may result in a low growth rate and PHA content [16].
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Figure 6. Effect of feeding time of precursor VFAs from POME in batch fermentation at the 20th and 40th of the
consumption of glucose, acetic acid, propionate acid, and butyric acid.

DCW (g/L),PHA(g/L)

Figure 7 shows concentration of DCW and PHA increased during the first reflected the cell growth at the 20th hour. VFAs
from POME did not significantly affect the growth of bacteria due to the concentration of DCW at the 20th and 40th hours were
0.29 g/L and 0.4 g/L, respectively. VFAs had not innhibit cell on growth phase. While the highest number of DCW
fermentation occurs in the 200th hour was 3.66 g/L. Graph the rate of cell growth has been through a phase when compared to
static fermentation at the 160th, and 180th were 3.57 g/L, and 3.66 g/L, respectively. So the increase ranged only from 0.09 g.
A small increase was indicates that the cell has experienced a static phase.
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Figure 7. Effect of feeding time of precursor VFAs from POME at the 20th and 40th hours on production of DCW and
PHA
The higest consentration and content of PHAs were 2.76 g/L and 0.75 (g PHA/g DCW) at the 200th hour. PHAs were also the
rate of increase began to decline from from 160th to 200th hours and ranged from 0.28 to 0.35. PHAs content in the cell begins
to decline or already depolymerization by cells for energy. The cells harvest to produce PHA at the 200th hour.

4. CONCLUSION
Acidogenic fermentation of POME in batch resulted in VFAs production. With the condition applied in 1 day and at pH 4.43
the main fermentation products were acetic acid, propionate acid and butyric acid. The composition and concentration of
POME acetic acid, propionate acid and butyric acid, were 2.79 g/L; 1.18 g/L, and 3.04 g/L, respectively. For the used VFAs
from POME as a precursor in batch and fed batch fermentations. The result of feeding of synthetic of VFAs or VFAs from
POME at the 20th and 40th in a batch show the concentrations DCW and PHA are 2.38 g/L and 0.74 (g PHA/g DCW) or 2.76
g/L and 0.74 (g PHA/g DCW), respectively.The application for this research was that effect of feeding of VFAs from POME
affected on DCW and PHA concentrations.
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ABSTRACT

One of the cultivation failure reasons of Jatropha curcas Linn (JcL) in Indonesia was only recommended for Crude Jatropha
Oil (CJO) production which is processed into biodiesel. CJO is only 17-25% of dry seeds weight, while the waste residue is
called seed cake. Another waste is dried capsule husk (DH-JcL) about 30-80% of fresh fruit weight and sludge CJO (S-JCO)
about 2-5% of the CJO. S-CJO was unutilized which is bad for the ecological when disposal. The research objective was
utilization of S-CJO waste for bio-refinery and improvement productivity of biogas made from DH-JcL.The study was
conducted at the research garden of PT Bumimas Ekapersada, Bekasi, West Java in November - December 2012. A liter onestage digester was compiled completely randomized design (CRD) with three replications in water bath on 32oC. The materials
are DH-JcL of JatroMas cultivars in toxic category which was mixed with sludge S-CJO as co-substrate about 10% and water
in 1:8. Observation variables were biogas production volume (water displacement method), pH and temperature in the outlet
slurry. The preliminary study concludes that S-CJO appropriate as co-substrate DH-JcL. It can increase the biogas productivity
with feed in less than 10% of S-CJO per day.
Keywords

Biogas , co-digestion, capsule husk, sludge crude jatropha oil, Jatropha curcas Linn.
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ABSTRACT
The first objective is to study the immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae inocculum of 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, and
10% by volume, resepctively in the waste pineapple juice as a substrate into ethanol product and the second objective is to
study the effect of temperature of 25oC,30oC,35oC,40oC and inoculum concentration of Acetobacter aceti of 2.5%,5%,and 10%
by volume, respectively in the ethanol fermentation by Acetobacter aceti into acetic acid product. The third objective is to
study a verbal model of scale up of batch bioreactor for acetic acid fermentation. The benefit of this research is to increase the
additional income for the pineapple farmers in rural areas, and to utilize waste pineapple juice for chemical product of ethanol
and acetic acid in order to eliminate waste pineapple juice. The original finding is the constants and parameters on flow rate of
substrate and inoculum in the immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and for the innovation process and
equipment design and also scale-up. Method used in these experiment consists of three steps. The first step was immobilized
cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae inoculum with parameter of 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, and 10% by volume in the waste
pineapple juice as a substrate into ethanol product and the second step was an aerobic fermentation of ethanol by Acetobacter
aceti into acetic acid product followed by variable of temperature of 25oC, 30oC, 35oC, 40oC, respectively and Acetobacter
aceti inoculum concentration of 2.5%, 5% and 10% by volume and third step was to study scale up of a batch bioreactor for
acetic acid fermentation. Chemical analysis was done in terms of sugar, ethanol and acetic acid concentrations.
Microbiological analysis was done in terms of total Acetobacter aceti. The first result is ethanol concentration of a 6.02%
(w/w) in the immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae of waste pineapple juice followed by inoculum of
Saccharomeyces cerevisiae of a 10% (v/v) and time course of 15 hours. The second result is acetic acid concentration of a
4.03% (w/v) in the aerobic fermentation of acetic acid at the temperature of 30oC and inoculum of Acetobacter aceti of a 10%.
Scale up of batch bioreactor for acetic acid fermentation was done in terms of impeller speed N and impeller diameter D.
Keywords
Waste pine apple juice, immobilization, Saccharomyces cerevisiae , ethanol, Acetobacter aceti, acetic acid and scale-up

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Wastes pineapple juice
Biotechnological processes will provide a new horizon to the human,s live in connection with the human basic needs for
example enough foods, housing, and others. One of biomass is waste pineapple juice can be obtained from renewable
resources. This waste pineapple juice can be converted by Saccharomyces cerevisiae into a low grade ethanol concentration
and ethanol can be converted by Acetobacter aceti in the aerobic fermentation into acetic acid product in order to eliminate
waste pineapple juice in the environment. Acetic acid can be produced by two methods, namely chemical synthesis and a
fermentation process but a fermentation process is selected to be done in this research, because of reaction conditions are mild
and acetic acid can be used for food condiments.Therefore, it is better the waste pineapple juice is converted into ethanol and
finally into acetic acid products.One of biomass materials that consists of cellulose of about 30%-50% ; hemisellulose of about
20% - 30% ; and lignin of about 20% -30% [1][2]. The basic biomass production can be produced based on the basic chemical
reaction by the photosynthesis according to the following chemical reaction[1][2];
nCO2 + nH2
20)n + n O2
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This waste pineapple juice is no value for foods, and industrial chemical products. At the present time, the local markets are
negligible for waste pineapple juice. Biomass or biological material [3] can be used for the production of several products,
namely; (1) Fuel and energy such as bioethanol, methanol, fuel oil; (2) Biochemicals such as activated carbon, oxy fuel
additive, furfural (3) Fatty and acetic acid, industrial surfactants, and agricultural chemicals, (4) Biomaterials.
1.2 The research problem
There is a lot of waste pineapple juice as food waste material has been known, but it is not fully developed and implemented to
produce foods and industrial chemicals. A problem of flow rate of waste pineapple juice as substrate and inoculum
concentration of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in the immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae into ethanol
production is not developed and implemented into a large scale. Scaleup of batch bioreactor for an aerobic fermentation of
acetic acid is not fully developed and implemented. One of the problems is the bioconversion of a low grade ethanol of about 6
% into acetic acid product. The price of ethanol concentration of about 6% is cheaper than the price of acetic acid product.
Acetic acid is a low volume but a high price, on the other hand ethanol is a high volume but a low price

3. The objective
The first objective is to study immobilization cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae inoculum of 2.5%, 5%,
7.5%, and 10% by volume, resepctively in the waste pineapple juice as a substrate into ethanol product and the second
objective is to study the effect of temperature of 25oC, 30oC, 35oC, 40oC and inoculum concentration of Acetobacter
aceti of 2.5%, 5%, and 10% by volume, respectively in the ethanol fermentation by Acetobacter aceti into acetic acid
product. The third objective is to study a verbal model of scale up of a batch bioreactor for acetic acid fermentation in
terms of impeller speed N and impeller diamter D.
1.4 The benefit
The benefit of this research is to increase the additional income for the pineapple farmers in rural areas, and to utilize waste
pineapple juice for chemical product of ethanol and acetic acid in order to eliminate waste pineapple juice and finally acetic
acid product can be used for food condiments, to increase food flavour, to preserve foods in order to get ecologically sound
technologies and good environmental condition. Scale-up of immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae for
ethanol production and a batch bioreactor for aerobic fermentation of acetic acid can be used for a large scale operation.
1.5 The original finding of this research
The original finding of this research is the approach in the immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae by
supported with an insoluble material of pressed solid waste of pineapple fibre and flow rate of substrate in order to cut
fermentation time course of ethanol production by Saccharomyces cerevisiae inoculum and it can be used for the innovation
process and equipment design. The other original findings of this research are the determination of constant for the design of
batch bioreactor and it can be used for the process design of innovation process and equipment in the acetic acid fermentation.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Preparation of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae preparation starts from reaction tubes with pure culture on sterile agar medium in incubator, thus,
inoculum was prepared as a step by step employing increasing volume. The initial inoculation from a stcok culture of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae,require the transfer of approximately of 0.5 % to 5%. Scale up of seed culture of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae from a reaction tube into a erlenmeyer flask of 100 mL scale into a bigger scale was done.
2.2 Substrate of waste pineapple juice
Solid waste of pineapple was washed by the wet cleaning method in order to remove all contaminants and it was ground in
order to achieve the desired size of solid waste of pineapple. Waste pineapple juice was added by water in the ratio of 1:1 and
then this mixture was ground in order to obtain slurry of waste pineapple juice and this slurry was separated by filtration
method by a hydraulic press in order to get filtrate and a fine fibre of cellulose solid waste. Filtrate can acts a substrate of
ethanol fermentation and a fine fibre of cellulose solid waste may be packed in a column of an immobilized cell bioreactor.
Sugar concentration of filtrate is 10.54%. Sugar sources for ethanol fermentation can be obtained from three sources, namely;
57,7 g sugar from 500 g solid waste of pineapple and the addition of 15% sugar is 450 g that is derived from 3,000 mL filtrate
and finally, the addition of 10% sugar in the 300 mL of Saccharomuyces cerevisiae inoculum is 30 g, so that the total amount
of sugar is 532.7 g sugar in the 3,000 mL substrate for ethanol fermentation.
This filtrate as a substrate of carbon sources for an immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Figure 1 can be
shown that binding of an immobilized cell bioreactor of Sacaharomyces cerevisiae to a fine fibre of cellulose solid waste in the
glass column of bioreactor can be used for ethanol production. Immobilized cell bioreactor consists of a glass column with a
double glass wall where inside a glass column of bioreactor containing a fine fibre of cellulose solid waste as a supporting
material, and outside of a glass bioreactor containing warm water of about 30oC from a water bath thermostat and circulated
warm water from a water bath thermostat at temperature of 30oC in order to keep a contant temperature of 27oC inside of a
glass column of bioreactor. The total a fine fibre of cellulose solid waste of 500 gram put inside a glass column of bioreactor
number 5 in figure 1 and the total volume of substrate of 3,000 mL in the storage tank number 10 in figure 1. A glass column
of bioreactor containing of 500 gram a small and a fine fibre of solid waste can act as to bind enzyme of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae inoculum. Binding of enzyme that is derived from Saccharomyces cerevisiae to the small and a fine fibre of solid
waste inside a glass column of bioreactor may be by adsorption method.
Fermentation was done as a semi continuous followed by fresh substrate of filtrate and inoculum and finally recycling of
outgoing result from a glass column of bioreactor by a circulating pump from a glass column of bioreactor until the desired
ethanol product.

Figure 1: Completely mixed of an immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae with a fine fibre
of solid waste in a glass column of bioreactor for ethanol production.

Remarks ;
1. Thermostat to keep a constant temperature,
2. Warm water at temperature of 30oC,
3. Warm water pump to circulate warm water,
4. Supported a fine fibre of solid waste,
5. A glass column of bioreactor,
6. Circulating valve,
7. Sample of ethanol collection,
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8. Rinser,
9. Pump for substrate and Saccharomyces cerevisiae,and
10. Storage tank of substrate and Saccharomyces cerevisiae inoculum.
2.3 Preparation of Acetobacter aceti inoculum
Slope of a reaction tube containing medium of bacto pepton of 0.30%, dextrose of 2.5%, yeast extract of 0.50%, MgSO4.7H2O
of 0.02 %, KH2PO4 of 0.10% and bacto agar of 1.5 %. Those ingredients were diluted in the sterilized water, heated, entered
into a reaction tube of 5 mL volume and finally this reaction tubes were sterilized by using an autoclave at 121oC@ 20
minutes.
2.4 Medium of liquid for ethanol fermentation into acetic acid
This medium containing medium of bacto pepton of 0.30%, dextrose of 0.50 %, yeast extract of 0.50%, MgSO 4.7H2O of
0.02%, KH2PO4 of 0.10%. Those ingredients were diluted in the sterilized water with a total volume of 300 mL or according to
the needs and it was sterilized in the autoclave at121oC@ 20 minutes and aferthat it was cooled at a room temperature. One ose
of needle of Acetobacter aceti at the reaction tube into medium of liquid of 300 mL and then this liquid medium incubated at
30oC@ 24 hours and afterthat this medium was homogenized by water bath shaker at 30oC @ 48 hours. This inoculum can be
used for the next ethanol fermentation by Acetobacter aceti into acetic acid.
2.5 Substrate of ethanol fermentation by Acetobacter aceti into acetic acid product
Ethanol of 6.02% (w/w) can be used as a substrate of aerobic fermentation by Acetobacter aceti into acetic acid product.The
total volume of ethanol as a substrate of 300 mL.
2.6 Chemical analysis
Chemical analysis was done in terms of pH value, sugar, ethanol and acetic acid concentrations.
2.7 Microbiological analysis
Microbiological analysis was done in terms of total Acetobacter aceti by the total plate count method.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ethanol Concentration (%)

3.1 Result of ethanol production

Figure 1: The effect of Saccharomyces cerevisiae inoculum in the immobilized cell bioreactor
containing filtrate in the ethanol production

From figure 1 can be shown that the higher the Saccharomyces cerevisiae inoulum, the higher the ethanol concentration,
because of the higher total cell
3.2 Result of acetic acid production
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Figure 2: The effect of temperature and Acetobacter aceti inoculum concentration in the batch fermentation of ethanol by Acetobacter aceti
into acetic acid production.

The fermentation medium was sterilized at 60oC@ 15 minutes to kill the residue of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The sterilized
fermentation medium was added by glucose of 0.5 -0.7 g/L, ammonium of 20 mg/L, phosphate of 120 mg/L and magnesium of
5 mg/L. Aerobic fermentation of 300 mL ethanol by Acetobacter aceti was carried out at the water bath shaker completed with
a thermostat and agitation rate of 200 rpm followed by the parameters of temperature of 25 oC, 30oC, 35oC, 40oC, respectively
and Acetobacter aceti inoculum concentration of 2.5%, 5% and 10% by volume and aeration rate of 0.18 vvm in order to
produce acetic acid product. The function of water bath thermostat is to keep a constant temperature. Figure 2 can be shown
that the higher the temperature of about 25oC to 30oC, the higher the acetic acid concentration. The higher the temperature of
35oC, the decrease in acetic acid concentration and also the higher the teemperature of 40 oC, the decrase in acetic acid
concentration. The temperature of 25oC to 30oC and Acetobacter aceti inoculum of 10% were optimal condition for the
conversion of ethanol by Acetobacter aceti into acetic acid of 4.03 g/100 mL.
In the aerobic fermentation of ethanol by Acetobacter aceti mechanisms can be divided into three different kinetic
patterns,namely;(1) microbial growth without product formation, (2) microbial growth associated with product formation,and
(3) product formation without microbial growth[7][8][9]10]. Kinetic of microbial growth of A.aceti and product of acetic acid
formation can be expressed as follows:
(1)
dCx/dt = kx ) Cx
dCp/dt = kp1) Cx +kp2 (1-)) Cx (2)
where Cx = Acetobacter aceti concentration,t= fermentation time course, Cp=acetic acid concentration, kx= the growth rate of
A.aceti constant, )= the coefficient of growth activity, kp1 and kp2 are the production rate contants (per hour).
3.3 Scale up of bioreactor
3.3.1 Scale –up
Scale-up of a glass column of bioreactor for ethanol production can be done by scale up ratio that means the ratio of the bigger
size or scale 2 divided by the small a glass coulmn of bioreactor or scale 1. In this cell immobilized bioreactor of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae that product yield of ethanol depend on flow rate of a mixture substrate and inoculum. Therefore,
scale up of this a glass column of bioreactor was done in terms of samll flow rate into large flow rate of a mixture of substrate
and inoculum.
3.3.2 Scale–up of impeller speed N and impeller diameter D in a batch bioreactor
܍ܔ܉܋ܛ܍ܚ܉ܔ
. This example is the calculation of small bioreactor with N1 = impeller speed and D1 = impeller
Scale-up ratio =
܍ܔ܉܋ܛܔܔ܉ܕܛ
diameter will be scale-up into large bioreactor with N2 = impeller speed and D2 = impeller diameter.
ۼ ۲ ൌ ۼ ۲ (3)
۲

ష

ۼ ൌ ۼ ሺ  ሻ  (4)
۲
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Table 1: Scale up of the relationship between the impeller speed N and impeller diameter D in the bioreactor for ethanol fermentation by
Acetobacter aceti into acetic acid product at the condition of temperature 30oC, impeller spees of 100 rpm based on constant power per
substrate volume.

N1

N2

100
00
100
100
100
100

34,20
21,54
13,57
10,36
8,55
7,37

ଶ ଶ
ሺ ሻିଷ
ଵ
5
10
20
30
40
50

Figure 3. Transfer of scale up from the laboratory scale (A) into pilot plant (B) and finally to industrial scale (C)

4. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The approaches for using immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and substrate with a fine fibre of pine
apple solid waste in a glass column of bioreactor for ethanol production are to cut fermentation time course of 2 weeks
into 15 hours and simple operation.
Scale up of a glass column of bioreactor can acts as an immbobilized cell bioreactor for ethanol production depend on
flow rate of substrate and inoculum concentraions.
The optimum of Saccharomyces cerevisiae inoculum is 10% at the fermentation time course of 15 hours in order to
produce ethanol concentration of 6.02%.w/w.
The optimum condition of etahnol fermentataion by Acetobacter aceti were considerd optimal, namely; temperature of
30oC, and Acetobacter aceti inoculum concentration of 10% , agiatation rate 200 rpm, aeration rate of 0.18 vvm produced
the acetic acid concentration of 4.03%.
The innovation process and immobilized cell bioreactor of Saccahromyces cerevisiae can be used as basis scale up
operation.
This research results will be one of inputs in the vertical transfer of technology of bioconversion of waste pineapple into
ethanol and acetic acid for small and medium scales of ethanol and acetic acid industries.
Scale–up of impeller speed N and impeller diameter D in a batch bioreactor can be used for other related aerobic
fermenation.
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Cellulase from Bacillus sp. BPPT CC RK 2 for Saccharifying Process
using Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge
Siswa Setyahadi
Center for Bioindustrial Technology, Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology.

ABSTRACT
Cellulose is the most abundant polymer in nature and can be converted into sugar molecules with enzymatic reaction. Paper
sludge is lignocellulosic biomass. Lignocellulosic biomass represents the largest renewable resources of potentially
fermentable carbohydrates. Cellulase enzyme was used for the process of decomposition of ligno-cellulose into saccharides.
In this study, the cellulase enzyme produced by Bacillus sp. BPPT CC RK2 on natural substrates (rice bran and coconut
water). Among pre treatment tested, saccharification percentage was highest in paper sludge after alkaline pre treatment with
NaOH at 24 hours.
Pre-treatment of lignocellulose opened the structure and removes secondary bonds between glucose chains. The maximum
amount of percentage saccharification was accomplished within 96 hours of incubation. The process of paper sludge
saccharification is done by variation of the concentration of the enzyme with activity unit 6,12,18 unit and variation of the
concentration of substrate 25,50,100,150 and 200 mg. The best results were obtained from the concentration of the enzyme
activity 12 units and substrate as 100 mg. pH and temperature optimum was 5.5 and 37°C. Analysis of the final product
saccharification was identified by thin layer chromatography. Maltose was found to end product of saccharification process.
Keywords
Cellulase, Paper Sludge, Bacillus sp. BPPT CC RK2, Saccharification.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The continuously increasing population of Earth is rising a new challenge for biotechnology: supplementation of mankind with
commodity products from renewable resources, instead of fossil based ones. Biotechnology producing commodity products
should aim to be responsive to societal needs for sustainable resource utilisation and improved environmental quality. As raw
materials are often dominant factors in determining the price of commodity products, renewable materials available at large
scale are required as feedstock. In addition, these renewable sources are geographically more evenly distributed than fossil
fuels; therefore the products will be domestic and provide security of supply. Plant biomass represents a renewable raw
material available at large quantity. These feedstocks are mostly built up of lignocelluloses, and their carbohydrate polymer
fraction is a brilliant raw material for biotechnology. Utilisation of lignocelluloses as feedstock would make new challenges for
biotechnology, such as overcoming the recalcitrance of cellulosic biomass and product diversification. Most agricultural crops
have been optimised for producing starch (rather than biomass) over many centuries and as already touched upon; plants have
evolved to successfully resist microbial degradation. Reducing production and especially conversion costs through plant
genetic engineering is believed to be able to significantly improve the potential for plant biofuel production [1].
Fifty percent of the total biomass of the world is expected to come from lignocellulose, and will produce lignocellulosic waste
as much as 10-50 billion tons per year Lignocellulosic waste accumulates every year and cause pollution problems.
Lignocellulosic waste can be converted into simple sugars by hydrolysis, so as to reduce the amount of pollution [2].
Lignocellulosic wastes from paper manufacturing contains 60-70% cellulose, 10-20% hemicellulose and 5-10% lignin. The
efficient utilisation of lignocelluloses requires the fractionation and separate utilisation of these components, fermenting the
carbohydrate fractions to ethanol or other valuable products, and use lignin as solid fuel. The processing of lignocellulosic
biomass to ethanol proceeds through a series of operations. The first step is the pretreatment to overcome the natural resistance
of plant materials to biological breakdown. The primary function of pretreatment is to open up the lignocellulose’s complex
structure, so that it becomes accessible for the enzymes. There are several pretreatment methods, such as chemical, physical,
biological ones, and combination of these. During acid catalysed steam pretreatment hemicelluloses are partially hydrolysed
and solubilised, therefore separation of liquid and solid fraction gives an opportunity of a separate utilisation of hemicellulose
sugars. Additionally, fermentation inhibitors formed during pretreatment are also removed with this step. The separated liquid
fraction can then be utilised in enzyme production, yeast propagation steps, or converted to products, such as ethanol or biogas.
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Plant cell walls are highly recalcitrant to degradation, both microbially and mechanically, and one of the main challenges is
concerned with enzymatic conversion of cellulosic plant biomass into fermentable sugars[3][4].
To address this challenge of efficiently hydrolysing cell walls into fermentable sugars - also known as saccharification - two
key aspects of cellulosic bioethanol production have been improved upon: Pretreatment and enzyme optimisation. Pretreatment
is a balancing act that involves unlocking the cell wall structure without forming inhibitors, which affect hydrolysis and/or
fermentation [5].
Being an insoluble and highly heterogeneous substrate, cellulosic materials pose several challenges in enzymatic conversion.
However, recent years have shown important advances in understanding, improving and producing synergistic cellulases
[6][7].
Currently sewage sludge in the paper industry is still a problem that has not been resolved. Therefore, the required solutions by
utilizing the potential of the sludge waste, requiring the availability of technology. Waste management through the use of a
management action appropriate, given that change the characteristics of the waste into materials that are not harmful and toxic
substances can even transform into high-value products.
Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge is the largest solid waste stream produced by the ‘‘pulp and paper industry.’’ It is an attractive
feedstock for emergent technologies that are based on the processing of cellulosic biomass. Disposing of Paper Sludge in
landfill or by incineration creates environmental problems, and legislative trends in many countries are restricting the amount
and types of materials that are permitted to be disposed of by landfill. In Indonesia, paper sludge is generally of 1-3% by
weight of the product for an integrated pulp and paper industry, while for industries that use virgin paper pulp, sewage sludge
generated ranged from 0.6 to 0.7% by weight of the product and paper industries that use natural raw waste paper around 0.8 to
1.2% by weight of the product.
Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge consists of 24.5% lignocelluloses (90% cellulose and 10% hemicellulose), 10.5% clay, and
65% water. More than 40% of clay is composed of kaolin and silica. Other minerals such as Si, Ti, Al, Fe, Mn,Na, and K are
also present. Some Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge materials also contain non glucan carbohydrate (xylan and mannan).
Incineration and on-site landfills used for Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge disposal are running out of storage space and are
becoming an environmental concern. Another possible way to utilize Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge based on its high content
of polysaccharides (mainly cellulose), it can be further processed to produce cellulase, which can be utilized again to
hydrolysis Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge enzymatically [8].
Microorganisms have been used for saccharification of lignocellulosic wastes such as Aspergillus oryzae [9] reducing sugar
produced 7.53 mg/ml with 9.03% saccharification. Cellulomonas sp. [10] with Acacia auriculiformis Cunn leaves as a
substrate produced reducing sugar of 4.5 g / L.
This study aims to utilize paper sludge into sugar derivatives using cellulase enzymes from Bacillus sp. BPPTCC RK2 for
saccharifying process.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Raw Material.
The Pulp and Paper Industry Sludge (PPIS) was collected from a primary clarifier sludge dewatering process of the production
of used paper contained 65% water, 10.5% clay, and 24.5% organic material on a weight basis. Dry PPIS contained 60%
organic material consisting of cellulose and hemicellulose.
2.2. Microorganism
Bacillus sp. BPPTCC RK 2 was isolated from termite body and found in Serpong, Banten. The strain is not identified yet but
selection this strain using screening Bacillus method.
2.3. Inoculum Preparation
A loopful of culture from the nutrient agar slant was transferred to 5 mL of LB (Luria Broth) media. The culture was grown at
37C with 150 rpm for 24 h. 2% of the culture inoculum was transferred to 250mL Erlenmeyer flask containing 50mL of
cellulolytic medium described below. The pH of the medium was adjusted to 7.0 using 1N NaOH before autoclaving. All the
experiments were performed in duplicate. The culture broth after 36 h of incubation was centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10min at
4C to separate the cells. The cell-free supernatant was analyzed for enzyme activity and protein concentration.
2.4. Cellulase Production Media And Cultivations
The fermentation medium for Bacillus sp. BPPTCC RK2 consisted (per liter) of 10 g Bacto-peptone, 5 g of yeast extract, 10 g
NaCl and added 0,5% CMC (pH 7.0). The medium was sterilized at 121°C for 15 min. The inoculated medium was incubated
at 37°C for 48 h. The production medium was agitated at 150 rpm for better aeration and growth of the organism. Crude
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enzyme preparation was obtained from the supernatant after centrifugation of the broth culture at 5000g for 20 mins and was
examined for the total protein content and cellulase activity.
2.5. Pretreatment Of Substrates:
The raw substrates were sun dried individually to reduce the moisture content and then crushed into bits. Then the substrates
were soaked individually in 1% sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH) in the ratio 1: 10 (substrate: solution) for two hours at
room temperature and autoclaved at 121°C for one hour. The treated substrates were then filtered and washed with distilled
water until the wash water become neutral [11][12] then dried overnight at 60°C. The dried substrates were packed in
polypropylene bags until use.
2.6. Cellulase Assay
Cellulase activity was determined by estimating the reducing sugar produced during enzymatic reaction by dinitro salicylic
acid (DNS). One milliliter of the enzyme solution was mixed with 0.5% of CMC and incubated at 37°C for 15 min to perform
the enzyme substrate reaction. The contents were cooled and 1 ml of DNS was added and heated at 90°C for 5–15 min till
slight reddish brown was developed. The contents were cooled and 1 ml of potassium sodium tartrate was added. The
absorbency of the contents was measured at 540 nm against reaction mixture prepared using distilled water as blank [13]. One
unit of cellulase activity has been taken as the amount of the enzyme required to liberate one micromole of the reducing
groups per min as glucose equivalent.
2.7. Protein Content
The amount of protein was estimated by Bradford method [14] using Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) as a standard according to
the instruction manual of Quick Start Bradford Protein Assay.

3.

RESULT

Saccharification process is being derived cellulase processing sugar. The products fermentation on saccharification process
indicated by the percent (%) saccharification and sugars produced. One that affects the process of saccharification is the
concentration of enzyme and substrate.
To determine the value of percent saccharification, it must first be known reducing sugar content samples. Measurement of
glucose level reduction is done by DNS method [13]. 3.5 - dinitrosalisilat acid (DNS) is an aromatic compound that reacts with
a reducing sugar samples that have free aldehyde or ketone group to form complex color 3-amino-5 dinitro salicylic acid which
can be detected by UV-vis spectrometer at a wavelength of 540 nm [15].
Variations in substrate pretreatment were compared between the treated substrate (pretreatment) and the substrate without
treatment (untreatment). Pretreatment process done to change the structure and size of lignocellulosic materials by breaking
down and removing lignin content and hemisellulosa, damaging the crystalline structure of cellulose and increase the porosity
of the material [16]. Destruction of the cellulose crystal structure will facilitate the disintegration of cellulose to glucose.
Furthermore, hemicellulose will help break down into simple sugars such as glucose, galactose, mannose, hexoses, pentoses,
xylose and arabinose [17]. The process is done by alkaline pretreatment using NaOH.
Tabel 1: Various incubation time and pretreatment substrate on % saccharification

Incubation time
Sample
Untreatment
Pretreatment 6 hours
Pretreatment 12 hours
Pretreatment 24 hours
Pretreatment 36 hours

24 h

48 h

0
0,358
0,6265
1,1485
1,0292

0,8154
0,4325
0,7458
1,2678
1,1783

72 h

96 h

% Saccharification
0,6762
0,2138
0,5817
1,1783
0,8353
1,1932
1,417
1,76
1,2976
1,6258

120 h
0
1,1783
0,9546
1,3722
1,3126

From tabel 1 shows that the highest percent saccharification obtained on substrates with substrate pretreatment than without
pretreatment process. NaOH can break ester bonds and glycosidic and break down lignin. With the opening of this bond will
allow the enzyme to break down cellulose and hemicellulos [18]. It can be shown that by doing pretreatment, saccharification
produced greater than untreatment. Percent of Saccharification largest found in samples taken pretreatment for 24 hours is as
much as 1.79% with incubation time of 96 hours.
From the table above shows the length of incubation time lead decline in value of percent saccharification, this is because the
enzymes used not purely so that the possibility of sugar produced can be turned into other products, for example ethanol [19].
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On the variation of the substrate concentration results obtained highest percent saccharification of 1.01%. From the results can
be seen that the percent saccharification increased from the lowest substrate concentration of 25 mg and reached the highest
value at a concentration of 100 mg. Once the optimum point, the value of percent saccharification decreased. This is because if
the substrate concentration was varied, the initial reaction increases until it reaches a maximum and finally decreased. With the
increasing concentration of the substrate can be seen in the chart saccharification decreased, it is because of the limited amount
of enzyme [20].

Figure 1: Effect substrate on % saccharification

On the effect of variations in the concentration of the enzyme, showed the highest percent saccharification of 1.80% on Unit
enzim12 activity.
Enzymes are catalysts that can speed up the rate of a reaction without participating in the reaction. Enzyme reaction rate
influences a variety of factors such as substrate concentration, enzyme concentration, pH, temperature, and inhibitors.
Substrate concentration affect the rate of reaction, as more substrate there is the more the bonding that occurs between the
enzyme and the substrate.
The product of the reaction between the substrate and enzyme are depended on the condition of the concentration of enzyme
and substrate. At the enzyme concentration increases while the fixed substrate concentration, enzyme concentration or number
of molecules is lower than the amount that will be catalyzed substrate molecule, the product will be proportional to the amount
of substrate converted by enzymes into products.
Saccharification process of pulp and paper industry sludge processing using commercial enzymes and blank (substrate waste
paper processing without the addition of cellulase enzymes Bacillus sp CC RK2 BPPT) was done.
Tabel 2: Comparation between enzyme commercial and cellulase Bacillus sp BPPT CC RK2 on % saccharification

Sampel
Enzim selulase Bacillus sp
BPPT CC RK2
Commercial Enzyme
Blank (without enzyme)

Reduction sugar content
(mg/ml)

Saccharification (%)

0,4022

1,80

0,0033

0,0033

0

0

Commercial enzyme has optimum conditions at pH 4.5 to 5.5, and a temperature of 55 to 60°C. The process of saccharification
followed the optimum conditions of the enzyme, ie pH 5.5 and 60 °C. The substrate used was the result of waste as much as
100 mg pretreatment with NaOH for 24 hours, and the concentration of enzyme used as much as 15.04 units / mg. In the
process of saccharification blank, 100 mg of substrate pretreatment with NaOH results for 24 hours plus citrate buffer pH 5.5
and then incubated at 37 °C.
From the results shown that the process of saccharification of PPIS by using the enzyme cellulase Bacillus sp CC RK2 BPPT
has highest sugar reduction and percent saccharification. This shows that the value of percent saccharification using cellulase
enzyme produced from Bacillus sp. BPPT CC RK2 is much higher than the commercial enzyme and blank.
After knowing the value of percent saccharification, further identification of the type of sugar used thin layer chromatography
comparison with standard sugars using glucose, Xylosa, arabinose, Galactose, Maltose, and Sucrose a concentration of 5 mg /
ml. Since this type of sugar saccharification process was not originally known, then spotted various sugar standard comparators
to identify the type of sugar produced from saccharification process.
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TLC can be used for compound identification standard. Parameters used in the TLC for identification is Rf. If the two
compounds identic will have the same Rf value as measured on the same TLC conditions.
Rf values of the ratio between the sample and the reference standard were spotted sugar seen that the value of Rf sample is
0.32 cm, the approximate value of Rf maltose is 0.33 cm, so that based on the analysis of thin-layer chromatography, the final
product is expected to contain Maltose.

Note : S= Succrose; A= Arabinose; Ga= Galactose; X= Xylose; M= Maltose; G=Glukose; Su= Sampel; B= Blank (without
enzyme)
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ABSTRACT
Polymer poly (1-vinyl-1,2,4-triazole) have been synthesized via free radical polymerization using the monomer 1-vinyl-1,2,4triazole and the initiator azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) in toluene as solvent. Proton conducting membranes were prepared by
adding nitrilotri (methyl triphosphonic acid) as a dopant into a solution of poly (1-vinyl-1,2,4-triazole) at various molar ratios.
The mixture was cast in polished poly (tetrafluoroethylene), PTFE plates and the solvent was evaporated carefully at
temperatures of 50 °C for 12 hours. Interaction between the polymer and the dopants have been studied through; FTIR
spectrum, thermogravimetric analysis (TG), glass transition temperature using DSC and proton conductivity of membranes
made using dielectric-impedance analyzer Novocontrol. Proton conductive membranes with molar ratio of 0.25 was obtained
proton conductivity of 8.52 x 10-4 S/cm at 150 °C.
Keywords
Poly (1-vinyl-1,2,4-triazole), nitrilotri (methyl triphosphonic acid), proton conducting membrane, high temperature
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Adsorption of Lead (II) and Copper (II) Ions
on Rice Husk Activated Carbon Under Sonication
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ABSTRACT
The effect of sonication on the adsorption of Pb2+ and Cu2+ ions on rice husk activated carbon has been conducted. This study
was aimed to removal of Pb2+ and Cu2+ ions from aqueous solution by activated carbon under the influence of sonication.
Surface characteristics of activated carbon showed that rice husk based activated carbon prepared at 400qC and treated with
ZnCl2 10% has better properties compared to the others prepared with difference conditions. The value of Langmuir model
constant, b, for Cu2+ ion adsorption is -0.0362 (absence of sonication) and 0.1105 (presence of sonication), and for Pb2+ ion
adsorption is -5.1508 (absence of sonication) and 1.0745 (presence of sonication). Those values suggest that ultrasonic
irradiation positively affects the affinity of Pb2+ and Cu2+ ions towards the adsorbent. Maximum adsorption capacities increase
in the presence of sonication. This can be seen on the value of am, Langmuir constant which represents the maximum
adsorption capacity of adsorbent. The values of am for Cu2+ and Pb2+ adsorption changed from 1.0464 mg/g (absence) to
6.2775 mg/g (presence) and from 9.7561 mg/g (absence) to 16.5017 mg/g (presence), respectively. Those values suggest an
increase in the adsorption capacity of activated carbon under sonication.
Keywords
Activated carbon, rice husk, adsorption affinity, maximum adsorption capacity, ultrasound

1. INTRODUCTION
Environmental pollution due to the disposal of heavy metals and organic pollutants has been causing serious concern for the
last few years [1-2]. Heavy metals are non-degradable to harmless end products, unlike organic pollutants, the majority of
which are probably biodegradable. Heavy metals are toxic to aquatic ecosystems even in relatively low concentrations. Heavy
metals, which are toxic to human beings and ecological environments, include chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), and
mercury (Hg), etc. These metals might be assimilated, stored and concentrated by human body, causing erythrocyte
destruction, nausea, salivation, diarrhea, muscular cramps, renal degradation, chronic pulmonary problems and skeletal
deformity [3-7].
Lead, which has been used by man for years, can be regarded as an important environmental contaminant. All compounds
containing lead are considered as cumulative poisons that affect the gastrointestinal track, nervous system and sometimes both.
The sources of lead in water are the effluents of processing industries, storage batteries, insecticides, plastic water pipes, food,
beverages, ointments and medicinal concoctions for flavoring and sweetening. Environmental pollution due to copper is
originated from mining, printed circuits, metallurgical, fiber production, pipe corrosion and metal plating industries. The other
sources of copper pollution are industries of paper and pulp, petroleum refining and wood preserving. Agricultural activities
such as fertilizers, fungicidal sprays and animal wastes can cause also copper pollution in water resources [3-7].
Removal of toxic or heavy metals from aqueous solutions can be carried out through several methods, such as chemical
precipitation, membrane filtration, ion exchange, biosorption and adsorption [4]. Among those removal techniques of toxic or
heavy metals, adsorption is the preferred method and gives the best results as it can be used to remove various types of toxic
materials [1-7]. Commercial Activated Carbon (CAC) is the most widely employed adsorbent for the removal of toxic metals
due to its effectiveness and high adsorption capacity; however, its use is still limited because of high operating costs. The need
for regeneration and difficulty of separation from the wastewater after use are also major concerns associated with CAC. Many
researchers have focused on finding non-conventional alternative adsorbents to reduce the cost of pollution treatment. Lowcost adsorbents are generally referred to non-hazardous waste produced from industry, agriculture, and biosorbents. Several
lists and reviews of these types of adsorbent for pollutant removal have been made [1–2, 4]. In addition, the use of agricultural
waste as adsorbent has attracted some researchers because: (1) it is available abundantly; (2) most of the types of agriculture
waste are readily to be utilized and do not need a complex pretreatment step or activation process before applications; (3)
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regeneration of these adsorbents may not be necessary (unlike CAC, where regeneration is essential); and (4) less maintenance
and supervision are required for the operation of the adsorption process [8-15]. However, use of these cheap alternatives for
pollutant treatment is still limited because both insufficient documentation in real wastewater systems and the necessity of
post-usage disposal. The employment of rice husk waste for the treatment of wastewater is a win–win strategy because it does
not only convert the waste into a helpful material but it also prevents on-site burning of the waste, saves on disposal costs, and
reduce CO2 emission [1-4, 8-9]. Disadvantage of biosorbents, that is often found, is the relatively low adsorbing capacity.
However, in some cases, the adsorption capacity can be improved by activation, surface modification, and sonication. The use
of activated carbons from plant materials is also often suffered from the low adsorption rate because of their microporous
structures and long diffusion path through solid particles of adsorbents [16-18].
The effect of sonication has been studied to exhibit several effects in solid–liquid systems such as the increase of mass transfer
rate, the enhancement of the surface area by many micro-cracks formation on the surface of solid and the clean-up of solid
particle surfaces [19-28]. The effect of ultrasound on the adsorption/desorption processes has been previously studied and
some controversial effects have been found [16, 20-23]. Nevertheless, there is less information in the literature about the
removal of heavy metal ions from aqueous solution by adsorption under the influence of ultrasonic irradiation [20-23].
The objectives of the current study was aimed to removal of Cu(II) and Pb(II) ions from an aqueous solution by adsorption
onto the activated carbon obtained from rice husk under the influence of sonication. The models of Cu(II) and Pb(II)
adsorption will be evaluated to observe the effects of ultrasound on the adsorption of both metals onto the rice husk based
activated carbon, and finally to choose optimal adsorption condition.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials: Rice husk (Oryza satyfum L.) was supplied from the south part of South Sulawesi (Bontomaero, Kecamatan Bajeng,
Kabupaten Gowa). Fresh rice husk were washed several times with distilled water for the removal of surface impurities, dried
at 100qC overnight (6h), crushed by a hammer mill and simultaneously carbonized in a muffle furnace at 300 and 400 C for 2h.
Carbonized rice husk was then immersed into ZnCl2 (10%w/v) for 24h. Afterwards, the granular activated carbon was washed
three times with distilled water, dried at 110 C for 24h and stored in desiccators. Copper(II) acetate and lead(II)acetate,
analytical reagent grade, were purchased from Merck Co. Distilled water was used to prepare aqueous solutions of copper(II)
acetate and lead(II)acetate.
Material characterization: Surface characteristics of adsorbents were determined by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
(JEOL, JSM6510). Cristallinity analysis was carried out through X-Ray Diffraction method (XRD) (Shimadzu, XRD6000).
Specific surface area, total pores volume, and pores size distribution were determined by N 2 adsorption method in a Gas
Sorption Analyzer (Quantachrome, Autosorb iQ-MP).
Experimental set-up of sonication: The set-up consisted of an ultrasonic cleaner (Elmasonic S40H; total nominal power: 250
W; and internal dimensions: 300 x 220 x 155 mm), operating at 40 kHz frequency. The cleaner was filled with distilled water
up to 1/3 of its volume (about 3.5 l). The temperature was controlled and maintained by water circulating from a thermostated
bath by means of a pump. An Erlenmeyer flask (250 ml) used as adsorption vessel was fixed on a swinger (90 oscillations per
minute). The copper(II) acetate and lead(II)acetate solutions (100 ml) and the adsorbent (1.0 g) were put into the flask fixed on
the swinger.
Adsorption experiments: In these experiments, the initial copper(II) acetate and lead(II)acetate concentrations were in the range
between 2 and 50 mg/l. In a preliminary equilibrium test under silent conditions applying the smallest (2 mg/l) and the highest
(50 mol/l) copper(II) acetate and lead(II) acetate concentrations, it was established that the equilibrium was reached after 2 h.
For sure, all equilibrium experiments lasted 3 h. After establishing equilibrium, a sample was taken from the flask and was
centrifuged (1500 rpm for 5 min) for the removal of adsorbent particles. The Cu(II) and Pb(II) concentrations in the
supernatant were measured by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (AAS) Bulk Scientific Model 205VGP. The amount of
Cu(II) and Pb(II) ions adsorbed was calculated from the mass balance equation (Equation 1).
ݍൌ

ሺబ ିሻ
ೌ

(1)

Where q is the amount of ions adsorbed at time t; C0 and C are the initial ions concentration and the ions concentration at time
t, respectively; V is the volume of solution (=100 ml); and ma is the amount of adsorbent (=1.0 g). For each sample, the ion
concentrations were measured in triplicate and the mean value was used as the equilibrium one.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of rice husk based activated carbon (RHAC): The activated carbon prepared from rice husk by carbonization
at elevated temperature (300C and 400C) and salt impregnation (ZnCl2; 10% w/v) for 24 h was characterized by standard
methods (Table 1 and Figure 1). The highest specific surface area of RHAC was obtained at carbonization at 400C i.e. 284,963
m2/g, and the total pore volume was 4,670E-01 cc/g. The active groups were formed due to the dissolution of many chemical
bonds initially present in the rice husk through prolonged carbonization at elevated temperature. Immersion of RHAC into
ZnCl2 10% solution for 24h has increased the specific surface area and total pore volume. Based on the SEM results, the
surface structure of RHAC (carbonization at 400C and activation with ZnCl2; 10% w/v) has a layered structure and pieces of
pores compared to the other RHAC (Fig. 2). Activation can increase the number of pores as can be seen from Fig. 2(a) and
2(b), respectively. The number of pores is avalaible more in Fig. 2(a) than 2(b). This explanation can also be connected to
information from the specific surface area and total pore volume, where RHAC produced and activated at 400 C has the
highest value of both parameters. Activation can also increase the values of specific surface area from 38,248 m2/g to 115,282
m2/g , and from 55,074 m2/g to 284,963 m2/g at 300 C and 400 C of activation, respectively.
Table 1: Specific surface area, pores radius and total pores volume of activated carbon. 300 A and 400 A
were activated by ZnCl2 (10% w/v) at 300C and 400C, respectively. 300 TA and 400 TA means
without activation at the same temperature.

No

Sample name

1
2
3
4

300 TA
300 A
400 TA
400 A

Specific surface area
(m²/g)
38,248
115,282
55,074
284,963

Pore radius
(Å)
1,735E+01
1,821E+01
8,040E+01
3,278E+01

Total pore volume
(cc/g)
3,318E-02
1,050E-01
2,214E-01
4,670E-01

Table 2: Parameters of adsorption isotherms and linear correlation coefficient of both presence and absence of
ultrasonic irradiation experiments.

Isotherm

Parameter

Absence (Cu2+)

Presence (Cu2+)

Absence (Pb2+)

Presence (Pb2+)

Langmuir

am (qmax)

1,0464

6,2775

9,7561

16,5017

b (adsorption affinity)

-0,0362

0,1105

-5,1508

1,0745

R

0,7612

0,9906

0,9988

0,9927

kF (adsorption capacity)

10,4372

2,0086

7,1717

9,4595

n (adsorption intensity)

-2,6385

4,3497

13,1926

8,4459

R

0,5614

0,9054

0,7864

0,7972

Freundlich
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(a) 400 A

(b) 400 TA

(c) 300 A

(d) 300 TA

Figure 1: Surface characteristics of adsorbent determined by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 300 A and
400 A were activated by ZnCl2 (10% w/v) at 300C and 400C, respectively. 300 TA and 400 TA
means without activation at the same temperatue.

In addition, as seen from Fig. 2, both adsorption isotherms for both metals are non-linear and seem to approach to the
maximum values, except Pb(II) adsorption under sonication. Indication from the shape of the curves can be understood that
several well-known models reported in the literature could be employed to explain the adsorption isotherms. Both Langmuir
and Freundlich models are the most frequently used isotherms for adsorption studies [3-7, 10-16]. The Langmuir model can be
applied to homogeneous sorption, where the sorption of each molecule is carried out onto monolayer surface and has equal
sorption activation energy. The Freundlich model is an empiric isotherm model in nature. In this study, both adsorption
isotherms were used to model the relationships between the amount of Cu(II)and Pb(II) ions adsorbed onto RHAC and its
equilibrium concentration in solution in the absence and the presence of ultrasonic irradiation. Table 2 shows parameters of
both adsorption isotherm models that were obtained in the presence and absence of ultrasonic irradiation. Nevertheless, when
the Langmuir isotherm model was utilized in our experimental data, this model better fits both in the presence of ultrasound
and its absence than with the Freundlich isotherm model. This can be seen in Table 2 when the corresponding linear correlation
coefficients (R) are compared. The higher R-value for the Langmuir isotherm model than for the Freundlich isotherm model
might be caused by homogeneous distribution of active sites of RHAC surface as it was explained in the case of Cu(II) ions
removal by activated carbon from hazelnut shells under sonication [16].
The Langmuir constants am and b as well as the Freundlich constants kF and n are also shown in Table 2. The Langmuir
adsorption constant b defines the ratio of adsorption and desorption rate constants and is related to the free energy of
adsorption. Its value represents the affinity of Cu(II) and Pb(II) ions to the adsorbent. When both values are compared, the
values of b for the silent and the ultrasound-assisted adsorption, it can be concluded that ultrasound positively affected the
affinity of Cu(II) and Pb(II) ions to the granular activated carbon as it was previously found for the adsorption of Cu(II) ions
by activated carbon of hazelnut shell under sonication [16].
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Figure 2. Adsorption isotherms of (upper) Cu2+ ions and (lower) Pb2+ ions on rice husk based
activated carbon (2 = presence of sonication, ' = absence of sonication).

The difference conclusion was withdrawn from values of the Freundlich constant kF, related to the adsorption capacity. The
increase of kF was only observed in adsorption of Pb(II) ions under sonication, while in the case of Cu(II) ions adsorption,
sonication was decreasing the adsorption capacity of RHAC. The corresponding linear correlation coefficients (R) of Cu(II)
adsorption in the absence of sonication, however, is lower than the presence of sonication. The adsorption capacity of Cu(II)
ions by activated carbon of hazelnut shell was also greater in the presence of ultrasound than in the silent conditions [16]. This
can be attributed to the cavitation effects which can increase the capability of the porous particle structure for Cu(II) and Pb(II)
ions adsorption and/or the appearance of new sites of sorption by disruption of sorbent particles [16-28].
Maximum adsorption capacities for removal of Cu(II) and Pb(II) ions from aqueous solution by the granular activated carbon
achieved in silent and ultrasound-assisted adsorption are 1.0464, 6.2775, 9.7561 and 16.5017 mg/g (calculated from the
Langmuir isotherm model), respectively. Those values are much higher than that reported for the activated carbon obtained by
steam activation of hazelnut shells under sonication [16]. This might be attributed to the specific surface area of the granular
activated carbon of rice husk used in the present experiment.
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5. CONCLUSION
Surface characteristics of RHAC prepared at 400C then impregnated with ZnCl2 10% are better than the other activated carbon
prepared with the other conditions. When the values of b for the silent and the ultrasound-assisted adsorption are compared, it
can be concluded that ultrasound positively affected the affinity of Cu(II) and Pb(II) ions to the surface of RHAC. The values
for Cu2+ adsorption are 1.0464 mg/g and 6.2775 mg/g for the absence and presence of sonication, respectively, which suggests
an increase (83%) in the adsorption capacity of activated carbon due to the ultrasonic irradiation. The values for Pb2+
adsorption are 9.7561 mg/g and 16.5017 mg/g for the absence and presence of sonication, respectively, which also suggests an
increase (41%) in the adsorption capacity of activated carbon due to the ultrasonic irradiation. Langmuir adsorption isotherm
model is better fits than the Freundlich model based on the values of corresponding linear correlation coefficients (R), both in
the presence and absence of ultrasonic irradiation.
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Synthesis and adsorption characteristics of activated carbons originated
from banana peel waste for dye removals
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Activated carbon is the most commonly used adsorbent for wastewater treatment and water purifications. The main
characteristics of activated carbon are its high surface area and high adsorption capacity with certain adsorbates. In this work,
activated carbons were synthesized using banana peel wastes. The samples were activated chemically using zinc chloride as
the activating agent. These samples were then activated at 600 °C in nitrogen flow respectively. The activated carbons were
characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and nitrogen adsorption at 77 K. Results indicated that activation
processes improved the uptake of methylene blue (MB) with respect to adsorption results obtained for raw precursors. Overall,
activated carbons obtained from banana peel wastes showed good performance for the removal of MB dyes. The activated
carbon prepared from banana peel wastes exhibits good surface characteristics and porosity properties. This indicates that
banana peel can be one of a promising precursor for the production of commercal activated carbon.

Recently, adsorption has shown to be one of well-established and cheap pollutant removal process among otherpurification
techniques. From various type of adsorbents,activated carbons (ACs) are one of the most popular for both liquidand gas
purification [1] since they own unique properties such as porous structure, high specific surface areas and large adsorption
capacities. The surface properties of ACs are determined by both the precursor material and the method used for their
synthesis[2–4]. On the other hand the adsorption capacity is highly dependent on its specific surface area, pore size distribution
and surface functional groups, with the latter affecting their behaviour during interaction with polar, non-polar, anionic and
cationic adsorbates [5].
A main drawback in the application of ACs, in commercial scale, is the production cost. In the last years, a lot of research
has been concentrated on the utilisation of new carbon precursors, cheap and abundant with great valorisation potential, such
as agricultural residues and waste biomass [6,7].Avariety of starting materials have been already used for the preparation of
AC, such as jackfruit peel, orange peel, coconut shell, nut-shells, bituminous coal, coffee groundetc [8-12].
One method to prepare such kind of carbon material is the chemical activation route that might improvethe pore structure with
tunable structural characteristics. This method involves the impregnation of the carbon precursor by a chemicalagent, usually
H2SO4, H3PO4 or ZnCl2, andthen followed by the heat-treatment at moderate temperatures (673–873 K). From the available
activating agents,Zinc chloride is preferably used for the activation of lignocellulosicmaterials as it causes the decomposition
of the cellulosicstructure and, on carbonization, causes dehydration process that results incharring and aromatization of the
carbon structure and formation of the pore structure [13].
The focus of the research is to investigate the adsorption potential of banana peel-based activated carbon for methylene dye
based on the fact that the banana peel is a very abundant waste in Indonesia and never exploited for commercial use.
Methylene blue (MB) was selected in this study because it has a very strong adsorptive capability on the solids and is often
serves as a model compound for removing organic contaminants and colored bodies from aqueous solutions. The kinetic data
and equilibrium data of adsorption studies were then examined to understand the adsorption mechanism of the dye molecules
onto the activated carbon.
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2.1Preparations of activated carbons
Raw material (banana peel) used for preparation of activated carbon was collected locally, washed, dried, crushed to desired
mesh sizeof +100/-200. The raw material was then carbonized at 450qC under nitrogen atmosphere for 1 h (first pyrolysis). A
certain amount of produced char then was soaked with zinc chloride (ZnCl2) at varoius impregnation ratio of 1:1, 2:1, 4:1, 1:2
and 1:4 (ZnCl2 pallets: char). The mixture was dehydrated in an oven overnight at 105 ◦C; then pyrolysed in a furnace under
nitrogen flow (second pyrolysis) to a final temperatureof 450q Cand activated for 1 h. Once the final temperature was reached,
the gas flow was switched to carbon dioxide and activation was continued for 2 h. The activated product was thencooled to
room temperature under nitrogen flowandwashed withdeionized water to remove remaining chemical. Textural
characterization of the activated carbon (AC) wascarried out by N2 adsorption at 77K . The BET (N2, 77K) isthe most usual
standard procedure used when characterizing anactivated carbon. The morphology of carbon samples was observed using
scanning electron microscope and its elemental compositions was estimated by Energy Dispersive x Ray (EDX) Spectroscopy.
2.2 Analysis of methylene blue
Methylene blue (MB) was used as an adsorbate and was not purified prior to use. Double distilled water was employed for
preparing all the solutions and regents.The concentration of methylene blue in the supernatant solution after and before
adsorption was determined using a double beam UV spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan). It was found that the calibration
curve was very reproducible and linear over the concentration range used in this work.
2.3 Batch equilibrium studies
Adsorption isotherms were performed in a set of Erlenmeyer flasks (250 ml) where solutions of dye (200 ml) with different
initial concentrations were placed in these flasks. Equal mass of 0.5 g of particle size activated carbon was added to dye
solutions and kept in an isothermal shaker (30 qC) for 48 h to reach equilibrium of the solid-solution mixture. The pH was
adjusted to 7 by adding either few drops of diluted hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide. The flasks were then removed from
the shaker and the final concentration of dye in the solution was analyzed. The samples were filtered prior to analysis in order
to minimize interference of the carbon fines with the analysis. Each experiment was duplicated under identical conditions. The
amount of adsorption at equilibrium,qe (mg g−1), was calculated by:
ݍൌ
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where C0 and Ce (mg l−1) are the liquid-phase concentrations of dye at initial and equilibrium, respectively. V is the volumeof
the solution (l), and W is the mass of dry adsorbentused (g).
2.4 Batch kinetic studies
The procedures of kinetic experiments were basically identicalto those of equilibrium tests. The aqueous samples were takenat
preset time intervals, and the concentrations of dye were similarly measured. The amount of adsorption at time t, qt (mg g−1),
was calculated by:
 ݍൌ
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where C0 and Ct(mg l−1) are the liquid-phase concentrations ofdye at initial and any time t, respectively. V is the volume of
thesolution (l), and W is the mass of dry adsorbent used (g).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structural and morphological characteristics of the activated carbons
Figure 1 shows the SEM images indicating the differences in the external surfaces of the carbon samples produced by various
impregnation ratio. It can be observed from the SEM that all samples contain porous structure and, in general, exhibits an
uneven distribution of particle sizes. The activation procedure caused a significant structural change.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 1: SEM images of activated carbons produced by various impregnation ratio
(banana powder : ZnCl2 :(a) 1:1 (b) 1:2 (c) 1:4 (d) 2:1 (e) 4:1

The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms as shown in Fig.21are usually used to determine the surface area of the banana peel
based activated carbons. The isotherm of carbon samples exhibits type I characteristics exhibited by a well-defined plateau,
according to IUPAC classification, which confirms its microporosity. An obvious hysteresis loop for the samples is detected
between the relative pressures (P/P0) of 0.45 to 1.

Figure 2: Adsorption/Desorption Isotherm of N2 gas on the banana peel based activated carbons

Table 1 summarizes the textural properties of the carbon samples obtained by various impregnation ratio. It can be seen that
the highest surface is shown by the sample activated at ratio of 4:1. It seems that higher ratio of impregnation leads to the
higher surface area generated during activation process using ZnCl2.
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Table 1: Textural characteristics of banana peel based activated carbons

Samples
1
2
3
4
5

Impregnation ratio
(banana powder: ZnCl2)
1:1
1:2
1:4
2:1
4:1

BET Surface Area
(m2/g)
553.66
555.75
601.54
612.78
632.65

3.2 Adsorption isotherm of batch adsorption of MB onto the banana peel based activated carbons
The adsorption isotherm shows the distribution of adsorptionmolecules between the liquid phase and the solid phasewhen the
adsorption process reaches an equilibrium state. Theanalysis of the isotherm data by fitting them to different isothermmodels is
an important step to find the suitable model that canbe used for design purpose [17].Fig. 3typically shows the adsorption
isotherms of MB dye on the activated carbon. Adsorption isotherm is basicallyimportant to describe howsolutes interact with
adsorbents, and iscritical in optimizing the use of adsorbents.

Figure 3: Equilibrium adsorption isotherm of methylene blue onto activated carbon

Adsorption isothermstudy is carried out on the four type of isotherms, Langmuir, Freundlich, Tempkin and Dubinin
Radushkevic model.The applicability of the isotherm equation is compared by judging the correlation coefficients.
3.2.1 Langmuir adsorption
Langmuir isotherm assumes monolayer adsorptiononto a surface containing a finite number of adsorptionsites of uniform
strategies of adsorption with no transmigrationof adsorbate in the plane of surface [14]. The linear form of Langmuir’s
isotherm model is given bythe following equation:



ൌ

ଵ
బ 



ଵ
బ

ܥ

(3)

where Ce is the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate (MB)(mg/l), qe the amount of adsorbate adsorbed per unit mass
ofadsorbate (mg g−1), andqo and b are Langmuir constants relatedto adsorption capacity and rate of adsorption, respectively.
WhenCe/qe was plotted against Ce, straight line with slope 1/qo wasobtained. The Langmuirconstants ‘b’ and ‘qo’ were
calculated from this isotherm andtheir values are given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Langmuir, Freundlich, Tempkin dan Dubinin R isotherm constants for MB

Langmuir

Tempkin

qo (mg/g)
b (L/mg)

7.168
0.657

β
α

1.606
6.014

R2

0.974

R2

0.997

DubininRadushkevich

Freundlich
n
Kf

1.527
0.358

K (mol2.J2)
Qm (mg/g)

1.129 x
10-7
4.166

R2

0.977

R2

0.994

E (J/mol)

2104.26

The essential characteristics of the Langmuir isotherm canbe expressed in terms of a dimensionless equilibrium parameter(RL)
[14], which is defined by:
ܴ ൌ

ଵ

(4)

ଵାబ

where b is the Langmuir constant and C0the highest dye concentration (mg l−1). The value of RL indicates the type of
theisotherm to be either unfavorable (RL> 1), linear (RL = 1), favorable(0 <RL< 1) or irreversible (RL = 0). Value of RL was
found to be less than 1 and confirmed that the activated carbon is favorablefor adsorption of MB dye under conditions used in
thisstudy.
3.2.2 Freundlich adsorption
While, Freundlichisotherm model assumes heterogeneous surface energies, inwhich the energy term in Langmuir equation
varies as a functionof the surface coverage [14]. As implied, its derivationis characterized by a uniform distribution of binding
energies (upto some maximum binding energy).The well-known logarithmic form of Freundlich model is given by the
following equation:
ଵ

݊ܮሺݍ ሻ ൌ ݊ܮሺܭி ሻ  ݊ܮሺܥ ሻ


(5)

where qe is the amount adsorbed at equilibrium (mg g−1), Ce theequilibrium concentration of the adsorbate (MB) and KF and
nare Freundlich constants, n giving an indication of how favorablethe adsorption process and KF (mg g−1(l mg−1)n) is
theadsorption capacity of the adsorbent. KF can be defined as theadsorption or distribution coefficient and represents the
quantityof dye adsorbed onto activated carbon adsorbent for a unitequilibrium concentration. The slope 1/n ranging between 0
and1, is a measure of adsorption intensity or surface heterogeneity,becoming more heterogeneous as its value gets closer tozero
[14]. A value for 1/n below one indicates a normal Langmuirisotherm while 1/n above one is indicative of
cooperativeadsorption [14]. The Freundlich constant is given on Table 2.

3.2.3 Tempkin adsorption
Temkin isotherm contains a factor that explicitly takinginto the account of adsorbent–adsorbate interactions. By ignoringthe
extremely low and large value of concentrations, the modelassumes that heat of adsorption (function of temperature) of
allmolecules in the layer would decrease linearly rather than logarithmicwith coverage [14]. The Tempkin isotherm has been
used in the following linearized form :
ݍ ൌ ߚ݊ܮሺߙሻ  ߚ݊ܮሺܥ ሻ

(6)

The adsorption data can be analyzed according to Eq. (13). A plot of qe versus ln Ce enables the determination of the constants
A and B.
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3.2.4 Dubinin Radushkevich (D-R) adsorption
The D-R model, which does not assume a homogeneous surface or a constant adsorption potential as the Langmuir model, was also
used to test the experimental data. It was applied to distinguish between physical and chemical adsorption of MB. The following form
of D-R model is used :
ሺݍ ሻ ൌ ሺݍ ሻ െ  ߝܭଶ

7)

Where K = coefficient related to the mean free energy of adsorption (mol2/J2) and ε = Polanyi potential [J /mol] , which is
equal to RT Ln (1+1/Ce) where R = gas constant (8.314 J.mol-1.K-1); and T = temperature (K)]. The values of constants qm and β
thus obtained from linear regression, along with the error functions, are given in Table 2.. Therefore, in all the cases, the D-R
equation represented the most fit to experimental data than the other isotherm equations. The constant β gives an idea of the mean
sorption energy, E, which is defined as the free energy transfer of 1 mol of solute from infinity of the surface of the sorbent and can
be calculatedusing the relationship :

ܧൌ

ଵ

8)

ξଶ

The magnitude of E was less than 8 kJ.mol-1 indicating that the adsorption mechanism was physical adsorption.
3.3. Adsorption Kinetics
Two kinetic models such as pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic were applied for the experimental results. The
pseudo-first-order kinetic model proposed by Lagergren and Svenska [15] was usually used to predict sorption kinetic and was
defined as:

݊ܮሺݍ െ ݍ௧ ሻ ൌ ݊ܮሺݍ ሻ െ ݇ଵ ݐ

9)

where qe and qt(mg/g) are the amounts of adsorbate adsorbed at equilibrium and at any time, t (h), respectively and k1 (1/h) is
the adsorption rate constant.
The pseudo-second-order equation [12] is expressed by :
௧


ൌ

ଵ
మ మ



௧


(10)

where k2 (g/mg h) is the rate constant of second-order adsorption.
The values of all constants R2obtainedfrom the plots for adsorption of MB dye on the adsorbent at 25 qC are reported in
Table32. It wasobserved that the R2 values obtained for the pseudo-second-order model was higher than that of first order
model. This shows that the adsorption of MB dye on the adsorbent follows apseudo second-order kinetic model.
Table 3: Adsorption kinetic models and their parameters

Models
1st Order

2nd Order

Parameters
k1
qe
R2
k1
qe
R2

Values
0.012
2.339
0.892
0.009
3.826
0,989

4. CONCLUSIONS
The present investigation showed that banana peel can be effectivelyused as a raw material for the preparation of
activatedcarbon for the removal of methylene blue dye from aqueous solution. Methylene blue is foundto adsorb strongly on
the surface of activated carbon. Adsorptionbehaviour is described by a Dubinin Radushkevich type isotherm.Kinetic data
follows pseudo second-order kinetic model.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, there have been many methods developed to synthesize Zinc Oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles. Nevertheless, a
simple yet cheap method to prepare single crystal with high purity nano ZnO was still yet to be established. In this research,
nano Zinc oxide (ZnO) was prepared by sol-gel method. The pH variation effect to the resulting ZnO product was also
observed. (CH3COOH)2Zn.2H2O powder and NaOH solution were used as precursors. NaOH solution was added to
(CH3COOH)2Zn.2H2O solution by titration until colloids with different pH were obtained, then precipitates of nano ZnO were
formed. From the precipitation profile, it can be observed that increasing pH led to shortened precipitation time, which also
means increasing particle size. It was also further confirmed that particle size at pH 7 and pH 12 was 1.3 nm and 73.8 nm,
respectively. XRD profile showed that increasing pH led to increasing purity of nano ZnO: 42.9%, 62.2%, 64.7%, and 100% at
pH 7, pH 8, pH 10, and pH 12, respectively. To conclude, nano ZnO synthesized by Sol-Gel method was highly affected by pH
of the working solution. Increasing pH led to increasing particle size, however led to higher purity of nano ZnO produced.
Keywords
Nano ZnO; sol-gel; pH variation

1. INTRODUCTION
Zinc Oxide (ZnO) ceramics have gained much attention due to their distinct properties and characteristics. ZnO ceramics in
various forms are used extensively in electronic applications, such as LED, sensor, or solar cells [1]. In recent years, it has also
been found that ZnO can be used in other potential applications like photocatalysis and anti-bacterial substance, thus making
them exciting commodities for industries [2].
At the same time, nanotechnology becomes much more popular nowadays. Scientists believe that by engineering material size
into nanoscale, there will be an enhancement on properties of the material. In many literatures, it can also be learned that nano
ZnO offers better performance compared to that of in bulk size [3].
There have been many methods to synthesize nano ZnO. Some of the widely used methods are, for instance, Chemical vapor
deposition (CVD), dip coating, or mechanical alloying [4,5,6]. Those methods have their own advantages and disadvantages.
For example, CVD and dip coating, they can produce nano ZnO with high purity, however high growth temperature is needed
in their system. Also, the preparation scheme is quite complex and can be very expensive [7]. Mechanical alloying is another
interesting method where it can synthesize nano ZnO in relatively simple manner [8]. Nevertheless, to date, there has been no
reports on mechanical alloying method that can yield pure nano ZnO. Another possible method is sol-gel method. The good
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thing about this method is that, it is relatively simple and cheap in process, and it does not need to be treated in high growth
temperature [9]. However, to date, there is still a little knowledge on the effect of pH variation on sol-gel working solution,
also whether high purity of nano ZnO can be achieved by this method.
In this research, nano ZnO was synthesized by sol-gel method, in an attempt to find the optimum condition to produce single
crystal ZnO with relatively small size. The pH condition would be varied for this optimization process.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
4.39 gram (CH3COOH)2Zn.2H20 (Merck) powder was dissolved in 100 mL methanol.
It was then sonicated at 750 Watt for 30 minutes to obtain homogenous solution of 0.2 M. Separately, 1.0 M NaOH was
dissolved in 500 mL distilled water. After that, optimization for titration was conducted to find the optimum condition of the
time, temperature, and stirring speed.
The optimized condition was used for titration of NaOH solution dropped to (CH3COOH)2Zn.2H20 solution. Titration was
continued until 5 pH variations were obtained: pH 7, pH 8, pH 9, pH 10, pH 11, and pH 12. After the color of the solution
become milky white, the solution was sonicated for another 30 minutes. It was then idled for several days to observe the
precipitation of nano ZnO in the solution.
After the precipitation could be clearly seen through, solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 30 minutes. The supernatant
was then removed, and the precipitation which contains nano ZnO was obtained. Nano ZnO precipitates was first treated in
800C oven to remove the remaining water. Finally, nano ZnO was grinded with mortar to be shaped into powder.
To find out the particle size, Particle Size Analyzer (DelsaTM Nano C Beckman Coulter) was used. Briefly, nano ZnO was
dissolved in distilled water in 1:10 concentration. It was then stirred until ZnO suspension in water was formed. 1 mL of the
suspension was then tested to obtain the average particle size.
The solution was then centrifuged, and the supernatant was removed to obtain the nano ZnO. Finally, nano ZnO powder was
achieved after heat treatment at 800C. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the final ZnO nanoparticles was obtained with
Cu K radiation (Shimadzu, Japan). The peak positions and relative intensities were characterized by comparison with the
Joint Committee for Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS). Williamson-Hall plot
was used to analyze the crystal size at different pH.
The preparation scheme was shown in Figure 1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The time for nano ZnO to precipitate from solution was observed. It can be seen from Figure 2 that time to precipitate
decreased over increasing pH. The range from pH 7 condition which needed 72 hours to pH 12 condition which needed only
120 minutes to precipitate showed that pH plays a very significant role in sol-gel experiment.
One of the prominent charactristics of nanoparticles are that they tend to float in solution and they need much longer time to be
precipitated inasmuch as the gravitation force exerting them is very small, or even almost negligible [10]. It was hypothesized
that by varying the pH condition, the size of the particle obtained would also be varied, and this would affect the precipitation
profile of the ZnO nanoparticles.
To test above hypotheses, size of the particles at lower and upper pH (pH 7 and pH 12) were measured by PSA machine.
Results showed that the size of nanoparticles at pH 7 and pH 12 were 1,3 nm and 73,8 nm, respectively. It is in agreement with
hypotheses above that as pH of the solution increased, the size of the nanoparticle increased as well.
Finally, XRD graph in Figure 4 gave us information about the elements of the particles formed at pH 7, 8, 10 and 12. From the
graph, it can be inferred that the purity of nano ZnO produced increased as pH increased. Only at pH 12 the 100% ZnO
without any contamintants or mixture with other compounds were obtained. The quantitative data of ZnO purity at pH 7, 8, 10,
and 12 was as follows: 42.9%, 62.2%, 64.7%, and 100%, respectively.
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Figure 1: Experiment Scheme

Figure 2: The graph of precipitation time over pH of working solution
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Figure 3: Size distribution of ZnO nanoparticle at pH 7 (top) and pH 12 (bottom)
QuantitativeGraphXRD

Figure 4: XRD graph of nano ZnO at pH 7, pH 8, pH 10, and pH 12

This phenomenon was well explained by Sunandan, et al. that the growth of ZnO is normally enhanced in basic medium. The
final growth of ZnO depends upon the competition between growth and etching [10]. The size became significantly bigger at
basic condition maybe because high purity ZnO nanoparticles tend to bind each other and agglomaerate. In lower pH, although
the particle was much smaller in size, the ZnO obtained was still in mixture with other compounds, such as CH3COONa and
Zn(OH)2, therefore they tend to be separated, hence each has small size. Interestingly, at pH 7 there was almost no ZnO
particles could be observed. It can be understood that at pH 7, the growth of ZnO was suppressed. It can be predicted that at
pH lower than 7, there might be no ZnO produced by sol-gel method using protocol implemented in this research.
Another interesting finding was observed from measurement of crystal size using Williamson-Hall plot analysis as shown in
Table 1. From those data, it can be seen by comparing the particle size (before heat treatment) and crystal size (after heat
treatment), there was a tendency for the particle to grow in size. This might be due to recrystallization happened due to heat
treatment effect. Nevertheless, it can be deduced that the size increment was not significant.
Table 1: Crystal size analyzed by williamson-hall plot

pH

Crystal size (nm)

7

10,94±0,99

8

17,44±5,36

10

38,27±2,14

12

74,04±41,77
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Nano ZnO was synthesized succesfully from precursor (CH3COOH)2Zn.2H2O and NaOH. pH of the working solution was
varied to see the different resulting nano ZnO produced. Nano ZnO precipitation time increased over increasing pH, while the
size of the nanoparticle also increased over increasing pH. The XRD data showed that from pH 7 to pH 12, there was
significant improvement of the nano ZnO purity. Interestingly, 100% purity of nano ZnO could be obtained at pH 12. This
research showed that pH condition in sol-gel reaction plays a very significant role to control the characteristics of nano ZnO
produced.
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ABSTRACT
Zinc Oxide (ZnO) possesses high tendency to agglomerate in dispersion system, thus making it difficult to be stable. This
research is intended to find out the effect of addition of polyelectrolyte Polyacrylic Acid (PAA) to improve the stability of
nano ZnO dispersion. Two parameters that will be observed here are particle size and zeta potential. 5% nano ZnO was
dispersed with different condition of stirring (1 hour and 5 hour) with different concentration of PAA (0,5%, 1% dan 3%)
also with different temperature (27°C and 57°C). Results showed that in all conditions, PAA addition gave significant effect
in particle size and zeta potential, compared to control without PAA addition. Most optimum condition for PAA addition was
obtained on PAA addition of 0.5%, 1 hour stirring duration and temperature of 57°C with particle size in range of 193.4 –
253.8 nm and zeta potential of -74.86 mV. From all results and discussions, it can be concluded that PAA addition could
improve the stability of nano ZnO dispersion.
Keywords
ZnO; Dispersion stability; Particle size; Zeta Potential

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Nano Zinc oxide (ZnO) was used in enormous applications, such as photocatalysis [1], coating [2], food
packaging [3], and many more. One of the way of utilization of nano ZnO is by dispersing it in the solution. However, nano
ZnO is not stable in the solution, and possesses high tendency for agglomeration.
One of the mostly used dispersion solution for nano ZnO is ethanol. Nevertheless, ethanol is easily vaporized, flamable, and
poisonous, thus making it limited in this application [4]. On the other hand, water can also be used as a dispersion media for
nano ZnO. Water is safe, though is difficult to obtain stable dispersion. In some researches, it was found that Nano ZnO
agglomerated much faster in water than in ethanol [1].
The stability of the dispersion can be controlled by adding electrolyte in the form of surfactants or polymers [5].
Polyelectrolyte is a type of polymer that has many charges surrounding its surface and has electrolytic characteristics [6,7].
This charged polymeric chain has an essential role to decide dispersion system’s stability. In this research, the dispersion
stability of nano ZnO in water will be studied by adding polyelectrolyte Polyacrylic acid (PAA) that hypothesized to be able
to neutralize excessive cations in the dispersion system. The effect of PAA concentration, stirring time, and stirring
temperature will also be studied. Two parameters that will be analyzed are particle size and zeta potential.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Materials used in this experiment are Zinc Oxide (Nanotech Indonesia Ltd.), and Polyacrylic acid (Foton Prima Perkasa
Ltd.).
ZnO was first analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) ) (JEOL) with 10,000 and 20,000 times magnification. ZnO
was then dispersed in distilled water, with or without PAA addition. 5% ZnO was dispersed in distilled water and stirred
using magnetic stirrer in 700 rpm. Concentration of PAA, stirring time, and stirring temperature were varied as follows:
0.5%, 1%, and 3%; 1 hour and 5 hour; 270C and 570C, respectively.
The particle size and zeta potential of dispersed ZnO was then analyzed by Particle Size Analyzer (DelsaTM Nano C
Beckman Coulter) and Zeta Potential Analyzer (DelsaTM Nano C Beckman Coulter), respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
From the SEM image of nano ZnO shown in figure 1, particle size of nano ZnO can be obtained by manual observation. The
particle size was predicted to be in range of 142.8 – 809.2 nm as shown in Figure 2. This particle size can be assumed as the
real particle size of nano ZnO.
The complete data of particle size and zeta potential at varied PAA concentration, stirring time, and stirring temperature is
shown in Table 1.
Partizle size in dispersed ZnO in water without PAA addition has minimum particle size at 1 hour stirring time at 570C,
which is in range of 3.758 nm – 13.049 nm. Physically, stirring time and stirring temperature did not give significant effect
towards ZnO particle size in control group (without PAA addition).
The ZnO particle size in PAA added group has relatively smaller size compared to those without PAA addition, and much
nearer to predicted real size of ZnO as analyzed earlier by SEM. It can be inferred that PAA can improve the stability of the
dispersion system, most likely due to its ability to neutralize excessive postitive charges in the dispersion system, which also
relates to particle size of ZnO. The complete graph of the effect of PAA addition to ZnO particle size can be seen in Figure
3.
As shown in figure 3, PAA addition, stirring time, and stirring temperature have significant effects towards ZnO particle size.
Generally, by increasing the PAA concentration, the ZnO particle size became relatively smaller, also prolonged stirring time
tends to make particle size smaller. However, this phenomenon only occurred during stirring temperature of 270C. Increasing
stirring temperature can give an effect towards decreasing particle size, nevertheless, still, most significant variable that
affects the particle size is PAA addition. 3% PAA addition is much more effective to obtain particle size with narrow
distribution. Meanwhile, ZnO particle size with PAA addition that has smallest particle size was obtained at 1% PAA
addition, stirring time of 5 hours and stirring temperature of 570C, which led to size of 88.3 nm – 350.5 nm.
The graph of effect of PAA addition to ZnO zeta potential is shown in Figure 4. ZnO without PAA addition could not be
analyzed by Zeta Potential Analyzer because during the characterization, the light scattering intensity was not enough for
measurement.
Figure 4 shows that as the PAA added more and more, the zeta potential of ZnO will shift towards positive axis. This zeta
potential increase made the dispersion system becomes unstable, close to ± 30 mV that is usually considered as the limit of
dispersion stability. In the other words, increasing PAA concentration leads to decreasing ZnO stability. The highest ZnO
dispersion stability was obtained at PAA addition of 0.5% with 5 hour stirring time and at stirring temperature of 27°C,
which gave the zeta potential of -76.06 mV. At the very last, the correlation of zeta potential and particle size of nano ZnO
can be observed in figure 5. It can be inferred that generally, increasing zeta potential leads to decreasing ZnO particle size.
Also, it can be concluded that the most optimum sample of all experiments, which compromizes the particle size and zeta
potential value was obtained at PAA addition of 0.5% with stirring time of 1 hour and at 570C which gave the zeta potential
value of -74.86 mV and particle size with narrow range of 193.4 – 253.8 nm.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on results above, it can be concluded that the predicted real size of ZnO in this experiment is 142.8 nm – 809.2 nm as
characterized by SEM. PAA addition that gave smallest particle size was obtained PAA addition of 1% with 5 hour stirring
time at 570C, with size range of 88.3 nm – 350.5 nm. The ZnO dispersion with highest stability was obtained at PAA
addition of 0.5% with 5 hour stirring time at 270C, which gave the zeta potential value of -76.06 mV. While the most
optimum that compormizes the particle size and zeta potential of ZnO was obtained at PAA addition of 0.5% with 1 hour
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stirring time at 570C, with particle size in range of 193.4 nm – 253.8 nm. At the very last, PAA addition in ZnO dispersion
was proven to be able to improve the system’s stability significantly.
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Table 1. Experimental variables
PAA
concentration
0%
0.5 %
1%
3%
0%
0.5 %
1%
3%
0%
0.5 %
1%
3%
0%
0.5 %
1%
3%

Stirring time (hour)
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5

Stirring
temperature (°C)
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
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Figure 1. Nano ZnO characterization at 10,000 and 20,000 times magnification
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Figure 2. Distribution profile of ZnO particle size analyzed from SEM image 10,000
times magnification
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PAA
(%)
0
0.5
1
3
0
0.5
1
3
0
0.5
1
3
0
0.5
1
3

Table 2. Complete data of the experiment
Stirring
Stirring time
temperature
Particle size (nm)
(hour)
(°C)
1
27
10,731.0 – 25,977.8
1
27
466.9 – 675.2
1
27
442.0 – 620.0
1
27
242.8 – 551.8
5
27
33.621.0 – 89.700.0
285.7 – 412.4
5
27
5
27
222.9 – 290.9
5
27
198.5 – 285.0
1
57
3.758.3 – 13,049.0
193.4 – 253.8
1
57
1
57
297.4 – 427.7
1
57
171.0 – 409.7
35.947.9 –
5
57
173.761.3
5
57
175.0 – 240.5
5
57
88.3 – 350.5
5
57
302.9 – 421.8

-69.69
-63.18
-34.62
-76.06
-65.62
-51.92
-74.86
-63.52
-51.94
-52.51
-59.68
-46.65
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Figure 3. Graph of effect of PAA addition to ZnO particle size
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Intrinsic Kinetic Model and Estimation of Parameter
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ABSTRACT
This study brings out a disinfection process of bacteria Esherichia coli using hydrodynamic cavitation method. The method
used different contactors, orifice plate and venturi injector. The experiment result shows that orifice plate with initial
concentration of 104 CFU/mL has decreased into 0 CFU/mL after 20 minutes, while venturi injector has decreased into 0
CFU/mL after 30 minutes. The orifice plate gave a better, more effective and faster disinfection than the venturi injector.
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ABSTRACT
Conventional biomass stoves, which currently use direct combustion of biomass pellets or briquettes, have still a problem of
emitting much higher CO gas emission compared to LPG stoves at the level of 100’s ppm,. These values are well above the
minimum allowable CO gas emission of 25 ppm and therefore the emission is not safe for the stove users.
In this research, a biomass-gas stove was designed using a method of top-lit updraft gasification where the combustion of
pyrolysis gas evolving from the bed of rubber wood pellets by adding secondary air occurs at the top of the stove. The primary
air is delivered upward the bed, while the secondary air flows through the annulus of the stove and bends horizontally towards
a series of holes at the top of the stove. This research has an objective to obtain optimum value of flowrate ratio of the
secondary air to the primary air (air flow ratio) where the stove produces minimum emission of CO and maximum thermal
efficiency. The ratio was varied at 2.44, 6.29, 13.43, and 20.6.
This work concluded that the lowest CO emission and the highest average flame temperature occur at the air flow ratio of 6.29,
while the highest thermal efficiency at 2.44.
Keywords
Rubber wood pellets, biomass-gas stove, top-lit updraft gasification, CO emission, pyrolysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia has abundant potential of biomass waste, which is currently not utilised massively. The production of the waste is
estimated to reach 123.5 million tons per year and is equivalent to 1,455.97 million GJ/year. The main resources are rice waste
of 705 million GJ/year, rubber plantation waste of 46.45 million GJ/year, bagasse waste of 70.65 million GJ/year, palm
plantation waste of 247.15 million GJ/year, and coconut plantation waste of 162.3 million GJ [1-2]. If the biomass waste is
directly burnt as solid fuels for stoves in the forms of briquettes or pellets, CO emission resulting from the combustion is
expected to be high, well above the minimum allowable CO emission of 25 ppm [3]. This occurs due to heat absorption by
solid fuels through conduction during the combustion causing the surface temperature of briquettes or pellets to drop and
consequently increasing CO emission. This condition encourages the research on the biomass waste fuel which utilises its gas
phase to allow the combustion to produce low CO emission. This may be substantiated by pyrolysing the solid biomass waste
to produce biomass gas and burning the gas. This is expected to produce much lower CO emission similar to that produced by
LPG stoves.
The combustion occurs due to oxidation reactions between gases (CO, H2, CH4 and hydrocarbons) produced by pyrolysis of
the biomass material. This pyrolysis is carried out in limited air environment and combustion uses a separate flow of air. The
air used for pyrolysis is usually termed as primary air, whereas that for combustion secondary air. This pyrolysis is usually
called oxidative pyrolysis. Senneca et al [4] found that this type of pyrolysis results in much higher weight loss of solid fuels at
certain range of temperature compared to the loss using inert-gas pyrolysis. The pyrolysis is initiated by heat radiation of the
gas combustion at the top of the pellet bed. The gas produced by oxidative pyrolysis may subsequently be completely oxidised
to produced CO2 and H2O [5][6]. Stoves utilising gas produced by oxidative pyrolysis of biomass material as a fuel is usually
called biomass-gas stoves. Figure 1 describes the schematic diagram of the stove. Fuel, in the current research of rubber wood
pellets, is ignited at the top of the pellet bed. The ignition forms flaming pyrolysis front which moves downward. During its
passage, the biomass pellets are pyrolysed (gasified) from the top to the bottom of the fixed bed [7]. Primary air is supplied
from the bottom of the pellet bed at strictly limited amount to sustain flaming pyrolysis front. Biomass gas produced moves
upward and after mixing with the secondary air supplied radially from the top side of the stove, it burns over the top of the
fixed bed with high heat release. The gasification process is entirely autothermal and does not need any external heat. Part of
the pellet bed left behind by flaming pyrolysis front forms biochar after releasing biomass gas. The char may be oxidised by
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remaining oxygen from the flaming pyrolysis front to form CO2 [8]. CO2 and H2O produced in the flaming pyrolysis front may
react with biochar to form gases CO and H2 [7]. The pyrolysis-combustion of biomass material using this method was first
introduced by using a principle of top-lit updraft (TLUD) gasification by Reed [9].
The present research is aimed to investigate the CO emission resulting from the combustion of the gas phase of the pyrolysis
products of rubber wood pellets and the stove efficiency subject to the variation of ratio of the secondary to primary air
flowrates. Although some researches relating to the CO emission has been conducted, but in general the emission figures were
published in terms of grams as cumulative emissions [9]. None present in terms of the ppm during the combustion. Effect of
CO emission to human being depends on the concentration of CO emission in ppm and the duration to which the human being
is exposed [10]. Besides, the CO emission may also depend on the type of biomass used as fuel because different biomass
types have different compositions of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin part of which under pyrolysis environment will
decompose to volatile matter and subsequently to smaller molecules [11]. The threshold CO emission stipulated by Ministry of
Workforce Indonesia is 25 ppm. According to the result of proximite analysis by Energy Technology centre, BPPT, the content
of volatile matter of the rubber wood sample was 68.32%. This gives indication that the rubber wood if used as fuel in TLUD
stove will produce much volatile matter and therefore it is potential for biomass-gas stove.

Figure 1a: Schematic description of TLUD
stove [8].

Figure 1b: Mechanisms of biomass pellet pyrolysis
and wood gas combustion [9].

2. EXPERIMENT
The experiment consists of biomass pellet preparation, and biomass pellet pyrolysis and combustion. Rubber wood pellets
were prepared by first grinding the rubber wood branches to powder, drying the powder to reach moisture content of 10%.
Subsequently, the dry powder was moulded to form pellets. During the pyrolysis-combustion, measurements of CO emission
and flame temperature were conducted. Main measurement tools used were biomass-gas stove where the pyrolysis-combustion
of pellets was undertaken, some thermocouples type K, a temperature data logger to log data of flame temperature, a gas
analyzer to measure CO concentration in flue gas, and an anemometer to measure velocity of air to the primary and secondary
air blowers, and a water pot of 17cm diameter. The water pot was used for determination of the stove thermal efficiency using
water boiling test method. Pellets made of rubber wood were of cylindrical shape with 1.5cm diameter and 3cm length.
The stove prepared has inside diameter of 15cm and height of 58cm (see Figure 2). These sizes were to accommodate the
loading of rubber wood pellet of 1.4 kg. The stove consists of 2 concentric cylinders with an annulus in between the cylinders.
The pellets were laid in the inner cylinder of the stove. Through the annulus, the secondary air is flowing to fulfil the need for
the combustion of wood-gas produced by the pyrolysis. The construction material is made of mild steel. The outer side of the
stove was lined with ceramic fibre and enclosed with an aluminium plate. A grate of stainless steel 314 was installed at the
lower side of the stove to support the pellet bed to resist corrosion. Two centrifugal blowers have been used to deliver primary
and secondary air respectively (see Figure 2). The first blower has diameter of 2 inches and input electricity ampere of 1A,
while the second blower 2.5 inches and input ampere of 1.6A. The primary air was delivered to the base of the bed, while the
secondary air flowed through the annulus of the stove and bent towards a series of holes at the circumference of the top of the
stove. This design allows the crossflow between pyrolysis gas and combustion air, which intensifies mixing. For each run, the
stove used 1.4 kg of the pellets and primary air flowrate set about 0.0038 m3/sec. The ratio of the secondary air to the primary
air flowrates (air flow ratio) as the free variabel for this experiment was varied at 2.44, 6.29, 13.43 and 20.6 and its effect on
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flame temperature, CO emission and thermal efficiency were observed. The measurements of CO emission, flame temperature
and water temperature in the water boiling test were carried out simultaneously.

Figure 2: Fabricated biomass-gas stove for experiment with 2 blowers for primary air and secondary air respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Flame temperature and CO emission
Figure 3 shows that at the air flow ratio equal to 2.44, the flame temperature is nearly constant during the course of the
combustion. At this ratio, the use of the secondary air to oxidise the pyrolysis gas is limited and may be not sufficient (see
Table 1). As a result, the concentration of CO as an indicator of the incomplete combustion is high as described in Figure 4.
The heat radiated from the combustion flame to the flaming pyrolysis front to enhance the pyrolysis may be not high due to
low temperature driving force between both flames. This weakens the rate of pyrolysis and consequently, the rate of pyrolysis
gas production is low and the pyrolysis-combustion lasts longer to produce and oxidise all the pyrolysis gas compared to that at
higher air flow ratios. This also affects the CO emission, where its level of emission is high at low flame temperature (see
Figure 4) [10]. At higher air flow ratio of 6.29, Figure 3 shows that most of the time, the flame temperature is higher than that
at air flow ratio of 2.44. This may happen due to more complete oxidation as a result of sufficient supply of secondary air. In
terms of the CO emission, this favours the low production of CO as described by Figure 4 and achieves the lowest average CO
emission (see Table 1). Due to higher temperature driving force between combustion flame and flaming pyrolysis front at the
air flow ratio of 6.29, the pyrolysis may occur at higher temperature and lasts shorter.
Pyrolysis-combustion operation at air flow ratio of 13.43 where the supply of the secondary air is higher than that at flow ratio
of 6.29 exhibits opposite trend compared to the trend if the air flow ratio is increased from 2.44 to 6.29. The flame temperature
is lower (see Figure 3) and consequently the CO emission during the course of the pyrolysis-combustion is higher (see Figure
4) and its average value is also higher (see Table 1). This may happen due to excessive supply of the secondary air which cools
the combustion flame. The temperature driving force between combustion flame and pyrolysis flame is lower at the air flow
ratio of 13.43 and thus extending the pyrolysis time as shown in Figure 3.
At the air flow ratio of 20.6, at times after 9 minutes, the flame temperature is lower than that at air flow ratio of 13.43 as
expected due to excessive supply of the secondary air to the combustion flame. However, at times before 9 minutes, the flame
temperature is slightly higher than that at air flow ratio of 13.43. The temperature fluctuation at the air flow ratio of 13.43 at
initial stage of pyrolysis-combustion operation where the position of the thermocouples was kept at the combustion flame
indicates that there may be non-uniformity of the secondary air supply because the secondary air inlet at the base of the stove is
at one side of the stove. Consequently, this creates non-uniformity of the secondary air supply and forms lacking and excess air
regions in the combustion flame front. The regions where the air supply is lacking form soot which intensifies radiation heat
transfer [10]. At higher air flow ratio of 20.6, which means higher secondary air supply, turbulence inside the annulus becomes
more rigorous and results in redistribution of inlet flow of the secondary air across the circumference of the top side of the
stove [12]. As a result, the inlet flow is more uniform and flame temperature at this ratio is relatively unchanged from time to
time. This also causes the portion of heat radiation is less than that at the air flow ratio of 13.43. The less flame temperature at
initial stage of the combustion using the air flow ratio of 13.43 is due to non-uniformity preheating of the secondary air in the
annulus. With the time proceeds, the wider region of the pellet bed with higher temperature allows expansion of the preheated
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secondary air and intensified turbulence which gives effect similar to that which happens in the case of the air flow ratio of
20.4 where the flame temperature is less turbulent (see Figure 3). This comparison between flame temperature profile for the
combustion using the air flow ratio of 13.43 and that of 20.6 gives consequences on the CO emission profile of both air flow
ratio. At initial stage of the combustion, the CO emission at the air flow ratio of 13.43 is higher than that at the ratio of 20.6.
Contrary to that, at later stage of the combustion, the CO emission at air flow ratio of 13.43 is less than that at the ratio of 20.6
(see Figure 4).
Table 1. shows that the average CO concentration in the flue gas reaches the minimum value, i.e. 14 ppm, when the air flow
ratio was set 6.29. This implies that using controlled air flows both of primary air and secondary air, we can make the stove
healthy to the users in domestic kitchens because the CO emission can be kept low. However, the stove fabricated for this
experiment is considered too high to be practical, so the next research should be directed to fabricate a shorter stove with
longer operation to suit the needs in the kitchens.
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Figure 3: Flame temperature measured during the course of the combustion
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Figure 4: CO emission during the course of the combustion
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Table 1. Average CO emission, maximum flame temperature and maximum water temperature
at different values of ratio of secondary air to primary air flowrates (air flow ratio)
Primary
air flow
rate
(m3/s)
0.00038

Secondary
air flow
rate (m3/s)

0.00038
0.00035
0.00038

Maximum
water
temperature
(OC)
87.1

Air flow ratio

Average CO
emission
(ppm)

6.29

14

Maximum
flame
temperature
(OC)
739.3

0.0078

20.6

29

441.7

86.4

0.0047

13.43

32

516.8

96.0

0.00093

2.44

52

360.8

133.0

0.0024

3.2. Stove thermal efficiency
Thermal efficiency is calculated using the following equation

K

M u cp1 u Tb Ta  M1 ucp2 u Tb Ta  M2 u HL
Hc uW

(1)

where M is the initial mass of water in the water pot, M1 is the mass of the water pot, Cp1 is the heat capacity of water, Cp2 is the
heat capacity of the water pot, M2 is the mass of evaporated water, HL is the latent heat of evaporation, HL is the high heating
value of the rubber wood (3771 cal/gram), W is the mass of the rubber wood pellets in the stove, Ta is the initial temperature of
the water in the water pot and Tb is the end temperature of the water in the water pot before the water is evaporated at constant
temperature. The values of the thermal efficiency for all runs based on varied air flow ratio are shown in Table 2.
The highest efficiency (58.05%) is achieved by the stove using air flow ratio of 2.44. Even though in average the flame
temperature at this ratio is low, insufficient supply of the secondary air forms soot particles in large number. These particles
make the emissivity of the flame high which favours the heat radiation from the combustion flame to the base of water pot. In
turns, this heat radiation intensifies the heat transfer to the water in the water pot and therefore the water temperature. Because
the lack of secondary air supply uniformly occurs across the circumference of the top of the stove, the water temperature is
higher than those measured at other air flow ratios (see Figure 5). In terms of the efficiency, this is desired, but as far as the CO
emission is concerned, the stove at this ratio is not favourable because it produces high CO emission with the average value of
52 ppm (see Table 1).
The highest thermal efficiency (56.98%) with appropriate CO emission of 32 ppm in average is achieved at air flow ratio of
13.43. This is slightly higher than that achieved by the ratio of 6.29, i.e. 52.8% though the maximum flame temperature at the
ratio of 13.43 was lower, i.e. 516.8oC. As discussed previously in Section 6.1 there may be non-uniformity of the secondary air
supply on the circumference of top of the stove which exerts the formation of soot at circumferential positions where the air
primary flow is low indicated visually by the yellow flame and intensifies heat radiation [10]. The high thermal efficiency was
the result of the combined effect of heat convection and radiation, but at the ratio of 13.43, the heat radiation seems more
predominant which intensifies the water temperature above the water temperature measured at the air flow ratio of 6.29 (see
Figure 5). At the air flow ratio of 20.6, as discussed in Section 3.1, due to the uniformity of the secondary air supply across the
circumference of the top of the stove, the soot formation can be lessened and the combustion flame is engulfed with excessive
air. As a result, the thermal efficiency at this ratio is less than that at the ratio of 13.43 (see Table 2).
Table 2. Thermal efficiency at different values of ratio of
secondary air to primary air flowrates (air flow ratio)
Thermal efficiency
(%)

Maximum flame
temperature
(oC)

6.29

52.8

739.3

20.6

36.32

441.7

13.43

56.98

516.8

2.44

58.05

360.8

Air flow ratio
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Figure 5: Water temperature measured during the course of the combustion

4. CONCLUSIONS
This experiment gives some conclusions as follows:
1. The stove operating with air flow ratio of 6.29 results in the lowest CO emission which reaches 14 ppm in average.
2. The stove operating with air flow ratio of 6.29 results in the highest average flame temperature which reaches the peak
temperature of 739oC.
3. The stove operating with air flow ratio of 2.44 results in the highest efficiency of 58.05%.
4. It seems that by exploiting a condition where the formation of soot is intensified, the thermal efficiency may be improved.
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ABSTRACT

Processing of crude jatropha oil (CJO) for biodiesel produced waste, one of them was capsule husk about 30-80% weight of
the Jatropha curcas Linn (JcL) fruit. Utilization of dried capsule husk (DH-JcL) for organic fertilizer directly was not
recommended due to high C/N ratio value (40-69). Fermentation process could be solved these problems. This paper reports
the study of culture enrichment to increase microbes present on JcL substrate with some additives. The study was conducted at
the research garden of PT Bumimas Ekapersada, Bekasi, West Java in November - December 2012 using DH-JcL of JatroMas
cultivars in toxic category as material. There were three variable, they were the control, 3% urea and 5% CJO as additive.
Observation variables were biogas production volume, pH and temperature in the effluent. The results showed that effluent pH
average about 5 and daily average biogas production showed that 56.64, 43.13 and 32.63 cc biogas/g VS for 3% urea, 5% CJO
and the control respectively. The study concluded that urea and CJO was appropriate as additive for culture enrichment due to
they could increase the biogas production of DH-JcL with the best result was achieved by 3% urea as additive.
Keywords
Biogas, capsule husk, Jatropha curcas Linn, urea, Crude Jatropha Oil (CJO)

1. INTRODUCTION
Jatropha curcas Linn (JcL) was believed as biofuel crops renewable energy. In the other side, the facts show that the process
of making Crude Jatropha Oil [CJO – Oil] (the biodiesel raw materials) were not environmental friendly. There are a number
of waste, namely sludge CJO (S-CJO), seed cake (Jatropha curcas press cake, Jatropha curcas defatted waste), and capsule
husk (jatropha fruit coat, fruit husk, hulls, shell, fruit shell, peel, fruit encapsulation) that were stacked in the field and / or
thrown into the river. Stacking JcL waste on land would have negative impact on global warming due to greenhouse gases
(GHG). Similarly with discharging to rivers would pollute the environment, one of them was negative impacts on fish life. As
an agricultural waste for recycling soil nutrients and minerals, JcL seed cake (SC-JcL) was used as organic fertilizer [1, 2].
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However capsule husk (DH-JcL) was not recommended as organic fertilizer with direct application (fresh). The quality
standards of organic fertilizer according to the Minister of Agriculture number 28/Permentan/OT.140/2/2009 said that C/N
ratio for organic fertilizer was 15-25, whereas the DH-JcL C/N ratio was 40-69 [3]. Fermentation is one of the threatment to
reduce the C/N ratio. Anaerobic fermentation is more efficient than aerobic, besides producing organic fertilizer (solid and
liquid), it will produce gaseous bio-fuels, namely biogas.
SC-JcL was also recommended as biogas substrate due to the biogas production was made from seed cake higher than cow
dung [4, 5], but DH-JcL utilization as substrate having a number of constraints. DH-JcL float as biogas substrate due to its
density is relatively low, so the fermentation process was imperfect. DH-JCL residual fibers fermentation also clogs at the inlet
and outlet of biogas digester [6, 7]. DH-JcL does not suitable as biogas substrate due to slow degradation [8, 9]. DH-JcL
volume is relatively large which is about 30-80% of the weight of fresh fruits [10, 11] or 8-15% of the dry weight [12]. In
consideration to increase revenue of JcL farmer and to push JcL development as biodiesel feedstock, the series of study has
been done which use DH-JcL as biogas substrate. The study was conducted in the laboratory and field scale with 6 m3 digester
capacity [3, 13]. The series of studies were expected to push the development of two bio-fuels types, biogas and non-edible oilbased biodiesel.
This paper reports one part of the series to increase the biogas production from DH-JcL with enrichment culture which
conducted by increasing number of existed microbial at the waste by adding some of the required microbial nutrients for
growth [14]. One of required biogas substrate is contains the C/N ratio of 16-25 [15] or 20-30 [16, 17] or 25-32 [18]. Based on
these requirements, DH-JcL with the C/N ratio of 40-69 [3] was not suitable as a substrate. On the substrate with high C/N
ratio (low nitrogen) will occur reduce biomass growth and reduce degradation [18], unstable pH and easy of pH decreasing
[19], imperfect conversion of carbon to methane which indicated by high CO2 of biogas content [19, 20, 21], and insufficient
microbial growth for methane production [22]. Urea was suggested as nitrogen source [23, 24]. Using 0.04-6% urea result
positive impacts in single substrate cassava tubers, rice straw, cattle dung and / or substrate mixtures of meal waste, mixture of
chicken feces and corn stalks, wood ash and poultry droppings, cattle slurry and pressed sugar cane stalk [25, 26, 27]. Another
study proposed that 3% urea was better than 6% [28, 29]. Culture enrichment action is also called co-digestion technology
which is different types of wastes are treated together [30, 31]. Because of urea is not waste and it is deliberately added to
substrate for increasing the biogas production, it is called as additive [32, 33.34, 35] or supplement [36, 37] or amendment
[38]. Mixtures substrate is identical with enrichment culture because it adds co-substrate for nutrient addition in the substrate.
Some of study suggest a number of studies on the co-digestion positive impacts [36, 39]. The materials are rich in fat, can help
to improve the quality and quantity of the biogas [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Related JcL and CJO, a preliminary study reported
that DH-JcL and 10% S-CJO as a co-digestion can increase biogas production [46].

2. METHODS
The preliminary study was conducted at the research garden of PT Bumimas Ekapersada, Bekasi, West Java in November December 2012. On this laboratory scale, a liter glass laboratory digester was used as one-stage digester which was compiled
completely randomized design (CRD) with three replications in water bath on 32 oC as in Figure 1. The materials are DH-JcL
of JatroMas cultivars in toxic category as substrate which mixed with water in 1: 8 as the control treatment. The 1st treatment
was using 3% urea (w/w) and the 2nd was using 5% CJO (w/w) as additives. As the starter was used semi-artificial innoculum
[47] from the DH-JcL digester slurry. Hydraulic retention time was set for five weeks. Every day 4 g DH-JcL and 32 cc water
as a feed was added and removed from the digester based on draw and fill method [48]. Observation variable were biogas
production volume (water displacement method) [49], pH (pH meter) and temperature (digital thermometer) in the effluent.
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Figure 1: Schematic Research Digester

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 2: pH curves of DH-JcL digester effluent with three treatments
Observations of 3rd pH treatment for 5 weeks were presented in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that the average pH in the effluent
with three treatments tended to decrease from 2nd week to 5th week. The average pH for five weeks, the treatment 1 (CJO as an
additive), treatment 2 (urea as an additive), and controls were 5.32, 5.43 and 5.23 respectively. These data support previous
studies which showed pH at one stage DH-JcL digester is not ideal conditions for biogas microbial growth, especially
methanogenic bacteria [46]. Optimal pH for methanogenic bacteria is 6.7 to 7.5 [40], so pH conditions in Figure 2 was
marginal category [50]. This is one issue on utilization DH-JcL substrate due to DH-JcL properties is very high buffering
capacity such as another JcL waste (SC-JcL) [46]. The pH average of urea treatment was relatively higher than the others,
especially in 5th – 17th day. It was similarly with the pH average of CJO treatment in 2nd – 5th day. These data indicate that urea
and CJO able to provide better conditions than the controls. The daily production average of biogas on weekly recapitulated
was shown in Table 1.
Table :. Daily biogas production (cc/g VS) of DH-JcL digester with three treatments
Treatment
5% CJO
3% Urea
Control

1st week
81.40
106.77
52.24

2nd week
29.53
46.19
21.96

3rd week
51.11
59.82
21,2

4th week
31.57
41.27
35.97

5th week
22.03
29.15
31.8

Average
43.13
56.64
32.63

Table 1 shows that the urea treatment produces the highest number of biogas production average at 56.64 cc/g VS. At weekly
biogas production details, it appears that the urea treatment is always the highest except at 5th week. CJO treatment generate 2nd
rank of production average at 43.13 cc/g VS. CJO additives were able to produce biogas in 2nd rank, especially in 1st – 3rd
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week. The data in Table 1 support the Figure 2, the urea treatment pH effect of biogas production is relatively higher than the
others. The nitrogen addition through urea as enrichment culture action is useful to add nutrients for microbial growth which
impacting for increase biogas production. The same conclusions were obtained at Sri Lanka in the urea treatment of rice straw
which decrease C/N ratio from 80 to 30 [33]. The high C/N ratio has negative impact on the protein formation which needed
for microbial growth due to the low nitrogen in the substrate [40].
Table 1 shows that the CJO treatment is the 2nd rank of the biogas average production, especially in the 3rd week which
producing two times higher than the control. It has similarity with the addition of 5% fish oil which will double the biogas
productions from manure or sewage sludge [45] and the addition of 5% oil bleaching earth (which has high lipids content) in
hog manure substrate [44]. The correlation graph between biogas methane content and carbon chain length reveals that the
higher C atoms in the substrate, then the higher the methane content of the biogas substrate [51]. Lipids C57H104O6 potentially
CH4 yield on 1.014 l/g VS with CH4 levels at 70% was compared to the potentially CH4 of Carbohydrate C6H10O5 on 0.415 l/g
VS with CH4 levels at 50% [43]. Fats will produce biogas on 1300 l/kg TS with CH4 levels at 72% was compared to the
carbohydrate that produces 746 l/kg TS with CH4 levels at 50% [52]. Typical gas compositions for carbohydrate feeds are 55%
methane and 45% carbon dioxide, while the gas contains as much as 75% methane for fats [53].
However, there are problems such as reduction in daily average biogas production. Daily biogas production is decrease from
the 1st week to the 5th week with CJO, urea, and control treatment on 72.94%, 72.70%, and 39.15% respectively. Production
decrease on additive treatment is greater than control. This is presumably due to the enrichment culture treatment impact to the
accumulation of organic acids. The accumulation will form a weak acid buffer that will cause the pH became lower as shown
in Figure 2. It show that the additive urea and CJO are more stimulate the development of fermentative bacteria which not
balanced by the rate of growth and development of methanogenic bacteria. With fats, the hydrolysis (the first stage of biogas
fermentation) proceeds more rapidly with increasing emulsification (bioavailability), so that the acetogenesis (third stage of
biogas fermentation) is limiting [40]. Addition of urea in cattle dung digesters at various organic loadings has been reported to
be beneficial but has certain limitations, i.e. continuous addition of urea leads to decrease in biogas production and also
ammonia toxicity [54]. pH decrease affects to the majority of methanogenic bacteria, are very sensitive with low pH, will die
[55]. At pH < 6.5, only one genus of methanogenic bacteria (from 7 genus of methanogenic bacteria) is able to life namely
Methanosarcina [40]. This affects the biogas production decreased from week to week as shown in Table 1. Further
examination Figure 1 and Table 1 indicate other problems of DH-JcL substrate as shown on Table 2.
Table 2. pH values and daily biogas production (cc/g VS) average of DH-JcL digester with three treatments in the 1st week
Treatment
5% CJO
3% Urea
Control

pH
5.71
5.73
5.63

Biogas Production
81.4
106.77
52.44

Table 2 shows that the observed pH and average daily production in the first week. pH values show flat at about 5, but the
average biogas productions show relatively different. The urea treatment produces biogas at 2.03 times higher than the control
in average. It show that, the pH value is not the appropriate properties for monitoring biogas fermentation especially for those
containing highly buffered substrates such as agricultural wastes [50, 56.57, 58].

4. CONCLUSION
This preliminary study concluded that 3% urea (w/w) and 5% CJO (w/w) was able to used as additives due to it could increase
the biogas production of DH-JcL for each 132% and 173%. More research/study is needed to solve the decrease in the biogas
production of DH-JcL as a result of the organic acids accumulation. At the other side, it was taken a cheap and easy way tool
to monitor the biogas fermentation process as a replacement or companion of pH values.
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ABSTRACT
Nitrous oxide (N2O) gives highest contribution in global warming and also categorized as a dangerous gas. Removal of N2O
could be achieved by biofilter technology. Activated Lampung Natural Zeolite was utilized as filter media because of its high
porosity. As comparison, activated carbon was also utilized due to its great surface area. Nitrobacter winogradskyi was used
to reduce N2O into harmless gas N2. This research aims to study the effect of bacteria culture addition in biofiltration and to
determine the optimum operation condition by adjusting concentration of synthetic nutrient solution to 0.37%, 0.31%, 0.27%,
0.23%. 0.21% weight wt/wt and initial pH of media to pH 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Concentration of synthetic nutrient solution studied
because aerobic microorganisms need nutrients for growth as energy source and oxygen or growth substrate. Initial pH of
media studied because optimum pH affects bacteria growth speed hence affects pollutant removal efficiency. In this
experiment, biofilter was operated for 24 hours with gas concentration was 15000 ppm N2O in air and gas flow rate was
maintained at 88 cc/minute. Removal efficiency optimum achieved by 0.31% (wt/wt) and initial pH 7 for both filter media.
From BET and TPC, activated carbon has better capability for biofiltration media than natural zeolite.
Keywords
Biofilter, Natural Zeolite, Activated Carbon, Nitrous oxide, Nitrobacter winogradskyi

1. INTRODUCTION
N2O has a significant role in causing global warming, where biggest contribution given by agricultural by-product, also
biomass burning and land use. Although emission from N2O gas is lower than CO2, however N2O gas could absorp heat 320
times stronger than CO2 in atmosphere [1]. Beside that, N2O gas could stay longer in atmosphere and more stable than CO2 or
CH4 gas [2].
Biofilter is reactor in which pollutant air stream is passed through a porous packed bed on which a mixed culture of pollutantdegrading organism grow in a biofilm on the surface of a media [3]. The benefit of biofilter compared to other methods are low
investment cost, stable if operated in relative long time, and has high degradation ability of pollutant gas, and could convert a
mixed of organic and inorganic into harmless oxidation product [4].
In this research natural zeolite was chosen as filter media because its stable structure and high porosity [5]. Activated Carbon
was utilized as filter media due to wide surface area and high adsorption [6]. Beside that, Nitrobacter winogradskyi was used
to oxidize N2O into harmless N2 [7].
This research studied biofiltration ability of nitrous oxide pollutant by Nitrobacter winogradskyi bacteria on natural zeolite and
activated carbon as inoculated filter media with adjusting operation condition which was synthetic nutrient solution and initial
pH of media. This research also studied the effect of Nitrobacter winogradskyi inoculation to pollutant degradation ability, and
growth of Nitrobacter winogradskyi along preparation and biofiltration. The main goal of this research is to determine better
biofiltration media between natural zeolite and activated carbon on N2O removal, from its function as filter media and
microbes growth media.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Inoculum Preparation
Preparation of bacteria culture consist of culture of bacteria on agar, broth, and synthetic media, include inoculation of bacteria
into natural zeolite. Synthetic nutrition is useful as source of carbon and inorganic nutrition for bacteria along biofiltration and
as source of moisture content for filter media [8]. Synthetic media composition for Nitrobacter winogradskyi [9] are NaNO2 (1
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gram), NaCl (0.3 gram), K2HPO4 (0.5 gram), MgSO4.7H2O (0.5 gram), MnCl2 (0.02 gram), FeSO4 (0.005 gram) in aquadest (1
liter). Inoculation of biofilter media with adapted microbial aggregates greatly reduces adaptation time of biofilter [10].
2.2 Lampung Natural Zeolite Activation
Natural zeolite used in this research was clinophtilolite from CV Mina Tama, Bandar Lampung, Indonesia which trade name is
ZKK (Zeo Kap Kan) and particle size is P-4 range 5-7.5 mm. Zeolite activated by water vapour removal and dealumination
using HF. Dealumination could increase porosity and adsorption capacity, also extend adsorber life [11].
2.3 Activated Carbon Reactivation
Activated carbon used in this research was from CV Sari Hikmah Nusantara, Depok, Jawa Barat, Indonesia which particle size
is ± 4 mm. Activated carbon reactivated by water vapour removal.
2.4 Biofiltration Experiment
Biofilter system used in this experiment had been used by Utami et al. [2009] with addition of mass-flow regulator and
thermo-hygro meter installation on biofilter column as shown in Figure 1.
Biofilter equipment used was laboratory scale equipment with height 120 cm, outer radius 4 cm, and column thickness 0.325
cm. Down-flow mode stream used to increase control of moisture content [13]. Concentration of N2O gas was 15000 ppm in
the air and flow rate was 88 cc/minute. Biofiltration was run with batch system for 24 hours. Gas was flowed through filter
media which had been inoculated by bacteria. N2O gas then will be adsorbed by biofilm and filter media will be oxidized by
bacteria which live inside that biofilm. Mass of filter media used was 4 kg for height of filter media inside column achieved
100 cm.

Description:
1. N2O gas
2. Massflow meter
3. Sample port inlet
4. Biofilter column
5. Thermo hygrometer
6. Sample port outlet

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of biofilter

2.5 Analytical Method
Concentration of inlet and outlet gas from biofilter column analyzed using Gas Chromatography (GC). Temperature and
moisture content of filter media monitored using thermo-hygro meter. Amount of bacteria counted using Total Plate Count
(TPC) method. Morphology of filter media analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FESEM).

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Biofilter Performance Test in Reducing N2O
In this research, one of the factors that influence biofiltration is amount of nutrient. Aerobic microorganism needs nutrient for
growth in addition to oxygen and an energy source or growth substrate. The inlet gas contaminant, referred to as the substrate,
is usually both the microbe's energy and carbon source for building cellular material [14].
In the other hand, initial pH of media was also studied because optimum pH affects bacteria growth speed hence affects
pollutant removal efficiency [15]. Beside that, ideal pH of filter media depends on reduced pollutant and characteristic of
bacteria ecosystem [16].
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Variation of concentration of synthetic nutrient solution used is 0,37%, 0,31%, 0,27%, 0,23%. 0,21% (w/w). Variation of
initial pH of media used is 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. The effect of concentration of synthetic nutrient solution and initial pH of media
variation can be obtained at removal efficiency.
For concentration of synthetic nutrient solution variation, highest average of removal efficiency for 24 hours achieved by
0.31% (wt/wt) concentration of nutrient solution for both media. Therefore, 0.31% (wt/wt) was optimum concentration of
nutrient solution for biofilter system in this experiment.
In the other hand, for initial pH of media, highest average of removal efficiency for 24 hours achieved by initial pH 7 for both
media. Therefore, initial pH 7 was optimum initial pH for biofilter system in this experiment. This was appropriate with
optimum pH for biological activity is around 7 [17], where a near neutral pH provides widest spectrum of bacterial activity
[18].
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Figure 2. N2O Removal Efficiency (RE) at 0,31% (wt/wt) concentration of synthetic nutrient solution using natural zeolite () and activated
carbon (); and at initial pH media 7 using natural zeolite () and activated carbon (); and without microbes inoculation using () natural
zeolite and (U) activated carbon

Curve in Figure 2 shows that pollutant removal efficiency in the earlier hours were low because microbes exposed to new
environment may require adaptation time before they start vigorous biodegradation [19]. Figure 2 also show effect of microbes
inoculation to pollutant degradation ability. Adsorption process on filter media without microbes inoculation in the earlier
hours were still unstable due to start-up phase [20]. Inoculation of bacteria successed increasing average of removal efficiency
in all variations. Hence, inoculation of bacteria is one of important parameter in determining biofiltration performance. This
was because in the biofiltration system, the pollutant are removed due to biological degradation rather than physical straining.
Once the pollutant are adsorbed on the biofilm or dissolved in the water layer surrounding the biofilm, the contaminants are
adsorbed and biodegraded by microbes in the biofilm, pollutant may also be adsorbed at the surface of the packing [3].
Table 1: Average and Optimum Removal Efficiency of N2O by Biofiltration Media Inoculated by Nitrobacter winogradskyi with Optimum
Operation Condition of Synthetic Media
Concentration of Synthetic Nutrient Solution 0,31% (wt/wt)
Removal Efficiency (%)

Initial pH 7

Lampung Natural Zeolite

Activated Carbon

Lampung Natural Zeolite

Activated Carbon

Average

61.1

43.6

47.29

71.89

Optimum

61.5

85.7

94.73

93.8

Table 1 shows that the optimum removal efficiency in biofiltration using Lampung Natural Zeolite media reached 61.5% with
0.31% (wt/wt) concentration of nutrient solution, whereas the optimum removal efficiency in biofiltration using Activated
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Carbon reach 85.7% in the same concentration. Both of the media reached the optimum removal efficiency at the same
solution concentration. This indicates that 0.31% (wt/wt) concentration of synthetic nutrient solution is the sufficient
concentrations that needed by bacteria to reduce N2O to get the optimum performance of the biofiltration process. In addition,
the concentration of 0.31% (wt/wt) is the suitable conditions for bacteria to reproduce and obtain nutrients.
Moreover, Table 1 also shows the optimum initial pH of media for Lampung Natural Zeolite and Activated Carbon is same
which is initial pH 7. This happened because both experiments use the same Nitrobacter winogradskyi as degrading microbes.
Optimum removal efficiency of N2O gas difference is not significant, both have a high value. However, the average value for
Activated Carbon is higher that Lampung Natural Zeolite. This is because adsorption at the beginning of biofiltration using
activated carbon is better than natural zeolite due to larger surface area as mentioned in Table 2 from BET anlysis. Based on
Zilli et al. (2003) and Kim et al. (2002), the high pollutant removal in the early stage was mainly due to adsorption onto filter
media and mass transfer into aqueous phase, but not due to biodegradation activity of microbes [21, 22].
Table 2: Biofiltration Media Characterization
Parameter

Lampung Natural Zeolite

Activated Carbon

Surface Area (m2/g)

1.207 × 102

2.578 × 102

Pore Volume (cc/g)

-1

1.580 × 10-1

1

1.226 × 101

1.810 × 10

2.999 × 10

Pore Size (Å)

3.2 Bacteria Growth Test Result
TPC analyzed by Health and Environmental Engineering Laboratorium, Civil Engineering Department, Engineering Faculty of
Universitas Indonesia. TPC analysis in Tabel 3 shows that there were quite significant decreasing of bacteria population in
both media media after biofiltration due to lack of synthetic nutrition supply that needed by bacteria to keep growing and
oxidizing pollutant. Based on Fu et al. (2011), It is needed to design biofilter system with spray nozzle installation at the top of
biofilter column which useful to provide nutrition for bacteria hence microbes population could be kept along biofiltration
[23].
Table 3: Amount of Bacteria (CFU/mL) in Biofiltration Media during Preparation and Running
Concentration of Synthetic Nutrient Solution 0,31%
(wt/wt)

Sampling Time

Initial pH 7

Lampung Natural Zeolite

Activated Carbon

Lampung Natural
Zeolite

2.5 × 107

12 × 108

3×1013

26×109

1.64 × 109

5 × 1011

2.2×1012

49×1010

1.85 × 1012

121 × 1012

2.5×1014

22×1012

At 0 hour incubation at synthetic
media
After 48 hour incubation at synthetic
media
Before biofiltration

5.25 × 10

After biofiltration

10

24 × 10

11

20×10

11

Activated
Carbon

45.5×1010

Table 4: Amount of Bacteria (CFU/mL) in Biofiltration Media during Incubation in Synthetic Media
Incubation Time (Hour)

Lampung Natural Zeolite

Activated Carbon

t=0

3 × 104

1.1 × 106

3.3 × 10

5

3.3 × 106

t = 48

3.8 × 10

6

4.2 × 107

t = 72

4 × 107

t = 24

8 × 108

TPC (Total Plate Count) also done to determine colony of microbes which attached on surface of natural zeolite and activated
carbon when being incubated in synthetic media during 0, 24, 48, and 72 hours. Based on TPC result shown on Table 4,
activated carbon has 101 CFU/mL greater amount of bacteria than natural zeolite. This means activated carbon is more
favorable as growth media for Nitrobacter winogradskyi than natural zeolite. It is predicted due to its large surface area, hence
activated carbon could adsorb more water, then increase its moisture level. Park (2009) stated that microbes grow excellent on
wet surface [24].
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Figure 5. Morphology of biofiltration media on (1) Lampung Natural Zeolite and (2) Activated Carbon surface using SEM: (a) zeolite
without bacteria inoculation, (b) before biofiltration, and (c) after biofiltartion

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) test did to support TPC data that function to see the morphological change on filter
media due to bacteria growth. SEM analyzed with 1000 times of magnification by Test Laboratorium, Metallurgical and
Material Engineering, Engineering Faculty of Universitas Indonesia. SEM result in Figure 5 shows that biofilms grow thicker
along biofiltration. Nevertheless, biofilm thickness was not equal with increasing amount of microbes population. This was due
to biofilm accumulation is affected by presence of substrate concentration and product metabolism, also by biomass [25, 26].
Beside that, there was inactive biofilm because of decreasing of microbes population along biofiltration. However based on GC
result, increasing of pollutant removal efficiency happened along biofiltration for 24 hours operation. It was predicted that
plenty of active fraction and specific surface on biofilm were available.
Figure 6 shows morphology of biofiltration media that analyzed by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM).
FESEM could produce clearer image and has high resolution until 1.5 nm which is 3 until 6 times better than conventional
SEM. From FESEM image, it is shown that microbes were attached on both biofilration media which marked by red circle.
1

2

Figure 6. Morphology of biofiltration media on (1) Lampung Natural Zeolite and (2) Activated Carbon using FESEM after incubated for 72
hours in synthetic media
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4. CONCLUSION
Optimum concentration of synthetic nutrient solution was 31% (wt/wt) and optimum initial pH of media was 7 for both
Lampung Natural Zeolite and Activated Carbon. Optimum Removal Efficiency at 31% (wt/wt) concentration of synthetic
nutrient solution for Lampung Natural Zeolite was 61.5% with average was 61.1% for 24 hours operation; for Activated
Carbon was 85.7% with average was 43.6% of 24 hours operation. Optimum Removal Efficiency at initial pH 7 for Lampung
Natural Zeolite was 94.73% with average was 47.29% for 24 hours operation; for Activated Carbon was 93.8% with average
was 71.89% of 24 hours operation. Bacteria inoculation increased Removal Efficiency. BET shows that activated carbon has
2.14 larger surface area than natural zeolite. TPC shows that activated carbon has 101 CFU/mL greater amount of bacteria than
natural zeolite. Hence, activated carbon has better capability as biofiltration media than natural zeolite in reducing N2O and
inoculated by Nitrobacter winogradskyi.
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ABSTRACT

Chlorella vulgaris is one species of microalgae which has a lipid content of 10.2% so it becomes one of raw material in
biodiesel production. In biodiesel production, there are many kind of reactions that can be used. The first reaction is
esterification reaction and the second reaction is transesterification reaction. Sometimes, people use esterification then
followed by transesterification. Each of reactions give different yield and the oxidative stability of biodiesel. Therefore, we
need to find which reaction can give the highest yield of biodiesel and the best oxidative stability. In this study, lipid
microalgae were synthesized by two methods which are esterification-transesterification reaction method and
transesterification reaction method. Esterification-transesterification reaction method produces biodiesel about 76.43% and
contains 63.25% saturated methyl esters. The transesterification reaction method can produce about 85.5% with saturated
methyl esters composition is 60.25%. Saturated methyl esters composition indicates the oxidative stability of biodiesel. So,
transesterification reaction method can produces higher biodiesel but has lower oxidative stability compared to esterificationtransesterification reaction method.
Keywords
Chlorella vulgaris , biodiesel, esterification-transesterification reaction, transesterification reaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, fossil fuel still becomes main energy source for people in the world. It makes many new problems such as the issue
that fossil fuel can’t fulfill the need of energy in the next time, the price is increasing time by time, and fossil fuel can release
CO2 to atmosphere which causes global warming. Based on those problems, the new energy sources must be developed soon.
One kind of new energy source is biodiesel. Biodiesel is fuel that made from vegetable oil or animal lipid which has character
like diesel oil. Biodiesel can be made by transesterification or esterification reaction with acid or base catalyst. Biodiesel is
renewable energy and it can be made from many sources like corn, soybean, sunflower seed, microalgae, etc.
Microalgae is used as raw material for biodiesel for some reasons. The first reason is microalgae has high lipid content. The
second reason is microalgae is not an edible plant so it won’t make new problem like famine. The third reason is microalgae
easy to be grown in Indonesia. Microalgae Chlorella vulgaris has attracted attention of many researchers as a potential raw
material for biodiesel due to the high content of lipid.Chlorella vulgaris has an average lipid content of 10.2% [1] with lipid
productivity is 11.2 to 40.0 mg/L/day [2]. Biodiesel from microalgae is the third generation from biofuel [3].
Many research has done to find the best condition to make biodiesel from microalgae because there are many factors may
effect it [4,5,6,7,8]. One of them is the reaction used in biodiesel production. In biodiesel production, there are many kind of
reactions that can be used. The first reaction is esterification reaction and the second reaction is transesterification reaction.
Sometimes, people use esterification then followed by transesterification. Each of reactions give different yield and the
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oxidative stability of biodiesel. Therefore, we need to find which reaction can give the highest yield of biodiesel and the best
oxidative stability.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS


This research has been done in Bioprocess Laboratory, Department of Chemical Engineering University of Indonesia. The type
of microalgae that is used was domestic microalga, Chlorella vulgaris, which cultivated in Walne medium. After cultivated for
204 hours, Chlorella vulgaris is separated from its medium using centrifugation method. After that the cake is taken and dried
in oven at 60oC. Dried microalgae then extracted by Soxhlet method using n-Hexane at 80oC for 6 to 8 hours. After that, the
lipid extracted is dried in oven at 100oC. The Soxhlet’s apparatus can be seen in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: The Soxhlet’s apparatus

In this study, the lipid of microalgae were synthesized by two methods. The first one is esterification with methanol and acid
catalyst (H2SO4) at 55oC for 1 hour then followed by transesterification with methanol and alkaline catalyst (KOH) at 55oC for
1 hour. The second method directly performed transesterification with methanol and acid catalyst at a temperature of 90oC for
40 minutes. In esterification-transesterification reaction method, molar ratio for lipid to methanol is 1:600 with the amount of
H2SO4 is 1 ml and KOH is 0.01 grams. For transesterification reaction method, the number of methanol is 3.7 ml and H2SO4 is
0.3 ml. The apparatus for the reaction can be seen in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: The apparatus for biodiesel reaction

The content of Fatty Acid Methyl Esters (FAME) produced in this study is measured using Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectroscopy (GC-MS). Beside that, the yield of biodiesel produced is measured also.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first result that will be discussed in this study is the yield of biodiesel produced from esterification-transesterification
reaction method compared to transesterification reaction method. The result is shown in Figure 3 below.

1. Esterification-Transesterification
Reaction Method
2. Transesterification Reaction Method

Figure 3: Yield biodiesel between esterification-transesterification reaction and transesterification reaction

Figure 3 show the comparison between two kind of reaction used in biodiesel production. The first bar is exterificationtransesterification reaction method and the second bar is transesterification reaction method. Esterification-transesterification
reaction method produce the yield of biodiesel about 76.43% compared to the lipid content before reaction. The second
reaction method (transesterification) can produce biodiesel about 85.5% of biodiesel produced. From that result, we can
conclude that transesterification reaction method may give higher biodiesel yield than esterification-transesterification reaction
method. Beside that, transesterification reaction method provide shorter biodiesel production time.
The second result from this study is composition of fatty acid methyl ester. The composition of methyl esters from biodiesel
are different depend on the method used. The composition of methyl esters from that two methods is shown in Table 1 and
Table 2 below. Table 1 is composition of methyl esters from esterification-transesterification reaction method and Table 2 is
composition of methyl esters from transesterification reaction method.
Table 1:. Composition of methyl esters from esterification-transesterification reaction method
Composition
Myristic acid methyl ester
Palmitic acid methyl ester
Stearic acid methyl ester
Oleic acid methyl ester
Linoleic acid methyl ester

Amount (%)
1.55
57.75
4.22
33.26
3.22

Table 2: Composition of methyl esters from esterification-transesterification reaction method
Composition
Methyl 12-methyltetradecanoate
Palmitic acid methyl ester
Palmitoleic acid methyl ester
9,12-hexadecadienoic acid methyl ester
4,7,10-hexadecatrienoic acid methyl ester
Heptadecanoic acid methyl ester
7-hexadecenoic acid methyl ester
Stearic acid methyl ester
Linoleic acid methyl ester
9,12,15-octadecatrienoic acid methyl ester
11-octadecenoic acid methyl ester

Amount (%)
0.76
56.34
1.55
2.95
1.22
0.7
1.90
3.21
25.79
1.88
3.72
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The comparison of methyl ester composition from esterification-transesterification reaction method and transesterification
method can be seen in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Comparison of fatty acid composition from two transesterification methods
Composition
Myristic acid methyl ester
Methyl 12-methyltetradecanoate
Palmitic acid methyl ester
Palmitoleic acid methyl ester
9,12-hexadecadienoic acid methyl ester
4,7,10-hexadecatrienoic acid methyl ester
Heptadecanoic acid methyl ester
7-hexadecenoic acid methyl ester
Stearic acid methyl ester
Oleic acid methyl ester
Linoleic acid methyl ester
Linolenic acid methyl ester
11-octadecenoic acid methyl ester

First Method
1.55
57.75
4.22
33.26
3.22
-

Amount (%)
Second Method
0.76
56.34
1.55
2.95
1.22
0.7
1.90
3.21
25.79
1.88
3.72

From Table 4 we can see that palmitic acid methyl ester is the biggest amount of fatty acid methyl ester from biodiesel
produced in two different methods. Palmitic acid is main fatty acid in Chlorophyceae microalgae [9]. From those fatty acid
methyl esters composition, only myristic acid methyl ester, palmitic acid methyl ester, heptadecanoic acid methyl ester, and
stearic acid methyl ester included into saturated methyl ester. So, it can be calculated that the esterification-transesterification
reaction method contain 63.52% saturated methyl ester and the transesterification reaction method contain 60.25% saturated
methyl ester. Shortly, the comparison of saturated fatty acid methyl ester composition in biodiesel produced from those two
methods can be seen in Figure 4 below.

1. Esterification-Transesterification
Reaction Method
2. Transesterification Reaction Method

Figure 4: Saturated methyl esters composition between esterification-transesterification reaction and transesterification
reaction

Figure 4 is the comparison between two kind of reaction used in biodiesel production. The first bar is exterificationtransesterification reaction method and the second bar is transesterification reaction method. Esterification-transesterification
reaction method produce the saturated methyl esters about 63.52%. The second reaction method contain saturated methyl
esters about 60.25%. The higher saturated methyl esters composition indicates higher oxidative stability. So, we can conclude
that esterification-transesterification method provides higher oxidative stability [9].

4. CONCLUSION


From this study, we can conclude that esterification-transesterification reaction method needs more time compared to
transesterification reaction method. Esterification-transesterification reaction method produces lower yield of biodiesel but has
higher oxidative stability compared to the other reaction method. Higher oxidative stability comes from higher number of
saturated methyl ester content in biodiesel.
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ABSTRACT
Minimizing the natural gas leak along the pipeline is the primary key for pipeline network reliability. There are various
methods for the detection of leaks. These methods have been established, but its use is very dependent on the system of each
pipeline network. The method used in this study is based on the material balance in some segments of pipeline. The calculation
will be performed by pipeline software to identify the amount of gas leaks. In order to confirm the gas leaks, the leak detection
method were conducted with some variation in size and location of the leak. The best method considering the response time
and low false alarm will be evaluated and selected.
Keywords:
Gas leak, leak detection, pipeline

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of natural gas in Indonesia each year is increasing. Based on data from the year of 2010, the energy consumption for
natural gas in industry ranked second or 28.86% from total industrial energy consumption (Syahrial, 2011). Natural gas
reserves in Indonesia based on data from the Department of Energy and Mineral Resources in 2010 amounted to 152.89 TCF
(Department ESDM, 2010). With the high oil prices, then it is the time for the industry to be able to fully utilize the use of
natural gas for fulfilling the energy demand.
Utilization of natural gas is not without obstacles. The unequal distribution of development in Indonesia with the majority of
the natural gas reserves away from the center of industry (Figure 1), is a challenge that must be faced. In order to cope with
these conditions, the development of infrastructure to support the distribution of natural gas should be increased. One tangible
manifestation of infrastructure development, there is now a transmission pipeline linking South Sumatra West.
This transmission pipelines are now in operation with a total capacity of about + 600 MMSCFD, given the importance of these
networks will require reliable protection system. One thing that is avoided in the operation of the pipeline is a leak. The impact
of natural gas leaks other than the economic impact can also cause loss of life and environmental damage. Although natural gas
is released into the atmosphere does not burn, the impact caused by methane emissions 21 times greater than CO2 (Speight,
2007).
In Canada cause of gas leak (Alberta EUB Report, 2006) such as construction damage, earth movement, corrosion, joint
failure, overpressure, and damage by others/3rd party. Total natural gas leak that occurred was 1.326 cases with a total length of
235.592 km pipeline. In Europe during the year 1970-2007 have been cases of leakage of 1.172 cases with the leakage
frequency of 0.11 per 1000 km (EGIG, 2008).
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Figure 1: Natural Gas Resources in Indonesia

In order to detect the gas leak, there must be a system that can identify the event of a pipeline leak. Several kinds of methods
have been invented and implemented throughout the piping network in the world. The available methods can be categorized as
a hardware-based methods, software-based method, and non-technical method (Pal-Stevan Murfay, 2012). In this paper
focused on software-based method by mass balance and pressure monitoring. The two methods were chosen because of low
cost and can be applied to existing transmission pipelines.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
In this study, simulated leak in the pipe is done by using the PIPELINE STUDIO. PIPELINE STUDIO will calculate operating
conditions that occur per time step with a leak at the pipe wall that has a different size and location. The results of the
simulation PIPELINE STUDIO will then be analyzed by the Mass Balance Method and Pressure Monitoring.
2.1 Mass Balance Methods
In the steady state condition, the mass entry (Min) of pipes that do not leak will be balanced by the mass exit of the pipe (Mout).
In general, the mass difference in and out should be balanced by changes in inventory in the (Mpipe), so:
(1)
If ther is no leak, theoretically mass in the pipe depends on the result of multiplying the volume density of the product pipeline.
Which are both a function of temperature and pressure, and density is also a function of the composition of the product. If there
is an imbalance in the mass balance is calculated, the amount of mass that is leaking can be descibed as:
Mleak = Min - Mout - Mpipe

(2)

2.2 Pressure Monitoring
If a leak occurs, the pressure in the pipeline will fall by an amount P (Geiger, 2006). With the use of pressure transmitter that
has been installed, using statistical analysis of the presence of a leak is declared when the mean value of the pressure
measurements decreased.
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2.3 Pipeline System
The pipeline that used for this paper is real life 196 km long pipeline and has a circular uniform outside diameter of 36 inch
and inside diameter of 34.75 inch. The pipeline only have pressure transmitters and flow meters at the upstream and
downstream of the pipe. For the simulation, there are three different locations for the leak which is at 49 km, 98 km, and 147
km from the upstream. The size of the leak that simulated are 1 inch and 5 inch at each of the location. The composition of the
natural gas is given in Tables 1. The flow through this pipeline is 400 MMSCFD.
Table 1: Natural Gas Composition

Component
Methane
Ethane
Propane
i-Butane
n-Butane
i-Pentane
n-Pentane
n-Hexane
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
Water
Sulfur

Mole Percentage
91.514
2.8313
0.7511
0.2098
0.1966
0.0933
0.0545
0.1074
0.2293
4.0084
0.0039
0.0003

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The pipeline model is first run in steady state condition, where the simulated result are compared to the real data from the
instrumentation. After the model in PIPELINE STUDIO give result exactly the same as the real data, then the simulations are
divided into six categories:
a. The leak had a diameter of 1 inch and at 49 km from the upstream.
b. The leak had a diameter of 5 inch and at 49 km from the upstream.
c. The leak had a diameter of 1 inch and at 98 km from the upstream.
d. The leak had a diameter of 5 inch and at 98 km from the upstream.
e. The leak had a diameter of 1 inch and at 147 km from the upstream.
f. The leak had a diameter of 5 inch and at 147 km from the upstream.
From the result of the simulation, pressure and the flow then to be counted using equation (2) for mass balance and a linear
statistic approach for the pressure monitoring. The simulation time step is minutely with interval until 1440 minutes. The leak
are assumed to be happened at time step 675 until 1440.
Figures 2 to 4 show the pressure profile for diameter of leak 1 inch at different location. From the graphic we can see that the
leak happen at the vertical line and in an hour it change the pressure 3 psia. This simulation are based on that there is no
change in flow at the inlet and outlet which is hold constant at 400 MMSCFD. With the same flow, Figures 5 to 7 show the
pressure profile for diameter of leak 5 inch. There is significance change in pressure drop, for an hour it is already drop from
943 psia to 878 psia or the pressure drop is 65 psia/hour. From Figures 2 to 7 we also can see that the pressure drop happen at
the closes pressure transmitter first.
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Figure 2: Pressure Profile for 1 inch leak at 49 km

Figure 3: Pressure Profile for 1 inch leak at 98 km
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Figure 4: Pressure Profile for 1 inch leak at 147 km

Figure 5: Pressure Profile for 5 inch leak at 49 km
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Figure 6: Pressure Profile for 5 inch leak at 98 km

Figure 7: Pressure Profile for 5 inch leak at 147 km

Table 2: Mass Balance Estimated Leak

Leak Location
(kilometer)

Leak Size
(inch)

Magnitude of
Estimated Leak
% Error
Delay in Leak
leak simulated
Magnitude
detection time
(MMSCFH)
(MMSCFH)
(Minutes)
49
1
1.06
0.87
-17.82
30
49
5
22.33
19.51
-12.62
15
98
1
1.04
0.86
-17.32
30
98
5
21.84
19.22
-12.00
15
147
1
1.01
0.84
-17.12
30
147
5
20.50
18.29
-10.77
15
Using equation (2) the estimated leak magnitude are counted and compared to the simulated leak at each location and size. We
can see that with the mass balance methods the average error for the leak magnitude is -14.61%. From the simulation the
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change in the pipeline inventory are the only indication for the leak, it is happen because there is no change in flow at the inlet
and outlet of the pipeline systems.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study, it was found that the pressure point analysis is not recommended for the leakage smaller than 1 inch. The change
of the pressure is small ( 3 psia/hour) which is under normal operation the change of the pressure barely noticed because at
transient state it is normal to have such a change. But to be more discussed is the effect of location of the pressure transmitter.
This study is based on the real condition of the pipeline systems were the pressure transmitter only attached at the inlet and
outlet of the pipe (196 km in distance). With this method the location of the leak can be estimated from the pressure transmitter
that change first, then the group of pipeline patrol can be sent from the closes location. Although not given the exact location
of the leak but it is good enough for the pipeline patrol to reduce its search range..
The mass balance methods were quite accurate in terms of giving the estimated leak size and leak detection time. But with this
method the location of the leak can’t be determined. Further study is needed to combine this two methods and given the better
leak detection methods.
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ABSTRACT
A Multiple Model Predictive Control (MMPC) is now widely used for controlling nonlinear multivariable process. The MMPC
consists of some linear MPCs or called local MPCs. Representative Model Predictive Control (RMPC) can be used for
determining some models which are able to represent whole operating point. In this paper, the application of RMPC on
proposing some models for MMPC is described. The result shows improvement of controller’s performance than the single
MPC. For the change of bottom composition set point from 0.01 to 0.05 the use of MPC2.3.5 is recommended, and for the 0.01
to 0.1 change, the MPC4.5.8 is recommended.
Keywords
Representative Model Predictive Control (RMPC), Multi Model Predictive Control (MMPC), distillation column control,
Column A

1.

INTRODUCTION

Distillation column is the most common unit operation in the chemical industry. It is an important unit for separation process in
chemical industries [1]. A distillation column especially used to get products with highest purity, beside to separate
multicomponent mixtures such as crude oil. To separate crude oil used an atmospheric distillation column, firstly. Furthermore,
distillate products (up products of the atmospheric distillation column) separated again using a hydrocarbon distillation column
such as a depropanizer or a debutanizer to get an LPG product. Whereas, the bottom products (residue) separated by a vacuum
distillation column. Distillation systems also used to separate a mixture from non-mixture substances and for materials that
sensitive with temperature, such as aromatic substances in atsiri oil.
For many years, dynamics and control of distillation processes have become one of the important issues among process system
engineers and researchers. The distillation process itself is a nonlinear multiple-input multiple-output system with strong
inherent interactions, and significantly sensitive to exogenous disturbances.[2].
Nonlinear MPC (NMPC) has been developed to overcome distillation column control problems. However, the scope of NMPC
application is typically much smaller than that of linear MPC applications. This is likely due to the computational and
modeling complexity of NMPC algorithms [3, 4]. Multiple MPC is the alternative solution to solve this problem. MMPC
consists of some linear models that represent the whole operating point of CV (controlled variable). This structure is based on
the identification of different models in order to optimize the prediction on each step involved in the computation of the cost
function[5]. The utilization of MMPC algorithm needs the identification of local linear models which represent the whole
operating point of CV [6].
Those local linear models are called local MPCs or Representative MPC (RMPC). The research about RMPC algorithm
application has been done by using ten models (local MPCs). The best three local MPCs are proposed to be used in MMPC. A
caution of choosing the local MPCs is needed because of the distinctness of each local MPC’s response[7].In this paper, the
application of RMPC on proposing some models for MMPC is described.
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2.

DISTILLATION COLUMN MODEL

Distillation column model to be used is based on fundamental model names Column A which is developed by
Skogestad.Column A has 40 theoretical stages and separates binary mixture with relative volatility 1.5 to products with 99%
purity. The dynamic model of distillation column uses the following assumptions: binary mixture; constant pressure; constant
relative volatility; equilibrium on all stages; total condenser; constant molar flows; no vapor holdup; linearized liquid
dynamics, but effect of vapor flow ("K2"-effect) is included. These assumptions may seem restrictive, but they capture the
main effects important for dynamics and control (except for the assumption about constant pressure)[1].
Manipulated variables are reflux flow and boil up flow (LV-configuration). Controlled variables are overhead product mole
fraction (ݕ ) and bottom product mole fraction (ݔ ). In the whole experiment the top concentration will be measured and used
instate estimation but the controller will not attempt to regulate it directly.It will vary as needed to regulate the bottom
concentration. A typical two product distillation column is shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Typical simple distillation column controlled with LV-configuration using: (a) MPC and (b) MMPC

3.

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

System identification is done by pulsing each controller output at each level of operation. This affects both measured process
variables. System identification is done by increasing reflux flow L with constant boil up flow V and increasing V with
constant L.Each controller output to measured process variablepair is a sub-process.In this experiment there are four subprocesses: L toݕ , L to ݔ , V toݕ , and V toݔ .
This experiment yieldsFOPDT model parameters (ܭ ,߬ , andߠ ) as shown in Table 1. The FOPDT model parameters are then
used in the non-adaptive DMC tuning equations[8] for obtaining MPC tuning parameters as shown in Table 2.
Table :. FOPDT Model Parameters

Process variable values
FOPDT model fit parameters
ܭ
߬
ߠ
Process variable values
FOPDT model fit parameters
ܭ
߬
ߠ

L to y1
20 %

L to y2
20 %

V to y1
20 %

V to y2
20 %

0.0183
4.2691
1.2265
30 %

0.9419
7.1635
10.5241
30 %

-0.8606
4.8275
9.7691
30 %

-0.0155
1.8804
1.0350
30 %

0.0123
2.9506
1.2118

0.7499
5.2838
8.4448

-0.6736
3.3369
7.3528

-0.0104
1.1593
1.1055
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Process variable values
FOPDT model fit parameters
ܭ
߬
ߠ
Process variable values
FOPDT model fit parameters
ܭ
߬
ߠ

L to y2
50 %

V to y1
50 %

V to y2
50 %

0.0074
1.9001
1.1546
70 %

0.5322
3.6507
6.5375
70 %

-0.4692
2.1219
5.1468
70 %

-0.0062
0.6803
1.1361
70 %

0.0053
1.5225
1.1111

0.4124
2.9019
5.6263

-0.3599
1.6706
3.9917

-0.0045
0.5913
1.1183

Table 2:MPC Tuning Parameters
Process variable values
20 %
30 %
50 %
0.72
0.53
0.36
66
50
36
26
20
15

Tuning
Parameter
Ts
P
M

4.

L to y1
50 %

70 %
0.29
29
13

SINGLE MPC FOR NONLINEAR PROCESS

To obtain the local MPCs to be used in MMPC, firstly Column A is controlled by single MPC. It uses one local model for the
whole operating points. There are two schemes of bottom concentration set point changes.First is moderate set point changes
i.e.0.01 to 0.05. In this scheme, PI controler can be used although gives unstable response when the controlled variable reaches
0.05. This schemes will be called scenario 1 for the rest of the paper.Local MPCs are chosen based on their Integral Absolute
Error (IAE) values which are less than PI controller’s IAE value, 0.4437. the response of ݔ given by PI controller is shown in
Figure 2.
The second set point changes is from 0.01 to 0.1 where PI controller can not be used anymore. This scheme will be called
scenario 2 for the rest of the paper. Because PI controller can not be used as comparison basis, the five best local MPCs, with
the least IAE, will be chosen.
0.08

xB

0.06
0.04

xB
SP

0.02
0

0

50

100
time

150

200

IAE = 0,4437
ISE = 0,0043

Figure 2: PI Controller Performance on Scenario 1

Ten local models are tested, they are in the operating point of 0.01 (called as MPC1) to 0.1 (called as MPC10). Column A
controlled by single MPC uses MPC tuning parameters as shown in Table 2 with an addition of one set of parameters which
actually yields less IAE values in response than IAE given by parameters of non-adaptive DMC tuning. The parameter set is
Ts=0.1; P=12; M=2. By using this set of parameters, 9 out of 10 models give less IAE values than others, except for MPC1.
Table 3 and Table 4 show IAE values for each single MPC in each parameter for scenario 1 and scenario 2 respectively. For
scenario 1, local MPCs chosen for MMPC are MPC2, MPC3, MPC4, MPC5, and MPC6. Forscenario 2, MPC4, MPC5, MPC6,
MPC7, and MPC8 are chosen. The differences of the best model between the two scenarios show that single MPC represents
its operation range.
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Table :. Integral Absolute Error of Single MPC atScenario 1

Controller

PI
MPC1
MPC2
MPC3
MPC4
MPC5
MPC6
MPC7
MPC8
MPC9
MPC10

Controller

PI
MPC1
MPC2
MPC3
MPC4
MPC5
MPC6
MPC7
MPC8
MPC9
MPC10

5.

Ts = 0.72
P = 66
M = 26

Ts = 0.53
P = 50
M = 20

0.9587
0.4415
0.4209
0.4428
0.4878
0.5434
0.5974
0.6461
0.6887
0.7265

0.8361
0.3822
0.3709
0.3974
0.4434
0.5014
0.5544
0.6010
0.6408
0.6747

Ts = 0.36
P = 36
M = 15
0.4437
0.7920
0.3578
0.3441
0.3700
0.4085
0.4629
0.5167
0.5648
0.6067
0.6436

Ts = 0.29
P = 29
M = 13

Ts = 0.1
P = 12
M=2

0.7029
0.3522
0.3440
0.3659
0.4013
0.4523
0.5026
0.5473
0.5849
0.6182

1.2259
0.3228
0.2947
0.3193
0.3595
0.4151
0.4644
0.5073
0.5438
0.5761

Table :. Integral Absolute Error of Single MPC atScenario 2
Ts = 0.72
Ts = 0.53
Ts = 0.36
Ts = 0.29
P = 29
P = 66
P = 50
P = 36
M = 13
M = 26
M = 20
M = 15
Not converged
3.3701
3.3116
2.8399
2.7446
1.4079
1.2873
1.1723
1.1419
1.0049
0.9085
0.8492
0.8487
0.8859
0.8366
0.7760
0.7675
0.8692
0.8178
0.7511
0.7441
0.8700
0.8132
0.7425
0.7362
0.8857
0.8309
0.7487
0.7394
0.9267
0.8658
0.7729
0.7578
0.9931
0.9134
0.8251
0.7987
1.0637
0.9609
0.8847
0.8481

Ts = 0.1
P = 12
M=2
4.9612
1.0667
0.7456
0.6536
0.6176
0.6114
0.6250
0.6565
0.7026
0.7536

MULTIPLE MPC FOR NONLINEAR PROCESS

The models used in MMPC are the local MPCs proposed in the section above. The two scenarios of set point changes will be
tested in this experiment.There are 5 local MPCs for each scenario. They will be combined each other to obtain MMPC
consists of only two and three models. The more models we use in MMPC do not guarantee the better response. That is
because each model has an error. The utilization of many models yields greater error. Besides, MMPC with too many models
is not practical because of the difficulty in handling those models.
We also have to consider the operating range where each model will perform. How we switch one model to another will affect
the response. It shows that setting the right models in the right operating range is important.
Combination of MPC2, MPC3, and MPC5 (MPC2.3.5) gives the best response for scenario 1 with IAE 0.2296 and ISE 0.0015.
This response is obtained at switch specification 0.02 and 0.04. It means when measured CV values< 0.02, system is controlled
by MPC2, when 0.02 ≤ CV < 0.04, system is controlled by MPC3, and when CV ≥ 0,04, system is controlled by MPC5.
Figure 3 shows that MPC2.3.5 has a combined characteristicof single MPCs which performs in their regions.At the low region,
MMPC has MPC2 characteristic which is better than MPC3 and MPC5.At the middle region, MMPC gives response like
MPC3 and at the high region it is like MPC5.
For the scenario 2, MPC4.5.8 gives the best response with IAE 0.5528 and ISE 0.0076 which is obtained at switch
sepcification 0.02 and 0.09. Same as those on scenario 1, here are the switches from one model to another based on the
changes of measured CV. Comparison between single MPC and MMPC for scenario 2 is shown in Figure 4.
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0.02
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0
0
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150

200

time
Figure 3: Comparison of MPC2, MPC3, MPC5, and MPC2.3.5
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0.14
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xB

0.1
0.08
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0.06

MPC4

0.04

MPC5
MPC8

0.02

MPC4.5.8

0
0

50

100

150

200

time
Figure 4: Comparison of MPC4, MPC5, MPC8, and MPC4.5.8

What we have to consider is the combination of local MPCs must be able to cover the overall set point changes. To obtain the
best MMPC, it must consist of local MPCs operating at the lowest, middle, and highest region of the overall set point changes.
And then, determining the right switch specification is by observing each local MPC’s response then deciding the operating
region where it performs best.
Eventhough determining the best MMPC, models combination and switch specifications, needs a careful experiment, in
average MMPCs give better response than single MPC. Table 5 shows comparison of PI controller’s, MPC’s, and MMPC’s
IAE and ISEfor scenario 1 and scenario 2.
One of the implementation of MMPC in industry is propane/butane splitter [6]. The controlled outputs are the temperature at the
first stage of the top section of the distillation column and the percentage of propane in the bottom stream. The manipulated
inputs are the flow rate of hot oil to the reboiler and the reflux flow rate to the top of the column. The feed flow rate and the
temperature of the hot oil stream are measured disturbances to the controller. A conventional MPC controller based on a single
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linear model for the output prediction had been in operation for several years showing a poor performance. Output ݕଵ was
maintained satisfactorily inside its range, but the width of the reference range corresponding tothis output had to be kept larger
than desired. For output ݕଶ ; the closed-loop response wasnot satisfactory since this output remained outside itsreference range
for most of the time in which the systemwas observed.TheMMPC presented a performance significantly better than the
conventional single MPC controller. Output ݕଵ only needs narrower reference range and output ݕଶ remainedinside its reference
range. Step change in each CV’s set point yields good responses too. The use of MMPC has been operating successfully for
more than a year in the refinery of Cubatão, Brazil.
Table 5: Comparison of PI controller’s, MPC’s, and MMPC’s IAE and ISE

Scenario 1

6.

Controller

IAE

PI

0.4437

Scenario 2
ISE

Controller
PI

IAE

ISE

not converged

MPC3

0.2947

0.0018

MPC6

0.6114

0.0083

MPC2.3.4

0.2309

0.0015

MPC4.5.6

0.5687

0.0078

MPC2.3.5

0.2296

0.0015

MPC4.5.7

0.557

0.0076

MPC2.3.6

0.2349

0.0015

MPC4.5.8

0.5528

0.0076

MPC2.4.5

0.2383

0.0016

MPC4.6.7

0.5608

0.008

MPC2.4.6

0.2402

0.0016

MPC4.6.8

0.5581

0.0081

MPC2.5.6

0.2457

0.0017

MPC4.7.8

0.5678

0.0078

MPC3.4.5

0.2759

0.0016

MPC5.6.7

0.5797

0.0078

MPC3.4.6

0.2774

0.0016

MPC5.6.8

0.5776

0.0078

MPC3.5.6

0.2792

0.0016

MPC5.7.8

0.5798

0.0079

MPC4.5.6

0.3166

0.0019

MPC6.7.8

0.5997

0.0084

CONCLUSION

The use of MMPC based on RMPC gives better response than single MPC. What you have to consider are the models’ ability
to cover the whole set point changes, the combination of the models used, and the switch specification of MMPC.
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ABSTRACT
Government has spent much budget for fuel subsidy when it is compared with other component of state budget. Monitoring,
tracking and control systems are required to record fuel purchases for each type of motor vehicle in distribution location per
area. It will ultimately create a system of verification and validation the distribution of certain type of fuel based on Integrated
Information Technology related to quota of subsidized fuel in each region. Distribution of fuel subsidy can be supervised
properly by these systems. The concept of supervision and control of distribution are carried through method of recording daily
transaction and tracking retail outlets through front end devices. It will be installed in each dispenser equipment of filling
stations gasoline and diesel fuel with a computer data acquisition card reader and electronic data capture. By this way, it has
result in total saving for gasoline 1 393 030 kL and for diesel fuel 32 557 616 kL with a total amount 33 950 646 kL in 2011. If
state budget subsidy is assumed to be Rp2000,- per liter, total saving can reach Rp 67 901 000 000,-. When total saving by
supervision and control of subsidized fuel is compared with amount of budget monitoring and control of Rp 23 467 000 000,the system can save state budget amounting of Rp 44 434 000 000,-.
Keyword
Monitoring, Gas Stations, Control Card, Barcode Stickers, Bintan Island

1. INTRODUCTION
Current demand of fuel subsidy in Indonesia is increasing which can be seen from budget of fuel subsidy every year.
Government spends fund on fuel subsidy in accordance with amount of fuel subsidized consumed. This value is quite high
compared with other components of expenditure especially for post-crisis of finance and economic in 1997-1998. Along with
increase of fuel consumption and motor vehicle, they cause allocation of fuel subsidy increasing. The government has made
various efforts in the form of limiting subsidy and saving fuel consumption. They are expected to be able to limit subsidy to
certain groups. Hence, number of fuel subsidy in budget can reflect actual needs of subsidized object. Although arrangement of
user of subsidized fuel is clear, but its application is not easy. There are still parties which do not have right to consume
subsidized fuel such as large industries and rich people. In addition, subsidized fuel is smuggled out of country since fuel price
in overseas is more expensive than fuel price in the country.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1 Preliminary Data Collection and Implementation Preparation
Initial data processing and identification of problems are directed to mapping of main issues which have become cause of each
problem that exists in distribution of subsidized fuel especially gasoline and diesel fuel in the following ways.
1. Initial data processing with statistical method related to realization of distribution of subsidized fuel typed gasoline and
diesel fuel in entire territory of Indonesia. This data was taken from Regulatory Body of Oil and Gas Downstream (BPH
Migas) to calculate distribution of allocation of subsidized fuel typed gasoline and diesel fuel in entire territory of
Indonesia.
2. Indepth Interview with Provincial Government (Dipenda) at 33 provinces.
3. Indepth Interview with Central institution and relevant stakeholders such as Pertamina (Persero), DPP Hiswana Gas which
represent network of filling stations, and Ministry of Finance related to verification of realization of distribution of
subsidized fuel which is paid to Business Entity.
4. Preliminary data which is processed to conduct statistical analysis of use of gasoline and diesel fuel is recapitulation of
number of motor vehicle in 2008 from National Police Headquarter and allocation of quota distribution of subsidized fuel
typed gasoline and diesel fuel 2007-2008 from BPH Migas.
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2.2 Data Processing of Motor Vehicles on Implementation Area
Initial data processing of motor vehicle in Province of Riau Region was conducted by Coordination Meeting between BPH
Migas and Riau Islands Police related to data integration of motor vehicle. It was processed and synchronized into database of
motor vehicle in system data center.
2.3 Arrangement of Strategic Plan of Development and Implementation System
In arranging strategic plan of development, a utilization of information systems of setting management and monitoring national
consumed fuel will be implemented via some strategies.
1. Coordination meeting with 33 Provincial Government to seek input on social impact that will be resulted from
implementing system in each province.
2. In depth interview related to maping of the Management Informatiom System (MIS) infrastructure especially MIS and its
association with administration system and tax registration of motor vehicle (DIPENDA).
3. In depth interview was also conducted to map MIS infrastructure of online banking services and network infrastructure
between bank and merchant.
2.4 Development of Technical Cooperation Inter-Institution and Socialization
Development of technical cooperation inter-institution is needed to integrate authority of relevant institution and
synchronization of inter-system information through Limited Coordination Meeting and Overall Coordination Meeting to
socialize Management Information System Regulation and Supervision of National Fuel Volume Usage.
1. BPH Migas – Ministry of Home Affair: Obtaining support of implementation of activities from Ministry of Home Affair to
be forwarded to Provincial Government of Riau and ranks below it.
2. BPH Migas – National Police Headquarter: Acquisition support of implementation of activities from National Police
Headquarter to be forwarded to Police Area and institutions under it.
3. BPH Migas - Provincial Government and DIPENDA of Riau: Acquisition of technical cooperation to integrate system and
data.
4. BPH Migas-Bintan, Tanjungpinang, and Pemko Government: Technical Cooperation inter-institution to implement
activities by survey, socialization and implementation of system.
2.5

Design of System Monitoring and Control of Subsidized Fuel for Transportation

Strategy to control the volume of subsidized fuel typed Gasoline and Diesel Fuel is conducted through five approaches.
1. Policy Approach Tool & Support: Data Center for Regulatory and Supervisory against National Fuel Usage.
2. Supervision Authority approach inherent in BPH Migas Authority against subsidized fuel distribution.
Tool & Support:
Monitoring System of Fuel Distribution at filling station, Integration System of Local Government - BPH Migas.
3. Approach To Data - Know Your Customer.
Tool & Support:
Integration System, Consumer Identification with Control Card Program.
4. Territorial Approach and System Integration - Local Government Development.
Tool & Support:
Arrangement of system utilization and development per territorial based Provision of Commercial Business Area and
Distribution of Specific Types of fuel.
5. TAPPER (Tapping, Processing, and Reporting) System Tests.
Tool & Support:
Technical cooperation among sectors, community support, the readiness of information system infrastructure.
Table 1: Tapper Methodology (Tapping, Processing and Reporting)
SYSTEM
Customer identification

Tapping
Record transaction activity at point of
handover . Namely distribution of
fuel transaction at filling station and
recording transaction of subsidized
fuel in each dispenser.

Processing
Processing the data sent / taken from
front end devices at each filling

DEVICE
Motor Vehicle Database
Identification of Control Card on
vehicle (Barcode sticker)
Front end device:
Card reader
GPRS

Network access center

OUTPUT
Database users of premium
subsidized fuel and diesel oil..
recording logbook data through
computer of filling stations to
network access center
Transaction volume data recording
the purchase of subsidized fuel for
each vehicle
Processing
transaction data processing
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SYSTEM

DEVICE

station
Reporting
Report of recording transaction at
each filling station and volume of
subsidized fuel usage per vehicle type

OUTPUT

data center of volume regulation and
supervision of national fuel

Report of distribution of fuel
realization per filling stations

2.6 Projection of Total Vehicle Fuel Typed Gasoline and Diesel Fuel Users in Riau Province.
Based on data obtained from Riau Islands Police Units in 2008 about data population and number of vehicles in Riau,
projected number of vehicles is drawn up until 2015. The number of vehicles through 2015 is projected using population data
in 2008. Projection calculation is done because the population has a correlation or strong relationship with number of vehicles.
Projected Number of Vehicles Typed Gasoline Fuel
Statistically, number of vehicles using gasoline has population correlation of 0.99 with P-value 0.00 (
strong and direct relationship with number of vehicles.

5%). Population has

Data of number of vehicles and population is used to calculate proportion of number of vehicles per population in 2008 [1,2].
The calculation of number of vehicles in 2009-2015 is multiplying proportion of those with population from 2009-2015. Total
population in 2009 - 2015 is projected until 2015. Projected population in 2009 up to 2015 was calculated using population
growth data 2000-2008 [3].
Total population (n)=Number of residents (n-1)+(growth rate (n-1)xNumber of residents (n) (1)
Assumptions: population growth rate is same every year.
Number of vehicles (n) = (number of vehicles (n-1) / population (n-1)) x population (n)
Number of vehicles (n)=proportion of number of vehicles per year x number of population (n)
With n = 2009, ..., 2015
Assumption: proportion of number of vehicles and number of people per year used is same.

(2)
(3)

Projected Number of Vehicles Typed Diesel Fuel
It is almost the same projection with number of vehicles typed gasoline fuel. Statistically, number of vehicles using diesel fuel
and population has value of 0.93 with correlation value P-value 0.00 (
5%). The population has strong and direct
relationship with number of vehicles.
Data of number of vehicles and population is used to calculate proportion of number of vehicles per population in 2008 [1,2].
So calculation of number of vehicles in 2009-2015 is multiplying proportion of those with populations from 2009 until 2015.
Total population in 2009-2015 is projected until 2015. Projected population in 2009 up to 2015 was calculated using
population growth data 2000-2008 [3].
Total population (n)=Number of residents (n-1)+(growth rate (n-1) x Number ofresidents (n-1))
Assumptions: population growth rate is same every year.
Number of vehicles (n) = (number of vehicles (n-1) / population (n-1)) x population (n)
(5)
Number of vehicles (n)=proportion of number of vehicles per year x number of population (n)
With n = 2009, ..., 2015 ;
Assumption: proportion of number of vehicles and number of people per year used is same.

(4)

(6)

2.8 Calculation of Quota Allocation of Gasoline and Diesel Fuel in Riau Province
Specified quota allocation of gasoline and diesel fuel in Riau Province in 2006 through 2008 based on data from BPH Migas is
shown below.
Table 2: Allocation of Premium 2006 to 2008 in the Riau Islands Province [4]

City

Premium
Batam

Allocation per Year (kL)
2007

2006
124,712

Diesel
88,060

Premium
114,369

Diesel
75,450

2008
Premium
124,539

Diesel
88,060
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City

Allocation per Year (kL)
2007

2006
Premium

Karimun
Bintan

Diesel

Premium

Diesel

2008
Premium

Diesel

9,953

6,995

6,975

6,928

9,939

6,995

19,233

35,981

17,148

30,226

19,206

35,981

Natuna

5,337

7,661

3,547

5,129

5,329

7,661

Lingga

3,871

8,189

299

1,747

3,866

8,189

Tanjung Pinang

29,014

Total

192,120

27,640
174,526

20,963
163,301

20,487
139,967

28,974
191,853

27,640
174,526

Projection of Quota Allocation of Gasoline in Riau Province
Projection need of gasoline volume quotas for the next 7 years is conducted by using data quota volume of gasoline in 2008
and data on number of vehicles in 2008 in particular types of private cars and motorcycles.
Proportion (n)=Volume of the needs of gasoline (n)/number of vehicles gasoline users (n)
(7)
Projection (n)=proportion of quota gasoline per vehicle x estimated number of vehicles(n)
(8)
With n = 2009, ...,2015
Assumption: the proportion of the quota volume needs premium per vehicle is the same every year
Projection of Quota Allocation of Diesel Fuel in Riau Province
Projected need for quota volume of diesel fuel for seven years into the future is done using data quota volume of diesel fuel in
2008 and data of number of vehicles in 2008 in particular types of trucks, buses and large cars.
Proportion (n) = Volume of diesel fuel demand (n) / number of vehicle Diesel Fuel users(n)
(9)
Projection (n)=proportion quota diesel demand per vehicle x estimated number of vehicles (n)
(10)
With n = 2009, ..., 2015
Assumption: proportion of quota volume of diesel fuel demand per vehicle is same every year

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on results of the calculation of projected proportion of number of vehicles per population in 2008, projected number of
users of gasoline vehicles in 2009 to 2015 is obtained.
Table 3: Projected Number of Vehicles Table Gasoline up to 2015 Users

City
Batam
Karimun
City
Bintan

Year (Unit)
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

1,519,076

1,716,556

1,939,708

2,191,870

2,476,813

2,798,798

3,162,642

42,800

48,364

54,651

61,755

69,784

78,856

89,107

Year (Unit)
2009
30,140

2010
34,058

2011
38,485

2012
43,489

2013
49,142

2014
55,531

2015
62,749

Natuna

3,499

3,954

4,468

5,049

5,705

6,447

7,285

Lingga
Tanjung
Pinang
Total

9,031

10,205

11,531

13,030

14,724

16,638

18,801

17,966

20,302

22,916

25,924

29,294

33,102

37,405

1,622,512

1,833,439

2,071,759

2,341,117

2,645,462

2,989,372

3,377,989

Based on results of projected proportion of number of vehicles per population in 2008, projected number of users of diesel fuel
in vehicles from 2009 to 2015 is obtained.
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Table 4: Projected Number of Users Diesel Vehicles up to 2015

Year (Unit)

City

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Batam

17,683

19,981

22,579

25,514

28,831

32,579

36,814

Karimun

1,052

1,189

1,343

1,518

1,715

1,938

2,190

Bintan

836

945

1,067

1,206

1,363

1,540

1,740

Natuna

33

37

42

48

54

61

69

Lingga

99

112

127

143

162

183

206

Tanjung Pinang

7,793

8,806

9,950

11,244

12,706

14,358

16,224

Total

27,496

31,070

35,108

39,673

44,831

50,659

57,243

From data above, calculation data on number of vehicles that consumes fuel typed gasoline and diesel fuel in 2011 is obtained.
Table 5: Total Control Card and Barcode Stickers Used

No

Amount of Vehicle for Control Card and Barcode Stickers

City

Gasoline

Diesel
1,067

1

Bintan

38,485

2

Tanjung Pinang

22,916

9,950

61,401

11,017

Total
Grand Total

72,418

Number of vehicles reflects number of control cards and barcode stickers that will be distributed to all vehicle owners and
users of gasoline and diesel fuel on Bintan Island in 2011. To facilitate process of calculating cost of control cards and barcode
stickers and prepare control cards and barcode sticker backup, number of control cards and barcode sticker is rounded up to
75,000 units. Cost for research can be calculated by calculation of Rp.23,467,710,200.
Based on Equation 7 and Equation 8, projected quota of gasoline fuel need for 2009 until 2015 is obtained.
Table 6: Projected Allocation of Gasoline in Riau Province
Year (kL)
City
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Batam

131,433.840

148,520.240

167,827.880

189,645.500

214,299.420

242,158.340

273,638.920

Karimun

10,351.770

11,697.500

13,218.180

14,936.540

16,878.290

19,072.470

21,551.890

Year (kL)
City
Bintan

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

21,227.520

23,727.100

26,551.630

29,743.340

33,349.970

37,425.470

42,530.780

Natuna

5,031.670

5,685.790

6,424.950

7,260.190

8,204.010

9,270.530

10,475.700

Lingga

3,949.390

4,462.810

5,042.970

5,698.560

6,439.370

7,276.490

8,222.430

Tanjung Pinang

31,881.610

36,026.210

40,709.620

46,001.870

51,982.120

58,739.790

66,375.970

Total

203,875.800

230,119.650

259,775.230

293,286.000

331,153.180

373,943.090

422,795.690

Based on Equation 9 and Equation 10, projected quota of diesel fuel need for 2009 until 2015 is obtained.
Table 7: Projected Allocation of Diesel in Riau Province
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Year (kL)
City
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Batam

92,935.260

105,016.840

118,669.030

134,096.010

151,528.490

171,227.190

193,486.730

Karimun

7,285.510

8,232.620

9,302.860

10,512.230

11,878.820

13,423.070

15,168.070

Bintan

36,021.330

40,704.100

45,995.630

51,975.060

58,731.820

66,366.960

74,994.660

Natuna

7,233.560

8,173.930

9,236.540

10,437.290

11,794.130

13,327.370

15,059.930

Lingga

8,365.630

9,453.160

10,682.070

12,070.740

13,639.940

15,413.130

17,416.830

Tanjung Pinang

30,413.740

34,367.520

38,835.300

43,883.890

49,588.790

56,035.340

63,319.930

Total

182,255.030

205,948.170

232,721.430

262,975.220

297,161.990

335,793.060

379,446.150

Results of these projections will be used to determine amount of quota as a reference in order to determining effectiveness of
monitoring subsidized gasoline and diesel fuel of transportation sector on Bintan Island using control cards and barcode
stickers. Based on data projected number of vehicles up to 2015, it can be calculated value of monitoring results and diesel fuel
in district of Tanjung Pinang in 2011 which data is obtained from projected number of vehicles in 2011 multiplied by
percentage of vehicles based on data from Tanjung Pinang City Police. Next assumption is that average volume of fuel use per
day and number multiplied by number of vehicles. Total volume of fuel usage for all vehicles in district of Tanjung Pinang can
be obtained. Total volume of fuel usage for all types of vehicles in district of Tanjung Pinang is multiplied by 365 days.
Volume of use of all vehicles in district of Tanjung Pinang for 1 year, volume of fuel usage for one year compared with
projected Quota Volume Fuel Year 2011 for Tanjung Pinang can be obtained to get difference in volume of subsidized fuel
that can be saved. Difference in volume of subsidized fuel can be saved multiplied by assumed amount of government subsidy
per liter in 2011. It is assumed that amount of subsidy amounting to Rp.2,000 per liter. Value of monitoring result and diesel
fuel compared to projected data volume quota need of gasoline and diesel fuel in Riau Province until 2015 shows comparison
between projected results with results of monitoring in 2011 at Tanjung Pinang.
Table 8: Saved Subsidy Fuel Typed Gasoline of Tanjung Pinang

Vehicle
Type

Percentage
(%)

Amount of
Vehicle

Assumption of
Gasoline
Usage
Average per
Day (L)

Total
Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage per
Day (L)

Total
Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage per
Year (kL)

Motorcycle

87

19,928

3

59,783

21,820.890

Specific
Vehicle

0

9

15

137

50.186

Freight Car

4

917

25

22,916

8,364.340

Passenger
Car

9

2,062

13

26,812

9,786.278

Total

100

22,916

56

109,648

40,022

Quota in
2011 (kL)

Deviation
(kL)

Assumption
of Subsidy
(Rp/L)

Saved Subsidy
(Rp)

40,709.620

687.926

2,000

1,375,851,936

40,709.620

687.926

2,000

1,375,851,936

Results show saving gasoline fuel in 2011 in district of Tanjung Pinang 687.926 kL with value of Rp.1,375,851,936.

Table 9: Saved Subsidy Fuel Typed Diesel of Tanjung Pinang

Vehicle
Type

Percentage (%)

Amount
of Vehicle

Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage
Average per
Day (L)

Total
Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage per
Day (L)

Total
Assumption of
Gasoline
Usage per
Year (kL)

Quota in
2011 (kL)

Deviation
(kL)

Assumption of
Subsidy
(Rp/L)

Saved Subsidy
(Rp)

Freight
Car

8

79,600

14

1,114,400

406,756.000

38,835.300

3,759,975.200

2,000

7,519,950,400,000
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Passenger
Car
Specific
Vehicle
Total

85

845,750

10

8,457,500

3,086,987.500

7

69,650

12

835,800

305,067.000

100

995,000

36

10,407,700

3,798,811

38,835

3,759,975

2,000

7,519,950,400,000

For diesel fuel, economy of Tanjung Pinang in 2011 for 847 kL is Rp.1,694,390,000. Value of monitoring results in district of
Bintan for gasoline and diesel fuel compared to projected data volume quota need of gasoline and diesel fuel in Riau Province
until 2015 shows comparison between projected results with results of monitoring in 2011 in district of Bintan.
Table 10: Saved Subsidy Fuel Typed Gasolines in district of Bintan

Vehicle
Type

Percent
age (%)

Amount
of Vehicle

Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage
Average
per Day (L)

Total
Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage per
Day (L)

Total
Assumption of
Gasoline Usage
per Year (kL)

Motorcycle

85

3,271,225

1

3,271,225

1,193,997.125

Bus

1

38,485

5

192,425

70,235.125

Freight Car

2

76,970

5

384,850

140,470.250

Passenger
Car
Total

12

461,820

7

3,232,740

1,179,950.100

100

3,848,500

18

7,081,240

2,584,653

Quota in
2011 (kL)

Deviation
(kL)

Assumptio
n of
Subsidy
(Rp/L)

Saved Subsidy
(Rp)

26,551.630

2,558,100.970

2,000

5,116,201,940,000

26,552

2,558,101

2,000

5,116,201,940,000

Results show saving gasoline fuel in 2011 in district of Bintan 705 kL with value of Rp.1,410,208,000.
Table 11: Saved Subsidy Fuel Typed Diesel in district of Bintan

Vehicle
Type

Percenta
ge (%)

Amount
of Vehicle

Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage
Average per
Day (L)

Freight Car

42

448

60

26,888

9,814.266

52

555

20

11,097

4,050.332

6

64

18

1,152

420.611

100

1,067

98

39,138

14,285

Passenger
Car
Spesific
Car
Total

Total
Assumption
of Gasoline
Usage per
Day (L)

Total
Assumption of
Gasoline
Usage per
Year (kL)

Quota in
2011 (kL)

Deviation
(kL)

Assumpti
on of
Subsidy
(Rp/L)

Saved Subsidy
(Rp)

45,995.630

31,710.421

2,000

63,420,841,200

45,996

31,710

2,000

63,420,841,200

Saving diesel fuel of Bintan in 2011 for 31,710 kL is Rp.63,420,841,000. Total result in saving gasoline and diesel fuel in 2011
on Bintan Island is 33,950,646 kL with value of Rp.67,901,291,146.

Table 12: Total Saving of Monitoring and Control Systems on Bintan Island

Volume Saving (kL)
No

Budget Saving (Rp)

City
Premium

1

Bintan

2

Tanjung Pinang
Total
Grand Total

Diesel

Premium

687.926

3,759,975.200

5,116,201,940,000

63,420,841,200

2,558,100.970

31,710.421

1,375,851,936

7,519,950,400,000

2,558,788.896 3,791,685.621
6,350,474.517

Diesel

5,117,577,791,936 7,583,371,241,200
12,700,949,033,136
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The use of subsidized gasoline and diesel fuel of transportation sector in Bintan Island using control card and barcode sticker
results data difference between number of vehicle users of gasoline and diesel fuel with use of volume fuel data. This indicates
a distribution of subsidized fuel that is not on target especially for diesel fuel . Thus, the surveillance system needs to be
applied immediately and control the use of subsidized gasoline and diesel fuel for transportation sector on Bintan Island with
Full Card and Barcode to reduce the number of these differences. In turn, the fuel subsidy fraud can be minimized.
Yield of saving by monitoring and controlling the use of subsidized fuel for transportation sector on Bintan Island with Control
Card and Barcode in 2011 is 1,393.030 kL for gasoline and diesel of 32,557.616 kL. Total yield of saving is 33,950.646 kL. If
the state budget subsidy is assumed to be Rp.2000 per liter, the total saving that can be reached is Rp. 67,901,291,146,
If the result of saving of the supervision and control of the use of subsidized fuel is compared with the amount of budget
monitoring and control of Rp.23,467,710,200, the system can save the state budget amounting to Rp.44,433,580,936. In that
case, the system of supervision and control of fuel subsidies should be immediately applied with strong legal basis.
With the implementation of monitoring system of subsidized gasoline and diesel fuel for transportation sector using control
cards and barcode, monitoring distribution of subsidized fuel at filling station can be supervised and unsupervised distribution
level of dealer to users which are entitled in accordance with applicable regulations.
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ABSTRACT
Adsorption is one of the techniques that can be used in many applications in industrial processes, such as for separations, water
treatments, and gas storages. The key success in the application of adsorption method is the selection of the adsorbent.
Depending on the specific application, total surface area and the pore size of the adsorbent are the most important parameters
in the selection of the adsorbent. Activated carbon has been a long pronounced as an excellent candidate adsorbent for
separation purposes as well as gas storage (adsorptive storage). This research aims are to produce activated carbon from
bamboo as the raw materials. Bamboo plants was selected as a raw material because it contains a fair amount of carbon
(47.6%) and also available in almost many places in Indonesia. Moreover, unlike coals as main sources of activated carbon,
bamboo can be considered as renewable natural resources. In this research, activation method is controlled by variation of
activating agent, H3PO4 and KOH with mass ratio of activating agent/carbon mass: 1/1, 2/1, and 3/1. The temperature of
activation are varied at 600oC, 700oC, and 800oC for 30 and 60 minutes. The results shows that the highest surface area of 781
m2/g is obtained by activation using H3PO4 with a mass ratio of activating agent/carbon mass 3/1 at temperature of activation
of 700oC, for 60 minutes. Meanwhile, activation using KOH results in 824,83 m2/g obtained by activation at 800oC for 30
minutes. For comparison, the study produces activated carbon by physical activation method conducted at 700oC for 60
minutes and the surface area of activated carbon obtained is 291 m2/g.
Keywords
Activated Carbon, Bamboo, Chemical Activation, H3PO4 ,KOH.
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INTRODUCTION
Even today, the refined edible oils are mainly used as feedstocks for biodiesel and this causes an increase in the price of edible
oils. The side-stream products, such as soapstocks, acid oils and deodorized distillates, obtained during edible oil refining have
been suggested for use as alternative feedstocks for biodiesel. Especially, the crude oils of palm and rice bran have a high
content of free fatty acid and, hence the amount of acid oils generated is large, about 10-15 wt% of refined oil output. There
are a little industrial uses for acid oils such as ink, but most acid oils are burned out as waste. However, there exists no
commercially realizable process for biodiesel production from acid oils.
The purpose of this research is to construct a simple and economical production process of high quality biodiesel from waste
acid oils using the ion-exchange resins as catalysts and adsorbent.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The acid oil, donated by the rice bran oil company, consisted of about 95 wt% of free fatty acids and 5 wt% of acylglyceroles.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram and photograph of our production process.
Two water-jacketed columns were
individually packed with the cation-exchange resin, Diaion PK208LH, and the anion-exchange resin, Diaion PA306S,
respectively, and connected in series. The temperature of each column was kept constant at 50 °C. The mixed solution at the
stoichiometric molar ratio of methanol to the total fatty acid residue in the oil was supplied to the bottom of the first column at
the constant flow rate. The effluent from the process was analyzed to check the quality of biodiesel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the analytical result of standard tests for biodiesel quality of product without purification except for removing
residual methanol by evaporation. The contents of FAME and residual reactants were fully satisfied with the standard values.
This indicated that free fatty acids and mono-, di-, and tri-glycerides were converted to biodiesel by esterification and
transesterification with cation- and anion-exchange resin catalysts, respectively. The contents of byproducts also met the
standard low values without downstream purification processes to remove them. This was because the by-products, water and
glycerol were adsorbed on the anion-exchange resin and the effluent was free from them. Other properties for contaminants
and fuel properties were found to be satisfied with the standards.
Figure 2 shows the photographs of the feed oil and the effluents from the first and second columns at room temperature. The
feed oil was liquefied by the esterificaion through the first column. The dark brown pigment was removed by the adsorption
through the second column.

CONCLUSION
The simple process permitted the economical production of high quality biodiesel from the waste acid oils without complicated
downstream purification process.
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(b)
(b)

2nd column
1st column
cation-exchange resin anion-exchange resin
䠄 ĳ5cm㽢50cm 䠅
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(c)

feed
tank
water
bath

Figure 2: Photographs of feed oil (a) and
effluents from the first (b) and second
(b) columns at room temperature
Figure 1: Schematic diagram and photograph of production process

Table 1: Analytical result of standard tests for biodiesel quality of product
properties
product
reactants

byproducts

contaminants

fuel properties

product without
purification

[wt%]
[mg-KOH/g]
[wt%]
[wt%]
[wt%]
[mg/kg]
[wt%]
[wt%]
[mg/kg]
[wt%]
[mg/kg]

standards
EN14214
96.5
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.2
500
0.02
0.25
10
0.02
4

[wt%]

0.3

0.11

[mg/kg]
[kg/m3]
[mm2/s]
[qC]
[-]
[-]
[wt%]

24
860, 900
3.5, 5.0
101
51
120
12

2
880.4
4.353
128.0
53.1
94.9
1.2

units
FAME
acid value (FFA)
monoglyceridel
diglyceride
triglyceride
water
free glycerol
total glycerol
sulfur
sulfated ash
phosphorous
carbon residue (at 10% distillation
residue)
total contamination
density at 15qC
kinematic viscosity at 40qC
flash point
cetane number
iodin value
methyl linolenate

97.1
0.04
0.48
0.02
0.03
291
0.00
0.13
<5
<0.005
<1
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ABSTRACT
Electricity consumption of the world had come up because of the rapid development of technology that uses electrical energy
such as cellular phones or computers. Hence, research to complement the shortage of electricity continues to be done.
Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) provides new opportunities for sustainable energy production from fuel that is biodegradable, and
can reduce the compound substrate, even from wastewater. Single chamber MFC reactor without ion exchange membrane with
tempeh industry wastewater as substrate used in this experiment. We used graphite electrode as an electron mediator and grow
biofilm in the anode for 3 weeks (precolonization anode) then compared it with clean anode system. Soy bean husk is added as
biomass in substrate for second variation. Optimum electricity production obtained from clean anode without addition of soy
bean skin system. Power density obtained was 1009,34 mW/m2 when using wastewater model and 44,62 x 10-2 mW/m2 when
using industry tempeh wastewater.
Keywords
Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC), single-chamber reactor, biofilm, biomass, wastewater of tempeh industry.

1. INTRODUCTION
World consumption of the electrical energy is increasing every year because of the rapid development of technology and
consumerism. The high electricity demand is not matched by availability of primary fuel, ie fossil fuels. This limitation
requires creativity of researchers to be able to find alternative fuels that can producing electrical energy. Interesting alternative
comes from the fuel cell. Contrary to the reaction of electrolysis, fuel cells reacting hydrogen and oxygen to produce water and
electricity. In fact the use of hydrogen as an alternative fuel less than optimal in terms of cost.
Research to reduce the limitations of fuel cells continues. The abundance of bacteria is the original idea of the invention MFC
(Microbial Fuel Cell) which is the development of fuel cell technology. MFC is a device that uses bacteria to generate
electricity from organic and non-organic compounds [1]. MFC provides new opportunities for sustainable energy production
with fuel that is biodegradable and can reduce the compound substrate [2]. MFC is comprised of anode, cathode and
electrolyte. The main principle is the microbial activity in the liquid medium in the anode compartment. Microbial activity can
produce organic component containing hydrogen elements such as ethanol, methanol, or methane gas that can be used to
produce electrons and electrical current. This research will use a single-chamber reactor design MFC as the single-chamber
reactor produces a higher power density than two-chamber [3]. Ion-exchange membranes are not used in the reactor design.
Ion exchange membrane serves to prevent the diffusion of oxygen from the cathode into the anode and allow proton transfer
occurs from the anode compartment into the cathode compartment [3]. According to Liu et al. (n.d), ion-exchange membrane
will make the rate of removal of COD in waste slower and will reduce power density generated by the system [3]. Industry
tempeh wastewater is used as the substrate in this system. Liquid waste of industry tempeh contains nutrients of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and organic materials such as carbohydrates, vitamins, and proteins that act as nutrients for bacteria [4]. The use
of waste as a substrate without the addition of bacteria can provide two benefits at once, which saves the cost of purchasing
expensive bacteria and reduce the cost of wastewater treatment industry tempeh.

2. METHOD
Industry tempeh wastewater was taken from tempe manufacture located in the Lio village, Depok. Materials and tools used in
the experiment originated from the Bioprocess Laboratory and Basic Chemistry Laboratory Department of Chemical
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Engineering UI.. Voltage is measured usiingdigital mu
ultimeter(Sanw
wa Electric Innstrument co.., Ltd cd 7711) and currennt is
meeasured using analog microaampere(Yokogawa Electricc Works. Ltd, tipe 2011b90000em class 1.00, Singapore).
2.1
1.

Electroolysis Tools Preparation
P

Eleectrodes used in this study are graphite electrodes
e
thatt are relativelyy inexpensive, simple, and has a specificc surface area [5].
Graaphite electrode immersed in a solution of
o 1 M HCl foor 1 day and then
t
rinsed usiing distilled water.
w
After thhat, the electroodes
imm
mersedagain in 1 M NaOH
H solution forr 1 day and then
t
rinsed aggain using disstilled water. Electrode preeparation aims to
reg
generate the ellectrode and reemoves metall contaminatioon and organicc materials [5]].
2.2
2.

Substraate and Electtrolyte Prepaaration

Ind
dustry tempehh wastewater is used as thee substrate in
n this system, but to get an
n ideal system
m, we made a model of liq
quid
waaste. To make a model of liiquid waste, boiling200
b
graams of soy beeans (Glycinee max) by as much
m
as 500m
mL of water(rratio
1:2
2.5;w/v) for 155 minutes. Thhis is done thrrough the proccess of boilingg soy in tempeh industry, with
w the ratio of 3:5 (w /v) [6].
Then the temperrature of boilin
ng water left in
i place until normal (± 28oC), followedd by filtering the
t cooking water,so
w
it will get
a biomass.
thee effluent moddel and then peeeled soy beanns to be used as

2.3
3.

MFC C
Configuration
ns

Forr starting the experiment, we
w have to prreparation thee tools. First, set an electhrrode in the reeactor then coonnected it to the
cab
ble and resistoor. This is for anode part. Then
T
we set annother electhrrode to the holle side reactorr and connecteed it to cable and
ressistor. This is ffor cathode paart. Then we connected
c
the two cables annd then we willl connect it too multimeter.

Figure1:Thhe scheme of MFC
M reactor.
(A) cathodde, (B) anode, (C)
( industry tem
mpeh wastewateer, (D) liquid waste
w
model, (E)) cable or extern
nal circuit (F) m
multimeter.

2.4
4.

MFC E
Experiments

MF
FC experimennts performed with 2 variatiions which aree variations prretreatment an
node and the addition
a
of bioomass variatioons.
Vaariations pretreeatment anodee is done by coomparing the MFC system with clean annode and pre-ccolonized anodde. Pre-coloniized
ano
ode is the anoode that perm
mit biofilms orr bacterial coolonies growthh in their surfface. Pre-colo
onized done by
b immersing the
ano
ode in the anaaerobic system
m for 3weeks by refreshingg the new wasste every weeek.Biofilms th
hat grow onthee anode surfaceis
exp
pected to be a catalyst tow
wards the transsfer of electroons from bacteeriato the anoode. Researchhers Yang, Jia and Liu[7] have
h
exp
plained that thhe presence of
o biofilm on the anode cann reduce the diffusion
d
of oxygen
o
into thhe compartmeent so that it will
w
red
duce the potenntial for oxidation-reductionn reactions thaat can raise coouloumbic effficiency and power generateed by the systtem.
Bio
ofilm in the prre-colonized anode
a
also cann speed up thee lag phase of bacteria comp
pared to clean
n anode[8].
The experiment was continued
d by adding biomass
b
to the MFC system
m with clean annodes and pre-colonized annode and comppare
n given addditional biom
mass. Biomasss in the form of soybean husk
h
is used as an additioonal
theem with systeems that are not
sub
bstrate. Soybeean husk is exxpected to be a nutrient forr bacterial meetabolism to inncrease electrricity productiion. MFC system
witth additional ssubstrate can produce
p
electrricity up to tw
wice comparedd tousing only waste[6].
2.5
5.

Analyssis and Calcullations

Off the MFC exxperiments, thhe data obtainned in the foorm of currennts and voltagges. Power deensity (mW/m
m2) is the power
nerated per unnit area of the electrode andd is calculated using the equuation:
gen
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(1)

mA) is the eleectrical currentt, V (V) is volltage and A (m
m2) is the elecctrode surface area.
I (m
3. RESULT AN
ND DISCUSS
SION
1.
3.1

Effect oof Pre-colonized Anode

MF
FC performannce in the variiation of anodde pretreatmennt can be seenn from Figure 2, the system
m of pre-colonnized anode haad a
sho
orter lag phasee than the sysstem with cleaan anode, resp
pectively 37 hours
h
and 41 hours.
h
Microb
bial lag phaseaare influencedd by
thee size of the inoculum, th
he time requiired for physiical or stresss recovery wh
hen inoculatioon, the time required for the
syn
nthesize important coenzym
mes, and the tiime required to
t synthesize new enzymess for metabolism of substraates present in the
gro
owth media [110]. Both systems, clean annode and pre-ccolonized anoode, has the saame size of inoculums and medium with the
posssibility of sam
me bacterial colonies
c
and nutrients,
n
so thhat we can coonclude the differences are because of microbial
m
adapttion
speeed for syntheesize new enzyyme and their ability for reccovery from sttress.
At the peak of each electriccity production pre-colonizzed anode is smaller than the clean an
node. Power density
d
was 3.20
3
mW
W/m2for pre-ccolonized anodde and 1009.334 mW/m2 forr clean anode.. The thicknesss of the biofilm on the pre-colonized annode
red
duced after thee system startss up (microbiaal analysis), ittshowed the process
p
of bacteria release from
f
the anode surface intoo the
liqu
uid medium ((desorption), so
s we can connclude that thhe electricity production off precolonizedd anode systeem was measuured
durring the desorp
rption process and clean anoode occurs whhen bacteria sttart forming biofilms. Reseaarch conducteed by Reimerssand
et al
a [8] showedd similar resu
ults to electriccity productionn in this systeem. A total of 6 pieces of anode and caathode electroodes
weere inoculated using sea watter for 25 dayys before the system
s
starts and
a the other electrode
e
pairr left clean. Reesults of reseaarch
con
nducted indicate clean elecctrode has a strong
s
currennt compared too the other ellectrode. Systtem with cleaan electrodes can
pro
oduce current up to 9 mA, while
w
the maximum currentt of pre-coloniized anode waas 5 mA.

PowerDensitymW/m2

1200
1000

CleanAnodee
Precolonizeedanode
Control

800
600
400
200
0

1

11 21 31 41 51 61 71
Time(ho
our)

Figure 2: Electricity
E
Produ
uction in Variattion of Pretreatm
ment Anode

2.
3.2

The Usse of Biomasss as a Substraate Addition

omass in the fform of soybean husk researched by the systems
s
of cleean anode and
d pre-colonizedd anode. The result is a system
Bio
witth the added of biomass inn the clean annode system generating
g
eleectricity smalller than the system withouut the additionn of
2
bio
omass, respectively 3.32 mW/m
m
and 1009.34 mW/m
m2 (Figure 3)), while the pre-colonized
p
anode system
m produces more
m
eleectricity than w
when biomasss added to thee system, resppectively 45.775 mW/m2 andd 3.20 mW/m
m2 (Figure 4). Electron trannsfer
fro
om the bacteriia into the an
node to produuce an electricc current needed space forr bacteria to make the shift easily, but the
preesence ofsoybbean husk thaat satisfies booth MFC sysstems cancom
mplicate the process
p
of eleectron transfeer, especially for
plaanktonic bacteeria in the cleaan anode system. Reduction of electron transfer due to
t the soybeann husk will make
m
the electrrons
aree captured by the anode to produce electricity is not maximal.
m
Pre-colonized an
node system has
h had a bactterial system that
sticck to the anodde surface (biiofilm) that ellectron transfeer is not reducced by the presence of soy
ybean husk in the reactor. PreP
collonized anodee system giveen positive ressults for the electricity
e
gennerated in thee addition of biomass. It iss proved that the
soy
ybean husk caan be an addittional substraate in the MFC
C system to inncrease the prroduction of electricity,
e
buut its use mustt be
adaapted to the syystem created to maximize their function
n.
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PowerDensitu(mW/m2)
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PowerDensity(mW/m
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Figure 3: Electricity Prooduction in Varriation of Addinng Biomass in the
t Clean Anod
de System

50

Liquidwastee
withbiomasss

40
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biomass
Control

30
20
10
0

1

1 51 61 71
1
11 21 31 41
Time(H
Hour)

B
in the Pre-colonized
P
Anode
A
System
Figure 4: Eleectricity Producction in Variatioon of Adding Biomass

3.3
3.

The Usse of Industry
y Tempeh Waastewater as a Substrate

The results of thhe maximum power
p
of the two
t
variationss then operated using industry tempeh waastewater substrate. Electricity
gen
nerated at the industry temppeh wastewatter is 44.62 x 10-2 mW/m2 (Figure 5). Ellectricity prodduction is low
wer due to several
thin
ngs, such as industry tem
mpeh wastewaater viscosity, contaminatioon, and nitratte content in industry tem
mpeh wastewaater.
Visscosity of inddustry tempeh
h wastewater will reduce power
p
producction due to th
he reduction of oxygen diiffusion from the
catthode towardss the MFC sysstem [6] and thhe magnitudee of the resistaance in the MF
FC system [3]]. Contaminattion that occurrred
in the
t excess of the boiling prrocess and froom other areaa of the factoryy can bring new colonies. The
T presence of other bactteria
collonies in induustry tempeh wastewater
w
caan work synerrgistically or antagonist.
a
Anntagonist propperties of a coolony of bactteria
thaat live in the same
s
medium can lead to competition,
c
especially
e
if thhe bacteria aree fighting oveer the same soource of nutrieents
forr survival [9]. This competiition will leadd to a limitatio
on in the grow
wth of these baacteria, thus affecting
a
the metabolism
m
off the
baccteria will alsso be affect electricity
e
prooduction [11]]. Large nitraate content in industrial sooybean wastew
water alsoaffe
fects
eleectricity produuction in MFC
C system. Nitraate will act as an electron acceptor, so the electricity generation
g
not only captured
d by
oxy
ygen but also by nitrate which will makee the electricityy generation is not maximaal [6].
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Time(Ho
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Figure 5:
5 Electricity Prroduction Industry Tempeh Waastewater

3.4
4.

Microb
bial Analysis

The growth of bacterial cells in
i the model wastewater
w
waas observed by looking at thhe increase off cell based onn Optical Den
nsity
(OD
D) techniquess in the incubaation time [122]. OD method is done by measuring
m
thee absorbance using
u
a spectrrophotometer at a
waavelength of 6000 nm. Based
d on experimennts conducted
d, it was foundd the growth cuurve as shownn in Figure 6.

Figure 6:
6 Bacterial Groowth Curve in the
t Liquid Wastte Model

Bacteria that groow on the meedium of liquiid waste is theen allowed too grow to form
m a biofilm onn the anode suurface before the
p
on the biofilm morphology.
m
A
Attachment
off bacteria to so
olid
sysstem starts (prre-colonized),, so the analyssis was also performed
surrfaces is the bbeginning of biofilm
b
formattion that occuurs naturally inn order to surrvive in adverrse conditions, such as nutrrient
lim
mitation or beecause of com
mpetition to get the samee nutrients [99]. Bacteria th
hat form bioffilms has bettter resistancee to
cheemicals, drougght, and nutrieent limitation compared witth its planktonnic cells [9].
Atttachment occuurs when orgaanic material adsorbed on the wet anodde surface. Pille of organic material on thhe surface off the
ano
ode will attracct bacteria com
me in and stick to the surfface to get nuutrients. Bacteria that grow on the anodee surface prodduce
Extracellular Polymeric Substtances (EPS) which
w
contentt matrix that forming
f
biofilm
m. Matrix forrmed from exttracellular protein
com
mplex, sugarss and bacteriaal cells, as weell as conductiive nanowiress that can faccilitate the connduction electtrons [12]. When
W
abu
undace bacterria come, theirr will form m
microcolony [113]. The last pprocess is thee developmentt and spread of
o biofilms inn all
parrts of the surfface [13]. Baccteria that havve been adsorbed can stilll move toward
d the liquid phase
p
when thhe availabilityy of
nuttrients in the liquid
l
phase more
m
than thosse on solid surrfaces [13].
Based on the annalysis of biofilm morphollogy (Figure 7),
7 communitiies of bacteria that grow on
o the surfacee of the anodee in
waastewater temppeh model weere spherical or
o coccus-shaaped bacteria. Transfer of electrons
e
from
m bacteria to the
t surface off the
ano
ode has 3 waays, there areethroughpili, through
t
the outer
o
membraane of the baacterial cell (ccytochrome), through a redox
meediator [3]. Reedox mediatorr can be obtaiined from thee addition of chemicals
c
andd the results of
o bacterial exxcretion [3]. This
T
stu
udy does not add
a electron mediator
m
MFC
C system, the community
c
off bacteria attacched to the suurface of the anode
a
also laccked
pilii (Figure 7), aand the electriicity generated by the expeeriment will go down whenn the bacteria undergo desoorption phase. So,
wee can be concluuded that the mechanism
m
off electron tran
nsfer is likely to
t occur towaards the anode bacteria throuugh the outer cell
meembrane proteein (cytochrom
me). The mecchanism of trransfer througgh the cytochhrome can on
nly happen iff the microbess in
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contact with the anode, so if more microbes are contacted with the anode, the electron transfer will be higher. In other words,
the transfer of electrons increases with increasing surface area covering the biofilm anode.

Figure 7: Biofilm Morphology in The Anode

The thickness of the bacteria was also obtained from the SEM test. The results obtained showed that biofilms grown on
electrodes without the addition of biomass has a thickness smaller than biofilms grown in the system are added biomass
(Figure 8). Biofilms were grown using natural substrate of liquid waste only has a thickness of between 127.8 m - 176 m,
while the biofilm prepared by the addition of soybean husk as an additional substrate thickness ranged from 473 m - 684 m.
Greater thickness in the MFC system with the addition of biomass showed positive results of soy husk as an additional
substrate for bacteria. Soybean husk is proven to increase the metabolism of the bacteria to form colonies more on the anode
surface.

A

B

Figure 8: Differences of Thickness Before Incubation in the Substrate Variation with 100 Magnified.
(A) Biofilm without adding biomass (B) biofilm with adding biomass.

After the incubation is complete biofilm retested using SEM to determine the changes that occur. Based on the test results
obtained from SEM the thickness after the system starts getting reduced (Figure 9). Originally biofilm on a system that was not
given additional biomass has a thickness in the range of 127.8 m - 176 m and turned into a range of 19.55 m - 44.8 m
after incubation process is completed and the biofilm biomass system provided additional thickness is reduced from the range
of 473 m - 684 m to 163.4 m range - 245.5 m.

A

B

Figure 9: Differences of Thickness After Incubation in the Substrate Variation with 100xMagnified.
(A) Biofilm without adding biomass (B) biofilm with adding biomass.
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Replacement of liquid waste at the pre-colonized anode system before electrical measurements will cause nutrients in the
liquid phase into more than at the anode surface. An abundance of nutrients in the liquid phase resulting in bacterial defense
system does not require any form of forming biofilm on the anode surface, so that the bacteria will make the release from the
biofilm system into a liquid phase (desorption). This is what causes the thickness of the biofilm on the electrode decreased
after incubation. In addition, bacteria in the biofilm system can fullfil their own nutritional needed. They will eat the dead cell
in the system to still alive, so that the thickness of biofilm will decrease as the number of death bacteria onthe system[9].
4. CONCLUSION
Single-chamber MFC with clean anode systems without the addition of biomass produces the maximum power among other
systems, which is 1009.34 mW/m2. Soybean husk has a pretty good ability to increase the production of electricity. Biomass is
added to the pre-colonized anode system generating power density of 45.75 mW/m2,while the pre-colonizedanode system
without biomass has power density as 3.20 mW/m2. The use of industry tempeh wastewater produced power density as
44.62x10-2 mW/m2.
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ABSTRACT
One of future research on National Research Agenda for renewable energy development is bioethanol development from
lignocellulosic material. The problem in increase of ethanol production from lignocellulosic material includes bagasse is how
to convert integrat polysaccharide to monosaccharide using specific enzymes. Integrated conversion including how to convert
cellulose, hemicellulose and cellubiose, which is caused by partial hydrolysis of cellulose to glucose. The other phenomena,
the existence of lignin in bagasse makes difficult to access enzyme in converting polysaccharide to monosaccharide. It causes
ethanol production is not optimal.
This upstream bioethanol process simulation aim to optimize process production cost and the simulation can be modified to
any variation of method in the process in bioethanol production to compare the effectivity of each variation. Acid hydrolization
is applied in this process design, the acid will crack the polimer of cellulose and fermented by yeast which contain
S.cereviseae. The source data in the simulation are obtained from the previous researches that have relation with the process.
Bagasse-based bio-ethanol yield in this process of 23:27%. With a capacity of 1.081 tons / yr bagasse prices and $ 20 / ton, the
importance of the sale price of $ 2.4/kg. The production cost per year $ 1.24/kg, IRR = 14:14%. From the sensitivity analysis,
the variable selling price of bioethanol is the most sensitive variable.
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ABSTRACT
Conventional Waste Water Processing equipment for small industrial technology is expensive and difficult to operate. This
study was made to find a low-cost waste water treatment system that can be made small in size and easy to operate. Research
using ozone and ultraviolet light showed excellent possibilities to build a waste processing unit suitable for small industries.
Preliminary research has shown that the ability of Ozone and Ultraviolet-C (UV-C) to oxidize poly-azo sulfonated pigment
(black ink inkjet printer) tens of thousands of times more powerful than the ability of the oxygen gas. Applied research is to
treat waste laboratory provides the ability to reduce the value of Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and the value of
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) is excellent. Furthermore, the results of the study made a laboratory waste processing
equipment. The result is a waste processing equipment that looks simple, compact, can be developed and operated at a low
cost, and very likely apply to small industrial and household waste that has high value on BOD and COD.


Keywords
Waste Water, Waste Water Processing equipment, Ozone, ultraviolet-C (UV-C), small industries.

1. INTRODUCTION
A major problem in the treatment of industrial waste household and small industrial waste processing unit is priced relatively
high and the way the operation that requires certain skills. The problems should be solved or small industrial activities and
cottage industries in Indonesia will not process the waste generated from their activities. One possible waste treatment system
that's cheap and easy to operate is based on ozone treatment system combined with ultraviolet-C light. Unfortunately, this
waste processing unit, not yet available in small sizes. The smallest treatment unit using ozon-ultraviolet process can be found
in ‘five star’ hotel activities.
On the other hand, technology-based provider of drinking water reverse osmosis process, also provides ultraviolet light and
ozone generator for sterilization system. That is, the availability of spare parts to set up a waste processing unit for household
and small industries . As the reactor, can be used poly vinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. It is recommended to use a high-quality
PVC. At this experiment, the spare parts used are UV-C lamps 6 Watts, ozone generator 15 Watt with capasity of 0.45 kgrams
per hour, and Wavin brand PVC with diameter 4 inches.

Having been studied the oxidation power of UV-Ozon to oxidize sulfonazied poliazo black pigment. This study conducted
aeration experiment on black ink solution of ink jet printer based on sulfonazied poliazo pigment. The aeration proses was
conducted by three treatments. The first aeration treatment was done with air. The aeration process on the second treatment
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was done with air which was flowed through ozon generator. Then, the third treatment of the aeration process was conducted
with air which was flowed through ozon generator and shone by UV-C light. The aeration process used air without ozon could
not fade the colour ink, so it indicated that sulfonazied pigment poliazo could not be oxidized with air. On the other hand, the
aeration process used with the mixture of air and ozon could increase the oxidation power up to multiple ten times. If it used
UV-C light, the air’s oxidation power mixed with the oxon would increase much higher. The ability of Ozone and UltravioletC (UV-C) to oxidize poliazo sulfonated pigment (black ink inkjet printer) tens of thousands of times more powerful than the
ability of the oxygen gas. In subsequent experiments, ozone and ultraviolet-C rays are combined to form a small reactor to treat
wastewater from a laboratory study at the Academy of Chemical Analysis Bogor. The reactor showed excellent performance in
the lower values of Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD). The results of this research
into the basic planning of waste treatment equipment that is simple and inexpensive for small industries or home industries.
At the end of the study is to create an industrial waste treatment reactor design small and cottage industries. This design should
be equipped with waste water pH control unit for inlet and sediment filter unit for outlet. Initial experiments have given
satisfactory results. The problem that remains is to adjust the size of the equipment with the load of the wastewater .

2. THE EXPERIMENT
2.1. Preliminary Experiment
The first experiment using three measuring glass as a reactor with a capacity of 2000 mL. Prepared three measuring glass. The
three pieces measuring glass filled with 1800 ml of black ink solvent ink-jet-based poly-azo sulfonated with concentrations of
0.1%. Also prepared three ozone reactor. The first ozone generators, only the air pump activated , while the ozone generating
unit is deactivated by cut off the electrical wire. The first measuring glass supplied air without ozone. The second measuring
glass supplied air from ozone generators but not shone by ultraviolet-C light. Only a third measuring cup presented to the
ultraviolet-C light . The first experimental equipment can be seen in Figure 1
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C

Figure 1: The first experimental equipment

The ultraviolet-C is a very dangerous light, so the third measuring glass (on the right), covered by aluminum foil and cartoon.
The ultraviolet-C lamp used in this experiment is the small one use in ordinary reverse osmosis for home appliance. The power
consumption is 6 watt with two peak of radiation at 253.7 nm (90%) and 185.0 nm (10%). The ozone generator also from
ordinary reverse osmosis for home appliance with 13 watt power consumption equal to 0.4 g ozone per hour.[1] Physical
appearance of these two main components can be seen in Figure 2A and 2B.
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Figure 2 A: Ozone Generator and 2B. Ultraviolet Lamp

2.2. Second Experiment
In the second experiment, the process is run in a reactor made from Poli-vinyl Chloride Pipe. The inlet and the outlet use 0,125
inch connector. Air diffuser is made from a ceramic filter. Experiment processes perform by flowing 50 liter educational
laboratory waste water through the reactor. The speed of flow relatively low i.e. about 0.5 liter per minute. The set of
ultraviolet lamp and the ceramic air diffuser can be seen on Figure 3.

A

B

Figure 3: A Ultraviolet Lamp. B. Air Diffuser

In the reactor configuration, air diffuser placed in the bottom and the ultraviolet lamp on the top of the reactor. The reactor
placed upright. Inlet placed in the bottom and outlet placed in the top. Inlet connected to reservoir of waste water with 19 liter
(5 gallons) capacity. Outlet connected to a sediment filter. Treated water collected to a second 19 liter bottle. All of the
experiments configuration (minus bottle) can be seen on Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Complete Experimental Configuration.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Preliminary Experiment
3.1.1. Results
The first step of the experiment showed an extremely fast oxidation process on measuring glass, air flow and exposed to
ozone and ultraviolet light. Comparison of black ink color density poly-azo sulfonated pigment measuring glass in the third,
after a process lasting for 3 (three) hours, can be seen in Figure 5. While the color density measurement results, using color
comparison method Nessler provide data as listed in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Photograph of the three measuring flask after 3 hours processes
A.: by air. B: by air and ozone. C. by air, ozone, and ultraviolet-C light.
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Table 1: Measurement results Remaining Poly-azo sulfonated pigment
Color concentration (%)
replication 1
replication 2

No

Treatment trial

average

1.

I r r a d ia t i o n U V - C

96*

99*

97,5*

2.

Air Aeration

97*

98*

97.5*

3.
4.

Air Aeration + Ozon
3,0
2,6
Air Aeration + Ozon + UV-C
0,39
0,37
Air Aeration + Ozon + UV-C
5.
88,0
93,0
using UV reactor
*highly inaccurate readings due to differencescolor can not be seen clearly

2,8
0,38
90,5

3.1.2. Discussion
Ozone, O3, also called tri-oxygen, is tri-atomic molecule consisting of three oxygen atoms. This material is allotropi oxygen is
extremely unstable when compared with in-atomic allotropi (O2). In the lower atmosphere, ozone is a pollutant air with
damaging effects the respiratory system of animals and will burn sensitive plants. In the upper layers of the atmosphere, where
ozone even at low concentrations is very useful to avoid damaging ultraviolet rays, preventing it from reaching the earth's
surface [1]
Ozone can be made using ozone generators, the most popular being used in almost every industry that uses ozone is the charge
corona-discharge method, using the discharge tube. This method changes the oxygen in the air to produce ozone and nitrogen
oxides as a by-product. As a result, if used moderately moist air, will also be produced nitric acid. Two ozone generators are
widely used vacuum ultraviolet ozone generator (V-UV, vacuum ultra-violet). This method uses a light source that produces
narrow-spectrum ultraviolet light and short berlamdha, as produced by the sun. Vacuum ultraviolet rays from the sun is what
keep the ozone layer in the atmosphere in order to stay there. This method produces ozone at concentrations of about 0.5% or
lower and it takes a relatively longer exposure. Another method is the technique of cold plasma. In this method, pure oxygen is
exposed to a plasma generated by dielectric barrier discharge of. Diatomic oxygen will break down into single atoms that then
recombine to form ozone triplet. This method requires pure oxygen gas as a feedstock and produces a maximum concentration
of about 5% ozone. In the process of making these ozone, oxygen allotropi also produced a short-lived, but more reactive than
ozone as O4, O5, O6, O7, and so on. [2]. These experiments using vacuum ultraviolet ozone generators techniques. That is, the
use of ultraviolet-C reactor, will strengthen the formation of ozone produced by the generator. This condition causes an
increase in the use of ozone reactivity.
3.2. Second Experiment
3.2.1. Results
Experiments using ozone and ultraviolet-C reactor to treat laboratory waste of academy of chemical analysis Bogor, obtained
as the following results :. COD value dropped from about 750 ppm to about 10 ppm. In this experiment it was observed that
the production of waste water is not constant while the processing is constant. To adjust with fluctuations in the wastewater
stream, need to complete the waste treatment unit with the container receptacle.
3.2.2. Discussion
Ozone is able to destroy and oxidize micro-organisms such as fungi, bacteria, and viruses. Ozone molecules that have reacted
return to form oxygen gas. Ozone not only destroys micro-organisms, but also destroy the cosmetic ingredients, urine, cream,
and oil. [3]. Ozone is also able to oxidize most metals and metal compounds. That can not be oxidized by ozone are gold,
platinum, and iridium. Ozone can also oxidize NO to NO2 gas and further oxidize NO2 to NO3 follow the following equation:
NO + O3 NO2 + O2
NO2 + O3 NO3 + O2
2 NH3 + 4 O3 NH4NO3 + 4 O2 + H2O
Ozone does not react with ammonium salts, but oxidize ammonia to Ammonium Nitrate
Ozone reacts with carbon to form carbon dioxide, even at room temperature
C + 2 O3

CO2 + 2 O2

Reaction with sulfur compounds (sulfur)
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Ozone oxidize sulfides to sulfates. For example, Pb (II) Sulfide oxidized to Pb (2) Sulfate:
PbS + 4 O3

PbSO4 + 4 O2

Sulfuric acid can be produced from ozone, water and elemental sulfur or sulfur dioxide
S + H2O + O3 H2SO4
3 SO2 + 3 H2O + O3 3 H2SO4
In the gas phase, ozone reacts with sulfide to form sulfur dioxide Hidrigen:
H2S + O3

SO2 + H2O

If the above reactions occur in the water, the two reactions will occur simultaneously, one producing elemental sulfur, and
other produce sulfuric acid.
S + O2 + H2O
H2S + O3
3 H2S + 4 O3
3 H2SO4
Reaction with alkenes and alkynes
Alkenes can be cleaved by oxidation by ozone, producing alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic acids, depending on the
reaction of the two stage

Usually ozonolisis process carried out in dichloro-methane solution at a temperature of-78oC. After cleavage and
rearrangement process, will form a ozonida-organic. By the end of the reaction is reductive, (eg Zn in acetic acid or dimethylsulfide), will produce ketones and aldehydes. By the end of the oxidative reactions (eg in water or alcohol, air-hydrogen
peroxide), will be formed carboxylic acids. [1]
Other reactions
All (three) atoms in the molecule of ozone can react, as the reaction with tin (II) chloride with hydrochloric acid and ozone:
3 SnCl2 + 6 HCl + O3

3 SnCl4 + 3 H2O

Perchlorate iodine can be made by treating iodine dissolved in anhydrous perchloric acid with ozone:
I2 + 6 HClO4 + O3

2 I(ClO4)3 + 3 H2O

4. CONCLUSION
Experiments using ozone and ultraviolet-C reactor to treat laboratory waste of academy of chemical analysis Bogor, obtained
as the following results :. Chemical Oxygen Demand value dropped from about 750 ppm to about 10 ppm. The reactor showed
excellent performance in the lower values of Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD). The
result is a waste processing equipment that looks simple, compact, can be developed and operated at a low cost, and very likely
apply to small industrial and household waste that has high value on BOD and COD

5. RECOMENDATION
In this experiment, it was observed that the production of waste water is not constant while the processing is constant. To
adjust with fluctuations in the wastewater stream, need to complete the waste treatment unit with the container receptacle.
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ABSTRACT
The synthetic dyes are a refractory and poisonous material. Most of industrial textile today used the synthetic dyes that can be
dangerous to the environment because of the colored wastewater produced from their processes. This study concentrates on the
application of Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) for synthetic dyes wastewater treatment. Photocatalysis process as one
of AOPs was applied for the degradation of organic content of synthetic dyes wastewater. The reactive dye, C.I. Reactive Red
2 (RR 2) was used as the organic pollutant model at the concentration of 100 mg/l. The TiO2 concentration of 0.05-0.4 g/ml
was used as the photocatalyst. The bulk and nano-size of TiO2 were coating on the PET plastic and the degradation of organic
content was examined in the term of color and COD within 0-12 hrs under solar irradiation. By using 0.4 g/ml of bulk TiO2,
the color degradation of 88% and COD removal of 46% was achieved. Furthermore, by using 0.4 g/ml of nano-size TiO2, the
enhancement of color degradation and COD removal was observed, that is 98% and 56%, respectively.
Keywords
Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs), Dyes wastewater, Synthetic dyes, Photocatalysis process, Solar irradiation

1. INTRODUCTION
Annually, textile industries produce a large volume of colored dye effluents which are toxic and non-biodegradable. The color
of the effluent released into the water bodies has become a serious environmental problem. This situation was indicated by a
lot of minimization and remediation programs around the world has become as one of the most important environmental tasks
associated to this area.
Because of the refractory nature of the color of synthetic dyes, conventional biological treatment processes are ineffective, and
adsorption and coagulation practices result in secondary pollution[1]. On the other hand, a more promising technology based
on advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) has been studied widely for decolorization and degradation of textile dyes. Among
the AOPs method, heterogeneous photocatalysis using UVilluminated Titanium dioxide (TiO2) semiconductor has received
great attention due to its ability to degrade a number of organic and inorganic pollutants [2, 3].Although TiO2 suspensions
yield higher reaction rates, the use of photocatalyst coated on material surfaces is necessarybecause the need for separation of
TiO2 from the reacted solutions can be avoided and they would allow application ofphotocatalysis. By using the sunlight solar
photocatalysis has been an intensive area of research [4-6], where the use of large area TiO2-coated surfaces is very important.
Nano-scale semiconductors, for instance TiO2 particles, have a higher surface area-to-volume ratio than their equivalent bulk,
and thus allow for greater photon absorption on the photocatalyst surface. Moreover, recombination of the electron hole pair
within the semiconductor particle is drastically reduced as particle size decreases. With decreasing particles size of
semiconductor to nanometer-scale, the band gap energy greatly increased, which in turn led to higher redox potentials in the
system. Therefore, the nano-scale semiconductor is expected to have higher photocatalytic activity than its bulk [7, 8]. Many
study have also reported various methods to apply TiO2 coating on various substrates[9].TiO2 was immobilized on ceramic
[10],fiber glass[11], sand[12],rigid support (glass,quartz, and stainless steel)[13],pebbles [14],
activated
carbon[15],polystyrene beads[16], zeolites[17],and acrylic plastic [18].The TiO2 immobilized substrates have been
successfully used for the photocatalytic degradation of several organic pollutants. However, to the best of our knowledge, the
use of thermoplasticpolymer resin such as Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic has been limitedreported. In the present
study the TiO2-coated PET plastic was prepared by using the bulk and the nano particle of TiO2. Photocatalytic degradation of
reactive dye using TiO2-coated PET plastic and solar irradiation was investigated.
Reactive dyes have been recognized as the most environmental problematic compounds in textile dye effluents [19, 20].
Research on textile effluent degradation has focused on fiber reactive dyes [21] for the several reasons. First, reactive dyes are
a class of dyes with high application rate in the textile industry due to their reactivity with fibers and their color stability [22].
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Second, reactive dyes represent an integral market share (almost 45% of all textile dyes produced annually belong to the fiber
reactive class). Third, these dyes have low fixation rates, which results in highly colored spent dye-baths whose treatment is
insufficient in conventional wastewater treatment plants [23]. Fourth, of special concern is the reactive dyeing process, where
on average of 10 times more water is consumed for preparation, dyeing, washing and rinsing stages than for dyeing with other
dye types.
Table 1: Properties of C.I. Reactive Red 2

Dye
Chemical formula
Molecular weight (g/mol)
C.I. number
max (nm)

C.I. Reactive Red 2
C19H10Cl2N6Na2O7S2
615
18200
538

In this study, one of synthetic textile dyes, C.I. Reactive Red 2 (RR2) selected as a model pollutant. The chemical formula and
some properties of the reactive dye are presented in Table 1. This type of dye was selected for current study since the chemical
structure is known and the dye is frequently being applied for the dyeing of traditional cotton cloth in Indonesia.

Figure. 1. Chemical structure of C.I. Reactive Red 2

The chemical structure of C.I. Reactive Red 2 can be illustrated in Fig. 1. A dye concentration of 100 mg/l was selected in the
present study as previously reported [24-26] because the effluents originating from the cotton and polyamide dyeing factories
are usually in the range of 10-200 mg/l and at this concentration the COD value is more than 150 mg/l, beyond the
environmental quality standard of industrial wastewater effluent in Indonesia.
The use of solar energy to initiate the photodegradation of some organic pollutants, such as textile effluents, has been widely
reported [27]. Although solar energy is a free, renewable and environmentally friendly energy source, it is not widely used in
tropical countries like Indonesia. The objective of the research is to study the degradation of C.I. Reactive Red 2 by using the
TiO2-coated PET plastic under solar irradiation in the term of color and COD degradation.
2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The synthetic dye wastewater was prepared by using C.I Reactive Red 2 (RR 2) obtained from FajarSetia Dyestuff in Jakarta
and was used without further purification. The RR2 concentration was varied between 25-110 mg/l. The TiO2 anatase powder
(bulk) and TiO2anatase nano-powder were received from Sigma–Aldrich. Solvent (acetone) and adhesive was found from the
chemical store.
The coating process was accomplished by mixing the TiO2catalyst with acetone in the 300 ml beaker glass. The catalyst
concentration was varied from 0 to 0.4 g/ml. The certain amount of catalyst was dissolved in 10 ml of acetone until a
homogeneous solution recognized. Add the cyanoacrylate adhesive to the solution and stir slowly, followed by putting the PET
plastic then stir until the thick solution obtained. Take the coated PET plastic immediately and place in the room air. Allow the
PET plastic dry in the room temperature.
The solarphotocatalytic degradation was carried out in batch operation in a cylinder glass type of reactor. The reactor capacity
is 300 ml with 7 cm of inside diameter and 9 cm of height. RR2 dye solution was prepared in distilled water, within the
concentration of 25-100 mg/l For every experiment performed, the reactor was initially loaded with 250 ml of RR2 aqueous
solution, after putting TiO2-coated PET plastic, the color and COD degradation were observed every 3 hrs between 9 am and 3
pm under the sunlight for 2 days. The reactor was retained in the dark place when the experiment pending.
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The TiO2particles catalysts were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
crystalline phases were determined using an X-ray diffractometer measurement (PC-APD Philip) with Cu tube anode, operated
at 40 kV and 30 mA. A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), JEOL SEM-330 JAPAN was used to examine the surface
morphology of TiO2-coated PET plastic. Color degradation was measured by HACH Spectrophotometer and COD degradation
was determined by titrimetric method. Degradation percentage of dye is defined as follows:
(1)
Color degradation percentage = ((Co-Ct)/Co) x 100%
Where Co (mg/l) is the initial concentration of dye, and Ct (mg/l) is the concentration of dye at reaction time t(hr). The
degradation of COD is represented by (2):
COD degradation percentage = ((CODo – CODt)/CODo) x 100%
(2)
WhereCODo (mg/l) is the initial concentration of COD, and CODt (mg/l) is the concentration of COD at reaction time t(hr).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: XRD patterns of (a) bulk-TiO2 (b) nano-TiO2 powder as-prepared

Figure 2 displays the X-ray diffraction pattern of bulk and nano-TiO2 particles. It exhibits good crystallinity and all
characteristic lines are attributed to the anatase phase in an excellent agreement with a reference pattern[28].The average
crystallite size of bulk and nano TiO2sample calculated from XRD line broadening using Scherrer equation is and51 nm and 37
nm, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.SEM images of TiO2anatase powder-coated PET plastic by using the concentration of (a) 0.05 g/ml, (b) 0.1 g/ml, (c) 0.2 g/ml, and
(d) 0.4 g/ml
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Photocatalysis process was studied by using the coated anatase powder and anatasenano-powder TiO2 catalyst on the PET
plastic. Concentration of the catalyst used was varied 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 g/ml. By increasing the catalyst concentration,
more aggregates of TiO2 particles were observed in the SEM image as shown in Fig. 3 (a)-(d).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.SEM images of TiO2 anatasenanopowder-coated PET plastic by using the
concentration of 0.4 gr/ml (a) 150 times and (b) 1500 times of magnitude

It is obvious that when use the same concentration of TiO2 but with different TiO2crystallitesize, the different surface
morphology observed as demonstrated in Fig. 3 (d) and Fig.4 (a). By means of the same magnitude of 150 times, the
application of anatasenano powder shows more fine aggregate and homogeneity of particles formed than the application of
anatase powder.

Figure 5. Effect of anatase powder TiO2 concentration on the color degradation percentage

The effect of catalyst concentration on the color degradation of RR2 can be illustrated in Fig. 5. In the experiment without
using catalyst, there was no color degradation detected. The color degradation percentage increases with increasing catalyst
concentration and irradiation time. The highest color degradation of 88% was achieved when use 0.4 g/ml of anatase powder
TiO2, as can be seen in the figure.The dosage of TiO2-catalyst plays an important role in the photocatalyticdecolorization of
dyes [29]. Because the more the amount of catalyst the more of catalyst surface available to the photodegradation reaction take
place.
By using the same catalyst concentration of 0.4 g/ml, the higher color degradation percentage was reached when apply the
anatase-nano powder TiO2. Almost complete of color degradation was monitored as presented in Fig. 6. Clearly the anatasenano powder TiO2 has the higher effectiveness than anatase-powder TiO2. It can be explained as the nano-structure of catalyst
possesses the larger surface are area so provide the more active surface to the reaction.
TiO2 (Degussa P25) in the
The photocatalytic activity of nano-TiO2was accounted to be higher than micron
degradation of active brilliant red X-3B [30]. Similar findings have been reported in the solar nanophotocatalyticdecolorisation
of Procion Reactive Red (H-E7B) and Procion Reactive Yellow (H-E6G), that the photocatalytic activity of nano-TiO2was
found to be almost two times higher than that of micron-TiO2 [31].
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Figure 6. Color degradation of anatase powder and anatasenano-powder of TiO2

Figure 7. Effect of anatase powder TiO2 catalyst concentration on COD degradation percentage

The pollutant degradation in the term of COD degradation percentage in the photocatalysis process under the sunlight by using
the TiO2-coated PET plastic can be reported as exhibited in Fig.7. There was no COD degradation identified without the use of
any catalyst. The COD degradation percentage increases with increasing the catalyst concentration. This result is in agreement
with Neppolian et al. who conducted the study on solar/UV induced photocatalytic degradation of commercial textile
dyes[31]. For the Reactive Yellow 17 (RY 17) dye, they found the percentage degradation of COD increases with the increase
in the amount of TiO2. But further increase in the amount of TiO2 from 500 to 600 mg in RY17, the percentage degradation
decreases. Although the availability of active sites increases with the suspension of catalyst loading, but not the light
penetration, hence the photo activation blocked.
The COD degradation of 46 % was achieved when using 0.4 g/ml of anatase powder TiO2. Furthermore, the COD degradation
of 56 % was reached when using 0.4 g/ml of anatasenano-powder TiO2. The treatment of RR2 dye by photocatalysis process
using nano-TiO2 coated on PET plastic has been fulfilled the requirements of environmental quality standard of industrial
wastewater effluent in Indonesia particularly in color and COD parameter. It reduced the color from 1750 to 30 pt-Co and the
COD from 191 to 94 mg/l.

CONCLUSION
The study of RR2 degradation under solar irradiation assisted by the TiO2 catalyst-coated PET plastic was examined. It is
found, by using 0.4 g/ml of bulk TiO2, the color degradation of 88% andCOD removal of 46% was achieved. Furthermore, by
using 0.4 g/ml of nano-size TiO2, the enhancement of color degradation and COD removal was observed, that is 98% and 56%,
respectively. The results suggest that the use of solar irradiation could be a feasible technique for degradation of reactive dye
sample.
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ABSTRACT
T
Haard water is waater which conntains high am
mount of Ca2++ and HCO3- ioons and also many
m
forms inn nature. Hardd water can caause
thee formation off crusts deposit in piping syystem and also can increasee the detergen
nt consumptioon in the washhing process. The
T
deccrease of harddness can be done
d
by pushhing Ca2+ and HCO3- ions in
i hard water to precipitatee into CaCO3 by following the
mix
xing process. The model of
o hard water used is soluttion of NaHCO3 and CaCl2 mixed by ussing mixer annd equipped with
w
rotary speed conntrol. Variablee measured aree pH and soluution conductiivity by using pH meter andd conductancee meter in sevveral
mix
xer rotary speeeds. The form
mation of CaC
CO3 is measured by using EDTA
E
compleexometric titraation. From thhis research, thhere
is an
a increase off pH in NaHC
CO3 solution by
b the increasee of mixer rottary speed. Thhe increase of NaHCO3 soluution’s pH shoows
thaat there is miggration of HC
CO3- ions to be CO32- ions which can prrecipitate fasteer to form CaaCO3. The mixing process can
inccrease the NaH
HCO3 and CaC
Cl2 solution conductivity
c
which
w
shows thhe decrease of hydrate ion’’s strength andd may triggerr the
forrmation of CaaCO3. The preecipitation tesst result show
ws the increasee of CaCO3 formation
f
because of the mixing
m
processs of
NaaHCO3 and C
CaCl2 solutionn. This result proves that the
t mixing off NaHCO3 annd CaCl2 soluution can incrrease the pH and
con
nductance connductance of solution,
s
as weell as the form
mation of CaCO
O3.
Keeywords
Mixxing, CaCO3 pprecipitation, Hydrate ion, Hard water
1. INTRODUCT
I
TION
Waater contains a lot of Ca2+ and HCO3- ions
i
are know
wn as hard waater. Calcium and Carbonaate compoundds are difficullt to
disssolve in water so that will separate from
m solution and form CaCO3 particles whicch then produuce crusts. Cruusts in hard water
w
can
n resist the floow of water in
n pipe and alsoo can resist heeat transfer prrocess in heat exchanger eqquipment. The high of hardnness
can
n also cause thhe increase off detergent connsumption, and also the form
mation of film
m layer in houssehold equipm
ment.
CaCO3 formation in hard watter as CaCO3 precipitation process is an equilibrium and
a slowing process.
p
Increase of pH due to
O2 release in soolution will puush precipitatiion of CaCO3 as follow (eqquation 1) :
CO
Ca2+(aq) + 2HCO3-(aq)  CO2(aq)+ CaCO
C
3(s)+ H2O

(1)

Sak
ksono [1] founnd that mechaanical agitatioon process on the CaCO3 soolution fastens the solute CO
C 2 to the gass phase so the pH
sollution will inccrease. The increasing
i
of pH causes HCO3- ion to bbe converted into
i
CO32- ionn and quicklyy create CaCO
O3as
sho
own bellow (eequation 2and 3):
2HCO3-(aq) CO32-(aq) + CO2(aq) + H2O
Ca2+(aq) + CO32-(aq)  CaCO3(s)

(2)
((3)

Ca2+, HCO3-, and CO32- ions in
i hard water will be hydraated by polar water
w
molecuules as shown in Fig 1. The strength of ioonic
bon
nding with hyydrate will inflluence the preecipitation proocess.

Fiigure 1: Ca2+ dan
d CO32 ions aand their hydrattes
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The hydrate ions bonding is low in strength and can be influenced by mechanical agitation process [2]. The decrease in
hardness by pushing the Ca2+ and HCO3- ions to precipitate into CaCO3 can be done by mechanical agitation process. The
mixing method is a method used in hard water which is cheap, simple, and also safe for human consumption compared to other
method such as ion exchange resin or by the addition of NaOH. The process conceptual scheme to decrease the Ca2+ and
HCO3- ions in hard water by using mixing and settling method has already proposed by Saksono [3] as shown in Figure 2
below.

Mixing
Ca + HCO322+

Hard
Water

Settling

Water
Treated

CaCO3
Precipitation
CaCO3 Particles
Figure 2: Schematic of mixing and sattling process in hardwater treatment [3]

Hard water with high amount of Ca2+ and HCO3- ions is mixed in mixer until it precipitates to form CaCO3 particles. Hard
water which has already mixed is then entered to agitation medium to be separated between water and CaCO3 particles.
Answering how selective the mixing process can push the formation (precipitation) of CaCO3, will be needed a preliminary
study about the effect of mixing to the behavior of Ca2+ and HCO3- ions and also to the CaCO3 precipitation.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research used CaCl2 and NaHCO3 solution to observe the behavior of Ca2+ and HCO3- ions as hard water model by
analyzing the change in pH and also solution conductivity.
The effect of mixing to pH and conductivity of each solution is observed separately in several rotation speed variations. Then,
CaCl2 and NaHCO3 solution are mixed in a cylinder and the precipitation process is observed. Here are the explanations of this
research.
Hard water solution. Electrolytes CaCl2 and NaHCO3 of reagent-grade and deionized water of the resistivity a 18 M:, which
was obtained from Milli-Q water system were utilized as hardwater model. CaCl2 and NaHCO3 solutionswere prepared by
dissolving each electrolyteinto the deionized water, and then kept in air-tight bottles in room temperature.
Mixing processon each solutions.
250 ml of 0.01M CaCl2 and NaHCO3 are mixed separately in mixing medium (Ika Labortechnik RW 20) which has four 5-cmblades and also equipped by rotary speed control (rpm). The mixing process is conducted for 30 minutes in plastic-cylindermedium made from polypropylene with 10 cm inner diameter and 15 cm high and also fulfilled by 3 baffles.
The temperature of the solution in agitation and settling process equal to the ambient temperature of the surroundings (i.e.,
room temperature, 28 – 29 C). The pH and CaCl2 conductivity measurement is conducted before and after the mixing process
by using Orion 250 A+ pH meter and Orion 105 A+ conductance meter. Fig 3 simplified schematic of mixing process in the
presented work.
Precipitation test. 10 ml each of mixed CaCl2 and NaHCO3 solution is added together into reaction tube to measure the
CaCO3 precipitation in a certain range of time by using EDTA complexometry method (accuracy 0.05 mg as CaCO3), and also
the amount of ions Ca2+ consumed in solution as a measurement of CaCO3 precipitation. The flow diagram of this research is
shown in Fig 4.
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mixer

Buffle
Sample
ofSolution
Blade

Figure 3: schematic of mixing process

0.01 M NaHCO3

0.01 M CaCl2

Mixing

Mixing

measurement of
pH and Conductivity

Precipitation test
CaCl2 + NaHCO3 o CaCO3
Figure 4: Research Flow Diagram

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The observation result of the effect of mixing to CaCl2 solution is given in table 1. It can be seen the increase of NaHCO3 pH
after the mixing process which shows that there is releasing of CO2 dissolved into gas phase and also the shifting of HCO3ions into CO32- ions in solution. The increase of rotary speed increases the solution pH of NaHCO3. There is no significant
change of pH in the mixing process of CaCl2 solution because of Ca2+ and Cl- ions that is stable in the condition. Solution pH
of NaHCO3 is increase from 8.82 to 9.73 in 1500 rpm (Table 1). Hence, there are shifting of ion fractions of HCO3- from 80%
to 72% and increase of ion fractions of CO32- from 20% to 28% based on balance curve of carbonate solution (Fig 5).
Table :. Effect of Mixing to 0.01 M NaHCO3 and CaCl2 Solution’s pH and Conductivity
at 30 Minutes Mixing Period

Round Velocity
(rpm)
Non mixing
500
1000
1500

pH
NaHCO3
8.82
8.94
9.52
9.73

CaCl2
5.71
5.73
5.72
5.74

Conductivity (mS.cm-1)
NaHCO3
CaCl2
0.776
2.123
0.790
2.131
0.825
2.163
0.857
2.194

Increasing Conductivity (%)
NaHCO3
CaCl2
0
0
1.80
0.38
6.31
1.88
10.44
3.34

Table 2: Ion Radi (r), Hydrate Ion Thicness ('r), and Hydration Gibbs Energy ('GHidration) [4]

Type of ion
Ca2+
CO32HCO3-

r
(A)
1.00
1.78
1.85

'r
(A)
1.71
0.76
0.41

- 'GHidration
(kJ,mol-1)
1505
1315
335
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Type of ion
i
Na+
Cl-

r
(A
A)
1.002
1.881

'r
(A)
1.16
0.43

- 'GHidration
H
(kJ,m
mol-1)
3
365
3
340

a = CO32-; b = HCO3- ; c = H2CO3
Fiigure 5:Carbonate and Bicarboonate ion fractioon in solution vs
v pH Solution.[[5]

The conductivityy of electrolyyte solution is able to show
w the mobility of the existinng hydrates io
ons inside of the
t solution. The
T
i a
esccalating of thhe conductivitty of electrollyte on consttant concentraation, pressurre, and tempeerature showss that there is
deccreasing of hyydrate ion diaameter which comes with an
a decreasingg of hydrate bond
b
strength [6]. With othher words, as the
esccalating of thee conductivity increases, thee strength of thhe hydrate ionn bond will deecreaseand preecipitation of ions
i
is easier.
Ionns, like Ca2+ aand CO32-, werre covered by H2O moleculles forming hyydrated ion (FFig 1). The increasing of thhe conductivityy of
CaCl2 and NaHC
CO3 solution after
a
the mixinng process on Table 1 show
ws that there was
w a decreasinng of the hydrrate ion strenggth.
h
than CaaCl2. It can be
b explained from
f
data of ion’s
i
characteeristic in Table 2.
The increase of NaHCO3 connductivity is higher
h
ions strength can be
b seen from the
The thicker the hydrate ions (r) will leadd to the stronger the hydraate ions. The hydrate
mount of the H
Hydration Gibbbs Energy ('
'GHidration).Tabble 2 shows caa2+ have highhest hydrate thickness
t
and Hidration Giibbs
am
Energy-nya. It shhows that the strength of HCO
H 3- and CO
O32- hydrate ioons was lower than CaCl2’s so it was eassier to be effeccted
by mixing proceess. This argu
ument becomees the explanaation why Thee increase of NaHCO
N
ductivity was much
m
bigger than
t
3 cond
CaCl2’s conduuctivity.
thee increase of C
Fig
g 5 shows the precipitation of CaCO3 takken from highher mixed NaH
HCO3 solution
n than mixed CaCl2. This result
r
strengthhens
thee previous expplanation whicch states that the
t effect of mixing
m
in NaH
HCO3 solutionn is stronger in the weakening of its hyddrate
ion
ns than the miixing of CaCll2 solution. Thhe mixing off un-mixed NaaHCO3 and un
n-mixed CaCl2 solution shhows the smalllest
CaCO3 precipitaation result. It happens beccause there iss no increase of solution conductivity
c
a also pH (Table
and
(
2), so the
forrmation of CO
O32- is low and
d the strength of hydrate ion
ns is relativelyy bigger/moree stable compaared to the miixed solution. Fig
6 shows
s
that thee rate of CaCO
O3 precipitatioon from mixing sample in the first 30 minutes
m
(nucleeation zone) is
i higher than the
un--mixed sample.
The preliminaryy step of CaCO
O3 precipitation is the form
mation of CaC
CO3 nuclei whhich is calledd as homogenoous precipitation.
gger to form CaCO
C
ed as heterogeeneous precipitation. Fathi [7] got the supperThen, the nuclei will grow big
3 crystal which is calle
uration value needed to lett the CaCO3 homogenous
h
p
precipitation
i 40 times hig
is
gher than its critical
c
super--saturation, while
satu
forr the heterogenneous precipittation is only 20 times high
her than its criitical super-saaturation. It shhows that the crystal growthh of
CaCO3 (heteroggeneous preccipitation) is much easierr to conductt than the nuclei
n
formatiion of CaCO
O3 (homogennous
T increasingg pH shows that the amoount of CO32-- ions formed
d is higher, while
w
the deccreasing soluttion
preecipitation). The
con
nductivity shoows the weaakening of hyydrate in CO
O32- and Ca2+ so that it will
w push the rate of CaC
CO3 homogen
nous
preecipitation. Fig 6 shows the precipitationn in the first 30 minutes (nucleation zoone) that is abbout 8.1% forr mixed NaHC
CO3
sam
mple which iss much higheer than the mixed
m
sample of CaCl2 thaat is only 2.77%, while thee un-mixed sample is not yet
preecipitated.
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Figure 6: CaCO3 Precipitation from 0.01 M NaHCO3 and CaCl2 by 30 Minutes Mixing at 1000 RPM.
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Figure 7: Presipitasi CaCO3 Precipitation from 0,01 M NaHCO3 mixing and dan CaCl2 non mixing
Fig 7 shows that in the first 30 minutes zone of precipitation (nucleation zone), the precipitation of CaCO3 flow rate increases
significantly by increasing rotary speed (RPM). For process without mixing (un-mixed sample), it can’t be seen that there is
precipitation until the first 60 minutes, while in the 1500 rpm reaches 12% of precipitation. It shows that the mixing process is
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effective to increase the precipitation of CaCO3 and rotary speed of mixer is the most influencing process variable to the rate of
CaCO3 precipitation.
Table 2 shows that the increase of rotary speed of mixer in the solution of NaHCO3causes the increase of solution pH and
conductivity. It will affect to the increase of CaCO3 precipitation as shown in Figure 7. The higher the rotary speed of mixer
can cause the increase of CO2 gas changed into gas phase and push the increase of NaHCO3 solution’s pH. The increase of
NaHCO3 solution conductivity by increasing of rotary speed of mixer shows that the strength of HCO3- hydrates ions is easy to
be influenced by the mixing process (Table 1). HCO3- ionic bonding by its hydrates which is less strength by increasing the
rotary speed of mixer causes the HCO3- ions is easier to interact by Ca2+ ions to form CaCO3.
Other aspects which happened is the increase the rotary speed can increase the releasing of CO2 dissolved into gas phase from
NaHCO3 solution, so the conversion from HCO3- ions into CO32- ions happened (Equation 2). Furthermore, it will force the
precipitation of CaCO3 (Equation 3).
4. CONCLUSION
This research has already answered the hypothesis that mechanical agitation (mixing) in NaHCO3 and CaCl2 solution can cause
the weakening of hydrates ions showed by the increase of solution conductivity and also the increase of CaCO3 precipitation.
The mixing in NaHCO3 is also proved to increase the HCO3- ions conversion to form CO32- which shows by the increase of
solution pH.
The increase of rotary speed mixer causes the increase of solution conductivity, pH, and also CaCO3 precipitation.
The mixing conducted in this research is before the precipitation of CaCO3. The next step needed to be observed is the mixing
effect when the CaCO3 precipitation happened.
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Study of heating effect on coconut shell with a variety of holding time (10-50 hours) has been conducted at 350°C. After the
heat treatment, samples were characterized using XRD and analyzed by employing “Match” software. A qualitative XRD
analysis showed that the longer holding time has led to the phase formation of KCl, besides the amorphous carbon. The highest
content of KCl phase, and the consequently lowest amorphous carbon, was achieved by the sample heated for 50 hours at
350°C. According the EDX analysis, the corresponding sample was dominated by the first five elements of C, O, K, Cl and
Mg, signifying the presence of crystalline KCl, minor MgO and amorphous carbon.

Coconut shell, Heat treatment, KCl phase.

Data of Asian Pacific Coconut Community (AAPC) provide information that Indonesia is a widest country with a growing area
of coconut (Cocos nucifera): 3.86 million hectare with a production of 15.20 million items, equivalent to 3.03 million tonnes of
copra per year . From copra production figures, there is a product in the form of coconut shell charcoal that can be used as fuel
[1]. However, until now the coconut shell only used as fuel in a traditional manner, so it is necessary to produce coconut shell
that has a higher value. The chemical composition of coconut shell includes lignin 29.4%, pentosans 27.7%, cellulose 26.6%,
moisture 8%, 4.2% solvent extractives, uronic anhydrides 3.5% and ash 0.6% [2]. The coconut shell mainly contains water
with Fe (0.01 mg/100mg), Mg (30mg/100g), P (37mg/100g), K (312mg/100g), Na (105mg/100g), Cu (0.04 mg/100mg), Cl
(183mg/100g), and S (24mg/100g) [3].
The chemical compound of potassium chloride (KCl) is a metal halide salt composed of potassium and chlorine. In a pure
state, KCl is odorless and has a white or colorless crystalline form of vitreous, the shaped of crystal structure is face centered
cubic. Potassium chloride is widely used in scientific applications, one of them for making multilayer organic light-emitting
diode (OLED) [4]. Previous studies provide information that the heat treatment process on a coconut shell resulted in KCl, but
this compound was disappeared by heating at temperatures above 770°C [5-7]. To further study the presence of KCl, a
research was conducted with young coconut shell heated at 350°C with variation of holding time from 10 to 50 hours.
Characterization using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) were performed to study the
phase formation during the heat treatment of coconut shell.

The waste of coconut shell was dried naturally under of the sunshine and then thoroughly ground to be the 200 mesh powder
using a mortar and pestle. After testing with DSC-TGA, the sample was placed on a crucible and heated at 350°C with a
holding time for 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 hours in an oxygen atmosphere. Samples were then characterized using XRD and
analyzed by a Match software to search and match the phase content. To study the elemental composition, a characterization
by EDX was carried out.

3. DISCUSSION
Coconut shell must be tested with DSC-TGA to know the mass changes toward temperature. The test results are shown in
Figure 1. It shows that at temperatures above 350°C, the mass changes then persists up to temperature of 1200°C. At the
temperature range of 100-120°C the water is evaporated, and at the temperature of 270°C the cellulose decomposition occurs.
Acetic acid is formed at a temperature of 200-270°C. At the temperature of 270-310°C exothermic reaction takes has occurred.
This phase , cellulose decomposition occurs intensively of into solution piroligant, wood gas and tar. Acid is an organic acid
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with a low boiling point such as acetic acid and methanol were wood gas consists of CO and CO2. The temperature of 310500°C occurs lignin decomposition, generated more tar while pirolignat solution decreases, CO2 gas decreases while CO and
CH4 and H2 increased. At the temperature of 500-1000°C is the phase of purification charcoal or carbon content [8]. DSC-TGA
results can be determined that the heating to the heat treatment process was 350°C and this study used a variety of holding
time: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 hours. After the coconut shell through the process of heat treatment with specified of temperature
and holding time, carried out X-ray diffraction testing.

Figure 1: Result of DSC-TGA testing on young coconut shell.

From the results of the qualitative analysis of the diffraction data heating to 350°C and holding time during 10 hours obtained
diffraction pattern is dominated by the phase "amorphous". Two diffraction peaks at 28°2Ʌ and 41°2Ʌ are KCl phase. Coconut
shell with holding time during 20 hours, "amorphous" phase decreased but the KCl be more crystalline. Phase forming at
holding time for 30, 40 and 50 hours identified the "amorphous" phase decreasing and increasing of potassium chloride (KCl)
phase, as seen in Figure 2 with mark “x” as the crystalline phase of KCl. The longer of holding time, the sample showed KCl
crystalline phases is higher and phase "amorphous" is more decrease. Holding time during 50 hours indicates the highest KCl
crystalline phases and the formation of another phase with * mark as MgO phase, then EDX testing required on samples upon
heating with holding time in 50 hours.
Based on known results of EDX testing is the dominant element of carbon and oxides, with the percentage of atoms at the C
and O elements in a row is 50.53% and 40.95%. There are impurities elements such as Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl and K, which
has the atomic percentage of 0.18%, 1.21%, 0.12%, 0.43%, 0 , 73%, 0.25%, 0.88 and 4.72%.The amorphous phase present in
the sample identified an element of C, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, and S. The most dominating element is the amorphous carbon
phase. Increasing KCl phase was influenced by oxygen as atmospheric gas when using furnaces. The presence of elements of
C in the sample can bind to the atmospheric then transformed become CO2 bonding and other hydrocarbons bond released in
the air. When the holding time is enhanced so the pyrolysis reaction is more perfect that of carbon decreases but liquids and
gases (impurities) increase. Heat treatment time is optimal for purifying carbon coconut shell is 3 hours and the optimal
temperature for heat treatment of coconut shell is 600°C [9]. So that the crystalline phase of KCl obtained when the holding
time more than 3 hours. The highest of KCl crystalline phases obtained holding time during 50 hours.
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Figure 2: X-Ray Diffraction pattern on coconut shell at 350°C with holding time:
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 hours.

Elements
C
O
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
K

Table 1: Result of EDX testing
Mass ratio (%)
Atomic ratio (%)
38.97
50.53
42.06
40.95
0.26
0.18
1.89
1.21
0.21
0.12
0.77
0.43
1.45
0.73
0.52
0.25
2.00
0.88
11.86
4.72

For future research, heat treatment is needed at the optimal temperature (no more than 770°C) and holding time for obtain KCl
in a higher percentage. There must be a method needed to separate the pure KCl from coconut shell, because there are some
application of KCl for scientific applications, medicine, and food processing. Fortunately, this can be obtained from
inexpensive materials such as coconut shells.

Mass changes toward temperature in a young coconut shell can be determined by using DSC-TGA testing. Obtained at 350°C
there is a change in the mass of the material. When a young coconut shell was heated at 350°C with a holding time for 10
hours, 20 hours, 30 hours, 40 hours and 50 hours obtained qualitative analysis results diffraction data is dominated by the
phase "amorphous" and crystalline phases of KCl. Higher holding time, crystal growth occurs so that KCl phases increased.
So holding time for 50 hours, there is the highest KCl crystalline phase. With EDX testing, unknown elements contained in the
sample with 50 hour holding time are C, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, and K. Elements of the most dominating and indicates the
formation of an amorphous phase is the element of C. There is crystalline phase of KCl and C elements that identify the phases
is amorf .
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ABSTRACT
Experiments were performed in a piping system to examine the effects of flow rate and Cu2+, a common metal ion in
wastewater, on kinetics of gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) scale formation. The scaling was monitored by measuring the decrease in
Ca2+ concentrations, [Ca2+], of the scaling solution. AAS analysis shows that [Ca2+] reduces progressively after a certain
induction time, during which time the concentration remains steady. Thus, the gypsum scale in pipes does not form
spontaneously. Higher impurity concentrations (0.00 to 10.00 ppm Cu2+) result in longer induction time (26 to 42 min), which
indicate that Cu2+ prohibit the scale formation. Moreover, the higher the impurity concentrations the less the scale mass
produced. Reduction in scale mass was as high as 61% depending on impurity concentrations and flow rates. Data of [Ca2+]
versus time were used to calculate the reaction rate of the scale formation. It was found that the reaction follows a first order
with rate constants between 5.83 and 7.63 per hour.
Keywords
Gypsum, impurities, kinetics, scale prevention, wastewater
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INTRODUCTION
The increase of CO2 emission is believed to cause climate change. One of the efforts to reduce the CO2 emission is to
decompose it into CO and O2, where CO can further be used as feedstock in the production of various useful chemicals. CO,
along with H2 gas known as synthesis gas (syngas) is a main component of industry gas, which has a significant role in
producing various chemicals, such as urea, methanol, inorganic and organic carbonate, polyurethane and polycarbonate. DBD
Non-thermal plasma has tremendous capability to decompose CO2 gas at low pressures and low temperatures. The aim of this
research is to observe the decomposition of CO2 into CO and O2 using three-pass flow configuration of DBD Non-thermal
Plasma (NTP) reactor.

METHOD
This experiment used three-pass flow DBD NTP reactors, that has the advantage could simultaneously cool the High Voltage
Electrode (HVE) and preheat the gas feed flow before entering the plasma zone. The existence of this cooling process made
this reactor did not require a separate cooling device in its operation.
The research parameters were feed flow rates and plasma reactor electric voltage. The experiment was carried out at reaction
time of 2.1, 4.2, 6.3 and 8.4 minutes in R1, R2 and R3. The feed flow rates was 500, 1000 and 1500 cm3 / min and the electric
voltage was 5.44 to 9.5 kV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 indicated that the CO2 conversion reached the peak at 2.1 minute and then decreased again after that. The decrease
might be taken place due to the reverse reaction, that caused by the very high temperature inside the plasma reactor.
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Figure 1: CO2 conversion in R1 for various electric voltages and reaction times.

The highest conversion was reached for residence time of 5.01 minutes in the lowest feed flow rates.
The Specific Energy (SE) was about 270 kJ/mole, which is lower than previous experiments as well as its energy bonding.

CONCLUSION
The decomposition of CO2 in three-pass flow DBD NTP reactor were reached the peak of conversion at the reaction time 2.1
minute, and then declined again after that. This was caused by the reverse reaction due to the high temperature of plasma
reaction. The CO2 conversion increased with the increasing of electric voltage and residence time as well as decreasing the
feed flow rate. Thee SE was 270 kJ/mole, being lower than previous experiment and its energy bonding as well.
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ABSTRACT
Since the energy crisis in 1973, the problem of energy into the world topic. Developed countries began to contest the new
breakthrough in generating alternative energy which is much cheaper than oil and gas. Beside, sooner or later will run out of
fossil fuels. One example of alternative energy is that hydrogen gas content of substance very much in nature. Hydrogen gas
obtained by the process of electrolysis of water.
The water in the electrolysis into oxygen and hydrogen. Hydrogen gas that had levels above 4% and below 75% will explode
more terrible than 3 kg LPG cylinder blast in the absence of fire when mixed with oxygen. Hydrogen gas as an alternative
energy used to fuel the 135 cc motorcycle engine. Intended use Hydrogen gas is to conserve fuel. From the results of research
on the use of hydrogen gas to be mixed with fuel obtained 135 cc motorcycle engine that the engine can blow sparks with the
same power as before hydrogen gas mixed with the use of less fuel. Noted that the use of a mixture of hydrogen gas and
gasoline fuel in the combustion chamber of gasoline can save fuel up to 50-60%.
Keywords
Electrolysis, hydrogen gas, mixed hydrogen with fuel

1. INTRODUCTION
In the era of globalization, technology was evolves so rapidly, especially in the mining sector (gas and oil) and chemicals, the
most important thing is the thermal efficiency of the engine and fuel used. Currently, the depletion of fuel the world has started
to trigger upheaval in society. The government's decision to raise the price of fuel (BBM) certainly adds to the burden of the
community in an already difficult economic condition. While there were no bright spots developing alternative energy fuel.
The best solution in dealing with the problem is trying to find a good step toward an energy crisis that is expected to appear
later when we are still dependent on fossil fuel use or fuel oil (BBM). Some researchers have been researching and developing
materials dung and human waste which is processed an aerobically to produce methane gas called biogas. But alternative
energy is widely used as a household fuel, and have not been developed in the automobile industry. Alternative energy is quite
widely used in motor vehicles today is hydrogen gas.
Hydrogen can serve as energy for all uses as appropriate petroleum and natural gas, other than that it was only found in nature
in the form of compounds. Hydrogen is available in water and organic compounds in the form of hydrocarbons, such as natural
gas, coal, and biomass. Therefore, hydrogen must be produced through the use of energy before the hydrogen itself is available
as an energy source. Decomposition of the chemical bonds in water will produce hydrogen that can be used as fuel. Hydrogen
can be produced by several processes, including the process of electrolysis, photo electro chemical cells, photochemical, steam
reforming, and the photo biology.
In the testing to be performed, use of hydrogen gas as a fuel blended with gasoline as a fuel can save, the 135 cc motorcycle
engine up to 40%. How to produce hydrogen is by the process of electrolysis to separate water 02 and H2. Hydrogen is obtained
mixed with the fuel used so getting a new octane rating higher.
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2. BASIC THEORY
2.1 Sections and Subsections
The fuel is a material that can be used to generate energy and produce mechanical work in a way that can be controlled. [5] In
other words, the fuel is a substance that produces heat energy is mainly used. Most of the fuel produces energy when burned in
air. The process used to convert fuel into energy include chemical reactions, such as combustion, and nuclear reaction (nuclear
fission or nuclear fusion). Fuel is also used in the cells of organisms in a process known as metabolism. Hydrocarbon fuel
source is most commonly used today, but many other substances can be used as well.
Comparison of gasoline and air mixture must be determined in such a way in order to obtain efficient and complete
combustion. On the right ratio mix of gasoline and air are ideal (stoichiometric ratio) for the combustion process in the engine
is 1: 14.7. [4] However, in practice, the optimum mixture ratio can not be applied continuously at every operational situation,
for example: round when idle (slow) and a full load of vehicles consume fuel air mixture that fat, whereas in other
circumstances the use of air petrol mixture can approach the ideal. It says mixed thin / poor, when in a mixture of gasoline and
air there are more than 14.7 percentage of the air, whereas if it is less than that number is called a rich mixture / fat.
maximum power
lambda = 0,86

Fuel
consumption

mecanical power

most economical
consumption

Figure1: Effect of water - fuel ratio on consumption and engine power

Each fuel combustion characteristics and values are different. Characteristics that determine the properties of the combustion
process, which is less favorable properties can be perfected by way of adding chemicals to the fuel, with the hope of
influencing the anti-knocking letup of power or fuel, and in this case pointed to what is called the octane number. The process
of burning fuel in a gasoline motor or internal combustion engine greatly influenced by a number, whereas in Diesel motors
greatly influenced by the cetane number.
The purpose of combustion of fuel to obtain energy is called the thermal energy (heat energy). Burning fuel results in the form
of thermal energy can be in the form of energy into another, such as: energy for lighting, mechanical energy, and so on. Thus
each of the burning fuel would be in getting some other form of energy that can be adjusted as needed. The remains of the
burning of the fuel need to be noticed. Therefore the rest of the imperfect combustion products will be negatively affect the
environment. This residue will contain toxic gases, which are mainly in the motor caused by the combustion of gasoline. While
the results of that caused by the burning of diesel motors can lead to gas, dark smoke that will pollute the environment. But in
fact, the pollution caused by the combustion in Diesel motors are not harmful to the environment, when compared with the
residual gas combustion in motor gasoline.
2.2 Liquid Fuels
2.2.1 Gasoline (petrol) - a standard 87 RON
Petrol is a liquid mixture derived from petroleum and is mostly composed of hydrocarbons and used as a fuel in internal
combustion engines. The term gasoline is widely used in the oil industry, even in the company is not America. Sometimes the
term gasoline motor is used to distinguish it from avgas, gasoline used by light aircraft. Fuel Type Gasoline is a common name
for several types of fuel intended for combustion engines with ignition. In Indonesia there are several types of fuel type petrol
which has a different quality of combustion. Quality value type of gasoline is calculated based on the value of RON (Octane
Random Number). By RON gasoline is then divided into 3 types:
1) Premium (RON 88): Premium is a kind of distillate fuel oil yellowish clear. The yellow color is due to the additional dye
(dye). The use of premium is generally to fuel gasoline-powered vehicles, such as cars, motorcycles, outboard motors and
others. Fuel is often also called motor gasoline or petrol.
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2) Pertamax (RON 92): intended for vehicles that require the use of high-octane fuel and unleaded (unleaded). Pertamax also
recommended for vehicles produced over the year 1990 primarily been using similar technology with electronic fuel
injection and catalytic converters.
3) Pertamax Plus (RON 95): This type of fuel is in compliance with the performance standards of the International World
Wide Fuel Charter (WWFC). Intended for advanced technology vehicles that require the use of high-octane fuel and
environmentally friendly. Pertamax Plus is highly recommended for vehicles with a compression ratio> 10.5 and also the
use of technology Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI), Intelligent Variable Valve Timing (VVTi), (VTI), Turbochargers and
catalytic converters.
2.2.2
Solar (high speed diesel)
Diesel, in Indonesia, better known as solar, is an end product which is used as a fuel in a diesel engine invented by Rudolf
Diesel. Diesel is similar to heating oil, which is used in central heating. Diesel is used in diesel engines (cars, boats,
motorcycles, etc.), a type of internal combustion engine. Rudolf Diesel originally designed the diesel engine to use coal as a
fuel, but it is more effective oil. Diesel car trips completed on January 6th, 1930. The trip starts from Indianapolis to New York
City - distance (1300 km). This proves the usefulness of the internal combustion engine.

2.3 ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER
The Separating hydrogen and oxygen using electricity. Water molecules can be broken down into the elements of the source by
flowing electric current. This process is called electrolysis of water. At the cathode, two water molecules react with the capture
of two electrons, reduced to H2 gas and hydroxide ions (OH-). Meanwhile at the anode, two other water molecules break down
into oxygen gas (O2), release 4 H + ions and electrons flow to the cathode. Ions H + and OH-experienced neutralization
forming back some water molecules. Equal overall reaction of electrolysis of water can be written as follows.

Hydrogen and oxygen
gas produced from this reaction to form bubbles on the electrodes and can
be collected. This principle is then used to produce hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which can be used as fuel for
hydrogen vehicles.

2.4. FUEL CONSUMPTION
Fuel comsumption (FC) is a parameter which is used in the system to describe the combustion engine fuel consumption. Fuel
comsumption is defined as the amount of the resulting fuel consumption per unit time (cc / min). A low value indicates FC,
economical fuel consumption. Therefore, a low FC values is very desirable to achieve fuel efficiency. Fuel comsumption (FC)
can be calculated using the following formula:
(1)
where:
FC
: Fuel Consumption
[cc / min]
V
: Volume of the combustion chamber
[cc]
t
: time
[minutes]

The things that affect the amount of fuel consumption as follows:
improper vehicle use, fuel system defective (leaking gasoline, gasoline dikarburator surface is too high, the air filter is dirty
and low speed setting is not good), faulty ignition system (ignition time is not right, popping plugs incorrectly, damaged circuit
breaker contact point) , low engine compression pressure.

3. MAKING AND TRIAL
3.1 Tools and Materials
In manufacturing, the use of water electrolysis process using DC electric current to split water (H2O) into HHO gas is then
used for combustion gases in the combustion chamber. The tools and materials that will be used to conduct research ways to
produce hydrogen consist of two main parts:
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2: (a) Electrolysis I, (b) Electrolysis II

3.1.1
Generator Hidrogen
The components of the hydrogen generator are:
1. Mica Plate (acrylic)
Quantity: 2 pieces
Size: 155 x 125 mm
Thickness: 10 mm

2. Plat Stainless steel
Total: 7 plate
Dimensions: 150 x 75 mm
Thickness: 1 mm, type: 316 L

3. Seals (gaskets)
Quantity: 8 pieces
Size: 150 x 75 mm
Thickness: 5 mm

4. Elbow
Amount: 2 pieces
Size Do: 6 mm

5. Nuts and Bolts
Quantity: 6 pieces
Size: M12
Length: 95 mm



(a)

(b)
Figure 3: (a) 6 cell hydrogen generator scheme is made, (b) scheme bubbler made

3.1.2

Bubbler

The components of the bubbler is (see figure 3 (b)):
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1. Bubbler
2. Acrylic
Quantity: 1 piece
Quantity: 2 pieces
Size: 175 mm diameter x 58 mm Size: 85 x 80 mm
Type: PVC
Thickness: 10 mm
3. Seals (gaskets)
Quantity: 2 pieces
Size: 65 x 65 mm
Thickness: 5 mm

4. Nuts and Bolts
Quantity: 4 pieces
Size: M10
Length: 220 mm

5. Elbow
Total: 3 pieces
Do Size: 6 mm
3.1.3

The Other

1. Hose are , diameter size: 6 mm, length: 2 m
2. Distilled water
3. KOH
The Explanation tool: This tool uses the media distilled water that has been mixed with KOH and then put in a bubbler to
almost fill half the bubbler. Water that has been incorporated in part will lead to a hydrogen generator through one hose.
Stainless steel that serves as conductor of the current deal.

3. 2 Preparation tool
As for how to make hydrogen generator tool are:
1. Give 3 holes on all stainless steel plates each with 2 holes are aligned on top and 1 bottom hole.
2. Give a very large hole in the middle on all the seals (gaskets) size 150 x 75 mm.
3. Provide 6 holes grooves on both the acrylic plate with 3 holes on the left side and 3 holes on the right side parallel to the
size M12 bolt size. Then give the plot holes in the middle of two pieces the size elbow size 3/8 inch on one plate of mica.
4. Align 7 pieces stainless steel plate in between the 8 seals (gaskets) size 150 x 75 mm and then sandwiched between two
pieces of mica plate size 155 x 125 mm.
5. Then between 2 mica mounted M12 bolts and nuts firmly to prevent leakage.
6. For 2 holes in the mica plate, put 2 pieces of elbow 3/8 inch.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: (a) Hydrogen Generator, (b) Bubbler

7. Give one big hole on both seals (gaskets) size 65 x 65 mm.
8. Give the plot holes 4 pieces at 2 mica plate size 85 x 80 mm the size of the nuts and bolts of M10 and 1 piece of plot holes
in the middle of the plate-sized elbow 3/8 inch.
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9. Give two pieces of hole groove on one mica plate size 85 x 80 mm the size of elbow 3/8 inch and 1 plot holes in other
mica plate size 85 x 80 mm size Keni 3/8 inch.
10. Replace the seals at the top and bottom of the bubbler and the wedge using 2 pieces of mica plate size 85 x 80 mm and
bolted using M10 bolts and nuts firmly to prevent leakage.
11. Then attach the two pieces of mica plate perforated elbow in 2 and 1 piece elbow in perforated acrylic plate 1.

4. TRIAL AND ANALYSIS
After testing the device fabrication, testing consists of two phases, namely:
1. Testing to test out whether or not the HHO gas.
2. Tests on the vehicle to test the fuel savings.
4.1.Testing to test out whether or not the HHO gas.
In this test experiment performed as in Figure 5 (a), and the resulting table 1 as follows:
Table 1: The test results came out much HHO gas
Current
(Amperes)
5
7
8

Testing I
(Litres / Minutes)
0,13
0,2
0,25

Testing II
(Liters / Minutes)
0,14
0,21
0,26

Testing III
(Litres / Minutes)
0,13
0,22
0,24

Average
(Litres / Minutes)
0,133
0,21
0,25

4.2. Tests on the vehicle to test the fuel savings.
The series of tests can be seen in Figure 5 (b), while the trial is divided into two parts, namely:
1.

The test on the motor before replacing a hydrogen generator, while the attached test results in Table 2 below:
Table 2: The test results mileage on the motor vehicle without a gas mixture of hydrogen
Examination
I
II
III

2.

Fuel Consumption (ml)
170
170
170
Average

Mileage (km)
6,25
6,1
6,65
6,33

The Average Speed (km / h)
30-40
30-40
30-40
30-40

Testing the motor after a hydrogen generator installed, while tests are carried out on the motorcycle brand "type Yamaha
Jupiter MX 135 cc", after a hydrogen generator fitted with a speed of
30-40 km / h, would result in Table 3 as
follows:

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) hydrogen testing testing scheme, (b) testing scheme expenditure has hydrogen gas flowmeter and ampere meters
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Tabel 3. The test results mileage on the motor vehicle with a gas mixture of hydrogen
Examination
I

Fuel Consumption (ml)
170

II
III

3.

Mileage (km)
10,25

170
170
Average

The Average Speed (km / h)
30-40

9,7
10,3
10,08

30-40
30-40
30-40

Advanced testing mileage on the motor away
Do the test again in the motor at a sufficient distance away with using 3 liters of gasoline with and without HHO
gas mixture with each test performed 3 times, we got the result as shown in Table 4 as follows:
Table 4 The comparison of mileage with and without the use of HHO gas mixture with 3 liters of gasoline consumption
Examination
I

Fuel consumption
(litres)
3

Mileage without using gas
mixtures HOH (km)
105,65

Mileage by using a gas mixture
of BB + HOH (km)
165,85

The average
speed (km / h)
40-60

II
III

3
3

107,20
108,25
107,033

163,25
166,70
165,266

40-60
40-60
40-60

Average

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) When testing to determine the amount of HHO gas that comes out, (b) Installation of hydrogen in the motor generator tool

5. CONCLUSION
1.

From the manufacture of tools derived hydrogen generator turns out that water can produce hydrogen gas by electrolysis
using electricity DC current which connect the electrodes in the form of stainless steel in a hydrogen generator. Equal
overall reaction of electrolysis of water can be written as follows.
2H2O(l)

2H2(g) + O2(g)

Hydrogen and oxygen gas produced from this reaction to form bubbles on the electrodes and can be collected.
2.

After testing the motor fuel without using a gas mixture of hydrogen and hydrogen gas mixture can be seen the difference.
Without a gas mixture of hydrogen in the fuel can only be a distance of 37.2 km with one liter of gasoline. With a mixture
of hydrogen in the fuel gas with only 1 liter of gasoline to a distance of 59.29 km. Efficiency means that not wasteful in
fuel consumption has been fulfilled.
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ABSTRACT
Anatase TiO2 enrichment from Bangka ilmenite (FeTiO3) has been conducted. First, ilmenite was mechanically activated using
a planetary ballmill to obtain sub-micron sized particle followd by magnetic separation. Chemical treatment, dissolution of iron
using hydrochloric solution, was performed to obtain titania rich residue. EDX data shows that the iron content was reduced in
the titania residue. Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) solution was added to the washed precipitate, before adding H2O2 solution
(10%) that acted as a coordination agent to leach titanium from the the residue in the form of ammonium peroxo titanate
solution. The peroxo titanate powder was obtained by evaporating the ammonium peroxo titanate solution. XRD data show
that TiO2 anatase was formed after peroxo titanate powder was calcined at the temperature of 600oC. EDX data also shows that
the obtained anatase TiO2 still has impurities, such as silicon (0.98%) and iron (2.75%). Its photocatalytic activity was studied
on photodegradation of Congo Red and compared with the photocatalytic activity of commercial TiO2, Degussa P-25. The
photoreactivity test on degradation of Congo Red solution with the as-prepared Anatase gave 20% degradation which is still
inferior compared to the results given by Degussa P25 (92%). This indicates that the impurities in as-prepared Anatase may
cover the titania surface hindering the contact between Congo Red as well as UV-light and the active titania species.
Key words
Ilmenite, HCl leaching, ammonium peroxo titanate, anatase TiO2, photoreactivity

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of titanium products has been increasing from year to year. Rutile TiO2 is one of titanium structure which is oftenly
used as a white pigment in paint, food industry and cosmetics industries[1]. Rutile TiO2 as pigment has non-corrosive
properties, inert and resistant to UV rays. Besides rutile, TiO2 has another structure, anatase, usually is applied as photocatalyst
in various oxidation process and degradation of pollutant organic in water and air.
Until now, Indonesia imports various products of titanium although Indonesia has tons of ilmenite (FeTiO3 mineral) with
reserves about 40 million tons deposits which are naturally the main source of titanium. Ilmenite was formed as a primary
mineral in maficigneous rocks, concentrated in a layer and found as waste from mining tin or zirconium sand. In Indonesia,
Ilmenite is usually found as side product in tin mining [2]. Many works have been carried out to remove the iron from ilmenite
in order to upgrade titanium in the compound which usually results in an increased quantity of rutile TiO2.
Recent developments show that a lot of research concerned in improving the extraction of TiO2 from ilmenite as well lower
energy consumption [3]. Nowadays about 60% of theworld's TiO2 pigments are manufactured by the chlorination route, in
which natural, synthetic rutile and titanium-rich slag are used as feedstocks. In industry, chlorination process includes elevated
temperature and use of chlorine gas, which require high energy and relatively dangerous condition. Hydrochloric acid
treatment (also named as hydrochloric leaching) in the present of hydrogen peroxide was an alternative route that recently
reported [4].
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Two preliminary treatments on ilmenite, such as oxidation and mechanical activation were mostly conducted in order to
increase the amount of iron to be removed from the ilmenite structure [5]. Mechanical activation was reported to assist the
elimination of iron from ilmenite becomes more effective [5]. Its effectiveness was influenced by the physical and chemical
properties, compositions and textures of ilmenite itself.
In this work, an attempt to obtain anatase type of TiO2 from Bangka ilmenite was reported, which is different to the target
usually aimed in ilmenite extraction, rutile type of TiO2. Extensive characterization on Anatase TiO2 properties as well as
photocatalytic test in degradation of Congo Red in water enivromment were reported. The results in Anatase TiO2 enrichment
process as well as photocatalytic test are discussed.

2. MATERIALS
Ilmenite (FeTiO3, with Fe:Ti ratio of 12.10/22.5) was supplied from Bangka island as a side product at PT Timah Indonesia.
HCl, H2O2 30%, NH4OH, and Congo Red dye were p.a. grade from Merck. TiO2 Degussa P-25 was supplied from Department
of Chemical Engineering, Universitas Indonesia.

3. EXPERIMENT
Certain amount of raw Ilmenite was placed into planetary ball mill at 400 rpm for 3h followed by treatment with magnetic
separator prior to iron separation. The sub-micron sized ilmenite powder then was reacted with HCl 20% solution and heated at
105 oC in the three-neck flask equipped with a condenser under stirring condition for 2 days. Variations were conducted by
oxidizing Ilmenite and adding NaCl. Then NH4OH 12.5% was added until the solution reached pH 9, followed by adition of
H2O2 10% under continous stirring. The pH must be maintained at pH 9. This mixture was stirred for 40 min at 40oC and the
the filtrate was separated from the residue and heated at 100oC to precipitate titanate peroxo. The precipitate then was dried at
80oC for 1 h followed by calcination at 400 dan 600oC to give anatase TiO2. Finally photocatalytic test was carried out in
degradation of Congo Red dye using the as-prepared Anatase, and commercially available TiO2 Degussa P-25, as
photocatalysts.

4. ANALYSIS
XRD analysis characterized the structure of the residue and precipitation by referring to JCPDS (Joint Committee of Powder
Difraction Standards) files for related mineral, while analysis of the elemental compositions was performed both on solids
(using EDX) and the filtrate (using AAS). The image of precipitation was observed by SEM. Bandgap energy of the titania
was measured using UV-vis DRS. Concentration of Congo Red during photocatalytic study was determined using UV-vis
spectrophotometer.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Mechanical Activation
Bangka Ilmenite has a composition as shown in Table 1. It appears that it has a high content of titanium with impurities such as
alumunium, calcium and silicon. It can be seen that after ilmenite was treated using magnetic separator (MS), the non-magnetic
content (such as C, Al, Ca, Si and S) were decreased even not detected using EDX.
Table 1: Ilmenite composition determined with EDX

% wt

C

O

Al

Ca

Si

S

Ti

Fe

Raw Ilmenite

3.35

52.40

3.66

1.07

1.35

0.42

25.22

12.10

After treated with
Magnetic-Separator

2.06

58.02

2.70

-

0.92

-

26.87

12.18

The XRD patterns of Bangka Ilmenite are shown in Fig. 1. Mechanical activation was carried out in order to breakdown the
Ilmenite into finer particulate (up to submicron after planetary ball mill treatment) and physically separate nonmagnetic
impurities from Ilmenite using magnetic separator. It is reported that the ball mill treatment increased the effectiveness of the
ilmenite leaching reaction due to the increase in surface area and reactivity on surface after treatment that may be caused by a
change in the crystal structure [6]. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the intensity of some peaks increased and some new peaks
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appeared which indicating that the crystallinity of ilmenite structure was enhanced after mechanically activated through
ballmill treatment.

Figure 1: XRD pattern of Ilmenite: raw, mechanically activated, oxidized (top to bottom), referring to JCPDS file No. 29-0733
for Ilmenite, syn, Iron Titanium Oxide FeTiO3
Oxidation
Oxidation of ilmenite is expected to change the Ilmenite surface because modification of surface due to diffusional processes
occurs at high temperatures. In this case, the iron species is moving faster than titanium and tend to migrates toward area with
oxygen high content. Thus, Fe cations in Ilmenite will migrate to the surface in hematite structure forming eggshell, so Fe will
be leaching easily [7]. However, in this work, as shown by the XRD pattern in Fig. 1, no phase of hematite (Fe2O3) was
identified, referring to JCPDS file No. 33-0664. This may due to only small amount of hematite was formed.
HCl Leaching
Leaching process was carried out in order to dissolve iron from ilmenite (FeTiO3) and leave Rutile type of TiO2 as solid part.
In this process, hydrochloric acid was used because it has capability to dissolve impurities, e.g. iron as ferric chloride, and the
acid solution can undergo regeneration. Plausible mechanism reactions that occur are listed below.
FeTiO3 + 4HCl Æ FeCl2 + TiOCl2 + 2H2O
Fe2O3 + 6HCl Æ 2FeCl3 + 3H2O
TiOCl2 + (x+1)H2O Æ TiO2·xH2O + 2HCl

(1)
(2)
(3)

In this work, 6 variation of HCl leaching processed were conducted. The details of the experiments and results are listed in
Table 2. The iron content in the filtrate was analyzed and the results were summarized in Fig. 2.
Table 2: Variation of HCl Leaching Process on Ilmenite

Process No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Experiment
HCl leaching (8 h)
Oxidation & HCl leaching (8 h)
HCl leaching (48 h)
Oxidation & HCl leaching (48 h)
HCl leaching (48 h)+ NaCl
oxidation & HCl leaching (48 h)+ NaCl

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that oxidation process prior HCl leaching (Process 2 and 4) caused small increase in iron content in the
filtrate, compared to their direct HCl leaching counterpart (Process 1 and 3, respectively). This results is in agreement with
work reported by Janssen and Putnis [8]. Furthermore, the addition of NaCl to fresh HCl solution was not the best way to
provide Cl- ions to attract iron that intact to ilmenite structure. Successful extraction of iron is a key factor in obtaining TiO2
enriched ilmenite, because the more soluble Fe indicates that the more TiO2.xH2O or TiO2 rutile (synthetic rutile) formed. The
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ratio of Important elements (Ti, Fe and O) contained by the residue from leaching process are displayed in Fig. 3. Residue 4 is
a result from the 48-h HCl leaching of oxidized ilmenite provided the highest Ti/Fe ratio. This is supported by the AAS data
from Filtrate 4, in which it has the highest leached-Fe content. Therefore, Residue 4 was selected for further extraction to get
the perokso titanate compound.

Figure 2: Fe content in the filtrate from HCl leaching process (determined from AAS analysis)

Fig. 3: Elemental composition in the Residue obtained after various HCl leaching process.

Peroxo Titanate Solid
EDX data shows the composition of peroxo titanate solid such as Table 3. It can be seen that the solid is Ti-rich with Fe and Si
remain as impurities. In this solid, the titanium is still amorphous so that calcinations is necessary to obtain crystalline TiO2.
Table : Elemental composition of ammonium peroxo titanate powder (EDX measurement)

Element

Ti

O

Cl

Fe

Si

% wt

53.55

41.14

1.58

2.75

0.98
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Fig. 4 shows the XRD patterns of TiO2 after calcined at 400oC and 600oC. After calcination at 400oC, the typical peaks of TiO2
anatase appeared weakly, indicating that at this temperature TiO2 anatase crystal was not yet formed.Whereas the calcination at
600oC the peaks of TiO2 anatase crystal have appeared clearly. Based on the SEM (Fig. 5) The Crystal was growing unevenly
and hasn’t a uniform size of particle. Generally, The size crystal is about 9-12 m and has a rhombus shape or square

Figure 4: XRD patterns of TiO2 prepared from calcinations of ammonium peroxo titanate salt, referring to JCPDS file for TiO2 anatase, No.
04-0477.

Figutr 5: SEM TiO2 Anatase (Calcination at 600oC)

From UV-DRS data (KM factor vs Energy (eV)) the value of band gap energy was determined, and it is found that the asprepared TiO2 has bandgap energy (3,08 eV) lower than that of degussa P25 (3,34 eV). This could be due to the impurities
intact to the structure as explained earlier.
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Figure 6: Plot of Kubelka Munk factor vs energy (eV) from TiO2 dan Degussa P25

Photocatalyst Test
Photocatalyst Test of TiO2 anatase (calcination at 600oC) was carried out in photodegradation of congo red dye, and Deggusa
P25 was also employed for comparison. Fig. 8 shows that photocatalytic activity of Degussa P25 is still superior compared to
that of the as-prepared anatase TiO2. After 3h, the as-prepared TiO2 was only able to degrade 20% from the entire dye solution,
whereas more than 80% of Congo Red concentration was degraded using P25 photocatalyst. This poor performance, again,
may due to the presence of impurities such as silicon and iron extracted from ilmenite and covering the surface of TiO2. Thus,
it is difficult for UV-light penetrate to TiO2 surface and excite the electrons in Ti-d orbital.

Figure 7: Degradation of CongoRed Solution under various catalytic condition

6. CONCLUSION
Anatase TiO2 has been extracted from ilmenite Bangka after subjected to mechanical activation, HCl leaching and formation of
intermediate ammonium titanate perokso compound; although it still has impurities such as silicon and iron. Anatase TiO2
from ilmenite Bangka has an inferior photocatalytic activity in photodegradation of CongoRed dyes compared with Degussa
P25. Further investigation should be conducted in order to obtain higher quality of Anatase TiO2. Nevertheless, this result
shows that Bangka Ilmenite is promising to be used as natural resource to obtain anatase TiO2 photocatalyst.
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ABSTRACT
Iron sand contains magnetite, hematite, ilmenite, alumina, silica, and other minerals. The presence of titania in ilmenite gives
value-addedness to iron sand. This research is intended to see the effect of Na+ cation in the destruction process of ilmenite
crystal in Titania extraction.
In this research, magnetically separated iron sand was mixed with NaCl or NaOH, and burned with temperature variation: 400,
600, and 8000C. After that, characterization with XRD of sample before and after roasting and with SEM of sample after
magnetic separation were conducted. The results of XRD measurement of roasted iron sand-NaCl mixture showed no
destruction of ilmenite crystal structure. It can be observed that peak was resulted from Fe3O4, Fe2O3, TiO2, and NaCl
compound. While result of SEM mapping on concentrate and tailing showed that area Fe and Ti atoms were closely arranged.
The results of XRD measurement on roasted iron sand-NaOH mixture showed the destruction of the iron sand ilmenite
crystals, as seend by the formation of new compounds. New peaks from NaFeO2, NaTiO2, Na0.75Fe0.75Ti0.25O2, and TiO2
compounds were seen obviuosly. Also, result of SEM mapping showed that Na+ cations could penetrate into ilmenite’s crystal.
One of the proposed mechanisms was that, NaOH has an ability to damage ilmenite crystals due to the fact that NaOH has
lower melting point compared to that of NaCl, thus making NaOH much more reactive. Also, it can be deduced that the
mobility of ion is larger than mobiliy of solid. When iron sand is roasted in high temperature, NaOH was melted and Na+
cationic could penetrate easily.
Keywords
Iron sand, ilmenite, titania, NaCl, NaOH
1.

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is a rich country in natural resources. One of the abundant natural resources in Indonesia is iron sand. Iron sand with
total more than 2 billion tons (Kemenperin, 2007) spread along the southern coast of Java, Sumatera, West Nusa Tenggara, etc.
Iron sands contain magnetite (Fe3O4), hematite (Fe2O3), ilmenite (FeTiO3), alumina (Al2O3), silica (SiO2) and small amounts of
other mineral, with variation content in different location.
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Various methods have been made in the making of titania’s concentrate from ilmenite such as magnetic separation, roasting,
milling, etc. However, the method still has disadvantage because strong bond between Fe-O-Ti in ilmenite crystals (FeO.TiO2).
Thus, titania as ilmenite is tough separated with iron.
One method in concentrate titania making is adding chemical compounds. The addition of chemical is expected to assist in the
destruction of the crstal structure, E. Foley and Kathryn P. Mackinnon (1970), using Na2CO3 and K2CO3 in ilmenite. TA
Lasheen (2008) using soda caustic (Na2CO3) on titania slag from rosetta ilmenite and roasted at 850oC.
In this research, a Na+ cationic effect towards iron sand’s ilmenite crstal destruction is investigated. NaOH and NaCl is used in
this research as source of Na+.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1. Experimental scheme
In this research, iron sand come from Sukabumi, Jawa Barat. Iron sand is separated by washing with water to remove
impurities such as dust, gravel. Iron sand that has been washed, is separated using magnetic separator to remove silica and
other nonmagnetic impurities. Titania concentrate in ilmenite is added NaCl or NaOH with a mole ratio ilmenite:NaCL/NaOH
at 1:2. A mixture of 10 grams, is milled using High Energy Milling E3D (HEM E3D) for 2 hours, 4 hours, and 6 hours. After
the mixture was milled, is roasted at temperature 4000C, 6000C, and 8000C. before and after combustion, sample was
characterized using XRD to see changes in the crystal structure and the effect of chemical reagent on ilmenite. The result of
magnetic separation is characterized by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).

3. DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows a roasted mixture ilmenite-NaCl and ilmenite-NaOH. Figure shows that the colour of the sample after roasted
changes from black into red.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
Figure 1: a. Iron Sand, b. Roasted iron sand-NaCl at 400 oC, c. Roasted iron sand-NaCl at 600 oC, d. Roasted iron sand-NaCl at 800 oC, e.
Roasted iron sand-NaOH at 400 oC, f. Roasted iron sand-NaOH at 600 oC, g. Roasted iron sand-NaOH at 800 oC.

The red colour on roasted iron sand-NaCl, indicate that contain iron oxide Fe2O3, result of oxidation from iron sand because of
effect of heating. Fe2O3 intensity increases with increase of roasted temperature. It can be caused due to the oxidation reaction
on Fe as follows:
Fe Æ FeO Æ Fe3O4 (black) Æ Fe2O3 (red)
Figure 2 shows XRD characterization of roasted iron sand-NaCl where there are four main compound in the sample, i.e NaCl,
Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and TiO2. TiO2 intensity has increased in temperature 6000C but decreased at 8000C. Magnetite (Fe3O4) intensity
decreased along with increasing temperature due to oxidation to Fe2O3. The existence of peaks from NaCl, showed that not all
NaCl can react with iron sand. It can be proved with high intensity of the peak of each temperature.

a.
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b.

c.
Figure 2: XRD measurement of roasted iron sand-NaCl at a. 4000C, b. 6000C, and c. 8000C.

The result of mapping the concentrate and tailings on iron sand-NaCl after magnetic separation is showed in figure 3. Seen in
the results of mapping, distribution Fe and Ti atoms adjacent and occupy the same area so it can be expected the bonds
between atoms of Fe-Ti-O can’t be separated by NaCl.

a.
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b.
Figure 3: Mapping of roasted iron sand-NaCl at a. concentrate, b. tailings.

In figure 4 shows XRD results on roasted iron sand-NaOH. The reaction between iron sand with NaOH form novel compound
i.e NaFeO2, NaTiO2, Na0.75Fe0.75Ti0.25O2, and TiO2 as follows:
4 NaOH + TiO2 o Na4TiO4 + 2 H2O
2 NaOH + TiO2 o Na2TiO3 + H2O
Na4TiO4 o Na2TiO3 + Na2O
2 NaOH + 2 TiO2 o 2 NaTiO2 + H2O + 1/2 O2
NaOH + Fe2O3 o 2 NaFeO2 + H2O

a.
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b.

c.
Figure 4: XRD results of roasted iron sand-NaOH at a. 400oC, b. 600oC, and c. 800oC.

Intensity of the three compound are NaFeO2, NaTiO2, and Na0.75Fe0.75Ti0.25O2 increase along with increasing temperature. Na+
cationic can destruct ilmenite crystal because it can penetrate between crystal and bind to Fe and Ti to form NaFeO2, NaTiO2,
and Na0.75Fe0.75Ti0.25O2 (Figure 5). The possibility why NaOH is able to provide a better reaction than NaCl due to NaOH has a
melting point at 3180C, resulting in temperature above 4000C will be more readily reacts with iron sand than NaCl that has a
melting point of 8010C.

a.
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b.
Figure 5. Mapping of roasted iron sand-NaOH at a. concentrate, b. Tailings

4. CONCLUSION
NaOH has an ability to damage ilmenite crystals due to the fact that NaOH has lower melting point compared to that of NaCl,
thus making NaOH much more reactive. Also, it can be deduced that the mobility of ion is larger than mobility of solid. When
iron sand is roasted in high temperature, NaOH was melted and Na+ cationic could penetrate easily.
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Adsorption of Carbon Monoxide (CO) Gas And Clearing of Fire Smoke
Using Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell Impregnated TiO2
Yuliusmana, Diana Agustab

ABSTRACT
The study was conducted to determine the performance of activated carbon adsorbent and influence of TiO 2 on the insertion of
activated carbon in adsorbing gas combustion CO and smoke cleared. Activated carbon is made with raw coconut shell
charcoal is chemically activated by the activating agent ZnCl2 65% with a mass ratio of ZnCl2/charcoal 4:1. Activation process
is performed to a temperature of 7000. The incorporation of activated carbon with TiO2 through the insertion method. Including
the process undertaken by impregnation with stirring and sonication followed by calcinations at a temperature of 400 0C.
Smoke to be tested is the result of burning a mixture of sawdust, paper, cables, and charcoal. Varied the size of activated
carbon are 74 μm, 125 μm and 420 μm. While the varied mass are 1 gram, 3 grams and 5 grams. The fastest time in clearing of
smoke is up to the value of opacity is 10% achieved by the activated carbon adsorbent is inserted as much as 3 grams of TiO 2
is for 28 minutes. Activated carbon is inserted TiO2 can increase the clearing of smoke performance by an average of 12.50%
and the adsorption of CO gas of 12.12%. Highest adsorption capacity is achieved by AC-TiO2 adsorbent as much as 1 gram is
equal to 29.568 mg /mg adsorbent.
Keywords
Activated carbon, coconut shell, TiO2, adsorption,smoke, carbon monoxide

1. INTRODUCTION
Fire is an event that can not be avoided. Statistics in Jakarta noted that there are hundreds of cases of fires every year. In
addition to causing losses of hundreds of billions of dollars, fires can also cause casualties. According to data from 1998 to
2007, an average of 30% of the fire victim's life can not be saved [8]. In the case of fire, smoke poisoning death rate is much
greater than the deaths due to burns injury. In the world, 85% of deaths in cases of fires are caused by heavy smoke and toxic
gases [1].
Cases smoke from fires contains many compounds that are harmful to health. Some of the content of the smoke produced,
among others, carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), water vapor, particulates, and some toxic compounds such as
NOx and SOx. Although not described quantitatively, CO including many gas produced during a fire. Carbon monoxide does
not irritate but very dangerous (toxic) gas CO dubbed the "silent killer" (the silent killer). The presence of CO gas can be very
dangerous if inhaled by humans because it would replace the gas of oxygen associated with hemoglobin in the blood. CO gas
will flow to the heart, brain, and vital organs. Bonding between CO and hemoglobin to form carboxyl hemoglobin is 200 times
much stronger than the bond between oxygen and hemoglobin. The result is fatal. First, the oxygen will not compete with
current CO binds to the hemoglobin molecule. This means that oxygen levels in the blood will be reduced. Second, the CO gas
will inhibit oxidation of cytochrome complex. This cause intracellular respiration becomes less effective. Finally, the CO can
bind directly to the heart muscle, and bone cells. The most serious effect is poisoning occurs directly on the cells, also cause
disturbances in the nervous system [2]. Limit carbon monoxide exposure allowed by OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health
Administration) is 35 ppm for 8 hours/working days. Exposure to 1000 ppm CO gas for a few minutes can cause death. Hence
the fact that some people have described about the dangers of CO gas, smoke from fires should be reduced or clarified. Several
researchers have conducted research related to the clearing of smoke on the content of CO gas. A study is ever to evaluate the
potential of nanoparticles in clearing of smoke in an enclosed space with multiple uses nanoparticles and ordinary powder [3].
Previous research has also been carried out clearing of smoke and fire extinguishing using MgO which has been patented by
Mulukutla et al, 2007 [4]. However, the results of these studies can not be said to be effective with CO gas adsorbed
percentage which is still low.
One way to reduce the levels of CO gas is in the process of adsorption by the adsorbent, where the absorption of CO gas that
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accumulates on the surface of adsorbent. In the adsorption process, the adsorbent surface area is a major parameter in
considering the adsorbent to be used. Activated carbon adsorbent is one potential use as an adsorbent because it has large
surface are. One of the potential natural materials for its manufacture is coconut shell. Coconut shell charcoal has a large
surface and hollow with a layered structure. Another plus is not toxic, easily available, economical, and effective.
In this study, activated carbon from coconut shell charcoal impregnated with TiO2 for use as adsorbent in adsorbing CO gas
and fire fumes clear. Merging is done to increase the performance of adsorption of CO and smoke clearing. Coconut shell
charcoal media inserted TiO2 affect the adsorption of CO and NO2 gas, and more optimal in reducing the concentration of CO
and NO2 gas, compared to coconut shell charcoal medium without insertion of TiO2 [5]. The presence of TiO2 is abundance in
Indonesia, especially in the province of Bangka Belitung.
In its usefulness as a purifying fire smoke and gases absorb CO, is expected to activated carbon from coconut shell charcoal
combined with TiO2 this will be a technique that is more effective and efficient than other adsorbents that have been used
previously.

2. EXPERIMENT
There are several stages in this study, including preparation of activated carbon, CO gas adsorption test of fire smoke, and data
processing. Preparation of activated carbon - TiO2 done with two main activities, namely the stage of making activated carbon
from coconut shell later stage pasting TiO2 on activated carbon.
2.1 Production of Activated Carbon
Coconut shell as the manufacture of activated carbon first through carbonization conducted in a furnace at a temperature of
400oC for 2 hours. After that, coconut shell charcoal which has been turned into a crushed and sieved to the size variation of
74μm, 125μm and 420μm. Furthermore, each with various sizes of charcoal enters the activation stage. Activation is done by
activating the chemical activation agent in the form of ZnCl2. Charcoal obtained from carbonization process ZnCl2 solution are
mixed with 65% by comparison activating agent / charcoal at 4:1. The mixture is then stirred (stirrer) on a hot plate with a
temperature of 200 oC to form a slurry and harden.
Furthermore carbon follows the pyrolysis process at a temperature of 700oC for 1 hour activation (after the activation
temperature is reached). Activation process on activated carbon was carried out without the presence of free oxygen with N2
gas flow during the activation process with a flow rate of 100 cm3/min. In the absence of air or free oxygen is not expected to
damage the pore structure of the raw material which will result in losses occurred (loss of material) on the final results of
activated carbon.
Subsequently the sample was washed with 0.1 N HCl solution to remove alkali compounds on carbon. Washing is done at a
temperature of 85oC for 30 minutes. When finished washing with HCl and then do the washing or rinsing with distilled water
until neutral pH, and then dried at 110oC for 24 hours.
2.2 Insertion of TiO2 on Activated Carbon
Preparation of TiO2 on activated carbon insertion begins by dissolving the amount of TiO2 Degussa P-25 to 100 ml of demin
water and stirred for 10 min sonication. Furthermore activated carbon is added to a solution of TiO 2 (Active Carbon
comparison with TiO2 Degussa P-25 was 75:25) and followed by sonication for 20 minutes. After that, the mixture was heated
on a hot plate with a temperature of 1100C to dry mixture. Coconut shell charcoal layer structure formed after the insertion of
TiO2 molecule is still fragile, so it is necessary to further warming or calcined at 400 oC for 1 hour to stabilize the layer
structure of coconut shell charcoal.
2.3 Characterization
To measure the surface area of the adsorbent, BET testing was conducted. Tests used the BET brand Autosorb 6B
Quantochrome in Chemical Reaction Engineering and Natural Gas Convention Laboratory, Department of Chemical
Engineering, FTUI,Depok. Afterwards, FE-SEM testing was done to see patterns and pores on the surface of adsorbent.
Furthermore, EDX analysis was carried out for the chemical composition of surface elements on adsorbent. FESEM-EDX test
performed in SEM Laboratory Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Faculty of Engineering University of
Indonesia. EDX test equipment system works as an integrated feature of the FE-SEM and can not operate alone.
2.4 Adsorption Test and Smoke Saturation
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Smoke and CO gas adsorption test were performed in a testing chamber made of acrylic material with a size of 40 cm x 40 cm
x 120 cm. Testing chamber scheme can be seen in Figure 1. Adsorption smoke test performed at three different points in the
testing chamber. Point 1 is the point of testing within 105 cm from the bottom of the testing chamber. Point 2 is the midpoint
of the testing chamber, which is at a height of 60 cm from the bottom of the testing chamber. Point 3 is the lowest point of
testing, 15 cm from the bottom of the testing chamber. Furthermore, the location of the sensor CO2 is around the point of
opacity testing, it is attached to the wall within 60 cm from the bottom.
Sprayer adsorbent

Point 1

smoke
Point 2

pump
Point 3

chumber

Burner container

Figure 1: Testing chamber scheme

Adsorption of CO gas and fire fumes clearing was performed by activated carbon and activated carbon with inserted TiO2
adsorbent. Activated carbon size was varied for 74 μm, 125 μm, and 420 μm. Each sizeis then varied for 1 gram, 3 gram and 5
gram of mass. Nevertheless, AC-TiO2 varied for 1 gram and 3 grams of mass.
At first the test chamber was cleaned and leak checking conducted. Burned material is paper, wires, plastic, sawdust and
charcoal. So that combustion takes place uniformly, kerosene was added into material tested. Burning is done in a container
inside the combustion fumes pumped into the testing room until the smoke reaches the percentage saturation> 90% and levels
of CO gas in the smoke chamber stable. After that, to test the ability of the adsorbent in CO gas adsorption, adsorbent was
sprayed through a hole located at the top of the testing chamber. Then, observation is done to see changes in the value or level
of clarity smoke opacity and changing levels of CO gas in the test chamber. Observation of the changes made to the value of
opacity value reaches the value of 0.1 or 10%, where the darkness of smoke reaching 10%. Otherwise, the observation of CO
gas levels change every minute for 30 minutes.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Adsorbent Characterization
Some characterization performed on the adsorbent surface structures include analysis using FE-SEM testing, analysis of the
chemical composition of the adsorbent sample using EDX testing, analysis of the adsorbent surface area using BET analysis
methods.
3.1.1 Surface Structure (FE-SEM Test)
FE-SEM testing was done to see a pattern or surface structure of the adsorbent, especially pore formed. Surface structure of
the test results with FE-SEM can be seen the basic structure of the surface of carbon materials that have been activated as in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: FE-SEM results of activated carbon with a magnification of 5000 times

From Figure 2 can be seen the carbon formed after activation or pore space, with pore diameters varying the micro pores, meso
pores and macro pores. These pores are formed during the process in which carbon reacts with activating agent (ZnCl2).
Ability to activate ZnCl2 (pore forming) carbon is based on functions of dehydration. During the activation process, ZnCl2
eliminate hydrogen and oxygen atoms from the carbon material as water rather than as an organic component of oxygen, so it
is good for porosity generation and increasing carbon content. Additionally, ZnCl2 is an activating agent that can alter the
behavior of the pyrolysis of carbon precursors. ZnCl2 will be interspersed into the carbon matrix by impregnation. When
pyrolysis causes dehydration of ZnCl2 impregnation of carbon precursors leads to authoring and aromatization along with the
creation of pores. During the activation process, molten ZnCl2 formed above the boiling point of ZnCl2. Activation
temperature increases further, the interaction between the carbon atoms and Zn occur resulting in a significant widening of
carbon interlayers and creates pores in the carbon matrix. During the interaction with carbon, ZnCl2 helps removal of water
from the structure by cutting carbon hydrogen and oxygen from carbon precursors. Result of ZnCl2 activation is the formation
of micro pores.
Further tests of FE-SEM was conducted back on activated carbon that has been inserted TiO2. FE-SEM test results can be seen
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: FE-SEM results of activated carbon- TiO2 with a magnification of 300000 times

Figure 3 shows the change of the activated carbon material performed after the insertion process. These changes can be
observed clearly by comparing the surface structure is formed. Image with 300000 times magnification is more focused on
TiO2 that has been inserted in the activated carbon.
3.1.2 Composition (EDX Test)
EDX analysis was conducted to identify the elemental composition of specimens (samples tested). In this case, EDX is used to
compare the elemental composition of the activated carbon pre-activated, after activated and activated carbon that has been
inserted TiO2. EDX test results on the adsorbent shown in Figure 4.
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On activated carbon, it is detected that there is Cl and a few of Zn element. Cl element existed comes from the rest of
activating agent of ZnCl2 which is not vaporized when pyrolysis process and residual leaching with HCl occur. Zn contained in
the carbon after activation is less than 1%. This indicates that almost all of ZnCl2 entrained and lost during washing. Visible
element of Ti and O is contained in many of the most active carbon inserted by TiO2. This indicates that TiO2 has been
successfully inserted on the surface of activated carbon. The elements Fe and Al in the activated carbon that has been inserted
TiO2 are impurities produced at the time of preparation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: EDX Result of element composition in carbon
(a) Before activation (b) After activation (c) After activation with TiO2 insertion
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3.1.3 Surface Area (BET Test)

Surface area m2/g

To find the surface area of the adsorbent, BET analysis methods were conducted. BET test is done to look for changes in the
surface area of the activated carbon and activated carbon were inserted TiO2. From the BET test results in Figure 5, an increase
in the surface area of activated carbon after insertion of TiO2. This is because the insertion of TiO2 molecule will increase the
volume of the space between the layers of coconut shell charcoal coconut shell so that the surface area increases.

567.02

600

524.61

500
400
300
200
100
0
AC

AC-TiO2

Figure 5: BET test result
3.2 Adsorption Test Result
3.2.1 Clearing of Smoke

t10 value of each point for each adsorbent with variations in the size and mass are summarized in the chart in Table 1. t10 value
indicates the time needed to reach the 10% level of clarity.
Tabel 1: Mass and size of activated carbon effect to t10 value
t10 (minutes)
Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

1g 3g 5g 1g 3g 5g 1g 3g 5g
AC 420 μm

35

38 42

38 40

44 40 43

46

AC 125 μm

33

34 36

34 35

37 36 37

40

AC 74 μm

31

32 35

32 33

36 33 35

38

28 33

30

34

36

AC -TiO2

32

Based on Table 1, it can be concluded that point 1 for each adsorbent has a value of t10 is smaller than point 2 and point 3. t10
values are small, suggests that the time required to achieve opacity value of 10 is shorter. This is because the smoke inside the
test chamber will fill the entire room moving then collided and caused sprayed adsorbent will absorb the smoke that drops
down. From the results of Table 1, when compared with the variation of the mass of activated carbon and particle size, the best
adsorbent in clarifying the smoke is activated carbon with the largest mass is 5 grams and the smallest particle size is 74μm.
This indicates that the size of the adsorbent affects the time to achieve a certain level of clarity ( t10). The smaller the particle
size of the adsorbent and the adsorbent mass, the better the smoke cleared. This is due to the smaller size of the adsorbent
surface area will become larger. Contact with the smoke particles are also becoming more widely, so that more smoke particles
are absorbed, resulting in a faster clear smoke. While more and more mass is sprayed, would make the number of particles in
contact with the smoke more and more.
When compared with activated carbon that has been inserted TiO2, it can be seen that the AC-TiO2 adsorbent is better than
activated carbon to clear smoke without TiO2. This is consistent with the results of surface area AC-TiO2 greater than activated
carbon without TiO2. The greater the surface area of the adsorbent, the greater the adsorption performance. Results achieved
AC-TiO2 as much as 3 grams to achieve opacity value at point 1 is 10 for 28 minutes while the AC-sized TiO2 reached 74 μm
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without opacity value of 10 in 32 minutes. From these results, it can be concluded insertion of TiO 2 can increase job
performance of activated carbon in the smoke cleared at 12.50%. The difference is not very significant, is consistent with the
results of extensive tests on AC-TiO2 surface that is not much different than the surface area of activated carbon without TiO2.
3.2.2 CO Gas Adsorption
CO gas reduction results in 30 minutes can be seen in Table 2. CO gas can be adsorbed because it has a smaller particle size of
the adsorbent pore size. CO particle diameter is 0.376 nm, whereas it is known that the activated carbon has a pore size of an
average diameter of 117.2 Å and activated carbon (AC) were inserted TiO2 has the size of an average pore diameter of 86.17 Å
or equal to 8.62 nm.
Tabel 2: The Effect of mass and size particle of activated carbon to CO gas adsorption

AC 420 μm
AC 125 μm
AC 74 μm
AC -TiO2

5 grams
3 grams
1 grams
Adsorbent
Adsorbent
Adsorbent
Lowering Level of CO for 30 minutes
%
ppm
%
ppm
%
ppm
9.21
88
8.49
74
5.62
50
11.73 141
9.31
98
7.22
76
11.92 187 11.01
165
8.95
129
14.83
185
10.67 154

From Table 2 it can be seen that the mass of adsorbent and adsorbent particle size affects the results of the adsorption of CO
gas. The best activated carbon on lowering CO levels is them with the largest in mass and smallest in particle size, which is 5
grams and 74 μm. The smaller the particle size of the adsorbent and the adsorbent mass, the better the CO gas adsorbed. This
is due to the smaller size of the adsorbent, surface area will become larger. Contact with CO gas particles are also becoming
more widely, so that more particles are absorbed CO gas. While more and more mass is sprayed, would make the number of
particles in contact with CO gas is more so the adsorbed CO particles is more to. Table 2 also shows that the insertion of TiO2
on activated carbon adsorption have an influence in the performance. AC-TiO2 as much as 1 gram can lower the CO level is
better, for about 154 ppm, compared with AC 74 μm as much as 1 gram of which is only able to reduce levels of CO for about
129 ppm. From these results it can be said that the insertion of TiO2 on activated carbon adsorption can increase the
performance of CO gas that is equal to 19.38%. The difference is not very significant, is consistent with the results of
extensive tests on AC-TiO2 surface that is not much different than the surface area of activated carbon without TiO2.
To view the ability of the adsorbent to adsorbate binding molecules can be seen from the adsorption capacity. Adsorption
capacity is obtained by calculating the mass of adsorbed CO gas (mg) per unit mass of adsorbent (mg). Adsorbent adsorption
capacity by any of the test results is shown in Table 3. From the results of the adsorption capacity in Table 3 shows that the
adsorption capacity of the adsorbent is best achieved by the smallest particle size but with the smallest mass. The smaller the
particle size, the better adsorbent adsorption capacity, according to the results of the influence of particle size on adsorption
performance has been discussed in the previous section. CO gas adsorption capacity of the largest obtained AC-TiO2 1 g,
amounting to 29.57.
Table 3: Adsorption capacity for each adsorbent
5 grams
Adsorbent

3 grams
1 grams
Adsorbent
Adsorbent
Adsorption Capacity
(mg adsorbat/mg adsorbent)

AC 420 μm

3.3792

4.736

9.6

AC 125 μm

5.4144

6.272

14.592

AC 74 μm

7.1808

10.56

24.768

12.224

29.57

AC-TiO2
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4. CONCLUSION
From the discussion above, it can be concluded as follow:
1. Activated carbon can be used as adsorbent of CO gas and smoke purification medium.
2. The decrease level of CO is increase as the mass of activated carbon increase and the size of activated carbon
particles decrease.
3. The insertion of TiO2can wider the surface area of activated carbon from 524,612 m2/g to 567,02 m2/g.
4. The insertion of TiO2 in activated carbon for 1 gram adsorbent mass can increase the smoke purification for about
12.50%.
5. The insertion of TiO2 in activated carbon for 1 gram adsorbent mass can increase CO gas adsorption for about
19.38%.
6. The highest adsorption capacity can be reached by 1 gram AC-TiO2 adsorption for about 29.57 mg/mg adsorbent.
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ABSTRACT
This research utilized polyvinylchloride (PVC) hollow fiber membrane to remove dissolved oxygen from water. This process
is very important in producing ultra pure water that is widely used in industries such as semiconductor, pharmaceutical, food
and steam power plant. In steam power industry for example, dissolved oxygen in water has to be reduced to the level below
0.5 ppm in order to prevent corrosion in the piping system in the boiler. Meanwhile, in the steam power plant dissolved oxygen
in water has to be reduced to the level below 10 ppb in order to prevent wafer oxidation. This research aims to evaluate the
performance of PVF hollow fiber membrane contactor to remove dissolved oxygen from water via vacuum degassing process.
The fiber used in the experiments has pore size of 0.025 m. Number of fibers in the contactor and water flow rates is varied in
the dissolved oxygen removal process through membrane contactor via vacuum degassing process. Meanwhile, there were two
feed flow system for water in the membrane contactor namely shell side flow and tube side flow. Experimental results show
that mass transfer in the liquid phase controls the overall mass transfer coefficients. The overall mass transfer coefficients as
well as oxygen fluxes increase with increasing water flow rate and decreasing number of fibers in the membrane contactor.
Friction factor of the fluids in the shell side and tube side flows are higher than predicted by theoretical value indicating that
the fiber did not behave as smooth pipe. Overall mass transfer coefficients in the tube side were higher than in the shell side
due to channeling effect.
Keywords
Hollow fiber, mass transfer coefficient, membrane contactor, PVC, vacuum degassing
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ABSTRACT
In this study carried out the reduction of NO2 gas from motor vehicles. The increase number of motor vehicle produce high
level of air poluting gas, particularly nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Instalation of adsorbent at the exhaust line can overcome this
problem. This study use natural zeolite modified with TiO2 as adsorbent. Zeolite was activated with HF 1%, HCl 6M, and
NH4Cl 0,1M solution. Next, it was calcinated and modified with TiO2 using sol-gel method. In this study, some phenomenons
related with NO2 adsorption is explained, such as influence of initial gas concentration, duration of contact, loading of TiO 2,
and application at motor vehicle. For pure NO2 gas, the adsorption test shows the increase of adsorbed NO2 by zeolite which is
modified by TiO2. Zeolite with 10%, 20%, and 30% of TiO2 loading has better adsorption capacity than zeolite which is
unmodified by TiO2. The increase of TiO2 loading up to 20 wt% in natural zeolite will increase the adsorption capacity of
natural zeolite. However, the decrease of adsorption capacity is occurred between natural zeolite/TiO2-30% and natural
zeolite/TiO2-20%. The adsorption test of modified natural zeolite to NO2 gas from vehicles emission results information that
natural zeolite/TiO2–20% can adsorb NO2 gas up to 45–49% from its initial concentration. Natural Zeolite/TiO2 20% can
adsorb pure NO2 gas until 70% from its initial concentration.
Key words
Natural zeolite, TiO2, adsorption, NO2, Vehicles Emission

1. INTRODUCTION
Air quality, especially in big cities like Jakarta, is now highly contaminated by pollutants and has reached the threshold which
is very harmful to human health. 70% of air pollutants in major cities contributed by the transportation sector. Pollution seems
to have an inescapable result of continued swelling number of vehicles each year.In Jakarta, it is amounted to 6.5 million units
with a growth rate of 10% per year [4]. The high consumption of fossil fuels (hydrocarbons) as a vehicle fuel and the lack of
alternative energy sources is the cause. Combustion is a complex chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidant
accompanied by the production of heat which is sometimes accompanied in the form of fluorescent light or fire. If burning is
done by using air as the oxygen source, the nitrogen was also added to the equation though it does not react to show the
composition of the exhaust gases, is presented in Equation 1.
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(1)

However, in reality the combustion of hydrocarbons produces other products, such as CO and NOX. Formation of NO and NO2
occurs in internal combustion engines, where the reaction between nitrogen and oxygen in the air at high temperatures to form
NO, then further reaction between NO with more oxygen to form NO2, as shown in the folowing equations:
N2 + O2Æ 2NO

(2)

2NO + O2Æ 2NO2

(3)

In some major cities are known NOX levels in the air are as follows: 0.063 ppm in Bandung, 0.017 ppm in Surabaya, 0.054
ppm in Yogyakarta, and 0.067 ppm in Medan, with a threshold value of ambient air quality standard for NOX are: 0.05 ppm
corresponding Kep. 02/MENKLH/1998 [1]. Air containing NO gas can cause interference with nerves system that causes
seizures. If this continues to poisoning can cause paralysis. Meanwhile, toxicity (toxicity) of NO2 gas is four times more
powerful than the toxicity of NO gas. The most sensitive organs to NO2 gas pollution is the lungs. Lung contaminated by NO2
would swell so people breathing difficulty that can lead to death. Air pollution by NO2 gas can also cause the formation of
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Acetil Peroxy Nitrates which are abbreviated as APN. APN is irritating to the eyes so that the eyes sting and watery. To
overcome the dangers of environmental degradation caused by motor vehicle exhaust, control of pollutant gases can be done
by adding a catalyst in motor vehicle exhaust. This catalyst is a media decoder of CO and NOX result of combustion and
converted into CO2 and N2. One of the materials that can be used is the natural zeolite (NZ) modified with TiO2. Results of
previous studies showed that natural zeolite can reduce NO2 gas significantly [1]. Other research suggests that the insertion of
TiO2 into the activated carbon can increase the power of activated carbon adsorption of the NO2 gas than without the insertion
of TiO2 [3].
This study aims to determine the optimal conditions on a combination of natural zeolite modified with TiO2, which is used to
reduce NO2 from motor vehicle exhaust. This study used natural zeolite as adsorption media. Zeolite is a natural mineral or
rocks which chemically belonged to the mineral silica and alumina expressed as hydrated silica, finely shaped, and the result of
secondary products that are stable at surface conditions as derived from the process of sedimentation, weathering or
hydrothermal activity. Zeolite is a compound of alumina silica (Si/Al) having pores and a relatively large surface area, so it has
a high adsorption properties. Before being used as an adsorbent, zeolite must be activated in order the number of the pores are
more opened so that the pore surface area increases. Zeolite which is suitable for adsorbent is the one when it is enabled, it will
give Si/Al high ratio (10-100). Zeolite with the high ratio of Si/Al is hydrophobic [6]. So that the adsorption capacity of zeolite
did not undergo reduction, water molecules must be removed from the cavity of zeolite, namely by heating to a temperature
150oC. Adsorption can occur due to the interaction between the forces on the surface of a solid adsorbent with adsorbate
molecules. From the results of previous studies it is known that the mineral of zeolite can absorb the gases CO2, H2S, and H2O
as much as 25% [6]. Therefore, zeolites are used as adsorbents because of porous crystal structure, have a large surface area,
high thermal stability, non-toxic, and effective. The catalyst used is TiO2. TiO2 is one kind of metal oxide semiconductor
catalysts in the photocatalytic process. TiO2 plays a leading role in the photocatalytic processes due to the various advantages
of physical and chemical properties such as high photo catalytic activity, stable, and non-toxic. Commercially, TiO2 is also
readily available and widely produced.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
There are several steps that are conducted to prepare natural zeolite adsorbent- TiO2 (NZ/TiO2) and also the testing procedure
of NZ/TiO2 to reduce NO2 gas.
2.1 NZ/TiO2 Preparation
NZ is firstly crushed and filtered to get ± 420 μm in size. NZ is then soaked in 2% HF solution for 10 minutes, and stirred
frequently. Furthermore, NZ is immersed in a 6 M HCl solution at 90 oC for 30 minutes. After that, NZ soaked in a solution of
0.1 M NH4Cl for 5 days, with stirring for 3 hours / day at a temperature of 90 oC. Lastly, NZ calcined at 500 oC for 5 hours.
TiO2 sol was prepared by sol-gel method using TiO2 Degussa P-25. TiO2 is sonicated in water for 20 minutes. Furthermore,
NZ is soaked in a solution of TiO2 for 10 minutes. Then mix of NZ/TiO2 are evaporated, and then followed by calcination at a
temperature of 400 oC for 2 hours.
2.2 Adsorption Test of NZ/TiO2
Experimental of adsorption is done by using the following equipment configuration:

Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Peristaltic Pump
Valve
Flowmeter
NO2 Gas Generator
Adsorption Column
Syringe to take gas sample

Figure 1: Equipment scheme for pure NO2 gas adsorption

NO2 gas analysis was performed by the method of Griess-Saltzman. NO2 gas was generated from a standard solution of NaNO2
and was treated with 6 M HCl, while the adsorbent was placed on the adsorption column. Gas flow formed NO2 for 1 hour
with a flow rate of 0.1 L/min. NO2 gas samples were taken before and after doing the experiment and passed into a solution of
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Griess-Saltzman. Qualitative method was adapted from ASTM procedure D1607. A number of the absorbed NO2 oxidized and
dissolved in the Griess-Saltzman reagent containing N-(1-naphthyl) ethylenediamine dihydrochloride. Griess-Saltzman test
solution will change color to red-purple when there is NO2 in the sample gas. Then the test solution was analyzed using UVVis spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 550 nm. The experiments were conducted for each of the NZ with TiO2 loading
variations at different initial concentrations. Adsorbent with the best reduction capability is then used to test the adsorption on
motor vehicles. Equipment scheme for NO2 gas adsorption from vehicle emissions is shown in Figure 2.
Filter
Vacuum
pum

Motorcycle exhaust

Adaptor

bottle catcher

Figure 2: Equipment scheme for NO2 gas adsorption from vehicle emissions

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results are discussed include NZ characterization, and testing of the NO2 gas adsorption NZ/TiO2 artificial or
from motor vehicles.
3.1. Natural Zeolite Characterization
NZ who have and have not been through the stages of preparation and modified with TiO2 were characterized by EDAX and
BET. Characterization results are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1: The Si/Al ratio

Adsorbent
NZ
Activated NZ
NZ/TiO2-20%

SiO2 (wt%)
37,85
54,20
50,08

AlO2 (wt%)
4,39
2,26
2,72

TiO2 (wt%)
21,63

Si/Al
8,62
23,98
18,41

Tabel 2: Surface area

Adsorbent
NZ
Activated NZ

Surface area
(m2/g)
23,35
44,29

Characterization of the results shows that an increase in the ratio of Si/Al in NZ activated from 8.62 to 23.98. This is consistent
with the expected results because zeolites are both used as adsorbent is a zeolite with Si / Al ratio ranged between 10-100, and
the lower the zeolite Si/Al, the better the zeolite adsorption to NO2 gas [1]. On the other hand, on NZ/TiO2-20% can be seen
that there is TiO2 on zeolite surface of 21.63 wt%. The formation of TiO2 on the surface of the zeolite showed that the
synthesis process NZ/TiO2 relatively successful.
It can be seen also that an increase in the surface area of 23,35 m2/g to 44.29 m2/g. This increase occurs because the NZ
immersion in a solution of 2% HF, HCl 6 M, and 0.1 M NH4Cl oxide impurities contained in NZ has been dissolved to form an
empty space in the zeolite crystals.

3.2. Adsorption Test of NZ/TiO2
The test is conducted to see the ability of zeolite on adsorbing NO2. The adsorption test result can be seen in Figure 3. Based
on Figure 3, it can be seen that there is an increase in the amount of NO2 adsorbed by zeolite modified with TiO2. TiO2 zeolite
loading of 10%, 20% and 30% by weight have a better adsorption power than the unmodified zeolite with TiO2. This shows the
increasing loading up to 20 wt% of TiO2 on zeolite, the adsorption of the zeolite increased to. However, there is a decrease in
the adsorption power NZ/TiO2-30% compared with NZ/TiO2-20%.
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Figure 3: Loading effect of TiO2 for 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% to NO2 adsorption

3.3 Isoterm Pattern of NO2 Gas Adsorption by NZ/TiO2
Isotherm patterns used in this study are Freundlich isotherm. The pattern of adsorption isotherms and the maximum adsorption
of zeolite to NO2 gas can be determined by the equation:
(x/m) = kc1/n

(4)

Adsorbed[NO2], (log(xm)

where (x/m) is the amount of NO2 adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent (mg /g), c is the initial concentration of NO2 (μg/m3), k
and 1/n is the Freundlich isotherm equation constants. Figures 4-7 show the effect of initial concentration on the amount of gas
adsorbed NO2 and Freundlich equation.
100
y = 0.012x1.038

10
1000

Initial [NO2], log (ug/m3)

10000

Adsorbed[NO2],
(log(xm)

Figure 4: Effect of initial concentration of the amount of NO2 adsorbed on zeolite without modification
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Figure 5: Effect of initial concentration of the amount of NO2 adsorbed on NZ/TiO2-10%
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Figure 6: Effect of initial concentration of the amount of NO2 adsorbed on NZ/TiO2-20%
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Figure 7: Effect of initial concentration of the amount of NO2 adsorbed on NZ/TiO2-30%

Obtained from the equation for each graph, it is known the Freundlich isotherm adsorption constants k and 1/n for each
adsorbent, as shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3: The constant value of k and 1/n for each adsorbent
Adsorbent
1/n
K
NZ
1,0380
0,0120
NZ/TiO2-10%
0,9850
0,0190
NZ/TiO2-20%
0,8990
0,0400
NZ/TiO2-30%
1,0290
0,0013

Based on the value of k and n are obtained, it is seen that the power NZ/TiO2-20% have the best for NO2 gas with low initial
concentrations, followed NZ/TiO2-10%, and NZ/TiO2-30%. While the natural zeolite without modification has the lowest
adsorption capacity for NO2 gas with low concentrations. This shows the influence of TiO2 to NO2 gas in the reduction
process. It can be seen that, with the increasing number of TiO2 on zeolites, the ability of zeolite to reduce NO2 gas is
increasing. TiO2 zeolite loading of 20%, has a better capability than the reduction NZ/TiO2-10% and zeolite without
modification. However, a decrease in the adsorption when loading TiO2 on zeolite reached 30%. It is caused by too much
content of TiO2 on zeolite surface, can lead to seal the pores of adsorbent.
Experiment to create a model of the Langmuir isotherm can not see a match between the data obtained with the Langmuir
isotherm models, as indicated by the low value of R obtained Langmuir isotherm equation (R <95%). This suggests that the
Langmuir isotherm models do not apply to the NO2 gas adsorption process is done. It also means that the process of adsorption
of NO2 was not able to meet the assumptions used to develop the Langmuir isotherm equation. Langmuir isotherm is applicable
if the adsorbent has a particle size and shape are uniform, while the adsorbent used still has a particle size distribution that is
wide enough (35-40 mesh). Another assumption must apply the ideal gas. This assumption can be approximated by using the
gas at low concentrations. However, as the ambient gas used to dilute sorbate gas in this experiment is a gas mixture that
contains water (water vapor). The use of air as a diluent gas intended for ¬ NO2 were tested in the air close to the real situation
as one pollutant.
3.4 Adsorption Test of NO2 Vehicle Emission

Percentage of Adsorbed NO2

Adsorption ability of the adsorbent was applied to the motor vehicle as a motor vehicle exhaust emissions is one of the biggest
sources of NO2 gas. Adsorbents used in this experiment the adsorbent with the best adsorption capability in the earlier
experiment, ie NZ/TiO2-20%. The experiments were performed several times with repetition three times. Results of
experiments are presented as follows.
100
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Figure 8: Percentage of NO2 gas adsorbed from vehicle emission by NZ/TiO2-20%
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From the above data it can be seen that NZ/TiO2-20% NO2 gas can adsorb up to 45-49% of the initial concentration. These
results are still far below the adsorption ability NZ/TiO2-20% of the NO2 gas at the time of testing in the laboratory. NZ/TiO220% at the time of testing NO2 gas adsorption is able to adsorb up to 70% of the initial concentration. The decrease is due to
interference by carbon dioxide and water vapor gas emissions are high on the vehicle [1]. The mixture will be more dominant
on the surface of zeolite fill sites are used, thus reducing the portion that can be occupied by molecules NO2. Hal It happens
because of the nature of zeolite that has a high affinity for water, so it is very easy to adsorbed water (Suraputra, 2011). This
causes problems not optimal zeolite used as an adsorbent for application on vehicles. Therefore, more research needs to be
done in order to be more hydrophobic zeolite so as to reduce interference on the zeolite due to high moisture content.

4. CONCLUSION
From the research that has been done, some conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1. The higher the initial concentration of the gas, the higher the amount of NO2 are adsorbed by natural zeolite.
2. This is due to the increase of the BET surface area of 23.35 m2 natural zeolite/g to 44.29 m2/g and Si/Al ratio of zeolite from
8.62 to 23.98.
3. Natural zeolite with the maximum adsorption to adsorb NO2 gas is natural zeolite with 20% TiO2 loading.
4. Natural zeolite with 20% TiO2 loading can reduce motor vehicle emissions of NO2 gas up to 45-49% initial concentration.
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ABSTRACT
Apoptin is a small protein encoded by chicken anemia virus (CAV). It has ability to induce apoptosis of human tumor cells
selectively. This protein was expressed as a recombinant protein by employing Bacillus subtilis as hosts for expression in
soluble fashion. To improve cell penetrating ability of the Apoptin, the C-terminal of the protein was fused with octaarginine.
MTT assay were used to identify antitumor effect of Octaarginin-Apoptin. The viability of cell was analyzed when the cell
incubated in the concentration protein of 0.1, 1 and 10 Pg/mL for 72 h. The results of the MTT assay indicated that
Octaarginin-Apoptin was able to induce apoptosis of HeLa cell lines in a dose-dependent manner. The recombinant apoptin
without fusing with octaarginine, have no ability to induce apoptosis of HeLa cell lines. This octaarginine-apoptin may in the
future allow the development of a therapeutic protein that is able to specifically kill tumor cells.
Keywords
Apoptin, octaarginine, MTT assay, Cervix cancer.
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ABSTRACT
Hydroxyapatite/chitosan (HApC) composite has been prepared by precipitation method and used for removal of heavy metals
(Cr6+, Zn2+ and Cd2+) from aqueous solution. The HAp and 3H7C composite with HAp:chitosan ratio of 3:7 (wt%) were
characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy-energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The SEM results showed that HAp is spherical-shaped and crystalline, while chitosan has a flat
structure. SEM micrograph of 3H7C composite reveals crystalline of HAp uniformly spread over the surface of chitosan. The
crystal structure of HAp is maintained in 3H7C composite. Chitosan affects the adsorption capacity of HAp for heavy metal
ions; it binds the metal ions as well as HAp. The kinetic data was best described by the pseudo-second order. Surface
adsorption and intraparticle diffusion take place in the mechanism of adsorption process. The binding of HAp powder with
chitosan made the capability of composite to removal of Cr6+, Zn2+ and Cd2+ from aqueous solution effective. The order of
removal efficiency (Cr6+ > Cd2+ > Zn2+) was observed.
Keywords
Adsorption, Chitosan, Composite, Heavy metals, Hydroxyapatite
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Simulation of Gas Leakage in a City Gas Utilization System
in Household Sector
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ABSTRACT
The government is setting up a program of city gas utilization for household sector. People are not convinced of the safety of
city gas. One of the accidents people worry about is gas leakage in a city gas utilization system, such as kitchen. Leaking gas is
not dangerous when fire can be prevented. Therefore, the information on potential fire caused by leaking gas and ways to
prevent are needed. This research was intended to obtain the information on fire prevention caused by leaking gas in a kitchen
through simulation. The system modelled in the research is a rectangular room of 3 m x 2 m x 3 m. The models consider mass
and momentum balances, and were solved using COMSOL Multiphysics. The simulation results show that when leaking gas
detected, the leakage hole must be closed. Even if there is an exhaust system, the safe limit is not reached.
Keywords
Modelling, simulation, city gas, fire prevention
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ABSTRACT
This research was conducted to determine the impact of reaction time on the quality of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), CNT’s yield
and also methane conversion. CNTs were grown on alumina balls coated Fe/Mo/MgO catalyst prepared by sol-gel method.
The decomposition reaction carried out in CVD reactor at 850oC with methane as carbon source. The reaction time of 15, 30,
45 and 60 min.were used to evaluate its impact. FE-SEM method was used to characterize CNT. The FE-SEM images show
that CNT has been successfully grown on alumina balls with diameter approximately 50 until 130 nm. but it didn’t form
aligned CNT. The less evenly catalyst coating and less homogenous of catalyst composition are the causes of this result. The
reaction performance shows that CNT’s yield is increases when the reaction time increases, while the methane conversion
decreases due to the catalyst deactivation.
Keywords
Aligned CNT, methane decomposition, Fe/Mo/MgO, alumina ball

1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon Nanotube (CNT) is a material that has a lot of advantages over other materials. The advantages are as follows:
chemical reactivity, electrical conductivity, optical properties and also young’s modulus [1]. Because of its advantages, CNT
becomes one of the most applicative materials for devices, fuel cell, composites, etc. Bundles of CNT that oriented into certain
direction is called aligned CNT. Aligned CNT can be use on some application such as the self-cleaning application, DNA
biosensor, glucose sensor, pH, NO2, etc [9]. Therefore, the research on aligned CNT is very important to develop.
Various studies about CNT have been carried out in Chemical Engineering Department University of Indonesia, but haven’t
been able to generate aligned CNT. It is caused by the number of parameters that need to be considered such as substrate shape
and type, catalyst, and also some reaction condition such as reaction time. In this research, reaction time is becoming our major
concern. On the other hand, there are many other researches that has successfully generate aligned CNT by using some
substrate, catalyst and method. Aligned CNT can be grown on porous silica substrate [5]. However, among the aligned CNT
produced, there are several CNT that is not vertically aligned. This caused by the form of the pore in the substrate is not
uniform [5]. On the other side, aligned CNT that growth on glass substrate without pores has better CNT quality [8] and the
usage of spherical substrate make the reaction occured continuously [12]. Therefore alumina ball become the substrate of this
research to grow aligned CNT.
Meanwhile, in the selection of the catalyst, Fe/Mo/MgO catalyst that has Fe active site was choosen. It is based on a variety
studies that has been done such as ferrocene [3,12] and Fe catalyst [2,4]. Meanwhile, methane is the carbon source and CVD is
the method used in this research.
This research was conducted to find out the influence of reaction time on the orientation of CNT, CNT’s yield and also
methane conversion, as there is a possibility that the orientation of the CNT is affected by the length of time reaction.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
The CNT were grown by chemical vapour deposition method on alumina ball with 2-4 mm of diameter, methane as the carbon
source and hidrogen gas to reducing the catalyst. The Fe/Mo/MgO catalyst with 1/0.1/13 molar ratio and catalyst was prepared
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using sol-gel method by mixing Fe(NO3)3.9H2O, (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O, Mg(NO3)2.H2O, and citric acid, into deionized water.
Two stages of calcination at 550oC and 850oC was conducted to the sol-gel, to get the catalyst powder. The CVD reactor made
by quartz with 4.5 cm of inner diameter and 50 cm of length. The arrangement of reactor system can be seen in Fig. 1.

Catalyst coated substrate

Figure 1: Equipment layout

At the beginning, the furnace was set at 850oC. Hidrogen was supplied into the reactor at a flow rate of 20 mL/min for 30
minutes to reducing the catalyst, and followed by methane gas at a flow rate of 80 mL/min. The 60, 45, 30 and 15 minutes of
time reaction was used in this research. The output gas composition was analyzed using Shimadzu 8-APT Gas
Chromatography (GC) with active carbon column & C-R6A TCD Detector, every 5 minutes during the reaction.
The catalyst properties were characterized by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Scanning Electron Microscopy – Energy
Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX) methods. The XRD characterization is done using a Shimadzu 7000 (CuKα = 0,1541 nm), and
the SEM-EDX characterization was performed by using Carl Zeiss Bruker MA-EVO10. The morphology of the catalyst
coating and the growth of CNT were characterized by FE-SEM method using Inspect F50 by FEI.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Catalyst Characteristics
Fe3O4 and MgO are the desired crystal structure catalyst, which both of them are proved their existence through the result of
XRD characterization before hydrogen reduction as shown in Fig. 2(a). The presence of MgO crystal in the catalyst helps the
dispersion of Fe active site and prevent the sintering of Fe catalyst. Meanwhile, the presence of Fe3O4 is the source of Fe active
site [10].
The reduction of Fe/Mo/MgO catalyst is performed to produce Fe and Mo catalyst active site [10]. Fig. 2(b) shows the
existence of MgO, but there are no Fe or Mo peak through the XRD result. This is happend due to its very small composition
of Mo in the catalyst. In the other hand, Fig. 3 shows there are Fe, Mo, Mg and O in Fe/Mo/MgO catalyst.
FE-SEM images of alumina coated catalyst [Fig. 4] shows the less evenly catalyst coating, expecially at 80.000 and 300.000
times of magnification [Fig 4.(c) and (d)]. This was caused by the spray coating method which is difficult to produce an
uniform coating and may lead to irregular position of Fe particles.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2 : XRD characterization result of Fe/Mo/MgO catalyst. before (a) and after (b) reduction

Figure 3 : SEM-EDX result of Fe/Mo/MgO reducted catalyst
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Figure 4 : FE-SEM images of alumina coated catalyst at : 80x (a), 400x (b), 80.000x (c) and 300.000x (d) magnification

3.2 CNT Characteristics
CNT has been successfully growth on alumina ball at all reaction time variation. FE-SEM images of alumina overgrown CNT
[Fig. 5 and 6] shows that the decrase in reaction time produce a more tidy CNT bundles. The decrease in reaction time also
impact the diameter of CNT: ±130, ±100, ±75 and ±50 nm in 60, 45, 30 and 15 minutes of reaction time respectively, which is
caused by the growth. Unfortunately, there is no aligned CNT produced. It was caused by the less evenly catalyst coating and
less homogenous of catalyst composition.
The less evenly catalyst coating caused the Fe catalyst can be placed in all sections so the CNT is grow unpredictable.
Meanwhile, reference [14] shows that the difficulty of making a homogenous composition of the catalyst cause the existence of
catalyst particle that rich in Fe composition and catalyst particle that rich in Mo composition. Based on volcano curve, we
know that Fe particle has better reactivity than Mo particle. The difference in particle reactivity cause CNT will go higher on
Fe particle than Mo particle and loss its orientation [14].
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Figure 5 : FE-SEM images of alumina overgrown CNT on 80.000x magnification at : 15 (a),
30 (b), 45 (c) and 60 (d) minutes of variation times

Figure 6 : FE-SEM images of alumina overgrown CNT on 300.000x magnification at : 15 (a),
30 (b), 45 (c) and 60 (d) minutes of variation times
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3.3 Reaction Performance
Carbon loss was calculated by using the initial carbon mass balance and the modified carbon mass balance by identification of
carbon loss. The initial carbon mass balance was calculated by using the raw data that we got during the research such as the
feed rate that measured by flow meter and product rate that measured by a bubblesoap. In the other side, the modified carbon
mass balance was calculated by using feed and product rate that have been corrected.
Table 1 shows that there are some carbon loss happend in this research. Carbon loss happened because of some error, such as
decrease in methane flow rate due to the growth of CNTs, product flow sampling error, methane gas converted into another
higher gases, some CNTs was carried away from the reactor by the gas flow, unstability of feed flow rate due to the unstable
flowmeter [13]. Growth of CNT reduce the empty space in the reactor that makes a pressure drop and the resulting decline of
methane flow rate [13]. By calculation, there is a bit decrease in carbon loss [Table 1]. The unidentified carbon loss caused by
the other error as mentioned above. The TCD type of gas chromatography can not detect the presence of other gases such as
C2H4, C2H6, C2H2 and C4H10 [13]. Therefore, we need FID type of gas chromatography to detect those gases. This error causes
the calculated carbon mass balance si not accurate and causes huge amount of carbon loss.
Table 1: Carbon loss calculation
Time Variation
(minutes)
15
30
45
60

Theoritical
Carbon (g)
0.23
0.65
0.82
0.95

CNT Mass
(g)
0.15
0.30
0.31
0.43

Carbon
Loss
34.41%
53.79%
62.14%
54.96%

Carbon Loss
(corrected)
33.33%
± 1.59%
52.49%
± 1.72%
60.35%
± 1.72%
52.06%
± 1.71%

Methane conversion is decending when the reaction time increase [Fig. 7]. It is happened because the occurrence of catalyst
deactivation [11] and CNT has grown on the catalyst [13]. Its cause the surface area of the catalyst that can be used to perform
the reaction is getting smaller and results in decending methane conversion.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7 : Methane conversion : 60 (a), 45 (b), 30 (c) and 15 (d) minutes of reaction time

Yield is describe as the amount of CNT produced compared with the amount of catalyst used. The reaction time variation
impact the CNT’s yield as the CNT’s yield was increasing when the reaction time increase. Fig. 8 shows the produced CNT’s
yield for 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes of reaction time is 0.41, 0.52, 0.54 and 0.75 gCNT/gCat, respectively. This result indicates
that CNT is still growing until the carbon source is no longer exist.
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Figure 8 : CNT’s yield at some reaction time variation

4. CONCLUSION
Carbon nanotubes have grown on spherical substrate coated Fe/Mo/MgO catalyst and methane by CVD method. The variations
in reaction time performed have shown that CNTs grown more tidy in a shorter reaction time. Unfortunately, there are no
indication that aligned CNT have grown by using this combination of catalyst, substrate, carbon source and method. It is
happened because of the less evenly catalyst coating and less homogenous of catalyst composition. The variation of reaction
time impact the CNT’s yield, where CNT’s yield is increasing when the reaction time increase. It indicates that CNT is still
grow until the carbon source is no longer exist. The methane conversion has decreased along the reaction time because the
occurrence of catalyst deactivation.
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ABSTRACT
Annonaceous acetogenins are bioactive compounds present in the leaves of Annona muricata (soursop) with significant anticancer activities. In this study, acetogenin-rich ethanol fraction extracted from soursop leaves was further separated and isolated using a simple open column chromatography technique with silica gel as the stationary phase. The separation procedure
consists of three steps, each step employing sequential elution with organic solvents having different polarity as the eluent.
Eluted fractions rich in acetogenin compounds were identified using the Kedde reagent which formed a distinctive dark green
complex with the unsaturated J-lactone group present in all of the annonaceous acetogenin compounds. HPLC analysis showed
that the initial methanol fraction, as well as isolates from the second and the third isolation steps, contain bullatacin, squamocin, squamostatin-A, and squamostatin-D. Bullatacin produced from this study can be used further as a standard compound for
quantitative analysis of other acetogenin compounds contained in soursop leaves extract.
Keywords
Annonaceous acetogenin, soursop, open column chromatography, bullatacin
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A Catalytic Conversion of Ethanol to High Quality Hydrocarbon Fuel
Using the Catalyst Mixture Al2O3-HZSM-5
Setiadi , Rezhi Ramadhia Putra,
a

Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia, Depok 16424
E-mail : setiadi@che.ui.ac.id

ABSTRACT
One of the aspect quality of the product refinery for the requirment of atoumotive is the hydrocarbon products with high
octane number ( > 88) in order to be accepted well as primary quality fuel. In the conventional industrial refinery processing,
the producing of the high octane number hydrocarbons usually employs the reactions of : catalytic reforming, hydrocracking,
alkylation or catalytic cracking. This research is intended to give an overview of alternative route for recovery the high qulity
hydrocarbons from ethanol. Ethanol is one of the biomass derivative compound, could be generated renewably from
fermentation process. The reaction of the ethanol conversion to hydocarbons could be performed using the mixture catalyst of
the γ-alumina and H-ZSM-5 with weight composition (5, 10, 15 %wt). The catalytic reaction test was carried out by fixed bed
reactor at atmospheric pressure during 3 hours raction, with each of catalyst composition examined and reaction temperatures.
The results showed that the reaction of ethanol to the containing hydrocarbons product such as aromatic, isoparafin, olefin
was obtained significantly. The calculation result of the high octane number up to 109.5 was achiaved using catalyst
composition 15% HZSM-5-75 % Al2O3 at 450 °C. This such high octane number is due to isoalkane and aromatic
hydrocarbons produced as the main comprising component in the product.
Keywords
Ethanol, hydrocarbons, mixture of H-ZSM-5 and Alumina, octane number, reaction catalytic conversion

1. INTRODUCTION
Crude oil is one of the unreneweable source of energy. It is because of how the crude oil formed in the earth. Crude oil existed
because of decomposition of a long dead organism which is buried in the earth for a very long time. The time it took for it to
become crude oil could be a hundred’s or even thousand years. This minimum quantity of crude oil means that an export and
import to satisfy the demand must be done. In this case, Indonesia have to import the crude oil to satisfy the demands. Crude
oil production in Indonesia until the end of 2009 was 900,000 barrel per day and 50 percent of that production was exported
outside the nation. At that time, crude oil needs in indonesia was 1.4 million barrel per day, therefore Indonesia still have to
imported 950,000 barrel per day of crude oil to satisfy that much demand [1]. To solve this problem, a new source of crude oil
well need to be discovered and built, but even so, the demands would not be fulfilled until 2015 [2]. Because of those
problems, the needs of alternative energy beside the crude oil is increasing to solve the problems of this limitation.
In the study of ethanol catalytic transformation over zeolite HZSM-5 catalyst showed that the mechanism of reaction is similar
with those in MTG (methanol to gasoline) reaction [3]. Moreover, the range of product made from this reaction is also similar
[4]. This showed us that the process in MTG reaction generally could also be used in ETG reaction. The study of hydrocarbon
production with hybrid catalyst (physical mixed catalyst or bifunctional catalyst) have also been done before which used
B2O3/Zeolit as the catalyst and the feed on that research use the mixture of palm oil and methanol with catalytic reaction [5].
One of the quality indicator of fuel like gasoline that really familiar with us all is octane number (RON). For example, a
commercial gasoline produce by PT. Pertamina have an octane number of 88 for premium, and 92 for pertamax. The
difference between that two kind of gasoline in octane number is very little. But, this little difference have a greater impact on
the machine performance and the price of these gasoline. Basically, octane number of chemical compound is related to what
kind of hydrocarbon compound involved. Generally, hydrocarbon compound that have an ability and capability to boost an
octane number is for example an aromatic compound, cycloparaffins (naphta), and an iso-paraffins compound. Because of
that, a hydrocarbon mixture which contain those kind of hydrocarbons will have a higher octane number than those whose not.
Generally, those hydrocarbons were made from the processing of crude oil. In this research, those hydrocarbon compounds
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will be synthesized from ethanol which is not the product of crude oil, thus made it renewable because ethanol can be obtain
from renewable source like fermentation.
The purpose of this research is to get an optimum variable on this catalytic reaction of ethanol into high octane hydrocarbons
with RON above 88. The variable consist of reaction temperature and ratio of mixture between Al2O3-ZSM-5 catalyst.

2. METHOLOGY
The first step on this research is the mixing of the catalyst to create a desired catalyst composition ratio. An Al 2O3/HZSM-5
catalyst mixture is a combination of catalyst where the catalyst is supporting each other in the reaction. HZSM-5 composition
in this research will be vary from 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%.
Next step in this research is reaction test. This is the main step in this research. Ethanol will be used as the feed for conversion
reaction. Ethanol will be fed into the fixed bed reactor containing the already prepared and mixed Al2O3/HZSM-5 catalyst. So
that the ethanol will become a smaller molecule compound through the catalytic reaction. The general procedure to put this
reaction into practical means is first, fed the ethanol into the reactor, then the output product of reactor which is in gas phase
will be cooled in the condensation system to get the liquid phase product, while the remaining gas phase product will be
flowed into the gaseous bag. At the end of the flow of liquid product, n-heptane will be putted on to do the bubbling of the
uncondensed gas product so that the liquid product in this research will be greater.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of experimental set-up for ethanol catalytic reaction in a atmospheric fixed bed reactor

The last step is analyzing the liquid product from the experiment. On this step, the liquid product of catalytic reaction from the
synthesis of hydrocarbon compound from ethanol reaction will be analyzed. The liquid product will be analyzed using
GC/MS. From this analysis, all of the compound produce from the reaction in liquid product will be clear, and we also could
quantify and identify this compound. This is very vital in order to calculate the octane number of the product later.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To identify the product from reaction, Gas chromatography-Mass Spectrometer (GC/MS) analysis will be used. The data from
GC/MS instrumentation will be processed using the software which is connected with the computer and the instrumentation.
The resulting data from GC/MS analysis will be on the form of peak spectrum (chromatogram) and the hydrocarbon product
identification for each peak appeared based on m/z. From this peak, the characteristic of each compound could be analyzed
qualitatively and quantitative based on the peak area or peak height, because each peak have a different peak characteristic.
This peak characteristic will be analyzed based on the similarity with the peak that already in the library of the software and
will be sort between the match quality to identify what is the compound of those peak based on match quality. Moreover, with
GC/MS, the retention time of each compound could be identified along with the percent area of each compound which is the
main point to get the quantification or composition of each compound in the analyzed product. Here are some typical
chromatogram of the GC-MS for the sample resulted from the reaction using HZSM-5 with 5% at various temperature 350 °C,
400 °C, 450 °C depicted at figure 2, figure 3, figure 4, and figure 5 for 15 % HZSM-5 at 350 °C, irrespectively.
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Figure 2: The chromatogram for the sample resulted from the acetone reaction using 5% HZSM-5-Al2O3 at 350 °C
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Figure 3: The chromatogram for the sample resulted from the acetone reaction using 5% HZSM-5-Al2O3 at 400 °C
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Figure 4 : The chromatogram for the sample resulted from the acetone reaction using 5% HZSM-5-Al2O3 at 450 °C
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Figure 5 : The chromatogram for the sample resulted from the acetone reaction using 15% HZSM-5-Al2O3 at 350 °C
Table 1 : The Classified Hydrocarbon compositions from Catalytic Reaction of Ethanol

Catalyst mixture (%w)
(H-ZSM-5-Al2O3)
Temperature (°C)
Hydrocarbon Compound (%w)
Olefin
Cycloparafin
Aromatic
Isoparafin
n-parafin
The Others (Unknown)

5%

5%

5%

15%

15%

15%

20%

20%

20%

350 °C

400 °C

450 °C

350 °C

400 °C

450 °C

350 °C

400 °C

450 °C

1.36
83.32
2.2
0
0
13.12
100

1.11
50.12
43.26
0
0
5.51
100

1.03
29.09
67.59
2.29
0
0
100

15.12
49.67
35.21
0
0
0
100

51.96
12.2
35.84
0
0
0
100

1.34
28.52
51.6
17.21
0.53
0.8
100

1.93
45.39
48.47
0.61
0
3.6
100

0
77.74
22.1
0
0
0.16
100

0
53.96
45.34
0
0
0.7
100

The product analyzed with GC/MS then will be calculated using the equation to calculate each octane number of the sample
hydrocarbon product. Because of that, the quantification of composition from the analyzed product using GC/MS was very
essential on this research. To calculate the octane number, first each of the compound have to be categorized based on each
hydrocarbons chain structure i.e. Olefin, cycloparafin, aromatic, isoparafin and n-parafin hydorcarbon Based on the amount
of hydrocarbons in each category, will be calculated using the equation to get the product octane number as you can see below
[6].

RON= 69.0306 1.0729YNP  0.7875YIP1  0.0976YIP2
 0.3395YCP  0.4049YAR

……………………………………………………………. (1)

where:
Y = Fraction of each category
NP = N-Paraffin (without C5)
IP1 = Iso paraffin from C5 to C7
IP2 = Iso paraffin other than C5 to C7
CP = Cycloparaffin
AR = Aromatic
The octane number of liquid product from the calculation can be seen on figure 6.
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Figure 6: The Calculation results of the Octane Number for each hydrocarbon product

From figure 6 we may see the product octane number with various parameter, from catalyst Al2O3/HZSM-5 ratio composition
(5% to 20% HZSM-5) to reaction temperature (350 °C, 400 °C, and 450 °C). From this figure above, we can see that the
optimum condition to get the highest possible octane number in this research is 15% HZSM-5 catalyst composition at reaction
temperature of 450 °C. The resulting octane number of the product at this condition is 109.6. At this condition, the aromatic
content of the product maybe not as high as the condition at 10% HZSM-5 but higher than at the lower temperature. We knew
that aromatic hydrocarbon have a very high octane number. But, why did at 10% HZSM-5 at the same temperature the octane
number is lower even though the aromatic content is higher.
This shows us that aromatic content which have a generally very high octane number isn’t the only compound that affecting
greatly on octane number. We can see that on 15% HZSM-5 at 450 °C reaction temperature, another compound that could
Table 2 : The composition of liquid hydrocarbon product using 15% HZSM-5 At 450 qC

no

name

RT

%w

1

Cyclopentane, methyl-

2.553

0.27

2

Benzene

3.008

2.14

3

Pentane, 2,3-dimethyl-

3.083

2.41

4

Hexane, 3-methyl-

3.224

9.09

5

Pentane, 2,3,4-trimethyl-

3.433

5.35

6

Cyclohexane, methyl

5.743

25.13

7

Cyclopentane, ethyl-

5.835

3.48

8

Cyclohexene, 4-methyl-

5.933

0.27

9

3,5-Dimethylcyclopentene

6.13

0.53

10

Cyclopentene, 3-ethyl-

6.208

0.27

11

Toluene

6.517

22.99

12

Cyclohexene, 1-methyl-

6.577

0.27

13

Ethyl ester of 1-Methyl-2-methylene

7.703

0.27

14

Cyclohexane, 1-methyl-4-methylene

8.414

0.27

15

3-Heptyne, 5-methyl-

8.603

0.27

16

Benzene, ethyl-

9.508

0.80

17

o-Xylene

9.898

21.93

18

p-Xylene

10.585

3.48

19

2,3-Dimethyl-3-phenylbutan-2-ol

12.809

0.00

20

Benzene, 1,2,3-trimethyl-

13.833

0.27

21

Hexadecane

23.918

0.00

22

Pentadecane

26.441

0.27

23

Hexadecane

28.232

0.27

affect the octane number even greater than aromatic compound also present. This compound is isoparaffin, which is present at
17% weight of the product. The presence of this isoparaffin considerably boost the octane number. And because of that, the
octane number at this variable was higher than any other variable. But, the presence of isoparaffin compound throughout this
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research was very minimum. And this is resulting in the majority of octane number was very dependant on aromatic and
cycloparaffin content. Therefore, the trend of octane number rising along with the temperature rising is the effect of the
aromatic content improvement. The identification of each compound present on the product with 15% HZSM-5 at 450 °C can
be seen at the table below (table 2). And the product distribution using 15% HZSM-5-Al2O3 catalyst at various reaction
temperature can be seen at figure 7 below.

Figure 7 : Product distribution of hydrocarbon compound using 15% HZSM-5 Catalyst at various reaction temperature

From figure 7 we can see that at temperature 400 °C there is a change of product selectivity distribution from cycloparaffin
into olefin. This is could happen because of the reaction chain on this ethanol reaction to hydrocarbons. Based on the previous
research of ethanol to gasoline (ETG) reaction, the reaction starts from ethilen and end with aromatic or paraffin. The first
reaction is the forming of ethylene from dehydration of ethanol, then the oligomers formation. From there, the reaction chain
split into two possible route, either directly into a cyclic compound, or becoming an olefin first than into cyclic compound
(might become a paraffin compound too). And the last part is from cyclic to aromatic compound [7].
This significant change on product distribution might be caused by the conversion of oligomer compound to olefin was greater
than the one directly change into cyclic compound, and because of that the cycloparaffin conversion was dropped resulting the
rise of the olefin compound, including the cyclo olefin compound.

4. CONCLUSION
The synthesis of high quality hydrocarbon for possible fuel from ethanol over HZSM-5 - Al2O3 catalyst has been successfully
investigated with resulting a high octane number above 88. The containing hydrocarbons product such as aromatic, isoparafin,
olefin was confirmly establised and hence, the calculation result for the high octane number attained 109.5. This high octane
number was achiaved using catalyst composition 15% HZSM-5-Al2O3 at 450 °C. And this is due to isoalkane and
aromatic hydrocarbons produced as the main comprising component in the product.
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ABSTRACT
Several biodegradable polymers have been explored to develop biodegradable edible films in order to reduce the use of
conventional plastics. In this study, edible biocomposite film is made from gelatin filled with Bacterial Cellulose Microcrystal
(BCMC). BCMC is produced from nata de coco paste, which is hydrolyzed with cellulase enzyme. In making biocomposite,
gelatin matrix is first dissolved in distilled water and then mixed with BCMC filler solution in ultrasonic bath. The solution
resulted is then casted and dried in room temperature. The addition of BCMC is proven to improve physical properties,
mechanical, and thermal properties of the resulting material. BCMC distribution of SEM showed increasing the tensile strength
test results, DSC, and WVTR. When the BCMC concentration was varied from 1-4 wt% of the gelatin mass, tensile strength
and glass transition temperature (Tg) increased from 37.07 MPa to 74.04 MPa and 27.520°C to 39.60°C, respectively. Water
Vapour Transmission Rate (WVTR) decreased from 37.77 gr.m-2.h-1 to 19.73 gr.m-2.h-1. Tensile test and DSC results also
increased when varying the sonication time from 3-6 minutes, from 48.57 MPa to 57.23 MPa and 25.890°C to 37.290°C.
WVTR decreased from 36.09 gr.m-2.h-1 to 20.54 gr.m-2.h-1.
Keywords:
Biodegradable, Biocomposite, Edible film, Gelatin, Bacterial Cellulose Microcrystal (BCMC)
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ABSTRACT
Sulfonate grease is most newly type of grease among many types of lubricating greases, nevertheless this type of grease has
already get popularity due to its antiwear superiority. In this research, calcium sulfonate complex biogreases have been
produced using base oil of epoxized palm oil. The thickening agent is an overbased detergent, a mixture of calcium sulfonate
and calcium carbonate as the main thickening agent, and calcium hydroxy stearate and calcium acetate as the complexing
agent. The biogrease is manufactured via saponification process in a closed batch reactor, follow by cooling step and
homogenization step. Product quality test conducted for the biogrease are, penetration test and dropping point test to measure
the stability of the matrix of the thickening agent, and four ball wear test to measure antiwear performance of the product. The
best quality of the calcium sulfonate complek biogrease has composition 56.03% thickening agent which consist of calcium
sulfonate, calcium carbonate, calcium hydroxystearate, and calcium acetate. This biogrease has a dropping point 301 qC at
NLGI 2. The calcium sulfonate complex biogrease show an excellent antiwear performance and outperform that of calcium
stearate-acetate complex biogrease. The calcium sulfonate complex biogrease produced the amount of wear 0.02 mg, while the
calcium stearate-acetate complex biogrease produced the amount of wear 0.4 mg, from four ball wear test at the same test
condition. The antiwear superiority of this biogrease is considered as the contribution boundary layer of calcite crystal which is
formed by series process adsorbing, packing and crystallization of CaCO3 amorf on friction surface.
Keyword
Calcium sulfonate comple, biogrease, overbased detergent, epoxidized palm oil, antiwear performance.
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Plenary 4
Intelligent transport systems – technological, economic, system
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This paper introduces a holistic view to intelligent transport systems (ITS) by providing four different
perspectives to it: the technological, economic, system performance and market views. These
perspectives are essential in understanding the full picture of ITS, which is much more than just
advanced transportation engineering. ITS requires management tools coming from systems
engineering. These tools are ITS architectures. ITS has unique features related to transport economics
and it differs from the traditional transport engineering solutions. ITS can improve transport system
performance in numerous ways, but it is furthermore an important business segment for many
technology companies and it has become an industry by its own right. Each of these perspectives call
for different types of expertise and management of ITS, which as a meta-system is almost as
demanding management object as the entire transport system.
Keywords
ITS, transport, system architecture, management, benefits, impacts
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Quality in Color Laser Printing and Data Mining
Chao-Lung Yang
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ABSTRACT
Maintaining color consistency throughout the cartridge or printer life is an important engineering challenge for
color laser printer manufacturers. Since color reproduction is susceptible to variations in operating, performing
calibrations at specific intervals to compensate for operating conditions is a common approach to ensure
consistent tone reproduction. This research focused on utilizing operating information to improve the sensor
mapping which predicts colorimetric tone reproduction (CTR) values on printing media obtained from
densitometer readings measured on substitute media in calibration. Time-series sensor data and color
measurements have been collected from off-the-shelf color printers under a variety of operating conditions. The
data analysis shows that the sensor mapping has distinctive behaviors under different levels of relative humidity
and cartridge toner consumption. In addition, the sensor mapping has been found to be sensitive to tone level
and the variation of cartridges. A new sensor mapping model including a cartridge classification module was
proposed to not only compensate for environmental and consumable conditions, but also to consider cartridge
variation. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the sensor mapping can be improved by the
compensations of environmental and consumable conditions. The data-driven study also shows that the cartridge
classification by selected operating parameters is feasible, and the accuracy of cartridge classification is
acceptable. The overall accuracy of the sensor mapping can be improved by ~ 40% on average after considering
the operating information.
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ABSTRACT
Marketing strategieshave different implication on diffusion factors in consumer adoption process. A system dynamicsmodel
could give a better understanding between the interaction of variables in the diffusion factors and its influence in consumer
adoption process. The basis for the model is Bass Diffusion Mode. In addition, the model tested three different scenarios,
namely business as usual, word of mouth marketing, and social media marketing in order to understand how different
parameter of diffusion factor affects adoption process. This research will produce behavior over time analysis of customer
number, potential customer, and adoption rate on each scenario.Based on analysis, promotion is the important factor for
increasing awareness of product, while word of mouth marketing is important for product adoption.
Keywords
Bass diffusion model, system dynamics, consumer adoption, marketing strategy, word of mouth, marketing modeling

1.

INTRODUCTION

With Indonesia’s economic growth, there has been substantial increase of purchasing power of consumers. This power has
been influencing the marketplace by expanding market potential and creating higher and more competitiveness pressure.
Therefore, in order to maintain its position in marketplace, a business mustselect and execute the right marketing strategy.
Marketing strategiesdiscussabout advertisement, customer satisfaction,customer needs identification, high quality product
development, distribution, and promotion [1].All of which will affect consumer adoption process.
The example of consumer adoption process is consumer respond toward product may vary a product is launched on market.
Some consumer, who will immediately adopt the product without interference from trends and social system,categorized as
innovators.While the rest,who will adoptas a result from the pressure of the social system and trends,categorized as imitators.
Variables that influence the adoption process are the diffusion factors[2].
Word of mouth is one of the most influential diffusion factors in consumer adoption process. A research study in Jordan, found
that negative word of mouth have bigger role in consumer adoption decision than the positive word of mouth. The source of
word of mouth is also plays important role in the decision-making process[3]. There is evidence that Word of mouth can
enhance and increase the promotion effectiveness and has a great effect in the product sales.
This research developed a system dynamic model in order to understand how variety of diffusion factor can affect adoption
process, based on bass diffusion model.Bass diffusion model is a model framework thatrepresentsa product adoption process.
System dynamics has the advantage of showing the dynamic complexity of a system, such as the interaction of variables
influencing the consumer adoption process, and captures how a change in a variable can affect the other variables. The model
could help strategy planner and policy maker in the marketing organizations to make a better marketing strategy decision.

2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Model Conceptualization
This research use system dynamic approach for modeling, consist of four major steps: model conceptualization, development,
validation and usage through scenarios. Model conceptualization represented in the building of system diagram. System
diagram represents the interaction and feedback from the variables. It provides a comprehensive understanding about the
model. Error! Reference source not found. shows the system diagram for the consumer adoption process developed in this
research. External variables are variables used as the input for the process in endogen model structure, however its value do not
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2.3 Model Validation
Reference mode is graphical representation of behavior over time (BOT) from system acquired from expert judgment or
literature study.Behavior-reproduction-test validationtest uses reference mode in order to check the validity of model by
comparing BOT of model with BOT of reference mode. A valid model has marginal different between BOTs. This research
use BOT from customer-adoption-rate, number of customer,and number of potential customer for validation.

Figure 3: Reference Modes for Adoption from Word of Mouth

The horizon line shows the time and the vertical line indicates the number of people who adopt a product influenced the effect
of word of mouth. The starting rate of the product adoption is low and expected to increases gradually until one point and then
it decreases. [6]

Figure 4: Reference Mode for Adoption from Advertisement

The adoption of the products is high at the time that the product enters the market, then people gradually purchase the goods
because of word of mouth instead of company’s advertisements, therefore it will decreases over time[6]. The horizon line
shows the time and the vertical line indicates the number of people who adopt a product because of the advertisements.

Figure 5: Reference Mode for Customer

Bass states that the number of customers increases at first at the time of launching the new product to the market, after that it
reaches to a constant rate [6]. The horizon line shows the time and the vertical line indicates the number of people who adopts
the product.
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Figure 6: Reference Mode for Potential Customer

The number of potential customer is high at the first time the product enter the market, and it will decreases gradually over
time [6].The horizon line shows the time and the vertical line indicates the number of potential customer.
We run developed model in order to see the output of model created through interaction between endogenous and exogenous
variables inside structure of model. Developed model runs for five years according to common long term planning of
company. The output of the model (Figure 7 and Figure 8) indicated that the model have similar Behavior Over Time (BOT)
output graph with reference model on Figure 4 for Adoption Rate, Figure 5 for Customer, and Figure 6 for Potential Customer.

Figure 7: Behavior Over Time Potential Customer

Figure 8: Behavior Over Time Adoption Rate

Figure 9: Behavior Over Time Customer

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are three scenarios implemented: business as usual, word of mouth marketing, and social media marketing. The
business-as-usual scenario results are the one that used to validate the model.
Table 1: Scenario Effect on Variables
Business as Usual

Word of Mouth Marketing

Social Media Marketing
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Product Quality
Budget for Online
Media
Buzzer
Promotion
Multiplier of
Social Media on
WoM
Budget
for
Publicity Event

90 quality
Min: Rp 2.200.000.000
Max: Rp 2.899.924.585
10 people
Linked
to
“adoption
process” variable
0.68

200 quality
Min: Rp4.400.000.000
Max:Rp 5.799.849.170
50 people
Unlinked
to
“adoption
process” variable
0.68

90 quality
Min: Rp 4.400.000.000
Max: Rp 5.799.849.170
10 people
Linked
to
“adoption
process” variable
1

Min: Rp 1.225.000.000
Max: 1.614.730.734

Min: 1.225.000.000
Max: 1.614.730.734

Min: 2.450.000.000
Max: 3.229.461.469

The second scenario is word of mouth marketing (WOM). In this scenario, we would like to see the effect of word of mouth
marketing strategy and disregard the promotion effect in the adoption process. The model cut the promotion feedback to
adoption rate hence promotion only influences product awareness. The variables intervened are the ones that directly influence
the word of mouth, they are product quality, online media, and buzzer (Table 1).
The last scenario issocial media marketing (SMM). It focuses on customer engagement through various kinds of promotional
effort. Variables intervened in this scenario are social media, online media, and publicity event (Table 1).
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The results of the three scenarios are Figure 10 for the Business as Usual Scenario, Figure 11 for Word of Mouth Marketing
Scenario and Figure 12 for Social Media Marketing Scenario.
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Figure 10: Behavior Over Time for Business as Usual Scenario
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Figure 11: Behavior Over Time for Word of Mouth Marketing Scenario
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AdoptionRate

Figure 12: Behavior Over Time for Social Media Marketing Scenario

The result of adoption rate variable in word of mouth marketing scenario shows a significant difference from the other
scenarios, because it only captures the behavior of adoption from word of mouth, which is not very high at the beginning and
then increases up to eighteen percent and then declines (Figure 11). While the other two scenarios capture the behavior of
adoption from advertisements, which is high at the beginning then decreases over time. The balancing structure of promotion,
word of mouth, and competitor’s attractiveness influences the adoption rate.
Customer variable shows an exponential growth curve behavior, as the result of business as usual and social media marketing
scenarios, meaning that the growth rate is higher at the beginning and then slowing down at the end of the simulation period.
Meanwhile, the word of mouth scenario indicates rather an S-shaped growth curve behavior, which means that the growth rate
is almost the same during the time simulation period. The customer variable is the result of balancing structure of lost
customer, potential customer, and repeats buying variables.
The third variable observed in this research is potential customer. All of the scenarios implemented show similar result for
potential customer variable, which is an exponential decline curve behavior. It means that the number of potential customer is
high at the beginning and then it decreases as higher numbers of potential customer already turn into customer. This variable is
also a result of balancing structure of promotion, product awareness, product attractiveness, and customer.
From all scenarios, we acquire the expected behavior result for adoption rate from the word of mouth marketing strategy.
Because it shows an increase for half of the time period then starting to decline rather than the other two scenario which only
decline without any increase at all during the simulation period. For the customer and potential customer variable, though all
scenario show similar behavior over time result, the business as usual and social media marketing have a higher number of
people compared to word of mouth marketing scenario.

4.

CONCLUSION

Managing and using word of mouth as part of promotion strategy have significant difference in consumer adoption
process.Promotion itselfis most suitable for raising product awareness and attractiveness, however when it comes to adoption
or buying decision, word of mouth have the bigger impact.The combination of each diffusion factor matched with the stages of
the product introduction is the most effective and efficient promotion strategy.
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ABSTRACT
Fashion can be categorized as a perishable product which has the high uncertainty. Thus, many retailers usually conduct the
strategy to provide the discount price to prevent the perishable characteristic and to minimize the inventory. This
study
developed the dynamic pricing in revenue management which is more parsimony, simpler, and more applicative in Indonesia
considering on the consumer strategy. The model was developed under two conditions, namely monopoly and duopoly. In the
duopoly model, two-person game is used where the customer valuation is considered as competitor. In addition, the
development model stages were divided into four scenarios that are the deterministic and stochastic of demand model, the
revenue model, and the pricing model developed from the best reaction of function. Based on the case study among four
scenarios of model development, two-person game with considering the stochastic of demand model is strongly representing
the actual system. This model can be generated to the products observed, easy to use and disregard the composition of myopic
and consumer strategy in system.
Keywords
Perishable, fashion retailer, revenue management, game theory, consumer strategy

1. INTRODUCTION
Fashion can be categorized as a perishable product which has the high uncertainty [1]. The perishable and uncertainty of
product is commonly caused by the changing of customer value towards the product during the particular period, such as the
different customer value between selling season and discount season. Furthermore, fashion also has the short product life cycle
in which has the long of distribution time and waiting time. For instance, most of the fashion product produced in the US and
Europe, must distribute their product to retailer in other countries. Thus, the retailer must consider the distribution time, reorder
point, and demand forecast in order to maximize profit and handle the uncertainty of the fashion product. One method
developed to manage the problem of such a fashion product is known as Revenue Management (RM).
Actually, RM has been used for managing several businesses, such as restaurant, aviation industry, hotel management, car
rental, retailing and so forth. There are unique characteristics in business implementing RM. Firstly, the product must have the
exact and limit capacity. Therefore, the first characteristic can affect the perishable of product in which the product cannot be
sold in another selling season. For instance, the fashion product must be sold in the end of selling season. Hence, to eliminate
the perishable characteristics, retailer usually provides the discount season. Secondly, the product has the high fixed cost yet
the low variable cost. Thirdly, the product also has the different demand in each period yet it can predict the pattern of demand
itself. Ultimately, the product can provide the different customer segment with the different value in the same product [2].
Costumer segment in fashion retailing is commonly divided into two types, namely myopic customer and strategic customer
[2]. Myopic customer is the type of customer who will buy directly when the price provided is less or equal with their own
value to the product. Meanwhile, strategic customer is the type of customer who will optimize their buying behavior as the
response towards the price strategy provided by the company. Hence, second type of customer will seek and wait to buy the
product until the end of selling season to get the product with the cheapest price.
Regarding to the strategic customer who always maximizes their value, the competition between fashion retailer and customer
itself is occurred. It is caused by the rationality between the players in which the strategic customers want to optimize their
value of product while the companies want to maximize the profit obtained. The condition of the competition between strategic
customer and company is sufficient to be depicted by the game theory. The game theory is usually used for two or more player
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which has the interdependent relationship among the others [3]. On the other hand, game theory also had been used for several
companies, such as to simulate and increase the ability of decision maker with providing valuable insight of player interaction
who has the different needs [4].
Basically, there are many methods and studies explaining the competition of player in game theory, such as the study of [5]
and [6]. However, the study of [5] and [6] is strongly complex to be adopted in Indonesia. Whereas, the complexity of system
needs the uniformity of data and the adequate of data, in which in Indonesia the data are difficult and confidential to be
obtained.
The other approaches to simulate the strategic customers had been conducted by [1]. Nevertheless, this model only considered
the arrival demand from myopic customer. Therefore this study extends the study of [1] by developing mathematical model
which considers the strategic customer behavior. On the other hand, this study also utilizes the price as the main consideration
in the decision variable in RM that is combined with game theory in order to find the equilibrium point of price. Briefly, this
model is not only used for deciding the optimal selling value in monopoly market without considering strategic customer but it
also enables to decide the optimal selling value in the competitive market with considering strategic customer behavior. In
addition, it also measures the revenue model developed in order to represent the real phenomena occurred in fashion retailer
industry.

2. METHOD
This study is started by the collecting of data. The data is obtained from two inputs, namely the revenue of retailer in selling
women dress and the quantity of product which is sold during the particular selling season. The data is collected from the
fashion retailer in the biggest shopping centre in Yogyakarta. Nevertheless, in term of collecting data, many data is difficult
and sensitive to obtain, such as the revenue of the retailer. Therefore, in this study, the revenue of the retailer can be assumed
as the multiplication between the quantity of product sold and the selling price in the particular period, in which the quantity of
product sold, is collected from the quantity of demand from myopic and strategic customer.
Having collected data, the model can be started to develop by using spreadsheets. In this stage, all data must be assessed and
reduced which are sorted by the significance of the product towards the revenue and demand. Subsequently, the significant
products selected are utilized by the game theory in terms of revenue management. Furthermore, they are modeled in demand
and revenue by using monopoly and two-person game. In order to develop model, this study refers to model from [1] and [7].
Different with the previous model from [1] and [7], this model considers strategic and find the equilibrium point between two
types of customer.
For demand modeling, the data collected are divided into two types, namely deterministic and stochastic demands. The
deterministic demand is modeled by linear regression analysis in order to find intercept and coefficient value in each variable.
Subsequently, the developed model is tested by using statistical test. On the other hand, the stochastic demand is utilized by
distribution fitting whether the distribution is appropriate or not. If the distribution is appropriate, the CDF value can be found.
Meanwhile, if the distribution is inappropriate, thus the CDF value can be found by empirical approach in order to obtain
coefficient value. Subsequently, both the deterministic and stochastic demands are validated by using statistical test using
SPSS 16.0. By using statistical test, the result of the model can be assessed whether it is significantly different or not compared
to the actual data. Therefore, if the data have not significantly different with the actual data, the model can be stated as valid
and sufficient to predict the expected value which can be accomplished of the retailer in the equilibrium point.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This study collects the data from the biggest shopping centre in Yogyakarta. However, the shopping centre consists of 40
different products of women formal attire obtained from January 2010 to April 2012. Therefore, the variability of product is
high in which several products have the routine demand in each month yet the others do not have the demand in each month.
This phenomena can affect the bias whether all products is considered to count in the model. Hence, to reduce bias, the product
must be assessed and reduced sorted by the significance of the product towards the revenue and demand. By using the plotting
data and pareto analysis, the product can contribute significantly towards the revenue and demand only four, namely long
sleeve shirt, long blouse, short blouse and trouser. Hence, for developing model, only four products will be used both on
monopoly and two-person game.
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Figure 1: Pareto Diagram of Retailer’s Revenue

Figure 2: Pareto Diagram of Demand

3.1. Monopoly Model
Actually, there are two criteria in monopoly model, namely deterministic and stochastic model. In the deterministic model, the
demand is assumed as certain and comes from the myopic customer. Therefore, the retailer can be stated as monopoly because
they can control in term of deciding the price to their customer completely.
The first step to build the deterministic monopoly model is by deciding the demand model for each product. The demand
deterministic is built with assumptions the linier function from price [1].

(1)
With

= demand in deterministic monopoly

a
= intercept
b
= coefficient of price
p
= price in each product
From this linear equation, the deterministic demand model can be achieved for four types of product depicted in Table
1. Having the deterministic demand model for each product, the revenue model of retailer must be built in order to obtain the
best reaction function, in which
depicted revenue of retailer obtained by multiplying between the price value and
demand.
Tabel 1: The Deterministic Monopoly of Demand Model

Product Type

The Demand Model

Trouser

dCP,mono,det (p) = 1028,7470,004 p

(2)

Long Sleeve Shirt

dKP,mono,det (p) = 1669,4860,007 p

(3)

Long Blouse

dBL,mono,det (p) = 1073,8760,006 p

(4)

Short Blouse

dBS,mono,det (p) = 1515,7140,009 p

(5)

(6)
Almost similar with deterministic model, in stochastic model, the costumer is categorized as myopic customer without
considering strategic customer. However, in this model, demand is considered as uncertain and probabilistic. Therefore,
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customer demand always follows the particular distribution by conducting fitting distribution. In this model, the stochastic
is demand in stochastic monopoly, N is
demand model conducted follows the model proposed by [1] in which
market size of retailer assumed as random and probabilistic and
is cumulative distribution function from price. On the
other hand, in order to get CDF, finding the sufficient distribution with the data is required by using Stat::Fit.

(10)
The sufficient distribution of fashion product is Weibull because the fashion product can be categorized as perishable and the
value of product is related towards time. CDF value from Weibull distribution can be obtained as following in which p is price,
 is form parameter,  is scale parameter and e refers to exponential. After CDF value is stated as appropriate, the demand
model in stochastic monopoly can be developed which is depicted in equation 12.

(11)
Tabel 2: The Parameter Value of Product
Jenis Produk
Trouser
Long sleeve
Long blouse
Short Blouse

Paramater Skala 
4.395
5.160
4.349
4.287

Parameter Bentuk 
195661
195834
141268
128187

(12)

3.2. Two-Person Game Model
This model is divided into two types, namely deterministic two-person game model and stochastic two-person game model.
The competition of two-person game in this study is competition between retailer and strategic customer in one-shot game.
Strategic customer will maximize surplus from valuation affecting competition for retailer. The customer valuation is assumed
to follow uniform distribution [8].
On the other hand, in the two-person game model, retailer is assumed as myopic customer and the strategic customer act as
opponent who must be competed. Therefore, this model adopts model in [7] by using multiple linear regression in order to
predict demand in myopic and strategic customer.
Different with monopoly model, the number of deterministic demand achieved by retailer in two-person game has the
particular composition which is portion between the number of myopic and strategic customer in the system. However, in this
study, information about composition of myopic and strategic customer is unavailable. Hence, building several scenarios of
demand model is required. Scenario conducted in order to build deterministic two-person game uses myopic customer
composition as much as 50%, 60%, 70%,80% and 90% from total of demand. Afterwards, demand model will be used for
building general revenue model in myopic customer depicted in equation 13.

(13)
Almost similar with deterministic two person game, stochastic two-person game also considers behavior of strategic customer.
Nevertheless, the number of demand from each customer will provide the different valuation price with probabilistic factor. In
line with deterministic model, stochastic model also adopts model developed by [7] which is added strategic customer.
(14)
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is CDF value from price provided by retailer when only myopic customer is appeared in the system, while
is
CDF value from valuation price provided by strategic customer. Therefore, for achieving CDF value from sufficient theoretical
distribution, fitting distribution must be conducted by using Stat::Fit. By conducting fitting distribution, three products, namely
long sleeve, long blouse and short blouse fulfill assumption of Beta distribution. Meanwhile, trouser does not fulfill any
distribution hence the approach conducted for this product is by using empirical distribution. Nevertheless, even though Beta
distribution is continue distribution which is closest to three products, yet CDF in Beta distribution is difficult to define due to
and
from four products, empirical
the characteristic of no closed form [9]. Consequently, for finding CDF
distribution is required. The general CDF value from retailer price is depicted in equation 15, while strategic customer is
showed in equation 16 in which i, j, k, and m are constant.
(15)
(16)
Tabel 3: The Comparison between CDF Value of Retailer Price and Strategic Customer
Product Type

CDF Value

of Retailer Price

CDF Value

of Strategic Customer

Trouser
(17)

(21)

(18)

(22)

(19)

(23)

(20)

(24)

Long sleeve
Long blouse
Short blouse

After CDF value is obtained for each product, the demand model of two-persons game stochastic can be conducted by
substituting equation 15 and 16 to general equation two-person game stochastic demand in equation 25.

(25)

4. VALIDATION
Model validation is required in order to confirm whether model represents the actual system or not. Validation is conducted by
using statistical test for comparing the difference between mean in output and actual system. Output model compared are
output demand model from deterministic monopoly, stochastic monopoly, deterministic two-person game, and stochastic twoperson game.
Nevertheless, before conducting statistical test, normality test must be conducted to define the model can be assessed by using
parametric or non parametric method. From normality test, Ho cannot be rejected thus the data are distributed normally. In
other words, the parametric test, t-test can be used for assessing this model.
The result of t-test with significant level 95% provides information that the demand for each product can be modeled both
deterministic and stochastic. On the other hand, significant p-value provides the result, as following:
1. The sufficient model applied in trouser is deterministic two-person game with composition myopic customer as much as
60%
2. The sufficient model applied in long sleeve is deterministic two person game with composition myopic customer as much
as 80%
3. The sufficient model applied in long blouse is deterministic two person game with composition myopic customer as much
as 50%
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4.

The sufficient model applied in short blouse is deterministic monopoly.

Even though deterministic two-person game is sufficient model applied for three products, yet this model has limitation
because it is strongly related to the number of myopic customer composition in the system. Hence, alternative model,
stochastic two-person game must be conducted which has the best significant value for three products. In order to find the
significant differences between revenue output stochastic and deterministic two-person game, t-test is conducted.
According to Table 4, there are no significant differences between output in deterministic and stochastic two-person game.
Therefore, revenue prediction can be conducted by using stochastic two-person game without considering the number of
particular customer in the system. On the other hand, even though sufficient model applied in short blouse is deterministic
monopoly, yet there are no significant differences when using stochastic two-person game.
Table 4: The Result of t-test in Two-Person Game Model
Model
Deterministic
Two-persons
Game
Stochastic
Two-persons
Game
Deterministic
Monopoly

Trouser
Sig.
Decision

0,469

do not
reject

Long Sleeve
Sig.
Decision

0,884

do not
reject

Long Blouse
Sig.
Decision

0,479

Short Blouse
Sig.
Decision

do not
reject
0,381

do not
reject

5. CONCLUSION
According to result explained in the previous chapter, there are two points that can be summarized. Firstly, the best
mathematical model applied for all fashion products is stochastic two-person game. This model not only can be generalized
for all products, but it is also easier to be used without considering myopic and strategic customer composition in the system.
In addition, by selecting stochastic two-person game as the representative model, it depicts that behavior of strategic customer
is required in revenue management.
Secondly, modeling process considering valuation from strategic customer in Indonesian fashion retailer can be
conducted. Ultimately, stochastic and deterministic results are comparably no different.
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ABSTRACT
This research is aimed at accelerating and expanding economic development to strengthen national and global competitiveness
and realizing good governance in coal mining. A target outcome to be achieved is an academic paper as the basis for the
preparation of local legal products on managing the special port of coal. The object of research is community around coal
mining operations in East Kalimantan. The research sample is five regencies and analyzed by the SWOT method . The result
shows that the Mahakam River has a high economic potency as a means of transportation to distribute coal from the stockpile
to the ship through the construction of special port. The regional government need to issue regional regulation on special port
construction. The strategy developed to achieve the acceleration and expansion of economic development is by utilizing the
support of local governments and taking advantage of river transport facilities.
Keywords
Regulation, river transport, coal special port

1. INTRODUCTION
Coal mining as the main sector replacing the timber, evidenced by the 913 mining business license permission issued by local
government are scattered throughout the regencies and cities in East Kalimantan, from those numbers 560 companies are
exploration and 353 companies are exploitation. (Department of Mine and Energy East Kalimantan, 2012). The data is beyond
mining business license permission issued by the central government. Various problems caused by coal mining activities
concerning some aspects such as environmental, socio-cultural, economic, health, infrastructure. All happened because of
weak governance system in mining activities from the planning, implementation, outputs and outcomes are not integrated and
sustained planned in accordance with sustainable environmental concepts.
The emerging problem is the destruction of many public roads crossed by vehicles transporting coal to the stockpile or port.
Transporting coal passing the public road contributes 15 times accelerating of road destruction before the times. Most
companies holds the local license do not have a special road to transport coal. The local government responded by forbidding
coal transport vehicle on a public road starting in September 2013. The government plan is successful to encourage mining
companies to build a special road transport mine or transfer using transport modes Mahakam River. Utilization of river
transport is preferred by coal mining entrepreneurs evidenced by the emergence conveyor belt located along the Mahakam
river by 29 locations, majority in Kutai Kartanegara Regency and in the last three years there are 92 locations of special ports
listed on the Department of Transportation East Kalimantan.
Furthermore, to maintain the security the development and management of special facilities and infrastructure of coal mining is
necessary to be regulated in the form of regional regulations. Because until now East Kalimantan province has not had
legislation that regulates the hauling road, special port and the environmental impact of coal mining. The benefit by issuing
special port regulations is expected to provide multiplayer effect on the acceleration and expansion of the economy. The results
of this study in the form of an academic paper to be used as the input of public policy decisions of local government in the coal
mining sector.
Optimizing the benefits of coal mining operations is expected to drive the acceleration and expansion of the national economy
when creating a good governance of coal mined either by regulating the management of facilities and infrastructure to be
owned and its impact by the coal companies. Regulations can be made by the Government in accordance with their
responsibility to provide guidance, supervision and control under the local regulations and its derivatives laws products on
transport infrastructure of coal mining and environmental impact management.
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2. METHODS
Population are society around coal mining companies operating in East Kalimantan . Samples taken from 5 regencies /cities
that has been widely exploited their coal they are Samarinda, Kutai Kartanegara, Paser, East Kutai and Berau. Data collection
method is by distributing of questionnaires, conducting focus group discussion (FGD), as well as literature study. A
questionnaire was compiled based on research that is directed to the object of the public, companies, and local governments.
Questionnaires were prepared using a range of categories linkers scale values: 5=Strongly Agree (SST), 4=Agree (ST),
3=Undecided (RG), 2=Disagree (D), 1=Strongly Disagree (STS). The number of instruments in question to the community
around coal mine as many as 24 items, the instrument for the company is 30 items. FGD was conducted to the communities
around the mining area which actually obtain a direct impact on mining operations. Interview is emphasized as a method to
obtain information related to mine operations to the stakeholders at the local level such as regional development agency,
department of transportation, the department of mines, environment agency and the regional council. Other secondary data
obtained through the study of literature. The data collected were analysis with SWOT matrix method.

3. RESULT
FGD is conducted at 4 (four) locations in Kutai Kertanegara, Berau, Pasir Regency and Samarinda City. The participants are
societies around the coal mining area consisting of local community and company employees. Each FGD followed by 10-15
members of the public. The information obtained directly from the public related to mining activity in the positive sides are:
raising the price of land surrounding the mining area, employing the local skill or unskilled people, opening of business
opportunities, the implementation of community development program. Whereas the negative sides are: air pollution, mud
flood, public health problems, the decline in soil fertility, the death of a plant that grows in the garden, the damage of ex-mine
environment, the damage to public roads, noise pollution, the degradation of local wisdom, the erosion of cultural values, the
shifting of agricultural land and residential area into land mine, communities conflicts.
From the data collected indicate an imbalance between mining companies operating in East Kalimantan as many as 913
companies but only 21 (twenty-one) firms reporting reclamation guarantees. This means that only a few companies executed
post-mining reclamation (The Department of Mining and Energy East Kalimantan, 2012). It is also found that there is only a
few special ports in East Kalimantan. The length of road in the southern part of East Kalimantan which extends from Paser
District to the border of South Kalimantan reach to 240 km, and 225 km is damage. Road improvements have only done to the
suffered severe damage road. In general, road damage in East Kalimantan, including in the Southern District caused by a
mismatch between load tonnages passing vehicles. Load roads in East Kalimantan only class III B the maximum of 8 tons,
while passing vehicles with a payload to 16 tons. The vehicles are owned by coal mining companies palm plantation
companies and heavy equipment transport vehicles (Department of Highways East Kalimantan, 2012).
The perception of the people and employee who live around the area of the coal mining operations of 4 (four) regencies/cities
averagely found that they very much agree with the average percentage of 85.6% (public) and 86.4% (employee) which
means the majority absolutely agree PHWKRG that: the construction of special port regulated by local regulation, every coal
mining company must obey the regulation and should be met with the government requirement in administrative, feasibility
study, and environmental impact studies, special port in the river is absolutely supporting the coal mining business and the
right choice for the transportation of coal, development of special ports or terminals should pay attention to the socialeconomic, increase employment absorption, improving and expanding economy, expanding the business opportunities for the
surrounding communities of the port, and eventually increase regional revenue.

4. DISCUSSION
From the result of the SWOT analysis, the strategies that should be develop by the regional government in coal mine
management is strength-opportunity strategy. The strength are the potential of the Mahakam River to transport coal, the mining
location close to river, the availability of Mahakam River bank as the location of special port, The huge deposit of coal.
Whereas the opportunities are catching the coal business opportunities, Fulfilling domestic coal demand, increasing regional
revenue, expanding the public access to get opportunities for employment. In optimizing the strengths to catch the
opportunities, the regional government needs to issue regulation on the management of special port. Therefore, the model of
the public policy is as follow figure 1.
Stakeholder
(Central Government, Regional
Government, Society, Investor)

Public Policy in Mining
Sector

Central Government
Regulation

The Existing Regional
Government
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SWOT analysis

Regional Regulation in Coal Mining

A healthy and sustainability coal mine management

The acceleration and expansion of economic development to strength then the national and
global competitiveness

Figure 1: Public Policy Model in Mine Coal Management

The potential for coal resources in Indonesia come from East Kalimantan, and the potential is already excavated by mining
investors, but its management is still not optimal. The number of companies operating in the mining activities that have not
made clear and clean indicates that the problem of mining relating with the regulation does not function properly. A large
number of licenses issued by the government of district/City so far indicate that issuance of permit of coal mining is
uncontrolled. Besides, it also shows how easy people go into the coal mining business. How difficult to obtain data on how
much production of coal in East Kalimantan indicates that monitoring does not work optimally
Coal mining activities conducted by many companies concession or license of central or local government with an obscure or
unclear mining license must take the consequences of environmental capacity issues. If mining operations are not managed
properly, the benefits can not be enjoyed by people rather unfortunate consequences. Therefore it is necessary to create
healthy, transparent, accountable and sustainable as well as environmentally sustainable operational governance of coal mine.
In the issue of local license exploration and exploitation checking the documents must be done and field checking and crosssector coordination should be done, the results of verification of all the parties is then used to submit to the regent /mayor to set
permissions. At the time of permit issued, there is already a commitment to run the company's corporate social responsibility
program with primary emphasis is empowering community. Checking the environmental impact analysis document should be
done regularly before starting mining activities will vary with the condition after exploitation activities carried out. Checking
on the waste management such as solid waste, liquid and air waste also needs to be done regularly.
Referring to the data processing both primary and secondary research analysis reinforces that any well-run business in the
mining sector should have sustainable development. Wishes and desires of the community at large public companies that coal
mining operations carried out in an orderly manner according to the rules in force, and performed in a sustainable manner by
considering environmental sustainability. Society also expects that the exploitation of coal carried out in an environmentally
friendly and provide maximum benefit for the community, local government, and the state.
The existence of a coal mine in East Kalimantan has not been able to keep a balance between the interests of corporate
interests - local government - the public. Strategies and policies coal companies should refer to the triple bottom line that are
economy, social and planet. Means there should not be harmed by operating coal mines, if the company is able to run
consistently rules issued by the central government and local governments related to mining, environmental protection and
other relevant laws and regulations derivatives. There was also a commitment of local government to carry out development
and supervision of mining operations.
Establishment of good governance is indicated with a number of conditions including: 1) there is the efficiency and
effectiveness of the company's coal mining operations, 2) there is transparency related to the status of the mine permitting, land
concessions, reclamation guarantees, treatment and disposal of waste products, the implementation of reclamation , the amount
of production, corporate social responsibility, land rent, non-tax state revenue, 3) there is a public accountability associated
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with the production, which in reclamation deposit insurance, implementation of reclamation, and budget as well as the
implementation of corporate social responsibility programs, payment of taxes.
Patterns of public policy in the field of regional economic development through the optimization of the management of coal
mining as a stimulus to the acceleration and expansion of economic growth that can provide a multiplier effect on various other
related fields. Multiplier effect on public policy will involve opening up opportunities for employment and business potency
community, growing and opening new areas of economic growth, rising incomes, minimize traffic accidents due to road
hauling.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis and discussion, it can be concluded that:
a. The coal industry in East Kalimantan has positive and negative impact, the negative impact is greater than the positive one.
b. The utilization of the river in East Kalimantan as a means of coal transportation is effective
c. The regional government has an authority to regulate and supervise the special port construction along river in East
Kalimantan.

6. ADVICE
In order to realize a good, clean, healthy, efficient, effective, accountable and environmentally sustainable governance of coal
mine, then:
a. Need to be issued legal products on special port and other related regulation ..
b. The coal mining company need to be audited.
c. Need public participation in supervising coal mining operation.
d. Need cross-sector coordination to implement the local or central legal product ( regulation ).
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ABSTRACT
With high economic growth, the Indonesia’s Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) companies also experiencing a rapid
market growth that has attracted more new players in the market. For both new and established FMCG companies, success in
building and sustaining a brand is the key driving factor in winning the competition. A major concern in brand equity, as
measurement of the intrinsic value of the brand competitiveness, is how to understand the behavior of brand equity overtime in
relationship to the brand management strategy the major concern. This is especially true for an established mature brand to stay
ahead. Therefore, this research develops a system dynamic model simulating the impact of brand strategy implementation to
brand equity as a medium for understanding these relationships. Brand equity consists of brand-loyalty, brand-awareness,
brand association and perceived product quality. Brand strategy consists of 6P factors: product, price, place, promotion,
proposition and pack. The research investigates three plausible scenarios: aggressive competitor, business-as-usual, and
passive competitor. The model shows how mature brand would have a different behavior than new brand that requires a
different 6P branding strategy than a new or growing brand.
Keywords
Simulation, System Dynamics, Brand Strategy, Brand Equity, Brand Awareness, Brand Loyalty

1. INTRODUCTION
With the increased market-size of Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG), due to Indonesia’s high economic growth, has
lured new companies to enter the market or old companies to expand its current product portfolio. Any mature product must be
able to defend itself with the wave of new or rebranding old product. Which means brand strategy represents a key important
aspect in marketing for FMCG companies. However, the process of building and sustaining a brand is highly complex and
unstructured. Many dynamic variables, which are mostly tacit knowledge, affects this process and makes it difficult for brand
managers to predict how branding strategy implementations could affect the brand as a whole.
This research developed a model that would help brand managers, who are responsible for a brand specifically in FMCG
companies. The purpose of the model is to produce a brand equity model as a learning tool for brand managers to simulate
interactions amongst indicators of brand equity in the system in order to evaluate the implementation of 6Ps branding
strategies. It is suggested that the development of a system dynamic model will enhance the decision making process of brand
managers.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Competition among brands is one of the most important key that determines business competitiveness to win the market.
Companies with strong brands portfolio will have better options to compete rather than competing in price and specification
alone [1]. Brand is a set of attributes that sticks to certain product or service, such as character, value, association, and quality
that consumers have in mind and could interfere with consumers buying process [2]. Brand management roles are very crucial
in managing brands to grab market potential through the application of branding strategy. According to Martins (2000) and
Sampaio (2002), branding is an effort that aims to generate and develop brand value. Branding is also perceived as brand
management process to generate brand equity and in turn will make the brand become more valuable and maximize its effect
among the competitions [3]. The concepts that endorse brand equity are the most popular common practices in modern
businesses since it considered as key business performance in maximizing its profit.
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Brand equity is an example of a complex system that is affected by dynamic interaction among factors, both among elements
that structure it and the interactions among those elements to the application of branding strategy. Aaker (1991) defines brand
equity as a set of added values that is given by a brand to a product or service [4]. Brand equity give an added-value in
increasing marketing efficiency and affectivity, build brand-loyalty, increase profit margin, and increase bargaining position
toward seller [5]. Brand concept that aligns with brand equity will enable companies to evaluate their brand more effectively
therefore will be able to develop a better branding [6].
For the model, brand equity consists of four elements: brand-awareness, brand-loyalty, perceived-quality, and desire-to-buy
brand [7]. Oliver (1997) describe brand-loyalty as consumer commitment to repeat purchase of a product, although it is rather
situational and very much affected by marketing effort to change this tendency [6]. Brand awareness is the ability of potential
consumers to recall or remember a brand and link it to its product or service. Perceived-quality is defined as consumer’s
perspective toward overall quality of a product or service. It is rather subjective and cumulative over time [6]. Otto & Bois
(2001), defined desire-to-buy brand as consumer's aspiration to buy certain brand [7].
There is a need of a learning medium, in a form of a model, to solve this brand complexity to highlight the interactions among
brand equity elements and with branding strategy. With a more understanding of these interactions, brand managers will be
able to evaluate their branding strategy to survive and grow as competition is getting crowded. It should be able to
accommodate the concept of brand equity as the accumulation of relevant consumers and their expectations [8]. System
dynamics methodology could accommodate understanding these complexities understanding through behavior changes over
time when there is a change in the structure [9]. System dynamics is also accommodates scenario implementation test needed
in this research. It could also show how it affects toward the whole system behavior [10].

3. RESEARCH METHODS
The research methodology follows the four steps of systems dynamics modeling methodology of conceptualization,
development, validation, and model usage and analysis.
3.1. Model Conceptualization
Interaction amongst variables and feedback from each variable are the focus in system dynamics modeling. System diagram is
a perfect tool to represent interaction and feedback from variables. Figure 1 shows the system diagram for Brand Equity
Model. The primary users are brand managers, which have to manage the brand to achieve desired key outputs from the
system: brand-awareness, desire-to-buy brand, brand-loyalty and product perceived-quality. Other stakeholders of the system
would also influence the output definition from the system. Brand managers would like to exercise certain branding scenarios
to the interaction in the model and see how the results changes. The model must also account input from exogenous variables
such as price, availability media exposure, shown on the left side of the diagram.
Based on the systems diagram, the construction of the model was starting by examining Otto’s Brand Equity Model (Figure 2).
In this linear model, desire-to-buy brand approached to be the effect pool from three other brand equity indicators. Considering
the definition of brand equity as value added generated by the brand, desire-to-buy brand becomes the closest indicator for
assessing Brand Equity success in adopting consumers. Otto also stated that desire-to-buy brand indicator is able to summarize
the effects produced by other elements such as brand-awareness, brand-loyalty, and perceived-quality [7].
However, Otto’s model does not explain about how each variable affecting the adoption process of a product. Therefore, a new
concept, shown in Figure 3, was developed on explaining how each stage in the adoption process s influence bay the variables
Otto’s model.
Figure 4 illustrates the translation of the Otto’s model into CLD. It shows how product attractiveness and customer satisfaction
can build perceived-quality. Increased in perceived-quality is the result of the interaction amongst four factors: product, price,
packaging, and availability, and balanced by the brand negative image. Perceived-quality is considered as ‘moment of truth’ to
consumers, whether the product is good or not. If consumer perceived it acceptable and preferable, consumers will tend to buy
more and increase brand-loyalty. In turn, brand-loyalty will affect customer satisfaction.
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Figure 1: Model Conceptualization of Brand Equity Model as a System Diagram

Figure 2: Model Assumptions based on Otto’s Brand Equity Model

Figure 3: How Each Brand Variables affecting the Adoption Process
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Figure 4: Causal Loop Diagram of Brand Equity Model

In brand-awareness, promotion effectiveness will affect brand-awareness but can be distracted by the distortion of competitor
attractiveness. Promotion investment is likely to improve the effectiveness of promotional campaigns and the effectiveness of
this campaign will ultimately increase brand-awareness. The more consumers know the brand; it will increase brand-loyalty.
Likewise, the more loyal consumers know the brand better. Desire-to-buy brand can influence brand-awareness and brandloyalty. In turn, they can also affect the desire-to-buy brand. Besides distorting promotion effectiveness, attractiveness
competitors will also distract the desire-to-buy brand and brand-loyalty.
3.2. Model Development (SFD)
In order to complement the secondary data obtained through company reports, a Focus Group Discussion (FGD) was
conducted to gain insight on the relationships of the model. The model was shown and discussed in the FGD, and the complete
model is illustrated in Figure 5

Figure 5: Brand Equity Model Birds-Eye View
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3.3. Model Validation
The model underwent four validation methods in SD: dimensional consistency test, structure assessment test, behavior
validation test, and sensitivity analysis test. For the behavior validation test, output from our model validate the reference mode
from Otto’s desire-to-buy brand variable (Figure 6) [7].

Figure 6: Desire-to-buy Brand Indicator Model Simulation Validation

Sensitivity analysis validation aims to determine how sensitive a variable affect other variables and sees whether the response
of the model is appropriate with the response in real behavior condition. The model used two exogenous variables: brandloyalty and competitor attractiveness.

Figure 7: Brand-loyalty toward Competitor Attractiveness Change

Based on Figure 7, we can see that level of competitor attractiveness is strongly influence the brand-loyalty. Competitor
Attractiveness will give pressure to brand-loyalty. A higher increase of Competitor Attractiveness will result a higher pressure
on brand-loyalty that may caused decline in brand-loyalty value. These behaviors correspond with the real live perceptions.
3.4. Scenario Development
From the results of simulation scenarios, conducted summary on each indicator of each scenarios to get an idea of how the
effect of these scenarios running on each indicator. Since brand strategy links with competitor brand strategy, the scenarios
were developed based on the brand manager’s plausible responds to any changes in the competitor brand strategy. Any
competitor strategy would affect their products attractiveness. Business-as-usual scenario illustrates the currently implemented
6Ps branding strategy. Aggressive-competitor scenario is when the brand manager responds if competitor aggressively
increases its product competitiveness. Passive-competitor scenario is when the competitor actually loosens the product brand
positioning. The model runs for five years, a long term planning perspectives for a FMCG company.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1.1 Desire-to-buy Brand
Figure 9 shows the behavior over time of desire-to-buy brand which rose slowly at first, but then accelerated and slowed down
again at the end of the period because of the balancing effect of the variable representing the dilution effect of consumer
boredom.
On passive-competitor-scenario, desire-to-buy brand experienced faster movement behavior over time curve resulting greater
value than business-as-usual scenario as much as 3% by the end of the simulation period. Meanwhile, on passive-competitorscenario, desire-to-buy Brand experience slower movement behavior over time curve resulting decline value than on businessas-usual scenario as much as 3% by the end of the simulation period.
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Figure 8: Scenarios for 6P Branding Strategies

4.1.2 Brand Awareness
Figure 10 shows how brand-awareness creates an exponential curve behavior over time, as the effect of the interaction between
promotion investment and promotion exposure. Two balancing-loop structures on the CLD between brand-awareness,
investment promotion and brand-awareness, and with the competitive pressure on promotion effectiveness is not significantly
influence the brand-awareness to create a limit to growth behavior. Both loops just reduce the growth level of the brandawareness. These behaviors show loyalty in mature brand is very strong comparing to any attack from competitors promotion.

Figure 9: Desire-to-buy Brand Behavior Over Time in Each Scenarios

Between the scenarios, on aggressive-competitor-scenario, brand-awareness indicator performance decreased compare to its
simulation result on business-as-usual scenario implementation. Promotion effectiveness is one of the most influencing
variable to brand-awareness, which itself is influenced by the promotion investment, promotion exposure, as well as
competitive pressure caused by competitors attractiveness.
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Figure 10: Brand-awareness Behavior Over Time in Each Scenarios

In the case of a mature brand, the distortion from competitor attractiveness plays a bigger dominating effect to promotion
effectiveness. Therefore, when it reaches to a saturation point, increase in consumer awareness level is slowing down.
Consumers are uninterested with the same marketing messages. This would affect on the brand-awareness performance. It
shows in the aggressive-competitor-scenario by experiencing slower movement on behavior over time curve and declining
brand-awareness value as much as 3% by the end of the simulation period.
From the model, brand-awareness indicator performance on passive-competitor-scenario increased by 7% compared to the
scenario. This happens due to a decline in attractiveness competitors that has an effect of investment promotion become even
stronger in promotion effectiveness, although the investment amount is reduced.
4.1.3 Brand Loyalty
Brand-loyalty also increased exponentially due to the reinforcing loop structure between brand-awareness, brand-loyalty,
desire-to-buy brand, and perceived-quality (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Brand-loyalty Behavior Over Time in Each Scenarios

Brand-loyalty on aggressive-competitor-scenario shows lower performance than business-as-usual, as the competitor
awareness increased. Since competitor awareness influenced brand-loyalty in reverse, brand-loyalty went down by 25% as
competitor awareness increased. On the contrary, brand-loyalty indicator on passive-competitor-scenario experience faster
movement on behavior over time curve than business-as-usual scenario much as 25% at the end of the simulation period
4.1.4 Perceived Quality
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Figure 12 shows that perceived-quality is remained constant due to the fact that the brand has reached a mature stage in its
brand life cycle. The launch of new products, new packaging, premium price, and improved distribution availability do not
show significant effect on perceived-quality.

Figure 12: Brand-awareness Behavior Over Time in Each Scenarios

The lack of significant change in the perceived-quality also leads to lack of changes in satisfaction level, which in turn resulted
to lack of change in the perceived-quality in total.
Perceived-quality on passive-competitor-scenario changes in two variables of the 6Ps branding strategy: distribution
availability level (reduced to 70%) and price premium level. The simulation results of perceived-quality on passivecompetitor-scenario showed similar results with the business-as-usual scenario; whereas on aggressive-competitor-scenario, a
launch of new products and packaging and increases availability has caused slightly better result than business-as-usual
scenario.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the model, mature brands performance depend on competitor attractiveness. In a passive-competitor environment,
when the competitor attractiveness declined, performance of all brand equity indicators moves up even when all branding
strategy elements declined. On the contrary, when the competitor attractiveness increased and all the company branding
strategy elements rose, the performance of all brand equity indicators declines. Therefore, mature brand should be very careful
on maintaining its competitiveness against competitors, because it would need higher effort just to reach back its prior position
on all indicators once the brand lost its prime position.
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ABSTRACT
Entertainment event ticket is characterized as perishable product with fixed capacity as it cannot be saved as inventory for
other events in the future. Moreover, ratio of fixed and variable cost is too high so remaining ticket indicates that event
organizer lose revenue. To anticipate it, nowadays, event organizers tend to sell ticket in different price rates: the longer time
from the D-day of the event the cheaper the price is. They offer part of capacity with discount fare and the rest with full fare.
Based on that condition, there are two basic decisions for managing entertainment ticketing to gain optimal profit: capacity
allocation and price rate. This research proposes to develop capacity allocation and optimal pricing model for each class of
customers using revenue management approach. In this paper, capacity allocation model is developed into two model types.
Firstly, using Littlewood model, two-class booking limit shows how to allocate capacity to two costumer types. Secondly,
heuristic EMSR-b (Expected Marginal Seat Revenue Version B) approach is used to develop n-class booking limit offering
more than two price rates. Capacity allocation and optimal pricing models are then investigated by simulating models and
evaluating the decision due to revenue performance in deterministic and stochastic condition. Based on case studies used,
stochastic condition is more representative to actual system than the deterministic one. Optimal price rate and booking limit for
both two class and n-class in stochastic condition are further recommended.
Keywords
Entertainment event ticketing, revenue management, booking limit, Littlewood two class model, n-class model

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, entertainment ticketing strategy has been varying developed. Due to business objective, to gain profit as much as
possible, the most widely used is pre-sale method. The method, like airline ticketing, allows event organizer sells the same
product (ticket) in different price rates, but airline ticketing offers wider level fare with more fluctuate changes in price based
on time-frame. For entertainment event, event organizer which applies pre-sale method determines some classes, the higher the
price rates, the closer the payment to the D-day of entertainment event. Certainly, event organizers have their own way to
maintain capacity for each given class.
Actually, in several cases, pre-sale methods can increase revenues. For instance, Northwest Ballet Organizer, in Palm Beach
Opera Sandiego, increased price about 5 dollars when sold tickets reached 80% of capacity, and 10 dollars each ticket when
sold tickets reached 90% of capacity. Applied method increased successfully revenue about 1.5-2% [1]. The method can
increase revenue smoothly in the end of the event [1] and give significant impact in business performance. If event organizer
provides less lower class, the remaining capacity/ticket possibly cannot be sold, namely deadwood. The other way, if the event
organizer provides more lower class, revenue will be not optimal. Deadwood loss its value when the event ends. That condition
indicates that entertainment ticketing is similar to perishable product. Therefore, revenue management (RM) can be applied for
entertainment ticketing. Thus, in this research, simulation using revenue management approach in entertainment ticketing is
developed. The model includes capacity allocation and pricing model that can be simple decision support for practitioners.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Originally, revenue management has been examined since 1972 by Littlewood and it focused on airline ticketing. Nowadays
revenue management is widely used in the other domains, like hotel, retailer, electric power supply, car rental, etc. Revenue
management can model these domains properly because the domains have same basic property which is perishable product.
Other characteristics of perishable product are the limited sale period, having price sensitivity, and having stochastic demand
[2]
.
Theoretically, revenue management is defined as how to deliver product to the right consumer with the right price in the right
time [2]. To achieve that condition, there are two perspectives in revenue management, pricing-based revenue management and
quantity-based revenue management [3]. Pricing-based RM explores which level of price rate appropriate for each class of
consumer is. On the other hand, quantity-based RM determines capacity allocation for each class. Therefore, perishable
product can be delivered exactly to the right costumer in the right time.
Revenue management is ever applied for pricing modeling of tour site in China [4] where previously, government increased the
price based on cost-oriented method before RM was finally applied. The model is used to predict when the management should
increase the price based on the remaining capacity namely backward induction. Revenue management is also applied for S&E
(Sport and Entertainment) ticketing [5] to predict the best switching time of price changes to get optimal profit.
This research applies revenue management for S&E ticketing with live concert/entertainment concert as case study. Not only
capacity allocation model with backward induction to predict optimal booking limit but also pricing model to decide the best
offered price for each type of costumers are successfully developed. Hopefully, it can improve previous research done by Dake
[5]
which is only focused on capacity allocation. Booking limit model is then developed into two kinds: two class according to
Talurri model and n-class using EMSR-b (Expected Marginal Seat Revenue Version B) and pricing model is also developed in
both deterministic and stochastic conditions.

3. BOOKING LIMIT MODELS
Ticketing business with pre-sale/discount fare and normal fare are confined to limited capacity. Discount fare happen priory
and then remaining tickets are sold with the normal fare with value greater than discount price. In practice, capacity allocation
is decided by intuitive approach. Theoretically, it can be evaluated by revenue management approach. The following
subchapter explains two models of booking limit. These models are represented the existing model and can be used to evaluate
optimal capacity allocation.
3.1. Two-class booking limit
Littlewood two-class booking limit is applied to model capacity allocation for two levels of prices, high fare and low fare. In
this model, demand of discount fare is assumed that happen previously and then followed by demand of high fare. Thus, there
are rooms which are offered for discount fare called booking limit and the remaining room is protected for high fare called
protection level. Booking limit is symbolized as b while protection level is symbolized as y.
This model shows optimal booking limit (b*) and optimal protection level (y*). Both parameters have relation as shown in
equation (1) below where C is the capacity.
(1)
Protection level is defined as the function of cumulative distribution function of arrival costumer which is one of the
continuous distribution types as shown in equation (2). This model can explain demand uncertainty.

(2)
Which P2 is the high fare and P1 is the low fare.
Based on equation (1) and (2), optimal booking limit and protection level can be calculated manually and simulated for each
ratio of price (P1 and P2). Calculation result of booking limit and protection can be easily determined. The result of the
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simulation is then formed as linear regression. Equation (3) shows that the higher the ratio of price is, the more the room
protected and vice versa. It is logically explain real condition in the system. Ratio itself is symbolized as r.
(3)
Which m and n are parameter or intercept.

3.2. N-class booking limit
Littlewood booking limit is one alternative to determine capacity allocation. In this section, more advance method to find
optimal decision for allocating all resources (capacity) is explored. This method called n-class booking limit is applied for
several classes of costumers. The method is currently and widely used in the context of revenue management because it is
easily notated, directly used, and close to real optimal solution.
Two of most familiar heuristic method is EMSR-a (Expected marginal seat revenue-version a) and EMSR-b (expected
marginal seat revenue version b) [7].Index and notation used in this model are same as the model of two-class booking limit. It
also assumes that the model fit with certain continuous distribution.
Actually, EMSR-a is indicated resulting the higher protection level than the real optimal protection level because it does not
use average statistic model to aggregate demand, so it causes pooling effect resulting higher protection level. Due to that
reason, EMSR-b is preferably applied in this research. The basic idea is aggregation of demand for the previous class so nclass is changed into two-class form. For instance, forth class will be evaluated instead of three previous classes. First, second,
and third classes are considered as only one class. Revenues of those classes are next accumulated and average revenue is used
as divisor.
For (n+1)th class, protection level will be determined as yn. Cumulated demand for nth, (n-1)th, 1st class is defined by the
as shown in the equation (5).
following equation (4). The weighted revenue for 1st, (n)th is obtained by calculating

(4)

(5)
EMSR-b equation is assumed that it is distributed normally. Equation (6) explains how yn can be calculated.
(6)

Which

is mean and
and

is variance of the aggregation of demand from (n+1)th stage where

reflects the inverse of cumulative function of normal distribution.

4. REVENUE MODEL
To evaluate booking limit model, revenue becomes indicator whether booking limit model optimizes business performance
itself. Firstly, demand model is developed in two conditions: deterministic demand model and stochastic demand model.
Deterministic model provides simple form but it has limitation because it only can be applied in certain range. If the point
exceeds the range, the calculated demand results zero or negative value. Therefore, stochastic model is also evaluated in this
case and may represent the system better. Secondly, revenue model which consists of demand model and booking limit model
is created by accommodating both pricing-based and quantity-based perspectives.
Revenue management assumed that the only factor affecting demand is price. Based on that statement, demand model is
developed as function of price. Price itself consists of several stages depending on level of customers. Here, equation (7) is
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deterministic demand model and equation (8) is the stochastic demand model. The equations show that if the price declines,
then the demand increases and vice versa. So, the demand and price are negatively correlated.
If demand model is successfully modeled and checked by statistic tool that there is no significant different between model and
real system, it can be used for further analysis. Revenue model with both demand and booking limit model is next logically
developed into three conditions: when the demand exceeds the capacity, when the demand ranges from booking limit to
capacity, and when the demand is less than booking limit. It is mathematically explained by equation (9) – equation (11). The
model as shown in equation (9) counts single class revenue up into accumulated revenue.

(7)

Which

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

5. SIMULATION AND ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
n this section, simulation using study case is needed to prove developed model: booking limit model, pricing model, and
revenue model as shown in equation (1)-(11). The case is an entertainment event in Yogyakarta in 2011. This entertainment
event is an annual event so result in this study can be considered in future time. It offered two price rates, high price
(Rp150.000) and low price (Rp100.000) with fixed capacity (700 seats). The event organizer initially allocated 30% for high
price and 70% for low price without logical consideration. By doing that strategy, they obtained Rp72.250.000. They got
actually 210 seats sold out with high price and 420 seats sold out with low price. It means that there were remaining seats or
they allocated too many rooms for high price. By applying the developed model above, we can evaluate whether their decision
had been optimal or not yet. Three scenarios for two conditions (deterministic and stochastic) have been developed to evaluate
and to find the best strategy.
1. One-class pricing strategy in deterministic and stochastic condition
2. Two-class pricing strategy in deterministic and stochastic condition
3. n-class pricing strategy in deterministic and stochastic condition
Before running simulation, basic parameter should be determined to classify better or worse business which is revenue model
containing both quantity-based RM and pricing-based RM. As shown in equation (8)-(11), equation (12) is deterministic
demand model and equation (13) is stochastic demand model. Both model can be substituted as the input for revenue model as
mentioned by equation (11).
(12)
(13)
The simulation uses random prices in range of Rp100.000-Rp250.000 based on historical data of entertainment events in
Yogyakarta.
5.1. One-class pricing strategy
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Two class or n-class model have a risk because of the fluctuate prices. It can influences costumer and organizers may loss their
demand. So, in this case, one-class model is also evaluated. If the output of one-class model results higher revenue, it can be
used as recommendation.
In range of Rp100.000-Rp250.000, by applying Rp120.000 for both deterministic and stochastic condition, we got the greatest
revenue (Rp70.128.912). It can be explored detail in Figure 1. Unfortunately, the result of this model cannot be recommended
because the expected revenue is less than actual revenue. It may be concluded that one-class model cannot offer better result in
this case.
5.2. Two class model
Firstly, booking limit model is basically developed by arrival costumer rate so it can adapt or adjust uncertain demand. Figure
2 shows the correlation between protection level and ratio of high and low prices called discount rate. Based on figure 2, the
greater the discount rate offered to the customer, the more the capacity protected for high price. It can be logically explained
that if number of rooms with discount rate offered to costumer is more, the revenue should decreases. Therefore, the more
rooms should be offered in high price. The correlation between booking limit and discount rate can be explained
mathematically by equation (14).
(14)

Figure 1: Revenue Output for One-Class Model

Figure 2: Protection Level for each discount rate

Revenue of deterministic two-class simulation
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Figure 3: The result of two-class deterministic simulation

The two-class model simulation uses price in range of Rp100.000-Rp250.000 based on the historical data of entertainment
event in Jogjakarta for both discount and full prices in deterministic and stochastic condition. However, because of
restrictiveness of deterministic model, the simulation uses only price in range of Rp100.000-Rp150.000 because the price
excess Rp150.000 values negative result. Meanwhile, stochastic simulation applies price in range of Rp100.000-Rp250.000.
In the simulation, full price is varied in the range of price with a given discount price on each scenarios. For example, in the 1st
scenario, discount price is fixed which is Rp100.000 and full price is varied from Rp105.000-Rp150.000. Thus, local optimal
revenue can be defined for each scenario by applying the model of equation (7)-equation (11). The results for both
deterministic and stochastic conditions are depicted in the figure 3 and 4. The following table, Table 1 and Table 2, explains
optimal combination of discount and full fare in each scenario.
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According to Figure 3 and Table 1, best pricing strategy for deterministic simulation is Rp100.000 as discount price and
Rp140.000 as full price with predicted revenue greater than actual revenue (Rp77.035.834) which rises about 6% from the
actual revenue. Stochastic simulation as shown in Figure 4 and Table 2 predicts the best pricing for both discount and full price
which are Rp145.000 and Rp230.000 respectively.

Table 1: Simulation result of two-calss deterministic model

1

Discount
price
Rp100.000,00

Rp140.000,00

Expected
revenue
Rp77.035.834,00

2

Rp105.000,00

Rp140.000,00

3

Rp110.000,00

Rp140.000,00

4

Rp115.000,00

5

Rp120.000,00

No

6

Discount
price
Rp125.000,00

Rp145.000,00

Expected
revenue
Rp64.819.990,00

Rp76.256.480,00

7

Rp130.000,00

Rp145.000,00

Rp48.205.555,00

Rp75.264.545,00

8

Rp135.000,00

Rp150.000,00

Rp40.776.705,00

Rp145.000,00

Rp72.031.380,00

9

Rp140.000,00

Rp150.000,00

Rp31.286.370,00

Rp145.000,00

Rp65.834.425,00

10

Rp145.000,00

Rp150.000,00

Rp20.371.935,00

Full price

No

Full price
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Figure 4: The result of two-class stochastic simulation
Table 2: Simulation result of two-class stochastic model

No

Discount
price

Full price

Expected revenue

No

Discount
price

Full price

Expected revenue

1

Rp100.000,00

Rp195.000,00

Rp98.844.784,23

16

Rp175.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp110.633.487,63

2

Rp105.000,00

Rp200.000,00

Rp101.222.509,63

17

Rp180.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp106.597.156,44

3

Rp110.000,00

Rp205.000,00

Rp102.971.712,65

18

Rp185.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp102.526.692,82

4

Rp115.000,00

Rp205.000,00

Rp105.136.549,51

19

Rp190.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp98.426.609,28

5

Rp120.000,00

Rp210.000,00

Rp108.052.615,71

20

Rp195.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp94.301.099,50

6

Rp125.000,00

Rp215.000,00

Rp110.451.674,66

21

Rp200.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp90.154.057,13

7

Rp130.000,00

Rp220.000,00

Rp112.317.890,25

22

Rp205.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp85.989.093,62

8

Rp135.000,00

Rp220.000,00

Rp114.989.497,27

23

Rp210.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp81.809.555,05

9

Rp140.000,00

Rp225.000,00

Rp118.036.511,67

24

Rp215.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp77.618.538,04

10

Rp145.000,00

Rp230.000,00

Rp120.340.112,20

25

Rp220.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp73.418.904,80

11

Rp150.000,00

Rp235.000,00

Rp118.915.004,08

26

Rp225.000,00

Rp230.000,00

Rp69.213.297,39

12

Rp155.000,00

Rp240.000,00

Rp117.126.957,55

27

Rp230.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp65.004.151,12
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No

Discount
price

Full price

Expected revenue

No

Discount
price

Full price

Expected revenue

13

Rp160.000,00

Rp240.000,00

Rp116.267.983,24

28

Rp235.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp60.793.707,28

14

Rp165.000,00

Rp245.000,00

Rp114.479.481,33

29

Rp240.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp56.584.025,15

15

Rp170.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp112.530.675,52

30

Rp245.000,00

Rp250.000,00

Rp52.376.993,31

5.2.2. N-class model
In this case, it is assumed that there are three classes of costumer. Optimal pricing in first and second class are set which are
Rp100.000 and Rp125.000 respectively. Thus, n-class model searches optimal price for the third class. As explained before in
subchapter 2.1, class is in order and notated as pn-1 > pn. Customer arrival of the nth class happens previously than the (n-1)th
class. Thus, arrival demand of discount price happens previously and followed by the arrival demand of higher price.
Figure 5-Figure 6 shows the simulation result which is calculated from some alternative nth price and Table 3-Table 4 shows
specific results and predicted revenues for both deterministic and stochastic conditions. The best pricing strategies are
Rp150.000 for deterministic condition and Rp205.000 for stochastic condition.

Figure 5. The result of deterministic n-class simulation

Figure 6. The result of stochastic n-class simulation

Table 3. nth price recommendation for deterministic simulation

No

Alternative price

Expected revenue

No

Alternative price

Expected revenue

1

Rp105.000,00

Rp71.429.857,13

6

Rp135.000,00

Rp75.306.200,00

2

Rp110.000,00

Rp71.982.100,00

7

Rp140.000,00

Rp75.306.200,00

3

Rp115.000,00

Rp72.706.000,00

8

Rp145.000,00

Rp76.792.300,00

4

Rp120.000,00

Rp73.601.300,00

9

Rp150.000,00

Rp77.859.000,00

5

Rp130.000,00

Rp73.601.300,00
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Table 4. nth price recommendation for stochastic simulation

No

Alternative price

Expected revenue

No

Alternative price

Expected revenue

1

Rp105.000,00

Rp82.607.221,82

16

Rp185.000,00

Rp112.355.193,41

2

Rp110.000,00

Rp84.870.893,41

17

Rp190.000,00

Rp112.564.893,41

3

Rp115.000,00

Rp87.308.793,41

18

Rp195.000,00

Rp112.774.593,41

4

Rp120.000,00

Rp89.918.093,41

19

Rp200.000,00

Rp115.126.793,41

5

Rp130.000,00

Rp95.050.993,41

20

Rp205.000,00

Rp115.336.493,41

6

Rp135.000,00

Rp97.403.193,41

21

Rp210.000,00

Rp93.401.800,00

7

Rp140.000,00

Rp97.403.193,41

22

Rp215.000,00

Rp96.525.300,00

8

Rp145.000,00

Rp99.965.093,41

23

Rp220.000,00

Rp97.334.900,00

9

Rp150.000,00

Rp104.459.793,41

24

Rp225.000,00

Rp100.715.500,00

10

Rp155.000,00

Rp104.669.493,41

25

Rp230.000,00

Rp101.610.800,00

11

Rp160.000,00

Rp104.879.193,41

26

Rp235.000,00

Rp104.820.000,00

12

Rp165.000,00

Rp105.088.893,41

27

Rp240.000,00

Rp108.629.100,00

13

Rp170.000,00

Rp111.726.093,41

28

Rp245.000,00

Rp106.391.743,31

14

Rp175.000,00

Rp111.935.793,41

29

Rp250.000,00

Rp105.292.590,37

15

Rp180.000,00

Rp112.145.493,41

7. CONCLUSION
According to the research objective, booking limit model is successfully developed with three conditions: oneclass, two-class, and n-class specifically for three-class in the case. It is generated into revenue model which
combines both pricing-based RM and booking limit itself as quantity-based RM. Revenue model is developed in
two conditions: stochastic demand and deterministic demand. From both conditions, stochastic is more
representative because it can apply wider price range while deterministic has price range limitation. Based on case
study, the simulation recommends two-class with optimal discount fare and high fare which are Rp145.000 and
Rp230.000 respectively. For further research, developing customer valuation and switching time as consideration
for revenue management model is suggested.
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ABSTRACT
Case study is conducted in one of the leading retailers in Jakarta to determine its customer favorable green bag with aim to
increase its usage through fitted distribution system for sustainability of Go Green program. Questionnaire with a sample of
357 is conducted in five Carrefour stores within Jakarta regions to uncover the favorable type of green bag by the retailer
customers. Cloth bag (39%) is found to be favorable and customers are fully aware of its eco-friendly property (42%). A
follow-up questionnaire and face to face interview with 350 customers is carried out in the stores located in North and East
Jakarta. 95.43% of the respondents claim to support the replacement of plastic to cloth bag and 55.14% of the respondents
prefer big cloth bag made from spun-bond nonwoven (51.71%) with a tote type (59.43%) and standout design (66.86%). Cloth
bag distribution system is later designed based on customers’ preference of having one free cloth bag for a minimum amount
spent (58%).
Keywords
Cloth bag, retailer, distribution system

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Go Green Program
Awareness on the environment issues arises worldwide as can be seen with the various “go green” programs proposed by
multinational companies such as General Electric, McDonalds, Starbucks, Body Shop, Wal-Mart, Whole Foods, Honda,
Hewlett-Packard, and many more. At first, it appears that going green will cost more in the short-term; however these
companies aware that going green will pay off in the long-term with reputation points and invaluable word of mouth
endorsement by the customers. In its simplest form, going green means elimination of wastes which save money leading to
sustainability. For example, Wal-Mart, the multinational consumer goods retail company, introduced innovative ways to
reduce waste and forced thousands of Wal-Mart suppliers to embrace sustainability from reducing packaging size which save
approximately $3.4 billion a year to reduction in overall carbon emission rate by 16 percent from 2005 to 2008. Wal-Mart’s
green course is triggered by its awareness on their customer trend and behavior towards sustainability issues. Wal-Mart’s 2010
progress report on sustainability shows sharp reduction in plastic bags usage and reduction of printouts of store reports which
worth $20 million saving [2].
1.2. Plastic Bags in Retail Industries
The use of plastic bags in retailing became widespread in supermarkets in developing countries such as Indonesia since 1990s
with rate of 500 billion to 1 trillion plastic bags annually. The plastic shopping bags in corporate retailing or traditional market
are increasingly seen as more of an environmental hazard instead of convenience. This triggered various regulatory policies to
control the use of plastic bags and researches on the public costs of plastic bag usage. It takes hundreds of years for a plastic
bag to degrade and their existences quickly fill up landfills [7]. In 2009, a research is conducted by Greeneration Indonesia in
over five major cities in Indonesia and it showed that 700 plastic bags are used per person per year. In other words, over 41
billion plastic bags are used in 2010 [13] and Jakarta alone generates 13.25% plastic waste of 6000 ton of waste every day.
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1.3. Green Bag Distribution Program
P.T. Carrefour Indonesia started “Go green” program over four years ago. Carrefour customers are able to purchase a green
bag located near the cashier for IDR 2,000 or IDR 10,000. Shall the bag torn or unusable, customers may exchange it with a
new one in any Carrefour store as long as it is still within the six-month warranty period. Unfortunately, the response from its
customers is not as expected. Based on a brief random observation conducted in several Carrefour stores in Jakarta vicinity on
March and April 2012, none of the Carrefour customers purchase nor use a green bag when they do shopping in Carrefour.
This fact triggers the need to examine their customers’ awareness of its “go green” program and their preference on the
attributes of green bags which later on can be used to plan a more effective and efficient green bag distribution system.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Questionnaire and Interview
The purpose of qualitative research is to find out a person’s perspective. Questions which are perceived as invasion of privacy
or confrontation can be better obtained from qualitative methods through a formal, structured-survey. Self-administered
questionnaire must reconcile to closed-end questions which allow the respondents to simply checking a box or circling the
proper response [1].
The assignment of numbers is made according to rules that should correspond to the properties of the question items. Four
types of measurement scales are nominal (dichotomous “yes” or “no” scale), ordinal or rank order (comparative), interval
(Likert, Stapel, semantic-differential), and ratio (certain scales with special instructions). Attitude rating scales are generally
classified as for single-item scales and multiple-item scales. Single-item scales only have one item to measure a construct and
the itemized-category scale is the most widely used although in some situation comparative scales, rank-order scales, or
constant-sum scales are used. Multiple-item scales are commonly used to measure attitude toward complex objects [1].
Individual interviews are conducted face to face with the respondents and have two basic types: nondirective and
semistructured where the differences lie in the amount of guidance the interviewer provides [1]. The success of interview
depends on the interviewer, respondent, guiding skill of the interviewer, and the ambiance of the interview session.
Unfortunately, face-to-face interview method may generate high cost and there is a possibility that the responses are affected
by how the interviewer phrases the questions but structured interview can overcome this problem. Observation methods are
often not considered due to its limitation in providing information on current behavior. Yet, direct observation is frequently
used to obtain insights into research behavior or related issues. Observational methods suffer similar limitation as the face-toface interview.
2.2. Descriptive Statistics
In practice, underlying probability distribution mass function is commonly unknown. However, it can be estimated through
taking a random sample as representative sample. Data observations can be either categorical or nominal data. Categorical data
record several categories or types an observation takes while numerical data may be either integers or real numbers [8]. Once a
data set has been collected, it can be summarized by simply recording the frequencies of occurrences which later can be used to
find the underlying necessary information.
2.5. Green Bags
Degradable plastic bag is a type of green bags which within reasonable amount of time, can be biologically broken down into
their base compounds [4]. The synthetic bag is polyethylene blended with a prodegradant additive to increase the speed of
decaying process. The disadvantage of this bag is if it ends up in landfill, they will degrade faster than conventional
polyethylene bags which could potentially increase the degradation of food waste and contribute to greenhouse gas generation
when they degrade [5].
Paper bag [5] has higher degradation rate, over a 6-month period, compared to other materials. Moreover, it is highly
recyclable. Unfortunately, if it is compared to degradable plastic bag, it has higher contribution to global warming. This is
because the pulping and bleaching processes produce higher air emissions and waterborne waste compared to plastics
manufacture. Moreover, there is environmental impact of timber growing and harvesting on land degradation and biodiversity.
Although the cost of paper bag is approximately 4-5 times more than plastic bag, paper bag is claimed to be more prestigious
and commonly used in upper class society [10].
Cloth or so called reusable bag delivers environmental gains over the full life cycle of the bag. Reference [5] explains that
supermarket sector has estimated an increase of 5 seconds in every transaction for using reusable bags which could result in
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additional costs to the customers as well as other costs such as administration, stolen goods and equipment, auditing,
monitoring, and education. Despite the fact that cloth bag will increase the costs, it give major benefits in material reduction or
resource savings and reduction in litter.
2.6. Cloth Bag Materials
Drab or calico is a not fully processed plain-woven textile made from unbleached and may contain unseparated husk parts.
Drab bag can be used for approximately 1 year and is stronger than plastic bag. The drawback of drab is the raw material
requires 10% pesticide and 25% insecticide [5]. Frings [6] states that producing cotton with 100% pesticide and insecticide free
will increase the cost up to 30%. Canvas [15] is an extremely heavy-duty plain-woven fabric. The modern canvas is made of
cotton or linen and it comes in two basic types: plain and duck (tighter threads). It can also be made from polyester, acrylic to
replace wool, or nylon to replace silk [14].
Jute is a rain-fed crop with little need for fertilizer or pesticides and is 100% biodegradable. IGD predicts by 2014,
biodegradable bag such as jute bag will replace polyethylene bag [9] although currently is not preferable by the shopper
because of its rough surface, not waterproof, and cost more [12, 3]. Spun bond nonwoven is a fabric-like material made from
long fibers bonded together by chemical, mechanical, heat, or solvent treatment [11]. Typically, it is lack of strength unless
densified by a backing. Spun bond nonwoven can be recycled after use, given the proper treatment and facility which make
this bag eco-friendly compared to the other types of green bags [4]. Its fabric provides functions such as liquid repellence,
resilience, stretch, softness, washability, and cushioning [6]. These properties allow this type of material achieve good balance
between produce use-life and cost.

3. FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE RESULT ANALYSIS
3.1. Overall Customers’ Behavior
For population with infinite number, a minimum of 349 responses is needed in order to have error rate up to 5%. The first
questionnaire is distributed to Carrefour customers in five different stores in which each store represents each county in
Jakarta: Carrefour Puri Indah (West Jakarta), Carrefour Menteng Prada (Central Jakarta), Carrefour Mall of Indonesia (North
Jakarta), Carrefour Ambassador (South Jakarta), and Carrefour Cempaka Putih (East Jakarta). Approximately 70 responses are
collected from customers in each representative store. This questionnaire consists of 15 items which measure customers’
awareness level of environmental issue, Carrefour “Go Green” program, and, their preferences among grocery bags
(degradable plastic bag, cloth bag, and paper bag). A total of 357 responses were collected for the first questionnaire with
results as follow. Variation of the items sold (39%) and its strategic location (38%) become the important aspects for the
customers to do grocery in Carrefour whereas price (19%) is ranked afterward (See Figure 1:Customer'sMainReasonSelecting
Carrefour). This implies that shall a strategy is chosen which requires an increase in item cost(s), such increment may not give
significant impact which triggers Carrefour’s customers to shop in other retailers because Carrefour competitive advantages are
in location and the variation of the items sold.

Figure 1: Customer's Main Reason Selecting Carrefour



95% of Carrefour customers are aware of the environmental issue can be supported through introducing green products to the
society and 98% of the customers support Carrefour “Go Green” plan through the implementation of green bags. Among the
three types of grocery bags, 50% of customers remain prefer degradable plastic bags compared to cloth bags (39%) and paper
bags (11%) yet they believe that cloth bags (42%) and paper bags (36%) are environmental friendlier than degradable plastic
bags. Apparently, as can be seen in Table 1: Customers Reasons to Choose Selected Types of Bag, the customers will choose
degradable plastic bags mainly if it is environmental friendly (39%) and free of charge (32%). Similar observation was
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conducted to the other two bags. Customer will choose cloth bag mainly if it is durable (31%) and paper bag will be chosen if
it is environmental friendly (33%).
Table 1: Customers Reasons to Choose Selected Types of Bag
Free of charge
Durability /Reusability
Environment
Design
Others

Plastic bag (%)
32
18
39
7
5

Cloth bag (%)
20
31
19
18
11

Paper bag (%)
18
19
33
18
11

By ranking the preference of the customers for each type of bag, it can be concluded that the main reasons for the customer
choosing a particular bag is mostly due to its environmental friendliness, reusability or durability, and free of charge with
weight quite indifferent among the three criteria (See Table 2:WeightedAverageonCustomers’PreferenceofEachTypeof).
Table 2: Weighted Average on Customers’ Preference of Each Type of Bag
Free of charge
Durability/reusability
Environment support
Design
Others

Average
3.50
4.00
4.33
2.17
1.00

Plastic bag
4
3
5
2
1

Cloth bag
4
5
3
2
1

Paper bag
2.5
4
5
2.5
1

The top three reasons are further evaluated except the environmental support factor. As for reusability factor, evaluation is
conducted on the frequency of reusing the bag. A correlation is found between customer’s preference on bags and its reusing
frequency. As stated previously, the customers prefer degradable plastic bags (50%) compared to cloth bags (39%) and paper
bags (11%). The frequency of reusing the bags is also reduced significantly from plastic bags to cloth bags and paper bags (see
Table 3:FrequencyofReusingBags) as their bag preference changes.
Table 3: Frequency of Reusing Bags
Reuse frequency
Always
Usually
Sometimes
Never
Others

Plastic bag (%)
17
30
42
11
0

Cloth bag (%)
10
32
43
15
1

Paper bag (%)
7
15
49
28
1

The last factor, free of charge, is then evaluated by obtaining input from the customers as for the price range for cloth bag.
Degradable plastic bags are not evaluated because the cost of it by default is zero whereas the paper bags are evaluated yet not
discussed considering paper bags are the least favorable grocery bags for Carrefour customers. 17.93% of the customers are
willing to pay up to IDR 10,000, 17.37% of the customers prefer to have the bag for free, and 17.37% of them prefer to pay no
more than IDR 5,000.
3.2. Gender Based Customers’ Behavior
Clustering the responses based on gender (105 male and 251 female), in general there is no indifference as for the main reasons
the customers shop in Carrefour, preference on grocery bags, frequency of reusing the bags, as well Carrefour’s “Go Green”
program. However, as for the awareness on environment friendly products, female respondents have different insight with the
male respondents. 48% of the male respondents believe that paper bag is environmental friendlier than cloth bag (38%)
whereas only 31% of the female respondents believe that paper bag is environmental friendlier than cloth bag (44%).
Moreover, the three main reasons female respondents will decide to use cloth bags are if the cloth bag is durable and reusable,
has an attractive design, and free whereas the male respondents chose cloth bags if it is durable, reusable, supports
environment, and free. As for paper bag, female respondents will choose such bag if it supports environment, durable,
reusable, and has an attractive design, however, the males are focusing more onto its support towards environment, durable,
reusable, and free of charge (see Table 4:CustomersReasonstoChooseSelectedTypesofBag(BasedonGender)).
Table 4: Customers Reasons to Choose Selected Types of Bag (Based on Gender)
Free of charge
Durability /reusability
Environment
Design
Others

Plastic bag (%)
M
F
32
31
18
18
39
39
7
7
4
5

Cloth bag (%)
M
F
24
18
30
32
16
27
11
22
9
12

Paper bag (%)
M
F
18
18
20
19
36
32
17
19
9
12
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By weighting customers’ preference for each type of bag, as can be seen in Table 5:WeightedAverageonCustomers’Preference
on Grocery Bags (Based on Gender), both male and female respondents will choose a certain type of bag based on its support
towards environment and reusability whilst free of charge and design becomes the third important aspect for male and female
customers, respectively.
Table 5: Weighted Average on Customers’ Preference on Grocery Bags (Based on Gender)
Free of charge
Durability /reusability
Environment
Design
Blank

Average
Male
Female
3.00
3.33
4.00
3.83
4.67
4.00
2.00
3.17
1.00
1.00

Although in the overall, gender does not give significant effect on the behavior of the Carrefour customers, disparity between
answers in certain factors are quite significant. For instance, while both degradable plastic bags and cloth bags are still
favorable for both genders, the percentage disparity between these two bags is wider for male (19%) compared to female (7%).
In addition, as for the necessity to “go green” issue, most of the female respondents chose “somewhat agree” whereas male
customers show almost no difference between “agree” and “somewhat agree.” This finding is confirmed further with the fact
that 100% of the male respondents “somewhat agree” and “agree” that Carrefour shall “go green” whereas female respondents
only 97%.
Table 6: Cloth Bag Price (Based on Gender)
Max Price IDR 5,000
Max Price IDR 10,000
Highest IDR 0
IDR 5,000
IDR 10,000

Male
51.4
31.4
16
14
17

Female
62.5
40.6
18
19
18

From Table 3:FrequencyofReusingBags, most of the male respondents are willing to pay up to IDR 10,000 per cloth bag and
female respondents prefer to pay no more than IDR 5,000 per cloth bag. Carrefour female customers are more willing to spend
compared to the male customers to obtain a cloth bag according to their preference.
3.3. Region Based Customers’ Behavior
Region based clustering epics different information related to Carrefour customers’ behavior. Customers in West, Central and
North Jakarta believe that cloth bags are environment friendlier than the other type of grocery bags. However, South Jakarta
customers believe the opposite and it is confirmed by 67% of them (highest response) supports the implementation of paper
bags in Carrefour outlets.
East Jakarta customers equally believe that both cloth and paper bags are environment friendly. In fact, among the five regions,
East Jakarta customers are the most supportive ones towards green bags (99%) as well as Carrefour “go green” program
(100%). As for preference among bags, customers in all regions except North Jakarta prefer degradable plastic bags over cloth
bags and paper bags. Whilst, customers in North Jakarta have equal preference amongst plastic and cloth bags and Central and
East Jakarta considerably prefer plastic bags among the other bags (see Table 7:CustomersPreferenceonGroceryBags(Basedon
Region)).
Table 7: Customers Preference on Grocery Bags (Based on Region)
Plastic bag
Cloth bag
Paper bag
Blank

West
(%)
44
37
17
1

Central
(%)
54
34
11
0

North
(%)
46
46
7
0

South
(%)
47
41
11
1

East
(%)
55
37
8
0

For all regions, the top three customers’ preference is indifferent for plastic bags: free of charge, durable, reusable, and support
environment. As for cloth and paper bags, on the other hand, different region shows different preferences as can be seen in
Table 8:CustomersReasonstoChooseSelectedTypesofGroceryBags(BasedonRegion)8. Design becomes an important factor for
North and South Jakarta while free of charge, reusability, and support towards environment remain in the top three factors for
the other regions.
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Table 8: Customers Reasons to Choose Selected Types of Grocery Bags (Based on Region)

Free of charge
Reusability
Environment
Design
Blank

West
(W)
37
15
33
11
4

Plastic bag (%)
Central North South
(C)
(N)
(S)
21
32
27
11
30
20
57
27
43
6
10
7
4
1
3

Cloth bag (%)
East
(E)
39
14
35
0
11

W
29
31
12
17
11

C
19
39
23
13
7

N
15
34
30
20
1

Paper bag (%)

S
19
30
20
30
1

E
17
24
11
13
35

W
21
23
28
20
8

C
19
19
41
16
6

N
18
20
35
25
1

S
14
26
39
19
3

E
18
10
23
13
37

In overall, West, East, and Central Jakarta customers are indifferent. Their preference is on free-environment friendly-reusable
bags, whereas South Jakarta emphasize not only on environment friendliness and reusability of the bag but also its attractive
design. North Jakarta customers, on the other hand, prefer environment friendly and reusable grocery bags with equal
importance level on free of charge and design.
Table 9: Weighted Average on Customers’ Preference on Grocery Bags (Based on Region)
Free of charge
Durability /reusability
Environment
Design
Blank

West
4.00
4.00
3.67
2.33
1.00

Central
3.50
3.83
4.67
2.00
1.00

North
3.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
1.00

South
2.67
3.83
4.33
3.17
1.00

East
3.67
2.67
3.00
1.67
4.00

As can be seen in Table 10:ClothBagPrice(BasedonRegion), Central and North Jakarta customers are willing to pay up to IDR
5,000 per cloth bag. West and East Jakarta customers are willing to spend up to IDR 10,000 per cloth bag whereas South
Jakarta customers believe that they should get the cloth bag for free. It can also be seen from the table that Carrefour customers
in West Jakarta is more willing to pay certain amount to obtain a cloth bag compared to the other regions.
Table 10: Cloth Bag Price (Based on Region)
Cloth bag price
Percentage on each amount

Maximum amount will be spent for
a cloth bag

IDR 0
IDR 5,000
IDR 10,000
IDR 5,000
IDR 10,000

West
(%)
15
13
23
65
51

Central
(%)
10
20
17
57
30

North
(%)
17
18
15
61
39

South
(%)
24
21
10
54
26

East
(%)
21
14
24
58
42

4. SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE RESULT ANALYSIS
Based on the first questionnaire evaluation on region based responses, it can be concluded that 97% of North Jakarta
customers, in fact, support Carrefour “go green” program and their preference between degradable plastic bags and cloth bags
is indifferent. East Jakarta, on the contrary, is the most supportive towards Carrefour “go green” program (100%) despite the
fact that degradable plastic bags (55%) become their preference.
Thus, second questionnaire and interview are completed for 350 respondents total in two Carrefour outlets (175 respondents on
each outlet) to find the mean to distribute the cloth bag as well as their preference on the material used, size, design, and type
of cloth bag. One outlet in each North Jakarta, Emporium Pluit, and East Jakarta, Tamini Square, are chosen as representatives
of the best and worst possible success rate of cloth bag distribution system.
4.1. Gender Based Cloth Bag Preference and Distribution System
Both female (269 respondents) and male (81 respondents) customers prefer to obtain one free cloth bag for every minimum
amount spent instead of stamp collection program. Furthermore, to ensure sustainability of using the green bag, both genders
agree on having point collection for every usage of green bag when they do their grocery in Carrefour which later can be
exchanged to a gift or voucher as can be seen in Table 11: Cloth Bag Distribution System. Both male and female respondents
prefer spun bond nonwoven tote cloth bag but male respondents prefer medium size cloth bag while female respondents
choose large size cloth bag (see Table 12:ClothBagFeatures).
Table 11: Cloth Bag Distribution System (Based on Gender)
How to get the green bag?
Minimum amount spent
Stamp collection
Others

M
(%)
78
21
1

F
(%)
65
35
0
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Reward on using the green bag in the
next visit
Cash back
Point collection

M
(%)
35
65

F
(%)
33
67

Table 12: Cloth Bag Features (Based on Gender)
Material
Drab/Calico
Canvas
Jute
Spun bond nonwoven

M
(%)
16
12
12
59

F
(%)
17
17
17
49

Size
15x20x35 cm
10x32x35 cm
20x40x35 cm

M
(%)
9
54
37

F
(%)
4
35
61

Carrying Style
Tote
Handbag
Messenger bag
Backpack

M
(%)
36
33
17
14

F
(%)
67
20
8
6

4.2. Region Based Cloth Bag Preference and Distribution System
Irrespective the regions, as can be seen in the following Table 13:ClothBagDistributionSystem(BasedonRegion), both North
and East Jakarta customers prefer to obtain a cloth bag for every minimum amount spent and obtain point rewards every time
they use the green bag instead of plastic bag for carrying the purchased items. Additionally, spun bond nonwoven large size
tote green bag is preferable for both North and East Jakarta customers (see Table 14:ClothBagFeatures(BasedonRegion)).
Table 13: Cloth Bag Distribution System (Based on Region)
How to get the cloth bag?
Minimum amount spent
Stamp collection
Others
Reward on using bag the next visit
Cash back
Point collection

North
(%)
65
34
1

East
(%)
71
29
0

North
(%)
34
66

East
(%)
32
68

Table 14: Cloth Bag Features (Based on Region)
Material
Drab/Calico
Canvas
Jute
Spun bond nonwoven

North
(%)
20
16
15
49

East
(%)
14
15
17
54

Size
15x20x35 cm
10x32x35 cm
20x40x35 cm

North
(%)
6
39
55

East
(%)
5
40
55

Carrying
Style
Shoulder
Hand
Messenger
Backpack

North
(%)
60
21
13
7

East
(%)
59
25
7
9

4. CONCLUSION
A descriptive research is conducted to find Carrefour customers awareness on Carrefour “go green” program and their
preference on the attributes of the favorable green bags. Two questionnaires were distributed with 357 respondents for the first
questionnaire and 350 respondents for the second one.
From the analysis of the first questionnaire, in the overall, the main reasons Carrefour customers choose a particular bag is
mostly due to its environmental friendliness, reusability durability, and free of charge with weight quite indifferent among the
three criteria. This is confirmed by performing further analysis which shows that customers’ preference among the green bags
is positively correlated with the frequency of reusing the bags. As for pricewise, excluding degradable plastic bags, 17.93% of
the customers is willing to pay up to IDR 10,000, 17.37% of the customers prefer to have the bag for free, and 17.37% of them
prefer to pay no more than IDR 5,000. This explains why the current Carrefour “go green” program is quite unsuccessful.
Male and female respondents show indifferent focus on the attributes of preferable green bags: environment support and
reusability. However, male customers prefer free of charge as the third important aspect from green bag distribution and they
fully support Carrefour “go green” program. Design becomes the third important aspect for female customers and they prefer
to pay no more than IDR 5,000 per cloth bag. Yet, they are more willing to spend compared to the male customers to obtain a
cloth bag which comply with their preference.
North Jakarta customers somewhat is the least supportive on Carrefour “go green” program among the other regions and their
preference between degradable plastic bags and cloth bags is indifferent. Shall they have to purchase a cloth bag with a
maximum price of IDR 5,000 will trigger them to purchase the cloth bag as long as the design is according to their preference.
South Jakarta also believes that attractive design is important, yet they prefer to get the cloth bag for free. East Jakarta is the
most supportive towards Carrefour “go green” program despite the fact that degradable plastic bags become their preference
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and they are willing to spend up to IDR 10,000 per cloth bag. West Jakarta customers are also willing to pay no more than IDR
10,000 per cloth bag.
Per the evaluation on the second questionnaire and interview, regardless the gender and best or worst possible regions,
Carrefour customers prefer spun bond nonwoven tote green bag. The different is only for the size of the green bag whereas the
male customers prefer the medium size whilst the female customers prefer the large size.

5. FURTHER RESEARCH
A standout design yet ergonomics green bag and minimum amount the customers are willing to spend shall be done as follow
up on the results of this preliminary research to determine the most effective and efficient green bag distribution system. The
transportation modes Carrefour customers use to go to the location shall also be taken into consideration in creating the most
suitable grocery green bag.
In addition, considering the preference of green bags for most customers are remain in degradable plastic bags, whilst
degradable plastic bag is somewhat the least environment friendly among the other type of green bags, further analysis shall be
done to determine how much extra amount is the customers willing to pay for each plastic bag which will trigger them to
switch to utilize cloth bag instead of plastic bags or decide to do their grocery in another retailer.
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ABSTRACT
In this research, main problem of (thermo) plastic recycling system is focused in gaining more benefit through better quality of
products. Therefore, how to measure product quality of recycled products and then to formulate appropriate quality
improvement within its context in a value chain upgrading schemes are very important. Development of quality improvement
and value chain upgrading scheme through its manufacturing system capability was carried out through literature survey as
well as analyses based on its stages of operation.
A new set of capability indicators and indexes were proposed in this research, used in assessing a recycling system capability,
both its strength and weakness, through a comprehensive comparison of recycled products characteristics to its virgin material.
A focused direction within a comprehensive scheme of value chain upgrading in a perspective of product quality improvement
also proposed based on manufacturing processes knowledge as reference in weakness elimination or reduction program within
an individual firm.
This new constructed knowledge provides clear directions to (thermo) plastic recycling firms in improving product quality
through their manufacturing capabilities enhancement which also important to policy makers, regulators as well as facilitators
in supporting programs for plastic recycling industry development. Buyers of recycled plastic also can use it in evaluating
quality of recycled (thermo) plastic according to raw material specification required by their end product.
Keywords
Plastic recycling, capability, value chain, product characteristics

1. INTRODUCTION
Existence of post-consumer plastic cause a lot of environmental problems, but if managed properly, these material has some
potential to be recycled. Previous research on plastic recycling performance according to Andrady [1], Dijkgraaf & Vollebergh
[2], Grosse [3], Gunter & Kaulich [4], Manrich and Santos [5], Kaufman & Themelis [6], Simmons, Kaufman and Themelis
[7], more focused on elimination of waste quantity and its negative impact to environmental quality. Recycling performance
was also assessed in different perspective, financial benefits, like another business activities, as stated by Cokins [8], Vadgama
[9], Gomes, Yasin and Lisboa [10], and Gomes, Yasin and Lisboa [11]. Ehrenfeld [12], the European Commission [13],
Huisman and Stevels [14], Lal [15], Ouattara, Azzaro-Pantel, Pibouleau, Domenech, Baudet and Yao [16], and Prasad, Pagan,
Kauter and Price [17] combined those two perspectives of assessment, known as eco-efficiency.
Assessment perspective of recycling systems that focused on value chain upgrading according to Kaplinsky and Morris
concept [18] as well as its roadmap on value chain upgrading has not been a concern amongst current research. Manufacturing
capability to produce recycled material based on the characteristics of virgin material become a strategic issue, so with a higher
quality of product will strengthen financial and economic feasibility of the recycling business. More recycled plastic waste in
better quality of product will be more financial and economic benefits as well as reduce more negative impacts and virgin
material consumption in plastic goods industry.
1.1. Plastic
Polymers can be either rubber or elastomeric, and plastic. According to Barry, Baker and Mead [19] plastics can be classified
further into thermoset and thermoplastic. Because of huge difficulties in recycling of thermoset, this research focused on one
derivate of thermoplastic. Thermoplastic is in a solid state at room temperature, but transformed into viscous liquid when
heated to a certain temperature, and so financially feasible to be produced in various forms of goods for many purposes. This
type of plastic can be repeated cycles of heating-cooling without significant degradation that allow for recycling. Examples of
thermoplastic are poly ethylene (PE), poly vinyl chloride (PVC), poly propylene (PP), poly styrene (PS) and nylon.
1.2. Plastic Consumption and Generating of Its Waste
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According to the Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs [20], imports of plastic materials in Indonesia reached U.S. $
3,419 million and imports of processed plastic U.S. $ 743 million, while its export values were respectively U.S. $ 960 million
and U.S. $ 680 million in 2010. Production capacity of plastic polymer consisting of PE, PP, PVC and PS in Indonesia is 2,010
metric tons per year with a per capita consumption of 7.44 kg and generated 1.008 million metric tons waste as stated by
Adibroto [21]. For all types of goods according Meidiana & Gamse [22], average waste generation was 1.12 kg/capita/year, of
which 14% was in plastic waste, increased about 4 times from previous six years.
1.3. Problems and Opportunities
Recycled of thermoplastic is one of important alternatives of material or substitution of plastic virgin material. Recycled
thermoplastic has more value if its properties meet a number of requirements in the manufacturing of plastic goods. Its value
enhancements can be achieved through a value chain upgrading, which requires an effective strategic measurement of process
capability.
Value enhancement of recycled thermoplastic will be achieved through availability of:
(1) indicators and indexes that describe capability of a thermoplastic recycling, and
(2) value chain upgrading schemes, developed based on those indicators and indexes, which also contribute a new
knowledge within scope of this research.

2. MANUFACTURING SYSTEM OF THERMOPLASTIC RECYCLING
According to ASTM D5033-00 in Fisher [23], plastic, and also thermoplastic goods, can be recycled into raw materials with
three different categories, with the fourth type of recycling called quaternary recycling does not produce material, but energy.
Primary recycling produces material with characteristics similar to those of the original product or virgin material within this
context. Product of secondary recycling has characteristics different from those virgin materials, and tertiary recycling produce
basic chemicals or fuels from segregated plastic scrap or plastic material that is part of a municipal waste stream or other
source. In a perspective of production by Manrich & Santos [5], primary and secondary recycling of (thermo) plastics called
mechanical recycling with sequences: (1) identification, separation and classification of different types of Plastics; (2)
grinding; (3) washing with or without addition of cleaning agents; (4) drying; (5) silos; (6) agglutination (films and products
with fine thickness); (7) extrusion; and (8) granulation, can be viewed as a manufacturing system as shown in the figure below.

Figure 1.
Complete plastic recycling scheme of mechanical recycling (Manrich & Santos [5])

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF RECYCLED MATERIALS AS CAPABILITY INDICATOR
3.1. Purpose of Capability Indicator
According to Juntilla [24], quality of recycled (thermo) plastics are strongly influenced by operating capabilities of its
manufacturing system and also related to its manufacturing performance. Operating capability is a performance integration of a
complex tasks in producing output through implementation of technology and an efficient material flow, as stated by Hayes,
Wheelwright, and Clark [25]. An appropriate indicator that able to recognize capabilities of a (thermo)plastic recycling system
becomes an important tool in this context of research.
Indicators have numerous applications. They compress large amounts of information from different sources into a format
easier to understand, compare and manipulate. Companies can use indicators to set targets and monitor consequent success.
Interpretation becomes easier if targets can be set for the indicators themselves. These targets help the decision-maker visualize
what actions will need to be emphasized in future. Gallopin [26] identifies the following major functions of indicators: (a)
assessing conditions and trends in relation to goals and targets, (b) reflecting the status of a system, (c) providing early warning
information, (d) anticipating future conditions and trends, (e) comparing across place and situations, and (f) highlighting what
is happening in a large system.
More specific application, according to Azapagic and Perdan [27], indicators of sustainable production would enable
identification of more sustainable options through: (a) comparison of similar products made by different companies, (b)
comparison of different processes producing the same product, benchmarking of units within corporations, (c) rating of a
company against other companies in the sector, and (d) assessing progress towards sustainable development of a sector. Krajnc
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and Glavic [28] mentioned, to achieve sustainable production, a company should incorporate social and economic indicators as
well. Most of the indicators included can be applied across industry. Capability indicators developed in this research will be
used internally in measuring achievement of a (thermo) plastics recycling system. For this purpose it is necessary to evaluate
quality indicators for optimizing its benefits. The four-phase criteria of indicator quality according to U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency [29] are as follows: (a) conceptual relevance or soundness, (b) feasibility of implementation (current and
future), (c) response variability, and (d) interpretation and utility.
3.2. Products and Materials
Plastic products are made of different types of polymer materials, so not all types of polymers tested in this research. Samples
of virgin homo polymer pellet named Inflated Poly Propylene Film (IPP Film) and pellets of recycled products made from IPP
Film produced by a factory in Solo and a factory in Bandung used as material in this research.
3.3. Measurement, Indicator and Index of Capability
In this research, quality of recycled (thermo) plastics pellets proposed as capability level of its recycling system.
Characteristics of its virgin material (IPP Film), are used as important benchmark of capability measurement in assessing
recycling system capability based on its quality of products. The required capability indicator is an indicator that able to
identify discrepancy between quality of recycled (thermo) plastics pellets and quality of its virgin material pellets.
Measurement of capability and its indicators are important in understanding capability of a manufacturing system. Recycling
firms, policy makers and buyers of recycled products will take its advantages for their own interest.
Characteristics of plastic material by Shah [30] include mechanical, thermal, electrical, weather-related properties and optical
properties and another hundreds of properties. Characteristics of material tetsed in this research were only properties that
important for the products made from IPP Film homo polymers as its virgin material. Some mechanical, thermal and optical
properties tested according to ASTM standards. Testing specimens prepared and tested by Polymer Technology Center BPPT, Tangerang to test the melting point temperature and luminous transmittance level, and by Testing and Calibration
Laboratory, Center for Chemical and Packaging, Jakarta to another tests.
In this research, a radar chart proposed in mapping of testing results of four types of specimens: virgin material of IPP Film
homo polymer, brown recycled materials, green recycled materials and transparent recycled material. But information in this
chart is very difficult to interpret directly, because of huge different between nominal testing results figures between
characteristics of material. So, its nominal figures of testing result could be transformed in a more accurate manner. Purpose of
radar chart will appear by using percentage of value, a comparison between testing result figures of recycled materials to its
virgin material. Testing result of virgin material used as reference point with 100% score. Both higher and lower than figure of
virgin material are assessed below than 100%.
In reviewing status of a recycling system capability, this research proposed a set of indicators which reflect discrepancies
between characteristics of recycled materials and its virgin material. A recycled material is stated as perfect if it has
characteristics similar to its virgin material. Discrepancies between characteristics of those materials reflect lower quality of
recycled material compared to its virgin material. Higher discrepancies reflect lower quality of recycled material and proposed
as lower capability of its recycling system.
Table 1: Specimen Characteristics Figures and Capabilities of Recycling Systems
Material characteristics

1

Density

2

Tensile yield strength

3

Elongation yield strength

4

Notched Izod impact strength

5

Rockwell hardness

6

Vicat softening point

7

Heat deflection temperature

8

Melting point

Measurement of
specimen
characteristic &
capability
indicator
Kilogram/liter
Capability (%)
Kilogram/cm2
Capability (%)
%
Capability (%)
Kg-cm/cm
Capability (%)
R scale
Capability (%)
O
C
Capability (%)
O
C
Capability (%)
O
C
Capability (%)

Average Testing Results & Capability Indexes of
Recycling System (%)
Virgin
Brown
Green
Transparent
material
recycled
recycled
recycled
material
material
material
0.88
100%
374.08
100%
14.86
100%
7.28
100%
27.38
100%
160.73
100%
72.77
100%
165.64
100%

0.83
94.3%
364.54
97.4%
13.84
93.1%
7.31
99.6%
26.98
98.5%
160.63
99.9%
75.97
95.6%
160.89
97.1%

0.84
95.5%
356.95
95.4%
15.89
93.1%
7.56
96.2%
18.53
67.7%
158
98.3%
78.10
92.7%
160.66
97.0%

0.85
96.6%
367.36
98.2%
12.53
84.3%
7.08
97.3%
30.91
87.1%
159.87
99.5%
75.30
96.5%
161.83
97.7%
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9
10

Luminous transmittance level
(LTL) - total
LTL-NIR (near infra red)

11

LTL-Visible

12

LTL-Ultra Violet

%
Capability (%)
%
Capability (%)
%
Capability (%)
%
Capability (%)

Average Capability Indexes of Recycling System

23.61
100%
35.71
100%
23.11
100%
4.27
100%

13.34
56.5%
23.5
65.8%
11.28
48.8%
0.54
12.6%

11.00
46.6%
20.55
57.5%
8.36
36.2%
0.48
11.2%

19.55
82.8%
30.43
85.2%
18.74
81.1%
2.93
68.6%

100%

80.0%

73.9%

89.6%

Source:
Testing result by Polymer Technology Center, BPPT, Tangerang and Testing and Calibration Laboratory, Center for Chemical and Packaging, Jakarta

Stages of indicators measurement of a recycled material are as follow:
1. Result of a virgin material characteristic testing, i.e. 165.64 OC for its melting point, scored with 100%
2. Result of brown recycled material characteristic testing for its melting point is 160.89 OC, scored with 1 - ((165.64 160.89)/165.64) = 0.971 or 97.1%.
3. Both higher and lower figures of recycled material characteristic testing result reduce its quality with its nominal
discrepancy to virgin material figure.
Figures of this indicator measurement reflect capability of a recycling system in a perspective of its recycled material quality,
for the above example, its melting point. If a set of material characteristics considered, tested and calculated, will can be
identified an overall indicators of a recycling system in those scope of material characteristics. Brown recycled material, show
overall capability of its manufacturing system with 80.0%. This figure illustrates the overall capability index of a factory in
Solo after produced a batch of brown recycled thermoplastic. Representation of these figures in a radar chart shows a visual
interpretation with variation of discrepancies between material characteristics.

Figure 2. Radar Chart of Producers Capability for Four Sample of Materials

This chart revealed significant differences of capabilities between three manufacturing systems of thermoplastic recycling
factories compared to the virgin material manufacturing system capabilities. For three samples of recycled material, its
mechanical and thermal characteristics are assessed as “good” sample condition by the Testing and Calibration Laboratory.
These results of mechanical and thermal characteristics testing are better than its optical properties, especially in luminous
transmittance level for recycled material in brown and green. Overall index of capability of individual manufacturing system
are 80.0%, 73.9% and 89.6% for brown, green and transparent recycled material producers. Specific capability index for each
category of material characteristics especially with low and lowest capabilities reflect manufacturing problems at each factories
of brown and green recycled products. For example in luminous transmittance level – ultra violet, manufacturing capability of
brown recycled products has very deep discrepancy compared to its virgin material.
In managing thermoplastic recycling processes, these indicators and radar charts proposed as information as well as tools in
measuring capabilities in a recycling systems. System status reflected by indicator figures can be used to measure effectiveness
of management in a recycling system, in line with indicators implemented for sustainable development measurement by Bossel
[31]. A weak status of a manufacturing system needs to be resolved through a product quality improvement scheme in a
context of thermoplastic recycling system. For a recycled material, the higher its quality index, expected the higher its selling
price. Quality index of a recycled material also reflects its capability to reduce virgin material consumption.
4. VALUE CHAIN UPGRADING SCHEME
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Value chain was introduced by Michael E. Porter in 1985 in a context of competitive advantage related to firm's cost and its
uniqueness of capabilities. Diagram of a generic value chain was introduced by Ankli [32] as showed by the following figure.
A more detailed value chain in thermoplastic recycling are constructed in eight series of major operation stages in term of
plastic recycling processes sequence by Manrich & Santos [5].

Figure 3. Generic Value Chain by Porter According to Ankli [29]
Recycled materials in Indonesia are generally classified as buyer-driven commodity, therefore, its value chain categorized as
buyer-driven commodity chains by Kaplinsky and Morris [18]. This fact is a serious problem in value chain upgrading of
thermoplastic recycling systems, because specifications of products are more directed by dominant retailers or marketers that
order recycled thermoplastic. Development of these class of products are more focused on product acceptance by customers,
therefore recyclers have less attention in improving quality of their products products in broader perspectives of quality. In this
type of business environment, producers have less opportunity to gain their advantages by selling product with higher price.
Stakeholders interaction within this environment affected in a product category as secondary recycling with lower quality than
its virgin material, so it can not be categorized into primary recycling according to Andrady [1].
If this buyer oriented paradigm not be resolved in a long term, producers are unable to optimize their quality of products. They
are also unable to produce recycled thermoplastic with higher selling price, so the whole value chain is not in an optimum
status. In other words, thermoplastics recycler in general tends to meet a market-driven pattern, to supply recycled
thermoplastic material according to buyer’s specifications, less consider initiative of producers. A breakthrough for this kind of
market trap is urgently required in promoting role of recycled material producers. Appropriate capability enhancement is the
answer in term of how to produce materials that exceed quality as buyer wants. Kaplinsky and Morris [18] proposed a
comprehensive scheme named as value chain upgrading include: process upgrading, product upgrading, functional upgrading,
and chain upgrading. Product upgrading as sub-scheme in thermoplastic recycling context directs producers to produce higher
quality with better selling price rather than previous scheme directed by traders.
Product upgrading sub-scheme needs accurate information about recent quality of products that in a more specific purpose,
reflected by characteristics of recycled thermoplastic as well as characteristics of its virgin material. Discrepancies between
recycled thermoplastic characteristics and its virgin material plotted in a radar chart with supporting table of testing result
figures. This set of information reflected capability indicator and index than can be used as a directive tool for product quality
improvement, through a target of product quality. Target of product quality improvement should be followed with action plans
based on detailed stage of operations in producing recycled thermoplastic. These efforts are categorized as process upgrading
according to Kaplinsky and Morris [18]. Detailed value chain with eight consecutive processes adopted from Manrich &
Santos [5] described in the following figure.

Figure 4.
Value chain in thermoplastic recycling system
(1) identification, separation and classification; (2) grinding; (3) washing; (4) drying; (5) silos; (6)
agglutination; (7) extrusion; and (8) granulation.

Product upgrading sub-scheme of brown recycled material illustrated pattern of action plans in a context value chain upgrading
of thermoplastic recycling. This recycled product indicates low capability index of its manufacturing system in the
characteristics of luminous transmittance level - visible, with 48.8% index. If this index will be upgraded from 48.8% to 70%
for example, it is necessary to identify appropriate factors that influence its luminous transmittance level - visible. The next
step is to evaluate its recent operations capability at eight stages of operation, starting from material separation to granulation.
A comprehensive review identified a set of factors, impacts of influence and scheme of product upgrading related to each
operation capability. The following table describes a value chain upgrading in a context of product upgrading sub-scheme,
especially in improving recycling system's capabilities in order to enhance luminous transmittance level indicator of brown
recycled pellet.
Table 2:Value Chain Upgrading Scheme in a Context of Product Upgrading
Based on Luminous Transmittance Level Characteristics
Affecting Factors on

Influence on Product
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No.

Operation*

1

Sorting of used
thermoplastic

2

Grinding

3

Washing or
cleaning

4

Drying

5

Feeding into
silo

6

Agglutination

7

Extrusion

8

Granulation

Product
Characteristics**
x Homogeneity of raw
material type

x Homogeneity of size
of grinded raw
material
x Homogeneity of
shape of grinded raw
material
x Residues and
contaminants

x Humidity level of
material
x Humidity level and
its homogeneity
between part of
materials
x Speed of feeding
x Continuity of feeding
x Homogeneity of
temperature
x Level of temperature

Characteristics**
x Unpredictable
characteristic of mixed
material
x Not optimum washing
process
x Not optimum flow of
grinded material to the
next process
x Color of product
x Transparency of
product
x Luminous
transmittance level of
product
x Visual performance of
product
x Color of product
x Transparency of
product
x Luminous
transmittance level of
product
x Speed and quality of
agglutination

Scheme of Capability Upgrading
x Manual sorting improvement
x Automatic sorting improvement
x Optimization of sorting technology
choice
x Selection of optimum size of grinded
raw material
x Selection of optimum shape of grinded
raw material
x Optimization of size and shape of
grinded raw material combination
x Selection of washing or cleaning
methods
x Optimization of washing cost
x Optimization of method and cost of
washing

x Selection of optimum humidity level
x Optimization of humidity level and its
homogeneity between part of materials

x Selection of optimum speed level
x Continuity of feeding improvement and
control
x Selection of optimum temperature level
x Temperature of agglutination setting
and control

x Homogeneity of plastic
mass agglutination
x Color of product
x Transparency of
product
x Luminous
transmittance level of
product
x Continuity of
x More mechanical and
x Continuity of agglutination
extrusion process
physical characteristic
improvement and control
rather than luminous
x Cooling temperature
transmittance level of
and process
product
x Continuity of
x More mechanical and
x Continuity of granulation improvement
granulation process
physical characteristic
and control
rather than Luminous
x Size of granule
transmittance level of
product
Source: * Manrich & Santos [5]; ** Manrich & Santos [5] & Andrady [1]

5. CONCLUSION
Useful strategic knowledge for value chain upgrading of thermoplastic recycling systems were discovered by this research.
Thermoplastic recycling systems as material producers need indicators and indexes of their capability as well as value chain
upgrading schemes in improving their manufacturing capability. Producers are able to develop a more comprehensive value
chain both of backward as well as forward value chain, therefore more innovative shared value will be created with more
benefits for broader community according to Porter and Kramer [33].
On a broader scope of management policy makers, regulators and facilitators can also use these indicators as well as indexes in
identifying capability of thermoplastic recycling systems in a region, which is useful in improving capabilities not only for a
producer but also producers in a certain region. For public, especially users of recycled products can use these capability
indicators and indexes in reviewing position of manufacturers in a context of their capabilities and product quality. They can
choose recycled products which are appropriate for its specific uses in more optimum quality and cost, according to
specifications required by the end product and its selling price.
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ABSTRACT
Industries are always searching for higher efficiency while maintaining a certain level of effectiveness of their product
performances. However, these two objectives sometimes are progressing in opposite ways. This issue has become an important
consideration in green or sustainable manufacturing. This paper is aimed at implementing the green manufacturing by using
the design for Six Sigma method at a food industry. The material of non-conforming product has been analyzed and it is found
that it can be reused partially and thus reducing waste. Accordingly, design for Six Sigma method is implemented, and it
includesfive stages, i.e. define, measure, analyze, design and verify. From the define stage, it was found seven critical to
quality (CTQ) and it was measured that the process capability was very low. From the analyze stage it was found that the
characteristic of dough (mixed of material including meal for reuse) had the highest priority for improvement. At the design
stage, an experiment was done with dough hardness as a response and the experiment involved 3 factors, i.e. water, sugar, and
meal (reuse material). The result showed that water and meal significantly influenced the dough hardness (p-value=0,000) and
interaction of water and meal was significant at p-value=0,015. At the verify stage, the presence of meal as reused material
met cookies thickness and diameter, but it caused instability of cookies weight.
Keywords
Green manufacturing, design for Six Sigma, Food product

1. INTRODUCTION
The contribution of the primary industry, manufacturing sectors and service sectors in economies changed as per capita
incomes increased. It has been studied by researchers in estimating development patterns of industries [1].In case of Indonesia,
after the economic crisis in 1998, contribution of industry to economic growth has been increasing. In 2011, the growth of
industrial sector even is higher than national economic growth. By definition, industry converts and adds value of raw
materials into products and services that are needed by customer. Industries are always searching for higher efficiency while
maintaining a certain level of effectiveness of their product performances. However, these two objectives sometimes are
progressing in opposite ways, and furthermore, industrial developments has been largely at the expense of the environment
damage.
Environmental protection became an important issue following reports of disaster caused by industry [2].This issue has
become an important consideration in green sustainable manufacturing. It is important for industry to obtain significant benefit
from its business using green or sustainable manufacturing strategy. Industrial competitiveness can be obtained through
improved industry profitability, improvement in society and environmental sustainability. Pro-poor and pro-environment are
inclusive in a comprehensive growth or profit manufacturing strategy, and it is known as the triple bottom line
strategy.McCarty et al. [3] proposed Six Sigma method for industry to design and deploy environmental programs. Recent
development makes green manufacturing a competing manufacturing strategy [4]. Recent development encourages researcher
to study green or sustainable aspects in manufacturing systems (see e.g. [5], [6]).
Among industrial sectors, foods, drinks and tobacco has the highest contribution to industrial growth in Indonesia. However,
food industry is still facing problem of producing a lot of waste from its production, including waste of raw material or rejected
product. Tight standard and regulation is one factor of waste problem. Food industries are encouraged to improve their
production processes. A company (abbreviated as KI) is one among food industries that implement continuous quality
improvement of its production in order to reduce waste. KI has been successful in reducing waste, but still has problem of
product inconsistency that at the end produce non-conforming product.
Research on non-conforming product resulted in an opportunity to reused non-conforming product as an additional material in
a limited amount.This paper deals with reuse ofnon-conforming product as an additional material at KI. Since it is new to KI,
design for Six Sigma method is employed to set the level of the amount of non-conforming product as an additional material.
This opportunity is also indicating the reduction of preparation process that may result in cost efficiency. The paper is
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organized in chapters. After introduction, we will briefly discuss the benefit of Six Sigma method, and is followed by
implementation of design for Six Sigma before concluding the paper.

2. SIX SIGMA
Six Sigmamethod uses a new approach for continuous quality improvement, which is adapted from Japanese Kaizen [7]. Six
Sigma is aimed at reducing defects to near zero. It is fit with the Crosby’s idea of quality performance known as zero defect.
Crosby’s idea uses the definition of quality as “conformance to requirement” where a non-conforming product can be
considered as a defect product (see e.g. [8], [9]). Compared to Juran’s “fitness for use” or Deming’s “customer satisfaction”,
the “conformance to requirement” defines the lowest level of achievement of quality. However,“conformance to requirement”
is a simple definition and well accepted especially by operator at the shop-floor level.
As a continuous quality improvement method, Six Sigmais a customer satisfaction oriented by producing zero defect [10]. The
term “sigma” is used to mention unit of standard deviation in statistics and Six Sigma means that the specification limits is ± 6
standard deviation.Six Sigma primary concern is reducing defect to near zero level.Six Sigma views level of quality tougher
compared with other statistical quality control approach that for decades used specification or tolerance limits ± 3 standard
deviation that allows 2.7 defects per thousand opportunities. Six Sigma considers this 2.7 defects per thousand opportunities
rate as 3 sigma level, and the target of Six Sigma is 6 sigma level. This target will result in a defect target rate at 3.4 defects per
million while allowing bias up to 1.5 standard deviation. It means that if an industry is able to achieve 6 sigma level, then it is
not necessary to control production process that may bias up to 1.5 standard deviation but still produces low defect rate.
Accordingly, in case of no bias, the defect rate will be near zero per million opportunities.
Using this very low level of defect, not only at Motorola, some companies had experienced a lot of savings such as at GE and
Allied Signal [11]. Following its initial fruitful results at Motorola and GE, many companies are also experiencing saving from
Six Sigma implementations, including in Indonesian companies (see e.g. [12], [13]). Harry and Schroeder [7] stated that Six
Sigma is a new strategy to improve business performance by increasing customer satisfaction level using various statistical
tools. Moreover, Six Sigma is aimed at improving the bottom line by designing and monitoring daily business activities in
order (i) to reduce waste and (ii) to increase customer satisfaction. The first objective is the basic consideration in lean
manufacturing, which thus Six Sigma implementation is also known as Lean Six Sigma.Six Sigma for designing uses 5 steps
of Define-Measure-Analyze-Design-Verify (DMADV), and for monitoring and improvement use 5 steps of Define-MeasureAnalyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC). Description of these steps is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Steps in Six Sigma method.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Steps
Define
Measure
Analyze
Design/Improve
Verify/Control

Design
Define the project goals and customer needs
Measure customer needs and specification
Analyze the process options
Detailed design the process
Verify the performance to meet customer needs

Improvement
Define the defects and critical to quality
Measure the level of defects and sigma
Analyze the source of defects
Perform improvement
Control to eliminate defect

Critical to quality (CTQ) is a measurable characteristic of a product or process that has specification limits, in which the
product or process is defined as conforming by the customer; otherwise it is defined as defect. A complex product or process
can have more than one CTQs, which thus increase the number of opportunities of defect. Accordingly, Six Sigma
implementation involves people with multidisciplinary backgrounds, and thus Six Sigma implementation is a group based
quality improvement as in quality control circle (QCC) in Kaizen method. Moreover, authority in decision making makes Six
Sigma implementation is performed in an integrated hierarchical arrangement called “people power” usually following
organizational hierarchy, which is not common in Kaizen method. If necessary, external expert can be involved as “master
black belt” with capability in practical and theoretical aspects of statistics.

3.IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DESIGN FORSIX SIGMA
KI produces cookies as “short dough” that is produced using mixed material s with low extendibility and elasticity. Short
dough material usually consists more fat and sugar than water. The product is not only consumed for Indonesian market, but is
also exported for 20 market in Asia and Pacific. Each market demand is specific, which thus lot of production for each market
has its own specification. Today, KI is the biggest producer of cookies in Asia. In general, cookies production involves
processes of material preparation, mixing, forming, baking and packaging. At material preparation process, all incoming raw
materials are inspected and put into container in batch for mixing. The amount of ingredient for each batch is determined by
R&D division to be suitable to specific customer needs.
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At mixing process, bulk and solid ingredients are put into mixing container and are mixed using rotary mixer for 22
minutesusing horizontal single arm peerless mixing machine. Afterwards, mixed ingredients are put into a container and sent to
forming process. The weight of each batch of mixed ingredients is 1000 kg. Forming process is started with rolling process to
form a layer with certain thickness. Rotary moulder is used to form acookies with certain dimension and texture. Formed
cookies are then put on conveyor for baking process. The baking machine long is 100 m that is divided into 6 baking zones
with different temperature. Subsequently, operator takes sample for each batch to observe visually the required texture and to
measure cookies diameter and thickness. If ten samples are found as non-conforming, then all products in one batch are
considered rejected. After baking process, cookies aretransferred to sandwiching using long conveyor for cooling. The major
production at KI is sandwich cookies with certain filler such as cream, chocolate, peanut butter or jam. Diameter and thickness
are critical for packaging. KI uses fixed packaging in order to assure from damage in storing before it is opened by customer.
This fixed packaged requires a certain precision of cookies dimension to be fitted to the package dimension. Table 2 exhibits
some critical parameter of each process to assure the quality of the product.

1.
2.

Process
Mixing
Forming

3.

Baking

4.

Sandwiching

5.

Packaging

Table 2: Critical parameter for each process.
Critical parameter
Method of inspection
Temperature
Thermometer at 3 location
Weight
Digital weigh scale for each sample
Water content
Water content analyzer
pH
pH meter
Weight
Digital weigh scale
Dimension
Digital caliper for thickness and diameter
Color and texture
Organoleptic and visual
Weight
Digital weigh
Leaking
Vacuum tester
Weight
Digital weigh scale
Code of production
Visual

In this research, the focus is production of base cake; a piece of cookies with texture on one side and flat on the other side, and
then will be assembled to form of sandwich cookies. At least three quality characteristics of a cookies are considered
important, i.e. (i) texture, and (ii) hardness level. The main ingredients are flour, fat and sugar. Sugar is the main ingredient
affecting elasticity and cohesiveness. Accordingly, sugar affects the rough texture of cookies due to high rate of evaporation
during baking process.
3.1 Define
KI operates 4 production lines producing different types of cookies. Observation was done at line 3 since it was the lowest
production rate, and thus observation and experiment had minimum impact to shop floor operation. Initial observation for 6
production weeks of historical data found that weight, thickness and moisture had low process capability. It was an indicator of
the existence of problem in line 3. Further observation found some defects as exhibits in Table 3.

Defects
Dough
Over/under weight

Texture
Thickness
pH
Moisture

Table 3: Defects in line 3.
Source of defects
Can be detected after baking; composition of ingredients in a batch;
speed of mixer.
Can be detected after forming or baking; composition of ingredients in
a batch that impact dough hardness; control of moulder knife by
operator.
Can be detected after forming or baking; moulder defect; composition
of ingredients in a batch that impact dough hardness.
Can be detected after forming or baking; gap between moulder and
moulder knife;
Can be detected after baking; composition of ammonium and water;
oven temperature.
Can be detected after baking; composition of ingredients in a batch;
oven temperature.

Defect of pH is considered affecting customer health, and thus all defects product should be eliminated. Brainstorming in Six
Sigma team (involving 5 manager and engineer) resulted in a decision to start with improving process capability of weight and
thickness. These defects determine the weight of each ingredients that can be directly converted into production cost of
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finished goods as an important strategic decision. As long as the production cost does not exceed the limit, then newly defined
composition of ingredients is allowable for production.
3.2 Measure
Initial observation indicated a low process capability, which thus the measure step was performed to find the current process
capability. Before collecting data, repeatability and reproducibility analysis was done to assure the accuracy and precision of
measurement tools. Overview of sampling procedure was done to assure that operator performs inspection correctly. The data
was collected during the period of January to March 2012 under condition that the machines and equipment’s were in good
conditions. However, at the end of January 2012, moulder was replaced, and thus the data only cover period of February to
March 2012. Using 10 measurements, it was found that weight scale biased for 0.04 g, and caliper biased for 0,002 mm.
Calibration could not be performed and thus all measured data during observation were compensate to amount of bias. Before
calculating process capability, all collected data were evaluated for its stability. Figure 1 and Figure 2 exhibits example of
stability analysis of weight and thickness respectively. It was found that only few data in unstable condition which then were
eliminated only if they were caused by special or assignable causes.

Figure 1: Example of data stability analysis of weight.

Figure 2: Example of data stability analysis of thickness.

Measurement of process capability used Cp or Cpm index as formulated in equation (1) and (2)
(1)

(2)
is process mean,
is target value, and
is
whereUSL isupper specification limit, LSL is lower specification limit,
estimation of process standard deviation. For multiple characteristics, the standard deviation is a compound of standard
deviation of weight and thickness. However, the team could not formulate multi response characteristics, and thus it is not
necessary to analyze standard deviation as a compound standard deviation. KI determines specification limits of weight (37 g –
42.6 g), and for thickness is (46 mm – 49 mm). From the data it was found that estimate of standard deviation of thickness was
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0.815 and estimate of standard deviation of thickness was 0.368. Bias of weight was 0.94, and bias of thickness was 1.21.
Accordingly, process capability index of weight and thickness is given in Table 4.
Factors
Weight
Thickness

Table 4: Cp or Cpm index of weight and thickness.
Cp
Cpm
1.14
0.75
1.35
0.4

The capability process Cpm index of weight 0,75 was equal to 2.25 sigma level in Six Sigma measure, and Cpm index of
thickness 0.4 was equal to 1.25 sigma level in Six Sigma measure, both with a possibility of deviation of 1.5 standard
deviation. It can be concluded that the process capability of weight and thickness were low, and thus KI needed significant
improvement.
3.3 Analyze
Different value between Cp and Cpm index indicated that KI had two problems caused in design and in manufacturing
processes. Accordingly, Six Sigma with both approach of DMAIC and DMADV could come into consideration for
improvement. To understand the low level of process capability, root caused analysis was done. At this stage, the Six Sigma
team considered the use of defect material (called “meal”) to be used in the process. There was no standard of using meal for
reuse in cookies production. Master formula and process operating guidelines (MFPOG) at KI only mention that meal can be
used up to 80 kg, but KI did not have experience of using it.
Further analysis was conducted using FTA (fault tree analysis) and FMEA (failure mode and effect analysis) methods. From
FTA, basic causes of low process capability were identified, i.e. no parameter for dough quality, calibration of measurement
tools, inconsistent inspection procedure, and machine instability. From FMEA some potential causes were evaluated and found
that the quality of dough had the highest risk priority number (RPN) compared to other causes. Accordingly, improving the
quality of dough should have the highest priority. For this case, the use of meal was considered and at least two considerations
were taken, i.e. conversion cost of ingredient composition, and (ii) health requirements. Brainstorming was conducted
involving R&D division that resulted in permission for using defect dough material for health requirements. Further analysis
was done to calculate the use of defect dough material to conversion cost and found that it was feasible.
3.4 Design
From the FMEA result, quality of dough was the main focus for improvement. The Six Sigma team discussed the suitable
parameter to measure the quality of dough at mixing process and found that dough hardness was selected. Afterwards, the
team preparing the measurement tool for dough hardness. Parameter dough hardness is also related to performance of moulder,
which thus setting optimum value of dough hardness will determine the setting of moulder. To define the optimum level of
dough hardness, a factorial experiment was designed.
Firstly, it was found that 11 factors affected the quality of dough, i.e. water, meal, mixing time, flour, vegetable oil, sugar,
moulder speed, moulder knife gap, pressure of rubber roll, baking time, and oven temperature. Factors related to setting of
machine or equipment was difficult to be included in the experiment. Some ingredients were also fixed, and thus only water,
meal and sugar that were included as the variable of experiment. Using previous data, the level of experiment variable is given
in Table 5.
Variables
Water
Meal
Sugar

Table 5: Level of experimental variables.
Low Level (-) in kg
High Level (+) in kg
65
70
0
80
138.85
277.7

Before performing the experiment, some preparations were made including raw material, experimental schedule, and
experimental operator. For 3 factors in factorial experiment, 16 runs are required and performed randomly for two replications
[9], and the result is given in Table 6.From this result water and meal were significant which was shown by p-value near zero
and their main plot is given in Figure 3. Three combination of low level of water with high level of meal (run 5, 7 and 8)
produced to hard dough hardness, and contrariwise four combinations of high level of water and low level of meal (run 2, 4,
11, and 15) produced to soft dough hardness, both were out of specification.
Table 6: Experimental results.
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Figure 3: Main effect plot.
3.5 Verify
From the experiment, water and meal significantly affected dough hardness. More water reduced dough hardness but more
meal increased dough hardness. There was no interaction between water and meal, and thus both factors affected dough
hardness independently. Among experimental run, it was found that high level of water produced cookies weight closed to
target (41.51 g) but was still higher than the target 39.8 g. However, if the meal was set at its higher level the weight was
41.46, slightly closer to the target, but had more variance (unstable). The effect of meal to the cookies thickness was not
significant. This experiment verify that the use of meal as a reuse green manufacturingeffort had a chance for production in the
future, but detail experiment to find the optimal setting of using portion of meal still have to be done.

4. CONCLUSION
Concerns and practical efforts for green manufacturing processes are growing. This paper deals with an effort to reuse a certain
amount of defect dough material known as meal, which supports implementation of green manufacturing. This effort is
concurrently aimed at improving the quality of cookies using Six Sigma DMADV method. A factorial experiment methodwas
performed at the design step of Six Sigmaand found the possibility of using meal as reuse material. At the verify step, it can be
concluded that the use of meal as an effort in green manufacturing had a chance for better production in the future, especially
to improve cookies hardness. Further detail research is still to follow in order to set the optimal setting of amount of meal in
the mixing process to produce the best product quality.
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ABSTRACT
Cycle time is the time it takes a process from start to finish the process. Reducing manufacturing cycle times have an impact on
increasing productivity, capacity, and production. Six Sigma is a management tool that focuses on reducing variation to
explore the company's overall production system. The purpose of this research is to reduce manufacturing cycle times in food
and tobacco flavorings products by using the six sigma through DMAIC cycle and implementation of DMA (DynamicMaterial
Allocation). Based on the results of a study of the manufacturing cycle time reduction in flavors food and tobacco products can
be deduced that by using the six sigma method and DMA as improvement, to reduce cycle time from initial sigma value of
1.45 to 3.43 and reduced manufacturing cycle times from an average of 1.775 hours 2.985 hours.
Keywords
Cycle time, six sigma, DMAIC

1.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing of industry developments lead to every company should have a competitive advantage in improving customer
satisfaction. One of the factors that can increase customer satisfaction is the reduction of cycle time. Cycle time is the total
elapsed time to complete an operation or set of operations. Reducing manufacturing cycle times have an impact on increasing
productivity, capacity, and production.
IFF PT Essence Indonesia is engaged in a flavor for food, beverages, and tobacco in smoking and also produced perfume
products. Actually the company is already implement continuous improvement principle on its quality management system
through the implementation of ISO 9001:2008 quality management system. However this system only puts on continuous
improvement efforts based on consciousness independent of management. The system does not give the right solution is
supposed to result in dramatically improved to the level of zero defects and cycle time reduction.
To reduce cycle time and level of defect in IFF PT Essence Indonesia can be done by using Six Sigma. Six Sigma is a method
in the field of quality management. Six Sigma is a rigorous, focused, and highly effective implementation of proven quality
principles and techniques which has the goal to eliminate defects in production, clamping production time and reduce costs.
Incorporating elements from the work of many quality pioneers, Six Sigma aims for virtually error-free business performance
(Pyzdek, T., Keller, Paul A., 2003:3). Six Sigma can be used as measures of performance industrial systems that enable the
company to perform a remarkable improvement with the actual breakthrough strategy.
Six Sigma can also be viewed as controlling industrial process that focuses on the customer by taking into account the ability
of the process. Achieving six sigma there are only 3.4 defects per million opportunities (Pyzdek, T., Keller, Paul A., 2003:7).
The higher sigma level is achieved then the industry is improving system performance.
The purpose of this research is to reduce manufacturing cycle times in IFF PT Essence Indonesia as an effort to improve
productivity, production capacity.

2.

BASIC THEORY

2.1

Flavors

Production at IFF-PT Essence Indonesia is divided into 2 parts, namely the production of flavorings and the production of
perfume. Production part of flavor is divided into 3 divisions: powders, liquids, and extract division. Production liquid division
produces flavorings in the form of emulsion and non-emulsion. Flavor emulsion used as cloudifier, and flavors of the syrup.
Non-emulsified flavorings are used to flavor foods and beverages and tobacco flavorings for cigarettes. Equipment used to
produce the flavor of food / drink is distinguished by the equipment used to flavor tobacco production because the production
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of tobacco flavorings usually use alcohol solvent so that is feared to contaminate the taste of food / beverage that must meet
legal criteria.
2.2

Six Sigma

Since 1920's, the word 'sigma' has been used by the mathematicians and engineers as a symbol for a unit of measurement in a
variety of quality products (Note sigma is written in lower case 's' as used in the context of units of measurement in general).
In the mid 1980s, engineers at Motorola Inc., USA using the 'Six Sigma' as an informal name for the company's initiative to
reduce errors in the production process, because it reflects the high level of quality as appropriate (Tennant, Geoff, 2001:6).
(Note, the use of the word Sigma is here written with a capital letter 'S' for Six Sigma in this context is the name of 'brand' for
the initiative Mororola.). Motorola is one of many U.S. and European corporate where they launch the product (along with
food and other snacks) eaten by the competition from Japan. And the leader of Motorola's terrible to admit that the quality of
their products. Like many companies at that time, Motorol did not have a quality program. Motorola has several programs, but
in 1987, out of a new approach of Motorola's communications sector, at the time headed by Georghe Thiler who later became a
top executive at Kodak, innovative improvement concept was "six sigma" (Pande, P.S., R. P. Neuman and R. R. Cavanagh,
2000;7).
th

Sigma is taken from 18 from the Greek alphabet (ı), and used in the statistical sciences as a symbol standar deviation. The
term "Six Sigma" itself comes from the understanding that if a value in a state of 6ı between the midpoint closest to the limit
deviation, can be said practically no product will not fail. 6ı process control approach from Motorola allow for a shift in the
average value from industrial processes amounted to ± 1.5 ı that will generate the level of discrepancy of 3.4 per million
opportunities (3.4 DPMO = defects per million opportunities), meaning that every one million opportunities 3.4 will have the
possibility of incompatibility (Tennant, Geoff, 2001:25). This differs from the concept of 6ı theory calculated based on the
normal distribution centered will generate the level of mismatch of 0.002 DPMO .
Six Sigma has two key methodologies: DMAIC and DMADV, both of them take the concept of the PDCA cycle (plan-docheck-act) of W. Edwards Deming. DMAIC is used to improve business processes that are running, and DMADV used to
create a new product or process design for defect-free performance (De Feo, Joseph A.; Barnard, William, 2005).
DMAIC is defined as (De Feo, Joseph A.; Barnard, William, 2005):
1. Define, determine the topic of problems.
2. Measure, measure the performance of processes that are running.
3. Analyze, analyze weaknesses in the process (such as the sources of disability), and makes the weaknesses in these
processes as opportunities for improvement.
4. Improve, make improvements to the performance of the processes that had been weak.
5. Control, control performance of the processes that had been repaired to maintain profits.
2.3 Cycle Time
Cycle time is the time it takes an operator to complete one cycle of work includes to perform manual labor and walk.
Sometimes defined as the time required to produce one unit of product, in this case is determined from the longest process
(bottleneck), whether human or machine work.
Hansen & Mowen (1996:412), defines a cycle time as " Cycle time is the length of time it takes to manufacture a product (time
dividend by unit of product)." To improve the performance of the company then the company needs to make continuous
improvement in its business activities primarily in the production activity because this activity plays a pretty big company. In
this production activities must have a benchmark that is by using cycle time and speed. This benchmark is important because it
is an essential to measure the ability of the company in terms of increased production capacity based on time.

3.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research will be done with the Six Sigma methodology as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.

Define. Begin with determine project time and customer voice, creating a process map, SIPOC and Top Down Chart.
Measure. This steps are: manufacturing cycle time data collection, normality test and initial baseline measurement.
Data Analysis. The processing and analysis of data that have been taken using six sigma tools, which use Pareto
Diagram, Cause and Effect Diagram and Pouring Analysis.
Improve. This phase consist of DMA / Modify preparation fixbin
Control. Consist of Run Chart.

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
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4.1

Define

Phase define a first stage in the implementation of six sigma methodology. In this phase, the author defines some important
terms that describe the conditions or problems that would become the object of research. Some important things are define
opportunities, voice of customers and mapping process that applies to PT IFF Indonesia. Objective of define opportunities is to
to define or identify and validate improvements will be made, prepare an effective team, determine customer requirements, and
illustrate the business process.
4.1.1 Team Charter
Making the team charter is an importance in define phase because it aims to establish and validate the team charter.
4.1.2 Voice of Customer
Voice of customer is an important part in the work process that is observed. Voice of the customer obtained from
brainstorming with all employees contained in the production department and the results of meetings between management and
leadership.
There are several major problems that cause customers feel not satisfied and complained of condition to the production. The
problem in question is not yet rated companies to meet the demand for customer orders quickly, especially when customers
want a rush order. It should be considered in translating VOC into the CCR's (Critical Customer Requirements).

4.1.3 Process Map
The next stage is to determine the process map to understand the importance of determining the business processes, SIPOC
diagrams, and top-down charts.
Here is the map production process:

Figure 1: Manufacturing Process Map

4.1.4 SIPOC
After known map process the next stage to determine SIPOC diagram. The steps to create SIPOC are as follows:
• Specify the name of the process
• Determine start and end points
• Specify output
• Determine customer
• List the main steps in the process
• Define input
• Determine supplier

Project Name:
Date:

Manufacturing Cycle Time Reduction
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Prepared By:
Notes:
Suppliers

Inputs

Process

RM Supplier

Raw Materials

Production Scheduler

Shop Floor Paper

City electricity

Electricity

Manufacturer

Equipment

Air Conditioner

Temperature

Suppliers

Outputs
Finished Product

Customers
Customer

Packing Material
Compounder
Operators
Figure 2: SIPOC Diagram

4.1.5 Top Down Chart
The next stage after making SIPOC is to determine the top-down chart which is a simple description of the process, using a
top-down chart because it has two levels of levels that can explain the process. The first level is a major step in the process,
while the second level is a list of sub-processes for each of these key processes.
Top-down chart serves to determine the factors that influence the production cycle time of this phase where we will get input,
process and output indicators to be used as a measurement stage.

Figure 3: Top Down Chart Manufacturing Cycle Time

4.2 Measure Phase
After the voice of customer is translated into a critical part in the quality after that mapping the processes, then the next stage is
to measure phase. Measure phase is a second phase in six sigma methodology. In this phase, the work process will be
measured its ability to produce output based on the incoming input
4.2.1 Working Tickets Measurement
Data were collected during the twenty working days beginning on May 26th 2010 to June 18th 2010. During the twenty working
days, the authors note that the number of working tickets produced for the flavor of food and tobacco are 75 tickets. Based the
data of working ticket obtained as specified below.
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Table 1: Results of Measurement Working Ticket
Parameter
Before Improvement
Sigma Level

1,45

Mean (hours)

2,985

Median (hours)

3,07

Modus (hours)

3,33

Standard Deviation

1,053

p

0,086

n

75

Preparing (hours)

32,34

Weighing (hours)

71,58

Stirring (hours)

30,3

Filtering (hours)

21,72

Packing (hours)

22,56

4.2.2 Process Measurement Baseline
During the twenty days of observation obtained total Working tickets were observed is 75 Working tickets.
From the calculation results obtained defect rates by 52% so that the yield obtained at 0.83. Based on the obtained value of
173,333.33 DPMO and sigma value of 1.45. This indicates that process has outputs to the achievement of quality that is not
fully optimized.
4.2.3 Cause And Effect Diagram
To identify the root causes of the manufacturing cycle time used causal diagrams. This causal diagram is used to identify the
root causes of a problem so that collective action can be taken to eliminate the cause.
4.2.4 Cause and Effect Matrix
From the parameters of a causal diagram that was created, the next stage is to create a matrix of cause and effect of these data,
in order to determine which data will be made to the measurement plan. Cause and effect matrix in this cycle time reduction
can be seen in Table 4.

No
3
5
12
19
20

----- Input/Process
Indicators ----Loss RM
Preparation
Filtering
Weighing
Packing

Table 2: Cause and Effect Matrix
Output #1
Output #2
Output Indicators
10
10
Importance
Overall
Frequency of
Cycle Time
Occurrence
--------- Correlation of Input to
--------- Total -----Output ----------9
9
180
9
9
180
9
9
180
9
9
180
9
9
180

Measurement
Plan
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4.2.5 Measurement Plan
After getting input / process indicators of the most influential, then we made measurements of the input plan. Measurement
plan in this cycle time reduction can be seen in Table 5.
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Table 3: Measurement Plan

No

2

Input/Process
Indicators (X)
Preparation time
dan
Material
Loss
Filtering

3

Weighing

4

Packing

1

Operational Definition

Links to (Y)

Sample Size

Time of Receiving Tickets compounder
working until ready to weigh

Preparation time and time
weighing Materials

75 Working tickets

The time required from preparation to
completion filtration filter machine

Filtering time

75 Working tickets

The time needed compounder from start
weighing raw materials until the
beginning of the stirring
The time it takes operators starting from
finished goods over the stirring until
complete packing

Weighing time

75 Working tickets

Packing time

75 Working tickets

From that measurement plan we obtained the overall results as follows in table 6.
Table 4: Overall Results of the Measurements (in hours)

Input Indikator
Preparation time
dan Material Loss

5

Total Time

Mean

Modus

Median

Standard deviation

40,44

0,54

0,50

0,50

0,25

Filtering
Weighing

27,12
89,49

0,36
1,19

0,25
1,00

0,33
1,00

0,20
0,66

Packing

28,24

0,38

0,25

0,33

0,25

DATA ANALYZE

Analysis of the data processing in this study,also the analyze and improve phase in six sigma methodology . The author uses
data analysis and process analysis to identify what factors are affecting the manufacturing process cycle time.
5.1

Analyze Phase

5.1.1

Analysis Using the Pareto diagram

The data from measurement phase is analyzed in advance using pareto diagram to know the longest stage which resulted in
increased cycle time. Here is the result of cumulative data from 75 Working tickets analyzed. From the results of Pareto
diagram can be concluded that 70.1% comes from the source of problems:
1. Weighing
2. Preparation time
To overcome the root cause is then necessary to determine the appropriate solution. For the weighting factor can be overcome
with the purchase of new scales to cope with time while the preparation can be done through the regular preparation of the
material in accordance with the frequency of usage.
5.1.2

Pouring Analysis

Pouring analysis is an analysis of the casting material according to a certain quantity, this analysis is based on material
consumption during the last 6 months. The data used is data in the period 1 January 2010 to 30 June 2010.
Pouring analysis was carried out on the shelves of material M, L, F, G, H, and Cool Room. With a neat placement of material
compounder will more easily perform weighting in accordance with the materials listed in the Working ticket.
Pouring analysis was performed using the SAP transaction in the transaction ZDMA. The result is extracted into Microsoft
Excel, and then analyzed. Here is a chart analysis conducted where results will be processed as a stage further improvements
can be seen in table 7.
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Table 5: Analysis of Pouring Shelf M, L, F,G,H

No
1

5.2

Input/Process
Indicators (X)
Placement
of
materials based on
frequency of use

Data Source and
Location
ZDMA Transactions
in SAP from the rack
(M, L, F, G, H)

Data Used

Sample Size

Based on the usage of raw
materials 6 months (1
January to 30 June 2010)

All raw material in rack
M,L,F,G,H

Improve Phase

Improve phase, as described on the basis of theory, has the objective to find a solution to be implemented in order to create an
amendment. The solution is an act which is considered able to eliminate the barriers that have been described in the analysis.

5.2.1

Measurement Improvement Results

After improvement is carried out measurements of the Working tickets with the same assumptions as the baseline
measurement. The result can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 4: Sigma Level Oktober 2010 After Improvement
From the images obtained value of 3.43 sigma level. Thus an increase in the value of sigma from 1.45 to 3.43.The results are
compared with the initial sigma measurement. The results can be seen in Table 11.
Table 6: Comparison of Sigma Level

Before Improvement

After Improvement

Increasing

Sigma Level

Parameter

1,45

3,43

1,98

Mean (hours)

2,985

1,775

-1,21

Median (hours)

3,07

1,75

-1,32

Modus (hours)

3,33

1,5

-1,83

Standard Deviation

1,053

0,651

-0,402

p

0,086

0,131

0,045
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5.3 Control Phase
Control phase is the last stage of the analysis of Six Sigma projects that emphasize documentation and dissemination of action
that has been done.
At this stage of control the thing done is to make a run chart of the Working ticket october 2010. At this stage the run chart
serves to monitor the results that have been conducted over the use of six sigma method.

5

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of a study of the manufacturing cycle time reduction in flavors food and tobacco products can be deduced
that by using the six sigma method and DMA as improvement, to reduce cycle time from initial sigma value of 1.45 to 3.43
and reduced manufacturing cycle times from an average of 1.775 hours 2.985 hours.
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ABSTRACT
To be competitive, every industry in manufacturing or services are increasingly required to be able to produce goods or
services economically, and can deliver products on time according to customer needs. It occurs in a company that produces
IMV Type of Drum Brake, which have problem with wastes as research object. The company's strategy to reduce or eliminate
wastes in its production is to apply the concept of lean production, as both a method and philosophy. Methods and tools used to
identify and analyze the production of this waste, consist of Waste Relationship Matrix (WRM), Waste Assessment
Questionnaire (WAQ) and Value Stream Analysis Tools (VALSAT). The end result is the production line gets more
streamlined (lean) and improvement in production performance according to the proposed VSM.
Keywords
Lean Production, Waste Relationship Matrix, Waste Assessment Questionnaire and VALSAT.

1. INTRODUCTION
A manufacturing company that focused in production of car components, and produce brake for two-wheels vehicle (two
wheels) and four wheels, is PT. Akebono Brake Astra Indonesia, now is keep trying to improve its competitiveness both for
domestic and export markets. The strategy pursued by company to make it happen is through the implementation of lean
manufacturing concepts, to improve the operating system and continuous improvement by reducing or eliminating the wasteful
at operation stages.
On the concept of lean production or lean manufacturing, production processes that do not provide added value for example
can be seen from the accumulation of raw materials and intermediate goods (WIP) on production floor, it cause by bottleneck.
Bottleneck can occur due to imbalance time of processing on production that where there is a process that requires a longer
time than other processes.
One cause of the length of time the process is due to the inefficiency of the management of existing resources. Therefore, the
factors that have contributed in it, such as human resources, machines, materials, etc. should always be evaluated whether it
was relevant to the business that is run or the need for revision/repair [1].
Process efficiency improvement should be conducted in accordance with the capabilities and resources available in the
company. Because of that needed is an approach that is relatively simple and well structured to be easily understood, such as
the approach of Lean Manufacturing.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Technique of “lean manufacturing” can help companies to become competitive, especially in terms of reduction wastes in their
operation process. Lean manufacturing is defined as reducer from waste in any form/conditions to maximize the value-added
activities [2]. Meyers dan Stewart (2002) explain that Lean means an effort by all elements of the company to eliminate the
wastes together and it is one of tools that can be used to achieve optimum company’s competitive advantage [3].
In recent years, the concept of lean has a lot to get a positive response from various types of businesses, not only in
manufacturing but also in businesses of service sector. Some research show that lean production can increasing productivity,
quality, and responsiveness of firms to be high [5].
Lean manufacturing should begin with a perfect understanding of business processes, not only production process and material
flow but also information flow. One tool that extremely affordable and simple are often used to capture this information is
VSM (Value Stream Mapping) [6].
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Various types of information are uniquely displayed in Current State Map, such as information flow using a paper or
electronic, cycle times, changeover times, amount of inventory, machine uptime, and amount of worker, but all the things that
is often overlooked. With the lean approach, flow of information and raw from company are described with value stream
mapping. So that it can be discovered with an overview of the existing waste. The main purpose of VSM is to understand and
document (all the) current state (existing condition) and then produced a Proposed State Map that led to improvement in the
process itself [7].

3. METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this research was to obtain a design of Lean Production System in production line for the type IMV of drum
brake from company. Steps performed in this research, as shown in Figure 1, consist of eight stages:
1. Identify the problem through observation, interviews, and the preliminary data required.
2. Calculate the standard time of each process.
3. Make the current state map (CSVSM).
4. Collecting data to find relationships between the wastes in the company by using Waste Relationship Matrix (WRM).
5. Perform the weighting of the WRM to know the weight or the magnitude of the relationship between wastes.
6. Make Waste Relationship Matrix (WRM).
7. Perform the weighting of waste assessment questionnaire with used algorithm of Waste Assessment Questionnaire
(WAQ).
8. Analyze effect between wastes by using VALSAT.

Figure 1. Flow of research
Area of research focuses on the backing plate assembly line that makes the brake drum type IMV for four-wheel vehicles,
which consists of three work stations; those are backing plate welding work stations, work stations riveting and nut welding.
The first step, is taking measurements and collecting data in order for calculate the data needs to make current state map value
stream map (CSMVSM). VSM is tool from lean manufacturing that for the first derived from the approach of Toyota
Production System (TPS) which is known as “material and information flow mapping” [8]. Rother dans Shook (1999) define
VSM as a powerful tool that not only can identify process inefficiencies, but also can be a guide in making improvements [9].
Jones dan Womack (1998) mention that VSM is a mapping flow of information and material which aims to set up methods and
performance are better in a proposed future state map. This tool gives information flow of information and physic in system. In
addition, the condition of production system such as lead time as required can also be described from each process
characteristic that occurs [10].
After knowing the condition of production line through visualization of current state map value stream map, the next step to
identify wastes used Waste Relationship Matrix (WRM) and Waste Assessment Questionnaire (WAQ). Use of the VALSAT
techniques to analyze waste that occurs in a production line requires a proper weighting method so that tools selection and their
correlation with wastes would be appropriate. Therefore, WRM & WAQ is used as a means to measure quantitatively
relationship and types of waste that occurs in the production chain.
WRM is a matrix consisting of rows and columns. Each row shows the influence of each of six types of waste to other waste.
Each column shows the waste that is affected by other waste. Diagonal matrix shows the relationship of the highest [11]. This
indicates that each waste has a great relationship with itself.
Table 1: The Waste Relationship Matrix (WRM)
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Explanation:
O
= Overproduction
I
= Inventory
D
= Defect

M
T
P
W

= Unnecessary Motion
= Over transportation
= Inappropriate process
= Waiting

Table 2. Range Division of relationship between wastes
Range
17-20
13-16
9-12
5-8
1-4

Relation
Absolutely necessary
Especially important
Important
Ordinary Closeness
Unimportant

Symbol
A
E
I
O
U

While the Waste Assessment Questionnaire (WAQ) was made to identify and allocate the waste that occurs in the production
line (especially the job shop type), Waste Assessment Questionnaire consists of 68 different questions, which represent the
activity, condition or behavior in a specific production floor that can generate waste. Some questions are regrouped into a kind
of "From" which means that the question refers to all types of waste that occurs which may lead to or result in the type of
different waste. While the other questions that represent the type "To" which means all types of waste generated by other waste
[11].Each question consists of three pieces of the answer with their respective weights: 1, 0.5 and 0. Questions are categorized
into 4 groups: man, machine, material and method.
Algorithm equations used to calculate tabulated in WAQ is using the following equation:
(1)

(2)
(3)

Explanation:
Sj
= Sum of values in each column under each type of wastes (score of the waste).
= New score after the multiplication weight of answer each type of wastes.
sj
= Initial indication factor of each type of waste.
Yj
Yjfinal = Final waste factor each type of wastes.
With WAQ we obtained sequence of waste that occurs in production line based on their respective weights. Waste that has the
greatest weight to the first rank and so on. The results obtained weight of each waste will be used to obtain the appropriate
analysis tools VALSAT.
Value Stream Analysis Tools (VALSAT) use as a tool for detailed mapping which focuses on the flow of value adding
process. Details of this mapping can be used to find the cause of waste that occurs [12]. There are seven kinds of detail
mapping tools are used, are:
1. Process Activity Mapping
This tool maps each step of activity that occurs from operation, transportation, inspection, delay, and storage, and then classify
them into types of activities available ranging from value adding activities, necessary non value adding activities, dan non
value adding activities.
2. Supply Chain Response Matrix
This graph illustrates the relationship between inventories with lead time that can be used to identify and evaluate the increase
or decrease inventory levels and long lead time in each area at supply chain.
3. Production Variety Funnel
This tool is used to identify the point at which a generic product is processed into a number of specific products. In addition,
this tool can also be used to indicate areas of bottleneck in the design process used to plan inventory policy improvements.
4. Quality Filter Mapping
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It is a tool that is used to identify the location of the problem of quality defects in the existing supply chain. Evaluation of the
quality loss is often the case made for short-term development.
5. Demand Amplification Mapping
To visualized changes in demand throughout the supply chain. Information can be used in decision making and further
analysis, either in anticipation of a change request, to manage fluctuations, as well as the evaluation of inventory.
6. Decision Point Analysis
Shows the various options of different production systems, the trade off between lead time of each option with a level of
inventory required to cover during the lead time.
7. Physical Structure
This tool is used to understand the supply chain at the level of production. It is necessary to understand the industry condition,
how its operations, and in directing attention to areas that may not get enough attention to the development.
The use from seven tools based on the proper selection based on the company itself. Selection of appropriate engineering tools
with each type of waste is based on the weight system, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Relationship between VALSAT and 7 Wastes

Note:
H=
M=
L =

High correlation and usefulness (multiplier factor of 9)
Medium correlation and usefulness (multiplier factor of 3)
Low correlation and usefulness (multiplier factor of 1)

Meanwhile, to get a tool where appropriate in the mapping process, the selection matrix is used as Table 4.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After all data has been collected and processed into the current state, further data was made current state map. This Current
state map shows the actual conditions that occur in production floor as Figure 2.
In the current state map is shown Total Lead Time in the production of drum brake plate assy that come from the Cycle Time
of each process to the material delay in the inventory and transportation time from one work station to work station to another.
From the sum of these three variables we obtained Total Lead Time = 3.64 days. In the current state map is also seen that the
greatest contribution that make the lead time of 3.64 days are inventory at the beginning and end of the process of painting,
and painting processes are carried out by the partner company which is for 3.5 days. Total value stream attribute the current
state map can be seen in Table 5.]
Next step is to identify and analyze the waste in the backing plate assembly area that consists of three working station ie,
backing plate welding (BDW-1), riveting (RVT-1) and nut welding (NWD). Material flow and cycle time of each process can
be seen in Figure 2 the current state map.
Result and Discussion of WRM. On Table 6. can be shown that the from over production and from defect have the greatest
percentage of 17.9%, which means that over-production waste and defects in the event have a considerable influence to cause
another waste.
Table 4: Matrix of VALSAT Selection
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Figure 2: Current state map

Table 5: Metrics Current State Map
Metric
Total Value stream Inventory
Total product cycle time
Total value stream lead time
Uptime

Baseline
655 units
162.8 seconds
3.64 days
96.4 percent

Meanwhile, to inventory has the greatest percentage of 19.4% which indicates that the waste from inventory is the most waste
resulting from the other waste. On the other hand inventory just resulted another waste of 12.7%.
Result and Discussion of WAQ.
In Table 7 it is found that the biggest waste caused by the inventory has a percentage of 20,41%. The second Waste is motion
with 17.97%, and overproduction in the sixth with a 13.08%
Table 6: Waste Relationship Value

Table 7: Recapitulation of WAQ PT. AAIJ

Result and Discussion of VALSAT. After getting the final results of the weighting process by using WRM and WAQ, the
next step is selection of detail mapping tools appropriate to type of waste that occurs in the company. This selection process is
done using VALSAT. Table10. Shows the mapping tool according with waste type that occurs.
Use of VALSAT
Weight (bobot) that had been previously obtained through an assessment process using the WRM and WAQ, then calculated
again using selection matrics for seven of VALSAT. Final calculation of matrix selection of seven VALSAT indicated on table
8.
From table 8 can be obtained the process activity mapping ranks first with a score 567.27, the second is supply chain response
matrix with score 360.41, and the third is demand amplification mapping with score 262.78. Selection is made on two
VALSAT analysis tools that have the greatest scores are obtained, the process activity mapping and supply chain response
matrix.
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From Table 9 then classified based on the activities of the value-added activities (VA), which is not value-added activities, but
still needed (NNVA) and activities that have no value at all (NVA). Of the grouping can be known what the most dominant
activity occurred on a production line backing plate assembly.
Table 9. Process Activity mapping backing plate assy

Table 8:. Selection Result of VALSAT
DĂƉƉŝŶŐdŽŽů
tĂƐƚĞ

KǀĞƌWƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ

ĞŵĂŶĚ
tĞŝŐŚƚ WƌŽĐĞƐƐĐŝǀŝƚǇ ^ƵƉƉůǇĐŚĂŝŶ WƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ YƵĂůŝƚǇ&ŝůƚĞƌ
ĞĐŝƐŝŽŶƉŽŝŶƚ WŚǇƐŝĐĂůƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ
ĂŵƉůŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ
ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ
DĂƉƉŝŶŐ ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞŵĂƚƌŝǆ sĂƌŝĞƚǇƚƵŶŶĞů ŵĂƉƉŝŶŐ
ŵĂƉƉŝŶŐ
ŵĂƉƉŝŶŐ
ϭϯ͘Ϭϴ

ϭϯ͘Ϭϴ

ϯϵ͘Ϯϱ

Ϭ

ϭϯ͘Ϭϴ

ϯϵ͘Ϯϱ

ϯϵ͘Ϯϱ

Ϭ

/ŶǀĞŶƚŽƌǇ

ϮϬ͘ϰϭ

ϲϭ͘Ϯϯ

ϭϴϯ͘ϳϬ

ϲϭ͘Ϯϯ

Ϭ

ϭϴϯ͘ϳϬ

ϲϭ͘Ϯϯ

ϮϬ͘ϰϭ

ĞĨĞĐƚ

ϭϯ͘ϮϬ

ϭϯ͘ϮϬ

Ϭ

Ϭ

ϭϭϴ͘ϴϬ

Ϭ

Ϭ

Ϭ

hŶŶĞĐĞƐĂƌǇDŽƚŝŽŶ

ϭϳ͘ϵϳ

ϭϲϭ͘ϳϰ

ϭϳ͘ϵϳ

Ϭ

Ϭ

Ϭ

Ϭ

Ϭ͘ϬϬ

dƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƚŝŽŶ

ϭϱ͘ϭϳ

ϭϯϲ͘ϱϰ

Ϭ

Ϭ

Ϭ

Ϭ

Ϭ

ϭϱ͘ϭϳ

/ŶĂƉƉƌŽƉŝĂƚĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ

ϲ͘ϴϵ

ϲϭ͘ϵϴ

Ϭ

ϮϬ͘ϲϲ

ϲ͘ϴϵ

Ϭ

ϲ͘ϴϵ

Ϭ͘ϬϬ

tĂŝƚŝŶŐ

ϭϯ͘Ϯϴ

ϭϭϵ͘ϰϵ

ϭϭϵ͘ϰϵ

ϭϯ͘Ϯϴ

Ϭ

ϯϵ͘ϴϯ

ϯϵ͘ϴϯ

Ϭ͘ϬϬ

ϱϲϳ͘Ϯϳ

ϯϲϬ͘ϰϭ

ϵϱ͘ϭϳ

ϭϯϴ͘ϳϳ

ϮϲϮ͘ϳϴ

ϭϰϳ͘ϮϬ

ϯϱ͘ϱϴ

dKd>

Based on table 10, the time required for the entire process on the backing plate assembly are 29402.6 second. Total activity in
this process as many as 22 activities. Of the 22 activities, 11 activities are operation activities, six transport activities, two
activities of storage and only a single delay and inspection activities. Only four activities are classified on activities that valueadded (VA) or at 0139% of overall activity, while for value-added activities that are not at all (NVA) as much as three pieces
with percentage is 89.82% from NNVA by 10. 046%.
Supply Chain Response Matrix consists of two axes, which are axes of vertical and horizontal. Vertikal axis express
cumulative inventory in each stage on supply chain, while horizontal axis express cumulative lead time to plan and move the
product. The data required in making of SCRM on line of backing plate assembly as follows:
• The cumulative data of raw material arrival.
• The cumulative data of component production result in area of backing plate assembly such as WIP.
Average needs and material making of dust cover and backing plate is 720 units/days and 90 units/decision while lead time just
one hour. Part of PPIC has determined inventory duration (day’s physical stock) keep in level 0.25 days. Table 11 below
described days of physical stock for two of raw material.
Graph 1 shows lead times supply in production area of backing plate assembly during 1.1 days while the duration of inventory
in system is 2.35 days so the total of response time supply in system is 3.45 days.
Table 10:Total Percentage Activity VA, NVA, NNVA
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Table 11: Days Physical Stock and Lead Time Raw Material

Component of production result are dust cover and backing plate, they are assembled into a B/P Assy and then store as WIP to
wait painting process. From data held by PPIC average length of WIP is system is 2.1 days while lead time from WIP until
after painting process and until will process in next process takes 3.5 days can be seen on table 12 below.
Table 12: Days Physical Stock and L/T WIP

Graph 1: Supply Chain Response Matrix

Proposed value stream map
The focus of the proposed improvements are based on analysis has been done before by using process mapping activity and the
supply chain response matrix. In both tools are clearly illustrated that the Inventory is a problem with the onset of production
lead time is long enough. This is also supported by results assessment questionnaire of WAQ that mention Inventory ranks the
first waste.
• Eliminate waste inventory
Process activity mapping shows amount of WIP that should wait to painting process is 7 hour and this activity is classified as
non value added activity (NVA). Material results of backing plate assembly can not be directly applied to the work station
BELT 3 because of having to go through the process of painting. The painting process conducts in outside the plan, which is a
partner company. With the arrival of the cycle 1-3-3 then, the company must make a safety stock of WIP for 3.5 days which is
useful as a buffer so that the process can be run normally. The Company is building a line so that the whole process of painting
is not something to do outside. By conducting the processes of painting in the plant (in house) then, the waiting times are
inevitable happens.
• Eliminate waste transportation
In the process mapping activity clearly illustrated that there is six times the transport process and all of which belong to the
NNVA activity, activity that is necessary but not value added. During the observations made of this transport activity. distance
between the work area should not be too far away and can be brought closer. In Figure 3 proposed value stream map shows
that the receiving area close to the shipping area can reduce waste transportation along 11.
• Eliminate waste waiting
Waiting is the fourth largest waste by weight as 13:28% by WAQ assessment. waste waiting occurs at the time of raw material
waiting to be processed and at operator of nut welding waiting backing plate that process result from welding dan riveting.
Work area of BDW dan RVT done by same operator is systematic working from welding process in machine of BDW and
after that make do rivet in machine of RVT. Waiting occurs when the operator nut welding process must wait for B / P assy
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results Rivet process. Because the actual standard time for this process amounted to only 14.5 seconds while machine time was
only 4.2 seconds.
On the other hand BDW and RVT operator also have waiting time. After pressing the ON button on the machine operator
BDW directly to process Rivet, because the cycle time of RVT is less than BDW so after rivet, operator still wait to finish
BDW machine for welding and waiting time about 25 second. To eliminate the waiting time, incorporation three of machine
ini with concept of U-cell shape and just run by one operator alone can save on labor while reducing the total cycle time in all
three processes. In the proposed state map figure 3 can be shown the total cycle time of 125.5 seconds that before as 162.8
second, that there is a cutback of 37.3 seconds (22.9%).

5. CONCLUSION
1.

Figure 3. Proposed State map

Initial assessment of WRM and WAQ are obtained four types
of largest waste according with order in their respective
weights are: inventory by weight (20.41%), motion (17.97%),
transportation (15,17%), and waiting (13.28).
2. Using the selection matrix of VALSAT for the fourth largest
types of waste can be obtained two of detail mapping tools
• Process Activity Mapping with score is 567.27
• The second of Supply Chain Response Matrix score is
360.41
3. Process Activity mapping (PAM) showed that:
• Activities that value-added (VA) for 0139% from total of
all activities, activities that are not value-added but still
required (NNVA) is 10.0% and not value-added activities
(NVA) reached is 89.82%.
From supply chain response matrix shown total lead time of supply
chain in area for backing plate assembly is 1.1 days, while
inventory duration in system is 2.35 days so that the total of
response time to supply in system is 3.45 days. This illustrates that
the WIP process produces the greatest lead time and directly
proportional to the existing inventory in system that cause
companies must make a WIP for 2.1 days.
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ABSTRACT
Lean manufacturing is a proven approach for manufacturing industries efficiency strategies. Radical change of goal, system
and organization culture is required in the transition to lean manufacturing. There are several manufacturing industries which
failed to implement lean manufacturing system. In order to minimize the high failure rate of implementation, this research is
conducted to analyze some factors affecting the lean manufacturing implementation in SMEs. The first part is focused on
reviewing the lean practices based on SMEs characteristics. The data were then verified and used to evaluate some
manufacturing waste. Further, a manufacturing improvement program is developed for sustainability of SMEs. The research
shows that the SMEs faces some problems related to seven type manufacturing waste including overproduction, defects,
unnecessary inventory, inappropriate processing, excessive transportation, waiting and unnecessary motion. Lean practices
such as 5S, quality control, worker empowerment and supervision, production control and standardization are least investment
cost and feasible to implement in SMEs.
Keywords
Lean manufacturing, Lean practices, SMEs

1. INTRODUCTION
In the industrial world, the company has always put efficiency in various fields to improve the performance and profitability of
the manufacturing company. There are some system or philosophy to realize that manufacturing company’ goals. Lean
manufacturing system has been broadly accepted by manufacturing industries in some areas to improve its operational
performance.
Many researchers has studied and documented their analysis on lean manufacturing application. Lean manufacturing
implementation will provide a better utilization of manpower and factory floor space which have a positive impact to
productivity in a garment manufacturing industries [1]. This research also conclude that a good relationship among the workers
will help the management to coordinate and integrate the factory production.
A significant positive relationship between lean production and firms’ profitability of 50 manufacturing companies in Iran
have been found [2]. To implement lean production to achieve a superior performance, company should distinguish customers
needs and satisfy their needs. Further, managers should eliminate wastes within company. Beside that tools selection to
improve manufacturing and generate desired advantage should based on focus area for improvement and current condition of
the company [3]. Over all, lean manufacturing is a way for improving manufacturing to make the organization more
productive, profitable, and customer oriented.
There are some tools which being used to implement lean manufacturing in a company. Based on the research, there are six
tools were chosen by two Serbian food companies to implement lean manufacturing, namely: total productive maintenance,
poka yoke, batch reduction, layout improvement, standardization of work and visual management [4]. The objective of green
manufacturing is achieved through lean manufacturing tools such as six sigma and quality function development, just in time,
poka yoke, flexible manufacturing system, supply chain management, cellular design and setup reduction [5]. Some value
addition process and elimination of wastes can be used to improve productivity in Coal mining industry [6]. This process is
done by using lean philosophy application in production process such as: elimination of waste activities and overall effective
use of resources by less number of drill bits, grinding wheels, electrical power, human energy and more coal production to
wheel the development of the nation.
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Lean manufacturing tools can be easily implemented with radical change of goal, system and organization culture through the
company. It is suggested that, if a company is to change to a lean organization, the company also needs to change the way they
value the different dimensions of work [7]. The similar research also stated that there are some elements as critical success
factors on lean production practices implementation in automotive sector of Brazil and Spain. The most impacting elements
are: ethics and organization, personnel and human resources, customer/ supplier and organization rapport, product and product
management [8].
PT. M, one of small and medium enterprise sector metal processing industry in Indonesia, have already introduce the concept
of lean production in its daily production. The introduction phase of this concept is chosen as a way to minimize or eliminate
some production problem such as down time of production process which often occur due to problems in production facilities,
scheduling that do not correspond to the actual situation and so on. But the company faces some challenges in implementing
this concept. In order to minimize the high failure rate of lean manufacturing implementation in PT M, this research is
conducted to give manufacturing improvement program based on review of lean practices based on SMEs characteristics.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Lean manufacturing is a systematic approach for identifying and eliminating waste through continuous improvement, moving
the product at the pull of the customer in pursuit of perfection. This approach is different from traditional one which in practice
does not emphasize on the elimination of waste and short output time (throughput time). Where both of that reduction can lead
to low inventories. So the main purpose of lean manufacturing implementation is to increase productivity, improve quality,
shorten lead times and reduce costs.
The main characteristics of lean manufacturing can be summarized as follows [9]:
− Production is based on customer demand
− All activities are organized and focused on the major role of product assembly lines with functional departments
− All activities are based on team and organization oriented more horizontally than vertically
− The overall system involves fewer people which integrated between each other
− There is a high level of information exchange between all the role and transparent financial structure
− Activities are coordinated and evaluated by the flow of work through the team or factory
− Discipline is very important in the system in terms of activating and shows the problems posed and total quality in the
company and the supplier and dealer performance evaluation
− If possible, the responsibility was developed at the lowest level, the manufacturer or supplier
− Manufacturing systems based on stable production volumes but with the flexibility specifically in terms of product
assortment
− Relationships with employees, suppliers, and dealers based on mutual obligations
The main elements of manufacturing can be summarized as three overlapping suppression element [10]. First is waste
elimination. Secondly, the involvement of all staff in the improvement operations. The goal is to encourage personal
responsibility, commitment and a sense of having a job. And third, the notion that improvement must be continuous
(continuous improvement).
Waste is any non value adding activity in the process, in which those activities using only the resources but do not provide
added value to customers. While variation is inconsistency or variability that occurs in the process so as to produce defective
products. In general understanding of waste are [11]:
− Resources consumed by inefficient or unnecessary activities
− Excess material to leave the production process, or output that has no sale value
− Process or material that does not add value to the goods or services
− Non value added materials, storage, or disposal of material within a certain amount of environmentally harmful
Waste or better known as “muda” can be grouped into seven types, namely [12]:
− Overproduction
Excessive production occurred when producing the goods when it is not needed, before the customer orders or before
the next process begins its production. Excessive production is a result of the lack of flow of goods and information,
and resulted in a lot of inventory that may interrupt the flow of material and decrease productivity and quality.
− Defects
There are several types of defect, first is defect which contain a defective product that can not be economically
repaired. Second, rework is a product that has experienced an error and can be fixed by reworking so that the product
can be expected according to specifications. Third, customer returns is products returned by customers because it does
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−

−
−

−
−

not correspond to the expected specifications. Fourth, customer dissatisfaction is some dissatisfied customers that lead
to product claim.
Unnecessary inventory
Basically inventory simply hide the problem and cause additional handling activities should not be needed. Inventory
also resulted in extra space, extra cost. Too many goods stored in warehouses and delay the flow of information or
product, resulting in increased storage costs and poor customer service.
Inappropriate processing
It is a process that includes all unnecessary and inefficient additional processes or activities using improper
equipment, system or procedure errors.
Excessive transportation
Move the material or activity within a great distance from one process to the next process will resulted in the addition
of material handling time. Too much movement of people, information, or material resulting in a waste of time, effort
and cost.
Waiting time
The length of waiting time for either the human, material and information will result in poor flow and long lead times.
Unnecessary motion
Unnecessary movements due to poor facility layout arrangement or any movement of people and machines that do not
add value to the goods or services will only adds time and costs only. Back and forth frantically looking for something
is an activity that includes waste, because it gives no added value to product.

Some of the root causes of variation and waste in the workplace are:
− Bad factory and office layout
− Long setup of equipment and machinery
− Bad organization work
− Improper or insufficient training
− Working methods are not standardized
− Do not follow procedures and work instructions
− Low process capability
− Bad planning
− Material quality problems
− Inaccurate measurement equipment
− A poor work environment
Some approach that can be done to eliminate seven waste are as follow:
− Simplification is an approach to eliminate waste where a process will be simplified to reduce the core itself.
− Incorporation is an approach to eliminate waste by combining two kinds of tasks that can be performed by a single
worker.
− Deletion is an approach to eliminate waste by eliminating the processes / activities that are not necessary so that
processing time can be shortened.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
This research phase contains several steps that begins with problem formulation, observation and data collection then
analyzing. First stage in this research is the study of existing production problem of metal processing industry in PT M
Hospital Equipment Units for non stainless welding parts. Then data collection was generated to evaluate the production
process based on lean manufacturing practices. The data is related to seven type manufacturing waste including
overproduction, defects, unnecessary inventory, inappropriate processing, excessive transportation, waiting and unnecessary
motion. Data is used to determine the root cause of each type of waste. Further, a depth analysis of real production system is
done to develop a manufacturing improvement program based on lean manufacturing practices for sustainability of SMEs.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The analysis will be divided in two categories, presenting identified typical wastes and its root cause in PT M Hospital
Equipment Units for non stainless welding parts. Second is analysis of possible manufacturing improvement program based on
some lean tools in SME. The first category consist of:
a.

Overproduction (Excess Production)
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Producing components by an amount that exceeds from its demand that caused by greater setup time than the processing time.
Some components are produce in large batch such as in component 32901 and 73006 there are excess production in hinges,
nut M5 and buss hinges as can be seen in Figure 1. The other cause is when a defective component occur, new parts are come
from the warehouse component so the components will not be rework and become a waste. The root cause of excessive
production are a process bottleneck, unbalanced production capacity, bad shipping, bad layout, more emphasis on the workers
to continue working rather than maximizing the use of materials.

Figure 1: Over Production

b.
Defects
Product defects resulting in rework or scrap cost. These costs include quarantining inventory, re-check, re-scheduling, and loss
of capacity. There are some product defect occur in production process, such as chassis beds that do not match to its standard
size and the welds are not strong. The other is center mat 73004 had a dent in its centre area as can be seen in Figure 2. The
root cause of defective products is the presence of a processes variation while process control is weak, the amount of
component inventory that is not balanced, poor instructions and human error.

Figure 2: Defect Components

c. Unnecessary inventory
Work in process is directly the result of excessive production and waiting time. Excess inventory tends to hide problems in the
factory which should be identify and repair to increase the lead-time, productive use of floor space, the identification of issues
to be delayed, and hinder communication. Based on observation, there are some components inventory which corrosion occurs
as can be seen in Figure 3. This unnecessary inventory caused by demand uncertainty, forecast poorly, and poor market
information. In production process also have some contribution to that, such as long production lead time, the time of set up
time, and the capacity of the equipment used is not balanced.

Figure 3: Unnecessary Inventory

d. Inappropriate processing
Based on observation, there are inappropriate processing occur such as when welding box and parts box processing.
Sometimes the welding point is too thick or large because high amperage is used during the process of grinding/ deburing
trouble and proceed in long time. The other is component 33104, the base frame is too narrow so frond frame can’t be
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assemble into it as can be seen in Figure 4. Products change but the process has not changed, the communication gap and
inappropriate jig or mold are some factor that causes waste.

Figure 4: Waste Against Inappropriate Processing

e. Excessive transportation
Excessive movement and excessive handling have already contribute to component damage and may result in decreased
product quality. The reason is the spatial lay-out or poor plant and is not appropriate where the location of the previous process
and afterward located far from each other. The plant layout as can be seen in Figure 5 provide a confusing path and some
interrupted path.
Fixed Component

Inspection

Component Warehouse

Line Non Bed

Jig or Mo Inspection
ld

Figure 5: Production Layout

f.
Waiting Time
Product lead time contain a waiting time for product to be proceed in next process. It is caused by a bad material flow, long
product processing times and large distance between processes. In this case, when producing 6 door cupboard sometimes it
needs to wait for instructions. The other is when the defective components not directly repaired and replaced with new
components. So that these components have to wait before to be assembled in the next period as can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Waiting Time
g. Unnecessary motion
Waste is related to ergonomics that can be seen by movement such as bend, stretch, walk, lift, search and reach. Based on
observation, some operators looking for components to be welded in a pile of components that are arranged irregularly,
shaking operator protective mask welding current is then covered over and over again so that it can not provide added value as
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can be seen in Figure 7. The cause of this waste are messy work, arrangement of the components are not balanced, irregular
work methods, work in large batch sizes, the component does not have a name and number information.

Figure 7: Unnecessary Motion

Based on that analysis of typical wastes and its root cause in PT M Hospital Equipment Units for non stainless welding parts,
there are some possible manufacturing improvement program as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Use a pull system in production where a single product is produced according to the requirement or order, leveling
production or heijunka, implementing kanban system, preventive maintenance independently by the operator.
Produce product according to specification limit and based on standard operational procedures. Doing good material
handling with standard capacity on each pallet and perform frequent inspection.
Perform production line balancing and coordinate with component warehouse in order to adjust to the situation.
Perform planning and scheduling with better balance or level out the workload, working on the production according to
demand and standard operational procedures.
Using five S (5S) method to reduce unnecessary movement through of identification and removing unnecessary items in
the workplace, grouping goods, mark boundaries of each production area, make a production map and its characteristic,
provision of hygiene, cleaning work, marking on a machine that can not be repaired, determination of control points and
make a fixed place for each item.

5. CONCLUSSION
The research shows that the SMEs faces some problems related to seven type manufacturing waste including overproduction,
defects, unnecessary inventory, inappropriate processing, excessive transportation, waiting and unnecessary motion. To
overcome this problem, a manufacturing improvement program such as 5S, quality control, worker empowerment and
supervision, production control and standardization are least investment cost and feasible to implement in SMEs.
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ABSTRACT
All companies want to achieve optimal productivity, but on the other hand achieving optimal productivity has many obstacles.
These obstacles that often occur in the production system area are seven wastes (over production, over inventory, inefficient
transportation, unnecessary motion, waiting, defect and inappropriate process). Reducing this waste can use Value Stream
Mapping (VSM) which is one of Lean Manufacturing tools. Advantage of Value Stream Mapping can describe activity flow of
Value Added (VA), Necessary but Non Value Added (NNVA) and Non Value Added (NVA). Result of Current VSM is used
as basic of improvement in production system. Besides that, doing improvement at some workstations will deliver Propose
VSM and doing simulation of Value Stream Mapping will give approach or mimic the real situation. This research have some
purposes, like to reduce some wastes that inhibit productivity of Industry Dairy Toddlers, get Value Stream Mapping of the
production flow to achieve Lean Manufacturing, and get design a better production system through object oriented simulation.
Results of this research are reduction of lead time to be faster 19%, reduction of transport activity by 11%, reduction in
inventory by 16% and increase production throughput by 24%.
Keywords
Lean manufacturing, value stream mapping, simulation, waste

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, consumer goods industries have a very significant growth that be driven by increasing of consumption. One
of significant grows of consumer goods is toddler dairy industry. Increasing demand for dairy goods toddler is an opportunity
to do business in this field. Management of this industry always works harder to improve of productivity and efficiency of the
activity production to obtain the optimal profit. But on the other hand, achieving optimal productivity has many obstacles.
These obstacles that often occur in the production system area are seven wastes (over production, over inventory, inefficient
transportation, unnecessary motion, waiting, defect and inappropriate process).
Lean manufacturing is a systematic approach to identify and eliminate seven wastes through continuous improvement
activities. Reducing seven wastes of production system will be faster of lead time, on time products delivery, reduce
production costs, reduce the amount of work in process (WIP) and increase the utilization of production resources, so that
companies can increase productivity (Rother, 1999). One of Lean Manufacturing tools to reduce wastes is Value Stream
Mapping or VSM (Liker, 2004). Advantage of VSM can be visualization Value Added (VA), Necessary but Non Value Added
(NNVA) and Non Value Added (NVA). Value Stream Mapping can describe information and material flows that are not neat,
so it is easy to identify and redesign for improving system production (Liker, 2004).
Companies that have traditional approaches to their manufacturing systems will difficult to be commitment implementation of
lean manufacturing (Abdulmalek, 2007). Managers have also been hesitant to adopt lean manufacturing tools because of other
characteristics that are typical in this sector. These include large, inflexible machines, long setup times, and the general
difficulty in producing in small batches (Abdulmalek, 2007). One of tools that can transformation redesign traditional
manufacturing to lean manufacturing is simulation. Using of simulation for lean manufacturing approach, especially in the
Value Stream Mapping was developed by Standridge (2006). Simulation is process to design a model in the real system and be
connected in the experiment. Simulation tries to approach in the real situation (Solding, 2009). The use of simulation in the
Value Stream Mapping is an interesting because the simulation will be known miniature movement of materials and
information on the actual production system, without disrupting the continuity of manufacturing conditions that exist today
(Solding, 2009). The information from simulation can be compare current condition and propose condition after have done
some improvement (Detty, 2000).
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The research gap of this paper is still a bit of research that combines value stream mapping and object oriented simulation on
the dairy industry toddler in Indonesia, so that this study becomes important looks into this matter. This research have some
purposes, like to reduce some wastes that inhibit productivity of Industry Dairy Toddlers, get Value Stream Mapping of the
production flow to achieve Lean Manufacturing, and get design a better production system through object oriented simulation.

2. OVERVIEW OF LEAN MANUFACTURING AND VALUE STREAM MAPPING
Lean manufacturing is a systematic approach to identify and eliminate waste (Non Value Added) activities through continuous
improvement. Lean manufacturing approach tries to neat in flow of products with pull system by attention of customer
satisfaction viewpoint (Tapping , 2002). Lean manufacturing concept was originally introduced by Taiichi Ohno (Toyota
Motor Corp.) that this concept is commonly called the Toyota Production System (TPS). Furthermore the concept of lean
manufacturing is adopted by several large companies in the U.S. and Europe for their industrial application, because the
concept proves successful to improve productivity through the elimination of wastes production.
Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is one of lean manufacturing tools that is proven effective to eliminate waste (non-added value)
and tries mapping information and material flow in production systems. Value Stream Mapping was first introduced by Moki
Rother and John Shook in his book "Learning to See”, this book explains how uses of mapping process flow of value added
activity and non value added activity in production floor to achieve lean manufacturing conditions. Value Stream Mapping was
born from the concept of Toyota Production System (TPS), in which the TPS is known as "Material and Information Flow
Mapping (MIFC)".
Value Added (VA) activity is all of process that provides transformation raw material to be more added value, wherein the
previously raw material less valuable is transformed to more valuable and the customer is willing to pay for this activity (Liker,
2004). Necessary but Non Value Added (NNVA) activity is all of process that not adds value to the product but this process
must be done, whereas Non Value Added (NVA) activity is all of process that does not provide added value to a product, and
has potential to use of higher cost (Womack, 1994). All activities of Value Added (VA), Necessary but Non Value Added
(NNVA) and Non Value Added (NVA) will be transformed into units of time (cycle time), where times of NNVA and NVA
activity will try to be reduced, that is expected to become more effective and efficient in its production system.
There are several steps that must be done to make Value Stream Mapping (Rother, 1999), these stages are:
i) Select target of product family that will be improvement. The selection of product family is essential because this can
focus on one product, clear boundaries and not be bias.
ii) Describe the Current VSM that important part captures how current conditions of production systems.
iii) Identify of waste that exist in Current Value Stream Mapping.
iv) Make improvements in some areas.
v) Describe Propose VSM which displays images of the production system after improvement activity.
Besides that, Methodology to establish Value Stream Mapping and Simulation in this research is presented in this following;
• Gathering Data of Cycle time or processing time
• Gathering Data of Changeover time.
• Gathering Initial data collection on overall cycles times, waste time, in-process queue time.
• Gathering Data gathering for % rejects and work-in-process
• Establishing Current Value Stream Mapping
• Improvement
• Establishing Propose Value Stream Mapping
• Making Simulation
• Verification and Validation of simulation
• Analysis

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Collections Data
Data was taken in one of dairy toddler industry that has 5 workstation; premix/ribbon, prior, tumbler, filling and packaging.
Data of cycle time and changeover time each workstation can look in table 1. Cycle time is added value activity that will be
described in Current Value Stream Mapping. Changeover time occurs when there is replacement a type of product, whereas
these activities includes of dry cleaning and deep cleaning.
Table 1: Data of Cycle Time and Changeover Time

Cycle Time
Changeover Time

Unit
Seconds
Seconds

Premix/Ribbon
1224.4
5400

Prior
785.7
2700

Tumbler
876.1
0

Filling
1449.9
2700

Packaging
1072.1
1800
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Inventory and work in process (WIP) have functions as buffer on production system. This buffer has function to keep
production system running in smooth flow and no idle the next process. The data of inventory and WIP is as follows:
Table 2: Number of Actual Inventory
Raw Material
Work In Process
Work In Process
Finish Goods

Place or Workstation
Batching Area
Preparation Batching
Beside of Tumbler and Filling
Warehouse Finish Goods

Number of Inventory
60 pallets
7 pallets
3 BIN
20 pallets

3.2 Data of Takt Time

Takt time is ideal time to complete making one product in production system (Rother, 1999). Takt time is very useful to know
how the actual condition of the speed of the production process should be run. In this case study, Takt Time is composed of 2
kinds, it is Box and BIN. It is occurred because the unit in this system production is difference. In the station of premix, prior,
tumbler and filling use BIN unit, so the form of takt time in this area shaped takt time BIN. Whereas, in the packaging area and
warehouse use Box unit. So we call takt time Box.

(1)

Takt time BIN 22.5 minutes/BIN indicates that the ideal time of workstation premix, prior, tumbler and filling finish its job
every 22.5 minutes. Takt time Box 19.14 seconds/box indicates that ideal time of workstation packaging finish its job every
19.14 seconds. Besides that, instruction withdrawal of finished goods uses term of pitch. Pitch is the time interval required to
take goods in the form of a finish goods (Tapping, 2002).
Pitch = Takt Time x Pack Out Quantity
(2)
Pitch = 19.14 x 54 boxes = 1034 seconds = 17 minutes 13 seconds
Pitch value 17 minutes 13 seconds indicates that there is a withdrawal of finish goods from the packaging station to finish
goods warehouse area. This pitch will be the basis for calculating the waiting time finish goods in warehouse.

3.3 Current Value Stream Mapping

Current VSM describes actual condition as baseline of production system before doing some improvement. This is necessary
to know gap of target condition and actual condition. Current VSM has 3 main components:
•
Time line consists of value added and non-value added.
•
Material flow from raw materials to finished goods
•
Command information production and information supply chain on the supplier and customer.
Figure 1 describes a Current VSM that suppliers come every 3 hours, whereas the finished goods are taken by truck every 2.5
hours in the shipping area. Lead time material from raw material until delivery finish goods needs 22 hours 36 minutes.
Whereas the Value Added activities have done for 1 hour 10 minutes 48 seconds, and Non Value Added activities have done
for 21 hours 26 minutes 24 seconds. This Current VSM describes that actual lead time in this company approximately 94% is
non value added activities and just 6% is value added activity. From actual condition, it has to do improvement in some
workstation.
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Figure 1: Current Value Stream Mapping

Visualization of current value stream has been established, and then is done some improvement at some point to increase the
efficiency of the company. The summaries of improvement activity will display in table 3.
Table 3: Summaries of improvement

1

2

3

4

5

Improvement

Reason

Improvements of placement raw
material in area batching, this
improvement by grouping of raw
material so that the operator easy takes
of raw material.
Reduction operators from 3 operator
becomes 2 operator in area premix

Some of raw material mingled with
another raw material. Operator
search with difficulty of raw
material presence.

Searching of material by operator will
be easier and will reduce raw material
out of date.

Cycle time of this area still under
from takt time. So that, there is idle
of operator
During this time, the entrance and
exit of material in premix area just
have one door, whereas the door
was busy quite high. So there is
waste waiting in this area.
In the actual safety stock of
inventory in this area is 3 BIN that
become waste inventory
In the before arrangement of
finished goods in the warehouse so
less of tidy, not in accordance with
the pitch and not use the FIFO
concept

Efficiency of using operator

Improvement of transfer box in
workstations premix, there must be a
special door to entrance the material
and a special door to exit the material
Using safety stock of inventory is 2
BIN between workstation tumbler and
filling.
Using supermarket design to pull
finished goods in warehouse.

Result

Materials will be more smooth flow
and will reduce waiting time on the
process material

Occurred saving time 1200 seconds

There is no delay in sending finished
goods to consumers

3.4 Propose Value Stream Mapping
Propose VSM will be used as new system production that has been develop by some improvement. Lead time material from
raw materials until becomes finished goods needed 17 hours 24 minutes. Reducing time occurred because done some
improvement in the factory, so that the continuous flow can run better and some waiting time can be reduced.
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Figure 2: Propose Value Stream Mapping
In the Propose VSM shows that there are several points using of supermarket, where the supermarket serves as a place to put
inventory with FIFO and there are maximum and minimum standard. So it becomes clear inventory limits in place. Because in
previously system production, limitation of inventory is not clear inventory number of maximum and minimum.
3.5 Simulation Model of Current VSM and Propose VSM
The model will be simulated of Propose Value Stream Mapping. The simulation model will be known whether the
model Propose VSM can be applied or not on production systems. In this research, before making simulation models of
Propose VSM in plant simulation software, the authors made simulation model of Current VSM to testing verification and
validation of simulation model.
3.5.1 Verification
Verification has goal to see whether the logic and simtalk models are correct or not that has been made in plant simulation
software. Some things must be done in the verification is as follows
• check all code models, entities, and the variables used.
• observe the material flow simulation and whether the model is in accordance with reality.
At the time the model was running, if the debug dialog screen appears, the model was still not able to run as expected by the
user. So, users have to do the repairs continued until the model is correct and there is no display debug dialog. After some
verification had done on the model and when the model was run, if the debug dialog was not reappear, the model had been
verified correctly.
3.5.2 Validation
After verifying the model Current Value Stream Mapping, the next step was validation model. Purpose of validation was
whether the model was going according to the real condition or not. Validation of this study was done by comparing the output
of the process in a real situation and output in the computer simulations. In the simulation model of Current VSM run for 8
hours produces 19 units of output, whilst the average output in real terms is 18 units. Outputs between simulation and real
conditions have different 1 unit or 6%. So, the current simulation model is validated.
3.6 Comparison of Current Condition and Propose Condition
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Table 4: Comparison of Current Condition and Propose Condition

No
1
2
3
4

Comparison
Lead Time
Throughput Production
Waste Transportations
Inventory & WIP

Current Condition
22.6
19
187.4
90

Propose Condition
17.4
25
167.4
76

Unit
Time (Hours)
Pallet
Maters
Pallet & BIN

Lead time Current VSM from raw material until becomes finish goods and ready delivery to customer needs 22 hours 36
minute. Beside that, lead time of Propose VSM needs 17 hours 24 minutes in new system production. In the propose condition
there is a reduction about 19%, time reduction occurs because there are some improvement on the workstation layout premix,
transfer box setting in workstation premix, fixes the amount of inventory at some point, reduction of waste transport in finished
goods warehouse.
Production throughput can be viewed by plant simulation software. The simulation model is run for one shift of 8 hours and
there is time reduction with time of rest, prayer and meals for 1 hour, so we got the net available time during 420 minutes or 7
hours. Throughputs Current VSM in this simulation model are 19 units. Whereas, the resulting throughput on Propose VSM is
25 units, there is an increased throughput by 24%. This is occurring because there are some of the improvements.
Transport distance at the Current VSM is 187.4 meters. Transportation consists of batching area, preparation, premix, prior,
tumbler, filling, packaging and finished goods warehouse. Whereas this research will improve the finished goods warehouse
area, which was added in the form of rail conveyors. So, the finish goods directly fed into the conveyor and immediately
pushed forward in the rail conveyors. This design will reduce traveling activity by the operator. The results of calculation
transportation savings in Propose VSM is 11%. After the improvement of transport distance becomes 167.4 meters.
Amount of inventory in Current VSM is 90 units. Whereas amount of inventory in Propose VSM is 76 units, there is 16%
reduction inventory after improvement. This is the analysis of it, in the batching area there is not reduction inventory because
in this area will need enough material to prepare processed in next 11 hours letters. After there is improvement in preparation
area, Work In Process of this area becomes 5 units. Waiting time required after improvement becomes 1 hour 32 minutes (5
units x 1114 seconds = 5571 seconds).
In the area between workstation tumbler and filling amount of the previous Work in Process is 3 BIN, but after the count and
using the existing Work in Process improvement in this area becomes 2 BIN because the condition of the filling process is
longer than the tumbler. Target Work in Process becomes 2 BIN in this area to keep handy if there is fluctuation of demand or
any engine problem on the previous workstations. Through this reduction of Work in Process, waiting time will become just 40
minutes.
At the area of finish goods warehouse was done improvements by using rail conveyor. Whereas the mechanism for finish
goods be placed in the rail conveyor, so that the queue of finish goods become FIFO (first in first out). Every 2 hours and 30
minutes will be transported as many as 8 units to 9 units. Using this rail conveyor becomes no material that settles again in area
of finish goods warehouse. Overall inventory reduction in the production system is 11 units or 16%.
3.7 Analysis of Simulation
Throughput of Current VSM for 2 shifts is 35 units. Whereas throughput on the first shift is 16 units, so throughputs the second
shift after all materials filling buffer stock of each workstation are 19 units. Besides that, Throughput of Propose VSM is 45
units during the second shift, where the throughput on the first shift of Propose VSM is 20 units, so throughput the second shift
is 25 units. This simulation can describe that throughput of Propose VSM increase to be 24%. Simulation model using Plant
Simulation Software of Propose VSM can be seen in this Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Simulation Model of Propose Value Stream Mapping

The performance of simulation Current VSM and Propose VSM can be seen in this comparison table 5 and 6. Several name in
this simulation differ with Value Stream Mapping because this simulation have been broken-down becoming some machine to
approach detail condition. Several object of this simulation are tumbler, dismantleStation, konveyor_filling, ribbon, blend,
prior, konveyor_packaging, packaging_karton, palletisasi and coins. The comparison performance by simulation of Current
VSM and Propose VSM for all categories show that model Propose VSM better than the current VSM.
Table 5: Simulation Result of Current VSM

Table 6: Simulation Result of Propose VSM

4. CONCLUSION
Implementation of Lean Manufacturing is an effort to increase the productivity of the company. Lean manufacturing proved
effective in reducing waste in the production system. Through the identification of all the waste, it will be easier to solve the
problem and be better condition of production system. The conclusions of this study are as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

The application of continuous flow on premix workstation layout can be achieved with improvements in the area of
premix. Earlier in this area often have bottlenecks at the transfer box door because the door is only one transfer box.
Having improvement door transfer box into two where there is a separation between the entrance and the exit of
material, so the material can be run smooth flow.
The production lead time is faster; the Current VSM takes 22 hours 36 minutes, whereas on Propose VSM has a lead
time for 17 hours and 24 minutes, there been a reduction in production lead time is around 19%.
Throughput on Propose VSM increases by 24%. In the Current VSM throughput of production is 19 units, whereas
the throughput of Propose VSM is 25 units.
Transport activity of Current VSM is far as 187.4 meters, whereas transport activity of Propose VSM is far as 167.4
meters. It is saving transport waste by 11%.
The number of inventory before improvement is 90 units. After re-calculation and improvement in some areas, the
number of inventory becomes 76 units in the whole system. It is reduction of inventory by 14 units or 16%.
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ABSTRACT
This research is a part of the Total Ergonomic Approach Model (TEAM) that measures 8 aspects consisted of 4 tangible
aspects, such as muscle measurements and working condition, and 4 intangible factors. This paper presents industrial
performance design which considers worker’s measurements in cultural and environmental aspects as intangible aspects. The
analysis includes four related aspects: information, time, socio-cultural and human-machine interaction. Preliminary research
in shop floor found that manual production result note taking, non-computerized and duplicated process in the existing
business process, delayed decision making by the Top Management, low worker loyalty, low worker welfare, and the nonexistence of display application use. In this research, the measurement of intangible factors is analyzed: information and time
aspects using the Time Function Mapping method, socio-cultural and human-machine interaction aspects using questionnaire.
After measuring the weight, the research found poor result in information, time, socio-cultural aspects and very poor result in
human-machine interaction aspect that required immediate attention for improvement.
Keywords
TEAM, measurements, socio-cultural, human-machine interaction.

1.

INTRODUCTION

According to Adiatmika (2011) Total Ergonomic Approach Model (TEAM) is an implementation of total ergonomic approach
in the industrial environment. The concept adopted is to introduce simple ergonomic concepts to workers or officers based on
their daily working conditions. By understanding each working conditions, officers will know which working condition is
ergonomic and which is not. The officers will realize and seek to conduct simple improvement using resources available in
their working environment. The improvement concept from expert center to worker center according to Kogi (2006); Manuaba
(2000); Sutajaya (2005), in Adiatmika (2011) is a concept of change by empowering workers through total ergonomic
approach. In this matter, workers can be trained to improve their knowledge in ergonomic through seminars, workshops, and
classes so that they are aware of the ergonomic aspects of their work and working conditions and willing to improve them. The
total ergonomic approach [1] [2] was used as a form of ergonomic intervention that is willing to gain a more humane,
competitive, and lasting method. This approach begins with problem identification consisted of 8 aspects: (a) nutrition, (b)
work posture, (c) muscle use, (d) work environment, (e) time condition, (f) information condition, (g) socio-cultural condition,
(h) human-machine interaction. The total ergonomic approach by Manuaba, (2004, 2005) in Adiatmika (2011) is a form of
approach using a systemic, holistic, inter-discipline, and participative or known for short as SHIP. In choosing the working
condition corrections, several aspects were taken into consideration. They are technical, economic, ergonomic, socio-cultural,
energy save, and environmental friendly (the proper use of technology).
This research was conducted in an automotive parts and components manufacturer. These products require good worker
stamina since the manufacturing processes involve heavy materials and repetitive works. The problem appears as there are no
measurement standard for intangible aspects such as information and time. This research analyze information and time using
time function mapping method, and socio-cultural and human-machine interaction aspect in cooperation to implement
ergonomic principle as solution. The purpose is to analyze and design work condition (socio-economic and culture)
measurement as part of Total Ergonomic Approach Model (TEAM), especially intangible factors.
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2. METHOD

Figure 1: Research methodology

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The findings from the measurement of the nutrition aspect are analyzed using the Body Mass Index (BMI) method. The work
posture aspect is analyzed using the Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) method. The muscle use aspect is analyzed using
the Recommended Weight Limit (RWL) and Lifting Index (LI) and the work environment aspect is analyzed using the OSHA
1910.95 method scale. Analysis shows that the company is bad and need immediate improvements.
3.1.Information and Time Aspects
Analysis of information and time aspects are based on Business Process Existing (BPE) where in BPE there were many
duplications and wasted time that needs to be reduced using Time Function Mapping method.
Table 1: Scoring Standard Operating Procedure

Information Delay
Time (day)
<3
3–5

Classification

Score

Information Delay
Classification
Score
Time (day)
Very good
5
6-8
Average
3
Good
4
9 – 11
Poor
2
>12
Very Poor
1
Financial department has 20 days delay time - scored 1, PPIC Manager 6 days delay time - scored 3, QC Manager 11 days
delay time - scored 2 to the Director. The conclusion is that majority (66.67%) of information transfer to Director are delayed
with average classification score of 2.
3.2.Socio Cultural Aspect
1.Validity Test : 30 questionnaire regarding employee’s welfare is distributed to 30 respondents with degree of freedom = 30,
trust level 5%, hence
= 0.361. Validity test was run by comparing Corrected Item-Total Correlation with
. If
then the instrument point is declared valid and vice versa. Result showed one
Corrected Item-Total Correlation >
instrument point KES03 that is not valid. Validity test with Corrected Item-Total Correlation more than
(0.05; 30) =
0.361, then accept Ho. Result showed all instrument points tested are valid.
2.Reliability Test : Instrument point is declared reliable, if Cronbach's Alpha value > 0.7. Calculation showed Cronbach's
Alpha value is 0.944 (> 0.7), then accept Ho. Result showed 23 instrument points tested are reliable.
3.3.Organizational Culture Aspect
1.Validity Test: 30 questionnaires regarding employee’s welfare were distributed to 30 respondents with degree of freedom =
= 0.361. Validity test was run by comparing Corrected Item-Total Correlation with
. If
30, trust level 5%, hence
Corrected Item-Total Correlation >
then the instrument point is declared valid and vice versa. Result showed 4
instrument points (BUD01, BUD02, BUD03, and BUD27) not valid. Validity test with Corrected Item-Total Correlation more
than
(0.05; 30) = 0.361, then accept Ho. Result showed all instrument points tested are valid.
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2.Reliability Test : Instrument point is declared reliable, if Cronbach's Alpha value > 0.7. Calculation showed Cronbach's
Alpha value is 0.892 (> 0.7), then accept Ho. Result showed 26 instrument points tested are reliable.
Table 2: Socio-cultural Aspect Measurement Scoring

Very good
Good

Dominant score is 5
Dominant score is 4

Average
Dominant score is 3
Poor
Dominant score is 2
Very poor
Dominant score is 1
Respondents’ answer to socio-cultural questionnaire showed 2 as the modus scored. This means that the respondents consider
the socio-cultural value is poor.
3.4.Human-Machine Interface Aspect
Human-machine interface aspect is analyzed based on the use of company display attribute. The company is not using any
display so the evaluation result is as below
Table 3: Direct Observation Result on the Use of Display Attribute

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Statement
Detection
Visibility
Angle
Parallax presence
Contrast view with surrounding (e.g. any advertisement
board or trees blocking view)
Glaring
Adequate lighting
Recognition
Visual acuity
Display’s shape
Character or picture size
Color of background
Understanding
Color contrast between characters and background
The use of correct symbol or codes
Language
Sentences

Answer
Good
Good
Yes
Good

Poor
Poor
No
Poor

Yes
Good

No
Poor

Good
Good
Good
Good

Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Good
Good
Understandable
Understandable

Poor
Poor
Not
Not

Table 4: Display Aspect Measurement Scoring

Score 5
Score 4
Score 3
Score 2
Score 1

Very good
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor

11 - 14 display attribute fit and 0 - 1 attribute unfit
8 - 10 display attribute fit and 4 - 6 attribute unfit
5 - 7 display attribute fit and 7 - 9 attribute unfit
2 - 4 display attribute fit and 10 - 12 attribute unfit
No display attribute exist

Observation showed that the company did not use any display, so the score for human-machine interface aspect is 1 very poor.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis result, it can be concluded that the ergonomic problem identification through he intangible factors. The
Total Ergonomic Approach Model (TEAM) is more comprehensive in dealing with the company’s ergonomic problem by
providing integrated improvement to obtain a total solution. The result for Information and Time aspect using Time Function
Mapping method is 66.67% immediate redesign is needed.
Socio-cultural aspect using questionnaire method means company needs to improve work conduition and worker welfare.
Human-machine interface aspect is very poor, therefore immediate attention and improvement is needed. Redesigning
Information and Time aspects should not be using Business Process Existing (BPE) because it does not represent the real
condition, has many duplication of process, and wasted time. Proposed solution for Socio-cultural aspect are to create solid
regulation and punishment, salary adjustment, and benefits improvement for workers. From the point of view of Humanmachine interface, it is recommended for the company to apply the use of visual display instead of auditory display due to
noisy environment, company’s peformance indicating the overall working environment as ‘poor’ and improvement is needed.
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ABSTRACT
Moore’s Law stated that number of inexpensive transistors that placed in printed circuit board will be double every 1.5 years,
even though the theory was developed long time ago in the mid of 1960s, nowadays it is unquestionable reality that the
development of semiconductor enable high speed computing process. The rise of semiconductor industry over the year helped
the software industries to develop product that will be used by students and engineers, either for research or business purpose.
Minitab is one of the well known application software used not only for statistical computation purpose, but also quality
control and design of experiment. The research focused on usability according scheme of dimensions defined by Nielsen
(1993) and ISO-9241. Learnability measured by pre-test and number of module seen by respondent. Efficiency calculated from
time of completion the task and correction recorded in pretest. Number of mistakes is accumulated to be defined in error
dimension. Memorability is defined in number of mistakes during post test, while satisfaction as the last dimension is obtained
based on satisfaction through questionnaires. Activities covered in the research include decision on experiment location,
criterion of respondent, indicator for usability, module creation and questionnaire, training, pretest, post test, and filling the
questionnaire. Experiment applied to 58 industrial engineering active students of class 2008-2010 resulted that usability of
EWMA control chart is 0,61 (good), in details for every dimension as followed: learnability 0.71 (good), efficiency 0.64
(good), errors 0.44 (moderate), memorability 0.30 (poor), and satisfaction 0.81 (excellent).
Keywords
Usability, learnability, efficiency, learnability, memorability, satisfaction

1. INTRODUCTION
Usability is part of the concept Human Computer Interaction, where the study area is make the computer system easy to be
learned and used (Preece et al. 2002). Usability study consists of several dimension according to Nielsen (1993) and ISO-9241,
which are learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction. Result of the study can be used by user in condition of
choosing software that is user friendly, comfortable, not take long time to operate and achieve user’s objective. On software
developer side, usability study will benefit the team to develop product that meet close customer needs.
1.1. Objective
Usually software house attach the control chart module to equip the product to be more powerful. The control chart itself is
widely used in business and education since first time invented by Shewhart and tested through long period of application. The
research is designed to measure usability EWMA control chart built in Minitab software.

1.2. Scope
The respondents are limited to the IE active students, range from class of 2008 until 2010. There is consideration why the
respondent taken from the same department, there is probability that in other engineering, the control chart is not taught yet or
not included in curriculum.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
   
   ͻͶʹͳ Ǥǡ
 ǡ         Ǥ       
 ǡ  Ȃ   ǡ  ǡ    ǡ  ǡ  
ǡǦǦ  Ǥ
The test divided
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into two different period, pre-test consists of three problems with each of the case have different number of step to be
completed and then one week after pre-test, the respondents enter post-test phase which require them to redo the same
questions and then each students need to fill the questionnaires. Tests applied are normality, homogeneity and mean test using
ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis applied to observation data, while for questionnaire result will be examined by validity test using
corrected item-total correlation approach, and reliability test based on cronbach alpha. Normalization phase run with objective
to have one measurement scale between dimension, before the whole total value and each factor of usability taken place.

3. DATA COLLECTION AND DISCUSSION
In the initial phase, some type of data such as variable and attribute data were collected and summarized in one table. Table 1
below showed the average and standard deviation of the pre-test score, time to finish the task given, time required to correct
mistake and number of mistake made by respondents. Number of dimension covered in first phase is three, while memorability
and satisfaction will be conducted on the next stage.
Table 1: Data Collection Phase 1

Class

Mean

Stdv

2008
2009
2010

Q1
77.19
86.20
78.82

Q1
8.75
7.54
6.97

Class
2008
2009
2010

Mean
Q1
4.56
2.76
4.24

Stdv
Q1
1.75
1.51
1.39

Learnability Dimension
a.Pretest Score
Mean Stdv Mean Stdv
Q2
Q2
Q3
Q3
84.69 6.18 91.56 5.69
90.60 5.46 96.20 3.89
81.76 6.74 89.41 4.96
Error Dimension
Number of Mistake
Mean
Stdv
Mean
Q2
Q2
Q3
3.06
1.24
1.69
1.88
1.09
0.76
3.65
1.27
2.12

b. Avg part
of module
seen
3.44
2.44
3.88

Mean
Q1
98.25
51.08
99.41

Efficiency Dimension
a.Time to Finish Pre-Test (second)
Stdv
Mean
Stdv
Mean
Q1
25.54
16.59
24.68

Q2
148.50
122.76
163.29

Q2
32.11
19.17
24.95

Q3
178.94
135.80
187.12

Stdv
Q3
28.35
19.68
31.44

b. Time to Correct Mistake (second)
Stdv
Q3
1.14
0.78
0.99

Mean
Q1
4.56
1.08
5.12

Stdv
Q1
5.53
0.95
5.44

Mean
Q2
13.94
6.28
13.53

Stdv
Q2
8.93
6.75
11.79

Mean
Q3
23.44
11.04
21.82

Stdv
Q3
14.92
8.15
9.84

After the data collection of the first stage finished, the respondents gathered again to finish the same task given. They were
tested to know whether still remember the steps to finish the problem and do the mistake. Table 2 summarizes the average
error of comparison between pre-test and post-test.
Table 2: Data Collection Phase 2
Memorability Dimension

Class
2008
2009
2010

Q1
Pre
4.56
2.76
4.24

Q1
Post
6.00
4.52
6.35

Average Error of Test
Q2
Q2
Pre
Post
3.06
4.63
1.88
3.68
3.65
4.76

Q3
Pre
1.69
0.76
2.12

Q3
Post
2.69
1.72
2.59

Q1
Pre
1.75
1.51
1.39

Q1
Post
1.86
1.39
1.77

Stdev Error
Q2
Q2
Pre
Post
1.24
1.63
1.09
0.90
1.27
0.75

Q3
Pre
1.14
0.78
0.99

Q3
Post
1.14
0.89
1.18

To measure satisfaction score, the respondents were given questionnaire to filled and submitted to surveyor. They had to
complete 20 questions using likert scale from lowest 1 which is strongly disagree until the highest 5 if they are strongly agree
about satisfaction using EWMA control chart of the software. The accumulation maximum score will be 5800, get from
multiplication number of highest likert scale of 5 number of questions and number of respondents.
4.181
%Satisfact ion =
x100%
5.800
%Satisfact ion = 72.086%
The score 4181 of total 5800 result around 72% and this value belongs to category satisfy in range 61% - 80%.
3.1. Normality Test
Null hypothesis in normality test using Kolmogorov Smirnov state that data is normally distributed, while H1 is vice versa. The
p-value needs to be larger than 0.05 in order null hypothesis accepted. The normality test result that only time taken to finish
pre-test is normal distribution, but for pre-test score, time to correct mistake, number of error, and number of error in post-test
as followed: Box-Cox Transformation, Largest Extreme Value, 3-Parameter Lognormal, and 3-Parameter Weibull.
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Table 3: Normality Test
Normal Distribution Test: Kolmogorov Smirnov
Dimension
Item
P-value
Normal
Distribution?
Learnability

Pre-test score
Time to Finish pretest
Time to Correct
Mistake

Efficiency
Efficiency

Non Normal Distribution
AD Score
Distribution

0.01<0.05

N

2.894

Box Cox
Transformation

0.15>0.05

Y

-

-

0.01<0.05

N

6.206

Error

Number of Mistake

0.01<0.05

N

2.989

Memorability

Number of Error in
Post-Test

0.01<0.05

N

2.055

Largest Extreme
Value
3 Parameter
Lognormal
3 Parameter
Weibull

3.2. Homogenity Test
Homogenity test with perquisite condition that data is normally distributed using Bartlet method was run to test whether two or
more samples of same population also have the same variance. This will be applied to time taken to conduct pre-test for the
reason that it is the only one that passed the category. Null hypothesis for homogeneity test states that there is no difference in
variance between three cases if p-value greater than 0.05. The p-value from computation using software is 0.537, therefore null
hypothesis is accepted.
3.3. ANOVA Test
ANOVA test is run to test whether there is mean difference between the three problems in pre-test. Furthermore, the
same test will be applied to see whether difference between the classes of respondents. In condition there is difference among
the mean, next Post Hoc Test assumed equal variance with Tukey method will take place to reveal which population is
distinctive, which required data normally distributed and homogenous. Table 4 exhibits the significant value of both ANOVA
test is zero which is less than 0.05, so it can be stated to reject the null hypothesis since there is mean difference between each
case and between each class.

Table 4: ANOVA Test

Between Class Respondents
Sum of

Between Three Problems

Mean

Squares

Square

df

Sum of
F

Squares

Sig.

Mean
df

Square

F

Sig.

Between
79868.484

2

39934.242 21.034

324649.889

171

1898.537

404518.374

173

.000

224429.011 2

112214.506 106.551 .000

180089.362 171

1053.154

Groups
Within
Groups
Total

404518.374 173

Table 5 section post hoc tests between cases exhibits that beside all significant value are less than 0.05, there are star sign in
mean difference for each row which mean the three cases have mean significant different. Same approach applied to post hoc
test between class and the result is significant different between class 2008-2009 and 2009-2010.
Table 5: Post Hoc Test
Post Hoc Test Between Case

Post Hoc Test Between Class

(I) Case

(J) Case

Mean Difference (I-J)

Std. Error

Mean Difference (I-J)

Std. Error

Case 1

Case 2

-63.483*

6.026

.000 2008

2009

38.683*

8.054

.000

Case 3

*

6.026

.000

2010

-8.045

8.762

.630

-84.483

Sig.

(I)Class

(J) Class

Sig.
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Case 2

Case 3

Case 1

63.483*

Case 3

*

6.026

Case 1

84.483*

6.026

Case 2

*

-21.000

21.000

6.026

2008

-38.683*

8.054

.000

.002

2010

-46.728

*

7.908

.000

.000 2010

2008

8.045

8.762

.630

2009

*

7.908

.000

.000 2009

6.026

.002

46.728

3.4. Kruskal Wallis Test
Kruskal Wallis Test which is similar with ANOVA test is non-parametric technique used to measure mean difference from
non-normally distributed data. The point of interest is where H0 state no difference between the mean and null hypothesis
accepted if sig value is greater than 0.05. Mann-Whitney test will be applied as the next step after Kruskal Wallis Test, similar
with Post-Hoc Test in ANOVA. Data that will be examined in the test as follow: pre-test score, time to correct the mistake
during pre-test, number of error during pre-test and number of mistake during post-test.
Table 6: Kruskal Wallis & Mann Whitney Test

Dimension

Sig Value

Item

Learnability

Pre-test score

Efficiency

Time to
Mistake

Error

Memorability

Correct

Case

Class

0.000

0.000

Note

Mann-Whitney
Test’s Sig Value
Case
Class

Reject Ho

0.000

0.000

Reject Ho

Number of Error in
Pre-Test

0.000

0.000

Reject Ho

Number of Error in
Post-Test

0.000

0.000

Reject Ho

<0.05
<0.05

<0.05
<0.05

<0.05

Note
Case &
Class 1, 2, 3
Case &
Class 1, 2, 3

0.556

Class 2008
vs 2010

0.927

Class 2008
vs 2010

<0.05

Note
Mean Different
Mean Different
Not different for
class 2008 vs
2010
Not different for
class 2008 vs
2010

3.5. Validity Test
In this validity test, the objective is to measure is the satisfaction of respondent when using the software by looking value of
Corrected Item-Total Correlation. The questionnaire valid if the counted r-value is larger than r-table from Product Moment.
Degree of freedom is 56, resulted from number of respondents deducted by 2. As with degree of freedom 56 not included in
the table, the calculation to get result is by using interpolation.
56 − 55
r − 0.266
=
60 − 55 0,254 − 0.266

r = 0.2636
R-value for each of 20 questions are larger than 2.636, with 0.278 is the minimum value of r. Therefore as all the value pass rtable, it can be concluded that 20 indicators is valid.
3.5. Reliability Test
Reliability test using statistical software show that the cronbach’alpha score 0.833 as shown in table which is greater than 0.7.
Therefore with confidence level 95%, the questionnaire distributed to students is reliable.
Table 7: Reliability Test

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items
.833
20

3.6. Normalization
The purpose on this activity is to eliminate the unit from each attribute, so that each will have the same measurement unit. It is
necessary step for five dimension to test whether the usability of this control chart‘s software good or not based on category
table 8, which defined by Chiew and Salim 2003.
Table 8: Category of Normalization Value
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Points, x

0 x 0,2

0,2< x 0,4

0,4< x 0,6

0,6< x 0,8

0,8< x 1,0

Usability Level

Bad

Poor

Moderate

Good

Excellent

First step in normalization is summarize data per respondent as follow: the average score of each respondent for pre-test score,
frequency of number of module seen which can be zero if respondent not looking the module, average time needed for each
respondent to complete the pre-test, average time to correct mistake, average number of mistake, average number of error for
pre-test, average number of error for post test. Next is to calculate normalization value for each respondent. For instance,
when calculating pre-test score it is known that the bigger the score the better the usability value, so divide score each
respondent for each category with the biggest value on that column. After normalization for each dimension is completed, the
final step is compute an average usability value to represent the level usability level of the software
Usability Level

=

Average Normalization Every Indicator Usability
Number of indikator usability

= 0.87 + 0.55 + 0.61 + 0.68 + 0.44 + 0.30 + 0.81
7

= 0.61
When the average value 0.61 compared with the table 8, the score fall into category good where its range is vary between 0.6
until 0.8. It means that the usability level for EWMA control chart of this software is good.

4. CONCLUSION
From the experiments, it can be concluded overall usability of the software is good with the score 0.61, however not all
dimension belong to good category. The result good category is the same for the first two dimension, where learnability get
0.71, efficiency get 0.64, but error dimension get moderate score of 0.44 , memorability get poor level of 0.3, and satisfaction
get 0.81 which is excellent.
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ABSTRACT
Given the fact that Indonesia is on the equator zone with abundant sunshine, the utilization of solar cell technology to generate
electricity is still not well developed. On the other side, demand for electricity is steadily increasing, especially from household
consumers. This study aims to determine the technical utilization of solar power system as a source of electricity generator and
its feasibility to be used in middle-class residential houses. Two types of solar power system being reviewed are stand-alone
system and grid connected system. The result shows that installation of the system in a middle-class resident may not be
economically rewarding due to high cost of the solar system investment compared to the electricity cost from conventional
system. However, the sensitivity analysis shows the systems are being economically feasible in certain circumstances.
Keywords
Solar cell, feasibility study, middle-class residential houses, sensitivity analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Electrical problem in Indonesia begins from the fact that the energy need increases more than the ability of the State Electric
Company (Perusahaan Listrik Negara, PLN) fulfills the required energy. Electricity demand from year to year increases with
rate about 7.2% per year while the electricity generation capacity development grew steadily of 5.1% per year [1]. According
to the reference [2], household and industry sector are the biggest electrical energy consumers. This fact is supported by the
population of Indonesia reached 237 million with the population growth rate of 1.49% per year (BPS, 2010). Electricity
demand growth in Indonesia causes existing primary energy deposit is diminishing. This prompts the government to look for
alternative energy resource to produce substantial amount of energy but does not have negative impact for the environment.
Solar energy is one of potential renewable energy sources to use in Indonesia. The energy received by the earth's surface is
only 51% of the total solar radiant energy. On a sunny day, solar radiation can reach 1000 watt/m2. If a semiconductor device
(solar cell module) of 1 m2 has an efficiency of 10%, then, it is capable to provide electric power in about 100 Watt. Right now
the efficiency of commercial solar cell modules ranging from 5% -15%. As addition to energy, solar cell panels do not produce
pollution.
One constraint on the solar cell utilization in Indonesia is technology availability for its production. Indonesia has only solar
cell assembly industry. Raw materials are imported from other countries. Because of this, the solar cell price is expensive. The
life time of solar cells commonly referred as photovoltaic (PV) that currently applied is 25 years [3]. Based on data collection
from 18 locations in Indonesia, solar radiation in Indonesia can be classified as follows: in Western Indonesia has
approximately 4.5 kWh/m2 daily with monthly variation 10%, and in Eastern Indonesia has approximately 5.1 kWh/m2 daily
with monthly variation 9%. For this reason Indonesia has a quite large potential of solar energy. With the high potential solar
radiance in Indonesia, it is expected that the use of solar cells as a source of electrical energy in residential house can be a part
of proper solution. Thus, the objectives of this study is to investigate what system and capacity of solar panels can be used as
the source of electrical energy in the middle-class resident. This research is continued to determine the feasibility of using solar
cell as a source of electrical energy with the most favorable scenario and the most influential factor in the investment project.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 The Technical Calculation of Solar Power System
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For technical system design installation of solar cells, the type of house and direction of the building are identified. This study
is using Cyber Orchid Town Houses Residential. The house classification is used for estimating future technical (mounting of
the tilt) of solar panels to be placed on the roof area.
Category A, building’s size: 85, building’s side: north - south
Category B, building’s size: 85, building’s side: west - east
Category C, building’s size: 40, building’s side: - south
Category D, building’s size: 40, building’s side: west - east
Area of all roof is evenly 32 m2. The monthly electrical energy usage for each house is known from PLN Depok. The result,
the average electric energy utilization per day is 10.03 kWh. Hence, in calculating the area of solar power system to generate
that amount of energy can use the formula:

The average daily consumption of electric energy in this residential (EL) is 10.03 kWh. Gav is the value for daily isolation every
hour approximately 0-1 kWh/m2 from 06:00 until 18:00 (according to the daily sun movement). Șpv is the value of the solar
panel efficiency 14.5%. The value of Șout is the compound of all components efficiency of the solar power system. Solar
system also consists of battery, inverter and controller. Then, the Șout value gets from the multiplication of the components
efficiency.
Șout=Șb x Și x Șc=0,95x0,97x0,98=0,903
Standard temperature for the solar panels can work well is 25oC. Meanwhile, according to geographic data from NASA, the
maximum temperature is 27.1°C in Depok. So there will be a reduction in generated power when the temperature rises. So, the
TCF value is 0, 9895. If the values of Gav, Șpv, TCF, Șout are being substituted to the formula of PV area, then the result is:

Components of solar power system are as follows:
• Solar Panel. Solar panel in this case is using the same specification with ASL-M50 from PT. Azet Surya Lestari. This
solar panel has capacity at standard conditions 50 watt-peak. The area of solar panels which is used in the installation plan
of solar power system is a 25 m2. It can be filled with 56 pieces of solar panels. The solar panel arrangement is divided
into two sections to the side of the roof. Installation is directed to the north at an angle of 25o on both sides of the roof [4].
Because of Depok is located in the south of equator (6oLS), the solar panel should be oriented to the north.
• Battery. Battery capacity in the solar power system is a deep cycle battery which has a capacity of storing energy by 1000
ampere-hour and voltage of 2V. The cycle of this battery is specifically designed for energy storage. This battery is
suitable for renewable energy systems because it has long life cycles (thousands cycles) and has a capacity of 80% for use
before recharging. Ideally, a battery’s bank of energy should be able to store electrical energy for 3-5 days. If the battery
bank capacity is less than 3 days, it will affect the cycle of battery life that will make the battery life becomes shorter.
• Inverter. The inverter is using the same specification with SUNNY BOY 5000TL.
• Controller. Controller in this case is using the same specification with Sunny Backup 2200.
The solar power system is generally divided according to the configuration of its components. There are 2 types of solar power
system which is widely known.
• The grid connected system. This system is the union of solar power system with other power lines (conventional or grid
electricity from renewable energy systems). The most important component in this system is inverter. Inverter serves to
convert the DC which generated by solar panels into AC and it is adjusted to suit the requirements to other connected
power grid. In this system, other components are not necessary because electric energy from batteries which generated
from solar panels will be replaced by conventional power grid (in this study is PLN). When the solar panels are not
generating the electrical energy, conventional grid will fulfill of the electrical energy needs.
• The stand alone system is designed to operate in producing electrical energy self-sufficient for electricity needs in one
place. In other words, the type of power system is only activated by solar panels. The most important component in standalone solar power system is battery because it is used for backup storage and distribution of electrical energy generated.
When the solar panels cannot generate electricity, then the electrical energy will be drawn from the battery.
2.2 Calculation of Solar Power System Feasibility
The period of the study is 25 years (the life time of solar panel). The feasibility of the investment of solar power system can be
calculated by following methods [5]:
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• Net Present Value (NPV). The calculated value of cash flow to get the NPV is the sum of the value of money in period
zero or known by the present value to the value of net cash flow (income minus expenses) are calculated using the present
worth factor as a benchmark for the balance of the existing present value.
• Payback Period (PB) is the length of the period to restore the value of the investment through revenues generated by the
project. Discounted payback period (DPB) is the refund period is calculated using the discount factor.
• Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) is another method for validating the results of the evaluation that has been done with other
methods before. This method is properly to use in order to evaluate the government projects that have direct impacts in
communities (public government project).
The components of the initial investment costs: cost for solar power system components, rack panel installation costs and
installation costs the system. The component cost of solar power system is for solar panels, batteries, inverter and controller.
Because there are two types of solar power system which are being studied then there are also 2 types of investment options:
• Investment of stand-alone solar power system: Rp. 389 542 418, • Investment of grid connected solar power system: Rp. 226 584 018, Yearly operational and maintenance cost for solar power system is generally calculated as 1% of the total initial investment
cost for components of solar power system [6] Therefore, the total cost of operation and maintenance of both types of systems
solar power in the case study research are:
• Operational and maintenance (O&M)costs for stand-alone solar power system = 1% x (Rp 126 million, - + Rp.
17,795,798, - Rp. 162 958 400, - + Rp. 23,888,220, -) = Rp. 3,306,424, • O&M costs for grid connected solar power system = 1% x (Rp 126 million, - + Rp. 17,795,798, - Rp. 23,888,220, -) = Rp.
1,676,840,Component for an income or cash-in in stand-alone solar power system is monthly electricity bill which is saved of using solar
power system. Cash-in for grid connected in cash flow of solar power system is from the electrical energy sold to PLN system
and being valued according to the feed-in-tariff regulations. From the regulation of Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources
No. 4 of 2012, the cost of purchasing electric energy from renewable energy sources is Rp. 1.004,-/kWh for Java-Bali region.
While in President Regulation no. 8/2011 explains the cost of electricity for household level is Rp. 790,-/kWh up to Rp.795,/kWh.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tables 1 and 2 below show calculation results of stand-alone and grid connected system, respectively. The tables indicate none
category of the resident has positive NPV. Considering that the initial investment of this project is very large (approximately
Rp. 390.000.000,-) but the money saved from the electric bill is very small (only about Rp. 400.000,-) monthly. In addition,
solar power system is also incurred operating and maintenance cost each year that further reduces the cash inflow values. In
conclusion, this project is not economically feasible. For the grid connected system (table 2), PLN buying price is Rp. 1.004, /kWh. This value of is apparently not big enough to recover the huge amount of initial costs. For the house category A and
category B their PB is unknown due to the value of the cash-in flow is smaller than the cash out flow.


Table 1: Results from Stand Alone Solar Power System
House Category
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D

Feasibility Indicator
Net Present Value (NPV)
PB (year)
(Rp. 382.532.914,-)
63
(Rp. 371.910.857,-)
54
(Rp. 376.963.904,-)
57
(Rp. 376.963.904,-)
57

B/C Ratio
0,089
0,31
0,27
0,27

Table 2: Results from Grid Connected Solar Power System
House Category
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D

Feasibility Indicator
Net Present Value (NPV)
PP (year)
(Rp. 241.694.242,-)
(Rp. 232.818.351,-)
(Rp. 222.700.150,-)
63
(Rp. 225.990.353,-)
81

B/C Ratio
0,15
0,15
0,15
0,15

Sensitivity analysis was then performed to see how any changes in the cash flow components such as lowering the initial
investment cost, reduction of O&M cost, rising PLN buying price and increasing solar system efficiency influence the NPV
(see figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1: Sensitivity Analysis Cash Flow for Stand Alone Solar Power System

Figure 1 and 2 show that the NPV turned out to be positive if the initial investment decreases by 100%. This condition might
be applicable if the government totally subsidizes PV likes happen on the kerosene to liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
conversion program. At that time, the government provides incentives by giving the LPG bottle freely (Presidential Decree
104/2007). As for the change in the operational and maintenance costs, they do not give significant effect on the NPV values.
The slopes are fairly flat. The situation also occurs for the electricity buying price. The NPV is not changed much. Even the
impact is slightly less than the impact of O&M costs likes the slopes depicted.

* for reduction investment and yearly O&M cost; + for the rising of selling price of electricity
Figure 2: Sensitivity Analysis Cash Flow Grid Connected Solar Power System

Sensitivity analysis results for 2 variables such as changes in initial investment costs and in O&M costs stand alone solar
power system are shown in figures 3 and 4. A decrease of 100% is equated with the concept of calculation of levelizing cost of
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electricity (LCOE) [7]. The results shows that for all types of houses, the NPV will be positive when the initial investment
reduced by 100% and O&M costs by 10%.

Figure 3: Sensitivity Analysis Cash Flow Stand Alone Solar Power System

For the grid connected system, the NPV is checked when a combination of falling prices and rising investment occur. The
graph shows the changes of slope which means both components are the most sensitive to affect the NPV. Figure 4 shows the
NPV will be positive if the initial investment drops by 100% and the electricity price increases at 30% -50%.

Figure 4: Sensitivity Analysis Cash Flow Grid Connected Solar Power System

Figure 5 shows the effect of efficiency to the NPV. Currently the solar panels achieve the highest efficiency at the rate of 18%
- 20%. This efficiency is quite small compared to other power generation systems, for example landfill gas combustion engine
efficiency. The waste power plant efficiency rate is 84.2%. Figure 5 clearly shows that even with efficiency 80%, the NPV is
still not positive. In this case, to have NPV positive the efficiency should reach 95%. None generating system can produce
100% efficiency.
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Figure 5: NPV versus Efficiency Grid Connected Solar Power System

4. CONCLUSION
Solar power system suitable for middle-class residential should be designed to generate power up to 1.1 kW as the needs of
electricity from Cyber Orchid Town Houses, Depok indicated. With that design, the solar system can generate electrical energy
of approximately 10.95 kWh daily or 3997 kWh yearly. However, the NPV calculated for 25 years of the system life time ends
up as negative. This means solar cell system is not suitable to be used as electricity generator for middle class houses. The
result is reasonable due the fact that the initial investment of the system is very high. But, on the other side, it gives a very
small cost saving each year. Sensitivity analysis results show the most sensitive factor for NPV is the decreasing of investment
costs and raising electricity price. Sensitivity analysis also shows that optimal system to be used is solar cell system with
battery.
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ABSTRACT

Main problem of how to improve motorcycle user satisfaction as dependent variable is not only to find independent variables
and its impacts, but also intervening variables and its types and magnitude of intervention. This proposition is a new and
better construct than current mainstream of customer satisfaction paradigm that more focused on finding out of independent
variables and its impacts. So, objectives of this research were to define those intervening variables and to show empirical
evident of its intervention coefficients. Subject of this research were two group of motor cycle users based on type of vehicle,
automatic and manual category of motor cycle, in Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang and Bekasi. They were asked to indicate
their perceptions on the six-point Likert-type scale. Structural equation modeling (SEM) applied to manifest the model
suitability and develop a standard questionnaire to obtain user’s perceptions about customer satisfaction and its independent
as well as intervening variables. This research found out a new empirical evident that both Vehicle Operation Knowledge and
Vehicle Operation Discipline intervened between those relationship. This conclusions provide valuable insight into motor
cycle manufacturers that their efforts in improving product quality, performance and reliability were not always resulted with
better user’s satisfaction.

Keywords
satisfaction, intervening variables, motor cycle

1. INTRODUCTION
Motorcyles have become a very interested transportation for most of society in Indonesia. Motorcycles are regarded as means
of transport which are relatively easily affordable to buy, both in urban and rural areas. The low of income, bad infrastructure
and undeveloped mass transportation system making the society choosing the motorcycle became an important transportation
tool.
Competition between manufacturers continually increase along with the rapid growth of Motorcycle Industry. Therefore, it is a
challenge for the motorcycle to improve the company's competitive advantage in order to be successful in capturing market
share competition.
For that purpose, the company's ability to meet the needs and satisfaction of the customers is one very important thing. This
ability was strongly influenced by level of quality provided. The higher of company quality level given to customers, it can
increases the level of customer satisfaction. But, if there is a gap between the level of quality provided the company with
customer expectation, it will causes dissatisfaction of customers that affect to decrease the company market share

2. LITERATURE STUDY
Customer satisfaction has a direct relationship with sales and profit. If customer satisfy, they can be a loyal customers. The
loyal customers not only repeat to buy but also recommend the product to other people based on the quality of products they
experienced as stated by Conklin [1].
The determination of product quality dimension may refer to Garvin Eight Dimensions [2]:
1. Performance, the product’s primary operating characteristic, especially with a function. It is main characteristic that people
consider to buy the product.
2. Features, are additional characteristics that enhance the appeal of the product or service to the user.
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3. Reliability, Probability of successfully performing a specified function for a specified period of time under specified
conditions
4. Conformance, Degree to which a product's design and operating characteristics meet established standards.
5. Durability, reflection of the economical age or product lifetime
6. Serviceability, ease of service or repair when needed.
7. Aesthetics, it is about display, packaging, flavour, sound, smell.
8. Perceived Quality, quality are received or accepted by customer.

Chiu, et al. in 2011 [3] shows some factors that can affect to customer satisfaction of car at Taiwan. These factors are Image,
Customer Expectation, Perceived Quality and Perceived Value as following picture:

Figure 1: Cars Customer Satisfaction Model at Taiwan [3]

3. METHODOLOGY
This research was conducted to determine the comparative relationship some subject with sample of respondents examined
through data capture in the short term. The population was observed in this study are the users of motorcycles with the type of
duck and matic in Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang and Bekasi. Because the population is too large, the research uses
sampling method.
This research using Structural Equation Modeling method [4] usually abbreviated with SEM. Below is the initial model of the
research that will be tested first.
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Figure 2: Research Initial Model

The hypothesis will be tested in this research is:
• H1: Customer satisfaction motorcycles positively influenced by fulfillment of Functional Benefits.
• H2: Customer satisfaction motorcycles positively influenced by fulfillment of Operational Guarantee.
• H3: Customer satisfaction motorcycles positively influenced by fulfillment of Vehicle Reliability.
• H4: Customer satisfaction motorcycles positively influenced by fulfillment of the quality of after-sales service.
• H5: Operational knowledge positively strengthen the relationship between the Functional benefits of Fulfillment with
customer satisfaction.
• H6: Operational knowledge positively strengthen the relationship between the fulfilment of Operational Assurance with
customer satisfaction.
• H7: Operational knowledge positively strengthen the relationship between the reliability of vehicles with customer
satisfaction.
• H8: Operational discipline positively strengthen the relationship between the Functional benefits of Fulfillment with
customer satisfaction.
• H9: Operational discipline positively strengthen the relationship between the fulfilment of Operational Assurance with
customer satisfaction.
• H10: Operational discipline positively strengthen the relationship between the reliability of vehicles with customer
satisfaction.
The questionnaire contains two major parts, the question of respondent information and related variables of user gratification
motorcycles using 6 category likert scale. These are all factors (variables) are tested on research:
1. Functional Benefits Fulfillment (Functions): The fulfillment of customer benefits that related to functional properties of
motorcycles according to Chiu et al statement [3].
2. Operational Guarantee Fulfillment (Assurance): The fulfillment of customer assurance that related to operational
characteristic of motorcycles
3. Vehicle Reliability (Reliability): The size of the possibility of such a product (vehicles) will not be damaged during a
specific time period according to Kotler [5].
4. The Qualtiy of Service (Service Quality): Customer perception of maintenance fulfillment guarantees of vehicles as well as
relational comfort with service providers according to Kotler [5].
The proposed intervening variable is:
1. Operational Knowledge: User knowledge of motorcycle-related expertise and skills necessary to take advantage of the
bike properly.
2. Operational Discipline: The discipline of motorcycle users to meet the technique requirements needed to use a motorcycle
properly.
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4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIABLES
After a pilot test, reliable and valid questionnaire is used in colllecting data process according to sample number needed. This
process was undertaken from April until may 2012 and have 517 questionnaires. From 517 questionnaries, found 22
questionnaires was invalid because some of the answers are empty, so only 495 questionnaires which can be used in data
processing. Following are the results of data processing using SEM:

Figure 3: Relationship between variables of the motorcycle matic type users

Figure 4: Relationships between variables of the motorcycle type duck users
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Table 1: Comparison of variable between duck and matic motorcycle type

No

Duck Type

Relationship

Matic Type

Coefficient Value

Conclusion

Coefficient Value

Conclusion

1

OPERA=>CS

0.31

Significant

0.45

Significant

2

FUNC=>CS

0.22

Significant

0.43

Significant

3

RELI=>CS

0.3

Significant

0.077

Unsignificant

4

SERV=>CS

0.13

Unsignificant

-0.057

Unsignificant

5

KNOWOPERA=>CS

0.3

Significant

0.097

Unsignificant

6

KNOWFUNC=>CS

-0.14

Significant

0.092

Unsignificant

7

KNOWRELI=>CS

-0.12

Unsignificant

-0.11

Significant

8

DISCOPERA=>CS

-0.045

Unsignificant

0.29

Significant

9

DISCFUNC=>CS

-0.034

Unsignificant

-0.11

Unsignificant

10

DISCRELI=>CS

0.041

Unsignificant

-0.14

Significant

Description:
FUNC: Functional Benefits Fulfillment
OPERA: Operational Assurance Fulfillment
RELI: Vehicle Reliability
SERV: Quality of After Sales Service
KNOW: Operational Knowledge
DISC: Operational Discipline
KNOWFUNC: Operational Knowledge*Functional Benefits Fulfillment
KNOWOPERA: Operational Knowledge* Operational Assurance Fulfillment
KNOWRELI: Operational Knowledge l*Vehicle Reliability
DISCFUNC: Operational Discipline*Functional Benefits Fulfillment
DISCOPERA: Operational Discipline*Operational Assurance Fulfillment
DISCRELI: Operational Discipline * Vehicle Reliability

5. DISCUSSION AND BENEFIT OF RESEARCH RESULTS
According to the hypothesis, on the motorcycle duck type, the role of one of the intervening variable is proven, the higher
Operational Knowledge will increase the influence of Operational Guarantee Fulfillment variable against customer satisfaction.
On the contrary, intervening variable of Operational Knowledge thus weaken influence Functional Benefit Fulfillment against
customer satisfaction. Contradiction of this hipothesis may caused by perception towards the low fulfillment of functional
benefit on motorcycle duck type and also decrease their satisfaction. Although these allegations still needed to be tested further.
On the duck type: the sequence of significant variable
The results on duck type: the sequence of significant influence variables towards customer satisfaction are Operational
Assurance Fulfillment, Vehicle Reliability and Functional Benefit Fulfillment. Quality of after sales service is not significant
influence towards customer satisfaction. This happen because most of them didn’t use official workshop.
While on the matic type, intervening varibale of operational knowledge will decrease influence of vehicle reliability variable
towards customer satisfaction. Contradiction of this hypothesis may caused by low perception of vehicle reliability and also
causes low customer satisfaction. But this assumption still needed to be tested further.
Operational discipline variable can increase the influence of operational assurance variable towards customer satisfaction,
according to proposed hypothesis. Thus, the sequence of significant variable are: Operational Assurance Fulfillment,
Functional Benefit Fulfillment and Vehicle Reliability.
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The result of this research can use by motorcycle company as consideration in order to satisfy the customers. Intervening
variables of Operational Knowledge and Operational Discipline can influence relationship between independent and dependent
variable. Because of that, the influence of this variable should be studied by each company and according to certain brands.
On the motorcycle duck type, the company should pay attention in company efforts to increase operational knowledge of users
because it significants influence relationship between operasional assurance fulfillment and customer satisfaction. While on
matic type, the company should increase operational discipline of users in order to increase relationship between operasional
assurance fulfillment and customer satisfaction. For intervening variable that have negative impact, the company should be
vigilant, because these happens as a result of low motorcycle performance, so still need to be studied further.
This research is limited to learn some of variables that affect to customer satisfaction, and its increase or decrease by two kinds
of intervening variable. Because of that, this model potentially developed by adding new variables to see its effect on customer
satisfaction comprehensively. This research also have limited in respondent scope that only covers some of the motorcycle
users in the area of Jabodetabek.
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ABSTRACT
This research is focused on product development of Cylinder Head, an engine of motor cycle component. The product
development is critically important to fulfill costumer needs to apply this component in motorcycle racing event. In this case,
the customer is eight Partner Teams of the manufacturer that follow Indoprix motorcycle race event. Quality Function
Deployment method is used to connect customer needs with manufacturer strategy. Some tools of Value Analysis, such as
Mudge Diagram, Matrix of Resources, and Comparison Matrix are implemented to analyze data. The output of this research is
a specification of Cylinder Head that can be produced by the manufacturer. This research also determined production cost and
the importance of customer need.
Keywords
QFD, Value Analysis, Mudge Diagram, Recources Matrix, Comparison Matrix

1. INTRODUCTION
The business process of product development must be focused on the customer. In fact, if it is not customer-based, it will
consume more time to deal with customer later [1]. The customer needs can contradict with manufacturer’s capability, because
customer demands maximum satisfaction, however manufacturers have limitations to fulfill customer needs. In this case,
product development attempts to bridge customer needs and manufacturer’s strategy. Product development is not a temporary
process with haste activity, but need a systematic, measurable, dan limitable steps. Product development process is defined as
sequence of steps or activites to arrange, design, and commercialize a product, giving added value to reduce gap with customer
need fulfillment [2]. In this research, the product development process is based on Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and
Value Analysis (VA) approach.
QFD concept is introduced by Dr. Yoji Akao in Japan in 1966. Akao defines QFD as a systematic method to define design
quality to be customer expectation and translate them to be design target and critical quality point, so that can be used in
production or service development phase. QFD is an effective total quality management tool based on customers need, and
commonly used in product or service development in industry [3]. QFD is consist of 4 phase, are Product Planning Phase,
Product Design Phase, Process Planning Phase, and Production Planning Phase. Value Analysis is an investigation method for
all components of products to find and eliminate unnecessary cost without damage, disturb, or reduce performance of product
[4]. The main purpose of VA study is increased the value for maintaining and increase product performance, while in same
case, reduce cost entirely. Value increases if cost reduces with product performance maintaining. Value will also increase if
customer wants to pay more [5].
Some of Value Analysis Tools used are Mudge Diagram, Resources Matrix, and Function & Cost Percentage Comparison
Matrix. Mudge Diagram is a diagram which describes the importance level of customer needs that have passed pairs
comparison before [6]. Resources Matrix is deployment of total cost to fulfill customer needs. The cost is defined to have more
detail attribute and illustrated in Resources Matrix [7]. Comparison Matrix of Function and Cost Percentage is a comparison
between function importance level in Mudge Diagram with cost percentage in Resources Matrix. This matrix can explain how
much cost will be paid to fulfill customer need, with the importance of customer need [7].
This research takes place in a manufacturer who is a market leader in motorcycle industry in Indonesia and primary agent from
one of motorcycle trademark from Japan. This manufacturer leads the market and motorcycle selling in Indonesia with
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2,701,278 unit sold in 2009, and 3,416,049 unit sold in 2010. However, in 2011, market competition is harder than before.
There was 80,000 unit sold difference with competitor in February 2011, and 20,000 unit sold difference in March 2011.
Therefore, it is important to apply some new marketing strategies, which is giving attention and special promotion in racing
segmentation. The actual marketing activity is become an official sponsorship for eight Team Partners who follow Indoprix
motorcycle racing event, the most popular and highest level racing event in Indonesia. This research is based on dissatification
of cylinder head component that is produced by manufacturer for Indoprix event. Until now, manufacturer just provides
Cylinder Head mass pro standard. It is not suitable, and need a lot of adjusting and modification for racing application.
Cylinder Head is a component motorcycle engine that stay over the Cylinder Comp. Cylinder Head close upper Cylinder
Comp, forming combustion chamber. Cylinder Head is vital component that influences engine performance, because one of
part of Cylinder Head named porting as intake port and exhaust port for fuel from carburetor or injector to combustion
chamber. Cylinder Head is also used for Camshaft seating. Figure 1 describes cylinder head component more specifically.

1.

Seat valve IN 8

Spark

Plug hole
2.
3.
4.

Seat valve EX 9
Emision Hole
Guide valve IN
Main Surface
Guide valve EX
C b ti Ch b

10
11.

Figure 1: Cylinder Head Illustration

This Product development of Cylinder Head Component with racing specification is critically important. From the previous
research, effectiveness of Cylinder Head can contribute 30% to increase Rear Wheel Power. From survey, it is known that
modification cost for build Cylinder Head racing specification is the most expensive compared to other components. Besides
that, longer modification time is needed, and the continous quality and performance of Cylinder Head component can not be
maintain continously because Team Partners still use manual manufacturing system.

2. METHODS
Data source for this research generates from four types. The first one is observations and benchmarking Cylinder Head
modification by Team Partner, by collecting Cylinder Head and comparing quality, performance, and product characteristic.
The second one is customer need and complaint data collecting for Cylinder Head mass production standard. The method is
collecting by survey method with some question. Third one is observation of Cylinder Head mass production standard
manufacturing process, and fourth one is observation of Cylinder Head modification manufacturing process by Team Partner.
Based on data above, requirement interpretation is formed to describes customer needs. Because there are many customer
needs, we can classify them into some groups, using Afinity Diagram. Not all customer needs are important, therefore, we
must make priority level of customer need using Mudge Diagram tool. Mudge Diagram can be formed after pass Pairs
Comparison method before. Pairs Comparison are against every customer needs and giving score for importance level.
Moreover, we can start QFD Phase 1. QFD Phase 1 can be called product planning phase. QFD phase 1 can be done with focus
group method involving customer, marketing staff, product engineering staff, and manufacturing enginnering staff. QFD phase
1 defines customer need to be quality characteristic. In QFD phase 2, the quality characteristic in phase 1 is defined to be part
characteristic that discuss product specification technically. This phase is named product desain and can be done by focus
group with product engineering staff majority. QFD phase 3 wants define part characteristics to be process parameters, all of
manufacturing effort to make Cylinder Head racing specification, appropriate with concideration in part characteristic in phase
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2. Phase 3 finds all of detailed activities to manufacture Cylinder Head with special specification with their relative
importance.
Detail of activities to manufacture Cylinder Head with racing specification is very important to determine source of cost from
every customer needs. Cost calculation consists of man power cost, machining cost, material cost, and sub assembly
component cost. Then, all of costs are calculated before product development until after product development. It is important
to classify parts of variable cost and fixed cost (new machine investment, new cutting tools buying, desain and programming
cost, dies investment). Determination of a detailed cost attributes cost is necessary to construct a Resources Matrix. Resources
Matrix consists of costumer needs items, and how much the cost to fulfill each consumer needs. Cost contains a detailed cost
breakdown of each activity. We can construct a percentage cost of each requirement. Furthermore, we can form Comparison
Matrix, a comparison between percentage of importance ratio of customer need with percentage of cost for each customer
needs. This matrix is very useful for analyzing cost allocation for each customer need, to allocate higher cost in important
customer needs, and allocate lower cost in unimportant customer needs.
From comparison matrix we can determined how much allocated higher cost in unimportant customer need. If that situation
happens, our manufacturer will be losed out, and we have ineffective effort. In other case, we can know how much allocated
lower cost in customer need. The ideal case is lower cost should be allocated in unimportant customer need, and higher cost
should be allocated in a very important customer need. Determining final specification is considered by 2 suggestions which
are: form Relative Importance (RI) in QFD phase 3, and from Comparison Matrix. If there are unimportant customer needs,
but need higher cost, we can envisage them to be erased, so they will not affect them in final specification. In final parts, we
can compare value of Cylinder Head between before and after development, by considering cost and performance.

3. RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
From survey, there are a massive customer needs of Cylinder Head with racing specification that are determined as raw
customer need. Therefore, we must filter and classify them using Afinity Diagram. The customer needs is shown in Table 1.
After determined customer needs, we define relative importance level using Mudge Diagram which has passed Pairs
Comparison. Relative Importance level can be seen in Table 2. Customer Needs A.3 has highest relative importance level than
others. Relative Importance level will be used in Importance Ratio in QFD Phase 1. In QFD phase 1, the main activity is
product planning, to define the customer needs, become quality characteristic. Result of QFD 1 are technical responses can be
seen in Table 3, together with Relative Importance value (RI).
The purpose of QFD phase 2 is product design by translating quality characteristic become component characteristics. Results
of QFD phase 2 are technical responses that can be viewed in Table 4. QFD phase 3 is about process planning by determining
part characteristic to be process parameters. Results are technical responses that are shown in Table 5. From QFD phase 3,
activity D.6 is the most importance because has highest RI than others. Activity D.1, D.2, and D.11 have smaller RI. RI
percentage graphic from each technical targets. That activities can be seen in figure 2.

Number
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.6
A.7
A.8

Table 1: Customer Needs
Customer needs
Can accommodate high compression ratio
Can accommodate higher Camshaft lift
Porting modification fleksibility
Contonous manufacturing identically
Use bigger Seat Valve
Durable Seat Valve and Guide Valve
Main surface is not leak
Left out emission leakage
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Table 2: Relative Importance Level
Total Name Persentage
A.1 4.08%
A.1 A2.2 A3.2 A4.3 A5.2 A6.1 A7.3 A1.2 2
A.2 4.08%
A.2 A3.3 A4.2 A5.1 A6.2 A7.2 A8.1 2
A.3 A3.1 A3.1 A6.1 A7.2 A3.2 11 A.3 22.45%
A.4 A4.2 A4.1 A7.2 A4.2 10 A.4 20.41%
A.5 12.24%
A.5 A6.1 A5.2 A5.1 6
A.6 16.33%
A.6 A6.1 A6.2 8
A.7 14.29%
A.7 A8.2 7
A.8 6.12%
A.8 3
TOTAL 49
100%

Priority
8
7
1
2
5
3
4
6

Table 3: Technical Response of of QFD Phase 1

Item
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
B.6
B.7
B.8
B.9
B.10
B.11

Technical Response
Reduce combution chamber volume
Camshaft Lift
Wide Area of Port IN
Engine Power difference
Air Port Flowdifference
Valve IN & EX size
Seat valve precision
Guide valve precision
ChamferingSurface Roughness
Surface Leakage
Emission Hole Leakage

Technical Target
Reduce to be 3.6 cm3
accomodate Lift max.9,5 mm
To be 14,2 cm2
± 10%
± 2 cfm
28mm & 24mm
Press Fit (p6 +0,025/+0,020 )
Press Fit (p6 +0,020/+0,015 )
Ra 0,8μm (N6)
Leak Test Point=0
Leak Test Point=0

RI
2.24
2.98
13.54
15.28
15.28
6.96
13.42
10.19
8.94
7.83
3.35

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Table 4: Technical Response of QFD Phase 2

Item
C.1
C.2
C.3
C.5

Technical Response
Increase combustion chamber surface
Decrease Camshaft Seat area
Wide Area of Port IN
CAD: difference Scan 3D countur Porting

C.6

Using seat valve size 28 and 24

C.7

Using Guide valve Mass Pro

C.8
C.4
C.9
C.10
C.11

Chamfering 45ż Surface Roughness
Weldless manufacturing
Surface Roughness
Surface Flatness
Close Emission Hole

Item
D.1
D.2
D.3
D.4
D.5
D.6
D.8
D.9

Technical Target
RI
Increase thickness 1cm3 2.50 %
1 - 1,5 mm
3.12 %
To be 14,2 cm2
11.27 %
± 0,1 mm
11.99 %
Seat valve Type Unit
25.43 %
KWC
Guide valve Type Unit
12.53 %
KWW
Ra 0,8μm (N6)
8.48 %
weldless
7.44 %
Ra 0,8μm (N6)
6.51 %
0,003 (standard)
7.93 %
0 diameter
2.79 %

Table 5: Technical Response of QFD Fase 3
Technical Response
Technical Target
RI
Main Mold
Make new Main Mold
1.91 %
Make new Dies Sand Core
Dies Sand Core Camshaft
2.38 %
Camshaft
Add Core Camshaft material
Increase material cost
8.60 %
Dies Slide Core
Make new Dies Slide Core 14.12 %
Calculating man power and
Increase production cost
9.15 %
machining cost
CAM (Computerized Aided
CAM (Computerized Aided Manufacturing)
19.41 %
Manufacturing)
Valve Angle by CAD simulation
CNC Programme Editing
5.68 %
Seat valve KWC & Guide valve KWW Seat valve KWC & Guide
9.56 %
Assembling
valve KWW Assembling
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Item
D.7
D.10
D.11

Technical Response
Decrease Chamfering feed
CNC Programm Editing: rpm & feed
CNC Programm Editing: Emission Hole

Technical Target
Production Cost Addition
CNC 1 Programm Editting
CNC 2 Programm Editting

RI
16.03 %
11.02 %
2.13 %

Figure 3: Relative Importance Percentage in QFD Phase 3

Furthermore, we can form resources matrix that describe all of cost in each customer needs. Cost calculation is based on man
power, machining, material and sub assembly cost. The resume of resources matrix can be seen in Tabel 6. From Mudge
Diagram and Resources Matrix, we can build Comparison Diagram, that can be seen in Figure 4.
Table 6: Resources Matrix Resume
Customer Need % Function Cost
% Cost
A.1
4.08
63,000,000.00
33.21
A.2
4.08
48,017,823.33
25.31
A.3
22.45
41,001,855.71
21.61
A.4
20.41
37,274,414.29
19.65
A.5
12.24
170,746.43
0.09
A.6
16.33
227,661.90
0.12
A.7
14.29
8,131.67
0.00
A.8
6.12
1,733.33
0.00

Figure 4: Comparison Matrix

From figure 4, we can know that customer needs A.1 and A.2 has a lower relative importance level, but has higher cost.
Therefore, we can suggest to erase A.1 and A.2 in final specification determination.
From considering RI QFD 3 and comparison matrix, we can define final specifications as below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Port IN Cylinder Head wide area is increased to be 14,2 cm2 by making new Dies Slide Core.
Manufacturing process of porting uses CAM (Computerized Aided Manufacturing)
Use size 28 and 24 seat valve size from KWC motorcycle.
Seat valve surface roughness is Ra 0,8 μm (N6).
Use Guide Valve mass production standard from KWW motorcycle.
Erase machining process in Emision Hole.
All of Cylinder Head modification and manufacturing can be applied in manufacturer’s plant.

After obtaining final specification, we must determine comparison of cost before development and cost after development.
Calculating and classifying all of cost to be variable cost and fixed cost. Modification process is moved from Team Partner
Workshop into manufacturer fabrication, production cost in manufacturer become higher than before, from variable or fixed
cost. But, if we look in a whole picture, Team Partner is not necessarily obtains modification again, so that modification cost in
Team Partner workshop become zero. Because until now, modification cost in Team Partner is funded by manufacturer, cost
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production in manufacturer is cheaper for 100 lot production, therefore, production cost of manufacture Cylinder Head with
racing specification is cheaper than before. The comparison of cost can be seen in Table 7.
Table 7: Comparison of Cost before and after Development
Cost Name
Fixed Cost

Variable cost
(100 pcs)

Dies Slide Core Investment
Tool CAM Investment
Tools Desain & Programming Cost
Man Power Desain Investement
Machining Cost
Man Power Cost
Material Cost
Sub Assembly component Cost
Total

Modification Cost by
Team Partner
100 pcs x Rp 1.500.000
Total

Before Development
2,077,689
315,250
4,494,000
2,338,000
9,224,939

After Development
60,800,000
6,000,000
3,235,770
2,450,000
7,071,861
2,011,946
4,899,200
2,421,000
16,404,007

150,000,000
168,449,878

0
105,293,784

Therefore, if we compare the value by value analysis concept, Cylinder Head component after development have higher value
because decrease of modification and manufacturing cost is happened. Because value is determined as comparison between
performance and cost, if cost after development decreases with the same performance, The value will increased. Moreover,
performance of Cylinder Head will be increased because manufacturing system in manufacturer is more precision than
manufacturing process in Team Partner workshop. The detailed comparison can be seen in Table 8 below.
Table 8: Comparison between value before with after development
Before
After
Performance
Performance
Value Cost
Cost
(Rp1,500,000/component) (Rp 888,898/component)

4. CONCLUSION
There are some conclusions from this research:
• All of customer needs will not be applied in specification of Cylinder Head racing specification because importance
ratio is low, or cost of production is too expensive
• QFD phase 1, 2, and 3 are very useful to define possibility cost to fulfill customer needs. Cost data is used to arrange
Resources Matrix.
• Value of Cylinder Head after development is higher than before development, if has 100 pcs per lot production. Cost
for production 100 Cylinder Head inplant PT.A is cheaper than modifying in Team partner workshop.
• Much production can reduce cost for every component, that influence price of component.
• The final specification is just suggestion and not tested yet. But, some items in Technical response have been applied
in temporary specification. We suggest to take durability testing for final specification in Cylinder Head, that must be
reflected into performance of component. Furthermore, manufacturer must evaluate sponsorship financial fund to
Team Partner research. Because cost of development and production of Cylinder Head is expensive, manufacturer
must rearrange sponsorship financial value.
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ABSTRACT
Batik crafting is a job done in a sitting position. The design of a stool itself affects the sitting position of workers using it. This
paper proposes an optimal design for batik stool (dingklik) which is tested using the task analysis toolkit in the virtual
environment with the JackTM 6.1 software. An anthopometric measurement is done to create the suitable dimension for all
users of the batik stool. This research is conducted to reduce MSD found in previous research, by designing ergonomically
friendly stool to support batik crafters. This improved design is proved to be ergonomically friendly due to the decreased PEI
result compared to the current design.
Keywords
Product design, ergonomics, batik, dingklik
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ABSTRACT
The study of human body surface area has been a concern for many experts in several research fields. Having unique
anthropometry characteristics, every human race should have certain formula that fit those characteristics. Generated using
strong based data taken with high accuracy 3D Anthroscan. This study obtain a new BSA formula, BSA = 0.0113 x W 0.1956 x
H0.8169 that will potentially fit Indonesian anthropometric characteristics. A geometrical interpolation model also proposed for a
more personal BSA calculation.
Keywords
Anthropometry, Body Surface Area (BSA), Formula, Interpolation Method

1. INTRODUCTION
Anthropometry is a branch of ergonomics science related to the study of human body measurements which encompass body
size, shape, strength and work capacity [1]. Anthropometric become important because there is a significant difference in body
size between the human races of the world, so it is necessary to categorize the anthropometry’s design that fits in each
characteristics. One of the most important applications of anthropometry is about Body Surface Area (BSA) study. Body
Surface Area (BSA) has long been considered as an important element in the study of anthropometry. BSA is a very important
parameter in several ways, such as in knowing the quality of the physiology of the body, drug dosage calculations, estimating
of burns, and studying of the mechanisms of heat transfer body [2]. In many countries, there are project data collection and
preparation of the BSA database for its citizens, such as 3D Body Taiwanese Bank in Taiwan, Civilian American and
European Surface anthropometry Project Resource (CAESAR) for European citizens and a few other examples [3].
In the drug industry, BSA also used to determine the dose of the drug, especially in the treatment involving drugs with side
effects such as chemotherapy treatment. BSA was also used for estimating burns suffered by patients [4]. These calculations
are often performed by partial injured body part or as a whole if the burns occur quite severe. The results of these calculations
become basis for determining the amount of replacement tissues that should be given to patients in order to reduce the impact
of fatal skin loss.
Determination of the temperature of the room is also closely related to BSA calculation. In terms of air associated with this
study is known as thermal comfort. Thermal comfort is a condition in which the human mind satisfied or according to the
temperature of the surrounding environment (standard AHSRAE 55). In practice, determining the temperature of the room will
be charged the amount of power adjustable with a maximum capacity room. The calculation is related to the area of the human
body which assumed to fill the room.
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The human body calculation has attracted the attention of experts from different disciplines over the years. Many researchers
had been trying to formulate area of the human body calculation. In 1879, for example, a researcher named Mech noted that he
had succeeded in measuring body surface area of six adults and ten children with method such as by providing certain
geometrical patterns on the body was being measured. The pattern geometry is then transferred onto a transparent thin paper
and tthe pieces of paper that are not irregular. Other researchers such as Funke, did the measurement by measured body lining
with adhesive material similar to papers plastered with a square, where the paper was used as a reference to calculate the area
of the human body [5].

Figure 1: Du Bois method
In 1916, Du Bois published a formula of BSA, which until now has been used with the following formulation [6].
BSA (m²) = 0.007184 x Height (cm) 0.725 x Weight (kg) 0.425

(1)

By doing a variety of improvements in the methods and sampling. Some formulas are often used in various purposes BSA
including [7]:
• Monsteller (1908):
o BSA (m²) = ( [Height (cm) x Weight(kg) ]/ 3600 )½ (2)
• Haycock (1978):
o BSA (m²) = 0.024265 x Height(cm)0.3964 x Weight(kg)0.5378
(3)
• Gehan and George (1970):
o BSA (m²) = 0.024265 x Height(cm)0.3964 x Weight(kg)0.5378
(4)
In use, the formulas of BSA are often required to provide a high level of accuracy. High degree of accuracy would be very
difficult to achieve if the formula is offered only limited empirical formula and little accuracy of technology because still using
conventional method.
In this research, we develop BSA formulation based on Indonesian as a cutting-edge for national database of BSA. We want to
develop the BSA formula using case studies of male students in Universitas Indonesia. This research will produce a formula
that can calculate the human body in Indonesia accurately because data collection of human body size that is used to construct
this formula will use the 3D Body scanner technology. So, it can generate measurement data with high accuracy. This research
can also be for anthropometric ergonomic research that will further enrich our knowledge of the human body anthropometric
Indonesia.

2. METHOD
The main tool to be used on the project anthropometric data collection Indonesia's population is 3D Body Scan or also known
as Anthroscan. The results of this scanning three-dimensional objects can calculate 151 variables measuring dimensions of the
human body.
In this research, we also have following boundaries of research such as:
a. Data taken from the student (male) in Universitas Indonesia in the range of 17-25 years.
b. The variables measured in the study of human body dimensions are variable based on 3D Body Scanner amounted to 151
variables as a basis for obtaining the interpolation of the human body surface area of Indonesia.
c. Through pilot research project conducted only as an example to model the human body area calculation formula Indonesia
with a limited number of samples. Not for human anthropometric characteristics portray Indonesia nationally.
d. The design of the human body area calculation formula based interpolation method synthesized the literature on the sources
of data that have been owned.
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Table 1: Responding Category

Category
Gender
Age
Ethnic
Location
Posture

Group
Male
17-25 years old
South East Asiatic
Java Island
Standing

In order to obtain data that is constant and steady, and in accordance with the expected quality parameters, there are several
stages of anthropometric data collection using Antrhroscan. The stages are:
• Calibrating Anthroscan
• Setting laser
• Preparing the subject
• Scanning data using Vitus Control - Scan Wizard
• Validating data using Measurement Tools
• Improving data manually using the Ruler Tools 52

Figure 2: Interactive Body Measurement

Figure 3: Standard Posture Scanning

In this research, after performing calibration and subject preparation, we scan the data for each respondent and calculated about
151 body size points. These body size points can be seen in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2: Body Size Point
No

Body Dimension

No

Body Dimension

1

3D waist band

36

Crotch height

2

3D waistband back height

37

Crotch length

3

3D waistband back to vertical

38

Crotch length at waistband

4

3D waistband front height

39

Crotch length at waistband

5

3D waistband front to vertical

40

Crotch length, front
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6

3D waistband left to crotch

41

Crotch length, rear

7

3D waistband right to crotch

42

Dev. waist band from waist (back)

8

Across back width

43

Dev. waist band from waist (front)

9

Across back width (armpit level)

44

Dev. waist band from waist (side)

10

Across front width

45

Distance 7CV - vertical

11

Ankle girth left

46

Distance abdomen to vertical

12

Ankle girth right

47

Distance across back width (armpit level) - waist

13

Ankle height

48

Distance back in belly height to vertical

14

Arm length left

49

Distance back in breast height to vertical

15

Arm length right

50

Distance back in hip height to vertical

16

Arm length to neck back left

51

Distance back in maximum belly height to vertical

17

Arm length to neck back right

52

Distance belly to vertical

18

Arm length to neck left

53

Distance breast to vertical

19

Arm length to neck right

54

Distance buttock to vertical

20

Belly circumference

55

Distance crotch to waistband

21

Belly circumference height

56

Distance front in hip height to vertical

22

Body height

57

Distance maximum belly to vertical

23

Breast height

58

Distance neck front to vertical

24

Bust point to neck left

59

Distance neck to hip

25

Bust point to neck right

60

Distance neck-knee

26

Bust points around neck

61

Distance scapula to vertical

27

Bust points width

62

Distance waist back to vertical

28

Bust/chest girth

63

Distance waist-knee

29

Bust/chest girth (horizontal)

64

Distance waistband - buttock

30

Buttock girth

65

Distance waistband-high hip back

31

Buttock height

66

Distance waistband-knee

32

Calf girth left

67

Elbow girth left

33

Calf girth right

68

Elbow girth right

34

Cross shoulder

69

Forearm girth left

35

Cross shoulder over neck

70

Forearm girth right

Table 3: Body Size Point
No

Body Dimension

No

Body Dimension

71

Forearm length left

106

Shoulder angle left

72

Forearm length right

107

Shoulder angle right

73

Head circumference

108

Shoulder width left

74

Head height

109

Shoulder width right

75

Height of shoulder blades

110

Side upper torso length left

76

High hip girth

111

Side upper torso length right

77

High waist girth

112

Sideseam 3D waistband left

78

High waist height

113

Sideseam 3D waistband right

79

Hip girth

114

Sideseam ankle left

80

Hip height

115

Sideseam ankle right

81

Hip/thigh girth

116

Sideseam at waist left

82

Inseam left

117

Sideseam at waist right
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No

Body Dimension

No

Body Dimension

83

Inseam right

118

Sideseam left

84

Inside leg-ankle left

119

Sideseam right

85

Inside leg-ankle right

120

Thigh girth left (horizontal)

86

Knee girth left

121

Thigh girth right (horizontal)

87

Knee girth right

122

Torso width at waist

88

Knee height

123

Total torso girth

89

Maximum belly circumference

124

Underbust circumference (horizontal)

90

Maximum belly circumference height

125

Upper arm diameter left

91

Mid neck girth

126

Upper arm diameter right

92

Min. leg girth left

127

Upper arm girth left

93

Min. leg girth right

128

Upper arm girth right

94

Neck at base girth

129

Upper arm length left

95

Neck diameter

130

Upper arm length right

96

Neck front to waist

131

Upper torso torsion

97

Neck front to waist over bust line

132

Waist band

98

Neck height

133

Waist girth

99

Neck height front

134

Waist height

100

Neck left to waist back

135

Waist to buttock

101

Neck right to waist back

136

Waist to buttock height left

102

Neck right to waist over bust

137

Waist to buttock height right

103

Neck to across back width (armpit level)

138

Waist to high hip back

104

Neck to waist center back

139

Waist to hip/thigh left

105

Scapula height 2

140

Waist to hip/thigh right

No

Body Dimension

No

Body Dimension

141

Waistband back height

147

Waistband to buttock height right

142

Waistband back to vertical

148

Weight

143

Waistband front height

149

Width armpits

144

Waistband front to vertical

150

Wrist girth left

145

Waistband height

151

Wrist girth right

146

Waistband to buttock height left

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By obtaining database as a result of the study, it was necessary to calculate formula that can be widely used and practical in
accordance with the characteristics of human anthropometry Indonesia. After finding data based on the body size, we used the
correction factor and multiplication factor instead of body proportions were not scanned. The results of calculations that have
been corrected can be seen in table 4.
Table 4: Total Area after Correction

Sampling
Point

Weight
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Total Area (m2)

92

74.40

170.80

1.769255376

93

48.60

158.50

1.503045093

94

70.2

170.8

1.738468107
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Sampling
Point

Weight
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Total Area (m2)

95

76.4

171.5

1.822068258

96

20.8

169.7

1.553469167

97

50.4

163.6

1.524337867

98

61.7

178.7

1.68033102

99

71.5

188.1

1.873812249

100

53.9

163.5

1.604937838

101

57.9

164.3

1.634514509

102

55

164.3

1.537334597

103

62.8

167.5

1.656017822

104

56.4

174.8

1.600006369

105

46.2

169

1.576737768

106

53.6

158.5

1.553214091

107

59

173.7

1.696506078

108

62.1

171.5

1.704470118

109

83.8

165

1.823780911

110

68.6

169

1.714138714

111

83.3

182

1.955456817

112

63.5

161

1.676913811

113

56

184.1

1.704696852

114

79.8

178

1.937257346

115

54.6

169.7

1.66836674

116

67

173.7

1.721608797

117

84.4

188.1

1.993572461

118

56.6

161.7

1.547918227

119

51.8

165.7

1.504336669

120

43.8

169

1.504915651

121

55.6

172.2

1.566506386

122

65.4

166.4

1.703409326

123

52.4

172.2

1.573486561

124

59

165

1.582746225

125

60.1

169.7

1.64892428

126

83.8

179.4

1.903838339

127

46.8

170.8

1.472938026

128

76.2

173.7

1.837595504

129

59.2

159.6

1.638150355

130

66.6

161.8

1.606338732

131

77.2

174.8

1.743205233

137

65.1

174.6

1.562449463

142

78.5

179.5

1.888157238

143

62.7

169

1.6791933

144

64.5

169

1.712490842
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Sampling
Point

Weight
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Total Area (m2)

145

72.2

183.4

1.830785379

146

58.6

178

1.72025244

147

64.1

172.9

1.748132653

148

53.4

163.6

1.621764758

150

94.3

182

1.982839024

151

63.6

178

1.741047208

152

63.5

168.3

1.670630034

For further calculations that aimed to determine the empirical formula connecting the wide body, weight and height of the
human body, it used mathematical principle BSA which have the following basic formula:
L = Ȗ x WĮ x Hȕ (5)
ln L = ln Ȗ x ĮlnW x ȕlnH (6)
By using the Matlab that used to solve the equations on simple geometric interpolation approach, it would result the matrix to
triangle interpolation on the data format stereolytography which have following value:
ln Ȗ = -4.4846
Į = 0.1956
ȕ = 0.8169
Ȗ = 0.0113
So, it yielded the following formulation as the potential BSA formulation in Indonesia :
L = 0.0113 x W0.1956 x H0.8169

(7)

Based on formula above, it will give correction to previous BSA formulation which developed by Du Bois, Haycock, and
Mosteller consequently about 4.38%, 4.92%, and 4.61%.

4. CONCLUSION
In this research, it used interpolation body surface area method by simplifying the shape of the human body into basic
geometric shapes. It can be the basis for processing anthropometric data were obtained from three-dimensional scanners high
accuracy including 38 body dimensions. With the widespread use of three-dimensional scanner, it can also be opportunity to
use the interpolation technique in a human body area calculation Indonesia, so it can also improve the accuracy of the
empirical formula correlating vast body weight and height.
The data used in this research have stereolytography format. It is the basic form of rapid prototyping modeling language that
transforms the scan object surfaces into triangles form or another simple polynomial-up based on coordinates of the point. One
of the weakness of the format based on Stl, it has an opportunity emergence redundant triangles or double triangles coincide
which potentially increase the area of the cumulative area of the triangle to be much larger than factual. This weakness can be
overcome by testing the reliability of the measuring instrument by using the three-dimensional scanner and using factor
correction.
Based on calculations using a varied tube length relationship between the results obtained with an actual scan, it found that
correction factors are obtained for 2541 with the addition of constants -34473.2343 mm2. Therefore, any calculations used in
the present study must first be divided by a correction factor of 2541 and added with a constant area of 34473,234 mm2. It was
also multiplied by a correction factor proportions which are not scanned by 1018 times, and then processed to get the empirical
formula.
Based on this research, potential new BSA formula has a higher accuracy rate for Indonesian people become BSA = 0.0113 x
W0.1956 x H0.8169. It will provide a correction of about 4-5% when compared with the calculation formula BSA three most
frequently used of Du Bois, Haycock and Mosteller.
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ABSTRACT



To reduce the use of gasoline, the government has recently re-issued a policy about restriction of gasoline subsidy and
diversion of gasoline to Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). As a result, the need for new CNG fueling station will be higher
since the estimated number of vehicles powered by natural gas (NGV) will increase. However, the government is constrained
by limited funding from APBN to invest in CNG fueling station. This makes investment from private investors become urgent.
The fact is many investors who invest in CNG fueling station are not based on adequate understanding about its feasibility.
Therefore, this study analyzes the feasibility of CNG Fueling Station investment under acceleration scenario using NPV, IRR,
and Payback Period followed by sensitivity analysis. The study shows that the best location to build a CNG fueling station is
on Budi Utomo Street. The feasibility analysis shows that build CNG fueling station on Budi Utomo Street under acceleration
scenario is feasible even when worst case demand occur (demand only from Busway) and NPV is positive with Rp
4.929.489.648.
Keywords
CNG Fueling Station, NPV, IRR, Payback Period, Sensitivity Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
To reduce the use of gasoline, the government has recently re-issued a policy about restriction of gasoline subsidy and
diversion to compressed natural gas (CNG). CNG has been found to be effective to meet the ever-growing demands of
transport vehicles [1]. CNG for natural gas vehicle (NGV) is more suitable for public transportation under fixed routes. CNG
was chosen because the total gas reserves are abundant as described in the master plan of the expansion and development
acceleration in Indonesia. The total reserves of natural gas is currently about 165 trillion cubic feet (TCF). This policy is
supported by Regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources No. 19, 2010 about the use of natural gas for
transportation and the National Energy Policy 2010-2050 which has mission to enhance the role of alternative energy. As the
remainder of previous CNG policy, Jakarta has only five operating CNG fueling stations; three in East Jakarta, one in West
Jakarta, and one in South Jakarta. This lack of infrastructure causes long queues at the station and many NGVs switch back to
use gasoline as reluctant to queue [2]. Due to the policy to use gas and lack of infrastructure, the need for new CNG fueling
station is high in order to well serve the increasing number of NGV. Jakarta has Transjakarta (busway) that uses gas as its fuel
However, one barrier to address this problem is limited funding for CNG fueling station investment, whether it is sourced from
the state budget or private.
2008 state budget allocated to energy sector, including for infrastructure development was only 1.6%. Therefore, this makes
investment from private investors is crucial. On the other hand, private investors who invest in this downstream oil and gas
business are still not sufficient. To mention some, PT.Petross Gas, PT. T-Energy, Perum PPD, PT. Aksara Andalan Prima
(AAP), PT. CNG (in Palembang) and its subsidiaries, PT. CNE (in Surabaya), are companies that have tried to set up this
business. Even though demand of gas for transportation is inevitable and the government plans to rerun a conversion program
from gasoline to gas, why industry does not invest their money on CNG fueling station? What is the station minimum demand
in order an investment on this facility is profitable? If the government delay (or even cancel) the conversion program, is the
investment still justified? Those the questions addressed on this study. This study will use company owned company operated
(COCO) type of CNG Fueling Station that located in Central Jakarta under acceleration scenario using net present value,
internal rate of return and and payback period methods.
2. METODOLOGY
Techno-economics analysis provides a quantitative basis in the monetary unit for making a decision. Concern is emphasized on
technical and economic aspects towards a problem completely [3]. Techno-economic analysis is closely related to problemsolving techniques which using indicators of economic efficiency as alternative selection criteria. The results of this analysis
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will determine the feasibility of investment. Investment methods that are used are Net Present Value, Internal Rate of Return,
and Payback Period.
2.1 Net Present Value (NPV)
Method of NPV analyzed finance by considering the changes in value of money due to the time. This method calculates the
difference between the present values of cash flow with the initial investments:

- I0

NPV =
(1)

where CFIn is the net annual cash flow from year one to year-n (Rp.), r is the discount rate which is used to find the present
value (%), n is duration of the project (year), and I0 is the initial investment in year-0 (Rp). Criteria for assessment of NPV are:
i). If NPV > 0 then the business investment proposal is feasible to be implemented,
ii). If NPV < 0 then the business investment proposal is not feasible to be implemented,
iii).If NPV = 0 then the value of the company is fix although business investment proposal will accept or reject.
2.2 Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
IRR is interest rate that makes the present value (PV) of investments and the net proceeds that are expected during the running
of project or business to be equal to 0 (zero). Same as NPV, internal rate of return method or IRR is also a method that
considers the value time of money. IRR can be obtained through trial and error by determining the NPV at some discount rate
to obtain a negative and a positive NPV. Then, do interpolations in which NPV equal to 0 (zero). To obtain IRR by
interpolation using the equation below:

(2)

IRR = P1 –

where P1 is discount rate 1 (%), P2 is discount rate 2 (%), C1 is Net Present Value (NPV) 1 (Rp), and C2 is Net Present Value
(NPV) 2 (Rp). A trial and error method could be used to find the optimal Internal Rate of Return (IRR). Criteria for assessment
of IRR are;
i). If IRR > rate of capital or MARR, then the project is feasible to be implemented and the investment will get a surplus after
the payment of obligation (to return capital + interest).
ii). If IRR < rate of capital or MARR, then the project is not feasible to be implemented.
2.3 Payback Period (PB)
PBis the period that is needed to cover initial cash investment by using cash flow [5]. It means the shorter of payback period,
the better of investment. To obtain Payback Period using the equation below:

PP =
(3)
where Payback Period (PB) is the Payback Period which is sought (year), the investment value is the initial investment in year
n (Rp), and Net cash inflow is the present value (PV) from cash inflow or operating cash flow (Rp). Criteria for assessment
Payback Period are:
i.) If Payback Period < the maximum time of projections, then the proposed project is accepted,
ii.) If Payback Period > the maximum time of projections, then the proposed project is rejected.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the purpose of this study, primary and secondary data are collected. Secondary data was obtained from reading journals
and previous thesis which discuss about CNG fueling station, Badan Pusat Statistik (BPS), Public Service Board of
Transjakarta, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resource, and Department of Transportation. Primary data was collected
through observation and interview to the two owner of COCO CNG fueling station in Pinang Ranti, managed by PT. T-
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Energy and in Perintis Kemerdekaan, managed by PT. Petross Gas. Some supporting data were collected from CNG fueling
station at Jalan Pemuda. On this study, data were processed using Microsoft Excel 2007.
3.1 Selection of Location
CNG station location determination is conducted by inspection (qualitative in sense). Observing that none of the five existing
stations is located in Central Jakarta and North Jakarta, the location candidate is between those two regions. Furthermore,
Central Jakarta is selected as the candidate location because Central Jakarta is a center of trade and services. Therefore, many
vehicles will pass it. In addition, travel business and hotel has minibus that potential as a consumer. Central Jakarta is passed
by PT.PGN gas pipelines; At Central Jakarta, there is Harmoni Shelter which serve 3 corridors of TransJakarta and Senen Bus
Station. This last reason indicates the potential of vehicles to fueling CNG.
Five alternative sites for CNG fueling station are considered that are 1) Gajah Mada Street; 2) KH. Hasyim Ashari Street; 3)
Budi Utomo Street; 4) Gunung Sahari Street; and 5) Kramat Raya Street. The alternatives were scored according to the criteria
listed below:
1. Proximity to gas pipeline
2. Located in commercial rather than residential areas
3. The site at least has 4000 m2 area
4. Location is not far from the end of the Busway corridor
5. The vehicles pass through or close to public transportation seem like bus station, Busway’s pool, or shelter.
6. Location does not cause queue when fueling CNG
7. Strategic and easy to access the location
By multiplying the weight and score from all alternative location based on criteria that are determined, the results are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1: Alternative locations assessment
Criteria

Alternative Location

Weight

2

3

4

5

Proximity to gas pipeline

0.30

9

9

8

6

5

Minimum area

0.25

7

8

9

10

8

Many vehicles pass through or close
to public transport terminals, pool
Busway, or shelter

0.25

9

9

8

9

8

Effect to the surrounding
environment (not in residential areas
or doesn't cause queue)

0.15

5

8

9

6

7

Strategic and easy access location

0.05

8

5

9

8

8

100%

7.85

8.40

8.45

7.85

6.95

Total Score

1

From the total results that were obtained by multiplying the weight and score (0-10) above, then the selected location with the
highest total score is considered as the best location for the construction of CNG fueling station. And the best location is on
Budi Utomo Street with the total score are 8.45.
3.2 Estimation of Investment Cost under Acceleration Scenario
Acceleration was made by reducing the duration of construction CNG fueling station. This causes the increase in number of
construction workers and their working hours. If there is no acceleration, the construction will conduct during 10 months by 13
construction workers. However, under acceleration, the construction will conduct during 4 months by 23 construction workers.
Presence the acceleration has an impact on expenditure, i.e., for machineries, equipments, and construction materials. It
happens because there is the force to make the procurement process quickly, especially for the machines which order from
abroad (import). The funds that will use to invest in CNG Fueling Station is 50% own equity: 50% equity loan. The loans were
obtained from the Local Government Bank that is followed by interest rates for the investment (investment loans) is 12%.
Selected location on Budi Utomo Street has a distance 1966 meters from the nearest gas pipeline. Percent of rising prices under
acceleration scenario is assumed to appropriate under difference percentage in the construction costs by 15%. Working
capitals are for the preparation of gas by PT PGN, the budget for the employees and the cost of machining operations. The
preparations of gas for the first 3 months appropriate with the capacity of CNG Fueling Station. For the pipe’s installation, the
amounts are Rp 800,407 per meter and for the telephone’s installation are Rp 500,000. Electric insatalation is assumed as the
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tariff class B3 based on interviews with the owners of Pemuda CNG Fueling Station. And for its calculations are based on the
Regulation of the President Republic of Indonesia No. 8, 2011 regarding tariff which is provided by PT. PLN. Table 2 shows
the estimation of CNG Fueling Station investment costs under acceleration scenario The table shows that the total investment
costs under acceleration scenario are Rp 16,296,834,369.
Table 2: Investment costs of CNG fueling station under acceleration scenario
Assets
Fixed Assets
Building and Licensing
Construction
Canopy Building
Office Building, Toilet, and Security Post
Engine Room Building
Pavement
Fence
Licensing
Machinery and Equipments
CNG Gas Compressor
Dispenser (2 Nozzle)
Boster Compressor
Storage Cylinder (Low Bank)
Storage Cylinder (Medium/High Bank)
Dryer
Piping Installation
Electrical Installation
Telephone Installation
Office Equipments
Working Capital
Total

Cost (Rp)

Cost + 15%
(Rp)

Amount

Unit

Per Unit (Rp)

2
1
1
1
1
1

unit
unit
unit
unit
unit

393.000.000
199.900.463
481.241.855
222.111.625
81.440.929
45.000.000

403.315.706
786.000.000
199.900.463
481.241.855
222.111.625
81.440.929
45.000.000

403.315.706
903.900.000
229.885.532
553.428.133
255.428.369
93.657.068
45.000.000

2
2
1
1
1
1
1966
1
1
22

set
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
meter
unit
unit
unit

785.130.451
85.000.000
745.272.902
933.805.436
1.098.296.908
201.944.915
800.407
232.306.000
500.000
23.889.800

1.570.260.902
170.000.000
745.272.902
933.805.436
1.098.296.908
201.944.915
1.573.600.000
232.306.000
500.000
23.889.800

1.805.800.037
195.500.000
857.063.837
1.073.876.251
1.263.041.444
232.236.652
1.809.640.000
232.306.000
500.000
27.473.270
6.314.782.068
16.296.834.369

3.3 Costs and Expenses
Costs and expenses of CNG Fueling Station consists of gas purchase costs, electricity costs, employee salaries, land rent,
promotion, administration and office needs, maintenance, insurance, telephone and water, investor interest, and incentives.
Total costs and expenses that CNG Fueling Station should spend in the first year is Rp. 977.810.062.
3.4 Demand Projection
Project analysis will be conducted for the next 10 years. The cases are distinguished in two ways:
1. Worst Case, where the revenue only by the sale of gas to Busway. This case assumes that there is no conversion of fuel to
gas by mikrolet.
2. Best Case, where the revenue by the sale of gas to Busway and mikrolet. Percent conversion of public transportation based
on the target conversion by Pertamina, which is 100%.
Based on data from the Public Service Board of TransJakarta, currently the corridors that stills operate is corridor 1-11. And
corridor 1 is still using biodiesel fuel. The new CNG Fueling Station will be built on Budi Utomo Street, where is not far from
the shelter Harmony. Therefore, the potential corridors that will pass it are corridor 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8. From the entire corridor,
the amounts of potential Busway are 280 buses. However, in the case of fueling gas, the capacity of each CNG Fueling Station
should consider. In addition, the entire number of busway has been divided into 5 CNG Fueling Station that still operates.
The data from Bina Sarana Transportasi Perkotaan (BSTP) shows that the number of Busway will be increase in the future.
Based on these data, we did the forecast demand for the worst case until 2022. The assumptions that were used are any
additions Busway will be distributed evenly across the corridors and every year there will always be the addition of two CNG
Fueling Stations in Central Jakarta. These will affect the number of demand for CNG Fueling Station that will be built. The
addition of CNG Fueling Station has impact to amount of demand significantly. It is because there is currently no CNG
Fueling Station in Central Jakarta. In one day, Busway do fueling as much as 125 lsp (liter premium equivalent). The forecast
demand in 2021 and 2022 shows that the stagnancy due to the limit of its capacity
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On the other hand, the best case scenario also calculated the potential number of mikrolet. It was known that total of mikrolet
at Senen Bus Station are 1180 units, whereas mikrolet in Jakarta are 8046 units. From that data, we know that mikrolet at
Senen Bus Station take 15% from the total of mikrolet in Jakarta. It means that the potential of mikrolet that will do fueling
CNG in this CNG Fueling Station are 15% from the total mikrolet in Jakarta. After that, the demand projection is made based
on planning to increase the number of mikrolet in Jakarta (source: BSTP). The assumption is from the potential amount of
mikrolet that was obtained, there are only 80% mikrolet will be operated. The data of mikrolet was added with the previous
demand projection of Busway. Total demand projection results for worst case and best case scenario are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: The demand projections for worst and best case

Type of Case

Demand Projection

Year

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Busway

41

41

54

93

127

150

175

199

200

200

Best Case
Busway

41

41

54

93

127

150

175

199

200

200

Mikrolet

38

458

462

404

369

345

329

316

307

299

Worst Case

3.5 Cash Flow
Cash flow can provide information about the number of cash which are required to start a business, investment planning, and
ensure compliance cash to expenditures that will spend in the future. Indirect method is the method that is used in this cash
flow. This includes depreciation and amortization as non-operating expenses. Cash flow is divided into two, there are cash
inflow and cash outflow. Cash inflow includes profit after tax, depreciation, and amortization while cash outflow just include
debt principal repayments. The difference between both of them is the net cash flow.
Cash flow’s percentages that increase in the price of CNG are 4% with reference to the historical data since 1986. Tax which is
considered here are PPN and PPKB. They are deposited into the country in which the amounts are 5% for PPKB and 10% for
PPN. And the percentages that increase the costs and expenses are 6.42% refers to the average inflation rate over the last 5
years.
Table 4 : The net cash flow for worst and best case
Type of Case
Year
Best Case

Net Cash Flow
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

(Rp 1.176.369.268)

(Rp 1.188.572.014)

(Rp 230.093.399)

Rp 923.311.612

Rp 6.050.042.908

Worst Case (Rp 1.916.283.850)

(Rp 1.188.654.995)

(Rp 168.878.775)

Rp 1.062.086.573

Rp 5.833.426.982

Year
Best Case

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Rp 10.388.931.303

Rp 10.792.622.413

Rp 13.490.929.545

Rp 14.059.859.578

Rp 14.537.856.908

Worst Case Rp 6.126.486.700

Rp 10.756.784.010

Rp 13.576.832.549

Rp 14.293.458.937

Rp 14.949.606.571

3.6 Investment Feasibility Analysis
To analyze the feasibility this CNG Fueling Station investment NPV, IRR, and Payback Period using the equation (1) - (3) are
used. The specified amount of MARR at 14% is derived from the Government Bank Local Investment Interest Rate at 12%
plus 2% (from risk). MARR is used to compare the benefits that can be given from the Interest Rate of Bank in CNG fueling
station investment and period is analyzed from the first year to the ten years. The calculation results for best case and worst
case scenario are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: The calculation results of NPV, IRR, and Payback Period
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Investment Criteria
NPV
IRR

Best Case Demand
Rp. 7.310.840.986
19.5%

Worst Case Demand
Rp. 4.929.489.648
17.7%

Payback period
7.2
7.8
From the calculation results for best case demand, the NPV is Rp 7.310.840.986. Because NPV value is greater than zero or
positive, it can be concluded under acceleration scenario and best case demand (the demand from Busway and mikrolet), CNG
fueling station is feasible to build. Similarly, IRR with19.5% means the IRR is greater than the MARR, set as 14% by the
company. This IRR value consistent with the NPV. And the last investment criteria are payback periods. The results show
payback periods are 7 years 3 months that show the return on investment from the business of CNG Fueling Station investment
relatively less than the project analysis which was done for 10 years. It also shows that CNG Fueling Station investment is
feasible to build. The second calculation is investment criteria for worst case demand. It was obtained NPV with Rp
4.929.489.648. Even though the NPV is smaller than the best case demand scenario but NPV is still greater than zero or
positive, it can be concluded that CNG Fueling Station investment under this scenario still feasible to build. This result is
consistent with IRR. The IRR is 17.7% is which greater than MARR of 14%. And payback periods are 7 years 10 months that
less than the project analysis duration of 10 years.
3.7 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine how sensitive a decision on the change of the variables or parameters that
influence it. The sensitivity analysis was performed only on the worst case demand scenario. Variable was changed to see the
level of sensitivity including the bank interest rate, life years, operations and maintenance (O & M) costs, investment costs, and
demand. Sensitivity analysis in this study only considers to the impact by changing variables on NPV worst case demand
scenario that would be base case NPV.

Figure 1 : Sensitivity analysis
The increase of investment cost is possible due to the rising price of machines, raw materials, and others. Based on the graph in
Figure 1, it can be seen that the project can match the increase of investment cost at the level of 30.25% (point between 20%
and 40%). After that point, the NPV begins to be negative. Thus, if the investment costs increase up to 30.25% or Rp.
21.226.626.765, CNG Fueling Station project under acceleration scenario and the demand from Busway (worst case) is still
feasible and able to attract investors to invest.
O & M cost is possible to increase for example because of the increase of rent land, the increase of electricity costs,
maintenance costs, etc. (excluding depreciation and amortization). Based on the graph in Figure 1, it can be seen that the
Station can match the increase of O&M cost to the level of 10% (point between 0% and 20%) Thus, if the O&M costs increase
up to 10%, CNG Fueling Station projects under acceleration scenario and only consider the demand from Busway (worst case)
is still feasible and able to attract investors to invest.
Demand is possible to change when BSTP Policy as reference for demand projection do not proceed according to plan or the
user communities that interest to switch to CNG fuel are lacking, thus the number of demand not in accordance under previous
estimates. Based on the graph in Figure 1, it can be seen that the business or project CNG Fueling Station can match the
demand reduction at the level of 17% (point between 0% and -20%) because at that point the NPV begin to be negative. Thus,
if the demand decreases up to 17%, this CNG Fueling Station project is still feasible and able to attract investors to invest.
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Life year could be decrease from the projection or expectation early. This may be happen due to CNG Fueling Station where is
located in Central Jakarta area close to Tanjung Priok. It makes the water is salty. The water might be causing the machines
break down quickly or damaged easily then should be making the new investments. Based on the graph in Figure 1, it can be
seen that the business or project CNG Fueling Station can match the life year reduction only 2 years, specifically 1 year 8
months. It’s because at that point the NPV begin to be negative.
The change of Bank interest rate may be happen. The changes are fluctuating. It is influenced by inflation because basically a
bank determines the interest rate with reference by the inflation rate. Based on the graph in Figure 1, it can be seen that the
business or project CNG Fueling Station can match Bank Interest Rate at 24% or increase in interest rates by twice from the
base case because at that point the NPV begin to be negative. That means, when interest rate more than 24% or increase in
interest rates by twice, CNG Fueling Station is not feasible to build.
3.7.1 Two-Dimensional Sensitivity Analysis
Investment and O & M costs are two parameters that are regarded as the most described the outflow (cash out). Based on the
graph in Figure 1, O&M costs parameter line is more slope than other to decline NPV. The increase of 10% has made the
NPV is negative while the investment cost is less critical because it can touch negative NPV when the increase reaches about
30%. After know that O&M cost is the most critical as cash out then comparison to the cash in variable, i.e., demand. Threedimensional sensitivity analysis that is taken between the demand and O & M cost can be seen in figure below:

Figure 2: Three-dimensional sensitivity analysis
From the graph in Figure 2 can be analyzed that NPV is positive, or the business is still considered to be feasible along with the
increase of O & M costs and the decrease of demand only by 5%. It indicates that when the decrease of demand is more than
5% and at the same time there was also the increase of O & M cost, the business or project of CNG fueling station is not
feasible to run because the NPV value is negative.

4 CONCLUSION
There are some conclusions that can be concluded from this research. The best location to build CNG fueling station is on Budi
Utomo Street, Central Jakarta. Feasibility analysis showed that building CNG fueling station on Budi Utomo Street under
acceleration scenario is feasible even when worst case demand occur (demand only from Busway) and NPV is positive with
Rp 4.929.489.648, IRR with 17.7% and Payback period for 7 years 10 months. Results of two-dimensional sensitivity analysis
show that the most sensitive factor is the change in NPV because of the increase in O&M cost which the increase can not
exceed 10%. And results from three-dimensional sensitivity analysis show that the NPV value is quite sensitive because it still
considered regarded to be feasible along with the increase of O & M cost and decrease of demand only by 5%. It indicates that
when the decrease of demand is more than 5% and at the same time there was also the increase of O & M cost, the business or
project of CNG fueling station is not feasible to run anymore.
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ABSTRACT
This study aim to analyze cellular phone design based on user-centered design for college student. Method of user-centered
design that used is usability testing, which is exploring the emotional usability through conjoint analysis to determine the
combination of mobile phone design that desired by college student and behavior usability through usability assessment
QWERTY keypad. Through this study showed that mobile phone design that are desired by the students is candy bar model (4
cm x 10 cm), QWERTY keypad design, touch screen navigation system, and screen sizes 2-3 inch width. The value of
efficiency, performance, feedback, and satisfaction of QWERTY keypad design is higher than 12 button keypad and it also
produces high mental workload, effort, and the frustration level.
Keywords
Cellphone, user-centered design, usability, QWERTY keypad, college student
1. INTRODUCTION
There is no any other technology that is more distinctively developed and more influential in humanity’s life than technology
of communication. Paisley stated that technology transformation has put communication in the frontline of civilization’s
revolution [1]. The development of technology communication is mostly seen in electronica inventions. For example,
cellphone is developed really advanced and rapidly, far beyond other technology inventions.
As a result, there are many variance of cell phone in order to fulfill market’s demand and there are also various trends for
example in its physical appearance. The most noticeable difference in cell phone evolution from times to times is the
combination of its design. Cell phone’s design aspect varies from its model, keypad, and navigation system. Those aspects are
affecting the usability of the cell phone. Across the world, mobile phones are mostly used for the SMS and social media
features within it. According to the survey named Global Attitudes Project that is held on 21st of March to 15st of May 2011
and made by Pew Research Centre, generally 85 percent of mobile phone users in the word send at least one text message
every day. Based on the survey conducted by Vlingo Corporation, teenagers (13-19 years old) and adults (20-29 years old)
tend to use short message service feature more often than any other age group.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Cellular Phone Design
In order to comprehend the usability of cellular phone, there should be an understanding in the main area of cellular phone
design that affects user experience. The main areas are industrial design, mechanical concept, hardware, software, type of user
interface. Industrial design has exceptional impact on product success. For example, watches and shoes are often sold based on
design instead of their function. A cellular phone is identified and distinguished through its industrial design. Keinonen stated
that the size of cellular phone keeps shrinking, the new model always lighter, more flat, and shorter. The small size and simple
appearance have been a major challenge for industrial designer (Keinonen, 2000). Mechanical concept of product is an
implementation of industrial design in detail. Mechanical design initially defined as physical product implementation, such as
material, dimension, and position of product component. Hence, industrial design along with mechanical design is decision key
for ergonomic design. Hardware defines the main performance of cellular phone, such as screen resolution, battery
consumption, memory capacity, and processor efficiency. Hardware supports a specific software performance. Therefore,
software functionality depends on hardware. The development of cellular phone starts as design focused on hardware.
However, the increasing importance of software and software function convincemanufacturer to develop cellular phone,
especially smart phone, with extensive software design. Software design defines all possible software to be implemented with
reasonable effort, and software architecture defines how flexible this design, particularly with complex product that rapidly
undergoes technological change. The function of software design and user interface style depends on each other. Selection of
software design, for example Symbian design, determines the principals of user interface style for product, selection of user
interface style is used to guide company in selecting software design, for example Microsoft CE. User interface style is a
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framework that portrays interaction style and object, including look and behavior (Hix and Hartson, 1993). In computer
termination, user interface style has same meaning with user interface software (display). For cellular phone, user interface
style is translated as appearance, button, and key needed on a device. Some companies have many different user interface style.
2.1.1. Cellular Phone Component
Previous studies indicated that cellular phone interfaces consist of four components: hardware user interface, software user
interface, external interface, and service interface [2]. Hardware user interface includes ergonomics hardware, input method,
and communication method, while software user interface focuses on menu design such as phone size, color, and navigation
menu logic. External interface involve feature that help on using device, but not physically part of the device itself, such as
user support elements, accessories, and supporting software. Lastly, service interface is a component that facilitatesthe usage of
phone service that provided by service provider or carrier, such as special calling plan services, text messaging services, and
business practices including calling plan agreement, sales communication, other information resources, and phone bill.
2.1.2. User Centered Design
User centered design term has a tight relation with product, service, and experience design to match the need and capability of
user. Donald Norman in The Design of Everyday Things stated that many designers have lost user touch that resulted on
devices that unfriendly, inconvenient, and unsafe for user. Norman suggested user centered design which utilizes the nature of
human so that user can operate the device without instruction. Nonetheless, for the fully user centered design, further studies
are needed to adapt product with physical and cognitive needs along with user ability. Using user centered design approach can
optimize usability. Four main principals in user centered design are (ISO, 1997p.7): (1) User active involvement, (2) Function
allocation between user and system, (3) Iteration of design solution, (4) Multidisciplinary design team. Meanwhile, four major
activities of user centered design are (ISO, 1997p.10): (1) Understand and determine usage context, (2) Determine user and
organization needs, (3) Produce design solution (prototype), (4) Design evaluation with user towards requirements.
There are several methods of user centered design. These methods along with the sub-technique and output can be seen in the
figure below:
Method
Laddered Grid Method

Focus Group

Usability Testing

Expert Review

Sub-Technique
One-to-one interview
Think aloud
Expert Review

Output

Consensus
Usability heuristics

Selection and modification of navigation flow diagrams
Final design mock-up
Mid-to-high fidelity Flash prototype

Performance Testing
Retrospective think aloud (RTA)
Questionnaire

Navigation diagram
Critical incidents
Usability problem list
High fidelity Flash prototype

Heuristic analysis
Usability walkthrough
Questionnaire

Usability problem list
Design recommendations
Final Flash prototype

Navigation flow diagrams

Figure 1: User centered design methods (Source: Young Sam Ryu, 2006)

2.1.3. Usability
According to ISO 9241-11 (ISO, 1998), the definition of usability is how far a product can be used by particular user to reach
particular objective with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in particular usage context. Effectiveness is described as rate
of accuracy and completeness of user objectives is satisfied. Efficiency refers to system usage effectiveness related to cost of
effort or time. Satisfaction relates to user convenience and their acceptance in working with their system. Logan revealed that
usability is divided into behavioral usability, which means ability to finish some functions, or objectives that directly related
into tasks with reasonable time and emotional usability, which means how far the desired product can fulfill and serve other
needs outside functional objectives [3]. Hassenzahl, Platz, et al. suggested and tested research model related to ergonomic
(usability and hedonic aspect) as key factor to make attractive and satisfying product. It consists of three separated layers: (a)
product quality objective (determined by designer), (b) perception and evaluation of subjective quality (cognitive assessment
by user), (c) consequences of behavior and emotional (for user) [4].
2.2. Conjoint Analysis
Conjoint analysis is a statistic technique used in Multivariate Analysis that specifically used to understand how respondent
build preferences towards a product. This technique is based on simple premise that consumer evaluate value from a
product/service/idea through combining separated value that are contributed by each attribute. In conjoint analysis, there
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should be a product (item or service) made before, either real or hypothetic by combining selected levels from each attributed.
These combinations then revealed to respondents that will give evaluations towards each combination. In order to get good
results, the product that will be valued should be described completely with its attributes and all relevant values for each
specific attributes of a product. Meanwhile, possible values from each factor are defined as levels. In conjoint analysis, a
product is described into levels from factors that form it. There are seven steps in doing conjoint analysis: (1) Objectives
selection, (2) Conjoint analysis experiment design, (3) Conjoint analysis assumption, (4) Model estimation and accuracy
assessment, (5) Interpreting the result, (6) Validating the result, and (7) Applying the conjoint result.
2.3. Quality Function Deployment
Yoji Akao defined Quality Function Deployment (QFD) as a method used to develop design quality in order to satisfy
consumers and translate consumers’ needs into target design and quality assurance. Voice of customer is used to explain this
term and state customer needs or requirements. Voice of customer is obtained through several ways such as direct discussion or
interview, survey, focus group discussion, customer specification, observations, and field study. This understanding then being
summarized into product plan matrix or House of Quality (HOQ). The main objective of QFD is to assure product quality from
the development stage. Furthermore, QFD is a method that enables establishment and development of consumer needs into
quality characteristics in order to create a product which can fulfill all the customer needs.
2.4. Type of Keypad
There are two types of cellular phone keypad:
2.4.1. Alphanumeric keypad
Alphanumeric keypad consists of numeric button (0-9) and two additional buttons (‘*’ and ‘#’). A to Z characters spread on
button 2 until 9 alphabetically. Character layout is identical in every cellular phone and becomes international standard
(Grover, King, and Kuschler 1998).
2.4.2. QWERTY keypad
This kind of keypad places its characters similar with a computer keyboard. This keypad can be found in Blackberry phones or
Nokia Communicator Series.
2.5. Keypad Usability Study
Usability that is measured using both qualitative and quantitative technique relied mainly on user experience level with the
interface. Direct usability from the interface for beginner user is important because their initial reactions will determine their
needs to invest time and effort needed to expertise it (Scheidermann, 1998). Previous evaluation focused on collecting
quantitative indicator especially text entry speed measurement (words per minute) and accuracy (failure rate), rather than the
qualitative one (James & Reischel 2001, Mackenzie et al. 1999). However, accurate interpretation from quantitative
measurements needs subjective response from participants for an interface, which can only be caught up by qualitative test.
2.6. Factorial Design
Factorial design is the most efficient method to analyze effect from two or more factors. Through factorial design, we interpret
that in every replication, all combination from each level of factors are applied. For example, if there are a levels for A factors
and b levels for B factors, then every replication consists of ab treatment combinations. The effect from experiment factors can
be seen from response change that created by level change from these factors. This effect is called main effect.
3.

METHODOLOGY

3.1. Students Preference Survey
In the early stage of research, a student’s preference survey was conducted by spreading questionnaire into bachelor degree
students of Universitas Indonesia using random sampling. The desired information from this questionnaire is respondent
profile, reasons in having cellular phone, frequently used application, determining factors in choosing cellular phone, cellular
phone specifications preference.
3.2. Conjoint Analysis
In the first step of the conjoint analysis, factors determination from a product that will be studied is specified. Previous studies
show that cellular phone interface consists of four components: hardware user interface, software user interface, external
interface, and service interface. After determining the factors, the next step is specifying level from each factor. In order to do
that, an observation of cellular phone sales in Indonesia was conducted to perceive cellular phone specification in the market.
The selected level is the one that mostly chosen by student in order to balance the number of each factor, since more levels
required more combination. Besides, so as to be carried a fractional factorial design to produce an optimal stimuli so that the
resulted stimuli is not excessive and disconcerting other respondents.
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The assumption of conjoint analysis is determining composition rule and model shape that are used to estimate conjoint result.
In this research, the model shape used is additive model. Part-worth estimation and importance level measurement is conducted
aggregately for respondent. Estimation is done through using MONANOVA(Monotomic Analysis of Variance)method, which
is an ANOVA model used in ordinal data. Meanwhile, goodness-of-fit analysis model is done using Kendall’s tau correlation
coefficient to measure accuracy and respondent consistency in value giving. All these estimation and measurement is done by
using SPSS software. An observation towards part-worth estimation for each factor is commonly done to interpret the conjoint
results. As the part-worth increases (positive or negative), the effect it gives to utilities in general are increasing. Therefore, this
part-worth value is usually converted into general scale in order to identify the pattern of the results and contribution of each
factor in total utility.
3.3. Quality Function Deployment
In this research, the QFD method will be combined with Conjoint Analysis. The stages that will be done in QFD-Conjoint
Analysis method combination are: (1) Conjoint Analysis is used as conceptual bridge for discrepancy between consumers and
designers, and also to balance the variety of consumer needs level. Conjoint analysis is also applied to enable consumer needs
prioritization; (2) Market segmentation approach with consumer grouping into homogeny segment; (3) Conjoint analysis is
done on every segment accurately with the similar procedure in the first stage; (4) A traditional HOQ process to prioritize
technical requirements for every consumer segment; (5) Result and integration of conjoint analysis-HOQ analysis.
The first three stages in QFD-conjoint analysis combination have been done in conjoint analysis stage. The remaining stages
are HOQ making process, the steps in making HOQ are: (1) Determining customer requirement factor. For this step, the
determination of importance factors is taken from factors used on previous conjoint analysis; (2) Determining priority of
customer requirement factor based on importance level; (3) Determining technical response. Technical response is activity
development planning that is usually done by company in developing cellular phone product.
3.4. Usability Study QWERTY keypad
In reviewing behavioral usability, this research focuses on ergonomic quality value on cellular phone. Based on previous
survey, teenagers in age 13-19 and adults in age 20-29 are using their cellular phone for SMS more. Therefore, behavioral
usability that will be conducted is about usability study QWERTY keypad. Through factorial design method, this research aims
to answer the following questions: how the effect of keypad type differences in typing effectiveness and efficiency? Are the
factors interacted in impacting the typing effectiveness and efficiency? Are respondent difference factors that are used as
blocking affect one typing effectiveness and efficiency?
Linear statistic model for factorial design with blocking is stated on equation below:
(1)

= effect of keypad type
= effect of typing type
= effect of interaction between two factors
= effect of k-th block. K refers to number of replication used in this research. Since 1 replication is done by 1
respondent, k = number of respondent
Then, hypotheses submissions for this case are:
a.
:
b.
:
c.
:
d.
:
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If p value less than 0.05, researcher has sufficient proof to accept H1 that keypad type, typing type, and/or blocking factors are
significant toward typing effectiveness and efficiency.
4.

DISCUSSION

4.1. Students Preference Survey
The number of respondent that participated in the questionnaire consists of 63% female and 37% male. Questionnaire
deployment into every faculty is spread evenly with majority of respondents come from engineering faculty (20%).
Respondents consist of 57% of 2006 batch, 18% of 2008 batch, 15% of 2007 batch, and the remaining percentage from 2009
batch. Respondent’s age range from 18-24 years old. The first information obtained is about the reason for students to have a
cellular phone. The common reason is the main function of cellular function itself, to communicate. This reason is followed by
the needs to save important data, either file, music, or photo, and also for entertainment. Therefore, the desired cellular phone
is the one that has sufficient memory capacity, and many features for their entertainment. For the most used application, it is
found sequentially as followed: short message service, phone call, alarm, internet, Bluetooth, calendar, camera, music, notes,
and dictionary. Based on the survey, in choosing cellular phone students consider factors, such as price, brand, hardware and
software.
4.2. Conjoint Analysis
Based on the conjoint analysis calculation, it is found that utility value for each level in each factor: (1) Cellular phone model
that has high utility value is candy bar model. This means students prefers candy bar model over slide model phone; (2) For
dimension factor, dimension with highest utility value is 4 cm x 10 cm, 6 cm x 11 cm, and 5 cm x 10 cm; (3) Keypad design
that is most preferred by students is QWERTY; (4) Utility value for navigation button, from the highest sequentially is touch
screen, track ball, button; (5) Screen size that is preferred by students is in range 2-3 inch
The most preferred cellular phone combination is cellular phone with candy bar model, in size of 4 cm x 10 cm, with
QWERTY keypad, screen size around 2-3 inch, and using touch screen as its navigation system.
Result obtained from part worth estimation in conjoint analysis is importance level from every factor. Here is the value of
importance level for every factor
From the view of importance factor, it is found that students’ preference towards cellular phone is mostly affected by its model
with 27.601%. From the most important, design factors that mostly affecting students in selecting cellular phone are: model,
navigation button, dimension, keypad design, and screen size.
The next step is market segmentation based on gender to find the preferences for each segment. It is shown the result of
conjoint analysis in Table 1, where red font color indicate highest utility value for each level.
Table 1: Utility value for each segment
Utility
Level
Candy bar
Slide
Dimension
4 cm x 10 cm
5 cm x 10 cm
6 cm x 11 cm
Keypad Design
QWERTY
non QWERTY
Navigation Button
Button
Touchscreen
Trackball
Screen Size
> 3 inch
2-3 inch
(Constant)
Factor
Model

Male
0,6736
-0,6736
0,0722
-0,1986
0,1264
0,1111
-0,1111
-0,4407
0,6398
-0,1991
-0,2319
0,2319
8,2226852

Female
0,6491
-0,6491
0,1004
-0,0502
-0,0502
0,3223
-0,3223
-0,1667
0,2987
-0,132
-0,1762
0,1762
8,5737952

Based on utility table for each existing level, the combination for each segment is not really different, which is cellular phone
candy bar model with QWERTY keypad design, touch screen navigation system, and screen size about 2-3 inch. However,
there is a difference in dimension factor, where female prefers smaller dimension (4 cm x 10 cm), while male prefers wider
dimension (6 cm x 11 cm)
4.3. Quality Function Deployment
Based on HOQ above, company is able to know what action should be done for every market segment and what factors should
be put into consideration and prioritized to implement the existing strategy.
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Table 2: House of Quality

Making user-friendly product

Product Diversification

Consumers' Needs

Relative Importance Level
New Technology Development

Technical Response

Importance Ranking

All

Male

Female

All

Male

Female

Dimension

9

1

3

19,493

19,008

19,88

3

3

3

Model

9

3

1

27,601

30,332

24,497

1

1

2

Keypad Design

9

9

9

14,58

14,355

14,643

4

4

4

Navigation Button

9

9

9

27,304

25,94

29,15

2

2

1

Screen Size

9

3

3

11,021

10,365

11,83

5

5

5

Male

558,72

311,5

Absolute Importance

Female

531,11

424,42

Male

47,04%

26,23%

Relative Importance

Female

32,31%

25,82%

Male Ranking

1

3

Female Ranking

2

3

All Absolute Importance

539,33

300,37

All Relative Importance

46,94%

26,14%

All Ranking

1

3

4.4. Usability QWERTY Keypad
Factorial design statistic model results an analysis in a form of ANOVA table below
4.4.1.

Effectiveness
Table 3: ANOVA Effectiveness

Based on Table 8, using level of confidence 95%, researcher concludes that:
•
•
•
•

On hypothetic test (a), researcher has sufficient proof to accept H0, which means keypad type does not affect significantly
towards typing effectiveness.
On hypothetical test (b), researcher has sufficient proof to decline H0, which means typing style affects significantly on
effectiveness
On hypothetical test (c), researcher has sufficient proof to accept H0, which means the interaction between keypad type
and typing style does not affect significantly toward typing effectiveness.
On hypothetical test (d), researcher has sufficient proof to decline H0, which means blocking between respondent affects
significantly on typing effectiveness.

Model assumption about residual normality (error) is fulfilled to make the model accurate enough to be used as baseline. The
other thing that should be put in consideration is R-square value about 30.66% which means 30.66% of existing variability in
typing effectiveness can be explained by the model. The correlation level is medium, showed by correlation degree (R)
=0.5537
=
4.4.2.

Efficiency
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Table 4: ANOVA Efficiency

Based on Table 9, using level of confidence 95%, researcher concludes that:
•
•
•
•

On hypothetic test (a), researcher has sufficient proof to decline H0, which means keypad type affect significantly towards
typing time needed.
On hypothetical test (b), researcher has sufficient proof to decline H0, which means typing style affects significantly on
typing time needed
On hypothetical test (c), researcher has sufficient proof to decline H0, which means the interaction between keypad type
and typing style affect significantly toward typing time needed.
On hypothetical test (d), researcher has sufficient proof to accept H0, which means blocking between respondent does not
affects significantly on typing time needed.

Model assumption about residual normality (error) is fulfilled to make the model accurate enough to be used as baseline. The
other thing that should be put in consideration is R-square value about 88.80% which means 88.80% of existing variability in
typing effectiveness can be explained by the model. The correlation level is medium, showed by correlation degree (R)
= 0.942762
=
4.4.3.

Satisfaction

Figure 2: Satisfaction
Through the assessment of 6 satisfaction factors it is found that QWERTY keypad has feedback, design, and satisfaction value
higher that alphanumerical keypad. This indicates that esthetical value of QWERTY makes satisfaction level assessment of
user considerably high. For alphanumerical keypad, it has productivity, easiness to use, and easiness to learn value higher than
QWERTY keypad. This indicates that satisfaction value of alphanumerical keypad comes from its simplicity that makes its
user can be more productive.
5.

CONCLUSION

Based on conjoint analysis result, the combination of cellular phone factor for students is a cellular phone with candy bar
model (4 cm x 10 cm), QWERTY keypad design, touch screen navigation system, and screen size about 2-3 inch. The main
consideration factors for students in selecting their cellular phone are model, navigation button, dimension, keypad design, and
screen size. Considering market segmentation, there is difference in female and male preference when selecting cellular phone,
which lay in the cellular phone dimension. Based on usability keypad, it is resulted that the keypad type, either QWERTY or
alphanumerical do not affect significantly on typing effectiveness. However, QWERTY keypad has higher efficiency value
than alphanumerical keypad in typing sentence and symbol. While in typing number, alphanumerical keypad is much more
efficient. Aesthetical value of QWERTY keypad makes satisfaction assessment of user is higher because of its feedback and
design factor rather than alphanumerical keypad. On the other hand, the satisfaction value of alphanumerical keypad is high in
productivity, easiness to use, and easiness to learn value which makes the user can be more productive.
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ABSTRACT
Due to several advantages of conventional anthropometry methods, conventional anthropometry methods used tools such as
measuring sticks or calipers have endured to the present day and they are also still widely used in many researches. However,
the conventional methods are clumsy and time consuming. As the one of the solutions, utilizing two-dimensional images offers
an opportunity for covering the shortcoming of the conventional anthropometry methods. According to this explanation, a
digital anthropometric measurement system using two-dimensional images will be designed in this research. As the results of
the design process, hardware setting and customized software will be established. The hardware will be used for producing the
two-dimensional image that will be the input of the system, while the software will be used for processing the two-dimensional
image. By processing the image, several anthropometric dimensions can be determined. After that, for answering whether the
proposed system fulfills the requirements of the measurement system, accuracy and reliability test will be conducted. By using
this design, the proposed system can be used for measuring sixty anthropometric dimensions. Afterwards, according the results
of the accuracy and reliability test, the proposed system seems accurate and reliable. In addition, for increasing the accuracy of
several variables, it is better if when measuring using the proposed system, the measuring object wear special clothes such as
swimming head gear and swimwear.
Keywords
Anthropometry, two-dimensional images, accuracy and reliability tests

1. INTRODUCTION
Anthropometry can be defined as a science of human body dimension measurements [1]. The term of anthropometry comes
from two Greek words, anthropos that means human and metron that means measure [2]. Anthropometry is widely used by
ergonomic experts as the basis of product or layout dimensions [1] which is purposed for increasing the human well-being in a
system.
There are a variety of methods available for anthropometry measurements which range from highly sophisticated equipment
such as 3-D scanners to traditional tools [3]. Traditional or conventional anthropometry methods and tools use tools such as
measuring sticks or calipers [2]. Due to several advantages of this method, these conventional methods and tools have endured
to the present day and they are also still widely used in many researches [4], [3], [5]. [6]. In addition, these conventional
methods are the golden standard of anthropometry measurement because they are accurate and relatively cheaper than the other
advance tools like 3-D scanner [3].
Although the conventional ones seem very beneficial, the conventional methods have several disadvantages too. Kroemer et.
al. [7] stated that the traditional method is clumsy and time consuming. Not only that, measuring human dimensions using
conventional tools also makes part of the human body directly contacted with the measurement tools. According to that, Hung
et. al. [8] stated that the conventional methods are invasive methods.
As the one of the solutions, utilizing two-dimensional images offers an opportunity for covering the shortcoming of the
conventional anthropometry methods. By using a two-dimensional image, the measuring objects do not need directly contacted
with the measurement tools. In addition, producing the two-dimensional image of human body do not also need expensive and
sophisticated technology like 3-D scanner. It only needs a standard digital camera that may be one of the daily gadgets
nowadays.
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According to the previous explanations, a digital anthropometric measurement system using two-dimensional images will be
proposed in this research. As the results of the development process, hardware setting and software will be established. The
hardware following certain setting will be used for producing the two-dimensional image that will be the input of the system,
while the software will be used for processing the two-dimensional image. By processing the image, several anthropometric
dimensions can be determined. After that, for answering whether the proposed system fulfills the requirements of the
measurement system, validation and reliability test will be conducted. If the proposed system fulfills the requirements, it can be
stated that the proposed system is valid and reliable, so it can be used as an alternative for anthropometric measurement.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Anthropometric Dimensions
Sixty human body dimensions, both in standing and sitting posture will be accommodated in the proposed system. Several
body dimensions and measurement definitions, such as popliteal height and span, were adopted from Pheasant [9]. The sixty
body dimensions accommodated in the proposed system can be seen in Figure 1 and Table 1.
2.2. System Design
There are two main parts of the system design in this research: set the supporting hardware and create the system software.
Several hardware such as digital camera and tripod will be set up using a specific setting thus it can be used for capturing the
two-dimensional image of the objects. The two-dimensional images captured will be used as the input in the proposed system.
The hardware used in this research are Canon EOS 1000D digital DLSR camera, calibration board, tripod, and a computer with
a Pentium Core 2 Duo processor 1.83 GHz with 2 GB of RAM. The calibration board used in this research is a board that has a
length of 15 cm.
After that, if the hardware is used for producing the input, a customized software is needed for processing the input. The
software built in this research accommodates several functions that can be used to transform the two-dimensional images into
several anthropometric dimensions. The software will be built using Matlab R2009a software.

Figure : Anthropometric Dimensions

No
Name
Sitting position (from the back)
1
Shoulder Breadth (Biacromial)
2
Hip Breadth

Table 1: Name of the Anthropometric Dimensions
No
Name
No
3
Shoulder Height
2
4
Elbow Height
3
5
Hip Height
4

Name
Foot breadth
Sole length (up to little toe)
Sole breadth
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3
4
5

Shoulder Breadth (Bideltoid)
Waist Breadth
Elbow to elbow Breadth
Sitting position (from the rear)
1
Erectly sitting Height
2
Normal sitting height
3
Eye height (sitting)
4
Shoulder height (sitting)
5
Elbow height (sitting)
6
Backrest height
7
Waist height (sitting)
8
Abdominal depth (sitting)
9
Thigh breadth
10 Popliteal height
11 Upper limb length
12 Buttock knee length
Standing position
1
Stature
2
Eye Height

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2
3
4
5
1

Vertical grip reach (Standing)
Lower hand length
Knee height
Chest Depth
Abdominal Depth (Sitting)
Forward reach
Span
Hand
Thumb length
Index finger length
Middle finger length
Ring Finger length
Little finger length
Palm width
Total finger breadth
Hand breadth
Hand length
Foot
Foot Length

5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Hind foot breadth
Ankle height
Foot center height
Ankle length
Head
Head length
Head breadth
Maximum diameter of head
Chin to top of head length
Ear to top of head length
Ear to back of head length
Distance between ears
Eye to back of head length
Eye to top of head length
Distance between pupils
Nose to top of head length
Nose to back of head length
Mouth to top of head length
Mouth breadth

2.3. Accuracy and Reliability Test
Accuracy and reliability test on the system is intended to answer whether the proposed system fulfill the system requirements
or not. The first test carried out on the accuracy of the system measurement. Accuracy test aims to determine how close the
anthropometric measurements results from the proposed system compared with the conventional anthropometric measurement
results. Slightly different with the accuracy test, the reliability test aims to determine how consistence the anthropometric
measurements result using the proposed system.
To determine the accuracy level of the proposed system measurement, paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed rank test will be
performed. Paired t-test will be performed if the data are normally distributed, while Wilcoxon signed rank test will be
performed if the data are not normally distributed. If the value of the p-value is more than the confidence interval (in this case
we use 5%), it can be concluded that the proposed system is accurate.
After that, to determine the reliability of the proposed test-retest reliability will be used. Test-retest reliability will be done by
comparing two sets of measurement data using the proposed system. The data used for comparison must come from same
system operator. The proposed system can be reliable if there is no significance differences between the measurement results
on the first measurement compared with the second measurement. The differences between the first and the second
measurement will be established by performing paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Data used on the accuracy and reliability tests taken from measurement data from 12 objects. Each of objects will be measured
using the traditional tools and the proposed system. Due to the needs of reliability tests, measurement using the proposed
system will be done twice. Objects were 12 men with age range 21-23 years old (median = 22 years old). It consists of 9
Javanese, 2 Chinese, and 1 Sundanese.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. System Design Results
3.1.1. Hardware Setting
As mentioned before, several hardware such as digital camera and calibration board will be set up using specific setting, so
they can be used for producing the two-dimensional images. Several setting attempted in this proposed system are: (1) locating
the calibration board in the same line with the measuring object; (2) locating the camera attached in the tripod in front of the
measuring object. Illustration of the hardware setting can be seen in Figure 2. This setting will be used for capturing several
images representing the sixty anthropometrics dimensions.
3.1.2. Software Design
Each image captured will be inserted in the software. Illustration of the software interface can be seen in Figure 3. For
determining an anthropometric dimension, four landmarks need to be determined by the software operator. Two landmarks are
the end to end of the body landmarks representing the anthropometric dimension, while the rest of the two landmarks are the
end to end of the calibration board landmarks representing the calibration dimension. Both of the dimension units are pixel.
Illustration of these landmarks is shown in Figure 4.
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ďŽĂƌĚ
ĚŝŐŝƚĂů
ĐĂŵĞƌĂ

Figure 2 : Hardware Setting

Figure 3 : Software Interfaces (in Bahasa Indonesia)

calibration dimension
in pixel
Stature dimension
in pixel

Figure 3 : Four Landmarks representing the anthropometric and calibration dimension

After both of the anthropometric and calibration dimensions can be determined, by adding the actual dimension of the
calibration in millimeters, the actual anthropometric dimension in millimeters can be also determined. Illustration of this
equation is shown in Equation 1.
(1)
3.2. Accuracy and Reliability Test Result
3.2.1 Accuracy Test Results
Complete accuracy test results expressed using p-value of the paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed rank test are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Accuracy Test Results
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Name of Variable
Erectly sitting Height
Normal sitting height
Eye height (sitting)
Shoulder height (sitting)
Elbow height (sitting)
Backrest height
Waist height (sitting)
Abdominal depth (sitting)
Thigh breadth
Popliteal height
Upper limb length
Buttock knee length
Shoulder Breadth (Biacromial)
Hip Breadth
Shoulder Breadth (Bideltoid)
Waist Breadth
Elbow to elbow Breadth
Stature
Eye Height
Shoulder Height
Elbow Height
Hip Height
Vertical grip reach (Standing)
Lower hand length
Knee height
Chest Depth
Abdominal Depth (Sitting)
Forward reach
Span
Thumb length
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

p-value
Name of Variable
0.026*
Index finger length
0.108
Middle finger length
0.755
Ring Finger length
0.477
Little finger length
0.057
Palm width
0.583
Total finger breadth
0.350
Hand breadth
0.476
Hand length
0.609
Foot length
0.782
Foot breadth
0.220
Sole length (up to little toe)
0.421
Sole breadth
0.181
Hind foot breadth
0.037*
Ankle height
0.530
Foot center height
0.814
Ankle length
0.084
Head length
0.088
Head breadth
0.010*
Maximum diameter of head
0.609
Chin to top of head length
0.081
Ear to top of head
0.014*
Ear to back of head
0.138
Distance between ears
0.539
Eye to back of head
0.682
Eye to top of head
0.646
Distance between pupils
0.695
Nose to top of head
0.059
Nose to back of head
0.504
Mouth to top of head
0.145
Mouth Breadth
0.353
0.003
1.000
*Significant at p < 0.05

p-value
0.033*
0.074
0.223
0.705
0.059
0.365
0.136
0.036*
0.782
0.467
0.717
0.257
0.046*
0.091
0.572
0.411
0.474
0.341
0.003*
0.020*
0.665
0.141
0.928
1.000
0.008*
0.089
0.755
0.029*
0.969
0.073

According to Table 2, the p-value of the 49 dimensions is more than 0.05, while the rest of the p-value is less than 0.05. The
mean of p-value is 0.353, while the minimum and the maximum value of the p-value are 0.003 and 1.000.
3.2.2
Reliability Test Results
Complete reliability test results expressed using pearson’s or spearman’s correlation coefficient are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Test-retest Reliability
Name of Variable
Shoulder Breadth (Biacromial)
Hip Breadth
Shoulder Breadth (Bideltoid)
Waist Breadth
Elbow to elbow Breadth
Erectly Sitting Height
Normal sitting height
Eye height (sitting)
Shoulder height (sitting)
Elbow height (sitting)
Backrest height
Waist height (sitting)
Abdominal depth (sitting)
Thigh breadth
Popliteal height
Upper limb length
Buttock knee length

Correlation
Coefficient (r)
0.988
0.986
0.990
0.972
0.964
0.904
0.855
0.921
0.846
0.950
0.612
0.682
0.978
0.826
0.597
0.926
0.951

Name of Variable
Index finger length
Middle finger length
Ring Finger length
Little finger length
Palm width
Total finger breadth
Hand breadth
Hand length
Foot length
Foot breadth
Sole length (up to little toe)
Sole breadth
Hind foot breadth
Ankle height
Foot center height
Ankle length
Head length

Correlation
Coefficient (r)
0.924
0.978
0.857
0.956
0.943
0.913
0.945
0.982
0.981
0.942
0.946
0.728
0.854
0.705
0.832
0.895
0.900
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Name of Variable
Stature
Eye Height
Shoulder Height
Elbow Height
Hip Height
Vertical grip reach (Standing)
Lower hand length
Knee height
Chest Depth
Abdominal Depth (Sitting)
Forward reach
Span
Thumb Length
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

Correlation
Coefficient (r)
0.998
0.999
0.997
0.993
0.966
0.996
0.983
0.979
0.937
0.964
0.996
0.995
0.941
Ϭ͘ϴϵϴ
0.456
0.999

Name of Variable
Head breadth
Maximum diameter of head
Chin to top of head length
Ear to top of head
Ear to back of head
Distance between ears
Eye to back of head
Eye to top of head
Distance between pupils
Nose to top of head
Nose to back of head
Mouth to top of head
Mouth Breadth

Correlation
Coefficient (r)
0.723
0.761
0.948
0.914
0.862
0.875
0.873
0.924
0.878
0.888
0.876
0.909
0.456

According to Table 3, the correlation coefficients of the 59 dimensions are more than 0.500. The mean of the correlation
coefficient is 0.898, while the minimum and the maximum value of the correlation coefficient are 0.456 and 0.999.
3.3. Discussion
Based on the previous explanation, by using a specific hardware setting and a customized software, the proposed system has
been established for measuring the anthropometric dimensions. The proposed system can be used for measuring sixty
anthropometric dimensions as explained in the Figure 1 and Table 1.
After that, according to the results of accuracy and reliability tests, generally, the proposed system is accurate and reliable.
However, when it was used for measuring several dimensions such as erectly sitting height, hip breadth, eye height, hip height,
index finger length, hand length, hind foot breadth, maximum diameter of head, chin to top of head length, and nose to back of
head length, significant differences between the measurement results using the proposed system and the conventional methods
happen.
For several dimensions such as erectly sitting height, maximum diameter of head, chin to top of head length, and nose to back
of head length, the differences can occur because of the measuring object’s hair. When it measured using the traditional tools,
the caliper or the anthropometer can push the hair. However when captured using the digital camera the hair cannot be pushed.
After that, for the other dimensions such as hip breadth and hip height, the differences happen due to measuring object’s cloths.
The cloths of the objects make the body landmarks are difficult to find.
Slightly different with the result of the accuracy test, according to the results of the reliability test, the significant differences
between the two measurements only occurs in the mouth breadth dimension. It can occur because when the objects captured
for the first and the second image, the objects may change their mouth position.

4. CONCLUSION
By using the two-dimensional images as the input on the proposed system, a digital anthropometrics measurement system
has been established. The proposed system consists of the supporting hardware setting which is utilizing digital camera,
calibration board, and tripod and a customized software. By using this design, the proposed system can be used for measuring
sixty anthropometric dimensions. After that, according the results of the accuracy and reliability test, the proposed system
seems accurate and reliable. In addition, for increasing the accuracy of several variables, it is better if when measuring using
the proposed system, the measuring object wear special clothes such as swimming head gear and swimwear.
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ABSTRACT
Well designed elementary school desk and chair might accommodate in-classroom-learning process. How well designed a
school furniture can be assessed on its comfort, usability and aesthetic. On the previous research with 2000 elementary school
pupils in Surakarta as the sample, it had been concluded that those three requirements are not well considered in desk and chair
design. This research is purposed to optimize the function of elementary school desk and chair as one of education facilities by
proposing design alternatives. The alternatives that are designed ergonomically and aesthetically could be appropriate in
reaching learning goal. The research was conducted in several steps. It was started by reviewing anthropometric data from the
previous research. The data was used as basic reference in dimension for designing the furniture set. The next step was
evaluating the existing elementary school desk and chair in ergonomic and aesthetic aspects. The result shall support in
creating the more detail and applicative design. The design was made in 1:5 scale model. In three-dimensional model, it was
easier to assess its proportion and aesthetic. The assessment led to final design recommendation as the result of this research.
Keywords
Elementary school desk and chair, anthropometry, aesthetic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Elementary school desk and chair that are well designed might accommodate in-classroom-learning process. How well
designed a school furniture can be assessed on its comfort, usability and aesthetic. On the previous research [1], it had been
concluded that there has been a little attention of those three qualities requirement on current desk and chair design used in
Indonesia with schools in Surakarta as the sample.
The lack of anthropometric aspect considerations has been found on the unsuitable furniture dimension and pupil dimension.
The finding was tested with mannequin software compared with furniture used currently by the students. Similar research [2]
recommends desk and chair design; however it has not related to dimension and anthropometric issue. This in-appropriateness
has been discussed by some researches [3-13]. It may lead to student un-comfort sitting position during classroom activities
[14-16]. Another research results design prototype for desk and chair [17-20]. However, the design has not been tested in
laboratory or direct user assessment.
On the previous research [1], it has been found that the inappropriateness of desk and chair design with their function
especially related to student-centered in moving class learning method curricula. The furniture is presented in heavy and static
hence represents un-moveable design. Similar result has been presented [2] so it becomes one factor why student active
learning is hard to be applied [21] beside interior and building lay out [22]. Moreover, the additional facility for bag storage
seems not to be considered [23].
The last point of the research founding [1] is the appearance of the desk and chair that is less considering aesthetic aspect. They
are made in conventional design with small modification in color variation. There are some design improvement with
aesthetical variable but still do not fit with student anthropometry. The main result has recommended desk and chair dimension
based on pupil anthropometry.
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Based on the results, the next research was conducted to further explore in desk and chair function related to learning activity.
The function includes personal function to accommodate variation student body dimension and also moveable class learning
method. The result from previous research was re-assessed to find out the final data with considering functionality and
possibility for mass-producing. The second term research results prototype model for elementary school desk and chair that
can be a reference in making better school furniture.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
The first step of the second term research was begun with assessing anthropometry data gained from previous term. The data
was re-analyzed and re-classify in simple variation hence it might be more economical to be applied. The second step was
reviewing design recommendation from the first year with supervision from research partner team purposed to acquire more
ideal design recommendation. The third step was collecting and evaluating existing school desk and chair design in ergonomic
and aesthetic aspects. This evaluation will be compared to the design proposed by this research for creating more detail and
applicable design. The fourth step was conducting design workshop several times for creating design alternatives to be
discussed and developed. The recommended dimension was then used in the designs based on pupil anthropometry. Those
designs then were made in 1:5 scale models for easier visual evaluation. Some improvements are added before making it in 1:1
scale prototype. This prototype will be tested directly by the user in the next term research.

Figure 1: Reseach method

3. DISCUSSION
The discussion below is the report of the workshop session and design experimental process. Some possible design sketches
were assessed in their aesthetic approach. Assessment focused on material and finishing used in the relation with learning
process and goal to be achieved. Analysis concerned on how aesthetic approach can support functionality achievement. The
furniture should be moveable but in anthropometric and function consideration. This requirement was based on the need of
active learning activities for changeable classroom lay out.
3.1. Desk Design Alternatives
First and second desk designs combine two types of materials. The table clearance and drawer surface are made from wood.
The desk legs are made from iron in 1/2inch diameter. It will be covered by duco paint in grey color.
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Figure 2: Desk design model; first alternative (2 images on the left) and second alternative (2 images on the right)

The desk surface has an additional element for rubber for avoiding injuries in direct contact with sharp corner of the surface.
The second alternative has an additional leg cover that is made from wood. However, this component then is cancelled in
prototype model since it will raise the budget and not support attitude lesson for having polite sitting position.
In prototype model, the first design alternative is presented in half sliding surface of the top table proposed for writing and
other activities that might need wider clearance. The adjustable surface might be suitable with student hand reach. It makes the
student does not have to move the chair when needed [when need to stand for example] and might also minimize the lordosis
effect. When needed to be moved, the sliding surface can be totally pushed hence appropriate with child hand and easier to be
moved. Under the table drawer areabcan be made bigger that it used for the sliding surface works in solving minimal free
space need for knee height.

Figure 3: Desk design improvement; first alternative (left) and second alternative (right)

On the second desk, the design has static work surface. The storage is placed on the right side of under table area. Therefore,
the standing drawer must have enough width to put bag with books without disadvantage the need of free leg space under the
table. Side storage might be more accessible. Its static work surface might seem more realistic to deliver, easy maintenance and
simple construction system to be used in public facilities in such as public schools.
Table : Recommended dimension of desk design alternatives based on anthropometry data
Grade 1,2,3
Grade 4,5,6
Desk Dimension
Recommendation
Final
Recommendation
Final
Range
Dimension
Range
Dimension
Desk Length
minimum 37 cm
50 cm
minimum 42 cm
60 cm
Desk Width
45 - 62 cm
50 cm
54 - 71 cm
60 cm
Desk Height
maximum 57 cm
52.5 cm
maximum 77 cm
60 cm
Drawer Height (alternative 1)
10-15 cm
12 cm
10-15 cm
12 cm
Drawer Width (alternative 2)
10-15 cm
12 cm
10-15 cm
12 cm
Footrest height
10 cm
10 cm

2.1 Chair Design Alternatives
Chair design with two separated back support is purposed to accommodate a variety range of lumbar height with economical
consideration. This budget limitation might lead to inflexibility lumbar support in moving and dimension. It needs aesthetic
improvement as well.
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Figure 4: Chair design model; first alternative

In prototype model, the first design looks like conventional existing chair. The research result improve the design by giving
comfort in appropriateness with child anthropometry. This chair is the pair of the table with sliding work surface. Adjustable
requirement of the furniture has been represented by the table so the chair can be designed in static performance. Over
adjustment might not beneficial as pupil mobility has to be limited for learning process effectiveness.

Figure 5: Chair design improvement; first alternative (left) and second alternative (right)

The second design offers mobility advantage as it is paired with static work surface table. This chair can be moved forward or
backward so it is possible for the user to adjust his sitting position while studying. Wheels are placed on the back of chair legs
so it will easier to be moved. The wheels can be locked for safety purpose. The user only needs to stand, elevate the front part
of the sitting surface and pull it forward or push it backward. There are no wheels on the front chair legs. It is an effort to limit
the mobility that may disturb the learning process and endanger the user.
Table 2: Recommended dimension of chair design alternatives based on anthropometry data
Grade 1,2,3
Recommendation
Final
Range
Dimension

Grade 4,5,6
Recommendation
Final
Range
Dimension

maximum 27 cm

25 cm

maximum 31cm

30 cm

13 - 26 cm

22 cm

17 - 26 cm

24 cm

Seat Width

minimum 28 cm

30 cm

minimum 32 cm

35 cm

Seat Depth

maximum 32 cm

30 cm

maximum 37 cm

35 cm

Chair Dimension
Seat Height
Back Support Height
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4. CONCLUSION
Desk and chair redesigning for Indonesia elementary school of this research has considered function, comfort, dimension, and
aesthetic aspect. The result can be alternatives to be applied although it still needs to be redeveloped. The crucial problem of
the design process is the difficulty of fulfilling ergonomic requirement with low production budget. Therefore, it can be a
further research to explore potential local material that might be affordable and applicable to accommodate active learning
method.
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ABSTRACT
UPH library website is one of the supporting media for teaching and learning process at UPH. Therefore, the content of library
website should be designed in such a way for ease of use by students. Over the past, the usability of UPH library website was
not known. Therefore, this study is conducted to evaluate the usability of UPH library website based on WEBUSE indicator. In
addition, experimentation is conducted to test the ease of use of several website features. A questionnaire is used to determine
the usability level of library website. Based on the results of the questionnaires, it is known that the usability of library website
for three categories, which are: content, organization and readability; Navigation and links; as well as Performance and
Effectiveness are moderate. With each usability point respectively are 0.60; 0.59 and 0.58. For user interface category, UPH
library website is assessed to have good usability level (0.640). Experiments are carried out to determine the usability problems
directly, by observing respondents when they are doing several tasks using UPH library website. Based on the experimental
results, it is known that the respondents are still facing difficulties to use some features available on the UPH library website.
This can be known from the low effectiveness (average task score = 51.67 out of 100) and low efficiency (the average
completion time is 5 times longer than expert time and the average number of clicks required is 2-3 times more than the expert
click). Some of the problems found are the search function that does not work, the location for important information is on the
bottom side and there are some uncommon names of menus or less likely to represent the content.
Keywords
usability, website library, WEBUSE indicator

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet is widely used in education since it makes it easy for students to access any information without the need to travel long
distances. One way to know whether a website is easy to use is by doing usability testing. Usability is closely related to the
interaction between the user and the computer (human-computer interaction). UPH library website is supposed to be useful for
students to get any information regarding learning media, such as books and journals. UPH library website is often used by
students who do their thesis. Over the past, the usability level of UPH website library has not been known. Therefore this
research is conducted to measure the usability level of UPH library website from different aspects, such as navigation, content
and website structure. By conducting usability test, it is known which functions or features are not user-friendly enough so that
they could be improved. The improvements are expected to increase the utilization of UPH website library. There were some
previous researches about website usability test. Jumeno and Putri [1] studied the usability testing of website by using 9
variables, which were accessibility; feedback mechanism; navigation link; update information; simplicity; user freedom,
control and help; consistency and visibility of website structure; readability and aesthetics of website; and learnability and
memorability. Nawangpalupi [2] studied website car sharing by using 3 variables, which were effectiveness, efficiency and
user satisfaction. Meanwhile Chiew and Salim [3] used a combination of methods to develop Website Usability Evaluation
Tool (WEBUSE). WEBUSE is chosen as a tool to measure the usability level of UPH website library.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
The research method consists of six steps as follows:
2.1 Problem identification and formulation
One of the supporting facilities for learning process in higher education is library website. Students can use this website to find
any information needed. Website should be designed properly so that the users are able to gather the needed information easily.
Therefore, it is important to measure the usability level of UPH library website so that it could be known which features need
improvement and how the students could find any information easier.
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2.2 Research objective determination
This research aims to measure the usability level of UPH library website by using WEBUSE indicator. From the result, any
problems related to the website usability will be identified so that improvement could be proposed. The website usability will
be classified into 4 categories, which are: content, organization and readability; navigation and link; user interface design;
performance and effectiveness [3]. The description of each category is as follows [4]:
1. Content, Organization, and Readability describes website material contents, organization and updating, and defines how
much these contents are clear, easy to find and read.
2. Navigation and link defines how clear and consistent is the navigation mechanisms used in the website.
3. User Interface defines different interface issues such as the availability and helpfulness commands, menus design, and the
use of Graphical User Interface (GUI) designs.
4. Performance and Effectiveness defines how much time, and how many steps, are required for people
to complete online basic tasks?
From all categories, it can be determined which category is less optimal. Furthermore, an experiment will be conducted to
identify any problems happen during the usage of UPH library website.
2.3 Data collection method
Data are collected by distributing questionnaires using purposive random sampling. Questionnaires are distributed to
respondents, UPH active students from third semester onwards, who have used UPH library website before. The target students
are chosen from UPH Business School, Faculty of Social and Political Science, Faculty of Design and Planning as well as
Faculty of Industrial Technology, because the total number of active students from those four faculties reaches 63% of total
UPH students. The questionnaire consists of two parts. The first part consists of 7 questions to know the characteristics of UPH
library website users as well as their purpose in using the website. The second part is the WEBUSE questionnaire. The
questionnaire consists of 24 questions with possible answer from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. All of the 24
questions are classified into 4 main categories, which are Content, Organization and Readability; Navigation and Links; User
Interface Design; Performance and Effectiveness. The minimum number of sample required is calculated using a formula,
below: n = 1 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………(1)
α2
With significance level (α =0.1), the minimum number of sample was 100.

2.4 Questionnaire data processing
Each answer from respondent is converted to usability merit according to the matrix shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Options for WEBUSE Questionnaires and Corresponding Merits [3]

Option
Merit

Strongly disagree
0.00

Disagree
0.25

Fair
0.50

Agree
0.75

Strongly agree
1.00

The merits are then accumulated based on the four usability categories. Mean value for each category is considered as the
usability point for that category. Overall website usability point is the mean value of usability points for the four categories.
Usability point for a category, x, is defined as [3]:
x = [ ¦(Merit for each question of the category) ] / [ number of questions ]……………………………….(2)
Usability level is determined by the usability points (as shown in Table 2)
Table 2: Usability Points and Corresponding Usability Levels [3]

Point, x
Level Usability

0x0.2
Bad

0.2<x0.4
Poor

0.4<x0.6
Moderate

0.6<x0.8
Good

0.8<x1.0
Excellent

The last step is calculating Cronbach alpha coefficient, α. This coefficient is used to test the reliability of WEBUSE. The
greater the coefficient means the more reliable the measurement. When the questionnaire is found reliable, then the result of
usability level for each category will be used as a based to develop some tasks for the experiment. Tasks are developed
according to the category that has the lowest usability level, so that the experiment can be conducted toward the right direction.
2.5 Experiment
Experiment is conducted by using laptop, CamStudio software (to record all screen activity), question sheet, questionnaire and
internet connection (to access UPH library website). The respondents are students who have used UPH library website before.
In this experiment, the chosen respondents are students from industrial engineering class of 2008 and 2009. Respondents are
asked to complete some tasks by using UPH library website. After they completed the task, they need to fill the questionnaire
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regarding the problems faced during the experiment. Evaluation of website usability is based on three parameters, which are:
score, time of completion, and the number of clicks to complete the tasks. These three parameters are used to measure two
aspects, which are effectiveness and efficiency.
2.6 Analysis of experiment’s result
The result of the experiment is presented by using descriptive statistics. Analysis of the result is based on the three parameters
used in the experiment. Based on the questionnaire distributed among the respondents, some usability problems can be
identified, and the suggested improvement can be determined. After doing the analysis, the conclusion can be drawn regarding
the usability level of UPH library website.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Analysis of Questionnaire
The total number of distributed questionnaire is 244, but only 234 questionnaires are completely filled in so that they can be
processed further. The first part of the questionnaire shows the characteristics of the respondents. Majority of the respondents
are female (63%). Most of the respondents access the UPH library website from their own laptop (86%). About 53% of the
respondents are students in 7th semester. Majority of the respondents have accessed the library website to search for and read
the journal. Most of them only use library website once or twice in a semester.
The second part of the questionnaire is WEBUSE questionnaire. The 234-participant response for 24-question showed that the
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient took value that was greater than 0.6 (0.9288). This implies that the evaluation is reliable. The
usability point is calculated for each category by using formula 2 and the usability level is determined according to table 2. The
result of usability point and level for each category can be seen in table 3.
Table 3: Usability Level for UPH website library
Category

Content,
Organization
and
Readability

Navigation
and links

User Interface

Performance
and
effectiveness

Usability Criteria

Point

This website contains most of my interest material and topics and they are
up-to-date.
I can easily find what I want at this website
The content of this website is well organized
Reading content at this website is easy.
I am comfortable and familiar with the language used
I need not scroll left and right when reading at this website
I can easily know where I am at this website
This website provides useful cues and links for me to get the desired
information
It is easy to move around at this website by using the links or back button
of the browser
The links at this website are well maintained and updated.
The website does not open too many new browser windows when I am
moving around.
Placement of links or menu is standard throughout the website and I can
easily recognize them
I am comfortable with the colors used at this website.
This website contains no feature that irritates me such as scrolling or
blinking text and looping animations.
This website has a consistent feel and look.
This website does not contain too many Web advertisements.
The design of the website makes sense and it is easy to learn how to use it
This website’s interface design is attractive.
I can easily distinguish between visited and not-visited links.
I can access this website most of the time.
This website responds to my actions as expected.
It is efficient to use this website.
This website always provides clear and useful messages when I don’t
know how to proceed.
I need not wait too long to download a file or open a page.

0.59

Usability
Level
Moderate

0.55
0.61
0.60
0.61
0.63
0.55
0.58

Moderate
Good
Moderate
Good
Good
Moderate
Moderate

0.65

Good

0.65
0.65

Good
Good

0.48

Moderate

0.58
0.70

Moderate
Good

0.68
0.73
0.64
0.52
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.53

Good
Good
Good
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

0.58

Moderate

Usability level
for category

Moderate
(0.60)

Moderate
(0.59)

Good
(0.64)

Moderate
(0.58)

From table 3, it is known that the usability level for three categories, which are content, organization and readability;
navigation and links; as well as performance and effectiveness are moderate with each usability point respectively are 0.60,
0.59, and 0.58. Meanwhile the usability level for user interface category is good (0.64). For content, organization and
readability category, the usability criteria that has the lowest point is “I can easily find what I want in this website” (0.55). The
lowest usability point for navigation and links category is for “Placement of links or menu is standard throughout the website
and I can easily recognize them” (0.48). For user interface category, the lowest usability point is 0.52 for criteria: “This
website’s interface design is attractive.” For the last category, performance and effectiveness, the criteria that has the lowest
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point is “This website always provides clear and useful messages when I don’t know how to proceed.” Based on the above
result, none of the four categories have excellent usability level (usability point> 0.8). Therefore improvement is needed to
increase the usability point for each category.
3.2 Analysis of experiment’s result
Based on the result of WEBUSE questionnaire, 6 tasks are developed to be included in the experiment. All tasks represent the
functions which are often used by student when they access the library website. The six tasks are as follows:
1. Find out the information regarding the operational time of the UPH Central Library.
(Category: navigation and links; criteria: “This website provides useful cues and links for me to get the desired
information”)
2. Download an article that has been determined from a specified journal.
(Category: performance and effectiveness; criteria: ”This website responds to my actions as expected.”)
3. Search for the information regarding the number of room types provided in the library, then go back to the front page and
find out the title of book of the month.
(Category: navigation and links; criteria:” I can easily know where I am at this website.”)
4. Search for and record the status of a book, including call number, published year, and loan status.
(Category: performance and effectiveness; criteria:” This website always provides clear and useful messages when I don’t
know how to proceed.”)
5. Find out the information regarding the total amount of borrowed books and loan duration for undergraduate student
(Category: content, organization and readability; criteria:” Reading content at this website is easy.”)
6. Search for the main steps required to top-up smart card in order to pay the loan penalty
(Category: content, organization, and readability; criteria:” I can easily find what I want at this website.”)
The time allocated for completing each task is 3 minutes, based on the previous experiment conducted by Augustine and
Greene [5].
In this experiment, there are 3 parameters to be measured, which are the number of task correctly done, time of completion,
and the number of clicks needed. According to Nielsen [6], usability test with at least 15 users is needed to discover all the
usability problems in the design. The chosen respondents are 20 undergraduate students (5th and 7th semester) from Industrial
Engineering Department. The completion time is measured in second. The number of clicks is observed through CamStudio
software.
Based on ISO 9241-11:1998 [7], there are three aspects to be measured in usability testing, which are: effectiveness,
efficiency, and satisfaction. In this experiments two aspects are chosen, which are: effectiveness and efficiency.
3.2.1 Effectiveness aspect
In this experiment, effectiveness is measured by giving score for each correct answer (accuracy and completeness). The
maximum score for all six tasks is 100, so each correctly answered task is given 16.67 point. From all of the respondents, none
has got 100 points. The minimum score is 16.67 (only 1 correct answer) and the maximum score is 83.33. The average score is
51.67 with standard deviation of 17.85. This result shows that the effectiveness of UPH library website is quite low. The
number of respondents (in percent) who have completed the task correctly is shown in table 4.
Table 4: The number of respondents (%) who have completed the task correctly
Task no.
1
2
3
4
5
6

% respondents that answer correctly
95%
25%
60%
30%
85%
15%

From table 4, it is known that three tasks (number 6, 2 and 4) have very low percentage of correct answers. Based on the
observation during the experiment, there are some usability problems faced by the respondents when they tried to do those
tasks, as follows:
1. For task number 6 (how to top-up smart card):
• The location of information regarding top-up smart card is on the bottom side of the home page.
• The term used in the library website is “cash-card”, whereas students are more familiar with the term “smart-card”
• Search engine is not functioning well.
2. For task number 2 (download a journal article):
• There are two sub-menus under the menu “resources”, which are: e-resources and periodicals. E-Resources consist of
digital library, online database (for e-journal) and recommended links. Meanwhile the sub-menu periodicals consist of
journal (for local and UPH published journal only) and magazine. The term “journal” used only for local and UPH
published journal lead to ambiguity.
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• The usage of patron barcode as login password to access e-journal. Students are not familiar with their own patron
barcodes and the option for getting the password through phone is not practical (see figure 1).

Figure 1: E-Resources Access Login

3. For task number 3 (record for the status of a book):
• Menu “search” at the top right corner of the home page is not functioning.
• The keyword used for searching menu UPH catalog is less sensitive. For example: if the student types the first word of
the book title “Goldratt’s”, the result is “sorry no match found.” The result will be different if he types” Goldratt” as the
keyword for title.
• Menu “search by subject” is not functioning.
3.2.2 Efficiency aspect
In this experiment, efficiency is measured by recording the completion time and the number of clicks required for completing
the task. The result of average time as well as expert time for completing each task correctly is shown in figure 2. Expert time
is the minimum time needed by the researcher (the person who creates the task) to complete the task.
average time

expert time

140.00
123.00

completion time (s)

120.00
94.17

100.00
80.00

71.24

69.67

60.00

50
36.26

40.00

29.67
15

20.00

15

10

5

8

0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

task number

Figure 2: Completion time for each task

According to figure 2, it is known that the average completion time is significantly longer than expert time. The ratio of
average time to expert time is about 5: 1. Another measurement for efficiency aspect is the number of clicks required to
complete the task. The comparison between the average click and the expert click can be seen in figure 3.
10

9.2

9

number of clicks

8
7

6

6
4.8

5

4.2

4

expert click

3.7

3

3
2

average click

4.8

2

1.7
1

1

1

1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

task number

Figure 3: Number of clicks required to complete the task
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Figure 3 shows that the largest amount of clicks is for completing task number 2. If figure 3 is compared with the previous one
(figure 2), they will show similar trend. It means that the results are consistent. The more the number of clicks it takes, the
longer the time of its completion. Based on figure 3, it is also known that there are significant differences between average
click and the expert click. The average number of clicks required by the respondents to complete the task is about 2-3 times
more than the expert clicks. Both results show that the UPH library website is less efficient.
3.3 Suggested improvements
Based on all the problems faced during the experiment, here are some suggestions for improvement:
1. Put the important information such as “how to top-up smart card” on the navigation bar. It is better to use more familiar
term, such as “smart-card” rather than unfamiliar one (“cash-card”).
2. Make the search engine available on the library website properly functioned. Students usually try to find any information
by using search engine.
3. Do not use ambiguous term, such as “journal” for local published journal only, since the published international journal is
called “journal” as well. It is better to use the term “periodicals” for all paper- based journals, to differentiate them from ejournal (electronic journal).
4. If possible, use more familiar password for accessing the e-resources (such as: birth date) instead of patron barcode. If it is
not possible to use another password, provide any other means for obtaining the password, for example through e-mail.
5. Add some hints to use the catalog search. An example of catalog search hints can be seen in figure 4. Besides adding hints,
make sure that all the search option is functioning properly.

Figure 4: An example of catalog search hints

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the results of processing the WEBUSE questionnaires for 234 respondents, it is known that the usability level of
UPH library website for category: content, organization and readability (0.60); Navigation and links (0.59); as well as
Performance and Effectiveness (0.58) is moderate. For user interface category, UPH library website is assessed to have good
usability level (0.640). Experiments are carried out to determine the usability problems directly, by observing 20 respondents
completed six tasks using UPH library website. Based on the experimental results, it is known that the respondents are still
facing difficulties to use some features available on the UPH library website. This can be known from the low effectiveness of
UPH library website, since the average task score is 51.67 out of 100. The experiment results also showed that the average
completion time is 5 times longer than the expert time and the average number of clicks required is 2-3 times more than the
expert click. These measurements indicate that some functions in UPH library website have low efficiency. Some of the
problems found are the search function that does not work, the location for important information is on the bottom side and
there are some uncommon names of menus or less likely to represent the content.
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ABSTRACT
As Introduction, Brain research has reached and contributed to Engineering, and Social Sciences in term of Strategic
Management. This paper limits its research discussion in term of i. Neuro Strategy, and ii. Industrial and Systems Engineering
for enhancement of Human Life and Environment. Furthermore, as Problem, there is the need to balance between the Systems
and the Human Consideration, specifially form Neuro Strategy. Then, as methodology through Malcolm Baldrige Criteria and
Strategic Choice, this paper relates the concept, theoretical aspects and managerial implications of Neuro Strategy, Industrial
and Systems Engineering that refers to Malcolm Baldrige Criteria 2011-2012 toward Performance Excellence, Innovation and
Sustainability Perspectives. As the Result of analysis and calculation of equations, this paper emphasize on the importance of
Sustainability, and refer to the Future Research of Decision Making Implementation through Neuro Strategy. In term of Neuro
Strategy, Powel, T.C (2011) in his paper examines the potential fit pertaining between Neuro Strategy in term of Neuroscience
and Strategic Management. Both executive judgment and decision making are indispensable to i. Proceed to Performance
Excellence, Innovation and Sustainability; ii. Revisit Psychological foundations of dynamic capabilities, Hodgkinson and
Healey (2011), iii. Elaborate Unit of Analysis according to Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece, 1994 as scholars in term of the
question in strategic management whether processes within the individual brain can really inform research that take the firm
and industry as its primary unity of analysis. In term of Systems Engineering, the paper of Smartt and Ferreira (2011) indicated
that The strategic application of systems engineering can lead to sustained competitive advantage for an organization.
Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The philosophy of Strategy can be related to the Brain Research. Furthermore, it is indispensable to relate Psychological
Foundations of Strategic Management toward the mentioned Brain Research. Brain research has reached and contributed to
Engineering, and Social Sciences in term of Strategic Management. This paper limits its research discussion in term of i. Neuro
Strategy, and ii. Industrial and Systems Engineering for enhancement of Human Life and Environment. This paper relates the
concept, theoretical aspects and managerial implications of Neuro Strategy (NS), Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE)
that eventually refers to Malcolm Baldrige Criteria 2011-2012 (MBC 2011-2012) toward Performance Excellence (PE),
Innovation (INNO) and Sustainability (SUST) Perspectives, that is abbreviated as Performance-Innovation-Sustainabilty (PIS).
NS and ISyE constitutes the building block for MBC and its PIS. First, In term of NS, Other than MBC and its PIS, The
highlighted discussion refers to the Decision Making and Approximate Decision Programming to make better Decision
Making, according to Powell,W. B. (2009, p.239) as relate to available approaches using Operations Research solving the a.
Simulation Optimization, b. Rolling Horizon Procedures, and c. Dynamic programming. The focus on this paper pertaining the
Decision Making and Approximate Decision Programming (ADP). In term of Dynamic Programming, the equation (1) refers
to the Markov Decision Processes using standard form of Bellman’s Equation of

(1)

and Equation (2) of its expectation form of Bellman’s Equation of
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(2)

, where where St+1 = SM(St , xt ,Wt+1), and the expectation is over the random variable Wt+1. Vt(St ) is the value function (in
control theory this is represented by J and is called the costto-go function) which gives the expected value of being in state St
at time t and following an optimal policy forward, according to Powell, W.B (2009, p. 240).Second, In term of ISyE, Other
than MBC and its PIS, The highlighted discussion refers to discussion of Industrial and Systems Engineering and Its Analysis
by Blanchard and Fabrycky ( 2011) and General Framework for Systems Engineering Strategy by Smartt and Ferreira (2011).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Neuro Strategy
In term of Neuro Strategy, Powell, T.C (2011) in his paper examines the potential fit pertaining between Neuro Strategy in
term of Neuroscience and Strategic Management. The mentioned Strategy Management is about the strategic management
interest in executive judgment and decision making and in the psychological foundations of strategy practice according to
Hodgkinson and Healey (2011). Both executive judgment and decision making are indispensable to i. Proceed to Performance
Excellence, Innovation and Sustainability; ii. Revisit Psychological foundations of dynamic capabilities, Hodgkinson and
Healey (2011), iii. Elaborate Unit of Analysis according to Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece, 1994 as scholars in term of the
question in strategic management whether processes within the individual brain can really inform research that take the firm
and industry as its primary unity of analysis.
Industrial and Systems Engineering
In term of Systems Engineering, the paper of Smartt(2011) indicated that The strategic application of systems engineering can
lead to sustained competitive advantage for an organization. Furthermore Smartt and Ferreira (2011) refers to the framework
that defines a state-based model for systems engineering strategy. States are grouped by organization, environment, product or
service, and systems engineering process characteristics. These characteristics provide an extensive set of considerations for
making a strategic decision related to systems engineering. Smartt and Ferreira (2011) explicitly mentions that decision makers
are able to apply the framework to make more informed choices that ultimately will lead to an organization’s long-term
survival, which is known in this paper as Sustainability.

3. METHODOLOGY
Several steps of the Methodology in this paper comprises the 1. Clarifying the Research Questions; 2. Research Design
Strategy ( Data Collection Design and Sampling Design); 3. Data Analysis and Interpretation, 4. Research Findings and 5.
Decision. Methodology and Discussion through several steps in this paper emphasize on generalized concept and scope of the
problem, this paper has research questions toward the Antecedent, Behavior and Consequences of all discussion about Neuro
Strategy, Industrial and Systems Engineering, Performance Excellence, Innovation and Sustainability. As scope of objectives,
this Methodology and Discussion in this paper emphasize on generalized concept of Neuro Strategy, Industrial and Systems
Engineering to support the Malcolm Baldrige Criteria 2011-2012 to reach the goals. The mentioned goals refer to the
Performance Excellence, Innovation and Sustainability Perspectives of its unit of analysis. In this paper, Confirmatory Factor
Analysis (CFA) was utilized to investigate constructs’ reliability and validity, while Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) were
utilize to examine relationship among constructs that relate the effect of Neuro Strategy, Industrial and Systems Engineering.
Second, the mentioned effect refers to the Malcolm Baldrige Criteria toward Performance, Innovation and Sustainability.

4. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Neuro Strategy
In term of Neuro Strategy, Powell, T.C (2011) in his paper examines the potential fit pertaining between Neuro Strategy in
term of Neuroscience and Strategic Management. The mentioned Strategy Management is about the strategic management
interest in executive judgment and decision making and in the psychological foundations of strategy practice according to
Hodgkinson and Healey (2011). Brain research has reached and contributed to Engineering, and Social Sciences in term of
Strategic Management. It is indispensable to relate Psychological Foundations of Strategic Management toward the mentioned
Brain Research and the following Dynamic Capabilities in Table 1.
Industrial and Systems Engineering
In term of Systems Engineering, the paper of Smartt and Ferreira (2011) indicated that The strategic application of systems
engineering can lead to sustained competitive advantage for an organization. In Figure 1, Smartt and Ferreira (2011) refers to
the framework that defines a state-based model for systems engineering strategy. Subsequently, various references enriched the
mentioned Smartt’s Framework in Table2, pertaining the Systems Engineering Process Characteristics.
Table 1: Psychological Foundations of Dynamic Capabilities Revisited
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Figure 1: Overview of Framework for Systems Engineering Strategy

Table 2: Systems Engineering Process Characteristic
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Malcolm Baldrige and Performance Excellence
Generalized concepts of Malcolm Baldrige and its seven criteria, in Figure 2, are referring to three pillars in Business, Health
Care and Higher Education. Furthermore, posterior to the mentioned generalized concept, specifically the result of this paper
conveys discussion on the Malcolm Baldrige Criteria for Business that generates beneficial aspects for theoretical development
and managerial implication in Indonesia. Data collection pertaining Company’s Malcolm Baldrige Criteria and its Performance
Excellence, is conducted using both Primary and Secondary Method. For Primary Method, the interview process is conducted,
along with the survey that relate to the Management of The Company. For Secondary Method, the analysis is referring to the
Annual Report from the listed company in Jakarta Stock Exchange ( www.idx.co.id ).Other information is originated from the
Indonesian Quality Award Foundation
( IQA ) www.indonesianqualityaward.org that since 2006 has conducted and
provided the Indonesian Quality Award.

Figure 2: Malcolm Baldrige 2011 – 2012 Criteria

Innovation and Sustainability Perspectives
Prahalad, Nidumolu and Rangaswami (2009) raise question and discuss why sustainability is now the key driver of innovation.
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The same question and discussion constitute the ground for this paper, incorporating the Innovation and Sustainability, with the
holistic discussion of NS and ISyE toward MBC and its PIS. The further focus of discussion refers to Decision Making and
Approximate Dynamic Programming.
Decision Making and Approximate Dynamic Programming
Decision making constitutes important elements in the discussion of this paper, as previously the discussion refers to NS and
ISyE that are related to the MBC and its PIS. Precisely, in term of Strategic Choice in Figure 1, as refer to the Innovation and
Sustainability. In term of that Strategic Choice; It is deemed indispensable to be aware of the Initial State Characteristics prior
to move forward to Subsequent State Characteristics that require careful assessment in term of Decision Making and its
Systems Engineering Process Characteristics, as illustrated in Table 2. Malcolm Baldrige and Performance Excellence are
deemed as holistic approach as this MB and PE, not only refer to the Results but also refer and carefully assess the Process that
lead to the intended Results. The state does not stop to any result, but also proceed subsequent level that lead to the Innovation
and Sustainability.
Prior Equations (1) and (2) respectively constitute the baseline for further discussion on the Decision Making. The first
equation refers the Markov Decision Processes using standard form of Bellman’s Equation and the latter equation refers
expectation form of Bellman’s Equation. Both Equations are beneficial to tackle Decision Making that involves Uncertainty.
Powell, W.B (2009, p. 239) indicates that there is a wide range of problems that involve making decisions over time, usually
in the presence of different forms of Uncertainty. By Analogy in operations research , the consideration is that system as being
in a state St , from which take an action xt and observation of new information Wt+1lead to a new state St+1. The Policy
Representation for making a decision is using the function Xʌ (St ). The assumption is that there is a transition function SM ,
known as the “system model” or merely “model” which describes how a system evolves from St to St+1. Powel, W.B (2009, p.
239) mentioned that The dynamics of problem can then be described using

(3)
(4)

Powell, W.B (2009, p. 239) assumes that there is a choice of decision functions Xʌ where ʌ ı _ designates a particular
function or policy and use decision function and policy interchangeably. Posterior to making a decision xt , it is assumed cost
is given by C(St , xt ) which usually depends on the state. Several contribution about Wt+1, in which case it would be written
C(St , xt ,Wt+1). The ultimate goal is to find the best policy ʌ ı _ that solves

(5)

where Ȗ is a discount factor. The form of an expectation is needed, because the information variable Wt is random,at times
before time t .
Further elaboration in term of theoretical approach and managerial implication on Decision Making pertaining Approximate
Dynamic Programming (ADP ) approximate dynamic programming (ADP). Powell, W.B (2009, p. 240) refer to the available
references in form of book that are represented by three dedicated topics. First, Neuro-Dynamic Programming is a primarily
theoretical treatment of the field using the language of control theory; Second, Reinforcement Learning describes the field
from the perspective of artificial intelligence/computer science; and Third, Approximate Dynamic Programming uses the
language of operations research, emphasizing on the high dimensional problems that typically characterize the problems in this
community. Judd (1989) provides a nice discussion of approximations for continuous dynamic programming problems that
arise in economics, and Haykin is an in-depth treatment of neural networks, with a chapter devoted to their use in dynamic
programming.

5. CONCLUSION
The philosophy of Strategy can be related to the Brain Research. Furthermore, it is indispensable to relate Psychological
Foundations of Strategic Management toward the mentioned Brain Research. Brain research has reached and contributed to
Engineering, and Social Sciences in term of Strategic Management. This paper limits its research discussion in term of i. Neuro
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Strategy, and ii. Industrial and Systems Engineering for enhancement of Human Life and Environment. This paper relates the
concept, theoretical aspects and managerial implications of Neuro Strategy (NS), Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE)
that eventually refers to Malcolm Baldrige Criteria 2011-2012 (MBC 2011-2012) toward Performance Excellence (PE),
Innovation (INNO) and Sustainability (SUST) Perspectives, that is abbreviated as Performance-Innovation-Sustainabilty (PIS).
In term of NS and ISyE, further discussion pertaining Decision Making need to be elaborated toward Decision Making
Uncertainty and Decision Making Biases. The first, has been discussed by Powell, W.B (2009, p. 239) as relate to the
Approximate Dynamic Programming. The latter, has been discussed by Smith and Bahill (2009, p. 130 ) pertaining attributes
substitution in Systems Engineering. Furthermore Smith and Bahill (2009, p. 130) mentioned that Cognitive biases affect
decision making in systems engineering (SE). Daniel Kahneman, 2002 Nobel laureate for his pioneering studies of cognitive
biases in economic decision making, describes many disparate cognitive biases as abstractly belonging to one higher-level
bias, that of attribute substitution.
Other than NS and ISyE, as relate to PIS and other than Decision Making Uncertainty and Decision Making Biases; it is
indispensable to highlight the discussion on Sustainability. According to Smith and Bahill (2009, p. 136) Sustainability refers
to the potential for a system to be supported materially and technologically over an extended period of time. Yet, in this paper
the Sustainability need to be viewed in wider thinking, across the Systems Engineering and include all aspects of Cognitive
Thinking in NS and ISyE that relate to Strategic Management.
As Future Research, Prior to have Sustainability, It is indispensable to consider the Decision Making Implementation. Not
many existed paper discussed this Implementation, along with the NS and ISyE that relate to PIS and eventually Strategic
Management. Thus, It is indispensable to elaborate in more thorough discussion and consideration this aspect of
Implementation. Yet, it is important to differentiate the implementation in Neuroscience in experiments versus in firms,
according to Powell, T.C (2011, p.1498). Precisely, Powell indicated that In Neuroscience experiments, the choices are often
difficult, but implementation is trivial; In firms, implementation is usually more difficult than decision making, requiring
motivation, resource mobilization, and major project implementation. Strategic decisions are often implemented partially,
unsuccessfully, or not at all.
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ABSTRACT
Ergonomics interest is more focuses on the human quality of life; therefore, it is very important to apply it in any kind
activities, included in production process. But unfortunately, industries put on ergonomics mostly for product design or the
product user only and forgot about the designer or the workers during the engineering design and construction processes. The
main objective of this paper is to define how important is comprehensive ergonomics for all workers during engineering design
and construction process. The proposed framework and data processing approach comprised of three major stages: 1)
literature gathering and screening (textbooks, articles-journals, and the previous researches), 2) data analyzing, and 3)
writing the literature review by providing an arguments. Data analyzing divided into four main aspects: a) workers characters
(age, gender, and fitness), b) task (work load, man-machine interaction, and work station), c) physical environment
(microclimate, noise, dust, vibrator, and lighting), and d) organization (work-rest schedule, nutrition, and information system),
both for design and construction process. Result showed that for engineering design process, the ergonomics problems are
mostly about work station especially human computer interface, lighting, work-rest schedule, nutrition, and working behavior.
Furthermore, the most problem for construction process are physical work load, man-machine interaction, working posture,
physical environment (heat stress, noise, vibrator, and dust), and work-rest schedule. This paper provides the basic
ergonomics concept that should be considered in design and construction processes to protect the workers from ergonomics
hazards, especially in the developing countries where ergonomics has not well known yet, such as Indonesia. It is also
emphasize that applying ergonomics could provide safety, healthy, comfort, efficient and productive work condition that finally
increase the welfare and quality of life, both for the workers and management.
Keywords: Comprehensive ergonomics, design, construction, processes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Industry becomes the most important sector of economy in the world. Many strategic plans were obtain and all
efforts were focused to support this sector. High technology has been imported and applied to meets it goal, but unfortunately,
the consideration in building the program, including the system, mostly about economics and technology only, and less
consideration about human factors or ergonomics point of view, especially in developing countries such as Indonesia.
However, it has become more and more popular. Many products have been designed with ergonomics consideration, but
industries put on ergonomics mostly for product design or the product user only and forgot about the designer or the workers
during the design and construction processes.
Ergonomics (or human factors) is the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of the interactions among humans
and other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theoretical principles, data and methods to design in order to
optimize human well being and overall system [1]. It means that ergonomics interest is more focuses on all aspect of human
activities. Furthermore, Marras and Allread [2] reported that application of ergonomics in an occupational environment can
have a positive impact on the safety and health experience of the facility, the production process, as well as the quality of the
product or process engaged in. Therefore, it is very important to apply ergonomics in any kind activities, included in
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engineering design and production processes. The main objective of this paper is to define how important is comprehensive
ergonomics for all workers during engineering design and construction process.
2.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Domain of Ergonomics
The International Ergonomics Association (IEA) council describes the domain of ergonomics including physical, cognitive,
and organization ergonomics [1].
2.1.1
Physical Ergonomics
Physical ergonomics is concerned with human anatomical, anthropometric, physiological and biomechanical characteristics as
they relate to physical activity. The relevant topics include working postures, materials handling, repetitive movements, workrelated musculoskeletal disorders, workplace lay out, safety and health.
2.1.2
Cognitive Ergonomics
Cognitive ergonomics is concerned with mental processes, such as perception, memory, reasoning, and motor response, as they
affect interactions among humans and other elements of a system. The relevant topics include mental workload, decisionmaking, skilled performance, human-computer interaction, human reliability, work stress and training as these may relate to
human-system design.

2.1.3
Organizational Ergonomics
Organizational ergonomics is concerned with the optimization of socio-technical systems, including their organizational
structures, policies, and processes. The relevant topics include communication, crew resource management, and work-design,
design of working times, teamwork, participatory design, community ergonomics, cooperative work, new work paradigms,
organizational culture, virtual organizations, tele work, and quality management.

2.2 Total Ergonomics Approach
Total Ergonomics approach which is consists of SHIP approach (Systemic, Holistic, Interdisciplinary, and Participatory) and
applies appropriate technology promotes the whole disciplines, opens participation, respects and gathers the new technology
systematically and holistically with long-term gains and sustainable development [3][4]. A Systemic means that the plan
should be analyzed through a system. Holistic means that every team works always interrelates with other team works, so it is
analyzed through existence system and non- system holistically. Interdisciplinary means that analyzes should be utilized with
all related and significant disciplines as tools; Participatory means that all relevant and significant parties take apart on it [5]
[6]. The main goal of total ergonomics approach is to attain human and sustainable work system [7] [8]. 
There are four aspects that should be considered in ergonomics observation, evaluation, and problem analyses: 1) subject
characters, including age, gender, fitness, and experience; 2) Task, including work load, man-machine interaction, and work
station; 3) physical environment, including microclimate, noise, dust, vibrator, and lighting; and 4) organization, including
work-rest schedule, nutrition, and information system.
2.3 Engineering Design and Construction Process
It is important to recognize the close relationship between design and construction as an integrated system. Design is a process
of creating the description of a new facility, usually represented by detailed plans and specifications, while construction is a
process of identifying activities and resources required to make the design a physical reality or the implementation of a design
envisioned by architects and engineers. Ertas and Jones describe the engineering design process as a multi-step process
including the research, conceptualization, feasibility assessment, establishing design requirements, preliminary design, detailed
design, production planning and tool design, and finally production [9].
Based on the theoretical background, the design and construction processes could be described as Figure 2. For engineering
design process which is consist of basic concept, two and three dimension visualizes, the ergonomics consideration is more
focuses on cognitive and organizational, while for construction process, it is more focuses on physical and organizational
process. In engineering design process, the ergonomics problems are mostly about mental workload, decision-making, skilled
performance, human-computer interaction, human reliability, work stress and training as these may relate to human-system
design. Furthermore, the most problem for construction process are working postures, materials handling, repetitive
movements, physical workload, work-related musculoskeletal disorders, workplace lay out, safety and health.
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Figure 1: Ergonomics Focuses on Engineering Design and Construction Processes

3. RESEARCH METHOD
This paper is literature study with framework and data processing approach comprised of three major stages: 1) literature
gathering and screening (textbooks, articles-journals, and the previous researches), 2) data analyzing, and 3) writing the
literature review by providing an arguments. Data analyzing divided into four main aspects: a) workers characters (age, gender,
and fitness), b) task (work load, man-machine interaction, and work station), c) physical environment (microclimate, noise,
dust, vibrator, and lighting), and d) organization (work-rest schedule, nutrition, and information system), both for engineering
design and construction process.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Workers Characters
4.1.1
Age
Many studies Show a positive relationship between age and physical activity, cognitive function, and productivity. Huxhold et
al reported that in single and dual-task conditions, older adults showed lower postural control performance and lower cognitive
performance than young adults [10]. In addition, Gelderblom reported that the pattern of the relationship of age and
productivity is increase at younger age, but decrease at older ages. He also reported that the pattern of age with wages is rather
different, namely rising wages with increasing age. At older ages, wages stabilize more [11]. Moreover, Avolio et al and
Skirbec stated that the relative capability and productivity level increase gradually and reached the maximum value between
the early 20s and the end of 30s [12] [13]. Patrick Aubert and Bruno Crépon found out that productivity increases with age
until 40 to 45 and then remains stable after this age. Workers aged 40 and more are roughly 5% more productive than workers
aged 35-39, while workers below 30 are 15% to 20% less productive [14]. Furthermore, Aubert dan Crepon [15] reported that
the maximum productive age for physical work such as in manufacturing was 35 to 39, and 45 to 50 for services work.
Refers to the overview of age, engineering design workers which tent to do cognitive work have wider range of productive age
start from 20 to the maximum productive age between 45 to 50, while the maximum age for construction processes is between
35 to 39 years old.
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4.1.2
Gender
Discussing about the gender differences has become not popular already, but however, there are biologically differences
between male and female that influent both physical and psychological performance. There were many studies of gender and
endurance performance reported by North West Runner Magazine in 2001 as follows:
1) The average VO2max is about 33 milliliters of oxygen per kilogram of body mass per minute for sedentary young
women and around 42 ml/kg/min for sedentary young men [16].
2) Elite female distance runners can sometimes reach VO2max readings of 70+ ml/kg/min, whereas elite men can attain
values in the 80s [17] [18]
3) men to be significantly more economical than women [19] [20]
Refers to the research above, men have more capacity for physical activities, however, another researches reported that women
seem to score slightly better on tasks that involve cognitive task including visual memory, word and landmark recall and math
calculations [21] [22]
Based on the overview of gender, women better than men in engineering design task, while men have more capacity in
construction process.
4.1.3
Fitness
A study commissioned by Medibank Private reported that healthy employees are nearly three times more productive than
unhealthy employees; unhealthy employees take up to nine times more sick leave than their healthy colleagues; poor employee
health and absenteeism is costing Australian business $7 billion annually [20]. Another research identified higher levels of
independent components of fitness may positively influence employees’ productivity, job satisfaction and absenteeism [23].
Some indicators that influent the individual fitness level including body weight that performed by Body Mass Index (BMI),
hemoglobin levels and blood pressure. Widiastuti reported that BMI and hemoglobin levels have significant correlation with
productivity [24]. In line with this research, Wattles and Harris reported that the fitness level has strong correlation with
productivity [25].
Refers to the overview of empirical studies on the workers characters (age, gender, and fitness), in designing and construction
processes, it is importance to promote it as one of the consideration in designing humane and sustainable work system that
meets the potencies and limitation of the workers.

4.2 Task
4.2.1
Workload
Workload defines as the amount of work assigned to or expected from a worker in a specified time period. The level of
workload is depending on the task demand. Workers mostly employ muscle power such as during construction process tend to
exposure by physical workload, while workers use brain power such as in engineering design process tend to exposure by
mental workload. Most people stress because of an overload at work, but some job demand too little effort also causes work
stress. A very simple method to assess the workload level is by counting the heart rate during work. Heavier workload needs
higher the energy requirements and the more blood flow. To attain more blood flow, the heart must produce higher output
which is achieves by increasing number of heart beats per minute. Based on the variety of heart rate, the level of workload
differentiate into light work (< 90 beats/minute), moderate work (90-110 beats/minute), heavy work (110-130 beats/minute),
very heavy work (130-150 beats/minute), and extremely heavy work (150-170 beats/minute). Both overloaded and under
loaded caused work stress. Overloaded caused early fatigue; decreases the work endurance, vigilant, and consistency. Under
loaded leaves workers idle, bored and their capabilities underuse. Both over and under load finally decrease the productivity
[4][26]. In engineering design process, the workload level tend to under load and lead the workers exposed to mental
workload, while in the construction process, the workload level tend to heavy, even up to extremely workload that lead the
workers exposed to physical workload.
4.2.2
Man-machine/tools Interaction and Work Station
Ergonomics design of man-machine interaction and workstation depends on proper and comprehensive consideration of
several aspect, including work task, work movements, and work activities. It must be designed based on the dimension of body
size of the workers (the height, width, maximum reach limit, and the clearance). Unsuitable man-machine interaction to the
body size of the workers forces awkward postures that caused overexertion, musculoskeletal complain, early fatigue, increase
the workload and finally decrease the productivity [26] [27]. Some research showed that ergonomics intervention on manmachine interaction and work station increased the productivity up to 20 %, decreased the score of musculoskeletal complain
and fatigue up to 15 % [28] [29] [30].
In this information technology era, the main problem for engineering designers is human-computer interface, while for the
workers in construction process is human-machine/tools interface. The ergonomics aspects in human-computes interface
focuses in sitting work posture, requirements of eye on the screen and hand on the keyboard. The best way to set up a computer
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work station is by understanding the concept of natural body positioning. Working with the body in a neutral position reduces
stress and strain on the muscles, tendons, and skeletal system and reduces the risk of developing a musculoskeletal disorders
(MSDs). The following are important considerations when attempting to maintain neutral body postures while working at the
computer workstation [31] [32].
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Monitor should be set at a height that keep a straight neck
Hands, wrists, and forearms are straight, in-line and roughly parallel to the floor.
Head is level or bent slightly forward, forward facing, and balanced. Generally it is in-line with the torso.
Shoulders are relaxed and upper arms hang normally at the side of the body.
Elbows stay in close to the body and are bent between 90 and 120 degrees.
Feet are fully supported by the floor or a footrest may be used if the desk height is not adjustable.
Back is fully supported with appropriate lumbar support when sitting vertical or leaning back slightly.
Thighs and hips are supported by a well-padded seat and generally parallel to the floor.
Knees are about the same height as the hips with the feet slightly forward.

Sedentary sitting posture for prolonged periods is not healthy. Therefore, changing the working position frequently throughout
the day is recommended. The best way avoiding the static sitting posture could be done as follows:
1) Make small adjustments to the chair or backrest.
2) Stretch the fingers, hands, arms, and torso.
3) Stand up and walk around for a few minutes periodically.
Following the engineering design process, the ergonomics aspect of man-machine interface in construction process is more
complicated. Construction for one product uses many kinds of machine and tools, start from the very simple and manual to the
high technology. Regarding to the product characters and the production system, workers should perform the task in sitting,
standing, even both sitting and standing postures. Recommended sitting and standing posture perform at Fig.2 [33]
Standing posture is more tiring. Standing requires ~20% more energy than sitting. Prolonged standing at work causes the
additional load and also increases the risks of varicose veins and accounts for more than one fifth of all cases of working age.
So standing all day is unhealthy. The performance of many fine motor skills also is less good when people stand rather than sit.
Different task needs different level working space. Precision work, such as writing or electronic assembly – 2 inches above
elbow height; elbow support is needed. Light work, such as assembly-line or repetitive movement is about 2-4 inches below
elbow height. Heavy work, demanding downward forces recommended from 8-16 inches below elbow height [34]. Standing
puts greater strain on the circulatory system and on the legs and feet. Consequently, in industry we provide employees with
ergonomic anti-fatigue to stand on, with anti-fatigue footwear, and with chairs to allow them to sit down during rest breaks
[35].

Figure 2: Recommended Sitting and Standing Posture

(Resource: available from www.nismat.org for share [33])

The goal of ergonomics approach on working postures is to provide the natural, safe and comfort position and organizes the
work so that the usual operations are done within easy reach; avoid the awkward posture that causes over exertion and early
fatigue.
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4.3 Physical Environment and Organization
Study of physical environment including microclimate, lighting, noise, vibrate, dust, and dangerous materials. The main
problem for office work such as for engineering design are about micro climate and lighting, while for construction process are
mostly all of physical environment aspects. To provide the comfort work condition, all physical environment aspect must be
control under threshold limit. It could be done through engineering redesign or organizing the work-rest schedule. For
example: controlling noise hazard could be done by partition between noise resource and the workers or by organizing workrest schedule based on threshold limit. For more than 85 dB (A), the noise exposure should be a quarter hour maximum or by
providing the ear plug or muff as personal protection devise [36]. Hence, to protect the workers from the physical environment
hazards, it needs the proper safety signs/symbol, training, and alarm system [26]. The exposure of physical environment up
than threshold limit will give additional workload; workers got early fatigue that lead to the health impairment and the
decreasing of productivity.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the overviews both theoretical background and articles, it could be describing some important conclusion as follows:
1) The comprehensive ergonomics approach should be implemented in all human being activities to provide the safety,
healthy, comfort, efficient, and productive work condition that lead to the better quality of life both for the workers
and the industries.
2) The ergonomics aspects that must be considered for designers are the individual designer’s characters, humancomputers interface, and physical environment exposure.
3) The ergonomics aspects that must be considered for workers in construction process are the individual worker’s
characters, human-machine/tools interface, and physical environment exposure.

6. RECOMMENDATION
This study is general overview of comprehensive ergonomics aspects. For further study, it is recommended to conduct more
indebt research to build a model of ergonomics approach for engineering design and construction processes that meets the
potencies, capabilities, and limitation of both designer’s and the workers.
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Comfort and safety of passengers are main concerns in a flight. When a plane crashes and the main door is unable to be
accessed, it is vital to have accessible and ergonomic emergency exit doors. This research studies the ergonomic aspects of a
medium-range twin-engined transport planeemergency door design. The purpose of this research was to evaluate the design of
an actual emergency door of such aircrafts and to determine the most ergonomic configuration using door height and width as
primary consideration. As the result ofthis research, four configurations were made and analyzed. Those configurations were
analyzed by usingJack 6.1 software. Posture Evaluation Index was used to integrate the analysis from three methods: Lower
Back Analysis, Ovako Working Analysis System, and Rapid Upper Limb Analysis. The result of this research suggested that
minor modification is necessary from original design.

Ergonomics, Aircraft Design, Virtual Human, Virtual Environment, Posture Evaluation Index

Ergonomics is a discipline concerned with interaction between humans and other elements in a system. Furthermore,
ergonomics is a science that contributes to the design and evaluation of a job, task, product, environment and systems in order
to make these things fit the needs, capabilities and limitations of humans. Therefore, ergonomics is a science that is very
important in the design of a product.Ergonomics can be applied in various fields of industry. One of them is aircraft industry.
Indonesia already had an aircraft industry in late 1940s. It was expanded from the Indonesian Air Force facility. During the
1970s, capitalizing money from natural resources sales, Indonesia built a full-sized aircraft industry. This industry had
successfully developed severalaircrafts. One of these aircraftsis a medium-range twin-engined transport plane that was jointly
developed by Spain and Indonesia. Its primary roles include maritime patrol, surveillance, and air transport.
As in other medium-range transport aircrafts, this plane is obliged by regulation to have an emergency exit door for evacuation.
The door has to be designed in particular ways so it can comply with safety regulations. This has implications on accessibility,
accuracy, number of injured passengers and time to evacuate all passengers. This study analyzesthe ergonomics aspect ofthe
door. Research was conducted in virtual environment using software Jack 6.1, in particular the Posture Evaluation Index (PEI).
PEIisa formula that consists of Low Back Analysis, Ovako Working Analysis System, and Rapid Upper Limb Assessment.
Adjustments have been made on emergency exit design to obtain the ideal configuration.

Virtual environment is a representation of a physical system generated by the computer. This representation allowed users to
interact with a synthetic environment, which is similar with realenvironment [1]. A good simulation of virtual environments
must be able to represent a virtual human model within the designed system/environments.
Virtual human is an accurate biomechanical model of the human figure. This modelfully mimics human movement hence
researchers might simulate the flow of work processes, and see how the workloads are received by the model when doing a
certain job series.
Jack 6.1 is one of the ergonomic software that simulates how a human model can interact with virtual objects and
environments, as well as getting the right response back from the object being manipulated. Jack is one of world’s leading
applications in ergonomic analysis software.
The first step in this research wasdata collection. There are three types of data used in this research, namelythe anthropometric
data of Indonesian and Americanpeople, the size and shape of the actual emergency exit door, and evacuation posture
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ofpassenger during emergency exit.For Indonesian anthropometric data, we used the latest data that has been published in
prominent ergonomics scientific journal[2].The datafor the Americans’were taken from ANSUR.Data specification of
emergency exitwas taken from direct measurements of theaircraft.
The second step,data processing,was performed by simulating evacuation posture on the Jack 6.1. It was started by creating the
virtual environment. The virtual environment was created using NX. Jack and NX are developed by one company, so the
translation/insertion of the environment model from NX to Jack was done seamlessly. The next step is to create a virtual
humanmodel. Furthermore, the human model was simulated in the virtual environment. From initial simulation, we
determined design configuration for the emergency exit (see Table 1).
Table 1 : Configuration of emergency exit

Configuration
1
2
3
4

Height
91,5 cm
91,5 cm
96,5 cm
96,5 cm

Width
50,8 cm
55,8 cm
50,8 cm
55,8 cm

TYPE
ACTUAL
REDESIGN
REDESIGN
REDESIGN

Figure 1: Virtual Environment and Virtual Human

Moreover, we analyzed simulation results using Jack Task Analysis Toolkit. This toolkit calculates values like LBA (Lower
Back Analysis), OWAS (Ovako Working Posture Analysis), and Rula (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment). These three
calculations are then combined into PEI (Posture Evaluation Index), which is the value of the overall ergonomics of the human
posture [3].
PEI = I1 + I2 + I3.mr

(1)

(2)
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The results of the simulation areshown in Table 2. Focus was given to configuration 1,2, and 3 where the value of OWAS
equals 3. This high number indicates that the current working posture significantly harm the human musculoskeletal system.
Regarding RULA, high numbers exist in configuration 1 and 2. Moreover, results on LBA also show the very same pattern.
Table2 : Recapitulation of PEI Result

CONFIGURATION
1

2

3

4

Sex
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female

Percentile
95
5
95
5
95
5
95
5
95
5
95
5
95
5
95
5

LBA (N)
1232 N
641 N
1160 N
455 N
1085 N
490 N
1026 N
359 N
960 N
439 N
913 N
326 N
466 N
427 N
464 N
319 N

OWAS
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

RULA
7
6
7
6
6
5
6
5
5
4
5
4
4
3
4
3

PEI
2.532
2.157
2.511
2.101
2.286
1.408
2.269
1.370
2.047
1.191
2.033
1.157
1.199
0.984
1.197
0.952

Figure 2 is a graphic comparison of the PEI entire configuration of emergency exit design for 5th and 95th percentile for male
and female. Our simulation shows that the initial design (configuration 1) poses high injury risk. Our proposed design
(configuration 2,3, and 4) delivers better ergonomics performance.

Figure 2: Value Comparison Graph of PEI

Good human-machine interface will deliver better system performance. In aircraft design, ergonomics play major factor in
determining, not only system performance, but also system safety. By using virtual environment, we can conduct ergonomics
analysis during design phase. This will affect system performance and safety while keeping the development cost relatively
low, since we do not need to construct a full mock-up in early design phase. Though that the design case was simple, this
research gives us basis means to conduct further ergonomics study in aircraft design.

[1]

Kalawsky, R. (1993). The Science of Virtual Reality and Virtual Environments.Cambridge: Addison Wesley Publishing Company.
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Caputo, F., Di Gironimo, G., Marzano, A. (2006).Ergonomic Optimization of a Manufacturing System Work Cell in a Virtual
Environment.ActaPolytechnica, 46, 5
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ABSTRACT
A recognition test was conducted on the most commonly used Chinese characters in the Ming, Kai, and Li styles, measuring
the minimum visible size of each character in each style. A total of 120 college students participated in the experiment. Each
character was initially displayed on a PC screen at its minimum size and enlarged gradually until the participant could
recognize it. Analysis of variance showed that character style and number of strokes both have a significant impact on the
legibility threshold. Ming is the most legible among the three styles, and Kai is also significantly more legible than the Li style.
A regression equation for predicting the legibility threshold based on the number of strokes in a character indicates that an
increase of an additional stroke in a character must be compensated for by an enlargement of the character size of
approximately 0.25 min of arc to maintain the same legibility.
Keywords
Chinese character, legibility, character style, stroke number
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ABSTRACT
The current study collected matching accuracy, matching time, and matching sequence data on 95 icons of a vehicle. The
ninety-five icons were divided into four different formats: image-related, concept-related, arbitrary, and text, to compare their
matching performance. Forty participants with a university education took part in this experiment. Half of the participants had
intensive driving experience while the other half had no driving experience. The results showed that the experienced drivers
had significantly better recognition accuracy on all icon formats. However, all participants chose to match image-related icons
before icons of the other three formats. With about the same recognition accuracy, the image-related format is recommended
for use in the design of vehicle icons. Based on its high ratings on subjective design features, textual format can be used for
functions describable using simple English and for users with English reading ability.
Keywords
image-related, matching test, icon design features

1. INTRODUCTION
As the number of functions in the driving environment increases, icons that are compact and international (language)[1] are
often used in a vehicle to convey information to the driver [2]. Effective icons can provide the driver with quick and complete
understanding of information [3] to ensure driver safety. However, designing comprehensible icons was not a simple task.
Saunby et al. [4] showed that only 16 of 25 car icons tested could be matched correctly by a minimum 75 per cent of
experimental subjects.
An icon maybe comprised of border, background, symbol (consisting of graphical elements), and textual labels (Figure 1) [1],
[5] although not all these components will be present in it. Each icon component can add meaning to an icon in its own way.
Borders can make icons appear more consistent; background can help to group icons; and graphical and textual elements
convey the main meaning of the icon[6].

Figure 1: Key components of an icon [5]

To provide a useful framework for icon design and evaluation [7], icons can be classified into image-related (pictorial),
concept-related (analogy), or arbitrary based on how far the graphical elements in an icon (Figure 1) resemble their referents.
Image-related icons are typical pictorial representations of the object or act [8].Concept-related icons attempt to visualize a
concept that is not far but separate from the concrete image. Arbitrary icons have no obvious reference to their intended
meaning but become meaningful only through convention and education [7], [8]. Goonetilleke et al. [8] added a fourth format:
the use of text.
Prior researches compared the advantages of using each of the icon formats. Image-related icons have been considered the
most effective for fast and accurate recognition response [9], [10], [11]. Educating people to associate arbitrary objects and
their referents requires a considerable amount of funding and time, thus, arbitrary icons should be avoided[1]. Regarding
textual icons, the general conclusion is that recognition of pictorial images has been found to be superior to that of text for
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recall and recognition accuracy [12],[13] while text has been better for reaction time[14]. Thus, Muter & Mayson [15] and
Egido & Patterson [16] advocated the combining of graphical and textual elements to promote association and improve
comprehension accuracy.
Most of the above statements seem to suggest that imaged-related icons combined with text would be the most effective.
However, if we review the commonly used ISO standard icons, we will find that not all of the icons are image-related because
for some functions or contexts, it is difficult or impossible to find a real object to represent the referent when creating imagerelated icons. Besides, most previous studies only compared three types of graphical icons[17], [18] or graphical vs. textual
icons[3], [10]. Therefore, the current study categorized the existing icons used in a newly built vehicle into four different icon
formats and compared the comprehension performance of the participants as they responded to the different formats.
Icons can be classified easily into graphical or textual formats based on the existence of textual/graphical elements. However,
more caution is needed in classifying graphical icons into image-related, concept-related, or arbitrary formats. Icons will be
classified as image-related if the graphical elements are highly pictorial representations of the object or act they represent [5].
(ventilating fan speed control),
(smart power tailgate switch),
The following icons were classified as image-related:
(auxiliary air bag warning light),
(phone-call hang up),
(speak, voice activation),
(rear
(seat belt warning light),
(rear window washer),
(wind screen washer and wiper),
(engine oil pressure warning
window washer and wiper),
light). Following [7], the fuel cap release switch ( ) and low fuel warning light ( ) were also classified as image-related.
The above icons reveal that objects can be portrayed more easily than action.
Icons will be classified as concept-related if they attempt to visualize a concept that is not far but separate from the concrete
(high beam) and
(front fog light) were classified as concept-related since the parabolic
image[7], [8]. For example,
shape was used to denote the headlamp while the parallel straight and angled lines in front of the headlamp were used to
denote the light beam. Both graphical elements were shape-related but somewhat different from the real image. The position of
the lines relative to the parabolic shape indicates whether it is a front light or a rear light. Meanwhile, the wavy curve cross
over the parallel lines tilted downward symbolized the fog. For icons containing both graphical and textual elements, the
textual information can be ignored and they will be classified based only on the graphical elements. The lane departure
warning system ( ) is classified as image-related by ignoring the textual information LDWs+. Also, without clear standards,
icons would be classified as concept-related if they are composed of image-related objects and concept-related actions such as
air flow control( ) and recirculated air( ).In such cases, the arrow is a symbol used to denote air flow when presented
together with a real object such as a car or a human being. There are similar examples for windscreen defrosting and demisting
( ) and rear-window defrosting and demisting ( ). Also, (stability control system indicator) can be classified similarly
because the action is the critical part that makes a difference. There was some confusion about classifying the car key reminder
indicator ( ) as either image-related or concept-related because of its poor image quality. Since image quality was not an
was classified as imaged-related. Lastly, graphical icons will be
attribute used for the classification of icon format,
for power on/off.
classified as arbitrary if the graphical elements do not resemble the object or action they represent, e.g.,
Textual icons can be easily identified including alphabetical words/abbreviations, numerals or mathematical operators. Table 1
shows the classification of the 95 icons tested in the study.
Table 1: Icon classification
Icon Format

Icon list

Image-related

Concept-related
Arbitrary

Text

Since subjective rating scales are easy to administer, at times they can be more sensitive than objective measurements [19], so
these 95 icons would also be evaluated based on some subjective design features [20] such as familiarity, concreteness, visual
complexity, and semantic distance. Each will be defined in the following [21], [22]. The subjective rating features can help to
explain why some icons could be better recognized than others.
Familiarity reflects the frequency with which icons have been encountered. Concrete symbols tend to be more visually obvious
and easier to use [23] because they depict real world objects and actions. Design guidelines typically suggest that icons should
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be kept as simple as possible [23] meaning low visual complexity or not containing a lot of details. Semantic distance is the
closeness of the relationship between what is depicted on an icon and what it is intended to represent. Among the four
differential formats of icons (image-related, concept-related, arbitrary, and textual), all four subjective design features can be
used to evaluate the first three graphical formats. However, for textual icons, besides evaluating semantic distance, participants
were also asked about whether they understood the meaning of the word or abbreviation in an icon.
The education level (with university education vs. without) [21] and experience [8], [24] of the respondents were found to have
significant effects on comprehension performance. Our experiment chose to test participants with at least a university-level
education and divided their driving experience into having no driving experience and having intensive driving experience.
Geiser [25] divided the interactive tasks in a vehicle into three classes: primary, secondary and tertiary tasks. A primary task is
about maneuvering the vehicle, secondary tasks are setting turning signals and activating the windshield wiper to increase
driving safety while tertiary tasks serve the entertainment and information functions [26]. Based on Geiser [25], Tonnis et
al.[26] classified input devices into primary, secondary, and tertiary devices and assigned them to specific locations in the car.
For example, both primary and secondary devices are arranged close to the driver so that they are easy-to-reach. Secondary
devices are often mounted on the backside of the steering wheel while tertiary devices are often placed in the center stack [26].
Therefore, the 95 icons were copied from the dashboard, steering wheel, and center stack of a newly built vehicle and
presented on three task screens respectively. Participants will match each icon with the most appropriate referent name. The
subjective design features would be rated for each icon after the matching test.
Ninety-five icons of a newly-built vehicle were categorized into four different formats to compare the matching accuracy, time,
and sequence produced by the participants. The results obtained for the different icon formats on these performance measures
can be used to perfect the ISO standard 2575 published by the International Organization of Standardization to facilitate the
design of new icons for new contexts or applications, e.g., car panels.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Participants
A matching experiment was designed to collect comprehension performance data on 95 icons followed by subjective ratings of
their design features. The comprehension performance was measured by the matching time, matching sequence, and the
percentage of participants who matched the icon correctly with its functional name (matching accuracy)[6]. Forty participants
aged between 23 and 53 years old (mean = 30.4 years) took part in this experiment. All participants are students and staff
members of National Taiwan University of Science and Technology with at least a university level education. They consisted
of two different groups: those having driving experience (having driven at least once a week) and those without any driving
experience (not having a driver’s license and never having driven a car). Prior to the experiment, all participants were screened
for visual acuity abnormality and color blindness. They were briefed about the experiment goal, and practiced the matching
test routine. After the matching test, each participant was asked to give ratings on each of the subjective design features.
2.2 Equipment and Computer Programs
Two experimental modules were conducted on two Lenovo Think Centre A70z computers equipped with19" screen monitors,
i.e. the matching test and subjective rating evaluation. In the matching test, icons were displayed on a car dashboard layout to
give context as suggested by Vukelich and Whitaker [27] and Wolff and Wogalter [28]. Since context delivers ecologically
valid cues that limit the possible referents and the matching performance scores would certainly be raised by providing the
testing context [28]. Hence, there may not be enough sensitivity in the matching accuracy. The matching sequence of each icon
was retrieved from reviewing the videotape as an index of the matching difficulty.
Ninety-five icons were divided into three task screens - dashboard, steering wheel, and center stack - according to the icons’
relative positions on a newly-built vehicle. In other words, the icon format was nested within the task screen [29]. The three
task screens would be shown to each participant in random sequence to minimize the learning effect. One example of the task
screens is depicted in Figure 2. Participants were asked to click on what they thought was the most appropriate referent name
for a specific icon and drag it to the answer box. Each participant was allowed to revise her/his answer during the experiment
without time limit. The computer program would collect the name of each icon and the time it took to match it. If the matching
result had been altered in any way, all previous matching results would also be recorded.
In the subjective rating of design features, participants were asked to rate each icon in accordance with how much they
perceived the icon to be familiar, concrete, simple, and strongly related to its referent on a 1-7 scale [30]. Figure 3 shows the
test screen for subjective ratings of design features. Unlike the matching test where icon formats were nested in three separate
task screens, in this subjective rating test screen, each icon was evaluated on an individual basis.
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Performance Measures
Matching accuracy
Matching Sequence
Matching Time (s)
N

ND
D
ND
D
ND
D

Image-related
76 ± 23%
84 ± 17%
11.8 ± 5.5
13.8 ± 5.3
15.2 ± 3.3
18.2 ± 3.8
20

Concept-related
68 ± 15%
85 ± 12%
18.9 ± 7.0
18.5 ± 7.0
13.5 ± 1.9
18.2 ± 5.1
22

Arbitrary
66 ± 27%
82 ± 18%
17.1 ± 6.4
18.0 ± 9.0
13.2 ± 1.5
23.6 ± 5.8
9

Text
67 ± 26%
82 ± 22%
18.8 ± 6.6
18.0 ± 7.2
12.5 ± 3.8
17.3 ± 5.8
44

Figure 2: Matching test task screen for center stack

Figure 3: Subjective rating test screen

3. RESULTS
2.3 Analysis of Variance
Table 2 summarizes the matching accuracy, matching sequence, and matching time for each icon format and for participants
with and without driving experience. The nested Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed on matching accuracy,
matching sequence, and matching time to examine whether icon format and driving experience had a significant effect on the
recognition performance.
The nested ANOVA result indicated that the task screen had a significant effect on all three performance measures (see Table
3). The result also indicated that driving experience had a significant effect on the matching accuracy (p<0.01). Participants
with driving experience had significantly better recognition accuracy than participants without driving experience. On the other
hand, icon format had a significant effect on matching sequence (p<0.01). For each task screen, image-related icons had
significantly smaller means than all other icon formats, indicating that image-related icons were recognized faster. No
significant difference was found in matching sequence between participants with and without driving experience.
Table 2: Mean performance measures for each icon format

Note: ND refers to subjects without driving experience; D refers to subject with driving experience
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Table 3: ANOVA results of comprehension performance measures
Source

df

Driving experience
Task screen
Icon format (Task screen)
Driving experience x Task screen
Driving experience x Icon format (Task screen)

1
2
9
2
9

Matching accuracy
F
Sig.
12.70
0.00
5.57
0.00
1.74
0.08
1.29
0.28
0.29
0.98

Matching sequence
F
Sig.
0.05
0.83
34.98
0.00
3.31
0.00
0.13
0.88
0.35
0.96

Matching time
F
Sig.
64.69
0.00
8.16
0.00
2.59
0.01
2.88
0.06
1.69
0.09

Icon format and driving experience had a significant effect on the matching time. Arbitrary icons took significantly longer than
all three other formats for experienced participants. Quite unexpectedly, participants with driving experience took significantly
longer than those inexperienced participants. However, reaction time can be affected by the number of unmatched icons left
(Hick-Hyman Law).
Image-related icons did not produce better matching performance than other icon formats. This could be because the half of the
icons followed ISO standard or common practice, so they can be recognized reasonably well irrespective of their design
format. Besides, all participants had a university-level education and basic reading capability for English text. As a result, the
(snow mode switch and
study revealed that participants without driving experience had a 100% recognition rate for
(CD/DVD player), and an above 90% recognition rate for
(park),
(four-wheel drive warning light),
indicator) and
(emergency signal),
(select down option),
(mode switch),
(confirm key),
(radio), and
(deactivation of air
conditioning or heating).
For the icons presented on each task screen, the reaction time was supposed to be affected by the number of unmatched icons
and can be predicted by the Hick-Hyman Law [31] rather than by perception difficulties. However, after reviewing the
videotape and the reaction time vs. the matching sequence curve, it was found that several icons matched last had the longest
reaction times (see Figure 4). The matching accuracy had been raised to 70% for those without driving experience and 80%
for those with experience because of there being very few possible referents left [28]. Under such conditions, matching
sequence is more sensitive and reliable than matching accuracy, and the sequence indicated that participants chose to match
image-related icons before icons of other formats. This has very important implications because the duration of any given
glance during driving should be relatively short (shorter than 0.8 seconds), with there being about 3 seconds between glances
[32]. Thus, those icons that had a high recognition rate but were matched at the last minute should not be used during driving.
2.4 Subjective Rating on Icon Design Features
The means of the subjective ratings for each design feature are listed on Table 4. The analysis of variance was conducted to
analyze whether icon format and driving experience have a significant effect on each design feature. Since each icon was
evaluated individually without the task screen context, factorial ANOVA was conducted on subjective ratings of design
features [29]. The ANOVA result (Table 5) indicated that experienced participants provided significantly higher ratings for
all design features. Icon format had a significant effect on all subjective ratings except for familiarity. Concept-related icons
had lower ratings on all design features compared to the other icon formats. Image-related icons were expected to have higher
ratings on concreteness, simplicity and semantic distance than concept-related icons. However, arbitrary icons had even higher
ratings on some of the design features because some arbitrary icons have been used in other contexts such as power on/off ( )
and hazard warning ( ) which are used in electronic devices and road signs, respectively. Besides, all participants had a
university-level education and could read English. Thus, textual icons were perceived to have higher semantic distance ratings
compared to image-related icons. Meanwhile, almost all concept-related icons were related to functions specific to vehicles,
such as front fog light indicator ( ) and engine coolant temperature indicator ( ), which could explain why novice
participants gave relatively low ratings on most subjective rating scales. Based on the subjective rating scales, textual icons
could be a good choice for icons that can be described using simple English and for users who have some level of English
reading ability.
Significant inter-correlation and the higher ratings perceived the by experienced participants proved that subjective rating
scales are not diagnostic; they only provide an overall sense and indicators of what we intended to measure [19]. They can be
more sensitive than objective measurements [33], [34]. Besides, different researchers have suggested distinctive criteria based
on different application domains or data collection methods. For example, [33] suggested qualified computer icons should
incorporate the following design criteria: styling, message quality, meaningfulness, locatability, and metaphor, and which has
nothing in common with the current subjective rating scale we used here.
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Figure 4: Matching time versus matching sequence for center stack
Table 4: The average of subjective ratings on icon design features

Note: ND refers to subjects without driving experience; D refers to subject with driving experience

Table 5: ANOVA on subjective rating of graphical icon design features
Source

4.

df

Icon Format
Familiarity2
Icon Format
ND
D1
Driving Experience
Image-related
5.3
5.72
Icon Format
x Driving Experience
Concept-related 4.6
5.6
Arbitrary
5.5
6.0
Textual

Familiarity
Concreteness
Complexity
Semantic distance
F
Sig.Icon design
F features
Sig.
F
Sig.
F
Sig.
Concreteness
Complexity
Semantic
distance0.02Text meaning
2.35
0.10
3.49
4.07
3.84
0.03
0.03
ND 6.52D 0.01
ND 9.61D 0.00
ND
D
D
20.5
0.00ND 4.37
0.04
5.3 0.505.8 0.61
5.4 0.826.0 0.44
5.4
5.7
2.07
0.13
0.99
0.38
4.5
5.5
4.8
6.0
4.8
5.6
5.2
5.9
5.8
6.3
5.8
6.0
5.2
5.8
4.9
5.9

DISCUSSION
Kern and Schmidt [35] suggested that designing user interfaces for computer domains where the user pays full attention to the
application is totally different from that for cars, where the user’s main focus has to be on the primary driving task. However,
the current test scenario is more similar to the computer domain. Besides that, Ng and Chan [36] indicated that people with a
university-level education or above perform significantly better in symbol comprehension tests than those without a universitylevel education. This study recruited participants with a university-level education and, as a result, all recognition performance
could have been inflated. Also, the recognition performance improves dramatically as a result of learning from the driving
experience ([24], [37]. The car manufacturer and interface designers must take notice that a great number of icons tested
cannot be correctly recognized with the user’s full attention and even worse recognition performance is expected in a real
driving situation and in particular for users without a university-level education and without driving experience.
Although Lodding [7] stated that pictorial communication predates text communication and it is more natural to communicate
with images, the current study failed to prove that image-related icons have a better matching accuracy than the textual icons.
The result can be partially explained by the poor design quality of some of the image-related icons, just as Lodding [7]
suggested that image-related icons will be clear and easy to understand when the image bears a close resemblance to a
particular object and context is provided. For example, both the car key reminder indicator ( ) and engine warning light ( )
had poor recognition rates mainly because both images have poor resolution and do not resemble closely to, the key or engine,
respectively. The findings highlighted the importance of the design quality in the resemblance to a real object.
The International Organization for Standardization ISO 2575: 2010 provided a list of standardized symbols for controls and
indicators. Among the 95 icons tested in this study, 44 icons came from or were adopted from the ISO standard 2575:2010. If
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we divided all 95 icons into the ISO group (n=44) and the non-ISO group (n=51), the t-test result proves that experienced
participants had significantly better matching accuracy for icons following the ISO standard (ISO=88%, NON-ISO=79%), but
the difference for novice participants (ISO=72%, NON-ISO=67%) was not significant. For conventional functions, the icon
should follow the ISO standard since the matching performance was always better than that of the non-ISO for both novice and
experienced drivers.
One important implication from the task screen is how many functions can be accessed easily without overloading the user
[35]. After seeing the test results and feedback from the car users, designers of the manufacturer company became more
cautious in placing too many icons (functions) into their new models. Luckily, some control functions can be replaced by
automatic sensors or redundant coding. For example, the automatic induction light system can relieve the driver from having to
turning on the beam light; the turning signal seldom relies on the visual sense but more on the sense of feel or touch. Above all,
the most important issue here may not lie in the icon design itself but in the system design stage to determine what functions
need to exist to meet the system objective and performance specification [38].

5. CONCLUSION
The current study evaluates the matching accuracy, response time, and matching sequence for 95 vehicle icons in four icon
formats (image-related, concept-related, arbitrary and text). Two groups of participants, with and without driving experience,
took part in this experiment. The results showed that driving experience had a significant effect on matching accuracy while
the matching sequence was affected by the icon format. All participants chose to match image-related icons before other icon
formats. Evaluating icon design features using subjective rating scales lacked diagnostic ability for improving the evaluated
icon design. Incorporation of new icons (functions) should be carefully reviewed at the system design stage and be limited to
minimize the visual and information processing load of a driver.
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ABSTRACT
There are several environmental ergonomic factors that can affect the learning process of a student such as acoustic and
lighting condition of the room that is used. At universities, auditoriums can be used as lecture rooms for lectures that have a
large amount of participants. This research is focused on discovering the acoustic and lighting condition of auditoriums used as
lecture halls at University of Indonesia. The result of this research that based on two auditoriums at University of Indonesia
shows that these two auditoriums have not met the acoustic and lighting criteria set for supporting learning process.
Keywords
Environmental ergonomics, acoustic, lighting, auditorium, reverberation time

1. INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of the learning process can be maximized by a variety of ways, one of which is to consider the convenience
of students as teaching and learning activities taking place. A student can go through the learning process in various ways: one
is to see and hear. Knowing these facts, classroom facilities, site of learning activities should be able to help the human senses
of sight and sound to work optimally [1].
The designer should consider that classroom environmental factors influencing the teaching-learning process in the classroom
[2]. Designer in terms of classrooms, classroom factors ergonomics are a factor of major concern where the acoustics and
lighting condition (audio-visual) is the physical environmental factors that influence the success of learning a student [3]. A
study was also conducted by Caldwell that discussed the physical design of a university classroom to the student learning
process and give estimates that the design and maintenance of a poor classroom can cause a decrease of student performance as
much as 10-25% [4].
The state of the acoustics of a classroom is less well able to make the teaching-learning process. This is due to the difficulty of
students to hear the material being conveyed verbally teaching, where the majority of teaching and learning activities using this
communication medium. In addition, according to Burke and the Burke-Samide [5], lighting is one important element that
affects the ability of students in learning. Obviously, the level of lighting in classrooms should be maintained so as not
excessive [6]. This light source can be derived from artificial lighting, such as lamps and natural lighting, such as bright sky.
Although much research focuses on the importance of natural light, the need for integration of natural and artificial lighting is
widely accepted [6].
Although it has been known to influence of environmental factors on the performance of students in the learning process, the
state of learning spaces for different levels of formal education in Indonesia is still very alarming. According to the Ministry of
Education, at least 153.000 elementary school classrooms and middle schools in Indonesia are heavily damaged. In addition,
there are also several classrooms at the University of Sam Ratulangi that are considered unsuitable because of the narrow room
which causes learning activities not being carried out effectively. Both of these shows formal education classrooms still exist
that have not been considered to support the study process and raises the question whether the University of Indonesia already
has facilities that support classroom learning activities.
There are two types of commonly used classrooms at the University of Indonesia which are regulars spaced classrooms and
auditoriums or lecture halls. Both spaces are distinguished from the size and capacity. Regular classroom has a smaller size of
the auditorium and has a capacity of 30 to 50 students. The auditorium has a size larger than regular classrooms, which can
have a capacity of 100 to 300 students.
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In fact, an auditorium space can indeed be said to be a space that has a variety of functions. Larger size and capacity of people
to make the auditorium is used not only as a space for the implementation of college with a large number of participants, but
also as a place to organize special events. However, based on research conducted by [7] on the acoustic design of a
multifunctional auditorium, most auditoriums have problems with the background noise level required to affect the acoustic
performance of the auditorium. Given the existence of the auditorium is a priority in the academic environment as a venue for
the lecture by the number of participants, it must be noted whether the existing auditorium space can support the performance
of students in learning activities. Therefore, the auditorium at the University of Indonesia needs to ensure decent enough
condition to support the performance of students in learning activities, where the performance of students is one of the
important role towards the success of students to compete in the global era and naming the University of Indonesia as a "World
Class Research University".

2. METHODS
For this study, two samples taken are auditoriums at the University of Indonesia which is used for school activities. Both the
auditoriums are located at the Faculty of Engineering and Faculty of Economics, where the auditorium is used not only for
routine college activities that have attendees of more than 100 people, but also for student affairs and academic events.
Acoustic parameters used to assess the condition of an acoustic space are:
• background noise level
• signal-to-noise ratio for speech intelligibility parameter space
• Reverberation time which is the time required by the source of sound that is stopped immediately (impulse noise) to step
down in intensity by 60 dB from the initial intensity
According to the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA), signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated by
subtracting the intensity of sound that occurs with noise levels at the same location [8]. In addition, the parameters of
reverberation time or reverberation time can be determined by conducting experiments with simulated impulse noise in a room
or estimated by the Sabine formula. The Sabine formula is as follows:

ܴܶ =

(1)

Where:
RT = reverberation time in seconds
V = volume of space
A = Į x S. Total absorption in the space obtained of the absorption coefficient of each surface coating material
multiplied by the breadth of space.
Į = absorption coefficient of materials
Lighting parameters used to evaluate the lighting conditions is the level of illumination (in lux) that occurs in areas of work in
that space of each lecture seat. To take this research data, the devices used are a Larson-Davis Soundtrack Sound Level Meter
for acoustic data as well as Smart Sensor AR-823 Digital Lux-meter. This device meets the normal specification indicated to
measure the level of data noise and lighting for a work area. Before taking data, tools to be used should be calibrated prior to
data obtained are accurate.
Acoustic parameter measurements are performed with two conditions; when unoccupied and when room is being used for
lecture activity. Measurements made with the condition of room lights on; windows and doors closed. The instrument used for
measuring is the sound level meter with a measurement scale with slow response. This is done to equalize ear hearing device
with the human condition in general. Measurement points used in each auditorium can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Measurements are carried out for 30 seconds at a height of a normal human when sitting at each point.
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Figure 1: Measurement Points at Auditorium S. Soeria Atmadja (Faculty of Economics)

Figure 2. Measurement Points at Auditorium K301 (Faculty of Engineering)

The results of acoustic measurements using a sound level meter can be seen in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1:Acoustic Measurement of Auditorium S. Soeria Atmadja
Row

1

6

11

Wing

Unoccupied
(dB)

During
Lecture
Activity (dB)

SignaltoNoise
Ratio

Right

48.9

70.5

21.6

Middle

46.8

70.1

23.3

Left

49.1

70.6

21.5

Right

48.9

67.9

19

Middle

47.2

67.3

20.1

Left

49.1

68

18.9

Right

49.1

62.6

13.5

Middle

48.2

61.2

13

Left

47.2

62.9

15.7

Table 2:Acoustic Measurement of Auditorium Auditorium K301
Row

1

4

8

Wing

Unoccupied
(dB)

During
Lecture
Activity
(dB)

Signal-toNoise
Ratio

Right

54.8

65

10.2

Middle

48

71

23

Left

54.8

65.3

10.5

Right

48.9

61

12.1

Middle

48

64.4

16.4

Left

50.8

61.2

10.4

Right

53

56

3

Middle

48.7

55

6.3

Left

51.1

56.2

5.1
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In this study, the parameters of reverberation time are done through estimation using the Sabine formula. To do this, a survey
is conducted for both of the auditoriums to find out the inner surface material contained in the chamber and its area of each
material. Tables 3 and 4 show the recorded material contained in both auditorium. After recording the materials, reverberation
time is calculated in three frequencies, namely 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. For estimation of reverberation time on speech
auditorium, Acoustical Society of Acoustics says that it is essential to focus on the estimation at frequency 500, 1000, and
2000 Hz.
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Table 3: Auditorium Inner Surface Material
Auditorium S. Soeria
Atmadja
Area
Material
(m2)
Carpet

588.03

Concrete

17.75

Auditorium K301
Material
Wooden
Panel
Wooden
Stage

Area
(m2)
133.68
28.3

Glass Door

72.96

Glass Door

3.8

Ceramic Tile

307.23

Chair

30.2

Wooden Panel

14.98

Wooden Stage

52.37

Gypsum
Wall
Ceramic Tile

Light upholstery
Chair

83.4

Concrete

233

1.93

Muslin
Gypsum
Ceiling

143

Wooden Border

36.48
141.63

306.9

For lighting measurements in auditorium, measurements are conducted using a lux-meter done on each lecture chair in the
auditorium. This measurement is carried out in state where all lights were turned, where there are only sources of artificial
lighting in the auditorium space.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To analyze the condition of both the acoustic and lighting of the auditorium, the acoustics and lighting condition measurements
that have been obtained can be compared to that of acoustics and lighting are recommended for the auditorium is used for
learning activities. Acoustic parameters suggested by the Acoustical Society of America (ASA) [9] and the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association (ASHA) [8] are as follows:
• The noise level measured at each measurement point along with the average noise level is suggested that space does
not exceed 35 dB.
• Reverberation time is suggested to be in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 seconds.
• Speech intelligibility can be determined by the value of Signal-to-Noise Ratio or the ratio S/N, where the ratio S/N are
advised not less than +15 dB for the space used for the learning process.
• Parameter lighting for the auditorium used for lectures suggested activities are in category D which is visual task
lighting to work with the contrast or large size (based on the Illumination Engineers Society) or a minimum of 250 lux
on the working area [10].
3.1. Noise Levels
To analyze the level of noise that occurs on both the auditorium were studied; the results of measurements have been made in
terms of each measuring point. This is done to determine the cause of the noise that occurs. The cause of the noise that may
occur will be analyzed based on its source is internal noise, or noise emanating from inside the room, as well as external noise,
or noise emanating from the outdoor environment.
As can be seen in Tables 1 and 2, the noise levels measured in both the auditorium does not meet the recommended maximum
noise level is 35 dB. In terms of external noise, the auditorium is located at a location quite alienated from environmental noise
such as noise from transport. The noise level that occurs in both the auditorium can be derived from the internal noise such as
equipment that functions in the space (air cooler, lighting equipment, and so on).
3.2. Ratio Signal-to-Noise
To analyze the clarity of conversation in both the auditorium which has been investigated, it can be seen from the data that has
been processed in Tables 1 and 2 to get the value of the ratio S / N. In the auditorium of S. Soeria Atmadja, there are seven of
the nine points that already meet the standards of the ratio S / N of +15 recommended minimum. Two points which do not
meet the standards of the ratio S / N suggested lies in the eleventh row in the middle and right wing with a large ratio of S / N
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+13 and +13.5. Given the standard S / N ratio is recommended, both the value of this ratio is less than 2 dB to 2.5 dB in order
to achieve good speech intelligibility. To find out the cause of the ratio S / N as well as how to fix it, can be seen from the two
major variables that determine the ratio S / N is the noise level and sound intensity that occurs at each measuring point.
The average intensity of noise experienced by the space amounted to 66.8 dB with a fluctuation between the measuring point
to 70.6 dB 61.2 dB. Sound intensity in the range of normal conversation in the room was supported by the laying of a sound
source speaker as the output of the microphone used by the speaker. Speaker is laying there on both sides of the stage at a
height of 5 meters. In addition, the ceiling of the auditorium has a special shape such as stairs. This causes the reflection of
sound from the speakers pointed to the location of seat lecture on this space as shown in Figure 3 which shows the reflectance
scheme for auditorium sound S. Soeria Atmadja.

Figure 3: Sound Reflectance Scheme Auditorium S. Soeria Atmadja

In the auditorium of K301, it can be seen that only two points from nine measuring points of the space that meets the minimum
value of the ratio S / N of +15 is suggested. The location of the measuring point is located in the middle of the wing first and
fourth lines.
The average intensity of noise that occurs in the space of 61.7 dB with a relatively high fluctuation due to measuring point
range between 55 dB to 71 dB. This suggests that the spread of the sound is not optimal, although still at the limit of the
intensity of a normal conversation is between 50 to 70 dB.
These fluctuations are too large can be caused by the location of sound sources is a speaker that connects to the microphone as
a speaker to speaker. The location of the speakers are on the floor in front of the stage space, so the spread of the sound is not
optimal. With the laying of the speakers at the venue, the sound coming from the speaker are directed not optimal in terms of
distance to reach the ears of listeners in the most remote locations. It can be seen from the schematic reflection sound
contained in Figure 4 for this auditorium. Given the auditorium which has a volume of space, especially height, which is larger
than the space in general, placement of the speakers should be positioned at a greater height to achieve the sound intensity is
still quite enough to seat a distant location.

Figure 4: Sound Reflectance Scheme Auditorium K301

3.3. Reverberation Time
Reverberation time estimation results for both the auditorium can be seen in Table 4. Based on recommendation by the
Acoustical Society of America [9], the RT of an auditorium that is used in an educational facility in the neighborhood
suggested in the range of one to 1.5 seconds.
Table 4: Reverberation Time
S. Soeria Atmadja
Room

K301 Room

Frequency

RT

Frequency

RT

500 Hz

1.27

500 Hz

1.88
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1000 Hz

1.13

1000 Hz

1.37

2000 Hz

1.02

2000 Hz

1.42

RT60

1.14

RT60

1.56

RT60 values for K301 auditorium is at 1.56 seconds is 0.06 seconds in which the value is greater than the upper limit of the
recommended reverberation time. The RT that has been estimated at 500 Hz exceeds the upper limit of the recommended
reverberation time, while the reverberation time at a frequency of 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz are still in a range of reverberation
time recommended. Therefore, the reverberation time in the auditorium of K301 still be controlled to achieve a lower
reverberation time for low frequency sound can have a lower reverberation time. To control the reverberation time in the
auditorium of K301, can consider the absorbent materials used on the ceiling and the material used as a reflector panel.
RT60 values for the auditorium of S. Soeria Atmadja are within the range recommended reverberation time that is equal to
1.14 second. If you see the results of estimation of reverberation time for each frequency has been calculated that 500, 1000,
and 2000 Hz, the estimated reverberation time is still within the range recommended reverberation time.
The results of the measurement data level of illumination at each seat in Auditorium K301 can be seen in Table 5. Standard
lighting for a room that is used for learning is based on SNI 03-6575-2001 250 lux. Standard level of lighting can be
categorized in the category D is a visual task lighting to work with the contrast or large size. As can be seen, there are still seats
on the course of this space that do not meet the lighting standards of workmanship required for the illumination of 250 lux on
the task. The number of college seats in this space that meets the standard of 250 lux illumination only two seats.
If viewed from the appropriate lighting levels for the activities carried on in the auditorium is the category D, there are eight
seats that meet the lighting for that category. At this auditorium, there were already 152 seats or 69% of the total seats that
meet the college level lighting to category C. Lighting levels for category B is owned by a 52 seat lecture or 24% of the total
seats in college, while there are still three seats that meet the category A the category of the lowest standards of illumination.
Table 4 shows the classification level of lighting in the lecture auditorium chairs S. Soeria Atmadja.
Table 5: Classification of Illuminations at Auditorium K301
Category
A
B
C
D
0 - 20

Activity
Public place with low-lights
illumination
Temporary place for visit or
orientation
Working place for visual
assignment
Contrast or big scale visual
assignment
Unstated

Lecture Seats
Amount
Percentage
3

1%

52

24%

152

69%

8

4%

5

2%

Table 6 shows the classification of college seats in the auditorium of S. Soeria Atmadja lighting by categories suggested by the
Engineering Society Illumunation by type of activity undertaken. Standard illumination of 250 lux lighting standards are
included in category D, where already there are 30 seats that meet this category. However, the percentage of seats that meet
this category only 11%. The highest percentage of seats by 36% to have lighting on the category B, where the lighting category
is only intended as a temporary meeting area lighting. In addition, the seat lecture in this room there are those who are in
category A which is the category with the lowest total lighting standards.
Tabel 6: Classification of College Seats in Auditorium S. Soeria Atmadja
Category
A
B
C
D
0 – 30
Lux

Activity
Public place with lowlights illumination
Temporary place for visit
or orientation
Working place for visual
assignment
Contrast or big scale visual
assignment
Unstated

Lecture Seats
Amount
Percentage
32

12%

99

36%

87

32%

30

11%

27

10%

4. CONCLUSION
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•

•

•

•

The acoustic condition of Auditorium K301 located at the Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia does not
meet the acoustic criteria needed to support learning activities. It can be seen from the noise level exceeds the
maximum limit of 35 dB, which exceeds the estimated reverberation time of 1.5 seconds, and the value of the ratio S /
N of +15 dB has not met for all parts of the room.
The acoustic condition of Auditorium S. Soeria Atmadja contained in the Faculty of Economics, University of
Indonesia is good enough to meet the acoustic criteria needed to support learning activities. It can be seen that the
estimated reverberation time in the range of 1 to 1.5 seconds and the value of the ratio S / N of +15 dB to meet almost
all parts of the room. However, the noise level criteria for the auditorium of S. Soeria Atmadja not meet the criteria of
a maximum of 35 dB.
The lighting condition of Auditorium K301 has not fully met the recommended standards of illumination above 250
lux is based on SNI 03-6575-2001 on procedures for the design of artificial lighting systems in buildings and in
Category D based on the minimum lighting category for activities in space suggested by the IES (Illumination
Engineering Society). It can be concluded from the study 96% of the seats that have not been getting lighting in
Category D.
The lighting condition of Auditorium S. Soeria Atmadja has not fully meet the recommended standards of
illumination above 250 lux is based on SNI 03-6575-2001 on procedures for the design of artificial lighting systems
in buildings and in Category D based on the minimum lighting category for activities in space suggested by the IES
(Illumination Engineering Society ). It can be concluded from the study 89% of the seats that have not been getting
lighting in Category D.
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ABSTRACT
Risk is an inherent factor within any project implementation. In recent decades the number of project risk is increasing over
time. Risk management is one the success factors to achieve project goals and to improve the organization overall
performance. Traditional theories in strategic management suggest that the higher the level of project risk management the
better the organization performance. On the other hand, more recent theories of strategic management suggest that there is no
risk management that apply universally. It means that it is necessary to adjust project risk management for different needs and
circumstances of the projects. Based on those two conflicting statements it is need a study to empirically assess instrument to
measure the maturity level of project risk management compared to the performance of the organization is needed.
A valid and reliable instrument to measure the maturity of project risk management has been successfully developed. The
instrument was adapted to Indonesia condition and well developed from six existing models that have been carried out by
preview researcher through literature review and discussions with experts. The development starts with literature review to
build theoretical model with several dimension, sub dimension and items. The study continues with pilot study to test the face
and content validity of the instrument. Main survey is conducted to collect data from empirical study , followed by some
statistical test. One of the method that being used is exploratory factor analysis. At the final step, model to indicated
correlation between level of project risk management and organization performance is build.
The result of the research is a valid and reliable instrument well developed with empirical test. The result of empirical studies
isa model to indicated the relationship between the maturity level of risk management and organizational performance is
delivering with equation y = - 93.681 + 58.7x. Significance value is 0,00 which mean that there is a significant relationships
between independent variables and the dependent variable. R-square value is 0.38, which mean the variation of the variables
that form the organization's performance (y) can be explained by the variable level of project risk management maturity (x) by
38 per cent. Hence, this empirical study provides supporting evidence to the traditional theories
Keywords
Project risk management, construction industry, top management

1. INTRODUCTION
Project cannot be separated from risk, it is necessary to identify and analyze risks of the project to maximize positive effects
and minimize the consequences of the negative effects. Identify and analyze the risks is called Project Risk Management [2].
Risk management is also a determining success factor of the project at the last few decades. In project risk management, risk of
the project will increase caused by increasing unpredictable thing within the project [3].
The traditional theory state that the higher level of project risk management maturity of an organization is the higher value of
the organization's performance [6].On the other hand [1]emerging new understanding of contingency theory. Contingency
theoryis used to analyze the design and management systems to provide information that can be used by organization for
various objectives. [1]states that in theory of contingency, there is no universal control system that always appropriate to be
applied to all organizations in all circumstances.
The adjustment between the level of maturity and project risk management to the situation of a project needs to be done
considering the trade-off between the level of use of project risk management and the costs to be incurred. [7]stated that the
higher level of project risk management applied, the higher costs that may be occurred. Because of this fact, it is necessary to
do empirically study, to find out which theory is the closest to the context of the conditions that exist in Indonesia. In the
empirical study, an instrument needs to be developed to measure the maturity level of an organization applying their project
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risk management. Then the instrument can be used to find the correlation between the levels of maturity of project risk
management to organizational performance.

2. METHOD
2.1 Research Objectives
Generally, this study aims to determine the correlation between the level of maturity of project risk management and
organization performance. Therefore it is needed to develop instrument that can be used to determine the maturity level of
project risk management in the organization. This study specifically aims to: 1. Develop and test an instrument to measure the
maturity level of project risk management of the organization. 2. Determine the correlation of the level of maturity of project
risk management to organization's performance.
2.2 Stages of Research
At this early stage, the literature study is conducted to obtain alternative variables that affect the level of maturity of an
organization or company to apply projectrisk management. All variables that have been obtained from the study of literature
are listed then be adjusted to respondents who are practitioners as contractors in the construction field in Indonesia. After
selected significant variables that affecting the level of maturity of the organization then research instruments to measure the
performance of the organization is developed. The next step,major surveys is conducted using instruments previously declared
eligible by the pilot study, validity testing,reliability testing and exploratory factor analysis. The main survey was conducted
using respondents who are practitioners to obtain empirical data.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Development of Research Instrument
3.1.1
Literature Study
At this stage, literature study is conducted on eight journal literature that discusses about measurement of the level of risk
management models. From eight journals reviewed, there were found six different models of risk management maturity level
measurement. The next step is to find the intersection from six models to develop a new model that more accurate calculation
and efficient in calculating the level of maturity of an organization in the implementation of project risk management. The new
model developed is also adapted to the Indonesian context.
Intersection dimension among six previous models are: culture, process, experience and application. All dimensionsare used to
develop new model in this study. Sub-dimension of each dimension is also developed from previous research studies. After
selected the dimension and the sub-dimension the next step is to determine item questions then compiled into a questionnaire.
All those things are developed and adjusted with the conditions that existed in Indonesia with a discussion with expert in the
field of construction. The example of the item question is, "The project risk management in my organization is standardized",
the possible answer are: Very agree, agree, disagree, vary disagree.
3.1.2
Profile Respondent
Respondents in this study are a practitioner in the construction area. Practitioners are devoted to the management organization
who understands the project risk management system of the organization where they work. Respondents in this study must
have working experience in the current company at least three years. That requirement is to ensure the accuracy of respondents'
answers to be able to give information as closely as possible that reflect the company's current condition. Total of 35
questionnaires were returned, there are two questionnaires could not be used because the respondent has a work experience less
than three years.
3.1.3
Validity Testing
Construct validity refers to whether a scale measures or correlates with the theorized psychological scientific construct that it
purports to measure. It is related to the theoretical ideas behind the trait under consideration [4]. In this study validation test is
conducted with look at the correlation between the items that are on the same sub-dimension (intra-correlations) than the
correlation between the items at different sub-dimension (inter-correlation) [4]. Non-parametric procedure is applied because
the data obtained does not fulfill normal distribution so that the correlation is used Spearman correlation [5]. As previously
described instrument would be valid if the value of the correlation between the items on the sub dimension (intra-correlations)
greater than correlation between items in different sub-dimension (inter-correlation). Items that did not pass the validation test
will beremoved from the questionnaire. The correlation items question in dimension A is presented in Table 1. Item X1.2,
X1.1, X1.8 is removed from the questionnaire
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Table 1: Correlation item in Dimension A
Sub Dim 1

Dimension A
X1.2
Sub
Dim
1
Sub
Dim
2
Sub
Dim
3

Sub
Dim
4

3.1.4

X1.2

1

X1.4

0.077

X1.4

Sub Dim 2
X1.7

X1.1

X1.5

Sub Dim 3
X1.6

X1.3

X1.9

Sub Dim 4
X1.11

X1.8

X1.10

X1.12

1

X1.7

0.15

.569**

1

X1.1

0.036

.483**

0.208

1

X1.5

-0.076

0.356

0.236

0.291

1

X1.6

0.038

0.35

0.295

0.323

.612**

1

X1.3

-.367*

0.251

0.251

0.017

0.353

0.189

1

X1.9

0.062

0.166

.488**

-0.057

0.059

.406*

.407*

1

X1.11

0.017

0.274

.539**

-0.013

0.3

.468**

.436*

.741**

1

X1.8

0.095

0.3

.596**

0.008

-0.022

0.09

0.205

0.323

0.321

1

X1.10

0.141

0.285

.635**

-0.008

0.226

0.284

0.206

0.326

0.352

0.308

1

X1.12

0.164

.461*

.480**

0.179

0.335

.382*

0.282

0.343

.469**

0.151

.440*

1

Reliability Testing

Reliability testing is an index that indicates the accuracy measuring system can be trusted or reliable. Reliability indicates the
consistency of a measuring instrument for measuring the same concept. The research instrument is reliable if haveCronbach
Alpha above 0.70 [5].Cronbach Alpha value for each sub-dimension as seen from Table 2, it shows that all Cronbach Alpha
values exceeding 0.70. The results showed that all of the items for each sub-dimensionare reliable

Table 2: Reliability Testing

Dim D

Dim C

Dim B

Dim A

Dim

Sub Dimension

n

Cronbach's
Alpha

Intepretation

Sub Dimension 1

2

0.713

Reliable

Sub Dimension 2

2

0.818

Reliable

Sub Dimension 3

3

0.812

Reliable

Sub Dimension 4

2

0.703

Reliable

Sub Dimension 1

2

0.736

Reliable

Sub Dimension 2

3

0.739

Reliable

Sub Dimension 3

2

0.798

Reliable

Sub Dimension 1

3

0.799

Reliable

Sub Dimension 2

3

0.799

Reliable

Sub Dimension 3

3

0.832

Reliable

Sub Dimension 1

3

0.774

Reliable

Sub Dimension 2

2

0.722

Reliable

Sub Dimension 3

3

0.732

Reliable

3.1.5
Exploratory Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is a multivariate method used to analyze the items that allegedly have links with each other [5]. The linkage can
be described and mapped or grouped on the right factors. There are 33 items passed the test of validity and reliability. Those 33
items is tested with factor analysis. Test KMO (Kaiser-MeyerOlkin) conducted to determine the appropriateness of the factor
analysis performed. Based on Table 3, it can be seen that the assumption of feasibility and adequacy of the data has been met,
because there is not any value of KMO MSA less than the threshold value 0.5. Barlett Test is a statistical test to examine
whether the items included in the one-dimensional cross-correlated [5]. The null hypothesis (Ho) is no correlation between the
items, while the (Ha) is the correlation between items. Base on the calculation can be seen in Table 3 the significant 0.000. So
Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted, it means there is an inter-item correlation
Table 3: KMO and Barlett test result
Dimensi

Kaiser's Measure of
Sampling Adequacy

Barlett Test Sig.

Interpretasi
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A

0.660

0,000

The data is correlated

B

0.517

0,000

The data is correlated

C

0.785

0,000

The data is correlated

D

0.571

0,000

The data is correlated

Determining the number of factors is based on Eigen value of a matrix of inter-item correlation. Factor analysis process will be
terminated when the Eigen value is 1. Grouping described in detail in Table 4
Table 4: Total factor with eigenvalue calculation
Total Eigenvalue

Component
Dim A

Dim B

Dim C

Dim D

1

4.023 (44.6%)

2.682 (38.3%)

4.607 (51.2%)

2.921 (36.5%)

2

1.448 (16.1%)

1.66 (23.7%)

1.568 (17.4%)

1.738 21.7%)

3

1.198 (13.3%)

1.07 (15.2 %)

0.801

1.153 (14.4%)

4

0.713

0.547

0.588

0.814

5

0.546

0.494

0.419

0.5

6

0.466

0.391

0.339

0.436

7

0.285

0.156

0.32

0.242
0.197

8

0.204

0.235

9

0.117

0.122

3 factor

3 factor

2 factor

3 factor

The extraction method used was principal components to distribution the items of the question in factor analysis. The division
of the items into groups is based on a comparison of certain factors loading. Table 4 shows that thedimension A from nine
items proposed is formed in to three factors. Component 1 had a total value of initial eigenvalues of 4.023 or 44.6%. It can be
interpreted that factor one can explain 44.6% of the total factors that will influence the level of organizational maturity on the
dimension of A, the dimension of culture and leadership, as well as for other dimension.
3.2 Correlation between Project Risk Management Maturity and Organization Performance
3.2.1
Organization Performance
This section is talk about the effect of project risk management maturity level of the organization to their organizations'
performance. The organizational performance is calculated based on the reduction of 100 percent (perfect condition) with a
percentage of the discontinued projects, the percentage of projects that over-budget and late , the percentage of projects that
experienced over budget but not delayed, the percentage of projects that are not delayed but over budget. The data of project
value in organization can be collected from questioner.
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3.2.2
Project Risk Management Maturity Level
Project risk management maturity level is obtained with factor score method. Factor score calculation is by assigning weights
to each of the items that make up the sub-dimension. The weight is obtained from the value of the largest factor loading of
each item in the sub-dimension. The weight is multiplied by the value of each item and then calculated as the average value of
each item on the sub dimension. Distribution of the data calculated by the method of factor scores can be seen in Table 5 [5].
Table 5: Factor score calculation

3.2.3

Dimension A

Dimension B

Dimension C

Dimension D

Total

Max

3.2

3.4

3.2

3.1

3.0

Min

1.8

2.1

1.7

1.9

2.0

Avg

2.7

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.6

The Model of Correlation between Project Risk Management Maturity and Organization Performance

Before performing linear regression analysis, there are some assumptions that must be met, including autocorrelation test,
normality and nonheteroscedasticity error. Test the assumptions made and the data obtained that qualified to do linear
regression
After linear regression assumptions are met then do a linear regression analysis. Linear regression is used to develop models to
determine the correlation between maturity level of project risk management and organization performance
Table 6: linier regression result
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model

Sig.
B

Std. Error

(Constant)

-93.681

34.397

0.011

X

58.702

13.236

0

From the table 6can be seen the significance value below 0.05 which means that there is significant correlation between the
independent variables to the dependent variable. The regression equation can be interpreted that if the project risk management
maturity level increases by one the organization's performance increased by 58.7 times with the constants value -93.681. The
variable x has positive value which means that the higher the level of project risk management maturity, the higher the
performance of the organization. The model is
(1)

4. CONCLUSION
An instrument to determine the maturity level of project risk management in the organization has been developed and have
passed the test of validity and reliability. Instruments developed with reference to six similar models that have been developed
by previous researchers. Instrument can be used to measure the maturity level of organization implementing project risk
management adapted to the conditions that exist in Indonesia. Correlation between maturity level project risk management to
organizational performance can be seen by the equation y = -93.681 + 58.7 x 0.00 with a significance value 0.00 and r-square
38%, which means there is a significant relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable, in addition,
the variation organizational performance variable (y) can be explained by variable levels of project risk management maturity
(x) by 38%. In addition, there is a positive correlation between (y) and (x) so that it can simultaneously support the statement
of [6] who said that the higher level of risk management maturity is the higher value of organization performance.
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ABSTRACT
The project has unique and temporary characteristics. These characters are not only found in construction projects, but also
information technology (IT) projects. In the competition to win a project, contractors must carry out competitive bidding. The
winner is often a contractor who offers the lowest price. Since the winner provides the lowest bid, it prones to small profit or
even losses. Conversely, if the contractor expects a higher profit, then the chance of winning tender will be decreased. This is a
trade-off in determining the offering price of the project.
The contractor performs the calculations by using intuitive judgment. The use of intuitive judgment sometimes produces
biases. In this study, the risky behavior of bidders when determining profit margin is studied. The experiment was administered
to 15 respondents from the IT solution provider companies (IT contractors). Scenarios were used in this experiment by
referring to the orthogonal array (OA) of the Taguchi method. The experimental results were analyzed by using ANOVA,
ANCOVA and t-test analysis then compared to the theoretical framework based on prospect theory.
Results showed that the experimental data only partially support the theory. ANOVA concluded that the scenarios tested on the
respondent do not affect the respondent's decision in determining the profit margin. The analysis is continued by considering
the influence of risk attitude toward profit margin. It was found that risk attitude dominates the decision determining the risk
attitude profit margin as indicated in ANCOVA. The profit margin high when respondents are risk averse and risk is low when
the respondents are seeking.
Keywords
Project, information technology (IT), bidding, experiment, prospect theory

1. INTRODUCTION
According to the Project Management Institute [1] a project has two main characteristics namely temporary and unique. The
project is unique based on the availability of historical data which is very limited. The limited data lead project practitioners,
such as contractor, face the difficulties to make cost estimation.
In globalization era, challenges for the company to survive become much greater. One of the competitive strategies to increase
the company’s value is the implementation of information technology. Information technology (IT) becomes a business
strategy for the company to maintain information’s flow inside and outside organization. This opportunity used by the IT
contractors to develop their business.
In Indonesia, bidding system that frequently used is contractors who offer the lowest price of the project will become the
winner. Since the winner provides the lowest bid, it prones to small profit or even losses. Conversely, if the contractor expects
a higher profit, then the chance of winning tender will be decreased. This is a trade-off in determining the offering price of the
project. [2].
According to Hartono [3], there are four major components in the calculation of the project price estimation: project costs,
overhead costs, contingency budget and profit margin. The profit margin determination is deemed crucial and complex from a
contractor’s perspective. It has a direct bearing toward contractors’ well-being in the long term business. But, determining an
accurate profit margin is not easy. The goal of maximizing the expected project profit was not always the case in project bids.
The profit margin determination strategy might be driven by various motivations such as a strategic concern, resource capacity,
and number of competitors and so on.
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The fact that a profit margin determination was performed mostly by senior management by using subjective judgment that
leads to human error [4]. The limited mental processing capability of human decision makers may cause errors in judgment
which could eventually lead to less than accurate results (biases).

2. METHOD
2.1 Research Objects
This study will use primary data in the form of data samples to be obtained through the experimental method using a
questionnaire as a research instrument. Respondents expected in this research are the senior/mid-level managers in IT
contractor (IT solution provider) which has a direct involvement in the decision-making process of project bidding.
The sample size required in a study depends on the type of statistical analysis methods used. Statistical methods will be used in
this study are t-test, ANOVA and ANCOVA. Field [5] says that one of the assumptions of the t-test, ANOVA and ANCOVA
is normally distributed. When the data were normally distributed, the data considered sufficient. This study used 15
respondents for each scenario.
2.2 Stages of Research
In general, the research stage is divided into three phases, namely the development of a theoretical model, instrument
development and implementation of the main experiment. Development of a theoretical model refers to one-reason decision
framework developed by Hartono [3].
After the theoretical model established, the scenarios for the development of research instruments developed. The research
instrument was a questionnaire form consists of several parts, namely respondent and company profiles, analytical scenarios
and risk attitude measurement. Measuring risk attitude using decision analysis theory with the case of change orders that are
familiar to practitioners of the project.
Before the questionnaires distributed, a pilot study conducted to validate the research instrument. Validation of the survey
instrument is conducted qualitatively by the pilot study respondents to assess the design of the survey instrument. Pilot study
respondents were coming from the project management student to the respondents with experience in IT projects.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Development of Theoretical Models
3.1.1 Prospect Theory and Framing Effect in a Profit Margin Determination Context
The model was built following the principles of parsimony and based on relevant theories and supported by previous studies.
In the development of theoretical models, the first step is to elaborate the variables that affect the determination of the profit
margin in this study. Secondly, described the relationship of each variable with the determination of the profit margin.
Relationship between variables past financial performance (X1), project backlogs (X2), project strategic importance (X3) and
contractor size (X5) is based on research Hartono [3]. While the risk attitude variable (X4) is based on Kahneman and Tversky
[6]’s
research.
Prospect Theory and Framing Effects by Kahneman and Tverksy [6] are used to explain the beginning theory of the decisionmaking by practitioners in determining the profit margin.
In this study, the practical definition of risk was applied. Risk was related to possible downside effects on the profit margin
determination. In this sense, contractors would see a profit margin determination which leads to a failure as riskier alternative.
Conceptually, there are two possible competing conceptions regarding to what constitutes risky bidding, namely (a) not getting
the contract; (b) getting the contract but eventually earning profit less than the aspiration [3]. The two competing conceptions
are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Two Competing Conception on Risky Bidding

No.
1
2

The chance of NOT getting
the project
The chance of earning

High Profit Margin

Low Profit Margin

Higher chance (riskier)

Lower chance (less risky)

Lower chance (less risky)

Higher chance (riskier)
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profits LESS than aspirations
So the hypothesis can be made as follows:
Bidders who view their company's performance as being below aspirations tend to engage in risk seeking behavior by
providing a low profit margin. While bidders who view their company's performance as being above aspirations tend to
engage risk averse behavior by providing a high profit margin.
3.1.2 Relationships between Past Financial Performance and Profit Margin Determination
Decision-makers in determining the profit margin consider the financial state of the company in the previous period as the
aspiration to measure the level of risk. According to Prospect Theory [6] when the financial company is in the negative frame
or below expectations, the decision makers will generally behave as risk seeking and provide the relatively low profit margins.
This suggests an aggressive stance to increase the likelihood of winning the tender. Conversely, when decision makers see the
state of the company as above expectations, the level of need for new projects is low, so the decision makers set a high profit
margin. In accordance with Hartono [3], the hypothesis can be made as follows:
H1a: Bidders who view their own companies’ prior performances as being below aspirations (in terms of company-level rate
of returns) tend to engage risk seeking behaviors by providing low bid markups;
H1b: Bidders who view their own companies’ prior performances as being above aspirations (in terms of company-level rate
of returns) tend to engage risk averse behaviors by providing high bid markups.
3.1.3 Relationships between Project Backlogs and Profit Margin Determination
Project backlogs will reflect the company's performance in the future. When the project backlogs above company expectations,
the decision makers would think that the company does not require additional project, so the motivation to win new projects
will be low. Besides, if it wins a new project, it will have an impact on the need for extra capacity and will incur additional
costs [7]. This will affect the decision of determining the profit margin, where the decision will set a high profit margin. And
vice versa.
From this analysis, the hypothesis can be made as follows:
H2a: Bidders who view their companies’ project backlogs as being below aspirations tend to engage risk seeking behaviors
by providing low bid markups;
H2b: Bidders who view their companies’ project backlogs as being above aspirations tend to engage risk averse behaviors by
providing high bid markups.
3.1.4 Relationships between Project Strategic Importance and Profit Margin Determination
A project can be considered to be of strategic importance for the company, so the motivation to win such a big project. For
instance, the decision maker knows that the winning project, the opportunity to get similar projects in the future more wide
open. Winning projects can provide benefits to the company in the long run. From the motivations, decision-makers will act in
risk seeking to determine risk low profit margins in order to win the tender project.
Conversely, if the project according to the decision maker does not provide a strategic advantage for the company, the profit
margins are higher because the project is not so exciting to win. From the analysis of Hartono [3], the hypothesis is as follows:
H3a: Bidders who view the projects as having high values of strategic importance tend to engage risk seeking behaviors by
providing low bid markups;
H3b: Bidders who view the projects as having low values of strategic importance tend to engage risk seeking behaviors by
providing low bid markups.
3.1.5 Relationships between Risk Attitude and Profit Margin Determination
When associated with the determination of the profit margin, the risk factors will affect the attitude of a decision maker
(estimator) in determining the profit margin of the project by ignoring the uncertainty; do overestimates or underestimates in
the calculation and assessment without any clear basis [8]. Decision makers' risk behavior will be consistent with their risk
propensities [8], the hypothesis is as follows:
H4a: Risk averse bidder will provide a high profit margin
H4b: Risk seeking bidder will provide a low profit margin
3.2 A Contingency Frameworkto Explain and Predict Profit Margin Determination
Hypotheses H1 through H3 shows the effect of each independent variable to the determination of the profit margin. Just look at
their relationship when standing alone cannot represent the determination of the profit margin when all the variables that
appears in the process of determining the profit margin.
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Contingency approach is needed in this study to see how these three variables in the scenario of the past financial performance
(X1), project backlogs (X2) and the project of strategic importance (X3) calculated and combined in the process of determining
the profit margin.
One Reason Decision Model [9] used in this study, where a decision maker will ultimately make a decision based on one
excuse after observation and a review of some of the information could potentially be a factor that influenced the decision. One
Reason Decision Model consists of the priority rule, stopping rule and decision rule [9].
Initial allegations to the order of priorities in this study followed Hartono’s research [2] is project strategic important (X3) in
the order of priority. Second are project backlogs (X2). Last is the past financial performance (X1). Some of the scenarios in
Table 2 were created for the show One Reason Decision Models in this study.
Table 2: Contingency Framework of Profit Margin Determination

X1
X2
X3
Past Financial
Backlogs
Strategic
Scenario 1
Not relevant
Not relevant
H
Scenario 2
Not relevant
A
L
Scenario 3
At least one of the three variables is B
L
Note: A: above aspiration, B: below aspiration, H: high, L: low
Scenarios

Predicted Y
Profit Margin
L
H
L

The first scenario (S1): decision-makers focus on the project strategic importance. In this scenario, a bidder perceives that the
project strategic importance (X3) of a project being observed is ‘high’ and disregards the values of other determinants.
Referring to the hypothesis H3 is when decision makers see the strategic side of a project gives high value to the company, the
decision-makers will be set low profit margins to increase the probabilities of winning the project.
The second scenario (S2): decision makers shift his/her attention to the project backlogs. This is due to the decision makers do
not see the project delivering strategic value to the company. In this scenario, the state of project backlogs companies is above
expectations. This information is a stopping rule for decision-making. Referring to the hypothesis H2, then when the project
backlogs above expectations, decision makers will set a high profit margin.
The third scenario (S3): decision-makers shift their focus on the company's financial condition. When the financial condition of
the company in the previous period below the expectation, then the decision will set a low profit margin to win the project.
This scenario refers to the hypothesis H1.
3.3 Instrument Development and Evaluation
Conjoint Analysis Methods or Design of Experiment (DoE) was used, using three factors (past financial performance, project
backlogs and project strategic importance) and two levels. Then the full-factorial experimental design was adopted in part by
using standard orthogonal array of Taguchi method.
Taguchi method was chosen because this method does not require a lot of mathematical calculations to figure combination
scenario, unlike fractional factorial. In addition, by using a standardized method of Taguchi experiments, so that for the same
problem is expected to provide similar results although done by different researchers [10]. Design 23 has an orthogonal array
for each variable are shown in Table 3.
3.4 Data Processing
3.4.1
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA)
ANOVA and ANCOVA analysis was conducted to see if the covariate risk attitude (X4) and the size of the contractor (X5)
have a significant influence on the decision of determining the profit margin in IT projects.
Before the main analysis of the data, Levene's homogeneity test was conducted. Levene's test results showed that the Sig. >
.05, It can be said to be a variant on the covariates is the same scenario that is not affected by stimulus experiments, thus
meeting the assumption of independence.
Table 3: Description of Each Scenario with Taguchi Orthogonal Array
Description
Level:
Profile#
X1 (past financial
X2 (project
X3 (project strategic
performance)
backlogs)
importance)
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1
2
3
4

Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive

Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive

Low
High
High
Low

When the model including only the three main variables that past financial performance (X1), project backlogs (X2) and the
project of strategic importance (X3) the corrected model (SSM) is obtained 111,679. After a variable risk attitude (X4) is
entered, corrected model (SSM) rose significantly to 529,088 by contribution risk attitude variable (X4) of 417,408. Is said to
be a significant covariate seen from sig. processing results with SPSS, F (2.54) = 4.75, p = 0.013, whereas the p-value <0.05, it
can be said to be a significant variable affecting the model.
Then ANCOVA analysis performed by including a contractor size (X5). Corrected model (SSM) ride, but not too significant,
namely a 530,425 with contributions from risk attitude variable (X4) of 365,992 and a variable sized contractors (X5) of 1338.
Judging from the size of the contractor's significance insignificant seen from F (1.53) = 0030, p = 0863, while the risk attitude
variable (X4) is still significant, namely F (2.53) = 4090, p = 0022.
The conclusion of this analysis is the risk attitude variable (X4) deserve inclusion in subsequent analyzes because it proved to
have a significant effect on the model. Contractor size (X5) does not need to be included in the analysis because it does not
affect the model significantly.
3.4.2
Scenario’s Result Based on Theory
By using one-reason decision-making determination of the approximate profit margin of each scenario can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4: The decision results from the Profit Margin Determination Theory One-Reason Decision

Profile Descriptions

1

X1 (past financial
performance)
N

Level of:
X2 (project
backlogs)
N

X3 (project strategic
importance)
N

L

2

P

N

P

L

3

N

P

P

L

4

P

P

N

H

Scenarios

Profit Margin

Note: P: positive, N: negative, H: high, L: low
3.4.3
Grand Mean Calculation
This study uses four scenarios; each scenario has 15 data from respondents. The data include respondents expected profit
margin and profit margin estimates for each scenario respondent. The calculation of the average in the study using the relative
profit margin ('Yhat'), which estimates the profit margin profit margin expectation reduced respondents. Grand mean
calculation results are shown in Table 5.
Comparison of Results Based on average and Grand Mean Each Scenario
From Table 5, it can be interpreted that the scenario has an average below the grand mean would result in a decision
determining the low profit margins. While the scenarios that have above average grand mean will result in a decision
determining the high profit margins.
3.4.4

Table 5: The calculation results of average and Grand Mean (n=60)

Yhat

Mean (Standard
deviation)
1.12 (8.35)
-1.55 (6.27)
-2.18 (5.88)
0.45 (7.46)

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4

The grand mean
(Standard deviation)
-0.54 (7.01)

The decision determining the profit margin from the results of comparing the average of each scenario with its grand mean was
then compared with the theoretical profit margin in Table 4. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 6.


Table 6. Profit Margin Scenario Comparison and Theory
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Theory
Yhat
L
H
Scenario 1
L
L
Scenario 2
L
L
Scenario 3
H
H
Scenario 4
Note: H: high profit margin, L: low profit margin
Table 6 shows the correspondence between the decision determining the profit margin based on the theory and experiment.
Most of the experimental results fit with the theory, which are in Scenario 2, Scenario 3 and Scenario 4. While in Scenario 1,
there is a mismatch between theory and experimental results.
Scenario 1 is the scenario in which all variables are negative (below expectations). Based on the theory of one-reason decision,
should decide on Scenario 1 produces low profit margins. From the experimental results, Scenario 1 apparently resulted in the
decision set a high profit margin, contradicting the theory.
3.4.5
T-test Analysis
Analysis of t-test conducted to prove the comparison of the average of each scenario with the grand mean and to see the effect
of stimulus scenarios on decisions determining the profit margin
Analysis of t-test were used in this study is a one-tailed t-test. These selections were due early predictions against experimental
results, which is based on theories that have been described previously. T-test analysis was performed using SPSS 16.0
software, which the adjustment to the calculation of significance using the analysis of two-tailed t-test, so as to know the sig.
one-tailed t-test should be halved in advance as shown in Table 7.

Yhat

Table 7. T-test Results Each Scenario (n=60, df=14)
Standard
t
Sig. (2-tailed)
Error
Scenario 1
2.16
.769
.455
Scenario 2
1.62
-.623
.543
Scenario 3
1.52
-1.080
.298
Scenario 4
1.93
.515
.615

Sig. (1-tailed)
.228
.272
.149
.308

From Table 7 it can be seen that the value of sig. from the Yhat’s calculation are > .05 so t is not significant. Each t-test
calculations have a confidence level (confidence level) of 95% for the difference in the average. So, if it is assumed there are
100 samples, 95 samples will have an average value of between -4.90 to 6:28. Interval values gives the average probability is
zero which means that both the average group compared samples did not differ (same), thus indicating the samples come from
the
same
group.
The conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis of the t-test is that the sample for each scenario comes from the same
population. Scenario experiments designed to manipulate variables thought to affect the determination of the profit margin, did
not significantly affect the decision of the respondent in determining profit margins.
3.4.6
Subgroup Analysis with Entering Risk Attitude (X4)
It has been in the ANCOVA analysis that risk attitude variable (X4) worth taken into account as it significantly affects the
corrected model (SSM) model. In this section will analyze the profit margin ratio determination theory with experimental
results which consider risk attitude held by the respondent.
The theory underlying the determination of the profit margin from the perspective of risk has been elaborated in Prospect
Theory [6] that when a person has a risk-seeking nature it will be aggressive to win the tender in a way set a low profit margin.
Conversely, when a person has a risk averse nature it would be conservative to maintain the peg profit margins high.
Table 8. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results with Risk Attitude (n=60)
Yhat

Theory
Mean
Scenario1

Stdev

Category

Seeking

L

-0.1

5.366563

L

Neutral

L

-1.55

2.294014

L
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Scenario2

Scenario3

Scenario4

Averse

L

5

13.43503

H

Seeking

L

-5.1

3.879433

L

Neutral

L

-2.15

2.42126

L

Averse

L

2.6

8.876936

H

Seeking

L

-6.1

5.683309

L

Neutral

L

-1.65

2.713393

L

Averse

L

1.2

6.906519

H

Seeking

H

-0.1

8.876936

L

Neutral

H

-2.35

2.73633

L

Averse

H

3.8

9.176056

H

Table 8 shows the comparison of the average of each subgroup with the grand mean. Can be observed that in Scenario 1,
Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 the experimental results are not always the same in accordance with the theory that when
respondents are risk averse. Scenario 4 shows the results of the contrary, the experiments with risk averse respondents resulted
in the decision of determining the profit margin in accordance with the theory, while the other two risk attitude (seeking and
neutral) resulted in a decision that profit margins are not in accordance with the theory.
It can be concluded that the risk attitude of respondents strongly influences decisions in determining profit margins. This is
indicated by the overall suitability of the experimental results with the Framing Effect in Prospect Theory [6], the profit margin
will be higher when respondents are risk averse and low when respondents are risk seeking.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the research that has been done, it can be concluded that in addition to the variable past financial performance,
project backlogs and project strategic importance, risk attitude also significantly affects the determination of profit margins in
the IT project.
From the experiments that have been conducted that analysis results obtained experimental results with a combination of
variables past financial performance, project backlogs and project strategic importance only supports some theories. In
addition, empirical data can be predicted better by considering risk attitude.
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ABSTRACT
One of the success keys in project implementation is the effectiveness of implementation level of project risk management
(PRM). By implementing PRM, many opportunities and risks in uncertainty project can be anticipated immediately. However,
the study for capturing condition and PRM implementation in Indonesia is not yet conducted. Therefore, this study aims
providing initial representation of implementation risk management project in Indonesia. This study was focused on observing
the implementation level of PRM from the organization perspectives. The questionnaire was developed and distributed to 61
top managements in the construction industry with a 57.4% response rate. The questionnaire item developed considered on the
study of [1] which is grouped into four dimensions, namely culture, process, experience and application. According to the
culture, process, experience dimensions, the PRM implementation in Indonesia can be stated as satisfied. Nevertheless, in the
application dimension, the implementation is not yet applied completely. It is depicted on the formal technique in the risk
analysis which is rarely used in Indonesia (73%). This result is similar with other countries which is not yet conducted the
formal technique of PRM.
Keywords
Project risk management, construction industry, top management, implementation

1. INTRODUCTION
Project is indicated by the unique characteristics and the limited project duration [2]. Many companies and organizations
conduct project management for many crucial activities such as business process re-engineering [3], change management [4],
new product development and infrastructure installation. However, CHAOS report conducted by Standish Group found that in
many project performances were below expectation. The trend of project performance in Indonesia is seems to be similar to
those studied by Standish Group. A comprehensive study explaining about the project performance in Indonesia is not yet
conducted.
One of the success keys in the project is the effectiveness of implement level of project risk management [5]. By implementing
good project risk management (PRM), many opportunities and risks in uncertainty project can be anticipated immediately [5].
In addition, reference [6] also stated that the risk in projects will increase when the uncertainty level of project is high.
Therefore, good implementing of risk management is prominent in order to obtain the goal of the project.
Many empirical studies had been carried on in many countries to observe actual condition and level implementation of PRM in
project. Empirical studies reported that framework, method, and tools related with PRM are rarely applied by practitioner.
Therefore, risk management approach has ad-hoc characteristics and not yet to be generalized because of the lack of familiarity
[7], the lack of understanding [8], the insufficient knowledge and the experience [9] on applying PRM. On the other hand, time
and human resource limitation become another important reason for accomplishing PRM implementation [8]. Reference [9]
also argued that technical reason, such as data limitation, essentially influences in risk analysis. Otherwise, the environment
factors, such as government policy and business motivation, also affect PRM implementation of industry. For instance in US
nuclear power operation development, government policy significantly supported the US industry to adopt advanced PRM
approach [10]. However, several empirical studies are conducted only in developed countries as resumed on Table 1. Hence,
the study for capturing condition and PRM implementation in developing countries contexts, particularly in Indonesia, are
strongly limited and must be conducted immediately.
Table 1: Empirical study in PRM implementation
No.

Author, Year

Domain

Location

Method
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1
2
3

Akintoye and MacLeod,
1997
Shen, 1997
Raz and Michael, 2001

Construction industry

UK

Questionnaire

4
5

Wood and Ellis, 2003
Lyons and Skitmore, 2004

Building Contractors
Software & High-tech
industries
Cost Consultant companies
Construction Industry

Hong Kong
Israel

Questionnaire and Interview
Questionnaire

6
7

Simu, 2005
Tang et al., 2007

Small Projects
Construction Industry

UK
Queensland,
Australia
Sweden
China

Semi-structured interview
Questionnaire

8
9

Paté-Cornell & Dillon, 2001
Apostolakis, 2004

NASA
Safety

US
‘---

Semi-structured Interview
Questionnaire, Interview & Case
Study
[not a formal empirical study]
[not a formal empirical study]

Therefore, this study in Indonesian PRM implementation is significantly important because by capturing the actual condition
of implementation PRM in Indonesia, the big picture will be used as a foundation for many initiatives related in implementing
project risk management. On the other hand, in academic perspective, this overview will be used as future research foundation
and framework, method and tools of risk management development in Indonesia.

2. METHOD
This research is a part of a series of studies to understand, to develop and to adapt novel PRM methods in Indonesia. Purposing
to recognize initial condition of PRM in Indonesia, this research falls under the first stage of “understanding” stage. This
research is more focused on observing the implementation level of PRM in organization perspectives rather than project
practitioner perspectives. Therefore, to represent the organization perspective, this research used top management in the
construction company as respondents. In addition, this research was conducted by empirical approach known as cross-sectional
survey with using primary data provided by questionnaire and survey. Table 2 explains about the response rate, in which there
were two methods for distributing questionnaire, namely email (26 questionnaires) and survey mail (35 questionnaires). A
response rate of 57.4% is achieved with the sample size of 35 respondents.
Several stages were carried out to conduct the research. Firstly, the development of survey instrument was accomplished by
adopting question items from literature studies, which was adjusted in Indonesian contexts. Afterwards, the question items
were assessed qualitatively, namely face validity and content validity by conducting pilot study. Face validity and content
validity are obtained by using the pilot study to six practitioners about their respond on instrument proposed. Subsequently, the
instrument would be revised until the numbers of feedback were omitted. Therefore, the proposed instrument could be claimed
as valid and ready to use. Finally, the result is assessed by descriptive statistics and compared by the PRM previous study in
developed countries.
Table 2: Response rate
Questionnaire Distributed
Email
26
Survey Mail
35
Total distributed
61

Response Rate
57.4 %

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Profile of Respondent
Having distributed by online survey and mail survey, the questionnaire was returned to researchers with a response rate of
57.4% (35 respondents) showed on Table 2. However by data cleansing, 2 of 35 data cannot be used in the result analysis
because of the lack of experience of respondents regarding to Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM). CAPM
stated that the project practitioners can be guaranteed as the experience practitioners when they have experience more than
three years. Thus, for preserving accuracy and capturing actual condition, two respondents were excluded because they only
have experiences less than three years.
On the other hand, this experiment was focused on the organization perspectives. Therefore, there is required the reliable
sample who must understand wholly in term of their organizations. One way to provide the reliable sample is by knowing their
background, such as respondent’s position, scale of industry and so forth. Table 3 explains about the current position of
respondents, which is divided into three groups, namely top management such as general manager, vice president, project
manager and so forth; mid management such as process engineer, engineering staff and project control engineer; and low
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management such as technical administration and technical laboratory. Regarding to Table 3, most of respondents are the top
management with portion as much as 80%.
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of respondent’s positions (n=30)
No

Positions

Total

Percentage (%)

1

Top Management

24

80

2

Mid Management

4

13

3

Low Management

2

7

Grand Total

30

100

On the other hand, respondents are also classified into their company size. According to Badan Pusat Statistika (BPS), there
are four types of company size, namely micro enterprise, small enterprise, medium enterprise and large enterprise. The first
type of company size is the micro enterprise which has employee less than four people. The second type of company size is the
small enterprise which the company has the employee between 5-19 people. Meanwhile, the third and fourth company size
regarding to BPS are the medium enterprise which has the employee roughly 20-99 people and the large enterprise which has
the employee more than 100 people. Table 4 explains the respondents according to their enterprise scale. Indeed, considering
the Table 4, most of the respondents come from the small and medium enterprise.
Table 4: The size of industry based on the number of employee
No

Size of Industry

Total

Percentage (%)

Micro Enterprise

1

3.3

2

Small Enterprise

10

33.3

3

Medium Enterprise

14

46.7

4

Large Enterprise

5

16.7

Grand Total

30

100

1

As explained before, the respondent background is also described into their experience in project management. There are three
types of experience regarding to the time depicted on Table 5, namely 3-5 years, 5-10 years, and more than 10 years. The
minimum requirement of respondents is three years experience for securing accuracy to figure out precisely the actual
condition in their company.
Table 5: The experience of respondents
No

Experience Time

Total

Percentage (%)

1

3- 5 years

9

30

2

5-10 years

13

43

3

>10 years

8

26

Grand Total

30

100

According to Table 5, most of respondents had been working for approximately more than five years. Hence, they understand
completely in term of the risk management in their industry due to their experiences.
Table 6: The comparison between criteria in each category
Criteria

Current
Study

More
Successful

Less
Successful
Mean (%)

CHAOS report
2008

Project Success

58

78.9

37

16

Project Challenged

38.6

20.3

57

53

Project Impaired

3.4

0.8

6

31

Ultimately, the respondent is divided in terms of the accomplishment in completing project during the last three years. Based
on CHAOS report developed by Standish Group [11], the accomplishment in completing the project is divided into three
criteria, namely project successful, project challenged and project impaired. The successful project is the project completed ontime and on budget with all features and functions as initially specified. Meanwhile, project challenged can be described as the
project operated completely yet over-budget, behind schedule and offers fewer features and functions than originally specified;
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and the impaired project is the project cancelled at some point during the development cycle. Hence, to compare the study
result and the CHAOS report, the study also divides the respondents into three criteria which the same with CHAOS report
criteria. However, to make it detail, this study also divides the respondent into two groups, namely more successful and less
successful based on their performance to accomplish the project. The more successful group is the respondent having the
portion of project success under the average (58%) and vice versa.
Table 6 compares between the portions of project performances of the respondent and CHAOS report. The percentage of
project success in this study is more than three times higher rather than CHAOS report. On the other hand, the percentage of
project impaired according to CHAOS report is ten times higher than PRM in Indonesia. Briefly, in a glance, the
accomplishment level of successful project in Indonesia is better than result of CHAOS report in 2008.
Meanwhile, considering the group of project performance, the more successful group has the highest number in the portion of
project success and the lowest number in the portion of project impaired. Meanwhile, compared to the others, the less
successful group has the highest number in the portion of project challenged, in which it is similar to the CHAOS report.
3.2 Project Risk Management Implementation in Indonesia
The questions item consists of four dimensions considering the previous study conducted by [11], namely culture, process,
experience and application. The summary of the comparison of each dimensions depicted in Table 7. Culture dimension is
related to the companies’ awareness of the important of PRM implementation [6]. This dimension explains comprehensively
about the attitude of each company eliminates risk during the project, such as senior manager’s response as well as
commitment and leadership of the organizations to support the implementation of PRM.
According to the data collected, 90% of respondents are aware to PRM implementation. It is depicted on their commitment that
PRM is one of the success keys and a part of sequential efforts to achieve the company’s target. Compared to the developed
country, such as UK, the companies’ awareness of PRM in Indonesia is significantly excellent. It occurred since PRM
members in UK are unconscious to conduct PRM due to the lack of familiarity in term of risk management [8]. The top
management in most of project in UK did not provide the contribution to conduct the PRM. It is similar to the PRM
implementation in Queensland which the most barriers for implementing PM are the top management [7]. Nevertheless, it is
strongly different with 96.7% of the top management in Indonesia who always supports and contributes to PRM
implementation by being a raw-model through providing the real evidence to other members. On the other hand, 76.7% of the
top management also awards an achievement to project member who has the most contribution in PRM.
On the other hand, in order to conduct PRM, not only top management which must aware to PRM implementation, but also all
of members related to project. All members must understand the possibility of risk embedded during the project. This behavior
to inform and notify the risk to all members had been applied in Israel, Queensland and China. They utilize the brainstorming
to identify risk information before the project started. Surprisingly, this behavior to inform risk to all project members is also
adopted by 93.3% of construction industry in Indonesia.
The second dimension is process dimension. It highlights about the standard process and the ability of organization in term of
dealing with risk [6]. In this dimension, the good risk management is a stepwise procedure composed of several processes
whether it can be repeated continuously throughout the project lifecycle. Commonly, the organization which is aware to risk
uses the historical data in term of risk in the last similar project in order to become the standard process of the next project.
According to the data collected particularly in this dimension, 96.7% of PRM implementation in Indonesia also uses the
historical data by collecting the feedback of the last similar project to improve their performance in the further similar project.
The other way to improve the performance is conducting the monitoring, evaluation and audit process during the project. This
is similar with PRM in Indonesia which 90% of project in construction industries use them for improving the further project.
Meanwhile, PRM implementation in China uses another way called joint evaluation in order to assess risk [12]
Surprisingly, the use of PRM is not only applied on the developed countries but it is also implemented other domains, such as
US Nuclear project and NASA. US Nuclear project had conducted integration among other PRM processes in order to obtain
the effectiveness of project, such as quality management and government policy. Therefore, many project members tried to use
the advanced PRM approach in order to accomplish the policy. In line with US Nuclear Power, NASA also used PRM as the
routine procedure [10]. Hence, it is not separated from the project implementation itself. However, the implementation of PRM
in two instance domains are significantly different with PRM implementation in Indonesia which tends to ad-hoc rather than
make PRM as the routine procedure equal to NASA project.
The third dimension is known as experience dimension explaining about how the organization members face the project risk.
The goal of this dimension can be achieved successfully when all members can use basic risk management skill in order to
support risk management process in the organization. Therefore, the regular training to enhance the skill of PRM members is
strongly required obtain the goal of this dimension [1].
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Table 7: The comparison between PRM in Indonesia and other developed countries

Point of
Interest
1. Culture

Past Studies
Location, Year
UK, 1997

Queensland,
Australia, 2004

Israel, Queensland
and China
2.

Process

US, 2001

US, 2001

3.

Experie
nce

Queensland,
Australia, 2004
China, 2007

UK, 1997
Hong Kong, 1997

4.

Methods

UK, 1997

Queensland,
Australia, 2004

China, 2007

UK, 1997

Findings
Most of PRM member in UK is
not aware to conduct PRM
because of the lack of
familiarity [8]
Most of PRM barrier is caused
by resource constraint [7]

Brainstorming is conducted to
identify and provide risk
information
US Nuclear regulations push the
industry to adopt more
advanced PRM approach [10]
PRM is lagging behind other
domains such as NASA in
applying risk concepts. NASA
has risk standardization, from
resistance to routine procedure
[10]
Most of PRM barrier is caused
by resource constraint [7]
PRM member usually conduct
joint evaluation to analyze risk
[12]
Lack of understanding in PRM
[8]
Insufficient knowledge and
experience on applying PRM
[9]
The increased availability of
computers do not appear to have
much impact on the tools being
used [7]
The use of computers was found
to be consistently lower in PRM
than this in other project
applications, such as cost
accounting, database and
scheduling [9]
The use of computers and
modeling techniques in risk
analysis is seldom used [12]
PRM uses few formal
techniques [8]

Current Study
90% of respondents stated that their company is
aware whether PRM is one of success factors and a
part of sequential effort in their company
60% of their top management always supports and
commits PRM implementation with real evidences.
76.7% of respondents stated that their company
always provides an achievement to project member
who has the most contribution in PRM
93.3% of respondents stated that their company
usually notified risk information
90% of respondents stated that PRM process in their
company is integrated with the other PRM process,
such as quality management, government policy and
so forth.
Only 73.3% of respondents stated that ad-hoc PRM
is usually used in their company

73.3% of respondents stated that PRM training is
usually conducted in their company
86.7% of respondents stated that their company
usually uses the evaluation of project as a lesson
learning
86.7% of respondents stated that project member in
their company is understand of PRM concept

90% of respondents stated that their company has
operated the computer to PRM activity, for instance
cost accounting, database and scheduling.

26.7% of respondents stated that their company
rarely used formal technique in risk analysis in PRM
implementation

Regarding to the data collected, 86.7% of PRM members in Indonesia are sufficient in understanding of PRM concept. This
condition is strongly influenced by the effectiveness and the frequency of training and evaluation which are conducted
frequently to urge the PRM knowledge of each member. This strategy, training and evaluation, had been conducted by China
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as well for eliminating the probability of risk in the further project [12]. Therefore, surprisingly, it significantly influences the
project performance in China.
Dissimilar to China, the project members in UK and Hong Kong have different knowledge of PRM in which the knowledge is
not distributed uniformly in each member. Thus, only particular project member understands comprehensively in terms of
PRM [9]. Whereas, supporting of all project members in the implementation of PRM is strongly prominent because the
commitment of top manager in the first dimensions is not adequate without the commitment of all members as well to
accomplish the project goal. Hence, the strategy such as explained before is important to conduct it.
Meanwhile, the last dimension is the application dimension. It provides detail in tools and method required to handle risk.
Reference [1] stated that the good project organization in this dimension must identify and analysis risk with integrating and
using both quantitative and qualitative methods and tools. Practically, tools and method using in PRM implementation in
Indonesia is more advance and sophisticated rather than other developed countries. It is supported by two evidences. Firstly,
90% of respondents have operated the computer to PRM activity, for example cost accounting, database and scheduling.
Whereas, many countries in China, UK and Queensland, rarely use computer in PRM activity compared to other countries.
Reference [7] stated that the computers for PRM activity rarely use particularly in Queensland. In line with reference [7],
reference [12] stated that the use of computer and modelling techniques in risk analysis are seldom utilized in China since the
increasing of availability of computers does not affect significantly in the project performance.
Secondly, 73% of respondents argued that simple technique is worthless to prevent risk in PRM implementation. Therefore,
PRM practitioner in Indonesia tends to provide advanced method to eliminate risk. Compared to several projects in UK, they
only use the simplest model to estimate the risk which will be probably appeared [13]. As the consequences, the tools such as
influence diagram, neural network and other complex tools are rarely used in develop countries to estimate the risks.
Nevertheless, though PRM has the excellent on the application of this dimension, the formal technique in risk analysis is rarely
used in Indonesia (73%). In line with PRM Indonesia, reference [8] conducting PRM research in UK stated that PRM
implementation in UK also uses few formal techniques, similar to Sweden and China.

4. CONCLUSION
According to the result in the previous chapter, explained that most of the dimensions are placed in the pleasant condition.
Firstly, PRM implementation in Indonesia is incredibly excellent not only in their member and top management but also in
providing risk information in the culture dimension. Secondly, related to process dimension, PRM implementation in Indonesia
is conducted smoothly. For instance, it can apply in the routine procedure as other domains. Thirdly, considering on experience
dimension, PRM member is categorized as a proficient member because of their knowledge of PRM due to their frequently
training. Ultimately, however, in the last dimension, PRM in Indonesia must be improved particularly in term of using the
formal technique. In conclusion, by considering on the four dimensions, PRM implementation in Indonesia can be categorized
as the good implementation of PRM.
Nevertheless, this study about PRM implementation in Indonesia is not completely explain the detail condition PRM
implementation in Indonesia but only provide the big picture of PRM implementation in Indonesia due to three reasons. First,
the type of industry used on this study is only construction industry. Therefore, other type of industry such as service,
information technology (IT) industry and so forth are not considered. Hence, the further research can be more considering
towards other enterprise types in order to represent the detail and the real condition in Indonesia.
Second, this study is conducted on the newest period compared to other PRM study in the developed countries. The last study
in the literature review is study conducted by reference [12]. Hence, it might appear the improvement of PRM implementation
after five years of Tang’s study.
Third, the use of expert judgment as the input of this study does not accurately represent the real condition during the project.
Reference [14] stated that the expert judgment can provide the systematic bias when they must estimate. Therefore, to solve
this limitation, the further study must be conducted particularly to develop the standard instrument to measure the expert
judgments particularly when they must estimate risks which will be appeared.
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ABSTRACT
Gunaksa harbor is a harbor which provides crossing from Bali to Nusa Penida Island or vice versa. The harbor is
located at Gunaksa beach, which has not had access to harbor. Thus, a way leading to Gunaksa harbor needs to be
built to ease the accessibility and mobility from and to the harbor. Except being a crossing site, the harbor is going
to be developed to be a tourist harbor and a back up for Padang Bai harbor. In addition, at area at the harbor
surroundings (the ex of entrenchment) will be developed from a nonproductive land to be a land related to tourism,
residence, and other public facilities. To realize road construction to the harbor, a feasibility study of some
aspects, including route, environment, economics, as well as financial aspect should be undertaken.
Construction of a new road generally requires quite high financial investment and maintenance cost, that aspect of
needs and functions for society and its investment feasibility should be considered. Due to the construction plan
there are four alternative routes that should be analyzed, including: 1) that with 1.77 kilometers long, 2) that with
2.02 kilometers long, 3) that with 2.05 kilometers long, and 4) that with 2.25 kilometers long. The four alternatives
will be analyzed with a number of indicating variables, such as length or distance, congestion rate, land
acquisition, travel cost (travel time value and vehicle operating cost), environmental impact and area development
using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. AHP is a method implemented to analyze a complex multiple
criteria to be a hierarchy which is then analyzed using matrix to obtain range of priority based on the criteria. The
analysis result showed that access alternative 1 has the highest matrix score or is the 1st rank.
By operating the access alternative 1, the travel time spent will be 2.655 minutes, the lowest travelling time value is
Rp 89,488,813 per year, the lowest vehicle operating cost is Rp 40,325,515 per year. It will result in the lowest
travelling cost Rp 129,814,328 per year and the benefit will frequently increase in the future.
Analysis on investment feasibility based on criteria used with interest rate 12%, 15%, and 18% showed that the
total NPV values was positive; BCR > 1 with the lowest BCR value 1.98. Pursuant to assumption of bank interest
rate 18% per year, IRR value was 33.52% which is higher than the interest rate. It indicates that the alternative
access investment is economically feasible. Based on sensitivity analysis with assumption of interest rate 18%, that
there was increase in cost 20% and decrease in benefit 20%, the analysis also showed that NPV >0, BCR = 1.5,
and IRR = 24,86% which is higher than the interest rate. It indicates that the investment was not sensitive to
change of benefit and cost to 20%. It can be concluded that based on all indicators used in this study showed that
the construction of alternative access 1 to Gunaksa Harbor is feasible to undertake.
Keywords
Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC) Saving, Travelling Time Value, Net Present Value (NPV), Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR),
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

1.

INTRODUCTION

Klungkung regency is located at east Bali. The regency has a major island of Nusa Penida which is separated from the main
land of Klungkung and is still under the administration of Klungkung Regency. Seeing from its area width composition, one
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third of the regency total width is located at the main land (11,216 Ha) and the rest two third is at the island of Nusa Penida
(20,284 Ha). Since 2007 until 2012 the Government of Klungkung had been establishing Gunaksa harbor as the access for
crossing to the Nusa Penida island. The harbor construction is intended to smooth sea transportation and accessibility between
the two lands, i.e. Klungkung main land and Nusa Penida Island in order to maintain a better, routine, and fast transportation.
Development of sea transportation is closely related to land transportation as a supporting access to the continuity of the harbor
operational. To achieve this target, this shall be supported with a good access road to the harbor which connect harbor
hinterland and harbor area. The planned construction of access road to Gunaksa harbor is a transportation facility between
Nusa Penida harbor with Gunaksa harbor. The access road plays a role strategically and importantly as it is one of knot
crossing network of which break the isolation of island outside Bali area and is hoped to enhance economic activities in
Klungkung regency particularly and in Bali generally.
In line with the rapid development of economy in Indonesia in general and in Bali particularly, development of access road to
Gunaksa harbor is completely needed. In order for them to realize it, study on the best alternative access to the harbor shall be
conducted to see its feasibility based on a number of aspects, such as route, environment, economy and financial aspect. The
empirical study can be used as a reference for the Government of Klungkung in prioritizing development in that area.

2.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Project Feasibility Study
Feasibility study is a research or study undertaken comprehensively based on some aspects in purpose to analyze a project’s
level of feasibility. A project’s level of feasibility is an important initiating stage of the activity of a set of project cycle. The
same case is also valid for projects of transportation. The result of the study is a recommendation whether the project needs to
be continued to further stage. In other word, the study of feasibility is intended to analyze to what extent the project’s level of
feasibility, so that the limited natural resource can be allocated appropriately, efficiently, and effectively. A project shall be
executed in the case that it can be accountable economically and financially (Kadariah, 2001). Thus, it is very clear that a
project’s feasibility study is required as an assistance for a decision making process.
2.2 AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) Method
AHP is a decision supporting model developed by Thomas L. Saaty (1994). The model will break down a complex multiplefactor problem or multiple criteria to be a hierarchy. According to Saaty, hierarchy is defined as a representation of a complex
problem in a multiple level structure where the first level is purposed, followed by factor level, criteria, sub criteria and further
down until the last level of alternative. With a hierarchy, a complex problem can be can be broken down into its groups, then it
managed into hierarchy format so the problems show more structureraly and more systematically.
2.3 Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC) Saving
Theoretically, vehicle operational cost is influenced by a number of factors, such as vehicle condition and type, environment,
rider habit, road condition, as well as traffic. The cost is estimated for types of vehicle representing their group, and is stated in
a monetary per unit of distance (Rp/km). Nowadays, there are various model and method of calculating VOCS, namely Pacific
Consultant International (PCI) Capacity Manual, Highway Design and Maintenance (HDM), World Bank, Indonesian
Highway Capacity Manual (IHCM), and Central Road Research Institute (CRRI). There are also a number of VOCS counting
models in Indonesia. In this research, the vehicle operation cost model which is focusing on vehicle speed by LPM ITB
whereas vehicle operation cost is the total of running cost and standing cost.
2.4 Travelling Time Value
Time is a real cost in transportation. Travelling time value or time saving value is defined as the total amount of money willing
to spend by someone to save one time unit of journey (Hensher, 1988). In a project’s feasibility study, traveling time saving is
total travel time deviation with that or with no project. Saving time value per time unit which is usually taken per hour, shall
be counting also the time daily saving. The total daily time cost is then converted into yearly time cost and then its result is
used to be net value to obtain time cost saving.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
3.1 Access Alternative Selection Method
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For the best alternative choosing from a number of existing access alternatives, method of AHP was applied. In this method,
some stages were conducted as follows:
1. Defining problems and determining solution used.
2. Making a hierarchic structure preceded by the main goals
3. Making a paired comparing matrix describing relative contribution or the influence of each element to aim or criteria which
is at the same level as that above it.
4. Defining paired comparison to obtain the total assessment result of n x [(n-1) 2] pieces.
5. Counting value of Eigen and examining its consistence.
6. Rewinding steps 3, 4, and 5 to all levels of hierarchy.
7. Counting Eigen vector of each matrix of paired comparison which is the value of each element for determining priority on
the elements at the level of the lowest hierarchy to achieve the goal.
8. Checking hierarchic consistence with consistence risk of lower than the same as 10%.
3.2 Economic Feasibility Assessment Method
Some investment criteria will be used to evaluate the project feasibility economically or financially is Net Present Value
(NPV), Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR). Economic analysis is based on net economic cost-benefit
analysis by comparing economic benefit “with” and ”without” project. The benefit difference between “with” and “without”
project development is benefit gained by the project development.
3.2.1 Net Present Value (NPV)
Net Present value (NPV) used base point at present. Thus, all inflow and outflow are converted to the present value with
interest rate determined. It is then formulized mathematically as follows.
N

NPV =

¦

n =0

Bn − C n

(1 + i )

n

Fn

N

=¦

n =0

(1 + i )n

(2)

NPV > 0 investment is considered to be economical
NPV < 0 investment is not considered economical
where:

Bn = benefit accepted in the end of the year n
C n = cost spent in the end of the year n
Fn = difference between cost and benefit in the end of the year n
3.2.2 Benefit Coat Ratio (BCR)
Benefit cost ratio (BCR) is comparison between benefit and cost at a same point, such as present worth, future worth or annual
worth
BCR =

Pr esentWorthBenefit
Pr esentWorthCost

(3)

BCR > 1, investment is considered economical
BCR < 1, investment is not considered economical

3.2.3 Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Internal rate of return is interest rate producing NPV equally zero. In IRR analysis we wish to know what “r” is, thus:
¦

Bt - Ct
=0

(4)

(1 + r)t

Where:
Bt = total of project advantage component in the first year.
Ct = total of cost component in the first year
r = IRR producing NPV = 0
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The value of r making NPV = 0 is then called IRR of the project. Criteria used to determine whether a project is considered
feasible is the condition where IRR is bigger than discount rate or IRR > i.
3.2.4 Analysis of Sensitivity
In order to know how sensitive a decision is to factors change that is influencing it, every decision making on technical
economics shall be with analysis of sensitivity. The analysis of sensitivity is will contribute to a description to what extent a
decision will be strong enough to face factors change or parameter influencing it. In case that the factors change results in
change in the decision, the decision is said to be sensitive to the parameter value change (Pujawan, 1995). Analysis of
sensitivity was done by changing value of a parameter a time, then we had to see how is it impact to acceptability of an
investment alternative. The Parameters which usually change and whose change can influence decisions in technical
economics study is investment cost, benefit value, interest rate, and others.

4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Access Road Alternative Conditions
Road access to Gunaksa harbor is
road class as the figure beneath.
a. Road Type and class
b. Functional Class
c. Road length
d. Median
e. Track number and width
f. Own Road Width

designed with 4 alternatives (figure 1), where the alternatives are designed with the same
: type II, class I
: Primary collector road
: 1.770m (Sta 0+000 to Sta 1+770)
: completed
: 2 tracks, 4 sub tracks, 4 X 3.5 m
: 30 m wide

Figure 1: Four Alternatives Route to Gunaksa Harbour

Technical data and Environment for four route alternatives :
a. Alternative 1
• Its location is at Gunaksa Village extending from the North (at eastern part of Bridge of Unda River II) to south until
the End of Gunaksa Harbor
• Road alignments are made to connect the harbor with the hinterland
• The road alignment site was consolidated by Government of Klungkung. The alignments are made 1.770 m long
extending from the highway of Ida Bagus Mantra until Gunaksa harbor.
• Basically, its horizontal alignments can be said to be straight without any sharp turning and its vertical alignments are
considered extreme since there are fairly deep entrenchments.
• The topographic condition of the lower road varied where there are a lot of entrenchments ex using power tools and
sand suction machine with extremely 15 meters deep. The entrenchments are full of water.
• There are 4 big entrenchments in the site, there are Sta. 0+625, sta. 1+450, sta 1+550, and sta. 1+700. The extremely
deepest entrenchment is that of 15dpl at sta. 1+700.
• Apart from the entrenchment there is dry land with topography between 0 until +12.00 dpl. The dry land consists of
mound of sand and soil.
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• Basically, the land is not inhabited by people. However, some people are fond to do activities of traditional mining.
• There is no wet agricultural land at all.
b. Alternative 2
• The site of the second alternative us quite similar to the first alternative, form Kusamba street exactly 500 meter from
the High Way cross road going to Kusamba going through rice field area to west part reaching sta. 0 +500 in alternative
1, and extending to the south until the end of the harbor.
• Some of the alignment sites had been consolidated by Klungkung government. The alignments are made for 2.020
meters length extending from Kusamba street until Gunaksa Harbor.
• Based on horizontal alignment, the road alignment is shaped L where there is one quite sharp turning. However, based
on vertical alignment, the alignment condition is very extreme because there are ponds and quite deep entrenchments
about 1.200 and it is a rice field area of about 800 m long.
c. Alternative 3
• Its location is at Kusamba village starting from Gunung Batur street (Batur and Rame sub-village). It is following the
existing road to Karangdadi sub-village existing to the west going to the harbor.
• Half of the alignment is using the existing road of 3–5 m wide, and the rest half of the alignment is still a rice field area.
• The alignment is made 1.950 m long extending from Kusamba streets to Gunaksa harbor.
• Based on its horizontal alignment, the road alignments are quite winding, and based on its vertical alignment the
condition of alignment is not very extreme because some of the alignment area is the existing area where there are
housing and rice filed along the road.
• Its topographic condition is quite good since there are not entrenchment as in alternative 1 and 2.
• The area is basically a residing area.
• The wet agricultural activities are still productive at the area since 60% of all citizens are farmers and fishermen.
d. Alternative 4
• It is located at Kusamba village, starting from Batur street (Batur and Rame sub village), following the existing road to
Karangdadi sub village, and then turn to the south to the Fish Docking Harbor (FDH) of Karangdadi and extending to
west to the harbor passing the beach.
• Half of the alignment is the existing road with width of 3 – 5 m. The rest area of the alignment in still in form of rice
field area. The alignment is made 2.050 m long extending from Kusamba street until Gunaksa harbor.
• Based on its horizontal alignment, the road alignment is quite winding. However, based on vertical alignment, the road
alignment condition is not too extreme as the half of the alignment is the existing street which is still surrounded with
residing place and rice field area.
• Some parts of the area is dry sand land as it is located at the beach side of Gunaksa.
4.2 The route choosing analysis with Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method.
Diagram of decision making on route maintenance is shown in figure 2 as the basis for making matrix with the following
variables.
Choice of Variable:
I = alternatif 1 with distance 1,770 Km
II = alternatif 2 with distance 2,02 Km
III = alternatif 3 with distance 2,05 Km
IV = alternatif 4 with distance 2,25 Km
Variable of comparing Criteria (indicator)
A = distance/length
B = level of density
C = land acquisition
D = travel cost
E = environment impact
F = area development
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Figure 2: Decision Making Diagram

Based on matrix analysis in some stages with various above mentioned criteria, matrix result is shown as in table 1. The table
shows that the one obtaining the highest matrix multiplying score (rank 1) which is considered as the best alternative is
alternative access road rout 1 whose location is based on the figure 1.
Table 1: Final Matrix on AHP Analysis Result
I
II
III
IV

A
0.18
0.66
0.17
0.13
0.04
1

B
0.24
0.07
0.14
0.30
0.48
1

C
0.25
0.58
0.21
0.13
0.07
1

D
0.18
0.67
0.17
0.12
0.04
1

E
0.10
0.58
0.30
0.07
0.05
1

F
0.05
0.10
0.16
0.28
0.47
1

MULTIPLICATION
MATRICS
0.46
0.19
0.17
0.18
1

RANK
ALTERNATIVE
1
2
4
3

4.3 Economic Feasibility Analysis
Economic feasibility analysis will be carried out to access road alterative to Gunaksa harbor obtaining the highest rank based
on the above mentioned analysis which also has various betterment, that is access road of alternative 1.
4.3.1 Project Cost
Cost component calculated in planning the investment on the access road development to Gunaksa harbor consists of:
1. Investment cost estimation
• Land procurement cost
• Construction coast
• Study, design, and maintenance cost
2. Operational and maintenance cost estimation
Description and amount of the cost component is as follows:
1. Land Procurement cost
Cost for the land consolidation refers to the Tax Object Selling Price (TOSP) per area at the access road which will be built.
The cost of land consolidation will generally be decided pursuant to area width and the building, as well as number of utility
and plantation that will be removed prior to the construction. Basically, there are not people residing in alternative 1 area.
However, there are some people who just work as traditional miners. The wet land or rice field agricultural activities are
brushed up. There have been street alignment built and the land consolidation for the harbor done by Government of
Klungkung since 2001 and it has been in the 4th term with average land width 99.999 m2. The amount of compensation is
Rp.13.999.860.000,- which is Rp.140.000,- per m2. The access road to the harbor procurement cost is Rp.7.434.000.000,- per
5,31 Ha with Rp.140.000 per m2.
2. Construction Cost
Construction cost estimation will be determined by calculating quality of each item of work based on pre-planning design and
unit price of the work item. The estimated cost includes general cost, drainage work, soil work, street body, graining work,
asphalt work, structure work, and other minor work is Rp.90.152.449.000,-. In this study, with yearly inflation 8,49% the
construction cost in 2014 will be Rp.124.892.501.899,61.
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3. Design and Construction Supervising
The planning cost includes cost of study, design and project supervision. In the study, the cost amount is assumed 3,5% of the
construction, i.e. Rp.4.371.237.566,49.
4. Operational and Maintenance Cost
Operational and maintenance cost is that spent for the routine operational activity and road maintenance including its facilities
and the road supporting equipment. The cost is prepared in order that the road condition and its facilities is continuously
proper. The operational and routine annual cost starting from the opening of the road in 2016 is Rp.4.036.962.785,15 and the
periodically 5 year maintenance is Rp.6.728.271.308,59.

4.3.2 Economic Benefit Analysis
The estimated economic benefit of the access road development to Gunaksa harbor will be correlated directly with the harbor
operating time as the pair of Nusa Penida harbor. Benefit of the road constructing project based on economic aspect commonly
calculated as direct benefit for road user, such as Vehicle Operating Cost Saving (VCOS), Time Value Saving (TVS). The
indirect benefit includes multiplier effect in study of road economic development like impact of macro-economic increase like
increase of Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) as the result of tourist activity increase, development of area and
increase in GRDP of other business sectors upon the new road operation.
1. Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC) Saving
VOC saving is counted from difference VOC prior to project and upon the project where crossing was done at Padangbai
harbor with distance of 11.68 km. The crossing through Gunaksa harbor with 1.77 km at land. VOC is counted based on
components related to vehicle operation, including some components: 1) use of fuel; 2) oil (lubricant), 3) tire; 4) vehicle
reparation and maintenance; 5) vehicle depreciation; and 6) interest, insurance, and overhead. The result of analysis show VOC
without project is Rp381.208.332 in 2006, and the VOC value with the project is Rp.60.607.792 with the total saving of
Rp.320.600.539,2. Time Value Saving
The amount of time value for road users is the description of consumer time service given by road to its user. The time value
allocated in this study is total time value at land and at sea through Padangbai harbor or through Gunaksa harbor to Nusa
Penida. The approach used for time value calculating at land is personal income from GRDP divided by population. Time
value of at seat passengers is counted based on the valid tariff for adult passengers crossing by Fery RoRo from Padangbai.
Time Value Saving is counted based on difference between travelling time prior to and upon the project either for the land and
sea travel time value. The total time value saving in 2016 after being predicted based on level of growth is 7,19% or
Rp.253.593.006.
3. Multiplier Effect of Tourism to GRDP and Regional Revenue (RR)
Concept multiplier in these activities is based on the fact that many sector supporting tourism has relation and is dependent on
one local economic community. Thus, each tourism expenses change will affect income, employment, and government
revenue. Change ration in each variable above as the result of the change is called multiplier. In other word, multiplier is a risk
of change of each variable to tourism expenses change. The number of foreign tourists visit in 2010 in Klugkung regency was
280.871people and the Nusa Penida was 174.831 people. Upon the project, it is assumed that 45% tourist use the access road
to go to Nusa Penida, and their average cost of purchasing is $45 per day and the assumed average of their visit is 2 day. This
results in an effect to multiplier to increase of GRDP and RR

4.4 Feasibility Analysis
Feasibility analysis conducted based on some assessing indicators leads in values as shown in table 2.
Table 2: Feasibility Analysis result
Cost
Land Procurement cost (in year 2013)
Construction cost (in year 2014 – 2015)
Total of construction and land procurement cost non tax
Operational and annual routine maintenance cost
5 yearly routine maintenance cost
Benefit
Vehicle operating cost Saving (operational start in year 2016)
Travelling time value Saving in operational year 2016
Multiplier effect benefit
Total of Benefit (operational start in year 2016)

7.434.000.000
124.892.501.900
132.326.501.899.61
4.036.962.785.15
6.728.271.308.59
320.600.539.76
253.593.066.00
71.825.034.414.09
72.399.228.019,86
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Assesment Indicator
Interest 12%

Interest 15%

Interest 18%

NPV
BCR
IRR
NPV
BCR
IRR
NPV
BCR
IRR

292.015.144.622
3,46
33.52%
185.726.438.290
2,76
33,52%
86.596.726.821
1,98
33,52%

NPV
BCR
IRR
NPV
BCR
IRR
NPV
BCR
IRR

100.366.162.799
1,89
29,68%
75.501.973.939
1,80
28,49%
56.587.192.516
1.50
24,86%

Sensitivity for the assumed interest rate 18%
Cost increased 20%, benefit fixed

Cost fixed, benefit decreased 20%

Cost increased 20%, benefit decreased 20%

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the above theoretical background it can be described some important conclusion as follows:
1. The best alternative is the alternative 1, located at Gunaksa Village, based on short route, ready site, relatively minor social
and environmental problem
2. Investment feasibility analysis based on the used criteria with interest rate 12%, 15%, and 18% showed that all NPV valued
positive (NPV > 0), BCR > 1 with the lowest BCR value 1,98 and IRR= 33,52% with the assumed bank rate 18% per year.
3. Seeing from NPV, BCR, and IRR value, economically the access road is feasible to develop.
4. Pursuant to the sensitivity analysis conducted with assumption of interest rate 18%, increase in cost is 20% and decrease in
benefit is 20%, consequently, all parameters used showed that the access road to Gunaksa harbor is feasible to develop
where NPV = Rp.56.587.192 > 0, BCR =1,5 > 1 and IRR= 24,86% which higher than the valid interest rate.
6. RECOMMENDATION
For further study, it is recommended to conduct activities as follows.
•
Synchronization shall be synergized and made to some local development plans at the area of project.
•
The more detail study to plan of cross road to harbor and Ida Bagus Mantra high way needs to be conducted.
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ABSTRACT
Presently, information system is increasingly important to support many fields such as business and education. The
implementation of good information system also becomes attention improving customer satisfaction. One of some tools to
analyze customer satisfaction is SERVQUAL. However, five service dimensions formulated by SERVQUAL are not always
able to cover all of service attribute in some different case such as in information system field. Based on this phenomenon, it
indicates that adjustment of types and number of dimension are extremely needed in special case. Information system field has
different service attribute uniquely used in service performance assessment. In addition, there is also different service
dimension between information system for education and for business. However, there are few researches focusing on
determining service dimension of information system for higher education field, which become attention in assessing service
performance. The importance of types and number of dimension results SERVQUAL evaluation. The scope of this research is
determining service dimension for information system in higher education field. This research will be conducted by survey. In
detail, the respondent in this research will be user of information system such as lecturer, student and management of education
institution. They are stratified based on their accessibility and interest. Collected data of service attribute from this survey will
be analyzed by factor analysis. The output of this analysis is service dimension.
Keywords
Service dimension, service quality, information system, SERVQUAL

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, service activities are regarded as increasingly important for running the business [1] [2] [3] [4]. Adding service to
product can influence customer satisfaction. A kind of service that can be provided by management is the implementation of
information system in business system [5]. Business process will be more relatively effective and efficient by using
information system. However, the effort to improve customer satisfaction by using information system should be evaluated in
order it is able to understand customers’ wants and needs. It is very important to understand service given to customers that is
meeting with their wants and needs to establish customers’ loyalty and to pursue potential customers. This is supported by
empirical study that mention qualified service can increase customer satisfaction, then customer satisfaction will build
customer loyalty and customer loyalty will give profitability to company [6]. One of some tools to analyze whether service
given can meet customers’ wants and needs is SERVQUAL. By using SERVQUAL, the performance of service given is
evaluated from gap between customers’ expectation and customers’ perception. Those services given can be grouped into
several dimensions based on the equality of function and of impact in satisfaction improvement. There are five dimensions
formulated in SERVQUAL that become general model to accommodate much kind of services given. They are tangible,
responsiveness, reliability, assurance, and empathy. However, five service dimensions formulated by SERVQUAL are not
always able to cover all of service attribute in some different case. Based on this phenomenon, it indicates that adjustment of
types and number of dimension are extremely needed in special case. The benefit of this adjustment is to avoid the misleading
in understanding and in interpretation of the performance of certain service dimensions due to categorize inappropriate service
attribute to certain service dimension. This adjustment had been conducted several times in previous research [7].
Based on background above, the objective of this research is to investigate the suitable service dimension for information
system in higher education field. As the fact of the powerful of technology, education field also depends on information system
to conduct their activities. Information system in education is like the basic needs and it expedites learning process. However,
there are few researches focusing on determining service dimension of information system for education fields, which become
attention in assessing service performance. The importance of types and number of dimension results SERVQUAL evaluation.
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Generally, the benefit of this research is able to improve users’ satisfaction by using wise service dimensions. The scope of this
research is determining service dimension for information system in higher education field. This research will be conducted by
methode of survey.

2. SERVICE DIMENSIONS IN SERVQUAL
Over the years management literature has proposed many concepts and instruments concerning how to measure the service
quality. Some of them are service quality (SERVQUAL), and quality function deployment (QFD). QFD is commonly used in
SEE methodology to translate voice of customer in first phase into technical design in third phase. The use of QFD in process
design is straightforward. However, good service delivery is a successful strategy to serve customer. Thus, knowing the gap
between customer’s expectation and customer’s experience is important. QFD cannot record the gap. There are several gaps in
service field which consists of following gaps: customers’ expectation versus their understanding by manager; managers’
perception of customers’ expectation versus service specifications; service specification versus fulfillment; information about
service versus service that is actually provided; and customers’ expectations versus service provided.
Reference [8] mentioned that to evaluate service, SERVQUAL divide attributes of service into five dimensions which consist
of follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tangibles
Reliability
Responsiveness
Assurance
Empathy

: The appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and communications material.
: The ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately.
: The willingness to help customers and provide prompt service.
: The knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey trust and confidence.
: The caring, individualized attention the firm provides its customers.

In most cases of SERQUAL, five service dimensions above become general model to evaluate and improve service given.
Whereas in some other cases, there are several services those have not been able to be covered by those five dimensions
mentioned before. In addition, customer or user is very sensitive to service given selection. Thus, mistake in classifying service
attributes into dimension will give bias assessment and misleading interpretation to service performance itself [7]. Obviously,
service dimension will influence the assessment of service quality. Service quality of a specific service dimension is defined as
the attitude of the customers’ perceptions towards the specific service dimension according to their experience of uses at a
specific time [9].
In fact, adjustment of the number and the kind of service dimensions is previously done in several researches. Reference [7]
gave the chronologies as follow:

Year
1982

Year

Proposer

Table 1: The Chronologies of Service Dimension Development
Component/ Dimension
•
•
•

Lehtinen

Interactive Quality
Physical Quality
Corporate Quality

Table2: The Chronologies of Service Dimension Development (Cont.)
Proposer
Component/ Dimension

1984

Gronroos

1988

Leblanc
Nguyen

and

1988

Parasuraman,
Zeithml and Berry

1988

Garvin

Additional
Information

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structure-Technical Quality
Functional Quality
Reputational Quality
Corporate Image
Internal Organization
Physical Support of The Service Producing
System
Staff/ Customer interaction
The Level of Customer Satisfaction
Tangibles
Reliability
Responsiveness
Assurance
Empathy
Performance

Additional
Information

Eventually led to
the development
of SERQUAL
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Year

1989
1994

Proposer

Hedvall
and
Paltschik
Oliver and Rust

Component/ Dimension
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional
Information

Features
Conformance
Reliability
Durability
Service
Response
Aesthetics
Reputation
Willingness
Ability to Serve
Functional Quality
Technical Quality
Environment Quality

The other example given for service dimension adjustment is adjustment of SERVQUAL’s five dimension in airlines industry.
In airlines industry, SERVQUAL’s five dimensions are difficult to apply to airlines. This is because the SERVQUAL
instrument does not address other important aspects of airline service such as in-flight meals, frequent flyer programs, seat
space and legroom [10]. In addition, reference [10] also showed that they adjusted the SERVQUAL’s service dimension
became three dimensions. Those three dimensions are as follows
•
•
•

Dimension 1: Reliability and Customer Service
Dimension 2: Convenience and Accessibility
Dimension 3: In-flight Service

Regarding the benefits of SERVQUAL itself, reference [11] summarized the benefits of SERQUAL as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

It is useful in understanding the opinion of customers regarding a service delivery, for example perception,
expectation, and satisfaction.
The model alerts management to consider expectations and perceptions.
The gaps among different people, and at different time periods regarding expectation and perceptions can be
identified,
It is useful in identifying specific areas of weaknesses and dissatisfaction.
It helps prioritize areas of service weakness to focus effort on.
It provides benchmarking analysis for organizations in the same service sector.
It can work as a basis for gathering customer requirements to explore further quality improvement analysis.

3. SERVICE ATTRIBUTES FOR INFORMATION SYSTEM IN HIGHER EDUCATION FIELD
Presently, organizations continue to increase spending on information technology (IT). The impacts of IT are often indirect and
influenced by human, organizational, and environmental factors; therefore, measurement of information systems (IS) success is
both complex and illusive [12]. Nevertheless, measurement of information system success related to users’ satisfaction is
extremely needed.
Users’ satisfaction has close relationship with service quality. The determination of service quality is considered as a
comparison process between an expected level of service and the service perceived by the user. The relationship between
service quality and users’ satisfaction is showed by reference [13] as follows:
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Figure 1: Users’ Satisfaction Determination

In order, the measurement of success of users’ satisfaction will not be misleading and bias, service dimension determination
becomes something crucial [12]. Service dimension is group of some service attributes those have the same function and
impact to satisfaction improvement. So that classifying of certain service attributes into inappropriate dimension will cause
misleading in interpretation of performance of service dimension itself. Service attributes can be generated by several ways
such as based on ISO as a fulfillment of basic requirement standard, based on the same previous research and based on voice of
customer as service development indicator. Generally, service attributes used as key of success measurement in information
system are as follows:

No
1
2
3
6
7
8

Table 1: Service Attributes for Information System
Service Attribute
Reference
Ease of using system
Research
Ease of learning system
Research
System accuracy
Research
Flexibility of system
Research
Sophistication of system
Research
Integration
ISO, Research

No
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Table4: Service Attributes for Information System (cont.)
Service Attribute
Customization of system
Consistency of network connection
Availability of information
Usability of information
Understandability of information
Relevancy of information
Format of information/documents
Conciseness of information
Individual learning impact
Individual awareness impact
Individual decision effectiveness impact
Individual productivity impact
Organizational cost impact
Overall productivity impact
Improved outcomes impact
Ease of accessibility
Speed of access and operation
Communication media provision
Quota of downloading and uploading file
Green information system
Protection from virus, spam, worm and so forth
Broadcasting of latest information (news, advertisement, announcement, so forth)
Supporting vision organization
Information security policy

33
34

Management commitment to information security
Confidentiality agreement

Reference
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Voice of Customer
Voice of Customer
Voice of Customer
Voice of Customer
Voice of Customer
Voice of Customer
Voice of Customer
Voice of Customer
ISO,
Voice
of
Customer
ISO
ISO
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No
35
36

Service Attribute
Independent review of information security
Information classification guideline

ISO
ISO

Reference

No
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Table 5: Service Attributes for Information System (cont.)
Service Attribute
Information labeling and handling
Network control and maintenance
On line transaction
Protection of log information
Clock synchronization
Privilege management
User password management
Review of user access right

ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO

Reference

Based on service attributes list above, some service attributes cannot be fitted into tangible, reliability, assurance,
responsiveness and empathy. Service attributes mentioned above are service attributes which are commonly used either for
information system either in business field or education field. Whereas, there are differences in both business field and
education field, especially higher education field. The differences are fundamentally associated with the goal of using
information system. So that, it needs to be adapted to use service attributes mentioned before for information system in higher
education field. Here are several additional service attributes for information system in higher education field.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Table 6: Additional Service Attributes for Information System in Higher Education
Service Attribute
Reference
E-learning
Voice of Customer
On line-class
Voice of Customer
On line-examination
Voice of Customer
Cloud computing
Voice of Customer
Automatic examination mark calculation
Voice of Customer
Restricted web that is visited
Voice of Customer
Ease of registration
Voice of Customer
WIFI availability
Voice of Customer
Ease of device setting
Voice of Customer
Quota of cloud computing
Voice of Customer
Filtering plagiarism
Voice of Customer
Concern to copyright (software, ebook, research, journal and so forth)
Voice of Customer
Supporting for student presence, lecturer presence and employee presence
Voice of Customer
Paperless data back up
ISO, Voice of Customer
Durability of storing file to cloud computing
Voice of Customer

4. DETERMINING SERVICE DIMENSION FOR INFORMATION SYSTEM IN HIGHER EDUCATION
FIELD
4.1 Questionnaire Design and Sample
Data collecting is conducted by distributing questionnaire to respondents that is defined before. The respondent in this research
will be user of information system such as lecturer, student and management of education institution. They are stratified based
on their accessibility and interest. The given questionnaire contains service attributes list for information system in higher
education. Those service attributes are generated as method explained before. Respondents are asked to determine the
importance level of those service attributes. Importance level of service is filled based on respondent’s expectation toward the
importance of certain service. This study adapted the SERVQUAL scale to the specific context of aviation by generating
additional quality related measures or items other than the ones already included in the SERVQUAL instrument. This study
will change the measurement items and the dimensions to develop a more appropriate scale for measuring service quality of
information system in higher education.
4.2 Factor Analysis
In this study, factor analysis is used to determine the service dimension based on the importance level of service attributes
which have been assessed by respondent. Factor analysis is a method for investigating whether a number of variables of
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interest Y1, Y2,…, Yl, are linearly related to a smaller number of unobservable factors F1, F2,…, Fk. Variable of Yi in this study
refers to service attribute and Factor of Fj in this study refers to service dimension.
4.3 Reliability of Measures
The next step after getting the new service dimension from factor analysis is the reliability test of the new service dimension
itself. Reliability test is used to know the internal consistensi of service dimension and to know whether the service dimension
is able to be credible measurement tools in service evaluation. The first step to do reliability test is establishing the hypothesis
as follows: H0: questionnaire is reliable; Ha: questionnaire is not reliable. Decision is taken by comparing Cronbach’s alpha
and R-value from table. Cronbach’s alpha was used to assess internal consistency.

5. ANALYSIS
Based on service attribute generation on Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, at glance it can be analyzed that there are some service
attributes uncovered by 5 SERVQUAL service dimension. This is probably caused that there are two different respon variable
in information system field which have the same importance level in user assessment. Both the variables are related to either
system quality or information quality alone. So that, both of the variables should be separately analyzed because they are not
the same. In the other hand, analysis conducted by 5 SERVQUAL service dimension is general and tending to system quality
in delivering service. Before grouping the attribute by using factor analysis, at glace the attributes on Table 3.1 and Table 3.2
can form dimensions based on D&M model as follows: (1) system quality is the desirable characteristics of an information
system, (2) information quality is the desirable characteristics of the system outputs, (3) security is dimension protecting some
either information or data, (4) Education support is dimension supporting activities for educational purpose, (5) Assurance is
the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey trust and confidence, (6) Empathy is the caring,
individualized attention the firm provides its customers.
Based on service dimensions above, dimension of information quality, security and education support are uncovered by 5
SERVQUAL service dimensions. In fact, dimension of responsiveness, assurance and reliability in SERVQUAL can be
covered by either system quality or information quality. There is interesting point about assurance here. Assurance in
SERVQUAL is intended to guarantee and certainty of service given to user meeting with promised service to user. In the other
hand, assurance in information system field is more intended to guarantee of confidential of either data or information uploaded to information system. Both of that guarantees are surely different. Therefore, service dimension of security is needed
in service evaluation for information system. However, service dimension of tangible and empathy still occur in both of 5
SERVQUAL service dimensions and service dimensions above. This probably shows that tangible and empathy are service
dimensions always attracting user’s attention and assessment. This dimension looks like being favorite dimension for user so
that it is always well provided by provider. It is probably caused by recognition of senses. While empathy is dimension
covering service attribute that supports making customer intimacy. Actually service dimensions having formed above can be
used for service evaluation not only in information system for higher education field but also in general information system by
removing service dimension of education support. Service dimension of education support can be only used in information
system for higher education because the function of implementing information system in both of them are different. The
implementation of information system in education field must be based on the great value of education and it is not profit or
business oriented as the main goal, so there are some service attributes used to limit and support the utilization of information
system for educational purpose such as online class, concern to copyright, issue of plagiarism and so forth.

6. CONCLUSION
Service attributes for many kind of field are not exactly the same, so that the different field will have different service
dimensions too. Based on service attributes which are in line with ISO 27001 and generating idea from voice of customer,
service dimensions for information system in higher education field must be unique dimensions. It is because SERVQUAL’s
five dimension are not exactly fit with and cannot cover all of the available service attributes. The adjustment of service
dimension was also done time by time. That adjustment could be done by using factor analysis.
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ABSTRACT
High quality, non-renewable, resource depletion through various consumptive industrial activities, as well as, emissions and
wastes during resources transformation have made current industrial systems unsustainable. Industrial symbiosis, coupling
economic growth with environment protection, is one of various attempts toward sustainable industrial practice. The literature
on industrial symbiosis continues to grow even though the industrial symbiosis practices have been there for quite some time.
However, researches on industrial symbiosis are varied and vibrant yet fragmented. This present paper therefore attempts to
organize and to review the burgeoning industrial symbiosis literatures by analyzing their state-of-art whether there are gaps.
The literature review was based on articles drawn from 13 databases and one internet-based research engine. The literatures are
analyzed with respect to evolutions of the concept development and the degree to which material are closed and exchanged,
barriers and success factors, performance indicators, and modeling techniques implemented. Research findings are further
synthesized to identify direction for potential future research.
Keywords
Industrial Symbiosis, Literature Review, Concept Development, Barriers and Success Factors, Modeling Techniques

1. INTRODUCTION
High quality, non-renewable, resource depletion through various consumptive industrial activities, as well as, emissions and
wastes during resources transformation have made current industrial systems unsustainable. This will lead that the current
resource use dynamics cannot be maintained for existing human populations. Therefore, people are now trying to bring about
a change in the way their operation so that the negative impacts towards ecosystem can be stopped or at least minimized.
Industrial symbiosis, coupling economic growth with environment protection, is one of various attempts toward sustainable
industrial practice. The most famous case study of industrial symbiosis is probably the industrial district at Kalundborg,
Denmark. During the development of industrial symbiosis, a number of ways to design and implement industrial symbiosis
exist. Moreover, industrial symbiosis has also referred to various names, such as eco-industrial park, industrial eco-system, etc.
The literature on industrial symbiosis continues to grow even though the industrial symbiosis practices have been there for
quite some time. However, researches on industrial symbiosis are varied and vibrant yet fragmented.
This present paper therefore attempts to organize and to review the burgeoning industrial symbiosis literatures by analyzing
their state-of-art whether there are gaps. The literature review is therefore more than a mere description. The paper follows the
following methodological approach to conduct the review: building conceptual framework, searching and collecting literatures,
analyzings and synthesizing findings from literatures.

2. FRAMEWORK
The industrial symbiosis literatures are ranging from the conceptual study to empirical study, from broad-brush exploration to
in-depth case study. This present paper arranges the literatures by creating an organizing template for this work. Although
several templates are possible, a framework used in this paper is built in such a way to map the literatures based on its context
into two streams of research: conceptual development of industrial symbiosis (group 1) and tool used or applied in designing
and implementing industrial symbiosis (group 2). The review is shaped around these streams because each of stream has
distinct body of research. Group 1 deals with attempts to investigate industrial symbiosis concept, formulate its principles and
elements. As a new field, industrial ecology and/or industrial symbiosis literatures are seeking to formulate a set of
fundamental beliefs and cohesive concepts that lend a common meaning to all players in the field. These literatures are mainly
based on conceptual-grounded work. Group 2 deals with issues and approaches related to industrial symbiosis establishment
such as performance indicators, modeling and evaluation as well as barriers and success factors of industrial symbiosis around
the world. The papers on this category are empirically grounded results, experiences from practice.
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3. DATA COLLECTION
Due to the multidisciplinary nature of industrial symbiosis, the literature search was organized so that all the related field of
industrial symbiosis was covered so that it could be analyzed in different context. Fields included in the literature research
includes engineering, economics, environment, and business. The framework above was applied to all areas. Ten sources from
databases, e-journal and internet, most of them containing articles, are explored. The data collection was conducted in four
steps following the steps below,
1. Screening of databases, journals, conferences proceedings, etc to find references to publications related to industrial
symbiosis
2. All the selected references were coded according to our framework, empirical and conceptual research as well as
classified into two groups determined in the framework
3. Investigation of most important/central references
4. Identification of potential research themes
Table 1: Databases and search terms employed in literatures
Sources
ISI Web of Science
EBSCO
ECO Electronic
Collection (OCLC)
4. Ingenta
5. JSTOR
6. Science direct (Elsevier)
7. SpringerLink
8. Wiley Interscience
Journal
9. Blackwell Synergy
10. Google scholar (internet)
1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Search term
industrial symbiosis
industrial ecosystem
eco-industrial park
eco-industrial estate
eco-industrial network
by-product synergy
by-product exchange

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Literature Description
Judging from the numbers of references, research on industrial symbiosis have not yet got a foothold. As new emerging
discipline the literatures of industrial symbiosis are evoluting in the same way as is industrial ecology. This section addresses
the industrial symbiosis literatures evolution to point the center of attention to identify the potential research agenda as well as
to provide innovative routes in changing present unsustainable industrial systems.
The concept of industrial ecology was firstly introduced in 1989 [1]. Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the literatures based on the
framework discussed in section 2. Tin the early stage, industrial symbiosis literatures were mainly working on the conceptual
definition. With respect to the empirical case, the Kalundborg case in Denmark appeared in 1996 literature was the first
working model of industrial symbiosis. Afterwards, the industrial symbiosis concept has been refined and the numbers of case
and/or project on industrial symbiosis have been increasing since then. The conceptual literatures have given a baseline for
studying the cases while case study literatures have inspired to further distill the concept. Case study literatures also contribute
to the development of tools for designing and developing industrial symbiosis. Early study on industrial symbiosis was
dominated with the technical and economic perspectives. Therefore, there was unbalance between the social and technology
study in the area of industrial symbiosis as sustainability is not only based on technology and economy aspects but also social
aspect. Furthermore, Cohen-Rosenthal [2] challenged the reductionist and engineering approaches in industrial ecology in
general and industrial symbiosis in particular by stressing the importance of solid understanding of the functioning of industrial
network and the role of human resources. Human dimension and inter-organizational issues was then addressed in 2006
literatures. Recent development in industrial symbiosis literatures is an attemp to adopt systemic perspective when designing
and evaluating industrial symbiosis.
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tool

concept
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(1990-1992) (1993-1995) (1996-1998) (1999-2001) (2002-2004) (2005-2007) (2008-2010)

(2011-)

f irst introduced
techno-econo-socio
systemic approach

techno-econo
analytical approach

Figure 1: Industrial symbiosis literatures (Note: bigger circles reflect more literatures)

Figure 2 further illustrates that the number of empirical studies are higher than conceptual studies because more literatures
presents and explores practices from cases in order to formulate the concept as well as implementing approaches. In turn, the
formulated concept will help to learn, design and plan for other cases/projects. The process is however not linear. Theoretical
and empirical data collection and generation work is done at the same time.
60

Percentage (%)

50
40
30
20
10
0
Conceptual Studies

Empirical Studies

Types of Study

Figure 2: Industrial symbiosis literatures by group based on the framework
(Group 1: Conceptual studies, Group 2: Empirical studies)

4.2 Industrial Symbiosis Definition
Industrial symbiosis is perhaps the best-known application of Industrial Ecology principles. There are various definitions of the
concept with different implications. Industrial symbiosis normally regards as the exchange of by-products, energy, water,
emissions among closely situated firms. There are several terms in the literatures which are used interchangeably. Table 2
provides the terms as well as the definition which develops over time. The early definition is put more focus on trading
material, and then it is enriched by the synergy/collaboration within geographic proximity in addition to material exchange.
Table 2 also implies that the expressions from different authors are varying depending on the system boundaries, specifics of
the project, its management umbrella or geographical location. However, they have one thing in common is that they attempt
to create a system by exchanging material/energy with collaboration among companies within region/geographic proximity
whose objective to improve economic, environmental, social performance.
Tabel 2: Concepts and definitions in Industrial Symbiosis
Term used
Industrial
Ecosystem
Industrial
Ecosystem

Definition
In an Industrial Ecosystem, the traditional model of industrial activity is transformed into a
more integrated system, in which the consumption of energy and materials is optimized and
the effluents of one process serve as the raw material for another process
A community or network of companies and other organizations in a region who choose to
interact by exchanging and making use of byproducts and/or energy in a way that provides
one or more of the following benefits over traditional,non-linked operations: reduction in the
use of virgin materials as resources input, increased energy efficiency leading to reduced

References
[1]

[3]
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Term used

Eco-industrial park

Industrial
symbiosis

Definition
systemic energy use, reduction in the volume of waste products requiring disposal, increase in
the amount and types of process output that have market value
a community of manufacturing and service firms located together in a common property.
Member businesses seek enhanced environmental, economic and social performance through
collaboration in managing environmental and resource issues. By working together, the
community of businesses seeks a collective benefit that is greater then the sum of individual
benefits each company would realize by only optimizing its individual performance
Industrial Symbiosis engages traditionally separate industries in a collective approach to
competitive advantage involving physical exchange of materials, energy, water, and/or
byproducts. The keys to Industrial Symbiosis are collaboration and the synergistic
possibilities offered by geographic proximity

References

[4]

[5]

The latest definition on industrial symbiosis also takes into account on the common objectives to pursue performance targets.
This is quite in line with principles proposed by Korhonen [6], the development of natural ecosystems is driven by roundput,
diversity, locality and gradual change, as industrial ecology metaphors.
Table 3: Ecosystem principles applied to natural and industrial ecosystem (adapted from [6])
Ecosystem principles
Roundput
Diversity

Locality

Gradual change

In Natural Ecosystem
Recycling of matter
Cascading of energy
Biodiversity
Diversity in species, organism
Diversity in interdependency and
cooperation
Diversity in information
Utilizing local resources
Respecting the local natural limiting
factors
Local interdependency and cooperation
Evolution using solar energy
Evolution through reproduction
Cyclical time, seasons time
Slow time rates in development of system
diversity

In industrial Ecosystem
Recycling of matter
Cascading of energy
Diversity in actors, in interdependency,
and in co-operation
Diversity in industrial input and output

Utilizing local resources, wastes
Respecting the local natural limiting
factors
Co-operation between local actors
Using waste material and energy and
renewable resources
Gradual development of the system
diversity

Summarizing, the basic concept of industrial symbiosis is attempting to learn and apply ecosystem principles to an industrial
system. The ability to articulate and conceptualize industrial symbiosis is crucial because different conceptualizations of
industrial ecology suggest different political solutions and different focuses on the environment [7]. Moreover, the principles
can be useful either for stimulating creative thinking, innovation, and for providing inspiration for establish industrial
symbiosis.
4.3 Barriers and Success Factors
There are two opinions regarding the IS establishment. First, based on the success story of existing IS, the development of IS is
self-organizing driven by market forces, spontaneously evolved market coordination [8]. Industrial symbiosis is a complex
system that is very difficult to intentionally plan, design or manage [9]. However, the second opinion is that the IS
development is planning-based is that the public planning could foster greater level of industrial symbiosis [10].
There are various barriers and success factors found in the literatures. For example, Ehrenfeld and Gertler [9] found barriers
toward industrial symbiosis included lack of technical and economic appeal of continuous sources of feedstock, high
transaction costs, small lot sizes, and cognitive domain when wastes have such a long history of being ignored that it is
difficult for firms to integrate these output of their activities into their strategic processes. Case study of a Swedish
municipality with a developed forest industry results that the greatest barriers were lack of knowledge and resources, attitudes,
time frames, development consent and lack of continuity and local power for some companies [11]. On the study of CHPbased energy production in an industrial recycling network, Korhonen [6] identified the barriers are economic barrier,
unhealthy dependencies (conflicting interest or diversity of technical requirements), regulation and policy (taxation of fossil
fuels), large unit sizes and awareness related to information and know-how. He also discussed on the conditions of success
including renewable flow resources as fuels, co-production of district heat and electricity, co-production of industrial
heat/steam and electricity, public ownership in related to trust and inability to corporate as well as local condition that provides
market in which this is very much in line with the success factors for Kalunborg due to chemical and other technical
compatibility, economic feasibility, organizational arrangements that minimizes transaction cost, regulatory context that is
consultative, open and flexible to further reduce emission and adjust prices to make industrial symbiosis economically
attractive [9]. Furthermore, case studies of eight eco-industrial park in the Netherlands showed that factors of social cohesion
between the partner companies plays, physical and social features as well as the nature of the decision making process
determine the degree of success in achieving symbiosis and/or utility sharing in eco-industrial park [12]. Furthermore, the
comparative study conducted on six industrial symbiosis projects in the US and the Netherland pointed the factor that essential
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to project success is active participation from a number of stakeholders in the planning stages of the project, however, the
reasons causing problems or failure is more diverse in nature, ranging from lack of finances, lack of company interest,
relatively large distance between companies, different opinions and interest among stakeholders [13].
Summarizing, barrier and success factors on industrial symbiosis project are case-specific; however, there are some commons
also among the cases. Summarized, the development and functioning of industrial symbiosis depend on the various factors
rooted in the different domains [13,14],
• Technical: an exchange is technically feasible in terms of physical, chemical and spatial attributes of in- and output
streams, compatibilities between needs and capacities, availability of reliable and cost efficient technologies
• Economic: an exchange might be economically sound or economically not risky from a company perspective in terms
of costs of virgin inputs, value of waste and by-product streams, transaction and opportunity costs, size of capital
investment and discount rates
• Political/regulatory/legal: caused by the jungle of environmental laws and regulations for example: overarching
environmental policies, nature and implications of relevant laws and regulations, relevant fiscal elements (taxes, fees,
fines, levies, subsidies and credits)
• Informational: the right people have the needed information at the right time, for example: access to relevant info,
availability of timely and reliable information from a wide spectrum of areas to the right parties, continued review of
information.
• Organizational and Institutional: the intended exchange might not fit in the current corporate organizational structure
in terms of trust, openness, environmental maturity, level of social interaction and mental proximity, local availability
of decision-making power, organization history, nature of interaction among industry, policy makers and regulators,
social embeddings (degree of familiarity).
4.4 Tools
In order to able to reproduce the success of industrial symbiosis at Kalundborg, Denmark to other places around the world,
researchers from different area attempt to develop tools, instruments and/or approaches derived from other different fields.
This sub-section will discussed tools and approaches found in the literatures for evaluating industrial symbiosis. Most the
published studies on evaluation of industrial symbiosis evaluation is mainly descriptive, leaving out the specific methodology
utilized. This section limits discussion by addressing only on performance indicator and modeling techniques of industrial
symbiosis.
4.4.1 Performance Indicators
There is very few literatures presenting on the performance indicators of industrial symbiosis. The indicators for evaluating
industrial symbiosis should incorporate both environment and economic aspects. Some authors therefore suggest ecoefficiency indicators to measure environmental and financial performances. The study conducted by Biswas et al. [15] stated
that indicators which reflect environmental, economic, health and safety issues, have been categorized as micro-ecometrics and
macro-ecometrics, and often economic, technical and societal factors are embedded into these measures. The paper however
left out specific indicators to measure environmental, economic and social performances.
4.4.2 Modeling Techniques
The primary requirement for establishing industrial symbiosis is that it must be technically feasible. Therefore, the first attempt
towards modeling of industrial symbiosis is by modeling the material (raw materials, products, by-products, waste) and energy
flow. Tools used for modeling technical aspect are chemical process simulation, linear programming, other operation research
tools such as game theory, queue theory, monte carlo simulation, system dynamics, etc. There are many studies that have been
done by chemical engineers to seek for the potential linkages among the member in the industrial symbiosis. It can be
evaluated using a variety of techniques, such as exergy analysis [16] and emergy analysis[17,18]. They are modeling exergy or
emergy flow of the system. This type of modeling tried to model the influence of uncertainty such as market fluctuation,
operational uncertainty, etc., using operational research principles, for example game theory [18] and hierarchical pareto
optimization [19]. This modeling is to seek the optimal operation of industrial symbiosis economically and environmentally.
Moreover, there is industrial ecosystems toolkit developed by Industrial Economics Inc. in partnership with Clark University
for the US EPA’s Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation, Urban and Economic Development Division in 1999. It consists
of Facility Synergy Tool (FaST), Designing Industrial Ecosystems Tool (DIET), Regulatory, Economic and Logistics Tool
(REaLiTy). Other toolkits such as MatchMaker that matches the user specific or generic data, Integrated Materials Exchange
Tool that integrates linier programming optimization with a visual GIS map based framework, was also available. The
presented modeling techniques seek to model the technical system, on the other hand, industrial symbiosis is not only
consisting of machine and money but also man (human) in which poorly addressed. Therefore, the recent proposal for
modeling industrial symbiosis is the use of agent-based modeling to facilitate the interaction of stakeholder in industrial
symbiosis [20,21], however, the application toward real cases are still lack.

5. FUTURE DIRECTION
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Extracted from the literatures, this section identifies themes which are crucial to be considered when establishing and
developing industrial symbiosis. The themes relate to industrial symbiosis concept, performance indicator, human dimension,
linkage to business, as well as, modeling techniques. With respect to the concept of industrial symbiosis, due to various
proposed definition, no single consensus, it calls to more further research in order to refine the concept of industrial ecology
that is widely accepted and useful as the metaphor to be a source of inspiration and creativity in the transformation of
management and strategic visions towards a new sustainability culture. Furthermore, with respect to performance indicator, a
set of indicators informing stakeholders on how well the system is working is necessary. The future research could be studying
on developing key performance indicators to measure industrial symbiosis performance in terms of economy, technology, as
well as, environment.
Based on the previous findings mentioned on the barrier of industrial symbiosis establishment and development, it is seen that,
sometimes, other barriers and incentives exist which are not directly linked to whether the investment on industrial symbiosis
is profitable or not. Human are unique among species, possessing language and intentionality. There is other factor that
important for integration, that is human dimension, i.e., inter-organizational management, human action toward the vision of
Industrial symbiosis. It echo to the slogan “knowledge makes it possible, people make it happen”. Therefore, research on
human dimension toward the industrial symbiosis establishment is also required. The linkage toward business models is also
particularly important. More often that not it tends to look at industrial ecosystems, industrial metabolism and industrial
symbiosis from a biological and engineering point of view. Business people look things differently and even have different
languages. There is a need towards any efforts to try to understand symbiosis using business models. This will allow to make
better cases once all of the business benefits are understood. Reducing environmental impacts and even making more efficient
use of resources don't appear to be enough to make symbioses happen [22]. It is supported by Baumann [23] emphasizes that
different ways of managing industrial production results in different environmental performance. Industrial performance does
not depend on solely the technology but also depend on how we manage it.
Since industrial symbiosis is complex system, there is a call for applying the systemic approach to understand the problem.
There is a strong need for a systemic approach to better understand the full implications of the choice and its attractiveness in
terms of resilience [24]. Moreover, Garner and Keoleian [25] argued that environmental problems from industrial processes are
systemic and would need a system approach in proffering solutions to them which would involve connections linking industrial
practices to human activities in addition to maintaining environmental or ecological integrity. Most authors believe that a
systems approach also provides a holistic view of environmental problems thereby making it possible to see and solve these
problems that would in turn create advantages towards achieving sustainable industrial systems. To sum up, there is a strong
need to provide the modeling technique that can model the system based on the holistic perspective. The possible contribution
towards the knowledge development in the area of industrial symbiosis could be on the development of simulation software,
optimization techniques (multi-scale) as well as policy that drives or may hinder industrial symbiosis. At the end, all the
mentioned potential research themes would contribute to the building of practical framework to establish industrial symbiosis.
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ABSTRACT
Telecommunication technology is proven able to increase the welfare of villagers. In Indonesia, there are still thousands of
remote village which have not been reached by the facility of telecommunication technology. One of the barriers of telephone
program in the village is the people’s behavior towards the telecommunication technology of cellular phone. The main purpose
of this study is to know what variables that can influence attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control as well as
to know how the influence of the variables towards the intention of villagers to own and use the telecommunication technology
of cellular phone. The research findings which are obtained from double regression analysis are as follows: (1) attitude towards
behavior and perceived behavior is the significant variable which influences intention and (2) the variable of perceived
behavior control that is not proven significant can change the relationship between attitude and intention as well as subjective
and intention.
Keywords
Intention behavior, telecommunication technology, cellular phone

1. INTRODUCTION
The role of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) at present is very vital, especially when the trend of world’s
economy changed from industrial era into information era, from the resource-based economy into knowledge-based economy
(Stiglitz, 2006). Currently, people who have access to the latest information are the ones who can conquer the economy
(Yunus, 2007). In many literatures, it was found that the telecommunication technology had an influence to the progress and
welfare of a country or community (Hardy, 1980; Hudson, Heather & Parker, 1990; Bayes, 2001; Yunus, 2007).
Unfortunately, not all people can enjoy the advanced telecommunication technology. Those who live in the villages and remote
area often have no access to telecommunication technology. This leads a bigger gap between life in village and in city.
Therefore, the inaccessibility of information also causes lack of knowledge for villagers in health and education sectors. It is
common if the information accessibility for villagers became one of points of action resulted in the World Summit on
Information Society (WSIS) at the end of 2003. One of the points states that the plan is to connect villages and provide
telematics facility, including telecommunication and internet in the late year of 2015.
Researches about villagers’ behavior in Indonesia towards telecommunication technology are interesting to be conducted due
to several reasons. The first is that there has not been any well implemented village telephone program in Indonesia. From the
total of 67,797 villages in Indonesia, there are only 24,000 villages which have already got telecommunication service (Donny
and Mudiarjo, 2006). The government has failed in implementing the village telephone program which was conducted in 2003
for more than 3,000 villages in Indonesia. From several barriers reported by Department of Communication and Information of
the Republic of Indonesia (2007), besides the weak system and technology, there is also an indication that the behavior of
villagers in adapting the technology has become one of the problems that cause the program unsuccessful. Therefore, it is
needed to undertake a research about villagers’ behavior towards telecommunication technology. Moreover, the government
plans to provide USO village telephones for more than 40,000 villages in Indonesia in the year of 2007 until 2009.
The second reason in undertaking this research is to emphasize the business model (Godong, 2006; Siswanto, 2006) which is
based on the Village Phone Model successfully implemented in Bangladesh and Uganda (USA Grameen Foundation, 2005).
Meanwhile the other model has more emphasis on technology and policy of national telecommunication industry (Langi, 2005;
Bandung et. al., 2006). In fact, within the telecommunication system, one of the most important issues is the telephone user.
Venkatachalam and McDowell (2002) state that the need of telecommunication technology of cellular phone that is now
commonly offered to people live in cities is not the same as the one that is needed by villagers. Learning how villagers’
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behavior towards telecommunication technology of cellular phone will help policy makers, both the government and the
company managers to make the best decision for regulations and marketing strategy of telecommunication service for
villagers. Therefore, learning villagers’ behavior towards telecommunication technology becomes an interesting topic to study.

2. KNOWING INTENTION BY USING THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOR
Researchers have been trying to improve behavior models in order to explain people behavior in all aspects of life. At the early
development of the theory of behavior, attitude is believed as the most influential variable towards intention and person’s
behavior. In 1991, Ajzen added perceived behavioral control variable into a TRA model to accommodate a person’s self
confidence in behavior with all the limitations. This model is later known as the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). In this
model, there are three factors which influence consumer’s intentions, namely: (1) the belief of the possibility of the effect
towards certain behavior and evaluation from the effect of that behavior (behavioral beliefs), (2) the belief of other people’s
normative hope and motivation to achieve that hope (normative beliefs) and (3) the belief of the existence of the factors which
can support or interrupt behavior to happen and how big the influence of those factors (control beliefs). Behavioral beliefs
create attitude towards the behavior (positive or negative attitude towards the behavior), normative beliefs create subjective
norms and control beliefs create perceived behavioral control.
In the research conducted to explain behavior of lower-middle business people in Chile in adopting the e-commerce
technology (Nasco et. al., 2007), it is found that attitude and subjective norm are proven have positive and significant influence
towards intention. However, the constructed perceived behavioral control is not proven have significant influence. The
research conducted by Nasco et. al. (2007) which states that perceived behavioral control (PBC) does not give significant
influence to the formation of intention is very interesting to be investigated. The insignificant influence of PBC towards
intention is also found in the research of adopting information technology by lower-middle managers in United States
(Riemenschneider, Cyntia et. al., 2003). Referring to that condition, the researchers are interested in investigating the behavior
of villagers towards cellular phone technology by using TPB model. In a research using TPB, Celuch et. al. (2007) suggests the
next researchers to investigate possibility of variables in TPB whether they have capability to moderate relationship among the
variables and intention. From the literary study, the researchers put PBC as a moderator variable that will influence
relationship between attitude and intention, and relationship between subjective norm and intention. Furthermore, the research
model can be seen in the following Figure1.
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Figure 1: Research Model
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2.1 Measuring the Construction of TPB
A guideline to elaborate construction of each variable in the Theory of Planned Behavior has been provided by Ajzen. By
direct and indirect measurement for emphasizing each measurement must be arranged based on unique behavior of each
population which is going to be researched at early research (Ajzen, 2006; Francis, Jillian et. al., 2004). In arranging
construction of each variable, an early research was conducted in the form of interview survey to 30 villagers come from
Cikadut Village and Mekarmanik Village in Cimenyan Residency, Bandung Region. The early research was conducted to
know what factors of the villagers that represent three variables, namely Attitude towards Behavior Beliefs, Subjective Norm
Beliefs and Perceived Behavior Control Beliefs. In each proposed question, the researchers have prepared options of answer
and let respondents to write down their own opinion. To know the attitude towards behavior of the villagers, the researchers
also ask several questions related to advantages and disadvantages felt by the villagers when using telecommunication
technology of cellular phone, such as the advantage to be able to communicate easily, to save money and time as well as to
increase self confidence. In subjective norm variable, the question is related to the closest persons who influence the
respondents in making the decision to own and use the telecommunication technology. Meanwhile, for Perceived Behavior
Control variable the respondents were asked about the factors supporting or avoiding them to use telecommunication
technology.
Results of early research about the constructed variables were elaborated more in the form of questionnaire. The answer of the
questions which are approved by 75% of the respondents was then written in questionnaire. Total of closed-questions is 46
which consist of 8 questions related to respondents’ profile and other 38 closed-questions on Likert scale (ordinal) ranging
from 1 until 5 which indicate: strongly agree, agree, no opinion, disagree and strongly disagree. The scoring range is more
appropriate to be used for villagers instead of a wide range of scoring that can confuse respondents.
2.2 Research Hypothesis
From the background of research it can be described that there is a strong pull to connect all villages in Indonesia with
telecommunication network. This is not only the agenda for the government but also the ones for private companies. It can be
seen by wider coverage of telecommunication network to small villages by telecommunication operators in Indonesia. Despite
the high number of villages in Indonesia which has not been reached by telephone, there are several villages, especially in the
island of Java have almost been reached by telecommunication service (Department of Communication and Information of the
Republic of Indonesia, 2007).
Referring to general principle of relationship of each variable in TPB stated by Ajzen (2006), the research hypothesis which is
arranged based on the relationship between attitude toward behavior variable (AB) and intention (I) is:
H1:
The attitude of villagers towards telephone has positive influence to their intention to own and use telecommunication
technology of cellular phone.
The research hypothesis for the relationship between subjective norm (SN) and intention (I) is:
H2:
Subjective norm of villagers towards cellular phone has positive influence to their intention to own and use
telecommunication technology of cellular phone.
Variable relationship of perceived behavior control (PBC) in this research is investigated by two models, i.e. independent
variable (see figure 2.4) and moderator variable. The research hypothesis for independent variable is:
H3.1: Perceived behavior control of villagers towards cellular phone has positive influence to their intention to own and use
telecommunication technology of cellular phone.
Meanwhile, the research hypothesis for moderator variable is:
H3.2: Perceived behavior control of villagers towards owning and using cellular phone influences the relationship between
attitude and intention as well as the relationship between subjective norm and intention of villagers towards their
intention to own and use telecommunication technology of cellular phone.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
3.1 Arrangement of Research Instrument
Stages of conducting this research are based on the research guideline of TPB proposed by Ajzen (1991). The first stage is to
identify population of the research (villagers who have not owned telephones), to determine behavior or intention which are
going to be investigated (intention to own and use telecommunication technology), and to undertake early research to reveal
specific elements needed in the questionnaire. The early survey was conducted in two different villages in Bandung region.
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Referring to the early research, questionnaire that consists of 8 questions which represent behavioral beliefs about the
advantage of owning a cellular phone was made. Other 6 questions represent normative beliefs of closest social environment
upon having cellular phone and 11 questions represent control beliefs of obstacles to have a cellular phone. Each belief is
measured to calculate how big is the value of constructed attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control. The value
of attitude towards behavior norm is obtained from behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluation (AB =  bi ei ). Meanwhile, the
constructed subjective norm resulted from normative beliefs and motivation to comply (SN =  ni mi ) and the constructed
perceived behavior control is obtained from control beliefs and perceived power (PBC =  ci pi ). Besides the 25 questions
above, there are 13 direct questions to measure attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control and intention. The
options to answer are measured by 5 Likert scales, ranging from Strongly Agree, Agree, No Opinion, Disagree and Strongly
Disagree. Considering that the research population is the villagers in West Java Region, the questionnaire is translated into
Sundanese language by a translator in order to ease respondents to understand the questions.
3.2 Respondents
Research respondents come from 6 different villages in districts located near the border of Bandung City, West Java. This
research uses purposive sampling technique. Technique of obtaining data is in-depth interviewing to the respondents directly.
This way is enable the researchers to obtain answer of each question in the questionnaire and also observe the villagers as the
research objects directly.

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS
4.1 Demography
Number of respondents is 143 persons with 76 males (53.9%) as majority. The ages of the respondents are mostly ranging
from 17 to 25 years and from 36 to 40 years. Only a few of them have higher education. One person has a bachelor degree
(BA) education and another one has a diploma degree. Majority of female respondents are housewives (27.7%), while other
professions which also have a high percentage is private employees (16.3%) and business people (17.7%).
4.2 Factor Analysis
One of the requirements to operate data by using factor analysis and regression is that the data must be metric with minimum
interval scale (Hair et. al., 2006). To fulfill the requirement, data tabulation which come from the questionnaire are changed by
using Method of Successive Interval (MSI). By using this method, the data is arranged into order data and analyzed by using
MSI program in MS Excel in order to become interval scale to fulfill the basic requirement in analyzing data using factor
analysis and double regression. The value of beliefs is obtained from multiplication of each comment upon beliefs (b) given by
the respondents with an evaluation (e).
McCarthy et. al. (2003) in his research about meat consumers’ behavior by using Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) as an
early model of TPB, stated that the construction made by the early research that the uni-dimensions should be tested first by
using factor analysis. Besides, the reliability of the questions must be seen to measure research construction based on Cronbach
Alpha.
Results of the analysis factor can be seen in Table 1. From the table, it can be known that the constructed attitude towards
behavior consists of 2 questions in which each question is related to the feeling caused by cellular phone and that the cellular
phone is a good gadget. Because there are only 2 questions, the construction of the Cronbach Alpha value is not measured. In
the construction of subjective norm, 4 questions are grouped into two factors in which each factor has two questions. The first
question is related to the belief upon the influence of friends’ opinion in buying cellular phone and the card, while the second
question is related to the belief of family in buying cellular phone and the card. Cronbach Alpha used for these questions is
0.821. For the construction of perceived behavioral control and intention, each has 3 questions with Cronbach Alpha values
0.580 and 0.629.
4.3 Regression Analysis and Correlation: Double Linear Regression
To elaborate relationship of variables in this research model, double regression analysis is used as a method. The results of
factor analysis which have been done in the following stage are used as a basis of data grouping for each identified variable.
By SPSS 15 analysis, it is found in the respondents’ histogram that 3 outliers are not included in the analysis. So, the total of
analyzed respondent data is 138 persons. This number is still far below the minimum sample of Hair (2006) which mentions
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100 samples as a minimum sample for regression analysis, or 5 times bigger than research variables or 15 to 20 times bigger
than research variables for a better result.
In this study, the double linear regression analysis is conducted for four times. The first is the relationship that influences
attitude (AB). It is found that the people’s belief to benefits of telephone is to save the time (AB2) is the most significant
predictor (ȕ = 0.278, p<0.05) comparing with the people’s belief that the phone allows them to communicate easily (AB1) and
save the cost (AB3). This also shows that villagers believe strongly that the telephone help them save time needed to give
information than their belief that the phone can allow them to communicate easily and save the cost. Meanwhile, the positive
correlation between AB2 and the attitude can be interpreted that the more convince the villagers to the benefits of cellular
phone in saving time, the better attitude they have towards the cellular phone.
Table 1: Loading factor and reliability of each construction

The Components of TPB Model

Loading
Factor
1
Attitudes toward behavior
Telephone creates happy feeling
0.819
Telephone is a good thing
0.819
1
Subjective Norm
Belief to the influence of friends’ opinion in buying telephone card
0.910
Belief to the influence of friends’ opinion in buying cellular phone
0.839
Belief to the influence of family’s opinion in buying cellular phone
0.808
Belief to the influence of family’s opinion in buying telephone card
0.746
1
Perceived Behavior Control
There is no barrier to have a telephone
0.828
Having a telephone is an easy thing
0.755
If you want to have a telephone, then you must own it
0.623
1
Intention
Efforts to have a telephone
0.831
Commitment to have a telephone
0.757
Intention to have a telephone
0.682
*The calculation of Cronbach Alpha is only for constructed variables with minimum three questions

Cronbach
Alpha*

0.821

0.580

0.629

The second double linier regression is conducted in the beliefs that it can influence subjective norm (SN). The analysis results
show that the villagers have a belief that friend (SNF1) and family (SNF2) influence them in buying cellular phone and the
card. These two factors show positive influence to subjective norm, i.e. the higher their belief to their family and friends, the
higher their subjective norm will be. Meanwhile, by the double linier regression to see relationship on the perceived behavioral
control (PBC), it is found that only one belief which is proven significant (ȕ = -0.233, p<0.05), i.e. the belief to long distance to
buy and use cellular phone (PBC4). The other 5 beliefs are not significantly proven. The long distance that the villagers have
to buy cellular phone and the cards has a negative influence to their self confidence (PBC) to have cellular phone. It can be
inferred from the relationship that the more convince the villagers to get cellular phone and the cards, the less their self
confidence will be to buy and have cellular phone.
To test the TPB model, the double linier regression is conducted in the relationship between attitude toward behavior (AB),
subjective norm (SN), perceived behavior control (PBC) and intention (I). This study found that the villagers’ intention is
significantly influenced by their positive attitude towards cellular phone and their self confidence to have cellular phone. The
influence of surrounding environment towards the villagers’ intention to have cellular phone is not significantly proven.
Besides testing the TPB model, there is also a test to know the relationship of villagers’ self confidence that can change the
relationship between attitude and intention and the relationship between subjective norm and intention (PBC as a moderator
variable). It was found in the test that perceived behavior control cannot influence the relationship between attitude and the
intention to have cellular phone. The only relationship that can be changed by adding the villagers’ self confidence factor
(PBC) is the relationship between subjective norm which come from the influence from friends and the intention. Before
perceived behavior control is used as a moderator variable, friends’ opinion has positive influence to the intention to have
cellular phone. After the self confidence factor is added into the model, the influence of friends’ opinion becomes negative.
This is interesting to be analyzed because when the villagers are more confident to be able to have cellular phone, in fact
friends’ opinion becomes a factor that can weaken the intention to have cellular phone.
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Perceived
Behavioral Control
(PBC)

ŶƐ
ŶƐ

Belief to limited information of
telephone card and its service
(PBC6)

Figure 2: Final results of double regression
The researchers use relationship limitation that can be found possibly due to the inaccurate parameter. Consequently, the
respondents tend to be confused in interpreting the proposed questions. The bias or confusion of the concept of PBC variables
is also mentioned by Armitage and Conner in Nasco (2007). Therefore, the conclusion is not very convincing.
On the practice, this study can be an input for Indonesian government, especially Department of Communication and
Information which become the policy makers in telecommunication sector to have an approach to attitude and self confidence
of the people to village telephone. By concerning the factors which are proven having influence, the government is expected to
arrange a policy that can accommodate the wants and behaviors of villagers.

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
It can be inferred from figure 2 that the results of analysis using double regression can explain the variants of TPB model
which is an enhancement of TRA model as follows: (1) 16% intention variants of villagers to buy and use telecommunication
technology of cellular phone, and other 84% is caused by other factors. Even though it is significant, the intention variants
have not been able to be explained yet; (2) the differential of the model consists of several beliefs variables which does not
have a significant influence t0 explain the latent variables (figure 5.1). This is because the TPB model is an advanced model of
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TRA which is included in multi attributes group. Therefore, this model possibly has problems in a situation where the
dimension analysis is used by discrete data.
In previous researches on benefits of technology (Nasco et. al., 2007, Riemenschneider et. al., 2003), it is found that PBC does
not significantly influence intention. So, in the case of villager’s intention to buy and use village telecommunication
technology, the SN dimension does not significantly influence intention. In this case study, it is also proven that the suggestion
from Celuch (2007) to investigate further on the moderator relationship among variables cannot be proven. In other words,
proposed hypothesis is rejected.
Findings of the study are still not optimal yet. It is expected that there will be an advanced research on villagers’ behavior by
using the same theory and model. In spite of the fact that the study still needs to be continued, there is a finding shows that
there is a moderator relationship between PBC variable and SN, though the influence is not very significant. These findings are
beneficial as an early point for further investigation in the next researches.
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ABSTRACT
Communication among doctors in addressing a disease that involves the same disciplines and involves a wide range of
different disciplines plays a very vital. Significant aspects of influence in the advancement of medical science are knowledge
sharing activities as a form of follow-up communication activities. This study will examine knowledge sharing activities in the
5 (five) department in a teaching hospital in Indonesia. The method used to conduct surveys directly to the doctors who are
selected as respondents by random sampling. The number of questionnaire were distributed to respondents as many as 200
pieces, while the questionnaires were returned and processed fruit totaled 192 with a net responses rate of 96%. This study
shows that of the five hypotheses, there are three hypotheses supported. The conclusion of this study is that management
support has no effect on intention to share knowledge, that doctors are mostly internal-driven, i.e. they share their knowledge
because they enjoy doing it, not because management support this, and not that the knowledge involved is useful. This points
to the difficulty of promoting knowledge sharing, that is, top management support or leadership may not be that effective
(since the results show that management support has no effect) in driving knowledge sharing. Maybe what management can do
is to ensure that they select doctors who are intrinsically motivated and like to help people.
Keywords
Knowledge sharing, doctors, partial least squares (PLS)

1. INTRODUCTION
Health conditions in Indonesia had a very significant development in recent decades. For example, the infant mortality rate fell
from 118 deaths per thousand births in 1970 to 35 in 2003, and life expectancy increased from 48 years to 66 years in the same
period. This displayed a developmental impact of the expansion of the provision of public health facilities in 1970 and 1980,
and the impact of family planning programs [1]. Indonesia's health ministry has improved although some remained problems
and new challenges continue to increase [1]. The progress achieved including reduced infant mortality and increased life
expectancy, but maternal mortality and child malnutrition remains a major problem. Demographic and epidemiological
transition accelerated by rising incomes and an aging population. This shift resulted in a rapid increase in health care demands
more and better. Indonesia's health system must answer this demand by improving the quality of services and diversified its
funding of health [1]. Public health in Indonesia was influenced by many factors. These factors not only from the health sector
such as health care and availability of health infrastructure, but also influenced by economic factors, education, social
environment, heredity, and other factors. Public health situation can be reflected through morbidity, mortality and nutritional
status [2].
Seen from the side a more micro level hospitals, there are several things that can affect the process of integration of health
information systems in Indonesia and in other countries, namely concerning the relationship between the readiness of
policymakers in the hospital, the patient data documentation system is good (medical record), human resources directly
involved both doctors, nurses, midwives and pharmacists as well as other resources that are not directly involved as well as
other supporting infrastructure such as server systems and the process of defining all business processes that occur in a
hospitals [3]. To realize all of the above, then one of the factors that play a role is communication, direct communication
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between all actors involved in the health world with emphasis on the sharing of useful information and knowledge
(information and knowledge sharing) as well as through its medium well it software or hardware with respect to effective
strategies in implementing information and communication processes for knowledge sharing [4].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The implementation of knowledge sharing can take place not only in the formal order, but also in the form of non-formal order
is precisely the process of knowledge sharing can be run more effectively [5]. The process of knowledge sharing in the medical
world especially among doctors is needed. This happens especially when a doctor with specific expertise found patients with a
special case and is not in accordance with the area of competence, then the doctor will naturally consult other doctors are more
appropriate competence. These conditions can be considered as the beginning of the process of knowledge sharing. The other
thing is when a patient requires treatment not only by a doctor but by a team of physicians, the knowledge sharing process is in
progress for this condition.
Previous research focused on the process of knowledge sharing in the field of health, among others References [6] with
emphasis on the implementation of decision-making at a health clinic. References [7] discuss the role of information
technology in changing society's view of health care. References [8] explained that more than the ability to see the role of
knowledge management in healthcare to alter the characteristics of organizational capabilities and human resources, the quality
of infrastructure and the decision making process. References [9] described the knowledge sharing behavior of physicians in a
hospital. References [10] used deductive databases and database ontology in information integration process and the
implementation of knowledge sharing in health care. References [11] using the media storytelling as knowledge sharing media
treatment of a disease. References [12] emphasizes the importance of interdisciplinary science in solving problems in health
care in particular a hospital. References [13] utilized bioinformatics and centralization-based health services in the process of
knowledge sharing.
References [14] further highlight case studies of autism as the main chart roadmap to generate knowledge sharing specifically
for people with autism. References [15] described the results of an investigation into the application of knowledge
management system for the classification of disease. References [16] designed a process of knowledge sharing after the SARS
outbreak. References [17] described the knowledge sharing behavior of consumers in an inter-organizational healthcare
community. References [18] conducted research related to knowledge sharing in the hospital more specific. References [19]
raised the issue of ease of access and reuse the knowledge and the knowledge sharing process with a case study on the health
sector in the Caribbean region. References [20] developed a model of knowledge sharing for pediatricians using a Web 2.0
framework. References [21] stated that the community of practice (CoP) is the best solution in the process of sharing
knowledge specific to the case in Kuwait. References [22] used statistical methods and perspectives from existing experience
to improve the process of knowledge sharing.
References [23] conducted an analysis of knowledge management mechanisms that occur in health care portal. References [24]
described the main factors that influence health professionals to adopt knowledge management. In the end references [25]
provide brilliant idea, called the future of healthcare knowledge sharing, where there are several key trends that knowledge
ownership, endorsment of informal channels, specialized communities, real-time knowledge sharing, consumer-generated
knowledge, Mandated sharing of the "collective intelligence ", and improved access to knowledge.
From a full explanation before, we could conclude that with the increase in the number and type of disease in this world
requires a qualified medical treatment. To produce high quality medical treatment, the required increase in the quality of
research related to medical treatment. However, the increasing amount of research is not enough to be followed also by
improving the quality of research that is not directly in dire need of good quality communication between physicians
specializing in the dissemination of research results related to medical treatment. One of the main requirements to allow the
dissemination of research results can be well established is the need for the process of knowledge sharing among doctors that
would lead to the need to improve the effectiveness of the base of knowledge sharing among doctors.
This study tried to look at the relationship level interplay of intention to share knowledge that has been developed by several
previous investigators through the Theory of reasoned Action (TRA), the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) with Knowledge Sharing Attempt (KSA) which is a positive contribution of references [26]. Some
of the factors that have significant influence based on the analysis of the previous studies on intention to share knowledge are
management support, enjoyment helping others, perceived usefulness and the interaction frequency. Broadly speaking, this
research can be concluded has 4 (four) direct effects on intention to share knowledge, as well as the intention to share
knowledge (ISK) is assumed to affect knowledge sharing attempt (KSA). There we propose the following hypotheses:
H1. Management support is influenced to intention to share knowledge
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H2. Enjoyment helping others is influenced to intention to share knowledge
H3. Perceived usefulness is influenced to intention to share knowledge
H4. Interaction frequency is influenced to intention to share knowledge
H5. Intention to share knowledge is influenced to knowledge sharing attempt
Further explanation of the conceptual model of this study can be seen in figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Conceptual Model

3. METHODS
In this study we used the survey method, this is caused by this research work was the focus of the current situation, and then
shape the research questions about of who, what, where, how much / many, and does not require control over behavioral events
[27]. This research questionnaire using closed questions. The main requirement of the respondents who would fill out this
questionnaire is a medical specialist candidate (resident), specialist doctors who are continuing to be the consultants and
specialists are a faculty member in the Faculty of Medicine and minimal working together in a hospital for at least 2 (two)
years, the reason is that respondent assumed to be representative of the actual conditions in terms of knowledge, skills and
experience they have in doing medical treatment. In addition to these criteria, the doctor is concerned with the doctor already
knew each other well in the same part or different parts but has a level of interdependence is high especially in dealing with a
problem of the patient as a team.
The survey was conducted by the method of paper-based questionnaire distributed directly to the respondents. The main part of
the questionnaire in this study was a closed question that contains a list of questions with answers that are available and choose
the answer that the respondent lived there [28]. The answer to a closed question questionnaire will be validated using
appropriate statistical methods both in terms of descriptive statistics to multivariate statistics. The processes of distributing the
questionnaire can only be done after the issuance of a certificate of ethical escaped examine the Health Research Ethics
Committee Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital/Faculty of Medicine University of Indonesia Jakarta. This is a major requirement
in the field of health research in Indonesia can be implemented. The certificate is valid passes the review of conduct during the
period of 1 (one) year and applied nationally in all hospitals located within the jurisdiction of the Republic of Indonesia. The
questionnaire study using the 5 likert-scale with the explanation that the value of 1 indicates strongly disagree and a score of 5
indicates strongly agree. The respondents are sampled both of resident doctors and consultants from 5 different departments in
teaching hospitals in Indonesia are Pediatrics, Obstetrics & Gynecology, Anesthesia, Radiology and Clinical Pathology. By
using proportional random sampling method, a total of 200 pieces of research questionnaire is given directly to the resident and
consultant. The number of questionnaire were returned as much as 199 pieces and questionnaires that can be processed as
many as 192 pieces with a net response rate of 96%.
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This study shows the following profile of the respondents, aged respondents consisted of 81 people (42,19%) aged under 30
years, 83 people (43,23%) between 31-45 years old, 24 people (12,5%) between 46-60 years old and 4 people (2,08%) aged
over 60 years. By sex as much as 82 people (42,7%) were male and 110 (57,29%) were female. The respondents of this study
is dominated by the resident with a total of 153 people (79,69%), the staff of as many as 9 people (4,69%), a fellow by 2
people (1,04%), 18 people (9,38%) consultant, head of division by 4 people (2,08%), as well as the professor as 6 people
(3,13%). While the composition of the respondents from the five departments under study shows the results of 38 people
(19,79%) came from the department of clinical pathology, 40 people (20,83%) from the department of pediatrics, radiology
department of 39 people (20,31%), 37 people (19,27%) from the department of anesthesia, as well as 38 people (19,79%) from
the department of obstetrics & gynecology. Meanwhile, recent information shows that 142 people (73,96%) have experience of
2-6 years as a doctor, 21 people (10,94%) experienced for 7-10 years, 11 people (5,73%) experienced for 11-15 years, and each
group of 9 people (4,69%) for respondents with 16-20 years experienced and above 20 years.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
After all data was collected through the paper based questionnaire with a total of 192, performed the processing and analysis of
data using the rules of PLS-SEM with using Smart PLS 2.0 software. The use of software Smart PLS 2.0 is not without
controversy, in which the most basic things a matter of debate on the expert was mentioned that when using PLS Smart PLS
2.0 or other software, it cannot be measured Goodness-Fit Test [29]. But if we set aside the controversy beforehand, the actual
use of PLS is quite helpful for the research that has little data, because the main rule of the PLS-SEM does not specify a
minimum sample size that can be processed [29]. PLS-SEM also has the flexibility in the distribution of population, as well as
formative and reflective structure has the power in the process of exploration [29]. The other thing that supports the use of
PLS-SEM in the processing and analysis of research data is optimized PLS-SEM on prediction accuracy, and can maximize the
value of the variance in the construct variables [30].
The next stage after it is determined that this study will use Smart PLS 2.0 for processing and analysis of data is test reliability.
Indicators are widely used by the researchers for this is Cronbach's alpha [29]. Cronbach's alpha values of these will range
from 0 to 1, where references [31] explained that the minimum of a variable is said to be reliable 0.7 for the early stages, but in
its development some researchers suggest that the minimum is 0.8 or 0, 9 with the aim to increase the confidence of
researchers that research instrument used is really reliable. Meanwhile, references [29] suggested that the threshold for each
variable is said to be reliable at 0.5. Indicator test reliability than Cronbach's alpha this is a composite reliablity or part of
research called Dillon-Goldtein's Rho, its value is at least equal to Cronbach's alpha or possibly larger [29].
Indicator reliability used results of the calculation of loadings for all observed variables [29]. The main purpose of the indicator
reliability is to check whether there is one or more observed variables of a variable construct that has no reliable indication
[29]. The minimum value that can be said reliably is of 0.7 [29]. In the next stage is to test the validity of particular convergent
validity, which would be a valid indicator of whether or not a variable is used indigo AVE (average variance extracted). AVE
measures the amount of variance that is on variable constructs (latent) in relation to random measurement error [29]. Its value
ranges from 0 to 1, and the minimum acceptance amounted to 0.5 [32]. The explanation can be seen in table 1.
Table 1: Indicator reliability

ATTEMPT
ENJOYMENT

0,7981
0,7792

Composite
Reliability
0,9222
0,9134

AVE

0,2222
0

Cronbachs
Alpha
0,8738
0,8578

R Square

Communality

Redundancy

0,7981
0,7792

0,1761
0

INTENTION

0,7232

0,9473

0,4023

0,9334

0,7232

0,265

INTERACTION

0,7292

0,8893

0

0,8107

0,7292

0

MANAGEMENT

0,6439

0,8431

0

0,7216

0,6439

0

USEFUL

0,5494

0,8218

0

0,7155

0,5494

0

References [32] describes for discriminant validity verification can be done by using the value of the root of the AVE (average
variance extracted) and replace the value 1 in the calculation of correlations between variables constructs. In principle, the
value of the root of the AVE should be greater than the value of the correlation between variables and construct the other just
said that the variable is valid constructs [32]. Table 2 shows the correlation values for all variables of the same construct was
greater when compared with the value of the correlation between different variables.
Table 2: Discriminant validity
ATTEMPT

ENJOYMENT

INTENTION

INTERACTION

MANAGEMENT

USEFUL

ATTEMPT

0,8934

0

0

0

0

0

ENJOYMENT

0,5492

0,8827

0

0

0

0
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INTENTION

0,4713

0,6151

0,8504

0

0

0

INTERACTION

0,4148

0,4522

0,4108

0,8539

0

0

MANAGEMENT

0,4835

0,3793

0,2943

0,3851

0,8024

0

0,5334

0,5415

0,4055

0,4927

0,4922

0,7412

USEFUL

In this study to test the hypotheses on each direct antecedents we used SmartPLS 2.0 software with the generation of data
through a bootstrapping procedure [33] & [34]. This research used the number 500 for each time bootstrapping run, there is no
definitive reason to choose this 500 number. Previous researchers suggested that the amount of bootstrapping run as many as
500 shows a fairly optimal result for a study specifically related to behavioral research [35]. All tests of this hypothesis using a
two-tailed (two-way), on the grounds that all the hypotheses are designed not made to have a tendency towards the positive and
negative effects, but rather focus on the exploration of the relationship between the levels of one variable with another variable.
Detailed descriptions of the results of hypothesis testing are in Table 3 and Figure 2.
Table 3 Hypotheses test result

Paper-based Questionnaire (n=192)
Path/Hypothesis

Path coefficient

t-value

MANAGEMENT Æ INTENTION

0,020

0,311

ENJOYMENT Æ INTENTION

0,,518

USEFULNESS Æ INTENTION

0,042

7,571**
0,646

INTERACTION Æ INTENTION

0,0,148

2,333*

0,471

4,064**

INTENTION Æ ATTEMPT
Note: *: significant at p<0,05;**: significant at p<0,001 (two-tailed)

Figure 2: Full Model

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the hypothesis test for the data using the method of paper-based data collection questionnaire with a total sample of
192 pieces, acquired three (3) supported the hypothesis and 2 (two) hypothesis is not supported. Variables that are not declared
"relationship" between the antecedents with constructs such as management support and perceived usefulness on intention to
share knowledge. This indicates that management support has no effect on intention to share knowledge, that doctors are
mostly internal-driven, i.e. they share their knowledge because they enjoy doing it, not because management support this, and
not that the knowledge involved is useful. This points to the difficulty of promoting knowledge sharing, that is, top
management support or leadership may not be that effective (since the results show that management support has no effect) in
driving knowledge sharing. Maybe what management can do is to ensure that they select doctors who are intrinsically
motivated and like to help people.
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ABSTRACT
Hand stamping and hand writing in Batik industry is a famous culture characterized by Indonesia. The traditional Batik
industry may hold great potential to boost economic growth. Most of the industry consists of generally small but laborintensive firms. Unfortunately the development of technology and policy changes in the last 40 years have threatened their
existence. Many of the traditional Batik firms are not able to compete with the Batik printing industry, and at the end they
closed down their business. It happened especially in Laweyan, Solo, one of the central area of traditional Batik production of
Central Java.
The objective of the study is to revive the traditional Batik industry in Laweyan back to its existence from its long time gone
through an investment model of traditional Batik home industry. It will be proven that a small capital funding from banks is
quite enough to rebuild profitable home industry Batik firms that make Laweyan regain its Traditional Batik Kingdom in
Indonesia. The result of the study shows that the business model of Batik traditional home industry yields positive investment
criteria. Industrial conditions mapping also indicates that a cluster model of the Batik industry has a potential of growing.
Keywords
Traditional batik, feasibility, engineering economics, investment criteria, IE Matrix

1. INTRODUCTION
Writing and stamping Batik by hand in a traditional way is putting special pattern with melting wax on “mori”, white fabric
material, using tools called “canting” and “stamp”. Writing Batik with “canting” or stamping with “stamp” has been known
since the ancient kingdom of “Majapahit” and currently recognized worldwide as Indonesian traditional cultural heritage;
many of us believed this kind of technology has to be preserved rather than abandoned. During 1950-1970, traditional Batik
became a mainstay of Indonesia textile products both locally and internationally, when the industry was growing rapidly.
However when the government began to introduce a capital-intensive textile industry in1970s, and the printing industry is
allowed freely to exploit the traditional Batik patterns in the printing to produce similar products, called the printing Batik,
which much faster and cheaper, then the traditional Batik industry began to collapse. The existence of Batik printing reduces
much of the market share of traditional Batik [4].
Laweyan, a small village in Surakarta City suburb, is known as one of the central area of traditional Batik production in
Central Java. Formerly there were 170 traditional Batik firms in 1980, but currently only 27 traditional Batik firms are left and
those are small-and medium-scale enterprises (SME). In micro-economic level, the SME of a traditional Batik industry
contributes as a source of income for craftsmen and small entrepreneurs; while that on a macro level, it may expected to
contribute to the output production and employment in Indonesia [5]. However, uncertain economic conditions, such as
imperfect competition, currently embrace, cause financial problems for the purchase of materials, for the production capacity
and for the payment to Batik craftsmen of the industry.
References [3] added that SMEs in Indonesia faces many problems, mainly: (1) lack of technological knowledge; (2) lack of
marketing know-how; (3) lack of managerial capacity; and (4) poor access to formal financial resources. It is difficult for
SMEs, especially the traditional Batik industry, with its limited skill of human and financial resources to develop markets and
arrange financially by themselves. Therefore, a special effort to provide source of funds for new investment and working
capital to the traditional Batik industry has to be arranged and developed, to rebuild the industry back on its foot into the Great
Laweyan of 1960s. Banks are effective in providing external resources for new and innovative activities, because banks can
credibly commit in making additional funding available as the project develops [1].
Based on the reasons above, the issues in this study is of traditional Batik industry that has high economic and cultural value,
but its existences is threatened by an imperfect market situation. Therefore, what is needed is designing a model of investment
in the traditional Batik industry, where banks as capital funders are attractive to invest.
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2. METHODOLOGY
This study uses the traditional Batik industry in Laweyan, Surakarta, as an object. Several firms that have been closed, some
others which are still producing with very low capacity, and big firms which produce both the printing Batik and traditional
Batik are studied and used to create a model. The analysis is done through descriptive qualitative and quantitative methods
which are in the form of primary data and secondary data collected from owners of the firms. The study also collects data from
the SME Industry Regional Department in Surakarta; and information from some Batik literatures.
This research approach involves several key steps:
Step 1: determine an economies scale of Batik firm, which will be used as representative model in this study, assumptions to
be used, and input data in form of costs to be incurred.
Step-2: calculate cost of fixed asset and working capital required for investment in the model
Step-3: calculate annual production costs, including product price, and its annual sales projections.
Step-4: modeling a financial scheme through bank loans, including interest rate and debt service payments.
Step-5: arrange projected sources and uses of funds statement to see where and when an amount of funds to be placed
Step-6: calculate feasibility analysis using the techniques of financial analysis
Step-7: make sensitivity analysis ƚŽknow how sensitive the business due to changes of factors
Step-8: draw a map of traditional Batik industry in Laweyan, based on internal and external environments.
Financial feasibility analysis of the model is based on some investment criteria [2], such as: Net Present Value (NPV), Benefit
Cost Ratio (BCR), Discounted Payback Period (PBR), and Internal Rate of Return (IRR).
Net Present Value (NPV) is ratio between PV of net cash flow and PV of investment (capital outlays) over the life of the
investment. NPV is as indicator of the feasibility of an investment: If the NPV >0, the investment is feasible to be
implemented; if NPV <0, the investment is not feasible to be implemented. The NPV formula is as follows:

NPV

=

-

I0

(1)
Where:
CFt
I0
i
t

= annual cash flow in period t (Rp)
= initial investment in year-0
= discount rate used to find the present value (%)
= duration of investment (year)

IRR is a discount rate at which the net present value of costs of the investment equals the net present value of the benefits of
the investment. It also used in capital budgeting to measure and compare the profitability of investments in a rate of returns.
Generally IRR is compared with rate of capital or MARR, the Minimum Attractive Rate of Returns: If the IRR >MARR, the
investment is feasible to be implemented; if NPV <MARR, the investment is not feasible to be implemented. The IRR formula
is as follows:

(2)
Where:
NPV1
NPV2
i1
i2

= net present value at a discount rate i1
= net present value at a discount rate i2
= discount rate first experiment
= discount rate second experiment

Discounted Payback Period (DPP) is the number of periods (years) required to cover all capital expenditures incurred using
proceeds of the net cash flow. If the discounted payback period is less than the maximum attractive period the project is
acceptable, and vice versa. The DPP is calculated as follows:

DPP =

x 1 years

(3)
BCR is ratio between discounted of benefits and discounted of costs of an investment project. If the ratio is >1 then the
investment means profitable; likewise, if the ratio is <1 then the investment is not profitable. The formulation of BCR is as
follow:
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BCR=
(4)
The SWOT Map of the condition of the traditional Batik industry in Laweyan Cluster is determined based on internal and
external environments that can be generated to support the model of the traditional Batik home industry to be sustainable.
Internal and external environmental factors are analyzed using internal factor table (IFAS) and the external factor table (EFAS)
by the use of weighting and rating. The weighting is based on the relative strengths of other factors; where as the rating is
based on the actual condition of the industry in response to those factors. Furthermore the results of matrix IFE and EFE
assessment is mapped into IE matrix, a schematic diagram which is divided into 9 cells to determine the appropriate direction
of the industry strategy

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. The Business Model of Traditional Batik Home Industry
The assumptions behind the model of the traditional Batik home industry are follows:
• The Model of traditional Batik firm is derived from a traditional Batik of small-scale industry in one of the Batik
industry cluster in Surakarta
• The total area of land of the Model is about 500 square meters; with the building area is about 350 square meters. The
building area mainly consists of area for both writing and stamping Batik; there are 10 work stations for writing Batik
and 5 work stations for stamping. There are storage for materials, and workshop for repair and maintenance.
• Outside the building, there are several pools of 2 x 1.5 meters, to colorize the just waxed written and stamped cloth:
usually two brown pools and one black pool. Other two or three pools with hot water are used to wash the wax out-of
the cloth. Another area, outside the building, is use to dry-up the nearly finish Batik product, before each of the Batik
product is ironed, folded and packed.
• The model produces both stamped Batik and written Batik; the maximum capacity production of which is 30 pieces
per month for written Batik and 200 pieces per month for stamped Batik.
• There is a showroom inside and in front part of the building, 5x5 meters, for individual customers to visit, see and
select the Batik product.
• Projections carried out for 10 years.
3.1.1. The Production Process
The production process of making the traditional Batik is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cutting the cloth from its bundles into pieces of 2 meters long
colorizing
Sending the pieces to work stations for wax writing and stamping
Sending to pool for colorizing (dyeing)
Wax removing

5. Sending to another pool for another
6. Sending to pool for washing-out the wax
7. Sun drying
8. Inspection and pocketing/packing

3.2. Cost of Investment
Investment costs consist of cost of fixed asset investments (fixed assets) and working capital (working capital). This model
assumes that the land and buildings already exist and is already owned. The cost additional buildings and facilities incurred are
shown in Table 1
Working capital is one of the most important asset elements of the company. Due to the absence of working capital consist of
raw materials needed to run the day-to-day production activities. Working capital is defined by entire current assets owned by
firm subtracted by its current liabilities; they are shown in Table 2. As usually as it is, payment period of account receivables is
5 days, while for account receivables is 20 days, while for trade payables is 10 days. Inventory storage is given a period of 15
days.
3.3. Annual Operation
3.3.1. Sales Projection
Production adjusted for projected sales. The finish good inventory period is given in this business model is 20 days. Sales
projection is assumed increasing 2.5% every year because sales of printing Batik cannot be prevented so as make little growth
in sales of traditional Batik. The sales projection is shown in Table 3. Selling price is set for stamped Batik in first year is Rp
100.000 per piece and selling price is set for written Batik is Rp 600.000. There is an increase in price 5% every year.
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Table 1:Fixed Asset Investment

Investment Cost

Cost

Building Facility

Rp 28.750.000

Production Equipment

Rp 25.325.875

Showroom Equipment

Rp

3.910.000

Pump and Installation

Rp

4.025.000

Licensing
Total Investment Cost

Rp 1.725.000
Rp 63,735,875
Table 2: Working Capital

Working capital
Current Asset
Cash and Account Receivables
Inventory
Current Liabilities
Account Payable
Total working capital

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cost year-1
Rp 6.666.667
Rp 10.678.035
Rp 6.766.785
Rp 10.577.917

Table 3: Sales Projection
Written Batik
Sales (Unit)
Sales (Rp)
248
148.800.000
268
168.840.000
277
183.235.500
286
198.648.450
295
215.144.606
304
232.793.757
313
251.669.961
322
271.851.802
331
293.422.651
340
316.470.956

Stamped Batik
Sales (Unit)
Sales (Rp)
1.656
165.600.000
1.711
179.655.000
1.768
194.922.000
1.825
211.266.563
1.883
228.879.827
1.940
247.598.623
1.997
267.617.099
2.055
289.159.137
2.112
312.038.590
2.170
336.638.223

3.3.2. Annual Cost Allocation
Allocation of annual production costs consists of raw material cost, overhead costs, operational cost and wages that can be seen
in Table 4. Both written Batik and stamped Batik have the same raw material, just a different quantity adapted to production
capacity. The raw material is mori (white fabric), wax, dyes, Batik chemical and petroleum. There are 51 labor force (5 persons
a pattern maker with the wage Rp 70.000/piece, 30 writing Batik makers with the wage Rp 330.000/piece, 10 stamp Batik
makers with the wage Rp 20.000/piece, 5 dye workers with the wage Rp 500.000/month, 1 person sales force with the wage Rp
500.000/month) that is used in a business model of traditional Batik home industry.
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Material Cost
94.411.865
102.533.204
116.021.721
126.004.827
137.028.074
147.805.206
160.208.100
173.178.982
186.415.549
201.600.090

Table-4: Annual Cost Allocation
Overhead Cost
Operational cost
15.259.928
3.144.000
15.722.924
3.301.200
16.132.499
3.309.060
16.562.554
3.309.453
17.014.111
3.309.473
17.488.246
3.309.474
17.986.088
3.309.474
18.508.821
3.309.474
19.057.692
3.309.474
19.634.006
3.309.474

Wages
168.240.000
177.266.700
186.692.310
196.541.579
206.840.735
217.617.567
228.901.520
240.723.790
253.117.423
266.117.424

Total Annual Cost
281.055.793
298.824.028
322.155.590
342.418.413
364.192.393
386.220.492
410.405.182
435.721.067
461.900.137
490.660.994

Overhead costs are costs associated with the operation of the production of Batik such as electricity costs, water costs,
maintenance costs, telephone costs, and indirect labor. Whereas operating cost consist of administrative and marketing costs,
these costs are incurred for the operation and marketing of the product and is not associated with production activities.
Percentage of cost increased 5% per year.
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3.4. Financing
The source of funds used to finance fixed assets and working capital is from bank loan; the whole assets are used as collateral.
For the calculation of the debt service an effective interest of 12% is used, in accordance with the retail investment interest rate
in local Bank. The repayment of principal and interest of this business will run for 5 years. Funding projections are shown in
the Table 5.
Table 5: Funding Projection
Rp74.313.792

Bank Loan
Interest Rate

12%

Period

5 years
Year 1

Principal Installment

14.862.758

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

14.862.758

14.862.758

14.862.758

Year 5
14.862.758

Interest Payment

8.917.655

7.134.124

5.350.593

3.567.062

1.783.531

Total Installment

23.780.413

21.996.882

20.213.351

18.429.820

16.646.289

3.5. Sources and Uses of Funds Statement
Source and Uses Funds statement is designed to show how funds are obtained and how they are used. In the start up phase, the
source of funds comes from a bank loan amount of Rp 74.313.792 (nearly Rp 75 million) while the use of the fund is to buy
fixed assets and finance working capital to support the production process. When the business enters production phase, the
source of fund comes from earnings after taxes (EAT) and depreciation. EAT is generated from revenue subtracted by all of
costs, depreciation, interest payment and tax. Tax is set in this business at 10%, in accordance with the government regulation.
The depreciation method used in this model is a straight line. Another use of funds is to replacement of some equipments. In
addition, the funds is also used to repayment of the bank loan. The difference of the sources of funds and uses of funds
become surplus by the end of the year and can be used for next year's capital. Table 6 shows the sources and uses funds
projection.
3.6. Feasibility Analysis
To evaluate the feasibility of the investment of the business model of traditional Batik home industry, some investment criteria
such as NPV, IRR, Payback Period and BCR are used. The positive cash flow of the business shown from the difference
between the total source of funds and the total uses of funds indicates the yearly operation of the business can be conducted
well. With the use of MARR of 14%, regarding a risk of 2% above the rate of interest of 12%, shows that a positive NPV of
Rp 169.928.565 (nearly Rp 170.000.000) is reached. At the same time, the IRR of 37% is considered high enough compared
to MARR. The BCR of 3.2 means that the business feasible to run. Another indicator showed by the Discounted Payback
Period of 4.2 (5 years) compared to an economic operation of the business of ten years is a good indicator that the business
may be run well.
3.7. Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is used to determine how sensitive is the profit ability of the traditional Batik model to any change on its
main variables. The variables include the prices of traditional Batik product, the raw material costs, and the direct labor wage.
Basically the selling price of the traditional Batik product and the raw material cost varies, not stable and cannot be controlled,
because there are no specific standards; they may increase or decrease according to market conditions and business strategy.
Labor wage in this has a great proportion of the production cost; therefore its sensitivity must be examined.
Based on Figure 1, it can be seen, that the business is able to standstill for the decrease of selling price up to 8%. The increase
in raw material costs up to 26% still give rise to a positive NPV; while the increase in labor costs up to 17% still bring a
positive NPV.
Table 6: Sources and Uses Funds
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

8,857,51
0
14,584,8
75

25,156,
775
14,584,
875

32,459,
798
14,584,
875

44,410,
196
14,584,
875

57,117,2
71
14,584,8
75

71,628,3
12
14,584,8
75

84,867,30
4
14,584,87
5

99,634,4
97
14,584,8
75

116,078,
606
14,584,8
75

133,076,9
79
14,584,87
5

Sources of Fund
EAT
Depreciation
Bank Loan
Total Source

74,313,
792
74,313,
792

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

23,442,3
85

39,741,
650

47,044,
673

58,995,
071

71,702,1
46

86,213,1
87

99,452,17
9

114,219,
372

130,663,
481

147,661,8
54

Uses of Funds
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Fixed Asset
Bank Loan
Installment
Incremental
Working capital

63,735,
875
-

Total Uses

63,735,
875

Surplus

10,577,
917

Beginning Year
Value

-

End Year Value

10,577,
917

5,419,3
75
14,862,
758
1,788,2
76
22,070,
409

22,266,
875
14,862,
758
1,713,7
38
38,843,
371

5,419,37
5
14,862,7
58
1,291,65
3
21,573,7
86

6,270,37
5

25,325,87
5

14,862,7
58
10,577,9
17
25,440,6
75

2,360,3
75
14,862,
758
5,997,7
61
23,220,
894

-

-

(1,998,2
90)
10,577,9
17
8,579,62
6

16,520,
756
8,579,6
26
25,100,
383

24,974,
264
25,100,
383
50,074,
646

20,151,
700
50,074,
646
70,226,
346

50,128,3
60
70,226,3
46
120,354,
706

78,093,6
41
120,354,
706
198,448,
347

-

1,849,17
1
8,119,54
6

2,360,37
5

5,419,37
5

22,266,87
5
-

-

-

26,897,98
8

1,569,42
3
3,929,79
8

2,185,40
4
7,604,77
9

72,554,19
0.39
198,448,3
47
271,002,5
37

110,289,
574
271,002,
537
381,292,
111

123,058,
702
381,292,
111
504,350,
813

1,572,113

1,810,207
24,077,08
2
123,584,7
71
504,350,8
13
627,935,5
84

Figure-1:Sensitivity Analysis

3.8. Mapping the SWOT of the Traditional Batik Industry in Laweyan Cluster
Traditional Batik Industry SWOT Mapping is conducted to determine the appropriate strategy to support traditional Batik
home industries to be a sustainable industry. The Internal and External factors are generated based on observations, interviews
and a review of some literatures. The weighting of the factors (from 1.0 for poor to 4.0 for outstanding) is given by 5
business owner of small-scale traditional Batik industry in Surakarta then processed using the calculation method of AHP
(Analytical Hierarchy Process) , and the ratings are given by the Head of SME industry Department in Surakarta. rating scale
ranging from 4 (outstanding) to 1 (poor) based on the effect of these factors to the current conditions. Rating for strengths and
opportunities are positive (if there is a greatest effect of opportunities and strength, given the rating 4, but if the smallest effect
factor of opportunities and strengths, given the rating of 1), while providing rating weaknesses and threats are the opposite.
Table 7 and Table 8 shows the IFE and EFE matrix of traditional Batik industry.
Table 7: IFE Matrix

Internal Strategy Factor
Strength Factor
Having trained and skilled craftsmen
Cohesive business management
Strong relationship between Batik entrepreneurs
Unique patterns and models
High quality handmade products
Weakness Factor
Lack of craftsmen regeneration
Difficulty getting raw materials

Weight

Rating

Weight X Rating

0.1090
0.0690
0.0710
0.1600
0.0850

4.0
3.0
3.7
4.0
3.7

0.4360
0.2070
0.2627
0.6400
0.3145

0.1540
0.0980

1.7
2.7

0.2618
0.2646
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Limitation of capital
Traditional financial management
TOTAL

0.1400
0.1140
1. 000

2.0
3.0

0.2800
0.3420
3.009

Table 8: EFE Matrix

External Strategy Factor
Opportunity Factor
Increasing demand of Batik
High appreciation for culture
Market share is still wide
Support of local government
Advances in technology and communications
Threat Factor
Instability economic condition
Development of Batik printing industry
Existence of substitute products
Global market conditions
Many Competitors
TOTAL

Weight

Rating

Weight X Rating

0.0678
0.0756
0.0770
0.0587
0.1311

3.7
3.3
4.0
3.3
3.0

0.249
0.252
0.308
0.196
0.393

0.1506
0.2143
0.0393
0.0929
0.0926
1.0000

1.3
1.0
2.3
3.0
2.3

0.201
0.214
0.092
0.279
0.216
2.400

Based on the assessment of the weighting and the ratings, the value of IFE matrix is 3.0 and the value of EFE matrix is 2.4.
Then the value is mapped into internal and external matrix (IE Matrix), in which the position of the traditional Batik industry
of Laweyan is located in position IV of Figure 2, namely a position of “developing and growing stage condition”. This means,
that a suitable strategy to support the traditional Batik industry of Laweyan includes intensive strategy that contains market
penetration, market development, product development; and integration strategy, both forward integration, backward
integration, and horizontal integration.

Figure 2: IE Matrix of traditional Batik industry of Laweyan

4. CONCLUSION
From the research results obtained the following results:
1. The value of investment for this business model is nearly Rp 75 million, with capital funding from banks for 5 years
and 12% interest rate per year.
2. The results of the projected calculations for 10 years with the amount of MARR is 14%, Show that the business model
of Batik home industry is feasible to run, with a value of NPV is nearly Rp 170 million; IRR is 37%, BCR is 3.2; and
the Discounted Payback Period is about 5 years.
3. If the government can bring some kinds of financial facilities to the traditional Batik Industry, such as, grace period of
two years, tax holiday also for two years, and investment tax credit for at least 10%, better NPV, IRR, BCR and DPP
will be reached.
4. The results of sensitivity analysis show that the decrease in selling price of 8% is allowable for a positive NPV; the
same thing happens also for the increase in raw material costs to 26%, and increase in labor wages to 17%.
5. Based on the mapping position, Batik Laweyan is in a developing and growing condition. Suitable strategy to survive
in this industry is an intensive strategy and integration strategy.
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6.

To see Laweyan regain its traditional Batik Kingdom in Indonesia a mass investment of 15 to 20 billion Rupiahs are
needed.
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ABSTRACT
Various types of goods/services promotion performed by the company to introduce their products, a form of promotion is
through advertising. There are several media to place an advertisement, in which newspaper has several advantages than other
media. Competition among companies is requiring them to choose an effective advertising. This research focuses on looking at
the effectiveness of some of the most popular advertisement in the newspaper-using eye tracking methods. The study was
conducted by looking at two factors, size (3 columns and 4 columns) and color factors (color and black & white). Sixty
subjects performed four combination of newspaper advertising using Eye Tracker. Every combination is performed by 15
subjects. The next step is used questionnaire to validate the data. This result of questionnaire is similar to results from data
viewer software. The results showed that size factor (3 columns and 4 columns) or the interaction between them, do not affect
significantly the duration of fixation. The significantly affect the duration of fixation is a factor of color (black & white and
color).
Keywords
Advertising, Newspaper, Eye Tracking, Ergonomics

1. INTRODUCTION
Along with the progress of time in all areas of life, especially in the field of information and communication technology has
caused the development of the media to be very rapid. In the face of future challenges that are very difficult, a clear concept
and rigorous competitive strategy are needed and supported by the resources and all the potential owned to be able to deal
with it. Marketing strategy which aims to win the competition is needed in order to survive in market. Strategy that can be used
by producers in order to market its products is the marketing communications through advertising or advertising program.
Lots of advertising media are well known by people, such as the print media (newspapers and magazines), electronic media
(television, radio, computer), and outdoor media (exhibitions, calendar, etc.). In Indonesia, newspaper has an important role for
advertisers because nationally, advertising cost of newspaper is second place after television.
Indonesia's leading newspaper is Kompas newspaper. Being a leading newspaper in indonesia, Kompas has the highest rating
among the others. Kompas is one of two Indonesian newspapers which are audited by the Audit Bureau of circulations (ABC).
For advertisers, newspapers rating is a driving factor for choosing them in newspapers where they will advertise their products.
Kompas newspaper is one of consumer choice.
Kompas provides advertising rates that is varied according to the type of advertising. The difference of this is caused by its
characteristics and value on each type of advertising. Kompas has two types of advertisement, regular and Klasika. Regular has
7 columns and Klasika has 9 columns. Each of it has a type of advertising with sizes, colors, and costs that were different.
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The newspaper sells advertising space to advertisers in millimeters column (mmc). An advertisement with a 4-column width
and height of 100 mm will have extensive advertising space 400 mmk (4 columns x 100 mm). Thus the cost to be paid
advertiser is calculated by multiplying the broad of advertising space based on mmc with advertising rate (rate card) per mmc.
The newspaper also provides two alternative colors, namely black and white (BW) and Full Color (FC), which both of them
have different prices.
Advertisers who want to advertise their products and services are categorized as display advertising. Size of display
advertisement which is favorite by advertisers is 3 columns x 270 mm and 4 columns x 270 mm. The fees are charged for BW
at Rp 105,000 per mmc and FC RP 147,000 per mmc.
Because of the high interest of the newspaper advertiser and the fees charged to advertisers, the study was conducted to see the
effectiveness of sizes and colors as a recommendation for advertisers using eye tracking. The size and color factor is one of the
important factors that determine decision-making of customer so this study focuses on those factors. Small size or larger size
of advertising has different purpose. Small space advertisement can be used effectively to build frequency [1]. According to
Huang (1993), the color choices made in standardization efforts are integral to industrial product success [2].
The eye tracking methods used in this study are increasingly being applied in the field of marketing and consumer behavior,
particularly in advertising [3]. The eye-tracking device has become one of the most important human–machine interfaces in
which eye movements are related to the information-processing demands of a task [4].
The size will be in the two trials, display size of 4 columns x 270 mm (color BW and FC) and 7 columns x 115 mm (color BW
and FC). Based on the purpose of this study, the title of this paper is Analysis of the Effectiveness of Kompas Newspaper
Advertising Based on Size and Color Factors Using Eye Tracking Method.. The research question of this reserach is abut the
correlation between size and color of advertising with the visibility of advertising.

2. METHODS
2.1 Subjects
The number of subjects for the four combinations of newspaper advertisement is 60. Each combination requires 15 subjects.
The criteria of the subjects are as follows:
1. Male or female
2. Aged between 18-22 years
3. Subject did not know the theme of the research
4. Subject is not color-blind
5. Subject did not have difficulty on vision, like nearsighted or farsighted and other
2.2 Display of Newspaper Advertisement
Newspaper advertisement used in this study is beverage products because it is a general product. There are four combinations
of newspaper advertisement, they are combination 1 (black and white advertisement with a small size), combination 2 (color
advertisement with a small size), combination 3 (black and white advertisement with large size), and combination 4 (color
advertisement with large size). The visualization of these combinations can be seen in Figure 1.

Combination 1

Combination 2
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Combination 3

Combination 4
Figure 1: Newspaper Advertisement

2.3 Equipments
Eye tracker is a device used to track the movement of eyes. The tracking of eyes movement is needed in order to know whether
eyes is doing brief stop (fixation) or rapid movement (saccades) on object seen by the eyes. These two of movement is used to
access attention of subject on the picture [5]. This study uses the EyeLink II Head Fixed Eye Tracker. Its main components are
EyeLink II Host PC, EyeLink II Display PC, EyeLinkII PCI Card, and EyeLinkII Headband. The eye tracker is combined with
Experiment Builder as media execution. EyeLink II Display PC monitor used is a HP 19 "rectangle and CPU. The scope of
view of the human eye is limited to 300 so there is a minimum distance between the monitor with the eye, which is 70.53 cm.
2.4 Analysis Framework
Data obtained from a combination of 1-4 will be processed using fixation maps, interest area, and statistical tests. Data of
fixation map explain about the intensity of the sight of all subjects. Data of interest areas explain about the intensity vision of
the respondents in area advertising. The statistical test used to look the factors that significantly affect the dwell time is
ANOVA. The interaction between these two factors can be seen in the Estimated Marginal Mean.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Fixation Map and Interest Area
The colors on the fixation map indicate duration of eye fixations. Duration of fixation is indicated by green, yellow, and red
color. Green color indicates the lowest duration while red indicates the highest duration.

Figure 2: Fixation Map, Combination 1-4

Based on fixation map in Figure 2, the intensity of all subjects’ sight can be seen in this figure. Examples of combinations 1,
the area of advertisements contains intensity of yellow color that means some subjects see any advertisement in newspapers.
Percentage of subjects ever seen in a newspaper advertisement can be seen from the area of interest. This percentage means the
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effectiveness of the advertising of newspaper which has been combined. Percentage of subjects ever seen in newspaper of
combination 1 is 7.37%, a combination 2 is 7.68%, a combination 3 is 6.01%, and a combination 4 is 7.81%. This percentage
shows the time spent by subjects who saw newspaper advertisement than all the time spent to see the entire newspaper.
Based on the results of the data viewer, the value effectiveness of each combination has been obtained. Its value is 7.37% for
black and white advertisement in 3 columns type, 7.68% for colored advertisement in 3 columns type, 6.01% for black and
white advertisement in 4 columns type, and 7.81% for colored advertisement in 4 columns type. Based on those values, the
colored advertisement in 4 columns type has the greatest value of effectiveness, and then the colored advertisement in 3
columns type in second position, black and white advertisement in 3 columns type in third position, and black and white
advertisement in 4 columns type in fourth position.
3.2 Statistic Test
Before the results of statistical processing are analyzed, it must be ensured that the data processed are Normal. Normally test is
conducted to ensure processed data are normal because statistical processing requires normalize data. The test shows that the
data is normally distributed (refer to Figure 3).

Figure 3: Normal Probability Plot

After the data has passed normality test, further analysis can be carried out to see a significant factor affecting the Dwell Time.
The analysis was done by looking at the table of ANOVA and Coefficient table.

Figure 4: ANOVA Table

F value was obtained 4.972 with a significance level 0.011 (refer to Figure 4). Since the significance level is less than Į (0.05),
it can be said that the size and color simultaneously affect fixation duration (Dwell Time).
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.
Figure 5: Coefficients Table

Based on the coefficients table in Figure 5, a significance level of size is 0.113, which means the size factor does not
significantly affect the level of Dwell Time because the significance level is less than Į (0.05). However, a significance level
of color is 0.008, which means the color factors significantly affect Dwell Time. Based on the level of significance of the color
factor is lower than Į (0.008 <0.05) then H0 is rejected.

Figure 6: Test of Between-Subject Effects

Based on the Figure 6, the level of significance of the interaction between the size and color is 0.799. The level of significance
is much greater than Į (0.05) which means that the interaction between the factors was not significant to the Dwell Time. The
lack of interaction can be seen in Figure. 7. Green and blue lines do not intersect which means there is no interaction between
the two factors.

Figure 7: Estimated Marginal Means of Dwell Time

4. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this research is analyzing the effectiveness of sizes and colors as a recommendation for advertisers on the
visibility of customers. In combination 1 (black and white advertisement with a small size), some subjects see the advertising
and the others see the news or the title. In combination 2 (color advertisement with a small size), most of the subjects see and
know about the advertising. In combination 3 (black and white advertisement with a large size), most of the subjects do not see
and know about the advertising. In combination 4 (color advertisement with a large size), the result is similar to combination 3.
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Based on the values of effectiveness are obtained, most of the subjects’ interests to the color advertising and the largest one.
Experiment test showed that there is significance effect of size and color of advertisement in newspaper. This finding might
justify the higher rate of consumer attractiveness about using color and larger size. Previous study is about advertising using
game online [6] which the advertising has a motion together with the game. As the result, there are different factor influences
static and dynamic advertising. In game, the advertising must have motion to attract the consumers. However, in newspaper,
the static advertising still gives interest for customers. For further study, economy analysis, content of advertising, and type of
display advertising can be added as factors to analysis the effectiveness of advertising in newspaper.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the values of effectiveness are obtained ratings from highest to lowest, there are color advertisement in 4 columns
type, color advertisement in 3 columns type, black and white advertisement in 3 columns type, and black and white
advertisement in 4 columns type. The results of the processing of questionnaire and data viewer have same values. Subjects not
only see, but also know what advertisement on newspaper images. The statistical results showed that the interaction between
the factor and the size factor does not affect Dwell Time (the time spent looking at the advertisement) of advertisement was
significantly. Color factor is the most affecting factor in Dwell Time advertisement. Color factor is affecting the awareness of
subjects so it can be an option for advertisers when choosing the type of advertisement in newspapers.
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ABSTRACT
Innovation and Malcolm Baldrige Criteria have been indispensable for enhancement of Human Life and Environment. This
paper relates the concept, theoretical aspects and managerial implications of Innovation and Malcolm Baldrige for the benefit
of Human Life within unit analysis of individual, company and nation toward global benefit. As scope of problem and in
scope of a nation, Indonesia, in the last 5 until 10 years, has been experiencing difficulties in competing with other nations. As
scope of objectives, Methodology and Discussion in this paper emphasize on generalized concept of Innovation and Malcolm
Baldrige to mitigate and eventually has objectives to eliminate scope of the problem pertaining the competitiveness difficulties.
Furthermore, in term of generalized concept of innovation of three pillars of Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) and
Professor Clayton M. Christensen, and seven criteria of Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) in Business,
Health Care and Higher Education. In term of Malcolm Baldrige Criteria 2011-2012; in this paper, Confirmatory Factor
Analysis (CFA) was utilized to investigate constructs’ reliability and validity, while Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) were
utilized to examine relationship among constructs that relate effect of Strategic Planning, Customer Focus and Operations
Focus toward Result of Performance Excellence and Sustainability.
Keywords
Innovation, Malcolm Baldrige, Strategic Planning, Operations Focus, Performance Excellence, Sustainability

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia in the last 5 until 10 years, has been experiencing difficulties in competing with other nations. According to Global
Competitiveness Index (GCI), GCI 2010-2011, Indonesia undergone 10 point increase from Rank 54 into 44. Yet, in GCI
2011-2012, Indonesia undergone 2 point decrese from Rank 44 into 46, that constitute an alert for the incoming years. In this
situation , Performance Excellence and Sustainability are deemed Indispensable, not to mentioned the Strategic Planning,
Customer Focus and Operations Focus. That relate to Innovation and Malcolm Baldrige. As scope of objectives,
Methodology and Discussion generalized concept of Innovation and Malcolm Baldrige to mitigate and eventually has
objectives to eliminate scope of the problem pertaining the competitiveness difficulties. The mentioned of generalized concept
of innovation of three pillars of Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) and Professor Clayton M. Christensen, and seven criteria
2011-2012 of Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) in Business, Health Care and Higher Education. The
details of Malcolm Baldrige Criteria is also identified and elaborated by Sadikin (2011) in “Seri Manajemen Mutu Bunga
Rampai” and Blazey (2011) in Insights to Performance Excellence 2011-2012. Although the Baldrige criteria and framework
are widely accepted in practice, there is surprisingly little theoretical and empirical evidence of their validity (Ford and Evans,
2000). Several studies presented empirical analyses of the original Baldrige Criteria in the manufacturing environment and
provided evidence that the performance relationships observed in the Baldrige causal model were supported in US firms. Most
recently, York and Miree (2004) examined the relationship between TQM and financial performance, using a sample of
Baldrige Award winners; they replicated a second sample of state quality award winning companies with three different sets of
financial performance measures. Baldrige quality award winners generally had better financial performance than their peers
after and before winning a quality award.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Innovation
An innovation is an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by the entity adopting it , according to Rogers (2003). The
concept of innovation implies the idea that something is added to something else that already exists, or that something that
exists is given up. The argument is that adding and/or taking away are ways to improve a state of affairs. As indicated by
Jalonen (2012), Despite positive connotations associated with the concept of ‘innovation’, it should be noted that the potential
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value integral to innovation may or may not be realised in the future. Fernandes (2012) has further elaborated the value
construct that deals with two wide variables: value form and value materialization. The value form varies from tangible to
intangible. The value materialization is concerned with the simplicity or complexity of the process utilized to create value.
Mehrabani (2012) has further enhanced the mentioned Value Constructs in term of Knowledge Management and Innovation
Capacity.Tipu (2011) has further classified the Innovation Management, as entity that consider the i. Process of Innovation, ii.
Factors Affecting Innovation, Protection of Innovation, iii. Measures of Innovation, and iv. Types of Innovation. Unlike Tipu,
Muscio (2010) has segregated the Innovation according to three big categories, which are : i. Business Innovation Needs,
according to Product or Process Innovation, ii. Technology, according to Pure Technology, or Other Technology ( New
Materials, Machinery, ICT or Environmental ).
Innovation and Performance
Innovation and Performance has been discussed in Scientific Analysis of Entrepreneurship and SMEs (SCALES, 2007, p. 44
and 47). SCALES segregate important determinants of Innovation Input and Innovation Output, that are expressed in the
following equations.
Determinants of Innovation Input

(1)
Determinants of Innovation Output

(2)

(3)
The mentioned equations are discussed in detail in the session of Discussion and Analysis and The above introduction
pertaining the Determinants of Innovation, is further elaborated in the overview by SCALES (2007, p. 10) in the following
model:

Figure 1 Overview of Innovation Process
Innovation – Productivity Relationship
The empirical evidence for Innovation – Productivity Relationship, has been discussed by Hall (2011, p. 11) that provided a
detailed review of the studies that have attempted to estimate a quantitative relationship between firm-level productivity and
innovation measures explicitly.
In term of Equation, the empirical of evidence has been visualized in the following equation that is resulted from two other
equations and its original equation. The mentioned equations are discussed in detail in the session of Discussion and Analysis

(4)
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Global Competitiveness Index
The Global Competitiveness Report ( www.weforum.org/gcr) remains the most respected assessment of national
competitiveness, providing a useful portrait of a nation’s economic environment and its ability to achieve sustained levels of
prosperity and growth. For a portrayal that represents reality as accurately as possible, the World Economic Forum draws its
data from two sources: international organizations and national sources, and its own Executive Opinion Survey (Survey). The
Survey is a one-of-a-kind tool for capturing vital information that is not otherwise available at a global level. The data gathered
thus provide a unique source of insight and a qualitative portrait of each nation’s economic and business environment, as well
as an understanding of how
it compares with the situation in other countries.The World Economic Forum has conducted its The World Economic Forum
has conducted its annual Survey for over 30 years, modifying it over time to capture new data points essential to the Global
Competitiveness Index (GCI) and other Forum indexes. It has also expanded the scope of its sample, achieving this year a
record of over 15,000 surveys from 142 economies between January and June 2011.

Figure 2 : GCI and Indonesia’s Rank of GCI 2011-2012 Versus 2010-2011
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
The seven criteria in the MBNQA are hypothesized to have a particular relationship to each other ( Badri et al, 2005, p. 1123 ).
Although the Baldrige criteria and framework are widely accepted in practice, there is surprisingly little theoretical and
empirical evidence of their validity (Ford and Evans, 2000). Several studies presented empirical analyses of the original
Baldrige Criteria in the manufacturing environment and provided evidence that the performance relationships observed in the
Baldrige causal model were supported in US firms. Most recently, York and Miree (2004) examined the relationship between
TQM and financial performance, using a sample of Baldrige Award winners; they replicated a second sample of state quality
award winning companies with three different sets of financial performance measures. Baldrige quality award winners
generally had better financial performance than their peers after and before winning a quality award.
Posterior to the discussion on Innovation, there are further discussion based on the title of this paper; Innovation and Malcolm
Baldrige: Effect of Strategic Planning, Customer Focus and Operations Focus toward Result of Performance Excellence and
Sustainability. The subsequent discussion in Figure 3, convey the further overview aspect of seven criteria within the
MBNQA.
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Figure 3: Malcolm Baldrige 2011 – 2012 Criteria

3. METHODOLOGY
Methodology and Discussion in this paper emphasize on generalized concept of Innovation and Malcolm Baldrige to mitigate
and eventually has objectives to eliminate scope of the problem pertaining the competitiveness difficulties. Furthermore, in
term of generalized concept of innovation of three pillars of Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) and Professor Clayton M.
Christensen, and seven criteria of Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) in Business, Health Care and Higher
Education.
In term of Malcolm Baldrige Criteria 2011-2012; in this paper, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was utilized to investigate
constructs’ reliability and validity, while Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) were utilized to examine relationship among
constructs that relate effect of Strategic Planning, Customer Focus and Operations Focus toward Result of Performance
Excellence and Sustainability.
Structural Equation Modeling
The literature reviews of this paper are originated from International Journal about SEM (Written in English) and Books about
SEM (Written in English and Bahasa Indonesia). The highlighted International Journal among others is Structural Equation
Modeling: A Multidisciplinary Journal, while the highlighted Books about SEM, among others are authored by Hoyle
(2012), Kline (2011), Schumacker and Lomax (2010), Rencher and Christensen (2012), Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson (2010),
Ariefianto (2012), Wiyono (2011), Wijaya (2009), and Wijanto (2008). A Multidisciplinary Journal (SEM: AMJ), is the main
reference for this project paper. First article on the mentioned journal refers to article of Wu and Kwok (2012) on Using SEM
to Analyze Complex Survey Data. Second article refers to Preacher, Zhang and Zyphur (2011) on Alternative Methods for
Assessing Mediation in Multilevel Data. Third article refers to Crayen, Geiser, Scheithauer, and Eid (2011) on Evaluating
Interventions with Multimethod Data: A Structural Equation Modeling Approach. Books on SEM Concept; this SEM Concept
refers to the following discussion on Variables in SEM, Measurement and Structural Models, Measurement and Structural
Errors, Mathematical Notation, and Introduction to LISREL 8.8. The books that convey the mentioned discussion are authored
by Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson (2010), Byrne (1998) and Wijanto (2008). Books on SEM Procedures; this SEM Procedures
refer to the following discussion on Specification, Identification, Estimation, Testing and Re-specification. In addition to the
book that is authored by Schumacker and Lomax (2010), The books that convey the mentioned discussion are authored by
Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson (2010), Byrne (1998) and Wijanto (2008).

4. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Innovation
This paper relates the concept, theoretical aspects and managerial implications of Innovation and Malcolm Baldrige for the
benefit of Human Life within unit analysis of individual, company and nation toward global benefit. With the consideration of
that unit of analysis, the Figure 1 has indicated the details of that unit of analysis on Know How, in term of Focus Firm,
Competitive Environment and Macro Environment Sections and Subsections. Precisely, it elaborates the IT and Organizational
Performance from 3 Unit of Analysis. Not to mention the Concept of Disruptive Innovation by Professor Clayton M.
Christensen.

Figure 4: IT and Organizational Performance from 3 Unit of Analysis.
Determinants of Innovation Input, from Equation (1)
SCALES (2007, p. 44) elaborates the mentioned Equation, by stating that The variable of interest is innovation intensity, the
total amount of time all employees spend on innovative activities, as a percentage of total available time1. The whole set of
innovation
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and firm-performance variables, including the sectoral dummies, are used as explanatory variables in the innovation equation.
With yi denoting innovation intensity for firm i and xij the value of explanatory variable j for firm i, with İi ~ N(0,ı2). The
explanatory variables that are included in the model are displayed , for which an expected sign is filled. The sectoral dummies
are added in the
model. A constant term Į is included. Equation (1) could have been modelled as a Tobit model, which takes account of zero
shares of innovation input. The standard linear-regression model seems most appropriate to model the innovation-input
equation,
using ordinary least squares (OLS) as estimation method.
Determinants of Innovation Output, from Equation (2)
SCALES (2007, p. 47) elaborates the mentioned Equation, by indicating that use the share of new products or services in
total turnover as innovation-output indicator and dependent variable. Since a number of firms have zero innovative output,
simply estimating a linear regression model by OLS leads to biased estimates. Tobit models are better suited to model such a
dependent
variable (Greene, 2000; Franses and Paap, 2001). We consider two types of Tobit models, named type-1 Tobit model and type2 Tobit model (Amemiya, 1985). For the type-1 Tobit model, a latent variable yi* is introduced. It takes a value of 0 if firms
have no innovative output, and 1 if firms have innovative output. This latent variable is used in the model according to
Equation (2).
According to discussion by Hall (2011, p. 11), The Equation (5) is deemed as the original equation, while Equation (6) and (7)
are the building block for Equation (4).

(5)
(6)
(7)
Hall (2011, p. 7) mentioned that What is meant by the term “productivity” is fairly easy to understand although difficult to
measure: it is the quantity of output that can be produced using a given level of inputs. If productivity is to be used as a
measure of innovation, there is an implicit assumption that increases in output not accompanied by increases in inputs are due
to innovative activity. Equation (5) constitutes relationship between output and the level of inputs using a production function.
Hall (2011, p. 7) indicated that Q is output, C is the level of capital stock, and L is labor (and potentially other noncapital
inputs). A is the overall level of productivity which may vary across entities. That is, because of organizational differences,
frictions, or other constraints, entities with identical levels of C and L may not be able to achieve the same level of output Q.
By algorithm mechanism, then the Equation (5) is transformed into Equation (6), and eventually is rewritten according to the
shifted demand. Precisely, Hall (2011, p. 7) mentions the following reason: much of innovative activity is directed towards
new products and product improvement, it is useful to rewrite the demand equation to allow the knowledge stock to shift the
demand curve facing the firm. Assuming that the knowledge stock has a positive coefficient implies that the effect of increased
knowledge or innovative activity is to shift the demand curve out by making the firm’s products more attractive to its
customers, at a given price.
Equation (4) is obtained based on the equation for revenue. Hall (2011, p. 11) indicates that this equation shows that
knowledge stock K is likely to contribute to revenue and therefore to measured productivity growth via two channels: directly
by increasing the efficiency of production and indirectly by shifting the demand curve for the firm’s products outward (note
that Ș is negative so that -ĳ/Ș is positive). It is usual to think of these two channels as process and product innovation. For full
identification of the system implied by equation (4), it would be desirable either to have data on individual firm output prices
to allow separate estimation of Ș and ĳ or to have some information on the components of K that might be directed toward
processes and/or products. At the simplest level, one can gain some idea of the relative importance of the two types of
innovation for productivity using the innovation dummy variables available from the various innovation surveys. An
implication of the foregoing model is that process innovation will have ambiguous effects on revenue productivity, whereas the
effect of product innovation is likely to be positive.

Global Competitiveness Index
Figure 5 in term of Indonesia’s Stage of Development, is an indispensable aspects to be considered in order to maintain and
improve Indonesia’s Stage of Development of Stage 2: Efficiency driven. Furthermore, it is indispensable to consider the GCI,
According to Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), GCI 2010-2011, Indonesia undergone 10 point increase from Rank 54
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into 44. Yet, in GCI 2011-2012, Indonesia undergone 2 point decrese from Rank 44 into 46, that constitute an alert for the
incoming years.

Figure 5: GCI 2011 – 2012 and Indonesia’s Stage of Development
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
Referring to Figure 1 pertaining the overview of Innovation Process, then Malcolm Baldrige is important to be considered, in
any unit analysis that has been mentioned in the aspect of, theoretical aspects and managerial implications of Innovation and
Malcolm Baldrige for the benefit of Human Life within unit analysis of individual, company and nation toward global benefit.
Precisely, the Malcolm Baldrige refers to Effect of Strategic Planning, Customer Focus and Operations Focus toward Result of
Performance Excellence and Sustainability. Data collection is conducted using both Primary and Secondary Method. For
Primary Method, the interview process is conducted, along with the survey that relate to the Management of The Company.
For Secondary Method, the analysis is referring to the Annual Report from the listed company in Jakarta Stock Exchange (
www.idx.co.id ).Other information is originated from the Indonesian Quality Award Foundation ( IQA )
www.indonesianqualityaward.org that since 2006 has conducted and provided the Indonesian Quality Award, including the
Recent Award in November 2012; Indonesian Quality Award VIII 2012. The highlighted discussion is referring to the
“Growth” for both category of institution.
Excellent “Growth” for Middle Level Institution
1. PT Krakatau Medika Bronze Award ( Early Improvement )
2. Universitas Bina Nusantara Silver Award ( Early Improvement )
3. PT Krakatau Engineering Gold Award ( Good Performance )
Excellent “Growth” for Big Level Institution
1. PT Aneka Tambang ( Persero ) Bronze Award ( Good Performance )
2. PERUM PERUMNAS Silver Award ( Good Performance )
3. PT Semen Tonasa Gold Award ( Early Improvement )

Innovation and Malcolm Baldrige, and its relations with Effect of Strategic Planning, Customer Focus and Operations
Focus toward Result of Performance Excellence and Sustainability are deemed indispensable. Precisely, the Growth that has
been shown in by both Middle and Big Institution. SCALES (2007, p. 31) specified the Innovative Activities that lead to the
Growth.
5. CONCLUSION
An innovation is an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by the entity adopting it , according to Roger (2003). The
concept of innovation implies the idea that something is added to something else that already exists, or that something that
exists is given up. The argument is that adding and/or taking away are ways to improve a state of affairs. It is indispensable to
refer to the Figure 1 Pertaining Overview of Innovation Process, not to mention the determinants of Innovation Input and
Output, and eventually the Innovation – Productivity Relationship, along with their Equations from Equation (1) until Equation
(7). Referring to Figure 1 pertaining the overview of Innovation Process, then Malcolm Baldrige is important to be considered,
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in any unit analysis that has been mentioned in the aspect of, theoretical aspects and managerial implications of Innovation and
Malcolm Baldrige for the benefit of Human Life within unit analysis of individual, company and nation toward global benefit.
Precisely, the Malcolm Baldrige refers to Effect of Strategic Planning, Customer Focus and Operations Focus toward Result of
Performance Excellence and Sustainability. Figure 5 in term of Indonesia’s Stage of Development, is an indispensable aspects
to be considered in order to maintain and improve Indonesia’s Stage of Development of Stage 2: Efficiency driven.
Furthermore, it is indispensable to consider the GCI, According to Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), GCI 2010-2011,
Indonesia undergone 10 point increase from Rank 54 into 44. Yet, in GCI 2011-2012, Indonesia undergone 2 point decrese
from Rank 44 into 46, that constitute an alert for the incoming years.
Although the Baldrige criteria and framework are widely accepted in practice, there is surprisingly little theoretical and
empirical evidence of their validity (Ford and Evans, 2000). Several studies presented empirical analyses of the original
Baldrige Criteria in the manufacturing environment and provided evidence that the performance relationships observed in the
Baldrige causal model were supported in US firms. Most recently, York and Miree (2004) examined the relationship between
TQM and financial performance, using a sample of Baldrige Award winners; they replicated a second sample of state quality
award winning companies with three different sets of financial performance measures. Baldrige quality award winners
generally had better financial performance than their peers after and before winning a quality award.
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ABSTRACT
The Entrepreneurial university achievement goes together with community's development in social, economy, politics,
environment, and national defense in the Indonesian society. Commitment made by the faculty heads are a priority in
achieving vision and missions which resulting in contributions from the qualified lecturers and creative students of the
Industrial Engineering Department. This continuous improvement was done in each semester in the form of modules. From
the academic side, students are assigned a manufacturing industry planning project for 4 semesters, consisting of 30 modules
like industrial planning, production process, and real business development. Maira Technopreneurship Business Incubator
(MTBI) is created to accommodate students’ products and help them market and manage their business by creating a business
incubator. Partnership is conducted with business innovation center focusing on developing business network with regards on
professional ethics and legal aspects, as well as social towards other parties like the small and medium enterprises. The
innovation center also connects university with researchers and industrial professionals so that this partnership not only
developing knowledge, but also developing business products. Based on this partnership and tests, product development and
innovation can be obtained and students will obtain an experience of working in the real business environment before their
graduation day.
Keywords
Entrepreneurship, business plan, industry, partnership

1.

INTRODUCTION

University graduates dominate the number of unemployed in Indonesia. The workspace available just could not absorb the
annually growing number of university graduates because some of them were not ready to be involved with “the real” job.
Based on the Statistical Bureau (Badan Pusat Statistik)’s data on August 2012, there are 7.2 million open unemployment with
Open Unemployment Rate (Tingkat Pengangguran Terbuka/TPT) of 6.12%. The university graduates dominated this rate by
12.12% consisted of 6.21% college level and 5.91% undergraduate level. The rate for vocational school graduate was 9.83%,
high school graduate was 9.80%, junior high school 7.76% and elementary school and below 3.64%.
Another reason is the uneven balanced between the number of university level workers needed compared to the number of
university, both public and private. The growing number of students in a university did not always mean the increasing quality
level of its graduates. This also one of the reasons why there was an increasing number of unemployment of the university
graduates. The university party stated that the industry did not put enough trust to recruit science and technology graduates
with high grades, and they were placed as operators. The university believed that this underestimated their position. The
Ministry of Employment explained the necessity to prepare ready to work graduates as well as those with entrepreneurial
spirits. University graduates were in great needs to be ready to get into work both in hard and soft skills from their logical
reasoning to their entrepreneurial and leadership skills. Therefore, the graduates did not always need to depend on the
industry’s employment needs. Nation wise, the ratio of entrepreneurs to the Indonesian people has only reached the 0.18%
from the targeted 5%-7%.
Trisakti University consisted of 9 Faculties, 36 Departments, Graduates and Doctoral Programs with around 30 thousand
student’s body in several campus locations in Jakarta. In its vision, it was stated “To become one of the leading international
quality universities in developing knowledge, science, technology, and art as well as entrepreneurship to increase the living
quality and culture that pay respect to the diversity and local wisdom of Indonesia.”
As a result to that challenge, the Industrial Engineering Department created an organization to accommodate students’ products
and help them market and manage their business by creating a business incubator called Maira. The aims of this business
incubator are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To be an organization where students with entrepreneurial spirits can gather and discuss with each other.
To gather individuals with business ideas.
This business incubator was supported by the industry, alumni, government, and the non-profit organizations.
To create more employment to reduce the unemployment rate.
University-related incubator. This incubator aimed to commercialize science, technology, and intellectual rights of the
researches’ findings. The Industrial Engineering Business Incubator offered beginner companies an access to the
department’s laboratory, computers, library, and professional services in Industrial Engineering or other subjects.
This incubator was directly supported by the department in collaboration with other entrepreneurial concerned parties.

Maira Technopreunership Business Incubator (MTBI) Model Development
University-Based Incubator assisting the growth of spin-off firms through a dedicated facility providing subsidized space,
consultation and other help to encourage entrepreneurship is a worldwide phenomenon. MTBI will have relationship and
cooperation with the following parties:
1. Various Majors in the Trisakti University environment
MTBI gives and shares inputs on the expertise of academic staff and support to a variety of departments in Trisakti
University, especially faculties, RICE, alumni, small medium Industries. It also creates synergy with Community
Development and other units in Trisakti University which will act as “knowledge forum developer/manager.”
ƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ
/ŶŶŽǀĂƚŝŽŶ ĞŶƚĞƌ

/ŶƚĞƌŶĂů
>ĂďŽƌĂƚŽƌŝĞƐ

Dd/ D/Z

hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ ĂŶĚ
ĨĂĐƵůƚŝĞƐ

ůƵŵŶŝŽƌ
ǀĞŶƚƵƌĞƐ

Figure 1: Trisakti University Industrial Engineering Dept. MTBI Model

2.

Business Innovation Center (BIC)
BIC was built on 2008 and placed under the Indonesian Ministry of Research and Technology (RISTEK). This center
holds the same mission as Ristek in building, promoting, and motivating the use of local generation’s innovations through
the synergy between A-B-G-M Academics, Business, Government and Masyarakat (People); so that in its turn, will pose
a strategic role in the development of the national competitiveness in the global economic era. BIC will pose as an
organization for innovators, researchers, academicians, and professionals to create a commercial and practicability
outlook for their innovations. BIC will act as a bridge between the commercial and researcher party so that they are ready
to positively synergize. Until today, BIC has published 510 products. The partnership between the Industrial Engineering
Department and BIC involves the act to pro-actively supporting and inviting students, lecturers, and researchers to build
the Indonesian competitiveness and independence through successful innovations.

3.

Internal Laboratories
In the early stages a number of laboratories in the Industrial Engineering department run on their own based on their own
modules. Now, MTBI acts as an integrator in the Manufacturing Industrial Design/MID (Perancangan Industri
Manufaktur/PIM) throughout the laboratories like the production system, simulation and computation, statistics and
quality engineering, design and work analysis, plant layout, and organizational design lab. A synergy with other faculty
and department like the Art and Design Faculty, Electrical, Mechanical, and Informatics Engineering Departments were
also conducted to design an ICT system that will expand the coverage of the Industrial Engineering student’s product.
Outside parties
To play the role in creating a relationship between technopreneurs and other agencies such as SMI from the Ministry of
Industry and Trade, the Ministry of Cooperation, Financial organizations and organizations like PNPM Mandiri, BPPT,
Ristek, etc that are directly involved with the development of technopreneurs in the country.

4.

The Entrepreneurial University
Incubation is part of a global model for the management of knowledge and technology in regional development, with the
university as an entrepreneur. The university has potentially flexible resources, giving it the ability to take on new missions,
especially in times of crisis. The former exemplifies incubation as a strategy to revive a declining industrial region; the latter an
instance of developing a ‘green field’ site, a region largely lacking in industry. Ideally, the incubator is part of a broader
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strategy of academic and regional co-development and a web of informal and formal university–industry ties. Such ties can be
initiated through creation of a formal structure, such as an incubator or a liaison office, or may arise from continuing
relationships between professors and former students. In either case, the most productive regime of university–industry
relations will comprise both elements (Henry Etzkowitz, 2002).
University is a natural incubator that sometimes plays an informal entrepreneurial role in the incubation of companies.
Institutions in each sector (academy, government and industry) play hybridized roles that seem to move them away from
classical understandings of each, for instance, entrepreneurial academics, academic industrialists, business strategy in
government, and so on.

2. METHODOLOGY
Manufacturing Integration Design
In the university level, the development towards becoming an entrepreneurial university was determined through the annually
assessed Strategic Plan as a part of the Operational Plan. The success indicator in each faculty and major can be measured from
the laboratory’s performance and the students’ practicum modules. In the Industrial Engineering Department, the MTBI
integration to the MID was conducted as followed:

dZ/^<d/hE/sZ^/dz

^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ

ϭ

Ϯ

'ƌĂĚƵĂƚĞ

ϯ

ϰ

WƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů
ŶƚƌĞƉƌĞŶĞƵƌ

D/Z

DEh&dhZ/E'
/Ed'Zd/KE^/'E

Figure 2: Manufacturing Industry Integration Design
Characteristics
Length
of
module
Project/task
Scope
Timeframe
Learning

Table 1: Integration between MID and MTBI
MID2
MID3
MID4 and Industrial
Business Fair (IBF)
6 modules
9 modules
8 modules
7 modules
3 workshop
Design
and Design and Design
and Product and Business
report
report
report
Plan Design
Shop floor
Shop floor
Factory
Campus and public
facilities
markets
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
MID1

Resources

Supervised
Supervised
Supervised
with room
with room
with factory
Readily available within the department

Credit unit

2 credit

Deliverables

Structured assignments, interim
assessment by intensive department

Team

Six
students
per
modules
with
same
scopes
Lecturers and
assistants
as
member
of
laboratory

Supervision

2 credit

6
students
per modules
with same
scopes
Lecturers
and
assistants as
member of
laboratory

1 credit
and

final

Supervised with room
for self - development
Obtained on own
initiative
2 credit

MTBI
Selected
products
Enter
the
incubator
Public potential
market
Depend on the
market
Self-directed
joint venture

6 per modules
with
same
scopes

Structured
periodic
reviews, final report
and presentation
Six
students
per
modules
with
differences scopes

Project outcome,
final report and
presentation
Maximum 4 per
team

Lecturers and
assistants
as
member
of
laboratory

Facilitated
by
7
lecturers,
3
practitioners, with 3
possible mentor

Facilitated
by
two lecturer with
consultants
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1.Industrial Engineering’s Body of Knowledge in PIM Practice
3.1.1.Experiential learning
Students in their small groups were tutored by several laboratory assistants in every stage:

MID 1 stage: conducting the Product and Process Design (need identification, sketching, quality planning, and process
mapping)

MID 2 stage: conducting Operation Planning (work system improvement using experiments, forecasting, production
planning, production main schedule, machine and operator requirements).

MID 3 stage: conducting the facility planning design and cost calculation.

MID 4 stage: conducting the business planning beyond the campus scope.

Industrial Business Fair (IBF) & Maira TBI: developing business by involving the elements of Business, Academics,
Government, and the Society.
3.1.2.Outcomes focus approach
The result of MID 1 will be an input for MID 2, and same goes for MID 3. In MID 4, a business plan was prepared to see the
market’s opportunity for the idea that was developed based on the group’s interest and guided by the supervisors from the
academic, professional, corporate, and BIC party.
3.1.3.Assessment of Tasks
The following section will highlight the advantages and benefit of the tasks assessment.
a.The product chosen is a manufacture project, even though service is also allowed
•
Real life: to dig an idea from daily activities and needs.
•
Problem solver: to provide a new solution inspired from creative idea brainstorming.
•
Environment: to consider the environmental moral and ethics as well.
b.Encourages active learning
Shopping idea to find the inspiration, the idea and the implementation product or service as a problem solution in the society
based on the MID knowledge in campus. Conduct discussions with professionals and academicians to develop shopping idea
into mapping some alternatives solution.
c.Develop autonomous learning skill (4L)
Learn, analysis of the information will be collected to identify patterns and insights
Look, observe people to discover what they do rather that what they say
Ask, enlist people’s participation to elicit information relevant to the project
Try to create simulation to help empathizes with people and to evaluate proposal design
d. Opportunity for self-assessment
1. Value preposition: value created by product or services
2. Customer segment: reason of existence for an organization, no business last without loyal customer behinds them.
3. Customer relationship: clearly define the type of relationship that the customers desire
4. Key partners: customers are the network that help a business model to be effective
5. Channels: the way to engage in product and service relationship function with the customer with quality, cost, delivery,
after sales service and flexibility in mind
6. Key activities: the most important acitvity for an organization to run its business model
7. Key resources: consists of 4 points which are human, physical, intelectual, and financial resources
8. Cost structures: describes the implementation of the key activities by utilizing key partnership which definitely need cost
9. Revenue stream: a series of activities which seek for value so that the customer is willing to pay and also to accomodate
the preferred paying method by the customer
e.Learning through feedback
1. Pint Of Sales as revenue and result
2. Free market demand is the demand from the customer after Industry Business Fair (IBF) event to be marketted. At the
time, the students are expected to start to process their company’s legal entity
f.Selection and Nurturing
MTBI invited professionals, consultants, ventures, and those who were attracted to the product or prototypes to develop the
products.
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-

Market demand
Product function
Future product technology
Product continuity
Capital aid
Networking aid
Information Computer Technology
Company’s Legal Status

3.1.4.Results and Improvement
From 2006 to present, 6 IBF has been conducted and in 2011 2 batches of the students, consisting of various teams, who have
created 2 products (the poncho jacket and alarm pillow) was obtained.
Table 2: Summary of the project.

Origin
Self-iniated
Patnership with industry

Platform
Web

Number
1 alarm pillow
1 Rain coat

4. CONCLUSION
The MTBI Program in Trisakti University is an effort to support its vision and mission as an entrepreneurial university.
Challenges and beyond, there are some obstacles: rare individuals with enough passion, those who are not only after academic
tasks and valuing them as something to get an employment before graduation, the low importance of intellectual rights in the
university, the large number of failure in the product’s integral aspects that differ from their initial aims, unsuccessful in the
commerce world.
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ABSTRACT
The planned mass rapid transit development in Jakarta as a huge public infrastructure project must balance between massive
cost investments with every possible sources of income opportunity. In order to do this, early on in the design, the MRT
Jakarta Company with the Government of Jakarta must exploit the presence of each MRT station. This is because each station
will bring a significant impact to the surrounding area, especially at walking distance radius. This Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) perspective must be able to capture the value added to the area around the station and provide
opportunities for additional revenue, especially the non fare box (NFB) revenue for the company. However, it is not clear how
the causal relationships between MRT station development and NFB revenue generation. This paper offers a conceptual model
of this relationship that would help the shareholders and stakeholders understand these important relationships and devise an
appropriate strategy.
Keywords
Mass Rapid Transit, Urban Planning, Transit Oriented Development, Conceptual Model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Public Infrastructure with massive investment would require income opportunities from different sources possible. Revenue
from public infrastructure comes from usually three sources: income from ticket fare, income from subsidies, and non fare-box
(NFB) revenue. NFB revenues are advertisements, property rent, kiosks and other income not linked directly with ticket sales
(fare-box or FB). Finding factors that could affect the income dynamics between these three sources of income would provide
more understanding on how all three are actually related.
All public infrastructures in general may affect the development and the value of property in an area, which open up the
opportunities of NFB. Grass (1992) indicates that public infrastructure has a profound influence on the pattern of urban
development and spatial distribution of urban property values [1]. The existence of a station in general would provide benefit
to the surrounding environment within walking distance radius, which is known as part of the Transit Oriented Development.
PT MRT Jakarta (MRTJ) must capture this predicted growth of NFB income opportunities. MRTJ is the state owned company
who has the responsibility of developing, operating and maintaining this first urban rail-based mass rapid transit (MRT) line in
Indonesia.
Understanding this relationship between station and NFB growth is important for determining the long term corporate financial
strategy of MRTJ. In order to attract more passengers, the ticket price must be affordable. This would require subsidy from the
city government. There is not yet clear contract agreement regarding this between Jakarta Government and MRTJ. This
agreement could greatly affect the cost structure managed by both parties. For MRTJ this could significantly alter their
corporate strategy.
Conceptual modeling, which would be based on system dynamics methodology, could show qualitatively the complexity of
variables on this issue. This paper offers a conceptual model of this relationship that would help the shareholders and
stakeholders understand these important relationships, and have a common understanding as the background on developing an
agreement for MRTJ and Jakarta’s City Government.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The impact of railway station proximity on property value has received wide attention in the economic literature. Several
empirical studies tried to quantify this effect. However, the Conclusions are not uniform (Debrezion, 2004) [2]. The presence
of a station in an area, will give a great impact of surroundings environment. Naturally, railway stations have an effect on both
land value and land use patterns (Ferguson et al, 1988) [3]. The pattern of the effect can be seen as volcano shaped, shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Volcano Shaped Value Pattern of Land Value and Station Location
Source: (Steer Davies Glee, 2011) [4]

All public transportation infrastructures in general may affect the development and the value of property in an area. Public
infrastructures produce pattern of urban development and spatial distribution of urban property values. This happens because
the infrastructure is providing accessibility to an area so that residents from other areas far away can have access to reach the
site.
Public transportation infrastructure that provides accessibility definitely impacts an area such as sewer, highway, bus station,
train station. Damm then capitalized these services into urban property values [5]. With the accessibility, a place said to be
interesting. As a location becomes more attractive, as a result of certain characteristics, demand increases. This results in
increase of price
Another effect of the station is also influenced by any of the facilities provided by the station, as said by Bowes, The number of
parking lots in or near the station and the proximity of the railway station to the Central Business District also increase of the
impact of the station on property value [6].
In addition to the increase in terms of value, the presence of a station also provides other effects. When some of the
development of property often focused on area besides highway road, or when on the sides there are fancy and dense
commercial buildings, but behind on the second layer would be found lots of underprivileged housing on a way different scale
from the first layer from the roadside. The theory on land prices and settlement that indicates a higher accessibility of a
location leads to a dense settlement [2]. Area on station’s walking distance provide place that has great accessibility for both
commercial commuter use and residential use. Naturally, railway stations have an effect on both land value and land use
patterns [7].
Station that gives access to a particular area would give movement of passengers in large numbers, especially when the
particular area provides great money flow activities. High population movement would create a development of retail activities
but at the same time may attract criminality [6]. This indicates that definitely a station would provide a growing retail area.
[8] The center for Transit Oriented Development (TOD) in Berkeley identified several ways that station location, transit
accessibility can benefit land owners, improve marketability of new residential units, office and retail space, open up valuable
new sites for development, prompt up zoning and higher density development, command higher sales prices and rents, making
higher density construction more financially feasible, encourage cities to support new infrastructure and public facility. The
development of station area can grow naturally with a possible threat of unstructured sprawling areas. The other better
alternative is by orientating the development along the transit stations through regulation, rights allocation, and incentives by
the government. This concept of development is known as Transit Oriented Development TOD [9]. The keywords from TOD
definitions are mixed-use development, pedestrian walking, multimode interchange access, high density, and transit stations
[10]. The TOD initiatives must be adopted by the MRTJ early in the development of the project to make sure that they could
capture the business opportunity created by future growth of the surrounding MRT stations.
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3. METHODS
Model conceptualization is the first step in the System Dynamics (SD) methodology. Conceptual model is primarily used in
SD to help the modeler know and understand the subject system. Sterman (2000) defines that in order to help the modeling
process, conceptual model must consist of problem articulation (boundaries selection) and dynamic hypothesis [11]. The best
representation for a conceptual model for SD is in the form of system diagram that has a causal loop diagram (CLD).
This research began with a hypothesis that station development would influence the surrounding environment in many ways
that would in turn increase the NFB revenue. Interviews and held Focus Group Discussions were held with experts from the
two major and important shareholders, MRTJ and Jakarta City Government, to identify key variables that affects and be
affected by the station existence. These variables are represented in a CLD, which showed variables increase or decrease the
other, by relationship arrow. We then present this CLD to gain feedback and confirmation with the mental model of the
shareholders. The result is a consensus regarding the causal loop diagram of aspects that affected by station and affecting
station. The causal loop diagram is then transferred into the systems diagram as the complete representation of the conceptual
model.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This research develops a conceptual model represented in a system diagram

(
Figure 2).
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Figure 2: System Diagram

Using MRTJ Company is the primary actor in this analysis, this research identifies the purpose of the conceptual model is to
gain insights on how to maximize MRT Jakarta’s profitability, especially from NFB business development. Based on
shareholders' interviews, there are three outputs needed to accomplish this goal: passenger flows, property area development
and property growth. The actor represents the interest of major stakeholder that could influence the MRTJ policies. Some of
the possible policies are represented in the policy options box on top of the diagram. Figure 3 shows a more detailed
explanation of variables interaction.
Figure 3 shows that the presence of the MRT station would affect development of two major area types: commercial area and
residential area. Commercial area includes office, retail shopping, dining or leisure. In this conceptual model, the primary
focus for area development is the passenger flows. The bigger the passenger flow, the area surrounding the station would be
more attractive for development. At the same time, more developed area would attract more people to visit hence increasing
the passenger flow, creating a positive feedback loop. The commercial area and retail area loops are R1-Commercial Business
Attractiveness reinforcing loop. R2-Residential Area Attractiveness represents the reinforcing loop feedback for the
development of residential area.
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Figure 3: Causal Loop Diagram of TOD Impacts to NFB Income

However, all shareholders agree that with current state of building development in Jakarta and land availability, they would
choose an integrated multi use area Therefore, finding the right tenant-mix-ratio in the surrounding area of the station between
commercial (including retail) and residential area would be the key for developing the NFB business. Each area types would
have different dynamic effects on increasing passenger flow.
With the increase of passenger flow and influence by tenant mix, MRTJ can capitalize by developing the NFB business and
increase their NFB income, shown as R3-NFB income growth. The increase of passenger flow would also increase the
operating cost and could reduce MRTJ profitability.
The existence of MRTJ stations would benefit the government of Jakarta from an increasing state various tax, which includes
land building tax and service tax. These increase tax along the MRT corridor will support the city government on providing
affordable transportation cost to public by giving subsidy to passenger (R4-Subsidy & Commercial Development). The city
government will be pressured by the public to make the ticket price as low as possible for the public, usually well below the
normal price to cover the operational and investment expense. In addition, the amount of NFB income could never cover the
lack of fare-box (FB) income required for breakeven, without government subsidy. This relationship provided the means for
MRTJ on negotiating the amount of ticket price subsidy from the city government.
Using the conceptual model, the source of subsidy is shown clearly with the increase annual tax revenue from the development
of areas surrounding all the future 15 MRT stations. This would make easy for MRTJ to negotiate the subsidy and create a
more complete corporate strategy.

5. CONCLUSION
Public transportation development is always in constant pressure to provide affordable price to increase the accessibility of the
general public. Greater mobility would be good for the city economy in the long run. However, the feasibility of this
development will be questionable if there is a limited income available to cover the expenses. Using the transit development
oriented perspective; the conceptual model developed in this paper could show the interrelationships of variables that open up
the possibilities of NFB income growth. This growth came from the increasing economic value effects of MRTJ stations.
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As part of an ongoing research, this conceptual model is the basis of a system dynamic model. The future final model combine
with a financial model, would analyze the most influential variables in maximizing the profitability of the MRTJ. However, the
current conceptual model could easily be use as a tool for explaining the positive impact loop of MRT stations development,
passenger flow, government subsidy and the growth of NFB business. This would help MRTJ to prepare its corporate strategy
in the long run.
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This paper about an inventory model especially on items had deterioration. Company has a policy to always fulfillment
customer demand with specified service level. High technology product is one of single item for final product ordered from
suppliers that have a number of requirements, inventory total cost and different lead time where this paper explain lead time
have a pattern are variable lead time. Company always have inventory planning with exceeded product to anticipation product
rejects caused decreased function product or damaged and had passed product life time. This paper developed an inventory
model for high technology product to determine lot size optimal caused reject and damaged. To solve this problem, the first
step is developed a mathematical model based on reference’s model, and then solve the model analytically. Finally an
inventory model for high technology product by calculating damage cost and variable lead time was derived by this research.
Keywords
Variable lead time, deterioration, high technology, crashing cost.

1. INTRODUCTION
Inventory item is one that is often done on every company and almost every company to do so. As the manufacturing industry
supplies often found in the form of raw materials, semi-finished goods and finish good product. One of is the reason the
company must maintain and exercise control over inventory is physically or economically impossible to get the goods
immediately upon existing demand. Without the supplies then led to the waiting customers, while the real condition of the
customer does not want to wait too long. For this reason the company felt the need to keep inventory to meet customer needs in
unexpected ways (Hadle and Within,1963).
Good inventory system can be seen from the performance or the performance of the system inventory on hand. There are two
main criteria to measure the performance of the inventory system are: (1) a high level of customer service (service level) and
minimum inventory costs (Fogarty,1991). The emergence of inventory in the system is the result of a mechanism to meeting
consumer demand. Consumer demand can’t be met immediately at the time it depends on the stock. If inventory does not exist
then consumers have to wait, as a result consumers are looking for companies to be able to meet the demand of consumers. As
a result the company into profit shortfall, therefore, management becomes important. Deterioration product is defined as a
commodity that is damaged or lost most of the value of quality as a result of declining utility or benefits when compared to the
initial conditions. Wholesaler can be faced with a potential market but in the environment of uncertainty associated with the
purchase price, expiry age and level of demand as a result of deterioration. This condition encourages wholesalers to take the
right decisions related to inventory policies specifically how much needs to be ordered and when ordered back in order to get
the maximum benefit.
In this paper refer to the previous paper Kee Chen Kuo and Ching-Ter Chang (2007), entitled Inventory model with seasonal
demand with variable lead time and resourche constraint, then developed taking into account the presence of defective single
item in the product from the supplier, items referred to reject goods. As a result, the damaged goods inventories, the total cost
will change by considering the cost of the damage. For the development of this paper refers to the model of Wu and Ouyang
(2001).

2. THE PROBLEM FORMULATION
This model is intended to address issues concerning the phenomenon of how many companies need to be able to meet the
demand from customers so that the company can earn a profit and inventories to minimize the total cost of the measure of
performance in this study.
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Figure 1 Inventory System Model For Deteroration Product
In the real side conditions if the inventory system is applied then there is the cost of inventory. General cost inventory for items
that are not damaged consists of purchase cost, ordering cost and holding cost. Although on defective items (perishable items )
on the total cost of inventory to add the cost of damage items. Due to the perishable items usually have life time so that the
product caused the loss of value due to quality out of date, damaged and so the result of deterioration.
Decision variable in this model are :
1. While ordering lot size (Q)
2. when ordered (r) and
3. safety stocks (ss)
Assumption was used in this paper are :
1. Demand during planning time horizon is probabilistic and normally distribution.
2. Reorder point calculated from demand expectation during lead time plus safety stock (ss). When safety stock calculated
from k multiplied demand deviation standard during lead time. When k as safety stock factor. Then r shown in formula 1.
i

r = DL + kσ Li = Lmax − ¦ (b j − a j )
j =1

4.
5.

(1)
Number of items damaged on lot size Q is random variable binomial with parameter Q and p, when
is
probability damaged items. When order coming to all item was inspection and each damaged items will be return to
supplier and item sent on next lot size.
When process on in control condition assumptions not produce damaged items or number of items damaged = 0.
Set up cost and deterioration not calculated.

6.

Lead time has n component when ( Lmin

3.

= ¦i =1 ai ≤ L ≤ ¦i =1 bi = Lmax ).
n

n

(2)

Each first component has duration minimum ( ai ) and duration normal ( bi ) and crashing cost each periode unit ( ci ).
Crashing cost and lead time component will be shown Table 1.
Component of
Lead time
1
2
3

Table 1: Lead time Data
Normal Duration
Duration
(Day)
Minimum
(Day)
16
2
16
2
10
3

Crasing Cost
(IDR/Day)
0.40
1.20
5.00

7.

Annually demand following normal distribution with average D and deviation standard.

8.

Li = Long of lead time each component 1,2 ….,I where Li = Lmax − ¦ (b j − a j )

i

j =1

and crashing cost given as Li < L ≤ Li −1

.

Where :
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i

R ( L) = ci (Li −1 − L ) + ¦ ci (b j − a j )

(3)

j =1

R(L)
j,i
ci
ai
bi

:
:
:
:
:

lead time crashing cost per cycle
index from number component of lead time j,i = 1,2,……n
crashing cost unit each day of lead time component i
minimal duration lead time i
normal duration component of lead time i

9. Ordering cost constant every order and holding cost constant.
10. Shortage cost equivalent with number of items not fulfillment plus with marginal profit every units.
11. Systemic cost and order cost was ignored in calculated total cost.
3.

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Criteria Performance from development model in this paper is minimize total inventory cost consist of order cost (Op),
holding cost (Os), shortage cost (Ok), damaged item product cost (Od), and crashing cost (Oc). In consequence the total cost in
this inventory system can be written as:
OT = Op + Os + Ok + Od + Oc
(4)
Every cost component described as follows :
1. Ordering cost (Op)
Ordering cost calculated from order quantity (D) during planning horizon devided with lot size (Q) multiplied every
order. In consequence order cost in this inventory system can be written as:

(5)
2.

Holding Cost (Os)
Holding cost calculated from holding cost (H) multiplied with average lot size
consequence holding cost in this inventory system can be written as:

§Q
+ kσ
Os = H ¨
© 2

3.

plus safety stocks (ss). In

·
Li ¸
¹

Shortage cost (Ok)
Shortage cost calculated from number of shortage per cycle (N) multiplied with shortage cost per units (
consequence shortage cost in this inventory system can be written as:

(6)

. In

(7)

Shortage becoming if number of demand during lead time (x) more than reorder point (r), on x=r until
Finally shortage per cycle can be written (Nur Bahagia, 2006) :

.

∞

N = ³ (z − r ). f ( z ).dz
r

= SL [ f (zα ) − zαψ(zα )]

(8)

In consequence shortage cost in this inventory system can be written as:
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Ok = π .S L [ f ( zα ) − zαψ ( zα )]
4.

(9)

Damaged Item Product Cost (Od)
Damaged item product cost calculated from number damaged items per cycle (Nd) multiplied damaged item product
(cd) per unit defective on finish product can be happened lost, base on assumption then number damaged items (Nd) in
every cycle is

Nd =

{

0

jikaτ ≥t

t −τ

θ P ( t −τ ) +

³

2(1− x ).dx

jikaτ <t

0

Base on power series theorem , then

(10)

e − λt value can be approached with e − λt = 1 − λ t +

(λ t ) 2
2! .

Then number damaged item product per cycle is :


½
(λt)2
−
+
−
λ
2(1
t
1)
°
°°
 1
(λt) −λ ½ ° 2 2λt
2!
Nd = (θ P + 2P) ®t + (1− λt +
e −1¾ + P ®t + 2 +
¾
2
λ
λ
2!
¯ λ
¿ °
°
¯°
¿°
2

= (θ P + 2 P )
=

λ
2

λt
2

+ P − 2t 2

(θ + 2) Pt + 2 Pt 2
(11)

In order to obtained in lot size (Q) , then t variable t change became :

t=

Q
→ Pt = Q
P

(12)

Then be obtained number damaged item per items is :
Nd =

λ

2

(θ + 2) Pt + 2 Pt 2

(13)

Damaged product in one year is number of damaged product per cycle (Nd) multiplied with number cycle (frequency)
in one year (f) .

λ
½ D
( N d ) year = Q ® (θ + 2) Pt + 2 Pt 2 ¾ x
¯2
¿ Q
 λ P (θ + 2) + 4Q ½
=®
¾D
2P
¯
¿

(14)

In consequence damaged item product cost in this inventory system can be written as:

 λ P (θ + 2) + 4Q ½
Od = cd ®
¾D
2P
¯
¿

(15)
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5.

Crashing Cost (Oc)
Crashing cost is cost out came per time unit for shorted lead time product coming, product crashing from normal
duration and minimum duration component of lead time process from supplier. Crashing done for accelerate product
order arrival from supplier. Arrival time from product have different component of lead time. Where :
i

Li =long of lead time each component 1, 2, … , i and calculate

Li = Lmax − ¦ (b j − a j )
j =1

R(L) given as Li < L ≤ Li −1
i

R ( L) = ci (Li −1 − L ) + ¦ ci (b j − a j )

Then,

j =1

(16)
Then to calculated crashing cost (Oc) is demand devided lot size (qo) , then multiplied with R to L in R(L) function.

Oc =
4.

D
R ( L)
qo

(17)

SOLUTION MODEL

To obtain decision variable Q optimal and r done with use optimization concepts. Optimization used to find first derivative
from total cost (Tc) with lot size (Q). Where
∞

N = ³ (z − r ). f ( z ).dz
r

= S L [ f ( zα ) − zαψ ( zα )]
Then to find

α=

(18)

, can be obtained is :

.H .Qo
cd D

(19)

Decision variable in this paper are optimal lot size (Q), reorder point (r) and safety stocks (ss). To find each decision
variable can be written :

2 P ( A + π S L [ f ( zα ) − zαψ ( zα ) ] + R ( L)

1.

Q* =

2.

r* = DL + zα S L

(21)

3.

ss = zα S L

(22)

(20)

D { HP + 4cd D}

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To illustrate the present model, the following examples are considered. The problem to be solved for damaged item
product. In table 2 explained parameter used in mathematical model to solve decision variable.
Table 2: Parameter
Parameter
D
S
H

Unit
Unit/year
Unit/week
IDR/unit/year

Quantity
10000
2000
100000
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A
Cd
ʌ
Į
zĮ
ș
f zĮ
ȥ zĮ
P

IDR/order
IDR/unit/year
IDR/unit
5%

1000000
50000
100000
1
0.05
1.65
0.1023
0.0206
100000

%

Parameters are already known then included into mathematical model to solve problem, where to find decision variable.
Another total inventory cost , decision variable in this inventory model are lot size (Q), reorder point (r) and safety stock (ss).
Table 3: Calculating Inventory Total Cost



i

Li

R(L)

r

ss

0
1

Q

OT

6

0

2275

1121

2029

223251019

4

5.6

1684

915

1840

192890901

2

2

22.4

1032

647

1594

153504749

3

1

57.4

650

458

1420

125830246







From calculating above then can be have decision that lead time needed is one week get minimum inventory total cost . Then
having result optimal inventory policy.
6.

DECISION

Inventory problem discussed in this paper is inventory problem in real world case, especially in high tech industries having
variable lead time. The numerical example were shown to evidence the usefulness of the proposed model to find minimum
total inventory cost and decision variable. Then inventory in this paper have assumption not use back order or lost sale in
calculating inventory total cost. So future reach can be development inventory total cost with calculating shortage cost into
model with variable lead time and calculating shortage cost into model with variable lead time for lost sale case.
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ABSTRACT
All the manufacturers are always tries to fulfill fluctuating and uncertain market demand in satisfy the customer needs. PT.
XYZ is a music equipment manufacturing, especially piano. Over the last 2 years piano type UP B1 PE has the highest sales.
This research aims to estimate the length of lead time an optimal ordering of raw materials and raw materials requirement
planning for next 5 months. Estimated lead time of ordering raw materials made using two methods, namely fuzzy techniques
and Monte Carlo simulations. Both methods will then be compared using statistical techniques two side independent test using
a significance level of 0.05 to determine the shortest lead time of ordering raw materials. To plan the requirement of raw
materials use techniques of material requirements planning (MRP) because this method can be implemented in the company.
The results showed that the lead time of ordering raw materials using fuzzy techniques is smaller than the Monte Carlo
simulation. To plan raw material piano UP B1 PE companies must begin planning on 6 November 2010 are for a component
Treble Bridge. While the raw materials requirements planning piano UP B1 PE will end on June 23, 2011 as many as 26 types
of components
Keywords
Lead time, material requirement planning, order, fuzzy, simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
All manufacturers always try to fulfill fluctuating and uncertain market demand accurately according to customer needs. With
a good material requirement planning, the company can make the process of production according to customer demands. PT.
XYZ an industry in the field of manufacturing of pianos. There are two types of pianos is produced by this company which are
Grand type and UP Right type. Based on the historical data, known that the number of piano UP Right types has a higher rate
of sales than Grand piano type. We choose B1 PE for the highest sales of piano UP right type.
In material requirement planning estimated delivery times of raw materials from suppliers who has planned is often does not
match with the actual time that have set. There are several ways that can be used for estimate the lead time of ordering raw
materials, 2 of them using fuzzy techniques and Monte Carlo Simulation. The problems occur at this time in the PT. XYZ is
company do not have a good method for their material requirement planning. PT. XYZ do not apply a special method in
planning of raw materials, currently company only calculate it manually. Planning done by setting the amount of production
during a few period for be used as reference in planning ordering raw materials for the next period.
Based on background, the problem can be formulated as follows:
1. Which most method appropriate for determining the estimate lead time of ordering raw materials piano UP B1 PE using
fuzzy technique or Monte Carlo Simulation?
2. How the sequence of raw materials requirements planning appropriate to piano UP B1 PE?
The objectives to be achieved in this research are:
1. Estimating the optimal lead order of arrival raw material piano UP B1 PE on time so that piano production process can
went well.
2. Plan right number and the time needs for raw materials for piano UP B1 PE in order to fulfill the production targets that
have been set.
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Figure 1 : Production Percentage of PT. XYZ
Sales Piano UP B1 PE
April 2009 - Maret 2011
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Figure 2 : Graph of Total Sales Up Right Piano Period April 2009 to March 2011

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Earlier studies were can be used as a source of literature conducted by [1] with title Application of Fuzzy Lead Time to a
Material Requirement Planning System. Discussion of this research is the application of fuzzy techniques for estimating the
lead time of ordering in material requirements planning. Estimated lead time ordering using fuzzy techniques will be compared
with Monte Carlo simulation. Monte Carlo simulations created using a random number between 1 to 10.000 for 20
independent samples. To compare both methods used 2-way ANOVA statistical techniques. The results showed the fuzzy
technique has the raw material ordering lead time is shorter compared to the Monte Carlo simulations

3. RESEARCH METODOLOGY
Estimating lead time is conducted to determine lead time optimal to be used for planning ordering raw material piano UP B1
PE. Estimating lead time done in 2 ways with fuzzy technique and Monte Carlo simulations. Both methods will be tested with
statistical technique to choose the best method in estimating a lead time of ordering raw material B1 piano UP PE.
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Figure 3 : Research Flowchart

Membership functions used in this research is triangle function (triangular fuzzy number). The steps in estimating a lead time
of ordering raw materials consists of two processes that is fuzzyfication and defuzzyfication. [2]

Figure 4 : Triangular function

To choose the best method between fuzzy techniques and Monte Carlo simulations in estimating lead time ordering raw
materials used testing two hypotheses concerning two independent averages. From this statistical test is selected the average
amount of lead time smallest.
The results of the plot pattern data used to determine the appropriate forecasting methods to forecast demand for the next 5
months. Piano sales forecasting UP B1 PE is calculated based on sales data last 24 periods. To forecast the demand piano UP
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B1 PE comparison is done three forecasting methods. Forecasting methods used to forecast sales of pianos UP B1 PE in this
research are a double moving average (3 monthly, 4 monthly, and 6 months), double exponential smoothing (using an alpha
value of 0,1 to 0,9), and the naive method. To test accuracy of forecasting techniques are used MAPE (mean absolute
percentage). The results MAPE smallest among forecasting method will be selected to forecast sales of pianos UP B1 PE.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Fuzzification process can be seen in table 2. Domain fuzzy set is consists of three values represented by the triangular fuzzy
number. Linguistic language used are:
− Fast (F). Fast interpreted orders component pedal rail iron up to fast with fuzzy variables 19, 19, 39.5 in units of days
− Medium (M). Medium interpreted orders component pedal rail iron up to Medium with fuzzy variables 19, 39,5, 49 in
units of days
− Slow (S). Slow interpreted orders component pedal rail iron up to slow with fuzzy variables 39,5, 49, 49 in units of days
Table 1: Determination of the variable and
the Universe Discussion Ordering Component Pedal Rail Iron

Variable
name

Universe of
Discusion

Description

Lead Time
Order

30 - 49

Time range (days) the shortest and longest
orderingmaterial up to material comes in
company during fewtimes ordering

Table 2: Fuzzyfication Lead Time Oder Component Pedal Rail Iron
Variabel Name

Scale

Domain
(Day)

Fast

F

1

19; 19; 39,5

Medium

M

2

19; 39,5; 49

Slow

S

3

39,5; 49; 49

Figure 5: TFN Curve Representation Lead Time Order Components Pedal Rail Iron
Based on table 3 both experts are equally say fast, so defuzzification lead time order Components Pedal Rail Iron as:
Table 3: Expert opinion, Average Geometry and
Crisp Value Components Pedal Iron rail

Expert to1
2
C
C
Expert Opinian
24.25
24.25
Geometry Average
Crisp Value
24.25
The basis of the Monte Carlo simulation is the experimental probability distribution using random numbers. Column order is
defined as a period of raw material orders. On column LT defined as lead time actual delivery orders period n with the actual
number of actual delivery orders (SUM). Cumulative column is cumulative probability ordering. Column interval is the limit
number representing the probability of each result. Determination of the interval based on cumulative probability. Here are the
results of Monte Carlo simulations for the components Pedal Rail Iron:
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Table 4: Probability Distributions and
Cumulative Probability Distribution
Order
1
2
3
4
4
6
7
SUM

Lead
Time
38
45
30
45
49
50
49
306

Probability

Kumulatif

0.1242
0.1471
0.0980
0.1471
0.1601
0.1634
0.1601

0.1242
0.2712
0.3693
0.5163
0.6765
0.8399
1.0000

Interval
1 s.d 1242
1243 s.d 2712
2713 s.d 3693
3694 s.d 5163
5164 s.d 6765
6766 s.d 8399
8400 s.d 10000

Tabel 5: Recap Replication Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo
Simulation
1
2
3
4
5

Average

Abs. Error

42,3
44,4
45,4
41,7
45,3

2,7
0,6
0,4
3,3
0,3

Table 6: Monte Carlo Simulation
Component Pedal Rail Iron
Random
Number
1
1824
2
8694
3
645
4
8565
5
3502
6
5308
7
5695
8
9583
9
4633
10
7393
Average
absolute error

Order

Lead Time
Simulation
45
49
38
49
30
49
49
49
45
50
45.3
0.3

For selection estimation method of lead time ordering raw material piano UP B1 PE used statistical techniques two side
independent test average. The purpose of this test is to determine the smallest estimate of lead time. The company wants raw
materials can come fast. Here is two side independent test average:
Hypothesis:

As Z > Z0,05, then Z is in the region of rejection so the decision H0 is rejected. Based on these decisions can be interpreted that
estimated average lead time ordering raw materials using fuzzy techniques is smaller than using Monte Carlo simulations
Plot of sales data shown in Figure. 6. Based on a plot of data patterns on Figure 6 data in the period September 2009,
November 2009 and December 2009 had an abnormal data patterns. A third data is removed then created a new plot of data
patterns, shown in Figure 7. Based on table 8 forecasting methods has the smallest MAPE is double moving average 3 (DMA
3), and it will be selected in this research.
Lead time is result of fuzzy techniques for ordering the components Pedal Iron Rail is 24 days. Amount required to make 1 unit
of the piano is as much as 2 units. Based on the inventory records that have been described, requirement planning component
Pedal Rail iron are as:
Table 9: Recap MRP
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Date Order
2/6/2011
3/8/2011
4/8/2011
5/8/2011
6/8/2011

date to
Amount That Must
Come
be Ordered
3/2/2011
188
4/1/2011
358
5/2/2011
346
6/1/2011
332
6/8/2011
318

4. CONCLUSION
1. Using a statistical technique two side independent test using significant level 0,05 z test statistic value of 5.83 and 1.645 for
the z value table. Z value obtained test statistic is greater than the value of the z table, based on hypotheses which have
made can be concluded that the optimal method for estimating the lead time of ordering raw materials piano type B1 UP PE
is a fuzzy technique.
2. The method used for material requirement planning for pianos UP B1 PE is MRP technique. To plan material requirement
planning pianos UP B1 PE companies must begin on 6 November 2010 for component Treble Bridge. Material requirement
planning pianos UP B1 PE will be end on 23 June 2011 as many as 26 types of component
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ABSTRACT
This paper primarily investigates the single-manufacturer and single-buyer integration tool under deterministic environment.
At the manufacturer, each product is produced with the constant rate, while at the buyer each product has a deterministic and
constant demand. It is assumed that the manufacturer has sufficient capacity to meet the buyer’s demand. Vendor-Managed
Inventory (VMI) is an integration tool where manufacturer is authorized to manage the buyer’s inventory stock-keeping units.
This approach integrates the inventory cost between the manufacturer and the buyer through information sharing. Using EDI or
internet, buyer is able to share the inventory information with manufacturer on a real-time basis. Manufacturer can then use
this information to manage the inventory level at the buyer’s facility. Using lot-streaming delivery policy the manufacturer
delivers the product to the buyer during the production run and as soon as the quantity is equal to the batch size. This study
shows that under a certain circumstances, information sharing for integrating inventory policy between manufacturer and buyer
with VMI is more beneficial compare to the system without VMI. Therefore, an algorithm is developed to obtain the optimal
strategy and numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the results of the integrated inventory model using VMI.
Keywords:
Single-manufacturer and single-buyer, information sharing, lot-streaming delivery policy, vendor-managed inventory.

1. INTRODUCTION
The global economic crisis has caused a great burden in company’s performance. This is an inevitable reality, for the
companies producing complex products such as motor vehicle, heavy equipments, jig and fixtures, and electronics. To
overcome the global crisis successfully, a competitive production which integrates between manufacturer and buyer has
encourage both parties to optimize the system-wide performance. Moreover, the increasing relationship between manufacturer
and buyer has challenged these companies to make synergies through the integration of various decision processes [1].
Minimizing the integrated inventory cost is one of the alternative solutions in increasing profit to both parties involves in the
production systems network.
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) is an integration tool where manufacturer is authorized to manage the buyer’s inventory.
Reference [2] studied the benefits of VMI in an integrated inventory system for the short-term and long-term period.
Specifically, VMI always provide greater benefits to buyers, whereas profits at the manufacturer may vary. For manufacturers,
VMI with a long-term relationship will provide higher returns than the short-term. Meanwhile, study on comparison between
the traditional approach and the VMI’s approach in the integrated inventory system has been carried out by [3]. Conclusion of
these two approaches is shown that for the dynamic demand is significantly more benefits provided by the integrated inventory
system using VMI. The cost saving with the system using VMI is depended on the problem parameters. The ratio of the order
cost of the supplier to the buyer as well as the ratio of the carrying cost of the supplier to the buyer will affect the value of
saving cost [4]. According to [5] VMI enables to replenish decision making by the manufacturer. In this case the manufacturer
makes delivery to the buyer based on buyer’s inventory level. Hence the buyer inventory level observed continuously by the
manufacturer. Therefore the buyer doesn’t need to place an order. Reference [6] has proposed two delivery policies from the
manufacturer to the buyer, i.e. 1) when deliveries are made after the production run, and 2) when deliveries are executed
during the production run, as soon as the quantity is equal to the batch size, namely lot-streaming delivery policy.
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This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 addresses the assumptions and notations. Mathematical model of joint total
cost with VMI is given in section 3. In section 4, a procedure is developed to determine the position of the continuation of the
relationship between manufacturer and buyer using VMI. A numerical example is provided in section 5. Finally, some
conclusions are given in section 6.

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS
The model studied involves a single manufacturer that produces a single product at a production site and delivered it to a single
buyer. Both the manufacturer and the buyer is a company engaged in the automotive industry. Demand from buyer is known
and constant. One product buyer needs one unit of product manufacturer. According to the negotiation process, the
manufacturer and the buyer has agreed to collaborate in the long-term contract as teamwork. The other assumptions are as
follows; 1) no quantity discount is applied, 2) no backordered is allowed, 3) manufacturer and buyer are two companies that
are not interdependent, and 4) manufacturer’s production rate is constant and greater than the demand’s rate. The following
notations are used:
Parameter:

D
P
S
Ap

: demand rate for the buyer
: production rate for the manufacturer
: setup cost ($/setup)
: cost of issuing an order (Rp./order)

Ar
A

: cost of receiving an order (Rp./order)

r
Cb
Cw
hb
Cv
hv
Fv

: fraction of holding cost (%/period)
: unit purchase price at the manufacturer’s (Rp./unit)

: buyer’s total ordering cost (Rp./order), for A = A p + Ar

: unit holding cost in inventory at buyer’s (Rp./unit/period)
: carrying cost of one unit in inventory at buyer’s site (Rp./unit/period), for hb = rC b + rC w
: unit holding cost in inventory at manufacturer’s (Rp./unit/period)
: carrying cost of one unit in inventory at manufacturer’s site (Rp./unit/period), for hv = rC v
: transportation cost (Rp./trip)

Decision variables:

z1*

: optimal ordering lot size without VMI (unit)

z 2*
Qv
n

: optimal ordering lot size with VMI (unit)
: production lot size at manufacturer (unit)
: number of deliveries per cycle

Objective function:
: buyer’s total cost without VMI (Rp.)
TC b1
: buyer’s total cost with VMI (Rp.)
TC b 2
: manufacturer’s total cost without VMI (Rp.)
TC v1
: manufacturer’s total cost with VMI (Rp.)
TC v 2
3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The relationship between manufacturer and buyer begins with the ordering of products at economic lot size, z1 , from the
buyer to the manufacturer. Manufacturer makes deliveries on demand buyer. At the moment buyer received the product, the
manufacturer gave the bill to the buyer for payment, and the product becomes the property of buyer. Finally, the products sold
by the buyer to the end-user. For buyer, the total inventory cost per period is the sum of ordering cost (( D z1 ) A) plus holding
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cost (( z1 2) hb ) , where A = A p + Ar and hb = rC b + rC w . The buyer’s total inventory cost equation can be written as
follows:

TC b1 ( z1 ) = ( D z1 )( A p + Ar ) + ( z1 2)(rC b + rC w )

(1)

Equating the first derivative of (1) with regard to z1 to zero and solving the equation, the buyer’s economic lot size is given by

z1* = (2( A p + Ar ) D ) (rC b + rC w ) or z1* = 2 AD hb

(2)

Substituting (2) into (1), the optimal buyer’s total inventory cost is

TC b1 ( z1* ) = 2 DAhb

(3)

This paper assumes that the manufacturer have known the quantity and the number of ordering from buyer, because of the
information sharing. Thus it can be assumed that the manufacturer will begin production when the inventory level of buyer at
the level of z1 . During the production period, T p = Qv P , manufacturer produces at the rate of P. Therefore, the total
inventory system increases at the rate of P − D . Manufacturer can still make the deliveries even if the production period has
not been completed. Shipping is done if the lot size deliveries have been met, known as lot-streaming delivery policy.
Although, the period of production has been completed, manufacturer still make the delivery to buyer until there are no more
items in inventory of manufacturer. The manufacturer does not produce any product in the period of ((Qv D) − (Qv P )) .
Inventory cycle time for the manufacturer is T = Qv D . The total accumulated inventory in manufacturer
is (Qv 2n)((2 − n) D P + n − 1) . The average inventory level for manufacturer is (Qv 2n)((2 − n) D P + n − 1) + z1 2 ,
while the average inventory level for buyer is z1 2 . Finally, the average inventory level for system-wide is

(Qv 2n)((2 − n) D P + n − 1) + z1 [5]. The manufacturer’s total cost is composed of setup cost, holding cost, shipment
release cost and transportation cost. Therefore, the equation is given by

TC v1 =

Q §
z
D
D
D
·
S + v ¨ (2 − n ) + n − 1¸hv + 1 hv + Fv
Qv
P
z1
2n ©
2
¹

(4)

Equation (4) is consisted of controllable and uncontrollable variables. The controllable variables are setup cost and holding
cost, whereas the uncontrollable variable is determined by buyer, as a function of (z1 ) . If equation (3) is substituted into
equation (4), and Y = ( D Qv ) S + (Qv 2n)((2 − n)( D P ) + n − 1) hv , γ = Fv A , and φ = hv hb , then equation (4)
becomes

TC v1 = Y + (γ + φ )

DAhb
2

(5)

In this case manufacturer tend to change the uncontrolled variables become the control variables through collaboration with
buyer by proposing vendor managed inventory (VMI) approach. According to VMI the buyer’s ordering cost ( A p ) becomes
the manufacturer’s cost. Since the ordering cost is done by the manufacturer, the ordering cost becomes more efficient, with an
efficient factor ( 1 − α ) for 0 < α < 1 and it gives αA p as the manufacturer’s cost. The manufacturer’s total cost with VMI is
given by

TC v 2 =

Q §
z
D
D
D
D
·
S + v ¨ (2 − n ) + n − 1¸ hv + αA p + 2 hv +
Fv
Qv
P
z
z
2n ©
2
¹
2
2

(6)

The first partial derivatives of equation (6) to z 2 , yielding
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z 2* = ( 2 D ( Fv + αA p )) hv

(7)

Letting λ1 = A p A and λ 2 = Ar A , with λ1 + λ 2 = 1 , the lot size equation (7) can be written as follows

z 2* = (γ + αλ1 φ ) 2 AD hb

(8)

By substituting equation (8) into equation (6), it will simplify the manufacturer’s total cost by

TC v 2 = Y + φ (γ + αλ1 )TC b1 or
Therefore,

the

manufacturer

will

implement

VMI

if

TC v 2 = Y + φ (γ + αλ1 ) 2 DAhb

TC v 2 < TC v1 with

saving

cost

ΔTC v1− 2 > 0

(9)
for

ΔTC v1− 2 = TC v1 − TC v 2 .
Proposition 1: TC v 2 < TC v1 , if (γ + φ ) > 2 φ (γ + αλ1 )

DAhb
(γ + φ )
or TC v1 = Y + 2 DAhb
, and
2
2
= Y + 2 DAhb φ (γ + αλ1 ) . TC v1 − TC v 2 > 0 for 2 DAhb > 0 ;

Proof: TC v1 = Y + (γ + φ )

TC v 2

(γ + φ )
(γ + φ ) > 2 φ (γ + αλ1 ) .
> 2 DAhb φ (γ + αλ1 )
2
For buyer, the cost of issuing an order ( A p ) is removed to manufacturer’s cost. Therefore, the buyer’s total cost with VMI is

subsequently

2 DAhb

given by

TC b 2 =

DAhb
2

§ (1 − λ1 )φ + (γ + αλ1 ) ·
¨
¸
¨
¸
(γ + αλ1 )φ
©
¹

(10)

Similarly, buyer will accept the proposal from manufacturer for implementing VMI, if TC b 2 < TC b1 with saving cost

ΔTC b1− 2 > 0 for ΔTC b1− 2 = TC b1 − TC b 2 .
Proposition 2: TC b 2 < TC b1 , if (1 − λ1 )φ + (γ + αλ1 ) < 2 (γ + αλ1 )φ
Proof: ΔTC b1− 2 = TC b1 − TC b 2 > 0

§ (1 − λ1 )φ + (γ + αλ1 ) ·
§
·
¨
¸ > 0 or 2 − ¨ (1 − λ1 )φ + (γ + αλ1 ) ¸ > 0
¨
¸
¨
¸
(γ + αλ1 )φ
(γ + αλ1 )φ
©
¹
©
¹
subsequently (1 − λ1 )φ + (γ + αλ1 ) < 2 (γ + αλ1 )φ .
2 DAhb −

DAhb
2

Therefore, the saving cost for system wide is given by the joint total cost between manufacturer’s cost and buyer’s cost, for
TC v 2 + TC b 2 < TC v1 + TC v 2 and ΔTC s1− 2 = (TC v1 + TC b1 ) − (TC v 2 + TC b 2 ) > 0 .
Proposition 3: TC v 2 + TC b 2 < TC v1 + TC v 2 , if

(γ + αλ1 )(2φ + 1) + (1 − λ1 )φ < (γ + φ + 2) (γ + αλ1 )φ
Proof: ΔTC s1− 2 = (TC v1 + TC b1 ) − (TC v 2 + TC b 2 ) > 0

TC v1 = Y + (γ + φ )

DAhb
DAhb
and TC v 2 = Y + 2
φ (γ + αλ1 )
2
2
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TC b1 = 2

DAhb
and TC b 2 =
2

DAhb
2

§ (1 − λ1 )φ + (γ + αλ1 ) ·
¨
¸
¨
¸
(
γ
αλ
)
φ
+
1
©
¹

§
§
¨ (γ + φ + 2 ) − ¨ §¨ 2(γ + αλ1 )φ
¨¨
¨ ¨ (γ + αλ )φ
1
©©
©
2(γ + αλ1 )φ + (1 − λ1 )φ + (γ + αλ1 ) < (γ + φ + 2)

ΔTC s1− 2 =

DAhb
2

· § (1 − λ )φ + (γ + αλ ) · · ·¸
1
1 ¸¸
¸+¨
¸ ¸ ¸¸
¸ ¨
(γ + αλ1 )φ
¹¹¹
¹ ©
(γ + αλ1 )φ

(γ + αλ1 )( 2φ + 1) + (1 − λ1 )φ < (γ + φ + 2) (γ + αλ1 )φ .

4. SOLUTION PROCEDURE
The following procedure is developed to determine the position of the continuation of the relationship between manufacturer
and buyer using VMI. Algortihm 1:
Step 1 Calculate the value of γ = Fv A , λ1 = A p A , and φ = hv hb .
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 5a
Step 5b
Step 6
Step 7
Step 7a
Step 7b
Step 8
Step 9

Substituting the value of γ , λ1 , and φ into Proposition 3.
Examining Proposition 3, whether it meets the criteria?
If YES, then go to step 4, otherwise go to step 9.
Substituting the value of γ , λ1 , and φ into Proposition 1
Examining Proposition 1, whether it meets the criteria?
If YES, then go to step 6, otherwise go to step 5a.
Is the manufacturer intends to evaluate the manufacturer’s total inventory cost?
If YES, then go to step 5b, otherwise go to step 9.
Do improvements to the constraints that affect the manufacturer’s total inventory cost, then go to step 4.
Substituting the value of γ , λ1 , and φ into Proposition 2.
Examining Proposition 2, whether it meets the criteria?
If YES, then go to step 8, otherwise go to step 7a.
Is the manufacturer intends to evaluate the buyer’s total inventory cost?
If YES, then go to step 7b, otherwise go to step 9.
Do improvements to the constraints that affect the buyer’s total inventory cost, then go to step 6.
Partnership between manufacturer and buyer using VMI is advised to continue.
Partnership between manufacturer and buyer using VMI is advised not to continue.

After learning that the partnership can be continue, the manufacturer determines the optimal delivery lot size, numbers of
delivery, manufacturer’s total inventory cost, buyer’s total inventory cost, and overall system’s total inventory cost with the
following algorithm. Algorithm 2:
Step 1 Calculate γ , φ , and λ1 .
Step 2
Step 3

Substituting γ , λ1 , and φ into equation (8), to get the optimal ordering lot-size with VMI ( z 2* ).
Set n = 1.

Step 4 Substituting n and z 2* into equation (9), to obtain the manufacturer’s total cost ( TC v 2 ).
Step 5 Is n = 1? If YES, then go to step 5a, otherwise go to step 6.
Step 5a Set n = n + 1 , then repeat step 4 and step 5, to get the new value of TC v 2 .
Step 6

Is TC v 2 ( n) ≤ TC v 2 ( n − 1) ? If YES then go to step 5a, otherwise go to step 7.

Step 7

Set TCv 2 ( n) = TCv 2 ( n − 1) .

Step 8

Substituting γ , λ1 , and φ into equation (10), to get the buyer’s total cost ( TC b 2 ).

Step 9

Calculate TC v 2 ( n) + TC b 2 ( n) as the total inventory cost for the overall system.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In order to illustrate the algorithms described earlier, it considers an inventory system with data as follows: for manufacturer:
P = 15,000 (unit/period), C v = 20,000 (Rp/unit), hv = 2,000 (Rp/unit/period), S = 360,000 (Rp/setup), Fv = 30,000 (Rp/trip),
and α = 0.2; for buyer: D = 10,000 (unit/period), C b = 25,000 (Rp/unit), hb = 3,500 (Rp/unit/period), A = 100,000
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(Rp/order), A p = 10,000 (Rp/order), Dv = 10,500 (unit/period), C w = 10,000 (Rp/unit), and r = 0.1. In this example, the
values are fixed for φ = hv hb = 0.571, λ1 = A p A = 0.1, and γ = Fv A = 0.3. Referring to Eq. (2) and (3), the buyer’s
economic lot size is z1* = 756 units and the buyer’s total inventory cost is TC b1 ( z1* ) = 2,646,000. The minimum
manufacturer’s total inventory cost is obtained at four times delivery with TC v*1 ( z1* , = 756, n* = 4) = 3,603,000, and for the
system is TC s1 = TC v*1 ( z1* , = 756, n* = 4) + TC b1 ( z1* ) = 6,249,000. It is showned that both parties has different optimal
value for the total inventory cost. Therefore, manufacturer would like to offer a contract with buyer using vendor managed
inventory (VMI). Before signing the contract, both parties agree to investigate whether the relationship beneficial. For
algorithm 1, substituting γ , φ , and λ1 into Proposition 3, 2, and 1 respectively. The calculation results show that all the citeria
are met, hence the relationship between manufacturer and buyer can proceed to VMI. Further by VMI, the manufacturer
determines the lot size and the number of deliveries that minimize the total cost of inventory. Using algorithm 2, substituting
the value of γ , φ , and λ1 are 0.3, 0.571, and 0.1 respectively into Eq. (8), to get z 2 ≈ 566 unit. Next, set n = 1 , substituting

z 2 and n into Eq. (9), to get TC v 2 ( z 2 = 566, n = 1) =7,869,000. Repeat step 4 to 6, until the value of TC v 2 (n) is greater
than TC v 2 ( n − 1) .

TC v 2 ( z 2 = 566, n = 6) = 3,512,000, TC b 2 ( z 2 = 566) = 2,581,000, and
TC v 2 ( z 2 = 566, n = 6) + TC b 2 ( z 2 = 566) = 6,093,000. The saving cost for the manufacturer, buyer, and the overall system

Finally,

the

result

shows

that

are shown as follows:
Table 1: Saving cost for manufacturer, buyer, and overall system.
Without VMI

With VMI

Buyer

TC v1 = 3,603,000
TC b1 = 2,646,000

TC v 2 = 3,512,000
TC b 2 = 2,581,000

System

TC s1 = 6,249,000

TC s 2 = 6,093,000

Manufacturer

Saving cost
91,000
65,000
156,000

Table 1 shows that the result for manufacturer and buyer under VMI will gain 2.5% saving cost. Nevertheles, the relationship
between both parties has been influenced by the value of γ , φ , and λ1 . The manufacturer will gain the benefit of the
relationship, in the conditions; 1) if γ < 0.39 and γ > 0.78 (it obtains by using interpolation), 2) if φ > 0.4793, for γ = 0.3. It
means that the manufacturer’s saving cost will increase significantly if the different between manufacturer’s and buyer’s
holding cost becomes larger, and 3) if λ1 < 0.2, for γ = 0.3.

6. CONCLUSION
This study develops the model of [5] by including transportation cost. At the beginning of the relationship between
manufacturer and buyer, the lot size and numbers of delivery are determined by the buyer. Thus the manufacturer cannot
influence the ordering lot size. Consequently, the manufacturer’s total cost is not optimal, since the lot size determination is not
based on manufacturing inventory policy. By offering VMI, manufacturer wants to minimize the total inventory cost of all
parties, including manufacturer, buyer and the overall system. Numerical results show, by using VMI the relationship between
manufacturer and buyer will provide cost savings for both parties, if it meets all the criteria required in propositions 1, 2, and 3.
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ABSTRACT

Uniqueness and uncertainty in a project is not easy to manage. Ability to manage the uncertainty is needed to minimize the
risk. To manage the risk, the company have the project risk management to solve them. But today, the project risk’s concept
developed into more comprehensive concept, which called project complexity.
This study was more focused on determining the variables of project complexity. Variables obtained from the data taken in
construction company and literature study. These variables are used to make the research instruments. Instruments conducted a
qualitative pilot study, test reliability and test validity to evaluate the effectiveness of the instrument. To collect the data, the
questioner was developed and distributed to 69 project managers in the construction industry. The processing data using
exploratory factor analysis’s methods to construct the dimension. Subsequently, the result provided was compared by the
previous empirical study.
Based on the research process, it can be inferred that there are many improvements in developing the instrument. Validity and
reliability produce 12 variables of complexity. While exploratory factor analysis showed that there are four dimensions of
uncertainty in goals, uncertainty in methods, size complexity and interdependence. This is consistent with theoretical studies
conducted by William.
Keywords
Project complexity, variabels, expert judgment, exploratory factor analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
The project is an important value of any construction company. Managing the project is a must. One of ability to manage the
project is manage the risk of the project.The ability to handle and analyze project risks is usually done by the Project Risk
Management. Mismanage the risk can lead to anticipate non-profitable projects, even the loss project.
The development and application of project management research shows that the concept of risk profiles have started to
develop more widely. The concept of risk developed into a part of a more comprehensive concept, called the concept of project
complexity. The concept of risk is the perspective of the value of uncertainty. When that happens the higher the uncertainty,
the higher the risk of the project that must be faced, and vice versa. The uncertainty is one of project complexity dimension [1].
Complexity is an important part that can be used in managing a project. Complexity can reflect the characteristics and
conditions that may occur in a project. In this case, the research on the complexity of the project has not been done by previous
researchers. Testing the empirical models project complexity has been done.
Table 1: Project Complexity Theory
No
1

Researcher
Simon (1982) [2]

Size
V

Uncertainty

2

Morris and Hough (1978) [3]

V

3

Jones (1993) [4]

V

4

Turner and Cochran (1993) [5]

5

Siestman (1994) [6]

V

V

6

Baccarini (1996) [7]

V

V

7

William (2002) [1]

V

v

Interaction
V

Diversity

V

V

V
V

V
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Based on Table 1. Project Complexity Theory, William theory is more up to date theory and comprehensive theory because
William try to resume the past theory from the past researcher.
The dimension of complexity by William (Willams, 2002):



Figure 1: dimension of complexity by william


2. METHOD
This research is a part of studies to understand and to develop project complexity as a knowledge in project management. This
research try to define the variabels of project complexity for more understanding project management study. In the first step,
understanding in past study is an important stage. This research not only depends on past study but also try to generate the
number of variabels using interview to national EPC company. Therefore, to represent the variabels of project complexity, this
research used project manager in the construction company as respondents. In addition, this research was conducted by
empirical approach known as cross-sectional survey with using primary data provided by questionnaire and survey.
The development of instrumental survey were assessed qualitatively, namely face validity and content validity by conducting
pilot study. Face validity and content validity are obtained by using the pilot study to six practitioners about their respond on
instrument proposed. After that, the instrument was ready to distributed.
Table 2 explains about the response rate, in which there were three methods for distributing questionnaire, namely email (52
questionnaires), survey mail (9 questionnaires) and direct survey (8 questionners). By using three methods are obtained the
response rate as much as 50.7%. Hence, the sample size achieved is 35 respondents.
Table 2: Response Rate
Questionnaire Distributed
Email

Amount

Response Rate
52

Survey mail

9

Direct Survey

8

TOTAL

69

50,7%

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Having distributed the quistionner and survey, the questioner was returned into researcher with response rate, for 50.7% (35
respondents) showed on Table 2. However by data cleansing, 5 of 35 data cannot be used because of the lack of experience of
respondents. CAPM stated that the project practitioners can be guaranteed as the experience practitioners when they have
experience more than three years.
3.1 Respondent
Rspondent’s proffile can be described by all pie chart
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Figures 1. Project respondent
Based on figures 1. Project respondent, most respondents are project managers. As we know that project anagers is a relevance
respondent because their knowledge about managing the project.

Figure 2. Project statue
Based on figures 2. Project Statue, most project are on going projects. This survey not accomodate past project because we
argue that any possibility of over-confidence from project manager perception.
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Figure 3. Project Duration
Based on figures 3. Project Duration, most project are going on less than a year projects.
Several stages were carried out to conduct the research. After descriptive analysis from the survey, the research were carried
out to normality test, reliability test and validity test. 35 variables are tested, then the research get 12 right variables.
Table 3. Reliability testing
Dimension 1

Cronbach

Dimension 2

Cronbach

alpha
Goal Clarity

Dimension 3

Cronbach

alpha

0.391

Degree of hazard

Goal Tangibility

Dimension 4

Cronbach

alpha

0.803

0.752

Number of man

alpha
0.847

Dependence

Tech. Difficulty

hours

Internal

Price Fluctuation

Project Size

Dependence

Reworks

External

Payment system

Diversity function

Weather

Number of project

Tech. Life
Table 4. Validity Testing

Correlations
V6
Spearman's rho

V7

V8

V9

V11

V13

V17

V18

V26

V27

V28

V6

1

V7

.392*

1

V8

-0.15

0.035

1

V9

0.096

-0.033

.576**

1

V11

-0.108

-0.171

.689**

.642**

1

V13

0.042

-0.21

0.334

.417*

0.225

1

V17

0.111

-0.051

0.095

0.355

0.36

0.027

1

V18

0.037

0.034

0.152

.429*

0.287

0.102

.587**

1

V26

-0.069

0.013

.453*

0.265

.383*

.371*

0.321

.462*

1

V27

0.093

-0.272

.441*

.444*

.425*

.507**

0.285

0.202

.647**

1

V28

0.116

-0.177

0.317

.451*

.394*

0.078

.637**

.531**

.541**

.551**

1

V29

-0.041

-0.235

0.21

0.194

0.16

.375*

0.336

0.18

.544**

.720**

.445*

V29

1

Multivariate statistic will be conducted to make group of this variables. The variables are grouped as a dimension of project
complexity. The exploratory factor analysis are used to make it. After analyze using exploratory factor analysis, this research
can conclude the result as Table 6. The result.
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Table 5: Exploratory Factor Analysis
Rotated Component Matrix
Component
1

2

3

4

V6

-0.14

-0.002

0.195

0.859

V7

0.016

0.167

-0.368

0.642

V8

0.855

0.121

0.133

-0.141

V9

0.78

0.245

0.183

0.125

V11

0.801

0.306

0.084

-0.223

0.524

-0.223

0.581

0.143

V17

0.058

0.844

0.15

0.048

V18

0.223

0.79

-0.035

0.135

V26

0.325

0.519

0.519

-0.063

V27

0.332

0.223

0.82

-0.006

V28

0.244

0.723

0.392

-0.016

V29

-0.016

0.269

0.853

-0.075

V13

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
Table 6: The Result
Uncertainty in Goals
V6

Goal Clarity

V7

Goal Tangibility

Uncertainty in Methods
V8

Degree of hazard

V9

Tech. Difficulty

V11

Reworks

V13

Weather

Structure Complexity (Size)
V17

No. Of man hours

V18

Project Size (nilai project)

V28

Diversity function

Structure Complexity (Interdependence)
V26

Dependence Internal

V27

Dependence External

V29

Diversity function
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The result of this research can use to try define the contingency budget using project complexity. The dimension of project
complexity, uncertainty in goals, can describe as the project risk which basicly use to define contingency budget. Based on
William, project risk is a component of uncertainty in goals where project risk usually use to predict contingency budget [1].

4. CONCLUSION
There are 12 variables out of 35 variables that pass the test of validity and reliability related to the complexity of the project.
Overall variable is derived from a combination of theoretical and the results of interviews with practitioners. Based on the
results identified four dimensions of complexity. The study shows the suitability of the number of dimensions derived from
empirical tests with William Complexity Theory.
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ABSTRACT
The role of logistics sectors which considered more important in supporting the development of Indonesia economics and
prospherity has become a starting point of this research. The research objective is to analyze the impact of changing income in
logistics sectors on others sector, labor and household income. The analysis is using Social Accounting Matrix Model of
Indonesia 2005 with disaggregasion in logistics sectors. Based on multipliers analysis, the result show that income changing
as an effect of economic stimulus or injection in logistic sectors has biggest impact on manufacturing industry sector. The
result of more intensive research showing that income changing in logistic sectors can boost Indonesia’s GDP. This increment
achieved as a result of income rising in production factor, which is salary earning of production worker, transportation
operation, manual and unskilled workforce. The impact to household mostly gain by low class household, both in rural and
urban. This means income changing in logistics sectors will increase the income of most Indonesian low class society, which
also means it could decrease poverty rate in Indonesia at the end. Path structural analysis showing that the biggest economic
impact is flew directly from logistic sector to others sector. The most effective economic stimulus is the sectors that play a role
as leading sector, which is Railway Transport Sector, Road Transport Sector, and Services Allied To Transport Sector.
Keywords
Logistics sectors, SAM, multipliers analysis, structural path analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
In the world economic order, logistics or logistics management has an important role in supporting economic development and
prosperity of a country. The World Bank has a special view of the logistics sector, which is to reduce costs and improve the
quality of logistics and transport system that will improve access to international markets, increase trade, and through this, it
will increase revenue and furthermore it means to reduce poverty significantly.
World Bank periodically conduct a survey on the performance of the logistics sector on many countries in the world, known as
the Logistics Performance Index (LPI) in 2007, while Indonesia is ranked 43 (out of 150 countries surveyed), under Singapore,
Malaysia and Thailand. Other research and survey called the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) of the World Economic
Forum in 2007-2008 put Indonesia on the order to 54 of the 131 countries surveyed, under Thailand (28), Malaysia (21), and
Singapore (7). Both international survey showed that the logistics sector seen increasingly important role in supporting the
development of the competitiveness of trade and industry of the country. Indonesia's national logistics system is now known to
be "inefficient and ineffective" (Minister of Economic Coordinator Team, 2008). Some problems of distribution of
commodities / products often become strategic issues at the national level, which showed weak support for a national logistics
sector. The problems about the distribution of fertilizer, fuel, rice, sugar, and Election logistics are a few examples of logistics.
Therefore, Ministry of Economy Coordination elaborate a blueprint of structuring and developing Indonesia's logistics sector
so that the logistics sector could grow and become one of the greatest infrastructure for building national competitiveness.
The role of the logistics sector are considered increasingly important role in supporting economic development and prosperity
of a country, this is the starting point of this research. Government effort shows by this Blueprint needs to proceed with
precaution policies, such as through study or analysis using a specific methodology to anticipate the impact of the policy. The
model commonly used in analyzing the impact of policy on the economy and social sector simultaneously is a model Social
Accounting Matrix (SAM). Use of SAM models based on several aspects of the following (Sinaga and Alim, 2007): (1) SAM
models can explain the link between the activities of production, distribution, consumption of goods and services, savings and
investment, and foreign trade, (2) SAM can provide a framework that unites and serves the entire regional economic data, and
(3) national economy can be calculated by SAM multiplier that is useful to measure the impact of the injection in the logistics
sector on other sectors income, labour factor income and household income, which describes the structure of the economy.
There are two main methods within a SAM framework, a Multiplier Decomposition and Structural Path Analysis (Pyatt and
Round, 1995; Shantong, et al, 2004). The basic idea of the methods is to grouped the SAM accounts into into several sets in
two major groups, namely endogenous and exogenous account and then to see what related effects happen as a result of the
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external injection on certain endogenous account. Multiplier Decomposition shows the magnitude of global effect and reveals
the quantity distribution of the global effect within and among endogenous accounts. Based on this values, Structural Path
Analysis further illustrates the operation path and mechanism of external injection, i.e., along what path and to what extent
does an external injection act on other accounts in an economy. Such analysis results will provide greater reference for policy
makers and decision makers.
There is no research conducted on the impact of the policy in the logistics sector to the national economy as a whole. Most
research related logistical problems focus on building models to minimize inventory costs, transportation models that minimize
the total cost of transport to support the efficiency of logistics. Most research in the field of economics that uses SAM models
focus on upstream industrial sectors, such as agriculture and agribusiness, as well as the downstream industry or manufacturing
industry. Logistics hold supporting role as enablers in the flow of the supply chain, which is not involved directly to the trade
and related industries, but providing supporting services, which is effectively and efficiently logistics services. Supporting role
as participants make the logistics sector as if it does not have direct and significant on earnings, but through other sectors
which hold main role as producer in the supply chain. This study fills a different space with previous research, where this
research was to analyze the impact of government policies in the logistics sector to the national economy and other
socioeconomic indicators by using Multiplier Decomposition and Structural Path Analysis method in a comprehensive manner
of the SAM-logistics model of Indonesia in 2005.

2. LITERATURE REVIEWS
There are at least three major economic activity (Gilarso, 2004), namely: production, distribution, and consumption. Economic
activity is conducted by the various parties, or the subject of economic actors. The beginning of the economic problems is the
existence of human needs that can be met through the consumption of goods and services. Demand for commodities is
desirable to be met through the production process. The process of production of goods and services can be done because of
the participation factors of production are mostly owned by the household. So with the demand for goods and services
production process occurs, which in turn creates income for owners of factors of production. From this it can be expected to
occur in the distribution of income groups of households as owners of factors of production. The value-added (income)
generated by the factors of production due to their participation in the production process (as corrected by depreciation,
transfer payments, taxes, and subsidies), related to the household income distribution. This economic activity is
comprehensively summarized in the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) model.
SAM model is a traditional double accounting economic matrix in the form of a partition matrix that records all economic
transactions between agents in the economy, especially between sectors in production blocks, sectors within institutional
blocks (including households), and sectors within production factors (Pyatt and Round, 1995; Sadoulet and de Janvry, 1995;
Hartono and Resosudarmo, 1998). It is a solid database system, since it summarises all transaction activities in an economy
within a given time period, thus giving a general picture of the socio-economic structure in an economy and illustrating the
income distribution situation. The multiplier models in the SAM may indicate changes in income that occur in particular when
there is an endogenous variable injection or exogenous economic stimulus on the balance sheet (Defourney and Thorbecke,
1984). Social Accounting can be classified into two types (Shantong, et al, 2004), namely micro and macro SAM. The
definition of a macro SAM framework is a macro picture of the economic and social aspects, in which the balance-sheet that is
grouped into several sets in two major groups, namely endogenous and exogenous balance. General framework of the macro
SAM is like the table 1.
Micro SAM is the development of a macro SAM with a more detailed classification in accordance with the subject who want
to study and the availability of data. This study is a micro SAM with a more detailed classification in the logistics sector,
according to the focus of this study. Multipiler decomposition analysis in SAM framework started with define of average
expenditure propensities matrix, or long-term trend of expenditure, expressed as a proportion, that is similar to the matrix of
direct input coefficients of IO model. (Prihawantoro and Resosudarmo, 1999; Shantong, et al, 2004). To get the numerical
value of each element in the matrix, just divide the corresponding element of SAM by the total of the column which contains
the element. Using An to denote the matrix of average expenditure propensities and then block An according to the pattern of
3×3 endogenous accounts matrix in the simplified SAM, we get

0
ª 0
«A
An = « 21 A 22
«¬ 0 A 32

A13 º
0 »»
A 33 »¼
Table 1. Framework of macro-SAM
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Source : Shantong etal, 2004

In SAM framework, the total of column and the corresponding row must be equal, therefore the total income of endogenous
accounts can be written as following:
Yn = An . Yn + X

(1)

Transform the equation (1) and we can get the following equation which captures the relationship between the endogenous
incomes Yn and the exogenous injections X.
I . Yn = An . Yn + X
I . Yn - An . Yn = X
( I - An ) . Yn = X
( I – An )-1 . ( I - An ) . Yn = ( I – An )-1 . X
Yn = ( I – An)-1 . X

(2)

-1

If Ma = ( I - An ) , then
Yn = Ma . X
(3)
The Ma is known as a multiplier matrix account, which shows the global impacts of changes in a particular economic sector on
other sectors by a backward linkages approach as well, and (I – A) -1 is like as Leontief inverse matrix in the IO model
( Susilowati, 2007 ). This multiplier matrix account in SAM reflects the global effects of the exogenous injection Xi on
endogenous account Yj . In order to examine the nature of linkage in the economy that leads to these outcomes, it is possible to
decompose the SAM multipliers further into three multiplicative components (Pyatt and Round,1995; Shantong, et al, 2004) :
Ma= I + (Ma.1 - I) + (Ma.2 - I) Ma.1 + (Ma.3 - I) Ma.2Ma.1

(4)

In the equation (4), matrix Ma3 is a block diagonal matrix which captures the circular transferred relationship of the income
flows among endogenous accounts, thus it is referred to as closed-loop or circular multiplier matrix. Matrix Ma1 is also block
diagonal, it reflects the effects of certain group of accounts on itself through direct transfers and is independent of the closedloop nature of the system. It is referred to as the transfers’ multiplier matrix. Matrix Ma2 is not diagonal and its diagonal
blocks are all identity matrices. It captures all effects between partitions of the accounts. Therefore the matrix is called as the
cross-effects matrix or open-loop multiplier matrix. Figure 1 visually exhibits the three effects of multiplier decomposition.
Transfers’ multiplier effects are reflected within the production activities accounts and the institutions accounts. Open-loop
multiplier effects are reflected between any two different groups of endogenous accounts. Close-loop multiplier effects can
start from any account and finally go back to the origin after a series of interactions.
Multiplier analysis only provide us with some quantitative reference and the mechanism of interactions remains a “black box”,
since the decision makers cannot find out that, along what paths do the influences among accounts transmit and which paths
are better than the others in transmitting influences (Shantong et al, 2004). Based on multiplier decomposition, structural path
analysis further reveals the transmission mechanism of the interactions among accounts, thus opens the “black box”. The
following will briefly describe the theory of structural path analysis by the aid of topology language. Take every endogenous
account in SAM as pole and the link between any two poles is represented by arc (i, j), then we can define the element aji in
the average expenditure propensity matrix An as the intensity of arc (i, j) which reflects the magnitude of influence transmitted
from pole i to pole j. A sequence of consecutive arcs (i, k), (k, l), …, (m, j) form a path and the number of arcs composing it is
referred to as length of path. A path which does not pass more than one time through the same pole is called an elementary
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path. A path whose pole of origin coincides with its pole of destination is referred to as circuit. In Figure 2, i
is an elementary path and x
y
z
x is a circuit.

x

y

j

Figure 1. Three Different Multiplier Decomposition Effect in SAM framework
Source : Shantong et al, 2004

Suppose account i is disturbed by external injection and
finally acts on account j by way of path s, then we can use
(i ĺ j ) s to denote the influence of i on j. There are three
kinds of influences between accounts: direct influence, total
influence and global influence.
Figure 2. Circuit and elementary path
Source : Shantong et al, 2004

3. METHODOLOGY
In accordance with the background issues that have been described previously, the research generally aims to analyze the
impact of the policy in the logistics sector using the model of Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) model of Indonesia. SAM
model is used because these models can explain the integration relationship between economic and social aspects. However,
the logistics sector has not been a specific sector within the framework of Indonesian’ SAM. Therefore at the early stages, it
must be modify SAM basic model of Indonesia to develop the sectors, that is included in the logistics sector, and the result is
referred to as a SAM-Logistics model of Indonesia. This model became the first aim of this study. Subsequently, it was
determined the logistics sector which acts as a leading sector using the backward and forward linkages index. Then determined
the value of the multiplier of the sector and analyzed the effects of injection on this logistic sector to household incomes.
Influence or impact is measured from the value of the multiplier on other sectors, the value of the multiplier factor of
production as well as domestic institutions. Multiplier value indicates the amount of change in income that occurs when the
balance of exogenous injections done. All of these changes can be obtained simultaneously using a multiplier (multiplier)
balance in the SAM, where it is one of the reasons the use of SAM models. For multiplier analysis purposes, first do some
preparatory steps which are grouping the balance-sheet according to macro SAM framework to look at the interactions that
occur between the balance sheet through the block matrix operations. Preparatory steps include endogenous and exogenous
aggregation of balance sheet.
SAM multiplier balance equation can be written in the matrix as in the equation (2) and equation (3) where Ma is the multiplier
matrix account and (I-An) -1 is called the Leontief inverse matrix ( Susilowati, 2007). The model explains that the revenue of
endogenous accounts (i.e accounts of production factors, the accounts of production sector and the institutions accounts )
expressed in the notation Yn, will be changed by Ma units due to changes in exogenous accounts, expressed in notation X by
one unit. The Ma amount is determined by the magnitude of multiplier coefficient matrix (I-An) -1. The first step is to
determine the matrix An. The matrix An is a matrix that shows the magnitude of the average expenditure propensity. An matrix
is obtained by dividing each cell in the matrix of T with the number of columns.
Furthermore, the matrix multiplier is determined by the inverse matrix operation from the result of identity matrix reduced with
the An matrix. Ma multiplier values indicate a global impact or impacts received a balance after the whole system. Multiplier
backward linkages show show the spreader power, meaning that an increase in final demand for a particular sector, then the
sector will drive an increase in output of all sectors with a multiple of the value of the multiplier. Meanwhile, forward linkages
shows the degree of sensitivity of a given sector to final demand of all other sectors. The greater coefficient of backward
linkages mean the longer of the rear linkage. Conversely, the smaller the multiplier coefficients imply its shorter association.
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Sectors that have a degree of sensitivity index value or forward linkages effect ratio ȕi> 1 indicates that the sector has a role as
an adjusting sector, a sector that is fast to react in the form of changes in the value of output of the sector as a result of any
change in income from other sectors.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Logistics sector consists of a wide range of sectors that serve to support logistics activities in accordance with the definition of
Ballou (1992). In the framework of SAM, the sectors included in the logistic activities are part of the Production Activity
account. As the sector is the focus of this study, it is necessary to develop a conceptual model within the framework of SAM
with logistic sectors separate from other production activities in blocks of Production Activities. The separation was intended
to determine the interaction between logistics sectors with the overall economic activity. Once the conceptual model of the
logistics sector in the SAM framework has been developed, the next step is to develop the logistics sectors following the
transaction values accordingly. Sectors within the framework of SAM Indonesia 2005 which amounted to 24 sectors are
aggregations of 175 sectors in the Input Output Tables Indonesia 2005. This study defines the logistics sector based solely on
the flow of material, then the sectors included in the logistics sector in the SAM framework sector: infrastructure (roads,
bridges, ports), transportation (land, sea, air), and logistical support services . Infrastructure sector (roads, bridges, ports) is the
sector with the code 146 in the Input-Output Tables and is a part of the construction sector in SAM framework, so we need to
bring out this sector separately. The following table outlines what sectors should be developed to bring out logistics sectors.

Table 2. Logistics Sector disaggregation in Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) Framework
Sector Name in SAM
(2005)

Sector Code in InputOutput Table
144

Construction

Land Transportation

Water and Air
Transportation,
Communication
Transportation Support
Services, Warehousing

Sector Name in Input-Output Table
Residential and Non-Residential Buildings

145

Agricultural infrastructure

146

Roads, bridges and ports infrastructure

147

Building and electricity, gas and water supply installations

148

Other buildings

152

Railway Transportation

153

Road Transportation

154

Sea Transportation

155

River and Lake Transportation

156

Air Transportation

158

Communication Services

157

Transportation Support Services, Warehousing

There are seven logistics sector which are the sectors that are marked in the table above, and that made totally up to 32 sectors,
both within the Production Sector account and Domestic and Import Commodity account. Hence the size of the SAM with the
development of the logistics sector is 131 x 131. Additional data are used to fill the cells of other account transactions, which
are data from (i) the National Socio-Economic Survey (SUSENAS) year 2007, (ii) the National Labor Force Survey
(SAKERNAS) in 2007, (iii) Indonesia’ Economic Indicators 2007, and (iv) Special Survey on Household Investment and
Savings (SKTIR) in 2007. Once all of the relevant transaction cells filled, then balancing performed using cross-entrophy
method. Data resulting from the development of the logistics sector is processed directly by the BPS (Central Bureau Statistics
of Indonesia) as a secondary data exclusively for the purposes of this study, because the primary data in SUSENAS,
SAKERNAS and SKTIR not allowed to be used outside the BPS.
After the SAM-Logistics model of Indonesia was constructed, multiplier analysis used for further analysis of the linkages
among sectors so that it can be determined which logistics sector play a role as a leading sector based on backwards and
forwards linkage index. Index of dispersion or backward linkage effect and forward linkages effect can be seen in the table
below:
Table 3. Backward Linkages and Forward Linkages for Logistics Sectors
Code
44
50

Sector Name
Roads, bridges and ports infrastructure
Railway Transportation

Backward Linkages
Value
Index
5.93
6.93

0.98
1.15

Forward Linkages
Value
Index
2.66
2.15

0.44
0.36
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51
52
53
54
56

Road Transportation
Sea Transportation
River and Lake Transportation
Air Transportation
Transportation Support Services, Warehousing

6.85
5.95
5.36
5.27
6.32

1.13
0.98
0.89
0.87
1.05

5.17
2.77
2.39
3.01
3.37

0.86
0.46
0.40
0.50
0.56

Based on table 3 above, we can see that Railway Transportation Sector is the sector with the highest position as the leading
sector, followed by Road Transportation Sector, Transportation Support Services Sector, and Warehousing, because they have
Index of dispersion Įj >1 . Also we can see that all logistic sector have forward linkages indeks ȕi < 1, that means all logistics
sector uneffective as following sector, means react slower for every changing in other sector income. Figure 3 and 4 show
global effect of the injection that is done in Railway Transportation Sector and Road Transportation Sector to other sectors.

Figure 4: Global effect of Road Transportation Sector

Figure 3: Global effect of Railway Transportation Sector

The following tables describe the global impact of the injection that is done in the logistics sector to production factor and to
institutional income:
Table 4 Ma’Value of logistics sector that give global impact on Production Factor

F or m a l
A g r i c u lt u r a l

Labour

In f o r m al
P r o d u c ti o n ,
T r a n sp or t
E q u ip m e n t
O p e r at o r s,
M a n u al w o r k e r

F or m a l
In f o r m al
F or m a l

C le r ic a l , S a le s ,
S e r v ic e

L e a d e r , M il i ta r y ,
P r o f e s io n a l ,
T e c h n ic ia n
O th e r

In f o r m al
F or m a l
In f o r m al

Warehousing

Transportation

S upport Service s,

Air

Transportation

Transportation

River and Lake

Sea

Transportation

Road

Transportation

Railway

Transportation

and ports

CODE

infrastructure

G l o b a l I m p a c t o n P r o d u c t io n F a c t o r

Roads, bridges

L O G IS T IC S S E C T O R

44

50

51

52

53

54

56

R ura l

1

0. 03 2

0 .0 3 8

0 .0 3 6

0 .0 2 7

0. 02 8

0. 02 6

0 .0 3 5

U rba n

2

0. 00 8

0 .0 1 0

0 .0 0 9

0 .0 0 7

0. 00 7

0. 00 6

0 .0 0 9

R ura l

3

0. 10 1

0 .1 2 1

0 .1 1 4

0 .0 8 6

0. 08 8

0. 08 2

0 .1 1 1

U rba n

4

0. 01 0

0 .0 1 2

0 .0 1 1

0 .0 0 8

0. 00 9

0. 00 8

0 .0 1 1

R ura l

5

0. 10 3

0 .1 1 0

0 .0 8 7

0 .0 4 5

0. 06 2

0. 03 6

0 .0 5 1

U rba n

6

0. 15 1

0 .2 0 2

0 .1 6 7

0 .1 0 4

0. 14 2

0. 09 4

0 .1 3 1

R ura l

7

0. 06 4

0 .0 8 1

0 .0 9 1

0 .0 4 3

0. 04 5

0. 02 1

0 .0 7 0

U rba n

8

0. 05 1

0 .0 8 6

0 .1 0 4

0 .0 2 6

0. 02 6

0. 01 7

0 .0 8 6

R ura l

9

0. 01 4

0 .0 2 3

0 .0 2 3

0 .0 1 4

0. 01 6

0. 01 5

0 .0 2 6

U rba n

10

0. 08 3

0 .1 1 5

0 .1 2 0

0 .0 9 1

0. 10 9

0. 14 4

0 .1 9 4

R ura l

11

0. 00 8

0 .0 0 8

0 .0 0 9

0 .0 0 6

0. 00 6

0. 00 7

0 .0 1 6

U rba n

12

0. 01 6

0 .0 1 8

0 .0 2 1

0 .0 1 2

0. 01 2

0. 01 5

0 .0 3 0

R ura l

13

0. 01 3

0 .0 1 6

0 .0 1 4

0 .0 1 1

0. 01 3

0. 01 1

0 .0 1 6

U rba n

14

0. 04 9

0 .0 4 8

0 .0 4 4

0 .0 3 9

0. 05 0

0. 04 4

0 .0 6 5

R ura l

15

0. 00 7

0 .0 0 3

0 .0 0 3

0 .0 0 2

0. 00 2

0. 00 2

0 .0 0 4

U rba n

16

0. 01 0

0 .0 0 8

0 .0 0 8

0 .0 0 6

0. 00 6

0. 00 4

0 .0 1 3

17

0. 60 8

0 .5 8 0

0 .6 0 9

0 .5 6 7

0. 58 0

0. 51 9

0 .6 4 9

Ma multiplier values can be decomposed into several components. Pyatt and Round (1995) decompose the SAM multipliers
further into three multiplicative components, ie transfer multiplier, open loop multiplier and closed loop multiplier. Transfer
multipliers show the impact occurred in a balance sheet in which the initial economic stimulus provided. For example, if you
want to know the pressure on the land transport sector due to the injection of other sectors in the block production activity, then
the multiplier transfer (Ma1), the magnitude of the pressure can be determined. Logistics sector that is able to become a leading
sector is the Railway Transportation Sector, followed by the Road Transportation Sector and Transportation Support Services
Sector, and Warehousing. Based on multiplier decomposition, structural path analysis further reveals the transmission
mechanism of the interactions among accounts. The table below is specifically showing the structural path analysis of the
injection on Railway Transportation Sector that transfer directly their effect of the injection to Petrochemical products,
Ceramics and Earthenware sector by 52,81%, and rest of the effect are transmitted to other sectors, production factor and
institution income.
Tabel 5: Ma’Value of logistics sector that give global impact Institution Factor
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l

A g r ic u lt u r a l
entrepreneu r

R u r al

U rba n

L a n d lo r d w it h a r e a 0 , 00 0 h a - 0 ,5 0 0 h a
L a n d l o r d w it h a r e a 0 , 50 0 h a - 1 ,0 0 h a
L a n d lo r d w it h a r e a m o r e t h an 1 , 0 00 h a

Warehousing

Transportation

Support Services,

A ir

Transportation

Transportation

River and Lake

Sea

Transportation

Road

Transportation

Railw ay

Transportation

and ports

infrastructure

CO DE

M an u al W or k e r

Non Agricultural

Household

Agricultura

G lo b a l Im p a c t on I n st it u t io n In c o m e

Roads, bridges

L O GI STI C S SEC TO R

44

50

51

52

53

54

56

18

0.0 4 7

0 .0 56

0 .0 52

0. 03 7

0. 04 2

0 .0 3 9

0 .0 54

19

0.0 8 6

0 .1 03

0 .1 00

0. 07 0

0. 07 6

0 .0 6 9

0 .1 01

20

0.0 5 5

0 .0 65

0 .0 60

0. 04 3

0. 05 0

0 .0 4 2

0 .0 59

21

0.0 5 1

0 .0 57

0 .0 57

0. 04 4

0. 04 7

0 .0 4 2

0 .0 60

S m al l B u s in e ss E n t r e p r e n e u r , C le r ic a l , S a le s,
T r a n sp o r a t at io n W o r k e r , I n d iv id u a l S e r v ic e
W or k e r , M a n u a l W or k e r

22

0.1 4 3

0 .1 54

0 .1 41

0. 09 0

0. 10 4

0 .0 7 7

0 .1 19

O t h e r L ab o u r

23

0.0 5 0

0 .0 57

0 .0 57

0. 03 7

0. 04 0

0 .0 3 0

0 .0 50

M e d iu m t o L ar g e B u sin e s s E n t r e p r e n e u r , N o n
A gr i c u l t u r al E n t r e p r e n e u r , M an ag e r ,
M il ita r y , P r o f e ss ion al, T e c h n ic ia n , T e a c h e r ,
S al e s E x e c u t ive

24

0.1 1 3

0 .1 27

0 .1 28

0. 09 1

0. 09 7

0 .0 8 0

0 .1 25

S m al l B u s in e ss E n t r e p r e n e u r , C le r ic a l , S a le s,
T r a n sp o r a t at io n W o r k e r , I n d iv id u a l S e r v ic e
W or k e r , M a n u a l W or k e r

25

0.1 8 6

0 .2 45

0 .2 38

0. 14 1

0. 17 0

0 .1 4 1

0 .2 31

O t h e r L ab o u r

26

0.0 5 6

0 .0 69

0 .0 66

0. 04 7

0. 05 6

0 .0 5 1

0 .0 73

M e d iu m t o L ar g e B u sin e s s E n t r e p r e n e u r , N o n
A gr i c u l t u r al E n t r e p r e n e u r , M an ag e r ,
M il ita r y , P r o f e ss ion al, T e c h n ic ia n , T e a c h e r ,
S al e s E x e c u t ive

27

0.1 6 0

0 .1 84

0 .1 91

0. 13 6

0. 15 4

0 .1 5 4

0 .2 38

28

0 . 42 7

0 .4 1 3

0. 4 3 1

0 . 3 95

0 . 40 6

0 . 36 3

0. 4 5 8

C om p an y

Table 6. Structural Path Analysis for Railway Transportation Sector to other’s

No

Point of origin

Point of Destination

(1)

(2)

Global Effect Ma

Elementary Path

Direct Effect An

Path Multipiler
Mp
(6)

Total Effect
=

(7)

Proportion (%)

(3)

(4)

(5)

X

1

Railway Transportation (50)

Petrochemical products, Ceramics and
Earthenware products,Cement (40)

0.7815

(50) --> (40)

0.0911

4.5324

0.4127

(8) = (7) / (3)
52.81%

2

Railway Transportation (50)

Pulp and Paper, Electrical Equipment and
Machinery, Metal Product (39)

0.6952

(50) --> (39)

0.0491

5.5745

0.2740

39.41%

3

Railway Transportation (50)

Food and Beverage Processing, Cigarettes
(36)

0.6891

(50) --> (36)

0.0056

5.3123

0.0299

4.34%

4

Railway Transportation (50)

Food Crops (29)

0.3317

(50) --> (29)

0.0000

4.7517

0.0000

0.00%

5

Railway Transportation (50)

Electricity, Gas and Clean Water (41)

0.2728

(50) --> (41)

0.0467

4.9985

0.2336

85.61%

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis that has been described above, it can be concluded some of the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Logistics sectors within the framework of The 2005 Indonesian Logistics Social Accounting Matrix constructed in
this research consists of seven sectors, namely: Roads, Bridges and Ports Infrastructure Sector (Code: 44); Railways
Transportation Sector (50); Road Transportation (51); Sea Transportation Sector (52); Rivers and Lakes
Transportation Sector (53), Air Transportation Sector (54), and Transportation Support Services Sector, and
warehousing (50).
Logistics sector that is able to become a leading sector based on the analysis of backward linkages with Įj > 1 is the
Railway Transportation Sector, followed by the Road Transportation Sector and Transportation Support Services
Sector, and Warehousing. These sectors are able to attract other sectors to grow when performed injection on these
sectors.
In general, injection on logistics sectors will give globally impact on specific sectors, namely Paper Industry, Printing,
Transportation Goods and Metals Industry (39), Chemicals Industrial, Fertilizers, Clay, Cement (40), and Food,
Beverages and Tobacco (36). These sectors are the manufacturing sector in 9 sectors classification of Input Output
table. These results are consistent with the results of Firman’s research (2007), which means that during five years
(2000-2005), logistics sectors remains as the largest contributor to the manufacturing sector.
Certain labour factor income are affected by a change in logistics sectors, particularly on Formal Production,
Transport Equipment Operators, Manual worker in Urban Area (6) ; Formal Clerical, Sales, Service Labour in Urban
Area (10); and Informal Agricultural Labour in Rural Area. Labor factor accounted 51.30% of the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) of Indonesia in 2005 (CBS, 2007), and most of the value comes from the labour factor mentioned
above . Thus, the injection of the logistics sector can boost the value of Indonesia's gross domestic product.
Injection on logistics sectors will give globally impact on specific household income, which are: Small Business
Entrepreneur , Clerical , Sales, Transporatation Worker , Individual Service Worker, Manual Worker in Urban Area
(25) ; Medium to Large Business Entrepreneur , Non Agricultural Entrepreneur , Manager, Military, Professional,
Technician, Teacher, Sales Executive in Urban Area (27) ; Small Business Entrepreneur , Clerical , Sales,
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Transporatation Worker , Individual Service Worker, Manual Worker in Rural Area (22). In other words, the global
impact of the injection in the logistics sector received by lower class households, both in rural and urban area.
6. Average expenditure propensity analysis of Railways Transportation Sector shows that the greatest expenditure of this
sector is for operational cost, such as for fuel that derived from the oil refinery sector (USD 747.408 billion) and coal
fuel derived from other items from nonmetal materials sectors (USD 20.943 billion). Expenditures for operation and
maintenance of cleanliness and train stations from soaps and cleaning materials sector (USD 11.420 billion) in third
place.
7. Injections on Railways Transportation Sector will provide the greatest global impact on the sector itself to the value of
the coefficient multiplier of 2.030. This value means that if the injection occurred in Railways Transportation Sector
at IDR 1 then this sector income will be increased by IDR 2.030, which increased revenue by IDR 1 as a direct impact
and IDR 1.030 as an indirect impact.
8. Injection in Railways Transportation Sector will drive revenues increased mostly in the manufacturing, agriculture
and Electricity, Gas and Clean Water sector.
9. Injection in Railways Transportation Sector also has a smooth influence on labor in both rural and urban area,
especially on Formal Production, Transport Equipment Operators, Manual worker. Labor factor accounted 51.30% of
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Indonesia in 2005 (CBS, 2007), and most of the value comes from Formal
Clerical, Sales, Service Labour factors (36 , 44%) and Formal Production, Transport Equipment Operators, Manual
worker. Labor factor (32.17%). Thus, the injection of Railways Transportation Sector has a great impact on
Indonesia's gross domestic product.
10. Global impact of injection on the Railways Transportation Sector received by lower class households, both in rural
and urban.
11. The effects of injection on the Railways Transportation Sector for the Petrochemical products, Ceramics and
Earthenware Sector of 52.81% is transmitted directly between sectors.
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ABSTRACT
In the process of painting a product, it commonly occur defect results including corrugated painting, perforated, less smooth,
speckled and uneven surface of painting. This can occur due to the setting parameters in the process of painting is not
appropriate. This research is done to reduce the high rate of defects in the process of painting products of table by setting
parameters using the Taguchi method. Processing data using the Taguchi method are distinguished by two ways: (1) to see the
impact of uncontrollable factors on the percentage of defective products and (2) to see the controllable factors to the variability
of the number of defective products. Controllable factors in this study are: composition of paint, painting distance, pressure and
temperature. The survey results revealed that a significant factor level against average and variability of percentage number of
defective products are composition of the paint level 2 (0.75: 1), the distance painting level 2 (20-25 cm), pressure level 1 (50
psi fluid tip round 1.88 mm), temperature level 2 (60 ° C), sanding sealer level 2 (15-20 cm) and a clear top coat level 1 (20-25
cm).



Keywords
Product Defects, Level Factor, Taguchi



1. BACKGROUND
The increasing demands of consumers and the development of science, technology and information lead to changes in
consumer tastes toward a product. Thus, consumer demand for the product will be more variety to fulfill the market
segmentation that affects the tightness of the competitiveness of the company. One way to ensure that the product is able to
compete and survive in the market is to control the quality of products. Furniture Company is a business that requires good
quality control in term of aspects of components or finished products produced. One important variable in the furniture
company is the quality of painting process. One attempt to improve the quality of the product needs to be a good design
parameter that defective products can be reduced. In this case the concept of quality control that is used is the Taguchi method.
Taguchi Concepts is a method to analyze a variety of variables and parameters in bulk and interactions among different
variables to achieve a high quality which time and cost is relatively low. The application of the method is expected to solve the
problems of the company that is able to find the right parameters in reducing defects so that the products produced are in
accordance with the specification set.



2. PROBLEMS
Based on the background of these problems, the research is done to improve the quality of painting furniture product so that it
is to reduce the level of defects by (1) determining a significant factor level against the contribution of defect rate (2)
determining the sensitive parameters to lower defective products and (3) comparing the level of defects between the policies of
the company with the proposal based on setting parameter.



3. METHOD
The quality of the product is a combination of characteristics products and services both in terms of engineering,
manufacturing, marketing and maintenance so as to meet customer needs. To produce products that have a strong performance,
Taguchi introduced the design method in three stages (Isa S. Toha, et ell, 1996) (1) designing system that is an attempt to bring
the concepts, ideas and methods to improve the quality of products (2) designing parameters, that is selecting the best design of
controllable factors and minimizing the environmental impact (3) designing tolerance, that is the stage of range to find a
balance between making a loss (manufacturer) and buyer (consumer) products.
The Taguchi method is an effective method to reduce variation in products and processes through optimization process of
designing the robust product using orthogonal array in the design of experimental procedures. Taguchi method also uses
financial considerations through quadratic loss function to determine tolerance.



4. THE RESULT OF RESEARCH
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In this study, there are two factors that can be identified as controlled factors and interference factors. Controllable factors are
factors which its value can be set or factor which its value is to be regulated or controlled, while the interference factor is a
factor which its value can not be regulated or controlled. In control experiments for each factor are two levels as follows:
Table : Controlled Factors
Factors Control

Composition 1

Composition 2

Paint Composition

0,5 : 1

0,75 : 1

Distance Painting

15-20 cm

20-25 cm

Wind Pressure

50 Psi Fluid tip Round 1,8 mm

60 Psi Fluid tip Round 2 mm

Temperature

o
± 50 minute with a temperature of 50 C

o
± 50 minute with a temperature of 60 C

Sanding Sealer

20-25 cm

15-20 cm

Top Coat Clear

20-25 cm

15-20 cm
Source : PT Kayu Lima Utama Temanggung

As for the uncontrolable factor is as follows:
Table 2: Factors Not Controlled

Level

Factor Not Controlled
Working time
Physical and biological workers
Environment




1

2

Morning

Noon

Dedication

Extras

Comfort

Crowded

Source : PT Kayu Lima Utama Temanggung



From the experimental results, controllable variables considered to be influence to the process of painting is the composition of
paint used to compare the viscosity of paint (A), the distance of the painting process (B), the wind pressure when painting
process (C), the temperature used during the drying paint (D), sanding sealer when painting process (E) and a clear top coat
when painting process (F). The test results are as follows:
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Table 3: The results of calculation of the average number of squares

Source of variation
A
B
C
D
E
F
AB
BC
CD
DE
EF
E
SSt

Df
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18
29

Sum

Squares (SS)
20
16.78
16.78
37.03
56.18
18.37
17.95
15.32
16.78
20
18.37
100.17
344

of

Mean of Squares (MS)
20
16.78
16.78
37.03
56.18
18.37
17.95
15.32
16.78
20
18.37
5.56
11.86

Source: Processed Data



Incorporating factor starting from the number of the least squares of insignificant factor combined with the number of errors.
The incorporation of an insignificant factor to these errors will result anova table structure as follows:



Table 4: First Pooling Effect Factor ANOVA

Factor
A
B
C
D
E
F
AB
BC
CD
DE
EF
E
SSt

Df
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18
29

SS
20
16.78
16.78
37.03
56.18
18.37
17.95
15.32
16.78
20
18.37
100.17
344

MM
20
16.78
16.78
37.03
56.18
18.37
17.95
15.32
16.78
20
18.37
5.56
11.86

SS’
14.44
11.22
11.22
31.47
50.62
12.81
12.39
9.76
11.22
14.44
12.81

P%
5.81
4.87
4.87
10.76
16.45
5.34
5.21
4.58
4.87
5.81
5.34

F. Count
3.59
3.01
3.01
6.66
10.10
3.30
3.22
2.75
3.01
3.59
3.30

F(0.05;150)
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70

Source: Processed Data

Based on the average of each factor and the calculated level can be explained most optimum level for defective product as
follows:
Table 5. Average Response Effect Each Factor

Factor
A
B
C
D
E
F
AB
BC
CD
DE
EF

Level 1
3.22
3.05
2.88
3.22
3.22
2.83
2.27
2.83
2.88
3.22
3.11

Level 2
2.72
2.88
3.05
2.88
3.05
3.11
3.16
3.00
3.05
2.72
2.83

Diference
0.5
0.17
0.17
0.34
0.17
0.28
0.89
0.17
0.17
0.45
0.28

Rank
5
1
1
3
1
2
6
1
1
4
2

Source: Processed Data

After doing confirmation experiments to prove that the results are in accordance with previous experimental results. The
experiments were conducted for 4 times, the first experiment uses set proposal as follows:
Table 6: Proposed Composition
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Level control

Factors
A2
B2
C1
D2
E2
F1

Paint composition
Painting distance
Wind pressure
Temperature
Sanding sealer
Top coat clear
Source: Processed Data

The results of experiments using proposal composition as follows:
Table 7: Proposed Composition Experiment Results

Control factor
Paint Composition
Painting distance
Wind pressure
temperature
Sanding Sealer
Top coat clear
Total
Average
Sd

Code

N Experiment

A2
B2
C1
D2
E2
F1

19
19
19
19
19
19

Defective paint
Unit
% Unit
2
10.52%
2
10.52 %
1
5.26 %
1
5.26%
2
10.52%
2
10.52%
10
56.60%
1.67
8,76%
0.5163

Source: Processed Data

The experiment using factor level of company policy is as follows:
Table 8. Composition of Company Policy

Control factor
Paint Composition
Painting distance
Wind pressure
Temparature
Sanding sealer
Top coat clear

Level
A1
B1
C2
D1
E1
F2

Source: Processed Data

The experimental results using the composition of the company's policy as follows:
Table 9. Experiment results of Company Policy

Control factor
Paint Composition
Painting Distance
Wind Pressure
Temperature
Sanding sealer
Top coat clear
Total
Average
Sd

Code

N Experiment

A1
B1
C2
D1
E1
F2

19
19
19
19
19
19

Defective Product
Unit
% Unit
4
21.05%
4
21.05%
3
15.78%
5
26.31%
3
15.78%
3
15.78%
22
115.75%
3.67
19.29%
0.8164

Source: Processed Data

Based on the validation test is known that early experimental results that do not differ from the results of experimental
confirmation. Loss costs as shown in the graph loss function for defective product, the proposed parameter with an average
value of 1.67 and Ly 122,979.85 shown on the chart shown below:


Chart

150.000,00
L
o 100.000,00

122.979,85 122.979,85
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Figure 1: Loss Function of Composition Proposal Chart



While the loss function charts for defective products of company policy parameters with the average value of 3:00 and Ly
416,264, - is shown in the figure below:


Chart







600.000,00
568.950

L
o
s
t

568.950

400.000,00
200.000,00

Company
composition

0,00
0



1

2

3,67
3

4

5

Quality target


Figure 2: Lost function of company policies chart

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the results of research and discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) Level factor that has significant contribution to the percentage of a defective product, are factor level of paint
composition at B2 level, factor level of painting distance at B2 level, factor level of air pressure at C1 level, air
temperature at D2 level, sanding Sealer at E2 level and clear coat top at F1 level.
2) Sensitive parameters that affect the quality of the painting are the composition of paint, painting distance, air
pressure, temperature, sanding sealer and top coat clear.
3) Setting the parameters proposed by the research can reduce defects percentage from 19.29% to 8.76%.
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ABSTRACT
Traditional market, in this time, start to lose their customer because they fail to compete with the modern market in several
aspects. Common problem faced by traditional market is no arrangement for the traders that causes the traditional market is
always impressed disorganized as traders are free to sell the product at anyplace. This unorganized also causes consumers are
difficult to buy their needs effectively and efficiently. This paper presents two step to redesign traditional market where the
first step classify traders based on the type of their product sold and the second step place a group of traders based on
proximity characteristics between traders. There are two data mining techniques used in this approach, clustering for the first
step and association rules for the second step. A case study in one traditional market is used to describe this approach.
Keywords
Traditional Market, Clustering, Association Rules

1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional market basically is the place where the sale and purchase between grassroots communities met. The existence
of this traditional market in addition is not only to connect rural and urban economies but also a source of quest and fulfillment
of daily needs for some people [4].The bargaining activities as prices formation process becomes its own characteristics that
make traditional markets on the one hand not only economic value but also social value.
One thing that kept bothering existence of traditional markets is the existence of the modern market as supermarkets, retail, self
service, franchise and so on. Although basically each type of market has its own mass base but the modern market that built
close to the traditional market tends to disserve because it saturates consumers who have a common goal to purchased the same
products [3].The responsive enthusiasm of the community is also lead modern retail businesses continue to increase their
business by increasing the number of outlets in various parts of the region

The traditional market is a place for buyers sellers met that are located close to a residential community with a certain
environment and certain cultural conditions as well. According >@ raditional market conditions commonly observed are as
follows:
1.
2.
3.

Simple building shape, room to sell is not extensive, have sufficient lighting and no air conditioners.
Hygiene market is usually less secure, many scattered garbage that cause odor. If it rains, the market looks muddy and
dirty.
Limited parking facilities.

Major problems being faced by the traditional market is increasingly left by visitors are turning to the modern market. This is
likely due to the impression of a dirty, chaotic, and uncomfortable, smell has always been associated with the market
environment. Lack of knowledge and skills of the HR business market is also a factor. This problem can actually be solved by
restructuring the facility to restore the image of the market that is clean, safe, comfortable, and regular [7]. Reference [6] stated
some basic differences between the traditional with the modern market (the Table 1).
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Table 1: Differences Characteristics between Traditional Market and Modern Market
No
1
2
3
4

Capital

5

Consumers

6

Service Method

Traditional Market
Long evolution
Mostly are deficient
Community, Local
Government
Poor capital, subvention,
local community
Generally, the lower middle
class
Be served, bargaining

7

Land Status

State-owned land

8
9

Financing
Construction

10

Sellers who entered

Oftenly getting subvention
Generally, the physical
development by local
governments / village /
community
Variously, mass, informal
sector to middle and strong
seller

11

Opportunity to join
the market
Network

12

Aspect
Historic
Physical
Ownership

Mass
Regional market

Modern Market
New phenomenon
Good and lux
Generally private
companies
Strong capital by private
companies
Generally, middle class
and above
Service him/her self, fixed
price
Land owned by a private
company
No subvention
Generally, provided by
private companies

Owners of capital are also
merchants (single) or
several medium and large
formal sellers
Limited (sellers that have
strong financing)
Cooperation chain system

The traditional market has a typical transaction. The process of buying and selling occurs interactively. Price is not a definite,
but it is the result of an agreement through negotiation between sellers and buyers [1] That cultural values has became the
marketability of a traditional market. But the shortage of structuring facilities still needs to be fixed because basically
consumers are not only looking at price alone but also choose a more convenient and representative place.
The rapid growth and development of modern markets become serious competitors to traditional markets. Each year, 2 percent
decline of traditional market is recorded. The problem faced by the traditional market includes policy and management market.
[3 ]stated that the issues are related to the physical market, operational management and government policy. Physical problems
include building markets, infrastructure and spatial market. Operational management is associated with the management of the
market and traders. Government policies is related to restructuring and retail markets, fostering market management, finance,
supply-demand, commodity prices and policy consistency
One feature of the market itself in general is the number of traders that are not accommodated by the capacity of the market
stalls so many traders are scattered outside the market, the market is not maintained cleanliness and location settings irregular
traders. It makes the consumer difficulty in shopping. Sometimes buyers have toured the market for similar goods just because
a remote merchant location. In general, the image generated from the unorganized market design is the impression of dirty,
messy and inefficient. This should be a matter for local government studies as traditional market managers how to increase the
chances of developing markets essentially have to revamp the traditional market design based on meeting the needs of
consumers so that consumers feel comfort to visit and shop at traditional markets.
References [5] have arranged a research plan to redesign the layout of a traditional market where using data mining techniques
approach. This study will attempt to realize this vision for redesigning traditional markets using data mining techniques such as
cluster analysis (Clustering Analysis) and (MBA Market-Based Analysis. Cluster analysis is used to determine the distribution
maps so that consumers and merchants profiling and placement used in the design can be run more effectively. MBA is used to
design the layout strategy based on traditional market shoppers spending close relationship groove at a time. This technique
became known for his ability to analyze the contents of a shopping cart in a supermarket as a basis for setting the rack setting
(display) products. In this study, the analysis technique will be tested applied to traditional buyers in the market to produce a
new design that is expected to reinforce the existence and competitiveness of traditional markets in the face of the growth of
the modern market. For ease of analysis, the case study will be conducted in one of the traditional markets in Sleman as an
illustration of the constructed model approach.

1.1 Research Objective
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The purpose of this study is to redesign the traditional market that focuses on the relationship with the seller and buyer using
data mining techniques..

2. DISCUSSION
The first step in redesigning the layout of traditional markets is to knowing the clusters of traders in the market based on the
products sold. These types of traders in traditional markets based on the products sold.
Table 2: Market trader tipes
EŽ
ϭ

dǇƉĞƐŽĨƚƌĂĚĞƌƐ

EŽ

KŶŝŽŶ͕ŐĂƌůŝĐ͕ƉĞƉƉĞƌ͕ƐĂůƚ

Ϯϰ

dǇƉĞƐŽĨƚƌĂĚĞƌƐ
ZŝĐĞ

Ϯ

^ƉŝŶĂĐŚ͕ĐĂƌƌŽƚƐ͕ŬĂůĞ͕ĐĞůĞƌǇ͕ŐƌĞĞŶďĞĂŶƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

Ϯϱ

'ƌĂƚĞĚŽĐŽŶƵƚ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ

ϯ

^ŽĂƉ͕dͲƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƚƌŽƵƐĞƌƐ͕ƐŬŝƌƚƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

Ϯϲ

^ƋƵĞĞǌĞKŝů

ϰ

<ůĞƉŽŶ͕ŵĂƌƚĂďĂŬ͕ĂŐĂƌͲĂŐĂƌ͕ƌŝƐŽůĞƐ͕ƐƉŽŶŐĞ͕ĞƚĐ͘

Ϯϳ

ƐůŝƉƉĞƌƐ

ϱ

ƌŝĐĞ͕ǀĞŐĞƚĂďůĞƐ͕ĨƌŝĞĚĨŝƐŚ͕ĨƌŝĞĚĐŚŝĐŬĞŶ͕ĞƚĐ

Ϯϴ

ƵŶĚĞƌƉĂŶƚƐ

ϲ

dͲƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƚƌŽƵƐĞƌƐ͕ƐŬŝƌƚƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

Ϯϵ

^ŚŽĞƐ

ϳ

ĨŽŽĚĂŶĚĚƌŝŶŬǁƌĂƉƉĞƌƐĨƌŽŵƉůĂƐƚŝĐ

ϯϬ

dĂŝůŽƌ

ϴ

^ŽĂƉ͕ĐŝŐĂƌĞƚƚĞƐ͕ĚĞƚĞƌŐĞŶƚƐ͕ĨůŽƵƌ͕ďĞǀĞƌĂŐĞƉĂĐŬĂŐŝŶŐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϯϭ

ƌŽŽŵ

ϵ

DĞĂƚ͕ƐŚƌĞĚĚĞĚ͕ďŽŶĞƐ͕ŵĞĂƚďĂůůƐ

ϯϮ

dŽǇ

ϭϬ

tĂůŽŬ

ϯϯ

ĂŶĂŶĂ

ϭϭ

ŽĐŽŶƵƚ͕^ĂůĂŬ͕KŶŝŽŶ

ϯϰ

dͲƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƚƌŽƵƐĞƌƐ͕ƐŬŝƌƚƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϭϮ

^ĞĂƐŽŶŝŶŐƐWĂĚĂŶŐĐƵŝƐŝŶĞ

ϯϱ

ŚŽŵĞĂŶĚŬŝƚĐŚĞŶĨƵƌŶŝƐŚŝŶŐƐ

ϭϯ

ũĞǁĞůƌǇ

ϯϲ

ĂďŝŶĞƚƐ

ϭϰ

&ŝƐŚ

ϯϳ

WŝůůŽǁ

ϭϱ

ŚŝĐŬĞŶ

ϯϴ

tŽŽĚŚŽŵĞĨƵƌŶŝƐŚŝŶŐ

ϭϲ

tĂƚĞƌŵĞůŽŶ͕ŵĂŶŐŽ͕ďĂƌŬ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϯϵ

ŽŽŬŝŶŐŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ

ϭϳ

ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ

ϰϬ

ŐŝƌůďĂŐ

ϭϴ

^ŶĂĐŬ͕ĂŬƉŝĂ͕ĐŚŽĐŽůĂƚĞ͕ĐŚŝƉƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϰϭ

ƵĐŬĞƚ͕ďƵĐŬĞƚ͕ďĂƐŝŶĞƚĐ͘

ϭϵ

ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ͕ďĂŐ

ϰϮ

ĂƐƵĂůĂŐ

ϮϬ

'ůĂƐƐǁĂƌĞ

ϰϯ

&ůŽǁĞƌ

Ϯϭ

^ŽĂƉ͕ƚŽŽƚŚƉĂƐƚĞ͕ƚŽŽƚŚďƌƵƐŚĞƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϰϰ

^ƉŝĐĞƐ

ϮϮ

zĂƌŶƐ͕ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ͕^ĐŝƐƐŽƌƐ

ϰϱ

^ĂƚĂŝ

Ϯϯ

ǀĞŐĞƚĂďůĞƐ͕ĨƌŝĞĚƚŽĨƵ͕ĨƌŝĞĚƚĞŵƉĞŚ͕ĐĂƚĨŝƐŚ͕ĨƌŝĞĚĐŚŝĐŬĞŶ

K-Means clustering method is used to classify the types of merchants above. There are three instrument variables are used as
the basis for grouping, namely:
1. The nature of the goods (dry or wet goods)
2. Type of goods (food, clothing, or shelter goods)
3. Categories of Goods (raw or finished goods)
The calculations using SPSS16 shows that there are 5 clusters existing traders in traditional markets such as shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2.
Cluster
12345
Kind_of_product

11110

Type_of_product

12311

Category_of_product 1 0 0 0 1
Figure 1: Final Cluster Centers

Cluster 1 9.000
2 10.000
3 15.000
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4 7.000
5 4.000
Valid

45.000

Missing

.000

Figure 2: Number of Seller in each Cluster

The five clusters formed and the members of seller included in are performed in Table 3 .
After getting the grouping of market stalls, the study followed by observing the tendency of consumer shopping behavior. It is
based on the frequency of purchases and the relationship of the five groups that have been defined previously. Researchers
asked each respondent in one time period what are the shopping items they buy. Then the researchers put the data in
accordance with the market stalls that have been clustered. If there is no buyer who only make purchases only on one group of
market stalls, then the buyer will not be included in the market basket analysis.
Table 3: K means clustering result
DĞŵďĞƌŽĨ^ĞůůĞƌƐ

EĂŵĞŽĨůƵƐƚĞƌ

Kitchen’s
needs

DŝŶŝZŝƚĞů

Fast Food

Side Dish

Fashion

ϭ

KŶŝŽŶ͕ŐĂƌůŝĐ͕ƉĞƉƉĞƌ͕ƐĂůƚ

ϲ 'ƌĂƚĞĚŽĐŽŶƵƚ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ

Ϯ

^ƉŝŶĂĐŚ͕ĐĂƌƌŽƚƐ͕ŬĂůĞ͕ĐĞůĞƌǇ͕ŐƌĞĞŶďĞĂŶƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϳ ŽŽŬŝŶŐŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ

ϯ

ŽĐŽŶƵƚ͕^ĂůĂŬ͕KŶŝŽŶ

ϴ ^ƉŝĐĞƐ

ϰ

^ĞĂƐŽŶŝŶŐƐWĂĚĂŶŐĐƵŝƐŝŶĞ

ϵ ƐŚƌĞĚĚĞĚĐŽĐŽŶƵƚ

ϱ

ZŝĐĞ

ϭ

^ŽĂƉ͕dͲƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƚƌŽƵƐĞƌƐ͕ƐŬŝƌƚƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϵ

dŽǇ

Ϯ

ĨŽŽĚĂŶĚĚƌŝŶŬǁƌĂƉƉĞƌƐĨƌŽŵƉůĂƐƚŝĐ

ϭϬ

ŚŽŵĞĂŶĚŬŝƚĐŚĞŶĨƵƌŶŝƐŚŝŶŐƐ

ϯ

^ŽĂƉ͕ĐŝŐĂƌĞƚƚĞƐ͕ĚĞƚĞƌŐĞŶƚƐ͕ĨůŽƵƌ͕ďĞǀĞƌĂŐĞƉĂĐŬĂŐŝŶŐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϭϭ

ĂďŝŶĞƚƐ

ϰ

'ůĂƐƐǁĂƌĞ

ϭϮ

WŝůůŽǁ

ϱ

^ŽĂƉ͕ƚŽŽƚŚƉĂƐƚĞ͕ƚŽŽƚŚďƌƵƐŚĞƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϭϯ

tŽŽĚŚŽŵĞĨƵƌŶŝƐŚŝŶŐ

ϲ

zĂƌŶƐ͕ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ͕^ĐŝƐƐŽƌƐ

ϭϰ

ƵĐŬĞƚ͕ďĂŝůĞƌ͕ďĂƐŝŶĞƚĐ͘

ϳ

dĂŝůŽƌ

ϭϱ

&ůŽǁĞƌ

ϴ

ƌŽŽŵ

ϭ

<ůĞƉŽŶ͕ŵĂƌƚĂďĂŬ͕ĂŐĂƌͲĂŐĂƌ͕ƌŝƐŽůĞƐ͕ƐƉŽŶŐĞ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϱ

tĂƚĞƌŵĞůŽŶ͕ŵĂŶŐŽ͕ďĂƌŬ͕ĞƚĐ͘

Ϯ

ƌŝĐĞ͕ǀĞŐĞƚĂďůĞƐ͕ĨƌŝĞĚĨŝƐŚ͕ĨƌŝĞĚĐŚŝĐŬĞŶ͕ĞƚĐ

ϲ

^ŶĂĐŬ͕ĂŬƉŝĂ͕ĐŚŽĐŽůĂƚĞ͕ĐŚŝƉƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϯ

tĂůŽŬ

ϳ

ĂŶĂŶĂ

ϰ

ǀĞŐĞƚĂďůĞƐ͕ƚŽĨƵ͕ĨƌŝĞĚƚĞŵƉĞŚ͕ĐĂƚĨŝƐŚ͕ĨƌŝĞĚĐŚŝĐŬĞŶ

ϭ

DĞĂƚ͕ƐŚƌĞĚĚĞĚ͕ďŽŶĞƐ͕ŵĞĂƚďĂůůƐ

ϯ

ŚŝĐŬĞŶ

Ϯ

&ŝƐŚ

ϰ

^ĂƚĂŝ

ϭ

dͲƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƐŚŝƌƚƐŚŽƵƐĞĚƌĞƐƐ

ϲ

ƵŶĚĞƌƉĂŶƚƐ

Ϯ

ũĞǁĞůƌǇ

ϳ

^ŚŽĞƐ

ϯ

ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ

ϴ

dͲƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ƚƌŽƵƐĞƌƐ͕ƐŬŝƌƚƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘

ϰ

ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ͕ďĂŐ

ϵ

ŐŝƌůďĂŐ

ϱ

ƐůŝƉƉĞƌƐ

ϭϬ

ĂƐƵĂůĂŐ

This is due to the current study focused on the relation of market stalls that require spending information over an existing
market stalls. After the data is collected the next step is to perform calculations using the Market Basket Analysis consists of
the support, confidence and lift ratio with the following results (Table 4):
Table 4:The Result of Market Basket Analysis (Ten of The Largest Mark)

Antecedent (a)

Consequent (c)

Support(a U c)

Conf.
(%)

Support
(%)

Lift
Ratio

Total
Mark
(Conf*S
upport)
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Support(a U c)

Support
(%)

Lift
Ratio

140

0,466667

1,044205

35,896

Kitchen’s Need

140

0,466667

1,044205

29,56333

Mini Ritel=>

Fast Food

116

0,386667

0,948591

27,02027

79,21

Side Dish=>

Fast Food

80

0,266667

1,075221

21,12267

78,22

Side Dish=>

Kitchen’s Need

79

0,263333

1,289305

20,59793

52,49

Fast Food=>

Mini Ritel

116

0,386667

0,948591

20,29613

56,63

Mini Ritel=>

Kitchen’s Need

94

0,313333

0,933404

17,74407

74,47

Kitchen’s
Need,
Mini Ritel=>

Fast Food

70

0,233333

1,010879

17,37633

79,75

Kitchen’s
Side Dish=>

Fast Food

63

0,21

1,082536

16,7475

78,75

Side Dish,
Food=>

Kitchen’s Need

63

0,21

1,298077

16,5375

Conf.
(%)

Antecedent (a)

76,92

Kitchen’s Need=>

Fast Food

63,35

Fast Food=>

69,88

Need,
Fast

Consequent (c)

Total
Mark
(Conf*S
upport)

By knowing the relationship between the five groups of stalls in the traditional market, the new stall layout plan prepared in
order to increase profits and the level of visits to the market by providing services in accordance with the trend of buyer
behavior where it has been represented by the results of the analysis of Market Basket Analysis . As in this case study, it is
assumed that the two market stalls that had the highest relationship, will be brought closer in the layout of the new market
stalls. It is based on the idea that it will facilitate buyers to shop. In addition, it can also be assumed to improve profit due to the
buyer as if reminded not to forget to buy the goods that had been being associated in the minds of buyers. The final result of
planning the layout is performed in Figure 3.
Size layout described above is based on a percentage of the number of traders in the market Sleman. Layout is also a
representation of the form of the land market. Market stall trader from the fashion should be placed the back because the value
of the top ten assocition rule calculation, it does not have a relationship with another market stall so it is assumed he was in a
fairly indirect encountered by most buyers. It may also be based on the likelihood that the most visited market to meet the
needs of the community kitchen.

7. CONCLUSION
Based on the discussion above, it could be taken a conclusion that:
1. Based on three grouping variables, namely, nature of the goods, type of goods, and category of Goods, saler members
are classified in five groups. They are kitchen’s needs, Fast Food, Mini Ritel, Side Dish, and Fashion.
2. Market relayout has been performed based on market basket analysis. Proposed layout is expected to be able to satisfy
buyers by easier finding products and shorter distance.
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Figure 3 Proposed Market Stalls Based on Analysis
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ABSTRACT
The Steepest Ascent (SA) method had been proven for its ability in moving experiment factor levels to optimal area in
Response Surface Methodology (RSM). This method leads the design of experiment to track direction of factor levels
movement, so that the global optimum would be reached. However, sometimes response variable being optimized by using
RSM can’t fulfill the classic statistical assumption following the surface regression model. Taguchi’s orthogonal array as
alternatives for RSM gives more loosely statistical assumption in performing the analysis. This method doesn’t yet support for
moving the factor level to optimum direction. Following the procedures of RSM in finding the optimal level combination by
SA method, the Taguchi experiment also can lead to the global optimum response.
Integrating SA method in Taguchi experiment then was applied to a simulated response surface. The performance of this
procedure then was evaluated according to its direction to reach the optimum. The simulation data was generated for two
factors, representing the real case. The proposed procedure was then applied. The result from simulation study shows that the
integrated SA method for Taguchi experiment successfully find the factor level combination that yields optimum response
even not as close as possible as the RSM done.
Keywords
Steepest ascent, Response Surface Methodology, Taguchi, Regression model, Optimum response
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ABSTRACT
Food and beverage industry is the largest industrial sub-sector in Indonesia. This research reports the assessment of quality
management practices at Indonesian food and beverages companies. Assessment criteria were developed based on Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) 2011-2012 criteria. The survey was conducted to 27 food and beverage
companies from small, medium to large industries. The results show the implementation of quality management practices at
Indonesian food and beverages companies are at intermediate level. The results of factors measurement (scale from 1 to 9)
consist of leadership (6.250), strategic planning (6.568), customer focus (3.880), measurement, analysis, and knowledge
management (4.863), workforce focus (5.306), operations focus (5.200), and result (5.929). The results also indicate the
influence of business scale and certification to quality management implementation in the companies. Six from seven existing
factors show significant differences when grouped by business scale as well as certification. The factors that have significant
differences are leadership, customer focus, measurement, analysis, and knowledge management, workforce focus, operations
focus, and results.
Keywords



Quality Management, MBNQA, Food and Beverages Industry, Indonesia

1. INTRODUCTION
Food and beverage industry is the largest industrial sub-sector in Indonesia. Association of Indonesian Food and Beverage
Companies (GAPMMI) [1] stated that, until the year 2009, there were 1.159.983 companies in this sub-sector, where 6.316 are
large and medium industries, 66.178 small industries and the rest, 1.087.489 are home industries. The export from Indonesian
food and beverages industry also increased during 2005 to 2009 with an average growth to 16% per year. During the period
from January to May 2011, there is an increase in exports by 17.02% over the same period of the previous year. This growth in
export market indicates the acceptable of Indonesian products in global market.
Since 2010, there has been an agreement in trading between ASEAN countries and China called China ASEAN Free Trade
Area (CAFTA). One of the challenges facing the company, according to the Indonesian Directorate General of International
Trade Cooperation Department of Commerce [2] is the way companies improve the efficiency and effectiveness of production.
In addition, the company's ability in the mastery of information and communication technology is also kind of challenges. The
government also faces the challenge of creating a good environmental business climate as well as regulations that are
transparent, efficient and friendly to business world. Quality management is an answer to those challenges. American Society
for Quality (ASQ) defines Total Quality Management (TQM) as a management approach to achieve long-term success by
giving customer satisfaction through continuous improvement in quality, in terms of products, services, human resources,
processes, and also the environment.
Over the last two decades, many researches have been done in quality management. Saraph, Benson, and Schroeder [3]
initiated a study to identify critical success factors of quality management implementation. The study produced eight factors,
namely management leadership, regulation of quality, training, product or service design, relationship with suppliers, process
management, data and reports on quality, and employee relations. Tamimi and Gershon [4] developed an instrument to
measure the implementation of quality management based on Deming's 14 points. Powell [5] developed 12 factors based on
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the criteria of Deming, Juran, Crosby, and Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) 1992. The specific research
in quality management implementation based on the criteria of MBNQA was conducted by Lau, Zhao, and Xiao [6]. They
compared the application of quality management in companies focused on inspection, quality control (QC), and total quality
management (TQM) in China. The result showed companies that focus on TQM have superior performance than companies
that focus on inspection or QC. Prybutok, Zhang, and Peak [7] conducted a study to test the application criteria of MBNQA
2002 in the sectors of government organizations. The research concluded that MBNQA criteria model 2002 can be used to
review and measure organizational performance.
Some researchers also tried to identify factors that may affect the application of quality management. Wali [8] examined
factors such as firm size, ownership, cooperation, export, quality experience, leadership style, formal communication, informal
communication, and competition. The research showed that only some factors such as ownership, quality experience, and
leadership styles that affect the application of quality management. Yusof [9] conducted a study concerning the application of
quality management in manufacturing small and medium-scale (small and medium enterprise) in Malaysia. Yusof also
compare the critical success factors of quality management implementation between small and medium enterprises and large
enterprises. The results show there are significant differences on several factors such as management leadership, resource
management, measurement and feedback, and continuous improvement. Research on factors affecting the implementation of
quality management was also done by Hendricks and Singhal [10] and Tesfayohannes [11]. Their results showed the influence
of firm size on the application of quality management. However, this can not be proved by Saraph, Benson, and Schroeder [3]
and Powell [5].
Some researchers also looked at the relationship or influence of ISO on quality management implementation. Gotzamani and
Tsiotras [12] conducted empirical studies to look at ISO 9000 contribution to the company towards total quality management.
They conducted a survey to measure the implementation of quality management in companies that already have ISO 9000
certification in Greece. The results indicated a good contribution of ISO 9000 for quality management implementation. It is
supported by an increase in performance measurements on several factors, although not all of these factors indicate a
significant difference before and after certification
The purpose of this research is to measure the implementation of quality management practices in Indonesian food and
beverages companies based on MBNQA 2011-2012 guideline assessment. It will also identify the influence of business scale
and certification to the results of the assessment.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Starting in 1987, U.S. Government through the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) annually gives awards
to companies and organizations in several fields such as manufacturing, service, education, health, small businesses, and
nonprofit who successfully demonstrated quality and excellent performance improvements. This award is known as the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA). In 2005, Indonesia established Indonesian Quality Award Foundation
(IQAF) who has a similar role with NIST. Annually, IQAF held Indonesian Quality Award which was adopted from the
MBNQA.

Figure 1: Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence Framework
Source: NIST [13]


MBNQA criteria which also known as the Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence are embodied in seven
categories such as shown in figure 1. The leadership category examines how senior management leads the organization and
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how the organization leads within the community. The way organization fulfills its legal, ethical, and societal responsibilities
are also measured in this category. The strategic planning category examines how organization develops its strategic
objectives and action plan, implement their strategies and actions, and develop performance indicator to measures the progress.
The customer focus category examines how organization engages its customer for long-term market success. It includes how
organization listens to the voice of its customer, builds customer relationship and uses customer information to create
improvement and innovation. The measurement, analysis and knowledge management category examines how organization
collects and uses data to improve its performance. The workforce focus category examines organization’s ability to assess
workforce capability and capacity needs and build a conducive work environment. It also examines how organization
empowers and involves its workforce. The operation focus category examines how organization designs, manages, and
improves its work systems and work processes to deliver customer value and achieve organizational success and sustainability.
The result category examines organization’s performance and improvement in five key areas – product and process outcomes,
customer-focused outcomes, workforce-focused outcomes, leadership and governance outcomes, and financial and market
outcomes.


3. METHODOLOGY
The research method diagram can be seen in figure 2. The research was started with literature review to identify research
problem and state the purpose of the research. As was stated before, the purpose of this research is to measure the
implementation of quality management practices in Indonesian food and beverages companies based on MBNQA 2011-2012
guideline assessment identify the influence of business scale and certification to the results of the assessment.


Figure 2: Method Diagram


3.1 Participants
The participants of this research are companies from food and beverages industry in Indonesia. The number of population is
72.494 companies [1]. Based on Krejcie and Morgan [14], the number of minimum samples needed is 382 companies.
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Respondents are senior leaders in the companies who are considered to have enough knowledge about the situation in several
functional areas of the company.
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3.2 Measurement
The measurement was based on questionnaires that were answered by the corporate leaders. The content of the questionnaire
firstly be validated by minimum three experts who came among the corporate leaders. The questionnaire consists of two major
parts. The first part includes profile of respondents and company attributes. The respondent’s profile includes job position and
the years of work at the company. Meanwhile, the company attributes consist of business area, form of business, number of
labors, scope of market, and programs and certifications that have been achieved by company. The second part consists of
indicators based on seven factors that were developed based on MBNQA criteria 2011-2012. These factors are leadership (F1),
strategic planning (F2), customer focus (F3), measurement, analysis, and knowledge management (F4), workforce focus (F5),
operations focus (F6), and results (F7). The response to each indicator was rated on a scale of 1 to 9 with five different type of
answer, from very poor to very good. The influence of business scale and certification to quality measurement result later were
examined using analysis of variance.
3.3 Procedures
The questionnaires were distributed to companies via email. The answered questionnaires then were sorted. Two parts of
questionnaires should be answered completely. Hence, the questionnaires were tabulated. The factors then were tested for their
validity and reliability. Factors that have been validated and considered to be reliable then be calculated. The results later be
analyzed and compared to the previous findings.


4. DATA COLLECTION AND MEASUREMENT
The survey was planned to be conducted online by sending a letter and a web-based link address to corporate emails. 382
companies are needed as samples, but only 100 email addresses that successfully obtained. 100 emails were sent and 18 gave
response. After a further review, only 12 corporate data can be used. It was then decided to get more data by going directly the
respondents. It was done by visiting the exhibition of food and beverage industry and creating an appointment with the
corporate leaders. Finally, 15 additional data obtained from direct visits. Thus, the overall data obtained to be processed further
for this study is 27, where 14 are small and medium enterprises (SME) and 13 are large enterprise. The percentage number of
respondent can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3: Percentage of Respondent Based on Business Scale

Table 1 shows descriptive results of respondents’ profile. Respondents consist of owner, director, manager, and supervisor.
Most of them (48,1%) have worked at the company for less than five years. 25,9% have been worked for five to ten years.
Only a few (3,8%) who have worked for more than 20 years.

Respondent
Position

Years of
work

Table 1: Profile of Respondent
SME (%)
Large (%)
Owner
29,6
Director
3,8
Manager
14,8
25,9
Supervisor
7,4
18,5
< 5 years
29,6
18,5
5-10 years
7,4
18,5
10-15 years
15-20 years
11,1
11,1
> 20 years
3,8
-

Total (%)
29,6
3,8
40,7
25,9
48,1
25,9
22,2
3,8
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Table 2 shows companies’ attributes. Company attributes consist of company age, business form, scope of market and
certification. 40,7% companies are less than 5 years. It indicates a growth trend in this industry. The business form consists of
five types which were regulated by Indonesian government. Scope of market also consists of types, in local city, inter-city,
inter-province, inter-island, and export. It is enabled for a company to have several scope of market. Meanwhile the
certification attribute classify companies which have none certification, only national certification, or national and international
certification. The result shows 48,2% companies have national and international certification, 37% only have national
certification, and only 14,8% who have none of certification. The influence of certification and also business scale to the
quality management result will be discussed in the next section.


Company Age

Table 2: Company Attributes
SME (%)
Large (%)
< 5 years
29,6
11,1
5-10 years
7,4
10-15 years
3,8
15-20 years
11,1
7,4
> 20 years
3,7
25,9

Total (%)
40,7
7,4
3,8
18,5
29,6

Business Form

PT (PMA)
PT (PMDN)
CV
Proprietorship
None

22,2
3,7
18,5
7,4

3,7
44,4
-

3,7
66,7
3,7
18,5
7,4

Scope of
market

In Local City
Inter-City
Inter-Province
Inter-Island
Export

44,4
29,7
37,0
37,0
3,7

37,0
37,0
37,0
40,8
37,0

81,4
66,7
74.0
77,8
40,7

None
National
National+
International

14,8
33,3
3,8

3,7
44,4

14,8
37,0
48,2

Certification

The second part of the questionnaire, the assessment indicators, then were measured by counting the mean of indicators for
each factors. Table 3 shows the measurement results. It later be grouped based on their business scale and the certification to
identify the influence of business scale and certification to the implementation of quality management in companies. The
measurement were done using independent t-test for business scale’s group (only two group) and ANOVA for certification’s
group. Before that, the data should be test for its normality and homogeinity. Based on business scale’s group, factor 3 and 7
were found to be not normal. So, they were tested using Mann-Whitney U test, while factor 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 be tested using
independent t-test. Factor 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 are homogen. Based on certification group, factor 5 and 7 were founded to be not
normal. They later were tested using Kruskal-Wallis H test, while factor 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 be tested using ANOVA. Factor 1, 2,
3, 4, and 6 are homogen.
Factor
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

Table 3: Measurement Results
Details
Leadership
Strategic Planning
Customer Focus
Measurement, Analysis, and
Knowledge Management
Workforce Focus
Operations Focus
Results

Mean
6,250
6,568
3,880
4,863
5,306
5,200
5,929
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5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Data measurement of quality management practices in table 3 shows that the quality management practices in Indonesia are at
intermediate or medium level. The lowest score is factor 3, customer focus (3,880). The highest score is factor 2, strategic
planning (6,568). Based on the scale used, from 1 to 9, the highest factor’s score is still at intermediate level and need to be
increased.
The study of Lau, Zhao, and Xiao [6] in companies in China indicated a better achievement in which the average value for
each factor ranged from 7 to 8. Table 4 shows the comparison of the measurements of quality management in food and
beverage companies in Indonesia with companies (manufacturing and services) in China.


Table 4: Comparison of quality management measurement between companies in Indonesia and China
Results of Quality Management Assessment
Factor
Indonesia
China
F1
6,250
8,020
F2
6,568
7,440
F3
3,880
7,947
F4
4,863
7,633
F5
5,306
7,563
F6
5,200
7,177
F7
5,929
7,213


The measurement results of quality management implementation in companies in China show superiority on each existing
factors. Lau used MBNQA criteria 2002 as guideline assessment. The respondents came from manufacturing and service
sector. While in this study, the criteria were based on MBNQA 2011-2012. The respondents were also limited to companies
engaged in manufacturing sub-sectors of food and beverage industry. However, the result of Lau, Zhao, and Xiao is expected
to give some idea as a comparison of quality management practices among companies of Indonesia and China.
5.1 Identification of business scale influence to quality management practices
Business scale is grouped into two categories, small and medium enterprises (SME) and large. The influence will be seen
whether there are significant differences between factors on these two categories. Table 5 shows the summary of independent
t-test and Mann Whitney U test on the factors.
Table 5 shows that there are significant differences in factor 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. There is no significant difference in factor 2,
strategic planning. The calculation of the average value also clearly indicates the absence of significant differences in this
factor. Some indicators in the assessment of this factor is short-term, medium, and long-term planning, forecasting, back-up
plan, SWOT (Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats) analysis, considerations in strategic planning (economic
conditions, market conditions, customer desires, and competition), making the work plan in accordance with the capacity and
capability, and establishing indicators to measure the progress achieved during the implementation strategy of the company.
The application of these assessment indicators on SME and large scale enterprises in Indonesia did not differ significantly.
SME companies demonstrate the ability of strategic planning that is good enough and does not differ much when compared
with large companies. Based on the existing seven factors, one factor did not differ significantly. Thus, it can be stated that the
business scale has an influence in the implementation of quality management in the company. These results are supported by
the findings of Hendricks and Singhal [10], as well as Tesfayohannes [11]. However, there are also some studies showing there
is no effect between the scale of the business with the implementation of quality management, contributed by Saraph, Benson,
and Schroeder [3], Powell [5], and Wali [8].
Table 5: Measurement of Quality Management Practices based on Business Scale
Business Scale
Factor
Par/nPar
Sig
SME
Large
F1
Par
5,735
6,804
Yes
F2
Par
6,213
6,950
No
F3
nPar
2,438
5,433
Yes
F4
Par
3,600
6,223
Yes
F5
Par
4,552
6,119
Yes
F6
Par
4,342
6,124
Yes
F7
nPar
5,402
6,497
Yes
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5.2 Identification of certification influence to quality management practices
Certifications are grouped into three categories, namely companies that have none of certification, companies that only have
national certification, and companies that already have national and international certification. National certifications consist of
certification from Indonesian food and drugs regulatory agency, named BPOM and Indonesian National Standard, called SNI.
International certifications can be International Standard organization (ISO), Hazard Analytical and Critical Control Points
(HACCP), Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), and other international standards. Table 6 shows summary of ANOVA and
Kruskal Wallis H test which are used to identify the influence of certification to quality management practices.
Table 6 shows that there are significant differences in factor 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 as same as the results showed at table 5. Table 6
also showed companies with national and international certification have the highest score among the other two categories. The
scores of companies that only have national certification are found to be lower on some factors than companies that have no
certification. The post hoc test also showed that there is no significant difference between factors on companies that have no
certification with companies that only have national certification.
Table 6: Measurement of Quality Management Practices based on Companies’ Certification
Faktor

Par/ nPar

None

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

Par
Par
Par
Par
nPar
Par
nPar

6,145
6,783
2,125
3,530
4,841
4,580
5,747

Certification
National
National and
International
5,258
7,045
5,925
6,996
2,662
5,356
3,903
6,012
4,309
6,217
4,004
6,311
5,209
6,539

Sig
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The national certification from BPOM can be differed into three labels, SP, MD, and ML. SP is given to small businesses with
limited capital and supervision provided by the District Health Office / municipality. MD given to companies with greater
capital and are expected to follow the food safety requirements set by the government. While the ML labels are given for
processed food products and beverages that are imported products. The existence of various classifications of certification from
BPOM results in the lack of standardization if we only look at the label of national certification or certification authorities from
BPOM. So, it has to be clearer which type of national certification that the companies have.
The superiority shown by companies with national and international certification in any assessment of factors indicates that the
quality management practices at these companies are better than the two other categories. One type of international
certification that generally owned by company is ISO. ISO is a certification given to companies that have managed to meet a
given set of requirements, depending on the type of ISO certification of registration undertaken by the company. ISO is
required by companies to be more competitive in the global market. Gotzamani and Tsiotras [12] also indicated a significant
difference in the performance of companies that already have ISO certification with those who have not yet.

6. CONCLUSION
This study aims to measure the quality management implementation among food and beverages companies in Indonesia. The
survey was conducted of 27 companies engaged in food and beverage industry subsector. The study lasted four months, from
August 2011 to November 2011. The following are results that can be inferred from the data analysis and discussion that has
been done.
1. The measurement of quality management implementation is based on seven factors with the common assessment
scale 1 (very poor) to 9 (very good). The results of measurements of these factors consist of leadership (6.250),
strategic planning (6.568), customer focus (3.880), measurement, analysis, and knowledge management (4.863),
workforce focus (5.306), operations focus (5.200), and result (5.929).
2. The application of quality management in food and beverage industry in Indonesia is at intermediate level. It is shown
by an average factor value of 5.428.
3. Factor with the highest score is strategic planning (6,568). Factor with the lowest score that needs special attention
from the company is customer focus (3.880).
4. Results identify the influence of business scale to quality management implementation. There are significant
differences on the leadership factor (sig. 0.028), customer focus (sig. 0.000), measurement, analysis, and management
information (sig. 0.000), workforce focus (sig. 0.002), operations focus (sig. 0.004), and the results (sig. 0.009).
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5.

Results also identify the influence of the company's certification to quality management implementation. There are
significant differences in leadership (sig. 0.001), customer focus (sig. 0.000), measurement, analysis, and management
information (sig. 0.000), workforce focus (sig. 0.005), operations focus (sig. 0.001), and the results (sig. 0.015).
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ABSTRACT
Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) has been implemented in Indonesia as a response of congestion caused by toll payment
system inneficiency. The implementation of ETC and the utilization in Jabodetabek is still very low because there are wide
variations in user characteristics and other factors influencing toll users’ preferences in choosing toll payment alternatives. The
main contribution of this research is to analyze user characteristic and determine factors affecting the selection of toll payment
system using nested logit method. Nested logit predicts probability of each alternatives and coefficient of independent
variables that affecting dependent variables. The result of this study shows that transaction time, initial investment, age,
gender, frequency of using toll, and the use of e-toll card are significantly affect consumers’ choice. The most preferred
alternative is e-toll card (37,2%), e-toll pass (34,3%), and cash payment g(28,5%).
Keywords
Nested Logit, Electronic Toll Collection, Discrete Choice Analysis, E-toll Card, E-toll Pass

1.

INTRODUCTION

Toll road was built as an alternative to reduce the congestion that often occurs in metropolitan cities like Jakarta. However,
congestion often occurs in the toll road itself, which is often the case of a very long queue at the toll gate. This is due to the toll
payment system that is not efficient; especially by using the manual payment system that only accept cash. Manual payment
system takes time because every car should stop between 4-6 minutes to make payment on the toll boths. One way to cope with
long queues at the toll gates is to use an Electronic Toll Collection system (ETC).
In an effort to increasing its services, PT. Jasa Marga as the operator of toll roads, has started to implement the use of ETC in
the form of e-toll-card in 2009. However, the ETC facility is only available in some toll roads only. Later, in 2012, PT. Jasa
Marga introduces another alternative payment through ETC that is by using e-toll-pass. E-toll-pass can only be used at tool
booths that have Automatic Toll Gate (GTO) system. E-toll-pass is an electronic toll payment system using communication
devices installed on the vehicle (onboard-unit / OBU) which is automatically detected by the devices installed on the toll booth
/ GTO, so the vehicles passing through the toll booth does not need to stop for transaction. Just like the e-toll-card, e-toll-pass
can only be used on some toll roads only.
Apart from the benefits in reducing congestion at the toll gates, the adoption of ETC usage in Indonesia is still low, where in
the last three years the level of ETC used is only 20% of the total transactions. The low level of use of e-toll card could be
because people are afraid of the risks in adopting new technology that they do not know well [1; 2; 3]. Along with efforts to
increase the use of ETC, it is necessary to investigate factors that may affect users in choosing ETC to pay for the toll, so it can
help PT. Jasa Marga in formulating marketing strategies of ETC. This study aimed to determine factors that affect the user in
selecting toll payment system using Nested Logit method.

2.

METHODOLOGY

Nested logit is one of the Discrete Choice methods that can be used to model problems in the selection of discrete alternatives.
Nested Logit basically using logistic regression method to model discrete choices in the form of a hierarchical strucutre
(nested), which describes the relationship between discrete alternatives as the dependent variable (Yi) and factors that
influence the choice of discrete alternatives as the independent variables (Xij). The goal is to predict the probability of each
alternative (the dependent variable) and to estimate the regression coefficients of each independent variable that may affect the
dependent variable. Logistic regression is a type of regression that is appropriate for use when the dependent variable is
categorical and has value between 0-1, while the independent variable is a variable that has a metric scale.
General notation of the Logit function can be described below [4]:
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P(z) =

(1)

Where P (z) is the probability of the dependent variable, and Z is the utility function of the independent variables. Utility
function is a function that comes from all the independent variables used in the model. General notation of a utility function (z)
is described below:
(2)
Z = ȕ0 + ȕ1x1 + ȕ2x2 + ... + ȕixi
where ȕ0 is a constant parameter, and ȕ1, ȕ2, ȕi is the regression coefficient of the variable x1, x2, xi. Logistic regression
models can be classified based on the structure and number of dependent variables in the model. The simplest type of logistic
regression is a binomial logit, where the dependent variable is only two. While in the multinomial logistic regression, the
number of dependent variable number can be more than two. This study uses a Nested Logit as the number of dependent
variable more than two, and the model has the form of a hierarchy͘



Figure 1: Hierarchical structure of nested logit model

This study uses primary data collected through questionnaires. To simplify the number of trials (the number of questions in the
questionnaire), a "fractional factorial design” was used [5]. Hierarchical structure of the model used in this study can be seen in
Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure of the model in the selection of the toll payment system

Independent variables used in this study are: age, gender, education, marital status, occupation, income, frequency of using toll
in a week, toll road which most often used, whether to use the e-toll card, transaction time and length of queue at the toll gate,
total saving using ETC, bank provider of the e-toll card, initial investment to be able to use the e-toll card.
Dependent variable is considered to have a strong relationship with the costumer behavior that can be formulated in the
following utility function [6].
U = f (V1, V2, V3, ……, Vn)

(3)
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where U is the total value of customer satisfaction, and f (V1,...Vn) is the functional relationship of the independent variables
that affect the value of total customer satisfaction.
To get the values of the constant and coefficients of the regression function, this study uses the Maximum Likelihood
Estimation method (MLE), that is, by maximizing its likelihood function [7]. Mathematically the likelihood function can be
expressed as follows:
(4)
f(xi) = p(xi) yi[1 - p(xi)]1-yi
Since each observation is assumed to be independent, then the likelihood function is the product of the individual likelihood
function, namely:
L(ȕ) =

(5)

To maximize the likelihood function, it is necessary to find the maximum value of the function by using a differential
technique, i.e. by changing the likelihood function into logarithmic form, as follows:
ln L(ȕ) = ln(

(6)

Once the utility function is obtained, then the expected number of consumers who choose an alternative toll can be estimated
using the Nested Logit method. The probability of each alternative j, on branch b, limb l, and trunk r (j | b, l, r) can be
formulated as follows:
P(j|b,l,r) =

(7)

The probability of selecting a particular branch on limb l and trunk r can be written as follows:
P(b|l,r) =

(8)

While the probability of choosing limb l, on trunk r can be formulated as follows:
P(l|r) =

(9)

The probability of selecting trunk r is formulated as follows:
P(r) =

(10)

Hence, the probability of an individual in choosing an alternative can be formulated as follows:
P(j,b,l,r) = P(j|b,l,r) x P(b|l,r) x P(l|r) x P(r)

3.

(11)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data were collected from 210 samples, each consisting of 1890 observations (210 x 9 observations). Results of Nested Logit
estimation can be seen in Figure 3. From the estimation results, it can be seen that costumers tend to prefer Electronic Toll
Collection (ETC) with a probability of 71.53%, where the use of e-toll card is 37.25%, while the e-toll-pass 34.28%. This
means that the majority of toll road users still prefer to use e-toll card instead of the e-toll-pass. But the probability is not very
significantly different. When viewed from the respondents with a low frequency of using toll (1-2 times a week), it can be seen
that the probability of the e-toll-pass is still quite large.
To determine the effect of the independent variables, it is necessary to compare the Wald test with its p-value of each variable.
In Wald test, the null hypothesis is ȕi = 0 (no significant effect), while the alternative hypothesis is ȕi  0 (there is a significant
effect). If the independent variable significantly affect the selection of alternatives (the dependent variable), then the effect can
be seen in the utility function (i.e., whether the regression coefficient is positive or negative). If positive, it will add to the
utility, otherwise will reduce the utility.
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Table 1 shows the result of the Wald test with its p-value. The t critical value for Wald test with Į = 0.05 and df = 20, is 1.96.
From Table 1 it can be seen that factors that significantly affect the individual in choosing the toll payment system are: age,
gender, frequency of using toll in a week, whether to use the e-toll-card, transaction time and length of queue at the toll gate,
and initial investment to be able to use ETC.

Figure 3: Probability of choosing the Toll Payment System

Table 1: Significance test

Variable

E-Pass

P-value test

b/St. error

t-critical

P-value

Į

Conclusions

-2.35486

± 1,96

0.01853

0,05

Transaction Time

-2.16179

± 1,96

0.030634

0,05

reject Ho

Saving

0.972375

± 1,96

0.330864

0,05

accept Ho

Bank Provider

-1.49746

± 1,96

0.134274

0,05

accept Ho

Cash

E-Card

Wald Test

Transaction Time

reject Ho

Initial Investment

-2.13543

± 1,96

0.032726

0,05

reject Ho

Saving

1.91244

± 1,96

0.05582

0,05

accept Ho

Bank Provider

-1.7894

± 1,96

0.073551

0,05

accept Ho

Initial Investment

2.49134

± 1,96

0.012726

0,05

reject Ho

Age

-2.11456

± 1,96

0.034468

0,05

reject Ho

Gender

-2.15549

± 1,96

0.031124

0,05

reject Ho

Education

-0.97676

± 1,96

0.328686

0,05

accept Ho

Marital Status

-0.65342

± 1,96

0.513487

0,05

accept Ho

Occupation

1.94095

± 1,96

0.052264

0,05

accept Ho

Income

1.83422

± 1,96

0.066621

0,05

accept Ho

Frequency of using toll

2.17386

± 1,96

0.029716

0,05

reject Ho

Toll road which most often used

-1.67552

± 1,96

0.093832

0,05

accept Ho

Whether to use ETC

2.17196

± 1,96

0.029859

0,05

reject Ho

Based on the gender variable, it can be seen that the proportion of men who choose ETC system is larger than of women. Men
who chose ETC is 78%, where women who choose ETC (e-toll card or e-toll pass) is 63.9% and 36.1% of them choose to pay
in cash. This shows that men tend to prefer the ETC, while women tend to prefer the manual payment system (in cash). This
may be due to the mindset of men who are able to accept and try new technology than women [8].
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Table 2 shows the constant and coefficients of the utility functions of each alternative. While the probability of an individual in
choosing the toll payment system (i.e. paying by cash, using the e-toll card, or using the e-toll pass) can be seen in formula 12,
13, and 14.
Table 2: Utility Function of each alternative

Choice
Alternatives

Alternatives

Utility Function

Cash

- 0,1737 transaction duration - 0.0096 age - 0,0693 gender - 0,0091
education level - 0,0218 marital status + 0,0295 occupation + 0,0007 income
+ 0,0286 toll frequency - 0,0104 toll segment + 0,1801 use card

E-Card

– 0,2134 – 0,0717 transaction duration + 0,0033 saving – 0,0249 bank 0,0019 investment - 0.0096 age - 0,0693 gender - 0,0091 education level 0,0218 marital status + 0,0295 occupation + 0,0007 income + 0,0286 toll
frequency - 0,0104 toll segment + 0,1801 use card

E-Pass

– 1,1815 + 0.0082 saving – 0.0466 bank + 0.0009 investment - 0.0096 age 0,0693 gender - 0,0091 education level - 0,0218 marital status + 0,0295
occupation + 0,0007 income + 0,0286 toll frequency - 0,0104 toll segment +
0,1801 use card

Alternatives

P(Cash|Manual, Pay Toll) =

(12)
P(E-Card|ETC, Pay Toll) =

(13)
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P(E-Pass|ETC, Pay Toll) =

(14)

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Adoption of Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) by toll road users in the Greater Jakarta (Jabodetabek) area is still low. Using
Nested Logit method, this study aims to look at the effect of user characteristics in selecting toll payment system, which
consists of 3 discrete choices, i.e. payment by cash, using the e-toll card, and using e-toll-pass.
The results of this study show that the characteristics of toll users are significantly influence the selection of toll payment
system. Based on the Wald test, it was found that: age, gender, frequency of using toll in a week, whether to use ETC,
transaction time and length of queue at the toll gate, initial investment to be able to use ETC were statistically affect the
individual in choosing the toll payment system. The results of this study also showed that the toll payment system most widely
used by respondents is the e-toll card (37.2%), followed by e-toll-pass (34.3%), and payment in cash (28.5%), where the
proportion of men who use the ETC is more than that of women. Probability of toll users to use the ETC is 71.55%, which
shows that the ETC is very potential to be developed in the Greater Jakarta (Jabodetabek) area.
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ABSTRACT

The study assessed the quality of public Housing in Nigeria, using accommodation capacities, structural qualities and material
types indicators with a view to highlight the performance of State Housing Corporations in the provision of quality housing
units for sustainable development. The major objectives are to identify the accommodation capacities, structural qualities and
material types used in Housing Corporations’ developments and analyse the relationship between houses developed by State
Ministries of Housing and State Housing Corporations. Literature on relevant topics such as housing policy and housing
development efforts in Nigeria were reviewed. Systematic random sampling technique was adopted to sample three states in
Nigeria. The study reveals that the quality of houses developed by the State Housing Corporations is less than that of the State
Ministries of Housing. Therefore Corporations should improve the materials used in their developments especially by
venturing into local materials in their individual states to guarantee sustainable development.
Keywords
Housing quality, public housing, housing development, housing corporations, ministries of housing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Housing is one of the most basic necessities of life, and the most important durable and long-time basic need of human life
[16]. The relative importance of housing has through the years been generally recognised in the international development
agenda. Virtually most of the studies, policies, programmes and strategies for international development agenda ranging from
those of the International Year of Shelter for the Homeless (IYSH) between 1987 and 1988, to the Istanbul Declaration, the
Habitat Agenda (1996), the Global Strategy for Shelter by the year 2000 (GS – 2000) and the declaration on cities and other
human settlements in the New Millennium (2001) had all acknowledged and affirmed the critical importance of housing [3].
Reference [4] quoted a UN estimates (cited in Durand – Lasserve), which indicated that Africa has the world’s highest urban
growth, with an annual average of 4%. 37% of the total population of Africa live in an urban area and by 2030 the urban
population is expected to account for more than 50% of the total population. Over the next two decades, it was estimated that
nearly 90% of the population growth in Africa will take place in urban areas [2]. In 2008, the Nigerian housing deficit (to meet
such growth) was estimated to be 14 million units, requiring about N35 trillion ($270 billion) to fund. In fact, the World Bank
estimated that Nigeria requires the production of about 720,000 housing units annually for 20 years in order to solve the
housing needs of the country [25]. The agencies involved in housing delivery in Nigeria comprise of the Federal Mortgage
Bank of Nigeria, Private Real Estate Developers, the Primary Mortgage Institutions, Commercial/merchant banks, insurance
companies, pension administrators and State Housing Corporations.
2. BACKGROUND TO STUDY
Housing Corporations, as state owned corporate bodies operate under the general direction and supervision of Boards of
Directors that are appointed by the state governments. The authority to appoint the Boards is almost exclusively vested with
the state governors. This means that the Housing Corporations have separate legal personalities and can therefore enter into
legally binding agreements and contracts with third parties, and they can sue and be sued in a court of law. The states own and
control them by virtue of holding their share capital and appointment of their Board members and key officers [9]. While many
agree that these corporations still have a role to play in the housing delivery system, there is a lack of consensus on how to go
about making them more effective players in the production of quality units for the housing market. Some have suggested
privatisation in one form or the other [10, 11, 9], while others have foresighted that more competition from private developers
will force the Corporations to live up to expectation by producing most cost effective, cheapest and high quality houses in their
respective states [18]. As there was no empirical evidence to justify their performance on housing quality especially for
comparism with other public Housing Institutions, this study bridged the gap by providing in-depth comparative empirical
study using performance indicators like accommodation capacity of the houses, structural quality and material types used.
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Therefore, this study provided the yardstick that can be used to measure the sustainability or otherwise of the present policies
of the State Housing Corporation. The contemporary issue is how far have these Housing Corporations gone in providing
quality housing to the citizens? This refers to the quality of the houses as against that of other public housing institutions like
State Ministries of Housing. When these issues were localised to the North Eastern region of Nigeria, then this research
becomes relevant, soul searching and provide far reaching solution to Housing Corporation problems and the housing dilemma
in general, especially with the growing urban needs for housing. The study sets to answer the questions; what is the
accommodation capacity of the houses? How is the structural quality of the houses? What types of materials were used in
public housing developments in the study area?
The aim of the study is to compare the performance of State Housing Corporations with State Ministries of Housing through
housing quality with a view to highlight the performance of State Housing Corporations in the provision of quality housing
units for sustainable development. To achieve the aim, the following objectives were forwarded;
i) To identify the accommodation capacity of the houses developed by State Housing Corporations and State Ministries of
Housing in North Eastern Nigeria.
ii) To analyse the structural quality of the properties developed by State Housing Corporations and State Ministries of
Housing in the study area.
iii) To find out the type of materials used in the developments by State Housing Corporations and State Ministries of Housing
in the study area.
iv) To assess the differences in accommodation capacities, structural qualities and material types of the houses developed by
State Housing Corporations and State Ministries of Housing in the study area.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW
As far back as 1996, [18] have observed that a little more than 50 years before, fewer than 7% of Nigerians lived in urban
centre (that is, settlements with populations of 20, 000 or more). This proportion rose to 10% in 1952 and 19.2% in 1963. It
was estimated that it was more than 45% in 1996. In fact, Nigerian cities are among the fastest growing in the world. Nigeria
now has more than 7 cities with populations at 1 million; 18 cities, at more than 500,000; 36, at more than 200,000; and 78, at
more than 100,000. As well, there were 5,050 towns with more than 20,000 people [18]. Furthermore, in 2002 [21] estimated
that there are more than 85 cities in Nigeria with at least 200,000 people. Governments at Federal, State and local levels are
therefore concerned with ensuring adequate provision of acceptable minimum standard houses to all households in demand
[22] by implementing policies that address the problems of housing development, such as encouraging local materials
development[20]. Building materials are believed to constitute 55% to 65% of the total cost of construction input. For instance,
the table 1 from [14,15] below shows that iron sheets is the most commonly used roofing material in north eastern Nigeria
while local materials such as mud bricks and wood bamboo were the least. These materials are the most available in Nigeria
and if used effectively can make quality houses.
Table 1: Percentage distributions of households in north eastern Nigeria by type of roofing materials
State
Adamawa
Bauchi
Borno
Gombe
Taraba
Yobe

Mud/Mud
Bricks
10.8
9.9
7.8
17.7
14.4
31.0

Thatch/
Grass
34.5
47.2
19.5
31.7
29.4
17.2

Wood
Bamboo
0.6
1.4
1.6
0.2
0.6
0.9

Iron
Sheets
53.2
33.3
56.2
45.7
43.0
45.9

Cement
Concrete
0.7
0
1.5
0
0
0.1

Roofing
Tiles
0
0
0.2
1.6
0.6
0

Others
0.2
8.1
13.1
3.1
12.0
4.9

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100

Another critical problem in quality housing production in Nigeria is sustainability of existing housing programmes. [8] asserted
that the concept of sustainable development first emerged in the context of ecological and environmental concerns relating to
the impact of human activity especially in developed industrial countries on the natural world. Sustainability is about meeting
the needs of both the present and the future through clear thinking and sound planning. There is serious concern in Nigeria on
sustainability of housing policies, finance, programmes and even housing institutions. It is a tradition in Nigeria and some
African countries that whenever there is a change of government, most of the housing policies, finance system, programmes,
and even institutions will be reshuffled, not because they are not performing but to suit the junta’s interest, while Policy is a
yardstick and cannot be thrown away with whenever and wherever the meaningful result is desired. This position might have
been the reason for the introduction of the numerous housing-related policies witnessed in Nigeria. This includes the
establishment of the Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria (1977); enactment of the Land Use Act (1978); founding of primary
mortgage institutions (1989); floating of the Federal Housing Authority (1990); launching of a National Housing Policy
(1991); introduction of the National Housing Fund (1992); initiation of the ‘Housing for all by the year 2000’ campaign;
endorsement of and prosecution of the Vision 2010 crusade; formation of the various National Development and Rolling Plans;
coming on board of an autonomous Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (2003); ratification of the NEPAD Initiative
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and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs); articulation of the National Policy on Housing and Urban Development
(2004); extensive re-structuring of the banking sector (2006) and a host of such other efforts[1,19]. [24] complained that “with
all beautiful programmes put forward to solve the housing problems in Nigeria, the problems of execution at the managerial
level have been the stumbling block of these programmes”. The numerousity in housing policies in Nigeria may be blamed for
the inconsistencies and overlap in their provisions. This factor further brings confusion to the investing public as they end up
not knowing which policy or legislation takes precedence over the other to guide their housing developments.
The importance of Housing Corporations in housing development in Nigeria and worldwide cannot be overemphasized in view
of the critical need for housing. [6] pointed that one of the major efforts by the government aimed at increasing housing
delivery is the establishment of Federal Housing Authority and the counterpart State Housing Corporations. [5] observed that
internationally, housing investments constitute 2 – 8% of Gross National Product (GNP), 20 -50% of household expenditure
that indicates a significant correlation between the housing sector and the level of a country’s level of economic growth and
development. Housing corporations have over the years assumed a strategic role in the housing delivery process. This can be
attributed to the ever-widening housing delivery gap and the need to bridge the gaps. Although the appellation varies in
different countries, the functions of the Housing Corporations are usually the same and are essentially geared towards housing
delivery. In Nigeria, there are State Housing Corporations of which their names are inclined to the respective state and there is
Federal Housing Authority (FHA), in Kenya, they called it National Housing Corporation (NHC), in Tunisia, Seciete Nationale
Immobiliere de Tunisie (SNIT), Botswana, The Botswana Housing Corporation (BHC), in Namibia, National Housing
Enterprise (NHE), Tanzania, National Housing Corporation (NHC), and in Senegal, Office des Habitations a LogerModere
(OHLM) to mention but a few [5].

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study was carried out through the interview and administration of questionnaire containing various questions on the
components of the houses; such as number of bedrooms, living rooms, toilets, kitchens, availability of a garage, fence and
materials used in ceiling, roof and floor. The data required for the purpose of this study were grouped and presented in the
analysis according to the objectives and scope of the study [13] as demonstrated in table 2 below;
Table 2: Data requirement
Accommodation Capacity
Number of Bedroom
Number of Kitchen/Store
Number of Toilets/Baths
Number of Living Rooms
Open Space
Fence
Garage

Structural Qualities
Kitchen Quality
Toilets Quality
Doors/Windows Quality
Ceiling Quality
Floor Quality
Roofing Quality

Material Qualities
Windows/Doors Materials
Ceiling Materials
Roofing Materials
Wall Materials
Floor Materials

A total number of 500 questionnaires were administered and 311 were collected. The parameters used in measuring the quality
variables of the houses on the questionnaire were presented in table 3 and table 4 below. Individual options were scaled based
on their importance to the general public. Hence, an institution with higher points at each group and or after summation of the
groups is determined to have better quality than the other.
Table 3: Measurement scale on accommodation
Questions
No. of rooms
No. of kitchen/store
No. of toilets/baths
No. of living room(s)
Open space
Fence
Extra space
Garage

Scale
4
Otherwise

3
5-6
Above 2
Above 2
Above 2

2
3-4
1-2
1-2
1-2
Available
Available
Available
Available

1
1-2
None
None
None
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available

Table 3 above presents the parameters used in measuring accommodation spaces in the properties, with four (4) options given.
Table 4: Measurement scale on structural quality
Questions
Kitchen
Toilets
Doors/Windows
Ceiling

Scale
3
Good
Good
Good
Good

2
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

1
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
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Floor
Roofing

Good
Good

Fair
Fair

Bad
Bad

There are three options given on structural quality of the house components in table 4 above. This was because the material
and the accommodations were measured separately.
Table 5: Measurement scale on material type
QUESTIONS
5
Glass
Suspended

4
Glazed
Aluminium
Asbestos sheet

Tiles

Ceramics

Window/door
Ceiling
Roofing
Wall
Floor

SCALE
3
Metal
Wooden
Long span
aluminium
Bricks
Cement secrete

2
Wood

1
Otherwise

Plain Board
Asbestos

Otherwise
Corrugated Iron
sheet
Mud
Otherwise

Sandcrete blocks
PVC

There are five (5) options given on materials as shown in table 5 above.

5. DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
The data collected to answer the Research Questions were statistically presented in mean tables and descriptively analysed.
The term Housing Corporations and Ministries of Housing were abbreviated ‘Corps’ and ‘Mins’ respectively. Analysis of the
data collected for hypotheses was carried out with t-test statistical tool and descriptively analysed.

5.1 Accommodation Capacity of Houses
Table 6: The mean for accommodation capacity of houses developed by corporations and ministries
Bedroom
No.
Corps
Mins
Mean

Kitchen/Store
No.
Corps
Mins

Toilets/Baths
No.
Corps Mins

Living Rooms
No.
Corps
Mins

Open Space

Fence

Extra Space

Garage

Corps

Mins

Corps

Mins

Corps

Mins

Corps

Mins

1.44

1.70

2.04

2.05

2.04

2.37

2.05

2.19

1.90

1.77

1.54

1.50

1.71

1.78

1.19

1.49

Std. Error 0.045
of Mean
Mode
1

0.044

0.016

0.024 0.017

0.039

0.023

0.037

0.025

0.032

0.042

0.038

0.039

0.032

0.045

0.046

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

Std.
0.527
Deviation
Variance 0.277

0.575

0.186

0.312 0.204

0.508

0.277

0.485

0.301

0.425

0.500

0.501

0.457

0.413

0.531

0.598

0.331

0.035

0.097 0.042

0.258

0.077

0.235

0.091

0.180

0.250

0.251

0.209

0.171

0.282

0.357

2

1

The accommodation capacity of most houses developed by State Housing Corporations in North Eastern State are 1 – 2
bedrooms with 1 – 2 number of kitchens, toilets and living rooms. There are open spaces, fences and extra spaces for future
development in the houses. There are more houses without garages than those that have it. However, when compared with the
houses developed by State Ministries of Housing, It can be seen that the major areas of diversion are in the number of
bedrooms, the houses developed by State Ministries of Housing are mostly 3-4 bedrooms capacity in contrast to 1-2 bedrooms
with more kitchens/stores, toilets/baths, living rooms and availability of fencing.
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Table 7: The t – test of significance on mean responds from corporations and ministries on accommodation capacity
Test for Equality of

t-test for Equality of Means

Variances
F

NO. OF ROOMS

Equal variances assumed

Sig.

0.415

t

0.520

Equal variances not assumed
NO. OF KITCHENS

Equal variances assumed

7.843

0.005

Equal variances not assumed
NO. OF TOILETS

Equal variances assumed

407.478

0.000

Equal variances not assumed
NO. OF LIVING ROOMS

Equal variances assumed

58.668

0.000

Equal variances not assumed
OPEN SPACE

Equal variances assumed

45.217

0.000

Equal variances not assumed
FENCE

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances assumed

Mean

Std. Error

tailed)

Difference

Difference

-4.010

309

0.000

-0.253

0.063

-4.045

305.097

0.000

-0.253

0.063

-0.565

309

0.573

-0.017

0.030

-0.592

284.401

0.554

-0.017

0.029

-7.102

308

0.000

-0.325

0.046

-7.654

232.937

0.000

-0.325

0.042

-2.971

309

0.003

-0.137

0.046

-3.127

278.262

0.002

-0.137

0.044

3.141

309

0.002

0.134

0.043

3.246

303.114

0.001

0.134

0.041

0.458

0.042

0.057

0.306

0.743

308

0.743

295.483

0.458

0.042

0.057

9.370

0.002

-1.549

309

0.122

-0.076

0.049

-1.534

283.512

0.126

-0.076

0.050

30.336

0.000

-4.624

309

0.000

-0.300

0.065

-4.679

306.921

0.000

-0.300

0.064

Equal variances not assumed
GARAGE

Sig. (2-

1.052

Equal variances not assumed
SPACE FOR DEVEOPMENT

df

Equal variances not assumed

Table 7 above shows that there is a significant difference in Number of Rooms, Toilets and Garage at 0.001 levels, while
Number of Living Rooms and Availability of Open space are significant at 0.05 level. There is no significant difference in
Number of Kitchen, Fence and Space for Future Development. In addition, t is significant within the institutions at 0.001 in
Number of Toilets, Living Rooms, Open space and Availability of Garage. It is also significant in Space for Future
Development. In contrast, t is not significant within the institutions in Number of Rooms and Fence.

5.2 Structural Qualities of Houses Produced by State Housing Corporations
Table 8: Structural qualities of houses developed by state ministries of housing
Kitchen Quality
Corps
2.50

Mins
2.65

Corps
2.41

Mins
2.58

Doors/Windows
Quality
Corps
Mins
2.50
2.47

Std. Error
of Mean
Mode

0.044

0.043

0.045

0.043

0.043

3

3

2

3

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

Std.
Deviation
Variance

0.578

0.509

0.583

0.509

0.558

0.515

0.613

0.521

0.615

0.487

0.588

0.458

0.334

0.259

0.339

0.259

0.311

0.266

0.376

0.271

0.379

0.238

0.346

0.209

Mean

Toilets Quality

0.044

Ceiling Quality
Corps
2.42
0.047

Mins
2.35

Floor
Quality
Corps
Mins
2.44
2.62

Roofing
Quality
Corps
Mins
2.47
2.71

0.044

0.047

0.045

0.041

0.039

Table 8 above presents that the kitchen, doors and windows, ceiling, floor and roofing components in Housing Corporation
developments were of good quality with 3points each, and toilets were of fair quality with 2points. In contrast, the kitchen,
toilet facilities, floor and roofing materials were also of good quality in Ministries developments, while that of doors and
ceilings were of fair quality.
Table 9: The t – test significance of mean responds from state housing corporation and state ministries of housing on structural quality
Test for Equality
of Variances

KITCHEN QUALITY
TOILET QUALTY

Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed

F
10.811

Sig.
0.001

5.642

0.018

t
2.404
2.435
2.673

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig. (2Mean
df
tailed)
Difference
308
0.017
0.150
306.000
0.015
0.150
306
0.008
0.169

Std. Error
Difference
0.063
0.062
0.063
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Test for Equality
of Variances

DOOR QUALITY
CEILING QUALITY
FLOOR QUALITY
ROOF QUALITY

Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed

F

Sig.

2.193

0.140

10.542

0.001

17.935

0.000

33.732

0.000

t
2.708
-0.360
-0.363
-1.139
-1.157
2.814
2.877
3.892
3.986

df
304.836
306
301.830
306
305.675
306
305.594
306
305.118

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig. (2Mean
tailed)
Difference
0.007
0.169
0.719
-0.022
0.717
-0.022
0.255
-0.075
0.248
-0.075
0.005
0.181
0.004
0.181
0.000
0.238
0.000
0.238

Std. Error
Difference
0.062
0.062
0.061
0.066
0.065
0.064
0.063
0.061
0.060

Table 9 reveals that there is a significant difference between the institutions in Kitchen Quality, Quality of Toilet, Floor
Quality and Roof Quality. There is also a significant difference within the institutions in the Ceiling, Floor and Roofing
Qualities, while there is no significance in Quality of doors both between and within the institutions.

5.3 The material quality of houses produced by State Housing Corporations
Table 10: Material qualities of houses developed by state Housing Corporation
Mean
Std. Error of
Mean
Mode
Std.
Deviation
Variance

Windows/Doors Materials
Corps
Mins
4.11
3.68
0.065
0.080

Ceiling Materials
Corps
Mins
2.91
3.77
0.111
0.073

Roofing Materials
Corps
Mins
2.39
2.79
0.077
0.043

Wall Materials
Corps
Mins
2.07
2.09
0.036
0.031

Floor Materials
Corps
Mins
3.38
3.89
0.071
0.081

4
0.769

4
1.043

2
1.308

4
0.952

3
0.911

3
0.566

2
0.427

2
0.404

3
0.844

3
1.065

0.591

1.088

1.711

0.907

0.830

0.320

0.182

0.163

0.712

1.135

The response in table 10 shows that glass doors/windows, plain board ceiling, long span aluminium, sandcrete block wall and
cement in floors were widely used. The only difference with properties developed by State Housing ministries is in ceiling
materials where the suspended ceiling materials were used instead of plain boards. The table 11 below presents the statistical
relationship between material qualities of housing units developed.
Table 11: The t – test of significant on mean responds from corporations and ministries on material type
Test for Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.
DOOR TYPE
CEILING TYPE
ROOFING TYPE
WALL TYPE
FLOOR TYPE

Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed

22.962

0.000

43.656

0.000

102.973

0.000

1.614

0.205

55.354

0.000

t-test for Equality of Means
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

4.058
4.180
-6.737
-6.533
-4.694
-4.490
-0.345
-0.343
-4.607
-4.714

309
305.798
309
247.654
309
222.489
309
290.031
309
308.680

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.730
0.732
0.000
0.000

Mean
Difference
0.430
0.430
-0.865
-0.865
-0.397
-0.397
-0.016
-0.016
-0.510
-0.510

Std. Error
Difference
0.106
0.103
0.128
0.132
0.084
0.088
0.047
0.047
0.111
0.108

It is clear from the table 11 that there is a significant difference in between the institutions in types of Door, Ceiling, Roofing
and Floor materials used. It can be seen that only in Wall Type there is no significant difference. However, the table also
reveals that there is a significant difference within the institutions in Types of Doors, Ceiling, Roofing and Floor Types used
and there is also no significant difference in the Wall as between them mentioned above.

6. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The reveals that State Housing Corporations were mostly involved in the production of 1-2 bedrooms, State Ministries of
Housing was mostly involved in the production of 3-4 bedroom houses, the types of material and quality in State Housing
Corporation houses were inferior to that of the State Ministries of Housing. The study identified two major quality deficient
areas which are quality of toilets (table 8) and type of ceiling (table 10). These are the only areas, apart from the number of
rooms, that the State Housing Corporation units were ranked lower than State Ministries of Housing and at the same time
showing a significant level of difference between the institutions. The State Housing Corporations also have an edge over State
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Ministries of Housing in provision of a fence (table 6), doors/windows and ceiling quality (table 8) but there is no significant
difference between them. Therefore, the quality of houses developed by the State Housing Corporations is lower than that of
State Ministry of Housing.
The findings of this study confirmed the criticism levelled against State Housing Corporations by [5]. He argued among other
things that quality of houses developed by Housing Corporations is generally low which affect programmes and delivery
capabilities. The findings of this study were further confirmed by personal interviews with staff of both institutions and
physical observation of the houses. Hence, as good housing quality is important to the economic development of the
households and quality of life [17] and also reduces cost of maintenance, hence encourages saving and effective economic
planning. Housing Corporations should improve on the utilisation of standard building material types in their respective states.
This can be achieved through research on locally available building material resources. Housing Corporations should as a
matter of importance device a means of utilising their microfinance banks and security development institutions in funding
such researches toward improving quality housing developments. Reference [12] opined that “the answer to the question
whether Housing Corporations should be privatised or commercialised can best be given by individual (states) considering
their circumstances as revealed by this study. This study agreed that while some states are really trying, some need
improvement as far as quality of houses is concern. Hence, they are not the required solution for efficient housing delivery in
the region.

7. CONCLUSION
The continued government participation in housing delivery has generated a wide range of argument and concerns amongst
analysts and researchers. Housing Corporations are very vital institutions for implementation of public housing programmes
but they are poorly managed. The efforts of the State Housing Corporations in North Eastern Nigeria need applause here, as in
most of the 18 number of the indicators used, their performance are relatively good. This shows that with little effort, Housing
Corporations can be symbols of efficiency which can lead other public housing development institutions toward the provision
of quality houses for sustainable public housing development.
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Simple Dual-Mode Wearable Antenna for Body-Centric Wireless
Communications
Koichi Ito
Graduate School of Engineering
Chiba University, Chiba, 263-8522 Japan
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E-mail : ito.koichi@faculty.chiba-u.jp

ABSTRACT
In recent years, a topic of body-centric wireless communications (BCWCs) has received an increasing amount of attention due
to their potential applications in several areas, such as personal healthcare, identification system, entertainment and medical
applications. Above all, many researchers have considered personal healthcare as the biggest potential application with all
kinds of wearable wireless devices which can be used in on-body and off-body communications. For on-body communications,
the communication range is limited on the human body. Both wearable transmitter and receiver are mounted on the surface of
the human body, and biophysical signals obtained from body sensors can be transmitted along the human body. Off-body
communications usually mean the communication between a device on the surface of the human body and a near external
device. At least one antenna is located on the human body and biophysical signals can be transmitted from the antenna on the
human body to the external device. For on-body communications, relatively low frequency bands (tens of MHz) are of great
interest to a number of researchers, while for the off-body communications, 2.45 GHz ISM (industrial, scientific and medical)
band is a good candidate, because higher data rate can be carried out and license is not needed. In this review paper, we
introduce a simple dual-mode wearable antenna for BCWCs. In on-body mode, the received voltage at 10 MHz and in offbody mode, the reflection coefficient and radiation patterns at 2.45 GHz will be investigated. We consider a practical situation
where the proposed antenna can be used for a medical care system. Some wearable and implantable sensors are mounted on or
implanted into the human body. The proposed dual-mode antenna is mounted on the human arm. Medical information such as
body temperature, blood pressure and heartbeat is transmitted from the sensors at 10 MHz to the receiver which is of dualmode function for on-body communication. After receiving the information, the collected medical data can be transmitted from
the antenna to an external device at 2.45 GHz. For a further study, we will develop more practical and useful wearable
antennas for BCWCs.
Keywords
Wearable antenna, dual-mode, body-centric communications, on-body, off-body
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Single-dopant Atom Devices for Future of Nanoelectronics
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ABSTRACT
Since invention of transistor in 1948, dopant atoms have played key roles in semiconductor technology, and we have utilized
averaged effect of a statistically large number of dopant atoms on electronic properties. However, with continuous
miniaturization of transistors in silicon integrated circuits, the number of dopant atoms is dramatically reduced, reaching even
below ten in the nanometer-sized channel. Thus, we are facing at huge fluctuation in I-V characteristics of transistors due to
individuality of dopant atoms. Nowadays, many researchers in Si technology are working to suppress the dopant-induced
fluctuation.
However, our direction is different, and we are challenging to create a new type of devices, that is, atom transistors. The atom
transistors are promising in terms of the highest density of transistors and the lowest consumption energy in integrated circuits.
We believe that the single-dopant-atom technology opens up future of nanoelectronics.

Fig.1 Schematic view of a single-dopant-atom transistor.

Keywords:
Atom device, single-dopant, silicon, nanodevices, nanoelectronics
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Abstract—We have developed electron beam excitation
assisted optical microscope, and demonstrated its resolution
higher than 50 nm for live cell observation. In the microscope, a
light source in a few nanometers size is excited by focused
electron beam in a luminescent film. The microscope makes it
possible to observe dynamic behavior of living biological
specimens in various surroundings, such as air or liquids. Scan
speed of the nanometric light source is faster than that in
conventional near-field scanning optical microscopes. The
microscope enables to observe optical constants such as
absorption, refractive index, polarization, and their dynamic
behavior on a nanometric scale. We also have developed a direct
electron-beam excitation assisted optical microscope with a
resolution of a few tens of nanometers and it can be applied for
observation of dynamic movements of nanoparticles in liquid. In
the microscope, fluorescent materials are directly excited with a
focused electron beam. The direct excitation with an electron
beam yields high spatial resolution since the electron beam can be
focused to a few tens of nanometers in the specimens. We
demonstrated an observation result of living CHO cells. The
microscope opens new microscopy applications in nanotechnology and nano-science.
Keywords—Optical microscopy, electron scanning microscopy,
near-field optical microscopy, nano-imaging, bio-imaging,
cathodoluminescenc

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nanoimaging of specimens in liquid conditions are highly
required in various applications such as analysis of colloidal
solutions, observation of microcrystal growth and selfassembly process, etc. Especially, imaging of biological
specimens with high resolution is crucial for a deeper
understanding of cell functions. Fluorescence microscopy has
been widely used to analyze the dynamic behavior of cellular
components in living cells, because stained molecules of
interest in the specimens can be imaged with high contrast [1,
2]. In addition, the use of light for cell imaging enables
relatively non-invasive observations under physiological
conditions. However, many structures in cells are small to be
resolved with a standard optical microscope as a consequence
of the finite resolution due to the diffraction limit of light.
Recently, several concepts for super-resolution techniques
have been developed and proposed for observations of
nanostructures in cells [3–6]. Fluorescence microscopy is
required to become an even more useful tool for biological
analysis with nanometer-scale resolution.

Near-field optical scanning microscopes [7-9] (NSOMs)
are possible to overcome the resolution limitation, because they
confines illumination area on the specimen is by small aperture
of metal-coated fiber probe [10-13], or apertureless tip probe
[14,15], optically-trapped gold particle [16], solid immersion
lens [17], non-optically probing technique [18]. Images are
acquired by scanning the small aperture near specimen surface
while keeping a constant distance from the specimen surface. A
common method of keeping probe-specimen distance is
detection of shear forces between the end of the near-field
probe and the specimen surface [19,20].
In the NSOMs low throughput [11] of the small aperture
limits the scanning speed, because accumulation of signal is
required in order to obtain a higher signal-to-noise ratio.
Throughput of the fiber probe is given by  (d/)4 where d is
the diameter of the aperture and  is wavelength. Signal-tonoise ratio decreases in proportion to the fourth power of the
diameter of the aperture, and worsens rapidly with increasing
the resolution. Therefore, the scanning speed of the fiber probe
is restricted by difficulty of keeping the probe-specimen
distance and low signal-to-noise ratio. The low frame rate of
the NSOMs limits the applications to observe dynamic process
of living biological specimens or other fast phenomena.
Here, we present electron beam excitation assisted optical
(EXA) microscope in which electron beam focused on a
luminescent thin film excites nanometric light source near the
specimen. The light emission is well known as
cathodoluminescence [21,22]. It is possible to excite a light
source of a nanometric size, because electron beam can be
focused to a few nanometers. EXA microscope combines
scanning electron microscopy that has nanometric resolution
and optical microscopy that is advantageous to dynamic
observation of living biological specimens.
II.

2. DEVELOPMENTS OF EXA OPTICAL
MICROSCOPY

Figure 1(a) shows schematic diagram of the proposed EXA
microscope. An electron beam is focused on a luminescent
film. A specimen is put on the luminescent film directly. The
inset in Fig. 1(a) shows magnified image of the luminescent
film and the specimen. Nanometric light source is excited in
the luminescent film by the focused electron beam. The light
source illuminates the specimen, and the scattered or
transmitted radiation is detected with a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The light source is scanned by scanning of the focused
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electron beam in order to construct on image. Figure 1(b)
shows the structure of sample holder used in EXA microscope.
A square aperture of 100 × 100 m2 size was fabricated on
silicon substrate and sealed by SiN film with a thickness of 50
nm.

from the specimen was collected by a lens with numerical
aperture 0.65 and detected with a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
(Hamamatsu Photonics, R7400-U20). Images were
reconstructed from the signal detected with raster scanning of
electron beam using a computer. We used polystyrene latex
spheres dispersed on the SiN film directly as specimens for
resolution verification. The latex spheres were dispersed in
monolayer, which was confirmed with an atomic force
microscope (Seiko, SPI-3800).
Figure 2(a) shows observation results of latex spheres of 50
nm diameter with EXA microscope. Figure 2(b) shows
intensity distribution on the solid line indicated in Fig. 2(a). It
is recognized that EXA microscope can resolve aligned spheres
of 50 nm diameter clearly. We believe that the developed EXA
microscope has a potential to achieve a few tens nanometer
resolution because electron beam can be focused in a few
nanometers.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of EXA microscope. The scanning electron
microscope (SEM) is used for excitation and scanning of nanometric light
source and the optical microscope is used to detect the light. (b) Layout of
silicon nitride membrane.

In EXA microscope, focusing of the electron beam confines
the size of optical spot instead of small apertures used in
conventional NSOMs. A few tens nanometer size optical spot
is produced easily, by electron beam focused in a few
nanometers area. The microscope has a potential to observe
dynamic activities of living biological specimens with video
frame or faster frame rate, because electron beam can be
scanned with modulation of magnetic or electric field without
any mechanical moving parts. Higher signal-to-noise ratio is
possible, by using highly efficient luminescent film for electron
beam irradiation.
Another unique advantage of EXA microscope is the
possibility to observe specimens in various environments, such
as air, gases, liquids, as well as vacuum. The luminescent film
separates air or liquids surrounding specimens from vacuum
where electron beam is focused. Since electron beam energy is
converted to light at the luminescent film, and scattered and
transmitted radiation from the specimen is detected as signal,
vacuum is not required on the specimen side. If the
luminescent film does not have enough strength for the
separation, one may support the film with transparent thin film.
To verify feasibility of the high resolution EXA
microscope, we used silicon nitride (SiN) film of 50 nm
thickness as a luminescent material [23] and all optical
components were inserted in vacuum chamber of scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL, JSM-6390). SiN film emits
blue to ultra-violet (UV) light by irradiation of electron beam.
We confirmed in a preliminary experiment that SiN film of 50
nm thickness had enough strength to separate 1 atm air
pressure from vacuum.
In the experiment, electrons were accelerated with 10 kV
voltage and focused to a 8 nm diameter spot on the SiN film to
excite nanometric light source. Scattered or transmitted light

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Observation image of 50nm diameter latex spheres with EXA
microscope. (b) Intensity distribution on the solid line indicated in (A). The
latex spheres were dispersed in a monolayer on SiN surface.

III.

3. D-EXA MICROSCOPY FOR DIRECT
EXCITATION

We also have developed a direct electron-beam excitation
assisted optical microscope (D-EXA microscope) combining a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a fluorescence
microscope [24,25]. The D-EXA microscope is another type of
the super-resolution fluorescence microscopes, which has the
advantages of spatial resolution of a few tens of nanometers,
and the ability to image dynamic behavior of nanoparticles in
liquid conditions. In the microscope, fluorescent particles,
which is can be used for labeling of biological specimens, are
placed on the film used as the electron transparent window, and
irradiated with a focused electron beam to directly excite
luminescence. A high spatial resolution is achieved by direct
electron beam excitation through the film, since the electron
beam can be focused in a smaller region than that of light even
if some of the electrons are scattered in the film. Specimens
can be observed in their native state in a liquid environment,
because the film is used to separate the environment of the
specimen from the vacuum in the microscope. The excited
luminescence with the electron beam is the so-called
cathodoluminescence [26-29]. In this work, we observed the
dynamic behavior of fluorescent nanoparticles in solution, and
demonstrated the application to live cell imaging in culture
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solution using a prototype D-EXA microscope in order to
demonstrate the potential for live cell imaging.
Figure 3 shows the principle of direct excitation with a
focused electron beam in the D-EXA microscope. Specimens
are directly placed on a thin film, and irradiated with an
electron beam through the thin film. The focused electron beam
directly excites luminescence. The electron beam can be
focused to an area of approximately 2 nm in diameter in
vacuum [29], and the focus spot was broaden in a few tens
nanometers region by electron scattering in the film and
specimens. The scattering was estimated with Monte-Carlo
simulation [30]. High spatial resolution can thus be realized by
exciting with this focused electron beam.

the thin film, nanoparticles move away from the surface of the
film and the nanoparticles disappeared from the observed
image. On the contrary, when the ZnO nanoparticles moved
close to the surface of the film, the nanoparticles were observed
in the luminescence image as shown within the solid circles in
Fig. 4(c). Figures 4(f)-4(j) show ZnO nanoparticles moving
along the surface of the film. As shown in Figs. 4(f)-4(j), the
ZnO nanoparticle, indicated by an arrow in the figures, moved
in a planar direction with changing luminescence intensity.
Figure 4(k) shows a track of the moving ZnO nanoparticle. The
ZnO nanoparticle moved a total of 1 m over 96 s. We also
observed other nanoparticles randomly moving with the change
in the luminescence intensity. The change in the luminescence
intensity showed that the nanoparticles move up and down
within the focal plane of the electron beam.
These results demonstrated that fluorescent materials and
their movements in a liquid can be observed with direct eletron
beam excitation in the D-EXA microscope.

Fig. 3. Principle of the D-EXA microscope.

We observed living MARCO-expressing CHO cells, using
the D-EXA microscope to confirm the potential for live cell
imaging. In order to observe cells in our method, cells were
directly cultured on the Si3N4 film. After incubation, the
culture dish was set to the specimen holder of the D-EXA
microscope and observed.

Since the thin film separates the vacuum from the
environment such as air or liquid where the specimens are
placed, the specimens do not need to be in vacuum and it is
possible to observe the dynamic behavior under various
conditions. The D-EXA microscope allows for the analysis of
cell functions in the nanometer-scale under physiological
conditions.
We selected 100 nm zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles
(SIGMA-ALDRICH, PN. 544906) as fluorescent materials that
can be excited with an electron beam. The microscope also
required an electron-transparent film to separate the vacuum
section from atmospheric pressure to observe specimens in a
liquid. A silicon nitride (Si3N4) film was employed as the thin
film. The thickness of the film was 50 nm with a size of 50 m
x 50 m.
We observed the movements of ZnO nanoparticles in
ultrapure water to demonstrate the potential to observe the
dynamic behavior of nanoparticles in a liquid. ZnO
nanoparticles move by convective flow in the droplet. The
observation was started just after the droplet containing ZnO
nanoparticles was dropped on the thin film. The dynamic
behavior of the moving nanoparticles was observed and tracked
by time lapse imaging.
The observation result is shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(e) show five
frames from the video. The video was acquired at 3 fps with
the size of 256 x 256 pixels. Figures 4(f)-4(j) show magnified
images of the respective areas indicated by the squares in Figs.
4(a)-4(e). In Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), the ZnO nanoparticles
indicated by the dashed circle disappeared in the subsequent
image. Since the electron beam was focused on the surface of

Fig. 4. Observation results of the movements of 100 nm ZnO nanoparticles
in a water solution. (a)-(e) Time lapse images of the movements of ZnO
nanoparticles. (f)-(j) Magnified images of the areas indicated by the squares in
Figs. 4(a)-4(e). The ZnO nanoparticle indicated by the arrow moved along the
surface of the film. (k) An analysis of the movement of the ZnO nanoparticle.

Figure 5(a) shows a luminescence image of the cells
acquired with the D-EXA microscope, and Fig. 5(b) shows a
phase contrast microscope image. Cells were observed in
culture solution without any treatments, such as fixation and
drying. The shape of each cell was clearly recognized and
some bright spots were observed in cells. We believe that the
bright spots indicated with arrows were auto-fluorescence of
intracellular granules and light- grey regions were autofluorescence of cell membranes. It is clearly demonstrated that
the D-EXA microscope is useful tool for observation of living
biological cells in physiological conditions.
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applications because it realizes a new tool in nano-technology
and nano-science.
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[3]
Fig. 5. Observation results of living cells using the D-EXA microscope. (a)
A luminescence image of living MARCO-expressing CHO cells in culture
solution without any treatments. The intracellular granules indicated with
arrows are observed as white sports and the cell membranes are observed as
light-gray contrast against the dark-gray background. (b) A phase contrast
microscope image of the living cells. It represents the same area as Fig. 5(a).
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Abstract— The purpose of this paper is to investigate an
application of a piezoresistive microcantilever for gas sensor
using a dynamic mode operation. The working principle of the
microcantilever sensor is based on the measurement of
microcantilever deflection or resonance frequency change due to
the objects attached on the microcantilever surface. The
measurement was performed by using Wheatstone bridge circuit,
which is constructed by two piezoresistors in the microcantilever
and two external resistors, in order to measure the resonance
frequency shift of the microcantilever vibration. The result shows
that the voltage of oscillation peak-to-peak from the output of
Wheatstone bridge circuit, which represents the microcantilever
vibrations, decreases with the time due to the gas detection. This
occurs due to the resonance frequency shift caused by the
addition of gas molecules mass on the microcantilever surface.
This result indicates that the developed system can be used as gas
sensor.

Keywords— microcantilever; piezoresistive; gas sensor;
dynamic mode; amplitude

I. INTRODUCTION
In
a
last
decade,
a
development
of
a
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology has
promoted an innovative microcantilever-based sensors. Such
sensors have big potential to replace many conventional
sensor systems because of a relatively low cost of production,
high sensitive, rapid response, and a reduced size of the active
area (typically 10-6 cm²) [1-3]. Moreover, the microcantilever
sensors have been investigated in the fields of environment,
medicine, chemistry, physics, and biology. Basic principle of
the microcantilever sensor is a detection of the microcantilever
bending, so called as deflection, due to the attachment of the
objects (bacteria, virus, glucose, molecule gas, etc.) on the
microcantilever surface.
Gas sensor is one of important issue in the industry. For
many industries, monitoring and controlling gas are needed for
efficient and savety of the production process. A rapid and
accurate measurement of the gas have become a challenge for
a long time. Recently, MEMS technology-based
microcantilever sensor is very popular to miniaturize various
kinds of sensors, including the gas sensor. However, to our
knowledge, few experiment studies have been devoted on the
detection of the gas [4-6]. Especially, Liquefied Petroleum
Gas (LPG) detection has not been reported. So far, our group

have studied the detection of humidity using piezoresistive
microcantilever and the design of the microcantilever for
chemical object detection [7,8]. In this work, we investigate
the possibility of piezoresistive microcantilever as the gas
sensor using the dynamic mode measurements. Here, a
Wheatstone bridge circuit is constructed in order to detect a
change of piezoresistor in the microcantilever due to the gas
molecules attached on the microcantilever surface.
II. DYNAMIC MODE MEASUREMENT
The microcantilever sensor has two operation modes, i.e.,
static mode and dynamic mode. The static mode operation
directly measures the deflection of the microcantilever. For the
dynamic mode operation, the deflection of the microcantilever
is not directly measured. The dynamic mode one measures the
resonance frequency shift of the microcantilever vibration due
to the object detection. In the experimental setup, the
microcantilever is usually placed on the piezoelectic. When the
microcantilever is vibrated by giving a signal generator to the
piezoelectric, the resonance frequency of the microcantilever
can be calculated by equation (1) [9].
݂ ൌ

ଵ
ଶగ

ට



(1)

ெ

where k is the spring constanta and M is the effective mass of
the microcantilever.
Next, the addition of mass on the microcantilever surface
will cause a decrease in the resonance frequency. Therefore,
mass changes 'm can be obtained from the resonance
frequency shift caused by molecular adsorption according to
the equation (2) [9].

(2)
ο݉ ൌ  െʹ ο݂


From the equation above, a mass sensitivity S of the
microcantilever-based sensors is as follow,
ܵൌ

ο
ο

ൌ  െʹ




(3)
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piezoresistors in the microcantilever and two external
resistors. The piezoresistive microcantilever used here is
commercially manufactured by Seiko Instrument Inc., Japan.
Even the microcantilever was designed to be an atomic force
microscope application, we suggest that the sensor system
with same microcantilever structure in Fig. 2 can be used for
chemical sensor, including gas detection. A long
microcantilever has a length of 110 P m, a width of 50 Pm,
area 9.80 x 10-5 cm2 (both sides), weight 46 ng, spring
constant 40 N/m and piezoresistor R1 of about 630 : [11]. The
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of this
microcantilever can be seen in Fig. 3. It is noted that the short
microcantilever with piezoresistor R2 of about 630 : is a
reference cantilever, which was designed to be unchangeable
during the measurement. Such reference cantilever is crucial
in order to reduce background noise, such as thermal drift and
gas turbulence [12].

(a)

Figure 2. Block diagram of the whole sensor system

(b)
Figure 1. (a) Microcantilever vibration before and after molecules detection,
(b) Resonance frequency shift due to the molecules detection

Figure 1(a) shows illustrations of the microcantilever
vibration before (1) and after (2) the target molecules attach
on the microcantilever surface. Before the molecules attach on
the microcantilever surface (1), the microcantilever has the
deflection of δ0 and vibrates with a certain frequency of f0
[10]. The microcantilever then captures the target molecules
(2), resulting in the change in both resonance frequency due to
the additional mass ('m) of the microcantilever, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The resonance frequency shifts to lower value, after
the target molecules are captured on the microcantilever
surface.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the experimental setup, the microcantilever sensor
system consists of function generator, Wheatstone bridge, OpAmp and oscilloscope, as shown in the Fig. 2 [7]. The
Wheatstone bridge circuit was constructed by two

The output of Wheatstone bridge (∆V) in Fig. 2 could be
written as οܸ ൌ ሺܴଵ ܴଷ െ ܴଶ ܴସ ሻܸΤሺܴଵ  ܴଶ ሻሺܴଷ  ܴସ ሻ. Such
∆V will be modified if the value of piezoresistor R1 changes
due to the gas detection. The ∆V is then amplified by amplifier
instrument, resulting in Vout, which is monitored by
oscilloscope. It is noted that the gas molecules attached on the
microcantilever surface causes the microcantilever deflection,
so that the stress on the base of the microcantilever increases.
This results in the change in the piezoresistor, which is located
in the base of microcantilever.

Figure 3. SEM image of the piezoresistive cantilever

In the measurement based on the dynamic mode operation,
the activation of the piezoelectric will vibrate the
microcantilever with a certain frequency. In our work, the
sensor system is firstly placed inside the box, and the
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resonance frequency of the microcantilever vibration was
measured. Next, Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) is introduced
in box, and then the resonance frequency shift was measured
by the oscilloscope.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In present experiment, we recorded the ∆V oscillation
peak-to-peak (Vpp) which represents the microcantilever
vibration change due to the gas flow into the box. The ∆V
oscillation is then analyzed by a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). Figure 4(a) shows the FFT graph before LPG gas is
introduced into the box. It is found that the resonance
frequency of the microcantilever vibration is about 318 kHz.

measured the ∆V oscillation in the fixed frequency of 318
kHz, the detected Vpp is not always at the peak of the
resonance frequency. The value of Vpp, which is indicated by
A-F points (see Fig. 5(a)), changes may be due to the
resonance frequency shift to the left (see Fig. 5(b)). When the
resonance frequency shifts to the lower value, the detected Vpp
reduces. After the time of 200 s, the attached gas molecules
are saturated so that there is no Vpp change. We suggest that,
since the value Vpp in Fig. 4(b) reached a constant after about
250 s, the resonance frequency ahift is about 57.14 kHz, such
shift represents the mass change 'm of about 16.5 ng due to
the gas molecule on the microcantilever surface.

(a)

Peak-to-peak ∆V oscillation Vpp (mV)

(a)
Gas on

1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

(b)
0

100

200

300

400

500

Time (s)

Figure 5. Illustration of relationship between the decrease in the Vpp and the
resonance frequency shift

(b)
Figure 4. (a) FFT analysis of the initial resonance frequency and (b) change of
peak-to-peak ∆V oscillation due to gas detection

Next, the gas is introduced and then the change of ∆V
oscillation peak-to-peak (Vpp) is recorded, as shown in Fig.
4(b). It can be seen that, before the gas is introduced, the Vpp is
almost constant of about 1400 mV. When gas enters the box at
the time of 155 s, the Vpp abruptly decreases. After the time of
200 s, the Vpp slowly decreases, and then there is no significant
change in Vpp. We suggest that the decrease in the Vpp due to
the gas flow corresponds to the resonance frequency shift, as
our illustration in Fig. 5. In present experiment, since we

V.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the possibility of the piezoresistive
microcantilever as the LPG gas sensor using the dynamic
mode measurements. The Wheatstone bridge circuit was built
in order to detect the resonance frequency shift due to the
detection of the gas. The gas detection is indicated by the
decrease in the microcantilever vibration amplitude, which
represents the resonance frequency shift. Even the linearity of
gas-cantilever response relation and the coating of the
microcantilever surface need to be clarified, we believe that
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such results open up the possibility of the gas detection using
piezoresistive microcantilever-based sensor.
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Abstract—Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) provides distinctive
characteristics to photodetectors based on optical confinement
and carrier confinement, resulting in enhanced light absorption
and sensitive detection of photo-generated carriers, respectively.
Specifically, the waveguiding modes in the SOI photodiode can
be induced by the diffracted light from the surface plasmon
antenna on top to give an enhanced light sensitivity, and
wavelength and polarization selectivities. The carrier
confinement in the SOI body enables one-by-one detection of the
photo-generated carriers in SOI MOSFET, leading to the singlephoton detection. In this report, such new features of
photodetectors attained by SOI will be introduced.
Keywords—silicon-on-insulator (SOI); photodetector; surface
plasmon (SP) antenna; single-photon detection

I.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is a unique material comprising
of a single-crystal silicon layer, buried silicon dioxide (BOX)
underneath, and a supporting silicon substrate. It is widely used
as a material for high-performance large-scale integrated
circuits (LSIs) due to the low parasitic capacitance and
complete electrical isolation between devices [1],[2]. In
addition, extremely thin SOI MOSFET is regarded as a viable
device structure for LSI scaling down to 20 nm node and
beyond because of the superior short-channel characteristics,
etc.[3] Considering these, it is worthwhile to develop SOIcompatible photodetectors to give new function to LSIs.

Purnomo Sidi Priambodob, Djoko Hartanto
†

Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia
Depok, Indonesia

efficiently absorbed by the Si photodiode placed nearby. Based
on such an idea, SOI photodiode with SP antenna in Fig. 1(a)
was designed [4], in which thickness of the gate oxide
separating the antenna and the Si was minimized (~5 nm)
insofar as the leakage current through the oxide is prevented.
According to the finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
simulation, the proposed photodiode exhibited high light
absorption efficiency at the wavelength determined by the
period of the SP antenna grating, and one order of magnitude
higher quantum efficiency (QE) than that of the case without
SP antenna was expected. For example, efficiency of 37% was
expected for 550 nm wavelength light with 100 nm thick Si

Surface plasmon
antenna (Au)

Vr
n+

OPTICAL CONFINEMET

Thickness of the silicon layer used in high-performance
SOI LSIs is thin (usually less than 200 nm), and the light
absorption efficiency is low. In order to solve this problem,
surface plasmon (SP) antenna was applied to lateral pnjunction photodiode. Surface plasmon is a charge density wave
propagating on the surface of noble metal (e.g. Au, Ag), which
can be resonantly excited by the incident light if a periodic
grating structure is made of the metal. Because of the intense
near field generated by the surface plasmon, light can be

p+
SiO2

p-Si layer
Si substrate

(a)

Vsub

Surface plasmon
antenna (Au)

Vr

In addition, SOI also provides distinctive characteristics to
photodetectors based on optical confinement and carrier
confinement, which lead to enhanced light absorption and
sensitive detection of photogenerated carriers, respectively. In
this report, such new features of photodetectors attained by SOI
will be discussed.
II.

Vg

Vg

n+

p+
SiO2

p-Si layer
Si substrate

(b)

Vsub

Fig. 1. Schematic cross-section of the lateral pn-junction SOI photodiode
with surface plasmon (SP) antenna [4],[5]. (a) Continuous-grating antenna
with thin (~5 nm) gate oxide, and (b) separate-grating antenna with thick
(~100 nm) gate oxide [6],[8].

and 200 nm period Au antenna grating [4].
However, expected enhancement was not experimentally
achieved due to the optical loss in the Ti adhesion layer
inserted between Au antenna and the gate insulator SiO2 [5].
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Fig. 2. Fabricated SOI photodiode with surface plasmon (SP) antenna
corresponding to the structure in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 5. Spectroscopic quantum efficiency (QE) for TE-polarized light.

Fig. 3. Spectroscopic external quantum efficiency (QE) of the fabricated
photodiode. SOI thickness is 95 nm.

This problem was later solved by adopting the separate-grating
antenna with thick (~100 nm) gate oxide shown in Fig. 1(b)
[6],[8].
Fig. 2 shows the optical and electron micrographs of the
fabricated photodiode according to Fig. 1(b) [6]. The lateral pnjunction photodiode has a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
structure, and the SP antenna also works as a gate electrode. By
applying appropriate voltages to the gate and substrate, nearly
entire p area can be made depleted, and the QE is maximized.
Fig. 3 shows the spectroscopic sensitivity of the fabricated
photodiode for various grating periods. The QE peaks at a
specific wavelength determined by grating period of the SP
antenna. For instance, QE of 25% (enhancement by a factor of
8.2) can be obtained at 680 nm wavelength with a 300 nm
period grating.
Fig. 4 shows the polarization angle dependence of the
external QE. TM polarization is the condition in which the
grating direction is parallel to the magnetic field of the incident
light, and the surface plasmon can be excited most efficiently
by the grating coupling. As is expected, QE becomes
maximum at TM polarization, and the extinction ratio to the
minimum at TE polarization is as high as 46.

SP antenna has functions of wavelength and polarization
filters, and more importantly, diodes with different
characteristics can be integrated easily in one chip since the
filter characteristics can be tailored only by the layout design
without changing the materials. This feature brings a new
opportunity to spectroscopic and polarization imaging.
In terms of efficient use of the near field, the device
structure with thick gate oxide in Fig. 1(b) is not necessarily
appropriate. Moreover, due to the separate-grating structure,
propagation of the surface plasmon across the grating is less
likely. In order to understand the mechanism behind the
separate-grating structure, the spectroscopic QE for TEpolarized light, which is not favorable to excite surface
plasmon, is measured. As shown in Fig. 5, new QE peaks are
found at wavelengths different from those for TM-polarized
light.
This phenomenon can be explained based on the dispersion
relationship (i.e. propagation wavelength Og in the waveguide
vs. free-space wavelength) for the Si slab waveguide of SOI
layer sandwiched with infinitely thick SiO2. The theoretical
dispersion (solid lines in Fig. 6) [7] coincides well with the
experimental relationship between the grating period and the
peak wavelength (symbols in Fig. 6) [8], indicating that the QE
is enhanced by the coupling of the diffracted light from the
antenna grating with the waveguide modes in the Si slab. This
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Fig. 7. Schematic cross-section of the SOI MOSFET single-photon detector.
(a) Double-layer-gate type, and (b) single-layer-gate type.

is unique to SOI structure, where the light can be confined in
the Si with high refractive index surrounded by the SiO2 with
low refractive index.
III.

CARRIER CONFINEMENT

In the SOI MOSFET, generation of minority carriers in the
Si body leads to the change in the threshold voltage (floating
body effect), since the carriers cannot be drained easily. Due to
the down scaling of the device, threshold voltage change
caused by a single carrier becomes large enough to be
observed, realizing a new type of single-photon detector that
counts photo-generated carriers one by one without
multiplication.
Fig. 7 shows the verified device structures with an n-type
channel. The double-layer-gate device in Fig. 7(a) confines the
photo-generated holes in the potential well created by the
applied voltages to upper and lower gates [9],[10]. In this case,
electron current in the bottom channel is modulated by the
stored hole below the lower gate. The single-layer-gate device
in Fig. 7(b) confines holes in the potential well formed by the
npn junction [11]. Similarly, the stored holes are detected by
the electron current in the bottom channel.
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Fig. 6. Dispersion relationship for the Si slab waveguide of SOI layer
sandwiched with infinitely thick SiO2 (black solid lines, left/bottom scales),
and relationship between peak wavelength and grating period for the
photodiode (red symbols, right/top scales).
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Fig. 9. Pulse count rate with respect to the photon incident rate.
The later is the nominal value obtained by multiplying areal light
intensity and the area of p region.

The double-layer-gate device has merits of higher
sensitivity to the stored holes due to the smaller potential well,
and larger photosensitive area corresponding to the p offset
region, but has a drawback of the complex structure. The
single-layer-gate device has a simple structure similar to that
for ordinary LSI. Hereafter, we will focus on the former device
[10].
Fig. 8 shows the drain current waveforms for different
levels of light intensity. Current levels are discrete, and
correspond to the number of stored holes of 0, 1, 2, 3 ... from
the lowest level. The rise of the current is caused by the hole
generation by photo-excitation, and the fall is caused by the
hole recombination. As the light intensity increases, the pulse
frequency increases, and at the same time, probability of the
higher current levels increases. Dark counts at zero
illumination intensity is less than 0.02 s1, which is about four
orders of magnitude lower than that of avalanche photodiode.
Low operation voltage around 1 V is another superior point.
Fig. 9 shows the relationship between the pulse count of
drain current and the photon incident rate for various
wavelengths. Count rate increases proportionally to the photon
incident rate, supporting the single-photon detection, and the
proportionality constant is the QE for each wavelength. The
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Fig. 11. An example of the drain current histogram corresponding
to the waveform for 4.5 μW/cm2 in Fig. 8. Solid lines are Gaussian
fitting curves.

wavelength dependence of the QE is shown in Fig. 10, together
with the light absorption by the Si layer with the same
thickness (50 nm) as that of MOSFET, calculated using
absorption coefficient. The QE and light absorption curves are
parallel to each other indicating that the spectroscopic
characteristics of the QE is governed mainly by the Si
absorption coefficient. One order of magnitude smaller QE
than the light absorption is caused by the opaque metallic upper
gate, and could be improved by replacing the gate with
transparent one.
Thanks to the extremely small dark counts, minimum
detectable optical power (NEP) is as low as 7.7u1018 W/Hz,
although the QE is low (1.3% at 400 nm). However, due to the
small light receiving area, the detectivity D* is calculated to be
4.3u1012 cmHz/W, which is comparable to that of pin
photodiode.
It is possible to extract the lifetime of a few holes by
analyzing the drain current waveforms. Specifically, histogram
of the drain current is made as shown in the example of Fig.
11. Here, the peaks from the left correspond to the number of
stored holes of 0, 1, 2 and 3, and the probability of state for
each number of holes can be calculated from the peak height.
Fig. 12 shows the relationship between the probability of
state and the count rate (i.e. hole generation rate), and solid
lines are theoretical curves obtained from the steady-state rate
equations. By optimizing the hole lifetimes W1, W2 and W3 for

100

Fig. 12. Relationship between probability of state and count rate
(hole generation rate) for different numbers of stored holes. Solid
lines are theoretical curves based on the rate equation.

Fig. 13. Hole recombination rate (inverse of hole lifetime) with respect to
the drain current for different numbers of stored holes.

hole numbers 1, 2 and 3 to minimize error, 11, 5 and 2 ms are
obtained, respectively.
Fig. 13 shows the hole recombination rate (inverse of hole
lifetime) vs. drain current controlled by the upper gate voltage
VUG. The recombination rate is nearly proportional to the
number of stored hole nh, and electron current to the power
0.41. This result contradicts the previous report [9] of the direct
proportionality to the current, suggesting the indirect
recombination of holes via traps.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this report, an SOI photodiode with SP antenna and SOI
MOSFET single-photon detector are introduced. In the former,
optical confinement effect specific to SOI contributes to the
enhancement of QE, and in the later, carrier confinement effect
(floating body effect) enables the detection of single holes
generated by the incident light. The unique characteristics
utilized in these photodetectors, along with the evolution of
SOI-based LSIs, will open up new opportunities of
optoelectronic integrated circuits.
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Abstract— We study nanosize-effect in lateral nanoscale p-n
and p-i-n junction devices under light illumination. Current
versus voltage (I-V) and current versus time (I-time)
characteristics were investigated at low and at room temperature.
At low temperature, only p-n junction devices show a photon
sensitivity in I-V characteristics due to co-existence of donoracceptor pair. At room temperature, both devices show
photovoltaic nature, i.e., increase of reverse current is observed
under light illumination. In addition, devices with narrow
channel-width tend to produce larger photocurrent which is
ascribed to the nanosize effect.
Keywords— Nanoscale p-n and p-i-n junctions; individual
dopants; nanosize effect

I.

Introduction

Silicon based p-i-n and p-n devices have been commonly
used for a variety of photonic and electronic applications
along with semiconductor history [1]. Taking advantages of
present fabrication technology, recently, novel properties of
nanoscale p-i-n and p-n junctions have been studied and their
advantages have been demonstrated [2–7]. Co-axial p-i-n and
p-n nanowires are reported to be highly efficient in solar cell
applications [2,3]. Two-dimensional (2D) p-n junctions are
known to have a higher breakdown voltage and a lower
capacitance than conventional p-n junctions [6]. Also, 2D p-n
junctions
have
enhanced
photoluminescence
and
electroluminescence efficiency, because of quantummechanical confinement effect of carriers [7]. Thus, nanoscale
p-i-n and p-n diodes are of increasing importance for novel
photodevices.
It is important to be noted that as devices are scaled down
into nanometer scale, the number of dopant atoms is limited
and countable. In this nanoscale regime, individual dopant
atom potential may influence the device operation. In fact,
nanoscale MOSFETs with doped-channels have been
intensively studied [8–15]. In those single-dopant devices,
individual potentials of dopant atoms are intentionally utilized
as miniaturized quantum dots. The role of individual dopant
atoms in nanoscale lateral p-n junctions at low temperature has
also been reported [16]. Since room temperature operation is
the main goal for more practical application, it is important to
study room temperature behavior of nanoscale lateral p-n and

p-i-n junctions and their characteristics under light
illumination. The effects of nanosize also need to be clarified.
In this work, we first present a review of low temperature
characteristics of nanoscale lateral p-n and p-i-n junction
devices. Next, we study room temperature characteristics and
the effect of channel width. The devices are characterized in
dark and under light illumination. As a result, at low
temperature, only p-n junction devices show a photon
sensitivity in I-V characteristics which is ascribed to the
charging and discharging of donor-acceptor pair by
photogenerated carrier. At room temperature, we found that
both p-n and p-i-n devices show photovoltaic nature, i.e.,
current is enhanced in the reverse bias condition under light
illumination. It is even more important that, narrow channelwidth devices show higher photo response and it is ascribed to
the nanosize effects.
II.

Methodology

We fabricated and studied two types of nanoscale diode, pn and p-i-n. Schematic device structure, bias configuration and
schematic top view for both devices are shown in Fig. 1. The
nanodiode was patterned on silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
structure using electron beam lithography. The width, length,
and thickness are estimated to be 15, 1000, and 5 nm,
respectively. Boron and phosphorus atoms were selectively
diffused to create lateral p-n junction and p-i-n devices. In p-n
junction devices, a co-doped region was doped with
phosphorus and boron simultaneously. Boron concentration is
higher than phosphorus concentration. For both devices, final
phosphorous and boron concentration derived from secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) are estimated to be ND  1 ×
1018 cm-3 and NA  1.5 × 1018 cm-3 respectively. In the p-i-n
devices, an area in the middle part of the nanowire was kept
un-doped. The nanowire is covered with a 10-nm-thick SiO2
layer. The p-Si substrate (NA  1.5 × 1015 cm-3) is used as a
backgate. The thickness of the buried oxide layer is 150 nm.
Devices were measured in a vacuum chamber of an
electrical measurement system. p-type region was connected
to the voltage source, while n-type region and substrate were
kept grounded. Light is illuminated onto the device from a
halogen, light emitting diode (LED), or a monochromatic light
source in the visible wavelength range. Light source is
connected with optical fibers through a quartz window. The
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Fig. 1. Schematic device structure, bias configuration and
schematic top view of p-n and p-i-n junction area.

illumination area in the device has a diameter of about 3.2
mm. By dividing the measured optical power at the sample
surface over the illumination area and the photon energy, the
incident photon flux is estimated.
For analysis, we performed low temperature (~20 K) and
room temperature measurement (~296 K). In both conditions,
the devices were measured in dark and under light
illumination.
III.

ExperintalResultsand
Discussion

A. Low temperature measurement
We measured anode current versus voltage (I-VA)
characteristics at T ~ 20 K. Anode voltage was swept from
negative to positive while substrate voltage (Vsub) was kept
constant at 0 V. The main results of low temperature
characteristics had been reported in our previous work [16]
and will be briefly summarized in this paper. Typical I-VA
characteristics in semi logarithmic scale for p-i-n and p-n
devices at low temperature are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b)
respectively. Both devices show current enhancement under
light illumination indicating that both devices are
photosensitive. Although both devices show similar
photosensitive behavior, it is apparent that only p-n junctions
device show noise feature under light illumination. For further
analysis, we focused on p-n junction devices and performed
current versus time (I-time) measurement for fixed VA and Vsub
in the noisy region. In dark, current is constant, while under
light illumination, current switch between two or more levels
and is observed as random telegraph signal (RTS). By
increasing photons intensity (), we found that the number
RTS increases, indicating that the RTS is triggered by

Fig. 2. Low temperature I-VA characteristics of (a) p-i-n devices and (b)
p-n junction devices. Only p-n junction devices show noise feature under
light illumination [16].

photons. I-time characteristics in dark and under light
illumination of several photon fluxes are shown in Fig. 3. As
reported detail in our previous work, the noise feature is
ascribed to the charging and discharging of photoexcited
carrier by donor-acceptor pair in the depletion region. It is
known that, at low temperature, most dopants are freeze-out
[17]. The ionized donors and acceptors create a potential
landscape with hills and valleys allowing electrons and holes
to flow as diffusion current. The diffusion current in this
device is used as a sensor to sense potential fluctuation in the
channel. In dark, current is constant with time indicating no
potential fluctuation. Under light illumination, photogenerated
carriers can be trapped by ionized dopants causing a sudden
potential change. This is sensed as anode current fluctuation
(RTS) in the I-time characteristics. Since individual dopants
basically can only accommodate a single photogenerated
carrier, we suggest that, at low temperature, the nanoscale p-n
junction devices can be utilized as single photon detectors.
B. Room temperature measurement
As low temperature characteristics have been clarified, it is
important to analyze room temperature behavior for more
practical application. For that purpose, we increased the
temperature up to 296 K. I-VA characteristics were measured
in dark and under light illumination. Typical I-VA
characteristics in dark and under halogen light illumination for
several photon fluxes () for p-i-n devices (a) and p-n devices
(b) are shown in Fig. 4. Current, in absolute value, is plotted in
a semi logarithmic scale; horizontal axis is applied voltage
from negative (reverse) to positive (forward).
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Fig. 3. I-time characteristics in dark and under light illumination. Under
light illumination, current switch between two or more levels. By
increasing incident photon flux (), from bottom to up, number of RTS
increases, suggesting that current jumps are triggered by photons [16].

In dark, both p-i-n and p-n devices show rectifying nature
which is typical characteristics of conventional diodes, i.e.,
current flow in forward bias and is blocked in reverse bias
condition. Although both devices have different structure, p-in and p-n devices show identical I-VA characteristics. Lower
current in the p-n junction devices in the forward bias
condition comes from the fact that p-n junction devices tend to
have narrower channel size due to multiple etching processes
during device fabrication. Under light illumination, both
devices show photovoltaic effect, i.e., reverse current
increases in negative direction by increasing photon flux (),
as shown in Fig. 4.
Although both devices show the same photovoltaic effect,
apparently some differences can be observed. At larger
forward bias condition, p-n junction devices show strong
dependence on . On the other hand, p-i-n junction devices
show almost photon-independence. These results indicate that
p-n junction devices are more sensitive to . The origin
behind this behavior most likely comes from the fact that final
dimension of the p-n junction devices are narrower compared
to p-i-n junction devices. This is caused by additional
consumption of silicon by the double doping process in the codoped region in p-n junction devices, as previously stated. The
origin of the photocurrent enhancement under forward bias in
p-n junction devices can be described as follows.
Due to narrow channel width in the p-n junction devices,
resistance of the channel becomes high and the channel
becomes insulator-like. Under bias condition, potential along
the channel is tilted allowing electrons and holes to flow.
Under light illumination, additional electrons and holes are
generated in the channel. A small number of electrons and
holes which are generated in the depletion region are
immediately drifted in the opposite direction from the main
diffusion current. As a result, the diffusion current is slightly
reduced. On the other hand, large number of photo-carriers
generated in the channel beyond the depletion region is

Fig. 4. Typical room temperature I-VA characteristics of (a) p-i-n and (b)
p-n junctions in dark and under light illumination. Both devices show
photovoltaic effect under halogen light illumination, i.e., reverse current
increases by increasing photon flux.

flowing in the same direction with the main diffusion current
due to potential difference. This photo current increases the
diffusion current.
Next, we study the effect of channel-width on device
characteristics. Since both p-i-n and p-n devices show
identical behavior, we focus only on the p-n junction devices.
Fig. 5 shows typical I-VA characteristics in dark (a) and under
light illumination (b) for devices with channel length of 1000
nm and channel width varied from 275 to 1000 nm. From Fig.
5 (a), it is apparent that, in dark, current level increases by
increasing channel width. These results are consistent with
theoretical prediction. It is well known that dark current in p-n
junction devices is proportional to the device area (A).
Increasing the device width will eventually increase the dark
current as well. Observation of reverse bias current under light
illumination, however, is surprising. As shown in Fig. 5 (b),
for VA below 0 V, devices with narrow channel-width tend to
have larger current enhancement under the same . The trend
of current enhancement for several devices with different
channel width is plotted in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Current enhancement (I) due to light illumination for several
devices with different channel-width. Narrow devices have larger I
indicating that they are generating current from photons efficiently.
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Abstract—This paper presents experiments and results on
lung tuberculosis (TB) identification by using computer. This
research’s attempt is to reduce patient waiting time in obtaining
X-ray diagnosis result on lung TB disease due to the mismatch
the ratio of radiologist to the number of patients, especially in
remote areas in Indonesia. To imitate radiologist which make
visual examination on textural feature of thoracic X-ray images
to make diagnosis, we exploit textural features calculated by
computer to be used as descriptor in classifying images as TB or
non-TB. We used statistical feature of image histograms by
calculate five features: mean, standar deviation (std), skewness,
kurtosis, and entropy. Features calculated where then reduced to
two and one principal feature using Principal Componen
Analysis (PCA) method. Finally, we used minimum distance
classifier as classifier method based on two and one principal
feature as descriptor. This experiment results shown that it is
possible to classify TB and non-TB images based on statistical
features on image histogram.
Keywords— X-ray image; Tuberculosis; statistical feature;
PCA; minimum distance classifier

I.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid computer applications in medical areas provide
many advantages in healthcare applications. Some
applications include: telemedicine, medical image analysis,
and databases on medical information such as medical record
or medical image. Medical image analysis is related to the
specific purposes of medical image that is one of diagnostic
tools. X-Ray image is one kind of medical images used as
diagnostic tools. Our previous research on making
identification on disease based on X-Ray image was a research
on Osteoporosis Image of proximal femur X-Ray Image [1],
[2].
A thoracic X-Ray image commonly is used by physician as
diagnostic tool to find some diseases related to human lung,
such as lung TB. Tuberculosis is a disease caused by an
infection of Myobacterium tuberculosis [3]. It is a systemic
disease that can strike any part of human organs with lung as
the primary infection. In 2009, World Health Organization
reported that Indonesia was the world’s fifth largest TB
patients population.
To make an X-Ray image, the patient will need several
days before receiving the result. X-Ray image need to be
examined, diagnosed, and notated by radiologist before given

to the patient. In Indonesia, the number of radiologist expert
doesn’t match the number of patient [4]. This condition
makes the waiting time for patient to receive X-Ray images
result relatively longer than those in advanced countries,
especially for patient from remote areas in Indonesia.
Our research is to develop an application based on pattern
recognition to identify lung TB using computer. Identification
using computer in this research is conduct using thoracic X-ray
image of the patient. The images classification of TB image
and non-TB image will be based on their image textural
feature. This application is expected to give benefit to TB lung
patients to reduce the waiting time in obtaining the result.
II.

UDERLYING THEORY

A. Statistical Image Feature
If u is a random variable that represent of image grey level,
probability of one level occurance from grey level is defined
as [5]:

pu x #

the number of pixel with grey level x

(1)

the number of pixel in an image

Statistical features can be derived from the equation above as:
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From those formula, the most common histogram feature are:
mean = m1 , varians = P2 , std = P 2 , skewness = P3 ,
kurtosis = P4  3 , and entropy.
B. PCA for Feature Vector Dimension Reduction
Feature vector dimensions reduction by PCA method is to
specify as many varians as possible using as few variables as
possible [6]. In PCA, the original data are transformed into new
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lower dimension coordinate systems. These new coordinate
systems can remove redundancies. However, we have to
consider between effisiency achievement must and sufficient
information result in this features extraction. Fig.1 shown
flowchart on PCA algorithms for dimension reduction used in
this research.
C. Minimum Distance Classifier
The Minimum distance classifier is one of the decisiontheoretic approaches to recognition that based on the use of
decision (or discriminates) function [7]. Let x = (x1, x2, … xn)T
represent the n-dimensional descriptor vector for W descriptor

classes: 1, 2, …. ,w. Suppose that we define the prototype
of each descriptor class to be the mean vector of the descriptor
of that class:
mj

1
¦ xj
Njx Z
j

j

1, 2,  , W

(5)

where Nj is the number of pattern vectors from class j

Fig.1. Flowchart of PCA feature dimension reduction from n to 1.
The distance between descriptor vector x and the mean
vector can be computed using the Euclidean distance:

Dj x

x  mj

j 1, 2,  , W

(6)
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Then descriptor x is assigned to be the member of class i if
Dj(x) is the smallest distance. Selecting the smallest distance
means evaluating the function:
dj x

x T m j  1 mTj m j
2

j

1, 2,  , W

(7)

and assigning x to class i if dj(x) yields the largest numerical
value.
The decision boundary between classes i and i for
minimum distance classifier is:

d ij x

d ij x  d ij x

0

(8)

Using this decision boundary function, substitution of any
descriptor from class i would yield dij(x) > 0 and substitution
of any descriptor from class j would yield dij(x) < 0.

III.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The data used in this research are the copy of digital X-ray
thoracic images from Dr.Sarjito Hospital Yogyakarta. We used
50 thoracic X-Ray images to design this application; i.e. 25
images of healthy persons and 25 images of patients with Lung
TB. All images were previously identified by radiologist. The
design was broken down into two major steps: to find the
image descriptor and to build an application for lung TB
identification. Finding descriptor was performed on pre-

processing image and feature extraction processes. The preprocess image was useful to reduce non-uniformity data.
Feature image extraction process was consisted of: features
image calculation, features image dimension reduction, and
features image selection as image descriptor. The application
for lung TB identification based on image descriptor selected
was built using minimum distance classifier method. Tests on
identification accuracy of this application was done for 70 test
images; i.e. 30 images of healthy persons without disease, 10
images of bronchitis-infected persons, and 30 images of Lung
TB patients.
A. Pre-processing
The raw data acquired from Radiology Unit of Sardjito
Hospital are not-uniform data. The non-uniformity the images
covered in qualities, sizes, and body position X-Ray images.
Fig. 2 shows data images and their histograms. Pre-processes
was performed before image feature extraction to reduce the
non-uniformities. Steps on this process are shown in Fig. 3.
Image pre-process was consisted of image quality
enhancement and object isolation. Image quality enhancement
is conduct by using spatial filtering and histogram equalization
of image. Spatial filtering is for noise reduction and pixel
intensity transformation using histogram equalization is used
to enhance image quality and make intensity level of all data
in uniformity. Object isolation was aimed to select the region
of interest (ROI) of the image. The ROI was an image area
which its feature will be measured. ROI image taken to deal
with non-uniformity in data size and human body pose of raw
data image.

Fig. 2. Raw data images and their histogram.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of raw data images pre-processes
Proper ROI image had an important role on calculating the
best image feature for image classification. Getting ROI image
in this experiment was broken down into three steps: cropping
rectangular shape of thoracic images, resizing images and take

logical area of ROI images based on pre-determined shape.
Fig. 4 shown raw data image (a) and image after cropping
process (b). This process eliminated image and image area
without pulmonary part from X-Ray thoracic image at once.
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Pre-determined shape of ROI in this experiment was used four
different shapes as shown in Fig. 5.
B. Features Images Extraction
Radiologist searched specific features to diagnose Lung TB
by examining X-ray image visually [3]. To imitate this work,
this experiment calculated textural features based on statistical
feature of image histogram. Five statistical image features are
calculated from 50 image sample, that are mean, standard
deviation (std), skewness, kurtosis, and entropy. From feature
image calculation we have 5 dimension feature vectors. Feature
dimension reduction and selection is conduct to reduce features
vectors from 5 to 2 and 1. We used PCA method in this process
to make sure that selected feature is the most principal feature
of image. These two dimensions of principal features and one
dimension principal feature will be used as image descriptors.
We also chose the best ROI from four pre-defined ROIs to
be used in image identification. Image data plotted based on
descriptor for all ROI template used in image pre-processing
step. Selection was then made by comparing Euclidean
distance and Mahalanobis distances between TB class and
normal class for each ROI. The ROI showed the longest
distances between classes was chosen as the best ROI and was
be used as ROI in the next process.
C. Images Identification
We used minimum distance classifier method in image
identification application. We made two applications: image
identification based on one image descriptor and based on two
image descriptors, and compared them. Decision function in
minimum distance classifier was made based on feature vector
resulted from feature image extraction. Test on image
identification as TB diseased image and normal image
application was performed by making image identification of
70 sample thoracic X-ray image. In this research, application
performance evaluated by its accuracy, fault acceptance rate
(FAR), and fault rejection rate (FRR) [8].
Accuracy

# True identification
# Sampel

FAR

# Fault Accepted Elements
# Sampel

FRR

# Fault Rejected Elements
# Sampel

(9)

(10)
(11)

Fig. 4. Image data before and after cropping.

Fig. 5. Pre-determined shapes of ROI image.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Feature Extraction on Raw Images
Experiment in raw image feature extraction performed by
extracting feature from raw data image without pre-process
step. Five statistical features of image histogram were
calculated in feature extraction; i.e. mean, standar deviation
(std), skewness, kurtosis, and entropy. This calculation
yielded 50 X 5 feature matrix. Based on this matrix, PCA was
aimed to reduce five dimension feature vectors down to two,
and then down to one feature. These component features
would become the descriptor of image. Fig. 6 shows plots of
raw image data based on two descriptors from PCA feature
dimension reduction. Fig. 7 shows raw images data plots
based on one descriptor (plots on image feature line).
Experiment in image feature extraction from raw data
image showed extracted features could not be used as specific
feature to classify image as TB or non-TB image. Those figure
showed that many image data were overlapped between two
classes. This was caused by the non-uniformity of raw data
images.
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Fig. 6. Plots of raw images data based on two descriptors.

Fig. 7. Plots of raw images data on image feature line.

B. Features extraction on pre-processed images
In this experiment, raw data image was pre-processed
before feature extraction. Pre-processed was aimed to reduce
the non-uniformities. As mentioned above, we used four predetermined ROI images in pre-processing. Fig. 8 shows a
clustering achieved from pre-processed image plots based on
two descriptors for each ROI shape. Fig. 9 shows preprocessed image plots based on one descriptor, for each ROI
image.

(a) Used ROI1

(b) Used ROI2

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 shows that ROI2 and ROI4 gave better
performance in clustering data image then other ROIs. Table 1
shown Euclidean distances and Mahalanobis distances
calculated from image plots based on two image descriptor of
each ROI and Table 2 for image plots based on one descriptor.
Those table shows that ROI2 template gave the longest
distance. From this calculation results we took ROI2 as ROI
templates in further process.

(c) Used ROI3

(d) Used ROI4

Fig. 8. Plots of pre-processed data image based on two descriptors from PCA feature dimension reduction for each ROI.
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(a) Used ROI1
(c) Used ROI3

(b) Used ROI2
(d) Used ROI4

Legend:

j.

Fig. 9. Plots of pre-processed images data above one component feature for each pre-determined ROI

TABLE 1. EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE AND MAHALANOBIS DISTANCES BETWEEN
TWO DIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTORS OF TB CLASS AND NORMAL CLASS FOR EACH ROI TEMPLATE
Distances

ROI1

ROI2

ROI3

ROI4

Euclidean between mean descriptor two classes

19.6091

Mahalanobis distance between descriptor mean of TB class
and all descriptors of normal class

3.6106

14.8860

8.4277

14.3275

25.6790

18.6382

24.8969

Mahalanobis distance between descriptor mean of normal
class and all descriptors of TB class

4.1437

27.0854

16.9891

16.2793

TABLE 2. EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE AND MAHALANOBIS DISTANCES BETWEEN
ONE DESCRIPTOR OF TB CLASS AND NORMAL CLASS FOR EACH ROI TEMPLATE
Distances
Euclidean between mean descriptor two classes
Mahalanobis distance between descriptor mean of TB class
and all descriptors of normal class
Mahalanobis distance between descriptor mean of normal
class
and all descriptors of TB class

C. Image Identification
Image classification in this experimen is conduct using
ROI2 for object isolation in pre-processing image. We use
minimum distance classifier method in classifying image data
based on two image descriptors and one image descriptor. We
define boundary decision in minimum distance classifier using
two componen and one componen feature of 50 source of data
image. Fig. 10 shown decision boundary line for minimum
distance classifier based on two image descriptor and Fig. 11

ROI1
19.6029
3.0227

ROI2
14.8859
20.0858

ROI3
8.4148
15.9174

ROI4
14.3219
13.4158

4.0796

25.5369

7.4206

16.0064

shown decision boundary point for minimum distance classifier
based on one image descriptor. Decision boundary line for
minimum distance classifier based on two descriptors image is
defined by equation:
(12)
Decision boundary point for minimum distance classifier based
on one descriptor is defined by as:
(13)
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Decision boundary line (blue line) for minimum distance classifier
based on two descriptors
15

descriptor2 = -0.0031*descriptor1 + 2.5287e-014

10

descriptor2

5

0

-5

-10

-15
-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0
descriptor1

2

4

6

8

10

Fig. 10. Decision boundary line (blue line) for minimum distance classifier based on two descriptors.

Fig. 11. Decision boundary point (black point) for minimum distance classifier based on one descriptor.

TABLE 3. IMAGE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS

Images sample test

Identification result
Positive TB

Negatif TB

30 images of healthy persons

0

30

30 images of Lung TB patients

28

2

10 images of Bronchities patients

1

9

We used test images; i.e. 30 images of healthy
persons without disease, 10 images of bronchitis-infected
persons, and 30 images of Lung TB patients. All images data
had been examined and been diagnosed by radiologistb. Tests
result shown in table 3. Classification performance wereshown
from its accuracy, fault acceptance rate (FAR), and fault

rejection rate (FRR). Experiment on image identification using
two and one principal component image feature shows same
results. The systems classification performance test results
are: accuracy: 95.7%, FAR: 3.33%, FRR = 6.67%.
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V.
1.

2.
3.

4.

CONCLUSION

Pre-processed images before feature extraction with
filtering, histogram equalization, and image segmentation
could be used to reduce non-uniformity on raw data
image to improve image clustering.
Feature dimension reduction using PCA assure that
selected feature is the most principal feature on image.
The best ROI shape on image segmentation was ROI2
which is shows lung area with as few as possible of nonlung area.
The results on identification of 70 image tests using two
and one descriptors were: accuracy: 95,7%, FAR: 3.33%,
FRR = 6.67%. These results indicate the possibility on
identifying lung TB automatically based on image
textural features.
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Abstract— Operation speed of the single-photon detector based
on the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistor (MOSFET) is affected by the noise and
minority carrier lifetime, both of which are found to be
dependent on the substrate bias. The noise spectrum are obtained
at various substrate voltages in dark condition while keeping the
average drain current constant. The noise becomes minimum at
around the transition point between front- and back-channel
operations, and in the back-channel region near the transition
point. On both negative and positive sides of the substrate
voltage, the noise shows peculiar Lorentzian spectra. Minority
carrier lifetime is evaluated by the analysis of drain current
histogram at different substrate voltages. It is found that the
peaks in the histogram corresponding to the larger number of
stored holes become higher as the substrate bias becomes more
positive. This can be attributed to the prolonged lifetime
presumably caused by the higher electric field inside the body of
SOI MOSFET. It can be concluded that, once the inversion
channel is induced for detection of the photo-generated minority
carriers, the small absolute substrate bias is favorable for short
lifetime and low noise, leading to high-speed operation.
Keywords— Substrate bias effect, Low-frequency noise, SOI
MOSFET, single-photon detector, minority carrier lifetime
Introduction
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Dud
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substrate biases in search of optimum operation condition of
the SOI MOSFET single-photon detector.
II. EXPERIMENTS
This time, we focus on the ordinary n-channel SOI MOSFET
without offset region as shown in Fig. 1. It has n+ poly-Si-gate
and p- channel region with dopant concentration less than 1015
cm-3. The SOI is of a wafer-bonding type supplied by Soitec
[4]. Thicknesses of buried oxide, SOI and gate oxide are 145,
50 and 5 nm, respectively. The gate length is fixed at 300 nm,
and the channel width is varied among 90, 95 and 110 nm. In
the noise measurement and the hole lifetime analysis, we
changed Vsub, while keeping the drain current at the constant
level of 1 nA by adjusting the front gate voltage Vg. The drain
current noise was measured in dark condition at 300 K, and
the hole lifetime was evaluated by the analysis of drain current
histograms for different levels of light intensity also at 300 K.

Vg
Vd

I. INTRODUCTION
It has been reported that a short- and narrow-channel siliconon-insulator (SOI) metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistor (MOSFET) can operate as a single-photon detector,
featuring dark counts several orders of magnitude smaller than
that of conventional avalanche photodiode (APD), and low
operation voltage less than a few volts [1], [2]. Although this
SOI MOSFET had a special double-gate structure with a short
lower gate (LG) and a long upper gate (UG) covering the p-doped offset area between LG and n+-doped source/drain, it
was later found that the ordinary SOI MOSFET with LGsource/drain overlap can operate as a single-photon detector
with the same feature [3], In order to improve the performance
of this detector low-frequency noise in the output and lifetime
of the photo-generated holes stored in the body of the
MOSFET must be analyzed, which are closely related to the
dark count rate and the operation speed of the single-photon
detection. In this paper, we will describe the behavior of the
drain current noise and the hole lifetime under different

Id

gate

5 nm
50 nm

n+

145 nm

Buried

p-

n+
SiO2

p-Si substrate
Vsub
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the SOI MOSFET. Thicknesses
of buried oxide, SOI and gate oxide are 145, 50 and 5 nm,
respectively.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Analysis of drain current noise
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Vsub (V)

10-20

Noise SId (A2/Hz)

Figure 2 shows an example of Id-Vg characteristics with Vsub as
a parameter ranging from -10 to 10 V. Drain voltage Vd is kept
at 50 mV. From these data, front-gate threshold voltage Vth
corresponding to the Id of 1 nA is extracted for setting the
operation condition and further analysis. Figure 3 shows noise
power for the bandwidth of 5 Hz, and the threshold voltage Vth
plotted against the substrate voltage for various channel
widths. In the Vth-Vsub characteristics, the deflection point 1
corresponds to the transition point between front- and backchannel operations, and the deflection point 2 to the transition
between inversion and accumulation conditions at the buried
oxide/substrate interface [5]. The noise levels show horseshoe
shape, and become low at around the deflection point 1 and in
the back-channel region between deflection points 1 and 2.

-10
-9
-8

10-22

-7
-6
-5
-4
-3

10-24
10-26
0.1

Drain current Id (A)

10-20

1.E-07
10
1.E-09

Noise SId (A2/Hz)

1.E-08
-9

Vsub = -10 V
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E
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110 1

Back
channel

0.0

-1.0
-1.5

90
95

0.5

-0.5
Deflection
points
2

10-22
10-24

Vd= 50mV Id= 1nA

BW = 5Hz

Threshold volt. Vth (V) @Id=1 nA

10-16

-2.0
0
-5
5
Substrate voltage Vsub (V)
Fig. 3 Noise power and front-gate threshold voltage Vth at 1
nA as a function Vsub. The gate length is fixed at 300 nm,
channel width is varied among 90, 95 and 110 nm.
10-26
-10

10
Frequency (Hz)
(a)

Vsub (V)

3
0
10-24

0.1

Fig. 2 Id-Vg characteristics with Vsub as a parameter. Drain
voltage Vd is kept at 50 mV. Device sizes are L= 300 nm and
W= 110 nm.

4

10-22

10-26

Gate voltage Vg (V)

Noise power (A2)

E

1/f

1.E-06

10-20

1/f 2

Vsub = 10 V

1.E-05
10-5

10-18

Vd= 50mV
Id= 1nA

1k

Vd= 50mV
Id= 1nA
1/f 2

1
2

-1
-2

100

E

-3
1/f
1

10
100
1k
Frequency (Hz)
(b)
Fig. 4 Drain current noise spectra for (a) front-channel
(-10 Vsub -3V), and (b) back-channel (-3 Vsub 4V)
operations. Device sizes are L= 300 nm and W= 95 nm.

Figure 4(a) shows the drain current noise spectra for frontchannel operation in -10 Vsub -3V. It can be seen that, as
the Vsub decreased, the Lorentzian noise at high frequency
increases only in the plateau level at first (), and after that,
the noise spectra asymptotically approaches a single 1/f 2 line
(), indicating that the plateau level increases and the cut-off
frequency decreases simultaneously. The similar noise
behavior was found by D. S. Ang, et al. in the nearly fully
depleted SIMOX SOI n-MOSFET operating at a low drain
voltage, and they attributed this to the generation and
recombination (GR) of carriers via bulk electron traps [6]. It is
interesting to see the resemblance regardless of the difference
in SOI material. Figure 4(b) shows the noise spectra for backchannel operation in -3 Vsub 4V. The similar behavior of
the evolution of the GR noise can be observed (), but the
initial increase only in the plateau level () cannot be seen.
B. Analysis of hole lifetime
Figure 5 shows typical drain current waveforms for different
levels of light intensity at the wavelength of 550 nm. Baseline
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Fig. 6 Histograms of drain current for (a) Vsub= 1.27 V, (b)
Vsub= 1.49 V, (c) Vsub= 1.72 V, and (d) Vsub= 1.93 V with
different Vsub to keep the baseline drain current at the same
level of 1 nA under the continuous light illumination of 34
W/cm2. The first, second, third, and fourth peaks correspond
to the number stored holes of 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Data
acquisition time period and time step are 2.45 s and 49 s,
respectively, and 50000 (= 2.45s/49s) data points (current
values) are classified into bins with a width of 2 pA. Device
sizes are L= 300 nm and W= 110 nm.
4

10
104

Generation Rate (s )

Figure 6 shows the histograms of drain current for (a) Vsub=
1.27 V, (b) Vsub= 1.49 V, (c) Vsub= 1.72 V, and (d) Vsub= 1.93
V with different Vg to keep the baseline drain current at the
same level of 1 nA. The closed symbols are obtained data and
solid lines are fitting curves with Gaussian distribution. The
peaks from left to right correspond to the number of stored
holes of 0, 1, 2 and 3. It can be seen that the peaks in the
histogram corresponding to the larger number of stored holes
become higher as the Vsub increases. This may be caused by
the longer hole lifetime, higher light absorption efficiency or
higher collection efficiency of the photo-generated holes.
In order to understand the bias dependence of the light
absorption and hole collection, hole generation rate is plotted
against the light intensity in Fig. 7. There is proportionality
between hole generation rate and incident light intensity
regardless of Vsub, indicating that light absorption or hole
collection efficiencies is not much changed by the bias
condition. This also means that the hole lifetime can be
controlled without affecting the nominal QE, which amounts
to 5% in this case assuming the photosensitive area of
300u110 nm2.

1.E+05

105

1

1.5

Fig. 5 Typical drain current waveforms at 300 K for different
levels of light intensity at the wavelength of 550 nm. Baseline
current is adjusted to 1 nA by Vg, and each waveform is
shifted for clarity. Vd and Vsub are 0.05 and 1.49 V,
respectively. Device sizes are L= 300 nm and W= 110 nm.
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current is adjusted to 1 nA by Vg, and each waveform is
shifted for clarity. Vd and Vsub, are 0.05 and 1.49 V,
respectively. In this figure, we can clearly see that the photogenerated holes modulate the drain current to discrete levels
corresponding to the number of stored holes below the gate,
while the operating condition is set to Vg<0 and Vsub>0, so that
the electrons flow in the back-channel.
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Fig. 7 Hole generation rate as a function of incident light
intensity for each bias condition. Slope of the fitting line is
one.
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The hole lifetimes are obtained as fitting parameters to
describe the evolution of drain current histogram based on the
rate equation under steady state conditions, fi / ʏi= fi-1 R and
 fi = 1, where ʏi and fi are hole lifetime and probability of state
corresponding to hole number i, and R is hole generation rate
[2]. The hole lifetimes at different Vsub are depicted in Fig. 8. It
can be seen the hole lifetime increases significantly as Vsub
increases. It is estimated that higher Vsub (higher transverse
electric field) separates the stored hole and electron more
effectively, and reduces the probability of recombination,
leading to the longer lifetime.

Hole lifetime  (s)
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1
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1.E-04
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Fig. 8 Hole lifetime as a function of Vsub. W1, W2 and W3 are the
lifetimes when the number of the stored holes are one, two and
three, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION
Low-frequency current noise in SOI MOSFET was analyzed
for single-photon detection under different substrate biases in
dark condition while keeping the average drain current
constant. It was found that the noise in the SOI MOSFET
became low at the transition point between the front- and
back-channel operations, and in the back-channel region near
the transition point. On both sides, the noise spectra
asymptotically approached a single 1/f 2 line, indicating that
the active trap density and carrier lifetime increased
simultaneously. In order to understand the substrate bias
dependence of hole lifetime, the drain current histograms of
the SOI MOSFET single-photon detectors were analyzed
under different substrate voltages and different light intensity.
It was found that the peaks in the histogram corresponding to
the larger number of stored holes became higher as the
substrate bias decreased. This was attributed to the prolonged
hole lifetimes caused by the higher electric field inside the
body of SOI MOSFET. It can be concluded that, once the
inversion channel is induced for detection of the photogenerated minority carriers, the small absolute substrate bias is
favorable for short lifetime and low noise, leading to highspeed operation.
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Abstract—Quorum sensing is a mechanism used by most of
pathogenic bacteria to coordinate their gene expression. Through
this kind of mechanism the bacteria could detect the density of
their local population until at a certain level they will act
together to emerge virulence which cause disease in their host
organism. Thus, the inhibition ability to quorum sensing
mechanism is commonly used as an indicator to evaluate the
potentiality of extracts from plants as antibacterial in drugs
development. The quorum sensing activity could be detected
using luminescence method. When the colony of bacteria reach
the quorum and express certain activity, the luminescence will be
produced. Microplate is a kind of experiment media which is
used to conduct such experiment. The luminescence as the
experiment result were captured as a digital image. The
luminescence then examined to determine the plant performance
to inhibit the bacteria virulence activity. Regarding most of the
researcher’s experience, it is believed that manual evaluation of
those luminescence images is hard to interpret due to subjectivity
factor and also inefficiency in time, especially when working with
a large number of experiments. Therefore, in this research we
developed a computer application to run quantification of the
luminescence automatically. The automation process begin with
gridding algorithm followed by object recognition and
segmentation algorithm based on neural network learning. In
order to improve the accuracy, image enhancement module were
also attached to the system. In the output section, the
quantification report presented using some statistical parameter
to simplify interpretation and facilitate the researcher to run
additional data analysis. With this application, the potentiality of
extracts from plants as antibacterial agent could be inferred
quickly, easily and accurately.
Keywords—digital image processing; artificial neural network;
automation; luminescence; quorum sensing
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Introduction

Quorum sensing
is bacterial mechanisms which is
regulating some specific proteins expressions by calculating
population density in their environment. Genes which are
regulated by quorum sensing mechanism will only express
(activated) at the time the bacteria population reached certain
level of density. Some examples of genes whose expression

was regulated by this mechanism are genes that regulate the
formation of flagella and biofilm, and genes associated with
virulence properties [1]. The fact that the virulence factor is
also regulated by quorum sensing mechanism raises new hope
to discover many techniques and/or agents to inhibit virulency
of pathogenic bacteria. In this research, extracts from some
Indonesian Medicinal plants was evaluated for their
performance to inhibit quorum sensing mechanism of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (one of the pathogenic bacteria
which have resistance to many antibiotics). The evaluation
was done by measuring the level of luminescence which is
produced by the colony of Pseudomonas aeruginosa when
they reach the quorum and express certain activity. This
experiment was conducted in a microplate which is a flat plate
with multiple holes/wells used as small test tubes. Both of the
bacteria colony and the extracts from plants was loaded into
the holes. The level of luminescence then captured and
transformed into digital image [2]. Next task is comparison of
the result. Brighter luminescence indicates weak inhibition to
the Pseudomonas aeruginosa quorum sensing mechanism.
Most of the researcher use manual comparison to evaluate
these luminescence images. Unfortunately, this method is not
the best way to get good inference of the result. Manual
comparison has many weaknesses due to subjectivity of the
evaluator and also inefficiency in time when run multiple
experiments. Hence, we propose the application of automatic
digital image processing to quantify the luminescence images
in the form of software named Microplate Luminescence
Automated Digital Analyzer (MILDA). Therefore, the
researcher could run various statistical data processing to get
accurate and fast conclusion.
The first generation of MILDA was developed using
hough transform algorithm for the segmentation (separation of
the luminescence and the background area) procedure. But,
due to the problem of imprecise circular form of the
luminescence area, this method is found to be ineffective [3].
In this research, the artificial neural network algorithm was
applied to improve the segmentation result.
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II.

Materialsandmethods

Input of the software are luminescence images using
microplate as experiment media. Fig. 1 is the examples of the
input images. The bright round shapes are the luminescence
produces by the experiment in the round shape wells. Each
well was loaded with the Pseudomonas aeruginosa colony and
extract from particular medicinal plant. The medicinal plants
used in this experiment are fennel, lawang, selasih, temu ireng,
temu putih, temu giring and temu lawak. When the quorum
sensing mechanism was totally inhibits by the extracts, the
well will not produce any luminescence and will appears as
black round shape. The micro plate could contain various
numbers of wells, such as 36, 96, 384 and 1536.

enhancement algorithms was applied in preprocessing step
which are noise reduction, image rotation and normalization.
Noise reduction was conducted using median or wiener
filtering algorithm. Median filtering reduced salt and pepper
noise and wiener filtering reduced Gaussian noise [4].

Input Image

no

Grayscale?

Convert to
Grayscale

yes

Noise Reduction

Image Rotation

Gridding

Segmentation using
Artificial Neural
Network

Quantification

Fig. 1. Examples of the input images
Report

The first step of the MILDA’s system is preprocessing the
input image to enhance its quality, the second step is run
gridding procedure. In this procedure the system will
automatically make a pattern of regularly spaced horizontal
and vertical lines forming squares on the input image with
modified fixed spot position algorithm.. At the end of the
procedure, each square will only contain one round shape.
Next, segmentation procedure was applied to each square. The
aim of this procedure is to classify each pixel in the square as
object (the luminescence) or background. Classification was
done using neural network algorithm. Finally, the last step is
quantification of the object pixels. In order to simplify the
quantification result, MILDA was equipped with the statistical
report feature. Fig. 2 depict the flowchart of the system.
Details algorithm of each step will be explained in the next
sections.

III.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the system

Fig. 3 depict the example of noise reduction result on the input
image. Image rotation was applied due to symmetricalness
problem of the input image. Asymmetric image will cause
problems in the gridding procedure. Therefore radon
transformation [5] algorithm used to transform asymmetric
image into a symmetric one. Fig. 4 depict the example of
image rotation to fix asymmetric image.

(a)

systemdesign

A. Preprocessing
In order to improve the accuracy of the luminescence value
as the systems output, preprocessing the input image is one of
the important step. Input image could have various quality
due to its clarity, color intensity, color contrast or
symmetricalness. Preprocessing will reduce the complexity of
the algorithm in the next procedures. Some of the image

(b)

Fig. 3. Example of noise reduction, (a) Salt and Pepper, (b) Gaussian

Finally, the normalization algorithm was applied to adjust the
color intensity range, such adjustment will increase the color
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contrast as shown in Fig. 5. Normalization was done using
(1), O is intensity value before normalization and N is
intensity value after normalization.
....(1)

histogram was chosen as the input of the NN architecture.
Therefore, 256 nodes are used in the input layer. For the
hidden layer it is found that one layer with 6 node give the
best output prediction. One output node represents the color
intensity threshold value that will classify each pixel as object
or background. Fig. 7 depict the best NN architecture
implemented in the system. At the end of the process, the
system will store the position of each object pixel and the
corresponding intensity value in its database.

Fig. 4. Example of image rotation

Fig. 5. Example of image normalization
Fig. 7. Neural network architecture for segmentation process

B. Gridding Procedure
This procedure contain techniques to find the location of
the objects (the round shape luminescence) automatically. In
general, the basic concept is iteratively creates vertical and
horizontal lines on the input image such that in the final step
each object will be placed exactly on the center of a square.
The algorithm used for this process is fixed spot position [6]
with some modification. Formerly the input image should be
transform into grayscale type and followed by application of
particular intensity threshold value to identify each pixel as
object or background. Vertical and horizontal line will divide
two objects in equal distance regarding the edge pixels of both
objects. Fig. 6 is the example of the gridding procedure result.
Now, each square carried out one object.

D. Quantification
This is the step to summarize all object pixels intensity
values (from the segmentation procedure) in the database and
represent them in more sophisticated format. Quantification of
each object luminescence should appear as single value. For
this purpose, the system provide option button such that user
could choose the method of summarization which is mean,
median, maximal or minimal value. Fig. 8 shows example of
the quantification process result using mean value.

Fig. 6. Result of the gridding procedure

C. Segmentation Procedure
After gridding procedure, the system will save position of
each square with the object inside. Thus, the extraction of the
objects is ready to be proceeded. The first step to extract the
object is finding all the object’s pixels. To find those pixels,
the system should have the ability to well recognize the
characteristic of the color intensity of the object pixels as well
as the background pixels. In order to increase this ability,
neural network (NN) method was applied here. Intensity

Fig. 8. Example of the quantification process result
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E. Report
Report feature was attached to the system to facilitate user
for advance data processing. The report will be in .xls format
which is contains the position and luminescence intensity of
each object pixels. By this feature the researcher could easily
prepare raw data to run various kinds of statistical data
processing such as testing hypothesis, ANOVA, regression
and cluster analysis.

IV.

V.

Although this system could perform good quantification
result, it is known that the quality of input image still bring
major difficulties. Therefore, for the future works we propose
to design a customized media to capture the luminescence
directly from the microplate. This media then integrated to the
MILDA software such that the quantification could run in real
time.

resultanddiscussion

In general the performance of the system is good. The
quantification performance of the intensity value is depends
the input image. From all input images sample with various
level of quality, the system could give reasonable
quantification result for 87.5% among them. The system
only fail on very low quality of input image. For this kind of
input image, the systems already fail in gridding process thus
no intensity value reported on the output interface. The
accuracy of the system was proven too by changing the
concentration of the plant extract. In theory, the increasing
concentration of quorum sensing inhibitors will result on
decreasing luminescence intensity [7]. The quantification
result shows exactly the same tendency in almost all of the
samples as shown in Table 1. In the matter of time, the run
time depend on the number of the microplate wells. MILDA
could run all the process less than 15 second. This result is
better than previous system using circular hough transform for
its segmentation process [3].
TABLE I.

THE ABILITY OF PLANTS EXTRACT IN VARIOUS
CONCENTRATION TO INHIBIT THE LUMINESCENCE

Plant

Fennel

Lawang

Selasih

Temu Ireng

Temu Giring

Temu Putih

Temulawak

Concentration
(mg/ml)
23.8
19.0
14.3
23.8
19.0
14.3
23.8
19.2
14.3
38.1
19.0
9.5
38.1
19.0
9.5
38.1
19.0
9.5
38.1
19.0
9.5

conclusion
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Abstract—Although the introduction of nanostructures into
thermoelectric materials is one of key technology for
enhancement in thermoelectric conversion efficiency, a technique
for characterizing the nanometer-scale materials is required.
With the aim of evaluating Seebeck coefficient of nanostructured
thermoelectric materials, we propose a new technique by Kelvinprobe force microscopy (KFM) which gives us local surface
potential corresponding to the Fermi energy difference of a
sample relative to the cantilever. Hence, thermoelectromotive
force and temperature difference are obtained from the surface
potentials and temperatures at the high- and low-temperature
regions on the sample, which leads to evaluation of Seebeck
coefficient. First of all, the Seebeck coefficients of bulk Si wafers
and Si-on-insulator (SOI) layers were measured. At present, the
Seebeck coefficient is evaluated to be -2.8mV/K for a SOI layer,
which is larger than the value obtained by a conventional
method.
Keywords—thermoelectric material; nanostructue; Seebeck
coefficient; Kelvin-probe force miceoscopy

I.

Introduction

The introduction of nanometer-scale structures into
thermoelectric materials has been expected to lead to
breakthroughs for enhancing the thermoelectric figure-ofmerit [1-4]. A number of researchers are engaged in
characterizing nanometer-scale thermoelectric materials [5-8].
However, it is very difficult to measure the thermoelectric
characteristics of these nanostructured materials because of the
very small dimensions. For evaluating the Seebeck coefficient,
external disturbances such as lead-wire contact essential to the
conventional thermoelectomotive force (TEMF) measurement
affect accurate evaluation. Recently, probe microscopy
techniques have attracted significant attention for the
thermoelectric characterization of nanometer-scale materials
[9-11]. In these techniques, a probe is contacted with the
sample surface and the thermoelectric characterization is
performed on the basis of the vertical temperature difference
(i.e. normal to the sample surface). Therefore, contact of the
metallic probe with the sample surface cannot be avoided, and
specially-customized equipment is needed.
With the aim of measuring the Seebeck coefficient on a
nanometer scale, we propose a new technique using Kelvinprobe force microscopy (KFM), which allows non-contact

Faiz Salleh
Research Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science
Tokyo, Japan

measurement. Another advantage of the proposed technique is
that, by adjusting the sample holder, commercial KFM
equipment can be used. In the present paper, it is demonstrated
that the construction and improvement of the measurement
technique through Seebeck-coefficient evaluation for Si and
Si-on-insulator (SOI) wafers [12-14].
II.

MeasurementPrinciple

The KFM is a powerful tool for measuring the electric
potential of nanometer-scale structures. Using this technique,
it is possible to obtain the surface potential corresponding to
the work-function difference between the cantilever and the
sample, that is, the Fermi energy of the sample relative to that
of the cantilever metal. Figure 1 shows the band diagram of
the cantilever (Au-coated Si) and the n-type Si sample under a
temperature difference across the sample parallel to the
surface. When the temperature difference is applied to the
sample, the Fermi energy of the Si will be spatially
distributed. Generally, the Fermi energy in the hightemperature region EFH is lower than that in the lowtemperature region EFL in the n-type Si, as shown in Fig. 1.
The Seebeck coefficient S is expressed as follows:
S = -'V/'T = -1/q·(EFH-EFL)/(TH-TL) = (IH-IL)/(TH-TL),
(1)

Fig. 1. Fermi energy positions of n-type semiconductor under a
temperature difference.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of KFM apparatus for measuring Seebeck
coefficient.

Fig. 3. Time evolution of temperature and temperature difference.

where q is the elemental charge. 'V is the TEMF defined as
IH-IL, where IH and IL are respectively the surface potentials
in the high- and low-temperature region measured from the
cantilever Fermi energy, as shown in Fig. 1. 'T is the
temperature difference TH-TL, where TH and TL are the
temperature in the high- and low-temperature regions,
respectively. Consequently, the Seebeck coefficient can be
evaluated from the measurement of the surface potential for
each region under a given temperature difference across the
sample parallel to the surface.
III.

ImprovementsinEquipment
andSampleStructure

Figure 2 depicts a schematic diagram of the experimental
setup, where we introduced the new KFM control unit (Seiko
Instruments Inc., NanoNavi II) and the measurement devices.
The surface potential of the sample was monitored using a
nanovoltmeter (KEITHLEY, 2182A), and the temperatures of

Fig. 4. Time evolution of surface potential obtained by (a) the
improved system and (b) the previous system.

the sample were measured using a digital multimeter
(KEITHLEY, 2700). A sample was bridged over two gilded
Cu plates separated by a gap of 3 mm. Joule heaters were
attached to each Cu plate. The temperature difference was
applied to the sample by individually flowing a current to the
heaters. Two K-type thermocouples were directly attached to
both ends of the sample surface in order to measure the
temperature. At the high- and low-temperature regions of the
sample surface, the time evolutions of temperature and surface
potential were measured simultaneously. Measurements were
performed in a vacuum chamber (Seiko Instruments Inc.,
SPA-300HV) at a pressure of 4x10-5 Pa.
In the present study, we measured an n-type Si wafer with
an impurity concentration of 1x1013 cm-3. In our previous
paper, the analysis for evaluating the Seebeck coefficient from
the KFM data was complicated because of the influence of the
Schottky contact at the n-type Si/Ag paste interface [12]. In
order to avoid such a troublesome analysis, an ohmic contact
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was formed at the bottom of the Si sample, which leads to the
direct determination of surface potential from the KFM data.
The time evolution of the temperature in the high- and
low-temperature regions and the obtained temperature
difference 'T are shown in Fig. 3. The temperature difference

Fig. 6. Seebeck coefficient as a function of average temperature. The
measurement by KFM system was performed two times (Try 1 and 2).
Seebeck coefficient obtained by a conventional method is also shown.

Fig. 5. Relationship between surface potential shift and temperature
difference in the high- and low-temperature regions.

was found t increase with increasing sample temperature. In
this case, the temperature difference was more than 6 K,
which is sufficient to produce a large TEMF. Figure 4(a) is the
time evolution of the surface potential obtained
simultaneously with the temperatures in Fig. 3. There are
spaces between the measured surface-potential values because
the measurement could not sufficiently follow the time
evolution of the surface potential due to an overflow in the
vertical piezoelectric-control (z-gain) during the temperature
evolution. This phenomenon originates from the thermal
expansion of the sample. Therefore, we kept the cantilever
away from the sample and brought it near the sample surface
again only when the z-gain overflowed.
The surface potential was found to decrease with
increasing time (or 'T). In Fig. 4(a), the measured values are
scattered within 1 mV, which is greatly reduced compared to
the scatter of the previous values, which was within 15 mV, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Moreover, Fig. 4 indicates that the time
spent for the measurement is shortened by 5% owing to the
improvement in the measurement accuracy.
IV.

CharacterizationofSOI
SeebeckCoefficient

When Si nanostructures such as a Si nanowire are
fabricated, the SOI wafer will be preferably used for the
fabrication. Hence, we evaluated the Seebeck coefficient of an
85-nm-thick SOI layer with a P concentration of 1x1017 cm-3
by our new technique. The measurement was performed by
the same procedure as mentioned above, except for an electric
earth. In the KFM measurement, the sample must be
electrically earthed with the sample holder (gilded Cu plates in

our system). However, the SOI layer is insulated from the
sample holder by the buried oxide. In the present study,
therefore, we deposited an Al electrode on the SOI surface and
connected a lead-wire between the electrode and the Cu plate.
The wire was positioned away from the cantilever-scanned
region and therefore the thermal disturbance was unlikely to
influence the measurement.
Figure 5 is the relationship between surface potential shift
and temperature difference obtained from the time evolutions
of surface potentials and temperatures. The TEMF is given by
(IH-IL) at the same temperature difference. It is found from
Fig. 5 that the experimental TEMF is well expressed by a
quadratic function of 'T. According to (1), the Seebeck
coefficient is evaluated from the fitted lines, which is plotted
in Fig. 6 as a function of average temperature. The circle and
square data are the value evaluated using KFM, and the
diamond data are obtained by a conventional method [15]. The
Seebeck coefficient is obtained to be -2.8 mV/K for the KFM
technique, which is about 2.5 times as large as the values for
the conventional method. Unfortunately, the reason of the
disagreement is not clear yet. Thus, we are now making sure
of the certainly and the validity of evaluated Seebeck
coefficient.
V.

Conclusion

We proposed and improved a new technique for evaluating
the Seebeck coefficient on a nanometer scale using KFM. The
Seebeck coefficient of a thin SOI layer by this technique was
evaluated to be -2.8 mV/K. However, there was disagreement
between the Seebeck coefficients obtained by the KFM
technique and the conventional method. Therefore, the
certainty and the validity of the KFM evaluation is now under
investigation.
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Abstract---Recently, p-n junction characteristics in nanometer
scale have been investigated in relation with photonics and
electronics applications. In this paper, we report the
experimental observation of negative differential conductance
(NDC), the basic indication of tunneling, in nanoscale p-n
junctions under forward bias condition. The NDC has been
observed only at low temperatures, suggesting that tunneling is
mediated by some states in the band gap, most likely by
individual dopants with deeper energy levels compared to bulk.
Furthermore, we also observed random telegraph signal (RTS) at
low temperatures, which is ascribed to sudden changes of charge
states of an individual dopant. These results illustrate the nature
of individual dopants in nanoscale p-n junctions and their impact
on device characteristics.
Keywords---NDC; tunneling; nanoscale p-n junction; individual
dopant.

I.

ascribe these phenomena to the influence of individual
dopants on the electrical characteristics.

II.

DEVICESTRUCTUREAND
MEASUREMENTSETUP

We fabricated nanoscale silicon-on-insulator (SOI) p-n
junctions. Figure 1 shows schematically the device structure
and I-V measurement setup. Nanowires were patterned on the
SOI layer by an electron beam (EB) lithography technique.
Then, a selective doping technique was used to create the ntype (phosphorus-doped) and p-type (boron-doped) regions.
The channel thickness is about 10 nm, while the device length
and width are 1000 nm and 150 nm, respectively. Aluminum
contact pads were formed as electrodes.

Introduction

Reduction in Si MOSFET dimensions brings several
difficulties in conventional device operation [1]. By
decreasing device size, operating voltage will be lowered, but
it is difficult to appropriately maintain a good on/off current
ratio. In order to overcome this problem, it is proposed that the
transport mechanism must be drastically changed from the
conventional thermionic-emission transport and that tunnel
field-effect transistors (TFETs) are promising candidates for
improving the operation conditions.
Tunneling is a quantum mechanical effect, where electrons
(holes) have a finite probability of transmission through an
energy barrier and this effect becomes most pronounced in
nanometer-scale structures. In p-n junctions, tunneling
mechanism can be observed both under reverse and forward
bias. Tunneling mechanism under reverse-bias mode, socalled Zener tunneling, is inter-band tunneling, as indicated by
a rapid increase of current. It is basically the main tunneling
mechanism in TFETs [2-4].
Under forward bias for heavily doped (degenerated) p-n
junctions, there is another inter band tunneling mechanism,
which is the basis of Esaki tunneling diodes [5]. The tunneling
in forward-bias mode can be seen as negative differential
conductance (NDC), i.e, a negative slope in current-voltage (IV) curve. So far, tunneling in nanometer-scale p-n junctions
has been reported in vertical nanowires in forward-bias mode
[6,7] and in lateral gated p-n junctions in reverse-bias mode
[8]. In this work, we study nanoscale lateral p-n junctions in
forward-bias mode and report the experimental observation of
NDC at low temperatures. RTS has also been observed at low
temperatures, indicating the effect of a single charge trap. We

Fig. 1. (a) Device structure and bias configuration for
electrical characterization. (b) Co-doped devices, based on
SEM images. Co-doped region is located within the thin
and narrow nanowire.

The n-type region was doped with phosphorus (P) to the
concentration ND  1.0 × 1018 cm-3, while the p-type region
was doped with boron (B) to the concentration NA 
1.5 × 1018 cm-3. A co-doped region, doped with both P and B,
is designed in the center of the nanowire. The p-Si substrate
was weakly p-type, doped with boron (NA  1.5×1015 cm-3).
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The thickness of the buried oxide layer between the nanowire
and the substrate is 150 nm. The nanowire is covered with a
10-nm-thick SiO2 layer, grown by thermal oxidation. Devices
were measured in a vacuum chamber of an electrical
measurement system. The p-type region is positively biased
for these measurements, i.e., the p-n junction is forwardbiased, while the n-type region and substrate are grounded.

III.

EXPERIMENTALRESULTSAND
DISCUSSIONS

We measured current versus applied bias (I-V)
characteristics in the dark condition. The measurement results
are shown in Fig. 2. I-V characteristics at room temperature (T
= 300 K), as shown in Fig. 2(a), are similar to the conventional
diode behavior, although parasitic resistance due to the narrow
wire dimension causes suppression of current and shift the
current onset.

in the p-n junction. However, since doping concentration of
our devices is lower than the doping levels known for Esaki
diodes, NDC may occur by a different mechanism. Based on
the fact that NDC has been observed just at low temperature, it
is likely that tunneling is mediated by some states in the band
gap, most likely by individual dopants.
In other devices, a different type of behavior could be also
observed. We measured I-V characteristic at room temperature
and several temperatures below 100 K in the dark condition.
Figure 3(a) shows the I-V characteristics at T = 300 K and at
low temperature (T = 10 K). We observed current fluctuations
in I-V characteristics at temperatures below 30 K. These
current fluctuations can be ascribed to charge trapping and detrapping by a single trap site. At different temperatures, time
dependence of the current was measured as a function of
applied bias. The data at 10 K are shown in Fig. 3(b). Random
telegraph signals (RTS) with two levels were clearly observed,
suggesting that the trap is most likely a single dopant, which
can have only two possible states. The RTS frequency is
increased by increasing the forward bias, indicating that the
RTS (trapping and de-trapping) is sensitive to the change of
electric field near the p-n junction. Therefore, a single dopant
located in the depletion region may be responsible for the RTS.

Fig. 2. I-V characteristics in forward bias at different temperatures:
(a) T = 300 K and (b) T = 23 K. For T = 23 K, NDC can be
observed.

At low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the voltage for
the current onset is further shifted compared to the room
temperature behavior. This is caused by the dopant freeze-out
effect [9], which leads to an effectively smaller dopant
concentration. However, it is even more important to note that,
at T = 23 K, I-V characteristics exhibit NDC. This behavior,
except for the observation of a second peak, is similar to
Esaki-diode characteristics, suggesting that the observed
features are most likely due to resonant tunneling phenomena

Fig. 3. (a) I-V characteristics in forward bias at temperature 300 K
and 10 K. For T = 23 K, current fluctuations has been observed. (b)
Examples of I-time characteristics at T = 10 K for different applied
biases. Two-level RTS can be seen above a certain forward bias.

As mentioned above, we observed NDC and RTS in I-V
characteristics in the low-temperature measurements. These
behaviors may show the nature of individual dopant under
forward bias in nanoscale p-n junctions. We can analyze the
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origin of both behaviors from the energy diagram of the
devices, as schematically shown in Fig. 4. In thermal
equilibrium, the Fermi levels in the p-type and n-type are
aligned. When positive bias is applied to the p-type region, as
in the forward-bias case, the Fermi level of the p-type will be
shifted downwards and current starts to flow. Starting from
this situation, we can analyze two different cases. The first
case is the existence of a pair of deep dopants in the depletion
layer, as shown in Fig. 4(a). An electron moving from the ntype to the p-type region, as part of the diffusion current, may
be trapped by an ionized deep donor in the depletion layer. A
similar behavior may also occur for a hole, which may be
trapped by a deep acceptor. In a certain forward bias, the
ground states of the deep donor and the deep acceptor are
aligned and, therefore, the electron can resonantly recombine
with the hole. By further increasing the forward bias, the
resonant recombination condition turns off, resulting in the
reduction of the forward current, i.e., NDC. The second peak,
which has been observed at different applied bias, may
indicate the existence of a second pair of deep dopants. This
second pair of dopant, with different energy level, provide
different noise feature, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The background
current increasing with applied forward bias is an ordinary
diffusion current in the p-n diode.

Further investigation is required to fully clarify the origin of
this phenomenon.
As illustrated above, the observations of NDC features and
discrete-level RTS can be associated with the effects of
discrete dopants on the nanoscale p-n junction’s electrical
characteristics. These results provide further evidence about
the enhanced importance of the discrete dopants in the
transport mechanisms in nanoscale devices, as we reported
previously [10-13]. These findings also suggest that there is a
rich variety of phenomena emerging when the basic structure
of the p-n junction is scaled down into nanometer-order
dimensions. This is promising for future applications that
combine the well-established conventional p-n junction theory
and technology with novel physics phenomena specific to the
nanoscale.

IV.

cONCLUSIONS

We report negative differential conductance and random
telegraph signals observed in nanoscale p-n junctions under
forward bias condition. These features are most likely caused
by the effects of individual dopants, suggesting the important
role that the discreteness of dopant distribution plays in
nanoscale. The present results may contribute to the
development of dopant-based tunneling FETs on the basis of
the nanostructured p-n junctions.
.”
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Abstract— We have developed a multi-gated field emitter
(FE) such as a quadruple-gated FE with a three-stacked electrode
lens and a quintuple-gated FE with a four-stacked electrode lens.
Both the FEs can focus the electron beam. However, the
quintuple-gated FE has a stronger electron convergence than the
quadruple-gated FE, and a beam crossover is clearly observed
for the quintuple-gated FE.
Keywords— beam crossover; electron beam; focusing; microcolumn; multi-gated field emitter

I.

Introduction

A field emitter array (FEA) with a focusing electrode is an
attractive device for applications, such as a scanning electron
microscope and electron beam lithography and so on. As the
FEAs with a focusing electrode, double-gated FEAs have been
proposed. However, the double-gated FEA has a problem that
the emission current decreases under the strong focusing
conditions. This is due to the lowered field enhancement at the
emitter tip caused by the low potential of a vicinal focusing
electrode. [1] To solve such the problem, we have reported the
other approach that uses the focusing electrode located below
the extraction gate electrode in a volcano structure. [2, 3]
However, we observed that some electrons cannot penetrate
the potential barrier formed by the focusing electrode potential
under strong focusing conditions. These electrons go back to
the extraction gate electrode. To overcome these problems
simultaneously (field enhancement and potential barrier), an
electrostatic lens using a multistacked-electrode should be
integrated at the emitter tip, and at least three additional
electrodes are necessary. The first electrode (near the emitter
tip) is used to maintain the potential at the emitter tip;
therefore, a voltage higher than the extraction gate voltage is
applied. The second electrode is used to focus the electron
beam; therefore, a voltage lower than the extraction gate
voltage is applied. The third electrode is used to inhibit the
generation of a potential barrier on the electron trajectory;
therefore, a voltage higher than the second electrode voltage is
applied. In this paper, we have developed a multi-gated field
emitter (FE) with a four-stacked gate electrode, and a FE with
a five-stacked gate electrode, that is, quadruple-gated FE with
a three-stacked electrode lens and quintuple-gated FE with a
four-stacked electrode lens.

I.

FabricationofTheMultigated
FieldEmitters

The fabrication process for the multi-gated FEs is
schematically shown in Fig. 1. (a) An emitter cone is formed
from single crystalline Si by reactive ion etching (RIE) using a
SiO2 dot as an etching mask. The apex radius of the tip is 5-10
nm. (b) A SiO2 insulating layer is deposited by plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PE-CVD) using
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) gas followed by Nb deposition. (c)
After the deposition of SiO2 and Nb films, a photoresist is spin
coated on the Nb film. The thickness of the photoresist on the
top of the mountain structure becomes thinner than that on the
flat surface. (d) Therefore, the Nb electrode at the tip is
selectively etched by the following RIE step without precise
lithography. The electrode height can be controlled by the
etching time and is adjusted to be the same as that of the
emitter tip. The first Nb electrode acts as an extraction gate
electrode. (e) In the quadruple-gated FE, three additional
electrodes, which form an electrostatic lens, are stacked by
repeating the steps from (b) to (d) three times. In the
quintuple-gated FE, four additional electrodes, which form an
electrostatic lens, are stacked in the similar way. (f) Finally,
the emitter tip is opened by the buffered hydrofluoric acid
(BHF).

Fig.1 Fabrication process for the quadruple-gated FE with a three-stacked
electrode lens.

Figures 2 (a) and (b) show cross sectional SEM images of
the quadruple-gated FE and quintuple-gated FE, respectively.
In the both FEs, the first Nb electrode acts as an extraction
gate electrode. In the quadruple-gated FE, the G1 and G2
among the three-stacked electrostatic lens are set at the same
voltage. In the quintuple-gated FE, G1 and G4 among the fourstacked electrostatic lens are set at the same voltage. G2 and
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G3 (G2,3) are connected through a contact hole, and are set at
the same voltage. Therefore, both the three-stacked and fourstacked electrostatic lenses form an eizel lens.

㻳㼑㼤

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional SEM images of the quadruple-gated FE (a) and the
quintuple-gated FE (b).

Figure 3 shows the top-view micrograph of the quadruplegated FE. The dotted line in the micrograph shows that the
electrode holes from accurate concentric circles with the
emitter tip as a center pole. This is due to the full self-aligned
process. The alignment of electrode holes is very important for
the electrostatic lens to avoid an aberration.

Fig. 3 Top-view SEM image of the quadruple-gated FE.

II.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 4 Emission characteristics of the quadruple-gated FE (a) and the
quintuple-gated FE (b).

Figure 5 shows the beam spots measured from the anode
phosphor screen images for the quadruple-gated FE and
quintuple-gated FE. In the quadruple-gated FE, the voltages of
Gex, G1 and G3 were fixed at 50, 100, and 100 V, respectively.
The voltage of G2 was changed from 100 V (nonfocusing
condition) to -20 V (focusing condition). In the quintuplegated FE, the voltages of Gex, G1, and G4 were fixed at 50,
100, and 100 V, respectively. The voltage of G2,3 was changed
from 100 V (nonfocusing condition) to -10 (focusing
condition). Figure 5 also shows the phosphor images at G2,3 =
100, 10, and -10 V for the quintuple-gated FE. For the
quadruple-gated FE, the beam spot monotonously decreases as
the G2 voltage decreases from 100 to -30 V. On the other hand,
for the quintuple-gated FE, the beam spot decreases as the G2,3
voltage decreases from 100 to 10 V, but then the beam spot
increases as the G2,3 voltage go from 10 to -10 V. This
indicates that a beam crossover (a beam focal point) is formed
between the anode and the field emitter. Since the field emitter
and anode are 1 mm apart and the crossover is formed
immediately in front of the field emitter, the beam spot size
shown in Fig. 5 are not exact size, and real beam size of the
crossover is expected less than 50 nm. The results in Fig. 5
also show that the lens function for the quintuple-gated FE is
stronger than that of the quadruple-gated FE.

EelectronEmision
Charavteristics

The electron emission from both the quadruple-gated FE
and quintuple-gated FE were measured in a high-vacuum
chamber at a pressure of 1 x 10-7 Pa. Figures 4 (a) and (b)
show extraction-gate-voltage (Gex) versus anode-current
characteristics of the quadruple-gated FE and quintuple-gated
FE, respectively. An anode phosphor screen biased at 1 kV
was located 1 mm above the FE substrate. For the simple
anode-current characteristics, the all potentials of the
electrostatic lens were set equal to that of the extraction gate
electrode, as schematically shown in the insert of Figs. 4 (a)
and (b). In the quadruple-gated FE, emission started at 20 V
and reached 3 PA at an extraction voltage of 60 V, while in
the quintuple-gated FE, emission started at 30 V and reached
100 nA at an extraction voltage of 60 V. In the quintuplegated FE, more electrons entered the gate electrodes in
nonfocusing condition, because the lens size is larger than that
of the quadruple -gated FE.

Quadruple-gated FE

Quintuple-gated FE

Beam crossover

Fig. 5 Beam spots measured from phosphor screen images for the quadruplegated FE and the quintuple-gated FE. Solid and dashed lines are the least-
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square estimations for the quadruple-gated FE and the quintuple-gated FE,
respectively.

III.

The multi-gated FE is a promising device for a micro-column
for a scanning electron microscope and electron beam
lithography.

Conclusions

We have successfully fabricated a multi-gated FE such as
quadruple-gated FE with a three-stacked electrode lens and a
quintuple-gated FE with a four-stacked electrode lens. The
fabrication process uses an etch-back technique. In our method,
gate hole opening is a self-aligned process; therefore, the axes
of electrode holes are well aligned without precise lithography.
Both the quadruple-gated FE and quintuple-gated FE can
focus the electron beam. However, lens function for the
quintuple-gated FE is stronger than that of the quadruple-gated
FE, and a beam crossover is formed for the quintuple-gated FE.
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Abstract— To achieve ultra-high-speed image sensing faster
than 1-giga frames per second, a multi-aperture high-speed
imager is proposed. In this paper, the architecture of the imager
and a design of digital circuits are presented. Basic operations of
the digital circuits are verified by a fast SPICE simulator,
NanoSim by Synopsys. Arbitrary shutter pattern of 128 bits and
the number of repetition can be reprogrammed. A shutter
pattern generation at 100 MHz is successfully verified.
Keywords—High-speed camera, CMOS imager, multi-aperture
camera

I.

Introduction

High-speed imagers that can capture images at more than
hundreds of frames per second (fps) are effective to analyze
high-speed phenomena. High-speed continuous capturing has
been achieved by high-speed column-parallel analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs)[1]. Burst readout with on-chip frame
memory enables much higher frame rate, although continuous
capturing is not possible; Only the limited number of frames
about 100 frames can be captured at once. 1M fps has been
achieved by an in-pixel multi-stage charge transfer structure
based on the charge-coupled device (CCD) [2], and 20M fps
has been realized with a column analog voltage memory
structure[3]. The CCD type has a tradeoff between the charge
transfer efficiency and the transfer speed. The speed of the
column analog memory type is determined by the parasitic
resistance of the column readout line and the sample-hold
capacitance. In this paper, we propose a burst-readout-type
ultra-high-speed imager based on a multi-aperture imaging
system whose frame rate is limited only by the saturation
speed of electron in silicon, which is about 100m/ns.
Architecture of the imager and design and simulation results
of the digital circuits are described.
II.

MultiapertureUltrahigh
speedCamera

A part of this work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number
24686046. This work is also supported by VLSI Design and Education
Center(VDEC), The University of Tokyo with the collaboration with Cadence
Corporation, Synopsys Corporation, and Mentor Graphics Corporation.

A. 2.1 Multi-aperture Camera
Multi-aperture camera[4,5] is composed of multiple
elemental cameras as shown in Figure 1. Each camera has an
imaging lens and an imager, which is called an aperture or a

sub-aperture. Cameras of this kind are used for multiviewpoint imaging or three-dimensional imaging. However,
we are focusing on its potential of ultra-high-speed imaging as
suggested in reference [6].
B. Principle
Figure 2 depicts a procedure of ultra-high-speed imaging
with the multi-aperture camera system. In this scheme, a
special imager that can implement electronic shutter with an
arbitrary temporal binary pattern, and a storage diode is used
as a memory. Simpified pixel structure is depicted in Figure 3.
The storage diode is a temporary storage to which
photocarriers (electrons in this case) can be completely
transferred without any noise[7]. The electron transfer is
controlled by transfer gates. As shown in Figure 3, the
electrons for the shutter OFF state are abondoned to the drain
by turing G2 ON. Those for the ON state are transferred to and
accumulated in the storage diode. Each aperture captures a
complete optical copy of a scence with a specific shutter
pattern. Note that the shutter partterns are independent each
other. Therefore, temporally resolved images can be
reproduced by solving the inverse problem. The temporal
resolution is determined by the maximum effective frequency
of the shutter pattern.
The virtual maximum frame rate of this scheme is
determined only by the electron transfer speed from the
photodiode to the storage diode, which is limited by the speed
of electron in silicon, typically about 100m/ns. Another
advantage of the proposed method is better signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). Because the signals are temporally multiplexed
and accumulated in the storage diode, the number of electrons
Lens
Imager
Aperture

Figure 1: Multi-aperture camera.
per pixel is larger than that for the resultant single frame
period. The constraint for smoothness in the reproduction
processing will cotribute to high-quality image reproduction
from noisy measured data. Therefore, it is expected that higher
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Imaging Lenses

Figure 2: Procecdure of image acqusition with the proposed
multi-aperture high-speed imager.
PIXEL
OUT

TX1

G1

Floating Storage Photodiode
diffusion diode

G2

Drain

Figure 3: Simplified pixel structure.
SNR of pixel values in our scheme will enable reproduction of
a sequence of high resolution ultra-high-speed images.
C. Sensor Architecture
The sensor architecture of the proposed multi-aperture
ultra-high-speed imager is shown in Figure. 4. The subapertures are integrated on the same chip. To read out images,
our imager is equipped with image readout circuits such as
vertical and horizontal scanners, column-parallel analog
amplifiers (shown as analog double sampling in Figure. 4),
analog-to-digital converters, digital double sampling, and an
output block. A serial peripheral interface is used for setting
the imager’s parameters, and a reference block supplies
reference voltages and currents to analog circuits. The specific
parts to our imager are a clock controller, an addressing
module, and sub-apertures. In ordinary imagers, photosensing
area is a homogeneous array of pixels. On the other hand, subaperture is a small imager composed of sub-aperture driver
and a pixel array, and the whole sensor is an array of small
imagers. The sub-aperture driver generates arbitrary electronic
shutter pattern, and controls electron transfer and drain of the
pixels in the same sub-aperture.
III.

DigitalCircuitDesign

A. Block Diagram
Figure 5 shows more detailed block diagram of digital
circuit. Each sub-aperture driver can be reprogrammed from

Figure 4: Sensor block diagram.
the outside through serial interface. SDI and SCK mean an
input 1-bit datum and a writing clock, respectively. The subaperture has two operation modes: shutter pattern setting and
pattern generation. In the pattern generation mode, the shutter
pattern set in the setting mode is put out 1 to multiple times as
programmed. Because the pattern memory is implemented by
cyclic shift registers, both of setting and generation are
executed by a clock signal. However, the clock signals for
setting and generation have to be prepared separately, namely,
PAT_SCK and CLK, respectively. These signals are selected
at the clock controller by the signal CK_SELECT. Then, the
clock signal is conveyed to each row of sub-apertures through
the clock tree. The sub-aperture to be programmed is selected
by the addressing module. The address is specified by
ADDR_IN<7:1>.
B. Sub-aperture Pattern Generator
The block diagram of sub-aperture is shown in Figure 6.
The sub-aperture driver is mainly composed of clock reverse
circuit, two kinds of cyclic memories, counter, and a pixel
driver. The sub-aperture to be programmed is specified by
SUB_SELECT that is asserted by the addressing module. The
clock reverse circuit inverts the clock signal by
PAT_SDI_CKREV, which is memorized by a 1-bit memory in
the sub-aperture, to realize a half clock phase delays.
CYC_MEMORY, which is programmed by CLOCK and
PAT_SDI, stores a 128-bit-long electronic shutter pattern.
PAT_MEMORY
programmed
by
CLOCK
and
PAT_SDI_STF is also 128-bit-long, which shows the head of
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Figure 7: Simulation result of setting phase.

G2

G1

Figure 8: Simulation result of shutter pattern generation.

Figure 5: Clock distribution.
technology, which is suitable for faster than 1-GHz operation,
and its basic operations were verified by a fast SPICE
simulator, NanoSim by Synopsys.
Figure 7 shows a simulation result for pattern setting to
one aperture. At first, the number of repetition, three in this
case, was written. Then, the electronic shutter pattern and the
head of the pattern were written. In this example, the pattern
includes two pulses.

CIRCUIT
PIXELDRIVER

G1

G2

Figure 6: Sub-aperture driver.
the pattern. Namely, only one of the 128 bits is high, and the
others are low. The head bit is counted by the counter to
generate patterns 1 to multiple times. The number of repetition
is set by CYC_SCK and CYC_SDI. MODE determines the
operation mode of the sub-aperture: pattern setting mode and
pattern generation mode. In the setting mode, MODE is set to
low. In generating shutter pulses, MODE is set to high. Then,
pattern generation starts when PAT_GEN_ENABLE turns
from low to high. When the pattern generation ends,
STOP_SIGNAL turns from low to high. Finally, whole multiaperture image is read out.
IV.

Simulation

Figure 8 shows a simulation result for pattern generation.
By turning PAT_GEN_ENABLE from low to high, it began to
generate the pixel driving signals, G1 and G2. The frequency
was 100 MHz. After the pattern was put out three times, signal
generation was stopped, and STOP_SIGNAL turned from low
to high to trigger the image readout. From the simulation
results, operations of the digital circuit were successfully
verified.
V.

Conclusion

To achieve ultra-high-speed image sensing more than 1giga frames per second, a multi-aperture high-speed imager is
proposed. The architecture of the imager and a design of
digital circuits are presented. Basic operations of the digital
circuits have been verified by a fast SPICE simulator,
NanoSim by Synopsys. Setting a shutter pattern and shutter
pattern generation at 100 MHz have been successfully
verified.

The digital part of the ultra-high-speed multi-aperture
imager has been designed in the standard 0.11-m CMOS
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Abstract— We have varied the Seebeck coefficient of n-type
ultrathin Si-on-insulator (SOI) layer by tuning the Fermi energy.
The Fermi energy was tuned by doping P atoms into the SOI
layer and by injecting carriers by applying an external bias to the
SOI surface with respect to the p-Si substrate. It was found that
the Seebeck coefficient decreases with increasing the impurity
concentration, with a peak around 1 u 1020 cm-3. From the
calculated density-of-states (DOS), it is considered that the peak
in Seebeck coefficient is likely to be due to the formation of
impurity band near the conduction-band edge, which will
demolish the sharp features in low-dimensional DOS. On the
other hand, the Seebeck coefficient is found to increase with
increasing the external bias which is in agreement with the
variation of carrier concentration in the SOI layer under external
bias and it is found that the Fermi energy can be controlled
without the influences of impurity band.
Keywords—Thermoelectric material; thermopile infrared
photodetector; Seebeck coefficient; Si on insulator; nanostructure

I.

Introduction

Thermoelectric (TE) devices have attracted much attention
owing to their wide application in daily life, not only as a
power generator but also as a sensor. However, the low
conversion efficiency of such devices currently limits their
commercial use. In sensor applications, nanostructured TE
materials are important for a highly-sensitive thermopile
infrared photodetector, in which the thermocouple (a pair of nand p-type TE materials) array gives us a thermoelectromotive
force (TEMF) corresponding to the temperature difference
caused by infrared absorption in the absorber film. The
detector sensitivity R is defined as R=nSK/G, where n is the
number of thermocouples in the thermopile, S the Seebeck
coefficient, K the infrared absorbance, and G the thermal
conductance of the TE material. The enhancement of detector
sensitivity is expected by using nanostructure that will
increase the number of semiconductor thermocouples and
decrease the thermal conductivity due to phonon boundaryscattering [1,2].
Moreover, the Seebeck coefficient is theoretically expected
to be enhanced significantly due to quantum confinement
This work was financially supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific
Research (No. 19560701 and 21360336), a Grant-in-Aid for Challenging
Exploratory Research (No. 24651168) and a Grant-in-Aid for JSPS Fellows
(No. 23·6002) from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

effect of electrons. According to the theory, the Seebeck
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coefficient is proportional to the energy derivative of
logarithmic density-of-states (DOS) at the Fermi energy EF
[3], therefore the EF needs to be tuned in the vicinity of the
conduction-band edge EC in n-type low-dimensional
semiconductor materials in order to observe the enhancement.
In the present paper, we show the variation of Seebeck
coefficient in n-type ultrathin Si layers fabricated on Si-oninsulator (SOI) substrates with tuned EF by impurity doping
and external bias, with a view to clarifying the suitable control
of the EF.
II.

Experimental

The sample was fabricated by using SOI wafers consisted
of a top Si layer (SOI layer), a buried oxide (BOX) layer and a
p-type Si substrate. The BOX layer was 400 nm thick and the
p-type Si substrate had an impurity concentration of ~1015 cm3
. In this paper, the sample for controlling the Fermi energy by
impurity doping is referred as “doped SOI sample” and control
by external bias is referred as “biased SOI sample,” and detail
of fabrication is described elsewhere [4,6,9]. For the doped
SOI sample, the SOI wafer was cut to a size of 10 u 10 mm2
and the SOI layer was thinned to a thickness of 6 to 100 nm. P
atoms were doped into the SOI layer to form an n-type SOI
layer and the impurity concentration ranged from 1 u 1018 to 2
u 1020 cm-3. On the other hand, for the biased SOI sample, the
SOI layer was thinned to a thickness of 78 nm. It was also
doped with P atoms with a concentration of ~1 u 1018 cm-3.
The SOI layer was patterned to a size of 7 u 1 mm2. Then, Al
electrodes were deposited and patterned to a size of 0.5 u 0.5
mm2 on the surface of the SOI layer, and another Al electrode
was deposited over the entire bottom surface of the p-type Si
substrate. Finally, the sample was annealed to form ohmic
contacts at the Al/Si interface.
The Seebeck coefficient was measured using the same
method that was briefly described in our previous studies
[4,9]. A temperature difference was given to the sample in a
plane parallel to the sample surface. The time evolution of the
TEMF was measured simultaneously with the temperature at
the high- and low-temperature regions. For the biased SOI
sample, during the measurement, a constant external bias was
applied to the SOI layer through the patterned Al electrode
with respect to the earthed p-Si substrate bottom. The Seebeck
coefficient was determined using S = – (VH – VL)/(TH – TL) =
–TEMF/ T. Fig. 1 shows the determined Seebeck coefficient
as a function of average temperature. From this figure the
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Seebeck coefficient is seen to be nearly constant in the
measured temperature range. Therefore, the average Seebeck

Fig. 1. Seebeck coefficient as a function of average temperature.

in the band gap and far from the conduction band, which
shows that the doped SOI sample still has the characteristics

Fig. 2. Seebeck coefficient as a function of impurity concentration. The
solid line represents the calculated value and broken line is an eye-guide.

coefficient was evaluated from the gradient in the relationship
between measured TEMF and temperature difference.

SeebeckCoefficientOf
PhosphorusDopedSoiLayers
III.

The average Seebeck coefficient of doped SOI sample is
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of impurity concentration. The
numbers adjacent to the filled circles indicate the SOI layer
thickness and the solid line represents the theoretical
calculation of Seebeck coefficient based on the dispersion
relation in simple bulk Si [10]. From Fig. 2 the average
Seebeck coefficient decreases with increasing the impurity
concentration below 2 u 1019 cm-3 (indicated by broken line in
Fig. 2), as usually observed in n-type semiconductor materials
[11,12]. However, experimental results quantitatively differ
with the theoretical results. This is likely to be due to the
influence of phonon drag and it is known to become weak at
high impurity concentration [13]. Therefore, when the
impurity concentration is above 1 u 1019 cm-3, the
experimental values become close to the theoretical values.
On the other hand, the average Seebeck coefficient is
found to exhibit unusual behavior by increasing the impurity
concentration above 2 u 1019 cm-3 which is likely to be due to
the influences of heavy impurity doping since it is considered
that the SOI thickness above 6 nm does not contribute to the
enhancement in the Seebeck coefficient [4-8]. Fig. 3 shows the
DOS calculated by considering three principle influences of
heavy impurity doping; formation of impurity band [14,15],
ionization-energy shift of an impurity atom [16,17] and band
tailing at the EC [16-19], for impurity concentration of 1 u 1018
cm-3, 1 u 1019 cm-3 and 1 u 1020 cm-3, where the original EC is
set to zero [6-8]. The positions of EF evaluated from the
charge-neutrality condition are indicated in the figure by
arrows. It is found that the DOS of impurity band for 1 u 1018
cm-3 starts to form around –45 meV and is not connected to
the conduction band. In addition, the EF is found to be located

Fig. 3. Calculated DOS for bulk Si with P concentration of 1 u 1018 cm-3,
1 u 1019 cm-3 and 1 u 1020 cm-3 where EC is set to zero. The inset shows a
schematic of DOS distribution in an impurity band and a one-dimensional
conduction band. The arrows indicate the Fermi energies.

of a semiconductor. Thus, it is considered that the Seebeck
coefficient of lightly-doped SOI sample should behave like the
characteristics of normal n-type semiconductor.
However, in the case of DOS for impurity concentration of
1 u 1019 cm-3 and 1 u 1020 cm-3, the impurity band becomes
broad and connects with the conduction band. Moreover, the
EF stays in the continuous band. This band arrangement should
exhibit metallic properties, which is likely contributes to the
peak in the Seebeck coefficient in heavy doping region [4-8].
As mentioned in “INTRODUCTION,” in order to observe the
enhancement of Seebeck coefficient by nanostructuring, the E F
needs to be tuned in the vicinity of EC. However, from Fig. 3,
it can be seen that even if the EF could be tuned by varying the
impurity concentration, the impurity band that forms near the
EC will demolish the sharp features in low-dimensional DOS,
as illustrated in the inset of this figure. This suggests that
controlling the EF by impurity doping is not suitable to obtain
the benefits of nanostructured materials.
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SoiSeebeckCoefficient
ControlledByExternalBias
IV.

In order to tune the EF without the influence of an impurity
band, the Seebeck coefficient was varied by applying an
external bias to the biased SOI sample. Some studies have
modulated the Seebeck coefficient of organic materials, Si,
and compound semiconductors with a field-effect transistor
structure by varying the gate bias [20-23]. On the other hand,
we have varied the Seebeck coefficient of biased SOI sample
by applying a voltage through an Al electrode deposited on the
SOI surface without using a field-effect transistor structure.
Fig. 4 shows the average Seebeck coefficient as a function of
applied external bias. The average Seebeck coefficients are
observed to increase with increasing the external bias. When
the SOI sample surface is positively biased, the energy
difference EC – EF near the n-SOI/BOX interface increases as
schematically depicted in the inset of Fig. 4. In other words,
by applying a positive bias the carrier concentration in SOI
layer is reduced that makes the Seebeck coefficient to
increase, which is in agreement with characteristics of Pdoped SOI layer shown in Fig. 2 for impurity concentration
below 2 u 1019 cm-3.

Fig. 4. Seebeck coefficient of biased SOI sample as a function of applied
external bias. The inset shows a band diagram of Al/n-SOI/BOX/p-Si
under a positive bias with respect to the ohmic contact between p-Si/Al.

We used a technology computer-aided design simulator
(Synopsys Co. Ltd.) to estimate the carrier distribution in the
SOI layer under external bias. The simulated SOI sample had
a width of 195 m (horizontal direction) and a thickness of
5.462 m (vertical direction). We confirmed that the sample
dimension do not affect the carrier distribution. Fig. 5 shows a
contour plot of the simulated carrier concentration for biased
SOI sample subjected to (a) 0 V and (b) +30 V. This contour
plot depicts the cross section of the SOI sample; vertical and
horizontal axes respectively represent the depth (thickness)
and width of the sample. From Fig. 5, it is found that the
electron density in the SOI layer gradually decreases with
distance from the surface and that when the SOI surface is
positively biased it drops abruptly near the n-SOI/BOX
interface. This result is consistent with the band diagram
depicted in the inset of Fig. 4. In addition, Fig. 5 shows that
the electron density is constant in the horizontal direction.
Therefore, the carrier concentration in SOI layers can be
varied by external bias, which demonstrates that it may be
possible to control the EF without the influence of impurity
band.
As mentioned above, it is essential to adjust the EF in the
vicinity of EC, the fact that the external bias induces band
bending in the SOI may reduce the enhancement of the
Seebeck coefficient by smoothing the sharp features in the
low-dimensional DOS. However, from the general expression
of Seebeck coefficient for the electronic contribution [24], the
Seebeck coefficient can be regarded as the integral of its local
components, and the sharp features is expected to be preserved
at the EC. Consequently, nanostructured materials are expected
to have enhanced Seebeck coefficient under a given external
bias.

Fig. 5. Contour plot of simulated carrier concentration of n-type biased
SOI sample subjected to external bias (a) 0 V and (b) +30V. The vertical
and horizontal axes respectively represent the depth and width of the
sample.

V.

Conclusion

We measured the variation of Seebeck coefficient of
ultrathin n-type SOI layer by controlling the carrier
concentration by doping P atoms into the SOI layer. The
Seebeck coefficient is found to decrease with increasing the
impurity concentration, with a peak around 1 u 1020 cm-3. The
enhancement of Seebeck coefficient in heavy doping region is
considered to be likely due to influences of formation of
impurity band near EC. From the calculated DOS including the
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influences of impurity doping, it was found that the influences
is expected to demolish the sharp features in low-dimensional
DOS which resulting a difficulties in achieving the benefit of
nanostructure. Therefore, we measured the variation of
Seebeck coefficient by applying an external bias for tuning the
EF without the influence of impurity band. The Seebeck
coefficient increases as the external bias becomes increasingly
positive, which is qualitatively consistent with the
characteristics of P-doped SOI layers by considering the
variation of simulated carriers in the SOI layers. This
demonstrates that the EF can be controlled to enhance the
Seebeck coefficient by nanostructures without forming
impurity bands by heavy doping.
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Abstract— The eruption of Merapi Mountain in Yogyakarta
in November 2010 spewed a lot of material to the surface of the
earth. These conditions could affect the chemical content in
ground water, such as iron content. Therefore, in this research
will be made an iron content measuring instrument that is used
to measure iron content in ground water of Turi, Klangkapan,
Kali Kuning and Umbul Pajangan after the eruption of Merapi
Mountain.
The measuring iron content in the groundwater in this
research is using spectrophotometric method. Because iron is
measured at wavelengths between 495-570 nm, so this system will
work by using a green laser light source. The results of the data
processing will be displayed on the LCD (Liquid Cell Display) in
mg/l.
The iron content instrument can measure the iron content 1 –
5 mg/l as well. The iron content instrument still needs
improvement because it can not measure iron content below 1
mg/l in accordance with the results should be. The iron content of
four springs are increasing with the rate between 19.17 –
305.7%. However, the iron content in the water in the four areas
is safe for consumption because it is on the allowed threshold by
the Ministry of Health (less than 0.3 mg/l).
Keywords—groundwater, Merapi Mountain, eruption, iron
content, green laser

I.

Introduction

Ground water is a strategic resource, because it involves
the basic necessities lives of many people in various
community activities. In November 2010 had occurred
eruption of Merapi Mountain in Yogyakarta which spewed a
lot of material to the surface of the earth. These conditions
could affect the chemical content in ground water, such as iron
content. The maximum allowed by the Ministry of Health No..
416/MENKES/PER/IX/1990 for Fe content in the water not
more than 0.3 mg/l [1].
The measuring iron content in the groundwater in this
research is using spectrophotometric method. This method is
considered a fairly simple method. The analysis is done
relatively quickly, and the samples were analyzed in small
quantities. Today, the spectrophotometers on the market are
very expensive and only certain people that could use a
spectrophotometer, so many people are less able to take
advantage of these tools. Therefore, we intend to make the
iron content in the water measuring instrument more simple,

inexpensive, and easy to use with the spectrophotometric
method. Some researcher has been utilizing a
spectrophotometer for testing content of iron in the water. One
of the existing research conducted by Nia Faricha, in a
research entitled "Pembuatan Alat Ukur Kadar Besi dalam Air
dengan Metode Absorbsi Spektrofotometri ". This research
used polychromatic light source i.e. a halogen lamp and a light
sensor i.e. LDR (Light Dependent Resistor). The results are
displayed in units of percent. [2]. Another researcher is Ram
Murat Singh et al that developed instrument for measuring
iron content in water [3]. The instrument uses RGB-LED
(Red Green Blue - Light Dependent Resistor) as light source
and LDR receiver. The method of convertion Fe to the red
complex solution is done by adding the solution with KSCN.
In this research, an iron content in water measuring
instrument will be designed using laser light source. Because
the iron is measured at wavelengths between 495-570 nm, so
this system will work by using a green laser light. The
instrument of iron content that is made will be used to measure
iron content in ground water of Turi, Klangkapan, Kali
Kuning and Umbul Pajangan to assess changes in the content
of iron in groundwater after the eruption of Merapi Mountain.
These four areas are located at the edge of Mount Merapi. The
results of the data processing will be displayed on the LCD
(Liquid Cell Display) in mg/l unit. The iron content
measurement tool is equipped with a battery that can be
recharged so that it can be brought to a place where there is no
power source.
II.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS

The stages of this research are as follows:
1.

Taking samples of ground water in Turi, Klangkapan,
Kali Kuning and Umbul Pajangan

2.

Manufacturing iron content instrument
The principle of the measurement of the sample shown in
Figure 1. Light with intensity Io passes through the
sample containing molecules along b, some light will be
absorbed by the molecule. This resulted in the intensity
drops to I. Both the value of the light intensity (Io and I)
were measured by photodetector. Light with intensity Io,
after passing through the absorber with concentration c,
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along b, the intensity will drop to I follow the
relationship

H bc

log I 0 / I

(1)

where  is the molar absorptivity [4],[ 5]

Figure 1 Absorption of light by the sample
Molar absorptivity is a constant that depends on the type of
molecule and the wavelength. Equation 1 can be expressed in
the form
log I 0 / I

A

(2)

where A: absorbance, then equation 1 becomes
A

H bc

(3)

Where  and b is constant and A is measured, the iron level c
can be obtained. The block diagram of this instrument is
shown at Figure 2. The circuit of laser source and photodiode
are shown at Figure 3. The flowchart of the measurement
process is shown at Figure 4.

Figure 2. Block diagram
Figure 4. Fowchart of the measurement process
3.

a. Laser source circuit

b. Photodiode circuit

Figure 3. The circuit of laser source and photodiode

Preparation of Fe standard curve
a. 1 ml of standard solution of standard Fe 100 ppm
pipetted and put in a 100 ml flask. one drop of 0.2 M
Na-acetate, 5 ml solution hidroksilaminklorida 10%,
and 5 ml of 0.25% o-phenantrolin added into the
flask. Then the solution in the flask is diluted to mark
boundaries.
b. In the same way, the solution to the volume of iron
solution 0, 2, 3, and 4 ml were made. The number of
drops of a solution of Na-acetate adjusted to the
volume pipetted iron, then, 5 ml solution of ophenantrolin
0.25%,
5
ml
solution
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hidroksilaminklorida added to the flask and the
mixture was diluted to mark boundaries.
4.

Measurement of Fe standart series:
-

measure the blank cuvette (y1) and iron solution
cuvette (y2) for sixth solution above at a wavelength
of maximum absorbance

-

calculate the absorbance for sixth solution above with
formula
y = y1 – y2

-

(4)

draw the graph of the absorbance for sixth solution
above to obtain a linear equation of Fe standart curve:
y

where

bx  a

(5)

y = absorbance
x = iron content
b, a = constant

5.

Calibration of the Fe standart curve measurement
between the instrument and standart spectrophotometer

6.

Preparation of the sample solution
25 ml water sample is pipetted into a 100 ml measuring
flask. One drop of 0.2 M Na-acetate, 5 ml of 10%
hidroksilaminklorida solution and 5 ml of 0.25% ophenantrolin added to the flask and then the solution was
diluted to mark boundaries.

7.

From the two graphs above it is clear that the linearity of the
iron content instrument is smaller than the standard
spectrophotometer. It means that the iron content instrument
still needs improvement.
Table 3 shows the content of Fe in mg/l in
groundwater of four region after Merapi Mountain eruption
using iron content instrument (in accordance with the equation
6) and standart spectrophotometer (in accordance with the
equation 7). Table 4 shows the content of Fe in mg/l at before
and after Merapi Mountain eruption that is tested at Balai
Besar Teknik Kesehatan Lingkungan dan Pemberantasan
Penyakit Menular (BBTKL PPM) Yogyakarta. If Table 3
compared with Table 4, it can be seen that the measured Fe
content in groundwater using a standard spectrophotometer is
similar to BBTKL PPM measurement result. It means that the
method of preparation of the solution is correct. However, the
iron content instrument can not measure iron content in
accordance with the results should be. This is because the iron
content in the water sample is too small. The iron content
instruments can not detect iron content that is too small. For
further improvement, the sensitivity of iron content instrument
will be upgraded so that it can measure the small iron content
as well. From table 4, we can know that the iron content after
the eruption of Mount Merapi is higher than before the
eruption. The greatest change occurred in the springs in the
area Kali Kuning, i.e. 305.7%. However, the content of iron
in the four springs is still below the threshold required by the
Ministry of Health, which is less than 0.3 mg / l, so it is safe
for consumption.

Measurement of iron content:
-

measure the blank cuvette (y1) and iron solution
cuvette (y2)

-

calculate the absorbance (y = y1 – y2)

-

Solution

y  a with a and b
b
are obtained from linear equation of Fe standart curve

calculate the content of iron: x

III.

Table 1. Absorbance measurement of the iron content
instrument.

RESULTANDDISCUSSION

Voltage (V)

Absorbance

0 mg/l

4.81

-

1 mg/l

4.805

0.005

2 mg/l

4.801

0.009

3 mg/l

4.797

0.013

4 mg/l

4.795

0.015

5 mg/l

4.791

0.019

Figure 2 shows the iron content instrument that is
made up. This figure shows the outside and inside of the iron
content instrument. Table 1 shows the results of the voltage
measurement of fifth Fe standard solution according to
equation 4, which is further illustrated in Figure 3. The figure
shows that the standart solution has 0.989 linearity level. The
standart equation is
y

0.003 x  0.002

(6)

Table 2 shows the absorbance measurement using standart
spectrophotometer, which is further illustrated in Figure 4.
The figure shows that the standart solution has 0.994 linearity
level. The standart equation is
y

0.1889 x  0.0169

Figure 2. Iron content instrument

(7)
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Table 3. Fe content of groundwater measurement using the
iron content instrument and Standart spectrophotometer
Absorbance Measurement

Region

Figure 3. Series solution measurement result of
content instrument.

the iron

Table 2. Absorbance
spectrophotometer

standart

Using the iron
content
instrument

Solution

using

Using
Standart
spectrophotometer

Using the
iron
content
instrument

Calculating
from
absorbance
using
standart
spectrophotometer

Klangkapan

0.001

-0.011

-0.333

0.031

Turi

0.001

-0.013

-0.333

0.020

Kali
Kuning

0.001

-0.007

-0.333

0.052

Umbul
Pajangan

0.001

-0.012

-0.333

0.026

Table 4. Fe content of groundwater measurement (tested at
Balai
Besar Teknik
Kesehatan Lingkungan dan
Pemberantasan Penyakit Menular Yogyakarta)
Region

measurement

Fe content (mg/l)

Fe content (mg/l)
Before
eruption

Absorbance

After
eruption

Increase
(%)

Klangkapan

0.0193

0.0230

19.17

0.186

Turi

0.0193

0.0230

19.17

2 mg/l

0.362

Kali Kuning

0.0193

0.0783

305.70

3 mg/l

0.535

0.0193

0.0230

4 mg/l

0.709

Umbul
Pajangan

5 mg/l

0.957

1 mg/l

19.17

IV.

CONCLUSION

From the explanation above, it can be concluded below:
a.

The iron content instrument can measure the iron content
1 – 5 mg/l as well

b. The iron content instrument still needs improvement
because it can not measure iron content below 1 mg/l in
accordance with the results should be
c.

The iron content of four springs are increasing with the
rate between 19.17 – 305.7%. However, the iron content
in the water in the four areas (Turi, Klangkapan, Kali
Kuning and Umbul Pajangan) is safe for consumption
because it is on the allowed threshold by the Ministry of
Health (less than 0.3 mg/l).
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Abstract—There have been widely applied many research
related to face recognition system. The system is commonly used
for video surveillance, human and computer interaction, robot
navigation, and etc. Along with the utilization of the system, it
leads to the need for a faster system response, such as robot
navigation or application for public safety. A number of
classification algorithms have been applied to face recognition
system, but it still has a problem in terms of computing time. In
this system, computing time of the classification or feature
extraction is an important thing for further concern.
Classification algorithm that is suitable for very large
databases and efficient in time complexity is WaveCluster.
WaveCluster based on wavelet transform able to analyze
function at different resolution. To enhance system ability as a
real-time system, WaveCluster will be present to be parallel
process and implemented on GPU using CUDA.
CUDA is a parallel computing architecture that can manage
high-performance parallel computing on GPU with large
memory bandwidth. The parallelization of WaveCluster
algorithm on GPU using CUDA is expected to speed-up the
process computing time compared to serial process on CPU. In
addition, the system is intended to improve level of accuracy in
recognition process of facial images
Keywords—face recognition, wavecluster algorithm, parallel
computing, GPU, CUDA

I.

Introduction

Face recognition system is one of topics that have been
widely studied. This is because of the system is widely used in
public safety application, financial security, human computer
interaction and robot navigation, etc.
Some researches related to face recognition system have
optimized in terms of feature extraction and classification
methods. Classification approaches said to be good, if it can
classified in a variety of shapes, efficient, sensitive to noise
and data input sequence. WaveCluster is classification
approaches based on wavelet transform that meet all the
criteria mentioned. By using the wavelet transform, a variety
of shapes can be identified and classified at different levels of
accuracy effectively. In addition, WaveCluster is very efficient
in terms of time complexity [1].
However, computational time of wavelet transform in
multilevel data decomposition and reconstruction will reduce
performance, especially for large size image [2]. Time

complexity of the wavelet transform is O(N2), where N is
image size. The time needed for the computation will be
increased with image size [3]. It certainly would not be
appropriate when it applies to a system that requires fast
computation time and quick response.
Computer Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a
parallel computing architecture developed by Nvidia. CUDA
is software for managing large data parallel computing with
high performance on GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)
hardware. Each GPU with CUDA-enabled can serve as a data
parallel computing devices with large amount of memory onboard [4].
Previous research [5] implements WaveCluster algorithm
using GPU with CUDA. There are two sub-algorithms
WaveCluster approach implemented with CUDA, the
extraction of low-frequency components of signal are obtained
by using wavelet transform and connected component
labeling. 2D dataset and high-resolution dataset are used for
testing. The result concluded that the extraction of lowfrequency components using GPU (NVIDIA GTX 465) can
speed up the computing process with 107 times faster on the
implementation on CPU (Intel Core2Duo 2.4 GHz) and
connected component labeling to 6 times faster.
Parallelization of WaveCluster algorithm for face
recognition system on GPU with CUDA is expected to
accelerate the computing process of image extraction and
classification so that it can respond faster and can be utilized
for robot navigation or video surveillance in public areas.
II.

WaveClusterAlgorithm

Given a set of spatial objects oi, 1  i  N, the goal of the
algorithm is to detect clusters and assign labels to the objects
based on the cluster that they belong to. The main idea in
WaveCluster is to transform the original feature space by
applying wavelet transform and then find the dense regions in
the new space. It yields sets of clusters at different resolutions
and scales, which can be chosen based on users needs. The
main steps of WaveCluster are shown in Fig. 1 [1].
Algorithm:
Input:
Multidimensional
vectors

data

objects

feature

Output: clustered objects
1.

Quantize

feature

space,

and

then

assign
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objects to the units.
2.

Apply wavelet transform on the feature space.

3.

Find the connected components (clusters) in
the subbands of transformed feature space, at
different levels.

4.

Assign label to the units.

5.

Make the lookup table.

6. Map the objects to the clusters.

the table specifies the relationship between one unit in the
transformed feature space and the corresponding unit(s) of the
original feature space. So the label of each unit in the original
feature space can be easily determined. Finally, WaveCluster
assigns the label of each unit in the feature space to all the
objects whose feature vector is in that unit, and thus the
clusters are determined. Formally,
c Mj, oi  Mj, loi = cn, c  Cr, 1  i  N,

Fig. 1. WaveCluster algorithm

(3)

where loi is the cluster label of object oi [1].
A. Quantization
The first step of WaveCluster algorithm is to quantize the
feature space, where each dimension i in the d-dimensional
feature space will be divided into mi intervals. If we assume
that mi is equal to m for all the dimensions, there would be md
units in the feature space. Then the objects will be assigned to
these units based on their feature values. Let Fk = (f1, f2, …, fd)
be the feature vector of the object ok in the original feature
space. Let Mj = (v1, v2, …, vd) denote a unit in the original
feature space where vi, 1  vi  mi, 1  i  d, is the location of
the unit on the axis Xi of the feature space. Let si be the size of
each unit in the axis Xi. An object ok with the feature vector Fk
= (f1, f2, …, fd) will be assigned to the unit Mj = (v1, v2, …, vd)
if
i

(vi – 1) si  fi  visi,

1id

(1)

The number (or size) of these units is an important issue
that affects the performance of clustering. Because of multiresolution property of wavelet transform, it considers different
unit size at different scales of transform [1].
B. Wavelet Transform
In the second step, discrete wavelet transform will be
applied on the quantized feature space. Applying wavelet
transform on the units Mj results in a new feature space and
hence new units Tk. given the set of units Tk, WaveCluster
detects the connected components in the transformed feature
space. Each connected component is a set of units Tk and is
considered as a cluster. Corresponding to each resolution r of
wavelet transform, there would be a set of clusters Cr, where
usually at the coarser resolutions, number of clusters is less.
The subbands LL show the clusters at different scales [1].
C. Label and Make Look Up Table
Each cluster c, c  Cr, will have a cluster number cn. In the
fourth step of algorithm, WaveCluster labels units in the
feature space that are included in a cluster, with its cluster
number. That is,
c Tk, Tk  c  lTk = cn, c  Cr,

(2)

where lTk is the label of the unit Tk. The clusters that are found
are in the transformed feature space and are based on wavelet
coefficients. Thus, they cannot be directly used to define the
clusters in the original feature space. WaveCluster makes a
lookup table LT to map the units in the transformed feature
space to the units in the original feature space. Each entry in

III.

CUDA

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is parallel
computing architecture included with new parallel
programming model and set of formatting instruction to
Graphical Processing Unit (GPU). Parallel computing on GPU
is used to solve a number of complex computational problems
more efficiently than computing on CPU. A compiled CUDA
program can be executed on some processor cores. A
multithreaded program is partitioned in a number of thread
blocks are executed independently of each other, so that GPU
with more processor cores will automatically execute the
program with much less time than GPU with less processors
cores.
CUDA programming model is an extension to the C
language. There are three main parts of CUDA programming
model, namely kernel, threads, memory. Kernel is a program
code to be executed in parallel on GPU. When kernel function
is called, then a number of programs to be executed N times in
parallel on N number CUDA threads. Thread is a mechanism
used to execute a program code. Threads in execution are
grouped in blocks and grids. Block is a collection of threads
executed together, while the grid is a collection of blocks.
There are limits on the number of threads in a block. In
particular GPU, a block can contain up to 1024 thread. A
thread block can executed independently in parallel or
sequentially. A number of threads in a block can coordinate
data sharing and synchronization via shared memory
execution time for memory access.
CUDA programming model assumes that the thread is
executed on a device that serves as a coprocessor for a host
running the C program, CPU as a host and GPU as a device.
Host and device uses its own memory space in DRAM is
referred to as host memory and device memory. So that a
program will be set up memory space available for kernel
includes device memory allocation and deallocation, and data
transfer between host memory and device memory. When a
program calling the function kernel, then the kernel will be
executed on GPU in parallel, in addition program code will be
executed sequentially on CPU.
GPU has been designed with large memory bandwidth
than CPU so it can have a high-throughput computing.
Available memory bandwidth cannot achieve good
performance if all the data are globally accessible memory.
Some types of memory on GPU have different behavior and
performance which can be influential in improving memory
performance. Global memory is memory space that has access
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slowest among the other type of GPU memory. Therefore,
more data that is accessed from global memory will reduce the
computational performance of implementation program result.
IV.

ProposedMethod

This research will proposed an implementation method for
parallel computing of WaveCluster algorithm that shows in
Fig. 2 and 3. The input is color image and then going through
the process to get grayscale intensity of 2D vector.
Furthermore, the image recognition needs two main methods,
namely feature extraction and classification.
N-original
color image
N-grayscale
image
2D intensity
vectors

V.

FutureWork

Parallelization for facial image recognition system will be
made on WaveCluster algorithm, namely discrete wavelet
transform and connected component labeling. Furthermore,
the research will be carried out measurements of the
computing time of decomposition data on WaveCluster
algorithm on GPU and compared with result obtain in
previous research [5].
Implementation will be done on the entire process of face
recognition system ranging from feature extraction and
classification with WaveCluster algorithm and face
recognition process with suitability connected component
labeling algorithm. Then it will be measured overall
computing time implementation is a combination of CPU and
GPU computing. From the results of these measurements will
be compared with the implementation of the computational
process occurs on CPU.

WaveCluster algorithm

Original
color image

Quantization

Grayscale
image
Discrete wavelet
transform

Decomposition
data

Approximation
data

Vertical
data

GPU

Horizontal
data

GPU

2D intensity
vectors
Diagonal
data

Discrete wavelet
transform

Approximation
data

Connected
component labeling

Label
determining

Vertical
data

GPU

Horizontal
data

GPU

Diagonal
data

Connected
component labeling

Make lookup
table

Label determining
Map objects to
clusters

GPU
Clustered
objects

Looking for
appropriate cluster

Cluster name

Fig. 2. Parallel computing flow of clustering process with WaveCluster
algorithm for face recognition system

WaveCluster algorithm already includes the feature
extraction and classification. For feature extraction of face
images are used Haar wavelet transform at every level
transformation produces four decomposition data, i.e.
approximation data, horizontal data, vertical data, and
diagonal data. All of decomposition data will be used as input
to the classification process with multi-pass connected
component labeling algorithm. This is done to analyze the
classification results obtained from some combination of
decomposition data.

Fig. 3. Parallel computing flow of find cluster name with WaveCluster
algorithm for face recognition system
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Abstract— In this paper we discuss about the initial stages of the
study to design a system to detect the volume of fuel in the
generator base stations on remote islands precisely at the
Bidadari islands on Kepulauan Seribu. As this study designed a
simulator that implements change fuel level and transmits the
parameter changes to the BTS technician supervisor. In making
this simulator, sensors are used to detect changes in elevation are
a couple of LED and LDR. Meanwhile, the expected response is a
call technicians to fill the fuel tank, in order to call the technician
to use mobile phones, and the content of calls is a short message
services (SMS) that has been in the program. For sending SMS,
we was used FASTRACK M1306B MODEM. From the test
results the design of the simulator system, we can say the system
works, and send short messages in a timely manner to the
technicians, and we have been proposed this to INDOSAT
company.
Keywords: Fuel scheduling, simulator, wireless communication.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The company or plant requires a backup power supply for
voltage supply equipment using Power Generator Set
(GENSET). Performance GENSET one factor influenced by
the use of fuel oil (BBM) which should always be monitored
or monitored so that no vacuum fuel. Short Message Service
(SMS) is a facility to send and receive a short text message via
wireless devices, i.e. mobile communication device. One of
the advantages of SMS is cost. Besides SMS is a store and
forward method so that the benefits are when the mobile
phone recipient can’t be reached, meaning inactive or outside
the service area, recipients can still receive the SMS when the
mobile phone is already active. SMS provides a mechanism to
send short messages to and from a place using wireless media
using a Short Messaging Service Center (SMSC), which acts
as a system for maintaining and re-transmit short messages.
Wireless networks provide a mechanism to find the
destination station and send short messages between the
SMSC to the wireless station. SMS users rarely (never) get a
busy signal, when the voice network is busy, unless it is an
SMS Center is being very busy. By considering the issues

fueling generators and excess SMS to deliver short messages
with mobile phone media, we are interested in studying how
the short message can be up to in 'real time' for the condition
when the tank is empty. For that we are interested in doing
research on the issue, and create a form of solution.
II.

BASIC THEORY

A. Microcontroler AVR ATmega8535
Microcontroller is a semiconductor technology in which
there is a combination of millions of transistors and packaged
in a single chip IC. In the memory of the microcontroller has
two program memory (ROM) is used to store programs and
versatile memory (RAM) is used to store temporary data
include registers that are used according to the program have
been made. AVR Microcontroller (Alf and Vegard's RISC
processor) has a 8 bit RISC architecture, all instructions are
packed in 16-bit code (16-bits word) and most of the
instructions executed in one clock cycle.
In architecture and the instructions used, can be said to be
almost the same. Therefore, one used Atmel AVR products,
namely ATmega8535. In addition to readily available and
cheaper, ATmega8535 microcontroller also has complete
facilities. For the type of AVR there are 3 types of ATTiny,
classic AVR, ATMega. They differ only in facilities and I / O
are available as well as other facilities such as ADC,
EEPROM, and so forth. One example is ATMega8535. It has
a RISC technology with speeds up to 16 MHz makes
ATMega8535 faster when compared with MCS51 variants.
With complete facilities such as the ATmega8535
microcontroller makes a powerful see figure1.
B. Liquid Level Detection
a. LED
LEDs are electronic components that are made from semiconductor diode that can disperse light. LED is a product of
the other findings after diode. The structure is also similar to
the diodes, but later discovered that electrons that hit the
connection PN. To obtain light emission in semiconductors,
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doping use is gallium, arsenic and phospida. Different types of
doping produce different colors of light.

Figure 3. a . LDR characteristics, b. LDR symbol

Figure1. Konfigurasi Pin Mikrokontroler ATMega8535
LEDs have a current or voltage limits are differentiated by
color. For example, red = 1.8 Volt, Orange = 2 Volt, Yellow =
2.1 Volt, Green = 2.2 Volt. The standard is 20 mA LED
forward voltage and works ranged between 1.4 Volt - 3 Volt.
Therefore, the use of LEDs is usually connected in series with
a resistance (R) see figure 2a and 2b.

Figure 2.a LED

C. MODEM
Modem is short for modulator-demodulator. Modulate is
the process of translating the data from digital to analog so it
can be transmitted. Demodulate the contrary, the process of
translating from analog to digital. Modulator is the part that
converts the signal information into the signal (carrier) and
ready to be delivered, while the demodulator is the part that
separates the information signal (which contain data or
messages) of the signal (carrier) received that information can
be received well.
Modem is a two-way communication tool. Any remote
communication devices generally use two-way section called
"modem", but the term generally known as the modem
hardware is often used for communication on the computer.
Data from the computer in the form of a digital signal if it will
be given to the modem, to be converted into analog signals.
Analog signals can be transmitted through multiple media
such as telephone and radio telecommunications.
III.

DESIGN SYSTEM

b LED electric symbol
b. LDR (Light Dependent Resistor)
LDR is a resistor resistance value varies whose Because the
intensity of the light is absorbed. LDR is also a resistor having
a negative temperature coefficient, the resistance value is
affected by light intensity. LDR is composed of CaDium
Sulfied (CDS) was generated from ceramic powders. In
general, CDS also called conductive photo equipment, as long
as the conductivity or resistance of CDS varies with the
intensity of the light. If the intensity of the light received high
then high barriers would also result in an exit voltage will also
be high and vice versa where the mechanism of the process of
change light into electricity Occurs. CDS does not have the
same sensitivity at each wavelength from ultraviolet to
infrared.

Figure 4. System Design

A. Schematic Sensor Level
Fuel level controller, schematically designed accord ing to
Figure 5. below:
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Start
Read bit
form

Inisialisation
ports ATMega
8535

A

Figure 5. Sensor Circuit Design
Description of figure 5.: The circuit is connected to the 5
Volt power supply, if the LDR in exposed conditions,
resistance value of LDR will be 500 kilo Ohm so the current
can’t flow, but if the LDR is exposed to light, in the LDR
resistance value will drop to 4 pounds ohm so that current can
flow through LDR, toward the base of the transistor 2N2222A,
and LED colors used are as in table 1.

Is red
one?

Read bit
form

N

yes
Is
green

No

Send high
signal form
controller to

yes

Table 1. LED indication on the height of the liquid simulator

No.

LED
color

LED
Voltage

1.

Green

1,5 Volt

2.

Yellow

1,5 Volt

3.

Red

1,5 Volt

LED
Current

20 mA

Send high
signal form
controller to

Is
power
system
ill ?

Read bit form
indicator
l

yes
A

No
Stop

B. Microcontroller ATMega 8535
In designing this simulator, controllers used are
microcontroller ATMega 8535, as for the pins that was used as
in Table 2.

Is
yellow
one?

No

Yes
Table 2. Pins Used In Microcontroller ATMEGA 8535
No

pin

function

used for

1.

Pin D. 2

INPUT

Red Lamp

2.

Pin D. 3

INPUT

Yellow Lamp

3.

Pin D. 4

INPUT

Green Lamp

4.

Pin D. 0

OUTPUT

MODEM Fastrack
M1306B

5.

Pin D. 1

OUTPUT

MODEM Fastrack
M1306B

The algorithm is programmed on the microcontroller are:

Send high signal
form controller
to MODEM
Figure 6. Flowchart Minimum System
C. MODEM Fastrack M1306B
FASTRACK Modem M1306B working at the dual
frequencies in the 900/1800 Mhz which means that according
to the existing mobile frequencies in the Indonesian market, so
it fits with the desired characteristics and functions in this
paper, namely the media sending data from microcontroller
ATmega 8535, i.e. the form of a short message, and then the
data is sent to the mobile responsibility tank GENSET. As for
the connectivity of the microcontroller ATMega 8535 to 1360
MODEM FASTRACK M 1306b are as in Figure
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C. SIM Card
Table 5. Testing sending a message to the MODEM with 4 SIM
card in UKI Electrical Laboratory

Figure 7. Fastrack M 1306 Modem
IV.

Table 3. Sensor calibration tables for the height of liquid in tank

No

Color

Sensor
position
(cm)

measurable
position
(cm)

acuration
(%)

1.
2.
3.

Red
Yellow
Green

9
20
33

8,5
19,3
32.5

94.4
96.5
94.6

B. Compare between Fuel Level and Volume in the Tank
Table 4. Presentation of the fuel level in the fuel tank volume

No

Color

Tank
High
Position

Area
Tank

Volume

1.

Red

9 cm

531 cm2

4,7 liter

2.

Yellow

20,5 cm

531 cm2

10,8 liter

34,5 cm

2

12,1 liter

Green

SIM CARD

TIME

1.
2.
3.
4.

IM3
AS
3
XL

16 Second
13 Second
15 Second
14 Second

SYSTEM TEST AND ANALYSIS

A. Sensor Calibration
The results of tests performed by reducing the fluid content
that is on the tank, gives the difference between mounting the
sensor on the tank with fuel level when testing is done when
conditions was detected LDR, as attached in Table 3.

3.

NO

531 cm

Fuel level sensor can be applied to the alarm system of a
company / industry, one of the fuel level sensor application
made on cellular systems in BTS in small islands like
kepulauan seribu.

V.

CONCLUSION

There are differences between the measurements of the
height sensor installed with fuel level when tested on the
boundary conditions, the difference in fuel level LED-level
upper limit of 0.5 cm higher than the sensor mounting
position, to limit fuel center height difference at the level of
0.7 LED cm lower than the mounting position of the sensor,
while the lower limit of the difference in fuel level LED level
of 0.5 cm lower than the sensor mounting position.
The use of LED and LDR sensor pair for the fuel level is
connected to the generator tank fuel sensor makes it safe to be
installed in the generator and fuel system that is inside the
tank.
Four times of testing SIM Card, for GSM modems and
mobile phones, the time of short messages to each destination
on average 14.5 sec. It is still included in the rapid delivery of
SMS on GSM.
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Abstract—Monitoring the engine’s performance carried out
with the aim of the business process can run smoothly without
any process stalled because if the business process stops only a
few seconds, the industry will experience a loss. In this research,
monitoring of industrial systems using an intelligent system that
will do the prognosis of damage to the components contained in
the industrial machine is the bearing performance. The method
used is the nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous (NARX),
based on the linear ARX model, which is commonly used in timeseries modeling. This model uses a recurrent dynamic network,
with feedback connections and enclosing several layers of tissues.
The results of this research remaining useful life (RUL) in
machine tools industry. It means the fatal damage in a machine
can be avoidable. It is also part of maintenance on industrial
machinery, in order to become more efficient in costing and
replacement of equipment to be effective.
Keywords—bearing damage performance; NARX; recurrent
dynamic network;time-series modeling

I.

INTRODUCTION (Heading 1)

Industrial system has rapidly developed. Therefore, to
support a succes in processing business, industrial system has
already computerized. One of the components which operated
by a computer is the monitoring of machine usage in industrial
system. The purpose of machine performance monitoring is to
keep the business process work endless smoothly. There will
be a big lost if the business process stops, even only for a
second.
In this research, industrial system monitoring used
intelligent system that will prognosticate the component
damage in the industrial machine, which called by bearing.
Bearing is one of the important components in the majority of
rotating machine. Because of the damage, bearing is one of the
problems in the rotating machine, so it needs the monitoring.
Later on, a Feature Extracting Data is used to monitor the

vibration condition. Some of the features are the mean, root
mean square (RMS), skewness, kurtosis, and beta kurtosis.
The purpose of this monitoring is to detect degradation in the
engine. Thus proactive and corrective maintenance can be
performed before the worse degradation or failure occurs [9].
Prognosis is a prediction of machine damage at a particular
time. Consequently, machine fatal damage can avoided. It is
also a part of industrial machinery maintenance, in order to
make expenses and equipment replacement more efficient and
effective [18].
NARX model is a method based on the linear ARX model,
which commonly used in time-series modeling. Prediction
with NARX method is more accurate and consistent [19].
The method used in this research is a nonlinear
autoregressive method with exogenous (NARX). This method
used for bearing damage prognosis. 
II.

FEATURE EXTRACTION AND NARX METHOD

A. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a way to process the data to produce a
feature data. In this study, there are 5 features used for
prognosis. Those features are the mean, root mean square
(RMS), skewness, kurtosis and beta kurtosis. Feature mean is
an average or mean value of arrays. Feature root mean square
(RMS) is a measure root mean square (RMS) value of the
signal. Feature skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the
data around the sample mean.
Kurtosis is the the degree of kurtosis of rolling bearing
vibration signal. The equation for kurtosis feature is:
. ( Fρ σ  
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where K is the kurtosis, E is the expected value, x is the
data, μ is the average and σ is the standard deviation.
While beta kurtosis is the fourth moment of the beta
function. The equation for the beta kurtosis feature is:
ΒΚ 0 σ   
where BK is the beta kurtosis, M is the moment, and σ is
the standard deviation.
B. Nonlinear AutoRegressive with eXogenous (NARX)
Method of Method of Nonlinear Autoregressive with
exogenous (NARX) is a general model that suitable to
represent the dynamics of nonlinear systems. This model uses a
repetitive dynamic network, with feedback connections and
attaching multiple networks. The equation used in NARX
models are:
y t f[y(t1)...y(tny), x(t1)...x(tnx)]e(t)

(3)

where y(t) is the output signal at time t, f is a nonlinear
function, x is the external input, n is the order process, and e(t)
is the error signal (error). Fig. 1, shows the layer of NARX,
which two-layer feed forward networks are used for
approximation.

Data) are produced by the NSF I / UCR Center for Intelligent
Maintenance Systems and supported by Rexnord Corp.. in
Milwaukee, WI. The data consists of individual files that
generated from recorded vibration signals at specific intervals.
In addition, each of these file consists of 20,480 points with a
sampling rate set at 20 kHz. In this research used 2nd test of
NASA’s data.
Later, extraction features process these data to produce 5
features, namely mean, root mean square (RMS), skewness,
kurtosis and beta kurtosis. The results of extraction feature in
the form of the total_features data with matrix size at 984 x 5.
Hence, there are 5 features with each feature consists of 984
data. The fifth feature is used as a dataset 1 to dataset 5.
Feature mean as dataset 1. Feature RMS become dataset 2.
Feature skewness into dataset 3. Feature kurtosis as dataset 4.
And feature beta kurtosis used as dataset 5.
IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Data Set 1
Data set 1 using the mean feature. The amount of data on
the mean features is 984. The next step performed training
data. The data used for the training process is 884 data, that is
(1:884,1). Later from first dataset, the prognosis was
processed for 100 NARX points of data with NARX method.
100 data of Data Testing Set, in the matrix is (885:984,1). Fig.
3, shows the plot mean feature and prognosis results using
mean feature.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. (a) mean feature. (b) prognosis results using the mean feature
Fig. 1. Layer of NARX

Configuration training is required before demonstrate the
training of the NARX network. The output of the NARX
network needs to be determined to estimate the output in some
nonlinear dynamic system. Fig. 2, shows how to can be
accomplished by trying a model of Series-Parallel Architecture
for training an NARX.

B. Data Set 2
Data set 2 using root mean square (RMS) feature. The
amount of data on the RMS features is 984. The next step
performed training data. The data used for the training process
is 884 data, that is (1:884,2). Later from second dataset, the
prognosis was processed for 100 NARX points of data with
NARX method. 100 data of Data Testing Set, in the matrix is
(885:984,2). Fig. 4, shows the plot RMS feature and prognosis
results using RMS feature.

Fig. 2. Series-Parallel Architecture for training an NARX

III.

RESEARCH OBJECTS AND DATA

Research Objects and data used in this study are data on the
bearing vibration measurement. These data (from NASA's

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) RMS feature. (b) prognosis results using RMS feature
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C. Data Set 3
Data set 3 using skewness feature. The amount of data on
the skewness feature is 984. The next step performed training
data. The data used for the training process is 884 data, that is
(1:884,3). Later from 3rd dataset, the prognosis was processed
for 100 NARX points of data with NARX method. 100 data of
Data Testing Set, in the matrix is (885:984,3). Fig. 5, shows
the plot skewness feature and prognosis results using
skewness feature.

F. Step Ahead Prediction
From the results of the above prediction, a good predictor
is RMS feature, becauae this feature has root mean square
error (RMSE) = 0,099 and coefficient correlation (R) =
0,7108. Then the dataset is done step ahead prediction.
x One Step Ahead
For the prediction one step ahead using 10 data, that is
(885:894,2). Fig. 8, shows the result plot predicted one
step ahead in the features RMS.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. (a) skewness feature. (b) prognosis results using skewness feature

D. Data Set 4
Data set 4 using kurtosis feature. The amount of data on
the kurtosis features is 984. The next step performed training
data. The data used for the training process is 884 data, that is
(1:884,4). Later from 4th dataset, the prognosis was processed
for 100 NARX points of data with NARX method. 100 data of
Data Testing Set, in the matrix is (885:984,4). Fig. 6, shows
the plot kurtosis feature and prognosis results using kurtosis
feature.

Fig. 8. Prediction one step ahead in the features RMS

x Two Step
For the prediction two step ahead using 20 data,that is
(885:904,2). Fig. 9, shows the result plot predicted one
step ahead in the features RMS.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. (a) kurtosis feature. (b) prognosis results using kurtosis feature
Fig. 9. Prediction two step ahead in the features RMS

E. Data Set 5
Dataset 5 using beta kurtosis feature. The amount of data
on the beta kurtosis features is 984. The next step performed
training data. The data used for the training process is 884
data, that is (1:884,5). Later from 5th dataset, the prognosis
was processed for 100 NARX points of data with NARX
method. 100 data of Data Testing Set, in the matrix is
(885:984,5). Fig. 7, shows the plot beta kurtosis feature and
prognosis results using beta kurtosis feature.

x Three Step Ahead
For the prediction three step ahead using 30 data, that is
(885:914,2). Fig. 10, shows the result plot predicted one
step ahead in the features RMS.

Fig. 10. Prediction three step ahead in the features RMS
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. (a) beta kurtosis feature. (b) prognosis results using beta kurtosis
feature
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V.

CONCLUSION
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Abstract Power supply is one of the most important thing in
mobile telecommunications system. Power quality determine
the reliability of telecom equipment, therefore electrical
interferences should known as soon as possible to avoid power
supply interruption and affecting to the operation of
telecommunication system. To keep the power system in any
location of base stations could be real time monitor, they
invented a remote power monitoring system. It control,
monitor and manage all units of rectifier on remote area via
microwave radio. As we know there are any weakness of
microwave radio, one of them is fading on air due to weather
conditions changes. Like a radio communication system in
general, it’s affects to the reliability of power monitoring
system. In this paper, the authors will discuss and analyze the
root cause of failure to get information from rectifier in
remote area with a case study in a particular location which
has been specified by the author.
Keywords :
Path Calculation, RSL, Losses, Gain, Fade Margin

1. INTRODUCTION
Power Element Management System is a centralized power
system monitoring which applicable on many industries.
The main purpose of PEMs is to ensure the reliability and
availability of power supply in any base stations. After
check one of the most frequently failure of get electrical
information from rectifier in a remote area, the authors
investigated an HOP of radio microwave on site Mariana
direction to Mato merah site. On this HOP we finding so
many failure of radio microwave system which impact of
the reliability of power monitoring decrease.
2.1. PATH CALCULATION
A calculation of output power levels to ensure the
reception power level are greater than or equal to the
threshold power level (RSL>Rth), several parameters that
affect to link budget such as Tx Power, EiRP, RSL, FSL,
etc. This calculation is to maintain the balancing of gains
and losses in order to achieve an ideal parameter link
budget.
2.1.1. Tx Power
A radio transmitter usually has an output power which
measured by the equations (2.1) and (2.2) with each values
as below :
dBm
: Relative power to one (1) milliwatt
W
: Linear power as Watts

c

hazairinsamaulah@ymail.com

A transmit radio transmit power is not through
reinforcement or losses in transmission media. Calculated
by the following equations.
2.1.2. Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
An amount that states transmit power of a transmitter that
has been through the reinforcement and damping on the
transmission line can be calculated by the formula in
Equation (2.3) where :
PTx
: Transmit power (dBm)
: Transmitter antenna gain (dB)
GTx
LTx
: Losses transmitter (dB)
2.1.3. Receive Sensitivity
All radios have a minimum point, where if the signal
received is lower than the minimal point of the data sent
can not be received well. Minimal point radio sensitivity in
dBm or W is known as Threshold. Defined as the limit of
tolerance acceptance that can still be tolerated, rec.594
CCIR standards and technical specifications on the level77dBm.

2.1.4. Receive Signal Level
Receive Signal Level is the level of receptivity in the
receiver whose value must be greater than the sensitivity of
the receiver (RSL RTH). The sensitivity of receiver is
used as a threshold size (refer to figure 1). RSL value can
be calculated by equation (2.4):
Where the values are as below :
EIRP : Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (dBm)
: Propagation loss (dB)
Lfs
: Rx antenna gain (dB)
GRx
: Line losses (dB)
LRx
Or with equation (2.5) where :
Tx
: Tx output power (dBm)
Tx Loss : Cable loss + Connector loss / insertion loss +
Adaptor (dB)
: Antenna Tx Gain (dBi)
Gant1
Lfs
: Free space loss (dB)
: Antenna Rx Gain (dBi)
Gant2
Rx loss : Rx losses (dB)
2.1.5. Free Space Loss
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Freee space loss is the wave propagation losses in the air
bettween two isootropic antennnas due to the energy spreadd in
thee equation (2.66).
wh
here D = Path distances (km
m) and f = Freequency (GHz)
3. TABLES
T
AND
D FIGURES

Figure 1: Gaain & Losses onn Microwave Radio
R
System

Table 1: Sitee survey Data
No

Mariana

Mato Mera
ah

1

Latituude

02 58 18.08 S

020 57 21.177 S

2

Longgitude

1040 52 07.64 E

1040 50 05.46 E

0

3

Conffiguration

1+0

1+0

4

Distaance ( KM )

4.16

4.16

5

Toweer Height

SST 72

SST 70

6

Elevaation (Amsl)

9.85

6.17

7

Ant Height
H
( Mtr)

38

40

0.3

0.3

30

30

48

50

Belden
9914/RG8

Belden 9914/R
RG8

8
9
10
11

nna
Anten
Diam
meter (Mtr)
nna Gain
Anten
(dBi))
Feedeer Length
(mtr))
Feedeer Type
Feedeer Loss
(dB/1100ft)
nector Model
Conn
/ Typpe

5.5

5.5

Amphenol RF /
NM RG-8U

Amphenol RF
R /
NM RG-8U
U

14

Tx Frreq ( GHz )

13.143

12.877

15

Rx Frreq ( GHz )

12.877

13.143

22

22

-65

-67

12
13

Figure 2: RS
SL monitoring

Deescription

16
17
18
19
20

ower ( dBm
Tx Po
)
RSL Actual (
dBm )
RSL Min (dBm)
Rx Threshold
m)
(dBm
Insertion Loss
(dB)

-99

-99

-75.5

-75.5

0.15

0.15

T
Table
2: Gain
ns both locatioon
No

Fiigure 3.2 Log alarm
a
Radio Linnk

1
2

Streengthening
(Gain)
Anteenna (dBi)
P
(dBm
Tx Power
/ Waatts)

3

EIRP
P

4

ngthening
Stren
both sides

M
Mariana

Matto Merah

30

30

22

22

42.939

4
42.578

82

82
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Table 3: Link budget calculations
Link Budget

Values
Installed
Planning
(0.3 m)
(0.6m)

Mariana

42.939

47.939

Mato Merah

42.578

47.678

RSL
(dBm)

Mariana

-63.511

-53.11

Mato Merah

-63.689

-53.68

FM
(dBm)

Mariana

11.989

23.291

Mato Merah

11.811

23.581

Lfs
(dB)

Mariana

127.206

125.436

Mato Merah

127.028

125.824

EIRP
(dBm)

4. EQUATIONS
Power ( dBm )

ª Power (W ) º
10 log «
»
¬ 0.001W ¼ …..………….......[1]

EIRP = PTx + GTx – LTx………….…….….…...[2]
RSL = Tx–Tx loss+Gant1–Lfs+Gant2-Rx loss…………[3]
Lfs = 92.45 + 20 log (f x D) ……...………………………….[4]
Ltr = Lfs + Lf + Lb + Aeff - Gtot …………………...…..…… [5]
Cable loss = L x Aloss ……..……………………….……….……[6]
Lfs = 92.45 + 20 log (f x D) ………………..…….…….[7]
[1] Alfin Hikmaturohman, ST on Dictates of Micowave radio
Akademi Teknik Telekomunikasi Shandy Putra Purwokerto.
[2]Link Budget Calculation, Marco Zennaro and Carlo Fonda the
Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics
mzennaro@ictp.it the EIRP is the Equivalent Isotropically
Radiated Power
[3] White Paper of Tranzeo Wireless Technologies.inc on TR30401
[4-7]Ceragon Fiber Air Training Handbook

5. DISCUSSION
Site Survey
In order to obtain accurate data on the condition of the field,
the authors conducted site visits to collect data and
information on the data obtained can be seen in (Table 3.1)
Cable Loss
Mariana site with length of cable = 48 m
= 48 x 3.2810 = 157.48ft, The cable losses value is
8.661 dB
Mato merah site with length of cable = 50 m
= 50m x 3.2810 = 164.050ft, The cable losses value is
9.022 dB
Connector Loss
For both station has 2 units of IF connectors , 1 connected to the
RFU dan the other connected to the IDU, therefore the insertion
loss at those sites as follow :
Mariana site
= 2 x 0.15dB = 0.3 dB
Mato Merah site = 2 x 0.15dB = 0.3 dB
Free space Loss

This losses is common in every wave that propagates in air,
which is expressed by the LFS refer to the (eq.2.6):
Lfs Mariana, f = 13.143 GHz
= 92.45 + 20 log (f x D)
= 92.45 + 20 log (13.143 x 4.16)

= 127.206 dB
Lfs Mato Merah, f = 12.877 GHz
= 92.45 + 20 log (f x D)
= 92.45 + 20 log (12.877 x 4.16)
= 127.028 dB
Line Losses

The amount of losses on the transmission line which is
calculated in both of location of the biggest losses obtained
from free-space loss propagation. This is due to the use of
frequency 13 GHz with a distance of 4.16 km. Here are the
total transmission losses in both locations as follow :
EIRP
Number of additional power in the pentransmissian
depending on the type and specifications of antennas used.
The EIRP values at the location Mariana and Mato merah
are :
EIRP = PTx + GTx – LTx
EIRP Mariana
= 22 dBm + 30 dBi – 9.061 dB
= 42.939 dBm
= 22 dBm + 30 dBi – 9.422 dB
EIRP Mato merah
= 42.578 dBm
Gains (Refer to the table 3.2)
Receive Signal Level

The values of the received power at the receiver side, the
good thing is RSL> RTH. RSL value at a receiver can be
calculated by using the formula (eq 2.5) :
RSLMariana
= 42.578 dBm – 127.028 dB + 30 dBi – 9.061
dB = -63.511 dBm
= 42.939 dBm – 127.206 dB + 30 dBi – 9.422
RSL Mato Merah
dB = -63.689 dBm
Fade Margin
For both location, we get the fade margins value as below :
= -63.511 dBm – (-75.5 dBm)
FM Mariana
= 11.989 dBm
= -63.689 dBm – (-75.5 dBm)
FM Mato Merah
= 11.811 dBm

Therefore, based on the calculation Fade Margin, it is
known that the cause of frequently disruptions radio
performance are caused by RSL degraded and fade margin
values that has not reach the minimum values. To get it
cleared from radio interference such as Fading, Multipaths,
then the value should be increase to the over or equals than
15dB.
By the way, with assumes we gonna change the antenna diameters
and gain with the values 0.6 (35dB) then change the frequency
become 11GHz would be get the best result as follow :
= 22 dBm + 35 dBi – 9.061dB
EIRP Mariana
= 47.939 dBm (increase 5 dBm)
= 22 dBm + 35 dBi – 9.422 dB
EIRPMato merah
= 47.678 (increase 5.1dBm)
Lfs Mariana = 92.45 + 20 log (10.721x4.16)
= 125.436 dB
= 92.45 +20 log (11.211x4.16)
Lfs Matomerah
= 125.824 dB
RSL Mariana = 47.678 dBm – 125.824 dB + 35 dBi – 9.061 dB = 52.209 dBm
(increase 11.302 dBm)
= 47.939 dBm – 125.436 dB + 35 dBi –
RSL Mato merah
9.422dB = -51.919 dBm
(increase 11.77 dBm)
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Therefore,the values of Fade Margin would be as follow :
= -52.209 dBm – 75.5 dBm
FM Mariana
= 23.291 dBm
= -51.919 dBm – 75.5 dBm
FM Mato Merah
= 23.581 dBm

6. CONCLUSION
Fade Margin value Mariana to Mato merah not meet the
standard, so it is fragile of interferences and impact to the
reliability of power remote monitoring system at the
location Mariana.
Mato merah to Mariana with 11GHz frequency applications
rather than 13 GHz, the added value gained is reduced
propagation losses of 2.5 dB free space.
By changing the antenna size with a bigger diameter 0.3 to
0.6 meters would get the result as an increasement of 10
dBm RSL and a power reserve of over than 23 dBm Fade
margin.
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Abstract— In this paper, the bandwidth enhancement of
ultra-wideband (UWB) microstrip bandpass filter (BPF) is
proposed by utilizing defected ground structure (DGS). The
initial UWB microstrip BPF which is designed to have the
bandwidth response of 4GHz with the center frequency of 4GHz
is deployed on FR4 Epoxy dielectric substrate with overall size
and thickness of 11mm x 32mm and 0.8mm, respectively. To
enhance the bandwidth response, an attempt is carried out by
applying DGS on to the ground plane of initial filter. Here, the
proposed DGS is constructed of 3 circular dumbbells. Some
parametrical studies to the DGS such as changing the radius of
dumbbells and the dimension of bridging-section of dumbbells
are conducted intensively to obtain the optimum geometry of
DGS with the desired bandwidth response. From the
characterization result, it shows that the utilization of DGS on to
the ground plane of filter has widened 3dB bandwidth response
up to 5.36GHz ranges from 1.84GHz to 7.2GHz yielding an
enhanced ultra-wideband response for various UWB
applications. The minimum insertion loss and maximum return
loss of microstrip BPF with proposed DGS in the passband area
are 2.05dB and 6.73dB, respectively.
Keywords— Bandwidth enhancement, DGS, dumbbells, UWB
microstrip BPF

I.

INTRODUCTION

During last decade, the development of technology for
communication and information has been incredibly
increasing. This development is principally to satisfy the
demand for high speed communication which supports to
transmit huge amounts of information [1]-[3]. Some
investigation effort to fulfill the demand has also been
conducted by improving the existing of device technology.
However, the improvement sometimes arises some problems
regarding the limited capability of related devices of
communication and information technology, including antenna,
signal amplifier, coupler, and filter [3]-[5]. From so many
mentioned devices, the last device, i.e. filter, is one of the most
important and essential parts for application in communication
and information technology. As is already well-known, most of
devices for communication and information technology could
not perform well if they have no adequate quality in filtering
system.

In accordance to the development of devices for
communication and information technology, the demand of
related devices, filters in particular, tends to have wide
bandwidth response, compact in size, light in weight as well as
adequate electrical characteristic performances. In order to
accomplish the requirements above, ultra-wideband (UWB)
technology has been one of the most promising solutions for
wide range data communication application in future [6].
Several devices that support the UWB system have been
theoretically and experimentally investigated including a
number of UWB filters which have been developed using some
techniques such as microstrip and uniplanar circuits [7]-[9].
However, even though most of devices supported UWB
systems, especially filters, have claimed to have wide
bandwidth response, another problem often arises regarding to
the bandwidth capabilities of devices.
In connection to the attempts for obtaining the wide
bandwidth response of filter, in this paper, the bandwidth
enhancement of UWB microstrip bandpass filter (BPF) is
conducted by changing and/or defecting the ground plane
surface of filter called as defected ground structure (DGS).
Here, the DGS is intentionally applied to have the BPF with
enhanced performance for various UWB applications. The
proposed DGS is constructed of 3 uniformly circular dumbbells
which are positioned symmetrically between the ports on the
ground plane of initial filter. Hence, the BPF itself is composed
of dual open stubs and four sections of balanced coupled-lines
for obtaining multimode filter responses [10]. The construction
of filter and DGS which is deployed on FR4 Epoxy dielectric
substrate is designed to have working bandwidth wider than
4GHz as the improvement effect from the original bandwidth
response. In the design process, the performance of BPF with
proposed DGS is investigated intensively to obtain the
optimum design of overall structure. Some parametrical studies
upon the DGS are investigated to obtain the optimum geometry
of DGS with the desired bandwidth response by changing the
radius of circular dumbbells as well as varying the dimension
of bridging-section of circular dumbbells. Hence, the filter
parameters including return loss, insertion loss, and bandwidth
response will be used as key indicators in the evaluation of
filter performance.

This work is partially supported by the Research Grant from ITB under
the Program of Research and Innovation 2013.
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II.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF UWB MICROSTRIP BPF

A. UWB Microstrip BPF without DGS
open
stub

Zs/Ts
balanced
coupled-lines Zoe/Te

Zoe/Te
Port#1

Zoo/To

Port#2
balanced Zoe/Te
coupled-lines
open
stub

Fig. 1.

Zoe/Te

Zoo/To

Figure 2 shows the structure of initial UWB microstrip BPF
composed of balanced microstrip coupled-lines with dual open
stubs perturbation. Hence, Table 1 summarizes the detail
geometry of each filter element, i.e. strips and stubs. The
elements are made of metal copper on the top side of dielectric
substrate as well as the ground plane on the bottom side. In
order to have an accurate design, the losses of dielectric
substrate and metal copper conductive for elements and ground
plane are taken into account. The input/output signals for initial
UWB microstrip BPF are obtained from SMA connectors.
TABLE I.

Zs/Ts

GEOMETRY OF EACH ELEMENTS FOR INITIAL UWB
MICROSTRIP BPF
Element

Width (mm)

Length (mm)

Strip#1

1.2

1.8

Strip#2

0.8

2.7

Strip#3

0.4

10.6

Strip#4

0.3

26.4

Open stub

1.5

2.7

Transmission line model of initial UWB microstrip BPF

By using the model in [10], the transmission line model of
initial UWB microstrip bandpass filter (BPF) is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The model is developed with balanced coupled-lines
and dual open stubs perturbation to work with the center
frequency of 4GHz. It is shown that the line impedance and
electric length of every open stub perturbation are Zs and Ts
respectively. In addition, since the coupled-line is
symmetrically structured yielding balanced coupled-line,
therefore, the structure has a common line which is connected
to the port. Every coupled-line provides the even-mode line
impedance and the electric length of Zoe and Toe, respectively
and also the odd-mode line impedance and the electric length
of Zoo and Too, respectively. Based on the transmission line
model, the structure of UWB microstrip BPF is then
implemented using microstrip technology on an FR4 Epoxy
dielectric substrate with overall size and thickness of 11mm x
32mm and 0.8mm, respectively.
top view

B. DGS-based UWB Microstrip BPF
By using the similar structure of filter elements as applied
for the initial UWB microstrip BPF, the bandwidth
enhancement to have the filter with improved performance is
investigated by employing defected ground structure (DGS).
Figure 3 illustrates the utilization of DGS over the ground
plane. It shows that the proposed DGS is constructed of 3
uniformly circular dumbbells. The first and the third dumbbell
are placed symmetrically each other from the center, while the
second one is put at the center underneath open stubs
perturbation. To obtain the optimum geometry of DGS, the
investigation is carried out by changing the radius of circular
dumbbells as well as varying the dimension of bridging-section
of dumbbells.
top view

bottom view

bottom view

DGS#3
FR4 Epoxy
dielectric
substrate

FR4 Epoxy
dielectric
substrate

open stub

open stub

strip#4

strip#4

strip#3

strip#3

strip#2
strip#1

strip#2
strip#1

DGS#2

DGS#1

11mm
Fig. 2.

Structure of initial UWB microstrip BPF.

11mm

32mm
Fig. 3.

32mm

Structure of DGS-based UWB microstrip BPF.
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III.

CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 plots the characterization result of DGS-based
UWB microstrip BPF with the radius of circular dumbbells
varied from 1.3mm–1.5mm. The separation between DGS is
set to be 7.8mm which is measured from the center of each
circular dumbbell. The bridging-section length and width of
each circular dumbbell is set to be uniform at 1.0mm and
0.5mm, respectively. From the result, it should be noted that
the larger radius of dumbbell yields the better response of
passband area at higher frequency bands (6.3–7.8GHz) but the
worse response at middle frequency bands (4.6–6.3GHz). The
result shows that the variation of circular dumbbell has no
effect to the lower frequency bands. This can be understood
that the characteristics of dumbbells as DGS affects to the
decrease of overall inductance of filter.

S-parameters (dB)

0

-10

-20

-30

1.3mm 1.4mm 1.5mm
return loss
insertion loss

-40

2

4

6
Frequency (GHz)

8

10

Fig. 4. Characterization result of DGS-based UWB microstrip BPF with the
varied radius of circular dumbbells

Next, the characterization of DGS-based UWB microstrip
BPF for the varied separation between DGS from 7.7mm–
7.9mm and the different value of bridging-section width of
circular dumbbell is conducted. The bridging-section width of
circular dumbbell for DGS#1, DGS#2, and DGS#3 is 0.3mm,
0.5mm, and 0.3mm respectively, while the length for all is set
to be constant at 1.25mm. The result of characterization is
depicted in Fig. 5.

From the figure, it shows that the variation of separation
between DGS has the similar effect to the variation of radius of
circular dumbbell. The similar effect also shows at the lower
frequency response which is no discrepancy result. The
characteristic response is better at higher frequency bands (6.1–
6.9GHz) for the larger distance between DGS but worse for
middle frequency bands (4.9–6.1GHz). However, in
comparison of 2 results above, the effect of varied radius of
circular dumbbell gives more significant change to the
characteristics response than the varied distance of DGS. This
is probably caused by the lower coupling between the DGS and
the filter itself for the larger distance of DGS.
Finally, to demonstrate the enhancement bandwidth, the
DGS-based UWB microstrip BPF is characterized with the
radius of each circular dumbbell of 1.4mm, separation between
DGS of 7.8mm, bridging-section length of 1.25m, and
bridging-section width for DGS#1, DGS#2, and DGS#3 of
0.3mm, 0.5mm, and 0.3mm, respectively. The characterization
result which is shown in Fig. 6 is plotted together with the
characterization result of initial UWB microstrip BPF. It shows
that the initial UWB microstrip BPF filter has 3dB bandwidth
response up to 4GHz ranges from 2.15GHz to 6.15GHz. The
minimum value of insertion loss in passband area is 1.47dB
which occurs at 5.54GHz. On the other hand, the maximum
value of return loss in passband area is 11.81dB at 2.98GHz.
Whilst from the characterization results of proposed DGSbased UWB microstrip BPF, it has 3dB bandwidth response up
to 5.36GHz ranges from 1.84GHz to 7.2GHz. In the passband
area, the minimum insertion loss is 2.05dB which occurs at
4GHz and the maximum return loss is 6.73dB at 2.6GHz.
From the characterization results, it should be noted that the
proposed DGS-based UWB microstrip BPF has the bandwidth
response 1.36GHz wider than the initial filter, or in other term,
the utilization of DGS can successfully enhance the bandwidth
response up to 34% compared to the initial UWB microstrip
BPF. The bandwidth enhancement occurs both at the lower and
the higher frequency bounds of the DGS-based UWB
microstrip BPF, where the lower frequency bound is shifted
lower than the lower frequency bound of initial UWB
microstrip BPF, as well as the higher frequency bound which is
also shifted higher.
0
S-parameters (dB)

S-parameters (dB)

0

-10

-20

-30

7.7mm 7.8mm 7.9mm

-10

-20

-30

DGS initial
return loss
insertion loss

return loss
insertion loss
-40

2

4

6
Frequency (GHz)

8

10

Fig. 5. Characterization result of DGS-based UWB microstrip BPF with the
varied separation of DGS and non uniform bridging-section dimension.

-40

2

4

6
Frequency (GHz)

8

10

Fig. 6. Characterization result of proposed DGS-based UWB microstrip BPF
in comparison with initial UWB microstrip BPF.
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On the other hand, the initial UWB microstrip BPF has the
lower value of maximum return loss and the higher value of
minimum insertion loss compared to the DGS-based UWB
microstrip BPF. This can be figured out the utilization of DGS
to the initial UWB microstrip BPF has probably changed the
characteristic filter type from the Butterworth response in
initial filter to the Chebyshev in proposed filter. Due to the
change of characteristic, the ripple is discovered in the
passband area of proposed filter evokes the change of return
loss and insertion loss values.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The bandwidth enhancement of UWB microstrip BPF has
been investigated by utilizing DGS on the ground plane
surface. The used DGS was constructed of 3 uniformly circular
dumbbells. From the characterization results, it has been shown
that the variation of some DGS parameters has significant
effect but not for all frequency responses at passband area.
Hence, from the comparison of characterization results
between the initial filter and the proposed DGS-based filter, it
has been demonstrated that the utilization of DGS has
successfully enhanced the bandwidth response up to 34% from
the initial filter of 4GHz 3dB bandwidth response. It has also
been shown that the utilization of DGS has probably changed
the characteristic of filter, i.e. from Butterworth to Chebyshev,
which is indicated by appearance of ripple in the passband area.
Although some values of return loss and insertion loss of DGSbased UWB microstrip BPF is not better than the initial one,
however, the proposed DGS-based filter has shown an
improved and acceptable performance which can be applied for
various UWB applications.
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Abstract—University Course Timetabling Problem (UCTP)
belongs to Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), which are
the set of objects whose state must satisfy a number of
constraints. The constraints, in this case, are related to
characteristics and regulations of a particular university.
Certainly, these will vary from one university to the other. A
number of approaches have provided feasible and optimal
solutions for UCTP. However, their solutions are still based
certain university’s constraints. Our approach has given another
way to occupy various constraints for various universities.
Dynamic Constraint Matching (DCM) consists of constraints
logical formulation, collision matrix generation, and validation
using the collision matrix. Our experiment, using 93 subjects
offered in Faculty of Information Technology Tarumanagara
University, has shown that all constraints, taken from the
characteristics and regulations of the Faculty, can be formulated
successfully. When DCM were integrated with Vertex Graph
Coloring (VGC) as one of the guaranteed optimal solutions for
UCTP, the approach results a course schedule that does not
contain any hard or soft constraints violations. The processing
time can be said fast, which is less than 1 minutes.
Keywords—Dynamic Constraint Matching, Vertex-based Graph
Coloring, University Course Timetabling Problem, Constraint
Satisfaction Problem, Constrain Based Reasoning

I.

INTRODUCTION

UCTP is consisting of allocating a set of subjects within a
given domain. UCTP model must accommodate characteristics
and regulations of specific university. Certainly, these will vary
from one university to the other. These characteristics and
regulations define what we call later as constraints in
generating a feasible and optimal course schedule.
Corne et.al [1] stated that constraints in UCTP can be
classified into five categories:
1. Unary Constraints, involving one event, such as the
constraint “event a must not take place on Tuesday”, or the
constraint “event a must occur in timeslot b”,
2. Binary (Event Clash) Constraints, concerning pairs of
events, such as the constraint “event a must take place
before event b, which must take place before c”, etc,

3. Capacity Constraints, governed by room capacities, etc. For
example, “all events should be assigned to a room which
has a sufficient capacity”,
4. Event Spread Constraints, concerning requirements such as
the “spreading-out” or “clumping together” of events within
the timetable in order to ease student or lecturer workload,
and to agree with university timetabling policy.
5. Agent Constraints, imposed in order to promote
requirements or preferences of the people who will use the
timetables, such as the constraint “lecturer x likes to teach
event a on Mondays” or “lecturer y must have n free
mornings per week”.
Constraints can be said to be hard constraints or soft
constraints [2]. Hard constraints are those which must be
satisfied in order to have a feasible schedule. For example, no
lecturer may be scheduled to teach two subjects during the
same timeslots. Soft constraints are request that should be
fulfilled, if it is not fulfilled, the schedule is still considered
feasible provided that all hard constraints have been satisfied.
For example, a lecturer may request a particular timeslot free
during the week.
There are two different points of view for UCTP [2]. One
could assume that a particular set of courses will be offered
during a term by particular lecturers, and first assign them
times and rooms, and then allow students to register only for
courses whose times do not conflict. The second approach
would be to decide which courses would be offered, allow
students to register for them, and then assign times and rooms
to each course, so that the number of students who have course
conflicts is minimized. Our research looks at the UCTP from
the first point of view.
Based on our observation, characteristic of UCTP, in
general, consists of a set of course subjects, a set of constraints
and a two-dimensional scheduling domain (timeslots and
rooms). Let consider a course subject as an object. Each object
has a number of attributes, for example class, lecturer, time slot
and room. A University might have other specific attributes
which will vary from one university to the others. If we closely
observe, a constraint basically defines a logical relationship
between two different objects in terms of their attributes. One
constraint may involve more than one logical relationship.
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Thus, relations of AND and OR can be used to join those
relationships. Using these basic ideas, we proposed Dynamic
Constraint Matching (DCM) technique for dynamically
defining constraints based on any characteristic and regulation
of various universities.
Our proposed DCM, currently, focuses more on the Binary
(Event Clash) Constraints. This particular constraint can be
found in almost all UCTPs, and it presence allows parallels to
be drawn with the well-known graph coloring problem [1]. For
the Capacity Constraint, which is mainly on the room
capacities, is also considered, but directly integrated in our
subject-domain allocation step.
Optimization-based scheduling approaches that have lots of
attention recently is the meta-heuristics approaches, such as
graph coloring, simulated annealing, tabu search, genetic
algorithms, and particle swarm optimization [3]. These
approaches have been proven to give feasible results. However,
if they were implemented alone, near-optimal solution cannot
be obtained by them [4][5][6][7]. Some studies have shown
that by incorporating constraint based reasoning, a nearoptimal solution can be obtained [3].
A Hybrid Genetic Algorithm and Constraint Based
Reasoning (GA-CBR) [8][9][10] and A hybrid Particle Swarm
Optimization and Constraint Based Reasoning (PSO-CBR) [3]
give feasible and near-optimal solution. DCM basically
performs the same tasks that CBR do, but in more effective and
flexible way. The success of PSO-CBR [3] is our main
reference to incorporating DCM into Vertex-based Graph
Coloring (VGC). We choose VGC because this technique is
simple and guaranteed to provide feasible and optimal solution.
However, since the scheduling domain is limited to a number
of timeslots and a number of rooms with their own capacities,
the solution of VGC still will have some constraint violations.
Thus, incorporating the DCM will ensure less to no constraint
violation with regard to domain limitation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes more detail DCM. Section 3 discusses the
incorporation of DCM into VGC. Section 4 reports and
discusses our experimental results. Section 5 concludes in
Section 5.

Each subject, xi for i = 1,2, ..., N, consists of a set of
attributes or properties, A = {a1,a2, ..., aK}. In UCTP, these
attributes of each subject could be room, timeslot, lecturers,
subject’s credits, room capacity, semester distribution, and
others, depending on the characteristics and regulations of
university operational curriculum.
UCTP domain, D, is viewed by timeslot and room
dimensions. One timeslot is equal to one credit of a subject. For
example, one credit is equal to one hour, than each timeslot is
equal to one hour. So, if in one day, the course time schedule
starts from 08.00 to 17.00, then in one day there are nine
timeslots. In one week, with five days for face-to-face lectures,
the total timeslots is 45 slots. Fig. 1 depicts the data structure of
D in form of matrix. Each element in the matrix is called the
position slot. In this case, each subject can take more than one
slot. Two subjects are said to be parallel, if their position slots
are overlapped. For Room ri and Timeslot tj, where i = 1,2, ...,
R and j = 1,2, ..., T, the slot position index, can be defined
using d(j-1)*R+i.
Room r1

Room r2

II.

DYNAMIC CONSTRAIN MATCHING (DCM)

A. Constraint Logical Formulation
UCTP, based on CSPs’ model, is consisting of the
following sets: [1][3]
1. A set of subjects, X = {x1,x2, ..., xN}
2. A set of two-dimensional domain, consisting of timeslots
and rooms, D = {d1,d2, ..., dM}
3. A set of constraints, C = {c1,c2, ..., cL}

Room rR

Timeslot t1

d1

d2

DR

Timeslot t2

d(R+1)

d(R+2)

d2R

d(T-1)*R+1

d(T-1)*R+2

d(T-1)*R+R

.
.
Timeslot tT

Fig. 1. UCTP Domain in a Form of a Matrix

Mathematically, a constraint can be defined as follows:
Definition 1: there exist one or more logical relations between
subject xi for i = 1,2, ..., N and subject xj for j = 1,2, ..., N and i
z j resulting true relationship, or
Definition 2: subject attribute for xi, i = 1,2, ..., N equal or not
equal to certain value, or
Definition 3: combination of Definition 1 and Definition 2.
For example, a lecture cannot teach two subjects in the
same time. This constraint is defined in the form of logical
formulation as follow:
cq = (xi. ak == xj. ak), where 1

DCM consists of three steps. The first step defines logical
formulations of constraints. The second step matches the
constraints with the attributes’ value of two objects and
generates a collision matrix. Finally, the third step is validation
step that utilizes the collision matrix. This section describes the
first two steps. The third step discussed in Section 3.

...

q

L

Hence, ak is assumed as lecture attribute, related to each
different subject (i z j). If cq is true, then the relationship of xi
and xj is marked with hard constraint violation value. This is
done to prevent the xi and xj are being placed in the overlapped
position slots.
B. Constraint Matching and Generation of Collision Matrix
Assuming a set of subjects along with their attributes
and a set of related constraints
X = {S1,S2, ..., SN}
C = {c1,c2, ..., cL}. If Si is a subject xk with its defined
attributes, it is always possible for Sj to be a presentation of a
subject xk having different attributes with Si. Collision Matrix
consists of values ordered in rows and columns to describe the
constraint violation (collision relation) value between Si and Sj.
If the value is equal to 0, it means that Si and Sj can be placed
in overlapped timeslots. If the value is equal to 1, it means that
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Si and Sj should not be placed in overlapped timeslots due to
these subjects will violate the soft constraint. If the value is
equal to 3, it means that Si and Sj must not be placed in
overlapped timeslots due to these subjects will violate the hard
constraint.

attention to the order of logical operators and logical
expressions.

Overlapped slot positions mean that the rooms of Si and Sj
are different but the starting timeslots of Si and Sj are the same
or the starting timeslots are different but one of more timeslots
afterward from the overall timeslots are the same. For example,
Si has timeslots from 08.00 to 11.00, while Sj has timeslots
from 09.00 to 12.00. Thus, slot positions of Si and Sj are
overlapped from 09.00 to 11.00.

Fig. 4. Algorithm for MatColli,j Representation in a Form of vector, VekCollm

for i =1 to N-1 do
for j=i to N do
VekCollN*(i-1) – i*(i-1)/2+(j-i) = MatColli,j

S2
3

S1
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10

S3
0
1

S4
0
3
0

S5
0
0
0
1

S6
0
0
0
1
0

S7
0
0
0
0
3
3

S8
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

S9
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
3

S10
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Fig. 5. Visualization of Vector VekCollm
Assuming
1.
X = {S1,S2, ..., SN} is a set of subjects
2.
Hard  C, Soft  C, and Hard  Soft
Algorithm:
collValue = 0
for i =1 to N-1 do
for j=i to N do
if(i j) do
if(Si and Sj violate minimum one collision in Hard) collValue = 3
else if (Si and Sj violate minimum one collision in Soft) collValue = 1
VekCollN*(i-1) – i*(i-1)/2+(j-i) = collValue
Fig. 2. Graph Representation of Collision Matrix
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10

S1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

S2
3
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

S3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

S4
0
3
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

S5
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
1
0

S6
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
0

S7
0
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
1

S8
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

S9
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
3
0

S10
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
-

Fig. 3. Graph Representation in a Form of a Matrix, MatColli,j, for Fig. 2

Collision Matrix is depicted in an undirected graph. A data
structure of a graph is basically a matrix. Fig. 2 depicts an
example of collision relations for each pair of subjects based on
their attributes value in a form of graph, and other
representation in a form of matrix, shown in Fig. 3.
Graph representation in a form of matrix, MatColli,j, in Fig.
3 is basically can be minimized into upper triangle matrix.
Thus, in its implementation, a vector data structure is
sufficient. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm to represent matrix
MatColli,j into vector VekCollk. Fig. 5 visualizes the vector.
The algorithm to determine the collision value of each pair
of subjects is shown in Fig. 6. Collision value is obtained by
matching each pair of subjects attributes, Si and Sj, with
constraint C. Constraints in C are ordered starting from hard
constraints to soft constraints. Since C is basically a set of
logical formulations, each constraint formulation must pay

Fig. 6. Dynamic Constraint Matching Algorithm to Generate Collision Matrix
Assuming S1,S2, ..., SN is ordered in descending order based on degree
collision and unColored = {color1, color2, …, colorN} is a set of subjects
colors of S1,S2, ..., SN and is initialized with 0.
Algorithm:
Colored = {}
currColor = 1
for each colori  unColored {
colori = currColor;
remove colori from unColored and append it in Colored
notNeighbour = {all Sj with colorj = 0, VekCollN*(i-1) – i*(i-1)/2+(j-i) =0, j
and j = 1, 2, .., N}
for each Sj  notNeighbour {
colorj = currColor
remove Sj from unColored and append it in Colored
remove Sj from notNeighbour
remove any Sk  notNeighbour from notNeighbour where
VekCollN*(j-1) – j*(j-1)/2+(k-j) > 0
}
currColor++
}

i,

Note:
- if i > j, swap i and j temporarily to get VekCollN*(i-1) – i*(i-1)/2+(j-i)
- if j > k, swap j and k temporarily to get VekCollN*(j-1) – j*(j-1)/2+(k-j)
Fig. 7. RLF Algorithm for VGC

I.

VERTEX GRAPH COLORING (VGC)

VGC is a coloring technique for vertex to make sure that
two vertices, adjacent to each other, have different color [2]. In
vertex coloring, number of colors used must as minimum as
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possible. The minimum number of colors used is called
chromatic number ((G)) [11]. There are many VGC
algorithms can be used. In this paper, we use Recursive Largest
First (RLF) algorithm [12] shown in Fig. 7.
A vertex in the graph represents a subject, Si. After all
vertices have been colored, each color, which will consists of a
number of vertices with the same color, will be allocated to
position slots in domain D, with same timeslots but different
rooms. Initially, the allocation starts from t1, continued until tT,
and each allocation considers room capacity. If the number of
vertices in certain color exceeds the number of rooms, the
vertices that cannot be allocated are collected in unallocated
particles (unP). After all vertices have been placed to their
positions in D, randomly, each vertex in unP is allocated to D.
The allocation considers the constraints violations and room
capacity.
Table I. Constraint Formulation of FTI Untar
Type of
Constraints

Constraints

Logical Formulation

The same lecturer
cannot teach in the
same time
Single class
of
subject Si cannot be
scheduled in the
same time with
other
single
or
parallel class of
subject Sj, if Si and
Sj in the same
semester
distribution.
Parallel class of
subject Si cannot be
scheduled in the
same time with
other parallel class
of subject Sj, if Si
and Sj have the same
class name and
semester
distribution.
Single class
of
subject Si is better
not to be scheduled
in the same time
with other single or
parallel class of
if
subject
Sj,
semester
distribution of Si and
Sj are different in
exactly 1 semeter,
based on the even or
odd
period
of
academic semester.

(S[i].dosen.nik == S[j].dosen.nik)

Hard
Constraints

(S[i].jenis.id_jenis == 1) && (S[i].se
mester.id_sem == S[j].semester.id_se
m) && (S[i].prodi.id_prodi == S[j].p
rodi.id_prodi)
(S[j].semester.id == 1) && (S[i].sem
ester.id_sem == S[j].semester.id_sem
) && (S[i].prodi.id_prodi == S[j].pro
di.id_prodi)

Hard
Constraints

(S[i].jenis.id_jenis == 2) && (S[i].se
mester.id_sem == S[j].semester.id_se
m) && (S[i].kelas.id_kelas == S[j].k
elas.id_kelas) && (S[i].prodi.id_pro
di == S[j].prodi.id_prodi)

Hard
Constraints

(S[i].jenis.id_jenis == 1) && (S[i].se
mester.id_sem == 1) && (S[j].semes
ter.id_sem == 3) && (S[i].prodi.id_p
rodi == S[j].prodi.id_prodi)

Soft
Constraints

2012/2013. To run the application to process the data, we used
CPU Intel Centrino 1.83GHz Dual Core with 3MB RAM.

Fig. 8 Example of Collision Matrix of Several Subjects

The implementation of DCM for course scheduling
problem in FTI Untar successfully accommodates all its
constraints. TABLE I shows the formulation of hard
constraints and one example of soft constraints for FTI Untar.
Fig. 8 depicts the result portion of Constraint Matching in a
form of Collision Matrix. We use logical expression evaluation
function of PHP, eval(), to implement the Constraint Matching.
Fig. 9 shows the screenshot of part of scheduling output
resulted from VGC that utilizes the Collision Matrix.
We run VGC for 10 times, and the results show that no
hard and soft constraints are violated. Time spend to output the
schedule using VGC in average is less than 1 minute. Thus, our
DCM incorporation to VGC can provide feasible and optimal
solution with fast processing time.

Hard
Constraints

II.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed Dynamic Constraint Matching (DCM)
to occupy various constraints of UCTPs and integrate it with
Vertex Graph Coloring (VGC) approach. Based our
experiment, all constraints, taken from the characteristics and
regulations of Faculty of Information Technology
Tarumanagara University, can be formulated successfully by
DCM. When the formulations were integrated with VGC, the
approach results a course schedule that does not contain any
hard or soft constraints violations. The processing time can be
said fast, which is less than 1 minute. It can be concluded that
our approach can provide feasible and optimal solution, with
fast processing time.
Next research will take a look at several approaches to
optimize the use of available rooms. Current solution although
has given feasible and optimal solution in terms of constraints,
it still has problem in room distribution. As can be seen from
Fig. 9, certain positions of the same timeslots are allocated with
just a number of subjects. Some approaches that we are going
to consider are heuristic VGC, Particle Swarm Optimization,
and Simulated Annealing.
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Abstract—In the field of handwritten word recognition field,
word segmentation into letters is an approach that could be used.
Using this approach, word segmentation would be a complicated
task, especially when dealing with a cursive handwritten word. A
simple method in word segmentation called oversegmentation
could be used. This paper discusses a simple method using Kaiser
window. In general, the word segmentation process in this paper
can be described as follow: Input - Preprocessing - Segmentation
- Output. The input is an image of isolated handwritten word in
binary format, while the output is images of letter segment. The
main purpose of preprocessing is to correct slant and slope. This
preprocessing is necessary since the segmentation method used is
sensitive with slant and slope. The main purpose of segmentation
is to divide a word into some letter segments. Based on a
subjective test result, it was shown that the minimum parameters
for the Kaiser window that can be used effectively for
oversegmentation are 8 points in window’s length and 10 in beta
value. As its window’s length is getting longer and its beta value
is getting bigger, it can also be used effectively for
oversegmentation. However, it must be noted that if the letter size
is getting bigger, there will be more letter segments resulted.
Keywords— Handwritten word, segmentation, Kaiser window

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of handwritten word recognition, recognizing a
word by means of letter-by-letter recognition is a way that can
be carried out. If the word is written in handprinted style, the
word recognition will be simple, since the segmentation of the
letters is obvious. However, if it is written in cursive style, the
word recognition will be difficult, since the segmentation of
the letters is not obvious. This difficulty is in line with Sayre’s
Paradox [1]: a word cannot be segmented before being
recognized and cannot be recognized before being segmented.
According Bunke [2], segmentation is a process by which
a given word was segmented into smaller entities. Before that,
in line with Bunke, Bozinovic and Srihiari [3] have proposed a
simple segmentation approach using possible segmentation
points, which results the number of entities that greater than
the number of letters in a word image, that called
oversegmentation.
A simple method in oversegmentation can be carried out
by dividing a word image uniformly, as proposed by Senior
[4]. However, it tends to produce too many segments.

Sumarno [5] has proposed a simple method in
oversegmentation that divides a word image not uniformly,
which based on vertical projection histogram, by using
stationary wavelet. However, since the stationary wavelet can
only process the input that has 2n in length, so, it is less
practical. Sumarno et al [6] have proposed another variation of
oversegmentation that divides a word image not uniformly,
which based on vertical projection histogram, by using a
Gaussian filter. By using this filter, the segmentation results
were similar with the stationary wavelet, but it was more
practical since it have no 2n limitation.
A Kaiser window [7] is a window that usually used in the
design of FIR filters and spectrum analysis. If a Kaiser
window is convoluted with a signal, so, the detail components
of the signal will be reduced. On the other hand, a Kaiser
window can be used as a low pass filter.
This paper proposes a new variation in handwritten word
segmentation, which based on vertical projection histogram, by
using Kaiser window. The segmentation method that will be
discussed is the oversegmentation that divides a word image
not uniformly.
II.

THEORY

A. Segmentation
A simple strategy of segmentation is to use of explicit
segmentation based on the dissection. In this strategy, a word
image is divided into letter segments where the number of
segments is equal to or greater than the number of letters in
the image, without analyzing the class information or the
shape of the letters. If the number of letter segments is greater
than the number of letters in the word image, the segmentation
is called oversegmentation. According Bunke [2], in
oversegmentation there are some rules as follow.
x

The image of a letter that occurs within a word may be
broken into several segments.

x

Merging two adjacent letters into the same segment
must be avoided.
Merging parts of two adjacent letters into the same
segment must be avoided.

x
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A strategy in explicit segmentation based on the dissection
is to use vertical projection histogram of a word image. For
example, Fig. 1(b) shows the shape of the histogram “hills”
that represent the letter segments of the word image of Fig.
1(a). As a hypothesis, if the basic shape of the histogram hills
can be made more obvious, the separation of letter segments
can be made easier. The shape of the histogram hills in Fig.
1(b) still shows the rough shape (i.e. its basic shapes are less
obvious), since there are details components shown. In order
to make its basic shapes more obvious, a low pass filter is
needed to remove the detail components. According Sumarno
et al [6], a low pass filter for that purpose should have the
following properties.
x

It must be able to remove many detail components.

x

It must be able to maintain histogram hills, which
represent letter segments. On the other hand, it must
have high localization property.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), the detail components have been
removed by using a low pass filter. Fig. 1(d) shows the vertical
lines that indicate the local minimum places. Finally, Fig. 1(e)
shows the segmentation result where the segmentation places
are based on the local minimum places.
B. Kaiser Window

Fig. 1. An example of segmentation using vertical projection histogram; (a)
Input image; (b) Vertical projection histogram; (c) Filtering result using
Kaiser window 12 points with  value 10; (d) Vertical lines that indicate local
minimum places; (e) Segmentation result. (Notes: Vertical and horizontal axes
units are in pixels)

Kaiser window w(n ) with the length N is defined by
 I ( E ) 1  (( n  0.5 N ) /(0.5 N )2 )
° 0
, 0dnd N
®
I0 ( E )
°0,
otherwise
¯

w( n )

(1)

2
ª 0. 5 x k º
«
»
k! ¼»
k 1 ¬«
f

¦

(2)

C. Convolution
As described above, the Kaiser window can be used as a
low pass filter. Low pass filtering of the signal x(n) with a
Kaiser window w(n) is the convolution process between x(n)
with w(n). Since the signal x(n) has finite length, there will be
distortion at the edges of filtering results. In order to overcome
that problem, Misiti et al [8] have proposed a method by
lengthening the signal x(n) by means of signal repetition
which called periodization. For example x(n) = {x(1), x(2), …
, x(M)} is the signal to be convoluted with Kaiser window
w(n)={w(1), w(2), …, w(N)}, where N is an even number, and
M > N, so the signal repetition by means of periodization will
be

x per ( n ) { x( M  n  1),  , x( M ), x(1),  ,
x( M ), x(1),  , x( N  1)}

x per ( n) h( n)

(4)

y( n)

¦ x per ( j ) h(n  1  j )

(5)

or
j

where I 0 () is the zero-th order Modified Bessel function of the
first kind, which can be computed using
I0 ( x ) 1 

y( n)

where the length of M+N–1 is greater than the length of x(n).
In order that the output signal has the same length with the
input signal, so, only the certain parts of the output signal are
selected. For example, the output of the convolution above is
y(n)= {y(1), y(2), … , y(L)}, where L=M+N–1, so, the selected
certain parts of y(n) are
(6)
ykeep ( n ) { y( N  1),  , y( N  M )}
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Materials and Equipments
Materials in this research were isolated handwritten word
images in binary format. These materials came from the data
acquisition sheets scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi. Data were
taken from 10 writers from different ages and genders. They
wrote the word “citra” as they usually write, i.e. handprinted,
cursive, or mixed handprinted and cursive styles. Equipment in
this research was a set of computer based on Intel processor
Core2Duo E7500 (2,93GHz) and 2GB of RAM, which
equipped with MATLAB software.

(3)

The convolution of lengthen signal xper(n) with Kaiser
window w(n) will give output signal

B. System Development
By using materials and equipments above, a handwritten
word segmentation system has been developed (see Fig. 2). In
this system, the input is an image of isolated handwritten word
in binary format, while the output is images of letter segment.
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Fig. 2. A word segmentation system.

The main purpose of preprocessing is to correct slant and
slope of the input image. This preprocessing is necessary since
the segmentation process that uses vertical projection
histogram is sensitive with slant and slope variation [6].
C. Preprocessing
Preprocessing steps in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3 [6]. The
slope and slant corrections are carried out by using the linear
transform for shearing. See Halmos [9] for the detail of the
linear transform. The slope and slant corrections will make the
image template become bigger than its image. (Note: for the
word image input, the image and its template have the same
size). To overcome this, a cutting according to bounding box
was applied.
The slope and slant correction in Fig. 3 are carried out
sequentially by simultaneous slant correction method, as
proposed by Slavik & Govindaraju [10]. Fig. 4 [6] shows the
slant correction steps for the slope and slant correction. By
using this method, first, slope correction using the horizontal
projection histogram carried out. Then, followed by slant
correction using the vertical projection histogram. Determining
of shearing coefficient ks is carried out by searching a highest
variance value in the vertical/horizontal projection histogram.
See TABLE I.
D. Segmentation
Segmentation steps are shown in Fig. 5 [6]. Low pass
filtering is a convolution process between Kaiser window and
vertical projection histogram, which has undergone
periodization (see equations (3) to (6)). Letter segments
cutting are a cutting of the input image in order to get letter
segment images. The cutting places are based on the places of
the local minimums in the vertical projection histogram that
has undergone low pass filtering. An example of the
segmentation steps is shown in Fig. 1.
IV.

RESULTS

A. Segmentation results on various Kaiser window parameters
Segmentation results on various Kaiser window
parameters, for an example of the word “citra”, shown in Fig.
6 and 7. It can be shown in Fig. 6 and 7, for all Kaiser

Fig. 3. Preprocessing steps.

Fig. 4. Slant correction steps.
TABLE I. PARAMETERS FOR SLOPE AND SLANT CORRECTIONS.
Correction

Slope

Slant

Parameters
Shearing coefficient values for the evaluation of horizontal
projection histogram at slope correction {-0.2, -0.15, …,
0.2}. In this case it is assumed that the slope of horizontal
projection histogram is in the range of -0.2 … 0.2.
Shearing coefficient values for the evaluation of vertical
projection histogram at slant correction {-0.4, -0.35, … ,
0.4}. In this case, it is assumed that the slope of vertical
projection histogram is in the range of -0.4 … 0.4.

windows with  value 0 and also with window’s length 4
points, the segmentation results show parts of letter “c” and
“i”, or “i” and “t”, or “r” and “a” are in the same segment. It
means segmentation errors have been occurred, since they do
not follow the oversegmentation rules [2].
As shown in Fig. 6 and 7, in order that oversegmentation
can be effectively carried out, the minimum parameters of
Kaiser window are 8 points in length and 10 in  value. As its
window’s length is getting longer and its  value is getting
bigger, the oversegmentation can also be effectively carried
out. In summary, the segmentation results from Fig. 6 and 7
can be seen in TABLE 2.
B. Segmentation results on various writing styles and sizes
The segmentation results on various writing styles and sizes
of 10 words of “citra” which uses a sample of 12 points Kaiser
window with  value 10 shown in Fig. 8(a). As a note, the 10
words came from 10 writers who wrote as they usually write.
For comparison, segmentations results for the same 10 words
of “citra”, which uses 16 points Gaussian filter with standard
deviation 4 which proposed by Sumarno et al [6] are shown in
Fig. 8(b). As shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b), no segmentation
errors occurred since they follow the oversegmentation rules.

Fig. 5. Segmentation steps.
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Fig. 6. Segmentation results on various parameters of Kaiser window; (a) – (f) Length: 4 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively; (g) – (l)
Length: 8 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively; (m) – (r) Length: 12 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively; (s) – (x) Length:
16 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively. (Notes: Vertical and horizontal axes units are in pixels)

V.

DISCUSSIONS

As shown in Fig. 6 and 7 there are three tendencies that
started from 8 points window’s length. First, if  value is
getting bigger, it will lower the occurrence of segmentation
errors. As an example, from Fig. 7(s) – 7(x), if  value is
getting bigger, the occurrence of segmentation error will be
lower. This one indicates that the histogram hills localization
is getting lower, since the number of detail components in the
vertical projection histogram that removed also getting lower.
Therefore, basic shapes of letter entities which represented by
histogram hills become more unobvious (since too many
component details), so that, the separation between letter
entities become more obvious.
TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF THE SEGMENTATION RESULTS FROM FIG. 6 AND 7.


0
10
20
40
80
160

4
×
×
×
×
×
×

8
×






Window’s length
12
16
20
24
×
×
×
×

×
×
×


×
×













28
×
×
×
×



32
×
×
×
×



Second, if window’s length is getting longer, it will raise
the occurrence of segmentation errors. As an example, from
Fig. 6(h), 6(n), 6(t), and 7(b), if window’s length is getting
longer, the occurrence of segmentation error will be raise. This
one indicates that the histogram hills localization is getting
higher, since the number of detail components in the vertical
projection histogram that removed also getting higher.
Therefore, basic shapes of letter entities which represented by
histogram hills become more unobvious, so that, the
separation between letter entities become more unobvious
also.
Third, if window’s length is getting longer and  value is
getting bigger, there is no segmentation errors occurred. As an
example, from Fig. 6(n), 6(u), 7(d), and 7(k), if window’s
length is getting longer and  value is getting bigger, there is
no occurrence of segmentation errors. This one indicates that
the histogram hills localization can be maintained (not too
high nor too low), since the number of detail components in
the vertical projection histogram that removed can also be
maintained. Therefore, basic shapes of letter entities which
represented by histogram hills can be maintained obvious, so
that, the separation between letter entities can also be
maintained obvious.

Notes: a. “×” indicates there are segmentation errors.
b. “” indicates there are no segmentation errors.
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Fig. 7. The Segmentation results on various parameters of Kaiser window; (a) – (f) Length: 20 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively; (g) –
(l) Length: 24 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively; (m) – (r) Length: 28 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively; (s) – (x)
Length: 32 points,  values: 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 respectively. (Notes: Vertical and horizontal axes units are in pixels)

A summary of the segmentation results in TABLE 2 are
come from a subjective test results, since they only use one
writing variety of the word “citra”. In order to get a more
objective test results, the segmentation needs to be tested on
even more writing variety of the word “citra”. However, if the
segmentation results were observed visually, it would be
impractical, since we have to observe it one by one. Therefore,
in order to make it more practical, it is not done visually, but
by observing the results of the recognition rate of the whole
handwritten word recognition. It can be assumed that at the
highest recognition rate, the number of segmentation errors is
the lowest. Milewski [11] has shown an example of
recognizing a word by means of character segment by
character segment, which made use of a graph.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the segmentation results of the 12
points Kaiser window with  value 10 and the 16 points
Gaussian filter with standard deviation 4 respectively. They
can be used effectively to segment nine various writing styles
and sizes of the word "citra", since there are no segmentation
errors. However, Fig. 8(a5), (a8), and (a10) show one
additional segment compared to Fig. 8(b5), (b8), and (b10)
respectively, which indicates that 12 points Kaiser window
with  value 10 a bit worse than 16 points Gaussian filter with
standard deviation 4. This case shows that if it is compared
with Kaiser window, the Gaussian filter is a bit more able to
conserve “small hills” at vertical projection histogram, which
represent character entities.

In general, Fig. 8 shows that if the letter size is getting
bigger there will be more letter segments resulted. For
example, at Fig. 8(a9), (a10), (b9), and (b10), a low pass
filtering that made use of the 12 points Kaiser window with 
value 10 and also the 16 points Gaussian filter with standard
deviation 4 were not “strong” enough to smooth the “big hills”
at projection histogram which represent character entities, so
that, more letter segments are resulted. Therefore, in order to
deal with the letter sizes it is suggested to introduce some size
correction steps in the segmentation system.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Based on what has been described above, it can be
concluded the following.
x Based on the subjective test result, it was shown that
the minimum parameters for the Kaiser window that
can be used for oversegmentation effectively are 8
points in window’s length and 10 in  value.
x For the Kaiser window, as the window’s length is
getting longer and its  value is getting bigger, it can
also be used for oversegmentation effectively.
x If the letter size is getting bigger, there will be more
letter segments resulted.

Here are some suggestions to further develop the
segmentation system.
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 8. Segmentation results for 10 writing styles and sizes of “citra”; (a) Using 12 points Kaiser window with  value 10; (b) Using 16 points Gaussian filter
with standard deviation 4. (Notes: Vertical and horizontal axes units are in pixels)

x In order to obtain a more objective segmentation
results, it is necessary to test more writing varieties and
sizes of the word "citra" and for other words.
x In order to be more practical, it is suggested that the
segmentation results are observed by observing the
results of the recognition rate of the handwritten word
recognition, which is the next process after the process
of segmentation.
x In order to deal with the letter sizes it is suggested to
introduce some size correction steps in the segmentation
system.
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Abstract- The existing system has the ability to yet
lack the ability to control indoor humidity. Green
House Monitoring and Controlling is a complete
system designed to monitor and control the humidity
inside a green house. This software uses an Android
mobile phone, connected using Wifi to a central
server which connects via serial communication to a
microcontroller and humidity sensor. The result
shows that the condition specified in sensor’s
datasheet and system in reality is appropriate. The
achieved test result concludes that the system is
working properly.

the green house. Secondly, if the green house is too
dry, the water sprayer can be activated, to increase
the humidity level. It also can deactivated water
sprayer. Third, if the green house is too humid, the
rooftop can be opened to lower the humidity level.
The third function can be use to open or close the
rooftop based on the needs.

Keyword: green house, arduino uno, wireless
network, embedded system, SHT 11 sensor

This embedded system for monitoring and
controlling the green house is based on measuring
the humidity and temperature by sensor that located
at different places. The monitoring and controlling
is conducted through Android Smartphone.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Green house farmers cannot precisely detect
level of level of humidity inside the green house.
They only know the condition inside the green
house manually and by feel it by themselves.
Ultimately, experiences play a bigger part on their
daily operations. If the condition is too dry, they
will give water to the plants or soil, but if it is too
humid, they will open the rooftop of the green
house, especially in the daylight.
In designing this device, there is limitation to
problems, to see how far this system can do its
tasks. This limitation according to the situation
where this system will be used later. The limitation
is the system can detect the humidity of air in the
building. When the humidity sensor reach a certain
threshold, the humidity sensor will send a signal to
microcontroller which will then process the signal,
to be sent int o connected computer. Computer
functions as a server which connects to the android
platform.
There are 3 kinds of activity that are designed
in the system. First, monitor the humidity level in

II.
DESIGN OF GREEN HOUSE
MONITORING AND CONTROLLING
SYSTEM

A. Hardware Description
Design of hardware for green house monitoring
and controlling are used to control the environment
condition of green house to get a good condition.
The parameters are humidity and temperature in the
greenhouse. The monitoring and controlling of
greenhouse component consists of sensor for the
humidity, Arduino UNO microcontroller, serial
communication, wireless connection, LED module
change for water sprayer, stepper motor, model of
greenhouse, personal computer as server, and
power supply unit. The output for the sensor
become an input to microcontroller and sent to
computer through serial communication. The task
of the computer is to transfer the data through
wireless communication to application software at
Android Smartphone. The task of the Android
Smartphone to control the microcontroller and the
components, such as, LED module and stepper
motor, sent to the computer.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram Showing The Green House Monitoring and Controlling System
The microcontroller will read the sensor
periodically and updates the value of sensor to
android. Figure 1 show the schematic diagram of
greenhouse monitoring and controlling system.
B. Software Description
The software is designed to process the
humidity value, monitoring and controlling the
green house. The software includes the various
measurements of the sensor, analog to digital
converters, send humidity value from sensor to
microcontroller. Then continue to display the value
in application at Android, control the
microcontroller from the application in Android
and update to user by sending the value of sensor
for monitoring the green house.
The
microcontroller Arduino UNO is to convert analog
to digital, send the value of sensor through serial
communication to PC, control the stepper motor,
water sprayer, and updating the user. The program
is written in Arduino 1.0.1 IDE.The server used to
process the value from the sensor, serial, and
wireless
communication
by
PHP
serial
programming and PHPmyadmin to transfer and
receive the input for controlling and output for
monitoring.
III.

The hardware system is divided into 3 part.
There are microcontroller arduino, a sensor, and
IEEE wireless 802.11g. The microcontroller
arduino used for monitoring and controlling the
green house. It is used to read the measurement
value of sensor, write an input to control the
stepper motor and LED module, analog-digital
converter and serial communication for the flow of
value from sensor. First, microcontroller get the
analog voltage signal from the sensor and convert it
to digital signal. After microcontroller receive the
digital signal, microcontroller send the value from
sensor to the Android via computer through serial
communication and wireless connection.

HARDWARE SYSTEM
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Figure 2. Architecture of AT MEGA 328 for
Microcontroller Arduino[1]
The reading program, the converter and also
program to controlling is done in C Language for
Arduino. The value from read the sensor, analog to
digital converter, and for controlling is done in
Microcontroller Arduino that use AT MEGA 328.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of AT MEGA 328.
For sensor we use SHT 11 to measure humidity
and temperature. This sensor is interfaced to the
stamp over two I/O pins. Through a two-wire serial
interface, both temperature and humidity can be
read with excellent response time and accuracy.
Figure 3 shows the module of SHT 11 sensor: [4]

Figure 4. Schematic of SHT 11 Wire to
Microcontroller [2]
Because the sensor built in resistors, the pins
that should be connected,
x SHT-11 PIN 3 (SCK) -> Arduino PIN 11
(SCK)
x SHT-11 PIN 4 (VSS) -> Arduino’s Ground
x SHT-11 PIN 1 (DATA) -> Arduino PIN 9
(data)
x SHT-11 PIN 8 (VDD) -> Arduino +5V
Arduino is process signal from this sensor,
where the result will take in the right value. In this
sensor, there is a LED to show whether the sensor
is on or off.

Figure 3. SHT 11 Sensor Module [2]
Each SHT 11 is invidually calibrated in a
precision humidity chamber from the manufacturer.
The calibration coefficients are programmed into
an OTP memory on the chip. These coefficients are
used to internally calibrate the signals from the
sensors. The 2 wire serial interface and internal
voltage regulation allows for easy and fast system
integration. SHT 11, for which datasheet appliesfeatures a version 4 Silicon sensor chip. Besides the
humidity and temperature sensors the chip contains
an amplifier, A/D converter, OTP memory and a
digital interface. Dimensions in mm (1mm = 0,39
inch). The type of sensor is SHT 11 and contacts
are assigned as follows: 1.GND, 2:DATA, 3:SCK,
4:VDD.[5]
The features of SHT 11 sensor are:
x Temperature range: -40o Fahrenheit (-40o to
+254,9oF (123,8oC)
x Temperature accuracy: +/- 0,5oC - 25oC
x Humidity Range: 0 to 100 %RH
x Low power consumption (typically 30W) [3]

For wireless transfer, we use IEEE 802.11g2003 or 802.11g or Wireless G is an amendment to
the IEEE 802.11 specification that extended
throughput to up to 54 Mbit/s using the same 2.4
GHz band as 802.11b. This specification under the
marketing name of Wi-Fi has been implemented all
over the world. 802.11g is the third modulation
standard for wireless LANs. It works in the 2.4
GHz band (like 802.11b) but operates at a
maximum raw data rate of 54 Mbit/s, or about 19
Mbit/s net throughput (identical to 802.11a core,
except for some additional legacy overhead for
backward compatibility). 802.11g hardware is fully
backwards compatible with the 802.11b hardware.
Details of making b and g work well together
occupied much of the lingering technical process.
In an 802.11g network, however, the presence of a
legacy 802.11b participant will significantly reduce
the speed of the overall 802.11g network. Wireless
G is used in our system as a communication path
from Android to server and vice versa. [6]
IV.
ANDROID APPLICATION SYSTEM
In developing the software, Eclipse
Indigo. The method that used is created to
make monitoring activity. It is called
kosong.java
with
layout_kosong.xml,
controlling
activity
that
called
MainActivity.java with activity_main.xml,
main
menu
window
that
called
MainMenu.java with layout_mainmenu.xml,
timer activity that needed to update data that
received from database that called
MyTimerTask.java.
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Table 1. List of Class used in the System
Class Name

Methods
DefaultHttpClient getThreadSafeClient()

kosong.java
onBackPressed()
setOnCheckedChangeListener(new
CompoundButton.OnCheckedChangeListener()
MainActivity.java

sendDataSpray()
sendDataRooftop()

MainMenu.java

setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener()

MyTimerTask.java

MyTimerTask extends TimerTask{}

In the system, Kosong.java used to receiving
data from PHP that has delay every three
seconds. It will be shown in TextView on
android window. MainActivity.java is the
main class for controlling microcontroller. It
send data from toggle button into database.
Then it will get the string if the data get to
database. If it doesn’t get string, it will not
receive any string because it is not connected
to database that will send an echo into
android. On MainMenu.java it is used to
choose which window, whether it is
monitoring
or
controlling.
For
MyTimerTask.java it is used to run the timer
to control for updating data that receivedfrom
PHP.

V.
IMPLEMENTATION OF
GREENHOUSE MONITORING AND
CONTROLLING SYSTEM
A. Hardware Implementation
In the hardware implementation, it has wired
components sensor to microcontroler arduino by
jumper cable and use protoboard as a board for the
components like stepper motor and LED module
in the hardware. The 5V DC power is provided for
microcontroller arduino UNO, stepper motor and
also the sensor. Then, the connection between for
microcontroller arduino, sensor circuit, stepper
motor, water sprayer replace by LED module are

Description
Used to connecting & receiving data from
android to PHP
Used to disconnecting the update that received
from PHP if we change to another window
Used to make what need to do with toggle
button
Used to sending data water sprayer from
android to PHP
Used to sending data rooftop from android to
PHP
Used to change the window in main menu
layout
Used to handling timer that used for updating
data that received from PHP

made through serial communication and computer
as a server. The computer as a path for receive and
transfer value from sensor for monitoring and input
for controlling.

Figure 5. Actual Hardware Implementation
B. Software Implementation
For software implementation, Figure 6 shows
the flow of the software in monitoring and
controlling the green house. C program for arduino
to measure humidity, send the value to computer
then to Android Smartphone through serial
communication. Next receive input from Android
Smartphone then control the stepper motor and
LED module. PHP code use for communication
path. Last, Modules for application in android are
written in C program.
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Figure 6. Software Flowchart Design
Figure 7 shown the picture of Main Menu
in Android Mobile Phone.

Figure 8. Monitoring System

Figure 7. Main Menu

Figure 9 shown the picture of Controlling
System in Android Mobile Phone.
Figure 8 shown the appearance of
Monitoring System in the Smart Green House.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Sensor Work
Characteristic with Datasheet
In the test, the system is tested whether it is
working properly or not. Table 2 shows that system
is running properly.

Figure 9. Controlling System

VI. ANALYSIS
Based on datasheet, sensor works stable within
recommended normal range (see Figure 10). Long
term exposures to conditions outside normal range,
especially at humidity >80%RH. After return to
normal range it will slowly return towards
calibration state by itself. Prolonged exposure to
extreme conditions may accelerate ageing. [5]

Table 2. Technology Acceptance Modeling


Figure 10. Operating Condition of SHT 11 Sensor
[5]
In testing of work characteristic sensor, it used
heat from GPU core of a computer through GPU
ventilation to increase the temperature in
environment. This test used a closed box to put the
computer and sensor.
Figure 11 shows the graphic of sensor working
characteristic in this system (shown in red)
compared to ideal sensor characteristic (shown in
blue), where the comparison between temperature
and humidity is in normal range SHT 11 sensor. In
the red line, the tests are from 30oC until 70oC. In
conclusion, sensor works fine and fit with the value
in datasheet. The system shows that the sensor
works properly.

No
1.

Parameter
Android received humidity data
from sensor

Yes


2.

Android send data and received
in PHP



3.

Android send data for water
sprayer to microcontroller and
water sprayer’s indicator is
turned on



4.

Android send data for motor
stepper to microcontroller and
motor stepper work



5.

There is no error in the whole
application



6.

There is no error in the whole
system



No

VII. CONCLUSION
The prototype of the system is successfully
built and run in reality based on Technology
Acceptance Modeling that shows in Table 2. The
output for the given analog input values are
visualized in android application system. The
analog value given by the sensor changes it into a
digital value.
The android software is already working
properly and appropriate with the purpose in the
beginning, that is to get humidity value from green
house and give input to control components in
green house. After development is finished, test for
sensor’s work is done and device is working
properly.
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The testing that has done shows that condition
in datasheet of sensor and in system is appropriate.
The test result shows in temperature 30oC to 70oC,
humidity is still in normal range area. If
temperature gets higher and more, relative
humidity will be decrease and goes near to zero.
Looking into the Table 2 about Technology
Acceptance Modeling, it can be conclude that the
whole system, which are software and hardware is
working fine.
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Abstract— This paper reviews task execution reliability in
mobile ad hoc grid. We consider resource allocation for mobile
ad hoc grids with centralized architecture in the presence of
dependent tasks. Allocating appropriate resources for the tasks
can avoid uncompleted tasks and ensure the service reliability.
With the aim to increase service reliability, resource management
can assign the same tasks to different resources for parallel
execution (tasks replication). Analytical example is given to
illustrate the reliability. The result reveals that assigning the
same tasks to more than one resource nodes has increased the
reliability. Assigning the same tasks to 4 or 3 resource nodes
provides superior reliability than that of just 2 resource nodes.
Keywords— resource allocation, mobile ad hoc grid, reliability,
tasks replication, dependent tasks

I.

Introduction

In recent years, mobile ad hoc computational grid is a
challenging research topic. Mobile ad hoc computational grid
allows collaboration of mobile nodes to build a Grid, join
existing Grid or contribute in a Grid spontaneously. Nodes can
dynamically request and receive a sharing of resources in a
Grid computing system, and be active in the services offered
by other nodes in the Grid. Mobile Ad hoc computational grid
facilitates autonomous interaction without requiring preconfiguration or policy management [1].
Resource allocation plays a crucial role in determining the
performance of the overall grid system. Resource allocation
algorithm that is suitable for mobile ad hoc environment is
expected to minimize task completion time. Mobile ad hoc
environment is characterized by lack of infrastructure in the
network, nodes mobility and limited power of mobile nodes.
Thus, it is highly critical to provide a reliable resource
allocation scheme that ensures the completion of the tasks.
One simple, but potential method for obtaining fault
resilience is task replication. In a grid with network
infrastructure, task replication is primarily used as a fault
tolerance technique in case of a system outage [2]. Replication
is a technique based on an assumption that the success
probability of completing the task will increase when it is
done by multiple resources. In case of a task running on an
unreliable execution environment, multiple replicas of the task

run on different machines. As long as not all replicated tasks
fail, the task will be successfully executed [3].

Resource Allocation With
Tasks Replication On Mobile Ad
Hoc Grid
II.

A. Problem context and Objectives
Grid Computing is a system that allows computational
resource sharing between nodes that are connected in one
network in completing specific tasks [4]. Originally, it has
been used to solve huge and complex problems in science and
engineering areas.
Rapid advancement in mobile computing systems has
enabled the use of mobile nodes as a contributing entity to
Grid. Recently, several methods have been proposed for
integrating mobile nodes with grid computing systems, in
which mobile nodes can share computing resources in mobile
and ad-hoc environments. It is called mobile ad hoc
computational grid. As the complexity of human life
increased, the problem size becomes relative. People may
require computing resources from others to solve
computationally-intensive common problems.
Unpredictable node mobility across the coverage area in
mobile ad hoc grid may lead to a task failure. Node mobility
across the coverage area will not only affect the task execution
on a node but also affects dependent tasks execution on the
other nodes. Therefore, mobility of a single node can have a
large effect on an application performance. This paper
presents two approaches for avoiding a task failure due to
node mobility. First, selecting nodes, which have
corresponding mobility as the resource nodes. This will ensure
the use of nodes with long-term connectivity for executing the
tasks. The second is task replication which is expected to
increase service reliability.
B. Resource Allocation Scheme
In grid computing systems, Resource Management System
(RMS) controls sharing resources among the nodes [5]. This
paper considers resource allocation for mobile ad hoc grids
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with centralized architecture. The resource allocation service
process in a star topology as depicted in Fig. 1. The RMS is in
the center which is directly connected with the node resources
through communication channels. Here, the node which
requires resources from other nodes is responsible of resource
allocation service.

different layers that are interconnected through a set of
interfaces. Those are program, resource, request, network and
management layer. The discussion of grid service reliability
analysis with hierarchical model includes reliability of request
layer, reliability of management layer, and reliability of
network, program and resource layer [9]. This paper will only
present reliability of program layer. It is task execution
reliability portion of centralized resource allocation service
with tasks replication.
A. Reliability of Task Execution

Fig. 1. Mobile ad hoc grid with a star architecture

We consider a number of nodes that could connect and
communicate in a mobile ad hoc network. When a user needs
resources from other users to execute an application, it will
send the application to resource allocation service. Then,
resource allocation service will enable resource discovery
service which afterwards broadcasts a discovery message.
Nodes within a range that are willing to share computing
resources will send a reply message. In the reply message,
characteristics such as processing power, memory, and
remaining battery power are enclosed. These attributes could
be used to select nodes. The execution of tasks depends on the
application’s type. If the mobile resource nodes are not
enough to execute an application, the resource allocation
service may wait for other nodes to join the grid. When tasks
execution has finished, the results will be gathered by the
requesting node that submitted the application.
Before allocating the tasks, all nodes that are willing to
share resources are mainly selected based on their mobility.
Nodes which have a certain degree of corresponding mobility
pattern are selected into a cluster of resource nodes. The idea
is allocating the tasks only to the nodes belong to this cluster.
Only these nodes will execute the existing tasks to ensure that
most of the tasks will be properly resolved. Furthermore, we
apply tasks replication as a failure tolerance method. Here, we
investigate resource allocation service for different tasks
replication number. However, it should be a limitation of
replication number, due to the scarcity of resources in
constrain environment of mobile ad hoc grid.

 ݆݅ݐൌ ݐƸ݆݅  ൌ

ܿ݅ ܽ݅

݆ݏ ݆ݔ

(1)

where ci is the computational complexity of task i, xj is the
processing speed of the resource, and sj is the data
transmission speed (bandwidth) of communication channel.
If failure rates of resource and communication link is
constant, the probability of successful task execution is :
መ

 ݆ሺݐƸ݆݅ ሻ  ൌ ݁ െሺߣ ݆ ߨ ݆ ሻ݆݅ݐ

(2)

Resource Allocation Reliability
Analysis

where λi is the failure rate of the resource i and πi is the failure
rate
of
the
communication
channel
i,
with
ܲݎሺ ݆݅ݐൌ ݐƸ݆݅ ሻ ൌ  ݆ሺ݆݅ݐƸ ሻ and ܲݎሺ ݆݅ݐൌ λሻ ൌ ͳ െ  ݆ሺݐƸ݆݅ ሻ.

Resource allocation is certainly critical for a reliable
mobile ad hoc grid. There have been papers investigating the
reliability of resource allocation for grid with infrastructure
including [6-9] and likewise reliability of mobile ad hoc
network including [10-13]. However, reliability of resource
allocation for mobile ad hoc grid has not been studied.

It is assumed that for every task i, RMS allocates a set of
resources ωi (ωi∩ωj = Ø). RMS can initiate every execution of
task j after task k ϵ øi is successfully completed. Thus, it can
be determined that the random time of the start of task i
execution, Ti is

III.

As stated in [9], the services in existing grid systems are
usually organized in a hierarchical manner. They contain

ܶ݅ ൌ ݉ܽݔሺܶ෨݇ ሻ
݇݅ ߶א

(3)
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where ܶ෨݇ is the random completion time for task k. If Ø = øi,
task i can be immediately commenced : Ti = 0. If Ø ≠ øi , so
the value becomes ܶ෨݈݅ ሺͳ  ݆  ݉) .
With the start of execution Ti and execution time tij of task
i by resource j, the random execution of task i by resource j is :
݆݅ݐǁ ൌ ܶ݅  ݆݅ݐ

(4)

ǁ
To obtain the distribution of ݐij , the probability of any

realization of ݆݅ݐǁ ൌ ݈ܶ݅  ݐƸ݆݅ has to be considered. It is equal to
the product of three occurrences :
1.
2.
3.


ሺܶ݅ ൌ ݈ܶ݅ ሻ
Task i execution starts at ݈ܶ݅  ݆݅ݍ ൌ ܲݎ༌
Resource j has not failed before task i execution starts

:  ݆ሺ݈ܶ݅ ሻ
Resource j has not failed during task i execution :
 ݆ሺ݆݅ݐƸ ሻ

Fig. 2. Task execution precedence for the analytical example.

Assume that the RMS divides job into three tasks. Tasks 1
& 3 get the input data directly from the RMS; task 2 needs the
output of subtask 1, and the job is completed when the RMS
gets the outputs of both tasks 2 & 3. These task sequence is
shown by the directed graph in Fig. 2.
Table 1 contains a summary of the failure rates of the
resources, communication channels, and task execution times.
If it is assumed that all resources are reliable, the failure rate
of the resource (λ) is 0. Considering that the mobility model of
nodes is random point group mobility (RPGM), the failure rate
of communication channel obtained from [14] is 0.0064. So
ߣ݆  ߨ݆ is 0.0064.
TABLE I.

PARAMETERS OF THE MOBILE AD HOC GRID SYSTEM FOR THE
ANALYTICAL EXAMPLE.
No. of resource j

ߣ݆  ߨ݆

ݐƸij

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.00164
0.00164
0.00164
0.00164
0.00164
0.00164
0.00164
0.00164

100
130
150
180
220
300
180
150

Accordingly, the distribution of ݐƸ݆݅ , with task i execution at
݈ܶ݅ ሺܶ݅ ൌ ݈ܶ݅ ሻ

ܲݎሺݐǁ݆݅ ൌ ݈ܶ݅  ݐƸ݆݅ ሻ ൌ  ݆ሺ݈ܶ݅ ሻ ݆൫ݐƸ݆݅ ൯

 ݆ሺ݈ܶ݅  ݐƸ݆݅ ሻ ൌ ݁ െሺߣ ݆ ߨ ݆ ሻሺ݆ܶ݅ ݐመ ݆݅ ሻ

ܲݎሺ݆݅ݐǁ ൌ λሻ ൌ ͳ െ  ݆ሺ݈ܶ݅  ݆݅ݐƸ ሻ ൌ ͳ െ ݁ െሺߣ ݆ ߨ ݆ ሻሺ݆ܶ݅ ݐመ݆݅ ሻ (5)
Random time execution of task i, ܶ෨݅ is equal to the fastest a
resource from ωi finishing the task,
ܶ෨݅ ൌ ݉݅݊ሺݐǁ݆݅ ሻ
݆ ݅ ߱א

(6)

In case that the number of tasks is m, the start time of task m is
Tm, knowing the distribution of Tm in the form of
 ݈݉ݍൌ ܲݎሺܶ݉ ൌ ݈ܶ݉ ሻ for ͳ  ݈   ݉ܮ, the reability of service
performance can be evaluated.
In estimating service reliability and performance, one can
use different measures depend on the application. In the
application where the execution time of each task is critical,
the system reliability R(T*) is defined as the probability of the
correct output in time less than T*.

ܴሺܶ ሻ ൌ  ݈݉ݍ
݈ൌͳ

ω1 = {1,2}, ω2 = {3,4}, ω3 = {5,6}
For the second scenario, the first task is assigned to resources
1, 2 & 3, the second task is assigned to resources 4, 5 & 6, and
the third task is assigned to resources 2, 3 & 4.
ω1 = {1,2,3}, ω2 = {4,5,6}, ω3 = {2,3,4}
And in the last scenario, the first task is assigned to resources
1, 2, 3 & 4, the second task is assigned to resources 3, 4, 7 &
8, and the third task is assigned to resources 5, 6, 7 & 8.
ω1 = {1,2,3,4}, ω2 = {3,4,7,8}, ω3 = {5,6,7,8}

݉ܮ
כ

In the first scenario, the first task is assigned to resources 1 &
2, the second task is assigned to resources 3 & 4, and the third
task is assigned to resources 5 & 6.

ͳ ڄሺ݈ܶ݉ ൏ ܶ  כሻ
(7)

B. Ilustrative Example
This analytical example illustrates R(T*) for resource
allocation on mobile ad hoc grid. Assume that there are eight
resource nodes in the grid. The analysis of R(T*) will be
conducted for two, three and four tasks replication. The
replication number of tasks for each scenario is fixed.

To evaluate the distribution of service time of each scenario,
universal generating function (u-function) as in [7] is used.
This technique is using a fast algebraic procedure and
effectively proven for evaluating the reliability of multi state
system [15]. Then calculating reliability using (7), it is
obtained as:
The 1st scenario,
2 task replica

R(T*) =
R(T*) =
R(T*) =
R(∞) =

0.3928
0.5239
0.663
0.8632

for 250 ˂ T* ≤ 280;
for 280 ˂ T* ≤ 300;
for 300 ˂ T* ≤ 310;

The 2nd scenario,
3 task replica

R(T*) =
R(T*) =
R(T*) =
R(T*) =
R(T*) =

0.5371
0.7004
0.7611
0.8006
0.8032

for 230 ˂ T* ≤ 250;
for 250 ˂ T* ≤ 280;
for 280 ˂ T* ≤ 300;
for 300 ˂ T* ≤ 310;
for 310 ˂ T* ≤ 330;
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The 3rd scenario,
4 task replica

R(T*) =
R(∞) =

0.8033
0.8636

for 330 ˂ T* ≤ 360;

R(T*) =
R(T*) =
R(T*) =
R(∞) =

0.6629
0.8019
0.8381
0.8661

for 150 ˂ T* ≤ 180;
for 180 ˂ T* ≤ 220;
for 220 ˂ T* ≤ 300;

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
Fig. 3. Service Reliability for different replication number

The result of all scenarios can be seen in Fig. 3. It is shown
that the service reliability increases as the number of task
replica is increased. It is also shown that the increasing
number of task replica will decrease the required service time,
because the probability of successful task increases as the
number of replica increases.
IV.

Conclusion

The severe environment of mobile ad hoc network requires a
fault-tolerant resource allocation for mobile ad hoc grid. One of
the methods for obtaining fault resilience in a grid with
infrastructure is task replication. Here, we analyze the
reliability of task execution on resource allocation with tasks
replication in mobile ad hoc grid. An analytical example has
been delivered to show the reliability analysis. In line with a
grid with infrastructure case, the result shows that assigning
tasks replication provides superior reliability in mobile ad hoc
grid. However, due to mobile ad hoc network characteristic the
number of task replica has to be limited. In the future, we will
use comprehensive hierarchical model in analyzing the
reliability of resource allocation in mobile ad hoc grid. The
optimum number of task replica for a certain failure probability
will also be studied.
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[13]

[14]

[15]
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Abstract— The main actor of the game is based on nonplayable character (NPC) behavior to respond the environment
based on artificial intelligent method. This research simulates the
behavior of buyer-seller agent on purchasing computer goods in
computer game. The buyer agent has price and specification
variable which is reacted in satisfaction factor of agent. The seller
agent has price and profit variable which is took effect in Join
Utility (JU) of agent. In this case, there is usually no single
optimal solution, but a set of alternatives with different tradeoffs. This research describes buyer-seller agent behavior by multi
objective optimizations approach using Multi Objective
Evolutionary Optimization (MOEA) Non Sorted Dominated
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA II). NSGA II provides pareto fronts
value to the minimum and maximum functions. Based on
simulation result, we generate 3 kinds of scenarios of buyer and
seller agent. First, the seller agent with profit oriented behavior
provides the value of JU twice from the buyers function. Second,
the seller agent with customer oriented behavior provides
balance JU from the buyer function. Third, the buyer agent with
satisfaction oriented behavior. Stability results of simulation is
evenly attained after the fifth generation with simulation
parameters: chromosome/pop=1000, crossover probability
(pc)=0.9, mutation probability (pm)=0.005, index of distribution
crossover (c)=20, index of distribution mutation (m) =20, value
of pool=pop/2 and number of tour=2.
Keywords— intelligent agent, multiobjective, NSGA II, NPC
behavior

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer game have several type of Non-Playable
Characters (NPCs) agent. Two of them are buyer and seller
NPCs. If NPC have human-like behavior, the buyer NPC must
have intelligent when make decision to buy some thing. The
NPC should choose from several selection of goods base some
criterias, like minimum price and maximal quality.

Surabaya, Indonesia
dwrolliawati@gmail.com

to the buyers and sellers agents using techniques based priority
matchmaking genetic algorithms. Methods of Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSP) can also be used to measure the
negotiations between buyer-seller [5]. Anon[6] investigate the
approach to form buyer coalition with bundles of items by
using the genetic algorithm. Multi Objective Evolutionary
Optimization (MOEA) Non Sorted Dominated Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA II) had been employed by Adianto[7] to
badminton agent using stamina and player action criteria.
Asto[8] employed MOEA NSGA II agent on electricity supply
serious game.
In this research, we proposed buyer-seller agent’s decision
behavior based multi objective optimizations approach using
MOEA NSGA II to employ it for NPCs, from our previous
research [9].
The paper is organized as follows. A brief description about
buyer-seller behavior scheme is presented in section II.
Discussions about multiobjective design for buyer- seller
behavior described in section III. The experimental results are
shown in section IV and conclusion in section V.
II.

BUYER-SELLER BEHAVIOR

We design Finite State Machine (FSM) for buyer agent in
our novelty game, a REOG PONOROGO game. The job of
buyer agent is find the best offer from several seller. Buyer do
scoring function ,based on NSGA II, is to assess what is
offered by the seller until the deal with the seller. Conversely
the seller also have considerations with the profit taking , so as
long still have profit, the seller also did the scoring from the
buyer offers to end up doing a deal with a buyer.

Research of the buyer-seller agent relationship had
researched by some researchers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9]. Imam [1]
design buyer agent based on hierarchical finite state machine
(HFSM) to simulate Supply Chain Management Procurement
decision. Seller agent’s strategis to select buyer in face of
limited stock matematically formulated [2]. Still correlates of
buyer agents, buyer agents developed based on fuzzy logic for
automated negotiation in e-commerce[3]. Also Li[4]
investigated the use of multi-objective optimization approach
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preference buyers (processors, memory, hard drive) cumulative
weight (specifications, prices) and quantity.

Figure 1 FSM of buyer agent

Figure 3 NSGA II Flowchart

Figure 2 FSM of seller agent
III.

MULTIOBJECTIVE DESIGN

A. NSGA II
Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA II)
developed by Kalyanmoy Deb [10] which is a modification of
the procedure of rank in NSGA . The algorithm of the original
NSGA is first, initialize population. Once the population has
initialized the population sorted by non-domination into each
front. Each individual in each front rank rated (fitness) or by
front where they belong. The individuals at the first front were
given a fitness value is 1, while for individuals on second
fronts given fitness value 2 and so on for the next.
B. Buyer seller multiobjective design
Population initialization is done by forming a population. In
this study determined the amount of maximum population is
1000 chromosomes. chromosome generated from database
laptop purchase. Chromosomes consist of 19 objective
variables which offer sellers (processor, memory, hard drive,
price), the minimum expected price from seller, expectations of
buyers (processors, memory, hard drive, price), minimum
capability buyers (processors, memory, hard drive) the
maximum capacity buyer (price), the weight of interest /

C. Join Utility function
Li[4] use the matchmaking mathematical model for novel
method to match buyers and suppliers in B2B e-marketplace.
We use the matchmaking mathematical model [4] to form
buyer and seller function. The buyer-seller functions then used
by NSGA II [10] to make pareto front. From pareto front we
calculate Join Utility (JU), which is bargaining value from the
seller to the buyer's agent.
•

Buyers function (f1),

QBigf is variable assessment (scoring) of the quality
products offered , i is a buyer, g is the product
(1)

Where:
Eif = the expectation value of the buyer
Agf= bid price sellers
Eif min = minimal value ability of the buyer
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Pbigf is variable assessment (scoring) of the price of products
offered , i is a buyer, g is the product

2. Second, the seller agent with customer oriented behavior
provides balance JU, using eq.7
3. Third, the buyer agent with satisfaction oriented behavior:
The value of JU halved from eq. 7.

(2)
The three category of scenarios is tested to NSGA II with
simulation parameters as follows: chromosome/pop=1000,
crossover probability (pc)=0.9, mutation probability
(pm)=0.005, index of distribution crossover (c)=20, index of
distribution mutation (m) =20, value of pool=100 and number
of tour=2.

Where:
Eif = the expectation value of the buyer
Agf= bid price sellers
Eif max = maximal value ability of the buyer

The experiment has a pareto front result as follows:

Then scoring of buyer( Bij) calculated by:
Bij =  Wi x bigf

,

(3)

Finally the buyer function affected by the quantity of sales
(Q), so the f1 become:
f1(x)= Bij x Q
•

(4)

Seller function (f2)
First we calculate the value of seller scoring:
(5)
Figure 4. Value JU twice from normal JU

Where:
Sji: Seller scoring
Pbi:Bid price from buyer
PSj: the expectation value of the seller
PSjmin: maximal value ability of the Seller,
Then we calculate the seller function, affected also by
bargaining value(JU) and quantity (Q):
f2(x)= JU x Sji x Q

(6)

which on normal scenario , bargaining value JU is defined:
JU = 1 – f1(x)

(7)
IV.

EXPERIMENT

We find the best value of the agents with consideration of
maximizing buyer (cheap price, good specs, purchase quantity
lots) and maximize the seller (profits, a lot of customers, big
sales quantity). By implementing equation 1 to equation 7 in
NSGA II, we generate 3 kinds of scenarios of buyer and seller
agent.
1. First, the seller agent with profit oriented behavior provides
the value of JU twice from eq.7 :

Figure 5. The simulation results with generation = 75
On generation =50 and 75 crowded points still in the same
range as previous simulations (fig. 5), so it can be concluded
for the generation of = 50 and thereafter obtain stable results.
So that the pareto fronts of generation 50 can already be used
to find a solution or the best value.
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V.

CONCLUSION

We present NSGA II optimization method for seller agent
decision in computer game. Employed to buyer-seller FSM,
the buyer-seller agents can interact more immersive. Using
NSGA II, we have the best result after 50 generation.
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Abstract—Machinema is a system that allows making movies in
virtual environment created in real-time. In the process of
making machinema movie, the camera position plays an
important role in the process of cinematography. In the real
world, the cameraman receives direction form the director to put
the camera accordance with the desired viewpoint. Machinema
works in real-time, it would a real camera system that can
perform the roles of a director and cameraman in determining
perspective on every scene in the film making. In the real world
cinematography, the director used a variety of viewpoints such as
establishing shot, track shot, bird eye, and close up to get an
interesting story. If machinema is used to make a film resembling
as in the real world then machinema should be possible to take
shoot with various position. We designed an intelligent camera
system that can accommodate the needs of the virtual
cinematography by observing the rules of traditional
cinematography in the real world. An intelligent camera system
is capable of assisting in the process of making machinema
movies. Our method uses behavior trees. The system we made
allows the camera to perform as a director in terms of deciding
the proper perspective based on priorities and possibilities to
make the camera moves automatically and shoots like a
cameraman in the real world. In this paper we implement the
system we’ve created in virtual world using unreal engine.
Keywords-component; machinema; cinematography; behavior
trees ; unreal engine

I.

INTRODUCTION

Movies, television, and video games are among the most
popular form of entertainment in these days. Of these movies
has been around the longest, followed by television. It follows
that video games can benefit from lessons learned from the
movie and television industries. Creating the film, however, is
a costly and time consuming endeavor that requires trained
writers, producers, directors, actors, and others. Recently
many hobbyists have turned to a portmanteau of machine and
cinema, machinema or machinima.
Machinema refer to the innovation of leveraging video
game technology and used pre rendered 3D images to greatly
ease the creation of computer animation. Rather than creating
complex graphical word, machinema artist manipulated the
behavior of 3D games. By choreographing the characters as

Mochamad Hariadi
Department of Electrical Engineering, Sepuluh Nopember
Institute of technology
Surabaya 60111, Indonesia
mochar@elect-eng.its.ac.id

the avatar or create their own character, they can “perform”
the actions according to the script they are creating.
Filmmaking using machinema is a complex visual medium
that combines virtual cinematography, avatars controlling, and
editing to convey a story. The camera must film the right
event at the right time to produce the right picture.
Cinematography and editing are both complex art form in their
own right.
In this paper we focus on the problems of selecting
secondary camera placement and angles to capture the action
of an event based on behavior trees. There are a number of
challenges therein including visual composition, event
triggering action, and coordination between main camera and
the secondary camera. We described a secondary camera
placement system for machinema movies.
II.

BACKGROUND

Cinematographers over time developed a rich canon of
conventions for filming commonly recurring types of shots (A
continuous take of camera recording) and sequences (an
ordered series of shots). For example, cinematic convention
suggests that in filming two characters facing one another in
conversation, alternating shots of the two characters should
depict one gazing left-to-right and the other right-to-left. In
filming the rest shot of such a sequence, the camera is placed
on one side of an imaginary line-of-interest passing through
the characters, and successively placing the camera on the
same side of this line preserves continuity by repeating the
established facing directions of the characters. [1].
In composing the visual properties of a shot, a
cinematographer may vary the size of a subject in the frame or
the relative angle or height between camera and subject. Shot
sizes include extreme close-up, close-up, medium, long, and
extreme long in which a subject's size in the frame appears
progressively smaller or more distant. A filmmaker can also
use editing decisions such as shot duration and the frequency
of cuts to artful effect. [1].
Many researchers have focused on integrating
cinematographic principles into automatic camera control.
These approaches provide sophisticated control to a user.
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Christianson et al. [2] divide cinematography into simple
fragments in a “Declarative Camera Control Language”. They
also develop a “Camera Planning System” that partitions a
character’s movement into individual actions. He et al. [3]
encode a finite state machine that controls the camera’s
position and parameters. This implementation does not work
in real-time and is limited to simple scenarios involving two
characters. Our approach works for multiple simultaneous
events, operates in real-time, and expands to more robust
scenarios, such as crowds, tracking an object/character, and
conversations.
III.

CINEMATOGRAPHY

In the process of film-making cinematography play an
important role to make the movie feels great not just a
sequence of images. The angles, the frame and the other main
cinematography principles must be applied to a movie.
Cinematography means Light and camera settings when
recording photographic images for the cinema. Camera settings
in cinematography consist of camera movement, camera
placement, and camera angle. The developments of
commercial game at the recent days have brought the good
story telling almost the same as the movie. This requires a
proper camera placement to increase player emotions that plays
the game. Taking a particular point of view is expected to
improve emotional player such as player to watch movies.
However, for placing a camera in cinematography principle,
we need a basic knowledge about creativity in cinematography
A. Framming the Scene
In the game, framing and composition are essential to
communicate the situation. The depth of a particular frame
may provide different information for each player. If frames
are taken very close to the actor game such as close-up shot of
the information obtained will be less and it could make the
player confuse but can provide emotional closeness, for
example, when a character is in a state of anger. Conversely, if
the frames are taken tend to widen as establishing shot, the
players will get more information from the surrounding
environment but will get less emotion as shown in Figure 1.

indicate an even tighter Shot showing only one
feature that is important to the current scene.
x

Medium Close up : Sometimes referred to as two T’s
(for teeth and throat), this shot shows the head down
to the top Of the throat.

x

Full Close up: Also known as a chocker, this
contains the head and full throat.

x

Wide Close up: Similar to Close Up, but thus shot
includes the full shoulders.

x

Close Shot : Sometimes referred to as three T’s
(teeth, throat and …), this shot is from breast area to
up

x

Medium Close Shot : This shot goes from just above
the belt to the top of the head

x

Medium shot : This shot is from the waist up,
including the belt

x

Full Shot: This shot is a full body shot with little or
no space above or below in the frame.

x

Two Shot : A Shot framing the two central character
of the scene

x

Long shot : Also known as a wide shot, this shot
encompasses an entire scene.

x

Extreme long shot : A shot that includes more than
the scene, usually to establish location or geography
that is Important to the scene

C. Camera Movement
The camera movement shapes and informs a shot’s
meaning. Basic camera moves include three actions: pans,
tilts, and tracks. In general, most complex camera moves are
simply mixtures of these basic components. A camera pans
when it rotates horizontally, either from left to right or from
right to left, normally establishing a scene. The camera rotates
vertically to tilt, either from up to down or from down to up.
In a tracking shot, the entire camera moves, rather than simply
changing the direction of its focus to provide detail. These
moves provide 6 degrees of freedom allowing the camera to
position correctly as shown in Figure 2.

A

Figure 1. Shot idioms in cinematography principles

B. Shots Idiom
x Extreme Close up : Generally refers to a shot
showing only the eyes and mouth, but can also

C

B
D

Figure 2. Camera movement, A Boom Movement, B Dolly, C Tilt, and D
Pan
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IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Methodology Overview
In this paper, we perform several step to process the
behavior trees for camera in our machinema system.

B. Behavior Trees for Single Camera
To accommodate the diverse needs of shot, the camera will
have a complex movement. A behavior tree is a simple data
structure that contains a chart or image to describe a complex
action. We have used the Behavior trees to set the camera
movement. The Chart of Behavior trees using the logic "AND
/ OR" in action, it’s have a form of a statement Node and
various commands to implement a variety of complex actions,
in this situation like our project that means a wide range of
idioms shot that can be taken by the cameramen.

Figure 3. Machinema Workflow Process

Figure 3 shows how our system works. Pre-production
process includes the 3D character modeling, material editing,
texturing and pre-render process. Scene and script editing are
the process creating the 3D environment and story line. In the
real time preview we implemented the behavior trees for
camera using trigger for our actor and camera system.

Figure 4. Sub System in Real Time Preview Process

While we created level for 3D environment scene for
machinema production we also set up camera and actor
according to the script created before. After all of the camera
and actor ready, we can play animation according to the script,
while animation is playing if some actor triggered special
events, and then behavior trees are executed.

Figure 5. Behavior trees for single camera

Figure 5 shows the Behavior trees on one camera. Chart
begins with the loop "and then followed by a" selector ". In the
first condition, the camera is in condition to choose which of
the branches that will be run. White diagrams mean that there
are certain conditions that must be checked, in this case a
camera that behaves as an agent will check what events are
happening and give report to the selectors both conditions fail
or succeed. Selector will attempt to execute each branch, and
will stop if no condition report successful at every level. In the
first condition, the left diagram is an example of where the
camera does not accept assignment and the camera do the
right diagram assignment of "Combat". Parallel Box indicates
that the l execution run together, so the first condition in the
picture above, on the left diagram when there is the assertion
that there is no event happens then the camera will "Wander"
until white box success in sending report selector. This
enforces constraints on the cameras that the parallel node has
one child that is constantly enforcing some constraints on the
execution of its other child.
An object used in our study is the placement of the
camera in a fighting game, the fighting game, usually
beginning with the opening shot - a particular shot to make
things more dramatic in accordance with the rules of
Cinematography. When the character fight each other,
sometimes can use a special moves that require the camera
takes a particular shot, as well as closing the game. From
Figure 5 on the condition that the two subsidiaries, Selector
will select the conditions which will be run by the camera, the
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camera will decide whether to take a shot for the Opening,
Special move or for closure.

and placement during that event, in example when actor A has
dialog event, the behavior trees select the Close-up shot for
dialog event.
Actor B triggered event A, which is an “Ultimate”
movement for actor B, so the camera select the medium shot
for that action. Same when both actors triggered an opening
event so the best shot for that event is Establishing shot.
V.

Figure 6. Behavior trees flow for shoot selection

RESULT

Figure 8 shows screenshots of our test with two actors and
two cameras. Using smart events, the shot is called depends on
its priority for the scene. At the opening of the scene, the
“establish shots” take place before any other shots. Camera 1
cuts to Camera 2 when another shot occurs. If the line of
action happens to suitable for camera movement idioms, our
system will automatically assign the movement to camera as
transition between two shots. Figure 9 shows alternate shot
from our camera system that shows close up and long shot
camera shot.

Figure 6 is a graph that describes the behavior continued
flow tree of figure 5, in Figure 6 we can see more detailed
exposition of the camera , when “ opening ” event turn on the
camera will run shot against the actor 1, then the camera will
perform sequential range of idioms such as Medium shot ,
Close up shot, and establishing shot. Behavior trees also allow
us to add the action to be selected with ease so that action will
become more complex. After doing shot to actor 1, according
to the graph, then the execution behavior also proceed to Actor
2.
C. Behavior Trees for Secondary Camera
The use of behavior trees for secondary camera has the
same principle behavior trees for one camera. The event
triggered by the actor processed by behavior trees to select
appropriate camera angle and camera shot for the action.

Figure 8. Screenshots of our test with two actors and two cameras

Figure 9. Alternate shots from the scene
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Abstract—Simple-O, an automated essay grading application
was developed at the Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Indonesia. This application used MD5 + salt
algorithm to perform protection for authentication password of
users stored in its database. Unfortunately, due to a number of
flaws contained in the MD5 algorithm, SHA-1 + salt algorithm
was implemented in this application and then the comparison
was carried out between those two algorithms. The experiments
include time measurements and estimation of brute force attack
for each algorithm. Processing time and CPU usage were also
measured. In the brute force hash code scenario, it was tried to
find plaintext from the chipertext. In this scenario, both MD5
and SHA-1 was implemented and tested using Hashcat tool. The
better the algorithm, the more time needed to brute force the
chipertext. In this scenario the password tested has 8 to 10
characters. The result from this testing shows that the
implementation of SHA-1 algorithm is more robust against brute
force attacks than MD5. The difference in processing time
between SHA-1 + salt and MD5 + salt ranged from 0.001 seconds
to 0.002 seconds for each length variation of the password from 8
to 10 character. While the difference in CPU usage is 0.545%,
0.985%, and 1.69% respectively for the password with 8, 9, and
10 characters length. These results indicate that while giving
better security the implementation of the algorithm SHA-1 + salt
does not impose on the performance of Simple-O application.

the use of the Internet media, computer network, or standalone
computer. Along with the development of the current web
technology, e-learning which originally only focused on
distance learning system, has now been developed and has a
broader scope, such as sites that provide a variety of learning
materials, facilitates discussion, conduct online examination,
etc.

Keywords—Simple-O authentication system security, MD5
algorithm, SHA-1 algorithm, brute force attack, processing time,
CPU usage

I.

Introduction

Development of web-based applications in the field of
education has been growing rapidly. Various types of
educational activities have been carried out by utilizing this
technology. E-learning is the education system that uses
electronic applications to support learning and teaching with

With the continued development of e-learning today, the
need for security systems is also increased. Therefore, various
security methods has been applied to e-learning application,
which aims to prevent attacks from outside or from inside that
may be committed even by users of e-learning application
itself.
Simple-O is one example of e-learning applications that is
used to conduct online essay examination. This application
was developed in the Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Indonesia. In this application, several methods
were implemented, including in the authentication system
which provide protection against username and password data.
This system used MD5 algorithm to hash the password that
was stored in the database. But with the increasing number of
vulnerabilities found in the use of the MD5 algorithm, then the
use of the MD5 algorithm in this system should be reviewed
further. In this research we analyze the performance of SHA-1
algorithm in Simple-O authentication system and then
compared with the implementation of the previous algorithm.

SimpleOAuthentication
SystemandHashFunction

II.

A. Simple-O [1][2]
Simple-O is a web-based application, which is used to
perform online examination as well as grading the testing
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result automatically. To access the system, examinees or
students must access the Simple-O Web and going through the
authentication system by providing a correct username and
password at first. To give security to the system, the
passwords are stored in the database not in their original form,
but encrypted. Encryption is needed so that if someone can
penetrate the database, he/she will not be able to see all
password stored in the database.

weaknesses contained in these algorithms began to be found
[5] [6]. The weakness contained on this algorithm is the
collision that easily discovered on the results of the MD5 hash.
The collision is the existence of two different inputs but have
the same hash result ciphertext. This weakness is caused by a
wrong design of the MD5 algorithm itself, and then exploited
so collision in this algorithm can be found quickly.

Simple-O implements hash function to protect its user
passwords. With the implementation of hash algorithm, when
a user logs in to the system, the system will find the hash code
of the password, then the results will be compared with the
value of the hash code that are stored in the database to
authenticate the user. If it has the same hash code, then the
user will be able to go to the home page of the Simple-O
application.

Since the MD5 algorithm is used in Simple-O applications,
the MD5 weakness could also have an impact on applications
Simple-O. If there is someone who actually does not have the
right of access to the account as a lecturer, then by brute force
attack against the application he could have discovered the
password of the account of a teacher, and when he managed to
find the account, he will have all privileges held by a lecturer
on a variety of information contained in the system.

B. Hash Function [3]
Hash function is one branch of cryptography, like
encryption and message authentication code (MAC). The
difference is that hash function does not require any special
key to do the coding like on encryption and MAC. Hash
function is a function that maps any message with the variety
of length, into a fixed-length hash value, called a hash code,
which is used as authenticators. Hash code is a function of all
bits in any message, which is used to detect errors of the
message. One bit changes in original message will produce a
different hash code.
There are two approaches that can be used to attack the
security of a hash function. Two kinds of approaches are
cryptanalysis and the brute-force attack. A cryptanalysis
attacks will exploit the logic weaknesses of the hash algorithm
that are being used. While the strength of a hash function can
be tested by brute force attack, depends on how long the hash
code generated by an algorithm and the complexity of the
process of the algorithm.
Hash algorithm is usually combined with the use of salt.
Salt is an additional scrambler with a specified value that
usually combined with the hash code in a form of a specific
function. Value and function in salt can be determined freely.
The use of salt is aimed to increase the complexity of the
ciphertext hash result, making it more difficult to brute force.
There are various types of hash function algorithms, while the
MD5 and SHA-1 algorithm are the two most commonly used
algorithms.
Fig. 1. The processing of the input at 512-bit block of the MD5 [3]

1) Message Digest 5 [4]
Message digest 5 or MD5 is one of message-digest
algorithm that was developed by Ron Rivest in 1991. MD5
algorithm takes an input in any of length and produces an
output in the form of a digest with the length of 128 bits. Input
received by this algorithm will be processed in a block size of
512 bits, which will then be divided into 16 sub-blocks, each
is 32 bits. Fig. 1 shows the processing of input on MD5
algorithm.

2) Secure Hash Algorithm – [3] [6]
SHA was developed by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and published as a Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS 180) in 1993. When
the weakness of the algorithm is found, then the various
revisions made to make a better algorithm, and the revision is
published in FIPS 180-1 in 1995 and became a reference to the
manufacture of the new algorithm called SHA-1.

MD5 is an algorithm developed to replace its predecessor,
the MD4 algorithm. At the beginning of its publication, the
MD5 hash algorithm is one of the nicest, but at 2004 the

SHA-1 input can accept a maximum of less than 64 bits,
and 160 bits long output. This input restrictions that became
one of the strengths of this algorithm, because the number of
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input restrictions will reduce collisions that may occur in the
use of these algorithms. SHA-1 processing input in a block
size of 512 bits, and then divide it into 16 sub block that each
measuring 32 bit. Fig. 2 displays the input processing
algorithm SHA-1.

III.

ExperimentalDesign

In this experiment we used two desktop PCs using as a
local server and a client. Both PCs are connected in a local
network. Both server and client PCs using AMD Athlon CPU,
3GHz and DDR1 memory, 1 GB. Besides these two PC, also
used a standalone PCs that are not connected to the network.
This PC is used to perform brute-force testing of the ciphertext
of the algorithm MD5 and SHA-1 so that it can find the
original plaintext from the ciphertext. This PC uses Intel ®
Core ™ 2 Duo E7400, 2.8GHz, and DDR3 memory, 2 GB.
From the software side, some of the supporting software is
used to establish a testing system and used during the test. The
software is the OS Ubuntu 11.10 - Oneiric Ocelot and LAMP,
which is used to form a local network for testing, and Hashcat
to brute force a hash code.
IV.

ComparisonandAnalysis

A. Brute Force Testing
In this scenario, we conduct brute force attack against the
ciphertext from various passwords with a length of six to nine
characters. The goal is to measure how long it took to find the
plaintext from a ciphertext when a brute force attack is
performed against the hash code stored in Simple-O database.
The test was performed by using Hashcat software.
There are two kinds of results from this testing—the
testing time and the estimated time of the brute force attack.
The testing time is the time when the test results obtained from
the process of brute force until it gained the original plaintext
from the ciphertext that was brute forced. The testing time
results are obtained from the process of brute force to plaintext
with a length of 6 characters, both hashed with SHA-1 or
MD5 algorithm. For plaintexts which are greater than six
characters, we took the estimated time only. This is because
the process for brute force attack from the password which is
longer than six characters will takes a very long time.
Fig. 2. The processing of the input at 512-bit block of the SHA-1 [3]

TABLE I.

MD5 AND SHA-1 ALGORITHM COMPARISON [6]

Analyzing Subject

MD5

SHA-1

Output length
Memory usage
Processing time
Variance

128 bit
30060 byte
17,233 ms
0,9013 x 10-3
6,8841 x 1029
years

160 bit
30267,6 byte
17,633 ms
0,4857 x 10-3
2,8825 x 1039
years

Time for brute force

Better
Algorithm
SHA-1
MD5
MD5
SHA-1

Brute Force Attack Time for 6 Characters
Password
Time (minutes)

3) MD5 and SHA-1 Comparison
MD5 codes any stream of bytes into a 128 bit value while
SHA1 codes any stream of bytes into a 160 bit value.
Therefore the SHA1 will provide more security compared to
MD5. The MD5 algorithm is cheaper to compute, however
MD5 is found to be more vulnerable for collision attacks [5].
Comparison of both algorithms in terms of output length,
memory usage, processing time, variance and time to brute
force can be seen in more detail can be seen in Table I.

12.00
11.50
11.00
10.50
10.00
9.50
9.00
8.50
8.00
7.50
7.00

MD5

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
Test no- ...

Fig. 3. Time comparison of brute force testing against 6 characters password

SHA-1
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TABLE II.

Time (hours)

Brute Force Attack for 7 Characters
Password
20.00
19.50
19.00
18.50
18.00
17.50
17.00
16.50
16.00
15.50
15.00

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19

Time (hours)

Brtue Force Attack for 8 Characters
Passwords

925

MD5

875

1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19
Test no- ...

Fig. 5. Time comparison of brute force testing against 8 characters password



Differences

6 characters

8.62

9.71

1.08

7 characters

16.34

18.92

2.59

8 characters

860.51

974.06

113.54

9 characters

8229.95

8397.80

167.86

Explanation
In minutes

In hours

8500
MD
5

7000
1

3

5

7

AVERAGE AND DIFFERENCE OF TIME AND ESTIMATION TIME
FROM BRUTE FORCE TESTING
Average Times (seconds)

9000

7500

B. Processing Time Measurement
This scenario aims to measure the length of processing
time for a user to log in to the Simple-O applications. This
testing shows a comparison results from the implementation of
MD5 and SHA-1 in Simple-O. This scenario was conducted
with 4 kinds of combinations of hash, which are MD5, SHA-1,
MD5 with salt, and SHA-1 with salt. In each implementation
of the algorithm, we used a combination of three combinations
of password length; 8, 9, and 10 characters as in the previous
scenario.

Algorithm

9500

8000

Fig. 3 displays the time to brute force the password of 6
characters. Fig. 4 to Fig. 6 show the estimated time for a brute
force password each 7, 8, and 9 characters. While Table II
displays the average and the difference in estimation time to
brute force. It can be seen that in the testing for 6 characters,
the time difference is not too long, though the results still
indicate that a brute force for SHA-1 takes longer. When
performing a brute force password with a length of 7, 8 and 9
characters, the brute force time is getting longer. The
difference in estimation time becomes the parameter that
shows the complexity and strength of SHA-1 algorithms
which is better when compared with MD5.

TABLE III.

Brute Force Attack Time for 9 Characters
Passwords
10000
Time (hours)

SHA-1

One thing that should still be considered, the process of a
brute force itself is not necessarily in accordance with the
estimation time. It could be faster or even longer than the
estimation time. But estimation time can be used as a
parameter to indicate the strength of each algorithm.

975

6500

MD5

MD5

Fig. 4. Time comparison of brute force testing against 7 characters password

825

Average Time

Characters
Long

Test no- ...

1025

AVERAGE AND DIFFERENCE OF TIME AND ESTIMATION TIME
FROM BRUTE FORCE TESTING

MD5

0.02846675

0.02860271

10
Characters
0.02885417

MD5+salt

0.02817892

0.02812147

0.02806399

SHA-1

0.02948047

0.02920856

0.02929798

SHA-1+salt
Differences of SHA1+salt and MD5+salt

0.02957196

0.03002721

0.03001589

0.00139304

0.00190574

0.0019519

8 Characters

9 Characters

9 11 13 15 17 19

Testke ...

Fig. 6. Time comparison of brute force testing against 9 characters password
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Processing Time Average Comparison

Comparison of CPU Usage Average

0.03
MD5

0.0295

SHA

0.029

MD5
salt

0.0285
0.028

8Karakter

9Karakter 10Karakter

13.50
12.50
11.50
10.50
9.50
8.50
7.50
6.50
5.50
4.50

CPU Usage (%)

Processing Time (sec)

0.0305

MD5

8Karakter 9Karakter 10Karakter

Testing no-...

Test no- ...
Fig. 7. Comparison of average processing time

Fig. 8. Comparison of Average CPU usage

Table III and Fig. 7 show the average and the difference of
processing time. Based on the above test results, the time
difference that occurs in every variation, both algorithms and
passwords have margin in the range of 10-4 seconds. Due to
the very small difference, it can be concluded that the
processing time required for the implementation of the MD5
algorithm, salt + MD5, SHA-1 and SHA-1 + salt tend to be
similar. Therefore we conclude that the implementation of
SHA-1 with salt in Simple-O will not overload the system.

Table IV and Fig. 8display the average and the difference
in CPU usage for each password character length used, in any
variation of hash algorithm for the login process. In this graph,
we mark the idle processor which took CPU usage of 4.68%.
This idle processor CPU usage can be considered as reference
point. From Fig. 8 it can be seen in the graph that the MD5
algorithm used the lowest CPU resource for every variation of
the average length character password, which is then followed
by a MD5+salt, SHA-1 and SHA-1+salt.

C. CPU Usage Measurement
In this testing we measure the CPU usage when a user log
in to Simple-O. This testing will show a comparison of CPU
usage in the implementation of MD5 and SHA-1 in Simple-O
application. Same as the previous scenario, this scenario
conducted with 4 kinds of combinations of hash algorithms
which are MD5, SHA-1, MD5 with salt, and SHA-1 with salt.
In each implementation of the algorithm, we used three
combinations of password length; 8, 9, and 10 characters as in
the previous scenario.

The testing result shows that the use of SHA-1+salt will
increase CPU resource usage when the login process. The
difference between SHA-1 + salt compared to MD5 + salt in
CPU usage for log in process is 0.56% for 8 character
password, 0.99% for 9 character password, and 1.69% for a 10
character password. It is shown that the percentage difference
increases along with password length. But the differences are
not too significant for a password up to 10 characters long,
which is 1.69%.

TABLE IV.

AVERAGE AND DIFFERENCE OF CPU USAGE
Average CPU Usage (%)
10 Characters
9 Characters

Algorithm
MD5

8 Characters
9.555

9.955

10.565

MD5+salt

9.845

10.285

10.96

SHA-1

10.355

10.955

12.4

SHA-1+salt
Differences of SHA1+salt and MD5+salt

10.39

11.27

12.65

0.545

0.985

1.69

For passwords with more than 10 characters in length, the
difference is predicted to increase. This may indicate that the
use of the algorithm SHA-1 + salt will weigh Simple
application-O, especially when many users are accessing the
same time. However, the server load is predicted not going to
be too big, given the length of the character of the password of
each user will vary greatly, because not all users use
passwords with a length of 10 characters or more, there are
also users who use a password that is less than 8 characters.
V.

Conclusion

From the test results and analysis, we can conclude that
test results and comparison of brute force attack for passwords
of length 6, 7, 8, and 9 characters, indicating that the algorithm
SHA-1 algorithm is stronger than MD5. The brute force attack
time for 6 characters in SHA-1 was 9.71 minutes in average
while in MD5 was 8.65 minutes. The estimated time of brute
force attack for SHA-1 for 7, 8, and 9 characters passwords
was 18.92 days, 974.06 hours, and 8397.8 hours each, while
for MD5 was 16.34 hours, 860.51 hours, and 8229.95 hours.
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SHA-1 has a processing time that is not much different
than MD5, even relatively the same. MD5 algorithm has a
processing time 0.029 seconds for each variation of the
password length (8, 9, 10 characters), MD5 + salt for 0.028
seconds, SHA-1 for 0.029 seconds, while SHA-1 + salt has
0.03 seconds. While for the use of CPU resources, SHA-1 uses
more resources than MD5, but the differences were not so big.
MD5 algorithm used 9.56%, 9.96%, and 10.57% CPU
resource for password length of 8, 9, and 10 characters
respectively. While MD5 + salt used 9.85%, 10.29%, and
10.96%, SHA-1 used 10.36%, 10.96%, and 12.4%, and SHA1 + salt used 10.39%, 11.27%, and 12.65 % respectively.
From the three testing’s conducted, we can conclude that
SHA-1 + salt gives better security for password protection in
Simple-O compared to MD5 + salt while not overload the
performance of existing systems, and the use of SHA-1 for
securing authentication system hopefully can be used widely
in the future to replace the use of MD5.
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Abstract—Understanding software requirements has been
widely acknowledged as a crucial task in software development
projects. This problem emerges since software requirements,
which are originally specified using a particular natural
language, are often ambiguous and incomplete. The condition
will be completely different if the requirements are specified
using formal language in which ambiguity and incompleteness
could be obviously found and thus quickly anticipated.
Transforming “natural” software requirements into a more
formal specification may therefore reduce their ambiguity and
incompleteness. This paper hence proposes a method to
transform software requirements specified in a natural
language to formal specification (in this context is objectoriented specification). The proposed method uses natural
language processing technique.
Keywords—software requirements specification; natural
language processing; object-oriented

I.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding software requirements during software
development projects is an effortful task. It is common for
requirements, which are normally specified using a particular
natural language, adorned with ambiguity and
incompleteness. Forming a shared view between stakeholders
or potential users and developers hence requires significant
works. Both parties have to share their internal view
regarding the system under consideration in order to obtain a
common understanding.
Technical difficulties, which normally occur during the
understanding process, usually come from the fact that
software requirements are specified in a particular natural
language. Specifying requirements in a natural language
frequently make them prone to ambiguity and
incompleteness. Specifying requirements using a formal
language, in the contrary, could raise their clarity and
completeness. In most practices, however, software
requirements are specified using a particular natural language
due to its flexibility and simplicity.
This paper therefore proposes a method to transform
software requirements that originally specified using a
natural language to more formal specification in order to
minimize ambiguity and incompleteness and, at the same
time, maintaining the flexibility and simplicity of the old
ways of specifying requirements using natural language. This
paper is structured as follows: i) Section I discusses the
background of this study, ii) Section II presents the other
works on this subject, iii) Section III describes the proposed

method, and iv) Section IV discusses the applicability of the
proposed method.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A number of works on utilizing the natural language
processing technique for analyzing software requirements
specification have been conducted. These studies related to
the translation of software requirements specified in natural
language to formal specification.These studies mainly deal
with the translation ofsoftware requirements specified using
natural language that does not consider the dynamic aspect of
software system. My proposed method, on the other hand,
offers a translation of a dynamic requirements specification
(written in a scenario-like format) to formal specification (in
this case is object-oriented model).
The methods as proposed by these studies, based on their
utilized translation approach, can be classified into two
category: translation using artifical intelligence theory (rulebased approach) and translation based on grammatical
analysis (natural language processing approach).
The rule-based approach uses artificial intelligence theory
as the tool for analyzing software requirements specification
written in free (unconstrained) natural language. The
objective of this approach is to derive formal from informal
specification. Specification Acquisition From Expert (SAFE)
[3], the Requirements Apprentice (RA) [4], and Specifier[5]
are the example of method applying the rule-based approach.
These methods use no linguistic analysis in translating the
informal into formal specification.
Different from the rule-based approach, thenatural
language processing approach uses grammatical knowledge
to analyze the software requirements specification written in
free (unconstrained) natural language. The objective of this
approach is also to derive a formal specification from the
informal one. Conceptual Model Builder (CM-Builder) [6],
LIDA [7], Language Extended Lexicon (LEL) [8],
Metamorfosis[9], and Natural Language Processing (NLP)
[10] are the example of method applying the natural language
processing approach.
All of these methods, however, do not consider the
dynamic requirements specification, which is actually an
inherent part of software requirements specification.
III.

THE REQUIREMENTSSPECIFICATIONANALYSIS

As an effort to bridge the gap between flexibility and
simplicity of “natural” requirements specification with clarity
and completeness of formal specification, I propose a
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requirements specification analysis method using natural
language processing approach. Within this method,
requirements specification text will be analyzed using
syntactic analysis (or parsing) technique.
A stream of text from requirements specification will be
parsed using a particular syntactic analysis method. The
parsing activity is performed to sentences that compose
requirements specification. This activity is conducted in
order to classify a sentence into its grammatical constructing
elements.
Requirements specified in natural language will be parsed
using Reed-Kellogg sentence diagramming system [11].
According to the Reed-Kellogg system, a sentence can be
analyzed to obtain its simple structure following the
particular schemata:
SentenceÅSubject + Predicate
The predicate must contain a verb that requires other
sentence elements (object) in order to complete the predicate.
The object is normallya direct object. Nevertheless, the
object can be in the form of a predicate noun or adjective. In
cases where other sentence composing elements (such as
adverb, adjective (including article), or prepositional phrase)
are found, these elements are only act as the descriptor for
the main elements. A sentence, based on the Reed-Kellogg
system, can further be analyzed according to the following
schemata:
SentenceÅSubject | Verb | Direct Object; or
SentenceÅSubject | Copula | Predicate
An example for the first type of sentence is “PDA searches
elector” while an example for the second is “PDA is
expensive”.
By adopting the Reed-Kellogg system, requirements that
are specified in a natural language will then be filteredintoa
constrained natural language. The format is as follows:
RequirementÅSubject + Verb + Target + [Way]
A requirement represents an action, an activity performed by
an agent who affects/changes one state of an entity/object (an
agent or a resource).Subject represents the agent who
executes the behavior (the activity prescribed by the verb).
Verb describes the activity taken by the agent (subject).
Target can be physical or conceptual entity (object). The
entity (object) has a number of properties (attributes), which
will be affected by the activity. Meanwhile, way defines the
way in which an action will be taken. Way can either defines
a manner or a utilized instrument (a means) to take the
prescribed action. In this specification format, the subject, the
verb, and the target are required whereas the way is optional.
Requirements specification example, which describes a
system for tracing electors’ participation in a particular
election using handheld devices called as the Voter Tracking
System (VTS), is used for this paper. The example is taken
from a real-world industrial project. A snippet of the VTS
requirements specification example is written as follows:
“Normally when an elector attends a polling place to vote, a
polling official will search a paper copy of the electoral roll
for the name and address of the elector. Once the elector’s
details are found the polling official places a small black
mark next to the name, and/or rules through the name, to

show that the elector has attended to vote. The copy of the
electoral roll issued to each official is called a certified list.
Once the election is complete, the Electoral Commission
compares all the certified lists to establish who has voted. In
recent elections, the certified lists have been scanned to
improve the accuracy and time taken for the comparison.
After the 2004 election the ACT Electoral Commission
engaged a company to scan all 918 certified lists. The cost
of printing and storage of these certified lists was
considerable and the use of large paper lists was becoming
cumbersome. Further, after the 2004 ACT election, the ACT
Electoral Commission experienced accuracy problems with
the scanning of the lists, resulting in a much higher number
of non-voter notices being issued than was necessary. (Note:
Voting is compulsory).
The Commission identified two key business problems:
• The need for a faster, more efficient and cheaper method of
searching for and marking voter’s names on the electoral
roll, and
•Theneedforamorecosteffectivetechniquetoaccuratelyandeffi
cientlyaccess information as to who has voted, post election”
Using the filtering format as previously proposed, the
“natural” requirements specification will then need to be
analyzed and re-specified in order to be aligned with the
proposed specification system. Anexample that can be
derived from the “natural” VTS requirements specification is
written as follows:
(PDA)s (searches)v (elector)t (based_on_family_name)w
In this example, PDA (personal digital assistance) acts as the
subject. It executes the behavior as prescribed by the verb (in
this case is searching). Elector is the entity (object) that will
be affected by the searching activity. Meanwhile, the term
“based_on_family_name” prescribes the way in which
searching activity will be performed.
The proposed method also further defines the structure
for specifying software requirements, in addition to the
specification of clause or sentence,by adopting a scenariolike structure.There are two reasons why a scenario-like
structure was adopted. First, it can incorporate the dynamic
aspect of software systems. It is important since the study
aims to accommodate the way to specify the dynamic parts
of software systems within the proposed method. Second,
scenario-like structure is an intuitive and familiar medium
even for novices.
The proposed method also defines that, beside specified
in a scenario-like structure, requirements also have to be
expressed in the form of event-state-action structure. This
kind of structure can be used to specify the dynamic parts of
software systems. It was designed following the way to
specify scenario. In this case, event is an incident that causes
the activation of one or more actions. An action is an activity
performed by an agent who affects/changes one state of an
entity/object (an agent or a resource). Meanwhile, a state is a
condition of a particular entity/object (an agent or a
resource). Each state represents a phase in the lifecycle of an
entity/object. A state can be categorized as initial and final
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state. An initial state defines a pre-condition that has to be
attained prior to the execution of an action. Meanwhile, a
final state defines a post-condition that is attained after the
execution of an action.This type of specification format
describes that an action is triggered by an event whereas an
event causes one or more actions. An action changes the
condition of a state.
An example for software requirements specification
following this format is provided in Table 1.In this table, an
initial scenario for identifying elector during a particular
election using PDA is specified. If we analyze the
requirements as specified in Table 1, we can see that it forms
a flow of a scenario. Taken from the example, when the
current state of the system is PDA shows home screen and if
there is an event that PO enters name then the action taken is
that PDA will search elector. Next, if there is an event that
PDA found elector at the time when the PDA searching
elector, then the system will take an action to show elector.
This flow of scenario can be easily followed from the eventstate-action list specification.
TABLE I.
ELECTOR

SCENARIOSPECIFICATIONFOR

The proposed method is actually an extension of work
from [12] and [13] in which these studies facea couple of
limitations. The particular limitation that is related to this
study is thatthe methodas specified in these papers can only
translate software requirements specified in a specific format
(in this context is the Concern-Aware Requirements
Engineering format). The capability to translate software
requirements specified in any other formats is beyond the
scope of these papers. This study therefore proposes a
method to transform “natural” requirements specification into
a more formal format that hopefully can be further translated
into object-oriented models as specified in [13]. This study,
however, still lack of a clear procedure on how to map from a
“natural” requirements specification written in a very flexible
(loose) format into their associated formal specification.
As a recommendation for future work, a study on how to
clearly map a sentence found in the “natural” requirements
specification with their counterpart in the transformed formal
specification should be conducted.
REFERENCES

Event

State

PO enters
name

{PDA}
shows
|home_scre
en|
{PDA}
searches
elector
{PDA}
shows
elector

{PDA}
found
elector
PO clicks
|home_butt
on|

IDENTIFY

obtain a set of formal requirements specification written in a
scenario-like format.

Action

[1]

Agent

Activity

Object

{PDA}

searches

elector

{PDA}

shows

elector

[3]

{PDA}

shows

|home_scree
n|

[4]

There is a rule that needs to be imposed when using this
specification format. First, any agent or object which
represents the system being develop, such as PDA in this
example, must be written between curly bracket ({…}).
Second, any agent orobject that represents the interface, such
as home_button and home_screen in this example, has to be
written between vertical bar (|…|). The reason for having this
rule is to distinguish the elements of the system from the
systemic objects (the system being develop and the interface)
which will be crucial during the translation process. The
translation method is, however, beyond the scope of this
paper.
As the specification written in Table 1 is a type of initial
version, hence it needs to be revised in order to come up with
a more complete, consistent, and unambiguous requirements.
According to the proposed method, the initial scenario should
be: (i) elaborated and refined, (ii) its conflicts need to be
identified and resolved, and (iii) its feasibility needs to be
studied.The result of these refining processes is provided in
Appendix A.
IV.
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DISCUSSION
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APPENDIX
The following table specifies the revised version of requirements for “identifying elector”.
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Event

State

PO clicks
|screen(clicked)|

{PDA} shows
|home screen|

{PDA} generates
search(family, given)

{PDA} responses
instruction

Action
Agent

Activity

Object

{PDA}

responses

instruction

searches

elector(family,
given)

Way
(*if screen(clicked)=|search-button |then
{PDA} generates search(family, given)*)

{PDA}

(*(*if (family)!=null and (given)!=null then
(*for each elector
(*if elector(family)=(family) and elector(given)=(given)
then
{PDA} writes [electorID]*)*)
(*(*if#[electorID]=1 then
{PDA} generates found(electorID)*)
else (*if #[electorID]+=+1 then
{PDA} generates multifound[electorID]*)
else (*if #[electorID]=0 then
{PDA} generates notification(not found)*)*)*)
else (*if (family)!=null and (given)=null then
(*for each elector
(*if elector(family)=(family) then
{PDA} writes [electorID]*)*)
(*(*if#[electorID]=1 then
{PDA} generates found(electorID)*)
else (*if #[electorID]+=+1 then
{PDA} generates multifound[electorID]*)
else (*if #[electorID]=0 then
{PDA} generates notification(not found)*)*)*)
else (*if (family)=null then
{PDA} generates notification(family)*)*)

{PDA} generates
found(electorID)

{PDA} searches
elector(family,
given)

{PDA}

reads

electorate(electorID)

{PDA} reads elector(electorID)---electorate(electorateID) and
generates show elector(electorID, electorateID)

{PDA} generates show
elector(electorID,
electorateID)

{PDA} reads
electorate(electorID)

{PDA}

shows

elector(ALLATTRIBUTES)

(*(*if (electorateID)=0 then
{PDA}shows(background color=red) elector(ALLATTRIBUTES)*)
else (*if (electorateID)=1 then
{PDA}shows(background color=green) elector(ALLATTRIBUTES)*)
else (*if (electorateID)=2 then
{PDA}shows(background color=blue) elector(ALLATTRIBUTES)*)*)

{PDA} generates
multifound[electorID]

{PDA} searches
elector(family,
given)

{PDA}

reads

elector(electorID,
status)

(*for each [electorID]
{PDA}writes[(electorID, elector(status))]*) and
{PDA} generates show [(electorID, status)]

{PDA} generates show
[(electorID, status)]

{PDA} reads
elector(electorID,
status)

{PDA}

shows

[elector(family,
given, address)]

(*for each [electorID, status)]
(*(*if (status)=voted then
{PDA}shows(font color=red) elector(family, given, address)*)
else (*if (status)=not-voted then
{PDA}shows(font color=black) elector(family, given,
address)*)*)*)
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{PDA} generates
notification(not found)
{PDA} generates
notification(family)
PO clicks
|screen(clicked)|

{PDA} searches
elector(family,
given)
{PDA} searches
elector(family,
given)
{PDA} shows
elector(ALLATTRIBUTES)

{PDA}

shows

notification(not
found)

{PDA}

shows

notification(family)

{PDA}

responses

instruction

(*(*if (clicked)=|OK-button| then
{PDA} generates |home-screen|*)
else (*if (clicked)=marking-voter then
{PDA} generates marking(electorID)*)*)

PO clicks
|screen(clicked)|

{PDA} shows
[elector(family,
given, address)]

{PDA}

responses

instruction

(*(*if (clicked)=electorID then
{PDA} generates found(electorID)*)
else (*if (clicked)=|home-button| then
{PDA} generates |home-screen|*)*)

PO clicks
|screen(clicked)|

{PDA} shows
notification(family)

PO clicks
|screen(clicked)|

{PDA} shows
notification(not
found)

{PDA} generates
found(electorID)

{PDA} responses
instruction

{PDA}

responses

instruction

(*if (clicked)=|OK-button| then
{PDA} generates |home-screen|*)

{PDA}

responses

instruction

(*if (clicked)=|OK-button| then
{PDA} generates |home-screen|*)

{PDA}

reads

electorate(electorID)

{PDA} reads elector(electorID)---electorate(electorateID) and
generates show elector(electorID, electorateID)

{PDA} generates
|home-screen|

{PDA} responses
instruction

{PDA}

shows

|home screen|
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Abstract— The P2P lives streaming nowadays becomes more
popular and begins to take a larger share of bandwidth together
with the Internet video calling. Furthermore, a large scale peerto-peer (P2P) live streaming has recently been successfully and
commercially deployed to provide either live streaming or ondemand video streaming. Cisco predicts that 60% of video traffic
worldwide will be consumed by these P2P applications in 2015,
which is enough to make any Internet Service Provider (ISP)
straitened. In particular, the major challenge that has received
significant attention is that many network oblivious P2P
applications without locality awareness of ISP boundaries that
lead to inefficient Internet resource utilization due to the InterISP traffic cost. Consequently, we propose P2P locality awareness
architecture in Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON) that
mitigates Inter-ISP traffic by optimizing peering locality for P2P
live streaming. We design mechanisms in ONU. These
mechanisms can reduce inefficient Internet resource utilization at
the server sides and improve each peer QoS.
Keywords—P2P Live streaming; Locality Awareness; EPONs;
QoS;

I.

Introduction

In recent times, peer-to-peer (P2P) system begins to
generate huge amount of bandwidth due to their popularity
and nature. Among P2P applications, the P2P live streaming
applications whose resilience and performance depend on the
random connections across the network, consume the biggest
part of the available resources provided by the Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) infrastructure and increase the market
demand for more stable and faster broadband services [1].
Recently P2P live streaming systems are becoming the next
Internet killer applications as testified by the growing success
of commercial systems, such as PPLive, SopCast and UUsee
[2]. They allow to “watch television” over the Internet,
granting to anyone to become a content provider by limiting
the infrastructure costs, while giving the chance to break
broadcasting constraints so that anyone can watch any content
anywhere, at any time. Although it gives huge opportunities
for the ISPs, however it comes together with the large network
engineering problems such as costly routes and infrastructure.
The Inter-ISP connections could have been avoided if the P2P
systems would not choose random neighbors [3] and another

aspect of the problem should be considered is that P2P live
streaming application is becoming popular with highly
sensitive QoS and Quality-of-Experience (QoE) requirements.
In order to tackle aforementioned problems that arise with P2P
live streaming in particular, a solution could be reached if the
P2P systems would get modified and adopt an ISP-friendly
behavior. ISP-friendliness means that the network applications
show low levels of redundancy and costly traffic. The level of
ISP-friendliness is often traded with system performance if
pushed too far. It simply means that the choice of neighbors in
P2P overlays should be designed carefully to exploit the
locality for the underlying routing strategy. Therefore, many
network service providers begin to control P2P traffic by
implementing the ISP-friendly design approach in order to
reduce the Inter-ISP traffic cost. ISP-Friendly approaches aim
to mitigate Inter-ISP traffic by optimizing peering locality
since the peers from the same ISP (i.e., Intra-ISP traffic)
respond faster to the requesting peer. This also in conjunction
with current studies showing that in P2P live streaming more
than 80% of a peer’s downloaded streaming traffic in popular
channels are served by peers in the same ISP whereas the
unpopular channels are less than 50%. In other words, most of
the P2P live streaming applications have achieved strong ISPfriendly awareness since the level of traffic locality with
respect of popular channels is very high. This fact is also
somehow connected to the study in [4] that the localized P2P
is projected to grow 65% of IP video traffic and 60% of all
Internets by 2013. Figures 1 and 2 show the total predicted
localized P2P video until 2013 and the localized P2P that
traverses in the access network only, respectively. It can be
observed that in 2013 the total localized P2P video is
exceeding 20 Exabytes/month. It is also shown that with the
increasing number of P2P video titles available from each
subscriber the bandwidth utilization is also increasing.
However, up until now, most studies in EPONs have not
addressing the the traffic locality awareness, which very
important issue since P2P live streaming traffics that served by
peers in the same EPON are gradually increasing. By keeping
the P2P streaming traffic localized, it can vastly decrease the
bandwidth load at the server side and Inter-ISP traffic cost. To
our knowledge, there are few studies discuss on implementing
the Intra-ISP traffic mechanism in the EPONs system. Thus,
architecture with sophisticated resource management that
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supports not only Intra-ISP traffic mechanism but also
provides better QoS and QoE, particularly for P2P live
streaming is required. Consequently, we propose P2P locality
awareness architecture in Ethernet Passive Optical Network
(EPON) that mitigates Inter-ISP traffic by optimizing peering
locality for P2P live streaming. We design mechanisms in
ONU which consists of a buffer-map with a routing table.
These mechanisms can reduce inefficient Internet resource
utilization at the server sides and improve each peer QoS.
Moreover, we exploit the passive splitter in order to support
Intra-ISP traffic communications (i.e., ONU-to-ONU or Peerto-Peer) in the same ISP. Simulation results have shown that
our propose architecture has lower packet delay and
bandwidth waste.

Figure 1(a) Localized P2P Projected [4]

Figure 1(b) Localized P2P Traverses in Access Network [4].

However, up until now, most studies in EPONs have not
addressing the the traffic locality awareness, which very
important issue since P2P live streaming traffics that served by
peers in the same EPON are gradually increasing. By keeping
the P2P streaming traffic localized, it can vastly decrease the
bandwidth load at the server side and Inter-ISP traffic cost. To
our knowledge, there are few studies discuss on implementing
the Intra-ISP traffic mechanism in the EPONs system. Thus,
architecture with sophisticated resource management that
supports not only Intra-ISP traffic mechanism but also
provides better QoS and QoE, particularly for P2P live
streaming is required. Consequently, we propose P2P locality
awareness architecture in Ethernet Passive Optical Network
(EPON) that mitigates Inter-ISP traffic by optimizing peering
locality for P2P live streaming. We design mechanisms in
ONU which consists of a buffer-map with a routing table.
These mechanisms can reduce inefficient Internet resource
utilization at the server sides and improve each peer QoS.
Moreover, we exploit the passive splitter in order to support

Intra-ISP traffic communications (i.e., ONU-to-ONU or Peerto-Peer) in the same ISP. Simulation results have shown that
our propose architecture has lower packet delay and
bandwidth waste.
II.

RElatedWork

According to [5], the ISP-friendly approaches can be
divided into three taxonomies i.e., ISP-Friendly P2P approach,
ISP approach and ISP-P2P cooperation approach. In ISPFriendly P2P design the construction of P2P overlay
topologies is one of the primary concerns. This affects both
Inter-ISP traffic and user perceived service quality, since
overlay connections among peers are determined by the way
peers obtain content from its neighbors. In general, ISPfriendly P2P schemes attempt to direct peers to connect to
adjacent neighbors within the same ISP for traffic localization.
As for the ISP approach simply means that the ISPs can
proactively help to regulate and guide P2P applications to
reduce Inter-ISP traffic cost and increase the desired network
efficiency. Lastly, the ISP-P2P cooperation approach is the
collaborative traffic control between P2P applications and
ISPs in achieving efficient utilization of network resources
without sacrificing application performance, given that ISPs
are best positioned to determine the locality, link costs, and
ISP policies. Relevant information including topologies,
policies, routing, and traffic pattern are accessible for P2P
application trackers or peers via the information interfaces
provided by ISPs.
On the other hand, recently optical network is regarded as
one of the best solutions in the access networks due to large
amounts of bandwidth only in one single fiber. By 2015, fiber
will cover 20-30 percent of all households and 30-50 percent
in 2020 [6]. Currently, Japan, China and Korea are developing
large-scale EPON deployments, which are built by multiple
system operators [6]. By the end of 2011, Japan already has 21
million subscribers, followed by Korea and China,
respectively. As for 2012, EPON networks have passed more
than 60 million households, and more than 20 million
broadband subscribers are served by EPON [6]. China
Telecom has the fastest and biggest growing fiber-to-the-x
(FTTx) network operators in the world, which on track to pass
additional 30 million subscribers in 2012 [15]. EPONs
representing the convergence between Ethernet and Fiber
infrastructure have been discussed in IEEE 802.3ah as one of
the extensions of Gigabit-Ethernet [7].
The EPON architecture consists of a centralized optical line
terminal (OLT) and a number of splitters. The OLT connects
to multiples associated optical network units (ONUs) over
point-to-multipoint topologies to deliver broadband packets
and reduce costs relative to the maintenance power. In
addition, the OLT has the entire channel bandwidth to
broadcast the control messages and data packets to each ONU
since the directional properties of the splitter or coupler is
used. However, in the upstream direction, the entire ONUs
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must share the common transmission channel towards the
OLT, and only a single ONU may upload upstream data in its
transmission timeslot to avoid data collisions. Therefore, the
IEEE 802.3ah standard has developed a Multipoint Control
Protocol (MPCP), thus each ONU transmits within a dedicated
timeslot and the OLT receives a continuous stream of
collision-free packets from each ONU.
MPCP is merely a supporting protocol that facilitates the
implementation of various bandwidth allocation algorithms in
EPON. The MPCP relies on two Ethernet control messages,
GATE and REPORT, to allocate bandwidth to each ONU. The
GATE message is used by the OLT to allocate the upstream
transmission window to each ONU and the REPORT message
is used by ONUs to report its local queue-length to the OLT.
An ONU can support up to eight priority queues as defined in
802.1q [8]. After receiving all the report messages based on
queue state information from entire ONUs, the OLT executes
a Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) to calculate and
allocate the timeslots to each ONU. The DBA plays a key role
to provide more efficient bandwidth allocation for each ONU
to share network resources and offer the better Quality of
Services (QoS) for the end users.
Despite the abovementioned advantages of EPONs, there
are still many challenges to supporting P2P live streaming in
the EPONs. One of the issues is that due to the ISP-friendly
approach, the traffic locality awareness becomes a key
concern. Since 80% of most popular downloaded P2P live
streaming channels are served by peers in the same ISP (i.e.,
Intra-ISP traffic). Moreover; video bandwidth will increase
due to the evolution from HDTV formats towards super HD
and ultra HD and 3D formats [9]. Nonetheless, recently most
studies in EPON [10-13] only discussed on how to allocate the
bandwidth without considering the importance of Intra-ISP
traffic localization mechanism that can reduce not only the
resource consumption at the server side, but also decrease the
Inter-ISP traffic cost.
III.

form the relationships satisfying the demands for inter/intradomain reduction of ISP and guarantee the P2P streaming
QoS. By implementing ISP Information interface, the OLT
will try to reduce the traffic from each peer within its domain
by discovering their Autonomous System (AS) number and
Round-Trip-Time (RTT) estimation (e.g., hop time, distance,
load balancing, etc). In other words, the peer most likely will
prefer to connect with a local peer in the same AS or ISP with
a small upload capacity than external peer with higher upload
capacity. Therefore, the OLT will filter or block the inter-ISP
traffic if there are local supplier peers for the request, thus
reducing the inter-ISP cost yet increasing the QoS and QoE.
Moreover, at every given time the OLT will send a signaling
traffic to the ONU using the Single Copy Broadcast (SCB) so
that each ONU can update its peers list for the routing
mechanism.
The Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) scheme can be
distinguish into two paradigms, which are offline-paradigm
and online-paradigm. In online-paradigm, although it has less
control of channel transmission time, however the ONU is
scheduled for upstream transmission as soon as the OLT
receives the REPORT without waiting to receive the request
from the rest of the ONUs. In contrast, the offline-paradigm
has the capability to allocate the bandwidth fairly; however the
OLT will begin bandwidth allocation computation after
collecting the REPORT messages from all ONUs, thus
introduce the idle period problems. Nonetheless, we prefer
offline-paradigm since the OLT takes into account all ONUs
request, and therefore the process of bandwidth allocation can
be globally optimized. Based on aforementioned advantages
of offline-paradigm, we propose offline limited-DBA scheme
that support the Inter-ISP traffic with four priority queues at
each ONU, which are EF, AF, BE and intra-ISP queues,
respectively
B. Passive Splittler

SystemARchitecture

Our high-level architecture contains three modules that are
ONU modules, Star Coupler modules, and OLT modules. The
architecture consists of N ONUs with extra receivers: one is to
accept the downstream signal from OLT to ONUs tuned at
1550nm, the other is to accept the loop-back signal coming
from the upstream direction tuned up at 1310nm; the 3:N star
coupler (SC) with isolator for redirecting the packets among
ONUs connected to the end users and the OLT.
A. OLT Modules
In OLT, the ISP information interface and P2P Locality
Awareness DBA scheme for P2P lives streaming are
proposed. The ISP information interface is the collaboration
between ISP and P2P providers so that they can start
exchanging messages such as the neighbor list that P2P
providers send, newly join peers and so on. They also should


Figure 2. 3xN Star-Coupler (SC)

The passive splitter module is shown in Figure 2. An
optical signal introduced into any input port is distributed to
all output ports. Our SC design consists of 3:N ports, where
two input ports (i.e., Ix and Ox) of it are connected to each
other through an optical isolator as shown in Figure 6. The
function of this is to redirect the upstream traffic back from Ox
to Ix and broadcast to all ONUs through the N output ports. I1
is used for the downstream input port channel from OLT to all
ONUs and vice versa. The O1, O2, …, ON output ports are also
used to broadcast signals to each ONU from the OLT. Finally,
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the optical isolator is used to allow the transmission from Ox
to Ix in only one direction and to prevent unwanted feedback.
C. ONU Modules
Figure 3 shows the working principle of ONU mechanisms
that an ONU has six different modules - packet classifier,
ingress rules, buffer-map management, routing mechanism,
uplink scheduling and reporting queue mechanism. First, when
the user request arrives at the ONU, the packet classifier will
check the request; whether it is Intra-ISP traffic or Inter-ISP
(i.e., EF, AF and BE queue) traffic based on the routing table
and ingress rules. Afterwards, all the requests will be mapped
into the queues (i.e., EF queue, AF queue, BE queue and IntraISP queue). Finally, the intra-uplink scheduling will decide
when to send all the queues report to the OLT to satisfy all the
traffic types. In this paper, the Priority-Queuing (PQ) is use
for the intra-uplink scheduling. In a PQ, traffics are divided
into K t 2 classes numbered 1; 2;…;K. The lower the priority,
the higher the class number would be. In other words, priority
i traffics are given preference over priority j traffics if i < j. In
the case of our proposed intra-uplink scheduling, the EF traffic
have the highest priority along with intra-ISP traffic, followed
by AF and BE traffic, respectively.

Finally, we the traffic proportions of aforementioned traffics
are followed [15], which stated that approximately 40% of
total traffics are used for video data. In this paper, we just
assumed that 14% of the AF traffics are Intra-P2P-live
streaming. Table I summarizes the simulation parameters.
A. Packet Delay
Figure 4 shows the packet delay for 32ONUs with “244”
traffic proportion (i.e., 20% of EF, 40% of AF, and 40% of
BE) versus the offered load. It can be observed that the IntraISP packet delay has the highest packet delay. The reason is
that in our proposed DBA as mentioned above, the Intra-ISP
traffic will be postponed until a given cycle time condition is
satisfied (i.e., ten percent of cycle time). Although it has
higher packet delay compared to the AF Inter-ISP traffic,
however, the packet delay is kept below 3ms which still can
satisfied the P2P live streaming packet delay requirement.
Finally, our proposed scheme can also reduce the AF intertraffic load, thus decreasing the packet delay. This is because
in the proposed architecture some packets are redirected back
due to the locality awareness in ONUs.

Figure 3. PQ Scheduling Mechanism at ONU

IV.

Performanceevaluation
Figure 4. Packet Delays

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

B. Bandwidth Waste

Parameters

Value

Number of ONUs in the system
Upstream/ Downstream link capacity
OLT-ONU distance (uniform)
ONU buffer size
Maximum transmission cycle time
Guard time
DBA Computation time
Control message length

32
1Gbps
10-20km
10MB
1ms
5Ps
10Ps
0.512Ps

In this section, we show the results of our simulation
experiments conducted to evaluate the packet delay of IntraISP and Inter-ISP as well as the system throughputs. The
scenario of the simulation includes the downstream and
upstream channels that are set to 1 Gb/s; the distance from
ONU to OLT ranges from 10 to 20 km and each ONU has a
finite buffer of 10 Mbytes up to 20 Mbytes; and the traffic
modeling is self-similarity and long-range-dependence (LRD)
to generate highly bursty BE and AF traffic classes with the
Hurst parameter of 0.7 and packet sizes are uniformly
distributed between 64 and 1518 bytes. Moreover, the highpriority traffic (e.g., voice application) is based on Poisson
distribution and the packet size is fixed to 70 bytes [14].

Figure 5. Bandwidth Waste

Bandwidth waste is occurred because there are
differences between the grant and report timeslots. It means
that the OLT could grant more than the requested timeslots
from each ONU. As can be seen in Figure 5, when the
network load is high the bandwidth waste is decreasing. This
fact might happen because we adopt the limited DBA for our
proposed DBA (i.e., limit the maximum timeslots for each
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ONU). Therefore, when the offered load is high most of each
ONU timeslot will be filled, thus the bandwidth waste is
reduced. Moreover, bandwidth waste also might happen since
we calculated the intra-ISP traffic based on the RTT between
ONU to OLT, although it’s supposed to be ONU to ONU
which is less than the distance between ONU to OLT. Noted
that the grant message is calculated as: report timeslots of
ONUi+ RTT (ONUi to OLT) + guard time. The reason why
we used the RTT between ONU to OLT instead of RTT
between ONU to ONU is that we want to keep the
conventional DBA working principles. Nevertheless, the
bandwidth waste is approximately below 1200 bits when the
traffic load is 100%.

Conclusion
This paper has proposed P2P Locality Awareness
Architecture in Ethernet Passive Optical Networks. In the
proposed architecture we implemented the ISP Information
interface in the OLT. This interface will try to reduce the
traffic from each peer within its domain by discovering their
Autonomous System (AS) number and Round-Trip-Time
(RTT) estimation so that the peer most likely will prefer to
connect with a local peer in the same AS or ISP with a small
upload capacity than external peer with higher upload
capacity. Simulation results have shown that our architecture
has good system performance in terms of packet delay and
bandwidth waste.
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Abstract—Development of traffic simulation software has
been being interest of scientist and engineer from different field
since the year ’50. Various approaches have been used to model
the simulation, from the very old one, the macroscopic model to
the relatively new model, namely agent based mode in the
framework of microscopic model where every single vehicle
processes as function of time. Hybrid microscopic approach by
incorporating cellular automata with agent based models has got
many attentions in the last decade. The most recent technique,
namely a continuous topography where agent based model is
combined with finite state automata gain, is discussed here.
Layer architecture for agent model is invoked here to make the
complex system more clearly to understand. One of the layers
will represent the tactical behavioural layer on which the finite
state machine will be applied. The dynamic process of a sample of
complex manoeuvre will be discussed briefly using statechart and
sequence diagram.
Keywords—traffic simulation; agent based model; finite state
machine;

I.

Introduction

In the earlier phase of research and development of traffic
simulation software, a macroscopic model based on
continuum hydrodynamic kinematic law was used where
traffic flow is described as continuum. Modern traffic
simulation has been being studied and developed based on
microscopic model where trajectory of every single vehicle is
calculated as function of time. Since the influences of
mathematicians and computer scientist on the traffic
simulation research are getting more significant, two
important techniques, namely the cellular automata (CA) and
the agent based model (ABM) have been incorporated in this
research area. CA was first time used in the microscopic
traffic model by introducing the two lane model with periodic
boundary conditions [1]. The combination of CA and ABM
was later on incorporated to model pedestrian movement using
regular square structured multi-grid topography [2].
Traffic participant movements are directed by topography
model of the traffics environment. In the CA based two- or
multi-lane model, vehicle’s movement can take place in two
ways, first completely unrealistic sideway and forward [1].
On the more complex regular grid structured topography using

CA and ABM combination, traffic participants basically can
move in any direction depending on the grid cell shape and
size. Using hexagonal shaped cell gives more possibilities of
movement direction than using square shaped cell.
Furthermore, the smaller the cell size, the more accurate the
movement trajectory can be modeled. Making more complex
cell shape and smaller cell size requires significantly extra
computational resources in term of power and memory.
The CA based traffic model is received many interests
during 90’s as it can run large and relatively complex traffic
simulations such urban traffic with only comparatively low
computational resources [3]. As the strength of CA model is
efficiently used of computer resources, then the previously
improvement by increasing cell shape complexity and using
smaller cell size should not be followed. Ulf Lotzmann [4] has
proposed a completely other approach by introducing a
continuous topography model. In this model, agent based
system is still retained but cellular automaton principle is
thrown away. The finite state automata takes place the role of
CA to control the agent behavior.
The present research will study this new model of
topography as has been shown in the previously published
paper that the model of lane changing movement in the new
approach needs more complex mathematical model comparing
that the old CA based model [5]. This paper will focus more in
the finite state machine of the tactical agent’s behavioral layer
where all physical layer of agent will be determined
autonomously.

AContinuosTopography
AgentBasedModelTraffic
Simulator

II.

The traditional approach of microscopic model based for
traffic simulation was modelled as single lane, i.e. the system
consists of a one dimensional grid with periodic boundary.
Two basic models are very often used i.e. car-following model
[6, 7, 8, and 9] and lane-changing model [6] in the
microscopic single lane model. Later on a mathematicians and
physician scientist [1] has incorporated cellular automata (CA)
to introduce a two lane model consisting of two parallel single
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lane models with periodic boundary conditions and additional
rules defining the exchange of vehicles between the lanes.
This CA approach lasts not longer than one decade in the year
90’s, until software scientists introduced the so called agent
based model (ABM) to traffic simulation software [10].The
ABM approach has been a successful technique in the recent
traffic simulator software in the last decade [11,12].
Dijkstra [2] has combined CA and ABM to model
pedestrian movement using a regular grid based topography
model. While in the single or multi-lane microscopic model,
traffic participant can only move forward or lateral only in
every (sub)-step, in the regular grid structure CA based
topography, any traffic participant can move in any direction
as long as no obstacles blocking the movement depending on
the grid shape and size. In contrary to CA model where its
topography is characterized by regular grids in various forms
e.g. square or hexagonal shape, the current approach takes a
continuous topography hence the agent is able to move more
freely and independent from any restriction such as grid shape
or grid size.

physical parameters attached to the agent’s entity. This
physical layer is the only layer that has interface to outside
world of agent, either for dynamic process or for visualization.
The behavioural layers model how the agent will behave in
response to its environment. This layer is further separated
into two functional layers, namely the operational behavioural
layer and the strategic behavioural layer. The first layer is also
called the robotic operative behavioural layer in [4, 14] or
tactical layer in [11]. This tactical behavioural layer will
interact directly with the physical layer describing the
perception and reaction of the agent in a very short time. The
second layer is the strategic layer which has an intelligent
behaviour for decision making such as route selection. The
strategic layer will perceive the robotics perception and then
will provide an intelligent action to be performed by tactical
layer accordingly. This intelligent layer is called Artificial
Intelligent (AI) layer in [4, 14]. Figure 2 shows the agent
model and the interaction within agent’s layers and the
topography. This article as described in the title will focus
only in the tactical behavioural layer.

An agent is an autonomous entity that cannot be controlled
by external interference but and it perceives events from its
environment and then react accordingly. How agent perceives
and reacts to this perception must be governed by a logical
system. In the case CA and ABM combination, a simple CA
algorithm is invoked since the perception area covers only the
neighbouring grid cell of the agent. In the continuous
topography model, a communication system likes a sensor
system is used to receive any event’s data only in the
perception area as shown in Fig. 1 two agents are out of
communication areas. In this case the simple algorithm
incorporated by CA must be replaced by more complex finite
state automata or finite state machine (FSM) as explained in
[13].

Agent
Behavioral layer
Strategic Layer (AI layer)

Tactical layer (operative / robotical layer)

Physical Layer

Sensor’s
perception
area B

Action

Agent B

Sensor’s
perception
area A

Topography

Fig. 2. Layer wised agent model and interaction with each layer and
topography

III.
Agent A
Fig. 1. Agent’s communication system

Following the footprint of works in [4, 11, 14], the ongoing research [5, 15] distinguishes the agent model in two
abstract layers, i.e. a physical layer and behavioural layers.
The physical layer depicts the real-world attributes of an agent
such as location coordinates, velocity, direction and other

Perception

Agent’sTacticalLayer

In [4] an agent can be taught as a reactive agent who has
ability to interact with other agent but can only passively
communicate. Hence the name “reactive” means that this type
of agent cannot recognize its environment actively. The
specialization of this reactive agent is a proactive agent that
defined as subclass of reactive agent. The sub-class proactive
agent is the most important agent as the most of traffic
vehicles fall in this agent category. This type extends the
reactive agent with capability to perceive events from the
agent’s environment and then react accordingly. In the present
research, an agent will be distinguished in different manner,
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i.e. passively immobile agent and actively mobile agent. The
difference lies in the structural relationship where these two
type agents are both sub-classes of a common abstract agent.
Some of physical attribute will belong to the abstract class of
agent, such as shape, position and sensors. Their capability
will be different for each type, for sure the passive agents will
not occupy a strategic behavior, but do have a tactical
behavior however much simpler than the actively mobile
agent.
The more complex tactical layer of actively mobile agent
requires Finite State Machine (FSM) approach to model the
autonomous dynamical process as can be represented by
nested state chart diagrams [13].
A. Finite State machine
Finite State machine is an abstract machine that can be in
one of a finite number of states but in only one state at a time,
called current state. By a triggering event or condition, the
state can be changed from one to another state; this process is
called a transition. A particular FSM is defined by a number of
its states and triggering event for each transition. For a
complex machine, a particular state can consist of many sub
states which form complete FSM in a hierarchy level. The
state activity and action in the more complex state (super state
machine), will trigger an event for a transition on the state
machine bellow (sub-state machine) by supplying the state
transition function and its input parameters. However, when
the transition function cannot handle the input information for
instance because of missing or unknown data, a trigger signal
for state change on the automaton at the level above (its super
state machine [13]) might be fired by the sub state machine.
The tactical layer of actively mobile agent is further split
into three sub-layers, namely:
x

Level one (the lowest level) represents basic actions
which are usually conducted without thinking by
humans (e.g. turning the steering wheel).

x

Level two deals with activities composed of basic
actions (e.g. hold the center of a lane).

x

Level three subsumes all required plans for complex
activities a human is aware of when executing (e.g.
lane change operation).

The state activities on the lowest level directly modify the
physical agent attributes during the lapse of time. Due to the
time-discrete simulation model, the activities are adjusted for
the duration of a discrete time step. Furthermore, state activity
and transition function are executed at every time step. The
transition functions for level three are provided by the AI
strategic behaviour layer.
Each layer of robotic behaviour is equipped with a sensor
communication and a perception filter processor. The filter is
used to reduce the input data that are not significant to the
state machine and in order to decide whether the information
from the perception input data is not sufficient for underlying
level.

B. Level One FSM
The first level of tactical layer consists of states that
represent four basic actions which are normally done without
thinking by human driver, namely:
x Idle: the vehicle remains steady in the current state.
Speed v and heading direction  remain constant.
x Accelerated: the driver accelerates or decelerates the
vehicle by accelerating intensity a to the desired speed
v.
x Bent: the driver turns the steering wheel with the
angular radius m in order to gain a new direction 
where linear speed v remains constant and the heading
direction  is modified accordingly.
x Unsteady bent (accelerated and bent): combination of
accelerate and bend where both linear speed v and the
heading direction  are modified.
Fig. 3 shows the state chart diagram of the level one FSM
for the four basic action, where for each underlying movement
action a mathematical model based on Newtonian governing
equation are given in [5, 15].

Idle
Unstedy bent(a,v,m,alpha)

Accelerated(a, v)
Bent(m,alpha)

Fig. 3. Statechart diagram FSM Level One

C. Level Two FSM
The state at level two describes various basic driving
manoeuvres, namely:
x Lane-Centered: the driver steers the vehicle in the
center of a lane.
x Lane-Bordered: the driver steers the vehicle in the
direction of the (left or right) lane border with the angle
.
x Off-Lane: the driver steers the vehicle onto a
topographic region not marked as a road (e.g. crossing,
parking etc.), heading towards a target “tg” decelerated
to desired velocity v.
x Turned: the driver steers the vehicle into a bend.
x Lane-Center & Lane-End-Ahead: the driver steers the
vehicle in the center of a lane and reaches the end of
the lane.
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Fig. 4 shows the state chart diagram of the level two FSM
for the five basic manoeuvres that in turns composed of basic
actions from the level one FSM. Before each activity from
level two will be triggered, a moderate calculation must be
performed to determine some input parameters from the level
one basic action based on the result of perception data from
the environment. For instance Lane-Centred manoeuvres
calculation is presented in [5], and the other manoeuvres will
be presented in [15].

OffLane(v, tg)
LaneCentered(v)
Turned(v)

Fig. 5. State chart diagram FSM Level Three

IV.

DynamicProcessoftactical
BehaviourLayer

In [14], an example of the complex manoeuvres of level
three robotic layer, in this case the crossing capability of an
agent. Here the other manoeuvres will be briefly discussed.
The Fig. 6 shows a picture of a situation for a car traffic where
agent a1 hindered by slower moving agent a2 (v2 < v1). The
current state of a1 is {L1: Idle; L2: Lane-Centred; L3: GoAhead}. The agent a1 have two possible actions i.e. changing
lane to b2-b3 or following car agent a2. Fig. 7 depicts the
dynamic process of lane changing movement as sample
complex manoeuvres.

LaneBordered(v,alpha)

LaneCenter_LaneEndAhead(v)

b1
Fig. 4. State chart diagram FSM Level Two

v1

Agen

v2
b2

1

D. Level Three FSM
Level three FSM will cover various complex driving
manoeuvres, such as:
x Go-Ahead: the driver follows the course of the road
with intended velocity v considering traffic rule and
road situation.
x Lane-Changing: the driver performs a lane change to
the left or right side according to parameter “direction”
x Cross: the driver passes an intersection with intended
velocity v, heading towards outbound lane “out”
x Drop-Off: the driver stops the vehicle for short time
along shoulder of the road (border lane), usually to
drop off or pick up passengers.
Fig. 5 shows these four samples of complex manoeuvres in
the state chart diagram of level three FSM. The level three
manoeuvres can consist of one or more level two activities and
will be explained later using sequence diagram.

GoAhead(v)

Cross(v,out)

DropOff(tg)

LaneChanged(direction)

b3

Fig. 6. Sample traffic situation two agents in one lane

V.

Conclusion

A new approach of agent based model traffic simulation
software was discussed in this paper. There are two important
differences in the new technique i.e. continuous topography in
compare with the traditional cellular grid based topography
and utilization of finite state automata in place of cellular
automata. These two issues yield more complex mathematical
model and computational model. A layered architecture is
invoked in the agent model to make the model definition
easier to develop and applying nested finite state machine
gives a successful result.
The layer which describes how the agent will perceive and
react to environment’s event and situation is named a
behavioural layer. This layer is divided into tactically
operative behavioural and intelligent strategic behavioural
layer. The tactical behavioural layer, also called robotical
layer is further split into three level of nested finite state
machine, from the simplest movement, e.g. accelerating, in
level one up to the most complex manoeuvres in the level
three such as lane changing movement. How these three sub
layers of tactical behavioural layer interact in the dynamic
process of simulation are clearly described using sequence
diagram.
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2 : getSensorData()
sensorData:
agent: a2
Lane Border:
b1,b2,b3
3 : triggerTransisition<sensorData()
4 : process<sensorData>()
perceptionL2
Possible Collision a2
Lane Right: b2, b3
5 : triggerTransition<perceptionL2>()
alternatives:
carFollowing a2
laneChange<right>

6 : process<perceptionL2>()

LaneChanged<right>
7 : changeState<LaneChanged<right>()

8 : nextState<LaneBordered<v,alpha>;LaneCenter<v>>()
10 : adjustAttribute()

9 : bend<m,alpha>()
11 : bend<m1,alph1>()

12 : adjustAttribute()

13 : bend<m2,alpha2>()

14 : adjustAttribute()

Fig. 7. Sequence diagram interaction three levels FSM in lanechanging manoeuvres
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Abstract—Transportation systems are complex dynamic systems
that hard to be modeled exactly. The correct model need model
verification and validation. This paper presents an improved
discrete event simulation model of traffic light control on a single
intersection. Model is developed using SIMULINK / SimEvent
toolbox provided by MATLAB. We proposed the improved
model using controller with two input switches and two output
switches combined with traffic signal logic block. In this
research, the fixed time controller algorithm is located within
traffic signal logic block. The intersection model uses four
approaches, and each approach consists of one trough stream
and one right turn stream. Each stream is modeled as an M/M/1
queue. FIFO discipline is applied to the vehicles queue in each
stream. Inter arrival time between vehicles is modeled using
exponential distribution. Model validation is done in two
different scenarios of inter-arrival time between vehicles 15 s (for
low traffic volume), and 5 s (for high traffic volume) respectively.
Experiment results show that the number of vehicles in queue
and average waiting time of low traffic volume is lower than high
traffic volume. That means the model has functioned correctly.
Keywords—discrete event model; traffic light control; single
intersection; validation; distribution

I.
INTRODUCTION
Transportation systems are complex dynamic systems that
hard to be modeled exactly [1]. For this reason, many current
methods do not have good theoretical bases. However, without
modeling the system appropriately, the characteristic of
transportation system cannot be identified correctly.
Furthermore, it is hard to evaluate existing algorithms and to
recognize potential problems and improve them. The model
needs to be verified and validated. A model should be
developed for specific purpose and its validity determined with
respect to that purpose [2]. So far as we know most existing
research works [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11] have developed the single
intersection model for implementation of the specific
algorithm. Moreover those research works did not describe
how to develop the model and how to perform validation.
Consider the simplified version of the model development
process in Fig. 1 [2]. The problem entity is the system (real or
proposed), idea, situation, policy, or phenomena to be modeled;
the conceptual model is the mathematical / logical / verbal
representation of the problem entity developed for a particular
study; and the computerized model is the conceptual model
implemented on a computer. The conceptual model is
developed through analysis and modeling phase, the
computerized model is developed through a computer

programming and implementation phase, and inferences about
the problem entity are obtained by conducting computer
experiments on the computerized model in the experimentation
phase.

Fig. 1. Simplified version of the modeling process [2].

This research has two goals:
x Propose the improved traffic light discrete event
simulation model using controller with two input
switches and two output switches combined with
traffic signal logic block. In this research, the fixed
time controller algorithm is located within traffic
signal logic block. The advantage of this model is
that it can be used to test any traffic light algorithm
without major modification and also can be modified
to fit for real system.
x Validate model through evaluation the number of
vehicles in queue and average waiting time.
II. DESCRIPTION AND MODEL OF SINGLE
INTERSECTION
A. System
The real common intersection consists of four approaches
(east, west, north and south) [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11] with two or
three streams in each approach. The approach that consists of
three streams [3,6,8,9] are one through stream, one right turn
stream and one left stream while the approach that consists of
two streams [4,5,7,11] are one through stream and one right
turn stream. The signalized intersection is equipped with a
fixed time traffic control system.
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B. Conceptual Model
The traffic light control on a single intersection model
shown in Fig. 2 is designed based on the real traffic light
system. In this model, there are four approaches (east, west,
north and south) with total 8 streams. Each approach consists
of two streams are one through stream and one right turn
stream. At this time pedestrian crossing and the left turn
stream are not considered. The input flow rates in each stream
are assumed to be provided by sensors accurately.

Fig. 2. Single intersection traffic stream model.

Each stream is modeled as an M/M/1 queue (based on
Kendall notation) and it is built based on the three main
concepts in queuing theory which are customers, queues, and
servers. The first and the second M in M/M/1 stand for
“memoryless” distribution of interarival time and service time,
respectively. The “1” indicates that the single intersection has
single server with specific service time.
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) discipline is applied to the
vehicle queue in each stream. From queuing theory, the
vehicles in this model are known as customers while service
time is the time for the vehicles to depart from queue and to
cross the intersection in their own stream.
Based on research works [4,6,8,12], the characteristic of
arrival traffic according to Poisson process. Many other
models have been used for describing the arrival process of
vehicles on the approach. However, most of them are more
complex, but the Poisson model is still used for most practical
purposes [12]. With Poisson flow, the probability of arrival of
mi vehicles of traffic stream
to an intersection, during
interval , is expressed by the equation [12]:
= p[mi vehicles arrive in interval ] =
(1)
qi: constant, arrival rate
The interarrival times for a Poisson process with rate are
IID (Independent and Identically Distributed) exponential
random variabels with mean 1/ . The Poisson model is good
for describing the real arrival process on an intersection

approach in the case when the ratio between volume and
approach capacity is not high [12].
Modelling each stream as an M/M/1 queue is still suitable
for real traffic system that observed, since the intersections or
network that we are observed is a single intersection with not
too high traffic volume. If the network is large with huge
traffic volume then the suitable model is Stochastic Fluid
Model-SFM [13]. Based on research [1,3,4,5,6,8] and much
more, the number of vehicles and the average waiting time in
each stream are popular performance indices for traffic light
signal control.
Traffic light control is divided into four signal groups (D1,
D2, D3, D4), that are D1: for approach west (stream 1 and
stream 2), D2: for approach south (stream 3 and stream 4), D3:
for approach east (stream 5 and stream 6) and D4: for
approach north (stream 7 and stream 9). A signal group is the
set of traffic streams that are controlled by identical traffic
light indication. If a signal group is active it means green light
indication. Green light indication for vehicles means allowed
passage the intersection, while red light indication means
forbidden passage. In this research, sequence and duration for
signal groups is determined using fixed time algorithm.
Fig. 3 shows the sequence and duration of signal groups.
Label “1” indicates the signal group is active while label “0” is
not active. The durations of signal group are labeled t1, t2, t3,
and t4 for signal group D1, D2, D3, and D4 respectively. In
this simulation the durations of each signal group are 100 s.

Fig. 3. Signal group

C. Computerized Model
The single traffic intersection model developed in
MATLAB using SIMULINK and SimEvent toolbox is shown
in Fig. 4. SimEvents software incorporates discrete-event
system modeling into the Simulink time-based framework,
which is suited for modeling continuous-time and periodic
discrete-time systems [14]. In time-based systems, state
updates occur synchronously with time. By contrast, in
discrete-event systems, state transitions depend on
asynchronous discrete incidents called events. Since we are
interested in the number of vehicles and the average waiting
time in each stream and we are not interested in the details of
how an vehicle move and cross the intersection-for examplethen we can use discrete-event simulation.
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The discrete event simulation model of traffic light control
on a single intersection in this research is an improvement
model from discrete event model that developed by Devdatt
Lat [15]. The improvement that we are proposed is using two
input switches and two output switches that controlled by
Traffic Signal Logic block as implementation of traffic light
control algorithm, and modeling each traffic stream in each
approach (see also Fig. 2) with using a time based entity
generator (for generation of customers) , a queue and a server.
As describe at paragraph above, each stream is modeled as an
M/M/1 queue and traffic arrival is modeled by inter arrival
between vehicles using exponential distribution. First-In-FirstOut discipline is applied to the vehicles queue.
Fig. 4 shows the signal group D1, D2, D3 and D4 are
implemented using input port IN1, IN2, IN3 and IN4 at input
switch 1 and input switch 2 respectively. The sequence of
input port of input switch 1 and 2 is controlled by the output
signal of traffic signal logic block that connected to the input
port “p” of input switch. Output switch 1 and 2 have function
so that the customer (vehicle) can arrive at the approach
destination.

Fig. 5. Traffic signal logic block diagram

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The objective of this simulation is to validate the model
that has been built if the output simulation of the model has
the same characteristic with the real traffic light control
system. The outputs of the simulation that we evaluated as
performance indices are the number of vehicles in queue and
average waiting time in each stream. The simulation time is
1000 s. Duration each signal group D is 100 s and two
different scenarios of inter arrival time between vehicles are
15 s (for low traffic volume), and 5 s (for high traffic volume)
for all stream respectively.
Fig. 6 shows the numbers of vehicles in each queue using
inter arrival time 15 s in stream 1 (red curve) and 5 (blue
curve). From the figure it looks if the signal group of stream
is active, the number of vehicles in the queue will be reduced
compared to the inactive group signal. For clarity we take an
example, stream 1 gets an active group signal (D1) for a
duration of 100 s first, then the number of vehicles in the
queue a bit. For time 100 s to 400 s where the signal group of
stream 1 is not active (see also Fig. 3), the number of vehicles
continues to grow. At the time of 400 s to 500 s, when the
signal group is active, the number of vehicles is reduced. The
number of vehicles increased again when the time 500 s to 800
s are currently no active signal group again and so on. The
same characteristics were obtained for the other streams.

Fig. 4. Simulink / SimEvent block diagram of single intersection traffic
model.

Inside Traffic Signal Logic Block (in Fig. 5), the duration
of green time is determined by Event Based Sequence block
and then executed by server block. The sequences of Signal
Group activation are determined by another Event Based
Sequence 1 block. The output signal of traffic signal logic
block (from output port of the signal latch block) will control
the sequence of input port activation of input switch 1 and
input switch 2. Since the model implemented using Simulink /
SimEvents, model verification through with ensuring that an
error free simulation language has been used.
The advantage of this model can be used to test any traffic
light algorithm without major modification of the model since
traffic light algorithm located within a traffic signal logic
block.

Fig. 6. The numbers of vehicles in each queue using inter arrival time 15 s.
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If the inter arival time between vehicles converted to 5 s,
then the number of vehicles coming into the queue
increasingly or high traffic volume. It resulted in the number
of vehicles in queue greater than if inter arival time between
vehicles 15 s or low traffic volume. These characteristics are
shown in Fig. 7. For example again, few the number vehicles
in the queue of stream 1(red curve in Fig.7) at time 0 s to 100
s. For time 100 s to 400 s when the signal group of stream 1 is
not active the number of vehicles continues to grow. At the
time of 400 s to 500 s, when the signaling group is active, the
number of vehicles is reduced. The number of vehicles
increased again when the time 500 s to 800 s are currently no
active signal group again and so on. The same characteristics
were obtained for the other streams. In Fig. 7 shows that the
decrease of the number of vehicles in the queue (at the time of
signal group is active ) is lower than in the scenario inter
arival 15 s (see Fig. 6). It is caused to the addition of vehicles
to the queue is greater than the speed of vehicles crossing the
intersection that simulated by setting service time 5 s.

Fig. 8. The average waiting time in each queue using inter arrival time 15 s.

Fig. 7. The numbers of vehicles in each queue using inter arrival time 5 s.

Fig. 8 shows the average waiting time in each queue using
inter arrival time 15 s in stream 1 (red curve) and 5 (blue
curve). The MATLAB will update the average waiting time in
queue for all entities (customers) that have departed from the
queue. The customers will depart the queue if the signal group
of the stream is active. For an example, stream 1 gets an active
signal group (D1) for a duration of 100 s first, then the waiting
time in that queue is very short. For time 100 s to 400 s where
the signal group of stream 1 is not active, MATLAB does not
update the average waiting time. At the time of 400 s to 500 s,
when the signal group is active, it appears waiting time
increases as the number of vehicles from the 100s to 400 s to
grow. That increasing of the waiting time is till to a certain
limit and then decreases again. Same characteristics occur at
time 800 s to 900 s. The same characteristics were obtained
for the other streams.

Fig. 9. The average waiting time in each queue using inter arrival time 5 s.

Fig. 9 shows the average waiting time in each queue using
inter arrival time 5 s in stream 1(red curve) and 5 (blue curve).
As described for Fig. 7, if the inter arival time between
vehicles converted to 5 s, then the number of vehicles coming
into the queue increasingly or high traffic volume. It resulted
in the average waiting time in queue is greater than if the inter
arival time between vehicles 15 s or low traffic volume. For
example, it is clear the waiting time in the queue of stream 1 at
time 800 s to 900 s longer than the waiting time in the scenario
of inter arival time 15 s (see also Fig. 8). The same
characteristics were obtained for the other streams.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an improved discrete event simulation
model of traffic light control on a single intersection. The
improvement of the model is to use the controller with two
input switches and two output switches combined with traffic
signal logic block. Based on queuing theory, the model is easy
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to develop using SIMULINK / SimEvent toolbox in
MATLAB.
The simulation has shown that the model has functioned
correctly. Experiment results also have shown that the number
of vehicles in queue and average waiting time of low traffic
volume is lower than high traffic volume. But it has to
configured carefully for service time at each server. The
model can be extended further for multiple intersection and
will be extended further in our ongoing research on using
adaptive traffic light control algorithm.
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Abstract — Roller element bearings is one of the vital parts of
the machine elements that hold an important role. A machine
can be very dangerous if a defect occurs on the bearing
performance during the operation. Therefore a fault
detection is important to prevent damage to other
components of a machines. Various technique have been
proposed for fault diagnostic of rolling element bearings.
This paper investigate the fault detection and diagnosis for
rolling element bearings from the vibration datas that are
classified based on similarity of the data. An Intelligent
system using Radial Basis Function Neural Network
(RBFNN) created. RBFNN is a method used for data
classification. It works faster than the back propagation that
takes time. Furthermore RBFNN is appropriately used to
large data. Gaussian is used as activation function of this
RBFNN. The result shows the extent of the fault that occurs
in rolling element bearing.

Keywords—Intelligent System; Fault diagnosis; Rolling
element bearings; RBFNN; vibration data.

I. INTRODUCTION
The usage of rotating machines increases in industrial
world recently. Roller element bearings is one of the vital
part of rotating machines. Roller bearings are normally
used in heavy duty applications such as conveyor belt
rollers, where they must hold heavy radial loads (Rao et
al.,2012). Machine failure can lead to economic loss and
safety problems due to unexpected and sudden production
stoppages, therefore an early detection become important
for rolling element bearing failure to prevent the damage
to the other components in an industrial machine (Yang et
al., 2004).
The object of this paper is enrich the study about
Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) in
diagnosing rolling element bearings failure for the
performance of the machine. Implementation of the
artificial intelligence technology should be considered as
investment in science especially in industrial world that
provide the benefits for the company.
Following this introduction, section 2 of this paper
presents defect problem and literature survey. Section 3
explain why choosing RBFNN and building the classifier.

Section 4 prepare data, training and testing, while section 5
is the conclution.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY AND PROBLEM
DEFECT

A. Literature Survey
Data used for classification is rolling bearing vibration
data were measured using Accelemometer. The process of
traditional condition monitoring and fault diagnosis can be
summerized as : data acquisition, data processing, data
analysis and decision making. Data represented as features
that provides a best solution for classification problem that
greatly reduces the requirement of transfer number and
save storage space. that data are compressed as feature
from many domain with keeping data information as high
as possible. relative technique come out such as feature
representation, feature extraction and feature selection
(Widodo, 2005). Fig .1 below is illustrated the tipical
feature –based condition monitoring and fault diagnosis
structured.
Model Machines

Data Acquisition

Data
Preprocessing

Feature
Representation

Feature
Extraction

Feature
Selection

Classification

Machines Condition

Figure 1: feature-based condition monitoring and fault
diagnosis system
Data acquisition is a process of collecting and storing
useful data from targeted engineering assets for the
purpose of condition monitoring and diagnosis. After
collecting the data, we go to data preprocessing, data
preprocessing is a purge of the data that has been
measured before it is processed. It aims to create a better
quality of data. Feature extraction is an important step in
recognition system, which directly depends on the
classification performance of feature selection and
extraction. The main benefit of feature extraction is to
eliminate redundancy or repetition of data that represent a
form of character by a set of numerical feature (wiley,
2005).
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B. Problem Defect
The diagnosis of rolling element is based on
inspection defect that occur. Defect in rolling element
bearing can be categorized as localized and distributed
defect. Localized defects include cracks, holes and
fragments which is caused by fatigue in the round surface.
Other categories are distributed defects, including surface
roughness, waves on the incorrect surface and track and
the rotary elements that have been worn.
Bearing faults can be categorized into distributed and
localized defects. Distributed defects affect a whole region
and are difficult to characterize by distinct frequencies. In
contrast, single-point defects are localized and can be
classified according to the following affected element (Vas
(1993), Tandon and Choudhury (1997), Nandi and Tolitat
(1999), Stack, Habetler and Harley (2004).
x
x
x
x

Outer raceway defect
Inner raceway defect
Ball defect and Cage fault
Surface irregularities, misaligned races, cracks,
pits and spalls on rolling surfaces

not slowing its ability. So thats why RBFNN is suitable for
the classification process that involves large data sets
Data obtained from the rolling bearings vibration data can
be divided into 8 classes. 8 class selected based on the
fault condition that often occur in rolling element bearings.
8 damage are Broken rotor bar, Bowed rotor, Faulty
bearing, Rotor unbalanced, Eccentricity, phase unbalance,
missalignment and normal motor data. Normal motor data
is not kind of fault condition in a rolling element bearing,
its just a normal data that aims to compare fault and
normal data.
The use of RBFNN method above is to classification
process. There are some of radial basis functions, such as
Thin Plate Spline Functions, Multikuadratik Functions,
Inverse Functions and Function Multikuadratik Gaussian.
Radial basis function chosen is Gausian Function, because
it has a local nature that is if the input is close to the
average (center), then the function will return the value 1,
while if the input away from the average then the function
will give a 0 value. Gaussian function is one of the radial
basis function that gives the best results in pattern
recognition.
The following is the equation of Gaussian Function :

III. BUILDING CLASSIFIER
߶ሺݖሻ ൌ ሾെ
Several methods known in the statistical classification
of machine learning method. Neural network is one of the
methods in machine learning which has a better capability
than the statistical method.
Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) is a
neural network model with one unit in the hidden layer.
Radial basis function neural network is a feed forward
neural networks that are specific to transform a non-linear
input to the hidden layer is further processed linearly at the
output layer. The architecture of RBFNN can be seen in
figure 2 below :

൫௭ିఓሻమ ൯
ఙమ

ሿ

(1)

Where, z is the data, μ is the means and σ is the variance /
standard deviation.
The classification procedure using the trained RBF is
describe in figure 3:
Training ser without
error

Determine cluster centers ci

Determine spread constant σ

Calculate euclidean distance
||x – ci||

Output of hidden layer by
RBFNN

exp [-||x – ci||2 /(σ2 )]

Figure 2 : Architecture of RBFNN
RBFNN can be applied to various domains such as
modeling problems like time series data, classification, etc.
RBFNN has advantages such as considering the overlap
between training data vectors from different categories, so
bias can be avoided. Moreover for a large training data are

Calculate weight between
hidden and output layer
AT (AAT)-1

Error check
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Figure 3: Flowchart of RBFNN
By looking at the model design RBFNN (figure 2),
then the output can be defined by equation (2) below :
y = F(x) = exp [-||x – ci||2 /(2ߪ2 )]

(2)

Where x is the input vector of the network, ci is the ith center vector, then ||x – ci|| is the distance between the
input vector to the center vector. ||.||Is the euclidean norm
distance, while y is the output of radial basis function.
Figure 3 explain how to get output of hidden layer.
Cluster center ci can be found using k-means clustering
algoritm. Since the used of gaussian function, the value
given that are close to cluster center is 1 and the value that
are far from cluster center is 0. Euclidean distance can be
found by input vector minus cluster center. Output layer
can be calculated with eq.2 while the weight of neuron
calculated using eq.3.
Weights of neurons between the hidden and output
neuron is calculated using equation (2). Where is the
pseudo inverse has the same role as the network with the
method of least mean square (LMS).
y= WA(x,c) , W= yAT (AAT)-1

(3)

Where W is the weight matrix, A is the output of the
hidden layer and y is the output of the output layer.
This 2 figures below (fig.4 and fig. 5) are shown the
results plot of random data and real data are classified into
8 classess

DATA TESTING AND ANALYSIS
A. Data Testing
Obtained form the matrix data format is [160x5],
where 160 is the data and 5 is a feature that has been
reduced from 21 features using PCA. of 160 data classified
into 8 classes where each class contains 20 datas. From the
20 datas then selected 16 datas for training and 4 datas to
testing.
The error system can be detected by processing the
data testing using RBFNN algorithm, where the valid data
is divided by the number of data and then multiplied by
100%.
ൌ

௨௦௦௦௬
௨ௗ௧௧௦௧

ͳͲͲΨ

(4)

The accuracy is 1- e
B. Analysis
By testing the process it was found that there are data
that misclassify or out of the target class. Result shows that
from the 8 classes, 3 classes have 100% accuracy and 5
classes shows different misclassification in a class. Overal
the number of misclassify data is 5. Accuracy can be found
by getting the number of error data first, and the result is 1
minus number of error data. The accuracy is 84,375%.
Figure 4 plot of random data

Figure 5 shows the result plot of real data are
classified into 8 class.

V. CONCLUTION
Rolling bearing damage can be fatal and resulted in an
expensive termination fees. Therefore the process of
rolling bearing monitoring is important for the
maintenance of machinery and process automation. The
process of monitoring the condition of the bearing
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performance becomes something important for diagnosis.
With the diagnosis of the damage is expected to facilitate
the action or the treatment of theh machine. Thus, the next
will be able to improve the effectiveness, efficiency on
machine performance. RBFNN has advantages such as
considering the overlap between training data vectors from
different categories, so bias can be avoided. Moreover for
a large training data are not slowing its ability. RBFNN is
suitable for the classification process that involves large
data sets. From the result that the accuracy is 84,375% we
can conclude that using RBFNN is quite good for fault
diagnosis rolling element bearing.

[1] Rao. Pai, Srinivasa. P, and Nagabushana. T.N, “Failure
Diagnosis and Prognosis of Rolling-Element Bearings Using
Artificial Neural Networks: A critical Overview”,
International Journal of Physics : Conference Series 364, 115, 2012.
[2] Yang. Zhenyu, Merrild. Uffe. C, and Runge. Morten. T, “A
Study of Rolling-Ellement Bearing Fault Diagnosis Using
Motor’s Vibration and Current Signatures”, Fault Detection,
Supervision and Safety of Technical Processes,354-359.
2009.
[3] Yang. Hongyu, Mathew. Joseph, and Ma. Lin, “Fault
Diagnosis of Rolling Element Bearings Using Basis
Pursuit”, Mechanical Signal and Processing, 341-356. 2005
[4] Widodo, Achmad., 2009“Application of Intelligent System
for Machine Fault Diagnosis and Prognosis”, Universitas
Diponegoro, Semarang.
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Transformation based on Euler Angle
Rotation Method
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Abstract- The pqr-coordinate in the mapping matrices
model of Kim-Akagi developed in order to find a
solution to the problems of harmonic caused by nonsinusoidal power system and non-linear loads. This
model is designed for the active/reactive power filter
under energy balance and compensation condition. The
pqr-coordinate is developed as well as space-vector
transformation of the active/reactive power by using
Euler angle rotation. The mapping matrices model of
Kim-Agaki revisited by the Euler angle rotation
method.
By using the Euler angles methods of twice rotation the
available mapping matrices model of Kim-Akagi is
resulted. Furthermore, the Euler angles methods of
three times rotation will result in a correction factor.
Also conducted to orthogonal test and invariant
transformation properties and the results obtained show
that space-vector transformation is part of Clarke
transformation.
Keywords- Active/reactive power, mapping matrices
model, Euler angle rotation method.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In general understanding, the active-reactive power
on the electric power system with sinusoidal source
and linear load has long been understood. In a single
phase case, as the quantity of electric power produces
average equal to zero. Average power produced does
not contribute to the transfer of energy from source to
load. However, if the source is non-sinusoidal and the
load is non-linear then this concept does not apply
[1]. The theory of instantaneous active-reactive
power, otherwise known as the pq-theory, first
published by Akagi, Kanazawa and Nabae in 1984 [2]
and then refined into a pqr-theory in advanced
research conducted by other researchers [3]-[4]. This
theory was developed to overcome the problems
caused by harmonics of non-linear loads on the 3-

Ridwan Gunawan
Rudy Setiabudy
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Indonesia, Depok 16424.
Email: ridwan@eng.ui.ac.id, rudy@eng.ui.ac.id
phase 4-wire system. The term is also used for
filtering power theory because problem cover all
issues such as damping harmonic harmonics,
harmonic isolation, harmonic termination, load
balance, voltage regulation, power factor correction,
and power flow control. In pq-theory gives
explanation a definition of instantaneous activereactive power in the time domain because there is no
limit imposed on voltage or current. This theory
applies to steady state and transient system for 3phase 4-wire as a unit so it's not a superposition or
sum of the single-phase to three. Clarke
transformation is used to transform the system 3phase 4-wire from coordinate-abc to coordinate-0.
Analysis for the sinusoidal voltage or current source
to the linear and non-linear load resulted shape of the
power generated tetrahedron [5]-[6], is not triangular
like the concept of average power, which is already
understood that led to an understanding of the pqrcoordinate. The existence of r-axis in the pqrcoordinate related by neutral component (zero
current), R-axis as the imaginary axis in the pr-plane
together with axis-q-generating reactive power (Qr,
Qq) affecting to the active power.
The mapping matrices model of Kim-Akagi [7] deals
with instantaneous active-reactive power and voltagecurrent source is orthogonal vectors in a tetrahedron
shape. In the pqr-coordinate transformation, KimAkagi made two consecutive transformation goals for
voltage vector projection axis-q and axis-r is zero.
Instantaneous active power generated from the
multiplication dot product between voltage-current
and cause condition the flow of energy between the
two sub-systems. While the instantaneous reactive
power resulting from the multiplication cross product
between voltage-current and does not cause condition
the flow of energy. Instantaneous active power is
linearly independent, while instantaneous reactive
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power depends on linearly three components to each
other.
Power transformation in space-vector is the
transformation of coordinate matrix-vector in
reference frame stationary or rotating reference
frame. Stationary reference frame (coordinate-)
called the Clarke transformation and rotating
reference frame (coordinate-dq) is called the Park
transformation. This transformation can be used to
analyze the active-reactive power (PQ).
The research objective is to develop of pqr-coordinate
on the mapping matrices model of Kim Akagi by
Euler angle rotation method with twice and three
times the rotation angle, and for certain boundary
conditions can be applied to coordinate-pqr (KimAkagi
model),
coordinate-0
(Clarke
transformation),
and
coordinate-dq0
(Park
transformation).

II.

development of the pq-theory for the shunt active
power filter system on 3-phase 4-wire. In pqr-theory
analysis of active-reactive power (PQ), especially for
the compensation components must use the neutral paxis, q-axis and r-axis.
Kim-Akagi made two times transformation is from
axis-(0) to axis-(''0), and from axis-(''0) to
axis-(pqr) becomes stationary reference frame to
rotating reference frame for instant active power (Pp)
and reactive power (Qq, Qr). Elimination of neutral
currents also conducted on r-axis with reactive power
(Qq) derived from the q-axis.

REVIEW THE MAPPING MATRICES
MODEL OF KIM-AKAGI

Power transformation in a space-vector is stationary
reference frame transformation (coordinate- 0) and
a rotating reference frame (coordinate- dq0). This
transformation can be used for analysis of the activereactive power (PQ) and the control system on
induction generator.
Transformation on coordinate- 0 (Clarke) is given
as follows;

=

Picture-1: Transformation plane-  to plane- ''.
The first time is the transformation of the coordinate0 to coordinate-''0. In the picture-1
transformation from coordinate-''0 to coordinate0 is rotation by angle-1 and referred to as Park
transformation, that is a transformation from
coordinate- 0 to coordinate- dq0, where the axis-'
is the q-axis.

(1)
=

Transformation on coordinate- dq0 (Park) is given as
follows;

in this case
and

=

(3)

=

,

=

=

(2)

The X-parameter can be in a voltage vector or a
current vector. So far, researchers have to understand
many phenomena of electric power system, especially
in the analysis on the induction generator using a
coordinate- 0 and / or coordinate- dq0. To
overcome the problem of harmonics and non-linear
loads then Kim-Akagi, based on research in [5],
proposed a new coordinate transformation as a
refinement of the coordinate-dq0 where the presence
of a neutral component considered.

thus obtained

=

(4)

The pq-theory as an approach to the instantaneous
active-reactive power in the time domain is developed
from the Clarke transformation and applies to steady
state or transient condition. The pqr-theory is
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Picture-3: Rotation in angle
Picture-2: Transformation plane- '0 to plane-pr.
And then the subsequent transformation is from ''0coordinate (or 'q0-coordiate) to pqr-coordinate. In
the picture-2, the transformation from plane- '0 to
plane- pr by rotation angle 2, that mean i current on
position of the ‘-axis to be ip current on position of
the p-axis in form of a tetrahedron shape.
=

and

=
By doing the inverse matrix can be explained as
follows:
=

(5)

(8)

For the boundary condition  =  'and  = ' obtained
matrix rotation R () as follows:

in this case
=

Projection of R() to the vector-, can be written as
follows:
 = R()’ cos  – R()’ sin 
 = R()’ sin  + R()’ cos 
in matrix form

,

=

=

=

thus obtained

=

(6)

(9)

Some important properties of the matrix rotation R
() in the Euler angles are as follows:
1. R-1 () R () = I (Identity)
2. det R () = 1
(Identity)
3. R (0) = I
(Identity)
In the same, for three dimensional projections way
the matrix rotation of the z-axis can be described as
follows:

If equation-4 is substituted into equation-6 is obtained
as follows:

=

III.

OVERVIEW OF EULER
ROTATION METHOD.

(7)

ANGLE

Picture-4: Plane-xy rotated z-axis direction
where the rotation matrix is in the z-axis;
=

Principle of Euler angle rotation on the group theory
[7].

(10)

By using the principle of rotation of the equilateral
triangle can be obtained rotation matrices for each
, and the
axis, like a rotation about the x-axis,
y-axis,
.
The rotation matrices in the x-axis as follows:
=

(11)
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and the rotation matrices in the y-axis s follows:
=
=

(12)

Euler angle rotation matrix formed by multiplying
each axis rotation and can be described as follows:
R (1,2,3) = Rz(3) Ry(2) Rx(1)
x

=

(13)
A coordinate rotation can be done with continuous
configuration between two Cartesian coordinate. The
coordinate-(,,0) as a stationary reference frame and
coordinate-(',',0), ('',q,r), (p,q,r) as a frame of
reference rotating. Rotation, noted as, R(1, 2, 3) is
performed to move the rotation axis of the stationary
reference frame into a frame of reference rotating
with the boundary condition, 0 <1, 2 <2 and 0 <3
<.
It can be seen that the rotation of the reference frame
is carried out rotating continuously from a stationary
reference frame. Method of Euler angle rotation is the
rotation in each coordinate-(,,0) in a stationary
reference frame into the coordinate-(',',0), ('',q,r),
(p,q,r) reference frame spin axis so that it can be done
in a systematic incorporation. Thus, the principle of
rotation can be used to the mapping matrices model
of Kim-Akagi in solving problems related to pqrcoordinate.
The process of two-times rotation on the angles 1, 2

=
(14)
in this case the RN (2) = Ry (2) is the rotation in the
direction of the y-axis as equation-12. These results
together with model Kim-Akagi mapping matrices are
as in equation-7 above shall be as follows:

R () =

The process of three-times rotation on the angles 1,
2, 3

Picture-6: The rotation of three Euler angles.
In figure-6, the 1-angle shift -axis into axis-'
along with it's -axis shifted to the '-axis, the 2angle raise ' -axis be the ''-axis, and along with it’s
the 0-axis shifted to axis-r, and last time 3-angle
shift ''-axis to the p-axis along with it’s '-axis
shifted into q-axis.
Multiplication Euler angles for 3 variables angles 1,
2, 3 are as follows:
R (1,2,3) = R3(3) RN(2) R3(1)
Applicability of the transformation is when angles
= 0, that is not the case then the Euler angle
rotation event multiplication results in the
transformation Clarke (coordinate-0) as follows:

Picture-5: The rotation of two Euler angles.
In figure-5, the two simple rotation in Euler angles
where the 1-angle must be shift the -axis into ’axis along with it's the -axis shifted to q-axis, and 
2-angle raise '-axis be the p-axis, and along with it's
the 0-axis shifted to r-axis.
Multiplication Euler angles for 2 variable angles 1,
2 are as follows:

=

(14)
For the angles
= 0, there is one variable
rotation Euler angles, namely rotation about the z-axis
to obtain the equation-2 transformation Park
(coordinate-dq0) as follows:

R (1,2) = RN(2) Rz(1)
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CONCLUSION
=

=

(15)
For the angle
= 0, occurs Euler angle rotation 2
variables, namely rotation about the z-axis and the
continued rotation of the y-axis as a description of the
equation-14 model of Kim-Akagi mapping matrices
is obtained as follows:

=

The instantaneous active-reactive power theory in the
theory-pq or theory-pqr developed as an effort to
solve the problem of harmonic and non-linear loads
caused by sources that are non-sinusoidal, by using
the model of mapping matrices, Kim-Akagi
attempting to solve the problem. Active power filter
also developed to support the theory. The pqrcoordinate on the model mapping matrices of KimAkagi is a refinement of the coordinate-dq0.
The pqr-coordinate as the mapping matrices model of
Kim-Akagi is two times of rotation in Euler angle
method. Rotation also developed three times of
rotation in Euler angles as a correction factor. This
transformation is a part of the Clarke transformation.
With Euler angle rotation method, the mapping
matrices model Kim-Akagi can be described and the
result of the rotation of the 2 (two) Euler angles.
Furthermore, rotation of the 3 (three) points generate
a new transformation matrix for the coordinate-pqe.
In certain circumstances the transformation matrix
can be applied to coordinate-0 (Clarke
transformation).
coordinate-dq0
(Park
transformation), and coordinate-pqr (Kim-Akagi).
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Abstract—The use of renewable energy source (RES) in meet
the demand of electrical energy is getting into attention as
solution of the problem a deficit of electrical energy.
Application of RES in electricity generation system is done in a
variety of configurations, among others in microgrid system.
Implementation of microgrid systems provide many advantages
both from the user and from the electric utility provider.
Many microgrid development carried out in several
countries, because microgrid offers many advantages, including
better power quality and more environmentally friendly.
Microgrid development concern in technology generation,
microgrid architecture, power electronics, control systems,
protection systems.
This
paper
reviewing
various
technological
developments related to microgrid system and case study about
microgrid system development using grid tie inverter (GTI).
Microgrid system can implemented using GTI, power transfer
can occur from GTI to grid when GTI has power excess and
grid supplying power to GTI when GTI power shortage.
Keyword : microgrid, microgrid architecture, microgrid control
and managemen, grid tie inverter

From the electric utility provider implementation of
distributed generation systems with the ability microgrid can
reduce the power flow on transmission and distribution lines,
so as to reduce losses and reduce costs for additional power.
Moreover microgrid can also reduce the load on the network
by eliminating the impasse in meeting electricity needs and
help repair network in case of errors[3]. Implementation of
microgrid system will also help improve the reduction of
emissions and the threat of climate change.
Microgrid development done by many countries since
microgrid offers many advantages such as better power
quality and more environmentally friendly. Moreover the
economic potential that may still be used from this system is
the opportunity to utilize the waste heat from the engine
generator using a combined heat and power (CHP).
Application of this system with RES as an alternative
generation system in the future. Surely this system requires
the operating mechanism and a sophisticated control system
to make the finger with a reliable and efficient, and it can all
be met by the microgrid[4].
II. ARCHITECTURE OF MICROGRID

I. INTRODUCTION
The use of renewable energy source (RES) in meet the needs
of electrical energy is getting into attention as solution of the
problem a deficit of electrical energy, particularly for areas
that are difficult to reach existing power grids. A variety of
development related to the use of RES continues. Start from
optimizing the use of energy sources, the development of the
power conversion system up to the electrical power system
architecture. Application of RES in electricity generation
systems performed in a variety of configurations. Starting
from the most simple systems such as the utilization of PV in
solar home systems (SHS) to the application of RES in the
microgrid system.

Microgrid system operate at a low voltage distribution, and
has several distributed energy resources. Microgrid system
also has the ability to operate connected to the grid (on grid)
or disconnected to the grid (off grid/islanded) [5].
The microgrid structure consists of several types of
distributed energy sources (DER) such as solar panels, wind
turbines, microturbin, thermal power plant each in the form
of distributed generation (DG), including energy reserves
from battery (Distributed Storage/DS).

Production of electric power from RES such as solar power
generation varies greatly depending on the source of the sun
received at the time. This raises concerns on quality of
generated power, especially if it is connected to the grid
system, where solar power would be seen as a negative
expense by net system because it has characteristics
associated with uncontrolled fluctuation from energy sources
[1]. This problem can be addressed by adding another
generation systems more controlled, such as, the addition of
energy storage systems (batteries) or forming a hybrid
system by adding diesel generators or micro turbines[2].
Implementation of microgrid systems provide many
advantages both from the user and from the electric utility
provider. From the user's application of the microgrid is
connected to the grid, it can improve network quality, reduce
emissions and can reduce the cost to be incurred by the user.

(a)
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x
x
x
x

Stabilization of the microgrid system in the face of
fluctuating energy sources and load changes.
Enables load sharing operation in microgrid system.
Reduce the loads spikes and electrical interference
Backup energy source

Switch interconnection technology in microgrid system
utilizing digital technology using Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) and equipped with communication devices, while
meeting the IEEE 1574 standard network interconnection. To
improve the response speed semiconductor switch used
technologies such as thyristors and IGBT, Figure 3.

(b)
Figure 1. Architecture of Microgrid (a) AC microgrid (b)
DC microgrid
Microgrid electrical connection points that connected to the
low voltage network in the PCC (point of common coupling)
that connected to the DG, DS and loads, which consist of
several types of loads such as residential, commercial
buildings, campuses and industrial complexes. As shown in
Figure 1, architecture of microgrid organized as AC
microgrid (AC bus) or DC microgrid (DC bus) or combine of
both [6].

III. TECHNOLOGY OF MICROGRID

Figure 3. A schematic diagram of circuit breaker on
connection to the grid

Operation of microgrid system can not be separated from
technologies that support from each part that make up the
microgrid system, as the source of energy (distributed
generation), energy storage, interconnect switches and
microgrid control system. Technologies in energy sources
distributed generation include the utilization of renewable
energy sources such as photovoltaic, wind turbines, and fuel
cells. Several power systems improve efficiency by
implementing the use of flue gas using CHP technology
(combined heat and power) as microturbin, figure 2.

Control system technologies in microgrid can be grouped in
two modes of operation are connected to the network mode
and isolated mode (islanding). The control system is intended
to regulate the stability of microgrid operation particularly in
frequency and voltage to maintain stability in face of changes
in load and interconnection with other networks. The control
system is applied to power converter technology in
regulating active and reactive power suply, applying droop
control and frequency control [7].
IV. CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT OF MICROGRID

Figure 2. Microturbin
Technologies in energy storage microgrid systems which
include battery, super capacitor and flywheels. Energy
storage in microgrid system is used among others to:

Control system in microgrid contrast to conventional power
systems, this is due to several reasons, among others:
x Steady state and dynamic characteristics of
microgrid different from conventional plants
x microgrid possesses inherent unbalanced load due to
one phase loads
x The supply of power from microgrid can come from
uncontrolled sources such as wind
x The role of energy storage is very large in the
control mechanisms used
x microgrid
accommodate
disconnection
and
connection mechanisms to maintain expenses during
its operating
x microgrid requires initial requirements of power
quality or service preferences for certain types of
loads
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TABLE I. SEVERAL TYPES OF MECHANISMS CONTROL USED IN DER
Main Energy Sources
DG conventional

Long time storage (DS)

reciprocating engine small hydro
Wind Turbin fixed speed
Wind Turbin variabel speed
Microturbine
Solar Panel
Fuel cell
battery storage

Short time storage (DS)

Flywheel

DG Non conventional

Super Capacitor

Interface/inversion
synchronous generator
induction generator
Power electronics converters
(conversion AC-DC-AC)
Power electronics converters
(conversion DC-DC-AC)
Power electronics converters
(conversion DC-DC-AC)
Power electronics converters
(conversion AC-DC-AC)
Power electronics converters

As described previously microgrid consists of DER
configuration, loads with classified characteristics and
management control systems and microgrid. DER may
include distributed generation (Distributed Generation/DG)
or distributed storage systems (Distributed Storage/DS).
Diagram of DG on the microgrid system consists of primary
energy sources, media interface and interconnect switches. A
DS can be a major energy source for the DG. Moreover main
energy source can be generated using a rotary machine
/spinning and generating device that consists of power
electronics converters.Both provide concepts, strategies and
characteristics of different controls. Moreover control
strategy and operation of interconnect system, as well as
energy/power management used largely determined the type
of DER technologies in use, the type of load demand and the
expected operating scenarios. Several types of control
mechanisms used in DER described in Table I.

Power Flow Control
AVR Control and Governor (+P,±Q)
stall or pitch control of turbine (+P,-Q)
Turbine speed control and DC link voltage
control (+P,±Q)
MPPT Control and DC link voltage control
(+P,±Q)
state of charge and / or control output voltage
/ frequency (±P/±Q)
state of charge (±P,±Q)
Speed control (±P,±Q)

In context of power flow control DER units can be grouped
into unit dispatchable energy (power output can be regulated)
and non-dispatchable (power output can not be adjusted). In
dispatchable energy unit output power setting is set
externally using supervisory control such as AVR, while for
non-dispatchable energy unit output power settings based on
the maximum power that can be generated using MPPT
concept.A non-dispatchable energy units can be converted
into dispatchable energy units using additional energy
storage systems and power electronic circuit converter dc-dcac. In addition to provide faster response electronic
converters also able to limit short circuit contribution not less
than 200% from current capability and to prevent damage
due to currents, figure 4.
Stability of microgrid operation was also obtained by setting
the loads connected to the network, especially on non-critical
loads. Critical loads more attention than the other loads that
are not critical. Settings done in several ways including
termination control loads in order to maintain the stability of
the voltage and frequency. The distinction between loads
service, improved power quality and reliability for certain
expenses.
Control Method of microgrid
The aim control mechanisms of microgrid is to regulate
voltage and frequency, as well as reactive and active power
output, to fit the setting. Microgrid control strategies can be
grouped into several alternative control as shown in table II.
TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION OF DER UNIT CONTROL
METHOD
Control method
Non-interactive
control method
Interactive control
method

Figure 4. Configuration of non dispatchable (a) and
dispatchable (b) and (c)

Grid following control
Power Export
(with/without MPPT)
Power dispatch real and
reactive power support

Grid forming control
Voltage and frequency
control
Load sharing (droop
control)

In non-interactive control strategies, output power settings
carried out independently while at interactive control
strategies output power setting performed as command from
control unit. Each control strategy is divided into gridfollowing and grid-forming control. In grid-following
control, settings power output including voltage and
frequency are determined by the microgrid. Setting output
active power and reactive power can use a synchronization
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control strategy framework "dq0". In this control strategy
current in each phase is used as an input to determine PWM
voltage that will regulate power output. Magnitude of input
current is transformed into massive d axis and q axis which
then transformed into Vabc voltage magnitude. Mechanisms
of active and reactive power dispatch by an energy
management system to perform optimization strategy based
on potential energy profile. Moreover setting output power is
also determined by load profile, Figure 5.
d-Reference
Controller

id (ref)
+

ia
ib
ic

Va (ref)

abc
d-q

d-q

id

current
Control

iq

Vd
Vq

d-q
abc

Vb (ref)

PWM
Signal

Vc (ref)

+
q-Reference
Controller

iq (ref)

determine LC operations include setting LC production
capacity. The amount of loads to be served and amount of
market price for energy optimization of LC in determining
biding further production capacity to MCC.
In decentralized supervisory control strategies each LC has
ability to determine operating autonomy of energy
production that will be generated by LC. The main purpose
of control strategy in each LC is not aimed at increasing
financial income but rather to overall performance of
microgrid. So at each LC already has economic parameters,
environmental conditions/ potential energy (weather) and the
estimated load. One method of control that can be applied to
this system is using Multi Agent System (MAS). MAS is a
evolution form of classical control of distributed control
systems with the ability to control large and complex entity.
The main feature of MAS is the ability to incorporate
elements of intelligence in each local control (LC).
Configuration of MAS system on a microgrid as shown in
figure 7.

Figure 5. dq control on DER unit inverter
In grid-forming control power settings, including output
voltage and frequency, by DER units and will be followed by
another DER units. DER units that implement grid-forming
should have a greater energy potential. Droop control
strategies made using voltage and frequency droop control.
Determination of allowable output power according to droop
characteristics given parameters, as shown in figure 6,

Figure 7. Multi Agent System configuration on microgrid

Figure 6. DER unit droop diagram on grid-forming control
Amount change in voltage and frequency of droop
characteristics are used as input to dq transformation in order
to determine amount of active and reactive power output. To
ensure microgrid operation mechanism works as expected
then the operation of each DER unit must be coordinated
properly for it required method of supervisory control
strategy microgrid operation. Microgrid operation
supervisory control strategies can be centralized or
decentralized [8].
Managing control of microgrid
On centralized supervisory control strategy, amount of power
output from each LC (Local Control) is determined by MCC
(Microgrid Control Center) based on input (biding)
production capacity owned by each LC. MCC based on
inputs of LC and operating policy that covers current energy
market prices, estimates needs and production as well as
consideration of infrastructure conditions other microgrid,

In the centralized and decentralized systems both require
reliable data communications facilities. Data communication
network can be radio, telephone or power line carrier.
Through this communication networks microgrid operation
mechanism arranged between each DER unit or the main
control system in form of energy management system
applications.
V. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES ON MICROGRID
As a new paradigm of power systems, implementation of
microgrid still face many obstacles. Less understanding
about microgrid and unfavorable government policies
become an obstacle in applying microgrid technology. In
general, in addition can be applied as a solution to electricity
in remote areas, microgrid technology can also be used as
electrical solutions such as urban residential complexes,
offices, schools and others. In which implementation of
microgrid technology will provide advantage compared if
have to build a new transmission and distribution network.
Advantages and disadvantages in applying microgrid
technology among others [9]:
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Microgrid Advantages
x

x
x
x
x

Microgrid, have ability, during a utility grid
disturbance, to separate and isolate itself from the
utility seamlessly with little or no disruption to the
loads within the Microgrid.
In peak load periods microgrid can prevents utility
grid failure by reducing the load on the grid.
Microgrid have environmental benefits made
possible by use low or zero emission generators.
In microgrid to increasing energy efficiency, the use
of both electricity and heat is permitted to get
closer the generator to user.
Microgrid can act to mitigate the electricity costs to
its users by generating some or all of its electricity
needs.

Microgrid Disadvantages
x

x
x
x
x
x

In microgrid, that must be considered and controlled
voltage, frequency and power quality parameters to
acceptable standards whilst the power and energy
balance is maintained.
Electrical energy needs to be stored in battery banks
thus requiring more space and maintenance.
The difficulty of resynchronization with the utility
grid.
Microgrid protection is one of the most important
challenges facing the implementation of Microgrids.
Issues such as standby charges and net metering
may pose obstacles for Microgrid.
Interconnection standards needs to be developed to
ensure consistency. IEEE P1547, a standard
proposed by Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineersmay end up filling the void.

Future Direction On Microgrid Research
Future direction which require further investigation in the
context of microgrid research are [10]:
x

x

x
x

To investigate full-scale development, field
demonstration,
experimental
performance
evaluation of frequency and voltage control
methods under various operation modes
Transition between grid connected and islanded
modes on interaction phenomena between
distribution generation and high penetration of
distributed generation
Analysis the issue of black starting in an unbalanced
system on the control, protection and power quality
Transformation of microgrid system today into the
intelligent, robust energy delivery system in the
future by providing significant reliability and
security benefits.

VI. MICROGRID DEVELOPMENT USING GTI
Microgrid systems can be implemented using grid tie inverter
(GTI). The weakness of this system is when there is no grid,
the system can not work because GTI will work if there is a
power from grid that is used as a reference of GTI operation.
microgrid trials using GTI have been conducted in
laboratory.

In this experiment, PV source simulated with variable DC
source. a set of Configuration tests looks like in figure 8

Figure 8.

Microgrid system using GTI

In this trial used 2 pieces of GTI and a local load.
Measurements were taken to see the distribution of power
flow of each GTI and power flow from PLN in meeting
needs of power required by load.

Gambar 9.

GTI output voltage on grid condition

The measurement results of GTI output voltage shown in
Figure 9. The form of GTI output voltage in accordance with
PLN. Power measurements performed on each output of
inverter, load and line to PLN. The measurement begins by
activating the GTI without being connected to the PLN,
characterized by value of PLN power = 0W as shown in table
III.
TABLE III. POWER FLOW IN MICROGRID SYSTEM
PGTI1(W)

PGTI2(W)

PL(W)

Ppln(W)

0
122
120
120
0

0
0
40
40
0

0
170
170
0
0

0
55
14
158
0

From the data presented can be seen that when there
is no supply from PLN then both the GTI does not generate
power to the load. When GTI 1 (PGTI1) supplied power to
load and GTI 2 (PGTI2) has not been issued, then power to
load (PL) supplied by GTI 1 and PLN (PPLN). When GTI2
start generating power then the power of the PLN decreases
proportional to the input power of GTI2. When there is no
power supplied to load (load disconnected) power of both
GTI supplied to PLN. Minus sign indicates direction of
power flow towards PLN grid. When the source of PLN
disconnected (isolated/islanding), as seen in last data table,
PLN power = 0W, then both the GTI no output power again.
The measurement results show that the number of power
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does not show balance of power, this can coused each power
output measurements performed using different tools.
VII. CONCLUSION
Microgrid system is an alternative electricity network that
can be used to meet the electricity needs of the future. In the
microgrid system consists of multiple power sources, which
can use renewable energy sources. Microgrid system works
autonomously so it requires a complex control system to
regulate the operation of microgrid.
Implementation of microgrid can be done using the inverter
GTI. Microgrid with GTI can transfering power to/from grid.
Power transfer can occur from GTI to grid when GTI has
power excess and grid supplying power to GTI when GTI
power shortage. Power sharing between parallel GTI based
on input power of each of GTI, if there is shortage of power
will be supplied from grid.
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Abstract – Neodymium magnets are permanent magnets,
which have high strength. Magnets can exert a force push or
repel as powerful motor. The method in this study through
the stages in the preparation of materials and research tools.
Magnet is used N42 grade neodymium magnet with a
diameter of 12.5 mm, thickness 1.5 mm thick composed of six
pieces so that the whole 9 mm. In the attached magnet stator
magnets are 48 pieces divided in 2 rows with the north pole
facing into, and the magnet attached dictator a divided by 44
pieces also in the second row with the north pole facing out.
The position of the stator magnet attached at an angle of 25°
facing perpendicular magnetic rotor with 5 mm distance
between the poles. Houses magnet drilled at an angle of 25° as
deep as 9 mm, to install as many as 40 holes magnet is divided
into 2 rows aligned with the row spacing of 15 mm. The
results obtained by the occurrence of a failure in the
magnetic shield systems to reduce the magnetic field, so it has
been done in the selection of formulation shield Co-netic AAAlloy, with the hypothesis magnet motor will work with
power of 0.173 kW, torque of 1.81 Nm and motor rotation
speed of 911 rpm.
Keywords:
Magnet Neodymium, energy, power, torque,
rotation speed

1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Electrical energy demand in Indonesia is needed, and the
government should subsidize the operation so that the
community can be met. In Indonesia is still very lacking
supplies of energy resources, so that frequent electric
power crisis that occurs mainly remote and isolated areas.
Magnetic power generator is one of the ideas of alternative
energy development, to maximize the potential energy that
can be used as well as the fuel and mining. A large
investment, but operating costs are very small, a power
advantage is. By utilizing the energy of the magnetic poles
repel without additional charge at each operation.
Achievement of the preservation of nature can also be
maintained as independent power against the pollution.
1.2 Objectives of Research
This magnetic power is assumed to be working optimally,
without limitation too focused on the potential energy

required in its performance, because it relies on magnets
repel force used. The power plant is expected to be helpful
in terms of saving of minerals that are getting reduced due
to excessive use of energy needed to obtain. The plant also
preserve nature a clean, safe and comfortable without
pollution, waste, noise, and other adverse effects.
In the village is not like the city of the electrical energy
needs could be met, in villages sometimes do not work as a
result electricity is not an unqualified company to always
supply the electricity provider, so the policy was taken as a
precaution. In anticipation long before the current energy
crisis is to use water and wind. As the potential energy that
can not be discharged, but the conditions and other support
remains a limitation, not always where there is a large flow
of water and there was always a strong wind pressure
velocity, so this step can only be done in certain areas
only, differently to magnets that can perform operations
without the need to worry about where that does not
support. In addressing these conditions, the researchers
wanted to test the specimens will be obtained and the
values of the necessary steps in planning a magnetic power
generator. So that the future results of this study are
expected to greatly help both in terms of science, the
economy, and especially in the field of energy.
2. Magnetic
Neodymium magnet made from an alloy of neodymium,
iron, and boron to form Nd2Fe14B tetragonal crystalline
structure has a very high magneto crystalline uniaxial
anisotropy (HA ~ 7 tesla). These compounds provide the
potential to have high coercivity (resistance to be
demagnetized). This compound also has a high saturation
magnetization (JS ~ 1.6 Tesla or 16 kg). Therefore, the
maximum energy density comparable to Js2 magnetic
phase has the potential to store a large amount of magnetic
energy (~ 512 kJ/m3 BHmax or 64 MG · Oe). Unit poles
in the system are MKS Ampere meter, symbol m and q as
well as for electrical charge. If at any point we place a
power pole m 'of magnetic thin and long, while at another
point as far as r of m' well we put m a power pole the
interaction style both poles are:

1
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Figure 1 : The interaction of the two poles Style
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(1)

୰మ

Where:
F = force of attraction / repel force in newton
R = distance in meters
m1 and m2 strong magnetic poles in Ampere-meter.
P 0 = permeability of vacuum.

4S
P0

Value

=

107

Wb/A.m

(2)
This formula is the same as the interaction of two electric
charge formula proposed by Coulomb.
If B is the magnetic induction wire cutting, the
force experienced by the wire is F = 2 π I B r, if 2πr is the
length of the wire windings. Flow of radius r there with the
induction field of B = μ0I/2r , so that the power poles U m
experiencing a force of F = m B’

ൌ

୫ஜబ ୍
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(3)

Both styles in the last equation is the interaction force
between the poles of a magnet with current N on the
circuit, so that:

ʹɎ  ൌ 

୫ஜబ ୍
ଶ୰

(4)

or

 ൌ

ஜబ ୫
ସ୰మ

(5)

Magnetic induction is induced by the magnetic
poles of the magnet poles so far r. Comparison of magnetic
induction B with permeability of vacuum μ0 H = B / μ0, μ0
= 12,5 x 10-7. Called the magnetic intensity of the room is
empty, so the intensity of the generated magnetic pole
strength m to r point extent of the poles are:

ൌ

ଵ



୫

ସ ୰మ

(6)

If B is measured dalan Wb/m2 unit, the magnetic
intensity H in Amp/m. Comparison between the power
poles with cross-sectional area is called the power of the
magnetization, as well as the charge per unit area is called
the charge density.

ൌ

୫


(7)

Known as magnetic flux (Ȱ ), which is the result of the
projection of the magnetic field in all extents, penetrate.
ሬሬሬԦ is
Magnetic field flux (Ȱ ) that penetrates the area ݀ܵ
zero. This is due to a net magnetic charge magnetic dipole
is zero so the number of lines entering the B value as the
path out of the area it. This means the overall magnetic
field magnetic flux is:
Ȱ ൌ ܤǤܣ
(8)
Where:
Φ = magnetic flux
A = area (surface) copy

B = strong magnetic field or magnetic
2.1 Style That Works On Portable Power Magnet
Motor Mechanism
2.1.1 Rotation Kinematics
In Motion Straight subject, we know some scale,
such as velocity, displacement and acceleration. Called
angle because the rotational motion of each particle on a
rigid body moving in a circle and take a certain angle.
Quantities are also called angular velocity, angular
acceleration and angular displacement.
When the disc rotates, each part of the disc moving
at a different pace. Point near the axis (S), moving more
slowly than the point located at the edge of the disc,
however, because the rate of each point alias every part of
the disc is different. However, when a point located on the
edge of doing a full rotation, then the point near the axis
also did a full turn. If discs do one lap, then all parts of the
disc that also did one round.
2.1.2
Displacement Angle
In rotational motion, the easiest way is to measure angles
using radians. Radian can be expressed in degrees, and
vice versa. A full circle = 360º. Arc length around the
circle = 2 π r. Thus:


ଶగ





ߠ ൌ ൌ

ൌ ʹߨݎ

(9)

To help demonstrate the change in the position of
rotational motion, set an imaginary line as a reference
point to see the change in location of the position. When
the disc rotates, a point which at first coincides with the
reference line moves through an angle θ l along the arc so
far. A point is said to do the rounds as far as one radian if
the length l = length r. In other words, if l = r, then θ = 1
radian. Mathematically, the angle θ is expressed as follows
(in radians):

(10)
ߠ ൌ

where:
r = radius,
l = length of arc
ߠ = Angular displacment
2.1.3
Corner speed
If speed is the ratio of the displacement and the
lapse of time, it is the ratio of the angular velocity and the
angular displacement interval.
2.1.4
Average angle speed
The position angle is measured from the reference
line. At the time t1, part the wheels are marked with dotted
lines in the position so far ߠଵ from reference line. At time
t2, the wheels are marked with dotted lines in the position
of the reference line as far ߠଶ from line. Difference
between ߠଶ and ߠଵ an angular displacement ( οߠ ).
Mathematically average angular velocity is expressed as
follows:

߱ ൌ

ఏమ ିఏభ
௧మ ି௧భ

ൌ

οఏ
ο௧

(11)

Where:
߱ = angular velocity
t = time taken
οߠ = delta theta or angular displacement
ο = ݐtime interval or period
2.1.5 Average acceleration angle

2
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Mathematically, the average angular acceleration is
defined as follows:

ܽ ൌ

ఠమ ିఠభ
௧మ ି௧భ

ൌ

οఠ

(12)

ο௧

where :
ܽ = average angular acceleration
߱ଶ = final angular velocity
߱ଵ = initial angular velocity
2.1.6 Frequency
The equation that connects between the frequency and the
angular velocity is described as follows:

߱ ൌ

ଶగ

(13)

ο௧

Because ο = ݐ1/ f, the angular velocity equation
can be written as:
߱ ൌ ʹߨ݂ or ݂ ൌ 

ఠ

(14)

ଶగ

where
f = frequency (hertz)
2.1.7
Period
The period is the time it takes to do one lap
ଵ

ο ݐൌ
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ൌ
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(15)

ఠ

2.1.8 Relations between Linear Speed and Velocity
Angle
When the disc rotates during the time interval Δt ,
the point of A cover corner as far as Δθ , along the arc Δl .
A point linear velocity direction given by the arrow to the
end. Large linear velocity is:

 ݒൌ 

ο

(16)

ο௧



because ߠ ൌ   ՜ ݈ ൌ  ߠݎ, then the above equation can
be written as:

 ݒൌ 

ο
ο௧

ൌ ݎ



οఏ
ο௧

ൌ ߱ݎ

(17)

The following equation expressing the relation
between the tangential acceleration with angular
acceleration.

ܽ ൌ

௩మ ି௩భ
௧మ ି௧భ

ൌ

ο௩
ο௧

ൌ ݎ

οఠ
ο௧

ൌ ܽݎ

description :
τ = torque and moment of force
F = force
L = sleeve style
3. Research methodology
The magnets used are grade N42 neodymium
magnets with a diameter of 25.4 mm, 25.4 mm thick. In
the magnet rotor magnet mounted as many as 30 pieces, 1
row with the north pole facing into, and the magnetattached distator as many as 34 pieces, 1 row with the
north pole facing out. The position of the stator magnet
attached at an angle of 25 °, facing perpendicular magnetic
rotor. Planned home magnet rotor has a diameter of 360
mm with a thickness of 35.4 mm made that does not have
an influence on the magnetic field, in order to eliminate
the influence of the resistance in the future as well as other
effects.
Hold the magnet or drilled with a variety of angles,
to attach the magnet by 30 holes divided into rows of slits.
Similarly to the stator magnet, only differentiated
diameter, number of holes and the drill angle holes to
adjust the rotor magnet. In the process works, rotor
positioned at the beginning of the side, will be shifted
towards the position of the stator, which is supported by a
retaining bolt as well as sliding sab.
After shifting toward rotor stator, rotor magnet is in or
distator, will face each other and provide a repulsive force
refused to move the stator is connected to the shaft. Varied
angles before seen performance comparisons occur. In a
shift towards rotor stator hub is planned to be a component
of slip, with the rotary system as well as on the clutch was
still attached to the stator grinding machines hand.
3.1
Test tools
The shape and construction of the test apparatus is shown
in the following figure:

(18)

2.1.9 Torque or moment of force
Newton's Second Law, that a body can move
straight to a certain acceleration when given style.
Changes in velocity = acceleration. The greater the force
applied, the greater the acceleration of motion of an object.
Mathematically, the relationship between torque to angular
acceleration expressed as follows:
ܽ ߬ ן ݎܨ ן
(19)
description :
α = acceleration angle
 = ןcomparable
 = ܨforce
 = ݎradius
߬ = torque

Fig 2 instrument testing looks ahead

Big torque
Torque is the product of the force F and sleeve
style l. Mathematically, the torque is formulated as
follows:
τ = Fl → l = r sin θ = r F sin θ
(20)

3
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Fig 3 instrument testing looks aside
A: The house magnet stator, B: House magnet rotor, C:
Magnet, D: Axis, E: Bearing / bearings, F: Bolts and nuts
retaining
4. Analysis and Discussion
Has been taken into account and planned for
portable power magnet motors of performance, torque,
rpm, power up component-supporting components, but on
the ground the motor may not work as expected, with the
review that the components of the magnetic material made
of teflon, with a diameter of holes made of 12.5 mm with a
depth of 9 mm, with a total hole / hold as many as 40
pieces in 2 rows of rotor, and the composition of each
magnet is attached at an angle of 25 ° right upright faces in
48 holes in 2 rows on the stator, the distance between 5
mm, and the north pole is a pole of mutual dealing.
4.1 Calculation of Magnetic Shielding And Planning
4.1.1 Calculation Results:
magnetic data
Magnetic induction (B) = 0.1599 Wb/m2 = 1599 Gauss
Strong magnetic field (m) = 39.978 amp.m
The intensity of the magnetic
(H) = 127920 amp/m = 1606.6315 Oersted
Magnetic flux (Ф) = 1.962 Wb
Magnet diameter (d) = 12.5 mm = 0.49213 in
data Shield
Co-netic AA-Alloy
The maximum magnetic induction (Bmax) = 7500 Gauss
Magnetic coercivity (Hc) = 0.015 Oersted
Netic S3-6 Alloy
The maximum magnetic induction (Bmax) = 21 000 Gauss
Magnetic coercivity (Hc) = 1.0 Oersted
4.1.2 Magnet Shield Plan.
Based on the data above, the calculated thickness
and damping material owned by comparing material Conetic AA-Alloy and Alloy netic S3-6, so it can be selected
to suit the needs. Planning With Material Co-netic AAAlloy
Counting thick magnetic shield (t) can be found by the
equation:

ݐൌ

ଵǡଶହήௗήு
ೌೣ

(21)

Having acquired a thick shield, the shield can be searched
damping (A) by a magnetic force, by the equation:

ܣൌ

ఓή௧
ௗ

(22)

Magnetic flux density is obtained by comparing the style
of the magnetic field has shield calculated by the equation:

ܤൌ

ு


From the calculation results obtained:
Shielding Co-netic AA-Alloy

(23)

Shield thickness (t) 0.13 in, the damping rate (A) 36189.63
and the remaining influence of magnetic force intensity
(B) 0.044 gauss.
Netic shield S3-6-Alloy
Shield thickness (t) in 0.047, the level of attenuation (A)
147.08 and the residual effect of the intensity of the
magnetic force (B) 10.92 gauss. It can be concluded that
material suitable for use on portable power magnet motors
is the shield of the type Co-netic AA-Alloy, due to the
influence of a magnetic shield once fitted are assumed to
reduce the magnetic force very well, but the thickness of
the field size on the market only in 0014, in 0020, 0.025 in,
0.030 in, 0.040 in, 0.050 in and 0.062 in, so based on the
information stretcher, whichever is the thickest in the
0.062 to take into account the damping rate of return.
Planning with Co-netic material Alloy AA-size 0.062 in
Measured values for the remaining influence of the
intensity of the magnetic force is small enough so that the
magnets on the rotor and stator are expected to work
optimally as desired. Because of the reduced resistance
force, although of little value, still the necessity of
calculating whether these changes are affecting the
performance of the rotor and the stator, the returns
obtained by the calculation of the force experienced.
4.1.3 Calculation of Influence Remaining Prisoners Of
Style Magnet
Consider the case that occurred due to force prisoners so
that the rotor cannot rotate or does not move, which means
that the force between repulsion and prisoners alike than or
equal to zero. It can be concluded that the calculation can
then be calculated on the basis of the failure.
Calculating the effect of magnetic force prisoners obtained
from the equation:
ܨ௪  ൌ ݉ ൈ ܤ௪ 
(24)
ܨ௦௦௧  ൌ ݉ ൈ ܤ௦௦௧
(25)
(26)
 ܨൌ  ܨ௪ െ ܨ௦௦௧
5. conclusion
From the measurement results based on the equations and
literature obtained in simulation planning power magnet
has specification power (P) 0173 kw, torque (ȫ) 1.81 Nm,
rotation speed (n) 911 rpm. For the election to choose the
magnetic shield material that has a high level of
permeability to obtain maximum damping, but the
thickness and material used in the planning should be
adapted to the product in the market, as well as in the
selection of the bearing, in order to facilitate the work. In
this plan still need measurements of the magnet to be used
that will be very helpful if you are using an accurate
measuring tool, especially in the calculation of static
magnets. On subsequent research, it is necessary variation
to variable angle position magnet mounted on the rotor, so
the comparison of power, torque and rpm of the angle
formed can be seen clearly performance.
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Dye sensitized solar cells, as an alternative for fossil fuel, has gain a reasonable interest among researchers because of its low
cost of production and environmental friendliness. Although the efficiency of Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) reaches
11~12%, various attempts have been still taken to improve the efficiency. The conventional fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO)
layer used in DSSCs is a flat transparent thin film.
In this research, the FTO nanorods were fabricated to be used as the front electrode as shown in Fig.1. Rather than the
conventional flat FTO film, the nanorods will have a comparatively large surface area. The high area of TiO2-FTO interface
leads more charge collection and less charge recombination in the TiO2 film due to a fast charge transportation through the
FTO. The nanorods also could work as a charge-collecting probe inside the TiO2 film, so that the effective path length that an
excited electron has to travel before reaches the FTO can be shortened. In addition, because of the low resistance in FTO, the
overall internal resistance of the cell will be decreased.

Figure 1: FTO thin films used in DSSC; conventional structure (left), new structure using nanorods (right)

To fabricate the FTO nanorods film, a solution mixture of SnCl4.5H20 and NH4F is sprayed on to a plain glass at 500ºC using a
specially designed and improved spray pyrolysis deposition apparatus. An ultra-fine mist is injected into a closed chamber, in
which the heated substrate is kept. The spraying is done in 8 different spraying durations (15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105 and 120
min) and the transmittance, conductivity and morphology of the film are characterized.
The conditions for the well aligned FTO nanorods with higher conductivity and transmittance must be optimized before
utilizing the films in DSSCs. For that, the spray duration, precursor solution concentrations, temperature, spray pressure and
other physical parameters have to be altered and studied further.
Finally, it is expected that the FTO nanorods films could give a high efficiency for DSSCs comparing with those made with
conventional FTO thin films.
Keywords
Fluorine doped tin oxide, spray pyrolysis deposition, nanorods, thin films, dye sensitized solar cells.
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Abstract—To be able to interact with humans, robot made as
much as possible in order to have similar movement to human.
Imitation Learning or often called Motion Capture is one of the
humanoid robot control techniques with human as an actor and
the robot as an agent who will imitate the movement of the actor.
This method offers flexibility and ease to modify robot system.
This paper explores the method of designing whole body
imitation in Humanoid Robot. Robot motion was controlled by
Joint Space Control with reference motion captured by natural
human motion through Microsoft Kinect. The motions are also
preserved in database for later used on robot motion generation
and teaching as well. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed
method is illustrated by the experiment of imitating Indonesia
Traditional Dances motion using humanoid robot with 18 DOF.
Keywords—Inverse Kinematic, Imitation, Kinect, Dynamixel,
Humanoid Robot

I.

INTRODUCTION

The roboticist always trying to get the robot to approach the
form and abilities like human, so that the robot can interact
with human as well. Humanoid robots are without question a
hot topic in research today. Humanoid robots may prove to be
the ideal robot design to interact with people [1]. The most
challenging problem in humanoid robot development is joint
trajectory control. There are some ways to generate humanoid
robot motion. For industrial need, robot motion is generated
though complex computation code to achieve high precision.
This is done in off-line mode through engineering software.
Other method uses straightforward approach. Here, the
operator drive robot to certain pose either by moving
manipulator tool-tip with hand or remotely. Once the desired
pose achieved, the current pose is saved to memory. However,
these methods are time consuming especially for long-duration
motion. Each pose may takes in minutes. Thus, these methods
are not effective for more than hundred poses. In spite of that,
an easy and quick approach is by imitating an object motion to
robot with sensing device, or often called motion capture [5].
There have been numerous efforts for motion imitation either
by using position sensitive detector (PSD) or by using stereo
camera. Unfortunately, initial preparation is required such as
mounting detector on object along with cabling or calibrating
camera position for each measurement.

Programming by demonstration, or also known as imitation
learning or motion capture is an answer to a problem how to
control humanoid robot joints. This method offers flexibility
and easy modification of the robot control. Humans as the
actor would make a move, and then the robot as an agent will
perform the movements performed by humans. Imitation is the
best way to make the robots do some humanlike motion. The
system is very useful to train the robot to make movements
and in the future can be used to create a natural human-like
motion of humanoid robot motion that can do housekeeping,
dangerous work, and even entertain humans. Human motion
imitation also can be used to record some traditional dance.
The need for traditional dance preservation especially in
Indonesia is unavoidable. There have been numerous claims
on National traditional dances by other country while
teenagers are starting to loose appetite in learning national
cultures such as traditional dance. For that purpose, there have
been national robot competitions on national dancing
performance since three years ago. Here, the dancing should
be carried out by humanoid robots since this kind of robot is
more similar to human being. Also, interesting challenge in
humanoid robot is how to design trajectory control for each
joint. Obviously, the robot should have generated motion in
memory.
Previous researches on robotic imitation have been done
among others by Nakaoka research group to perform Japanese
traditional dances by imitate motion to robot [7]. Imitation
process has done by used 8 cameras to obtain threedimensional information of 30 points on the actor body.
Another imitation research is also done through markless
tracking by Marc Rosanes to imitate the human arm
movement on the Bioloid robot with TOF (Time of Flight)
capture device Camera: Swiss Ranger 3000 [8]. Nevertheless,
motion capture devices such as multi-camera capture or stereo
camera are still expensive and have difficult algorithms to
tracking human motion.
In this paper, realistic motion imitation by capturing human
motion by markless method through Kinect is proposed.
Kinect that usually used along with Xbox games has a stereo
camera system. With certain library, the captured human pose
is translated to quarternion form of each human joints. This is
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done naturally without marking human body. Robot Operating
System (ROS) used as work platform in this research. In the
same time, the 18DOF humanoid robot imitates human
motion. In addition, the extracted human motion is preserved
in database for later used on robot motion generation and
teaching as well. In this paper, only the upper part of
humanoid robot is used. Moreover, to achieve realistic motion,
the operation is made in rate 20Hz, which is close for human
eye that has ability to see up to 25Hz.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

There are three steps for doing imitation learning in this
paper. First, we did human tracking to get important skeleton
vectors. Second is mapping human motion to robot, joint
position and velocity control. Finally, designed database
motion, and then extract database to repeated movements that
have been made.
A. Human Tracking
Microsoft Kinect is used as capturing device to get human
joint positions data. Microsoft Kinect is an accessory for
Microsoft's Xbox 360 platform. Kinect is motion sensing unit
device that was developed to interpret human gestures. It has
sensors connected to a motorized pivot based. This device has
a RGB camera, depth sensor, and multi-array microphone.
With these sensors, Kinect can provide the ability to capture
full-body 3D motion, facial recognition and voice recognition.
Kinect has a good performance, small dimensions, and open
source libraries that are able to make Kinect used on multiple
OS platforms (Windows, Linux, and Mac), and also kinect is
cheaper than other capture device. In this paper, human motion
will be captured using kinect with markless method. With the
skeleton tracking software from the Open NI, threedimensional vectors of the joints in humans are achieved.

/right_hand

/head

/left_hand

/neck
/left_elbow

/right_elbow
/right_shoulder
/right_hip

/torso

/left_shoulder

/left_hip

/right_knee

/left_knee

/right_foot

/left_foot

Fig. 2. Calibration Pose and Vectors Published by openni_tracker

B. Mapping Human Motion
In mapping process, firstly, kinematics model of the robot
must be identified which used to find the inverse kinematic
solution of the model later. The used model robot consists of
two arms with each arm consists of four degrees of freedom
and two legs which consist 5 DOF in each leg. Humanoid robot
model (each joint at 0o) and joint configuration of the robot
model is shown in the figure below.

Fig. 3. Robot Model and Joint Configuration

Dynamixel AX-12 used as joint actuator in the robot. The
advantages of using this actuator is feedback position, speed,
voltage, temperature, and load. Here is Dynamixel AX-12
configuration movements and position constraint in the robot:
TABLE I.
DYNAMIXEL AX-12 CONFIGURATION
MOVEMENTS AND POSITION CONSTRAINT IN THE ROBOT

Fig. 1. Skeleton Tracking Node

To track the human skeleton, openni_tracker node from
stack openni_kinect in Robot Operating System (ROS) is
employed. This node will provide three-dimensional vector of
15 points on the human body. To perform tracking, someone
needs to stand up and do "surrender" pose in front kinect (raise
both hands). After the tracking process calibrated done, the
openni_tracker node will publish 15 vectors which representing
position of 15 main joints from the tracked body. Here is
calibration pose picture and 15 vectors which openni_tracker
published from this node.

ID
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17

Right Body
Movement
Flexion-Extension Shoulder
Abduction-Adduction Shoulder
Hand Internal Rotation
Flexion-Extension Elbow
Hip Yaw Rotation
Hip Pitch Rotation
Flexion-Extension Knee
Ankle Pitch Rotation
Ankle Raw Rotation

Constraint
-90o to 90o
-90o to 90o
-90o to 90o
-90o to 0o
-150o to 150o
-89.06o to 90o
8.20o to 143.26o
-26o to 102.25o
-19.92o to 21.09o

ID
2
4
6
8
10
12

Left Body
Movement
Flexion-Extension Shoulder
Abduction-Adduction Shoulder
Hand Internal Rotation
Flexion-Extension Elbow
Hip Yaw Rotation
Hip Pitch Rotation

Constraint
-90o to 90o
-90o to 90o
-90o to 90o
0o to 90o
-150o to 150o
-89.06o to 90o
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14
16
18

Flexion-Extension Knee
Ankle Pitch Rotation
Ankle Raw Rotation

-143.26o to -8.20o
-102.25o to 26o
-19.92o to 21.09o

The complete process of real time imitation in ROS node is
shown in following figure, ellipse shapes is node (process in
ROS) and between two nodes, there is a topic which
represents message or packet data:

process. The video of the dance imitation result can be seen in
this url: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIWyny3vqds.
Balancing method is still in development so that when doing
imitation it still required hanger. Real time imitation process
with Microsoft Kinect performed at frequency of 20 Hz.

Fig. 6. Real Time Dance Imitation Result

IV.

First, /openni_tracker node send /skeleton topic which
contain 3D position of human joints. The position of human
joints are computed in /tracker_joint_controller to generate the
angular position and speed for dynamixel motor with inverse
kinematic transformation. The /joint_states topic contain data
of position and speed which computed before. After that, we
send the topic to dynamixel and dynamixel will give position
feedback. Speed control Block diagram is shown in the
following figure.

CONCLUSION

A real time motion imitation is realized in this paper. The
imitation is done by capturing motion through Kinect and
mapping the motion to robot’s arms and legs. At the same time
the motion also can be recorded in database motion. By tuning
Robot Operating System, the proposed method has been
validated in rate of 20Hz which is close to human eye ability.
Here, the ROS package that has been developed, successfully
solve the challenges of the imitation process as well humanoid
robot capable of performing database extraction and storage
and motion that has been done by humans.
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Abstract— Prepaid electricity which is using prepaid digital
kWh metre is one of the programs of PT PLN to enhance the
quality of their services. They make these programs to avoid
errors reading the meter, the uncertainty of the Bills, arrears and
disconnection. The problems occurred in the consumer side is
whether prepaid electricity consumption more efficient than
postpaid electricity consumption. in this research we perform the
measurement of electric energy consumption using postpaid and
prepaid kwh meter with the same load and the same time, so that
we able to know which is more efficient. The measurements
performed on 1300 VA, R1 customers with 4 types of load
(resistive load 500 Watts and 1000 watts, household expenses 407
Watts and 1235 watt), testing was carried out for 6 hours per
day, 6 days per week for 1 month. The research result obtained
from measurement and calculation of energy consumption.
technically at the time and the same loads, prepaid kWh meter
more efficiently than postpaid kWh meters. economically,
according to TDL 2010, for consumption under 52 kWh kWh
Meter prepaid more efficient, whereas for consumption above 52
kWh showed similar results.
Keywords :Pre paid electricity, Post paid electricity, Pre paid
kWh meters, Post Paid kWh meters.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electricity has become a fundamental requirement for a
wide range of human activities, which are used for a variety of
functions in the future. Electricity reliance would make man
its existence. PLN was aware of society's reliance on
electricity, so continue to conduct various studies to improve
the quality of service by offering a variety of service
programs. Forms of innovation created by PT. PLN is by
issuing prepaid electricity program. The Program has issued
prepaid electricity since 2008, prepaid electricity has the
advantage that electricity use is more restrained, with no
termination penalties, not fines imposed delays, there is no
fixed monthly fees and so on. Additionally prepaid electricity
created in order to avoid any incident read meter, erratic utility
bills, the delinquent accounts, and any disconnection on
electricity postpaid. With this program the community invited
to better appreciate the existence of electric power and wiser
in consuming electricity.
Now the question is whether the use of prepaid electricity can
be the solution of the existing problems at the moment? Is it
true that prepaid electricity more efficient than postpaid

electricity? Therefore the authors conducted a study to analyze
the comparative measurement of the electric energy with
postpaid and prepaid meters kWh kWh meters with a load and
the same time in the laboratory of State Polytechnic of
Sriwijaya.
II.

THEORY

A. Power [1]
Electric power is the amount of energy per unit of time,
where work is in progress or the work done the Union time.
From this definition, then the electrical power (P) can be
formulated:
P =W/t
(1)
P =V.I.t/t
(2)
P = .R
(3)
Whereas Power (P, Watt or Joule/detik), Electrical Energy
(W, Joules), time (t, second), voltage (V, Volt), Resistance
(R, Ohm).
B. Electrical Energy [2]
Electrical energy is the ability to generate electricity.
Electrical energy is represented by w. Where as the
formulation is used to determine the electrical energy is:
W = Q.V
(4)
W = (I.t).V
(5)
W = V. I . t
(6)
Whereas Electric charge (Q, Coulomb)
C. Current [3]
Current, depicted with the symbol i (derived from the
French word: intensite), defined as the change of velocity with
respect to time charge. Or, other sense is the charge flows in a
unit of time. So, the current that is actually moving charge. As
long as this charge is moving it will pop up the flow, but when
the charge is stationary then the flow will also be lost. The
charge will move if there's energy out that affected it. The
charge is the smallest unit of an atom or a subsection of the
atom. In the modern atomic theory, stated that atoms consist
of a nucleus of particles (protons are positively charged (+)
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and neutrons are neutral) surrounded by loads of electrons (-).
So, is normally electrically neutral atoms.
The charge consisted of two types i.e. positive charge and
the negative charge. Electric current direction in line with the
direction a positive charge and the opposite direction with a
flow of electrons. A particle can be a positive charge when it
loses an electron, and a negative charge when accepts
electrons from other particles.
Coulomb is the basic unit of the International System of
Units (SI) is used to measure the electric charge.
Mathematically, the current defined:

i

dq
dt

(7)

Symbol: Q = a constant charge, q = electric charge
D. Voltage [3]
Voltage or often called potential difference, is the work
done for a charge of one coulomb moves from one terminal to
another terminal. Or, in other words, if a charge of one
coulomb is driven or moved, there is a potential difference on
either Terminal.
E. Measurement [4]
The measurement is determination of quantity, dimensions,
or capacity, usually against a standard or unit of measurement.
In the study of measurement known a few terms, among other
things:
x The instrument is measuring instrument for determining the
value of a quantity or quantities or variables.
x Precision is a price closest to a reading of an instrument
approach the true value of the measured variable.
x Precision is a measure of the ability to measure results that
are similar.
x Sensitivity is a comparison between the output signal or
instrument responses to changes in input or variables that
are measured.
x Resolution is the change in the value of the smallest
measured which instruments will give a response or a
response.
x Error is the deviation of the measured variable price (value)
which is actually
Measurement of electrical quantities no one produces
perfect precision. Need to know the actual cause of the
sensitivity and the occurrence of errors of measurement Errors
in measurement can be classified into three types, namely:
Error –common mistakes, Systematic error mistakes Random
Errors Are Not Intentional.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The measurement of electric energy in kWh meters
postpaid and prepaid using a measuring instrument of Power
and Harmonics Analyzer. The measurement was carried out in

the laboratory of electrical engineering State Polytechnic
Sriwijaya Palembang. The comparative testing of electrical
energy in both postpaid and prepaid kWh meter is done with 4
different types of loads for 1 month and each load test
performed within 6 hours per day for 6 days. Testing process
performed with 4 different types of loads each week, namely:
1. The first week, the resistive load 5 incandescent lamps
with a total power of 500 Watt.
2. The second week, the resistive load 10 pieces of
incandescent lamps with a total power of 1000 Watts.
3. The third week, the load of household consisting of
energy-efficient lighting, TV, fan, refrigerator, and water
pumps with a total power of 407 Watts.
4. The fourth week, the load of household consisting of
incandescent bulbs, television, fan, fridge, and water pump
with a total power of 1235 Watts.
A. Measurement Equipment
Power and Harmonics Analyzer
Power Harmonics Analyzer is a combination of several
functions measurement of electrical such as voltage, current,
active power, reactive power, power factor, frequency, all
power, and the other harmonics in one device. Power
Harmonic Analyzer 6830 used to measure the current (total,
phase motors and metal), voltage (total, ph-ph and ph-neutral),
frequency, power factor (total and per phase), power/phase
(active, reactive and apparent), total power (active, reactive
and apparent), energy (active, reactive and apparent), THD
(currents and voltages).
Analogue KWH Meter (Postpaid) [6]
kWh meter PLN postpaid used to calculate the power
consumption of consumer kWh meter is analogous to the
power of 1300 VA. This tool works using magnetic induction
method in which a magnetic field to move the dish is made of
aluminum. The rotation will move counter shows the number
of digits as his kWh. The disc rotation will move counter
shows the number of digits as his kWh
Kwh meter is a device used to measure the large power
consumption by consumers. This tool is very common in the
community. The main part of a kWh meter is, the coil voltage,
the coil current, aluminum disc, fixed magnet whose task of
induction aluminum disc to neutralize the magnetic field and
mechanical gear that records the amount of rotation of the
aluminum disc.
This tool works by using method of induction of the
magnetic field in which the magnetic field moving the
aluminum disc. The disc rotation will move the counter digits
as the number of kWh display
Digital KWH Meter (Prepaid) 2R [7]
Prepaid kWh meters type of Star 2S-2R DDSY23S with a
power of 1300 VA is the latest service from PLN with a range
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of advantages in regulating the use of electric energy through
the Prepaid Meters (CDM).
The electricity will be streamed to households (load), it
first flowed through the MCB who serves as the current
delimiter is at once in case of short circuit protection. Then
streamed into kWh Meters which functions to calculate the
energy used. This prepaid system using a special Meters kWh
with keypad and have sensors to detect electrical energy used
with impulse output of the lights flicker.

500 Watt
(a pure resistive load)
1000 Watt
(a pure resistive load)
407 Watt
(Load of household)
1235 Watt
(Load of household)

Pospaid
Prepaid
Difference
Pospaid
Prepaid
Difference
Pospaid
Prepaid
Difference
Pospaid
Prepaid
Difference

Measurement
Result
0,446 kWh
0,443 kWh
0,003 kWh
0,874 kWh
0,871 kWh
0,003 kWh
0,380 kWh
0,376 kWh
0,004 kWh
1,101 kWh
1,088 kWh
0,013 kWh

Calculation
Result
0,4488 kWh
0,4461 kWh
0,0027 kWh
0,8758 kWh
0,8723 kWh
0,0035 kWh
0,4699 kWh
0,4668 kWh
0,0031 kWh
1,1351 kWh
1,1327 kWh
0,0024 kWh

Technically, the use of electrical energy in kWh meter
postpaid and prepaid using the same load and the same time,
energy consumption electricity kWh meter postpaid larger or
faster than electrical energy consumption spent electric energy
in prepaid kWh meter. Each of kWh Meter have different
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a) Power and Harmonics Analyzer 6830, (b) analogue kWh meter,
(c) Digital kWh Meter

B. Load Measurement
Comparison of measurement of power on postpaid and
prepaid meters kWh using a simulated series of module 1
simple phase consisting of load incandescent lighting (purely
resistive), energy saving lights, water pump, TV, refrigerator
and fan.
TABLE I.
No.
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type of Load
Incandescent
lighting
Energy
Efficient
lighting
Water pumps
TV
Refrigerator
Fan

LIST OF LOAD

B. Economic Analysis
From the results of calculations performed in accordance
TDL 2010, Rp 790 for 1300 VA. Then can be calculated
economically postpaid and prepaid electricity.

Specification

Cos

Number

Power

100W/220V

1

10 pcs

1000W

18W/220V

0,64

4 pcs

72 W

TABLE III.

125W/220V
70W/220V
90W/220V
50W/220V

0,46
0,53
0,81
1

1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs

125W
70 W
90 W
50 W

Usage (kWh)

IV.

DISCUSSION

A. Comparative Analysis of Measurement Results and
Calculations
Comparison of the test results of electrical energy on
average per hour within 6 hours for 6 days for each load on
postpaid and prepaid kWh meter, obtained electric energy
comparison on average for 6 days as follows :

TABLE II.

COMPARING THE RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND
CALCULATIONS OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY PER HOUR

Type of Load

working principles, where in principle work on postpaid
kWh meters have a coil inductance, which had resulted
in consequential kWh meters more quickly heat so it's
more quickly spend electrical energy. whereas Prepaid
kWh meters just an electronic device with keypad keys
which has sensors to detect electrical energy used with
impulse output of the lights flicker. Thus in technical
measurements prepaid kWh meters more efficient than
postpaid kWh meter.

Type of
Metre

Energy Used

THE ECONOMICAL CALCULATION RESULTS OF
PREPAID AND POSTPAID ELECTRICITY

49

Amount of Postpaid
Electricity bills
Rp 41,080

Amount of Prepaid
Electricity Bills
Rp 38,710

50

Rp 41,080

Rp 39,500

51

Rp 41,080

Rp 40,290

52

Rp 41,080

Rp 41,080

53

Rp 41,870

Rp 41,870

54

Rp 42,660

Rp 42,660

55

Rp 43,450

Rp 43,450

From the above data turned out to be a power for the
Customers of R1 1300 VA according to TDL 2010, total
electricity bill for prepaid than postpaid more efficient for use
of <52 kWh and it is same for the use of 52 kWh. For
calculation of postpaid tariff, electric energy consumption
limits enforced minimum is 40 hours. When taking electrical
energy under 40 hours, for the calculation of the rates will still
be counted 40 hours of usage. While prepaid tariffs, electrical
energy consumption is calculated according to the amount
consumed, do not impose minimum limit the consumption of
electrical energy. postpaid Bill for not including VAT and the
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use of street lighting. While the bills for prepaid is already
included VAT and the use of street lighting.

CONCLUSION
From the results of measurements and calculations for R1
customers 1300 VA technically, electric energy consumption
in postpaid and prepaid kWh meter with the same and the
same time, prepaid kWh meters are more efficient than
postpaid kWh meters. While economically, for the
consumption of electrical energy under 52 kWh prepaid kWh
meter more efficient than postpaid kWh meters. for usage
above 52 kWh will both alike.
The advantages and disadvantages of Prepaid Electricity
and Postpaid Electricity are as follows.
x Prepaid Electricity, has advantages over the postpaid
electricity, energy prices: kWh "ALONE" (without the cost
burden), no minimum account limit, the registrar meter no
need to record the number of usage, there is no potential
for arrears, and most importantly, the customer able to
manage and control the use of electricity to be more
efficient in a month. The disadvantage if the usage limit is
over then the power turns off immediately no matter the
time of day or night, you are using electricity or not it is
being considered by the consumer to change the way
electricity consumption by using electricity vouchers.
x Postpaid Electric, Has the disadvantage compared to
prepaid ie, price of energy: additional kWh cost burden
(power 450 and 900 VA), is limited to the "minimum bill"
(40 hours minimum), need to recording kWh rate, potential
delinquent "big enough". While the advantages are
electrical disconnection the connection manually.
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Abstract— Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is one of
the developed technologies, which is used in several applications,
including for medical field applications. For patient monitoring
purpose, the RFID system is consisted of a medical tag that is
implanted into the human body and a reader unit that is installed
away from the human either in proximity or far away from the
human body. By this communication system, it can reduce
medical error, the risk of the tag being lost, and can be used for
uncooperative patient. The monitoring device will be connected
to the existing network (wireless LAN and so on) allowing to
provide the mobility of patient, the physicians or caregivers can
get easily patient’s medical information without spending a lot of
time via such a network connection. In this study, it will propose
a tiny dipole antenna for RFID tag that will be implanted into the
body following it is enclosed by a silica glass to reduce the
radiation effects on the human body. The antenna is numerically
simulated by using a human arm model in the frequency of 924
MHz according to the RFID band allocation in Indonesia. This
study also investigates two other different surrounding
environment of the antenna in order to precisely understand
about the antenna characteristics, i.e. antenna placed in free
space and enclosed in silica glass material. Each environment
gives effects on the antenna’s resonant frequency including its
bandwidth. Following the simulation, the antenna is fabricated
and validated by the basic measurement. This paper will show
the current results of the antenna characteristics in free space
environment in order to validate its basic manner. The antenna is
relatively very small dimension compared to the band wavelength
with good performances in S parameter, sufficient bandwidth,
and omnidirectional radiation pattern.
Keywords— Implanted dipole antenna, medical tag, patient
monitoring system, RFID, short range communication

I.
INTRODUCTION
Patient monitoring system in the hospital still uses a
conventional monitoring, where nurse or doctor needs to go to
the patient’s room to examine and check the current physical
condition of the patient. This condition is quite impractical if
the number of available medical personnel is fewer than the
number of patients in the hospital. In order to overcome such a
drawback, an automated monitoring system that is able to
instantaneously display the state of the patient’s physical
condition.
The concept of the monitoring system will allow for
monitoring the patient’s condition without the patient itself
coming to the nurse’s room. Currently, most of hospitals in
Indonesia have applied a cable-based monitoring system.
Along with the current wireless technology especially the
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) system, most of cable-

based application systems tend to shift into wireless-based
technology, in order to ease the equipment’s installation and
reduce its cost. The RFID is a tremendously adopted wireless
technology in very wide applications that uses radio frequency
to send data from a device called RFID tag, which is placed on
the object, and will be recognized by a reader or recipient for
the purpose of identification or tracking the object [1].
The development of wireless technology for health sector
today has greatly attracted both academic and industrial
researchers as the needs of the world (especially in developed
countries) and associated with rising health care costs and the
demand for hospital resources [2].

Reception Antenna

Implanted antenna
Fig. 1. An example of monitoring system of the patients in hospital.

One of the technologies with interestedly studied is the
RFID technology, which offers a promising solution in
building health care with wireless technology [3] and has a
potential point to reduce medical errors and improve the
quality of life of the patients in hospitals [4]. Figure 1 shows
an example of RFID application for patient’s monitoring
system. Most of antennas researches for medical applications
still focus on hyperthermia for cancer treatment and
diagnostics on physical parameters of a patient [5], even
though currently some researchers has been interested to study
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on antennas for medical communication. In the past, the RFID
technology is usually used by planting a tag on animal’s body.
However, current developments have allowed for putting a
RFID tag or implantation in the human body [6]. The use of
tags in the body (not the outside of the body) is aimed to
reduce the risk of losing the tag and yet it looks suitable for
patients who are less willingness to cooperate with the doctor
[7].
Earlier RFID technology typically uses low frequency,
since it has no signal attenuation and less significant effect to
the human body. However, the existing system is limited to
have a short distance coverage and very low data transmission
rate. In order to overcome these drawbacks, UHF frequency
band (Ultra High Frequency) is sometimes used to have the
possibility of further transmission distances, higher data rate
although the damping (loss) is greater, especially in the layers
inside the human body because the nature of the material body
man is very lossy [8]. Currently, some of RFID tags are
widely designed for medical applications in the form of loop
antennas, which work at frequencies 402405 MHz to
determine the effect of a human head to the signal
transmission frequency. Another tag is also designed for
transmitting patient data such as temperature, blood pressure,
heart rate, and so on in real time operation. The tag antenna
works at frequencies 951  956 MHz implanted in the human
upper arm model [5]. However, this operating frequency band
is not recommended to use in Indonesia, since the regulation
of Indonesia government recommends to use RFID frequency
at 923  925 MHz [9]. In addition the use of the frequency
923 MHz is intended to reduce the effects of SAR in the
human body. In this paper, it will be proposed a RFID tag
antenna operates at frequency of 923  925 MHz aiming at
patient monitoring system.
II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
The configuration and dimension of the proposed antenna
is shown in Fig. 2. The antenna is fabricated by using a copper
wire that is folded in such a way it will be appropriate design
for 50 ohm-port. The antenna element (without silica glass
cover) is made by the size of 33.3 mm u 1.8 mm u 1.8 mm (L
u D u H). The antenna will be implanted in the human body at
the upper arm, which the arm model is represented by three
layers consist of skin, fat and muscle. The antenna is
implanted at the position between the skin and fat layer. The
thickness of skin, fat and muscle layers is 2 mm, 4 mm and 54
mm, respectively [10]. Each layer electrical property is shown
in Table 1. Hence, by this design it is expected to establish
communication in range of 10 m coverage as predicted in link
budget [10]. The fabricated antenna is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

A proposed antenna’s structure

Fig. 4.

S11 performance

TABLE 1: ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF TISSUES AT 924 MHZ
Tissue

Electrical Properties
Permittivity

Conductivity

Skin
Fat
Muscle
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between the tag and reader is expected by 10 m with the
minimum gain of the antenna is -30 dBi. Then, the antenna is
simulated using the finite integration technique (FIT) software
in three different conditions; those are when the antenna is
implanted, when it is enclosed in silica glass, and in free space
environment, in order to understand the antenna characteristics
in each given condition. The dimension of the antenna is 33.3 u
1.8 u 1.8 mm3 at operating frequency 924 MHz with very
sufficient bandwidth. When the antenna is enclosed in silica the
resonant frequency is shifted to the frequency 2.69 GHz and it
becomes 2.94 GHz in free space condition. In this paper, the
antenna’s characteristic is evaluated in free space environment
in order to validate its basic manner. The antenna is fabricated
and measured in anechoic chamber including the reflection
coefficient and radiation pattern to validate the simulation
results. The antenna has good coefficient reflection, sufficient
bandwidth, and omnidirectional radiation pattern as it is
expected in the simulation.
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Abstract— The Fokker-27 remains one of logistics and military
transport aircraft to the Indonesian Air Force. With age and lifetime aircraft components, the components have been and often
damaged during the flight. One of the important equipment is the
alternator Fokker 115/208 Volt 400 Hz 15 KVA generating
power.
This paper was discussed, about first our research on the
alternator, and performed at the Air Squadron 2, this is done one
of which is due by the Fokker Industry. Alternator type in
Fokker 27, is not produced anymore, given the alternator and its
function as a supplier of electricity, converting DC voltage into
AC and as a voltage divider is used to keep the generator
excitation and round on the Fokker 27 be a constant and
airworthy.
The result showed that the alternator Fokker 27 with 15KVA
power, with small dimensions, can be used 12 KVA at 0.9 lagging
power factor as alternative substitutes and have similar
characteristics to the alternator Fokker 27, and now the stage is
made up paper being conducted routine flight air force in
particular at SKADRON 2nd.

It is necessary for both routine maintenance aircraft
structures, engines, avionics and electrical systems. In
electrical systems Fokker 27 aircraft see figure 1, one of the
most important tools is the Alternator 115/208 Volt 400 Hz 12
KVA generating power.
Altenator is electricity supplier for avionics equipment or
other equipment on the aircraft in large numbers. Because the
alternator is vital quite in generating electrical power for the
aircraft, care and maintenance is very important because the
aircraft will not fly without a power supply. Due to financial
constraints that exist today for financing and maintenance
should be conducted as well as how to analyze the
performance of the alternator to the other electronic devices
that use the life or alternator in a long time.

Keywords Electricity on the Fokker 27, alternator, voltage
regulator

I.

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is an archipelago with numbers of islands, it
has considerable natural potential of developing countries. To
preserve and defend the territory of Indonesian from the threat
of the other countries, so we need a strong military
component.
The Air Force as one of the major elements of the
military who have the task of carrying out air defense to
protect the territory of Indonesia and also provide support for
rapid transit assistance in addressing the situation of natural
disasters in Indonesian.
We need aircraft with maintained well condition, so
when the Air Force have assignment they able for move
quickly and then have the high mobility, especially to reach
the long distances areas that have in a rapid relatively. The one
entity that is in the Air Force is the Air Squadron 2 as a union
that supports the assignment routinely done every day.
Currently Air Squadron 2 only has 6 units Fokker 27 (F27)
whit the highest mobility, so we need a good condition of the
aircraft and ready to perform their duties

Figure1. Fokker F-27 aircraft owned by the Air Force
II.

ELECTRICAL

A. Electrical In Fokker -27
In order to know the alternator as a backup power source,
it first has to be discussed on electricity on Fokker-27, as
follows:
The Electrical power from the AC bus Foker-27 aircraft
supplied by three different sources is:
a. The twin engine driven were voltage 208 volts, 3
phase, variable frequency alternator that produces
electrical power for heating main. The alternator is
not used by parallel, but independently operated.
b. The twin main inverters, which is controlled by a DC
motor, with the supply of 115 volts, 3 phase, a static
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inverter frequency of 400 Hz are essential for the
operation of the battery installed aircraft.
c. The Twin power converter is supplied electricity at
115 volts, 400 Hz, single phase AC power for
lighting equipment.
Alternator is 208 Volt AC generator brussless type that
has a voltage 120/208 volts and 3 phase, which produces 12
kVA, with a power factor of 0.9 lagging the speed range of
6700-10000 rpm (10000 - 15000 rpm engine). The frequency
of the output voltage of 400 Hz at 8000 rpm (12000 rpm
engine). Common voltage alternator output will be reduced on
minimum speed, which amounted to 4020 rpm (6000 rpm
engine).
The most high-efficiency fan was set at anti-drive or inlet
end of the generator. Therefore, fan can operate more
efficiently in the air more and more cold on inlet, than heated
air from the engine.
Thermostat for overheat warning coupled with the
objective of identifying a surplus generator winding
temperature. The Usability of thermostat is normally open
circuit, which closes when the winding temperature reaches a
critical point, i.e. 374 + 10o Fah (190 ± 6° Cel). Contactors are
used to operate THE OVERHEAT warning light on the top
left panel.
Loads is not really a burden raktif, because it is not
regulated supply frequency (unfegulated).
Supply is provided by twin alternators, which are designed to
be used by the left hand and right hand. Each alternator is
generated by the core control, control switches, assorted
gauges and indicator lights as a warning if something goes
wrong and the isolation transformer and circuit breaker 3
phase.
B. The electrical components and panels on Fokker27
The template is used to format your paper and style the text.
All margins, column widths, line spaces, and text fonts are
prescribed; please do not alter them. You may note
peculiarities. For example, the head margin in this template
measures proportionately more than is customary. This
measurement and others are deliberate, using specifications
that anticipate your paper as one part of the entire proceedings,
and not as an independent document. Please do not revise any
of the current designations.
A. Alternator.
The Alternators used on aircraft Foker-27 Squadron Air
2 is a generator with voltage AC 120/208 Volt, 3 phase, 12
KVA, brushless assembly (no brush), installed on additional
gearbox connected to the machine. Alternator is relatively
mild when compared with the alternator in general with the
same capacity (the alternator is low weight about 158 kg).
This unit basically consists of three parts, that is a permanent
magnet generator (PMG), an exciter generator, and a main
generator. PMG produces power for the control system.
Generator exciter produces a regular supply excitation to the
main generator, which produce 3 phase AC output for

equipment that uses voltage 208 volts. In addition the unit is
produced with an overheat thermostat.
B. The unit control
Control units are equipped with a transistor placed in the
cargo compartment ceiling front right. This unit produces
alternators with Voltage 'regulation and overvoltage
protection. Internal power suply for the control unit is
obtained from the PMG. Switch OVERVOLTAGE placed on
maintenance and comes with a test panel to examine circuit
voltages (over voltage circuit).
C. The switch control.
The Switch ON / OFF was a single pole alternator that is
provided on the panel above the head to the left. This switch
controls the internal power supply of the control unit.
a. Circuit Breaker 3 phase
Channel charger alternator is protected with a current 50
amperes per phase, using 3 phase circuit breaker. Circuit
breaker is organized into additional gearbox of the engine
compartment connected.
b.

Isolation Transformer.
The Isolation transformer was provided to protect the
voltage levels of the control unit using circuits of the
wave (surge) of the busbar voltage. The transformer is
wye-to-wye, same by changing the ratio of assembly
which consists of a series to release capacitance resistance
earthed neutral point to where the alternator is connected.
The transformer is placed near the control unit.

The danger indicators of Fokker-27, can be caused by several
reasons, that is:
a.

The Alternator couldn’t be operated
The Blinker indicating that the alternator INOP (not
working) is a red indicator "press to test" that is placed on
a panel at the top left. The panel is controlled by a relay
inoperative alternator which is positioned on the AC
voltage of 208 Volt.

b.

Overheat
The Alarm is indicated by a red light. HEAT "press to
test" warning light (light hazard) is positioned on the
upper left. The panel is operated by the alternator
overheat termostat.

c.

Over voltages
The Warning of the danger is provided by the magnetic
indicator, placed on test and maintenance panel, and is
controlled by the control unit overvoltage circuit. Under
normal conditions, the indicator will look black but with
the condition that excessive voltage, red indicator will
appear on the glass.
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D. Gauges located on the instrument panel are :
a.

Voltmeter
The Rating alternator is 120 volts line-to-neutral (L-N)
and 208 volt line-to-line (L-L), the alternator main
terminal. In circumstances where the voltage drop on the
line until the filler (feeder lines), this terminal generates a
voltage of 115 Volt L-N and 200 Volt L-L to regulasi
point. The Potensial point 115 Volt L-L monitored by a
voltmeter, one for each alternator. Twin Voltmeter is
placed on the left side panel.

b.

Amperemeter (Ammeter)
Load current from the alternator is monitored by
Ammeter which is positioned on the top left. They used to
be connected to a double pole, twin position switch,
arranged near by Ammeters. Position switches spiked
TOTAL description, and POWER UNIT. In this position,
TOTAL, Ammeter in series with the situation of the
current transformer connected to phase A of the output
circuit of the alternator. At the position of POWER UNIT,
Ammeter connected in series with a current transformer
input circuit de-icing of the power unit. TOTAL current
transformer placed on the panel at 208 volts AC.

c.

d.

Test Point
Test point prepared on the maintenance and test panel to
monitor line-to neutral and phase-to-phase voltage output
of the alternator.
Alternator Load Distribution.
Each alternator was located separate load. Alternator was
operated independently of one another and in the event of
failure of one of the alternator, the alternator the other can
not be used to supply the load fails (a faulty alternator
load from / failure).

(b) The Pilot position at Fokker-27

III. CALCULATION AND ANALYZING OF FOKKER
27 MACHINES POWER AND ENERGY CALCULATIONS
A. Power of single machine
Power
= 1835 Hp; if 1 HP= 746 watt, so the power
of machine is = 1835 x 746 watt = 1369 kW
B. Energy for a single machine
the formula
with :

: P = Q/T
P = power (watt)
Q = energy (kWh)
T = time (hour)
The energy produced by the engine is :
Q = P x T = 1369 kW x 1 hour = 1369 kWh

(1)

C. Fuel usage
Specification Fuel Consumption (SFC) = 0,728 lb/HP/h
The fuels for single engine = 1835 x 0,728 = 1335,88
The Assumptions distance Surabaya and Jakarta ±
900km. The time required is 2.5 hours. The fuels for twin
machines per-hour is 666 x 2 = 1332 liters/hour, so for 2.5
hours is used as fuel:
Total Consumption = Fuel consumption per hour x time (2)
= 1332 x 2,5 = 3330 liters for distance
900 km.

Figure 2. (A) Panel cabin without a pilot

So consumption per kilometer is:
Consumption
= Total consumption / Distance
= 3330 / 900 = 3,7 liters/km
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D. The mileage of aircraft
Tank capacity is owned 5000 liters. So Foker-27 aircraft to fly
the farthest distance is :
Distance = Tank Capacity/Consumption every kilometers.
= 5000/3,7
= 1351 km
(3)
With flying time :
Flying Time = Tank Capacity/Consumption every kilometers.
= 5000 / 1332 = 3,75 hours (4)
E. Alternator frequency calculation
From formula: f = p.n / 60
(5)
With
: f = frekwensi (Hz)
p = the number of pairs of poles
n = speed of rotation (rpm)
Because altenator has 6 poles and the machine is 8000 rpm,
the frequency of the alternator generated :
f = 3 x 8000 / 60 = 400 Hz
F. Speed Alternator
a. The ratio of engine speed versus alternator are:
Engine : Alternator
Rotation of Alternator

= 1 : 0,672 ; so, if the engine speed
is 12,000 rpm, then :
= 12000 x 0,672 = 8064 rpm

b. Torque than the engine alternator is
Engine torque

Alternator torque
Engine alternator

= power / (2S x rotation / 60) (6)
= 1369 kW / ( 2S x 12000 / 60)
= 1089,4 N
= (12 VA/0,9) / (2S x 8064 / 60)
= 15,79 N
= 1089,4: 15,79

So which is used to drive altenator for:
= (15,79 / 1089,4) x 100% = 1,45%
Power used = 1,45 x 1369 kW = 19,85 kW
The above calculation in accordance with the installed
generator capacity, to 12 kVA.
G. Battery
The batteries used are nickel-cadmium batteries with a
capacity of 40 Ah. Charging required is 140% of capacity
rating 5 hours so, the charging current is needed:
= Capacity (Ah) / time
(7)
Icharge
= 40 Ah / 5 hour = 8 Ampere
So, to achieve 140 %, than: 140 % Capacity = 140 % x 40 Ah
= 56 Ah

The time required for charging is
T = 140 % Capacity / Icharge
= 56 Ah / 8 A
=7h
H. Power and efficiency inverter
a. Generated power inverter is:
P=VxI
with : P = Power (VA)
V = Tension (Volt)
I = Flow (ampere)
For phase I, the power generated :
Pin = 27, 5 x 106 = 2915 VA
Pout= 115 x 13,1 = 1506,5 VA
With an efficiency of :
K= Pout / Pin, x 100 %
(10)
= 1506,5 / 2915 x 100%
= 51,68%

(8)

(9)

b. Power to 3 phase
Generated power: The current generated by phase 3 phase
selector is 9.1 A, the current flows are:
I = 3 x Iphasa = 15,76
For the third phase, the power generated:
Pin
= 27,5 x 116 = 3190 VA
Pout
= 115x15,76 = 1812,4 VA
With an efficiency of:
K= Pout / Pin x 100 %
= 1812,4 / 3190 x 100 %
= 56,8 %
I. Expense analysis
Altenator used on Foker-27 aircraft at the Air Squadron 2 was
used for:
Heating equipment (heating), covering is:
a. Extra Cockpit Heating = 5,5 Ampere
b. Windshield De-Icing = 7,5 Ampere
c. Power de-icing unit consisting of :
- Air Intake Continuous = 3,5 Ampere
- Air Intake Cycle = 19,7 Ampere
- Propeller Blade dan Spinning Cycle = 24,2 Ampere
Load rating safety is used attached to the equipment. To load
Air Intake Cycle and Propeller blade alternately stated, so for
the calculation of the largest taken Propeller Blade.
a. Total current used is 40,7 A.
b. Maximum current is generated altenator
P = 3.V.I
I = 12000/ ( 3 x 208) = 33,3 A
In this analysis, it appears that the altenator is used is not
sufficient when compared with the load attached. The
difference is due to differences in the burden of manual list
maintenance (Maintenance Manual) and manual repairs /
maintenance (Overhaul Manual) because at the Air Squadron
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2 used Foker-27 aircraft with the old type altenator (12 KVA),
while the Handbook is used has been revised by the Vendor
(the company that made the plane) concerned (15 KVA). In
this case, should the Air Squadron 2 change or modify the
aircraft used, However as the aircraft used are considered to
meet the eligibility standards flying, then the modification is
still not necessary see figure 3 about specification Fokker F-27
Indonesian Air Force.

the new load to improve the performance of the aircraft.
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Figure 3. Specifications of the Fokker 27
IV.

CONCLUSION

From the calculation and analysis of the performance of
Alternator 115/208 Volt, 400 Hz, 12 KVA aircraft Fokker-27
on Air Squadron 2, it can be summed up as follows :
1. Altenator used on Fokker-27 aircraft Air Squadron 2 is
minimized with a large enough power (12 kVA). This
can be achieved with a high frequency (400 Hz), in order
to get a small physical size.
2. Altenator used should be 15 kVA (corresponding
maintenance manual). Altenator used now 12 kVA at 0.9
lagging power factor is time modified in accordance with
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Abstract – Spiral resonator (SR) structure is used in many
microstrip antenna design due to its unique properties, such as
negative permeability value as an artificial magnetic inclusion.
This paper present the formulation of the radiation pattern of
the microstrip antenna with single patch SR shaped structure
using linear array model of n nonisotropic similar point
sources. The linear array is assumed by modeling of each
stripline of the spiral with length l and width w as a
nonisotropic point source. The result of this approach is
compared to the simulation result through CST software and it
shows the similarity between both results for the same N.
Moreover, with both w and s are constant; the radiation level
tends to increase with the increasement of N.
Keywords : Spiral Resonator; Radiation Pattern; Linear
Array Approach

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile communication needs portable device with
characteristics such as compact, light and small size. To
achieve this requirement, many research on size reduction of
microstrip antanna has been conducted such as [1]–[2].
Commonly, the dimensional miniaturization of the
microstrip antenna has been done by using the high
permitivity substrate. However, if the high permitivity
substrate is used to design microstrip antenna, this will
increase the surface wave which will impact to the reduction
of gain, efficiency, and bandwidth parameters. To solve
these problems, the negative permeability or Miu Negative
(MNG) material is used to design the microstrip antenna.
MNG material has unique properties, such as no wave
absorbsion or transmission in this material, so that it is
suitable used to miniaturize the micostrip antenna
dimension. Generally, the MNG microstructure is shaped as
split ring resonator (SRR) or spiral resonator (SR), both are
the artificial magnetic inclusion [3]–[4]. The SR structure is
better than the SRR due to dimensional reduction. Bilotti
[5]–[6] has presented the lumped element model to calculate
the R, L, C calculation of SRR and SR structures and give
the L, C, and resonance frequency values to the variation of
the spiral turn number N. However, these model can not be
used to calculate and predict the radiation pattern.
Therefore, this paper discusses the formulation of the

radiation pattern of the microstrip antenna with single patch
SR shaped structure as linear array approach.
II.

SR LOOP PLANAR STRUCTURE

To derive the radiation pattern formulation, consider the
single patch SR structure with N loop as shown in Fig. 1(a).
This structure is assumed as a planar loop that has a
continuous path. The single patch SR structure is a square
loop with the length of each stripline ln, where n is the
number of stripline as nonisotropic similar point sources, N is
total amount of the spiral turn, w is the stripline width, and s
is a gap between stripline. Therefore, using N variation and
w, s, and inner radius parameters that defined constant, the
different length of each stripline due to inward turning of
spiral can be calculated. For the linearly array model, s is
assumed to be equally distant. For further analysis, the planar
loop as shown in Fig. 1(a) can be assumed geometrically as
linear arrays of n nonisotropic similar point sources at the XZ or Y-Z plane and the vector addition of E field as shown in
Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c), respectively. The length of stripline
at the X-Z plane can be calculated as l1 = 5(w + s), l2 = 3(w +
s), l3 = (w + s), l4 = l3 + (w + s), l5 = l4 + 2(w + s), l6 = l5 + 2(w
+ s); while at the Y-Z plane one is l1 = 6(w + s), l2 = 4(w + s),
l3 = 2(w + s), l4 = l3 + (w + s), l5 = l4 + 2(w + s), l6 = l5 + (w +
s).
Consider to substitute the slot line [7] with the stripline,
the radiation pattern can be formulated as

EI

ª§ 2S l ·
º
¸¸ cos T »
sin «¨¨
O
2
¹
¬©
¼
I0
§ 2S l1 ·
¨
¸ cos T
© O 2¹

ET

ª§ 2S w ·
º
¸¸ cos I »
sin «¨¨
O
2
©
¹
¬
¼
I0
§ 2S w1 ·
¨
¸ cos I
© O 2¹

;

(1)

If the (1) is applied to Fig. 1, then the nth stripline E is :
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º
ª§ 2S ln ·
sin «¨
¸ cos T »
2
O
¹
¬©
¼
I0
§ 2S ln ·
¨
¸ cos T
© O 2¹

EI 0 n

;

(2)
ª§ 2S wn ·
º
sin «¨
¸ cos I »
© O 2 ¹
¬
¼
I0
§ 2S wn ·
¨
¸ cos I
© O 2 ¹

ET 0 n

According to the electric current direction at each stripline,
the electric current at the 1st up to 3rd striplines are opposite
with the electric current at the 4th up to 6th striplines. If the
electric current at the 4th up to 6th striplines are positive, then
the electric current at the 1st up to 3rd striplines are negative.
The radiation pattern of each nonisotropic point source can be
formulated :

EIn

 EI 0 n e j n 1 \ ; 1 d n d N ;

EIn

 EI 0 n e j n 1 \ ; N  n d 2 N

ETn

 ET 0 n e j n 1 \ ; 1 d n d N ;

ETn

 ET 0 n e j n 1 \ ; N  n d 2 N

y

w
s

(3)

I

6
where :

5

\

4
ln 1

2

4

3

5

6

2
1

O

sin T ; d

s

0 . 5 mm ; N t 2

(4)

The radiation pattern of linear array of nonisotropic similar
point sources is the product of the pattern of the individual
source and the pattern of linear array of isotropic point
sources, having the same locations, relative amplitudes and
phases as the nonisotropic point sources. The individual
nonisotropic source or antenna may be of finite size but can
be considered as a point source situated at the point in the
antenna to which phase is referred. Therefore, the total
radiation pattern of the single patch SR structure can be
formulated :

3

0

2S d

x

ln
(a)
z

EI , SR

N

2N

n 1

n! N

N

2N

n 1

n! N

¦ EIn  ¦ EIn ;
(5)

ET , SR
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4

x

5

x

6

x
y

s
(b)

If the (2) to (4) are applied to the (5), and by splitting its
real and imaginary parts, then the radiation pattern of EI,SR
and ET,SR can be solved.
III.

(c)



Fig. 1 (a) Single Patch SR Structure as a Continuous Loop (N=3, w=3 mm,
s=1 mm, inner radius 1 mm); (b) Linear Array of Six Nonisotropic Similar
Point Sources for X-Z or Y-Z Plane; (c) Vector Addition of E Field for n=5
[8]

¦ ETn  ¦ ETn

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the comparison of the radiation pattern between the
simulation and the linear array approach, the microstrip
antenna with single patch SR structure is designed at FR4
substrate with thickness 1.6 mm, Hr = 4.3 and Pr = 1. The
microstrip antenna is designed without the ground plane for
both the simulation and linear array approach. The single
patch SR characteristic due to the variation of w and s
parameters through CST simulation is shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 2. The parameter variation of w and s shows similar
radiation pattern, with a slight difference of amplitude level
of the E field.
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TABLE I. SINGLE PATCH SR CHARACTERISTICS USING CST SIMULATOR
WITH W AND S VARIATIONS

the radiation pattern problem of the microstrip antenna with
single patch spiral resonator structure.

Single Patch SR, N = 3
Parameters

Freq (GHz)

w=
3

2.325

s=
1

w=
3

2.175

s=
2

w=
2

2.400

s=
3

w=
2.5

2.290

S11 (dB)

–23

–25

–25

–25

BW (MHz)

150

181

251

215

E (V/m)

4.3

4.1

4.5

3.8

Pattern

s=
2.5

Similar





(a)


Fig. 2 Radiation Pattern of Single Pacth SR with w and s Variation Using
CST Simulation

Figure 3 shows the radiation pattern for w = 3 mm and s = 1
mm. The radiation pattern is obtained by using CST
simulation and linear array approch from (5). The simulation
results using CST software are compared to the achieved
result of the absolut values from linear array approach as
shown in Fig. 3 (a) for X-Z plane and Fig. 3 (b) for Y-Z
plane. The radiation pattern using linear array approach has
the similarity with the radiation pattern using the CST
simulation for the same N at boresight direction. The
radiation level tends to increase with the increasement of N
for both approaches. The difference at the sidelobes occur
due to the different method between CST simulation and
linear array approach. The radiation pattern simulated with
CST Studio Suite uses the finite difference time domain
(FDTD) with finite integration technique (FIT) algorithm
and cartesian mesh but with much improved PBA (perfect
boundary approximation), whereas the calculation of the
radiation pattern proposed uses the linear array of point
source method. Table 2 shows the difference value of the
side lobe level between CST simulation and linear array
approach from r900 to r1800. From Table 2, the minimum
average value difference occurs for N = 7. Therefore with
the incresement of N, it does not show a more accurate
sidelobe level of radiation pattern. Thus, the proposed linear
array approach can be used as an alternative method to solve

(b)
Fig. 3 Comparation of Radiation Pattern Between Linear Array Approach
and Simulation Results: (a) X-Z Plane; (b) Y-Z Plane
TABLE II. LEVEL DIFFERENCE OF RADIATION PATTERN BETWEEN CST
SIMULATION AND LINEAR ARRAY APPROACH
Theta/
Degree

Level Difference of Radiation Pattern
N=3

N=5

N=7

N = 10

r180

2.5967

1.8013

0.4705

1.2794

r170

2.6058

1.8159

0.4976

1.2096

r160

2.5779

1.7890

0.5380

1.0098

r150

2.4850

1.6969

0.5392

0.6346

r140

2.3473

1.5707

0.5079

0.0730

r130

2.1811

1.4333

0.4666

0.5689

r120

1.9969

1.2973

0.4281

0.8762

r110

1.8018

1.1685

0.3973

0.7611

r100

1.6007

1.0473

0.3738

0.5562

r90
Average
Value
Difference

1.3964

0.9305

0.3539

0.3377

2.1590

1.4551

0.4573

0.7306
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The radiation pattern characteristics of single patch SR
structure have been studied using linear array approach
synthesis. The computation results have been verified by
simulation using CST Microwave Studio which shows good
agreement. Therefore, this approach can be used as the
alternative method to provide field pattern.
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Abstract—This paper discusses the investigation of bandwidth
enhancement for microstrip rectangular patch antenna by
putting up multiple slots etched on the patch. The technique is
proposed in overcoming the nature characteristic of microstrip
patch antenna which has narrowband bandwidth response. Here,
the antenna is designed to work at center frequency around
1.6GHz for GPS application. The patch of antenna is fed by using
a microstrip transmission line feeding network extended from a
center pin of 50Ohm SMA connector. The number of slots etched
on the patch is set to be 13 which are separated 3mm each other.
The 13 slots which have different length for each are arranged in
parallel with the feeding line. To shows the feasibility of proposed
technique, the characteristics of microstrip patch antenna with
multiple slots are compared to the conventional microstrip patch
antenna. Both antennas are implemented using FR-4 Epoxy
dielectric substrates with the dimension of 55mm x 80mm and the
thickness of 1.6mm. From the characterization, although there
are some slight differences of simulation and measurement
results, in general the microstrip patch antenna with multiple
slots demonstrates bandwidth enhancement up to 98.3% and
70.8% for simulated result and measured result, respectively.
Keywords— Bandwidth enhancement,
antenna, microstrip, multiple slots technique

I.

rectangular

patch

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, numerous applications developed from
patch array which is deployed by employing printed circuit
board (PCB) have been widely implemented in wireless
communication devices [1]-[3]. Due to the planar structure of
patch array which is deployable on some dielectric substrate,
the use of patch element and its array are becoming popular for
practitioners involved in the design of RF components [3]-[4].
The applications include the use of microstrip patch antenna in
various shapes also referred as patch antenna, which is
developed based on microstrip technology. In addition to have
the portability aspect, this type of antenna has some advantages
such as easy to be incorporated with other planar structure, low
cost in realization, and robust for the implementation on rigid
surfaces [5]-[6]. Furthermore, the antenna is also able to be
easily produced both in linear and circular polarizations, and
has the capability to provide dual-band, multiband, and
wideband frequency responses [7]-[8].

Unfortunately, the transverse dimension of microstrip patch
antenna cannot be made arbitrarily short, since a regular patch
antenna will have resonant frequency when its linear transverse
dimension is of the order of one-half wavelength. Moreover,
the microstrip antenna has also some disadvantages such as
low gain, low efficiency, high loss, narrow bandwidth. Some
efforts to overcome those disadvantages have been investigated
numerically and experimentally. In [9]-[10], microstrip patch
antennas with parasitic patch substrate have been proposed to
improve the overall gain and bandwidth response. Hence, the
similar attempt to enhance the bandwidth response has been
conducted by employing parallel feeds to the L-probe coupled
single layer patch antenna and metamaterials [11]-[12].
In connection with overcoming disadvantages of microstrip
antenna especially for widening the bandwidth response, in this
paper, the bandwidth enhancement is proposed by utilizing
multiple slots technique over the patch of antenna. The antenna
is designed to operate at frequency of 1.6GHz for GPS (Global
Positioning System) application. Actually, the characteristic
bandwidth of microstrip antenna which is naturally narrow is
almost affected by the use of dielectric substrate with some
relative permittivity. However, since the use of dielectric
substrate for the deployment of patch antenna is unavoidable
thing, therefore the possibility effort is by handling the patch
through some treatments. Here, the rectangular type is used as
the shape of patch as well as the shape of slot for investigation.
Meanwhile, the permittivity of dielectric substrate used for the
antenna deployment is 4.2 realized using an FR-4 Epoxy
substrate. The antenna which has the dimension of 80mm
length and 55mm width is fed by use of a microstrip
transmission line feeding network which is extended from a
center pin of 50Ohm SMA connector. Hence, the number of
slots is set to be 13 which are separated 2mm each other.
Before designing and characterizing the antenna, a theoretical
background which explains the correlation between the slot and
the bandwidth will be briefly introduced. Then the design of
microstrip patch antennas with and without slots is described.
Some basic parameters of antenna especially the bandwidth as
the focus of investigation will be observed in which the design
result will be compared and verified with the experimental
measurement. Some discussion related to the characterization
results will be presented consecutively.

This work is partially supported by the Research Grant from ITB under
the scheme program of Research and Innovation 2013.
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II.

BRIEF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

An approximation of equivalent circuit model for
rectangular microstrip patch antenna with slots is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The antenna is constructed of a ground plane at the
bottom side of dielectric substrate and a radiating element, i.e.
rectangular patch, connected to microstrip line feeding network
at the top side. The feeding network uses a quarter-wavelength
matching impedance to minimize the impedance mismatch
between the impedance of connector and the impedance of
rectangular patch contact point. The equivalent circuit model
consists of Lp as the inductance of connector’s probe and
feeding network, and the RLC circuit as the approximately
model of rectangular patch. Hence, each slot is approximately
modeled by using a combination of LssCss series connected to
another LspCsp shunt which produces a characteristic of
bandpass filter. The approximation model of slot is coupled to
the rectangular patch through the patch inductor.
feeding network
dielectric
substrate

rectangular patch

rectangular patch

Css

slot

Lss
Csp

Lsp
Zin
R

C

L

(b) approximation of equivalent circuit model
Fig. 1. Rectangular microstrip patch antenna with slots and its approximation
of equivalent circuit model

From the equivalent circuit model, the resonant frequency
of microstrip rectangular patch antenna without slots can be
determined from the value of inductance (L) and capacitance
(C) as expressed in (1). Hence the value of patch resistance (R)
influences to the quality factor and bandwidth of antenna. By
providing a number of slots over the patch, as a consequence
the resonant frequency is affected as the patch inductance
changes. However, the effect can be elaborated to be
synchronized by taking the shape of slot to be able resonates at
the same resonant frequency.
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In other term, the Q factor of patch antenna exists due to
the conductor loss of patch (Qc) for the nmth mode and the
dielectric loss of substrate (Qd) as expressed in (4) [13].
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Due to the presence of slots, the Q factor of patch antenna
with slots in (3) decreases as the value of patch inductance
increases. This can also be figured out that the existence of
slots evokes the decrease of patch area which affect to the
conductor loss of patch and the dielectric loss of substrate in
(4), as a result the Q factor decreases. By the decrease of Q
factor, therefore, the bandwidth (BW) of patch antenna in (2)
increased accordingly.

(a) rectangular microstrip patch antenna with slots

Lp



where Hr, Vd and hd are parameters related to the dielectric
substrate, i.e. relative permittivity, conductivity and thickness,
respectively. Whilst, Vc and Gc are patch conductivity and skin
depth, respectively. Hence, E0, Enm, Z, and Z0 are propagation
constant at resonant frequency, propagation constant for nmth
mode, working radian frequency, and surface impedance of
antenna, respectively.

slots

slot

The correlation of bandwidth (BW) and quality factor (Q)
of patch antenna are denoted in (2), where the bandwidth is
defined for voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) value < 2. By
using the equivalent circuit model, the Q factor of patch
antenna without slot can be determined as written in (3).



III. DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION
Figure 2 shows the illustration of rectangular microstrip
patch antenna with and without slots which are designed on
FR-4 Epoxy dielectric substrates with relative permittivity of
4.2 and thickness of 1.6mm. The antenna is designed to work
around the resonant frequency of 1.6GHz for GPS application.
Based on equations in [8], the patch dimension can be
determined theoretically by including value of relative
permittivity, fringing extension length and thickness of
dielectric substrate in calculation. After some parametrical
studies, the patch dimension takes the length of 44.5mm and
the width of 45mm. The width of patch is slightly wider than
the length to obtain the better bandwidth characteristic for
some mode of resonance. Hence the total dimension of antenna
including feeding network is 80mm length and 55mm width.
The patch is then fed using microstrip transmission line as
feeding network which is extended from a center pin of 50Ohm
SMA connector. In addition to be a feeding network,
microstrip transmission line also acts as matching impedance
circuit between the impedance of connector and contact point
of rectangular patch, therefore it takes a dimension of a quarterwavelength with the width of 1.2mm.
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45

28

1

44.5
2
40

23
1.2

patch
feeding line
(a) conventional

dielectric
substrate
(b) with slots

Fig. 2. Illustration of rectangular microstrip patch antennas (unit in mm)

For microstrip patch antenna with multiple slots, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), the number of slots over the patch is set to be 13
which are separated 3mm each other from its center line. The
13 slots which are arranged in parallel with the feeding line
have different length where the outer slot has 2mm shorter than
each the inner consecutive slot. The longest and the shortest
slots are 40mm and 28 mm, respectively. In the design, the
patch of antenna, microstrip line feeding network and ground
plane are made of copper metal with the thicknesses of
0.035mm. To obtain an accurate design, copper conductive loss
with Vc of 5.8 x 107 S/m and the dielectric loss with tanG of
0.02 are taken into account Then, both designs of microstrip
patch antenna are characterized numerically to obtain their
characteristic responses.
The numerical characterization results of both antennas are
depicted in Figs. 3-6 for reflection coefficient, VSWR, gain,
and radiation pattern, respectively. From the coefficient
reflection in Fig. 3, it shows that the center frequency of
antenna with slots is shifted to higher frequency around
15MHz compared to the conventional antenna. Hence, the
working bandwidth depicted in Fig. 4 for the antenna with slots
at VSWR < 2 is 692MHz which is wider 34.3MHz MHz than
the working bandwidth of conventional antenna, i.e. 34.9MHz.
It could be noted that the working bandwidth of antenna with
slots is almost 100% enhanced from the conventional one.
Unfortunately the gain of antenna with slots is relatively lower
for all frequency ranges. Whilst from Fig. 6, it is seen that the
radiation pattern of both antennas is almost similar each other
with slightly difference in the magnitude.

2

1
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with 13 slots

0
1.4

1.5

1.6
1.7
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Fig. 4. Simulated results of VSWR for both patch antennas
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Fig. 5. Simulated results of gain for both patch antennas
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Fig. 6. Simulated results of radiation patterns for both patch antennas
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Fig. 3. Simulated results of reflection coefficient for both patch antennas

MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS COMPARISON

To verify the numerical characterization, hardware
realizations of rectangular microstrip patch antennas without
and with slots are carried out by fabricating the designed
antennas on FR-4 Epoxy dielectric substrate through wet
etching technique. Figure 7 shows a picture of fabricated patch
antennas without slot (right) and with 13 slots (left) for
experimental characterization.
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Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

4

3

2

1

conventional
with 13 slots
0
1.4

Fig. 7. Fabricated rectangular microstrip patch antennas for measurement;
right is conventional patch antenna; left is patch antenna with 13 slots.

Whilst from the measured VSWR results shown in Fig. 9,
the measured working bandwidths also show the similar trend
as the numerical results. The measured working bandwidth of
patch antenna with slots for VSWR < 2 is 53.3MHz. This
bandwidth is 22.1MHz wider than of the conventional patch
antenna, i.e. 31.2MHz, so the bandwidth enhancement achieves
70.8%. In comparison with the numerical result, the measured
bandwidth enhancement is smaller. This is probably affected
by the inaccuracy of fabricated slots which have probably
narrower dimension than the design one. As the narrower
dimension of slot, the higher Q factor is produced; therefore the
narrower bandwidth is obtained.
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Fig. 10. Measured and simulated results of gain for both patch antennas
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Fig. 9. Measured and simulated results of VSWR for both patch antennas
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Figure 8 plots the measured reflection coefficient of both
fabricated antennas with the numerical characterization results
as comparison. It is seen that the both fabricated antennas have
better characteristic responses than the design ones; however
with the center frequencies are shifted less than 10MHz to the
higher frequency. The difference is mostly evoked by the value
of relative permittivity used in the numerical design which is
slightly higher than the value in the measurement. The
measured resonant frequency of patch antenna with slots is
1.642GHz which is higher 2MHz than the measured
conventional patch antenna, i.e. 1.64GHz. The achievement of
frequency shift is better than the numerical result of 15MHz.
Nevertheless, the measured results of reflection coefficient
have good agreements qualitatively with the simulation results
for all frequency ranges.

Sim. Exp.

160

240
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180

180
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Fig. 11. Measured and simulated results of radiation patterns for both patch
antennas
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Fig. 8. Measured and simulated results of reflection coefficient for both
patch antennas

In the overall gain result as plotted in Fig. 10, it is seen that
around resonant frequency, the measured gain for both
antennas is higher than the numerical results, whereas in other
frequency ranges are lower. Similar as the numerical result, the
measured gain of patch antenna with slots is also lower, i.e.
less than 2dB, around the resonant frequency and the higher
frequency band compared to the conventional patch antenna,
but at the lower frequency band the overall gain is higher.
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Hence from Fig. 11, it can be understood that the utilization of
slots over the patch of antenna has no effect significantly to the
radiation pattern both for E-plane and H-plane. In spite of
radiated power in some direction has distortion in the
magnitude, however, both results for numerical and
experimental characterizations show good agreements each
other. This is an advantage of utilizing multiple slots technique
which is usable to improve the working bandwidth of
rectangular microstrip patch antenna.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The bandwidth enhancement of microstrip rectangular
patch antenna by implementing multiple slots technique has
been investigated numerically and experimentally. It has been
successfully demonstrated by experimental characterization
that the multiple slots, here was 13 slots, could improve the
working bandwidth of conventional patch antenna up to 70.8%
without affecting remarkably the resonant frequency, gain as
well as the radiation pattern. Whilst from the numerical
characterization, the bandwidth enhancement has achieved up
to 98.3%. Although, there were some discrepancies in term of
resonant frequency, bandwidth, gain, and radiation pattern
between the numerical and the experimental characterizations,
however, in general it could be concluded that the proposed
technique has been successfully applied for bandwidth
enhancement of rectangular microstrip patch antenna and
should be implementable for other patch antenna shapes.
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Abstract—The constructions of the novel and robust lungs
antennas were examined. Several kinds of the lungs patch
structure antennas were numerically computed, fabricated and
tested. A number of the lungs antenna models were designed to
be suitable for large varieties of modern wireless communication
applications including mobile computing devices, GPS-SAR,
LTE, detection and sensing networks, satellite communications,
and other cellular mobile peripherals. In this paper, each
designed antenna was evaluated through a certain corresponding
resonant frequency, i.e. 1.2 GHz, 1.98 GHz and ISM band 2.4-2.5
GHz. The fabrication step was performed using a simple and
straightforward method that commonly applied in printing a
PCB. The most advantageous of the constructed antenna lied not
only on its robust and unique electrical properties but it also has
a compact and reconfigurable physical structure to meet the
required technical specifications.
Keywords—Lungs patch structure, UAV, GPS-SAR, LTE, and
biological inspired antenna

I.

INTRODUCTION

The high availability of such rapid data transfer provided
through a microwave transmission media in the modern
communication networks has boosted the popularity of
wireless technologies access. This may also attract more
consistent innovation and intensive development of antenna
systems. The antenna has in fact emerged as a vital element on
the wireless networking. Most wireless applications require
miniaturization or improved performance. Thus, it is required
an antenna that has excellent performance, easy installation and
inexpensive costs. A patch antenna structure can meet such
criteria. It has several advantages such as low profile and low
cost of fabrication. Due to the compactness and resistance to
extreme environments (ruggedness) its use in other fields such
as in aerospace and satellite applications has received much
attention. The radiator layer model of the patch antenna
structure is commonly in the form of rectangles, squares,
circles, ellipses and triangles [1-5].
In this study, the uncommon form of the radiating element,
inspired from the actual life environment [4, 6-7], were
constructed and examined. The new patch structure is socalled lungs antenna. The antenna models were constructed
from the conventional patch forms including four elliptical
and some rectangular patches. Benefits of this antenna
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Student Association of Electrical Engineering Department
Faculty of Engineeing, Hasanuddin University, Makassar,
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radiating layer includes capable of the compact construction
and its easy way to be reconfigured to meet certain technical
parameters such as return loss (S11), patterns, impedance
bandwidth, VSWR and axial ratio. In addition, its electrical
properties are very sensitive to change due to the alteration of
various physical parameters such as the location of the RF
input port, the length (L) and the width (W) of the RFtransmission line and the effective surface area of the radiator
(see Figure 1). In construction, these parameters should be set
appropriately and accurately in order to obtain the optimal
performance.
This paper outlines several current researches and
development of lungs antenna prototype intended to be
deployed in various wireless communications. There are three
areas of concern where the studies are focused. These include,
for instance, the GPS-SAR antenna technology onboard an
autonomous spacecraft, nanosatellite antenna system for the
telemetry application, and LTE technology. However, not all
the constructed lungs antennas of these applications will be
fully presented and discussed in this paper, but only the
designed antennas intended for GPS-SAR and LTE
applications that will be extensively evaluated.
II.

ANTENNAS MODELING, TESTING AND EVALUATION

The radiating element of a typical lungs antenna model has
been constructed through the addition and subtraction
algorithms to the common patch radiating layer including some
elliptical and rectangular forms during the numerical
computing process using FEM-HFSS Version 13. Several
models of lungs radiating element were created to meet a
particular wireless application. The experimental evaluations
were also performed to all antenna models. The descriptive
discussions of the lungs antennas fundamental operation are
presented in the following sub-sections.
As described in Figure 1, the lungs shape antenna consists
of three layers, i.e. the top lungs shape conducting layer, the
dielectric material, and the ground plane. The type of dielectric
materials used to construct the antenna systems was the one has
r 4.4 (FR4-Epoxy) and the loss tangent 0.021 and the
thickness h 1.6 mm. In the construction of a single lungs
structure, the ground plane and the dielectric substrate size
were flexibly altered to meet a certain resonant frequency. For
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exactly the same substrate material type and thickness, FR4Epoxy (1.6 mm thickness) as for instance, the smaller the size
of the ground plane and the dielectric layer tends to produce the
higher resonant frequency. This, off course, directly relates to
the intended wireless network application. However, the
dimension of those lungs antenna elements will significantly
increase while the array configuration is set-up. In order to
design two lungs patch array from its initial single lungs patch
structure the required size of the ground plane and dielectric,
respectively, is almost double. The size comparison of the
ground plane and dielectric substrate to configure the designed
lungs array and its corresponding particular application is
tabulated in Table I.
A single lungs patch antenna as depicted in Figures 1, 2 (a)
and 2 (c) exploited the excellent advantages of the coaxial edge
feeding technique to feed RF-power to the whole lungs alike
radiating layer. As clearly visualized in the figures, a copper 50
 SMA connector was soldered exactly in the middle position
at one edge side of a double layers PCB material. In the
transmit mode, the RF-energy fed from this connector will be
transported through the short transmission line of L length (see
Figure 1). The wave power will be equally divided by the
passive patch splitter structure [5] of W width before entering
the two identical lungs conducting layers. These top
conducting layers perform two functions i.e. transmitting and
receiving of RF-wave. However, an opposite RF wave
processing is performed as the antenna working in the receive
mode.

must be performed on the constructed lungs antenna structure
to meet certain technical specifications. For instance, to
produce the excellent axial ratio (AR) 2.3 and 2.29 dB as
previously tabulated in Table 2, three methods were applied
on constructing the more powerful lungs patch array. First
technique is by inserting a passive phase shifter [5] to a
feeding line of the lungs linear array (see Figures 2 (b) and 2
(d)). The feeding port was set-up in the parallel configuration
[1, 8]. Second technique adopted to achieve the required AR,
the little conducting patch layer of the circle or circular form
should be generated during the HFSS optimization process
and used to subtract the two identical lungs patch structures. In
practical, the size of the circle (or circular) patch form will
determine the value of AR generated. The last technique is to
optimize RF-port position along one edge side of the lungs
patch structure (see Figure 2 (b)). With having those two axial
ratio values it is guaranteed that the lungs antenna may work
in the circular polarization property.
The electrical properties as outlined in Table II including
S11, impedance bandwidth, VSWR, axial ratio (AR),
beamwidth, and pattern were recorded at the antenna resonant
frequency for each particular application. The 3D-patterns of
the single element and the two elements of the constructed
lungs antennas, both for GPS-SAR and LTE applications are
illustratively presented in Figure 3. Based on those figures, it
is clearly shown that gain and directivity of the optimized
lungs array outperformed the single lungs design.
The reflection coefficient (S11) profiles of the constructed
GPS-SAR and LTE-BTS antennas, both the simulated and
measured S11, are depicted in Figures 4 (a-b). All the measured
S11 were recorded using VNA E5071C. From these figures, it
has been shown that the constructed lungs antennas have met
the required technical specifications working at certain
frequency operation, i.e. 1.2 and 1.98 GHz, respectively. As
tabulated in Table II, all the designed lungs antennas whether
a single element or two elements array, are capable to generate
the impedance bandwidth approximately 40 MHz to more than
100 MHz. While, the impedance matching are quite good
where the VSWR achieved is from 1.05 to 2.

Fig. 1. Lungs shape antenna structure: (i) top view and (ii) side view
TABLE I: DIMENSION COMPARISON OF THE GROUND PLANE AND
DIELECTRIC LAYER CONSTRUCTED IN AN ARRAY CONFIGURATION.
Typical Applications
Antenna array of 2.5
GHz nanosatellite
telemetry [4]
Two elements array
LTE 1.96 GHz
Two elements array
GPS-SAR 1.2 GHz

Ground Plane and Dielectric
Layer Size
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
93.52
160

300

480

280

495

In order to develop the antenna array for a particular
application such as for the deployment in GPS-SAR, LTE and
nanosatellite systems [4] an extensive optimization procedure

The S11 parameters of the designed GPS-SAR antenna are
depicted in Figure 4.(a). Both the simulated and measured S11,
whether single lungs element or two lungs elements array,
exhibited very close agreement within the intended operation
frequency 1.2 GHz. The simulated single element of the lungs
patch structure produces the impedance bandwidth of
approximately 50 MHz while the two elements (both
simulated and measured ones) exceed 100 MHz. Even though,
the designed antenna is classified as the narrowband antenna
(less than 8% bandwidth) however to fulfill such practical
sensing, recording and transmitting the earth surface image or
other environmental parameters (e.g. temperature, humidity,
rain intensity and so on) from an UAV (unmanned aerial
vehicle) to a ground station this available bandwidth is
sufficiently enough.
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The broader bandwidth of the designed lungs antennas for
LTE-BTS 1.98 GHz application was obtained by configuring
the single element of lungs patch structure into two elements
array. The improvement of bandwidth achieved is more than
200%. The S11 profiles of the LTE-BTS antenna design is
visualized in Figure 4.(b). Conceptually, the constructed
antennas, both single element and array, provide the
impedance bandwidth of 50 MHz and larger than 220 MHz,
respectively. The bandwidth according to the measured S11 is
approximately 80 MHz. However, this bandwidth will
increase to more than 220 MHz while the 1.8 GHz and 2.2
GHz frequency operations are also considered.

authors would like to deliver our sincere thank to Mr. Danang
Santoso and Mr. Ade Chandra for the generous helps and
discussions to develop the previous investigated lungs patch
antenna models to meet the intended wireless applications.
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TABLE II: ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THREE DIFFERENT LUNGS PATCH ANTENNA MODELS AND THE POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS.

Electrical Properties
Reflection coefficient
(dB)

Impedance bandwidth
(MHz)
VSWR
Axial Ratio (dB)
Beamwidth (0)

FTBR (dB)

Nanosatellite Application
Number of Lungs Patch Element
Single
Two Elements
- 14.36
-22.99
(simulated)/
(simulated)/
- 21.99
-12.52
(measured)
(measured)
50 (simulated)/
53 (simulated)/
50 (measured)
53 (measured)
< 2 (simulated)/ 1.15 (simulated)/
1.17 (measured)
1.6 (measured)
7.2 (simulated)
Approx. 120
Approx. 70
(simulated)/
(simulated)/
Approx. 80
Approx. 80
(measured)
(measured)
Approx. 15
Approx. 14
(simulated)/
(simulated)/
Approx. 15
Approx. 5
(measured)
(measured)

GPS-SAR Application
Number of Lungs Patch Element
Single
Two Elements
-32.23
-17.969
(simulated)/
(simulated)/
-12.141
-12.032
(measured)
(measured)
50 (simulated)/ >100 (simulated)
50 (measured) />100(measured)
1.05 simulated)/ 1.29 (simulated)
1.85 (measured) /1.69 (measured)
2.3 (simulated)
Approx. 90
Approx. 45
(simulated)/ NA (simulated)/ NA

LTE System
Number of Lungs Patch Element
Single
Two Elements
-10.96 (simulated)/
-27.96
-11.355 (measured)
(simulated)/
-1.64 (measured)
50 (simulated)/
50 (measured)
< 2 (simulated)/
1.74 (measured)
Approx. 55
(simulated)/ NA

>220 (simulated) /
>220 (measured)
1.86 (simulated)/
1.721 (measured)
2.29 (simulated)
Approx. 25
(simulated)/ NA

Approx. 7
(simulated)/ NA

Approx. 12
(simulated)/ NA

Approx. 14
(simulated)/ NA

Approx. 10
(simulated)/ NA
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 2. The manufactured lungs patch antennas: (a-b) a single and two elements for GPS-SAR application; (c-d) a single and two elements for LTE application.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.3. The 3D-patterns of the constructed lungs antennas: (a) a single lungs GPS-SAR antenna, (b) two elements array of lungs GPS-SAR antenna, (c) a single
lungs LTE antenna, and (d) two elements array of lungs LTE antenna.
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(a)

(b)
Fig.4. The reflection coefficient of the designed lungs antennas: (a) a GPS-SAR antenna 1.2 GHz, (b) a lungs LTE-BTS antenna 1.98 GHz.
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Abstract—This paper considers the relative merits of nuclear
to geothermal power, largely from an economic perspective, but
also with references to environmental, social and political issues.
Both nuclear and geothermal have the potential to produce large
amounts of base electricity, necessitating well-developed grids.
Both have very low operation and maintenance costs. But both
have very high capital costs, and therefore interest rates have a
major impact on their financial viability.
The current feed-in tariffs appear to suggest that investing in
either is now attractive, but that the tariffs are so high they are
likely to increase the cost of electricity (as they are significantly
higher than domestic supply and most industrial tariffs).
Although over the long term Indonesia may need to invest in both
nuclear and geothermal, to meet its increasing demand for
electricity, the model suggests that Indonesia should first focus on
its geothermal resources.
Nevertheless, local opposition to nuclear probably means that
geothermal will take precedence, for political rather than,
economic reasons.
Long-term international investment in
nuclear and geothermal will require the generous published feedin tariffs to remain in force, as Indonesian public finances would
be stretched to internally fund all of the necessary development.
The remoteness and limited electricity network development
in much of eastern Indonesia means that despite generous feed-in
tariffs, development of large scale generation schemes will be
limited to those initiated by Government, curtailing the
community and economic development of some of Indonesia’s
most deprived communities.
Keywords—Nuclear Energy, Geothermal Power; Indonesia;
International Investors; Market Regulation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The National Electricity Development Plan [1] forecasts
that by 2027 electricity demand will be 813,000GWh, with
increases of 7-9% per annum. It also outlines plans for an
additional 217GW of capacity; meaning that Indonesia needs
to invest $4-$5bn per annum in generation plant and
transmission infrastructure. Indonesia must diversify its
energy sources [2] to avoid the ecological impact of
investment in coal fired power stations and to avoid a trade
debt crisis from imported oil and gas.
Indonesia has the largest geothermal energy capacity in the
world (around 38% of the global resource), and therefore, this
would appear to be an ideal option for Indonesia’s
diversification. 265 geothermal fields have been surveyed;
although some are not close enough to electricity grids to be
economical (nearly half of the capacity is located in remote
areas of Sumatra). There is a plan to develop 19% of the
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country’s most suitable capacity, so that nearly 6GW will be
available; and then to increase this to 9.5GW by 2025.
Pertamina, PLN and private sector investors have been
identified for large scale development in Bali, Java, Sulawesi
and Sumatra (Bali, and Java share a grid, which connects to
the Sumatra grid). The Government and PLN will take a lead
in other regions, where small scale development is planned
[3]. However, even these plans look unambitious when
compared with the Philippines where 27% of total energy is
derived from geothermal [4].
$12bn of investment is required to achieve the initial 6GW
of geothermal generation, or $30bn for the full 9.5GW, of
which it is anticipated that 70%-80% will come from the
private sector. The World Bank has pledged a $300mn loan,
with the potential for more from its Clean Technology Fund.
For private investors, the tender process is currently that
the Government, or Local Government (as it is now their
responsibility), conduct a preliminary survey and initial
exploration activities to define the field. Private companies
then conduct advanced exploration, a feasibility study,
followed by exploitation and steam production activities. The
private company that conducts the advanced exploration is
expected to then supply the electricity. In the past, the
company producing the steam and the company producing the
electricity were different, creating commercial conflict and
production co-ordination issues [5].
However, recent
legislation makes it mandatory for them to be the same
company. Nevertheless, the commercial reality is that
exploration companies may not develop a field that others
would wish to exploit, meaning that the exploration company
and producer are not necessarily the same.
In 2012 the feed-in tariff for geothermal was increased to
between $0.10 and $0.185 [6], depending on the voltage and
location. These both reflect the difficulty in developing large
scale infrastructure in eastern Indonesia and its shortages of
electricity, especially low cost non-diesel generated electricity.
A possible alternative to geothermal would be to develop
nuclear energy. Like geothermal it supplies base power,
produces large quantities of electricity (far greater than the
average geothermal field) and therefore requires high levels of
capital investment. Both really require well-developed grid
systems and are ill-suited to small scale development, meaning
that Java, Sumatra and Bali are the most obvious areas for
their development.
Indonesia began its nuclear activities in 1954 and had its
first test reactor in 1965. It now has test reactors in Bandung,
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Pasar Jumat and Serpong south of Jakarta, and Yogyakarta [7]
Indonesia also has a cadré of nuclear professionals and
technicians and well developed programmes for training
nuclear professionals [8]. Although Permana [9] argues that
these professionals may be poached by neighbouring countries
such as Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. Potential
sites for civilian reactors to generate electricity include:
x Muria in Jawa Tengah;
x Kramatwatu-Bojonegara in Banten;
x Bangka in Bangka-Beitung;
x Banjarmasin in Kalimantan Barat (largely in response
to a proposal to develop a reactor in neighboring
Sarawak, Malaysia).
At this stage two 1,000MWe reactors are proposed for
each site. Of these, the least contentious and therefore, the
most likely to be built, is Bangka, although the entire program
has been thrown into some doubt following the disaster in
Fukushima, Japan. Feasibility studies will need to be finished
on all sites, which are between 3 and 7 years before
completion.
II.

METHODOLOGY

In order to compare the relative economic merits I have
constructed a discounted internal rate of return model, similar
to those that international investors would use when
considering investing in large capital projects. For the model,
cost and revenue data has been taken from a variety of
sources. For nuclear these include:
x Energy Fair, [10];
x International Energy Agency, Nuclear Energy Agency
and Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, [11];
x World Nuclear Association, [12].
These have been used because they seem to be a little more
independent than some sources. The costs of nuclear
production is a highly contentious area, vendors claim
exceptionally low costs and the vociferous anti-lobby claim
much higher lifetime costs, when all issues are considered.
The great variability in the costs identified in the various
studies, is a part of the reason for this; with importance of the
learning curve and economies of scale in nuclear energy
developments.
The First of Kind (FOAKE) costs of developing and
building a reactor are always high and know for substantive
cost overruns [13]. In addition, early nuclear programs never
run at anything like capacity with scheduling and transmission
being constant problems for these programs. Nevertheless,
China and Korea are showing that, the large scale
development of a single reactor technology can dramatically
reduce the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE).
For geothermal the cost data is less contested (although the
learning curve and economies of scale are still important);
sources include:

x Engineering and Consulting Firms Association, [14];
x Geotherm Ex Inc., [15];
x PT Castlerock Consulting, [16] [17];
x Sanyal, [18];
x Sanyal, et al. [19];
x SKM, [20];
x Smith, [21].
The main assumptions are analyzed in a spreadsheet
model, these are:
TABLE I.

COST ASSUMPTIONS USED IN SPREADSHEET MODEL ($MN.)

Nuclear
MW

Capital Costs
Annual Operating
Costs
Decommissioning
Costs

Costs Low
1400e

2000e

1000e

1400e

2000e

1,000

1,400

2,000

4,000

5,600

8,000

29

40

57

40

56

80

52

73

104

400

560

800

Geothermal

Costs Low

MW

Capital Costs
Annual Operating
Costs
Decommissioning
Costs

Costs High

1000e

20

Costs High

50

100

20

50

100

43

61

111

74

102

146

0.4

1.0

2.0

0.6

1.5

3.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Nuclear overnight costs (or capital costs) are generally
expressed in $/kWh (which is another source of cost
variability as plants rarely run at full capacity), meaning that
there is no apparent reduction for larger reactors. This is
because the effects of the learning curve are more important
than economies of scale. Although economies of scale do
exist; lacking evidence of what this discount should be, I have
had to apply a standard rate.
Geothermal fields and plant have a lifespan of around 25
to 30 years that I have applied to the high cost (25 years) and
low cost model (30 years) respectively. Third plus generation
nuclear plants are double these at 50 to 60 years. As this is a
discounted internal rate of return model I have included
discount rates of 12.5%. However, nuclear reactors often
come with cheap or interest free loans from the vendor
countries (as is the case for the Russia reactors proposed in
Vietnam [22]). For income I have used the $0.10 and $0.185
per kWh, the current tariffs for geothermal, for both
geothermal and nuclear development.
The low and high costs form the parameters for the model,
along with low and high revenues. I then look at average
costs, which of course over-simplifies the myriad of
permutations which exist in the real world. The actual costs of
developments will depend on many things, including the
network availability and capacity, current energy mix and
availability, the geography and geology of the site and the
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profile of the demand. A detailed feasibility study is required
to assess individual investments in either nuclear, or
geothermal. This paper only attempts to provide a comparison
of these two technologies for the purpose of supporting
Indonesia’s energy policy and decision making within the
context of the policy.
III.

RESULTS

Given the $/kWh standard costs for nuclear; it is difficult
to directly compare costs and returns to geothermal plants of
differing capacity. However, all permutations make a profit
and therefore have a positive rate of internal return (see line
labeled Discounted IRR in Table II). As this is a discounted
model, the cost of capital has already been factored in, so any
positive return represents a real profit. Nevertheless, my
model suggests that geothermal appears to produce a higher
rate of internal return than nuclear. Although of course, in
some actual situations, a detailed feasibility may contradict
this finding.
TABLE II.

MODEL COSTS, REVENUE AND INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
($MN.)

Nuclear
MW

Capital

Costs Low/Revenue High
1000e

1,000

1400e

1,400

2000e

2,000

Costs High/Revenue Low
1000e

1400e

2000e

4,000

5,600

8,000

Interest

8,250

11,550

16,500

28,000

39,200

56,000

Operations
and
Maintenance
Decommissio
-ning
Total Costs

1,720

2,408

3,440

2,000

2,800

4,000

52

73

104

400

560

800

10,022

14,031

20,044

30,400

42,560

60,800

Revenue

82,651

115,711

165,301

30,660

42,924

61,320

Discounted
IRR

12.08

12.08

12.08

0.02

0.02

0.02

Geothermal

Costs Low/Revenue High

MW

20

50

Costs High/Revenue Low

100

20

50

100

Capital

43

61

111

74

102

146

Interest

188

266

485

278

383

548

Operations
and
Maintenance
Decommissio
-ning
Total Costs

12

30

60

15

38

75

0

0

0

0

0

0

200

296

545

293

420

623

Revenue

788

1,969

3,938

355

887

1,971

Discounted
IRR

9.82

18.82

20.75

0.85

4.45

8.67

Table II shows great variability in potential costs and
revenues; therefore, we cannot be clear about much, in such a
broad and simplified model. What is perhaps more important
is the average costs and average revenue model in Table III.
The model shows that for all sizes of power plant
geothermal produce a greater return than nuclear (see line

labeled Discounted IRR in Table III). In other words
Indonesia should focus first on developing its geothermal
resource before it’s nuclear. Although over the long term it
may need to invest in both (certainly in Java and Bali
achieving a balance of sources is important in offsetting
fluctuations in the relative costs of different generation
technologies), but as much as possible, geothermal should be
developed prior to nuclear.
The average cost model (in Table III) also makes clearer
the likely attitude of international investors. It would appear
to suggest that investors may be interested in building nuclear
and geothermal plants in return for future revenues; although
this may not really help to solve the electricity shortages in
eastern Indonesia, where geothermal fields tend to be much
smaller [23], offering lower returns (see line labeled
Discounted IRR in Table III), populations are dispersed and
grids are less developed.
TABLE III.

MODEL COSTS, REVENUE AND INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
($MN.)

Average Costs
and Revenue
MW

Capital

Nuclear
1000e

2,500

1400e

3,500

Geothermal
2000e

20

50

100

5,000

58

81

128

Interest

22,400

31,360

44,800

229

319

503

Operations
and
Maintenance
Decommissio
-ning
Total Costs

1,860

2,604

3,720

14

34

68

226

316

452

0

0

0

24,486

34,280

48,972

243

353

571

Revenue

56,655

79,317

113,311

571

1,428

2,955

Discounted
IRR

2.27

2.27

2.27

4.84

10.88

14.91

IV.

DISCUSSION

The model results show that both nuclear and geothermal
have the potential to produce large amounts of base electricity.
Both have very low operation and maintenance costs, largely
because neither consumes large quantities of fuel (unlike for
example coal, oil and gas fired power stations). Nevertheless,
both have very high capital costs, and therefore the cost of
capital, or appropriate discount rate, has a major impact on
their financial viability.
Prices for uranium are forecast to increase due to limited
supply and increasing demand, however, Indonesia’s own
resources are sufficient to supply all of its needs [24]. Even if
it does need to import uranium and costs rise drastically,
nuclear plants use so little that this would hardly place an
impact on overall costs. The issue of energy security is
probably more significant, which includes which countries’
technology Indonesia will use and therefore which country it
will be dependent on. This is true to a lesser extent for
geothermal, with drilling and exploration being quite
specialized and normally conducted by international oil and
gas companies.
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It could be argued that the most important economic
consideration is that of the financial risk and who mitigates
them? The massive variations in the internal rates of return
between the low cost/high return and high costs/low return
models point to the high level of risk of any endeavor for
either the Indonesian Government, or international investors,
in developing either nuclear, or geothermal, in Indonesia.
There are a number of geological and technical factors which
feed into this, but the model shows that discount rate (or
capital cost) is the most important element of this (see line
labeled interest in Tables II and III).
Chevron already has a program of geothermal
development in Indonesia and Tata have expressed interest;
this proves that international investors are prepared to invest in
geothermal exploration and production. For nuclear, it is
normal for the host country to bear a much higher proportion
of the risk involved. Indeed, Indonesia, in common with many
countries, wants to retain some control over its nuclear
program. The escalating costs of nuclear mean that, even with
access to cheap capital, Indonesia would be taking on a major
financial risk, potentially impacting on future economic
stability. Indeed a consortium of the German companies
(E.ON and RWE) have recently pulled out of building three
reactors in the UK [25], following escalating costs [26].
A major uncertainty for nuclear, is the cost of
decommissioning [27]. In my model I have assumed fairly
high costs for decommissioning (see line labeled
decommissioning in Tables I, II and III), notwithstanding the
fact that there still is no adequate technical solution for
disposal of high level radioactive waste. It is likely that the
countries supplying the technology will bear some of this risk,
but it remains a major area of uncertainty [28]. For
geothermal whilst there are some decommissioning costs,
these are normally less than the scrap value of the plant.
There is the contested issue of safety, particularly in area
with high seismic activity, which the recent disaster at
Fukushima, in Japan, highlights. However, nuclear power has
a strong safety record compared with many industries [29]. In
addition, the third plus generation reactors, that are likely to be
built in Indonesia, incorporate a number of safety features.
Nevertheless, Alan Marshall [30], possibly xenophobically,
casts doubt on Indonesia’s ability to manage and maintain
such potentially dangerous technology (contrary to the opinion
of the International Atomic Energy Agency).
Both nuclear and geothermal energy are believed to have a
small environmental impact (ignoring the issues of high grade
radioactive waste), with their main environmental impact
being in their construction and decommissioning. For large
nuclear reactors the environmental impact of their construction
and the transport of materials for their construction are huge.
But then this is offset by the fact that nuclear reactors produce
a large amount of clean electricity! Both nuclear and
geothermal plants tend to be located in remote and often
environmentally sensitive locations, requiring full AMDALs
as a part of their feasibility stage. Again their construction
and decommissioning is the main issue here, particularly in
terms of disturbing the habitat of endangered plants and
animals.

Within Indonesia there is a very vocal anti-nuclear lobby;
which has not only protested against nuclear power, but also
called for a resistance movement. For example, Nahdlatul
Ulama declared a fatwa on nuclear power which they have
found to be haram (Hindu groups in Bali have a similar
objection to geothermal)! Undoubtedly, the powerful coal
industry will support and possibly promote such dissent.
Whilst this opposition may not derail Indonesia’s nuclear
program, it will certainly lead to further delays and favor
geothermal development.
It could be argued that, there are too many uncertainties to
reliably construct a comparison of nuclear to geothermal.
Nevertheless, a simple comparison of the issues that I have
identified (see Table IV) would appear to suggest that
geothermal should be developed prior to the nuclear program.
So whilst both are relatively cheap, my model suggests that
geothermal is cheaper than nuclear, hence I have rated
geothermal ‘++’ and nuclear slightly less positively is rated at
‘+’. It is a similar position for energy security, with nuclear
relying on overseas vendor technology and comes with greater
financial risk, reflecting the greater uncertainties that come
with it. In part, these uncertainties are due to the unknown
decommissioning technologies and costs for nuclear (proving
an assessment of ‘-’). Neither nuclear, nor geothermal have a
major environmental impact, although by their nature do
occupy a lot of land, often in environmentally sensitive areas.
Perhaps, the most significant obstacle to nuclear is the antinuclear lobby in Indonesia, meaning that further geothermal
development will occur long before any nuclear development.
TABLE IV.

COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR TO GEOTHERMAL
Nuclear

Cost per kWh
Energy Security
Reduced Financial Risk to Indonesia
Decommissioning and Safety
Environmental Impact
Internal Opposition

V.

+
+
+
+
-

Geothermal

++
++
++
++
+
+

CASE STUDIES

Neighboring France and Germany provide an interesting
comparison in terms of their overall energy policies and
commitments to nuclear power.
Concerned about energy security France has a longstanding commitment to nuclear power, indeed, France
generates over three-quarters of its electricity from 58 nuclear
reactors [31]. In addition, France is the world's largest net
exporter of electricity due to the very low cost of generation
(arising from the economies of scale and effects of the
learning curve from investing in so many nuclear power
plants). Whilst electricity is not as deregulated as in other EU
countries, French consumers and industry do enjoy
comparatively low prices. France also exports nuclear
technology and fuel products. Geothermal heating systems
and heat pumps are widely used in France and there are three
geothermal fields in operation in France’s overseas territories.
However, geothermal development for electricity production
has really not been exploited in France; given the strong
policy steer towards nuclear and only recently have
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exploration licenses been granted to exploit its significant
potential.
Germany is home to a significant green lobby including a
number of Alliance 90/Green Party politicians. Public
sentiment was severely tested by the Fukushima disaster,
resulting in a commitment to close all of Germany’s nuclear
power plants by 2020. Currently four-fifths of Germany’s
electricity comes from fossil fuels and nuclear, the Federal
Government plans that within 40 years four-fifths will come
from renewables [32]. Geothermal is being actively promoted
within these renewables, but is currently very underdeveloped. Electricity prices are rising sharply to underpin
this investment in new generation and transmission systems
(smart grids) and consumption per capita is forecast to decline.
The Federal Government believes that this will put Germany
at the forefront of renewable technology, opening
opportunities in major export markets and offsetting the
decline of high energy consuming industries, such as
chemicals. In addition, by reducing the reliance on imported
fossil fuels, Germany will achieve greater energy security.
Despite very different strategies, both France and Germany
show a high level of concern for energy security and are using
energy policy to support industrial policy. As Indonesia
matures, it will also need to consider energy much more
strategically; with decisions over nuclear and geothermal
taken on more than just cost.

identified. This is an opportunity missed as I have previously
argued [33] that providing electricity to the remote areas of
eastern Indonesia would provide a significant boost to
community and economic development.
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Abstract— Indonesia located at 94o - 141oE and 6oN - 11oS is
the largest archipelago in the equator on earth. As a tropical
country, Indonesia is endowed with abundant solar energy
potential. This study is focused on modeling the Global Solar
Radiation using Artificial Neural Network to predict GSR in a
location which is available with meteorological data but lack with
radiation measurement data. A case study on 5 locations in South
Western region of Sulawesi was used to develop the model. The
ANN model used 4 location with 5 years monthly meteorological
and radiation data for training, and one location for testing. The
simulation shows that an ANN with 4 layers and 5 neurons is the
most appropriate model with an MSE of 0.003 and r of 0.99937.
The model provides an excellent performance of prediction of
with an MPE of 0.1427% and r2 of 0.999967.The predicted
radiation data is in reasonable agreement with the actual data at
the testing location; this shows the ability of ANN technique in
generalization of data unavailability and produces an accurate
prediction
Keywords— Global Solar Radiation, Artificial Neural Network,
Feed Forward, Back Propagation, Mean Square Error, Renewable
Energy

I. Introduction
Sufficient sustainable energy supply is one of key
ingredient for national economic growth. Indonesia is
currently facing some major challenges in fulfilling its energy
needs, including the limited number of conventional fossil fuel
energy resources, and the international demand for lowering
the energy related greenhouse gasses emission. In this
concern, renewable energy utilization is becoming a strategic
alternative for energy source, particularly solar energy as this
is available almost everywhere in any part of the nation, and
free from greenhouse gasses emission.
During the planning process of solar energy conversion
system, accurate information regarding the energy availability
is critical for a fine design of the system. Good and reliable
global radiation data is essential for an appropriate design of
various solar power system designs including for, PV module
and energy storage sizing for stand-alone solar power, as well
as estimating energy yield and PV system performance for
solar PV on-grid type. Ideally, the global radiation data should
be obtained by direct local measurement; however, in

Indonesia it is rare if not difficult to have extensive data of
global solar radiation measurement. Estimating the global
solar radiation using prediction techniques could help as an
alternative to provide global solar radiation data.
Indonesia is located at the equator, and the largest
archipelagic nation in the world. It has various energy
resources, but as a tropical country Indonesia is blessed with
abundant amount of solar energy potential. Provided with 4.5
kWh/m2/day of average solar energy potential, this energy
resource is a strategic option for supplying energy not only for
its abundance, and environmental friendly type of energy, but
also for its flexibility for supplying electricity particularly for
remote, and isolated area. This would significantly help the
National Program of Electrification.
The solar energy potential in Indonesia is not distributed
evenly around the country. This is shown in the following
Fig.1. [1] which graphs a processed measurement data from 18
location in Sumatra, Java, Nusa Tenggara Timur, Nusa
Tenggara Barat. Eastern part of Indonesia, represented by
measurement in Sumatra and Java is shown with lower value
compare to eastern part measurement represented by Nusa
Tenggara area measurement. Eastern part of Indonesia has an
average of 5.1 kWh/m2/day as to compare with 4.6
kWh/m2/day of western part solar energy potential.
There are various methods in estimating the global solar
radiation, in which some empirical methods have been
developed by some researchers. Prescott [2] esyimates the
global solar radiation based on the ration between earth
surface and extraterrestrial solar radiation, while Glover and
McCulloch [3] introduce the use of geographical position to
refine the estimation. Gophinatan [4] developed estimation
formula that also includes the elevation of a location.
Hargreeves et.al [5] formulated a simple estimation of global
solar radiation which includes the local temperature factor. A
formulation that takes into account the cloud covering was
developed by Supit and Van Kappel [6].
Despite its wide use, the empirical model has not met the
desirable accuracy required from a reliable prediction model.
It does not wholly capture nonlinear characteristics exhibited
by weather parameter.
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Based on this concern, several authors have attempted to
develop solar radiation prediction model based on the
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique. S.M. Al-Alawi
et.al [7], and Mohandes et.al [8] used the ANN to predict
monthly solar radiation based on geographic parameter and
solar hour data. Other ANN based prediction model developed
bay Reddy et.at [9], and Krishnaiah et.al. [10] used more
weather parameter in their model. The difference between the
two models is in the number of data, and the ANN structure.
From both model it is shown that the use of larger number of
data, and more number of layer in the ANN structure, as
exhibited in Krishnaiah work, would provide better result in
prediction.

factor W, then the product of input xi and weight factor wij,
xiwij is as the argument of the activation function f, where i is
the number of input, and j is the number of nodes.

§ p
·
f ¨¨ ¦ xi wi ¸¸
©i 1
¹

y

(1)

The activation function f define the output of a neuron,
may consist of simple linear transfer function, or more
complex non-linear function. Sigmoid function is the most
common transfer function used in the ANN due to its ability to
provide smooth transition output from low to high value [12],
represented as:

Fig. 2. Typical ANN Topology
Fig. 1. Indonesia Global Solar Radiation

In this paper a study on the applicability of ANN technique
in modeling a prediction tool of solar radiation is explored.
Commonly available geographical and meteorological data is
used as the model input basis: solar hours, latitude, longitude,
elevation, maximum and minimum air temperature, humidity,
and rainfall. To improve the model in capturing the seasonal
period, the month of the respected data is also incorporated.
Five locations are selected in Southern Region of Sulawesi
Island as the study case. Data from four locations are used for
developing the ANN model, while data set from one other
location is used for validating the model.
II.

ArtificialNeuralNetwork
Model

An ANN model is an artificial intelligence technique,
working by intensive data processing, learn and memorize
them, and simulate the data structure. The advantage of ANN
is that this able to capture and simulate data patterns within a
multidimensional information domain [12]. It comprises of an
integrated network with
A neural network typically is as shown in Fig. 2.
comprises of input, hidden, and output layer. Each layer is
connected through a transfer function or activation function in
a connecting point called as node.
In mathematical form, the process in each neuron is
represented by (1), where for a input vector X, and weight

1
y
1 e

f ( y)

(2)

The most prominent characteristic of ANN is its ability to
learn about the data pattern, so that enables the model to
provide prediction of next data [Error! Reference source not
found., Error! Reference source not found.]. The learning
process of ANN is done through a training procedure. The
most common training algorithm is the back propagation
method. In this method, the network is fed with a group of
input data, entering the activation function and produces the
output. During the process, adjustment of the weigh is done
through utilizing the error occurred between the produced and
expected output. The back propagation method minimizes the
error function which is defined as:

e jp

d jp  o jp

E

1
PJ

(3)
Where e is error, d is expected output, o is the ANN
output, j is the number of output node, while p is the number
of input-output pair data. Hence, the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) is defined as:
P

J

¦ ¦2 d
p 1

1

p
j

 o jp

2

j 1

(4)
The learning rule is to minimize the MSE function, known
also as delta rule atau Widrow-Hoff rule [Error! Reference
source not found.]. According to this delta rule, in the
training process the weigh factor wij is adjusted as the error
exist, with an adjustment factor ' wij:
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Table 1. Site geographical data

'wijp

Keip xip

(5)
Where K is a positive constant number as the
learning rate. The adjustment factor is then used for
computing a new weigh factor for the next iteration step of
n+1 from the previous weigh factor at iteration step n:

wijp

n 1

wijp

n 

'wijp

n

(6)
The iteration process continues until reaches a
determined error level, or when the adjustment is not
significantly affects the output anymore. When this condition
is obtained then the ANN is ready for testing process. A linear
regression of expected output and the ANN output is used to
evaluate the correlation coefficient r, which should close to 1
for the best result
III. ModelingResult
In this study, an ANN model is developed to predict Solar
Energy Potential of Global Solar Radiation in a location in
Indonesia with no solar radiation measurement data. A case
study was conducted in southern part of Sulawesi Island,
covering area about 200 by 700 km2, as shown in Figure 3.
Data used in this study provided by a survey conducted during
the Renewable Energy Project (REI) by BPPT in 1989 – 1995.

No.

Site

1

Majene

2

Masamba

Coordinate
latitude
longitude
3.18O
119.00 O

Elevation,
m
29

2.37 O

120.17 O

50

O

O

14

3

Madai

5.04

4

Paotere

5.08 O

119.33

119.24 O

2

5

Panakukang

5.10 O

119.28 O

15

The model used the Multi-Layer Feed Forward (MLFF)
ANN, with Back-Propagation training. Several configuration
of number of nodes and layer are tested to get the best
configuration, as this cannot be done deterministically. Five
ANN with 1 to 5 hidden layers is each evaluated using 5, 10,
15, 20, 25, and 30 nodes.
Data from 5 sites, 4 sites are randomly selected for
developing the ANN: Majene, Masamba, Maedi, dan Paotere.
There are 288 data point in these 4 sites, where 50% as the
training data, 25% for testing, dan 25% for validation. The 5th
site, Panakukkang, is not included in the development process,
and will be used as the prediction site target for testing the
ANN.
Using the best network then a prediction is conducted for
the target area, Panakukkang, and plotted the result as shown
in Figure 5.
The running result of configuration evaluation shows in
Table 2., which indicates the performance of each
configuration. From the result, the 4 hidden layers with 5
Nodes is the best network, with MSE 0,003, r-value of
0,99958. The MSE (SIM) is the MSE value during ANN
development, and the Case is when it was applied for the
target site

Fig. 3. Location of case study
Fig. 4. ANN Structure for the Case Study

There are five measurement sites in this area, which
geographical data is presented in Table 1. below.
Data used in the ANN model development are longitude,
latitude, elevation, month, and average monthly data of solar
hours, maximum, and minimum air temperature, humidity,
rainfall, and solar radiation.

Table 2. Simulation Result in Developing the ANN
HIDDEN
LAYER

NODES

MSE
(SIM)

R (SIM)

MSE
(Case)

R (Case)
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1

10

0.0048

0.99934

0.0060

0.99941

2

5

0.0039

0.99945

0.1182

0.98790

3

5

0.0124

0.99830

0.0161

0.99841

4

5

0.0030

0.99958

0.0098

0.99937

5

5

0.0109

0.99863

0.0375

0.99652

The prediction result using this model is tested using the
commonly used prediction performance measure as also used
in previous works [8, 9, 10, 11]. Mean Percentage Error
(MPE), r2 (coefficient of determination) defined by:

MPE

r2

K d k  ok
u 100
¦
k 1 dk
K

K
2
¦ d k  ok
1 k 1
K
2
¦ dk
k 1

the model has successfully captured the irregularity and
stochastic nature of weather data for predicting the solar
radiation value. This study exhibited that prediction modeling
with ANN technique is possible to obtain solar radiation value
using commonly available weather data with a satisfactorily
result.
The study also shows that the developed model has better
performance compared to previous works in the similar field
for sites at the other part of the world. Selection of variable
has significant effect to the model quality, in this work, it is
revealed that sun-hours is the most important variable.
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IV. Summary
ANN technique has demonstrated its noble feature in
providing prediction model for solar radiation. It shows that
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Abstract— Voltage and current distortions in the frequency
range of 2-150 kHz are currently subject in research and
standardization work. The reasons are that the appliances
potentially generating such distortions are increasingly used and
that the regulation and standardization are not completely
covering and defining the limits and methods for that distortion.
As consequence some interference problems have already been
reported and it can be foreseen that more EMC problems will
occur. Since many appliances potentially generating distortions
and devices potentially susceptible to these distortions have been
developed without any EMC requirements in that frequency
band the discussions on suitable compatibility levels in the
standardization will become critical.
This study investigates the characteristics of correlation
between voltage and current distortion in the frequency range of
2-150 kHz for compact fluorescent lamp. The characteristics of
correlation are important to analyze the current distortion
generated by the load when specific voltage distortion is
occurred. The level and frequency distortions of voltage input
were set from 0-5 Volt and 2-65 kHz respectively. The
Measurements of voltage and current were conducted in time
domain and converted to frequency domain using Discrete
Fourier Transform. The results show correlation characteristics
and impedance properties for each specific frequency distortion.
There are differences in the behavior depending on frequency.
Keywords— Frequency 2-150 kH; Distortion; Compact
Fluorescent Lamp; Impedance; Correlation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

International standards have firmly regulated the level of
disturbance for the frequency range below 2 kHz (harmonics)
and above 150 kHz (disturbance voltage, disturbance field
strength), but the frequency range between 2 kHz and 150 kHz
is not sufficiently covered. Some measurements were
conducted and informed us that many equipment due to its
operation characteristics produce distortion in frequency range
of 2-150 kHz[1]. Since the lack of regulation for many devices
and the adverse effects of the distortion in this frequency range
are not significant yet even the risk of interference are
possible[2], the efforts in managing the distortion for that
frequency range are less. However, the increasing use of

appliances generated current distortion in frequency range of 2150 kHz force us to observe the characteristics of the
disturbance.
Compact fluorescent lamp is one of the devices producing
current distortion for frequency range of 2-150 kHz. Since the
widely use of appliances particularly in household installation,
it is important to observe the characteristics of distortion in
order to ensure their compatibility. Until recently, most of
researcher focused on measuring the characteristics of
distortion generated by appliances for the normal voltage input
condition which is obtained from main network. There are
several measurements have been conducted to observe the
distortion characteristics of lighting in frequency range of 2150 kHz including the current distortion emission
characteristics[3][4] and the distortion characteristics of
individual-simultaneous
operation[5].
Refer
to
the
measurement result, it can be noticed that the fluorescent lamp
generated current distortion in frequency range of 2-150 kHz.
The current distortion generated by the load obviously can
influence the voltage quality by generating the distortion in the
voltage. The study will focused on observing the characteristics
of current distortion generated by compact fluorescent lamp
when the voltage input contains distortion. The voltage
distortions were adjusted both in frequency and level in order
to get comprehensive results.
II.

MEASUREMENT SCHEME

This research activity is intended to find the characteristics
of current distortion generated by the low watt compact
fluorescent lamps when the voltage input contains distortion in
frequency range of 5-70 kHz. In order to generate adjustable
voltage input distortion, the testing circuit contained PC-Based
function generator and power amplifier was designed and built
as shown is figure 1.
Due to the limitation of PC sound card and Power
Amplifier frequency range operation, the voltage input
distortion was only generated from frequency range of 5-70
kHz. The measurement of Voltage-Current correlation was
conducted in several testing group based on the frequency
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distortion range of the voltage input. The grouping scheme can
be seen in figure 2.

TABLE I.
freq(kHz)
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

VI CORRELATION VALUE
VICorrelation
BrandA
BrandB
0.995
0.991
0.996
0.992
0.995
0.992
0.993
0.993
0.992
0.994
0.993
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.994
0.993
0.994
0.989
0.993
1.000
0.994
0.993
0.991
0.992
0.997
0.992
0.995
0.989

Fig. 1. Measurement Diagram

Fig. 2. Voltage Input Distortion Scheme

The current produced by lamp for voltage distortion level
1-5 Volts in frequency range 5-65 kHz are shown in figure 3(a)
and (b). Some properties of current distortion that can be
noticed from the graph are current-voltage distortion values for
each frequency is relatively linear and the gradient of linearity
values between current and voltage is depending on the
frequency. The gradient value between current and voltage is
relatively high at frequency 5 kHz, then it will decrease when
the frequency distortion increase up to 30 kHz. At frequency
above 30 kHz up to 65 kHz the gradient is relatively constant.
The graph in figure 3 shows the plot of current distortion
produced for each voltage distortion level applied.

The measurement was conducted by Picoscope 3425
differential USB oscilloscope device. The frequency and time
sampling of the current measurements were 2.5 MSa/sec and
20 ms respectively. Each measurement data contains 50.000
points of one full period current wave 50 Hz. Data was
processed by Matlab software using DFT principle. From the
current wave data, it can be obtained the current frequency
spectrum for the range of 50 Hz up to 1.2 MHz (at 50 Hz
interval), however in this paper only concern to the current
distortions in the frequency range of 2-150 kHz.
III.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The devices under test used in this measurement were 2
brands of low watt power (7 Watt) CFL, that devices were
chosen regarding to the limitation of voltage distortion source
capacity. Based on the measurement result, we obtained the
correlation characteristics between voltage and current
distortion for compact fluorescent lamp which are shown in
Table 1. and Fig. 3. According to the Table 1, it can be noticed
that the correlation between voltage and current distortion is
very strong since the correlation values are above 0.99 for both
lamps. The high correlation value indicates that the current
distortion generated by appliances is proportional with the
input voltage distortion. It is mean that the current distortion
generated by appliances will be higher when the voltage input
distortion applied to the appliances is higher.

Fig. 3(a). Current and Voltage distortion value for Brand A

Fig. 3(b). Current and Voltage distortion value for Brand A
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To simplify the current-voltage correlation for each frequency
distortion, we calculate the average current distortion for
specific voltage input distortion 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 V. The graph
of current to frequency relation for specific voltage distortion
can be seen in Fig 4(a) and 4(b). The graph show us clearly the
current distortion produced by the lamps in specific range of
voltage distortion for each frequency range from 5 to 65 kHz.
The current distortion level decline at frequency 5-30 kHz then
it is relatively constant at frequency range 30 to 65 kHz. We
can also notice that there is a slight increase of current
distortion at frequency 45 to 55 kHz. This similar trend
occurred for all voltage distortion level.
The gradient between current and voltage is depended on the
impedance characteristics of the device under test which is
influenced by the frequency of distortion. The impedance
values of both lamps for specific voltage distortion for all
frequency range between 5-65 kHz are shown in figure 5(a)
and (b).

all frequency distortion range. Both of the lamps have
relatively similar trend of impedance characteristics, the
differences only in the magnitude value.

Fig. 5(a) Current value at each frequency distortion in specific voltage input
level for Brand A

Fig. 4(a) Current value at each frequency distortion in specific voltage input
level for Brand A
Fig. 5(a) Current value at each frequency distortion in specific voltage input
level for Brand B

Fig. 4(b) Current value at each frequency distortion in specific voltage input
level for Brand B

Fig.5. shows the impedance characteristics of the device under
test. According to the graph, we can determine that the
impedance of lamp is higher when the frequency distortion
applied is higher. This condition occurred at frequency range 5
to 30 kHz, after that the impedance is relatively constant. We
can also notice that the impedance is also depending on the
voltage magnitude of disturbance, the higher voltage
magnitude of disturbance the lower impedance of the lamp for

Refer to the all characteristics of current distortion and
impedance of CFL lamps under test for frequency range of 565 kHz, we should pay attention more for the voltage distortion
in frequency below 30 kHz since the current distortion
produced by the lamp are relatively higher than the current in
frequency above 30kHz. We can take one comparison for lamp
Brand A as an example, when the voltage distortion applied
was 2 volt at frequency 5 kHz the current distortion produced
was 7.28 mA while for frequency 60 kHz the current produced
was 4.47 mA for similar voltage applied. It is mean that the
current distortion produced at frequency 5 kHz is around 60%
higher than the current distortion at frequency 60 kHz.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The measurement gives us two characteristics of current
distortion for frequency range of 2-150 kHz. The first is that
the correlation between voltage and current distortion is very
strong since the correlation values are above 0.99. The high
correlation value indicates that the current distortion generated
by appliances is proportional with the input voltage distortion.
The second characteristic is that the current-voltage distortion
values for each frequency are relative linear and the gradient of
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linearity value between current and voltage is different and
depending on the frequency. Refer to this characteristics the
attention of current distortion should be more given for specific
range of frequency than the other range since the current
produced by the lamp for the same voltage distortion value are
not same and depending on the frequency. Particularly for the
CFL under test, the higher current distortion produced for
frequency range below 30 kHz. However, the characteristics of
current distortion explained in this paper only were occurred
for the compact fluorescent lamp under test, it is means that the
characteristics of other device (different CFLs, computer, TV
and etc) may has different characteristics and should be
observed in further work.
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Abstract—Climate change and energy crises nowadays
become global issues in recent years which make alternative
energy becomes more necessary than fossil fuels which limited
availability. The use of wind generation in urban environments
has increased in scale in recent years and provides significant
potential. There has been an increasing interest in urban wind
energy which using wind turbine in high rise building. The paper
highlights to function wind turbine for high rise building, it is
important to balance between BIWT (Building Integrated Wind
Turbines) aerodynamic building shape design and geographic
area and climate. In this paper study case in Tropical Climate,
Java Island, Indonesia. Early research, designed some of
numerous famous high rise building will be redesign and
simulated using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) analysis
to find the most effective BIWT design in urban area and then
validate using wind tunnel experiment. This BIWT design will
adapt to chosen area in Indonesia. This paper, focus to the
guidance that the results of wind power density around Java
Island and combined with best design of BIWT. Main purpose of
this research is helping Indonesian citizen, especially in Java
Island to predict the wind energy for replace fossil fuel for their
day life. The result shows that, West Java (Southern Hemisphere)
has the best performance and potential for BIWT (turbine
located in side of rounded shape building). Building energy can
be optimized through aerodynamic building design, wind turbine
position and best geographic area and climate to get maximum
wind power for building energy consumption.
Keywords—climate change, building integrated wind turbines,
wind power density, java island

I.

INTRODUCTION
th

Starting in the late 18 century with industrial Revolution,
the global economy has increasingly relied on fossil fuels such
as coal, petroleum, and natural gas [1]. Carbon dioxide and
other gases are not dangerous. In fact, these gases naturally
occur in the atmosphere and help moderate the global climate
to support living organisms, including humans [2]. The
problem is that the growing use of fossil fuels in increasingly
the concentration of carbon dioxide and other gasses, which
means increase the capacity of the atmosphere to absorb latent
heat energy. Architects, as a designer, recognizing that the
building sector is responsible for almost half of all greenhouse
gas emissions annually [3]. Buildings are among the physical
artifacts that society produces with the greatest longevity (50-

100 years). Consider the fact from US Department of Energy
[4] that every year constructing and operating America’s
building generates 25% of the total municipal solid waste
stream and 48% of all greenhouse gas emissions.
Recently the European Parliament [5], amending the 2002
Energy performance of Building Directive, has approved a
recast of the Directive proposing that all new buildings built
after 31 December 2018 will have to produce as much energy
as they consume on-site. The UK Government has set some
challenging targets, both the UK The Climate Change Act [6]
and The Scotland Government Climate Change (Scotland) Act
2009 requires an 80% reduction by 2050.
Wind energy, one of alternative energy, therefore, is a
catchall category of energy sources that can replace traditional
fossil fuels in daily life, while causing less harm to the
environment. The increasing population because of
urbanization and fertility is difficult to control in urban area.
Adaptation to the climate change is the best way to reduce the
greenhouse effect. Now, it is the time to thinking how to build
the high rise building in harmony with climate and using
renewable energy resources. Building Integrated Wind
Turbines (BIWT) nowadays becomes the new icon of Green
Buildings. However to employ BIWT in urban area there are
some limitation, wind energy operates effectively only in
certain geographic area and climates. This paper is organized
to place the best design BIWT in the best geographic area and
climates in Tropical Climate (Java Island, Indonesia). It is
interesting that Indonesian people, especially who lived in
Java island exploit wind energy which cheap, environment
friendly and renewable than fossil fuel.
II.

JAVA ISLAND WIND POWER DENSITY CALCULATION

Wind is a source of solar energy that does not rely on the
condition of the sky. Wind energy creates very few
greenhouse gases and will exist as long as the sun shines and
wind blow. To maximize the performance of BIWT should
combine with certain geographic area and climates. In this
paper, Java Island is chose from all the available islands in
Indonesia because the rapid growth population.
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(a)
Fig. 1. (a) Java Island in Indonesia map (b) Java Island, selected area with rapid population growth
Source: http://www.iccc-network.net/en/lib/map [7], https://maps.google.com/ [8]

The calculation of this wind power density of Java Island is
adapted from Quanhua Liu,et.al. research [1][9][10]. Firstly,
calculation we find global power in Java Island, Indonesia
which calculates around beach in Java Island (Figure 1) using
Google map for looks for direction and geographic area. Wind
turbine tower high calculated from 10, 25, 50, 100 and 200.
We are putting wind turbine at higher altitude (minimum 10m)
to capture more wind energy. Most wind energy is over the
oceans, we calculated wind power around java island beach.
Wind power density as a tool to calculate annual electricity
for BIWT. Firstly there are some assumptions for BIWT:
x
x
x
x

BIWT is single building which use for office building
BIWT consist of 16 floors, total area 4096m2
Using 1 wind turbine in each BIWT
Rotor diameter 20m

Wind power density result show in Figure 2. This graph also
explain the higher the tower, the higher the wind power
density. Southern hemisphere of Java island can produce wind
energy higher than northern hemisphere because provide
plenty of energy to atmospheric motions, and its roughness is
generally smaller than northern which a lot of island.
III.

BIWT DESIGN WITH CFD AND WIND TUNNEL
EXPERIMENT

The most important in BIWT is how much it can produce
the power for energy consumption. Potential energy from the
wind can be calculated using this equation [11]:

(b)

Pturbine = 0.5 x  x Cp x A x V3

(1)

Wind power (P) is depends on the wind velocity (V) raised
to the third power (wind speed cubed). It can be seen that
energy is dependent on the free wind velocity (1). If the wind
velocity doubles, the power increases by a factor of eight (1).
Wind velocity in addition to increases due to the height, can
also be increased because of the shape of the building. The
building architecture can be shaped to capture and tunnel wind
through the turbines, which can in turn produce wind velocity
through the turbines that are greater than the prevailing wind
velocity. This study concentrates on looking for a BIWT that
can increase the wind velocity in Java Island.
Wind created from differences in velocity on different earth
surfaces [9]. Every country has wind load standards depending
on their region. When wind hits the building structure, it will
be deflected or stopped, thus converting the wind’s kinetic
energy into potential energy and pressure. This kinetic energy
can make the blade from the wind turbine to start moving.
Putting wind turbines on top of buildings, especially tall
buildings, should allow them to take advantage of height
without building an expensive, full size tower, especially in
urban areas.
There are two kinds BIWT design are chose from earlier
research [9] which simulated using CFD and validate using
Wind Tunnel experiment. Computational Fluids Dynamics
(CFD) is the science of predicting fluid flow, heat and mass
transfer, chemical reactions, and related phenomena by solving
numerically the set of governing mathematical equations.
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WIND

(b)

(a)
Fig. 3. Building A (a) CFD analysis (b) Wind Tunnel validate using Cobra Probes

CFD provides a cost-effective alternative to experimental
fluid mechanics. A well developed and reliable computational
code can be easily used to study flows in various geometries,
boundary conditions, and flow parameters [12]. After analyze
numerous design using CFD, BIWT best result make a
prototype and validate the CFD result using wind tunnel
experiment. Wind tunnel experiment is methods of analysis
which can be used to predict the complicated flow of wind and
its effect on the response of the building and its components
have not been developed for routine office use. Wind tunnel
experiment is generally accepted in the scientific and
engineering community.
Some limitations imposed on the experiment are:
x BIWT is single building with The size of the building
using high rise building scale depth:width:height =
1:1:4
x The basic form of model is rectangular in shape with
the same ratio.
x Building design is redrawn using Sketchup 7 and
Autocad 2009
x Building design with scale 1:150 to make similarities
with wind tunnel model.
x BIWT is single building which use for office building
x These design buildings are only adaptations of the
appearance of BIWT which currently exist and from
literature.
x BIWT consist of 16 floors, total area 4096m2
x BIWT annually electricity consumption for office
building in Indonesia 240 kWh/m2.year [13]

D=16m

x

For calculation electricity consumption, assume only
using 1 wind turbine in each BIWT

A. Building A (Wind Turbine on The Top of Rounded Roof)
CFD and Wind Tunnel Analysis Result
Building A is adapting from Near North Apartments,
USA’s building design. Contour (Figure 3;a) from Building A
show that the wind velocity increases as it passes through a
rounded shape. Highest wind velocity is near the rounded
shape because the wind velocity increases because the
rounded building restricts the passage of wind. Rounded shape
restricts the passage of wind, causing the streamlines of the
wind to coverage on the windward slope. The height of the
building brings the gradient wind closer to surface, resulting in
a reduction of the gradient of the rounded shape, which causes
an increase in the wind velocity within the boundary layer.
Wind velocity increase 39.29% from wind velocity approach.
CFD and Wind Tunnel result (Cobra Probes and Pitot Tube)
show that the result are almost similar (Figure 3;b). Building
A is the best design for wind turbine which need high tower
only in one side wind direction. For this kind building, HAWT
(Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine) is the best solution. 
B. Building B (Wind Turbine in The Side of Rounded Shape)
CFD and Wind TunnelAnalysis Result
Some studies indicate that the position of the turbine on the
side of buildings can increase wind speed. Several high rise
buildings already use this method such as Kinetica Building,
United Kingdom and Anti Smog Building, France Wind
turbine of this building is located in the side of building and
near with ground.

A

WIND
WIND
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Building B (a) CFD analysis (b) Wind Tunnel validate using Cobra Probes
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Some high rise building will create wind flow around it
which sometimes dangerous for low rise building and people
which stays around it. Figure 4 shown wind turbine position to
calculate wind velocity with height 1.5m up to 64m on the
ground. In CFD analysis, writer also calculated wind velocity
around the building. Wind velocity contour in Figure 4 show
the high wind velocity is around the rounded shape. Highest
velocity located 1/8D or 2m (red dot A; Fig.4) in the side of
rounded building and in the height 1.5 up to 8m from the
ground. Rounded shape could increase wind velocity from
18.58% up to 182.02%. Wind velocity coefficient increase in
the height of wind turbine 1.5m to 16m from the ground,
stable in the height 16m to 56m, and decrease when almost in
the rooftop.
C. The Placement BIWT design (Building A and Building B)
in Java Island
West Java (Southern Hemisphere) has the best
performance and potential for BIWT because of its wind
power density. In this area, we do not need high tower for
wind turbine. The best design for BIWT is Building B which
its wind turbine in the side of building (Figure 4). Those
designs do not need high tower to harvesting maximum wind
energy. From some assumption above, use one wind turbine,
can supply almost 45% annual energy consumption every
year. If there are 3 wind turbines, it means this BIWT office
building does not need energy from fossil fuel anymore.
Central Java and East Java in Southern Hemisphere does not
have high wind energy performance like West Java. In this
area another BIWT design is needed. Especially, BIWT design
with higher wind turbine tower such as in Building A (Figure
3). Wind turbine in this kind building can support annual
BIWT office building’s electricity 15% every year.
IV.

consumption by 26% by the year 2020 [14]. The use of wind
energy in Building Integrated Wind Turbines in urban area to
generate electricity is especially advantages to developing
countries, because of the new employment opportunities it will
create, as well as the stimulation of local economies by
attracting investment.
Generic conclusion cannot be drawn from one single case
study, we do hope that this framework will inspire and enable
other researchers and architect to perform similar studies in
other rapid development area in Indonesia. Thus helping the
adaptation in climate change and reduce the greenhouse gasses
and global warming. We hope that our research could helping
Indonesian citizen, especially in Java Island to predict the
wind energy for reduce fossil fuel and solving land use
problem because of rapid development area with BIWT.
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Abstract—Transmission is one of the key utilities in the
electricity market mechanism. Generally, it is managed by a
provider that is monopoly but not in business. However, all costs
that have been embedded in the transmission must be refunded
by all transmission users, or generators. The paper proposes a
method for determining the cost allocation of transmission usage
with current magnitude as the basis for calculation. As a result,
current flow contributions of each generator on the lines must be
determined. Then it applies a method to decompose the actual
current, of the load flow results, on every line. Mathematically,
the proposed method has been illustrated clearly in this paper
without approximations and assumptions. While the
formulations have been tested with 5-bus system and the results
have been compared to the published methods. The test results
show that the proposed method gave slightly different results
with the published methods. But it is in line with what were
expected.
Keywords—Transmission; Cost Allocation; Generator; Current
Magnitude; Contribution.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Cost allocation of transmission usage becomes an important
issue when transmission is operated openly. It is always
maintained under natural monopoly company. However, The
transmission provider will be required to offer the basic
transmission services in conjunction with a number of
mandatory and/or voluntary ancillary services. This has been
studied by A. Zobian and M.D. Ilic [1], about unbundling of
transmission and L. Willis. et al [2], about unbundled service.
Basic transmission service refers to the path provision function
of the transmission grid while ancillary services, such as
operating reserves, regulation, load following and voltage
control, are the necessary for maintaining the reliability of the
bulk system as well as undertaking commercial transactions
across the grid.
A few references have published various methods to
calculate cost allocation of transmission usage, such as
generation shift distribution factors (GSDFs), line utilization
factors (LUFs), Bialek and Kirschen algoritm. These methods
have been reviewed by Jiuping P.. et all [3] through numerical
examples that use 5 bus system and the results are enough
different among one another, see Tables II and III, although
they use the same active power flow as basic calculation.
This paper will propose a different basic calculation,
current magnitude, through the decomposition method that has
been studied by
Hemagasantos Z. [4]. Decomposition

techniques here are done after results of load flow calculation
are found, where these results are as a base case. Then the base
case will be used to determine flowing current contribution
from a generator to the lines. After the current contributions
from generators are obtained, finally is continued to calculate
the cost allocation of transmission usage for all of the
generators.
To see the performance of the proposed method will be
tested with the 5 bus system that was said above. the results
will be compared with the results of the methods that have
been published.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Cost Allocation of Transmission Usage
Formulation for calculating cost allocation of transmission
usage in this paper follow general equation from MW-Mile
regulation, which is expressed by equation (1).
Fi ,k 


TCi ¦ Ck
kK
¦ Ft ,k
tT

Where TCi is total cost that is allocated to generator i, Ck is
the embedded cost of the facility k (included costs of wires,
towers, conectings, arresters or others), Ft ,k is power/current
magnitude flowing on facilities k caused by generator t, and
K & T are the number of transmission facilities and generators
on the system. This equation (1) shows that direction of flow
does not influence the responsibility of payment. This is
analogous to the TOL (tax of line) usage for vehicles. The
power magnitude used in the equation (1) can consist of active
power (MW) or apparent power (MVA). So we have to choose
one of the others (MW and MVA). Power usage in
determining cost allocation of transmission usage will be
influenced by losses, such as shown by Fig. 1 this below. This
figure is a line of facility k with impedasi Zjk. Furthermore it is
assumed power from generator i to flow from left to right is
and the power was accepted on the right side bus
equal to Ft ,LR
k
is Fi ,RL
. There is line impedance will produce loss in the line,
k
so that Fi ,RL
received on the right side of the bus will be
k
reduced.
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F
Fri,k

Fig. 1. Power flows in the line

Z jk is line impedance. If generator i cause power
RL
i ,k

losses, Fri ,k , in the line (Fig. 1), power genertor i, F
from right to left and received at right side is
RL
i ,k



F

LR
i ,k

F

 Fri ,k 

F



Before equation (1) is applied, the direction of power flow
on each line must be chosen first, from left to right or vice
versa. Because of the power loss in the lines, the direction of
power flows that have been chosen is definitely affect the
calculation results. For example, the power flowing from
generator i is from right to left. If direction of the power
chosen is from left to right, the generator i will be getting
profit.
In this paper will propose current flows as the basis for
determining cost allocation of transmission usage. The idea is
based on reality that current flows in transmission lines
according to electrical laws, i.e. they did not changed (or no
losses) after flowing across the transmission grid. So, using
current as a basis calculation will more fortunate than using
power in determining cost allocation of transmission usage.
Then equation (1) in current variable is rewritten as this
following equation.


 TC

i

¦C

k K

k

¦I





t ,k

t T

Where

I t ,k is the current from generator t that flows in the line

k.
B. Current Contribution from a Generator to the Lines
General working equation of the electric network in the
matrix can be expressed by following equation.

I bus
Ybus Vbus 


>

@ >

@>

@

>I bus @ is the bus injection current matix, >Ybus @ is the
bus admintance matrix and >Vbus @ is the bus voltage matrix.
Whereas the >I bus @ matrix consists of the bus injection current
Where

> @

G
, and the bus injection current matrix
matrix of genertors, I bus

of loads,

>I @. So equation (4) can be rewritten as this
L
bus

following equation.
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Where,

.

Ii,k



, flows

While the power loss depends on the line impedance. For a
fixed current flow, the power loss would be great if the line
impedance is also getting bigger. In practice, the line
is always less than
impedance is not always zero. So Fi ,RL
k
LR
t ,k

G
bus

Where >I @ is identity matrix. Based on study from
Hermagasantos Z. [4], the current flow to the load at bus i can
be expressed by

RL
i ,k

Fi,LR
k

Where

>I @ >Y @>V @  >I@>I @



Z jk







DE F
L

yi

L
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Where Vi , Pi and Qi are the actual voltage, active power
and rective power, repeatively. In matrix form of equation (7)
is substituted into equation (6) and yield

>I @ >Y @>V @  >y @>V @
G
bus


Where

bus

bus

L
bus

bus



>y @is diagonal matrix of load admittances expressed



L
bus

by equation (8). From the equation (9) is get bus voltage, that
is


>V @ >Z @>I @ 
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#
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Where,

#
bus

bus

L
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From the latest equation is applied superposition technique to
calculate current contributions of each generator that flows in
lines. For example, for generator at bus i, equation (11) can be
rewritten to be the following expression.
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Where V j is voltage at bus j caused by generator at bus i,

Z #ji is element of new bus impedance matrix on row j and
G

column i and I i is the injected current at bus i. From the

Feasily obtained


equation
(12)DE
above is
voltage
on each bus,
that is

 
V jGi Z #ji I iG 
The following step, Fig. 2 will be used to calculate current
flow contribution of a generator in the line. It is phi equivalent
circuit of a line having admittance yjk and half line charging
sh

susceptance y jk . The line connects bus j to bus k, where

V jGi and VkGi are nodal voltage as consequence of the injected
 at busDE
F
current
i.





Or.
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I Gi
jk

V jGi

VkGi
y jk

y shjk

y shjk

Fig. 2. Phi equivalent circuit of line j-k

From Fig. 1, the current flowing in the line j-k derived
from generator at bus i is easily determined through a circuit
theory, that is

 
I Gi
V jGi  V kGi y jk  V jGi y shjk 
jk
Or,

I Gi
jk



F jk I iG 

 

Where,


F jk

Z  Z ki# y jk  Z #ji y shjk 
#
ji

process is stopped.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section presents a illustrative example base on the 5-bus
test system that was proposed by Jiuping P., et al [3]. It is
aimed to see performance of the proposed method that was
discussed above. The 5-bus test system is depicted in Fig. 3.
This figure consist of two generators, three loads and seven
facilies/lines. Total capacity of the loads of system is equal to
145 MW, which is distributed on bus 3, 4 and 5. The cost of
each line in Tabel 1 is an annual cost which includes costs of
wires, towers, conectings, arresters or others.
Table
I gives
the transmission
the base case

DE
F
 data including

flows and the transmission revenue requirements. In the case,
loads at bus 3, 4 and 5 are (45+j15 MVA), (40+j5 MVA) and

DE
F
  generator

(60+j10
MVA),
respectively.
The
from bus 2 is
fixed as 20 MW and bus 1 is the slack bus.

 

III. ALGORITHM
The proposed method explained in section II needs clearer
procedure, so that it can be applied in computer calculations.
These procedures are steps of algorithm to run a program from
the proposed method. Then the procedure in this paper are
realized by an algorithm as the following steps.
Step-0: Start.
Step-1: Input data of transmission, loads. generators, and
embedded cost of each facilities.
Step-2: Run program load flow with condition at step-1.
Step-3: Form a new bus impedance matrix from the load
flow results, by equation (11)
Step-4: Determine a generator, for example Gi, that will be
observed and calculate its current generated,.
Step-5: Calculate voltage every bus that is caused by the Gi.
Step-6: Calculate current that flows in each line base on bus
voltages that are got from step-4.
Step-7: Continue to step-5 for another generator until all
generators have been observed.
Step-8: Calculate cost allocation of transmission usage for
all generators.
Step-9: Write the results.
Step-10: Stop.
Step-1 inputs all data, both data of line costs of every line
and parameters of system. The data are used to obtain a base
case by running load flow program in step-2. The base case is
used to calculate bus admittance through equation (8) and then
forming bus adminttance matrix through equation (11) in step3. Afterward, it is forming a bus impedance matrix from the
bus admittance matrix in step-4. Choose a generator to be
observated then uses equation (12) to determine bus voltages
in step-5. After obtaining bus voltages, it is continued to
calculate current flows in every line from the generator
through equation (14) or (15) in step-6. In step-7 the process
goes back to step-5 and choose again one of the other
generators until all generators have been processed. Next step,
it is continued to calculate cost allocation for every generator
through equation (1) in the step-8. Finally, it is obtained cost
allocations of transmission usage from each generator and

Fig. 3. The 5-bus test system

Line
1-2
1-3
2-3
2-4
2-5
3-4
4-5

TABLE I.
TRANSMISSION DATA AND BASE CASE FLOWS
Flows
Flows
R
X
Cost
(MW)
(MVA)
(pu)
(pu)
(106$)
0.02
0.06
0.1863
89.51
118.27
0.08
0.24
0.8250
41.76
47.45
0.06
0.18
0.5499
24.51
24.71
0.06
0.18
0.5499
27.75
28.05
0.04
0.12
0.2809
54.76
55.96
0.01
0.03
0.0978
19.30
19.88
0.08
0.24
0.8250
6.54
6.94

Line
#
1-2
1-3
2-3
2-4
2-5
3-4
4-5
Cost ($/MW)

Line
#
1-2
1-3
2-3
2-4
2-5
3-4

TABLE II.
TRANSMISSION USAGE AND CHARGES (G1)
Methods
GGDFs
(MW)

LUFs
(MW)

Bialek
(MW)

92.3039
87.0940
89.5100
38.9661
37.4753
41.7600
20.0297
20.3981
20.0337
23.0893
23.6008
22.6820
47.0241
48.7091
44.7509
18.2359
18.7771
17.9774
6.1712
6.4908
5.6545
2.5880
2.5756
2.5604
TABLE III.
TRANSMISSION USAGE AND CHARGES (G2)
Methods

Kirschen
(MW)

89.5100
41.7600
21.2698
24.0815
47.5121
16.7485
5.6754
2.6178

GGDFs
(MW)

LUFs
(MW)

Bialek
(MW)

Kirschen
(MW)

-2.7939
2.7939
4.4803
4.6607
7.7359
1.0641

-2.7488
2.8034
4.6201
4.8344
8.1780
1.2257

0
0
4.4763
5.0680
9.9991
1.3226

0
0
3.2402
3.6686
7.2380
2.5515
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4-5
Cost ($/MW)

0.3688
1.9354

0.4424
2.0147

0.8855
2.1151

0.8646
1.7381

Tables II and III consist of the test results of the published
methods. These tables show generator-related active power
flows for the base case determined by general generation
distribution factors (GGDFs), line utilization factors (LUFs),
Bialek and Kirschen tracing algorithm. They stated the
generator-related MW flows and generator charges determined
by GGDFs and LUFs are very close. From Table III for lines
1-2 and 1-3, Bialek and Kirschen algorithms resulted in zero
charges for G2 and full responsibility of G1 to use them.
However, the two algorithms have very different results for
generator charges, i.e. 2.1151 $/MW for Bialek and 1.7381
$/MW for Kirschen.
While Table IV shows that the generator-related current
flows for base case determined by the proposed method,
where IG1 and IG2 are the generator-related current flows of G1
and G2, respectively, in per-unit (pu). From the base case, G1
and G2 generate 131.27 MW and 20 MW, respectively. Power
of G1 is so dominant so that Ig1 is the very influential to every
line. The next table consist of total cost, in unit $/MW, of the
five methods. The last row of the table contains the cost
allocation for each generator. From the calculation results is
obtained cost allocation for generator 1 is 2.5553 $/MW and
generator 2 is 2.1483 $/MW. These results show that cost
allocation from generator 1 is more than generator 2. The
same is also indicated by the results of the published methods
on Table II and III
TABLE IV.
TRANSMISSION USAGE AND CHARGES (G1 AND G2)
IG2
Line
IG1
(pu)
(pu)
#
1-2
0.9252
0.0304
1-3
0.3873
0.0304
2-3
0.2081
0.0506
2-4
0.2378
0.0525
2-5
0.4797
0.0871
3-4
0.1823
0.0128
4-5
0.0616
0.0043
Cost ($/MW)
2.5553
2.1483

After the cost allocation of transmission usage was
determined, then total revenues, or TR, of the methods can be
calculated with the following equation.

TR

¦C

P

Gi Gi

(16)

i 1

Where C Gi is cost allocation of transmission usage for Gi and

PGi is the injected power of Gi. Then equation (17) is used to
calculate deviation:

TR  EC
100% (17)
EC
Where ' is deviation and EC is total embedded cost of
'

transmission. From Table I EC for the 5 bus system in the
fig.3 is 3.3148 (106 $/year) or 378.4018 $/hour.

Table V shows that there is slightly difference between TR
and EC for the published methods. LUFs & Kirschen give
negative deviation and GGDFs & Bialek give positive
deviation. Which EC for ideal conditions is equal to TR (or
zero deviation). This deviation occurs because it is influenced
by losses when power is applied as a basis of calculation; It
will become worse when losses increase. While the proposed
method gives zero deviation. This is caused by the use of
current magnitude as a basis of calculation. Current has
advantages when compared to power, current magnitude
flowing in both ends of each line is same. This has inspired
writer to study current as basis of calculation in determining
cost allocation of transmission usage. From the illustrative
example, the proposed method gives very satisfying results.
TABLE V.
COST ALLOCATION OF TRANSMISSION USAGE FOR 5 METHODS
Total
Cost ($/MW)
'
Revenue
Method
Proposed
GSDFs
LUFs
Bialek
Kirschen

G1 =
131.27MW

G2 =
20MW

TR($)

(%)

2.5553
2.5880
2.5756
2.5604
2.6178

2.1483
1.9354
2.0147
2.1151
1.7381

378.4018
378.4348
378.3930
378.4057
378.4006

0
0.0087
-0.0023
0.0010
-0.0003

V. CONCLUSION
A method for determining cost allocation of transmission
usage has been proposed in this paper. Mathematically, the
formulations have been illustrated clearly without assumptions
and approximations. The method uses current magnitude as a
basis of calculation so that the calculation results are not
affected by the determination of the flow, either from left to
right or from right to left. This is caused by current magnitude
at two ends of line is same.
While the published methods use power magnitude as a
basis of calculation so that the calculation results are
influenced by losses. Determination of power flow will affect
the calculation results due to the power flow from left to right
be not equal to the power flow from right to left. The greater
the losses in the line can make the calculation results that
deviate further and further away.
Table IV shows that the proposed method can be applied
with satisfactory results. From the table it can be shown that
the current flow from each generator on each line can be
determined properly. With the current flow can be separated
perfectly well in each line are like well shown by the Tabel IV
then this makes the key to the success of the proposed
method. This is shown by Table V, the published methods
gave a non-zero deviation whereas the proposed method gave
a zero deviation. The smallest deviation is given by Kirschen
algorithm, -0003%. It is very close to the proposed method.
From the test results, the published methods gave a small
deviation. However, for large systems, they will give a large
deviation. This is thier weakness when compared the proposed
method, which the deviation is not ifluenced by the size of
system.
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Abstract—Magnetic flux resulting from geomagnetic anomaly
is a natural energy source that never runs out, driven by tectonic
settings or specific rock structures. Unfortunately, this natural
resource has not been exploited at all; therefore frontier
technological innovations in electromagnetic fields are required.
Geomagnetic flux concentrator is a system designed to actively
collect the Earth's magnetic fluxes and direct them in a
catchment area, in order to increase the geomagnetic output flux
densities to meet the required densities of common electrical
generators. Earth's magnetic fields are of very low frequency or
nearly static field that must be firstly manipulated to achieve a
cut-off frequency, needed to be able to steer them through the
waveguides. The designed magneto-static flux manipulator
worked by periodically placing a round shielding sheet, which is
continuously fast rotated across the constant magnetic fluxes
flow. Hence the fluxes on the opposite side of the shielding sheet
will turn into high frequency geomagnetic pulses (of some MHz),
so that they will be just likes a series of electromagnetic waves
which are spatially separated, then they will be able to be further
guided and concentrated. This paper report the initial results of
performance tests of the magneto-static flux manipulator, tested
with a Helmholtz coil in a calibrated semi-anechoic chamber. The
manipulator was tested in the Lombok Island, which is located at
the highest intensity of the geomagnetic anomaly of Indonesian
region. Results show that the manipulator performed good
frequency manipulations up to about 60 Hz for rotated shielding
of 900 rpm, which will be possible to reach the higher
frequencies.
Keywords—Geomagnetic
concentrator; waveguides

I.

anomalies;

flux

density;

INTRODUCTION

Geomagnetic studies over the Lombok Island regions have
been conducted continuously since 2004 by a team of
researchers from the Mataram University [1, 2, 3], where the
results of a recent survey carried out in collaboration with the
DeutschesGeo-Forschungszentrum (GFZ) Potsdam - Germany
showed a difference in the intensity of the magnetic in the
strongest dipolar structure up to 1000 nT [4, 5, 6]. The high
Earth’s magnetic fluxes density in the Lombok Island regions
can become natural sources of inexhaustible energy, while their
source comes from the tectonic settings of this region which is
between two active subductions [6]. Unfortunately, these

natural resources have not been utilized at all, hence
necessitating a frontier technological innovation in
electromagnetic in order to practically utilize the geomagnetic
field for electrical generators.
A multilevel concentrator system will be designed to collect
and increase the geomagnetic flux density with a gain of 10, to
finally get static magnetic intensity of 10,000 gauss from five
levels concentrator. While Earth's magnetic fields are of very
low frequency or nearly static field, so that they must be firstly
manipulated to achieve a cut-off frequency, needed to be able
to steer them through the waveguides. Therefore, what we need
first to make the flux concentrator work is a magneto-static
manipulator. This paper report the initial results of performance
tests of the magneto-static flux manipulator, tested with a
Helmholtz coil in a calibrated semi-anechoic chamber.
II.

DESIGN AND TESTING OF MANIPULATOR

The designed magneto-static flux manipulator worked by
periodically placing a round shielding sheet, which is
continuously fast rotated across the constant magnetic fluxes
flow. Hence the fluxes on the opposite side of the shielding
sheet will turn into high frequency geomagnetic pulses (of
some MHz), so that they will be just likes a series of
electromagnetic waves which are spatially separated, then they
will be able to be further guided and concentrated. The
manipulator was tested in a semi-anechoic chamber 3 m x 3 m
x 3 m equipped with a pair of 100 turns Helmholtz coils with a
diameter of 2 m. We have previously demonstrated that our
self arranged chamber can reduce external static magnetic
fields from outside with shielding effectiveness of 87.5% [11],
and refinement of the Helmholtz coils have been done in order
to induce larger and more uniform static magnetic fields [12].
The manipulator basically consists of two round shape
shielding sheets, each with diameter of 1 m. The sheets are of 3
mm thick of Mu-metal material, with nearly 70 % Nickel and
the rest 30 % of mixed metals (i.e. Iron, Cadmium and Cobalt).
The two sheets are sliced so as to make four identical holes as
well as four shielded areas on each sheet, which their
dimensions suitable with the planned waveguides (cut-off
frequency around 1 MHz).

The Indonesian Ministry of Research and Technology under SINas 2012.
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When the manipulator is in operation, the shielding sheets
which placed in the rear will be kept static (no motion), while
another sheet in the front will be turned around. The moving
sheet is coupled to a 1500 rpm three phase induction motor via
a fix rubber belt. While it runs with the moving shielding sheet
as load, its maximum speed is reduced from 1500 rpm down to
about 900 rpm. The motor speeds are controlled by a voltage
regulator, which its output currents have been previously
calibrated by using a photo tachometer to get the desired speed.
During tests, all electrical parts including the magnetic fields
measuring equipment (SPECTRAN NF-5035®) are controlled
TABLE I.

TEST SEQUENCES AND PARAMETERS

Inputs

Frequency response

Fig. 1(a) shows the manipulator when it is placed between a
pair of Helmholtz coils in a semi-anechoic chamber, while Fig.
1(b) shows the placement and setting of measuring equipment
in front of the manipulator (behind the shielding sheet). Fig. 2
illustrates the electrical circuit used for the tests, while the
sequences of tests as well as inputs and outputs parameters are
given in Table 1.

Parameters

Sequence
Shielding effectiveness

from outside the chamber, and live monitored by two sets of
CCTV cameras. Results of field measurements can be logged
or live monitored using MCS computer program.

Fixed inducing current in the
Helmholtz coil (2 A)
x Fixed inducing current in
the Helmholtz coil (1 A)
x Velocity of rotated
shielding (by regulating
the voltage input of
induction motor)
Current in the Helmholtz coil

Conditions
Outputs

Magnetic fields intensities
behind the shielding in x-, yand z- directions
x Magnetic fields intensities
behind the shielding
x Frequency of magnetic
fields behind the shielding

Magnetic fields intensities
behind the shielding

Background frequency

The shielding sheet is in no motion mode and the holes
are in fully open condition
The shielding sheet is in motions mode, with variations
of speed (900 – 400 rpm).

The Helmholtz coil without and with fixed inducing
current (1 A); while the shielding sheet is in three
different states:
a) No motion mode and the holes are in fully open
condition,
b) No motion mode and the holes are in fully closed
condition,
c) Full speed of 900 rpm.

III.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. (a). The Magneto-Static Flux Manipulator, placed between a pair of
Helmholtz coils in the semi-anechoic chamber. (b). Placement and
setting of measuring equipment (SPECTRAN NF-5035®)

MANIPULATOR PERFORMANCE

A. Shielding Effectiveness Test
Shielding effectiveness test is performed in no motion
mode and the four holes are in fully open condition. Fig. 3
shows the results of shielding effectiveness test, when a
constant of 2 A inducing currents are given to the Helmholtz
coils. Here we show that the shielding material is quite
effective to stop the flux directed through the x-axis, evident by
generated discrete pulses of very low frequency of some 2 Hz.
In contrast, the fluxes on the other two axes will remain
unchanged, because the shielding is placed orthogonally in
front of x-axis.
B. Frequency Response Test
Frequency response test is performed in motion mode with
various speeds, i.e. 900 – 400 rpm, in 100 rpm step. Twenty to
twenty five data are collected and then averaged for each speed
variations. Fig. 4 shows the results of frequency response test,
when a constant of 1A inducing currents are given to the
Helmholtz coils. Here again we show that the shielding is quite
effective to stop the flux directed through the x-axis, evident by
changes in magnetic intensity due to difference speed of
shielding motions. In this case, the fluxes on other two axes
will also be changed, because now the fields are no more static
but have frequencies of some hertz. Magnetic intensities are
linear to the velocity of shielding; due to how frequent the
fluxes can pass the shielding through the holes. The frequency
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responses are quite good, nearly similar to the theoretical
values.
C. Background Frequency Test
Background frequency test is performed for two conditions,
i.e. when the Helmholtz coils with and without induced current.
For each condition, the manipulator is tested while the
shielding is in three different states: a). no motion mode and
the holes are in fully open condition, b). no motion mode and
the holes are in fully closed condition, and c). in full speed of
900 rpm. Ten to fifteen data are collected and then averaged for
each condition and state. Results for initial conditions, when no
induced currents are applied on the coils, are listed in Table 1.
They will be compared to the results when 1A inducing
currents are applied as in Table 2. Fig. 5 shows the comparison
of results under both conditions, while the shielding sheet is in
three different states (fully open, fully closed, and 900 rpm).
Frequency ranges are set from 15 Hz to 75 Hz in 15 Hz steps.
Here we show that for all cases of all frequency ranges,
there are no changes in the magnetic intensities in the direction
of y and z-axis as long as the shielding is in no motion mode.
These are also valid in the case of no or with inducing currents
applied on the coils, and whether the shielding holes are fully
open or fully closed. It means that the inducing currents, when
no motion of shielding, only induced static magnetic fields and
affect only magnetic intensities in the direction of x-axis. In
this direction, magnetic intensities will decrease for the higher
frequency ranges. Besides, when inducing currents are applied,
the intensities of fully open conditions are slightly higher than
the fully closed ones. It means that by applying inducing
currents, there should be low frequency magnetic pulses
generated in the direction of x-axis.
Further, we should analyze the effects of shielding motions
in the induced magnetic intensities. It is clear that by inducing
currents in full speed motion state, the intensity in x-axis
dramatically increase. On the other hand, the intensities slightly
decrease in other two axes directions.
IV.

DISCUSSION

Testing of magneto-static flux manipulator shows that the
manipulator performs good manipulations for various shielding
velocities up to of 900 rpm, equal to the induced magnetic field
frequency of about 60 Hz. However, comparing to the previous
results when the manipulator has not been placed on the
chamber, the static magnetic inductions (after correction
factors applied) are 31,143.88 nT on the direction of x-axis
[12]. It means that not all of the static magnetic flux (only
about 0.16% of them) can be manipulated to frequency 60 Hz
by placing the 900 rpm rotating manipulator in the chamber.
Therefore, more detail calculation should be made before we
decide how many levels of concentrators are needed to get the
required flux densities and to be applicable for common
electrical generators. Other alternative solutions, such as using
parallel flux manipulators, probably more applicable to
increase the intensity of output fluxes. However, economical
costs investments should also be considered, since using
valuable Mu-metals as shielding materials are clearly very
expensive.

The manipulator was tested in the Lombok Island, which is
located at the highest intensity of the geomagnetic anomaly of
Indonesian region [5, 6]. The main objective of this research is
therefore using natural anomalous phenomena of the Earth's
magnetic field over the Lombok Island to supply electrical
energy from renewable and environmentally friendly resources.
Results of this research are expected to be applicable in other
areas with high geomagnetic anomaly over the World. Some
potential areas are in Indonesian region as mapped by the
CHAMP satellite, which are along the northern island of Java,
the island of Bali, the island of Sumbawa, and the north island
of Sulawesi [7, 8, 9]. Moreover, [10] have marked several high
potential geomagnetic anomalies in the first World Digital
Magnetic Anomaly Map (WDMAM), which are in the
Chicxulub crater in the North America, the Bangui anomaly in
the Middle Africa, the Thromsberg anomaly in the South
Africa, the Richat structure in the West Africa, the Bay of
Biscay, along the Java Trench in Indonesia and the Paris Basin.
These specific places are quite potential for locations of the
geomagnetic flux concentrator applications.
V.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the performance of magneto-static
flux manipulator, and conclude that:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The shielding material with its holes is quite effective
to stop the flux in the direction orthogonal to it,
evident by generated discrete pulses of very low
frequency of some 2 Hz.
The frequency responses of manipulator are quite
good, nearly similar to the theoretical values.
Magnetic intensities are linear to the velocity of
shielding; due to how frequent the fluxes can pass the
shielding through the holes.
When no motion of shielding, the coils induce static
magnetic fields only. In the direction orthogonal to the
shielding, magnetic intensities will decrease for the
higher frequency ranges.
Not all of the static magnetic flux (only about 0.16%
of them) can be manipulated to frequency 60 Hz by
placing the 900 rpm rotating manipulator in the
chamber.
More detail calculation should be made to decide how
many levels of concentrators are needed to get the
required flux densities for common electrical
generators.
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INITIAL MAGNETIC INTENSITY, WITH NO INDUCING CURRENT ON THE HELMHOLTZ COILS

TABLE II.

Magnetic Intensity (nT)

Freq.
range

Bx-O

By-O

Bz-O

Bx-C

By-C

Bz-C

15-30 Hz
30-45 Hz
45-60 Hz
60-75 Hz

150.81
79.51
53.79
41.03

225.78
118.30
79.32
59.31

114.90
58.92
39.87
30.20

149.79
79.51
53.79
41.03

234.69
118.30
79.32
59.31

114.90
59.11
39.87
30.20

TABLE III.

Bx-900

By-900

Bz-900

17.85

39.30

47.33

MAGNETIC INTENSITY, WITH 1A INDUCING CURRENTS ON THE HELMHOLTZ COILS
Magnetic Intensity (nT)

Freq.
range

Bx-O

By-O

Bz-O

Bx-C

By-C

Bz-C

15-30 Hz
30-45 Hz
45-60 Hz
60-75 Hz

251.70
127.08
87.85
80.37

226.67
118.69
79.32
59.31

114.90
57.88
39.62
30.18

243.84
123.06
94.33
70.05

224.32
118.3
79.32
59.31

114.86
58.73
39.18
30.20

Coil
A

Bx-900

By-900

Bz-900

52.94

38.66

42.99

Coil
B

B

IB
IA
3I
Induction
Motor

3I
VAC

Variable
DC

A

A

Fig. 2. Electrical circuit diagram used for testing of manipulator.

(a)

Fig. 3. Results of shielding effectiveness test, shows that the shielding is
quite effective by performing flux manipulations on the x-axis (the axis
of Helmholtz coil); while fields on the other two axes are remain static.

(b)
Fig. 4. (a). Magnetic intensity when the shielding is in motion with various
speeds. (b). Frequency response of induced magnetic fields due to
shielding motions.
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[4]

Fig. 5. Results of background frequency test for two conditions: without and
with inducing current on the Helmholtz coils, as respectively depicted on
the left and right side of the graphic. The magnetic intensity for three
different states of shielding sheet are symbolically depicted as -O, -C,
and -900.
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Abstract— The generator designed in this research is Axial
Flux Wound Rotor (AFWR) and as two air gaps machine. It has
a planar and somewhat adjustable air gap with slotted stator and
rotor. This generator is small-scale capacity which has 380 V, 1
kW and 750 rpm. The windings are laid into slots made from
laminated core. The generator has a single double-sided slotted
wound stator sandwiched between twin rotor. The generator
relates only to wound rotor machine with disc type rotor and
stator. The axial flux machine generally uses permanent magnets
mounted on the rotor. Replacing the permanent magnet with a
winding in the rotor, makes it possible to control the flux by
varying the current flowing into the field winding. The results of
design computation reveal electric quatities suited with respect to
performance of the generator. Varying the airgaps and excitation
voltages of the axial flux generator, its performance might be
controlled to meet the need of a load attached to its terminal. It
has been found out that for the airgap of 1.0 mm and the
excitation voltage of 11 V, the field current and the efficiency are
3.82 A and 85.30% respectively.
Keywords— Synchronous generator, axial flux, efficiency, air
gap.

I. Introduction
The axial flux permanent magnet (PM) machines have a
number of distinct advantages over radial flux machines
(RFM). They can be designed to have a higher power-toweight ratio resulting in less core material. Moreover, they
have planar and easily adjustable airgaps. The noise and
vibration levels are less than the conventional machines. Also,
the direction of the main air gap flux can be varied and many
discrete topologies can be derived. These benefits present the
AFMs with certain advantages over conventional RFMs in
various applications [1].
Besides these benefits, the flux density is reduced due to
the large airgap. However, one important advantage of this
machine is that the structure transfers the heat from the stator
frame very easily. Therefore, machine electrical loading can
be relatively high. This is an important feature of axial flux
machines because suitable shape and size to match the space
limitation is crucial for some applications such as electric
vehicle. From a construction point of view, brushless AFPM
machines can be designed as single-sided or double-sided,
with or without armature slots, with or without armature core,

with internal or external PM rotors, with surface mounted or
interior PMs and as single stage or multi-stage machines.
Stator and rotor positions can be interchanged, the number of
stator and rotor can be multiplied and the air gap distance can
easily be varied. Some configurations of axial flux permanent
magnet machines as shown Fig. 1 [2].
This research will analyze the performance of three
phase axial flux wound rotor synchronous generator. With the
limited generator output power, it will be sought at what width
of air gap, number of stator turns, diameter of stator
conductor and excitation voltage will be obtained the highest
efficiency. When the rotation of rotor is not constant caused
by the prime mover rotation that is not constant, the output
voltage generated by the generator will vary. To make a
constant voltage, the flux should be controlled by varying the
field current flowing through the rotor winding. Therefore the
expected advantage of the result of this study is to obtain a
precise distance measurement of the air gap, the number of
stator turns, the diameter of stator conductor and the excitation
voltage on the axial flux wound rotor (AFWR) synchronous
machine having the capacity 1 kW with high efficiency. Since
a large number of poles can be accommodated, these machines
are ideal for low speed applications.
Electrical machine which has high power and high
efficiency and also small dimensions while lower price is the

Fig. 1. Axial flux machine configurations.
(a) Single rotor - single stator structure, (b) Two rotor - single stator structure,
(c) Single rotor -two stator structure, (d) Three rotor - two stator structure.
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optimization parameters. If the performance has been met, the
design data sheet can be printed. Stages of the design are



Fig. 2: AFWR synchronous generator

axial flux permanent magnet machine. However, the study has
not been performed yet in three phase axial flux wound rotor
synchronous generator which its air gap and voltage excitation
can be varied. The air gap changes can affect machine
parameters and the voltage excitation changes can affect the
output voltage.
In the case of engine/generator sets most interest has
focused on axial flux generator topologies that have two rotor
discs and one stator disc. Such an axial flux generator can be
usefully integrated with an engine as it is axially very short
and so can be mounted directly on the engine output shaft,
eliminating the need for separate bearings or couplings. The
generator has, or can be designed to have, a moment of inertia
that makes the flywheel redundant [3].
An axial flux machine with wound rotor is referred to as
an axial flux wound rotor (AFWR). A cross sectional
schematic of the AFWR machine is shown in Fig. 2. The
AFWR generator consists of two wound rotor that two
windings are connected in parallel. The stator of AFWR
generator is located between two opposing wound rotors. The
double-sided rotor simply called twin rotor with slots are
located at sides of stator and rotor lamination core.
Fig. 3. The flowchart of design process

II. DESIGNOFTHEMACHINE
The design of axial flux synchronous generator is done
by calculations based on the equations of the axial flux and the
radial flux machines. Equations applied are related to electric
circuits, magnetic circuits and mechanics on the stator and the
rotor. The Matlab program is used for accuracy and precision
calculations, while Solidworks software is used for drawing
the machine and its parts.
The design of synchronous generator is started with
determining the specifications of the machine, then selecting
materials and assigning design parameters. Before processing
the design of the electrical circuit, the magnetic circuit and the
mechanics, it is first assumed the parameter optimizations
associated with the specification of the machine. It is expected
at the end of the design process, the performance of the
machine is met the need. If the performance has not met yet,
then the design process should be repeated by changing

shown in the flowchart in Fig. 3. The process of optimization
in the design of the machine aims to obtain higher efficiency
with power output fixed previously.
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Figure 4: The slotted stators and rotor, before and after winding

The machine designed is three phase axial flux wound
rotor (AFWR) synchronous generator where magnetic flux
lines cross the air gap in axial direction with the machine axis.
The stator and rotors are disc shaped and located in parallel
next to each other. The stator having two side slots are located
between twin slotted rotors. Windings are then laid into slots
carved in the rotor and stator face shown in Fig. 4.
In principle, the electromagnetic design of AFPM
machines is similar to its radial flux PM (RFPM) counterparts
with cylindrical rotors. However, the mechanical design,
thermal analysis and assembly process are more complex [4].
Specifications of three phase AFWR synchronous generator
designed is the nominal quantity (rated). Quantities include
output power, terminal voltage (phase to phase), frequency,
rotor rotation and power factor. The input power and the load
torque are on the shaft of prime mover which rotates the
generator rotor windings. The rotor winding is connected to a
source of direct current so that the field current flows through
the field winding. The field current produces a steady-state
magnetic field in the rotor.
A synchronous generator can be operated as motor. The
synchronous motor have several advantages in comparison
with the induction motor such as controllable power factor and
larger air gap. The drawbacks of induction motor are their
small air gap, which are needed to create higher efficiency.
However, the air gap of those of two machines can not be
adjusted. In this case the nonmagnetic air gap is large and high
energy magnet are required. The air gap magnetic flux density
decreases as the air gap increases [5].

III. MANUFACTURINGOFTHE
MACHINE
This section contains the manufacturing of the generator
based on the results of design calculations. The manufacturing
is started from stator and then rotor parts. The stator and the
rotor parts consist of core, slot, brush and slipring while
mechanical parts consist of shaft and bearing. After
calculations using Matlab software, the drawings either twodimensional or three-dimensional can be done by using
Solidworks software. Manufacturing of the generator is based
on two-dimensional plot of Solidworks.

with M-5 specification and thick of 0,3 mm. Rolled Silicon
steel plate is shown in Figure 5. This generator has two rotors
with single side slot and one stator with two slot sides. Each
side either stator or rotor has the same number of slots. The

Fig. 5. Rolled silicon steel plate lamination
TABLE I. DIMENSION OF STATOR AND ROTOR

Parameter

Simbol

Number
Side

Stator

Rotor

1

2

2

1

Slot

S

24

16

Outer diameter

Dout

0,28 m

0,28 m

Inner diameter

Din

0,16 m

0,16 m

Thickness

ds / d r

0,0405 m

0,0203 m

Slot
- slot diameter

dsc

0.0135 m

0.0135 m

- stator opening

b14

0.003 m

0.003 m

- Cross section area

As

0.0143 m2

0.0143 m2

stator and rotor discs have 24 slots respectively. The
dimensions of stator and rotor are listed at Table I. Rolled
silicon steel plate lamination before slotting is shown in Fig. 5.
The rated output current in a single side stator Ia = 1.0203 A,
so that the total output current from the generator will be
2.0406 A, where the three stator winding are Y-connected and
the number of phase m1 = 3, the number of armature turns of a
single stator per phase N1 = 440 turns per phase.

A. Manufacturing Of Stator
This AFWR generator is designed to produce frequency
of 50 Hz, rotation of 750 rpm and has the number of 8 poles.
Terminal voltage is 380 V and phase voltage is 220 V. Output
power is 1.000 W. With  = 0.9607, kd = 0,5714, ns = 12,5 rps,
Bmg = 0,6305 Wb/m2, Am = 5.712 A/m2, cos = 0,83 and kD =
0,1323 obtained from the given equation, the disk outer and
inner of stator and rotor are 0,28 m and 0.16 m respectively.
The stator and rotor core of the machine are made from
CRGO (Cold-Rolled Grain Oriented) silicon electrical steel
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Fig. 6. A circle stator winding diagram which producing eight-magnetic poles

Fig. 7. A winding diagram of stator, showing how the stator currents produce
north and south magnetic poles.

Figure 8: Voltage wave to know the balanced impedance of the three stator
winding.

The stator is wound with coil pitch of 3 slots, so the coils
must span 3 stator slots. It means for a conductor in slot 1 goes
into slot 4 and for a conductor in slot 4 goes into slot 7 and so
on. In order to get 8 poles in the stator, it might be wound as
shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Copper wire conductors that are wound
in the stator have coss section area sa =1.96x10-7 m2, then its
conductor diameter is 0.5 mm.
Using the class F (115 oC) enamel insulation of the
armature conductors having thick (te) of 0.024 mm, the
diameter of the wire with insulation de is 0.548 mm. Hence.
the total cross sectional area of all conductors in the stator slot
Asc = 5.3776 x10-5 m2, diameter and the cross section area of a
single slot is approximately dsc = 13,5 mm and Ascir =
1.43x10-4 m2 respectively. The resulting slot fill factor kfs =
0.3757 showing the stator can be easily wound, since the

average slot filI factor for low voltage machines with round
stator conductor is about 0.4. A circle and horizontal stator
wiring diagram are shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
In order to know the balance of resistance among the
three stator winding, test is done by giving an impuls voltage.
From the test, it is obtained that the three voltage waves of
phase winding are lines up with each other. It shows the
balanced resistance of the three stator windings. The three
balanced resistances are 26.80 , 27.28  dan 27.17 
respectively. The results of test records of balanced stator
winding resistances are shown in Fig. 8. Each of phase
winding in a stator side is connected in parallel with a phase
winding in other stator side, the resistance of the three stator
windings are devided by two then each resistace becomes13.4
, 13.64  and 13.585 .
B. MANUFACTURING OF ROTOR

This machine has 2 rotors (twin), each rotor consists of
24 slots. The slots will be filled with conductors of field coil
flowed direct current fed by source voltage of 10 V. The rotor
is wound with coil pitch of 2 slots, it means for a conductor in
slot 1 will go to slot 3 and the conductor in slot 4 will go to
slot 6 and so on. In order for the rotor to have 8 poles, it is
wound as shown in Fig. 9. Conductor wound in the rotor has a
diameter of 1,7 mm.
The rotor mmf ATfl = 314,06 AT, resistivity of copper in
the temperature of 20oC  = 2,1277x10-8 m2/m, the average
of field coil turn lfav = 0.4276 m and the voltage of each field
coil Efe = 1,2 V, the cross section area of field coil sf = 2,18
mm2
For the class F enamel insulation of the field conductors
with thick of 0,024 mm, the diameter of wire dfe = 1,748 mm.
The number of conductors in a rotor slot Nfs = 63 conductors.
To supply the dc power from an external dc source to the rotor
winding, slip rings and brushes are used. The brush is made
from graphite carbon material which has aplication limit for
current density 8 to 12 A/cm2 in continous operation and
maximum operation of 30 A/cm2 with peripheral speed
permitted until 25 m/s [6].
With dc current flowing through the field winding of
3.82 A, brushes are needed which have dimensions 10 mm x
16 mm EG367J (10x16x25 mm3). If the positive end of a dc
voltage source is connected to one brush and the negative end
is connected to the other, its total contact surface is 10 mm x
16 mm = 1,60 cm2. The current density is 4,1260 A/1,6 cm2 =
2,57875 A/cm2.
Because the rotor rotates and the brush is stationery, the
machine needs slip ring as a media connecting rotor winding
and brush. To connect external dc source with rotor winding
which the ends of the two rotor wires are tied to slip rings on
the rotor's shaft, it is required two brushes and two slip rings.
The stationary brushes ride on each rotating slip ring. Slip
rings are copper rings completely encircling the shaft of a
machine but insulated from it. Each slip ring has a dimension
of 12 mm x 2,5 mm = 30 mm2. This slip ring is capable
carried the current more than 50 A [11]. Whereas the field
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current flowing in this slip ring only 3.82 A with field voltage
Efe = 1,2 V and field resistance Rf = 0,28 .

Output power (W)

1,000

Terminal voltage (V)

380

Number of poles

8



Frequency (Hz)

50



Power factor

0.83


TABLE III. OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS IN THE EFFICIENCY OF
85.30 % AND OUTPUT POWER OF 1KW.



Quantity (unit)
Fig. 9. A rotor winding diagram which producing eight-magnetic poles,
showing how the rotor currents produce north and south magnetic poles.

IV. MACHINEPARAMETERSAND
PERFORMANCE

Value

Airgap (mm)

1.0

Excitation voltage (V)

11

Number of stator turns per phase

440

Diameter of conductor (mm)

0,5

The effect of air gap changes on efficiency

TABLE II. MACHINE OPERATION SPECIFICATION
Quantity (unit)

Value

86.6
86.4
86.2

Efficiency

86
85.8
85.6
85.4
85.2
85

0

0.005

0.01
Air gap (m)

0.015

0.02

Fig. 10. The effect of air gap changes on efficiency

The Effect of excitation voltage changes on efficiency
86
85
84
83
Efficiency

The parameter values of this machine are obtained from
calculations using MATLAB and it is used to analysis
performance of the machine based on output power. The core
losses are assumed 5% and the friction and windage losses are
7% of the output power [4, 7]. The principal problems are
based on output power and efficiency of the machine. The
magnitude output power has been fixed, while the efficiency is
sought to the highest value. The output power and the
efficiency will be changed by varying parameters.
An optimal efficiency value is sought in the fixed output
power. The optimal efficiency is obtained by varying
optimization parameters consist of airgap, excitation voltage,
conductor diameter and number of stator turns. The
spefication of machine operation is shown in Table II.
The calculation results showing the output power of 1
kW and efficiency of 85.30% are shown in Table III. Varying
optimization parameters, other machine parameters will also
change. In the efficiency calculation, optimization parameter
is spanned, whlie efficiency is spanned and output power is
examined and selected. From the calculation, it is also
obtained dimensions of stator and rotor slots.
From the calculation, it is obtained in the airgap of 1.0 mm,
excitation voltage of 11 V, stator conductor diameter of 0,5
mm and number of stator turns per phase of 440 turns give the
best solution. The effect of airgap, excitation voltage, number
of turns and stator conductor diameter changes on efficiency
of the machine are shown in Fig. 10, 11, 12 and 13.
Stator and rotor dimensions are kept constatn in the
calculation of optimization, so that the changes of number of
turns and stator conductor diameter should be examined

82
81
80
79
78

0

5

10
15
Excitation voltage (V)

20

25

Fig. 11. The effect of excitation voltage changes on efficiency

wether they meet the requirements or not for the slot
dimensions. The requirement examination is based on slot fill
factor. For number of stator turns N1 = 440 turns, number of
conductors per slot is 220 and conductor diamater da = 0,5
mm, then according to the given equations, slot fill factor kfs
is 0,3629.
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The slot fill factor for rectangular conductors and low
voltage machines can be assumed to be 0.6, While the slot fill
factor for circular conductors and low voltage machines can be
assumed to be 0.4 [5]. In standard motors, copper occupies
only half of the slot winding space, because the slot fill factor
is about 0.5 [5].
From the calculation, the efficiency of three phase
AFWR synchronous generator is higher than induction motor
(copper rotor) [8], asynchronous motor (single layer),
asynchronous motor (3 phase sinusoidal) [9] and TORUS
The Effect of number of stator conductor changes on efficiency
90

80

Efficiency

70

60

50



40

30

20
200


250

300
350
400
Number of stator conductor

450

500

Fig. 12. The effect of number of turn changes on efficiency

The Effect of conductor diameter changes on efficiency
86
85.8
85.6

Effciency

85.4
85.2
85
84.8
84.6
84.4
4.4

4.6

4.8
5
5.2
Stator conductor diameter (m)

5.4

5.6
x 10

-4

Fig. 13. The effect of conductor diameter changes on efficiency

generator [10] with nearly the same power output. The higher
eficiency is obtained by utilizing the optimization parameters
that have been previously calculated. The comparison of
effciencies in several machines is shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF EFFICIENCIES IN SEVERAL
ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINES
Type of Machine
Induction Motor
(copper rotor)
Asynchrnous Motor
(single layer)
Asynchrnous Motor
(sinusoida 3 phase

Rated
Power (W)

Losses
(W)

Efficiency
(%)

1,100

229.2

82.8

1,008

402

71.5

1,103

337

76.6

winding)
Torus Generator

1,000

231.9

81.18

AFWR Synchronous
Machine

1.000

184.6

85

V. RESULTANDDISCUSSION
From the result of AFWR generator design calculated by
Matlab software, it is possible to make the complete drawings
by SolidWorks. If the calculation of stator, rotor, slot and
tooth dimensions are not right, then it will be seen
incorrectness at their drawings or occured fault when they are
drawn by SolidWorks.
The effciciency of 85.30% obtained in air gap of 1.0 mm,
excitation voltage of 11 V, diameter of stator conductor of 0.5
mm and number of stator turns per phase of 440 turns are
constrained by output power of 1 kW. If in the calculations,
the efficiency is increased to more than 85.30%, parameters of
the machine will occur changes include output and input
power. The Conductor size obtained from the calculation
results have not been adjusted to the size of the conductors in
the market.
The efficiency of AFWR synchronous generator is
higher than the efficiencies of alternating current machines
because of total losses are lower especially copper losses. The
total losses in the AFWR machine is 175.79 W, while in the
TORUS AF machine is 231.9 W. Similarly, the total losses in
the induction machine (copper rotor), the asynchronous
machine (3 phase winding) are higher than AFWR machine
229.2 W and 402 W respectively.
For the number of stator turns per phase N1 = 440 turns,
number of conductors per slot is 220 and the diameter of stator
winding conductor da = 0.5 mm, Slot fill factor is found to be
kfs = 0.3629. This value of fill factor still meets the
requirement because of the value is less than 0.4 for circular
conductors and low voltage machines.
Using the number of stator turns per phase N1 = 440
lilitan, this 3 phase generator will have total turns of 1320
turns. By using the number of conductors per slot and the
number of turns per phase, it is possible to obtain the same
total turns.
In the first experiment, the measurement of the output
voltage result indicates 380 V at 750 rpm. The load connected
to the terminal is tube lamp with voltage of 220 V (line to
neutral voltage). For the other experiments such as no load
test, short circuit test, on load test and the test of effect of air
gap changes on the machine can be discussed for further work.

VI. CONCLUSION
Calculations by using the given equations yield the air gap
length is 1.0 mm, the excitation voltage is 11 V, the number of
stator turns is 440 and diameter of stator winding conductor is
0,5 mm reveal the best solution at efficiency of 85.30%. With
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the number of conductor per slot of 220 and diameter of stator
conductor of 0,548 mm, the resulting slot fill factor is 0.3757
that still meets the requirement for rectangular conductors and
low voltage machine. From the test of winding resistance, the
three waves plot of phase winding voltages coincide with each
other. Therefore, they reveal the balance resistance in the three
phase stator winding and the resistances are 26.80 , 27.28 
and 27.17  respectively.
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Abstract - Wind turbines are widely regarded as an alternative
source for electrical power generation. Modern wind turbines are
classified into horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) and vertical
axis wind turbine (VAWT) categories. Vertical axis wind
turbines (VAWTs) are attractive for applications in the built
environment due to their ability to capture wind from different
directions. One type of VAWTs is Darrieus turbine or H-type
turbine. Experiments conducted in this paper aims to investigate
the effect of number of blades in the performance of H-Darrieus
type wind turbine. The experiments used 2,3 and 4 blades to
show rotation, torque and TSR (tip speed ratio) of wind turbine.
A simulation using ANSYS 13.0 software will show the coefficient
of power of wind turbine. The results of experiments showed that
the number of blades rotation and torque influence the
performance of wind turbine.
Keywords—wind turbine, vertical axis, H-Darrieus type, blades, tip
speed ratio, coefficient of power

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy resources from earth’s fossil energy are limited
and the global production of oil, gas and coal will come beyond
their peak in the next decades. In other side the need of the
energy will rise and also the price of the fossil energy. At the
same time there is strong political opposition against global
climate change as a result of carbon-dioxide and sulphurdioxide emission from the burning of fossil fuels. Effective
mitigation of climate change will require deep reductions in
that green house gas emission. The use of renewable energy as
a cost-effective and reliable low-carbon energy sources is
becoming an important objective of energy policy in the world.
Renewable energy is a climate-friendly energy due to the
absence of emissions detrimental to the environment. Some
forms of renewable energy are solar thermal and photovoltaic,
tidal wave, wind, hydro, geothermal, OTEC and bio-fuel.
Hydropower has been used in electrical power stations and
pumped storage systems since many decades, but the use of
wind power conversion in larger ratings has begun only in the
1980s. After that, wind energy has shown the fastest rate of
growth of any form of electricity generation with its
development stimulated by concerns of national policy makers
over climate change, energy diversity and security of supply.
Figure 1 shows the global cumulative wind power capacity
worldwide based on the projection in the 2004 World Energy

Outlook report from the International Energy Agency (IEA)
[1].
The wind as a fuel for producing electricity is inexhaustible,
free and always available somewhere – and there is enough of
it. Hence, wind energy offers a promosing renewable energy
source and wind turbines are the only way to extract energy
from the wind. Wind turbines produce electricity by using the
power of the wind to drive an electric generator. Classification
according to their constructional design has two kinds of wind
turbines, HAWT (horizontal axis wind turbines) and VAWT
(vertical axis wind turbines). HAWT has a horizontal axis of
rotation, but VAWT has a vertical axis of rotation. VAWT can
catch the wind from all direction and at lower wind speed than
horizontal axis one. There have been two distinct types of
vertical axis wind turbines, the Darrieus and the Savonius types
(figure 2). The first aerodynamic VAWT which look like a
giant egg whisk was invented by Georges Darrieus and first
patented in 1927 [2]. In the 80s, several wind farms with
commercial Darrieus turbine was built with a rated power of 4
MW [3]. Peter Musgrove et.al. investigated the original
Darrieus turbine with straight blades in the 80s and other
researchers developed the straight-bladed Darrieus turbine
called H-Darrieus [4]. Some of the most notable researches
abour H-Darrieus prototypes include a 500 kW version at
Camarthen Bay [5].

Figure 1. Global cumulative wind power capacity worldwide [1]

H-Darrieus turbine also called giromill and cyclo-turbine as
shown in Figure 2c, have been built in recent years with
different specifications. The performance of H-Darrieus
turbine is related with some parameters such as turbine
solidity, number of blades, airfoil selection, blade pitch angle
and turbine aspect ratio (H/D).
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Studies of small scale vertical-axis wind turbine have attracted
a great deal of attention because of the possibility to use a
wind tunnel. The advantage of using wind tunnels for research
and development is that one can validate the design
specification in a relatively short turn-around time. A case of
providing the detailed comparison between wind tunnel tests
and the full-scale field measurementw was reported by
Sheldahl [7]. This paper aims at studying the effect of number
of blades on the performance of the H-Darrieus vertical axis
wind turbine through wind tunnel test.
Figure 3. The curve of wind turbine power related with
wind speed [8]

A parameter related with rated wind speed, rotation and
rotor diameter defined as tip speed ratio (TSR). TSR as a ratio
between the speed of tip blade and wind speed through it, can
be determined as [9]
ଶగ

(a)

(b)

ܴܶܵ ൌ 
௩
where v is the wind speed (m/s).

(c)

Figure 2. VAWT turbines: (a) Savonius rotor ; (b) Darrieus rotor ;
(c) H-Darrieus rotor [6]

TSR maximum or TSRmax can be determine related with
number of blades as,
ܰ ൌ 

II. WIND TURBINE THEORY
One of the important components of wind turbine is the
blades which capture the kinetic energy of wind to generate
thrust force as drag or lift force. The thrust force will be
converted into mechanical energy or rotation of the shaft of
turbine rotor and then converted into electrical energy by the
generator. Wind turbine has rotational speed related with
electric power as shown in figure 3. Cut in speed is the
increasing of rotational speed and starting to generate the
electrical energy. Cut out speed is the speed when the wind
speed is over and wind turbine will reduce its strength. Rated
wind speed is the speed when the wind turbine reaches the
average of peak power from generator or rotor.
Coefficient of power or Cp is the ratio between Pk and Pa
or
ܥ ൌ 

ೖ

(1)

ೌ

where Pk (W) is the power produced by the turbine and Pa (W)
is the power supplied by the wind. The value of Cp will
determine the performance of blades of a wind turbine.
The power of wind turbine is
ܲ ൌ ܶ

ଶగ


(3)

(2)

Where T(Nm) is the torque and n is the rotation of turbine
shaft.

ସగ
்ௌோೌೣ

(4)

where Nb is number of blades ( Nb = 2, 3, or 4).
In recent research project one common number of blades is
three, for various reason. The variation of 2, 3, and 4 number
of blades was introduced to explore the effects of blade
position againts upwind and downwind.
When the value of TSR > 1 means more lift force in part
of the blades, but if TSR < 1 more drag in part of the baldes.
Number of blades will influence to the performance of
the wind turbine, conforming with the solidity of the turbine.
Solidity of wind turbines is the ratio between the area of
blades and rotor sweeping, determined by [11],
ߪ ൌ

ே್ 


(5)

where C is the length of blade chord (m) and r is radius of
rotor (m).
Figure 4 shows the curve of power coefficient Cp and tip
speed ratio TSR as an effect of solidity of turbine performance
[8]. The curve shows that one blade has smaller solidity and
the curve of Cp relatively flat which caused by higher drag
force. Three blades gave optimal solidity with Cp maximum
and they produced more energy.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
Experiment used a model of H-Darriues wind turbine
were performed in a low speed open circuit wind tunnel, as in
figure 4 (a). The model of H-Darrieus wind turbine consist of
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Wind tunnel was started to produce wind and an anemometer
measured the velocity of wind. When the wind from wind
tunnel pushed the blades of wind turbine model, the rotor will
rotate. The rotation of rotor was measured by tachometer and
noted for three times of experiments. Each experiment with
two, three and four blades respectively used the speed of wind
from 1 to 15 m/s. The torque of wind turbine was also
measured by a torque meter related with the speed of wind.
The specified speed of wind from 10 to 15 m/s were
determined based on the assumption that small wind turbine in
high speed wind will tend to split in angular motion. High
speed of wind exerts high pressure on blade causes the
rotation of rotor may exceed its design limit and become
difficult to measure.

four blades. As consequence is the wind turbine has rotation
higher when the wind is also higher as shown in figure 6.
Wind turbines with two and four blades have pressure
coefficient in balance as a result of each blade has opposite
pressure. Three blades wind turbine has three angles as 00,
1200 and 2400 that cause the wind turbine will rotate without
obstacle from blade pressure.
Pressure distribution on wind turbine model with three
blades (figure 12) is quite smoother than that of wind turbines
with two and four blades (figure 11 and 13). It is caused by
pressure coeficient on two and four blades adjust to balance
with the result that more drags is produced and the rotor of
wind turbine become difficult to rotate. Figures 11, 12 and 13
show pressure distribution for the model of H-Darrieus type
wind turbine using simulation of countour of velocity from
ANSYS 13.0 program. The simulation of countour velocity
using constant wind speed at 15 m/s as in figure 11, 12 and 13.
The results of simulation of contour velocity for many wind
speeds is shown in table 1.
500
Rotor rotation (rpm)

one shaft, plank, connecting plate, and blades. Model has
dimensions as in figure 4 (b) with rotor diameter is 40 cm,
rotor height is 32 cm, table height is 103,2 cm, table width is
30 cm and table length is 40 cm. The blade of wind turbine
model used airfoils as in figure 4 (c) with the length of chord
(c) is 9 cm, the height of blade (h) is 32 cm and the maximum
thickness of blade (t) is 1,6 cm.

400
300

2 blades

200

3 blades

100
0

4 blades
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15

Wind speed (m/s)
Figure 10. Rotation of wind turbine rotor (rpm) with wind
speed (m/s) in wind tunnel

Figure 4. Curve of power coefficient Cp and tip speed ratio TSR
of wind turbine [8]

Figure 11. Contour of velocity for wind turbine model with
two blades

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Wind tunnel (a) and model of H-Darrieus wind turbine (b)
with airfoil (c)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the experiment shows that wind turbine model
with three blades has higher rotor rotation than that of two and
four blades (figure 6). Wind turbine with three blades has
attack angle more efficient than wind turbine with two and

Figure 12. Contour of velocity for wind turbine model with
three blades
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0.468 and the wind turbine produce Cp = 1.641. Cut out speed
at wind speed = 15 m/s has TSR = 0.600 and Cp = 0.940.

Figure 13. Contour of velocity for wind turbine model with
four blades
Table 1. Pressure on two, three and four blades for wind
speed (m/s)
Pressure on the blades of airfoil (Pa)

1
5
10
15

1.8

2

3

4

0,407

1,348

14.08
55,56
128,8

33,62
134,6
303,6

1,765
43,86
174,4
392,6

The measurement of torque for two, three and four
blades wind turbine model related with wind speed is shown
in figure 14. The graphs in figure 14 shows that the torques of
two blades wind turbine is smaller than torques of three or
four blades wind turbine. Maximum torques at wind speed 15
m/s are 1,15 Nm for two blades ; 5,32 Nm for three blades and
5,53 Nm for four blades. Number of blades of H-Darrieus type
wind turbine influence torque of rotor of wind turbine. If
number of blades become increasing, then the wind turbine
need more force and wind speed that torque produced is
become higher.

Torque (N/m)

6
5
4
3

2 blades

2

3 blades

1

4 blades

0
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15

Wind speed (m/s)

1.6
1.4
1.2
Cp actual

Wind speed
(m/s)

Figure 15 shows that wind turbine model with two blades has
slow performance and reduce more wind energy. Four blades
wind turbine at wind speed of 6 to 11 m/s has higher rotation
compared with three blades wind turbine. However, after the
wind speed of 11 m/s the four blades wind turbine has low
rotation and decreasing power when the wind speed between 9
m/s to 15 m/s. Three blades wind turbine has better
performance than that four blades wind turbine. At wind speed
6 m/s to 15 m/s three blades wind turbine model has
increasing power and the rotation produced can exceed the
rotation of four blades wind turbine.

1

22 sudu
blades

0.8
0.6

33 sudu
blades

0.4

blades
44 sudu

0.2
0
-0.2 0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Tip Speed Ratio
Figure 15. Power coefficient (Cp) related with tip speed ratio

5. CONCLUSIONS
Some conclusions on the experimental study of H-Darrieus
type wind turbine model in wind tunnel are,
x Number of blades will influence the rotor rotation of
wind turbine. More number of blades used in wind
turbine make easier the wind turbine to rotate with
low wind speed.
x Data of torque, coefficient of power and tip speed
ratio showed that more number of blades result in
short performance and higher torque.
x Three blades rotor of wind turbine has performance
more stabil than that two or four blades.

Figure 14. Torque of wind turbine rotor for different
wind speeds

The relationship between tip speed ratio and coefficient
of power for H-Darrieus type wind turbine model is shown in
figure 15. Tip speed ratio for two blades wind turbine, 0 – 0,1
has low coefficient of power (Cp), but the coefficient Cp for
three and four blades wind turbines are higher. Three blades
type wind turbine has cut in speed at 7 m/s related with TSR
(tip speed ratio) = 0.409 and Cp = 0.828. Rated wind speed at
10 m/s has TSR = 0.522 and Cp = 1.098, and cut in speed at
15 m/s has TSR = 0.622 and Cp = 0.937. Four blades type
wind turbine has cut in speed at 6 m/s related with TSR =
0,375 and Cp = 1.309. Rated wind speed at 8 m/s has TSR =
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Abstract— In this paper, the data acquisition system is
developed to monitor the wind speed, solar irradiation, and PV
temperature based on a low-cost AVR microcontroller. Instead of
using an expensive pyranometer, a low-cost PV module is used as
the solar irradiation sensor. The integrated-circuit temperature
sensor LM35 and a cup-type anemometer are used to measure
the temperature and the wind speed respectively. To provide the
flexibility of the data acquisition system, the Modbus protocol is
adopted for communicating with other monitoring software or
HMI. This feature enables the system to communicate with
SCADA system. It provides useful information about the
environment conditions for operating the hybrid power system
effectively. The developed data acquisition system is tested in real
environment and comparisons to the standard measurement
instruments are conducted. The measurement errors of 4.46%,
3.45%, and 3.47% are obtained for the wind speed, solar
irradiation, and PV temperature measurement respectively.
Keywords— ybrid power system; data acquisition system; wind
speed; solar irradiation; PV temperature; Modbus protocol.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, hybrid power system plays a significant role for
providing electrical energy to the customer, especially in rural
area. The hybrid power system combines several energy
resources, usually the renewable energy such as wind power
and solar power. The objective of hybrid system is to maximize
the energy obtained from the resources, while maintaining the
supply continuously. Naturally, the power generated by wind
and solar power are affected by the weather or environment
conditions, namely the wind speed for wind power, the solar
irradiation and the temperature of solar panel for solar power.
Therefore it needs to monitor those parameters in real-time for
operating the hybrid power system effectively.
Many researchers have developed the data acquisition
systems for monitoring the renewable energy plants [1] – [4].
The data acquisition system was developed to monitor the
meteorological data such as wind speed, solar irradiation,
humidity, temperature, and the operational parameters of the

renewable energy sources such as the voltage and current of
photovoltaic and wind turbine generator [1]. The system was
implemented using DAQ card installed on a PC. The
LabVIEW software was employed to control the system. The
LabVIEW was also employed in [2] to monitor hybrid windPV power systems. The data acquisition system based-on
client/server architecture was developed to monitor and control
the wind-PV power systems [3]. In the system, a data
acquisition unit is connected to the data collection computer
using a wireless system, while the internet was employed to
communicate between the client measurement station and the
server measurement station. In [4], they proposed a low cost
data acquisition system for renewable energy plants using an
USB interface. The system was developed for developing
countries, thus the firmware and hardware is free and open
source.
Instead of using PC for data collection, a microcontrollerbased data acqusition system was developed in [5], [6]. A 8-bit
microcontroller system with analog input was developed for
solar irradiation monitoring [5]. A serial EEPROM was used to
store the measurement data. In [6], a 10-bit microcontroller
system was used in the wireless data acquisition system to
collect solar irradiation, temperature, photovoltaic voltage and
current of the PV water pumping station. The system was
equipped with GSM module for data transmission over GSM
network.
To monitor and control hybrid wind-PV-battery power
system, a SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)
was proposed in [7]. It performed the real-time measurement of
the electrical parameters of hybrid power system.
In this paper, the data acquisition system is developed to
monitor the wind speed, solar irradiation, and PV temperature
based on a low-cost 8-bit AVR microcontroller. The main
contribution of the work is on the Modbus protocol which is
employed for communicating between the data acquisition
module and the other devices or PC. By introducing the
Modbus protocol, the data acquisition system offers an easy
way for reading the measurement data.
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The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the hybrid power system which is considered in this work. The
proposed data acquisition system is presented in section 3.
Experimental results are covered in section 4. Section 5
presents the conclusions of the paper.
II.

HYBRID POWER SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of hybrid power system [8]. It
consists of solar power, wind power, battery, and load. The
maximum power generated by solar power system is 300 watt
(6 x 50 Watt PV modules). The wind power system is able to
generate the maximum power of 200 Watt. Thus the hybrid
power system is suitable for supplying 500 Watt electrical
power to a small home. The supervisory controller is employed
to supervise the hybrid power system in providing continuous
supply regardless of the environmental conditions. The
environmental parameters that affect the ouput power of hybrid
power system are solar irradiation, ambient temperature of PV
panel, and wind speed as discussed below.

Fig. 2. I-V curves of PV under varying solar irradiation [9].

The I-V characteristics of PV are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.
3. Fig. 2 shows the I-V curves under varying solar irradiation.
From the figure, it is clear that when solar irradiation changes,
the I-V curve changes accordingly. For a fixed voltage, the
current of PV increases when solar irradiation increases. It
means that by increasing solar irradation, the output power of
PV will increase. Fig. 3 shows the I-V curves under varying
PV temperature. The figure shows that for a fixed current, the
PV voltage increases when temperature decreases. Thus
increasing PV temperature affects in reducing the power output
of PV.
Fig. 4 shows the wind turbine power curves under varying
wind speed. In the figure, VWx is the wind speed, where
VW3>VW2>VW1. From the figure, it is shown that when wind
speed increases, the ouput power of wind turbine increases.
DCbus

Solar Panel

Wind
Generator

Battery

Fig. 3. I-V curves of PV under varying PV temperature [9].

Three
Phase
Rectifier

DC/AC
Converter

AC

Charge/Dis
charge
Controller

Supervisory
Controller
PPV

PLoad

PWind SOCBat

Fig. 1. Architecture of hybrid power system [8].

Fig. 4. Wind turbine curves under varying wind speed [9].
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III.

PROPOSED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

A. Hardware
The block diagram of proposed data acquisition system is
shown in Fig. 5. It consists of a 8-bit AVR microcontroller
system, a PV cell, an anemometer, LM35 temperature sensor, a
Realtime clock (RTC), a LCD module, and a serial
communication interface (RS232). A PV cell is used to
measure the solar irradiation level. An anemometer is a sensor
to measure the wind speed. LM35 is an integrated circuit (IC)
used to measure temperature. A RTC (DS1307) is aserial I2C
real-time clock module which is used as the clock/calendar.
Using RTC, the measurement data could be recorded on
time/calendar base. A LCD module is used to display the data
measurement for local information or debugging the system. A
serial RS232 is an interface for communicating between the
microcontroller and a PC.
A small size PV cell (7 cm x 5.5 cm) is employed as the
solar irradiation sensor. The output voltage and current of cell
are 10 V and 30 mA respectively. In this work, the solar
irradiation measurement is based-on the output voltage of PV
cell. Since the maximum output voltage of the cell is 10 V,
while the maximum input voltage of internal ADC of the
microcontroller is 5 V, a simple voltage divider (divide by two)
is employed.
A cup-type anemometer (from weather sensor assemby kitArgent Data Systems) is employed to measure the wind speed.
Fig. 6 shows the anemometer sensor. The anemometer has a
contact switch which is closed when the cup rotates. The
swicth is close once per second if the measurement wind speed
is 2.4 km/h. To interface with the microcontroller system, a
pull-up resistor is put on the contact switch and connected to
the external interrupt port of the AVR microcontroller.
LM35 is a precision integrated circuit temperature sensor.
The output voltage is linearly proportional to the measured
temperature (10 mV/0C). To interface this sensor to the
microcontroller, a signal conditioner unit is added to gain the
output of sensor by 5. Thus when measured temperature is 100
0
C, the output of signal conditioner unit (input to ADC port of
microcontroller) is 5 V.
PV cell (solar
irradiation sensor)

Anemometer
(wind speed
sensor)

LCD

AVR
Micro
controller
ATMEGA
16

Fig. 6. Anemometer (Argent Data Systems).

B. Software
The program written for microcontroller system consists of
the following parts : a) acquire data from sensor; b) display
data to LCD module; c) transfer data to/from PC using Modbus
protocol. To read data from solar irradiation and temperatur
sensors, the built-in 10 bit-ADC is used. The program reads the
data from ADC buffer when the conversion is completed.
While to measure the wind speed, it uses timer to generate five
seconds interval for reading the number of pulses on the
external internal port connected to the anemometer. Since the
anemometer switch closes (i.e. triggers/interrupts the
microcontroller) once per second if the wind speed is 2.4 km/h,
then by counting the number of pulses in five seconds, the
wind speed could be calculated.
The communication between data acquisition unit and PC
is performed via serial communication using Modbus protocol.
In this configuration, the client is PC and the server is the data
acquisition unit. Therefore Modbus slave is implemented in the
microcontroller. Modbus frame is shown in Fig. 7, where it
consists of a protocol data unit (PDU) which is independent of
underlying communications layer, and the application data unit
(ADU) for mapping the protocol on network [11].
Additional address is the slave address (one byte). Function
code denotes the action should be perfomed by the slave. In
this work, only function code of 03 (read holding register) is
used. The register address of the measurement data is described
in Table 1. When packet data is sent by master device (received
by slave device), data field contains of the starting register
address and the number of data to be read. If there is no error,
slave device will send data contains of the number of bytes and
the register’s value to be sent. Error check is CRC (cyclic
redundance check) value.

RTC

Fig. 7. Modbus frame [11].

LM35
(temperature
sensor)

RS232
TABLE I.

REGISTER ADDRESS

Fig. 5. Hardware architeture.
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IV.

TABLE II.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test the functionality and performance of the developed
data acquisition system, several experiments are conducted. In
the experiments, the measurement data obtained by data
acquisition unit are compared to the standard measurement
instruments, i.e. solar power meter (TM-750, accuracy of +/5%), portable wind speed meter (Luxtron AM-4202, accuracy
of +/- 2%), and room thermometer (accuracy of 10C).

SOLAR IRRADIATION MEASUREMENT

Solar irradiation (Watt/m2)
Measured by
developed data
acquisition system

Measured by
solar power meter

% error

1

659

678

2.80

2

659

677

2.65

3

659

678

2.80

4

659

677

2.65

5

659

678

2.80

6

755

767

1.56

7

756

767

1.43

8

755

766

1.43

9

755

765

1.30

10

755

765

1.30

11

945

960

1.56

12

946

961

1.56

13

945

962

1.76

14

945

961

1.66

15

946

961

1.56

16

944

1004

5.97

17

945

1002

5.68

18

945

998

5.31

19

945

1002

5.68

20

944

1004

5.97

21

938

975

3.79

22

938

975

3.79

23

938

976

3.89

24

938

976

3.89

25

938

976

3.89

By considering the accuracy of the standard measurement
instruments and average errors obtained from the experiments,
it could be said that the developed data acquistion system is
reliable for measuring solar radiation, temperature, and wind
speed.

26

934

960

2.70

27

934

959

2.60

28

934

960

2.70

29

934

959

2.60

To test the Modbus communication, the microcontroller is
connected to a PC using serial cable (RS232). Two SCADA
software (Winlog SCADA and IntegraXor) are used for testing
the Modbus protocol. In the SCADA software, the scanning
interval for reading data from microcontroller is set to one
second. From the experiment, it is shown that the measurement
data could be read by SCADA software in real-time.

30

934

960

2.70

31

750

800

6.25

32

748

798

6.26

33

748

798

6.26

34

750

799

6.23

35

750

800

6.25

Table 2 shows the experimental results of the solar
irradiation measurements. This measurement is conducted
during sunny day from 10:00 AM to 04:00 PM. The measured
data of the data acquisition unit are the data displayed on the
LCD module. From the table, it is obtained that the average
error is 3.45%. It is noted here that there are inconsistency in
the measurements. In the measurements No. 11 and No. 26, the
solar irradiation measured by solar power meter is the same,
i.e. 960 Watt/m2, however the developed data acquisition
system measures in the different values, i.e. 945 Watt/m2 and
934 Watt/m2 respectively. This phenomenom is caused by the
non-linear I-V characteristic of PV under varying temperature
as shown in Fig. 3. For a particular solar irrradiation level,
when PV temperature changes, the output voltage of PV will
change. It results the different measurements of solar
irradiation. Since the solar power meter does not use the PV
cell for measuring the solar irradiation, the inconsistent
measurement does not occur.
The experimental result of temperature measurement is
shown in Table 3, where the average error is 3.47%. The
experimental result of wind speed measurement is shown in
Table 4. The wind speed measurement is conducted outdoor at
the normal wind speed during two hours from 09:00 AM to
11:00 AM. From the experiments, the average error is 4.46%.
The inconsistent measurements occur in the wind speed
measurement are caused by the fact that the wind speed is not
the steady value. The other factor affects the error is the non
deterministic starting time of the timer used for counting pulse
employed in the anemometer.

No.

Average error

3.45
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TABLE III.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

V.

0

Temperature ( C)
Measured by
developed data
acquisition system

Measured by
thermometer

% error

1

28

29

3.44

2

28

29

3.44

3

28

29

3.44

4

27

28

3.57

5

29

30

3.33

6

27

28

3.57

7

27

28

3.57

8

28

29

3.44

9

28

29

3.44

10

28

29

3.44

No.

Average error

TABLE IV.

3.47

A data acquisition system for measuring the environmental
conditions in the hybrid wind-PV energy system is proposed.
The proposed system employs the low cost sensors and
microcontroler systems to measure the solar irradiation, PV
temperature, and wind speed. Comparing to the standard
measurement instuments, it is obtained that the proposed data
acquisition system is reliable to monitor the environment
conditions in the hybrid power plant. The simple and low cost
PV cell shows a good accuracy in measuring solar irradiation.
The Modbus protocol implemented on the microcontroller
system allows the data acquisition unit to be interfaced to the
wide range of data acquisition system software and the
SCADA software.
In future, the measurement accurary will be improved and
additional enviromental parameters as well as the electrical
parameters of hybrid power system will be added. Further, the
developed data acquisition system will extended for operating
with SCADA system.
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Abstract— Stator fault of induction motor is one of the most
common faults in industries. Fault detection in early stage of
fault is importance to avoid catastrophic failure. This paper is
concerned to analysis the behavior incipient stator fault that
defined as high impedance and short time turn to turn short
circuit. Mathematical model of induction motor with turn fault is
developed to understanding the machine performance under
fault operation. Moreover, detection system based on transient
current during fault occurring is designed. Discrete wavelet
transform is used to obtain the high frequency signal that used as
detection parameter. The result shows that the proposed method
can detect the temporary short circuit fault, even though the fault
has high impedance and low current short circuit.
Keywords— High impedance fault, induction motor model,
stator fault, wavelet transform.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Induction motors are one of the most important machines in
industry. About 70% of utility in industry are uses this machine
and it consume energy up to 60% of generated electricity
energy in the industrialized nations [1-3]. In some application,
motors are installed in harsh environment such as corrosive,
high temperature and high humidity, which can lead motor
deteriorated and failure. Based on industrial survey of
induction motor fault, especially for medium voltage motor
there are three component of motor that contribute high failure;
bearing, stator and rotor. Stator related fault is give 26-66% of
failure [4].
In order to avoid operating failure and sudden stop,
monitoring system is needed to detect the fault in early stage of
deterioration. This detection system is enable to fix the fault
with well organized shutdown and will minimize the
subsequence damage, outage time and repairing cost [5-7].
Several diagnostic techniques have been developed to detect
incipient of fault such as an effective negative-sequence
impedance detector [8, 9], line - neutral voltages monitoring
[5], current frequency spectrum analysis [6], power
decomposition technique [7], multiple reference frames theory
for the diagnosis [10], adaptive observer [11], stator current
envelopes [12], state observer [13], impedance identification
approach [14], motor current signature analysis[15], also
artificial intelligent techniques [16].

Electrical Engineering Department
Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember (ITS)
Surabaya, Indonesia

Moreover, mathematical and simulation model has been
developed to understand fault characteristic. The fault signature
and the effect on the motor performance can be analyzed using
the simulation model [17]. Also, the model based analysis is
give flexibility of modifying machine parameters, so that
comprehensive and systematic analysis is easily to done. Some
of proposed model are Finite element analysis based [18],
winding function approach [6, 19], coupled circuit approach
[20, 21], multiple coupled circuit [11, 22-24], a state-space
model [10, 17, 25, 26], multi loop mathematical models [27],
two orthogonal axis models [28, 29], bond graph model [30].
This paper is proposed mathematical model and simulation
of induction motor under temporary and high impedance short
circuit fault. Temporary short circuit is proposed to illustrate
the early stage of short circuit fault that has the short time
period and not permanently occurred. Moreover, high
impedance fault is also considered as early stage of fault that
produce low current short circuit fault. Stationary reference
frame transformation is used in this model to investigate
transient behavior of machine under fault [17, 28, 31]. The
sensitive fault detection based on high frequency signal is
proposed to detect low current fault. The proposed method is
also not affected to unbalance operation.
II.

INDUCTION MOTOR MODEL UNDER HIGH IMPEDANCE
TEMPORARY SHORT CIRCUIT

A. Induction motor Model in Ideal operation
Electric and magnetic relation for induction motor model
with ideal and balance winding is expressed as follows [28,
31].
௦
௦
௦
ൌ  ܚ
ܑ

ܞ


ܞ
ൌ  ܚ
ܑ 
௦
ૃ

ૃ

௦
ൌ  ۺ௦௦
 ܑ
௦ ௦
ൌ  ۺ ܑ

ௗૃೞೌ್
ௗ௧
ௗૃೝೌ್




ௗ௧

ۺ௦
 ܑ
 
ۺ ܑ

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The superscript  ݏand  ݎare represent the stator and rotor
variable. Matrix for voltage, current resistance, flux linkage
and inductance are expressed by ܞ, ܑ, ܚ, ૃ, and  ۺrespectively.
Stator self mutual inductanceۺ௦௦
 , rotor self mutual
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௦
inductanceۺ௦௦
 , stator to rotor mutual inductanceۺ , and
௦
rotor to stator mutual inductanceۺ , are expressed as follow.
ܮ௦௦ ܮ௦௦ ܮ௦௦
ܮ௦௦ ܮ௦௦ ܮ௦௦ ൩
ۺ௦௦
ൌ


ܮ௦௦ ܮ௦௦ ܮ௦௦
ܮ ܮ ܮ
ܮ ܮ ൩
ۺ
 ൌ ܮ
ܮ ܮ ܮ
௦ ்
ۺ௦
 ൌ ሾۺ ሿ ൌ

ଶπ

ܮ௦ ܿ ݏቀߠ  ଷ ቁ
ܮ ۍ௦ ܿݏሺߠ ሻ
ێ
ଶπ
ܮ௦ ܿݏሺߠ ሻ
ܮێ௦ ܿ ݏቀߠ െ ଷ ቁ
ێ
ଶπ
ଶπ
ܮ ۏ௦ ܿ ݏቀߠ  ଷ ቁ ܮ௦ ܿ ݏቀߠ െ ଷ ቁ

ܮ௦ ܿ ݏቀߠ െ

ଶπ

ቁ
ଷ ې
ଶπ ۑ
ܮ௦ ܿ ݏቀߠ  ଷ ቁۑ
ۑ
ܮ௦ ܿݏሺߠ ሻ ے

(5)
Components of inductance matrix are calculated based on
number of stator and rotor winding. The references of stator
and rotor turn number are expressed by ܰ௦ and ܰ
respectively. Mutual and leakage inductance are expressed by
ܮ and ܮ௦ respectively. Subscript ܽ ݏܾݏis used to express the
relation between phase-a and phase-b stator windings.
ଵ

ଶ
ଵ

ଶ 
ቁ
ଷ ேೞ మ
ଶ 

ଶ
ଵ

ଷ ேೞ మ
ଶ 

ଶ

ଷ ேೞ మ

ܮ௦௦ ൌ ܮ௦௦ ൌ ቀ ܰ௦ ܰ௦ ቁ ቀ
ܮ௦௦ ൌ ܮ௦௦ ൌ ቀ ܰ௦ ܰ௦ ቁ ቀ
ܮ௦௦ ൌ ܮ௦௦ ൌ ቀ ܰ௦ ܰ௦ ቁ ቀ
ܮ௦௦ ൌ ൬
ܮ௦௦ ൌ ൬
ܮ௦௦ ൌ ൬
ܮ ൌ

ேೌೞ

మ

ேೞ మ

ேೌೞ

మ
ேೞ
మ
ேೞ

ቁ

൰ ቀܮ௦  ܮ ቁ

௦
௦
௦
ൌ ܚௗ
ܑௗ

ܞௗ

ௗఒೞబ

(9)

ௗ௧

Ͳ ͳ Ͳ
ௗఒೝబ

ൌ ܚௗ
ܑௗ െ ߱ െͳ Ͳ Ͳ൩ ߣௗ 
ௗ௧
Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ


ܞௗ

(10)

௦

Where ܸௗ
is represent to stator voltage, ܸௗ
is represent to
௦
rotor voltage and will be zero for squirrel cage motor,݅ௗ
is
௦
௦
stator current, ݎௗ is stator resistance, ߣௗ is stator magnetic
flux. Similar to stator side, rotor quantities is marked by
superscript ݎ, while ߱ is representing rotor speed. Stator
resistance matrix is calculated as follow.
௦
ݎଵଵ
௦
ൌ ݎଶଵ
௦
ݎଷଵ

ଶ

ଷ

௦
ݎଵଶ
௦
ݎଶଶ
௦
ݎଷଶ

௦
ݎଵଷ
௦
ݎଶଷ 
௦
ݎଷଷ

(11)

൰ ቀܮ௦  ܮ ቁ

ଷ
ଶ
 
ቀെ ܰ ܰ ቁ ቀ మቁ
ଶ
ଷே
ଵ

ೞ

ଶ ேೝ మ 
ଷ ேೞ మ

ଶ ேೌೞ ேೌೝ
ଷ ேೞ మ

ൌ ቀെ

ଵ ேೝ మ 
ଷ ேೞ మ

ቁ

ቁ

ܮ

ܮ௦ ൌ ܮ௦ ൌ ܮ௦ ൌ
ܮ௦ ൌ ܮ௦ ൌ ܮ௦ ൌ

ଶ ேೌೞ ேೝ
ଷ ேೞ మ
ଶ ே್ೞ ேೝ

ଷ ேೞ మ
ଶ ேೞ ேೝ
ଷ ேೞ మ

ܮ
ܮ

ܮ

(6)

The electromagnetic torque can be obtained using the
following equation.
ೞೝ
௦ ሿ் ௗ൫ೌ್ ൯ 
ሾ݅
݅
ௗఏೝ
ଶ

ଵ

ଵ

௦
ൌ ቀݎ௦  ݎ௦  ݎ௦ ቁ
ݎଵଵ

ଶ

ܮ௦ ൌ ܮ௦ ൌ ܮ௦ ൌ

ܶ ൌ

The conversion of the equation in to dq0 axis with stationary
reference frame yields:

Each component inside the matrix is calculated as follows

ܮ ൌ ܮ ൌ ܮ



(8)

ଶ

ܮ ൌ ܮ ൌ ܮ ൌ ܮ ൌ ܮ ൌ ܮ

ܮ௦ ൌ

ଵ

ଶ
ଷ

ܮ ൌ ܮ ቀ

ଵ

 ͳۍെ ଶ െ ଶې
ଶێ
ۑ
ൣܶௗ ሺߠሻ൧ ൌ  Ͳێെ ξଷ ξଷ ۑ
ଷ
ଶ
ଶ
ێଵ
ଵ
ଵ ۑ
ۏଶ
ଶ
ଶ ے

௦
࢘ௗ

൰ ቀܮ௦  ܮ ቁ

మ

ேೞ మ

ቁ

݂
݂
௦
൧ ݂ 
݂ௗ  ൌ ൣܶௗ
݂
݂

ଷ
ସ
ସ
ξଷ
௦
௦
௦ሻ
ሺݎ
ݎଵଶ ൌ
 െ ݎ

ଵ
௦
ݎଵଷ ൌ ሺʹݎ௦ െ ݎ௦ െ ݎ௦ ሻ
ଷ
௦
௦
ൌ ݎଵଶ
ݎଶଵ
ଵ
௦
ݎଶଶ ൌ ሺݎ௦  ݎ௦ ሻ
ଶ
ଵ ௦
௦
ൌ െ ݎଵଶ
ݎଶଷ
ଶ
ଵ ௦
௦
ൌ ݎଵଷ
ݎଷଵ
ଶ
௦
௦
ݎଷଶ
ൌ െݎଵଶ
ଵ
௦
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ே
ே
ೞ

ೞ

ൌ

ேೞ

ݎ
ேೞ ௦

Flux linkage between stator and rotor can be written as
follows:
௦
௦
௦ 
ൌ ۺ௦௦
ߣௗ
ௗ ܑௗ  ۺௗ ܑௗ

(7)

In order to simplify equation model and simulation, the
mathematical model of induction machine is transformed from
abc to dq0 stationary reference frame by matrix
transformation.

(12)
௦

ߣௗ ൌ ۺ௦
ௗ ܑௗ  ۺௗ

(13)
ۺ௦௦
ௗ

௦௦
ଵଵ
ൌ ௦௦
ଶଵ
௦௦
ଷଵ

௦௦
ଵଶ
௦௦
ଶଶ
௦௦
ଷଶ

௦௦
ଵଷ
௦௦
ଶଷ 
௦௦
ଷଷ

(14)
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Each matrix component in equation (14) is calculated as
follows.
ଶ ܮ௦௦  ͲǤʹͷܮ௦௦  ͲǤʹͷܮ௦௦
௦௦
൰
ଵଵ ൌ ଷ ൬
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ଵ
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ܮ௦௦
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ଵ
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ܮ௦௦
ଶଵ ൌ
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winding
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ξଷ
ଵ

ܮ௦௦
ଶଷ ൌ

ξଷ

ξଷ
ሺܮ௦
ସ
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ଵଵ
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ଷଵ

ᇲ

௦
௦
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If rotor is symmetrical and balance, we can get
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Stator and rotor mutual inductance is expressed as follow.
௦
௦
ଵଵ
ଵଶ Ͳ
௦
௦
ۺௗ ൌ ଶଵ ௦
(15)
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ଷଶ
If rotor is symmetric, stator-rotor mutual inductance
coefficient can be simplified to
ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦
ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦
ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦ ൌ ܰ௦
௦
ଵଵ ൌ ܮ௦  ͲǤʹͷܮ௦  ͲǤʹͷܮ௦

௦
ଵଶ ൌ

Nsa1

Rf

ܮ௦௦
ଶଶ ൌ ሺܮ௦௦  ܮ௦௦ െ ʹܮ௦௦ ሻ
ଶ
ଵ

A

ߤ ൬ܮ௦  ߤ ቀ ܮ ቁ൰ ݅
ଷ

(19)

where superscript  ݏis represent stator variable, ܲ is number of
poles,  ܬmotor inertia ܶ and ܶௗ are mechanical and
damping torque respectively. Based on the normal and balance
operation as the previous equation, model under short circuit
is derived.
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B. Induction motor model under Short Circuit fault
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III.

Based in the mathematical model that has developed above,
simulation system is built in Matlab-Simulink system for 2hp,
3 phase and 460 Volt induction motor [28].
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SIMULATION AND ANALISYS

A. Current pattern under high impedance short circuit

ௗఒೞೌమ
ௗ௧

Temporary short circuit is simulated after steady state
operation after starting transient. Figure 3 shows the phase-a
current signal during temporary short circuit in phase-a, with
20 turn of winding is shorted in 8 cycle. In this case, fault
resistance, Rf, is to be set a zero or bolted short circuit. The
current increase is not a slightly high because it only 8% of
winding shorted.
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C. Induction motor model under High Impedance and
Temporary short circuit
External resistance is inserted in circuit equivalent, parallel
to shorted inductance. The shunt voltage due to the fault
resistance is expressed as ݒ௫௧ , and calculated as follow.
௦
ൌ ݅ ݎ
ݒ௫௧ ൌ ݒଶ

Figure 4 shows the transient current spectrum during high
impedance fault. As shown in this figure, the magnitude
current is decreasing when the resistance is increase. The short
circuit cases are difficult to distinguish from normal operation
when the current magnitude used as detection variable.
However, the starting of short circuit can be noticed based on
the transient current when the fault starting occurred.
Moreover, short circuit case is produce high frequency that
can be shown as low harmonics ripple in the current. Based on
these phenomena, the detection system using high frequency
signal current is proposed in this paper.

(39)

Rf

If

+
+

Figure 3 Simulation of temporary short circuit in Phasa-a stator winding.

Figure 4 Simulation of temporary short circuit with high impedance fault.

-

B. Fault Detection
In this section, the proposed method of high impedance
short circuit detection is discussed. The discrete wavelet
transform is used to obtain high frequency signal of motor
current. Haar wavelet is selected as wavelet filter because of
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simplicity. From the current signal I(t)=[i1 i2 … in], the Haar
wavelet transformation for high frequency signal, HF, and low
frequency signal, LF, can be calculated as follows
 ܨܪൌ ሾܹ݄ሿܫሺݐሻ

(40)

 ܨܮൌ  ሾܹ݈ሿܫሺݐሻ

(41)
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current has magnitude 5.4 Ampere, while a short circuit case
is raising current to 6 Ampere or 0.6 Ampere differences.
Because of small raising current, the short circuit case is
difficult to detect. Figure 7 shows the high frequency current,
HF3, of the current spectrum from Figure 6. The magnitude is
very low during the normal operation. While short circuit is
starting occur, the magnitude is increasing very high.
Moreover, when the fault is cleared, the magnitude is
decreasing back to the normal.

ې
ۑ
ǥۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ےڰ

In this method, three level transformation is used to obtain
the appropriate signal that clearly to detecting the occurring of
fault consist the starting and ending of short circuit. Low and
high frequency signal is obtained at first step transformation as
LF1 and HF1, respectively. The next two transformation are
used the high frequency signal to be transformed using
wavelet filter as shown in Figure 5.
I(t)

Wl/
Wh

LF1(t)

HF1(t)
Wl/
Wh

Based on this result, the short circuit fault is clear detecting
using high frequency of 3rd level Haar transformation. The
occurring of fault, including when the fault started and
cleared, is easily detected even though the fault has small
current magnitude.

LF2(t)

HF2(t)

IV.
LF3(t)

Wl/
Wh
HF3(t)

Figure 6 shows the current spectrum during temporary high
impedance short circuit with 8% of stator winding is shorted
and 2 Ohm resistance fault is inserted. In this case, normal

CONCLUSION

Mathematical model and simulation of induction motor
under short circuit fault is presented. The short circuit is
specified as temporary and high impedance fault to represent
the early stage of winding deterioration. Sensitive short circuit
detection is proposed based on the high frequency signal of
motor current. High frequency signal is obtained using wavelet
transform. Third level transformation of Haar wavelet result is
the high frequency signal that suitable to detect high impedance
short circuit. As the result, the proposed detection method can
detect 8% of shorted turn winding with fault resistance 2 Ohm.
This fault only has 11% of current fault magnitude comparing
the nominal operating current.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, aiming to the carry out the realization of advanced traffic systems, the optical communication system which is based
on LED traffic lights is presently being studied. Devices used to find the area of signal light source, and receive the optical
signal are strongly required. This paper investigates CMOS light pulse receiver (LPR) cell for car-to-car and road-to-car spatial
optical communication. In present type of pixel, the LPR cell consists of a photodiode with a charge sensing node and charge
overflow drain. If fringing field is created, the photodiode capacitance in depletion region is greatly reduced. Therefore the
depleted diode implemented with pinned photodiode technology is of great help with regards to enhancing the time response
while achieving high-sensitivity. In accordance with the analysis and calculation of SPECTRA simulation, the response to the
received light pulse is optimized by considering charge sensing node capacitance of LPR cell in different structural parameters
in order to select the most suitable ones.
Keywords
Spatial optical communication, CMOS image sensor,Light pulse receiver (LPR) cell, Optimization of response speed, LEDbased communication
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Abstract— A novel design for ultra wideband microstrip
antenna using T-shape stub fed by coplanar waveguide is
proposed and experimentally studied. The multiband frequencies
can be reached by controlling the length of a and b of the T
shaped stub. The results shown that the proposed antenna can be
achieved multiband frequencies with return loss -21.5 dB at
frequency 2.65GHz, return loss -24.5dB at frequency 5GHz, and
return loss -35dB at frequency 8.42GHz. Impedance bandwidth
of the proposed antenna is 6570 MHz or about 200% (VSWR <
2) with broadside radiation patterns and the antenna gain is
about 5.02 dBi.
Keywords—Coplanar waveguide, Multiband, T-shaped stub,
Ultra Wideband

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, wireless communications have been developed
widely and rapidly, which leads to a great demand in designing
broadband antennas for mobile terminals. Among various
forms of planar antennas, coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed
printed slot antennas have the simplest structure of a single
metallic layer. Because CPW fed wide slot antennas have the
advantages of wide bandwidth and easy integration with
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC). And the
planar antennas fed by CPW have many advantages such as
low profile, low cost, and suitable for integration with active
device. The designs of the CPW fed wide slot antennas have
recently received much attention [1-2].
A simple CPW fed square slot antenna, the impedance
bandwidth can be reached about 30%[3-4].As reported that
CPW-fed slot antennas with strip-loaded [5] or with a widened
tuning stub [6] can be reached the impedance bandwidth about
60%. Ultra Wide Band (UWB) technology is one of the most
promising solutions for future communication systems due to
its high-speed data rate and excellent immunity to multi-path
interference. UWB is known as a Radio Frequency (RF)
technology that transmits data in binary form, using extremely
short duration impulses over a wide spectrum of frequencies. It
has a marvelous quality of delivering data over 10 to 100
meters and did not require any kind of dedicated radio
frequency, so it is also known as carrier-free, impulse or baseband radio and also transmits information over a large
bandwidth (>500 MHz)[7].

communication system into a limited equipment space. Thus,
the future communication terminal antennas will not only be
desired to be low profile, lightweight, flush mounted, and
single-feed but also need to meet the requirements of
multiband operation for sufficiently covering the possible
operating bands.
This paper proposed a simple design of T-shaped stub
microstrip antenna fed by coplanar waveguide to generate ultra
wide band frequencies more than 60%. The proposed antenna
design and the simulation results are presented.
II.

ANTENNA DESIGN

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the proposed antenna. The
antenna is excited by 50 microstrip line with T-shaped stub.
The patch antenna is fabricated on FR4 substrate with the
dielectric constant (r) = 4.6 and the substrate thickness (h) =
1.6 mm. The coplanar waveguide, having a strip of thickness
(w) and gap (g) between the strip and the coplanar ground
plane, is used to excite the T-shape stub.
The structure and dimensions of the proposed antenna ultra
wide band can be calculated by equation (1) and (2) for design
a microstrip antenna shaped rectangular.
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The width of the 50 microstrip line (w) is 3 mm, the gap
of the coplanar waveguide line (g) is 0.4 mm and the
dimension of ground and T-shape stub axb is 12 mm x 6 mm.

It has been well known that the future communication
technology pressingly demands integration of more than one
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TABLE 1 PARAMETERS ITERATION
Iteration
1
2
3
4

Fig.1. Geometry of the proposed T-shape stub antenna fed by coplanar
waveguide

III.

a (mm)
6
8
10
12

b (mm)
3
4
5
6

Bandwidth
2260 MHz
4280 MHz
5600 MHz
6570 MHz

Fig.2. First iteration with parameter a = 6 mm and b = 3 mm

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The analysis and performance of the proposed antenna is
explored to get the best impedance matching. The analysis of
the antenna carried out by varying parameter. At the first
iteration with parameter a = 6 mm and b = 3 mm. The
simulation result is shown in Fig.2 with return loss less than
-10 dB and the range frequency operation (5.51GHz –
6.68GHz) and (8.78GHz – 9.87GHz) can be generated
bandwidth about 2260 MHz.
The second iteration with parameter a = 8 mm and b = 4
mm. From the simulation result, return loss value is shown in
Fig.3 with the range frequency operation (3.78GHz – 6.8GHz)
and (8.22GHz – 9.48GHz) bandwidth 4280 MHz can be
achieved.

Fig.3. Second iteration with parameter a = 8 mm and b = 4 mm

The third iteration with parameter a = 10 mm and b = 5 mm
and the simulation result is shown in Fig.4. From Fig.4 shows
that bandwidth about 5600 MHz can be reached in the range
frequency operation of (2.81GHz – 6.94GHz) and (7.76GHz –
9.23GHz).
The fourth iteration with parameter a = 12 mm and b = 6
mm. Bandwidth 6570 MHz can be generated in the frequency
operation (2.43GHz – 9GHz) as seen in Fig.5.
Figures (6a) shows the return loss -21.5 dB at frequency
2.65 GHz, return loss -24.5dB at frequency 5GHz, return loss
-35dB at frequency 8.42GHz and impedance bandwidth of
6570 MHz or about 200% by adjusting the length of a and b.
Table 1 shows the iteration parameters a and b to generate
multiband frequencies. Figure (6b) shows that the proposed
antenna using T-shape stub can be achieved wider bandwidth.

Fig.4. Third iteration with parameter a = 10 mm and b = 5 mm
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Fig.5.Fourth iteration with parameter a = 12 mm and b = 6 mm
(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)
(b)

Fig.7.Radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at frequency (a) 2.65 GHz, (b)
5 GHz, (c) 8.42 GHz

Fig. 6. Simulation results from the proposed antenna

Figure (7a) until (7c) shows the radiation patterns in the Hplane and E-plane for the three frequencies of the proposed
antenna at a = 12 mm and b = 6 mm. The result shows that the
antenna has broadside radiation pattern. The antenna gain
against frequency is presented in Fig.8 and the antenna gain is
about 5.02dBi, with gain variations less than 3 dBi across the
operating frequency from 2.42 GHz to 9.01 GHz.
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Fig.8.Antenna gain of the proposed antenna

IV.

CONCLUSION

Rectangular T-shape stub microstrip antenna fed by
coplanar waveguide for ultra wide band operation have been
designed and experimentally studied. The maximum
impedance bandwidth is 6570 MHz or about 200%. The
antenna has broadside radiation pattern and gain of about 5.02
dBi is obtained.
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I.
Abstract—Previous

studies
suggested
that
seismoelectromagnetic signals were generated during earthquake
preparation phase. While the anomalous signals in Japan, Russia,
and Greece are rather clear; observational results in some
regions including America and Indonesian have not conclusive
yet, whether the signals are really exist or normal magnetic storm
phenomena only. Some problems in measuring instrumentations
might also result in anomalous signals. This paper reviews
further possibilities by processing a nearly continuous
geomagnetic data of INTERMAGNET observatories in three
regions (Japan, America, and Indonesia) during the last twelve
years (2000–2011). MATLAB ® with digital signal processing
and statistical toolboxes is used for night-time data filtering,
thereafter processing methods of differentiation and moving
average are applied. To get relationship between these anomalous
signals and natural processes, tectonic settings of the regions and
global geomagnetic conditions are also considered in the analysis.
Fast decreasing of geomagnetic intensities signals are showed
prior to earthquakes in Japanese regions, while some little
increases of differentiation signals between two adjacent
observatories were seen from their moving average values. The
anomaly was 10.08 nT, during 8 days started from 32 days prior
to the earthquake. Decreasing of geomagnetic intensities prior to
earthquakes in American regions occurred rather longer and
formerly (during 40 days started from 137 days prior to the
earthquake), but the magnitudes are not so high. In Indonesian
regions, fast decreasing of geomagnetic signals and increasing of
differentiation signals are very clear, especially prior to the giant
M9.1 Sumatra earthquake. The anomaly reached extreme
magnitude of more than 200 nT during several days prior to the
earthquakes. All observational results are back to the normal
(base line) values after earthquake occurrences. The distances
from the observatories to the epicenters and the magnitudes of
earthquakes very affect the results. Elevations of observatories
and the tectonic settings of regions may also affect the magnitude
of anomalous signals. Some missing data during earthquake days
are in fact very valuable to complete the analysis. After all, the
geomagnetic signal processing is very valuable in searching
appropriate precursors for successful earthquake predictions.
Keywords—Geomagnetic;
differentiation; INTERMAGNET

earthquake;

precursor;

INTRODUCTION

Earthquake occurrences are quite often reported to be
preceded by some natural anomalous phenomena, among
others are increasing or decreasing of regional electric and
geomagnetic signals, especially Ultra Low Frequency (ULF)
component. Researches on this topic, called as seismoelectromagnetic phenomena, have been conducted in various
regions since early nineteenth century. However, [1] has
underlined that much of the earliest work was recognized as
spurious, because the transient signals were resulted from
magnetic variometers (suspended magnets) and other
instruments sensitive to ground displacement, acceleration,
and rotation common in epicentral regions during the
propagation of seismic waves. Only after the mid-1960s, these
problems have been avoided through the use of absolute
magnetometers installed in regions of low magnetic field
gradient to reduce sensitivity to earthquake shaking and by the
application of new noise reduction techniques. As a
consequence, unambiguous observations of EM variations
related to earthquakes and tectonic stress/strain loading, have
now been obtained near active faults in many countries (Japan,
China, Russia, Italy, Greece, America, and other locations).
Controversies around this crucial topic are still going on.
The mostly cited seismo-electromagnetic report is of [2], who
accidentally detected extreme ULF geomagnetic signals
transient from a ground-based instrument installed at
Corralitos, just close (7 km) to the epicentrum of 1989 M7.1
Loma Prieta earthquake in California. They observed
increasing of ULF geomagnetic signal amplitudes (in the
frequency range of 0.5–2.010 Hz) since one month prior to the
earthquake, and detected strong enhancement of the 0.01–0.5
Hz signals from two days before until the occurrence of the
earthquake. Conversely, [3] have re-examined all of the
available Corralitos data (21 months from January 1989 to
October 1990), have found that the reported anomalous
geomagnetic signals transient identified by [2] is not related to
the Loma Prieta earthquake but is an artifact of sensor-system
malfunction.
Another minor opinion against seismo-electromagnetic
signal analysis as earthquake precursors is of [4]. They have
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concluded that useful prediction of damaging earthquakes
seems unlikely using these electromagnetic data, based on the
absence of electric and magnetic field precursors for the 2004
M6.0 Parkfield earthquake and other earthquakes with M5–7.3
elsewhere in the San Andreas fault system. Some other
authors view the efforts of short term predictions of
earthquakes using precursory anomalous signals with strong
skepticism, while [5] even called such efforts as a magnetic
fraud.
Contrarily, several authors believe that someday people
will be able to predict the earthquake occurrences in only a
short range of days. They argued that it is just like people
being able to fly with airplanes today, which was still a dream
before the 19th century. These optimistic researchers never
give up to search and actively propose the appropriate
methods that can be applied for middle-term and even shortterm earthquake predictions, which are suitable for regional
earthquake early warning system. Among this “optimistic”
group members are [6] and [7, 8]. Some of important efforts in
searching the methods have been collected by [9] and [10].
In fact, several seismo-electromagnetic satellite-based
researches have reported anomalous signal evidences detected
from the sky. Changes of ULF and VLF signals in the
Ionosphere were detected by the Intercosmos-19 satellite,
within 2° latitude and 60° longitude from the epicenter, since
8 hours prior to -until 3 hours after- the 1979 earthquake in
Russia [11]. [12] reported that ULF/VLF signals below 450
Hz were detected by COSMOS-1809 satellite, within 6°
latitude from the epicenter of the 1988 earthquake in Armenia.
Finally, [13] have applied wavelet analysis to investigate if
electromagnetic disturbances related to the 2004 M9.2
Sumatra great earthquake could be detected by satellite
magnetometers. They have concluded that only a statistical
study based on large earthquakes recorded during the CHAMP
magnetic mission could bring an answer to such a crucial
question.
Regarding all above achievements, searching appropriate
methods for seismo-geomagnetic signal processing are still big
challenges; because there is no single method appropriate to
be applied for every case of earthquake occurrences in
different regions over the entire globe. In other words, it is
quite possible that each region needs a specific approach to
find the most appropriate signal processing method, which
depends on its geology and tectonic characteristics.
This paper reports seismo-geomagnetic signal processing
by applying differentiation and moving average procedure in
the Japanese, American, and Indonesian regions during the
last twelve years (2000–2011). Three big earthquakes -two of
them are giants- will be analyzed to know whether such
earthquakes can generate anomalous geomagnetic signal
fluctuations. When the anomalous signals appeared and how
large the magnitude of earthquakes will affect the intensity of
anomalous geomagnetic signals will also be analyzed. To get
relationship between these anomalous signals and natural
processes, tectonic settings of the regions and global

geomagnetic conditions are also considered in the analysis.
Finally, a fundamental question will be answered, whether
seismo-geomagnetic signal processing are really possible to be
used as earthquake precursors and applicable for hazard
mitigations.
II.

DATA COLLECTIONS AND METHOD

The geomagnetic data from the regions of Japan, USA, and
Indonesian are obtained from the INTERMAGNET
(www.intermagnet.org). The data are of one-minute total
intensity (F), which have been initially measured every second,
nearly continuously along twelve years during 2000–2011. The
data of each region have to be collected from three different
observatories, which surround the earthquake locations. To get
the reliable data, we use only definitive one and of night time
values (i.e. 00:00–06:00 of the local times). MATLAB ® with
digital signal processing and statistical toolboxes is used for
night-time data filtering, thereafter processing methods of
differentiation and moving average are applied. The
differentiation procedure was done to reduce signal fluctuations
due to diurnal variation, ionospheric as well as magnetospheric
disturbances, and to eliminate secular variations. Results will
be only variations due to local lithospheric magnetizations,
which might be in connection with tectonic activities. To
determine how well localization of anomalous signals,
observations on global geomagnetic indices were taken by
evaluations of the summing of planetary index (Sigma Kp)
obtained
from
ftp
site
of
the
Deutsches
GeoForschungsZentrum (ftp://ftp.gfz-potsdam.de/pub/home/
obs/kp-ap/wdc/).
The procedure of data processing has been used in [14],
which can be shortly described as following: (i) The selected
data from the three observatories on one region are daily
averaged and plotted individually. (ii) The data are then
subtracted each other, to get the differential signals between
two observatories in the order of (Obs1-Obs2), (Obs1-Obs3),
and (Obs2-Obs 3). (iii) The differential signals are moving
averaged to get the low pass filtered (smoothed) signals, with
time windows of 7 days (regarding 27 days time interval of the
solar cycle). (iv) The signal trends are defined and evaluated
over the elapsed times for each moving averaged results, with
the focus on the time of earthquake occurrences.
III.

SEISMO-GEOMAGNETIC SIGNALS IN THREE REGIONS

A. Japanese Region
Data from three INTERMAGNET observatories in
Japanese region will be used, i.e. Memambetsu (MMB),
Kakioka (KAK), and Kanoya (KNY). The geographical
positions of the three observatories and their distances to the
earthquake epicenter are listed in Table 1, while Fig. 1 depicts
their locations and the epicenter location of studied giant
Tohoku Earthquake. The earthquake occurrence is on March
11th 2011 at (38.3qN, 142.37qE) with M9.0 and 29 km depth.
Fig. 2 shows geomagnetic data during October 2010–
September 2011 from MMB, KAK, and KNY. Fig. 2(a) shows
daily averaged values of the geomagnetic total intensity data,
while Fig. 2(b) shows the differentiations between two
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observatories and their moving averages. We also show the
sigma Kp values to be an indicator for global geomagnetic
conditions, especially prior to the earthquake occurrence.

TABLE I.

Regional

As seen on the parts marked with circles in Fig. 2, some
anomalous signal clearly exist with their intensity values as
calculated on Table 2. The highest anomalies are in the
differentiation signals between KAK and KNY. There were
four anomalous signals, with intensities of 9.06 nT on 33 days,
25.74 nT on 10 days, 6.51 nT on 4 days, and 16.8 nT on 1 day
prior to the earthquake. Unfortunately, no data recorded on the
day of earthquake and three days after, probably because of
electrical power failure. Using moving average procedure, we
see clear anomalous patterns with magnitude of 10.08 nT
during 8 days (DOY 38–45), starting from 32 days prior to the
earthquake (from DOY 70). In this case, sigma Kp values are
low; means that no geomagnetic storms occurred during the
anomalous days. We are, therefore, confident that the
anomalous signals were local in the Japanese region and in
close correlation to the earthquake occurrence.
B. American Region
Data from three INTERMAGNET observatories in
American region will be used, i.e. Boulder (BOU), Fresno
(FRN), and Tucson (TUC). The geographical positions of the
three observatories and their distances to the earthquake
epicentre are listed in Table 1, while Fig. 3 depicts their
locations and the location of studied Colima/Mexico
Earthquake. The earthquake occurrence is on January 22nd
2003 at (18.77qN, -104.10qE) with M7.6 and 24 km depth.
Fig. 4 shows geomagnetic data during July 2002–June
2003 from BOU, FRN, and TUC. Fig. 4(a) shows daily
averaged values of the geomagnetic total intensity data, while
Fig. 4(b) shows the differentiations between two observatories
and their moving averages

Fig. 1. Three geomagnetic observatories and the location of studied
earthquake in Japanese region: MMB, KAK, and KNY with the giant M9.0
Tohoku Earthquake on March 11th 2011.

Japan

America

Indonesia

GEOMAGNETIC OBSERVATORIES IN JAPANESE, AMERICAN,
AND CLOSE TO INDONESIAN REGION
IAGA
code

Lat

MMB
KAK
KNY
BOU
FRN
TUC
LRM
KDU
PHU

43.91qN
36.23qN
31.42qN
40.14qN
37.09qN
32.18qN
-22.22qN
-12.69qN
21.03qN

Long

Elev.
(m)

42
144.19qE
36
140.18qE
130.88qE 107
-105.24qE 2682
-119.72qE 331
-110.73qE 946
4
144.10qE
14
132.47qE
5
105.95qE

Dist.
to EQ
(km)
642
301
1295
2377
2541
1631
3452
4402
2246

TABLE II.
INTENSITY OF ANOMALOUS GEOMAGNETIC SIGNALS ON
MMB, KAK, AND KNY PRIOR TO THE TOHOKU EARTHQUAKE
Anomaly
(nT)
MMB-KAK
MMB-KNY
KAK-KNY
Sigma Kp

Earthquake on 2011.03.11 (DOY 70)
DOY 37
(33 days
before EQ)

DOY 60
(10 days
before EQ)

DOY 66
(4 days
before EQ)

DOY 69
(1 day
before EQ)

9.62
10.00
9.06
23

3.38
14.00
25.74
29.7

10.62
-3.00
6.51
17.3

1.62
10.00
16.8
25.7

TABLE III.
INTENSITY OF ANOMALOUS GEOMAGNETIC SIGNALS ON BOU,
FRN, AND TUC PRIOR TO THE COLIMA/MEXICO EARTHQUAKE
Anomaly
(nT)
BOU-FRN
BOU-TUC
FRN-TUC
Sigma Kp

Earthquake on 2003.01.22 (DOY 22)
DOY 206
(181 days
before EQ)

DOY 250
(137 days
before EQ)

DOY 277
(110 days
before EQ)

DOY 12
(15 day
before EQ)

7.26
-19.26
-26.58
21.0

33.86
31.34
-2.57
33.7

33.56
21.14
-12.43
42.0

30.0
20.0
-12.3
16.7

We also show the sigma Kp values to be an indicator for
global geomagnetic conditions, especially prior to the
earthquake occurrence. As seen on the parts marked with
circles in Fig. 4, some anomalous signal clearly exist with
their intensity values as calculated on Table 3. The highest
anomalies are in the differentiation signals between FRN and
TUC, but then between BOU and FRN. There were four
anomalous signals, with intensities of -26.58 nT on 181 days,
33.86 nT on 137 days, 33.56 nT on 110 days, and 30.0 nT on
15 days prior to the earthquake. The minus signs mean that the
signals are lower than normal values.
Unfortunately, no data recorded on some days prior to the
earthquake, while anomalous signals were recognized.
Nevertheless, by using moving average procedure, we still see
the track of anomalous signals during 40 days (DOY 250–
290), starting from 137 days prior to the earthquake. In this
case, sigma Kp values fluctuate, with some high in between
low values. It means that geomagnetic storms probably
occurred during some of the anomalous days. Therefore, we
considered that not all of the anomalous signals were local in
the American region, but due global geomagnetic storms. On
the other hand, we are also confident that some anomalous
signals were really in close correlation to the earthquake
occurrence.
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Fig. 2. Geomagnetic anomalous signal related to the M9.0 giant Tohoku Earthquake on March 11th 2011. (a) The daily mean of the total geomagnetic fields
observed by three observatories in Japanese region (MMB, KAK, and KNY), and (b) The differentiations signals of two observatories and the moving averages,
with sigma Kp values of corresponding days to evaluate the global geomagnetic conditions.

C. Indonesian Region
Since no INTERMAGNET observatory in Indonesia, data
from three INTERMAGNET observatories which are close to
Indonesian region will be used, i.e. Learmonth (LRM) in
Australia, Kakadu (KDU) in Australia, and Phuthuy (PHU) in
Vietnam. The geographical positions of the three observatories
and their distances to the earthquake epicenter are listed in
Table 1, while Fig. 5 depicts their locations and the location of
studied giant Sumatera Earthquake. The earthquake occurrence
is on December 26th 2004 at (3.3qN, 95.98qE) with M9.1 and
30 km depth. Another M7.5 earthquake happened before on
November 11th 2004 also in Indonesian region will be used as
comparison.

calculated on Table 4. Unfortunately, many data were missing
on some days prior to and after the earthquakes.

Fig. 6 shows geomagnetic data during July 2004–December
2005 from LRM, KDU, and PHU. Fig. 6(a) shows daily
averaged values of the geomagnetic total intensity data, while
Fig. 6(b) shows the differentiations between two observatories
and their moving averages. We also show the sigma Kp values
to be an indicator for global geomagnetic conditions, especially
prior to the earthquake occurrence.
As seen on the parts marked with circles in Fig. 6, some
anomalous signal clearly exist with their intensity values as

Fig. 3. Three geomagnetic observatories and the location of studied
earthquake in American region: BOU, FRN, and TUC with the M7.6
Colima/Mexico Earthquake on January 22nd 2003.
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Fig. 4. Geomagnetic anomalous signal related to the M7.6 Colima/Mexico Earthquake on January 22nd 2003. (a) The daily mean of the total geomagnetic fields
observed by three observatories in American region (BOU, FRN, and TUC), and (b) The differentiations signals of two observatories and the moving averages,
with sigma Kp values of corresponding days to evaluate the global geomagnetic conditions.

Nevertheless, anomalies were clearly seen in the
differentiation signal between LRM and PHU. There were
four anomalous signals, with intensities of 46.04 nT on 21 (or
66) days, 61.64 nT on 12 (or 57) days, 253.24 nT on 3 (or 48)
days, and 286.24 nT on 1 (or 45) days prior to the first (or the
second) earthquake. Using moving average procedure, we also
see clear anomalous patterns reaching extreme magnitude of
more than 200 nT during several days prior to the earthquakes.
On these days, sigma Kp values were also extreme
reaching abnormal values of more than 50 nT; but the
background sigma Kp values were low. It means that some
abnormalities were recorded globally, but we are not quite
sure that whether geomagnetic storms occurred during the
anomalous days. It is also possible that the anomalous signals
were in close correlation to the earthquake occurrences, but
they were not only locally detected over Indonesian region,
moreover they spread globally due to the giant magnitude of
the earthquake. Indeed the anomalies still persisted with
approximately magnitude of 100 nT, then gradually decreased
and until return to normal values in 112 days after the
earthquake.

Fig. 5. Three geomagnetic observatories and the location of studied
earthquake in Indonesian region: LRM, KDU, and PHU with the giant M9.1
Sumatera Earthquake on December 26th 2004 and of another M7.5 one
happened before on November 11th 2004.
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TABLE IV.
INTENSITY OF ANOMALOUS GEOMAGNETIC SIGNALS ON LRM,
KDU, AND PHU PRIOR TO THE SUMATERA EARTHQUAKE

differentiations are of greatest. However, in case of American
region, TUC is the nearest to the epicenter and FRN is the
farthest, therefore the differentiation signals of FRN-TUC
should be the highest. Indeed those occurred more frequent in
BOU-FRN signals, probably due to the location of FRN and
TUC which are bounded to the epicenter by the same
shoreline, while BOU is located on the high altitude (2682 m).
Here BOU recorded much less signals than other two
observatories.

Earthquake on 2004.11.11 (DOY 316)
and 2004.12.26 (DOY 361)

Anomaly
(nT)

LRM-KDU
LRM-PHU
KDU-PHU
Sigma Kp

DOY 295
(21/66 days
before EQ)

DOY 304
(12/57 days
before EQ)

DOY 313
(3/48 days
before EQ)

DOY 315
(1/45 days
before EQ)

Not
Recorded
46.04
Not
Recorded
14.3

Not
Recorded
61.64
Not
Recorded
25

Not
Recorded
253.24
Not
Recorded
50

Not
Recorded
286.24
Not
Recorded
56.3

IV.

Anomalies in American region were less visible rather than
ones in Japanese and Indonesian regions. We suggest that it
was because larger distances between observatories to the
epicenters, while the magnitude of earthquake is smaller. In
contrast, the studied earthquake in Indonesian region is giant;
therefore we observed anomalies even from rather remote
observatories. The elevations of used observatories in
Japanese and Indonesian regions are quite low, which one in
Australia is only of 4 m above the sea level. We suggest
further that observatories which are close to the sea level may
more responsive to the earthquake.

DISCUSSION

Results of study show that big earthquakes generate some
anomalous geomagnetic signals prior to the day of
occurrences, which can be recorded by the nearby
observatories. The highest anomalies mainly in the
differentiation signals between two observatories, which one
of them located closest to-, and another one located most
distant from-, the epicenter. It is possibly because the closest
observatory recorded the highest intensity, while the most
distant recorded the lowest intensity, so that the
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Fig. 6. Geomagnetic anomalous signal related to the M9.1 giant Sumatera Earthquake on December 26th 2004. (a) The daily mean of the total geomagnetic
fields observed by three observatories which are the closest to Indonesian region (LRM, KDU, and PHU), and (b) The differentiations signals of two observatories
and the moving averages, with sigma Kp values of corresponding days to evaluate the global geomagnetic conditions.
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All studied regions have tectonic setting with normal fault
mechanisms, which is caused by subduction of oceanic crust
into continental crust. However, in American region the
subducting Cocos plate is only a very small with a relatively
low subduction speed of 44 mm/year, in comparison with the
giant subducting Indian oceanic plate with a speed of 75
mm/year.
Further comparison to our previous study [15], we found
that for other earthquakes with smaller magnitudes in Japanese
region (on September 25th 2003 and September 5th 2004)
anomalies were also clear. They were seen four to five times,
from 99 days and 83 days prior to the earthquakes. These clear
anomalies were generated due to closer distances from the
epicentres to the observatories.
It is quite regret that we have no data of some important
dates from the studied observatories in America and Australia,
which probably have been filtered out by the national
institutions who supplied the data to the INTERMAGNET,
because they were quite extreme while no reasonable high
sigma Kp values on the days. On the other hand, it is possible
that the extreme (filtered out) data are quite valuable for
seismo-geomagnetic analysis. There were many of these data
losses from LRM and KDU after November 11th 2004
earthquake in Indonesia, therefore we could not analyze the
most important days just before the giant Sumatera
Earthquake on December 26th 2004. It will be useful to
compare the recent results with data from other nearby
observatories, even more to use data from Indonesian
observatories for comprehensive analysis. In this case, we also
found that for this giant earthquake, the sigma Kp were quite
extreme. We therefore need more studies of 27 days of solar
cycle, whether or not the anomalous days were on the maxima
cycles (as normal geomagnetic storms phenomena, otherwise
seismogenic ones). We further suggest studying the Kp cycle
within quite longer time interval, e.g. 50–70 years maybe
enough.
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Abstract__Achievement
multi-wideband
with
bandwidht 100 MHz of the passive antenna from a
resonant frequency 4 GHz
is proposed and
investigated. Antenna design using two substrates.
The upper layer used as an radiation element while
the bottom layer is used for the feeding. The feeder of
the microstrip line is connected to an electromagnetic
proximity coupling with tuning stub technique and
two elements of pi slot array so as to obtain multi
wideband 3.25-3.35 GHz, 4.40-4.50 GHz, 4.82-4.94
GHz, 7.11-7.45 GHz (VSWR  2)
Keywords __ Ultrawideband, Bandwidh, Mikrostrip,

I.

Introduction

Today's in the world The development of
telecommunications technology
increasingly
competitive and inovative, as an example the
wireless telecommunications systems , which is in
development the wireless technology requires a
wide bandwidth. Of this phenomenon is very
possible to created or researched antenna has a
wide bandwidth with the concept of multifrequency and wide bandwidth (multi-wideband).
The Researched of microstrip antenna has
many uses slot elements
type (MSA) and
microstrip patch elements (MPA) with rectangles
radiator especially for single elements to enhance
bandwidths. Several researched has MPA
technique to increase bandwidth by proximity
coupling fed [1] [2]. In recent years a lot of focus
design microstrip antenna to obtain multi-wideband
characteristics [3] [4]. But as far as I know is still
little research on MPA and MSA array
configuration fed by proximity coupling using
tuning
stub
to
generate
multi-wideband
characteristics.
In accordance with the trend and the needed of
wide bandwidth, in this research we design Pi Slot
Array Two Elements Multi Wide-band Microstrip
Antenna Fed by Tunning Stub. This study describes
the incorporation of proximity coupling techniques
and tuning stub techniques. The expectation from
this experiments conducted to obtain a prototype
microstrip antenna with multi-band characteristics,
it is above two operating bandwidth of each

Iskandar Fitri2
Department of Telecommunication
Enggineering
University of National
Jakarta – Indonesia
tektel2001@yahoo.com
bandwidth >100MHz. More over from this study
will support future communication systems with a
terabyte capacity.

II. Antenna Structure and Mechanism
In the process of designing pi slot
microstrip patch antenna, we realized that the main
parameters are important to determine in a
microstrip line is the characteristic impedance (Z0).
So that in this researched we did the simulation
using impedance characteristic of 50 because
50 is the standart of microwave input impedance.
The initial stage in the design process is to
find the value of the approach channel width of
microstrip antenna (w) with corresponding to the
characteristic impedance of 50 . We use PCAAD
software version 3.0 to do that as shown in the
figure below:
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mathematical formulas is altered to get the size of
antenna according to the resonance frequency of 4
GHz. After the size of antenna is changed,
eventually we get the appropriate size for the
antenna to the resonant frequency 4 GHz with
multi wide bandwidth (5 MHz) and the value of
reflection coefficient is -10 dB and transmission
coefficient is 2 that the design fix in the figure
below :

Figure 2. Antenna Dimension



Figure 1. Simulation of line width
From the simulation results obtained PCAAD fed
size using width channel (w) corresponding to the
characteristic impedance of 50  is equal to
0.304cm. After getting the value of (w),we look for
approaches to obtain value of fed line length (l). In
search of value (l) we uses a mathematical
approach by first looking for value of 0, reff, and
m according to mathematical formulas found in
reference [5] that the result is obtained as follows:

H r ef f
fc

O0
O

l

m

3 ,144825833

4GHz
0,00125
O m
0

Om

H

0 , 0070487436

r ef f

2
0 , 0070487436
After gettingl the numbers from these approaches as
2 of the fed line channel,
well as the length and width
l
0
.
0034145805
then the numbers are included ascm
a reference in the
next step of antenna design using the simulator. In
the design process we use a simulator HFSS
version 10 (High Frequency Simulator Sigh) the
materials used FR4 substrate with a thickness of
0.16 mm and dielectric constant values r = 4.4,
and copper (cu) for fed line and patch pi slot.
But in the simulation phase, the length and
width numbers of fed line that have been sought
was not exactly produce bandwidths that match to
the resonance frequency of 4 GHz. Thus, in the
simulation process the numbers from PCAAD and

cm

Figure3.FeederAntennaMicrostripwithtuning
stub(wl=0,9cm.l=1cm.wf=0,6cm.ls=0,5cm.
wf2=1,9cm.l2=2.5cm.ls2=0,5cm.p=3,3cm)
III. Simulation Results and Analysis



From the simulation results using the
antenna size as shown in figure 2 and (3) we found
that the antenna has four operating bandwidths are
at 3.25GHz - 3.35 GHz(100 MHz Bandwidth ),
4.40 GHz – 4.50 GHz(100 MHz Bandwidth ),
4.82GHz - 4.94 GHz(120 MHz Bandwidth ) ,
7.11GHz – 7.45 GHz(340 MHz Bandwidth ) then
VSWR 2 with a resonance frequency of 4 GHz.
This report can be seen in figure 4 which
intersected at -10dB return loss. From this
simulation we show that the best wide bandwidth is
obtained at the intersection of at most 340 MHz
starting from frequency 7.11GHz – 7.45GHz. From
the graph results of these simulations we can be
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seen that the best return loss for frequecy 7.11 GHz
have a return loss value of -44.11 dB.

Figure 4. Return loss
In addition to the comparison of bandwidth and
return loss, in the simulation we can also seen the
comparisons between frequencies with VSWR as
shown in figure 5 where the value of VSWR 2 is
starting from frequency 3.25GHz- 3.35GHz,
4.40GHz – 4.50 GHz, 4.82GHz - 4.94GHz,
7.11GHz – 7.45 GHz with the best VSWR value is
1.3 at a frequency of 7.16GHz.

Figure 5. VSWR
Table1. sample of input inpedance 50 with the
frequency operation

Input impedance of this experiment is
expected to get 50 . From the simulation results
in the frequency range from 3.25 GHz – 3.35 GHz,
4.40 GHz – 4.50 GHz, 4.82 GHz - 4.94 GHz,
7.11GHz – 7.45 GHz input impedance obtained
were close to the -5 and +5 from the value of 50 .
The sample of frequency with 50  input
impedance is show in table 1.

Figure 6. Radiation Patern
The resulting radiation pattern of the
antenna design is lead to angle 0°-120° and -30°-(150°). The result of radiation is show in figure 6.
IV. Conclusion
Microstrip patch pi slot two element array
antenna has been designed with 4 GHz resonance
frequency using proximity coupling techniques and
multi-tuning stub. The antenna has designed until
simulation have frequency operation at 3.25GHz –
3.35GHz , 4.40GHz – 4.50 GHz, 4.82GHz 4.94GHz, 7.11GHz - 7.45GHz. The antena have a
multi- wide bandwidth with the reflection
coefficient
-10 and VSWR
2. This antenna
have four bandwidth
100 MHz so that the
antenna have multi-wideband characteristics.
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Abstract— This paper presents three-dimensional (3D) fluid
structure interaction (FSI) technique; using Mesh based Parallel
Code Coupling Interface (MpCCI), for the visualization of wire
sweep during encapsulation. The effects of number of mold cavity
outlet vents on the melt flow behavior, wire sweep, and von Mises
stress distributions, are mainly studied. 3D model of mold and
wire were designed using GAMBIT, simulated fluid flow and
structural using FLUENT and ABAQUS. Three types of mold
cavity simple model namely Type D1, Type D2 and Type D3 with
different outlet vents were studied to analyze wire sweep
deformation. Polymer rheology model with curing effect (CastroMacosko model) have been used in the fluid flow modeling and
Volume of Fluid (VOF) technique was applied for melt front
tracking for the Epoxy Molding Compound (EMC). In the
present study, Type D3 with minimum outlet vent area of mold
cavity shows the highest deformation of wire and highest stress
distributions. The numerical results of wire deformation pattern
were compared with the analytical method and found in good
conformity. The strength of MpCCI software in handling FSI
problems is proved to be excellent. This present work is expected
to be the reference and guideline for microelectronics industry.
Keywords— Fluid Structure Interaction, Wire Sweep, MpCCI,
Castro-Macosco model, Epoxy Molding Compound (EMC),
Volume of Fluid (VOF).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the electronics industry could offer their
product in a compact size but also give more functionality,
better performance and lower cost. It is widely used in
applications
including
computing,
communications,
biomedical, automotive, military, and aerospace. They must
operate in varying temperature and humidity environments,
exposure to moisture and mechanical stresses can be highly
detrimental to electronic devices and may lead to device
failures [1]. Therefore, it is essential that the electronic devices
be packaged for protection from their intended environment.
The design, fabrication and encapsulation of the package has
become increasingly complex and challenging owing to
increased number of components and the need for
miniaturization [2]. The major objectives of electronics devices
encapsulation are to protect of the device from mechanical and
chemical hazards, and thermal path for heat dissipation [1].
Wire bonding is the one principal ways of connecting the
silicon device to the lead frame in molded plastic packaging of
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encapsulation process [3]. Typical wire bonding process uses
gold or aluminum wire to connect the die pads with the
leadframe [4]. New packages methods, such as Flip Chip, use
Lead-Tin solder bump as interconnection between die and
substrates [1]. The purpose of this process is to establish
electrical interconnections for signal and power transfer.
During the encapsulation of microelectronic chips by the
transfer molding process, the fragile gold wire bonds, which
provide electrical connection from the chip to the leadframe,
are subjected to flow stresses from the molding compound [5].
The flow stress can cause the leadframe and the wire bond to
permanently deform from their original geometry [6]. If the
displacement of a bonding wire is too large, it can result in a
package failure; either short circuits due to contact between
adjacent wires or open circuit due to a broken wire [7]. Even if
the displacement is not so severe, wire deformation can result
in deteriorated electrical and mechanical performance of the
device, which will shorten its lifetime [8]. Hence, it’s important
to minimize the wire-sweep deformation during encapsulation.
The technique time-dependence and the two-phase aspects
of the flow, especially the propagation of the resin front in the
mold, and the effect of its impact with the wires, and by
introducing the time-dependent material, geometric, and
loading variations that exist in the actual phenomenon along
wires was introduced [9].
In fact, the wire deflection during encapsulation is a typical
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem. The drag force
resulted from the fluid flow caused the wire sweep or normally
known as the wire deformation. The use of finite volume
method (FVM) for the flow analysis and the finite-element
method (FEM) for the structure analysis, coupled with MpCCI
was reported in various works [10-12]. However, as far as the
authors are conscious, the use of FSI has not been reported so
far in the wire sweep problems.
In the present study, 3D computational analysis is used to
predict the wire sweep problems in the simple model of
encapsulation process. The FVM-based (FLUENT) and FEMbased (ABAQUS) software with MpCCI coupling software are
utilized as tools to perform the FSI for the virtual model of the
package. The Castro-Macosko model is used to describe the
polymer rheology with curing effect in the viscosity behavior
of the epoxy molding compound (EMC). The program is
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written in C language has been employed in UDF to calculate
the curing kinetics of EMC. The volume of fluid (VOF)
technique is also applied to track the flow front of the EMC.
Wire sweep profiles are analyzed and presented by ABAQUS.
The EMC flow field and wire sweep phenomena can be
visualized simultaneously through this FSI simulation. The
simulation results are also compared with the analytical results
available in literature and found in good agreement.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

II.

A. Fluid Flow Analysis
In the simulation model, the encapsulation process material
and air are assumed incompressible and the governing
equations describing the fluid flow are conservation of mass,
conservation of momentum, and conservation of energy [13].
FLUENT normally solves the governing equations using
Cartesian spatial coordinates and velocity components.

is the conversion at the gel point and C1 and C2 are fitting
constants.
்
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B is an exponential-fitted constant and Tb is a temperature
fitted-constant. In addition, Kamal curing kinetics is coupled
together with Castro–Macosko model. This model predicts the
rate of chemical conversion of the compound as follows:
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The conservation of mass or continuity equation is:
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Eq. (1) is the general form of the mass conservation equation
and is valid for incompressible and compressible flows.
Conservation of momentum in ith direction in an inertial (non
accelerating) reference frame is described by:
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where, P is the static pressure, τij is the viscous stress tensor
and gi and Fi are the gravitational acceleration and external
body force in the i direction, respectively.
The energy equation cast in terms of h (static enthalpy) can
be written as,
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ሺߩݑ ݄ሻ ൌ

డ
డ௫ೕ

ሺ݇

డ்
డ௫

ሻ  ߟߛሶ

Several models have been used to predict the relationship
between viscosity and the degree of polymerization. The
Castro–Macosko model has been applied in encapsulation
process [14] and is selected to use in this simulation. It can be
described as follows:
ఓబ ሺ்ሻ
ഋ ሺሻംሶ
ଵାሺ బ  כሻభష
ഓ

ሺ

ఈౝ
ఈౝ ିఈ

ሻభାమఈ

TABLE I. EMC MATERIAL PROPERTIES [14].
Parameter
Value
Unit
Castro Macosko
αg
0.17
Model
0.000381
Kg/m/s
B
5230
K
Tb
0.7773
n
0.0001
N/m2
τ
1.03
C1
1.50
C2
Curing Kinetics

(3)

where T is the temperature, k is the thermal conductivity, η is
the viscosity and γሶ is the shear rate. The molding compound
was assumed to be a generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF).

ߤሺܶǡ ߛሶ ሻ ൌ

where α is the conversion, A1 and A2 are the Arrhenius preexponential factors, E1 and E2 are the activation energies, m1
and m2 are the reaction orders and T is the absolute
temperature. TABLE I summarized the material properties of
the EMC considered in the current study.

(4)

where n is the power law index, μ0 the zero shear rate
viscosity, τ* is the parameter that describes the transition
region between zero shear rates and the power law region of
the viscosity curve, γ˙ is the shear rate, α is the conversion, αg

Density
Specific Heat
Thermal
Conductivity
Reference
Temperature

m1
m2
A1
A2
E1
E2
α
ρ
Cp

1.21
1.57
33530
30540000
7161
8589
0.05
2000
1079

1/s
1/s
K
K
Kg/m3
J/Kg-K

-

0.97

W/m-K

T

298

K

The basic idea of the VOF scheme is to locate and evolve
the distribution of, say, the liquid phase by assigning for each
cell in the computational grid a scalar, f, which specifies the
fraction of the cell's volume occupied by liquid. Thus, f takes
the value of 1 (f = 1) in cell which contains only resin, the
value 0 (f = 0) in cells which are void of resin, and a value
between 0 and 1 (0 < f < 1) in “interface” cells or referred as
the resin melt front. The equation of melt front over time is
governed by the following transport equation:
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III.

(9)

B. Wire Sweep Analysis
To calculate the drag force exerted on the wires by the resin
flow, the value of velocities and viscosities have to be
determined from the mold filling simulation. The effect of wire
density on the resin flow is considered according to their
occupied volume in the three dimensional filling simulation.
Then, the Lamb’s model is utilized to calculate the drag force
as follows [5]:
ܦൌ

ವ ఘ మ ௗ
ଶ

(10)

where D is the drag force per unit length, ρ is the fluid density,
U is the undistributed upstream velocity, d is the wire
diameter and CD is the drag coefficient, which can be written
as:
ܥ ൌ

଼గ

(11)

ோሾଶǤଶି୪୬ሺோሻሿ

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A. Simulation Model and Boundary Conditions in FLUENT
The volume of fluid (VOF) model in FLUENT 6.3.26 is
utilized to simulate the process [15]. Outlet vent types are set at
different parameters, as shown in TABLE II. In the VOF
model, a single set of momentum equations is shared by the
fluids, and the volume fraction of each of the fluids in each
computational cell is tracked throughout the domain [15]. Air
and EMC (EME 6300HN Dynamic Modes) are defined as the
phases in the analysis [15]. Implicit solution and time
dependent formulation are applied for the volume fraction in
every time step. The volume fraction of the encapsulation
material is defined as one and zero for air phase.
Besides, viscosity Castro Macosko model and VOF
techniques are applied to track the melt front. The mold chip
boundary condition and its package model used in the present
study are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively. The dimension of
mold is 2.75 x 1.5 x 1 mm. The model is created by using
GAMBIT software and average 3500 tetrahedral elements are
generated for simulation (Fig 4). Three types of the outlet vent
namely Type D1, Type D2, and Type D3 as illustrated in Fig. 3
are considered for simulation. The boundary and initial
conditions are used in the calculation are as follows [15]:

where Re is the Reynold number, which can be defined as:
ܴ݁ ൌ

ఘ௨ௗ
ఎ

(a)
(12)

డ

On wall : u = v = w = 0; T = Tw, డ ൌ Ͳ
డ௨

డ௩

డ௪

(b) On centre line : ൌ ൌ
ൌ
డ௭
డ௭
డ௭
(c) On melt front : p = 0
(d) At inlet : u = uin(x,y,z); T = Tin

where η is the fluid viscosity.

డ்
డ௭

ൌͲ

Fig.1: Curved profile of wire.
Wire sweep deflection δ can be written as [8]:
ு ுయ

ߜ௫ ൌ ܵ  ܦ כ൬݂ ቀ ቁ
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ு

య



ீூ

 ்݂ ቀ ቁ

൰

(13)

where S is the length of the wire bond, fB is the bending
geometry factor for the bending moment, fT is the twisting
geometry factor for the twisting moment, H is the height of
wire, L is the length of wire span, G is the shear modulus of
wire, E is the elastic modulus of wire, I is the momentum of
inertia of the wire, Ip is the polar momentum of inertia of the
wire.
The wire profile is shown in Fig. 1, where H has a length
7.3x10-4 m, the span of wire has a length L=2.2x10-3 m, and a
square cross section of wire is 1 mil x1 mil (i.e., 2.5x10-5 m x
2.5 x10-5 m). A square cross section was chosen for this case to
simplify the derivation of the analytical solution.

Fig. 2. Boundary condition for FLUENT analysis.

(a) Type D1

(b) Type D2
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onto different processes [16]. In this way, the intricate details
of the data exchange are hidden behind the concise interface
of MpCCI. As a consequence, the simulation codes
themselves are changed only moderately when they are
prepared for coupling via MpCCI (Fig. 6).
(c) Type D3
Fig. 3. Models of package.

Fig. 5. Boundary condition for ABAQUS analysis

Fig. 4. Meshed model for FLUENT analysis of two outlet
vents.
TABLE II. SPESIFICATION OF OUTLET VENT
Type of
Number of outlet
Area of outlet vent
Mold
vent
[mm2]
D1
2
0.04
D2
1
0.02
D3
1
0.01

This research introduce of a new three-dimensional
computational technique for prediction of wire sweep in
encapsulation process. Wire sweep is the deflection and
deformation of wire loop during the encapsulant flow.
B. The computational domain and boundary conditions in
ABAQUS
Commercial FEM based software; ABAQUS is use in this
study to calculate the wire deformation. The structures of the
wires are imported from GAMBIT in ACIS ‘.sat’ format. The
flow direction is normal to the un-deformed wire axis, and the
properties are approximately the same as those used in [11].
The elastic modulus of wire is E = 17.73 GPa; density, ρ =
19300 kg/m3; Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.42; and reference
temperature, T = 175°C. The wire bond is divided into 291
elements as shown in Fig. 5. The shape of the wire also
classified as typical J loop wire bond [10]. The ball bond
boundary conditions of wire are set as fixed in ABAQUS as
shown in Fig. 5.
C. Mesh based Parallel Coupling Code Interface (MpCCI)
MpCCI is a software library which enables the exchange
of data defined on meshes of two or more simulation codes in
the coupling region. Since the meshes need not match point by
point, MpCCI performs an interpolation and, in case of
parallel codes, keeps track of the distribution of the domains

Fig. 6. FLUENT and ABAQUS coupling simulation process
[16].
IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The wire deformation pattern and the EMC volume is
shown in Fig. 7, whereas Fig. 8 to describe of von Misses and
displacement of wire in ABAQUS for all types.
The amounts of drag force and wire displacement of each
type are shown in Fig. 9. Type D3 shows highest displacement
of wire at highest drag force and minimum size of outlet vent.
The comparison of wire displacement of simulation and
analytical results of Type D1, D2 and D3 are shown in Fig. 10.
The wire deflection is validated with the analytical result that is
calculated by using Eq. (13) as proposed by [8]. In the
analytical calculation, the values of fB and fT used are 0.135 and
0.00215 respectively for H/L = 0.332 [8].
Displacement error of analytical and simulation results at 3
s filling time of Type D1, Type D2 and Type D3 are 3.7%,
9.8% and 5.4 % respectively.
V.

CONGCLUTION

The analysis of wire deformation of encapsulation process
with the specific purpose of studying the effects of outlet vent
type arrangement is presented. The parameter such as
viscosity and curing effect that control the mould quality are
also incorporated. Three different arrangements of outlet vent
of mould have been investigated. Size, position and type of
outlet vent were found affected the encapsulation result in
electronics packaging process.
The IC simple packages encapsulation process was
investigated numerically using Gambit and FLUENT of FVM
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based simulation study. The three dimensional simple IC
package was simulated to study the flow visualization and
wire sweep in different number of outlet vent of the process.
Three types outlet vent of mold were examined to
distinguish the wire sweep of wire bonding and compare with
the analytical results and demonstrated that the methodology
works very well. From simulation results, the Type D3 of
outlet vent showed a highest wire sweep deformation in
smaller outlet vent than the Type D1 and D2 of outlet vent.
Thus, the strength of MpCCI software in handling wire sweep
in encapsulation process is proved to be excellent.

(c) Type D3
Fig. 8. Von Misses and wire deflection in ABAQUS for all
cases. (a) Type D1, (b) Type D2 and (c) Type D3.

Fig. 7. FSI simulation results for all cases.

(a)

(a) Type D1
(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Drag force of wire for all cases. (b) Wire
displacement profile of all cases.
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Abstract—This study aimed to determine the effects of Gauss
doping profile on electric potential of p-n diode. This effect is
studied by simulating PN diodes at equilibrium condition with
differences in doping fall-off constant (dfc) using MATLAB and
COMSOL software. According to the simulation results, it
concluded that p-n diode with different Gaussian doping profile,
will produce similar built-in voltage (VGbi). But, each p-n diode
with different Gaussian doping profile, has different maximum
junction voltage (Vjmax) and minimum junction voltage (Vjmin).
These junction voltages have strong correlation with dfc. We
propose an equation of built-in voltage for Gauss Doping Profile,
and also equations of Vjmax and Vjmin.
Keywords— Gauss Doping Profile, p-n Diode, Electric
Potential.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The study about Gauss doping profile has been done by
several researchers. In 1991, K. Suzuki investigated base
doping profile, i.e., box, Gaussian, and exponential, which
gives the minimum base transit time [1]. He stated that the
exponential profile always gives the minimum base transit
time at any base width.
J.A. Croon, et al. examined the influence of the doping
profile on threshold voltage mismatch in 2002 [2]. They
compared the calculated threshold voltage mismatch
contributions for the case of the Gaussian and uniform
profiles. They stated that by using the Gaussian profile, the
predicted threshold voltage mismatch due to doping
fluctuations is 20-35% smaller and the threshold voltage
mismatch due to oxide capacitance fluctuations is 10-25%
smaller. The other researchers, G. Zhang, Z. Shao, and K.
Zhou proposed a novel surface potential function
perpendicular to the channel for an FD SOI MOSFET with
vertical Gauss doping profile in 2008 [3].
In 2009, J. Li et al. examined A model of Gauss-doped
base 4H-SiC bipolar junction transistor (BJT) is simulated by
two dimensional device simulator ISE [4]. The result shows
Gaussian-doped base can effectively improve the current gain
from 16.65 to 44.49, and decrease the output resistance. The

Base with Gaussian-doped SiC BJT also enhance the small
signal AC performance.
Sarvesh Dubey, Pramod Kumar Tiwari, and S. Jit in 2010
proposed a two-dimensional 2D model for the threshold
voltage of the short-channel double-gate (DG) metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect transistors MOSFETs with a
vertical Gaussian-like doping profile [5].
It is shown that
the threshold voltage of a DG MOSFET can be well controlled
by controlling only the profile parameters maintaining other
device parameters unchanged. The model has been validated
by comparing our results with the simulation data obtained
from the ATLAS™ simulation software.
This research aims to study the effect of Gauss Doping
Profile (GDP) on built-in voltage (VGbi) and also at p-n junction
under equilibrium condition with different doping fall-off
constant. Here we simulate five GDP of p-n diodes, i.e., GDP 1
with dfc = 0.46599 μm; GDP 2 with dfc = 0.37279 μm; GDP 3
with dfc = 0.27959 μm; GDP 4 with dfc = 0.18640 μm; GDP 5
with dfc = 0.046599 μm.

II.

THEORY

A p-n diode is a two-terminal device. When the impurity
concentration in a semiconductor changes abruptly from
acceptor impurities NA to donor impurities ND, one obtains an
abrupt junction. In particular, if NA >> ND (or vice versa), one
obtains a one-sided abrupt p+ - n (or n+ - p) junction [6]. The
built-in potential VAbi , and diffusion potential for non
degenerate semiconductor, are equal to

ܸ ൎ

݇ܶ
ܰ ܰ
 ቆ ଶ ቇǡሺͳሻ
ݍ
݊
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The p-type doping of the diode can be accomplished by
implantation or diffusion of acceptor atoms. The resulting
profile from these two steps is often approximated with a
gauss function. In addition, the transition between the n-type
doped substrate and the lower doped n-type epitaxial layer can
also be approximated with a Gauss function, because the
dopants diffuse from the highly doped substrate during the
high temperature step of the epitaxial growth [7]. The Gauss
function defined by

simulation of p-n diodes with Gauss doping profile (GDP)
using COMSOL. The last step was to determine conclusions
obtained from the analysis.
TABLE I.
Parameter
N
P
NA
ND
ni
N
Wp
VAbi, VGbi
WDp
WDn
V(x)
ߝ௦
ju
y1
x1
ac
dfc
k
T
q
Vjmax
Vjmin
Gf

DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF PARAMETERS
Description

Concentration of free electron ሺ ିଷ ሻ
Concentration of free hole ሺ ିଷ ሻ
Maximum p-type doping ሺ ିଷ ሻ
Maximum n-type doping ሺ ିଷ ሻ
Intrinsic concentration for Si = 1.46 x 1010 ିଷ
Doping concentration
Maximum p-type doping thickness (μm)
Abrupt built-in potential (V), Gauss built-in potential (V)
Depletion width in n-type material (cm)
Depletion width in p-type material (cm)
Electric Potential (V) at depth x
Relative permittivity for Si = 11.8
Junction depth = -2 μm
Diode dimension =-7 μm
Diode dimension =5 μm
Anode dimension = 2 μm
Doping fall-off constant (μm)
Boltzmann's constant = 1.3x10-23 J/K
Room temperature = 300 K
Elementary charge = 1.602x10-19 C
Maximum junction voltage (V)
Minimum junction voltage (V)
Gauss function

IV.
ೣషೣభ మ

షభ మ

ିݔ݁ۓቀ  ቁ ݁ିݔቀ  ቁ  ݔ ݔଵ ǡ
ۖ
ೣషೣభ మ
ିቀ
ቁ 
ܩ ሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݔଵ ǡ ݕଵ ሻ ൌ  ݁ ݔ  ݔ ݔଵ ǡ
۔
షభ మ
ିቀ
ቁ 
ۖ݁ ݔ  ݔ ݔଵ ǡ
 ݔͳ ە ݔଵ ǡ

 ݕ ݕଵ
 ݕ ݕଵ
 ݕ ݕଵ
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on (6), the Gauss function is depicted in Fig. 1 using
(7) and (8).
dfc = -(ju-wp) / sqrt(-log(ND/NA))
y = exp(-((x-wp)/dfc)^2) ൈ(x<wp)
+ 1 ൈ (x>=wp)

(7)

(8)

(6)
III.

SIMULATION PROCEDURE

five GDP of p-n
diodes, i.e., GDP 1 with dfc = 0.46599 μm; GDP 2 with dfc =
0.37279 μm; GDP 3 with dfc = 0.27959 μm; GDP 4 with
dfc = 0.18640 μm;
GDP 5 with dfc = 0.046599 μm using
equations (7), (8) and (9). In this study, the p-n diodes have ptype doping NA (ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ଼ Ǣ ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ Ǣ ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ Ǣ ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ )
ିଷ and n-type doping ND (ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ Ǣ ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ Ǣ
ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵସ Ǣ ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵଷ ሻ ିଷ . Here, we set NA is 100 times of
ND. The diodes have different doping fall-off constant (dfc) in
accordance with Gauss function. The involved parameters are
listed in Table I. The relationship between GDP, NA and builtin voltage of p-n diode is determined by MATLAB.
Subsequently, we analyzed the result
to find the
relationship between dfc with built-in potential (VGbi), and also
with maximum junction voltage (Vjmax) and minimum junction
The research conducted by means of
voltage (Vjmin).

Fig. 1.

Gauss Function.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the junction is set at 2 μm due to N
must be zero here. Equation (9) is used to simulate the GDP in
3-D as shown in Fig. 2 - 6.
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N = ((ND - NA ൈ exp(-((y-wp)/dfc)^2) ൈ (y<wp)
+ (-NA ൈ (y>=wp))) ൈ (x<ac)
((ND - NA ൈ exp(-((y-wp)/dfc)^2) 
ൈexp (-((x-ac)/ dfc)^2))ൈ (y<wp)
(ND - NA ൈ exp (-((x-ac)/dfc)^2))
ൈ (y>=wp)) ൈ (x>=ac))
(9)

The electric potential at thermal equilibrium for GDP 1 of
p-n Diodes are depicted in Fig. 7 - 10. The simulation shows
that p- region has lower voltage than n-region. In Table II we
tabulated built-in voltage (VGbi) of p-n diode using GDP 1,
GDP 2, GDP 3, GDP 4, and GDP 5.
Fig. 4. p-n Diode doping concentration with NA =ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ ିଷ and
ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ  ିଷ using GDP 3

Fig. 2. p-n Diode doping concentration with NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ  ିଷ and
ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ  ିଷ using GDP 1
Fig. 5. p-n Diode doping concentration with NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ  ିଷ and
ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ  ିଷ using GDP 4

Fig. 3. p-n Diode doping concentration with NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ  ିଷ and
ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ ିଷ using GDP 2
Fig. 6. p-n Diode doping concentration with NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ  ିଷ and ND =
ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ  ିଷ using GDP 5
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TABLE II.

GAUSS DOPING PROFILE BUILT-IN VOLTAGE (VGBI)

GDP

dfc

N1

N2

N3

N4

GDP 1

0.465990

0.813 V

0.695 V

0.575 V

0.456 V

GDP 2

0.372790

0.813 V

0.695 V

0.575 V

0.456 V

GDP 3

0.279590

0.813 V

0.695 V

0.575 V

0.456 V

GDP 4

0.186400

0.813 V

0.695 V

0.575 V

0.456 V

GDP 5

0.093198

0.813 V

0.695 V

0.575 V

0.456 V

where
N1 :
N2 :
N3 :
N4 :

NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ଼
NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ
NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ
NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ

ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ
ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ
ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵସ
ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵଷ

ିଷ
ିଷ
ିଷ
ିଷ

Fig. 9. Electric Potential of GDP 1 with
NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵସ ିଷ

Fig. 7. Electric Potential of GDP 1 with
NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ଼ ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ ିଷ

Fig. 10. Electric Potential of GDP 1 with
NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵଷ ିଷ

According to Table 2, we achieve the relationship between
dfc, NA, and VGbi by simulations as shown in Fig. 11. In
particular concentration composition N1, N2, N3, N4 with
different doping profiles (dfc), we find similar VGbi. The builtin voltage of Gauss Doping Profile using pattern as shown in
Fig. 1 at thermal equilibrium is determined by NA. The higher
NA will get higher VGbi.

Fig. 8. Electric Potential of GDP 1 with
NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ ିଷ ; ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵହ ିଷ
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In Table IV we tabulated junction voltage of p-n diode
using GDP 1, GDP 2, GDP 3, GDP 4, and GDP 5. The
) and the minimum junction
maximum junction value (
) as stated in Table 4. Under thermal equilibrium
value (
condition and doping profile according to Fig. 2- 6, we acquire
and
are the function of dfc and log(NA). The
that
and also higher
.
higher dfc will produce higher
and also
Similarly, the higher the NA will produce higher
as shown in Fig. 13-14.
higher
TABLE IV.

Fig. 11. Relationship of dfc, NA and VGbi.

We propose an equation of built-in voltage for Gauss Doping
Profile as a function of log ሺܰ ሻ,
ܸୋୠ୧ ൎ ͲǤͳͳͻͳ ሺܰ ሻ െ ͳǤ͵͵ͲͶ(10)
Equation (10) shows a linear relationship between the NA
and ܸୋୠ୧  with gradient of ͲǤͳͳͻͳ V.cm3 and constant term
ofെͳǤ͵͵ͲͶ V. Referring to the built-in voltage equation for
abrupt junction (1), we determined the percentage difference
of built-in voltage for abrupt junction with built-in voltage for
Gauss doping profile as shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

NA
1 x 1018
1 x 1017
1 x 1016
1 x 1015

JUNCTION VOLTAGE VJMAX AND VJMIN
N1

GDP

dfc

GDP 1
GDP 2
GDP 3
GDP 4
GDP 5

0.465990
0.372790
0.279590
0.186400
0.093198

GDP

dfc

GDP 1
GDP 2
GDP 3
GDP 4
GDP 5

0.465990
0.372790
0.279590
0.186400
0.093198

Vjmax
-0.0402 V
-0.0468 V
-0.0565 V
-0.0734 V
-0.1109 V

N2
Vjmin
-0.0794 V
-0.0925 V
-0.1122 V
-0.1445 V
-0.2082 V

Vjmax
-0.0709 V
-0.0813 V
-0.0955 V
-0.1185 V
-0.1615 V

Vjmin
-0.1778 V
-0.1924 V
-0.2102 V
-0.2329 V
-0.2641 V

Vjmax
-0.1541 V
-0.1606 V
-0.1686 V
-0.1784 V
-0.1909 V

N3
Vjmax
-0.1095 V
-0.1207 V
-0.1360 V
-0.1570 V
-0.1885 V

Vjmin
-0.1344 V
-0.1516 V
-0.175 V
-0.2078 V
-0.2590 V
N4
Vjmin
-0.1946 V
-0.2034 V
-0.2134 V
-0.2255 V
-0.2419 V

BUILT-IN VOLTAGE COMPARISON

ND
1 x 1016
1 x 1015
1 x 1014
1 x 1013

ܸ
0.8135
0.6945
0.5747
0.4565

ܸீ
0.8130
0.6950
0.5750
0.4560

% diff
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.11

We also investigate the electric potential at p-n junction,
the
especially the maximum junction voltage (
minimum junction voltage

Fig.12. Junction voltage of GDP 1 using NA = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ଼ ିଷ ;
ND = ͳ ൈ ͳͲଵ ିଷ

Fig. 13. Relationship of dfc, NA,Vjmax

Fig. 14. Relationship of dfc, NA,Vjmin
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We propose equations for Vjmax and Vjmin as a function of dfc
and log ሺܰ ሻǡas stated in equation (11) and (12).
ܸ୨୫ୟ୶ ൎ  ܣൈ ݂݀ܿ ଷ   ܤൈ ݂݀ܿ ଶ   ܥൈ ݂݀ܿ  ܦ

(11)

where
 ܣൌ െͲǤʹʹͶͲሺܰ ሻଷ  ͳͳǤͲʹ͵ͳ ሺܰ ሻଶ
െͳͻǤͳͳ ሺܰ ሻ   ͻͷǤͲ
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ColorDetection on CarComponent Knock Down
using MicrocontrollerPIC 16F877A and a
Photodiode as a Sensor
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Jakarta 14330, Indonesia
Email: syahril.ardi@polman.astra.ac.id

Abstract- The automotive manufactures company has
Packing Vanning Division, which acts to process
components or parts needed for assembly of four-wheeled
vehicle products. To ensure components are delivered in
accordance with customer demand, we check in accordance
with standard components. However, there are some
problems, complaint of the customer, such as errors of
color according to customer demand. The problem was due
to a predetermined color samples have almost the same
color so it is difficult to be distinguished by the operator. In
this research, we designed the color detector that will be
used to facilitate the work of an operator. The detector uses
photo diode as a sensor which is controlled by the
microcontroller PIC16F877A. Error color checking
manually for Component Knock Down in automotive
manufacturing companies can be overcome by using color
detection as a tool for checking. The result of the use of
color detector is the operator job can be simplified and
reduce operator eye fatigue. The problem of complaint
miss-color part can be reduced from an average of 30
pieces to 0 piece.
Keywords -color detecto;, photodiode; Component Knock
Dow; Microcontroller PIC16F877A.

CKD and how to design and create a color detector
control system CKD. Previously, we have researched
about the application of Microcontroller PIC 16F877A
that related with this research [1, 2, and 3].

II. METHODOLOGY
In 2011 there were a reported claim by the importer
country to Quality Control Engineering. Claims data
were obtained from Quality Control Engineering in
August to October 2011. Figure 1 shows the data and the
external party claim pareto diagrams claim average
August-October 2011. Problems that occur are sortage,
eg parts, and quality. Explanation of the three types of
problems are as follow:

Sortage is the claim due to lack of quantity or
number of components of demand.
 Mis part is the claim due to improper
component passes to the customer.
 Quality is the claim due to the quality standard
does not pass to the customer.

I. INTRODUCTION
The automotive manufactures company has Packing
Vanning Division, which acts to process components or
parts needed for assembly of four-wheeled vehicle
products. To ensure components (especially Component
Knock Down) are delivered in accordance with customer
demand, we check in accordance with standard
components. However, there are some problems, for
instance complaint of the customer, such as errors of
color according to customer demand. The problem was
due to a predetermined color samples has almost the
same color so it is difficult to be distinguished by the
operator. It occurs because the color samples that have
been determined are the same color.
To facilitate the operator in distinguishing colors,
hence made tools for color detection. This tool uses a
photo diode (photo diode) as sensors and controlled
using PIC16F877A microcontroller. Color detector can
facilitate operators in CKD colored checks so as to
reduce problems complaints (claim) of the customer. In
this paper, we will discuss about how to cope the
problems with error checking manually for component

October

August

Pcs 75

N = 76.6
100 %

84 %

60
45

40

52 %
50 %

24.3

30

12.3

15
0

Mispart

Quality LC

Shortage

0%

Figure 1. External claim and Pareto average data from August-October
2011

To find the most dominant type of claim, then from
the above data was made pareto diagram. From the
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analysis of Pareto diagram, it can be seen that the most
dominant type of claim is a claim mis part. Mis part
happens there are two types of mis color and mis item.
Figure 2 shows the data of parts between March to May
2011. Mis part most is mis color or color errors, as many
as 30 cases.

Pcs

B. The Concept of Color Detector
The concept is that the tools needed to help the
operator to distinguish the component colors easily.
Figure 4 shows an example of CKD components are
checked. These components include: garnish pillar lwr,
cover seat track, box assy console, shield fr seat cushion,
panel assy quarter, and cover rr seat.

75
60
GARNISH PILLAR LWR

45

COVER SEAT TRACK

BOX ASSY CONSOLE

30
30
10

15
0

Mis colour

Mis Item

Figure 2. Mis part data from March-May 2011

A. Problem Analysis
Based on existing problems, in general it can be
concluded that the problem of frequent claim is mis
color. Then be analyzed to determine the problems and
get the solutions to problems that occur to reduce mis
color.
Based on the process flow Vanning Packing
Division, which is tasked to check the color quality is a
process of receiving and auditing case. In the process,
the operator checked limit sample components and Key
Point Part Inspection. Figure 3 shows the process of
checking the components based on color samples and
Key Point Part Inspection.

SHIELD FR SEAT CUSHION

PANEL ASSY QUARTER

COVER RR SEAT

Figure 4. Examples of CKD components are checked

The colors those distinguished are Grey, Mid Grey,
Dark Grey, Grege, Ash Brown, Sand Beige, and Light
Grey. The colors of these components if at first glance
will look the same or similar, but each color will reflect
light at different intensities. Figure 5 shows the concept
of the color detection.

Photodiode

Figure 5. The concept of the color detection

Figure 3. Checking components based on color samples and Key Point
Part Inspection

In the process of checking, analysis is performed to
determine the cause of the frequent occurrence of mis
color. Based on the analysis it can be concluded that the
cause is that the operator is difficult to distinguish the
color sample limit is almost the same (similar). It is
caused by the ability of the eyes of the operator is not
able to check the colors similar to many times. From the
analysis above, it is a necessary tool for color checking.
A tool that can be color-checking tool to distinguish
colors is nearly the same components.

From Figure 5 can be explained that the LED light
serves to illuminate the CKD components. The reflection
of CKD components will reflect the intensity of light
according to the color components of CKD. To detect
the color of CKD components are used photodiode.
Photodiode has a working principle can stream analog
signal voltage be comparable to the value of the intensity
of light received. Furthermore, the voltage signal must
be converted into digital data. To convert analog signals
into digital data, then use a microcontroller which has a
facility analog to digital conversion (Analog-to-Digital
Converter (A / D)). The working principle is that each
ADC input voltage change; it will change the value of
output in the form of digital numbers. Voltage changes
that can be distinguished by an ADC (Analog Digital
Converter), depending on the resolution of the ADC. In
this research, we used a 16F877A PIC microcontroller
with 10-bit ADC, the input voltage range of 0 to 5 volts.

III. DESIGN
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Based on the concept of the tool in the section
above, it was made the workings of the desired device.
Figure 6 shows the color detector CKD components. The
ways of the device works are as follow:
 First there is the selection of the operating mode,
i.e. the mode checking and detection modes.
Mode checking is intended to check the mode of a
single color, which has been pre-selected by the
operator. Mode detection is a menu aimed to find
out the name of the color of CKD components is
checked.
 If you select the operation mode checks, then it
will go to the color selection menu. In this menu,
it has to be checked to choose the color
components. There are seven colors available, i.e.
Grey, Mid Grey, Dark Grey, Grege, Ash Brown,
Sand Beige, and Light Grey.
 After selecting the color, it will go into the
checking mode.
 The operator will put a sensor on the component
to be checked.
 When the button is pressed to detect, the
microcontroller will read the input from the
sensors and compare with the data that has been
programmed.







Start

No

Checking Mode

No

yes

Detecting Mode

yes
The operator attach
sensors on components

Choice the color

The operators attach
sensors on components

The operator presses the
button detection

The operator presses the
button detection

Analog input readings
and compare with the
data that has been
programmed

Analog input readings
and compare with the
data that has been
programmed

The results of the
comparison

If the appropriate comparisons, shows the words
"RIGHT" on the LCD. But if the results do not
match, it will display "WRONG" and turn rotary
lamp.
If the main menu selects the detection mode, it
will go into the detection mode.
The operator will put a sensor on the component
to be checked.
When it had gone into the detection mode and
presses the button to detect pressed, the
microcontroller will read the input from the
sensors and compare with the data that has been
programmed.
After comparing the data, the LCD will display
the name of the color component detected.

Displays the
name of the color

No

Display the word
“WRONG”

End

yes
Display the word
"TRUE"

Turning the rotary
lamp

End

End

Figure 6. The working principle of the color detector
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Based on the concept of the overall device, then be made to the design of the control system components of the color
detector CKD. Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the control system components of the color detector CKD.

Photodiode

Microcontroller

Figure 7. Block diagram of the control system components of the color detector CKD.

Figure 8. Electric circuit schematic of color detector

The workings of each block of the circuit are as follow:
 Photodiode, serves as analog input to the
microcontroller
 Button, functioning as a digital input to the
microcontroller. Keys are used there are five that
have functions such as shown in the following
table.
 Microcontroller, serves as a central data
processor, change the analog input into digital
output mengandalikan LCD and relays.
 16x2 LCD, serves to display the program and the
results of the detection.
 Relay, Rotary works to turn on the lamp.
 Rotary lamp, serves as a check mark if the
component is wrong.

A. Realization of the Electric Design
Figure 8 shows the schematic of electric circuit
color detector that fulfills the concept and support to the
design. From this figure, we divide the circuit into five
circuits. It because of this equipment can be inserted into
the casing. Those circuits are microcontroller circuit,
relay circuit, LCD circuit, push button, and sensor
circuit.

B. Realization of Creation
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To realize a design that has been made, then the
design is divided into two types: the realization of the
electrical design and realization of the program design.
Sensor and the detection circuit incorporated into a
flashlight casing. It aims to be easy to use by operators.
Distance from the photodiode to the end of the hole is 1
cm flashlight. Figure 9 shows the overall physical color
detector.

Figure 9. The overall physical color detector.

C. Realization of The Programming
Microcontroller will be able to work after
downloading the program. Before making a program, the
first step is to create a flowchart as a reference for the
manufacture of program listings. To make the program a
PIC microcontroller 16F877A, the authors use
Microcode Studio Plus software as a compiler. The

Testing
1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

programming language used in the software is the Basic
language.
IV. THE TESTING AND ANALYSIS
A. Input and Output Testing
At this stage the microcontroller which has been
programmed, the input and output tested. This test is
intended to ensure that the input and output of the
microcontroller to function properly. This test includes
testing the buttons, LCD, photodiode sensors, and relay.
B. Testing of Input Sensor Photodiode
Photodiode sensor connected to port A0 on the
microcontroller. To pass the test, firstly, it must provide
a program to send a digital value via serial
communication on mikrokontrolernya. After that, by
using the Serial Communicator Microcode Studio Plus
software, can be seen the value of the photodiode sensor
readings. The value will change if the sensor is held to
the body with different colors as well.
Tests performed are using the color sample. From
these test results obtained digital value of each color.
Table 1 shows the results of the tested sensor readings
into color samples available are Grey, Mid Grey, Dark
Grey, Grege, Ash Brown, Sand Beige, and Light Grey,
that performed ten times.

TABLE I. Results of the tested sensor readings into colour samples
Mid
Dark
Ash
Sand
Grege
Grey
Grey
Brown
Beige
608
780
865
366
765
483
603
776
860
361
760
476
609
780
863
364
764
485
605
779
864
369
764
483
608
780
861
366
761
484
611
783
865
364
764
482
607
780
868
366
762
479
608
780
870
366
764
484
613
785
870
371
769
488
608
777
865
368
764
483

Grey

Light
Grey
281
276
281
279
281
281
281
285
286
281

From the above values, it was made the upper and lower
limits of each color, as shown in Table 2. These values
are used for programming the microcontroller
programming realization.
TABLE II. Value of each color
No.
Color
Decimal
Value
1
Grey
603-613
2
Mid Grey
775-780
3
Dark Grey
860-870
4
Grege
361-371
5
Ash Brown
759-769
6
Sand Beige
478-488
7
Light Grey
279-286

C. Testing of LCD Output
LCD is controlled by the microcontroller through
the Port C4, D2 Port-Port D7. To pass the test, the first
giving the program the microcontroller. Figure 10 shows
the LCD that has managed to display text.

Figure 10. LCD display the text

D. Testing of input Pushbutton
The buttons those located on the tool are: up, down,
select, back, and detection. The buttons are connected to
a port on the microcontroller B3-B7. To pass the test, the
first giving the program the microcontroller. When the
button is pressed it will change the display on the LCD
or in writing in accordance with the program. Table 3
shows the function of the input. Figure 11 shows the
control buttons on the color detector.
TABLE III. The function of the input
No
Button
Functions
1
Up
Shifting to the next menu option
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2
3
4
5

Down
Choice
Back
Detection

Shifting to the previous menu option
Selecting a menu option displayed
Return to the previous menu
Displays sensor readings





Figure 11. The buttons on the color detector

4.5 Testing of Relay
To control relay, used E0 port on the
microcontroller. To Perform testing, use mode sensor
placed on the checks and the wrong color. If the
detection button is pressed, the rotary light lamp is lit as
a sign that the relay has been triggered. Figure 12 shows
that the relay is functioning properly. Table 4 shows the
results of the test input and output.
Based on the input-output microcontroller testing
shows that LCD, keypad, photodiode sensors, and relays
are functioning properly in accordance with the
indicators shown each input and output.

the color detector. Figure 13 shows the checks
before and after using the tool.
In terms of the quality factor, the wrong color
break-out part of the suppliers can be reduced
from an average of 30 pieces to 0 piece. Figure 14
shows the decline in break-part color chart. From
Figure 13 can be explained that after the
discovery of the problem, then do temporary
action in the form of additional man power to
check the color of CKD and investigation to
address the problem. After a color detector is
completed and implemented, it can reduce the
man power.
In terms of cost factors, companies can reduce
expenses for claims caused by mis part financing
of Rp 650.000 per month.
In terms of factor productivity, the operator can
check faster. Before, it has taken an average of 32
seconds to do the checking. After using the tool, a
check can be reduced to an average of 18 seconds.
So the total time reduction obtained an average of
15 seconds per component.

Before

After

Figure 13. Comparison of the process of checking the color
components of CKD

Decrease mis-part

Figure 12. Relay turn on the rotary lamp

No
1
2
3
4

TABLE IV. The Results of input-output testing
Result
Indicator
LCD
Ok
Showing the text
Change the display on the LCD
Buttons
Ok
when pressed
Photodiode Sensor
Ok
Sending color values detection
Relay
Ok
Rotary Lamp on
Testing

V. DISCUSSION
Comparison before and after the use of tools, can be
viewed from four factors. These factors are safety,
quality, cost, and productivity.
 In terms of the safety factor, the previous operator
got eye fatigue because they had to check it
manually. After using the tool, operator can
reduce eye fatigue because it has been aided by

x

adding manpower
to check the color
components of
CKD

x
x

implementation detector component
colors CKD
reducing the manpower to check the
color components of CKD

Figure 14. Graph reduction claim mis part color.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed the design and
testing of the detector component colors CKD
automobile. The control system detector CKD
component colors are using PIC 16F877A
microcontroller, which has facilities ADC (Analog-toDigital Converter). The facility can alter the form of
analog input voltage signal from the photodiode circuit
to digital. While the output relay to power the LCD and
rotary lamp. From this study, it was found that the error
checking manually for the component colors that CKD
can be overcome by using color detection as a tool for
checking. Mis color part can be reduced from an average
of 30 pieces to 0 piece, and checking time can be
reduced from an average of 32 seconds to an average of
18 seconds.
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Abstract— ZnO thin films have been deposited on Si (111)
substrate by ultrasonic spray pyrolisis (USP) with various growth
temperatures. The polycrystalline of ZnO thin films have
preferred plane (002) and relatively low donor concentrations
comparing with GaN. Optically, photoluminescence (PL) spectra
show the UV emission increased with increasing growth
temperature. Nevertheless, green emission does not increase
monotonically with increasing temperature. We believed that the
ZnO thin films quality improved by increasing growth
temperature.
Keywords— ZnO thin films, Growth temperature, XRD, Hall
measurement, PL

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, ZnO has been received much attention for
optoelectronics application due to its superior advantages over
GaN.[1] Instead of wide band gap energy (3.36 eV) and large
exciton binding energy of 60 meV, the quality of ZnO thin
film also believed to be improved optoelectronic devices such
as UV LEDs and light diodes (LDs) at room temperature.[2]
The ZnO thin film quality generally depends on crystallinity,
degree of preferred orientation, grain size, morphology, and
surface roughness.[3] Some substrates with different lattice
constants also used to improve crystalline film quality.[4]
However, ZnO suffers from the doping-asymmetry problem,
in that the n-type conductivity can be obtained rather easily,
but p-type doping proved to be formidable challenge.[5] This
doping-asymmetry problem of the wide band gap
semiconductors is still the main challenge at the present
research. In order to realize applications in optoelectronics
technolog, alot of efforts to growth ZnO films on top of a
variety of substrat as p-type, such as GaN, Si, SiC, SrCu2O2
and CuGaS2.[Error! Bookmark not defined.] Among these

attempts, ZnO thin film on top of Si have stirred-up
considerable interest for integrating ZnO onto Si technology.
In this paper, the ZnO thin films grown on Si (111)
substrate using ultrasonic spray pyrolisis (USP) technique by
various growth temperatures. USP is chosen, due to low cost
for fabricating thin films comparing with other technique. Xray diffraction (XRD), Hall effect, and photoluminescence
(PL) measurements were employed to investigate structure,
electrical, and optical properties of ZnO thin films
II.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Undoped ZnO was deposited on p-type silicon (111)
substrate using USP. The Zinc acetate dehydrate
(Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O) was chosen as precursors for undoped
ZnO . The Zinc acetate 0.02 mol/ml diluted in de-ionized
water. The aerosol of precursor’s solution was generated by
commercial ultrasonic spray pyrolisis (USP). Then it was
transported to the heated Si substrate. Each substrates heated
at various growth temperature 400 oC, 450 oC, up to 500oC.
Heated substrate is intended to increase the density of atom on
film deposition, minimize the oxidation, govern the prefer
growth orientation, and generally improve the mechanical
properties of film.[6] After deposition the ZnO thin film
thickness of about 200 nm were characterized by XRD, Hall
measurement, and photoluminescence (PL) spectrometer.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to characterize
crystal structure of the ZnO thin films.
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Fig. 2. The room temperature Hall measurement of ZnO thin films (a)
resistivity, (b) Hall mobility, (c) Carrier density

Fig. 1. XRD pattern of ZnO thin films at various growth temperatures
Fig. 1. XRD pattern of ZnO thin films at various growth temperatures

Fig. 1 shows the typical XRD patterns of as grown ZnO
films at various different temperatures which ranging from
400oC to 500oC with the increment of 50oC. There is no
shifting peak of 2T angles when growth temperature increases.
Nevertheless, the peak (002) of 2T angles increases by
increasing growth temperature.
By using Scherrer’s formula, the grain size for
crystallographic plane at (002) can be estimated.[7]
ܦൌ

ǤଽO
௦ఏ

As can be seen from the fig. 2 (a), the resistivity of the films
decreased with increasing temperatures. It indicates that ZnO
thin films relatively have high resistivity which is predicted
due to the presence of higher concentration of O vacancies.[8]
On the other hand, figure 2 (b) shows that Hall mobility
increased with increasing growth temperatures. The Hall
mobility of ZnO thin films generally are influenced by
scattering from the ionized impurities (μi) and grain
boundaries (μg). Therefore, linearly Hall mobility increased
with growth temperatures, mainly due to the grain boundary
scattering.[9] Meanwhile, figure 2 (c) shows that the carrier
density values are 1.18E+16, 8.59E+15, and 9.06E+15 at
temperatures 400oC, 450oC, and 500oC, respectively. It is
proper with other reports that the ZnO films have relatively
low donor concentrations comparing with GaN.[10] Normally,
the dominant donor in ZnO is usually assigned to oxygen (O-2)
vacancy or zinc (Zn) interstitial atoms.[10]

(1)

Where D, B, O, and T are the average grain size, the full width
at half maximum (FWHM), wavelength, and Bragg difraction
angle, respectively. Furthermore, the grain size estimation for
crystallographic plane (002) can be seen in the table 1. The
grain size increased monotonically with temperature.
Nevertheless, other reported that the grain size does not
increase monotonically with temperature.[7]
Table I. The ZnO thin films grain size estimation for crystallographic plane
(002) at various growth temperatures

Growth Temperature (oC)
400
450
500

Grain
size
(nm)
in
Crystallographic plane (002)
10.57
13.63
15.49

In general the electrical properties of bulk ZnO are
excellent. Figure 2 show the room temperature Hall
measurement of ZnO thin films. Hall measurement predicted
that the conduction type is n.

Fig. 3. PL spectrum of ZnO thin films at various growth temperatures

Fig. 3 shows the room-temperature photoluminescence
(PL) spectrum of ZnO thin films deposited on to Si (111)
substrat. In undoped ZnO thin film the ultraviolet (UV)
emission peak which is ascribed to the free exciton emission
observed around 375 nm. Then, the strong green band due to
the presence defect which originates from deep level emission
(DLE) observed as broad peak at 530 nm. The intensity of UV
emission increased distinctly with the increasing the growth
temperatures (400-500oC). Nevertheless, the others claimed
that the UV emission of ZnO thin films which was grown by
laser ablation increased by increasing substrate temperature.
While, the green band emission are not be uniform and the
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estimated value of the intensities may not be linear with
increasing temperature.[11]
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusions, we have deposited ZnO thin films on Si
(111) substrate by ultrasonic spray pyrolisis (USP) with
various growth temperatures ranging from 400 oC, 450 oC, and
500oC. The polycrystalline of ZnO thin films have preferred
plane (002) and relatively low donor concentrations
comparing with GaN. The UV emission increased with
increasing growth temperature. Nevertheless, green emission
does not increase monotonically with increasing temperature.

[10] D.C. Look, “Recent advance in ZnO Materials and Devices”,
Materials Science and Engineering, B80, 2001.
[11] X.M. Fan, J.S. Lian, Z.X. Guo, H.J. Lu, “Microstructure and
photoluminescence properties of ZnO thin films grown by PLD
on Si(111) substrate”, Appl. Surface Science, 239, 2005.
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ABSTRACT
We developed a pocket gamma-ray radiation recorder with CdTe sensor. This radiation recorder has an
energy-compensated CdTe gamma-ray sensor but also GPS position sensor, three-axis geomagnetism
sensor, three-axis acceleration sensor, and temperature and pressure sensor with SD-memory.
Therefore, we can know the accurate dose rate with absolute position and direction of the recorder. We
can estimate Radioisotope(RI) direction because the CdTe sensor has directivity. However, the
directivity is not so sharp, therefore it is difficult to detect an accurate position of RI. In this research,
we used 8-CdTe radiation recorders for detection of RI direction. Moreover, we used the changing of
the gamma-ray energy spectra of Compton scattering in CdTe sensor for assistance of estimation
calculation because the CdTe radiation recorder can obtain gamma-ray energy spectrum. In this
research, we will like to apply this system to measure at Fukushima areas, Cs137 single RI was used
for the estimation.
Keywords
Radiation detector, Compton Scattering, Gamma-ray, CdTe, Direction Detection
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Investigation about Pr-effective concentration and influence of
Al-addition on the luminescence properties of SrTiO3:Pr3+,Al
phosphors
O.M.Marchylo1, Y.Nakanishi2, L.V.Zavyalova1, G.S.Svechnikov1, A.E.Belyaev1,
H.Kominami2 and K.Hara2
1) Institute of Semiconductor Physics, National Academy of Science of Ukraine
41, pr. Nauki, 03028 Kiev, Ukraine
2) Research Institute of Electronics, Shizuoka University
3-5-1 Johoku, Naka-ku, Hamamatsu 432-8011, Japan

ABSTRACT
Red-emitting SrTiO3:Pr3+,Al phosphors were synthesized by sol-gel method. In this study, dependence of
luminescent properties of SrTiO3:Pr3+ phosphor on Pr3+ concentration has been investigated. Moreover, the
influence of Al addition for the luminescent and structural properties of the phosphor has also been investigated.
It was found that the effective concentration of Pr3+ for luminescence intensity of SrTiO3:Pr3+ under low-energy
electron and UV light excitation is around 0.2 mol%. It was shown that both luminescence intensity and
crystallinity of the phosphors were deteriorated by Al addition up to 15 mol%. This result is different from that
synthesized by solid phase reaction. It is suggested that the SrTiO3:Pr3+ phosphor can be synthesized by sol-gel
method without Al. The high luminance of 1840 cd/m2 from SrTiO3:Pr3+ phosphor without Al was obtained
under excitation with anode voltage of 10 kV and current density of 60 PA/cm2.
Keywords
SrTiO3:Pr3+,Al, phosphor, photoluminescence, cathodoluminescence, sol-gel method
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Abstract—The “not yet officially defined” 5G standard leads
to the consequence that its relevant technological innovation is
still widely open. For identifying innovations opportunity, we
should discover the specific technical area to contribute to the
technological development of 5G. This paper dicusses a
framework answering the main question: In which technological
area one may contribute to the innovation? The answer shall
benefit countries, firms, universities and research institute which
intends to contribute to the formulation of official 5G standard.
First, we reviewed the key technologies of 5th generation
mobile communication technology (5G).
Ubiquitous and
interoperability of the network are main technical focus. A flat
IP-based network concept was reviewed, as well as cognitive
radio technology to reach the terminal which have artificial
intelligence. BDMA technology was proposed to help achieving
system efficiency in terms of multiple access system. Second, we
identified technological challenges, focusing on the issues related
to security and problems to deal with limited frequency spectrum
resources. Subsequently, we mapped the innovation opportunity
based on technical area which is recently published in research
article. We concluded that innovation opportunities lies on the
research
regarding
security,
network,
technological
implementation and applications issues.
Keywords—5G; innovation; standard

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, changes in the realm of telecommunication
technology have occurred and will remain happening. Mobile
telecommunication grows from first generation, known as 1G,
to 2G, 3G, and now to the fourth generation that still in
implementation stage in several countries, 4G. Every
generation of technology have several differences and
innovations.
5G is a terminology that is used for the 5th generation
mobile technology. Telecommunication companies or
standardization bodies of telecommunication such as 3GPP,
WiMax Forum, or ITU-R haven’t issued the official standard
for 5G [1]. The absence of official standard makes the 5G have
limitless possibilities. However several expectations have been
raised about how 5G should and will be.

The 5G technology is expected to complete the 4G
technology and provide solutions to the shortage arising from
4G technology. This technology will be a new technology that
makes users able to access different Radio Access
Technologies (RATs) using one mobile [2]. 5G has been
proposed to assemble the existing wireless and wired
communication techniques into an all IP (Internet Protocol)
high performance world wide network [3]. 5G technology will
help perfecting World Wide Wireless Web (WWWW) [4].
WWWW itself is an attempt to create a circumstance where
subscriber can savor the great quality and quick access of
internet, dynamic movement, favorable Bit Error Ratio (BER)
and great security as on wired communications in their wireless
communication devices. Limitations of frequency resources
making 5G shall have a technical development, which uses
other resources than frequency/time resources in order to
increase a capacity of the system [1].
In this paper, we try to identify innovation opportunity of
the 5G technological development. It explored the fundamental
literature framework to answer a question: in which
technological area one may contribute to the innovation? The
answer shall benefit countries, firms, universities and research
institute which intends to contribute to the formulation of
official 5G standard.
The second section of this paper provides the review of the
key technologies of 5th generation mobile communication
technology (5G). The third section presents our identification
of technological challenges, focusing on the issues related to
security and problems to deal with limited frequency spectrum
resources. In the fourth section, we mapped the innovation
opportunity based on technological area which is recently
published in research article.
II.

REVIEW OF 5G KEY TECHNOLOGIES

There are several key technologies which are expected to
help fulfilling the need of improvement for 5G. Those are Flat
IP Based Network and Cognitive Radio (CR).
A. Flat IP Based Network
Previous works by Toni Janevski from University Sv Kiril I
Metodij define the basic concept of 5G mobile network which
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is seen as user-centric concept instead of operator-centric as in
3G or service-centric concept as seen for 4G. The 5G mobile
phone is designed as an open platform on different layers, from
physical layer up to the application [5].
The network layer at 5G networks will be divided into
several sub-layers to provide all-IP connectivity anywhere and
anytime. The use of the Internet Protocol (IP) in the network
layer is inevitable, given the IP system is the best and most
used system to support and expand the network layer
nowadays. All IP Network (AIPN) system has started well
since the development of LTE.
All IP Network (AIPN) system has started well since the
development of LTE as an an evolution of the 3GPP system.
Flat IP Network is a key concept that is expected to make 5G
acceptable to all kinds of technology [1]. Flat IP architecture
provides a way to identify each device using symbolic names,
unlike the hierarchical architecture commonly used in the usual
IP address [1]. With the shift to flat IP architectures, mobile
operators will be able to [1]:
x

Reduce the number of network elements in the data
path, thereby reducing operations costs and capital
expenditure.

x

Splitting the cost of service delivery from the amount
of data that is sent to equate infrastructure capabilities
to the requirements of emerging applications

x

Minimize system latency and enable applications with
a lower tolerance for delay; upcoming latency
enhancements on the radio link can also be fully
realized.

x

Evolve radio access and packet core networks
independently of each other to achieve greater
development and make better flexibility in network
planning and deployment.

x

Develop a flexible core network that can be the basis of
innovative services for mobile and generic IP access
network.

Create a platform that will enable mobile broadband
operators to be competitive with wired networks in terms of
price and performance.
IPv6 is the best possible system that can support a flat IP
network for technology implementation 5G later. IPv6 is the
latest revision of the IP system is expected to overcome the
shortcomings of the predecessor version of IPv4. Each device
will then have a fixed IPv6 address, and multiple addresses
Care of Address (CoA). The number of CoA for the device is
according to the number of access networks where device is
connected. There are 3 sub-layers of the network layer, the
lower network layer, middleware layer and the upper network
layer. Lower network layer use CoA, middleware network
layer translates CoA into IPv6 so the upper network layer using
IPv6 addresses.
Device is expected to be provided by a variety of options in
order to get the best wireless connection in accordance with the
type of device and current network conditions. QoS parameters
such as delay time, jitter, bandwidth, reliability and so on will

be stored in a database that can be used for training intelligent
algorithms in a mobile terminal, thus the 5G technology can
choose the best connections for the device at the given time and
condition.
B. Cognitive Radio
For mobile and wireless communications technologies,
since the 4G, interoperability was an important thing, as it is
also applied for 5G. Interoperability system means any system
with different technologies can work together and
communicate with each other. The network architecture for
5G mobile system consists of a user terminal and a number of
independent, autonomous radio access technologies [6]. Within
each of the terminals, each of the radio access technologies is
seen as the IP link to the outside Internet world [6]. With the
use of cognitive radio terminal, 5G can achieve interoperability
and still have a good quality of service. In the cognition
system, the system recognizes the location, position and
condition to determine the best option for network. With this
system, users can choose a suitable network for communication
and different wireless networks will be able to integrate and
communicate with each other via cognitive radio devices.
Cognitive radio is an intelligent communication system that
is aware of its surrounding environment (i.e., outside world),
and uses the methodology of understanding-by-building to
learn from the environment and adapt its internal states to
statistical variations in the incoming RF stimuli by making
corresponding changes in certain operating parameters (e.g.,
transmit-power, carrier-frequency, and modulation strategy) in
real-time, with two primary objectives in mind: highly reliable
communication whenever and wherever needed; efficient
utilization of the radio spectrum [7].
By that definition, the cognitive terminal is a smart terminal
with intelligence to choose the proper network from all the
existing wireless networks [5]. The choice is based on some
information such as time, demand, and resource. The 5G
technology proposes a universal terminal, which should include
all of the radio predecessors features into a single device [5].
This terminal convergence is strongly sustained by the users’
needs and demands; therefore, cognitive radio becomes the
ideal 5G terminal candidate [5].
III.

TECHNOLOGIVAL CHALLENGES

By understanding the key technologies of 5G, we identified
the technological challenges which mainly lie on the problems
concerning security as well as limited frequency resources.
A. Security
Being able to scan the available spectrum, select from a
wide range of operating frequencies, adjust modulation
waveforms, and perform adaptive resource allocation– all of
these in real-time– these new Cognitive Radio technology will
be able to adapt to a wide variety of radio interference
conditions and adaptively select the most efficient
communication mechanisms [8]. However, in addition to the
advantages and potential of the cognitive radio technology,
there are a number of challenges related to security, especially
in cognitive radio terminals. The paradigm of cognitive radio
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systems poses a new threat on security, such as selfish
misbehaviors, harmful interference, licensed user emulation,
competition between licensed users and eavesdropping [9].
There is an opportunity and need to develop a system that
able to prevent the misuse in the highly open and granular
control which is provided to the radio interface. One of them
was proposed by [8] with a framework known as TRIESTE
which is short term for Trusted Radio Infrastructure for
Enforcing SpecTrum Etiquettes. TRIESTE will be able to
ensure that radio devices are only able to access and use the
spectrum in a manner that conforms to their privileges [8].
B. Limited Frequency Spectrum Resources
Limited spectrum resources yielded a major challenge for
mobile and wireless technologies. Those limited frequency and
time are divided to be used among multiple users. Due to this
condition, it is expected to improve efficiency in order to
enhance the capacity and quality of the system. To achieve this,
several multiple access techniques used today, for example,
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division
Multiple Access (FDMA), Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA), Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA), etc. However, in all of multiple access system that
are used nowadays, the capacity of a mobile communication
system depends on time and frequency. This generates a
challenge to develop a multiple access system which is able to
resolve the dependencies of capacity to the limited frequency
spectrum. Korean research and development has suggested
BDMA as a radio interface for 5G, which is not depended on
frequency/time resources [1].
The BDMA technique of the present invention divides an
antenna beam according to locations of the mobile stations to
allow the mobile stations to give multiple accesses, thereby
significantly increasing the capacity of the system [1]. In such
a concept, mobile stations and a base station are in a Line of
Sight (LOS) state, so they exactly know each other's positions.
In this condition they will be able to transmit beams which
direct to each other's position to communicate without
interfering with mobile stations at cell edge [1].
For adapting the BDMA system into 5G, the development
of the phase array antenna is required. The smart antenna with
the ability to switch its beam is needed. Switched beam
antennas support radio positioning via Angle of Arrival (AOA)
information collected from base and mobile stations. The use
of adaptive antenna arrays is one area that shows opportunity
for improving the capabilities.
IV.

INNOVATION OPPORTUNITIES

Opening up innovations opportunity means to discover the
technical area as the guidance to conduct research work on
such particular technological agenda. We monitored the spread
of technical issues related to 5G in various scientific and
engineering journals. There are 18 research articles which have
stated 5G as the main corresponding topic in their research
work. Those publications include 7 conference papers, 7
journal papers, 3 conference reviews and 1 document review.

Subsequently, we map the technical area based on 40
keywords mentioned in those 18 research articles. Table 1 lists
the keywords and the corresponding number of research
articles. In general, it mainly indicates that technical area is not
yet heavily concentrated on certain technological agenda.
However, more researches were conducted concerning topics
of relay selection, mobile ad hoc network and one hop
cooperative MAC, while other topics are equally distributed.
We identified that the keywords are likely relevant to three
technological agenda, i.e. security, network, and technological
implementation and applications issues.
TABLE I.

KEYWORDS ON 5G RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS

Keyword on the research articles
Relay selection
Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETS)
One-hop cooperative MAC
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
Architecture for humanity
Blacklisting
Dnynamic Source Routing (DSR)
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM)
GNU Radio
Multihop wireless network
Orthogonal space time codes
Prognoses
Remote monitoring
Two-hop cooperative communication
Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)
Wireless optics
All IP networks
Collision avoidance
Constellation sizes
Cooperative protocols
Core networks
Denial of Service (Dos)
Dense network
Heterogeneous networking
Linear complexity
MIMO channels
Modulation technique
Multi-hops
Network achitecture
OFDM systems
Packet delivery ratio
Parallel transmission
Piraeus
Service oriented architecture
Space diversity
Space time code
Spatial diversity
Spectrum efficiency
Throughput improvement
Ubiquitous and pervasive computing

Number of
research
publications

4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Security technological agenda spreads over collision
avoidance, Denial of Service (DoS), blacklisting, etc.
Meanwhile, network technological agenda consists of protocol,
all IP network, ad hoc network, etc. Some other technological
agenda that remain being the most researched topic are
frequency hopping topic, MIMO system, space time codes,
relay selection techniques, multi hop systems, etc. There are
also a few of topics other those main topics, which are covering
about implementation of the proposed 5G applications, such as
implanted medical devices, remote monitoring and
telemedicine.
Based on those findings, we may formulate the concept to
exploit opportunity on certain technological agenda.
Researchers may work on those specific areas, which can lead
to new innovation on 5G. Such a concept is mainly benefit the
developing country which intends to increase their innovation
and technological competitiveness. For example, since relay
selection has been frequently researched, a new researcher may
establish the cooperative work with other researchers working
on that field. As in the future, wireless network is forecasted
will able to support the relay-based communication, where the
relay node is well-placed to receive messages from the source
node, process it, and then forward it to the node of its intended
destination [10]. Alternatively, developing country can put
more concentration on another topic such as spatial diversity,
AODV, or technique to improve collision avoidance, since the
works on those fields are relatively less conducted.
As the continuous upgrading of wireless technologies, the
basic concept of 5G is to open up all the doors of possible
methods, technologies and techniques used to leverage
telecommunication for human life. Combining with the
perspective of 5G key technologies, in particular about flatbased IP and cognitive radio, any researchers may contribute to
the development of relevant standard. Such research activities
are not only to improve faster data access, but also to create
innovation on many technical areas as shown in Table 1.
Finally, it is commonly known that technological
development of preceeding standards (1G, 2G and 3G) were
dominantly controlled by developed countries such as USA,
Japan and some European countries. Therefore, in current and
future time, developing countries should contribute to 5G
technological
development
by
utilizing
innovation
opportunities. Results of research works on 5G can be made
into technical submission to the international standardization
bodies, such as ITU. Meanwhile, developing countries can also
push their national industries to develop patents and to create
innovation on relevant 5G technical areas. It is believed that
those schemes may influence the global standards development
and increase the country’s competitiveness.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Key technologies in the seam of 5G has been reviewed, i.e.
Flat IP Based Network and Cognitive Radio. The key
technologies help us to spot the 5G technological challenges.
The challenges mainly exist in the security area and the limited
frequency resources problem.
We have identified innovation opportunity regarding the
technological development of 5G standards from understanding
technological challenges and exploring fundamental literature
framework. There is an opportunity and demand to develop a
system that will be able to prevent the misuse of control,
maintain the security and enhance the capacity of system. As
the result of exploring literature framework, we conclude three
technological agenda in which one may contribute to, i.e.
security, network, and technological implementation and
applications issues. Accordingly, researchers can make new
research focusing on those technical area and make new
innovation for the 5G technological development. It is
expected that research works may result a relevant submission
to the international standardization bodies. On the other hand,
innovation can be also made by pushing national industries to
develop patents and to create innovation on such relevant 5G
technical areas.
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Abstract—Technological developments change the way of life
of all people in interacting with each other, regardless of distance
and time. One such interaction is the activity of the exchange of
information through communication networks, which are either
one-way or two-way with a variety of information, such as voices,
images, and data, with the desire to have a fast and reliable
delivery. If G(V,E) represents a graph or a network with a
number of nodes, V = n, and the number of links, E = e, then
assume the nodes are reliable and the links can fail. We
investigate new parameter of connectivity called “k-component
order edge-connectivity” or “component order edge)
connectivity”, denoted by O(k
c , in which within each type of
topology is then compared such as in the topology of path, cycle,
star, complete, and wheel networks, then choose the best selection
in vulnerability and economic point of views.

Keywords— edge-connectivity, component order edgeconnectivity, component edge- failure set, component edge-failure
state, minimum degree.component;

is when a network is removed as much as k link so the
remaining network will be disconnected if all remaining
components of subnetwork have a number of nodes as d k  1.
Value of k is deterministic value with the amount of
2 d k d n, where n is the number of nodes of a particular
network topology.
However, the economy aspect will be seen from how
many links it takes to establish a communications network
topology and then compared from several possibility
topologies with the same number of nodes, including network
topology path, circle, complete, star and wheel. In calculating
the economic aspects to form a network topology is assumed
that every link that connects two nodes needs funds one unit
cost. Thus, the more links required to form a communication
network, the greater the economic value or the cost of
investment.
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

CONNECTIVITY MODEL OF A COMMUNICATION
NETWORK

If there is a communication from one station to another
station the communication network can be represented by a
graph G (V, E) where V is a station node and link E is a
bidirectional link between these two stations. This link is not
limited between the two stations and within a limited distance,
but it can be in the form of a complex network and an
unlimited distance. Thus a communications network topology
form that is built will determine the level of vulnerability and
the cost of construction of the communication network.
A communications network that forms a particular network
topology with the same number of stations will have level of
vulnerability and cost of construction cost that is different from
one topology to another topology. Both of these considerations
will be the focus of further discussion.

Graph theoretic techniques provide a convenient tool for
the investigation of the vulnerability of a communication
network to damage from natural or enemy – induced damage.
Thus, a network communication system can often be
represented as interconnection of stations and links. The
assumption is that the system is subject to natural failure or
enemy attack aimed at isolating stations from each other. The
problems of determining the vulnerability and designing
communication network which are invulnerability to enemy
attack are of paramount importance. As yet, neither the analysis
nor synthesis problems have been completed proved, although
a number of practical results have been discovered. One
difficulty immediately encountered in vulnerability studies is
lack of a completely appropriate vulnerability criterion.

In the discussion that will be conveyed in writing this
paper is that the consideration of the reliability of a network
topology is one of them will be determined by its level of
vulnerability. The mentioned vulnerability in a topology is an
edge connectivity, O G or O , assuming that the node is
reliable and links can be disconnected, such as the amount of
links that should be removed so the remaining network
becomes disconnected [1]. The author examines the new edge
connectivity within his dissertation [3] that is called
component order edge - connectivity, O (ck ) G or O (ck ) , which

In 1966, Chartrand [1] has defined that the vulnerability of
a communication network represented by a graph G (V, E) if
the node is assumed to be reliable and link can fail, which is
called edge connectivity, O G or O. In this classical model, a
network is considered to be operating when every station can
communicate with every other station via some path of stations
and operating links. If the failure of some links results in some
pair of stations no longer able to communicate, then the
network has failed. When this occurs, we say that the network

III.

RESULTS
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has become disconnected. The traditional vulnerability
parameter for this model is the minimum number of links
required to be removed so that the surviving graph is
disconnected [1,3,4]. Clearly, if all the links emanating from a
particular station fail, then that station is unable to
communicate with any other station, and the network has
become disconnected. It is easily seen that the value of the
traditional vulnerability parameter is at most the minimum
number of links to any station. However, it may be possible
that a network may become disconnected when fewer links
have failed. Chartrand [1] proved that if each station has a link
to at least half of the other stations, then the network could not
be disconnected if fewer than minimum number of links to any
station fail, i.e., the network is invulnerable to failure if fewer
than the minimum number of links to any station fail. Since
that time considerable attention has been given to the study of
this traditional vulnerability parameter.
In the traditional edge-failure model it is assumed that
nodes are perfectly reliable but edges may fail. When a set of
edges F fail we refer to F as an edge-failure set and the
surviving subgraph G – F as an edge-failure state if G – F is
disconnected.
Definition 3.1[3]. The edge connectivity of G, denoted by
O (G ) or simply O , is defined to be O (G ) = min{
| F |: F  E , F is an edge-failure set }, i.e., G – F
disconnected.

Before you begin to format your paper, first write and save
the content as a separate text file. Keep your text and graphic
files separate until after the text has been formatted and styled.
Do not use hard tabs, and limit use of hard returns to only one
return at the end of a paragraph. Do not add any kind of
pagination anywhere in the paper. Do not number text headsthe template will do that for you.
Back to the traditional model of edge failure is that the
graph G - F is said to be edge - failure state if the graph is
disconnected and no consideration is given whether or not a
subnetwork have a lot number of stations connected one to
another that can still communicate properly. So in this
discussion paper will be introduced edge - failure new model
called the component order edge connectivity failure model.
Frank Boesch made significant contributions to this body of
knowledge. Then, in 2006, Boesch et al. [2] considered a new
network model in which a network is considered operating as
long as there is a predetermined number of stations, say k, that
can still communicate, regardless of whether the network
Finally, complete content and organizational editing before
formatting. Please take note of the following items when
proofreading spelling and grammar:
A. New Edge Connectivity Model [2,3,5]
Classical link connectivity models above have limitations
that if there are N nodes and only one node apart from the
original network nodes and form two sub-networks, but the
network is said to be disconnected already. Even as many as N
- 1 nodes can still communicate to each other well.

Conventionally the parameters connectivity and edge
connectivity have been used to measure a network’s
vulnerability to disconnection due to failure of nodes or edges,
respectively. One deficiency of these measures of vulnerability
is that they do not take into account the orders of the resulting
components, such that no distinction in a case where of links
results in two components of equal order and the case where
one of the component is an isolated node [2,3].
For the entirely network communication system, it may be
enough that a certain number of stations can maintain
communication after link failure for the network to be
considered operational, even if the network is disconnected.
Under the supervision of Frank Boesch as a leader among
others: Charles Suffel, Daniel Gross, John Saccoman, and L.W.
Kazmierczak, I have the opportunity to study a new network
parameter model of vulnerability, called component order edge
– connectivity, denoted by O(ck ) G or O(ck ) , to address this
notion. In this model, says that a network is considered
operating as long as there is a predetermined number of a
station, say k that could still communicate regardless of
whether the entirely network is disconnected.
In the occasion that has given the author has defined new
edge connectivity model [3].
It is reasonable to consider a model in which it is not
necessary that the surviving edges form a connected subgraph
as long as they form a subgraph with a component of some
predetermined order. Thus we introduce a new edge-failure
model, the k-component order edge-failure model, which is
called component order edge connectivity. In this model, when
a set of edges F fail we refer to F as a k-component edgefailure set and the surviving subgraph G – F as a k-component
edge-failure state, if G - F contains no component of order at
least k, where k is a predetermined threshold value. So the
component of each separate communications subnetwork could
still be said operational because each subnetwork can do his
internal relation with minimum k orders.
Definition 3.2. Let 2 d k d n be a predetermined threshold
value. The component order edge connectivity of G, denoted
)
by O(ck ) (G ) or simply O(k
is defined to be
c ,

O (ck ) (G ) min{| F |: F  E , F is k - component
edge-failure
set}, i.e., all component of G – F have order d k  1 .
)
Definition 3.3. A set of edges F of graph G is O(k
c -edge
set if and only if it is a k-component order edge-failure set and
| F | O(ck ) .

Next we compute O(ck ) (G ) for specific type of graphs.
The first type of graph we consider is the star, K 1,n 1 . To
build communications network of star-shaped with the number
of nodes n, it requires an investment cost of links construction,
which is different from the cost of the nodes, for the number of
links that allow all the nodes can be connected either directly or
through intermediaries of other nodes in the network star. If the
assumed cost of each link that connects the two nodes is a unit
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cost, then the star to form a star communications network
needs n-1 unit cost.
In terms of any vulnerability, deletion of any set of m edges
results in a subgraph consisting of m+1 components, one
isomorphic to K 1, n m 1 and the remaining components isolated
nodes. Therefore a k-component edge-failure state exists if the
component K 1, n m 1 contains at most k-1 nodes. Thus

n  m d k  1 or n  k  1 d m . Since component order edge
connectivity is the minimum number of edges whose removal
results in a k-component edge-failure state we obtain the
following result:
Theorem 3.1: Given 2 d k d n, O(ck ) ( K1,n 1 )

n  k 1

The next type of graph we consider is the path on n nodes,

Pn . In addition, the investment cost of the links construction of
the path model network is the same as the form of star network,
which is equal to n-1 unit cost.
As for the analysis vulnerability, starting at a pendant edge
label the edges consecutively from 1 to n – 1. Let F be the set
of edges whose label is divisible by k – 1. The deletion of the
edges in F creates |F| + 1 components, the first |F| having order
exactly k-1 and the last order at most k-1 (but at least 1). We
also note that if fewer edges are removed then there will be
fewer components and thus by the Pigeonhole Principle, there
must be at least one component of order at least k. Since |F| =
« n  1»
« k  1 » we have:
¬
¼
Theorem 3.2: Given 2 d k d n, O(ck ) ( Pn )

« n  1»
« k  1» .
¬
¼

similar manner to that of O(ck ) ( Pn ) . When one edge of the cycle
is removed, it becomes the path with n nodes, Pn . Thus
« n  1»

ª n º

we

have the following result:
Theorem 3.3 [3]: Given 2 d k d n, O(ck ) (C n )

)
a O(k
c -edge set. We can compute |F| by calculating the
maximum number of edges that can remain in the k-component
edge-failure state K n  F . It is easy to see that any edge in F
must have its endpoints in two different components of
K n  F ; thus each component of K n  F must itself be
complete.

« n »
« k  1 » (k  1)  r
¼
¬
where 0 d r  k  1 . Let H be a graph on n nodes consisting of
« n »
« k  1 » copies of K k 1 and if r > 0, one copy of K r . Then H
¬
¼
has the maximal number of edges among all k-component
edge-failure states of order n.

Lemma 3.4. Given 2 d k d n , let n

Proof: Consider the class F of all n node k-component
edge-failure states and let H  F be such that e(H), the number
of edges in H, is maximum over all graphs in F. Let
C1 , C 2 ,  , C m be the components of H, 1 d m d n , and let ni
m

be the order of C i . It follows that ¦ ni

n and, since H is a

i 1

failure state, ni d k  1, i . In addition, since H has the
maximal number of edges, each component C i is complete,
i.e. C i K ni . We claim that there is at most one component of
order < k – 1. If not then there exists components C i and C j ,
with 1 d ni d n j d k  2 . Let H / be the failure state obtained
by deleting the components C i and C j from H and replacing

The next type of graph considered is the cycle on n nodes,
C n . For the cycle network model with the number of nodes n,
it requires an investment cost of link construction as n unit
cost. Thus the formula for O (ck ) (C n ) can be derived in a

O(ck ) (C n ) O(ck ) ( Pn )  1 , and since «
»  1 « k  1»
»
«
¬ k  1¼

For vulnerability analysis this network, let F  E ( K n ) be

ª n º
« k  1» .
»
«

The next type of graph considered is the complete graph
on n nodes, K n . The complete network model is an ideal
network that requires an expensive investment cost link
construction, because each node must be connected to all
existing nodes in the network. So the cost of link construction
requires an investment as much as n(n-1)/2 unit cost. The
mentioned ideal shape is hardly found in the field because of
the complexity and expensive construction, so it is considered
less economical.

them with C i/

K ni 1 and C /j

we only add the component

>

2e H / e H

>

@ >n

i

K ni 1 (In the case that ni

C /j ).

Then

 1 ni  2  n j  1 n j

 ni ni  1  n j n j  1

@

1

@

2 n j  ni  1 ! 0

Hence e H / ! e H , which contradicts that e(H) is
maximum over all graphs in F. Thus we can have at most one
« n »
ni  k  1. Thus if we write n «
» (k  1)  r where
¬ k  1¼
0 d r  k  1 , H has the prescribed form.

From this it immediately follows that a maximum size k« n »
component edge-failure state of K n consists of «
»
¬ k  1¼
complete components each of order k -1 and possible one
additional component of order less than k – 1. Thus we have
the following:
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In particular if u is a node of full degree, then
n  k  1  O (ck ) G  u d O (ck ) G .

Theorem 3.5. Given
2 d k d n, O(ck ) ( K n )
where n

§ n · « n » § k  1· § r ·
¨¨ ¸¸  «
¸¸  ¨¨ ¸¸ ,
»¨¨
© 2 ¹ ¬ k  1 ¼© 2 ¹ © 2 ¹

« n »
« k  1 » (k  1)  r , 0 d r d k  2 .
¬
¼

The final type of graph considered in this section is the
wheel graph on n nodes, Wn . This network is likely suitable
for use metropolitan area network (MAN). The investment cost
of the link construction is 2(n-1) unit cost.
In order to find vulnerability for wheel graph we will draw
back some investigations that have been discussed in [3] to
consider many steps.
Since we do not have a formula or an algorithm that
computes O(ck ) (G ) of an arbitrary graph G. Therefore we want
to find bounds (both lower and upper) that may be applied to
establish a range of possible values of O(ck ) (G ). Before we
introduce a set of bounds we need to establish some notation
and terminology.

Now let U  V be a set of nodes with |U| = k – 1. We
construct a k-component edge-failure set as follows: Delete all
edges that connect U to the rest of the graph, and then delete
edges from V  U until all components have order d k  1.
Thus we obtain the following upper bound:

O (ck ) G d >U , V  U @  O(ck ) V  U , where U  V with |U| =
k – 1.
We will apply these bounds to compute O(ck ) (G ) , when G
is Wn , the wheel of order n.
Definition 3.6. [3,5] The wheel of order n, Wn , is the
graph formed by connecting a single vertex to all the vertices
of a C n 1 .

The picture below is an example of a network wheel, Wn ,
with n nodes.

First we consider the value of O(ck ) ( H ) , where H is a
subgraph of G but H is not spanning or not connected. If H is a
graph on m nodes, and m  k , then every component of H has
order d k  1 , so it follows that O(ck ) ( H ) 0 . If H is
disconnected and H 1 , H 2 ,  , H p are the components of H,
then O(ck ) ( H )

p

(k )
¦ Oc ( H i ) .

i 1

Definition 3.4. [3.5] If F  E is a set of edges, G[F]
denotes the subgraph of G with node set V and edge set F, i.e.
G[F] = G – (E – F).
Definition 3.5. [3.5] If U, W  V with UW= Ø, [U,W]
denotes the set of all edges with one endpoint in U and the
other endpoint in W.

Now we start with the basis theorem of our lower bound.
Theorem 3.6. [3,5] If E1  E 2 is a partition of E, then

O (ck ) G>E1 @  O(ck ) G>E 2 @ d O(ck ) G . .

)
Proof: Let D  E be a O(k
c -edge set and let
Di E i  D, i 1,2. Since E i  Di  E  D, each component
of G>E i @  Di is contained in a component of GD and thus is

of order d k  1. It follows that

O (ck )

G>E i @ d Di . Therefore

O(ck ) G>E1 @  O(ck ) G>E 2 @ d D1  D2

D

Let G Wn and let u be the full degree node. Then
G  u C n 1 and the lower bound implies
O(ck ) Wn

O(ck ) G t n-k  1  O(ck ) Cn  1

.

Now if U {u, u1 ,  , u k  2 }, V  U {u k 1 ,  u n 1 } , then
| [U , V  U ] | (n  1)  (k  2)  2 n  k  3 and
V U

Pn  k 1 .

Thus the upper bound implies
(k )

O(ck ) G .

Therefore we obtain the following lower bound:

ª n-1 º
n-k  1  « »
« k-1 »

(3.1)

(k )

Oc (Wn ) d (n  k  3)  O c



O (ck ) G>E1 @  O (ck ) G>E 2 @ d O (ck ) G , where
partition of E.

Figure 3.1 A wheel network, Wn , with n nodes

«n  k »
d (n  k  3)  «
»
¬ k 1 ¼

Pn k 1

.

(3.2)

Inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) together yield the following
bounds on O(ck ) (Wn ) :

E1  E 2 is a
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ª n  1º
«n  k »
(n  k  1)  «
d O(ck ) (Wn ) d (n  k  3)  «
»
»
« k  1»
¬ k 1¼
(3.3)

We will find a formula for O(ck ) (Wn ) by comparing the
lower and upper bounds.
ª n  1º
«n  k »
(n  k  1)  «
» d (n  k  3)  « k  1 » . Subtracting (n
k

1
«
»
¬
¼
– k + 1) from each side gives
ª n  1º
«n  k »
« k  1» d 2  « k  1 »
«
»
¬
¼

Applying

the

(3.4)
division

write
«n  k »
n  k D (k  1)  r where 0 d r d k  2 , thus D «
».
¬ k 1 ¼
Hence n – 1 = (n – k) + (k – 1)
D (k  1)  (k  1)  r = (D  1)(k  1)  r . If r t 1 , i.e., (k – 1)
ª n  1º
does not divide (n – 1), then «
»
« k  1»

algorithm

«n  k »
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CONCLUSION

Edge connectivity failure model provides opportunities that
if new model component subnetworks that are separated by the
removal of some links, the resulting subnetworks can still in
operate if every subnetwork has node of order greater than k 1. This provides advantages over conventional forms of edge
connectivity failure model, which does not give an opportunity
to operate subnetwork if overall network is not connected.
Although such communication networks are disconnected with
only one node that is not connected while the other n-1
subnetwork that has a numbered node, it can still communicate
well with each other.
From the description of the amount of investment cost of
link construction, if the purpose of the construction of a
communications network is intended for the construction of a
fiber optic network that spans the width of the country, the total
investment cost of the construction of the link must be
considered to determine the economic network model, given
the cost is expensive enough. But it also needs to consider
choosing a network model that has a low level of vulnerability
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Abstract— At the firstly, single element of the singly fed
pentagonal patch antenna using air gap is proposed. The results
show that the bandwidth of impedance, axial ratio, and gain at
the resonant frequency 2.4925 GHz are 15.67 %, 4.11 % and
52.16 %, respectively. Moreover, the value of S-parameter, axial
ratio and gain at 2.4925 GHz are -15.03 dB, 0.06 dB and 8.74
dBic, respectively.
Furthermore in this research, it is also investigated circularly
polarized array pentagonal microstrip antenna for mobile
satellite communications especially to enhance the bandwidth
axial ratio that are examined both of simulation and
measurement. The results of array pentagonal patch antenna is
similar with its single, especially the value of S-parameter, axial
ratio and gain as the mentioned above.
The other results related the simulation show that the cutting
of beam angle between of them is the same. In case of
measurement results, owing to loss during measuring, the gain
decreasing and affect the cutting of beam angle between gain and
axial ratio that is not satisfied yet.
Keywords— Single element, Circularly polarized, Array
pentagonal antenna, Cutting of beam

I.

INTRODUCTION

Multimedia communications through geostationary
satellites will be an essential part of future information
infrastructure since the satellite-based communication
provides "simultaneous" and "flexible" information network
without large facilities. The future satellite networks will be
tightly integrated with the terrestrial networks as an integral
part of our future global information infrastructure. Spacebased network which has survivability against disasters and
flexibility will complementally work with mobile and fixed
ground-based system in order to realize a reliable and mobile
"ubiquitous" information society.
As geostationary satellites are remotely located (about
36,000 km) from the earth, the incoming wave is very weak.
Consequently, it is required that the antenna for mobile
satellite communications has a high gain in the case

multimedia communications performing large-capacity data
communication is aimed. Furthermore, when thinking of the
integration to cars, from the point of view of the car design, it
is recommended the overall system to be light and compact.
Inside a view of the car that the antenna located above it
need a feeding. The singly fed circularly polarized (CP)
antennas have inherent limitation in gain, impedance and axial
ratio bandwidths. This is mainly owing to the resonant nature
of the patch antenna which has a high unloaded Q-factor and
the frequency-dependent excitation of two degenerative modes
(TM01 and TM10) when using a single feed. In order to achieve
enhanced gain, impedance and CP bandwidth, several singlefeed single element patch antenna designs using an air-layer or
foam substrate for minimizing the unloaded Q-factor [1],[2].
Another way to increase the bandwidth of antenna by using
the stacked patches and electromagnetically coupled patch
configurations have been presented [3],[4].
Here, it will be designed pentagonal antenna using thick
substrate (with air gap) for enhancing bandwidth of antenna
with a simple configuration (see Figure 1) and also for
designed the array pentagonal antenna configuration both of
simulation (by the method of moments using Ensemble
version 8 software) and measurement to prove that the cutting
of beam angle between gain and axial ratio is the same. The
other shape of pentagonal like a kite has been proposed by
Weinschel [5] which the characteristic of antenna parameter
similarly with pentagonal antenna. The purpose of this
research is to yield the enhanced bandwidth of antenna for
mobile satellite and radar applications.
One of the most common techniques for calculating the
unknown current is the Method of Moments. This discretizes
the integral into a matrix equation which can then be solved.
This discretization can be considered as dividing the antenna
surface into a number of small elements. From the current
distribution, the S-parameters, radiation pattern and any other
parameters of interest can be obtained.
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II.

CONFIGURATION OF ANTENNA

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the configuration of antenna
design, for single and array pentagonal antenna, respectively.
Both of antennas are using a conventional substrate (relative
permittivity 2.17 and loss tangent 0.0009) and fed by a coaxial
probe to avoid the degradation of elliptic by unwanted
radiation from the feed network.
Figure 1 show the single model designed of pentagonal
antenna using air-gap whose angle ҆ is 450. The shape of
such a pentagonal can be prescribed completely by two
parameters c/a and b/a. The pentagon becomes a rectangle
when c/a = 0, an isosceles triangle when c/a = 1. It is
considerable for enhanced the bandwidth, its position of c/a is
0 < c/a < 1 or in the others word the patch shape should
combine two or more shapes in becoming one (pentagon =
triangle + rectangle). In this case, only combining two shapes
for getting wide bandwidth of antenna is not enough, for
matching impedance 50  and smoothly axial ratio and gain
are added the dimensions of antenna, air gap and feed location
which must be chosen correctly (see Figure 1). They are used
to excite more than one mode where each of mode degenerates
two frequencies closed, hence much of the magnitude currents
paths around this area move to y direction and x direction
which perpendicular with each others, hence increasing the
bandwidth of axial ratio.

equal amplitudes and 900 phase difference at the left side of
pentagonal for LHCP operation.
In this paper, the method of moment (Ensemble version 8
software) is employed to simulate the model with an infinite
ground plane. Consideration of the efficient thickness of the
antenna (see Figure 1) allowed either the substrate thickness
for pentagonal patch to be defined with the single substrate or
single layer using air-gap (h1 = 1.6 mm and h2 = 7.4 mm).
Figure 2 depicts design of simulated array pentagonal
antenna is composed of three pentagonal patch antennas which
fed directly from the switching circuit on the beneath of the
construction. Figure 3 shows geometry of array the fabricated
antenna is made by microstrip material (Hr = 2.17, loss tangent
0.0009) which instead of three pentagonal patch antennas and
the same fed with simulated antenna, but this antenna without
used the parasitic elements. With this geometry the antenna
becomes simple, compact and low loss, because no need a
power divider to distribute power signal to the antenna
element. The dimension of the construction is 190 mm and 7.2
mm in diameter and height, respectively.

㻔㼠㼛㼜㻌㼢㼕㼑㼣㻕

㼜㼞㼛㼎㼑㼋㼒㼑㼐
㼜㼍㼠㼏㼔
㻔㼟㼕㼐㼑㻌㼢㼕㼑㼣㻕
㼟㼡㼎㼟㼠㼞㼍㼠㼑㻌
㼓㼞㼛㼡㼚㼐

Figure 2. Design of simulated array pentagonal antenna

㻭㼘㼡㼙㼕㼚㼕㼡㼙㻌㼜㼘㼍㼠㼑
Figure 1. Configuration of single pentagonal antenna

For LHCP (Left Hand Circular Polarization), the feeding
is located on the left side from null potential. This is happened
3 modes at the frequency operation 2.4925, 4.5 and 6.8 GHz,
but only a good radiation characteristic is happened in the first
mode at 2.4925 GHz. This is dominant modes (TM01 and
TM10) owing to by the shape perturbation (pentagonal) using
air-gap, the effective excited patch surface current path in the
y direction is slightly shorter than that in the x direction, which
gives the y-directed resonant mode a resonant frequency
slightly larger than that of the x-directed resonant modes of

Figure 3. Geometry of array fabricated antenna
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III.

DISCUSSION

Figure 4 to Figure 6 shows the result for simulation both
single element and array pentagonal antenna, in the case of
frequency characteristic, S-parameter, and input impedance.
Figure 4 shows that the value of gain and axial ratio (Ar) for
simulated at the resonant frequency 2.4925 GHz i.e. about
8.74 dBic and 0.06 dB, respectively. In addition, the
bandwidth of axial ratio antenna is about 4.11%.

Figure 6. Input impedance

Figure 4. Gain and axial ratio vs frequency

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the reflection
coefficient (S-parameter) and frequency for the simulation
antenna. From this figure, it can be seen that the bandwidth of
S-parameter enough width i.e. about 15.67%. It is caused by
the new shape of perturbation antenna likely a pentagonal
where the area square is large about 2154.3 mm2. In addition,
it is also caused the effect of air-gap and location of feeding
that matched with the configuration of antenna to yield the
targets satisfied. Moreover, the value of S-parameter at the
resonant frequency is good around -15.03 dB.

For coaxial-fed antennas, it can slightly effect toward the
resonant frequency, axial ratio, S-parameter and input
impedance which is dependent on the feed position. By
choosing the feed position properly, an effective match
between the antenna and the transmission line can be obtained.
Figure 7 shows the frequency characteristics for the
simulation and measurement of array antenna results are
difference between them, usually the measurement antenna
shifted to higher frequency, but in this case shifted to lower
frequency. This is probably owing to error during fabricated
and measurement. The resonant frequency for simulation
located at 2.48 GHz, but measurement is located at 2.43 GHz
[8]. In this case, the phenomenon of antenna is still
investigated for knowing the reason of this anomaly.
Furthermore, to analyze radiation pattern, this antenna
allocated at 2.5 GHz.
It is necessary to have a traveling wave current
distribution which has constant amplitude and a linearly
changing phase for a pentagonal antenna to radiate a circularly
polarized wave. In the generally theoretically of antenna, a
circularly polarized wave can be radiated by means of loading
a reactance of an appropriate value. Instead of loading an
appropriate reactance, a very simple method is to use air gap.
By introducing such air gap with a certain size of pentagonal
antenna and feeding the antenna with a coaxial probe, a
traveling-wave current distribution could be excited, and as a
result, a circular polarization can be achieved.
10

Figure 5. S-parameter

Figure 6 depicts the input impedance characteristic that
the real and reactance part are satisfied where for real and
reactance impedance by closed 50  and by closed 0 ,
respectively.

Axial ratio [dB]

SIM

MEAS

8
6
4
2
0
2.2

2.3

2.4 2.5 2.6
Frequency [GHz]

2.7

2.8

Figure 7. Frequency characteristics at El = 48º

Figure 8 describes the elevation cut-plane with
performance of the antenna at the elevation angle El = 38°-
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58°. In this results, generally are the same between simulated
and measured array antenna results, especially of gain, but
axial ratio in measured is considerably effected by the shape
of ground (considering that simulation used infinite ground
and measurement used finite ground with a circle-shape) and
also effected by conductivity () and permittivity (Hr) of
ground. Hence, the axial ratio at the elevation direction from
38° - 58°is not satisfied the targets yet. Moreover, it owing to
error during fabricated, especially when soldering a feed on
the ground is still not optimized.
SIM

12

MEAS
58o

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

0
0

Az=180

o

30

Axial ratio [dB]

10

Gain [dBic]

10

IV.
x

12

38o

antenna, whereas a soldering between feed and ground also
not good, hence the current distribution on the patch radiating
of antenna could not flowed normally. In addition, owing the
effected of power divider and semi-rigid is not optimized,
especially a phase of semi-rigid circuit to connected two of
three feed on beneath of the construction antenna is not same,
hence the axial ratio could not obtained satisfy, because of the
axial ratio is very sensitive with difference of phase.

x
x
x

60
90
60
30
0o
El-Elevation angle [deg] Az=0

x

Figure 8. Elevation cut-plane at f = 2.5 GHz

Figure 9 depicts conical cut plane for El=48°at the
frequency f = 2.5 GHz for measurement. This is meant to
evaluate the antenna system without circuit switching as far as
how the good performances could be occurred with a new
shape of antenna and also the effected of using a ground
antenna [9].
SIM
2off#

Gain [dBic]

8

10

MEAS
3off#

1off#

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0
0

60

120 180 240 300
Az-Azimuth angle [deg]

Axial ratio [dB]

10

0
360

Figure 9. Conical cut-plane at f = 2.5 GHz

In this figure, it is seen that the cutting of beam angle
between the axial ratio and gain in simulated is the same. This
happened probably owing to the phase of modes both of gain
and axial ratio in simulation are the same. Contrary, in
measurement that is not occurred yet in one beam angle for
that case. This is owing to performed of ground is not
optimized, especially its conductivity () and permittivity (Hr)
is not matched with the radiating antenna. The strongly effect
of a ground could be seen in gain measurement, it decreases
significantly compared with the gain simulation, so the cutting
of beam angle in measurement is difference between axial
ratio and gain [10]. The other reason is probably in fabricated

x

CONCLUSION

A configuration of circularly polarized single and
array pentagonal microstrip antenna for mobile
satellite applications is proposed.
A circular polarization can be simply obtained by
properly adjusting the element parameters and using
air gap.
The results show that the bandwidth of impedance,
axial ratio, and gain at the resonant frequency 2.4925
GHz are 15.67 %, 4.11 % and 52.16 %, respectively.
Moreover, the value of S-parameter, axial ratio and
gain at 2.4925 GHz are -15.03 dB, 0.06 dB and 8.74
dBic, respectively.
The results of characteristic performance, especially
bandwidth of axial ratio of the pentagonal antenna is
good, caused by a new shape of pentagonal antenna
using air-gap and good choosing of a feed position.
The problem in cutting of beam angle between gain
and axial ratio owing to phase of modes both of gain
and axial ratio in simulation and measurement.
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Abstract— Halim Perdanakusuma an alternative airport for
domestic flights and overseas, lack of human resources and the
amount of electronic equipment at the airport does not allow
technicians to always be on station transmitter ‘DVOR’ (VHF
Dopler Omny Range). ‘DVOR’ is an air navigation system that
emits electromagnetic waves all these directions and provide
information bearing on the station as well as the data plane
bearing, beacon transmitter also transmits data to the threeletter code identity or the identity of the sound to be received by
the recipient on the plane. This resulted if DVOR ‘off’, the
technician cannot know the condition early this highly disturbing
aviation safety. We need a draft monitoring status on the desk
DVOR tower. One is to use ‘sms’ DVOR order status can always
be monitored.
This research was designed a system of observers. In the design
of the system output RCSE DVOR will affect the output of the
logic gate, if it is operating normally at the logic gate output = 0
so that the relay is not switched on, the green LED will be on the
line desk Tower will produce a voltage of 3 Volts DC in addition
to the microcontroller does not work. In DVOR, RJ11 stated, if
the output on RJ 11 = 0 Volt DC and if DVOR ‘off’ at the
transmitter is on one or both transmitter off the output at the
logic gate = 5 Volt DC so that the relay will be active so that line
the red LED on the desk tower will generate a voltage of 3 Volts
DC and output on an RJ 11 = 0.5 Volts DC so that the modem
will be activated and sends a message to the technician in charge
DVOR.
Keywords— DVOR, re-engineering, wireless communication

I.

INTRODUCTION

DVOR (Doppler VHF Omny Range) is an air navigation
system that emits electromagnetic waves all these directions
and provide information bearing aircraft of the station DVOR
equipment is working at a frequency of 108-118 MHz, in
addition to bearing the data, beacon transmitter also transmits
data to the identity of the three-letter code or the identity of
the sound to be received by the recipient on the plane. By
looking at the function of the equipment were very influential
to aviation safety, the required equipment is always in a
condition ready for use. However, there are many things that
cause the equipment off, both internal factors such as the
condition of older equipment and the condition of the
components are not functioning properly, as well as external

factors such as lightning. Given such conditions, should be in
charge of electronics technicians constantly monitor the status
DVOR. However DVOR, the lack of adequate manpower,
while the amount of equipment that is under the responsibility
of electronics so much that it is not possible to always be in
the equipment that is located very DVOR far as non
workshops electronics technician. All this to determine
whether or not an operating DVOR pilot to report through the
ATC (Air Traffic Control). Thus, the flight safety can be
compromised. In addition, the presence of complaints complaints that often occurs can lead to decrease in the
company's image as the manager of airport services in the eyes
of the domestic flights, and airport image in the eyes of the
international flight. From the description above, one solution
to determine if it is operating normally DVOR or not, is to
create a design DVOR status monitoring.
II.

BASIC THEORY

A. DVOR (Doppler VHF Omnidirectional Range
DVOR is an air navigation aid that can provide directional
information to aircraft on the airport to provide information
bearing aircraft of the marionette DVOR. This equipment works
at a frequency of 108- 118 MHz, in addition to bearing the data,
beacon transmitter also transmits data to the identity of the threeletter code or voice identification that will be accepted by the
recipient on the plane. Besides, it is a function of DVOR Indicates
the position of the aircraft station transmitter so as to know the
area in its path, and shows the radial direction so as to Run Way.
Run Way towards specified. Reference signal is 30 Hz AM signal
emitted by the instantaneous phase uniformly in all directions
resulting from the RF carrier signal (fc) are modulated AM signal
with 30 Hz. The resulting signal is then emitted by the antenna
carrier see figure 1(a).
The variable signal is a signal generated from the modulation
frequency from the simulation of movement or rotation of non
directional RF signal source (fc ± 9960 Hz) around the circle with
a speed of 1800 rpm which cause modulation frequency of 30 Hz,
this is done by connecting the electronic switching sequentially at
each sideband antenna located on the antenna around the carrier
signal variable pattern formation is shown in figure 1(b).
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Figure 1 (a) AM Modulation between reference 30 Hz and
carrier signal

Figure 4. Variable phase difference between the signal and
reference signal

(b)Pattern formation variable signal

Figure 5 Outline the transmit antenna DVOR

Mixing between the reference signal and the variable
signal occurs in the air, a combination of variable reference
signal and the signal power radiated into the air will produce a
carrier frequency modulated by a 9960 Hz AM (Subcarrier).
Further 9960 Hz subcarrier FM modulated with 30 Hz,
because of the Doppler effect see Figure 2. Reference signal
and the signal is generally used as a pattern variable
instantaneous phase, the phase difference between the signal
and reference signal to the variable direction see figure 3.

Figure 5. seen that reflected signal transmission line is longer
than the direct beam transmission lines are marked by the
addition of whole X. Antenna DVOR in principle is to emit 30 Hz
variable signal is FM modulated and the reference signal 30 Hz
modulated AM. Two signals having the same frequency emitted
together but separated from each other. The results of the
combination of the two signals emitted form the carrier frequency
of 30 Hz. This frequency is obtained from the playback DVOR
antenna 30 times rev / sec. In one pair of antennas such as
antenna 1 to antenna 25 has a frequency USB (upper sideband)
and LSB (lower sideband). Antenna 1 is USB while the antenna
25 is LSB.

Figure 2. Signals emitted from DVOR
DVOR transmits all directions antenna DVOR have 1piece of
antenna carrier and subcarrier antenna 48 pieces. DVOR antenna
signals emitted a high frequency, so any solid objects can reflect
signals. Ground bounce signal power radiated by the antenna
DVOR. Therefore the receiver aircraft to obtain two signals
emitted signals (direct) and the signal beam reflectance
(reflected). Both have the same frequency but have different
emission lines. The lines transmit the reflected signal is longer
than the direct signal transmission lines.

Figure 6. LSB dan USB pada antena DVOR

The resulting radiation pattern DVOR the radiation pattern
that has 3 main lobe to the center in 80, 280 and 500. Figure 7
shows there is a considerable distance between the lobe with
one another, leading to the absence of radiation (due to the
removal of the direct signal and the reflected signal.) To
overcome this it will be installed Counterpoise DVOR
additional antenna mounted just below the act as an additional
reflective area. If the antenna is mounted above ½ 
.Counterpoise it will result in major energy lobe wide and
centered at 300. The combination of radiation signals coming
from the ground and from the reflection of the overall
radiation produced Counterpoise DVOR which will result in
wider coverage at an angle of between 00 to 600, while the area
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just above DVOR (angle of more than 600) there is no
radiation and is called the area Cone of Silence as shown in
figure 9.

III.
A.

SYSTEM DESIGN

Hardware Design

Overall block diagram design DVOR Status Monitoring. At the
Desk Tower at Halim Perdanakusuma Airport Using SMS as a
block below

Figure 7. Three major lobe centered

Figure 10. Block System Design

Figure 8. Major lobe centered using the counterpoise

The workings blocks are designed, at RCSE DVOR is off
then at that time on the logic gate output LED will turn red on
the desk next to that tower will enable the microcontroller, the
microcontroller will activate Fastrack M1306B modem and
transmit data in the form of SMS to the person in charge
DVOR and microcontroller will display the same phone
number charge. If when RCSE DVOR under normal
conditions the output of the logic gate module only turn green
LED on the desk and does not activate the microcontroller.
B. Logic Gate Module
Logic Gate serves as a monitoring status ON or OFF for
the case of the condition of the equipment DVOR transmitter
1 and transmitter 2, then you want only two conditions,
namely 1 and 0 only. To get the output and the desired
condition then use NAND logic gate. So the output of DVOR
can be converted into a truth table NAND gate. The circuit for
this design is as follows

Figure 9 The area of the emission cone of silence

Size of Counterpoise effect on the radiation pattern that will
act as a reflector or reflector above a certain angle. While the
point of the reflector is ground level. This angle is called the
critical angle. Therefore, the low-angle coverage resulting from
surface reflection while for high angle coverage resulting from
the reflection counterpoise.

B. Remote Control and Status Equipment
In control DVOR there is a unit that can control the RCSE
DVOR (Remote Control Status Equipment) is a module that can
control DVOR, while the information that can be provided by the
RCSE are as follows: Status transmitter is used, help the
transmitter is used, select or move the transmitter is used, select
equipment that will be on the controls of (DVOR or DME).
RCSE can also be connected via the PC to see DVOR and DME
equipment parameters, as well as full control equipment via a data
output on a block SIB (Serial Interface Board).

Figure 11. DVOR Transmitter 1 Normal operating
conditions and Transmitter 2 Standby
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.

Figure 12.Lowering circuit Voltage and
current on Indicator LED Desk Tower

Figure 13. Picture All module in the System
Table 1. LED Indicator on Desk Tower

C. Indicator Desk Tower
In the design of the Desk Tower taken from Vcc at 5 Volt
DC and 1 A, which is connected to the first switch omron
relay, but voltage and current to turn on the LED is too large,
while the LED operates at 3 VDC 100 mA. So the decline in
the use of voltage and current in the LED, see Figure 12.
D. Microcontroller ATMega 16
In this design ATMega microcontroller used is 16 to
control the system, for monitoring system, used in the form of
an LCD display and MODEM Fastrack M1306B, transmit
information to the condition RSCE DVOR phone number
officers, for all the design system see figure 13.
IV.

SYSTEM UNDER TEST AND ANALYSIS

A. Desk Tower Data Analysis
The test data on the desk tower begins at 5 Volt DC
OMRON relay the switch will be connected so that the voltage
on the line green LED will light up with a value of 3 Volt DC
voltage on the red LED will otherwise die, otherwise at the
time of death DVOR the relay will die so relay switches back
to the open position and the switch is connected to the red
LED will light up with a 3 Volt DC voltage, see Table 1.
B. Data Microcontroller Test and Analysis
Testing microcontroller begins when the voltage of DVOR
logic 0 so that the relay is not working so the relay will switch
back to normally open so that at the same time the red LED
will light up and the pins 0 and 1 on port B is connected so
that it will enable the IC ATMEGA 16 and will work
according with

DESK TOWER
DVOR
GREEN LED

RED LED

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

Table 2. Output Microcontroller
Microcontroller Input

RJ 11

pin 0 and 1 Short

0,5 Volt

pin 0 and 1 Open

0 Volt

instructions that have been uploaded into the
microcontroller ATMEGA 16 and RJ 11 produced in the form
of a voltage of 0.5 volts per message delivery takes place,
which is then sent to the modem to be broadcast in addition it
will produce output on Port C are connected to the LCD
display 16 x 2 to display the number of short messages sent
purposes.
C. Modem FASTRACK M1306B
Modem FASTRACK M1306 modem B is working on a
dual frequency on the 900/1800 Mhz and has an input voltage
of 5, 5 Volt minimum voltage, current modem power supply
given the time it will turn the whole modem component, after
the modem is active, will be in a condition standby waiting for
input from the microcontroller, if the microcontroller to
provide input on the modem, the modem will send data and
destination address in the format that has been in ATMEGA
16 and then radiated through the modem to the phone DVOR
charge. see Table 3.

Table 3.Data form testing for all system
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1.
INPUT TX
1 AND
TX2
TX
1
0
0

DESK TOWER
INDICATOR

OUTPUT
OUTPUT
LOGIC
GATE
0
1
1

ANT
1
1
0

MICROCONTROLLER
RJ 11
0
0, 5 V
0,5 V

GREEN
ON
OFF
OFF

RED
OFF
ON
ON

Testing and analysis of the overall data began in DVOR ie
when it is in normal condition and then output to the TX ANT
ON, on Transmitter 1 and Transmitter 2 will control the input to
the fourth transistor, and the transistor will produce a combination
of input NAND gate, the output of NAND gate will be logic 1 or
0, if logic 1 it will activate the transistor and which serves as a
direct current switching because of the NAND gate is not able to
activate the relay coil. Green LED will light tower on the desk, if
NAND gate transistor logic 0 then it does not work that ultimately
will make the relay is not working so the Red LED Desk Tower
will be blamed, at the same time switch relay to be short so that
the two inputs on port B pin 0 and 1 on ATMEGA 16
microcontroller will be connected so that the microcontroller will
work according to the instructions that have been uploaded, then
the microcontroller ATMEGA 16 will result in the RJ 11 which
will then input data on Fastrack M1306B modem which then
sends the data in the form of a short message that "DVOR OFF"
to 5 numbers DVOR is responsible, "085255525308,
081389597256, 081380211201, 081522572110, 085649599334"
who had been in the previous program in microcontroller
ATmega16 see Table 4.
Table 4.Data Test in the form of SMS

Destination Number and Location
Modem
Input

085255525308
Makassar

081389597256
Depok

081380211201
Bogor

081522572110
Halim
Perdanakusuma

085649599334
Halim
perdanakusuma

0,5 Volt

DVOR OFF

DVOR OFF

DVOR OFF

DVOR OFF

DVOR OFF

0 Volt

-

-

-

-

-

2.

3.

If the normal operating status DVOR the logic gate output
module = 0 Volt and DVOR in OFF condition when the
output of the logic gate = 5 Volt so that control the relay
input on the microcontroller and LED Desk Tower will be
Active.
If DVOR status is in normal condition, the green LED will
be on the line desk Tower will produce a voltage of 3 volts
DC, when DVOR dead at the transmitter is on one or both
transmitter off the line the red LED on the desk tower will
produce a voltage of 3 volts DC.
If the transmitter 1 and transmitter operate normally DVOR
2 standby or vice versa, then the microcontroller does not
work, so that the output on an RJ 11 = 0 volts so that the
modem does not work and if the transmitter 1 and 2 on the
transmitter is off, it will activate the modem to send data in
the form of SMS to 5 numbers that have been programmed
in the microcontroller.
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Table 5.Data Test in system design
INPUT TX 1
AND TX2
TX

ANT

OUTPUT
LOGIC
GATE

1

1

0
0

1
0

OUTPUT

DESK TOWER
INDICATOR

MICROCONTROLLER
RJ 11

GREEN

RED

0

0

ON

OFF

1

0, 5 V

OFF

ON

1

0,5 V

OFF

ON

V.

CONCLUSION
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Abstract –In this paper, some development and testing
for payload communication board using Tranceiver
ADF7021, temperature sensor and and integration with
TNC are proposed. Transceiver ADF7021 is developed for
145.95MHz uplink frequency and 436.915MHz downlink
frequency and to be applied for IiNUSAT Nanosatellite
payload communication.
The payload communication
board is developed to be able for 2FSK demodulation and
1200bps data rate for receiver, and 2FSK modulation with
9600bps data rate for transmitter. In addition, the payload
communication board is also support for
data
encapsulation using ADI protocol, and data delivery and
must match for uplink frequency. TNC is designed to be able
to fulfill the utility as data processing storage FX.25 data
protocol, and temperature sensor at TNC board.
Temperature monitoring is developed using LM35DZ and
is designed for temperature range from 0-100oC. The testing
resuts showed that payload communication board is work at
the center frequency of 436.915MHz with -29.2dbm gain
and-28.8dbm gain at a frequency of 436.91MHz. TNC is
work and can be communicate the data to nanosatellite
OBDH system.
In addition, programming LM35
temperature sensor has been successfully implemented with
the normal conditions of 33oC.
Keywords — Payload Communication board, ADF7021, TTC,
TNC, Nanosatellite.

I. INTRODUCTION
IiNUSAT (Indonesian Inter-University Satelitte) is a
nanosatellite which proposed by researcher from five state
university and LAPAN. IiNUSAT Nanosatellite is designed
for emergency calls and from the planning, the satellite is to
be launched in 2013. The focus of our research related to
this research project is to develop payload communication
board including data communication interface between
payload communication board to OBDH nanosatellite and
also to design temperature sensor for payload
communication board.
Payload communication is one of the subsystem which
consist of Transmitter, Receiver, and TNC [1], [2], [3] [4].
Nanosatellite payload communication must be able to
process data delivery, data encapsulation using protocol, and
also to manage data delivery to the ground station. There
are two kinds of RF which can be used, there are analog RF
and IC RF. RF which used IC Transceiver has some
benefits, they are easier to set register at processor chip and

galih_elkom2008@yahoo.com
the components of transceiver are stronger and reliable for
space condition [5]. NC is the storage board of decode data
which proposed to receive and communicate the to OBDH
satellite system board.
In this paper, some development and testing of payload
communication board using Tranceiver ADF7021 and
integration to TNC board and temperature sensor are
proposed. Payload communication board is desingned for
145.95MHz uplink frequency and 436.915MHz downlink
frequency and to be applied for IiNUSAT Nanosatellite
payload communication. some tests for the parts of TTC
payload
IiNUSAT
nanosatellite.
The
payload
communication board is developed to be able for 2FSK
demodulation and 1200bps data rate for receiver, and
2FSK modulation with 9600bps data rate for transmitter. In
addition, the payload communication board is also support
for data encapsulation using ADI protocol, and data
delivery and must match for uplink frequency. TNC is
designed using ATMEGA1280 microcontroller and to be
able to fulfill the utility as data processing storage FX.25
data protocol, and temperature sensor at TNC board.
Temperature monitoring is developed using LM35DZ and
is designed for temperature range from 0-100oC. Register
settings and simulation for ADF7021 can be performed by
using ADIsim software, TNC hardware design using
ALTIUM, and temperature monitoring process simulated
using ISIS proteus.
The testing results showed that payload communication
board is work at the center frequency of 436.915MHz with 29.2dbm gain and-28.8dbm gain at a frequency of
436.91MHz. TNC is work and can be communicate the data
to nanosatellite OBDH system. In addition, programming
LM35 temperature sensor has been successfully
implemented with the normal conditions of 33oC.

II. IINUSAT COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD

A. Communication Payload Specification
Payload Communication specification consists of
transmitter, receiver, TNC, and antenna and components
specification are selected and adjusted for space proven
condition. The specification of IiNUSAT payload
communication system is shown in Table 1.
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Table1. IiNUSAT Payload Communicatiion Specification
Communication Payload Specification
Parameter
Provision
System
Full Duplex
Delivery Method
Real Time & Store annd forward
Protocol
FX-25
Downlink = 436.915 MHz
(bandwidth 30 KHz)
Center Frequency
Hz (bandwidth 10
Uplink = 145.95 MH
KHz)
TTC Uplink = Comm
mand dan update
OBDH
Downlink = Telemetrry dan house
Data type
keeping
Data = Character Paccket (500
character)
Downlink = 9600 Bpps (FSK)
Bit rate
Uplink = 1200 Bps (F
FSK)
Minimum BER
10-5
Payload Type
Regenerative
Receiver = Monopolee
Antenna Type
Transmitter = Monoppole

Transmitter
is designed and should be works at
436.915MHz of center frequenncy, and the receiver should be
works at 145.95MHz of centerr frequency. The type of ADF
board that is used for transceiver
t
nanosatellite is
ADF7021DBZ3 for transmittter and ADF7021DBZ5 for
receiver. The board is developped with with some additional
components that is used to fix of both frequency, uplink and
AT nanosatellite. To calculate
downlink frequency of IiNUSA
and simulate the board for thesse frequency, the ADIsimSRD
design studio software is usedd.. The circuit design and the
additional component for ADF
F7021DBZ5 receiver board is
shown in Figure 2 as below.

B. IC Transceiver
IC transceiver ADF7021 for nanosateellite is used and
developed for IiNUSAT nanosatellitte because this
transceiver has fully support for all funnction of payload
communication system that is to be used
u
for payload
communication satellite system. The IC Tranceiver
ADF7021 is much easier to developeed circuit to get
frequency both uplink and downlink off satellite system.
ability to set the frequency much easier, suuitable modulation
and demodulation. Also, the value of poower amplifier can
be adjusted that are already include for power amplifier
o the transceiver
and LNA function. The block diagram of
ADF7021 is shown in Figure 1 [5].

Figure 2. DBZ5 for 145.995MHz center frequency
C. TNC Microcontroller
Microkontroller ATMEGA
A1280 is used for TNC. We
used this microcontroller beccause the this microcontroller
has the availability of four-chiip UART interface to be able
to communicate (send and recceive data) with transmitter,
receiver, and OBDH system, and also the data delivery
1
TNC Board needs to be
overhead which no moe than 10%,.
designed to meet the required functions,
f
such as functions of
FX.25 protocol storage, interrconnection function UART
with transmitter, receiver and OBDH
O
system , and also with
temperature sensor board.
The TNC board is designedd for two layer PCB that be
united, where the top layer is
i a layer of chip mounting
ATMEGA1280 and the bottom layer is a layer of
interconnections and other utiliities as shown in Figure 3 and
4.

Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram of ADF7021
Figure 3. Topp layer PCB
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Figure 7. Transmittter Power Transient
Simulation of the transmitter by usinng the ADF7021
transceiver IC has been done using ADIIsimSRD software
design studio. The simulation results obtaained of frequency
and bandwidth, phase noise, and power traansient.
From simulation results showed that the spectrum has
436.915MHz of frequency center. Thee spectrum peaks
occur at + / - 5 kHz from frequency center. But this
frequency (436.915MHz) is still be able to work well for
m simulation , the
IiNUSAT nano satellite specification. From
phase noise obtained different results at 1kHz, 10kHz,
100kHz, 1MHz, and 10MHz. Transsmitter spectrum
simulation is shown in Figure 5. Transm
mitter Phase Noise
performance is shown in Figure 6 and we
w can see that for
higher frequency, the phase noise is to be smaller.
s

Figure 7 shows the perform
mance of transmitter power
transient. Overshoot is perform
med at 440 MHz of frequency
and saturation is appeared afterr 20 us.
Measurements and testinng results for frequency
measurement and transmitter cllocking are shown in Figure 8
and Figure 9. Frequency of teesting was conducted on the
transmitter that indicates for thhe frequency of 436.915MHz,
-29.2dbm of gain is obtainedd. -28.8dbm of gain can be
achieved at a peak of 436.911MHz of frequency. Besides
that, 9600bps of clocking data are conducted.

Figure 8. Frequency Center
C
Measurement
Figure 5. Trasnmitter Spectrum Siimulation
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C. Simulation, testing results,an
and analysisof TNC
TNC is used as interface to joint to OBDH and Payload
Communication Circuit and in this work, and FX25
protocol is used. The simulattion of temperature sensor is
proposed using ISIS proteuss software. Testing of the
temperature sensor on the exxisting TNC conducted using
LM35DZ capable of workinng at temperatures 0-1000C.
Simulations performed by connnecting the ADC0 pin, Vcc
and Gnd on the microcontrolller with the legs of LM35 as
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 9. Transmitter Cloking Frrequency

B. Simulation, testing result ,and analy
lysis of receiver
Simulation model at receiver is shown in Figure
10.

Figure 12. Temperattur Sensor Simulation
Figure 10. Receiver Simulationn Model
The distance in simulation betweenn transmitter and
receiver is assumed to be 64,6 km with
w
PA level is
10.19dbm, 0dBi of gain antenna Tx and Rx,
R and 122dbm of
receiver sensitivity. The additional external PA is needed in
order to reach a distance of 700km as the distance from the
ground station to the satellite.
d
by sending a
Receiver frequency testing has been done
signal with the same frequency Furthhermore there is
frequency clocking measuring from the
t
data rate of
1200bps. The receive signal is shown in Fiigure 11.

Figure 11. Received signnal

The real temperature testing for TNC board performed by
TMEGA1280 microcontroller
stick the LM35DZ on the AT
chip. ATMEGA1280 internallly has ADC 8channel 10bit,
where the voltage range froom 0-Vmax similar with 01024(n10) value. With Vref is 5V, and each 10mV increase
in voltage means that 10 C degree, so the temperature
conversion can be calculate usiing Equation 1:
Temperatur = ADC value / (10mV*1024/5V)

(1)

Figure 13 shows the picture of
o experiment for temperature
measurement that is developped and conducted to TNC
circuit.

Figure 13. Temperaturre sensor measurement
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From the temperature testing, we can see that the
temperature around 33o C for the microcontroller board is
achieved and still in normal condition for space
characterization.
III. CONCLUSION
The results of measurements on the transmitter indicates
that the ADF7021 has an appropriate working frequency,
which is able to work at 436.915MHz of frequency center,
with a gain-29.2dbm and-28.8dbm (peak) at 436.91MHz of
frequency. For the receiver, based on the results of the
simulation, the system is able to work at 145.95MHz of
frequency and 64.6km of the distance. TNC interface utility
is designed to meet the criteria for Tx, Rx and OBDH. In
addition, programming LM35 temperature sensor has been
successfully implemented with the normal conditions of
33oC.
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Abstract—GSM is a 2nd generation of celluler which mostly
used around the world until now, even though it can only bring
voice and text data. Through circuit switching based, data
process from one mobile station to the other.
This research was about Call processing simulation in GSM
network, which aimed to give an overview, assist, facilitate the
learning process of call processing in GSM networks and the
simulation was intended to increase knowledge about it's own
natural cellular telephone network that is now progressing. In
addition, the simulation was also designed to calculate cluster,
Carried to Interference (C / I) and the general traffic in the
GSM network.
Sample data was taken from one of operator GSM in
Indonesia. According to call attempt on a BTS ABKS named at
BSC JAT 1, the simulation counted that GoS as 0.0147, so the
success call was 725,18 erlang, with 4 cell in one cluster. Besides
that, the simulation shows the number of C/I as 144 or 21.5836
dB within frequency/cell was 6.25 Mhz/cell
Keywords—GSM (Global System For Mobile Communication);
MS (Mobile Station); BSS (Base Station Subsystem); Cluster;
traffic carried.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Global System for Mobile is one of the second generations
of cellular technology. In addition to higher demands of
communication, users want to be able to communicate with
others – anywhere, anytime. Around the early 1990s, the ITUR (International Telecommunication Union-Radio) formed a
group named Global Special for Mobile to begin setting the
standard for digital cellular phones under the coordination of
the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications
Administrations (CEPT). Next, further preparation has been
carried out by ETSI standards since 1992 through the
'Technical Specification' (TS). At the early times, this
technology was tested in the first phase; the name of GSM
became popular. However, the name stands for (Global
Special for Mobile) was no longer relevant to the applied
technology so that the name was changed to Global System
for Mobile Communications [1].

The system of GSM consists of 3 parts, namely: Base
Station Subsystem (BSS), Network and Switching Subsystem
(NSS), and Operation and Maintenance Subsystem (OMS).
BSS is a provider and controller of cellular radio transmission
system. NSS is a control switch for mobile communication
services. OMC is an operational support for each subsystem.
Call processing becomes a fundamental requirement for users,
that is, a GSM technology which is based on the circuit
switching.
This research discussed a call processing that occurs in the
GSM technology in the form of simulation which illustrates the
architecture of GSM and its system as well. Through this
simulation system, it was expected that the study of GSM
system can be easier to understand
A.

Research Objective
The objective of this research was to design a simulation of
GSM network call processing between a user and other users
using software Matlab 7.6.0 R2008a.
Due to the amount of discussion about the calls system of
GSM cellular, this research only discusses: GSM cellular
networks in a single operator. Simulation using matlab
software that simply describes the communication between two
users on a GSM network. Mobile phone used by the user of the
simulation is Nokia. Parameter used in simulation of
calculation is only the cluster, carrier to interference, and
traffic. The simulation does not show handover simulation.
B.

Research Methodology
In the implementation of this research, the authors
conducted several research methods, namely Literature and
Design of Software. The activities the authors conducted aim at
designing on how the software displays as well as how to link
the software with data. The making of Software was carried out
by using the programming language MATLAB 7.6 or version
2008 after the process of program design. Software Testing and
Revision Activities – in order to obtain maximum results, the
software which has been made is tested. Analysis – doing a
research and analysis about what to discuss.
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II.

x

GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE
COMMUNICATION

This part are consist of two information about GSM.
A. GSM Network Architecture
GSM system architecture consists of three subsystems
which are interconnected each other, so are to the users
through a network interface. These subsystems are: a BSS,
NSS, and OMS. The cell phone (mobile station) is also a
subsystem; however, it is supposed as a part of BSS in the
terms of architecture. [2]

Setting all the mobile phones that are in the system.

B.

The Structure of GSM Channels
In the GSM networks, there are some components known
as channels which are especially used on the radio to transmit
information or messages. Those channels are Logic channel
and Physical channel.
On the Radio Sub System (RSS), there are two categories
of channels which support the logic channels, namely Traffic
Channel which carry information such as voice or data; and
Control Channel, which carry signaling information or data
synchronization.
Traffic channels (TCH) carry information such as voice or
data. There are two channels of traffic carried by the speed of
information, namely Full (speed) Rate Traffic Channel and
Half (speed) Rate Traffic Channel.

Fig. 1. GSM Network Architecture

BSS is known as the radio subsystem which provides and
controls radio transmission path between the mobile phone
and MSC. BSS also controls the radio interface between
mobile phone and any other GSM subsystem. Each BSS
consists of many BTS controllers called Base Station
Controller (BSC) which connects the phone to NSS via the
MSC. NSS controls the functions of switching to the system
and allows the MSC to communicate with other networks such
as Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN) and Integrated
Switch Digital Network (ISDN).
In addition to addressing the switching of communication
between GSM system and other external networks, NSS also
handles BSC in radio subsystem as well as to be responsible in
organizing and providing access to exit for some customer
data base. MSC is a central part or the center in the NSS
which controls traffic among all BSC. There are three different
kinds of database in this NSS namely; Home Location
Register (HLR), Visitor Location Register (VLR), and the
authentication center (AUC). [2]
Each OSS handles one or several operation maintenance
center which is used to monitor and maintain the performance
of every Mobile Station (MS), BSC, and MSC in the GSM
system. This OMC has three functions, namely:
x
Handling work / maintaining telecommunications
hardware and network operations.
x
Setting all telecommunication cost calculation
procedures (billing system).

Fig. 2. GSM Logical Channel Structure

Control channel (CCH) is used to carry signal or data
synchronization. This channel falls into three categories:
1) Broadcasting Channel or BCH
This logical channel sends a message from the network to
the mobile station that causes it gets information about the
network configuration on a particular area of the procedure to
access the network. This channel consists of:
a) Frequency Correction Channel or FCCH.
This channel carries the information to correct the
frequency generated by the mobile station so that the mobile
station is able to synchronize to get a frequency that is finally
able to be used for communication.
b) Synchronization Channel or SCH
This channel carries information for frame synchronization
from the mobile station to identify a BTS used for operations
on the Radio Sub System.
c) Broadcast Control Channel or BCCH
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This Channel carries general information about concerned
BTS cell service. The channel is also used to define the
channel configuration of a cell which is part of the information
sent.
2) Common Control Channel or CCCH
This channel sends information either from the network to
the MS or from MS to the network in the form of procedures
to access the network which consists of:
a) Channel Call (Paging Channel or PCH)
This channel is used by network to call the mobile station
during the incoming call that contains the identity of IMSI and
TMSI.
b) Random Access Channel or RACH
This channel is used by the mobile station to request a
signaling channel allocation in the process of establishing a
network connection (call set-up).
c) Hold Channel Access (Access Grant Channel or
AGCH)
This channel is allocated by network to the mobile station
to provide the signaling channel.
3) Specified Control Channel (DCCH Dedicated Control
Channel or DCCH)
This channel serves to transmit important information in
the process of establishing a call signaling, authentication,
location update, and messaging (Short Message Service or
SMS). This channel consists of:
a) Stand Alone Dedicated Control Channel or SDCCH
This Channel is used in the signaling procedure to get the
traffic channel allocation which is very important to establish
the call, authentication, and location updating.
b) Fast Associated Control Channel or FACCH
This channel is used by the mobile station at the time of
handover so that the capacity of the canal traffic could be
replaced by this channel for a moment when the mobile station
moves from one cell to another.
c) Slow Associated Control Channel or SACCH
During the call, the mobile station always measures the
level of acceptance, transmission quality, and distance of the
mobile station to the network. Due to information above, the
network uses the control channel to transmit information
periodically.
Physical channel is defined as a series of radio channel
frequencies represented as the physical content of a timeslot,
and it is illustrated in terms of bursts. Those bursts are
contained in the timeslot which are divided into 156, 25 bytes
per period. There are several types of bursts which are used as
physical of a logical channel for tasks such as;
4) Normal Burst (NB)
Normal Burst (NB) is a type of physical channels that
serve data transmission either signaling or speech that carries
almost all logic channels, namely; Traffic Channel (TCH),
Frequency Correction Channel (FCCH), Synchronization
Channel (SCH), Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH), Paging

Channel (PCH), Stand Alone Dedicated Channel (SDCCH),
Access Grant Channel (AGCH), Fast Associated Control
Channel (FACCH), and Slow Associated Control Channel
(SACCH).
5) Frequency Correction Burst (FB)
Frequency Correction Burst (FB) functions to transmit
Frequency Correction Channel (FCCH). With this channel, the
mobile station is able to check the transmitter and its receiver.
It is also able to compensate for irregularities that may occur.
a) Synchronization Burst (SB)
Synchronization Burst (SB) functions to transmit
Synchronization Channel (SCH) which contains the number
TDMA and identity of a base station or BSIC.
b) Access Burst (AB)
This channel transmits Random Access Channel (RACH)
which is used when the MS moves at the first time to ask for
access to the network to perform its services. The network will
measure the distance from the mobile station to the BTS used
to determine the time delay.
c) Dummy Burst (DB)
This Physical channel does not transmit any logical
channels; however, these channels are extra bytes that do not
contain any information. This channel ensures whether the
transmitter or receiver is running well. [2]
III.

THE DESIGN OF SIMULATION

The simulation consist of two part, which are stages of
design and simulation results.
A. Stages of Design
The first step in the development of this simulation is to
define the problem. This problem identification has a major
influence to the next phases, that is, design. The less accurate
of problem identification will affect the design of unfavorable
results; therefore, some requirements that should be met to
identify the problems are:
x
The purpose of software development. This goal
setting aims at directions to development which can be
determined to the next steps to achieve goal.
x
Target of users. In this simulation, the target of users
must be recognized in order to meet their needs. The targets of
users are either the students learning about wireless
communication – particularly GSM, or anyone who wants to
know about wireless communication.
x
The use of resources. The resources used in making
these simulations have certain elements which are certainly
designed by using matlab version 7.6.0 or R2008a.
x
Flow diagram of simulation
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Fig. 6. Main Menu

There are two main menu in this simulation. Te first one is
about call processing in GSM network and the second is
about the equations which usually use to calculate the GSM
network. In figure 6, it shows which equations affect the call
process in GSM network.

Fig. 3. Theory Form Flowchart
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Fig. 4. Calculation Form Parameter Flowchart

B. Simulation Program Series
The simulation program has several parts that will interact
with the users. In this simulation, the process only occurs in
one PLMN (Public Land Mobile Telephone). The type of this
display is the display of call processing networks:
1) initial and main view

Fig. 7. Call Processing Calculation in One BTS

Figure 7 shows the first call processing between two
MS at the same BTS. If a call processing accour in one BTS,
the process can be done easily. The parameters in MS which
affect the call process are MS pulse, battery power of mobile
equipment and signal quality in MS. In BTS, a call process
can be happened if the call is attempt in BTS traffic.

Fig. 5. First Menu

This simulation describes about simple call processing in
GSM network. The main purpose is to explain the theory and
how the GSM works. Figure 5 shows the initial simulation,
which can be choose at the beginning. There were three
condition in this simulation.
a) Call processing in one BTS
b) Call processing in one BSC with diffrent BTS
c) Call processing in different BSC

Fig. 8. Call Processing Calculation Between Different BTS in One BSC

The second call processing occurs in one BSC which two
MS' are in different BTS. In this condition there are two BTS
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which deside the traffic call for MS. If both MS get call
attemp from each BTS so the call processing can be done. Not
to mention the parameters which affect in MS or mobile
equipment.
The third call processing occurs in different BSC. The
process in this case is influent with two BSC condition, two
BTS traffic and the MS' parameters. One of the parameters in
BSC which affect the call processing is the bandwidth, cluster,
and bandwidth alocation in one cell. Others parameters is not
include in this simulation. This third process calculation is
showed on Figure 9 as below here.

Fig. 9. Call Processing Calculation Between Different BTS in Different BSC

Fig. 10. Call Processing in One BTS

Figure 10 and 11 are part of simulation which can be
choosed from Main Menu in Figure 6. In Figure 10, it shows
the channels which occur while the call process betwen MS a
and MS b in one BTS.

Fig. 11. Help Menu

The numbers of cell in a cluster will influence the bandwidth
alocation in one cluster. The more cell in one cluster will
affect the less bandwidh alocation for one cell.
IV.

ANALYSIS OF DESIGN RESULT

This call processing simulation is from MS to MS (with
the same BTS). MS caller is known as Originating Call while
MS receiver is known as Terminating Call. Both of them are
controlled by the same base station. In this simulation, there
are parameters that must be input by the user to make calls and
also as a requirement of MS to do a calling. Based on this
simulation trial to make a call within the BTS, it can be
concluded that:
x
Phone credit must be greater than 1000 rupiahs
x
There is a caller or the destination (number)
x
MS, which is used to call, requires a correct dial to
destination.
x
MS battery is also must be greater than 40%
x
In addition, the signal quality of MS must be at least
3dB.
In extended example, MS with the number 085692294237
is the caller or the originating call. In order to make calls, one
must meet the following requirements: having credit at least
Rp.1000, dialing a correct destination, having battery/power,
and having good quality signal. Importantly, MS with the
number 085714809346 is a receiver or terminating call that is
in the absence of a call or busy.
Upon MS is eligible, one can make calls then. MS also
considers calculating the accessibility of channel, such as MS
traffic parameters on the BTS that serves to calculate the
amount of traffic that accesses to channel. Traffic channel is a
circuit in which an individual communication may pass. The
trial presented in this journal is call processing in a single
BTS. The conditions of call when it reached BTS will be
affected by the BTS traffic condition. Such Traffics can be
distinguished into three parts, namely:
x
Offered traffic (Ao), is a traffic which is offered or
about to access to network.
x
Traffic Carried (Ac), is a traffic that gets loaded or
channeled.
x
Lost Traffic (Ar) is a traffic which is lost or gets no
channel.
Call processing simulation MS to MS on the same BTS.
One of the data obtained from the operator about the
number of calls that occurs in one BTS is as follows:
To examine this simulation, traffic data in BTS is taken
from real condition in one GSM network . The data consist of
call attempt, call seizure and call success with 92.4 erlang for
traffic design.

Figure 11 shows the mechanism of cluster in GSM
network. Cluster is a group of cells with different frequence.
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TABLE I.
S
B i
S t
C e

K K
5

A

SAMPLE DATA SIMULATION FROM OPERATOR

Call
Attempt

1182

Call
Seizure

1181

Call
Success

Fail

Traffic
Carried

917

264

7.4

T A
K K
5

G

2034

2030

1423

607

12.7

1763

1759

1161

598

8.8

1428

1426

881

545

4.4

1907

1908

1115

793

11.4

T C
K G
5

A

T A
K I
5

A

T A
K D
5

Y

To be able to make a call, the BTS traffic conditions
(ABKS) should not be so full that MS gets the channel and
BTS condition which is dialed. At BSC JK5T, both call
seizure and the lowest call success is found in the BTS TGRA.
The highest call seizure or call success is found in BTS
TANB. This simulation discusses only to the traffic conditions
at the BTS in one of the operators in Indonesia.

A. CONCLUSION
This simulation mainly discusses a call processing
communication. It consists of theory with three basic views
on the GSM network namely: Simulation MS to MS at the
same BTS, different BTS with the same BSC, and different
BTS for different BSC.
The success of call processing is initiated by the MS
eligibility to make a proper call. This simulation facilitates the
understanding of call processing in GSM, and helps operators
count the traffic conditions at the BTS. The success of call
processing in the simulation is determined not only from a
connectivity building process from a caller to the receiver and
the web structure, but also from a traffic condition in the
originating BTS and the terminating BTS.
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ABSTRACT

The generation of synthetic rainfall is useful for the planning, design, and operation of water resource systems due to lack of
data. Most rainfall series are periodically stationary; namely; their mean and covariance functions are periodic with respect
to time. The objective of this paper is to generate the sequences of monthly rainfall using Stochastic-Autoregressive Model
(SAM). Monthly rainfall is provided from Blang Bintang Rainfall Station for ten year records. The monthly rainfall time series
is developed by an additive model with trend, periodic and stochastic as their components. Each component is identified and,
if found, removed from the original series. The turning point test is applied for detecting the trend, variance analysis is applied
to identify the number of significant harmonics. The series is then tested for stationarity and dependent part of the stochastic
components. The results found that the series is free trend series, is well expressed using six harmonics coefficient for periodic
components, and third order autoregressive for stochastic components. The adequacy of fit is judged by the insignificant
correlation and normal distribution of the obtained residuals. So, The SAM might be well used for representing the rainfall
time series in Blang Bintang Rainfall Station.
Keywords :
Time series, Trend, Periodic, Stochastic, Autoregressive.

1. INTRODUCTION
The generation of synthetic rainfall data being able to reproduce the essential statistical features of historical rainfall is useful
for the planning, design, and operation of water resource systems.To provide long sequence records of data is very difficult, so
it is necessary to extent them by generating the historical record. Various methods have been used by engineer to provide this
information. Most of the existing methods are either deterministic or probabilistic in nature, not considering the random effects
of various input parameters. With the ever increasing demand for accuracy of analyzing rainfall data, these methods are no
longer sufficient.
At present, many publications that study the stochastic modelling have been published, such as: analysis of time series of
streamflow, waves, evapotranspiration and irrigation requirement as in [2][3] and [6]. The stochastic model approach also have
been used for generating the rainfall data. The Rainfall is one of the significant parameters in many hydrological models. They
are stochastic in nature because they are affected by climatological parameters, namely, stochastic climate variations are
transferred to become stochastic component of rainfalls. These series are a complex atmospheric process and periodically
stationary in which their mean and covariance functions are periodic with respect to time as in [4][7] and [11]. Considering all
other factors known or assumed the rainfall is a function of the stochastic variation of the climate. Hence stochastic analysis of
rainfall time series should be computed using a mathematical model that account both for the deterministic and stochastic parts
of the process, as stated in [7]. However, most rainfall data is not continue or descrete, so this method fits only for generating
annually or monthly data. For example, reference [10] used autoregressive model (AR) to generate the annual rainfall, using
the autoregressive moving-average models (ARMA) [8] and stochastic modelling of monthly rainfall [9]. But the former study
has been done on the synthetic generation of rainfall using stochastic structure of the time series without combining both
periodical and stochastic component.
The aim of research is to generate the sequences of monthly rainfall using stochastic autoregressive model (SAM) by
combining the periodical and stochatic component in the developed model.
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The scope of research consist of testing the monthly rainfall time series for stochasticity, identifiying and removing trend and
periodic components, studying the structure of dependent stochastic component, and diagnostically checking for the
independent stochastic component.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1

Data

The point rainfall data is collected from Blang Bintang rainfall station, Aceh, The data provided was on the basis of daily
record during 10 years (1987-1996). The data, then, was analyzed to be a monthly base in accordance with the purpose of
study. Generally, in Aceh the climate is divided into two season, that are; rainy season and dry season. Rainy season start from
September to December, which is maximum rainfall in December, while in June to August are dry with a little rain. Whereas
the rest in between January up to May, as the second mayor peak of monthly rainfall. The monthly distribution pattern in Aceh
can be seen in the Figure 1. The amount of yearly rainfall is in between 1200 up to 1900 mm. The characteristic of rainfall in
Blang Bintang was described more detail in section result and discussion.

Figure 1. The Pattern of Monthly Rainfall Distribution
2.2

Model Structure Methods

Generally a time series can be constructed by deterministic component consisted of trend and periodic factor, which could be
formulated in manner that allowed exact prediction of its value. And a stochastic component, which is always present in the
data and can not strictly be accounted due to random effects in [4][6] and [9]. The time series, Xt, was represented by a
decomposition model of the additive type, as follows:
Xt = Tt + Pt + St

(1)

where Tt = the trend component at time, t, for t = 1, 2, ... N, Pt = the periodec component, St = the stochastic component
having dependent and independt parts, and N = the number of data points. Eq. 1 was systematically identified and its
components removed.
2.2.1

Trend Component

The component of trend Tt was identified using the seasonal values (Zi, i = 1,2,3 ... n, n = number of seasons) obtained by the
algebraic sum of monthly data of each season [6]. For detecting trend, a hypotheses of no-trend was made using Turning Point
Test to test the hypotheses [6]. The procedure is to determine the number of times, p, occurs at time i if Zi is either greater than
Zi-1 and Zi+1 or lesser than the two adjacent values. The expected number of p in a random series is
V =

2 (n − 2 )
3

(2)

where variance (V) can be computed as
var( V ) =

(16 n − 29 )

(3)

90
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and standard measure (m') can be expressed as
m '=

(p − V )

(4)

[var( V )]

which is treated approximately as a standard normal variate. The value of m' was compared with its table value at 5 % level of
significance [5]. If the calculated value of m' is within the limits, the hypotheses of no-trend is not rejected or accepted.
2.2.2

Periodic Component

The component of periodic (Xt) can be expressed in Fourier form as described in [4] and [7], as follows :
∞

2πkt

ª

2πkt º

§
·
§
·
X t = Ao + ¦ « Ak Cos ¨ P ¸ + B k Sin¨ P ¸»
©
¹
©
¹¼
k =1 ¬

(5)

In which P is time span of periodicity; k is number of harmonics, 1<k<P/2; M is number of significant harmonics, 1<M<P/2;
and N is number of data points, and Ak and Bk are Fourier coefficients, expressed as;

2

N

§ 2πkt ·º

ª

Ak = N ¦ « X t Cos¨ P ¸»
©
¹¼
t =1 ¬
2

N

(6)

§ 2πkt ·º

ª

B k = N ¦ « X t Sin¨ P ¸»
©
¹¼
t =1 ¬

(7)

and
N

Ao = N ¦ [X t ]
t =1
1

(8)

Where, K = number of significant harmonics, p = base period, N = number of observation points and Ak and Bk = Fourier
coefficients. These coefficients were obtained by a least square fit of the data to the Kth harmonic components, then a least
squares approximation could be given by the finite series.
ª

2πkt

2πkt º

§
·
§
·
Pt = Ao + ¦ « Ak Cos¨ P ¸ + B k Sin¨ P ¸»
©
¹
©
¹¼
k =1 ¬
M

(9)

Where, M is the number of significant harmonics (maximum, P/2). In Eq. (5) if M -> , Pt -> Xt, then Xt could be represented
satisfactorily by Eq. (9) only. However it may not be practical or desirable to allow the condition, M -> . Thus the
appropriate approach would be the selection of a value of M which contains only those harmonics which are significantly
contributing towards Xt. With this as the objective two tests namely test of analysis of variance and Fourier decomposition of
mean square were conducted. In this test, the null hypothesis was that the variance explained by harmonic k, which was
(N/2)($2 + B2), is zero. Computations were made to test the $k and % k values for k = 6 , 5 ... 1 in order to obtain the Fratio, which was then compared with its table value of F distribution at 0.01 level of significance, F(a,v1,v2) [5]. If Fcal> F(a,v1,v2),
the harmonic coefficient is significant and can be put into the equation 5 to obtain the periodic component.
2.2.3

Stochastic Component

The component of stochastic (St) was assumed that the value of St at time t is the combined effect of the weighted sum of the
past values so that the dependent part of St as in [4][7] and [11], may be represented by the following equation :
ª ∞
St = «¦ Φ
¬ k =1

P ,k

º
S t−k + at »
¼

(10)

at = the independent normally distributed error variable. Because of the diminishing effect of past values of the present, the
upper limit of Eq. 10 may be made finite, say p, resulting in a finite order Markov model equation as follows:

S t = Φ p ,1S t −1 + Φ p , 2 S t −2 + ... + Φ p , p S t − p + at

(11)
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The model in Eq. (11) is known as the autoregressive model of order p, AR (p). The fitting procedure of this model involves
two stages, namely, selection of the model order, p, and estimation of autoregressive coeffidients, )p,k. For selection of order
p, the residual variance method is used where residual variance, S2z(p) was computed using the following equations :

S 2 z ( p) =

1
S ( μ , q1 , q 2 ,..., q p )
N − 2 p −1

(12)

in which
S (μ, q1, q2 - qp) = (N - p)(Co - D 1C1 - D C2 ... Dp Cp)

(13)

D1, D ... Dp = AR-parameters and Co, C1 ... Cp = autocovariance function at lag p, p = 0, 1, 2 ...k. The value of Cp for any p
is computed as,
Cp = E [(St - μ) (St+p - μ)]

(14)

μ = E (St)

(15)

where

or can be described as
−

N −k

−

¦ ( xi − x)( xi +1 − x)

Cp =

i =1

(16)

In the present analysis, Cp was computed for p = 0, 1, 2 and 3. The minimum value of S 2z(p) computed by Eq. (12), gave the
appropriate order of the model, p, for representing the dependence structure of time series. The autocorrelation coefficients, rp
were determined as :
−

N −k

rp =

−

¦ ( x i − x )( x i +1 − x )

i =1

(17)

−

N −k

¦ ( x i − x)

i =1

The autoregression coefficents )p,k, were expressed as a function of rp and are computed by using the following recursive
formula as in [4] and [7] :

rp −
Φ p, p =
1−

p −1

¦ Φ ( p −1,k ) r p − k

k =1
p −1

¦ Φ ( p −1,k ) rk

k =1

(18)

and

[

Φ p , p = Φ ( p −1,k ) − Φ ( p , p ) (Φ ( p −1, p − k ) )

]

(19)

in which k = 1,2 ... p. The first three linear autoregressive models (i.e., p = 1, p = 2 and p = 3 of Eq. (19)) usually are good
approximations for representing a time series, and hence were tried for analyzing the St of the rainfall time series. The
dependent part of St was obtained by Eq. (11) and then was removed, leaving the independent part as follows :
p

at = S t − ¦ Φ ( p , k ) S t

(20)

k =1

2.2.4

Diagnostic Checking

Diagnostic checking means statistically verifying the adquacy of the formulated model. For this checking, the residual series
was examined for any lack of randomness. Autocorrelation coefficients of residual series for lag 1 (l = 30) were computed
amd were drawn against 1 with 95 % tolerence limits. If the correlogram thus obtained is well within the limits, then it can be
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derived that residuals are normally distributewith zero mean and var (1/l). Various other tests, details of which are not given
here due to lack of space, were also done to confirm the randomness of the residuals, which is the condition for accepting the
formulated autoregressive model.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1

The Characteristic of Rainfall

The above mathematical method of analysis was used in investigating the structure of the time series of rainfall in Blang
Bintang, Banda Aceh. The monthly rainfall values were obtained by computing the daily rainfall record during the 10 years
(1987-1996) from Blang Bintang Station. Figure 2 shows the mean values of the monthly rainfall over the 10 periods under
analysis. Based on analysis, mean monthly rainfall ranges from 56.47 to 202.38 and the deviation standard in between 33.87 to
141.30, while the coefficient of variation ranges from 0.37 to 1.19, which signifies the importance of time variability of
monthly rainfall values. Again the values of SCC are also significantly different from zero ranging in between –0,30 to 0.35,
which shows that the rainfall is mutually dependent.

Figure 2. Monthly Rainfall during 1987-1996
This confirms that the rainfall process is time-variant and not independent, so the rainfall time series can be modeled on
stochastic theory.
3.2

Trend Component.

The seasonal values, Zt, for 10 years is drawn in the Figure 3. Based on the figure is found 5 turning points, namely; in 1989,
1991, 1992, 1994 and 1995. The computed m’, for the Turning Point test is –0.276, which are within the limits of ± 1.960 at 5
% level of significance [5]. It reveals the absence of Tt in the rainfall time series, hence the Xt in the equation (1) may be
treated as the trend-free series, or, the SAM was developed by periodic (Pt) and stochastic (St) compoment only, as follows,
X t = P t + St

(21)

Figure 3. Turning Points in Yearly Values of Rainfall
3.3

Periodic Component.
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For representing the periodic component of the rainfall series the numbers of significant harmonics were determined by
analyzing by cumulative periodogram. Using Equations (6), (7) and (8) the Fourier coefficients Ak and Bk were estimated. The
value of Bk and Bk were found as shown in the Tabel 1. The table show that no one single of harmonic is more than 95 % of
the total variance, so it is recommended that the use of the six harmonics in estimating the periodic component is necessary in
order to find 95% of the total variance. Presence of Pt in the rainfall series was confirmed by the oscillating shape of the
displayed figure. Using Eq. (22), Pt was computed for k =1,2,3,4,5 and 6 and the result as shown in Fig. 4 below. The figure
showed that the line was depicted closely between measured and generated rainfall. This confirm that the selection of the six
harmonics (k = 6) was significant for representing the Pt of rainfall time series.
Table 1: Harmonic Analysis of Monthly Rainfall Series

Harmonic
(K)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Fourier Coefficients
Ak
33.41
6.282
9.568
-11.350
14.474
-12.463

Bk
4.242
-26.085
-20.332
-10.101
7.657
0

Variance
K-Harmonic
(%)

Total
Variance
(%)

35.41
22.48
15.77
7.21
8.37
4.85

35.41
57.89
73.66
80.87
89.24
93.09

§ πt ·
§ πt ·
§ πt ·
§ πt ·
P t = 125 ..2167 + 33 .41Cos ¨ 6 ¸ + 4.242 Sin ¨ 6 ¸ + 6.282 Cos ¨ 3 ¸ − 26 .085 Sin ¨ 3 ¸
© ¹
© ¹
© ¹
© ¹
§ 2πt ·
§ 2πt ·
§ πt ·
§ πt ·
+ 9.568 Cos ¨ ¸ − 20 .332 Sin ¨ ¸ − 11 .350 Cos ¨
¸
¸ − 10 .101 Sin ¨
2
2
3
© 3 ¹
¹
©
© ¹
© ¹
§ 5πt ·
§ 5πt ·
+ 14 .474 Cos ¨
¸ − 12 .463 Cos (πt )
¸ + 7.657 Sin ¨
© 6 ¹
© 6 ¹

(22)

After estimating the periodic component it was removed from by subtracting the periodic component from historical time
series. This process obtained a new stationery series, St, resulting from stochastic non-deterministic process as a new stationary
series St.

Figure 3. Monthly Measured and Generated Rainfall.
3.4

Stochastic Component.

St was analyzed by fitting the autoregressive or Markov schemes to the series, as outlined in Eq. (11).The order of the model
was determined by the procedure explained in the previous section. S2z (p) was computed using Eq. 12 for p = 1, 2, and 3.
The results were given in Table 2. It shows that S2z (p), 0.9900 is minimum at p = 3 or third order; hence St, can be suitably
approximated by the third order Markov model, as shown in the equation (23).
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S t = 0.139168S t −1 − 0.02861S t −2 − 0.023586St −3 + at

(23)

Table 2. Residual Variance for Different Orders of Markov Model
Order
(P)

Model AR(p)

Autocorrelation coefficient, rp at
lag p

Residual variance
S2z(p)

1

AR(1,1)

0.135519

0.9908

2

AR(2,1)
AR(2,2)

0.139843
-0.031908

0.9903

3

AR(3,1)
AR(3,2)
AR(3,3)

0.139168
-0.028610
-0.023586

0.9900

The autoregression coefficient (p,k where p = 3 and k = 1, 2, and 3) was computed using Eqs. (18) and (19). As the rainfall
time series, Xt, is a trend-free series, the developed model describes the periodic-stochanstic behavior of the original series. It
is a superposition of a harmonic-deterministic process and third order Markov model. The developed model, so called SAM,
can be denoted as follows :
§ πt ·
§ πt ·
§ πt ·
§ πt ·
X t = 125 .. 2167 + 33 .41Cos ¨ 6 ¸ + 4.242 Sin ¨ 6 ¸ + 6.282 Cos ¨ 3 ¸ − 26 .085 Sin ¨ 3 ¸
© ¹
© ¹
© ¹
© ¹

(24)

§ 2πt ·
§ 2πt ·
§ πt ·
§ πt ·
+ 9.568 Cos ¨ ¸ − 20 .332 Sin ¨ ¸ − 11 .350 Cos ¨
¸
¸ − 10 .101 Sin ¨
2
2
3
© 3 ¹
¹
©
© ¹
© ¹
§ 5πt ·
§ 5πt ·
+ 14 .474 Cos ¨
¸ − 12 .463 Cos (πt ) + 0.139 S t −1 − 0 .02861 S t − 2 − 0.023586 S t − 3 + a t
¸ + 7.657 Sin ¨
© 6 ¹
© 6 ¹

In which the first to twelft terms in the formulated model represented by Eq. (24) constitute the detrministic part of the rainfall
time series. The first term is a constant, indicating the arithmetic mean of the rainfall. The second are the harmonic portions
of the deterministic part, and are functions of time. The threetenth to fiftenth terms represent the dependent stochastic part of
the model. The current value, St, depends on the weighted sum of its preceding three values. The last term, at, is the random
independent part of the stochastic component with a zero mean. The formulated model was subjected to various checks to test
its adequacy for representing the time dependent structure of the rainfall. The autocorrelation coefficients of the residuals for
lags (l = 30) were computed. They are displayed in Figure 4 in the form of a correlogram with 95 % tolerance limits.

Figure 4. Correlogram of Residual Series with 95 % Tolerance Limits
The correlogram shows that almost all the coefficients are very small under tolerance limits, therefore the correlation
coeffecient can be treated as non-significant. The residuals are normally distributed with a mean value of closing to zero
(0.0008), and variance of 0.0188 less than (1/l=1/30 = 0.033). This leads to the conclusion that the residuals are in dependent
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normally distributed. The rainfall, generated by the formulated model, are plotted with the corresponding observed and
generated values as displayed in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Comparison of Observed and Generated Data of Monthly rainfall
The plot indicates closeness of both observed and generated values, and thereby reflects the appropriateness of the formulated
rainfall model. Therefore, the Stochastic-Autoregressive Model (SAM) is one of alternative synthetic model which might be
employed to generate monthly rainfall at Blang Bintang Rainfall Station for use in planning hydrologic studies or water
resources systems.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The SAM rainfall in Blang Bintang was developed under free trend series, six harmonics as periodic component, and the
third order autoregressive as stochatic component.
The models developed in this study seem promising in the analysis of rainfall in Aceh for planning hydrologic studies or
water resources systems. A rigorous data collection scheme is need to get reliable data for such analysis.
The models need some improvements and comparation with other hydrologic model to see how fit the results. The
authors are considering these issues in their future studies.
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ABSTRACT

The saline/brackish groundwater phenomena was found at Paris and its surrounding area, Bantul District, Yogyakarta Special
Province. At this area, saline water found at dug well and hot spring of Parangwedang. Whereas, fresh to brackish water can
be found at several dug wells along Parangtritis Coastal Plain. Hydrogeological survey has been carried out completed with
hydrochemical analysis to know genesis of saline/brackish water.
Saline water of Parangwedang area usually has chloride or natrium chloride type, included in saline class (Cl content are
6.528 - 7.498 ppm). Whereas, groundwater at Parangtritis Coastal Plain found as fresh water class, indicated by 20 – 23,9
ppm, but sometimes it ever changes to be brackish. This brackish water of coastal plain may be originated from mixing of fresh
and saline (sea) water by flushing process. This brackish water flows in Merapi sand sediments aquifers directed from sand
dunes behind coastal plain. The saline water of Parangwedang area predicted originated from deeper aquifers, involve
breccia of Nglanggran Formation, or the older rocks, rose up to the surface after taken several hydrochemical processes like
chemical evolution, cation exchange, seawater intrusion, and may be influenced by magmatic activity for long time.
Keywords
Groundwater, hydrogeology, saline, brackish, hydrochemical.

1.

INTRODUCTION

At the southern end of Yogyakarta Special Province (Fig. 1), on the physiography of Yogya - Bantul Plain [10] there is saline
and brackish groundwater phenomena. Saline groundwater in the area can be found at Parangwedang as the hot springs (Fig. 2)
and in dug well near from the hot springs. Meanwhile, brackish groundwater can be found in the dug wells at Parangtritis
Beach (Fig. 3).

'DHUDK3HQHOLWLDQ
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Figure 1. The research area in geomorphological map of Yogyakarta [2].
In the field, some wells showed the brackish water in taste. There is also fresh water from wells in coastal plain, but at longer
time it will tasted salty in the mouth. Both saline and brackish water in the research area make interest to study about its
genesis. This genesis of salinity can be studied by approaching of hydrochemical and hydrogeology.
The study of groundwater salinity is very interesting to determine the origin and the processes that occur during the water
flowing beneath the surface. This study can be done by looking at the chemical constituents of groundwater.

Figure 2. Photograph of hot spring at Parangwedang.

Figure 3. Example of dug well with fresh – brackish groundwater at Parangtritis Beach.

2.

BASIC THEORY

Groundwater in nature can be found in fresh to saline. Salinity level is varied, and can be determined based on the element of
chloride (Cl) or the total dissolved solid (TDS) of water (Table1).

Tabel 1. The salinity level of groundwater (PAHIAA, 1986, in [3]; Carroll, 1962, in [9]) .
Water characteristic
Fresh
Almost brackish

TDS (mg/l) [3]
 1,000
> 1,000 -  3,000

TDS (mg/l) [9]
0 – 1,000

EC (μmhos/cm) [3]
 1,500
> 1,500 -  5,000

Cl (mg/l) [3]
 500
> 500 -  2,000

Brackish
Saline
Brine

> 3,000 -  10,000
> 10,000 -  35,000
> 35,000

1,000 – 10,000
10,000 – 100,000
> 100,000

> 5,000 -  15,000
> 15,000 -  50,000
> 50,000

> 2,000 -  5,000
> 5,000 -  19,000
> 19,000

As long as the water flows below ground level, the different hydrochemical processes can occur. The hydrochemical processes
that occur in groundwater systems include dissolution - hydrolysis - precipitation, adsorption, ion exchange, reduction -
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oxidation, mixing, membrane filtration and metabolism microbiology [9]. The chemical composition of groundwater depends
on the chemical composition of water in the recharge and many reactions that occur in the flow system [5]. Genesis of saline
water is also determined by a variety of hydrochemical processes which occur along the path flow.
Mixing occurring in the groundwater at coastal areas could be seawater intrusion or flushing. There are different types of
brackish water chemistry caused by the intrusion of seawater or flushing process (Fig.4). Seawater intrusion generally change
the type of water from NaCl into CaCl2 type. The reverse process occurs when fresh water from the brine aquifer goes leaching
(flushing), where brackish water will generally has the NaHCO3 type. When seawater intrudes in a coastal fresh water aquifer,
an exchange of cations takes place. Sodium is taken up by the exchanger, and Ca2+ is released. The water quality thus changes
from NaCl to CaCl2 type water. The reverse process takes place with refreshening, i.e. when fresh water flushes a salt water
aquifer, where Ca2+ is taken up from water, in return for Na+, with a NaHCO3 type as result [4].
In addition to the mixing, the chemical evolution is often a major cause of groundwater salinity. Evolution of groundwater is
generally followed by regional changes of anion dominance as indicated by the Chebotarev sequence (1955, in [4]) as follows:
HCO3- Æ HCO3- + SO42-Æ SO42- + HCO3-Æ SO42- + Cl- ÆCl- + SO42-ÆClTo the right sequence is characterized by an increasingly distant flow path of groundwater accompanied by increasing age.

Figure 4. The groundwater chemical type caused by hydrochemical processes in the aquifer [3].

3.

METHODOLOGY

To answer the problem of the genesis of saline groundwater at Parangtritis, geological field survey has been conducted with
an emphasis of hydrogeology. This hydrogeological field survey aims to find the data and the physical properties of
groundwater aquifers. The field work was carried out by measurements of groundwater table, completed with groundwater
sampling. Mapping of groundwater table is useful to know the general direction of groundwater flow. Then, the groundwater
samples should be tested in the chemical laboratory. Furthermore, an hydrochemical and hydrogeological analysis used to
answer about the genesis of saline/brackish water in the study area.

4.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Hydrogeological Analysis
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To understand the potential intrusion of seawater we must do shallow groundwater table mapping. By looking at the level of
the groundwater table in the Parangtritis area, it has been known that generally groundwater flows direct to southward to the
sea, it means that the possibility of seawater intrusion is almost imposible. On the other hand, there may be caused by flushing
of saline/seawater by fresh water from the mainland.
The groundwater at Parangtritis Beach flows in the alluvial aquifer, especially in the beach sand deposits that form the plain
sand and sand dunes morphology, which are loose, porous and permeable [6]. Groundwater comes from meteoric water,
generally has young age (the present groundwater). Under the alluvial deposits, there are Nglanggran Formation breccia and
other older aquifers zones. Groundwater is emerging as wells and hotsprings in Parangwedang usually flows in this aquifer.
The appearance of springs in the area is controlled by the inter-grain and joint/fracture rocks porosity. Groundwater should be
mixing of meteoric water, volcanic water and past seawater intrusion.The presence of seawater intrusion is not supported by
the present pattern of groundwater flow direction.

4.2.

Hydrochemical Analysis

Some groundwater chemistry data related to this paper are summarized in Table 2 below. Sample 1 is the data from the
hotsprings Parangwedang (T =35oC), the second sample was taken from the wells which is located ± 20 m to the east from
spring, with hot temperature (T =45° C). Samples 3 & 4 were taken from dug wells at Parangtritis Beach.
Table 2. The chemical data of groundwater at Parangtritis and vicinity [7,8].
Parameter

Sample
1

Cl
TDS
Type
Salinity level

6,528.6
Chloride
Saline

2
7,498
17,500
CaNaCl2
Saline

3
4
20
23.9
NaMg –HCO3
CaMg – HCO3
Fresh (sometimes changes to be brackish)

The four groundwater samples showed varying levels of salinity. Samples 3 and 4 which were taken from dug wells in
Parangtritis indicate fresh water, but sometimes it can be brackish. According to information from the local citizens, water is
sometimes saline especially when the tide. Beside the two wells sampled, some dug wells in the study area identified contain
brackish water.
The test results showed that the water chemistry of groundwater in Parangwedang is chloride type, characterizing the intrusion
of seawater or groundwater chemical evolution in advanced stages. This chemical type of water is usually indicate an old
groundwater or groundwater has undergone a long journey and a long time. However, mixing with young meteoric water or the
Tertiary volcanic/magmatic water may also occur. Volcanic activity usually enriches the element of chloride in groundwater.
Meanwhile, mixing with meteoric water less intensive, characterized by a little bicarbonate ions.
Based on the chemical type, the groundwater in Parangtritis interpreted as the result of freshwater flushing (see mixing models
in Figure 4). Seawater intrusion is unlikely in this area because it is not supported by the groundwater flow pattern. Fluctuating
of salinity levels caused by the infiltration of seawater below the surface at high tide. It is strongly supported by rocks aquifer
consists by loose, fine - medium sand deposits. In summary, the hydrogeological cross-sectional illustration of study area is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Illustration of aquifer and hydrochemical processes at Parangtritis and its vicinity.
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5.

SUMMARY

The saline/brackish groundwater at Parangtritis and surrounding area found in Parangwedang and Parangtritis Beach.
Genesis of saltwater /brackish is different, and can be summarized briefly as follows.
1. Saline water at Parangwedang is originated from mixing of meteoric water and old groundwater, influenced by
magmatic activity and the intrusion of seawater through the aquifers.
2. The salinity of groundwater at Parangtritis caused by infiltration of tidal seawater and controlled by the flushing of
seawater by fresh water.
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ABSTRACT
Dispersant reduces interfacial tensions of oil and water turning oil spill into droplets that makes crude oil easier to be degraded
by hydrocarbonoclastic bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Objective of study is to assess the effect of dispersant
utilization (solvent-based and water-based) related its performance efficiency in the presence of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The
research was carrried out in lab-scale varying the Oil Spill Dispersant (OSD)-oil ratio in 3 levels (1:8, 1:20, 1:25) and carbon
source adaptation into 3 levels (0%, 1%, 2%). The total number of samples prepared was 84 consist of 21 samples without
Pseudomonas aeruginosa addition and 63 samples with Pseudomonas aeruginosa addition. Total petroleum hydrocarbon
(TPH) measured using gravimetric method to determine the biodegradation of crude oil. Also measured pH samples with
Pseudomonas aeruginosa addition and COD of samples with dispersant. Data were analysis using ANOVA. The result shows
Pseudomonas aeruginosa has the ability to degrades crude oil despite the presence of dispersant, whereas the use of waterbased dispersant showed better biodegradation ability than solvent-based dispersant usage. Dispersant effectiveness of solventbased and water-based is 33% and biodegradation by Pseudomonas aeruginosa achieved 25% in 72 hours periode.
Keywords:
Solvent-based Dispersant, Oil-based Dispersant, Contaminated Seawater Remediation, Biodegradability, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
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ABSTRACT
Azo dye is one of the synthetic organic dye groups most widely used in the textile industry. The release of this component into
the environment can be harmful to the living organisms and the ecosystems. Therefore, it is necessary to treat wastewater that
contains dye before it is discharged into the water bodies. The decolorization using mono or mixed culture has been developed
since decades because environmental friendly and completely mineralization. 16 species of pure culture bacteria derived from
aerobic-anoxic membrane bioreactor were used for biodegradation of azo dye Remazol Black 5 using tempe industrial
wastewater as co-substrate. The optimum co-substrate concentration for biomass growth under shaking condition was 40% v/v
or 2,560-2,720 mg COD/L, while dye decolorization was not significant. The azo dye biodegradation in anaerobic condition
showed that dye was docolorized best by Isolate A1A, Exiguobacterium sp. A2, and Bacillus sp. A4 with efficiency of 43.82%,
29.94% and 35.91% respectively. The highest color degrading bacteria were also the highest organics removing bacteria. It
was confirmed that dye docolorization process required carbon source addition.
Keywords
Azo dye remazol black 5, biodegradation, mono culture, tempe industrial wastewater
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ABSTRACT
The growth of urban public service infrastructure never keep up with their population growth in developing countries.
Residential water use (RWU) over half of total municipal water consumption in most urban within developed countries. RWU
requires higher quality and reliability, which in turn leads to higher costs. Historically, RWU is directly linked with the health
of the general public and is crucial to the well being of a society. RWU shows a strong positive correlation with living
standards and is one of the important proxies for economic development. Many factors affect residential water demand. such
as water tariff; education level; income; water storage media; water metering; temperature and precipitation; household size,
people numbers at a house, house age, number of families in a house, the rise in employement and the number of labor force
in urban areas. These attributes and their interrelationship have dynamics characteristic.
PDAM Bandung for example, in this last 5 years, the average of the urban water coverage services growth 0.65%, and
Bandung municipal population growth is 1.42% per year. Total RWU is 72% from PDAM total water allocation. It serves 1.6
milion (66%) from the total registered population.
The water supply capacity is 2706 liter/ second. The water sources are from surface water (86.51%), ground water and
springs (13.49%). The production and distribution capacity usage is 84.7%. The non revenue water is decreased, from 50.6%
in year 2006 into 38% in year 2010; However, that number is still higher than PDAM target (20%). In financial management
point of view, the tariff adjustment is done twice within 10 years and the billing lifecycle always late around 42 days. PDAM
Bandung never have profit at all. In human resource performance, an employee serve 5.5 customers in average.
The above information is based on previous research. The primary data is obtained thru series of interview with PDAM
management. Medium long term and long term plan (RJPM and RJPP) of Bandung municipal and PDAM are treated as the
secondary data. PDAM and Bandung Municipal RJPM, RSJPP data are treated as the secondary data.
If Bandung population historical data is extrapolated until year 2020, with the current PDAM Bandung performance,
Bandung will experience water scarcity in year 2016. and impossible for PDAM Bandung to expanding the coverage services
until it reaches 80%.
This research is to figure out the current condition of PDAM Bandung, the challenges faced by them and the recommendation
to overcome the challenges. This research is part of the overall research which will figure out the dynamics behavior of urban
water coverage services expansion programme and to determine the most optimal program to enlarge PDAM coverage
services .
Keywords
Bandung Municipal RJPM & RSJPP, Residential Water usage, household, PDAM Bandung, Non Revenue Water.

1.

INTRODUCTION
In many part of the Globe, population growth and urbanization are increasingly becoming challenge to governments.
According to the information from the International Year of Freshwater (2003), by the year 2020, around 60% of the
global population will live in urban areas[26]. Currently, more than 80 countries, with 40% of the global population
suffer from severe water shortages. In Asia developing countries, within the last 20 years, the progress of urban water
supply program are slow, the comparison between the service coverage with the demand tend to be lower, the average
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of non Revenue Water (NRW) is around 35% of production. Water Supplies in Asia will be of greater challenge to
government agencies, local administrations and planners in the coming years. Condition in Indonesian cities is growing
worse compared to other Asian countries because of tremendous population growth in urban.
Based on BPPSPAM data[3], from 335 total PDAM throughout Indonesia, 144 is categorized as healthy company, 105
less healthy, and sick 86 PDAM. Only 12 PDAM which have service coverage above 80% of population. Total direct
connection customers are 7,574,154. The lowest service coverage in regency Seruyan Sulawesi that is 3.8% only. In
average, the coverage services of PDAM West Java only 33.25%. By using year 2000 until year 2010 data[3],[25], the
coverage services of PDAM Bandung municipality only ranged in 61.1%. The low access to drinking water will cause
serious problems not only for individuals, but also for the city and the state. Effort to raise the level of health and
economics of the individual and society, and raise the level of education for children and women, will be hampered by
the lack of access to drinking water. Conflict between population and economics's losses are happened due to the low
access to drinking water. [32],[20] .
The need for water is very dependent on the characteristic of the households of customers, such as number of people in
the house, house's age, house's distance to reservoar, number of families in a house, education and income level, water
tariff. ([9],[10],[21],[22],[29],[30]). Socio-economic factors including regional economic development, income growth
in real estate industry, level of health services, increasement of job opportunities and growth rate of workers in urban
areas, use of energy also contribute to the determination of the water needs volume.[5],[7],[24],[27]
The low coverage of drinking water service is influenced by the PDAM’s performance, politics, energy, reliability of
infrastructure, willingness to pay, water quality,billing system, PDAM operation, human resource’s effectiveness,
PDAM’s financial condition, new distribution investment, and level of customer satisfaction. ([1], [10], [11],[13],[18].
A lot of RWU studies for developed countries are done and produce the research that the water tariff is the main driver
to improve demand management. [6]. In developing countries where the economic growth in urban runs rapidly, and not
in line with the infrastructure development growth, the main attribute that causes water consumption pattern is not in
price factor, but the water sources accessibility.[5]. With a difference of attributes and the interaction among attributes
in each study conducted in different cities, drinking water management system can not be generalized for all urban
areas.
This research reveals the condition of Bandung municipal and its projection as well as the challenges faced by PDAM
Bandung to be able to provide drinking water for its residents. This research is the first step of further research:
Dynamics Behaviour of PDAM Coverage Services Program.
1.1.

Bandung Profile.
Population growth is more prevalent in urban areas, as it provides better economic opportunities. Better of education,
employment and health facilities in cities, always encourage people to migrate from rural into urban areas, and this has
become a major social, environmental and political issue in Indonesia. an example Bandung Municipal.
Bandung city is located in region of West Java and constitute Capital city of Province of west Java. The area of
Bandung city divided by a). 26 districts, b). Villages, c). 1498 community associations and d). 9215 neighborhood
associations. Population density per km2 maximum is 38,686 population per km2; The population density grow over
year with the average growth rate is 0.92%. The population density of Bandung regency region:11.471, Sumedang:1025
and Cimahi: 24,067 population/km2. Bandung municipal population is 2,394,873 (58.43%), Cimahi 1091,323 (26.63%)
and Sumedang 612,168. (14.94%). [4]
The areas around Bandung being a hinterland. The total population of West Bandung regency, Cimahi and Sumedang
reach more than 6 million. With a role as a center for orientation, then the movement of population between the center
and the hinterland be intermingled. The reality of the population activities in Bandung municipal are likely to exced the
number of registered residents.
ϯϬϬϬϬϬϬ
ϮϱϬϬϬϬϬ
ϮϬϬϬϬϬϬ
ϭϱϬϬϬϬϬ
ϭϬϬϬϬϬϬ
ϱϬϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ
ϭ Ϯ ϯ ϰ ϱ ϲ ϳ ϴ ϵ ϭϬ ϭϭ ϭϮ ϭϯ ϭϰ ϭϱ ϭϲ
dia gram 1

The diagram 1 is a figure of Bandung registered population. The population grow
2.08% annually and the GDP grow 18.84% annually. They make Bandung over
crowded. Urban land has become extremely scarce. When viewed from the age
structure of Bandung population, the prominent segment is the early working age (25 –
34 years) and the age of higher education (20-24 years). A spike at those ages indicate
the migration occured in Bandung city; i.e. students who continue their studies in
Bandung, simultaneously places looking for work as beginners in workforce. he
economic structure of Bandung municipal is dominated by the services and process
industries sector. Their growth rate is relatively high compared to the national and west
java cities. The unemployment rate is around 15%. [4]
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The average temperatur of Bandung municipal is 23 C; However, An average of maximum air temperatur in the city rise
2C within last 20 years. This is a significant increase based on world of meteorology assessment. Bandung air quality
has exceeded a threshold, especially seen from the levels of dust, HC and Pb. The all locations have HC level that has
surpassed the quality threshold. This condition might be as an impact of the vehicle growth which is 12% per year.
Currently, Bandung transportation are facing serious problems and is increasingly become a major threat in the future, if
there is no significant inroads. Moreover, some irregular business development locations and so much garbage from
domestic which is not be able to transported spread on streets.
By so complex condition and the high pace of growth, Bandung municipal public services become bogged down, city
management is often ineffectual, human misery has increased beyond imagination. The urban infrastructure has become
outdated. The similar challenges faced by PDAM Bandung as well.[4]
1.2.

Perusahaan Daerah Air Minum (PDAM) Bandung

1.2.1. Water Supply
Wate r Suppl y
Surface wate r
IPA Badak singa
IPA Dago Pakar
MP Dago Pakar
MP Cibeureum
MP Cipanjalu
MP Cirateun
Ground wate r
Springs
Total

Production
capacity (l/s)

Production
actual (l/s)

i dl e

1800
600
40
40
15
0
221
216
2937

1783.98
595.25
42.78
34.75
15.49
0
111.63
123
2706.88

16.02
4.75
5.25

109.37
93
230.12

The supply of water for drinking in Bandung municipal are filled by
domestic drilling and partly served by PDAM. PDAM water sources are
obtained from the surface water and ground water. PDAM use the 10 water
springs and 19 wells to pump out the ground water. They flow into the
reservoar.[17]. Water shall meet a certain conditions in order to be eligible for
consumption and can be used to meet daily needs.. The conditions that must be
met in the services of PDAM are: quality, quantity and continuity. Water
quality standard comprise of physical, chemical and biology quality standard
that are regulated by ministry of health: No. 417/MENKES/PER/IX/2002.
PDAM use the chemistry material to penetrate the water quality and . its
impacted to the PDAM operational cost (OPEX).

diagram 2

1.2.2. Water Treatment and Distribution
PDAM has 2 water treatment instalation units. They serve 4 regions, i.e. western, northern, central and eastern of
Bandung area. PDAM use the gravitation system to intake the surface water, and pump system to obtain the ground
water. To accomodate the water processed, PDAM has 6 reservoars with total capacity 42,600 m3. Although the IPA
operate 24 hours, the distribution operation only lasted 15 hours a day. This is because the water supply is not stable,
very low supply especially during the dry season. This limited water supply insist PDAM require a waiver to its new
customers not to insist on PDAM, if PDAM service is not optimal. An affidavit must be signed off by the prospective
new customer as a condition when they apply a new connection. [17],[25]
1.2.3. Idle Capacity, Non Revenue Water (NRW), Customer and employees
The idle capacity (*1) is happened because the lack of potential customers in
De scription
Volume (m3)
production capacit (liter/ se cond)
several branches of the unit or there is no distribution network installed around
the water sources. In year 2009, the percentage of leakage in PDAM Bandung’s
92,621,232.00
installed production capacity
water distribution system reach 56% from its total production capacity. This is
Actual production capacity
75,166,458.00
Idle capacity (*1)
17,454,774.00
too high as based on BPPSPAM rule, the tolerable level of leakage on a water
Distribution Volume
distribution system is approximately 18%-20%. This NRW rate can be
Actual Production volume
75,166,458.00
Production loss
(11,880,456.00)
calculated from the difference between the amount of water that is distributed
tot al distribution volume
63,286,002.00
by PDAM with the amount of water that is paid by the customer. The leakage
Billable volume
33,202,155.00
level consist of the physical and non physical. The physical leakage is caused by
Non Billable water
30,083,847.00
Non Revenue Water (NRW)
the leakage of pipes and or its equipment, while the non physical leakage is
NRW to distribut ion volume
15.81%
caused by water's theft, the unregistered and unregulated connection, meter's
NRW to distribut ion volume
47.54%
accuracy is low or error in reading water meter as well as error in billing
NRW water to actual production volume
55.83%
system. Many cases of RWU such as, about 30,000 direct conection (DC) with
diagram 3: source from PDAM Tirtawening Kota Bandung, 2009
0 m3 and about 60,000 DC RWU volume that are less than as usual. Its
predicted the number of non physical leakage exceed from physical leakage.
The total customer of PDAM Bandung in year 2011 is 150,236 DC, comprise of active subscribers 150,236 DC, 126,
442 DC, Social 2109 DC, Commercial 18,786 DC, industries 473 DC and government agencies 2427 DC. Total
employee of PDAM is 824 people, consist of national servants 15, PDAM permanent employee, honorary employee 3,
contracted employee are 4. [17]
1.2.4. PDAM Revenue and Cost
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Based on Data from Perpamsi year 2011, operasional cost of PDAM Bandung before depreciation and interest rate is
153,791,909,156 IDR. OPEX after depreciation and interest rate is 160,176,796,912 IDR and the revenue of PDAM is
159,416,126,802 IDR. It means PDAM Tirtawening does not have profit at all.[14],[17],[25]

2.

METHODOLOGY
Literature study was done by collecting all journals relating to the urban
water management system, its challenges faced by developed countries as
well as developing countries and Asian cities. The attributes that influence
demand and supply of Residential Water Usage (RWU) are identified. The
attributes behaviour resulted from the previous researches are assessed.
The interrelationship among researches results are identified. The attributes
that are not covered in the previous urban water and residential water usage
researches are defined. The journals that pertain to water leakage problem
in order to overcome the leakage issue on are gathered as well. Primary
data is obtained by conducting interview and discussions with the water
system experts from ITB, UI, BPPSPAM, and Public Work key players as
well as PDAM Bandung key players and their top management. Informal
discussion also held with Bapeda, Pusat Air Bandung. Secondary data were
obtained from historical data of PDAM as well as from BPS Bandung. BPS
data more concentrate on figure of Bandung’s temperature, GDP,
population, employment level, non domestic figures. while PDAM data
contain performance of PDAM since year 1996 until year 2011. Diagram 4
figure out the research methodology

3.

DATA PROCESSING, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1.

Projection of Residential / Domestic Water Demand
Diagram 1 is a description of Ban-dung
municipal po-pulation from year 1996 up
to the year 2011.The growth rate can be
derived from those data. The population
projection can be obtained by Geometric,
Exponen-tial & arithmatic approaches.
Based on Ditjen Cipta Karya PU
standard, a city that has population above
1 million, has minimum 150 liters water
consumption per persons per day. The
comparison between household and
public hydrant connections are 70:30 and
the consumption of people who use
public hydrant is 20 - 40 l/ person / day.
(The hydrant supply 30 l/person/ day in
the above calculation). the projection of

domestic demand is figure out at tabel 1.


3.2.

Non Domestic Segments
A city always has a commercial and
indus-tries as well as public places. They
are esta-blished as an employ-ment as
well as the ful-fillment of the daily needs
of the popula-tion.. tabel 2 figure out the
BPS data of commercial and public
places number from year 2000 – 2010.
The water demand of non domestic
segment can be calculated using Ditjen
Cipta-karya PU standard.
3.3.

Projection
demand

of

Urban

water
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From the BPS data figure out at tabel 2 above, the water demand of each non domestic places can be calculated using
Ditjen Cipatakarrya PU standard. The projection of the water demand for year 2011 – 2025 can be derived from the
water demand figure, using the same approaches. The tabel 3 below is a projection of the total urban water demand
figure for year 2011 – 2025. Based this the figure, and the water capacity figured out at diagram 2, at this current time,
PDAM Bandung could not able to deliver the 80% service level. (80% is the PDAM Bandung target in order to fulfill
the MDG standard).

3.4.

Non Revenue Water

dĂďĞůϰ͗EŽŶZĞǀĞŶƵĂďůĞtĂƚĞƌ;EZYͿŽǀĞƌǇĞĂƌ
ŝůůĞĚ
ŝůůĞĚŝŶ
ŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚĞĚ
sŽůƵŵĞ
EZtŝŶй
zĞĂƌ
й
ǀŽůƵŵĞ;ŵϯͿ
;ŵϯͿ
ϭ͕ϵϵϱ ϲϴ͕ϯϲϴ͕ϵϳϳ ϯϳ͕ϱϮϱ͕ϵϰϯ
ϱϰ͘ϴϵй
ϰϱ͘ϭϭй
ϭ͕ϵϵϲ ϲϴ͕ϭϮϯ͕Ϭϯϱ ϯϳ͕ϯϵϬ͕ϵϱϮ
ϱϰ͘ϴϵй
ϰϱ͘ϭϭй
ϭ͕ϵϵϳ ϳϬ͕ϭϭϯ͕ϭϯϮ ϯϴ͕ϰϴϯ͕Ϯϲϰ
ϱϰ͘ϴϵй
ϰϱ͘ϭϭй
ϭ͕ϵϵϴ ϳϭ͕Ϭϲϳ͕ϱϭϭ ϯϴ͕ϰϲϵ͕ϱϮϬ
ϱϰ͘ϭϯй
ϰϱ͘ϴϳй
ϭ͕ϵϵϵ ϳϰ͕ϱϱϮ͕ϱϵϯ ϯϵ͕ϲϯϰ͕ϴϱϮ
ϱϯ͘ϭϲй
ϰϲ͘ϴϰй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϬ ϳϰ͕ϮϳϬ͕ϲϱϯ ϰϬ͕ϮϮϴ͕Ϭϵϲ
ϱϰ͘ϭϲй
ϰϱ͘ϴϰй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϭ ϳϱ͕ϭϮϰ͕ϬϬϬ ϰϭ͕ϳϱϭ͕ϲϵϵ
ϱϱ͘ϱϴй
ϰϰ͘ϰϮй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϮ ϳϳ͕ϵϬϮ͕ϯϰϮ ϯϱ͕ϴϮϴ͕ϯϭϭ
ϰϱ͘ϵϵй
ϱϰ͘Ϭϭй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϯ ϳϵ͕ϱϮϮ͕Ϭϳϵ ϯϯ͕ϱϬϴ͕ϬϮϮ
ϰϮ͘ϭϰй
ϱϳ͘ϴϲй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϰ ϳϵ͕ϵϮϳ͕ϱϲϲ ϯϯ͕Ϭϭϯ͕ϵϱϰ
ϰϭ͘ϯϬй
ϱϴ͘ϳϬй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϱ ϳϵ͕ϵϮϳ͕ϱϲϲ ϯϯ͕Ϭϭϯ͕ϵϱϰ
ϰϭ͘ϯϬй
ϱϴ͘ϳϬй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϲ ϴϰ͕ϳϰϲ͕ϭϰϵ ϯϰ͕Ϯϵϱ͕ϲϴϲ
ϰϬ͘ϰϳй
ϱϵ͘ϱϯй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϳ ϴϮ͕ϵϱϱ͕ϭϭϭ ϯϯ͕ϱϬϴ͕ϬϮϮ
ϰϬ͘ϯϵй
ϱϵ͘ϲϭй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϴ ϴϯ͕ϲϰϲ͕ϱϴϬ ϯϯ͕ϱϬϴ͕ϬϮϮ
ϰϬ͘Ϭϲй
ϱϵ͘ϵϰй
Ϯ͕ϬϬϵ ϴϯ͕ϲϰϲ͕ϱϴϬ ϯϯ͕Ϭϭϯ͕ϵϱϰ
ϯϵ͘ϰϳй
ϲϬ͘ϱϯй
35888185
Ϯ͕ϬϭϬ ϳϵ͕ϭϳϲ͕ϮϮϮ
ϰϱ͘ϯϯй
ϱϰ͘ϲϳй
Ϯ͕Ϭϭϭ ϳϵ͕ϭϯϮ͕ϰϲϵ ϰϯ͕ϲϭϳ͕Ϯϱϰ
ϱϱ͘ϭϮй
ϰϰ͘ϴϴй

Non Revenue Water data is very difficult to be obtained. The
NRW amount can be derived by subtracting the amount of
distributed water to residential by the amount of water that is
paid by residential. Tabel 5 describe the NRW profile.
From the results of an interview with PDAM management, the
leakage in administration type is larger than the physical
leakage. The administration leakage is a). The metter accuracy.
b). Wild/ unregistered connection, c). Theft. d). Error in reading
and data handling [2]. A follow up interview with the PDAM
management has strong indications that the administration
leakage case has greater than physical leakage. Currently, there
are several accounts have zero water usage. Among that
number, 51,522 account from business, such as hotels and
restaurants. Beside that, there are about 21% from 140,000
PDAM customers who use water less than 10 m3 per year.
These leakage cases give impact in lost revenue to PDAM until
82.200 milyard IDR.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The study reveals that water shortage is increasingly becoming a serious issue in Bandung municipal. Demand has been
growing fast linear with the growth of population while the water availability is fast decreasing due to pollution, land
use changes , shared water supply with Bandung hinterlands that are developing very rapidly aswell. Both surface and
spring water in the city have been polluted. The Ground water supply considerably reduced due to the presence of the
ground water are more deeper or dry.
Since at this present time, amount of water supply and the maintenance of the delivery system are quite inadequate.
Suggestions for 1). Control properly the production system and 2). Control properly the non revenue water. To
implement this suggestion, PDAM should do a technical audit to make sure the all equipment run well, especially to
check the loss amount from water supply to production and water production to water distribution. This activity might
cover the installation a monitor system in the input and output of production system, to make sure that the production
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output volume match with the distribution input volume. Proper and timely maintenance of the public water system,
Control of unauthorized use of public water, proper filtering of tanks, Reducing water loss in distribution system.
Reward and penalty system to manage PDAM human resources especially to eliminate the administration water leakage.
[8],[15].[16],[19],[23]
Since the the water supply is coming from the hinterland area which is outside of Bandung Municipal authority, the joint
strategy and implementation with the hinterland’s PDAM should be done effectively.
After all, there should be a strong government policy for urban water management, an appropriate adaptation strategy
and a political will to implement the strategy.

5.

RECOMMENDATION
This study of the PDAM challenge should be continued by the subsequent research so that the management model of
PDAM to enlarge services to their customer can be achieved and can be applied in all PDAM, especially PDAM
Bandung. It should be noted that the all attributes that affect the PDAM management such as, population, income,
education, water supply, NRW, climate, number of city infractructure are very dynamics. Model that is projecting the
balance between demand and supply of drinking water should be developed with considering the dynamics of those
attributes and the dynamics intensity of attribute interrelationship.[5],[8],[28]. The simple regression for attributes
projection with ignoring the dynamics behaviour of attributes and their interconnection will produce a model of
PDAM management that does not solve the PDAM challenges.
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ABSTRACT
Cirata reservoir which covers 6000 hectares is one of the 800 reservoirs in Indonesia which has 2 very strategic function,
economic and ecological functions. The most dominant of economic function are (1) source of water for hydro electric power
plant (HEP) to meet the electricity needs of Java and Bali. of total water volume 2,160,000,000 m3 it is expected for
producing 1008 megawatt (MW) power and (2) place of fish farming for the local community with the floating cage net
system (Keramba Jaring Apung : KJA). While the most important of ecological function are(1) water balance system and
micro-climate, and (2) water sources of irrigation. The biggest problems of Cirata reservoir today is the height of
sedimentation and degradation of water quality due to pollution of water reservoirs caused by the growth of floating cage
net (KJA) out of control, as a result isupwellingthat makesmassively the fishdeaths and disorders of the turbine power plants.
This paper describes selection the best strategy of
sedimentation and water pollution control in accordance with the
objective conditions of local community using AHP method.
Keywords:
Floating cage net (KJA), sedimentation, water pollution, upwelling, AHP method.

1.

BACKGROUND

Cirata Reservoir is one of the biggest reservoir in West Java which has a vital function for the Jakarta, Bekasi, Cianjur and
Karawang, since the reservoir has a economic and ecological functions. Accordingto documents released byBPWC (Cirata
Reservoir Management Board) in 2010, Cirata Reservoir which established in 1988 has completely 6,200 hectares which
derives from 28 villages and of 8 counties that includes 3 municipality : Cianjur, Purwakarta and Bandung. Water capacity is
roughly about 2.160.000.000 m3, with a depth average of 34,9 m, maximum depth can reach 106m. Most ultimate economical
function is working as Water Power Electrical Generator/hydro power to provide electric power for 1008 MW to supply Bali
and Java electric power need (BPWC 2003).
In addition Cirata reservoir is also become breadwinner for 50.000 families through fish farming activities with a floating
cage net system (KerambaJaringApung : KJA). At the time of the inauguration in 1988 the number of KJA 12.000 involving
4000 people. During 24 years periods (1988-2012) the number of KJA has reached about 53.000 (average increase of
14.32% per year), and the number of households who are directly involved about 50,000 people as both a guard labor of KJA,
and other workers or porters.
KJAis apool offish farmingwhich is made ofnetsand placed in the water, it is allowed an exchangeof waterfrom theKJA to
thesurrounding areas. Oneunit ofKJA consists 4pools andaguard house, the sizeof eachpool is 7×7 m2orwith a total area is
15.8X15.8m2. Fish farmingwithKJA isintensivesystem,threetimesfeeding a daysome evenmore. Feedfish aregivenonly
about30-50%areused and the rest wentintothewater as asedimentandpollutant sourcesof water(MidlenandRedding;2000).
Accumulation ofsedimentand waterpollutionwill causeupwelling, whichcauses mass of fishdeaths.
Cirata reservoir is also become a tourism destination that attracts many tourist for touring the reservoir using speed boat whilst
enjoying the panorama scene, whereas the first function of ecological side is as water balance, the source of raw water and
water supply for farming and plantation irigation for Cianjur,Purwakarta, Karawang, Bekasi and Jakarta.
Ciratareservoirissuesfacedat the moment isthe height of sedimentation and degredation water quality due to pollution of water
reservoirs caused by uncontrolled growth of KJA.estimatedthe current number ofKJAreached53.000, beyondthe amount
allowedforaround 12 -15 thousandof KJA. (Cirata Reservoir Management Board, 2012).
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Sedimentation is occured because of erosion, solid waste of industry and accumulatedsedimentremnantsof fish feeddue to the
risingnumber of KJA.While water pollution was caused by increasing polluting agent particularly BOD (Biological Oxigen
Demand),COD (Chemical Oxigen Demand),Amonia and Phosphate of industry waste and household garbagearoundthe
reservoir. Pollution of water has induced a corrosion to hydro power plant turbine and it would give an impact to electrical
power resulted. In addition, it will also encourage an upwelling, the reversal of the toxic lower layers to the upper layers that
caused a death of thousand tones of fish, so that fish farmers suffered huge losses. This was occurred in 2010 when death of
the fish reach 150 tons with the lost of 2,25 billion rupiah (Cirata Reservoir Management Board; 2010).
.The Mosturgentproblemsthat should beresolvedishow tocontrol the growth ofKJAand managingexistingKJA, so
thatsedimentationcan be reduced and water qualityis maintained.Therefore in order to control KJA growth and maintain water
qulity for avoiding upwelling, this research is required. The purpose of this research is to select the best strategy for
controlling sedimentation and water quality of reservoir in accordance with objective condition of community around
usng AHP method.

2.

Literature Review

2.1 Reservoir Function
Reservoirhas avery strategic rolein supporting humanlife aswater resources, orwaterbalance. There are 2main functions;
economics, and ecological functions. Water resource availability has a significant role in constructing a regional economy.
Limited water resource in area which had an implication to this activity that will give an impact to people prosperity. The
existency of resevoir has giving an economical benefit, especially foririgation, water resource and electrical generator/hydro
power plant.this ismainfunction ofeconomics. On theotherside ecological function ofthe reservoir ismicro-climatecontrol,
water
balanceforthe
surrounding
areas.
Besides
two
functions,
reservoir
also
bean
attractive
touristdestination.Somereservoirsthat havebecome a tourist destination:Saguling, KedungOmbo, ReservoirDharmaetc.In
addition theexistence of this reservoir has also become a fish farming place forlocal community through floating cage net
(KJA) system. Reservoir can also be interesting tourism object from social aspect, while from ecological aspect this reservoir
can give many function as water balance system, and flood controlling (Kartamiharja,1998).
Act No.7 of 2004on Water Resourcesexplainedthat themanagement of thereservoir/lakehas3 main components, namely:
(1)forconservation, (2)for theutilization ofwater resources, and (3)for flood control. Many related regulation or another law
namely : Government Regulation No.51 of1997,on the Environment; Regulation No.82 of 2001on the Management ofWater
Quality and Water Pollution Control; Regulation No.32
of 1990 onProtected Areas; Presidential regulation
No.123/2001Coordinationof WaterResources Managementatthe provincial level, the RiverRegion, Municipality and City.
In the beginning of its establishment in 1998, KJA is only 21,000, nevertheless, according to Krismono (1999) KJA
development in Cirata Reservoir will reach to 140% in shorttime (1988 – 1994). In 2012 KJA has reached number of 53,000
by estimation owner roud 3500 people ( Cirata Reservoir Management Board, 2012). KJAdevelopmentfor 25years (19872012) as the following table :
Table 1. KJA number and percentage which active and inactive (2012)

Farmers
Region

Bandung
Purwakata
Cianjur
TOTAL

Number

Floating Net Keramba ( KJA)
Number

Active

Inactive

SPL
(%)

NON
SPL
(%)

1,198

21,766

21,314

45

9.0

91.0

492

10,104

8,643

1,461

7.6

92.4

821

21,161

18,634

2,527

12.7

87.3

2,511

53,031

48,591

4,033

10.4

89.6

Desciption : SPL (Site license /Location permit) ,
Non SPL : Non location permit
Source : Cirata Reservoir Management Board (2012)
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Based onthe table above, it appears that most of thecagesare not licensedorillegal.Thereonly 10.4 % had alocation permit and
most of the rest (89.6 %) are do not have permission.
One of the factor caused the KJA increase rapidlyand uncontrolled is weak of licencing system. Despite licence procedure
has been made, nevertheless, since Cirata Reservoir is consist of 3 administrative region (Bandung, Cianjur andPurwakarta),
this implementation is still low (CirataRservoir Management Board, 2011). In addition almost of people consider that Cirata
Reservoir is belonged to them ,so as anybody can use or exploit it(Widayati,D.Setyanto, D.G BengendamKholil, 2011)..
According to Bromley (1991),Scott and Gordon (1988) and Hardin (1988) in S Hanna and Munasinghe (ed) (1995) claim that
usage of natural resources without management and controlling in a long term tends to be “The tragedy of the commons”
(Medow, 1977 and Kim, 1988) which had given an impact to environment demage. The best way to overcome the tragedy of
the common is by constructing a regulation to manage and regulate natural resource usages (Medow,1977 and Kim 1988).

2.2 Floating Cage Net (KJA)of fish farming system
Fish farming system by Floating Cage Net (KJA) is cultivation system which is technically and economically efficient.
Since it don’t takemuch cost and space but the results ismultipled. The fishplaced inthewaterbounded bynet to form the pool
of 7 x7 meters, sowater circulationrunningsmoothly andfeeding isdone 3times a day. Fish farming system through KJA is
frequently conducted at reservoir or lake. Hardjamulia(1991) claim that fish farming activities at reservoir is one of
alternative way to use water resources of reservoir. KJA system has already begun in Indonesia since 1974 at Jatiluhur
reservoir, then expanded to another reservoir such as Saguling Reservoir, CirataReservoir,Wonogiri Reservoir and
KedungOmbo Reservoir, because the results aredoubled, then the growth of KJA is very high in all these reservoirs(Dahuri
1996).
KJAgrowthin Cirata reservoiralreadyexceededthe amount allowed12 000, during 25yearsthe number of KJA shown infigure
below (Cirata Reservoir Management Board,2012).

Figure
1.
KJA

growth during 24 years (1988-2011), (Cirata Reservoir Managemen Borad,2012)
2.3 Reservoir Issue
Cirata Reservoiris a collectionof5Citarum creek rivers :Cimeta, Citarum, Cisokan, Cikundul, andCibalagungflowing
throughsettlements,agriculture, and industry.Suhata (2010) stated that increased of sedimentation at Cirata reservoir have far
exceeded planning design so the sedimentation in 2007 is reached to 146 million cubics meter, withan averagerate of3.9millimetersediment/year. The averagerateis about threetimes fasterthan the averagerate ofjustplanningto reach 1.2millimeters/year.
Annual increased of sediment in Cirata reservoir esimated 7.3 million cubic meters, over 2 millioncubic metersofdesignmade
5.30millioncubic meters. It will have an impact decreasing reservoir age of 20 years planned (Citarum Reservoir
Management Board, 2010)
The feed givento the fish in the floating cage net (KJA) systemswereusedonly60-70%, the remaining of 40% into waters.
Estemated the rest of feedintothewatercontain 10%of Pand 65% N in the dissolved form, whereas65%Pand 10% Nin the form
ofparticles (Kartamiharja, 1998).Peace (2011) stated that increasedof sedimentationcaused bybluealgaehas reducedthe volume
ofwater in the lakekansasamerica. Kishiwai (2011) also statedthatsedimentationhas causedsomereduction inthe volume ofwater
inthe reservoirin Japan.
The impact of reservoir water pollution due to the residual contamination of feed and waste are the upwelling. It
usually occurs regularly, especially at the beginning of the rainy season when the weather is overcast, with the sun very low
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intensity. Upwelling can be divided into 3 types, namely (1) permanent upwelling, where it occur all over the year, such as in
Ivory and Peru. (2) upwelling periodically, as in the northwest coast of Australia, and (3) successive upwelling (alternating
type), Hardjamulia (1991) and Dahuri, (1996),

2.3. Metode AHP
AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) is an expert-based approach that can be used to select the best choice of many choices
based on multiple criteria. The basic principle of this method is structuring a complex problem into simpler in the form of
hierarchy, through pairwise comparisons by experts, so that it becomes easy to select the best. Saaty (1988) stated that through
the structuring and pairwise comparisons, AHP method make us able to identify a hierarchy of options based on multiple
criteria, and making it easy to determine the best option.
There arefourmain principles of AHP method, (1)Decomposition,dividing awhole problem intosmaller elements,(2)Pairwise
ComparationJudgment, makingjudgments aboutthe relativeimportanceof two elementsin acertain level tothe higher rating
scaleusinga scoring system, which developed bySaaty(1986), asthe following table

Tabel 2. Skala penilaian kepentingan relatif
Inportance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description

Equal important
Slightly important
Weekly more impurtant
Weekly to moderatly more important
Moderatley more important
Moderatly to srongly more important
Strongly more important
Graetly more important
Absolutly more important

(3) Synthesis of Priority, selection the best prioritiesbased on the greatestof eigenvalue, and (4) Logical consistency, is to
examine the consistency of each matrix weight pairs. Consistency assessment of pairs can be viewed from two aspects: (a) by
looking at the multiplicative preferences, for example when A twice heavier than B and B two times heavier than C, then A
should be four times heavier than C, and (b) by viewing preferences transitive, ie if A is less than B and B is less than C, then
A must be smaller.Since AHP method was introducedbySaatyin 1977), ithas been widelyusedto select the best
alternativesinmanyresearch fields, such as economics, management, engineering, social and environmental.

3.

METHODOLOGY

Determination ofsedimentationandupwellingcontrol strategiesinReservoirCiratalargelydone throughseveral stagesas shown
infigure 1. Analysis usingsoftwaretoolsCDP(CretiriumDecessionPlus :
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Figure 2. Steps and method determination of priority stretgies using AHP
Data input in theCDPisa single data, so for morethanoneexperts to get a single data, thefisrt step is making an average value
using geometric mean.

4.

RESULT AND DISCUSION

Expertsas resource personsin this study are 5people, they are (1) Head of Cirata Reservoir Management Board, (2) Head of
Planing and Program of Cianjurmarine regional office (3) fish farming expert from Bogor Agriculture University (IPB), (4)
Head of evaluation and program of PJB (Power Java-Bali) in Purwakarta, and (5) Fish farmer group leader of KJA. Results of
expert discusionshowed that tocontrolsedimentationandfloating cage net (KJA) inCirata reservoir there are 7criteriaas a basis
of determination the strategy, namely: (1) reservoir water quality , (2) reservoir water volume, (3) employment, (4) KJA
business sustainability, (5) sustainability of tourist destination , (6) sustainability of hydropower and (7) sustainability of water
source for irrigation. Based on the criteria , there are 5 possible alternatives : (1) standarization of KJA and fish farming
system, (2) KJA zoning restrictions, (3) tightening of licensing, (4) fish farmer participation and (5) restriction on the number
of KJA. Goal,criteria andalternativehierarchy based onthe results ofdiscussionswith expertsas shown below:
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Figure 3. Hierarchy of goal, criteria and an alternatives sedimentation control in Cirata Reservoir
KJA : Floating cage net (KerambaJaringApung)

The result an expertsjudgmentto the criteria and refer to strategyas table 3 follow:

Table 3. Experts judgment to the citeria refer to strategy

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

A
1
1/3
1
1
1
3
1

B
3
1
1/5
1/3
1/5
1
1

C
1
5
1
1
1
1
4

D
1
3
1
1
1/3
½
1

E
1
5
1
3
1
1/2
1/3

F
1/3
1
1
2
2
1
1/3

G
1
1
1/4
1
3
3
1

Descriptions :
A

:
reservoir water quality
B :reservoir water volume
C : employment
D :
KJA business sustainability

E

: sustainability of tourist destination
F : sustainability of hydropower
G : sustainability of water source for irrigation

While anexperts judgment to the alternatives refer to all criteria together, as shown below
Table 4 : Experts judgment to the strategy refer to criteria
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A
B
C
D
E

A
1
1/3
5
3
5

B
3
1
3
1/3
1/3

C
1/5
5
1
3
1/3

D
1/3
3
1/3
1
1/3

E
1/5
3
3
3
1

Descriptions :
A :standarization of KJA and fish farming system,
B :KJA zoning restrictions,
C : tightening of licensing,
D :fish farmer participation and
E : restriction on the number of KJA
based onexpertassessmentabove, the results of CDPoutputoncriteria andalternatives over all asfollows:

Figure 4.Out putof synthesis priority by CDP (based on experts judgment)
Based onthe values obtained (figure 4) showed that the main criteriashouldbe the basisin determining thesedimentationcontrol
strategyand controlKJA is reservoir water volume as the highest value (0.306), followed by sustainability of hydro power
(0.207).
Thiscriteriawillsupport thepreservation ofthe main functionsof the reservoir or economic function, generating
electricityfortheJava and Bali.
Based onselectedcriteria, the bestalternativeis thetightening oflicensingstrategy (0.276)
followed by restriction on the number of KJA (0.201). Tightening oflicensingstrategy will facilitate the manager easier than
the other strategies. When tightened of licensing the restrictions on number of KJA will be easily done, KJA placement on
allowed or appropriate location can be set up easily. KJAstructuring andcontrolstrategiesin the field willbe difficult,because it
willreceivechallengefrom KJA farmers.

Final result of priority strategy choices based on 7 criteria, more clearly as shown in Figure5 below:
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Figure 5. CDP out put for priority strategy based on expert assesment
Figure 5 showedthat tightening of lisencing is the highets of all, throughtighteninglicensingsystem,
existingfloating cagesnet (KJA) that do nothave alicensemustapply for a permit. Of
53.031KJAcurrentshowedonly about10,40% (5.517), which has a permitand the remaining89.60% (47
514) did not have alicense.Most of KJA which do not have permissioncouldbe reducedwithstrict requirements.The
results of research also showed that more than 65% of2511 KJA owner are willingto complete
thepermitwhen any regulationsoblige. Thismeans that thegovernment will havethe opportunity toreduce
andorganizeKJAthroughlicensing.Reducing of KJA will affect to the reduction of sediment, finally
upwelling can be reduced.
5.
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6.

Conclusion

The best strategy forcontrollingsedimentationisby reducing the KJAthrough thetightening oflicensing.
KJAreductionwill lower thelevel of water pollution, andreduce the risk ofupwelling.
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ABSTRACT
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) Sewon Bantul with capacity planning 15,500 m3/day, but data quality control for
wastewater debit is 106 97.53 m3/day to serve 23,000 homes connection with used capacity on average 9700 m3/day.
Biological treatment process intended to reduce the organic matter content by using microorganisms. Problems often occur in
treatment process is WWTP only planned for treating domestic wastewater, but in fact the WWTP often accept non-domestic
wastewater particularly taken by a fleet of feces. Modeling on 13 simultaneous systems of nonlinear differential equations,
solved by the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF45). Data validation is measured by facultative pond at a distance of 0 m, 25 m, 50
m and 75 m, the inlet and outlet of the pond to the concentration of bacteria, algae, zooplankton, organic matter, detritus,
organic nitrogen, NH3, organic phosphor, dissolved phosphorus, Dissolved Oxygen (DO), total coliform, faecal coliform and
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD). Research results show that the time correlation toward observation and count data there
are 11 concentration have a relative error <20% and 2 concentrations > 20% namely Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) and
faecal coliform. Wastewater quality is predicted with angle charts 45o and tolerance ± 20% for BOD (76.8%), COD (57.7%)
and DO (81.9%). The model as the tool of performance evaluation of WWTP is appropriate with water quality standard Class
II.
Keywords : Domestic wastewater, environmental modelling, facultative stabilization ponds


1. INTRODUCTION
Characteristics of urban wastewater that stands out is the high content of organic matter, the processing is done biologically
which is aimed to reduce the organic matter content by using microorganism. Facultative stabilization pond used to improve
the quality of wastewater. By relying on natural processes for wastewater treatment namely using the presence of bacteria,
algae, and zooplankton to reduce organic pollutants contained in wastewater ([1], [2], [3], [4] ).
Waste stabilization ponds is very suitable to be applied in developing countries (especially the tropics where the climate is
warm), for the operation of the pond does not require investment and high operating costs, as well as requires no special
operator personnel to operate it ([3], [4] [5], [6]).
The basic principle of stabilization ponds is to balance and maintain the organic load fluctuations and hydraulic load of waste
water, precipitate solid particles from wastewater in the first pond, taking advantage of the photosynthesis process by algae as a
major source of oxygen, the process of biological decomposition of organic matter by microorganisms (both aerobic and
anaerobic), and reduction of pathogenic organisms through multiple interactive processes [7].
Common problems and much bother in the process of wastewater treatment is WWTP planned just to treat domestic
wastewater or wastewater from households. But in reality WWTP Sewon often receive non-domestic wastewater
especially carried by the feces vacuum fleet that sucks wastewater from small industries or home industry that actually their
wastewater before being discharged to the WWTP should be processed first. This will bother the wastewater treatment process
at the WWTP. Processing system is made two rows parallel, each are 2 facultative ponds and 1 maturation pond presented in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Layout Stabilization Pond WWTP Sewon
The purpose of this research is (a) to develop kinetic model process of the reform organic materials based on the rate of change
of the concentration from biochemical models at facultative stabilization ponds, (b) validation and model simulations using the
model parameters in (a).

2. MODELING
Forms of mass balance equations for each component of the biochemical model that is built in 13 (thirteen) equation which
consists of 11 (eleven) nonlinear differential equations and 3 (three) order kinetics equation-1. With the 13 (thirteen)
developed equation which is applied from Monod equation to the time correction as a maximum growth ([8], [9], [10], [11]):
1. Bacterial biomass (B) mass balance
§
dB § Bi Be ·
OM
DO
NH 3
SP
B
¨1 −
= ¨ − ¸ + YB μ B
θ ¹
dt © θ
K BOM + OM K BDO + DO K BNH 3 + NH 3 K BSP + SP ¨© η B

·
¸¸ B − ( K BR + K Bd ) B
¹

(1)

2. Algae (A) mass balance
§
dA § Ai Ae ·
NH 3
SP
A
¨1 −
=¨
−
¸ + μ A f (T ) f ( pH ) f ( L )
θ ¹
dt © θ
K ANH 3 + NH 3 K ASP + SP ¨© η A

·
¸¸ A − ( K AR + K Ad + S A ) A
¹

(2)

3. Zooplankton (Z) mass balance
dZ § Z i Z e ·
NH 3
SP
DO
=¨
−
¸ + μ Z f (T ) f ( pH )
dt © θ
K ZNH 3 + NH 3 K ZSP + SP K ZDO + DO
θ ¹

§
Z
¨¨ 1 −
© ηZ

·
¸¸ Z − ( K ZR + K Zd ) Z
¹

(3)

4. Organic Matter (OM) mass balance
dOM
OM
DO
NH 3
SP
§ OM i OM e ·
=¨
−
¸ − μB
dt
K BOM + OM K BDO + DO K BNH 3 + NH 3 K BSP + SP
θ ¹
© θ

§
B
¨¨ 1 −
ηB
©

·
¸¸ B
¹

(4)

5. Detritus (D) mass balance
dD
1
= (S B B + S A A) + U r D
dt
d
6. Organic Nitrogen (ON) mass balance

dON
§ ON i ON e ·
=¨
−
¸ − α ON ON + TB BK Bd − T A A ( S A − K Ad ) + TZ ZK Zd
dt
θ ¹
© θ

(5)

(6)
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7. Ammonia Nitrogen (NH3) mass balance
°
dNH 3 § NH 3 i NH 3 e ·
OM
DO
NH 3
SP
=¨
−
¸ − T B ®Y μ
θ ¹ B °̄ B B K BOM + OM K BDO + DO K BNH 3 + NH 3 K BSP + SP
dt
© θ

°
− T A A ® μ A f ( T ) f ( pH ) f ( L )
K
°̄

NH 3
ANH 3 + NH

3

K

§
SP
A ·
¨¨ 1 −
¸¸ − K
+
SP
η
©
ASP
A ¹

°
§
NH 3
SP
DO
Z
¨1 −
− TZ Z ®μ Z f (T ) f ( pH )
K ZNH 3 + NH 3 K ZSP + SP K ZDO + DO ¨© η Z
°̄

AR

− K

§
B
¨¨ 1 −
η
B
©
Ad

½°
·
¸¸ − K BR − K Bd ¾
°¿
¹

½°
¾
°¿

½°
·
U D
¸¸ − K ZR − K Zd ¾ + α OP ON + r TA
d
°¿
¹

(7)

8. Organic phosphor (OP) mass balance
dOP
OP e ·
§ OP i
= ¨
−
¸ − α OP OP + ψ B BK
dt
θ ¹
© θ

Bd

−ψ

A

A(S A − K

Ad

) + ψ Z ZK

(8)
Zd

9. Soluble Phosphor (SP) mass balance
°
dSP
SP e ·
OM
§ SP i
= ¨
−
¸ − ψ B B ®Y B μ B
dt
K BOM + OM
θ ¹
°̄
© θ

DO
NH 3
K BDO + DO K BNH 3 + NH

°
NH 3
− ψ A A ® μ A f ( T ) f ( pH ) f ( L )
K ANH 3 + NH
°̄

3

SP
K ASP + SP

3

§
SP
B ·
¨1 −
¸ − K BR − K Bd
K BSP + SP ¨©
η B ¸¹

§
A ·
¨¨ 1 −
¸ − K AR − K Ad
η A ¸¹
©

½°
¾
°¿

½°
¾
°¿

½°
°
UD
§
NH 3
SP
DO
Z ·
+ r SA
− ψ Z Z ® μ Z f (T ) f ( pH )
¨¨1 − η ¸¸ − K ZR − K Zd ¾ + α OP SP
d
K
NH
K
SP
K
DO
+
+
+
°¿
°̄
ZNH 3
ZSP
ZDO
Z ¹
3
©

(9)

10. Dissolved Oxygen (DO) mass balance
dDO
§ DO i DO e · K L ( DO s − DO )
=¨
−
¸+
dt
θ ¹
d
© θ
°
OM
DO
NH 3
− K α B B ®Y B μ B
K BOM + OM K BDO + DO K BNH 3 + NH
°̄

3

½°
§
SP
B ·
¨1 −
¸ − K BR ¾
K BSP + SP ¨©
η B ¸¹
°¿

°
½°
§
NH 3
SP
A·
¨¨1 − ¸¸ − K AR ¾
+ α A A®μ A f (T ) f ( pH ) f ( L)
K ANH 3 + NH 3 K ASP + SP © η A ¹
°̄
°¿

°
§
NH 3
SP
DO
Z
¨¨1 −
− α Z Z ®μ Z f (T ) f ( pH )
K
NH
K
SP
K
DO
+
+
+
η
°̄
©
ZNH 3
ZSP
ZDO
Z
3

·
°½
¸¸ − K ZR ¾
¹
¿°

(10)

11. Total Coliforms (TC) mass balance
dTC
§ TC i TC e ·
=¨
−
¸ − K TC TC
dt
θ ¹
© θ

(11)

12. Faecal Coliforms (FC) mass balance
dFC § FCi FCe ·
=¨
−
¸ − K FC FC
dt
θ ¹
© θ

(12)

13. Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) mass balance
dBOD § BODi BODe
=¨
−
θ
dt
© θ

·
¸ − kBOD
¹

(13)

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Development Assumptions Model
Wastewater treatment process at the WWTP unit is illustrated as a biochemical process represented as simultaneous
differential equations. Dynamic modeling of water quality in the domestic waste at facultative stabilization ponds, it is
assumed that the pond is not active. The process of biochemical model is illustrated as the following flowchart.
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Figure 2. Flowchart The process of Biochemical Model
From Figure 2 is developed biochemical model for the rate of change / growth from variable mass balance equations former in
system of simultaneous differential equations with index i is influent and e is effluent.
3.2. Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method (RKF45) and program model
From 13 (thirteen) non-linear differential equations is solved by the method of Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF45) as integration
techniques to get the concentration of each component against the time. These methods belong to the family of Runge-Kutta
order-4 methods, but has the accuracy to order-5. In the 13 systems of simultaneous nonlinear diffential equations contained 44
(forty-four) parameters are optimized by using the “fmincon” in Matlab (R2008a). As the initial data input is : B0, A0, Z0, OM0,
D0, ON0, NH30, OP0, SP0, DO0 , TC0, FC0, BOD0 [12].
3.3. Validation model
Model validation test use field measurement data and count data from the model. Field data include bacteria, algae,
zooplankton, organic matter, detritus, organic nitrogen, NH3, organic phosphor, dissolved phosphor, DO, total coliform, faecal
coliform and BOD. Line graphs predictions with angle 45o and tolerance of
± 20% is used for quality control of wastewater. With regression statistic analysis with confidence intervals 95% is used to
observational data and count data toward the determination R2 for the validation of the model indicates the model is fit with
field conditions.
3.4. Sample and analysis
Wastewater samples measured at 08.00, 10.00, 12.00, 14.00, and 16.00 and the model input samples is measured in facultative
pond at a distance of 0 m, 25 m, 50 m and 75 m, and the inlet as well as outlet of the variable bacteria, algae , zooplankton,
organic matter, detritus, organic nitrogen, NH3, organic phosphor, dissolved phosphor, DO, total coliform, faecal coliform and
BOD. Sampling point presented in Figure 3. The test method of wastewater used [13] for parameters analysis of BOD, COD,
DO, phosphate, nitrate, total coliform and faecal coliform. SNI test method (2004) is used for the analysis of nitrite and NH4N, while for the analysis of phytoplankton and zooplankton used SNI test (1995).
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Figure 3. Sampling Point

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. The waste stabilization pond
In accordance with the capacity planning Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) Sewon is 15500 m3/day, based on the data
quality control debit wastewater entering the WWTP amount to 10697.53 m3/day is not yet exceeded capacity planning. In
practice WWTP Sewon is to serve 23,000 homes connection, with an average capacity utilization in 2010 amount to 9700
m3/day is to serve 11,000 homes connections. Urban waste is treated in the WWTP will be discharged into the river Bedog
through concrete pipes and canals or open channels. River Bedog included in wastewater control unit Class II, stated in Decree
of the Governor of Yogyakarta Special Region No. 214/KPTS/1991 about Standard Local Environmental BOD value output
(effluent) is below 50 mg / liter ([14], [15]).
City's WWTP prevents wastes pollute rivers and groundwater that drain the city. Wastewater treatment systems biologically by
using aeration facultative pond which is a very simple and aims to prevent seeds of diseases caused by waste contaminating
surface water. WWTP Sewon operationally is just capable of serving 23% of the existing network. The data type of waste
water quality control at the inlet of the Center WWTP Public Works Department, Housing and Energy and Mineral Resources
Local Government Yogyakarta in July 2010 - December 2011 for Category II quality standard parameters for BOD,
temperature, pH and DO are presented in the following figure:

Figure 4. Typical data BOD inlet

Figure 5. Typical data pH inlet
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Figure 6. Typical data temperature inlet

Figure 7. Typical data DO inlet

4.2. Quality control pond water facultative stabilization
Based on typical data on WWTP Sewon, so it’s necessary to do evaluation of the pond performance related to waste water
quality standard Class II as it’s established. Data measurement of pH, temperature, DO, BOD and COD are presented in the
following table
Table 1 : Wastewater quality inlet and outlet WWTP Sewon
Times
08.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.00
Source

pH
Temperature (0C)
inlet
outlet
inlet
outlet
7,09
7,12
27,8
28,8
7,19
7,28
27,5
28,0
7,19
7,14
27,0
29,5
7,19
7,18
28,0
30,5
7,35
7,50
28,0
30,0
: Primer Data, 15 February 2012

DO (mg/l)
Inlet
Outlet
0,9
4,2
1,5
3,4
0,8
4,2
1,7
4,2
1,8
3,7

BOD (mg/l)
inlet
outlet
250
16
165
20
200
18
155
19,5
130
19

COD (mg/l)
inlet
outlet
752
48
346
72
700
70
364
64
368
76

Table1. Indicates that the waste water out of the pond meets Quality Standards (BM) Group II: pH between 7.09 to 7.35 (BM =
6-9), temperatures between 280C - 300C (BM = 380C), BOD between 18 mg / l - 20 mg / l (BM = 50 mg / l) and COD between
48 mg / l - 76 mg / l (BM = 100 mg / l).
The results of model simulations of the BOD concentration is order kinetics equation -1 that describes the degradation process
of organic pollutants. Comparison of observational data and count data by the relative error is amount to 12,72%, it indicates
that the decrease of BOD sufficiently representative in the model (Figure 8.)
The parameter k constitutes coefficient of rate degradation is very sensitive parameter model. In the simulation model of the k
value is 0.6 (the calibration) after being optimized to 1.85; there are value differences amount to 1.25 that there is a substantial
change in the value of k parameter. This indicates BOD concentration is very sensitive to the model depends on the size of the
incoming wastewater stream at pond.
To determine whether the model can be applied to the concentration of BOD in the field and can be used as a performance
evaluation tool of WWTP Sewon, following chart is presented in the chart tolerance of 20% for the pollutants concentration as
domestic waste water quality with Class II criteria as presented in Figure 9.
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Comparison of Data BOD Data count BOD

Data BOD and Count BOD tolerance of 20%
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Figure 8. Comparison of data and count BOD
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Figure 9. data and count BOD tolerance of 20%

DO concentration in the pond than, is determined by the role of these sensitive parameters to the model of the metabolism of
) = 2.0 [16] and optimized to 1.2; algae (
) = 1.0 [16] optimized to be
oxygen consumption for: bacterial biomass (
1.244, and zooplankton (
) = 1.244 [8] optimized to 0.5. Moreover DO concentration is also determined by 4 (four) role in
the mechanism are: (a) consumption of oxygen by aerobic metabolism of the die bacteria, (b) the generation and consumption
of oxygen by algae photosynthesis and respiration processes, (c) oxygen consumption by the metabolism of zooplankton and
(d) reaeration between the air surface and water. Reaeration between air surface and water is
at 0.8566 [17].
At high DO, effect on growth of aerobic micro-organisms that will thrive and adequate nutrition is also an important factor in
the growth of bacteria. DO observational data ranged from 3 to 4.2 mg / l and DO for life on the water is 2 mg / l, mean aerobic
microorganisms still alive. From the results of model simulations to DO initially 3 mg / l showed that data and count DO have
relative error of 12.72%, it’s presented in Figure 9.
To determine whether the model can be applied to the DO concentration in the field and can be used as a performance
evaluation tool of IPAL Sewon, here is presented in the chart tolerance of 20% for the concentration of pollutants as domestic
waste water quality with Class II criteria as presented in Figure 10.
Comparison of Data DO Data count DO

Data DO and Count DO tolerance of 20%
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Figure 10. Data and count DO tolerance of 20%

Based on the results of model simulations to concentration of BOD, then performed statistical F-tests by using linear equation
analysis to data and count BOD have determination (R2 = 0.768, significant p = 0.022) means the ability of the wastewater
treatment process at the pond to degrade organic matter at 76, 8% and only 23.2% is influenced by other factors.
In the dissolved oxygen (DO) is the amount of oxygen contained in the water that is used as a sign of the contamination degree
of the existing waste, the more oxygen is dissolved, so it shows a relatively small contamination degree.
By using equation
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quadratic analysis (such as model pattern), between data and count DO with determination (R2 = 0.819, significant p = 0.077),
which means that the wastewater treatment process to DO concentration as a sign of the contamination degree of the existing
waste by 81. 96% and only 18.04% is influenced by other factors. This indicates the concentration of DO in the pond to the life
of aerobic microorganisms is a good.

5. CONCLUSION
Biochemical Model with 13 (thirteen) system of simultaneous nonlinear differential equations is shown through charts time
relation process with the concentration observation and count data, there are 11 (eleven) concentrations have relative error
below 20%, and 2 (two) concentrations have relative error over 20% that is COD (37.06%) and faecal coliform (37.67%). In
both these concentrations contained sensitive parameters to the model, that is specific growth rate of bacteria (
) and the
specific growth rate of faecal coliform at a temperature of 20oC (
).
Through the charts of wastewater quality control as a line prediction on an angle of 45o as the upper and lower limits
with tolerance of ± 20%. With chart is used as tool of evaluation of the performance WWTP with wastewater quality standard
Class II. This is also demonstrated by the high determination test for BOD (R2 = 76.8%, p = 0.022), COD (R2 = 57.6%, p =
0.08), and DO (R2 = 76.8%, p = 0.08) which can describe the model in accordance with the conditions in the field.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY LABELED
PLASTIC SHOPPING BAGS IN INDONESIA
Melanie Corneliaa) ,Rizal Syariefa),
Hefni Effendia) , Budi Nurtamaa)
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E-mail : melanie.cornelia@uph.edu

ABSTRACT
Plastics are synthetic polymers, made from petroleum and its derivatives which are non biodegradable. Today, more people
used plastic bags to support their activities ,which caused the supply of plastic shopping bags to increase in large number.
Plastic bags, eventually, are usually used as garbage which would cause negative impact on the environment. Environmental
friendly plastic bags are made from renewable raw materials, such as starch from cassava, corn or others. There are the ones
entirely starch based such as Enviplast (biodegradable); the ones with partial mixture of starch with plastic ores such as
Ecoplas (biodegradable), the ones plastic ores are formulated with additives Oxium (oxodegradble), and conventional made
from plastic ores only. Distinguishing characteristics of samples plastic shopping bags were taken from domestic and abroad
supermarkets can be seen from the result of FTIR, SEM, and AAS analysis along with burial in soil medium . Density of
domestic plastic bag (1.119 g/cm3 ) are 49.55% smaller than samples abroad 2.258 g/cm3 .This means that in the country, a
space to hold trash bags in the same weight needed almost 2x larger. Another discovery are some plastic shopping bags are
labeled eco-friendly and related but had conventional plastic characteristisc .
Keywords
Plastic shopping bags, conventional, oxodegradable, biodegradable, environmental friendly

This paper is published in Advanced Material Research
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Reducing CO2 Emissions from Buildings and New Developments by The
Strict Enforcement of Regulations Imposed by Local Authorities.
Felix Weerakkody
Faculty of Engineering, InstitutTeknologi Brunei, JalanTungku Link Gadong BE1410 Brunei Darussalam
E-mail : Felix.Weerakkody@itb.edu.bn

ABSTRACT
Numerous research studies have demonstrated the catastrophic consequences of global warming caused by unabated carbon
dioxide emissions. It is acknowledged that construction and the operational aspects of buildings are significant contributors to
energy consumption and have a direct impact on CO2 emissions.
Application of concepts such as Life Cycle Analysis and Embodied Energy with a direct link to buildings and construction has
been proposed by many policy makers and researchers. Furthermore there are building rating systems such as BREEAM
(Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) and LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) for evaluating the sustainability status of any proposed design. However the successful implementation of these
systems in the alleviation of CO2 emissions has not been fully realised.
This paper is an attempt to explore the possibility of Local/Planning authorities imposing mandatory requirements that would
lead to sustainable environmentally friendly developments. The paper suggests that limits should be placed on the embodied
energy, the operational energy and water use when issuing building permits. These steps would be just the initial steps that
must be taken towards mitigating the negative impacts that accumulate from buildings during construction and their
operational phase.

Keywords :
Environment, CO2 emissions, Life Cycle Analysis, Local Authorities, Construction

1..INTRODUCTION : THE ENVIRONMENT, CO2 EMISSIONS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change has now become a reality that cannot be ignored or denied. Extreme climatic events such as unprecedented
heavy rainfall leading to floods and high temperatures far above the normal average temperatures which have caused
destructive forest fires are now a common phenomenon in certain parts of the world. This has had its toll on agricultural crop
yields and on ecosystems undermining the health and stability of all forms of life on earth.
Most scientists except for a few sceptics believe that the changes observed in the climatic conditions can be directly attributed
to an increase in atmospheric greenhouse gases. That this is anthropogenic and is due to increased use of fossil fuels is
acknowledged. World leaders as well as scientists in developed countries who have to balance this concern with the needs and
desires of a burgeoning population as well as the commitment towards technological progress found that that there were no
easy solutions.
The call for concerted action resulted in the unanimous adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 by the member countries of the
Framework Convention on Climate Change. The Protocol's major feature was that it set mandatory targets on greenhouse-gas
emissions for the world's leading economies. The Kyoto Protocol, set binding obligations for about 35 industrialised nations to
cut their greenhouse gas emissions until the end of 2012.
Unfortunately these countries have fallen far short of the proposed targets. The United Nations Climate Change Conference in
Doha addressed these issues once againDecember 2012. But themeasures taken this time were not considered to be strong
enough to halt rising world greenhouse gas emissions. The Kyoto Protocolto whichthe environment ministers of over 200
nations were signatories,was extended until 2020. That keeps the pact alive as the sole, legally binding climate plan.
"Much, much more is needed if we are really going to address climate change and reduce emissions," said KierenKeke, foreign
minister of the Pacific island state of Nauru on behalf of the Alliance of Small Island States.”He warned against endless talk
that "locks in the death of our nations and of our children" [1].
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2.CONSTRUCTION AS A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO CO2 EMISSIONS.
Large amounts of natural resources are used in the production, maintenance, and operation of buildings. The construction
industry consumes more than one-third of global resources, including 12 % of all freshwater use. Buildings also use 25–40 %
of all produced energy sources, accounting for approximately 30–40 % of global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. In addition
to natural resource consumption, buildings produce and unload 30–40 % of solid waste into the environment. [2].
Once a building is constructed and occupied it is difficult to make changes that would reduce its impact on the environment. It
will not be easy to modify a building which has been originally designed for air-conditioning laterfor cooling through natural
ventilation. Furthermore the impact that a building has on the environment is long lasting since it is a process which continues
throughout the life cycle of the building which could be many years. For instance the design life of many modern buildings
would be in the range of a hundred years. It is imperative then to consider the use of environmentally friendly materials,
construction techniques and building operational systems that are less detrimental to the environment during its construction
phase and its operational phase.
These are some of the considerations that led to the development of the concept of “Green Buildings”.A green building is a
building that is designed, constructed and operated in an environmentally responsible manner. The design whilst addressing the
standard concepts of comfort, utility, durability and cost will endeavour to do so with the least detrimental impact on the
environment. The main strategies in green building would include the reduction of energy consumption, conservation of water
and the recycling of waste.
To facilitate such design, construction and operation processes, environmental assessment methods and building rating systems
have been developed. These rating tools enable the designer to judiciously select the materials, construction techniques and
methods of operation which providefor a sustainable end product that will have the least non-beneficial impact on the
environment. Of the more common assessment tools among many others are LCA(Life Cycle Analysis), LCEA (Life Cycle
Energy Analysis), Embodied Energy and rating systems such as LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) and
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environment Assessment Method)

3. SOME OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT METHODS, RATING SYSTEMS AND THEIR
APPLICATION
LCA is defined as the assessment of environmental impacts of products, buildings or other services throughout their lifetimes
The assessment includes the entire life-cycle of a product, process or system encompassing the extraction and processing of
raw materials; manufacturing, transportation and distribution; use, reuse, maintenance, recycling and finaldisposal.
Whereas LCA assesses the overall impact, a derivative, life-cycleenergy analysis (LCEA) focuses on energy as the only
measure of environmental impact of buildings or products. The purpose of LCEA is to present a more detailed analysis of
energy attributable to products, systems or buildings, to enable decision-making strategies concerning energy efficiency and
environmental protection. LCEA has not been developed to replace LCA but to compare and evaluate the initial and recurrent
embodied energy in materials, energy used during the operational phase, and during recycling and disposal [3].
Embodied Energy is defined as the quantity of energy necessary to process and supply the material under consideration to the
construction site. The energy inputs for a given material would include raw material extraction, processing and transportation
to the construction site,the Embodied energy thus calculated being termed “cradle to site”. Similarly the embodied carbon is a
measure of the CO2 equivalents emitted from the extraction of the raw material through to the final manufacture of the
product. [4].
LCEA is often used to estimate the energy use and savings over the life of the product or the building, and more importantly, to
find out the energy/CO2 payback period (the time spent for the initial embodied energy cost to be paid back by energy savings
during operational and disposal/recycling stages). Life-cycle carbon assessment is likened to LCEA, and relies on prevailing
energy structures to convert megajoules of energy to kilograms [3].
There are many data bases available in the public domain for use in a LCA or LCEA. However the problem lies in the
variations in the numerous data bases due to the various assumptions that have been made in developing them. Among the
more comprehensive data bases is the University of Bath’s inventory of carbon and energy. It is a more reliable data base for
embodied energy and carbon associated with construction materials. Many designers who are concerned about the environment
are making use of this facility to determine the carbon impact of their designs.
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Two of the more common rating systems are BREEAM and LEED. BREEAM sets the standard for best practice in sustainable
building design, construction and operation and has become one of the most comprehensive and widely recognized
measurements of a building's environmental performance.
A BREEAM assessment uses recognized measures of performance, which are set against established benchmarks, to evaluate a
building’s specification, design, construction and use. The measures used represent a broad range of categories and criteria
from energy to ecology. They include aspects related to energy and water use, the internal environment (health and wellbeing), pollution, transport, materials, waste, ecology and management processes.
BREEAM addresses wide-ranging environmental and sustainability issues and enables developers, designers and building
managers to demonstrate the environmental credentials of their buildings to clients, planners and other initial
parties. BREEAMuses a straightforward scoring system that is transparent, flexible, and easy to understand and supported by
evidence-based science and research. It has a positive influence on the design, construction and management of buildings and
defines and maintains a robust technical standard with rigorous quality assurance and certification [5].
Similarly LEED is a voluntary, consensus-based, market-driven program that provides third-party verification of green
buildings. From individual buildings and homes, to entire neighborhoods and communities, LEED is transforming the way
built environments are designed, constructed, and operated. LEED is comprehensive and flexible and addresses the entire
lifecycle of a building.Participation in the voluntary LEED process demonstrates leadership, innovation, environmental
stewardship and social responsibility. LEED provides building owners and operators the tools they need to immediately assess
how their building impacts on the environment whilst providing healthy indoor spaces for a building’s occupants.
LEED projects have been successfully established in 135 countries. International projects, those outside the United States,
make up more than 50% of the total LEED registered square footage. LEED unites us in a single global community and
provides regional solutions, while recognizing local realities.
Building projects earn points for satisfying green building criteria. Within each of the environmental LEED credit categories,
projects must satisfy particular prerequisites and earn additional points. The number of points the project earns determines the
level of LEED certification the project receives. Projects must earn at least 40 points on a 110-point LEED rating system scale
to achieve basic certification. [6].
Although these rating systems which are not mandatory have had a positive environmental impact on the design and operation
of buildings, both building rating tool systems have been deemed to be too complicated and time-consuming by certain
segments of the industry which has discouraged a widespread use. This group would greatly prefer a ‘quick and dirty’
assessment option, one that is easily accessible, provides results instantaneously and requires little or no operator training [7].
Despite the rapid growth of building assessment schemes over the last 15 years, the construction industry is still undergoing a
cultural shift towards the general use of such tools. WhileBREEAM and LEED Canada have been instrumental in fostering this
change, these tools must continue to evolve in order to maintain the momentum developed thus far while at the same time it
expands to include construction sectors and markets not currently undergoing assessment [7].
It is timely to make the available assessment tools mandatory if further impacts on the environment due to building and
construction activities are to be prevented. This places a major responsibility onlocal planning authorities to ensure
environmentally friendly building and construction. It is possible to achieve this objective by legislating for mandatory
standards for the protection of the environment and for a sustainable society. Criteria could be imposedon new construction to
minimize or totally negate the adverse impacts on the environment

4.THE RESPONSIBILITY OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO ENSURE SUSTAINABILITY.
Human behaviour in society has to be regulated by laws.Behaviour and activity has to be monitored and scrutinized to ensure
compliance and punitive action taken when there is noncompliance. In civilized societies the social contract has been
maintained in this manner. However where the environment is concerned there are hardly any laws to ensure a sustainable
ecological footprint or to limit CO2 emissions.
In 1990, global emissions were 38.2 gigatonnes, and in recent yearsit been growing at a rate of three per cent per year. This
increase has taken place despite the commitments by industrialised countries to reduce their emissions. For 2012 the global
total of climate-disrupting emissions are estimated at 52 gigatonnes [8]. The consequences in the form of extreme temperature
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and weather are a recurrent phenomenon. Sydney, Australia recorded the highest ever temperature of 46.5 degrees centigrade
on Friday the 18th of January 2013 [9].
In the building construction sector at least some steps can be taken to enforce regulations targeted at minimising carbon
emissions. This could be a significant step considering that building construction and operation accounts for almost 40% of the
total world energy consumption.
Whenever an application is made to a local authority for the approval of a new development they must impose certain
mandatory requirements. Based on the local average rainfall precipitation,it should become compulsory to harvest a minimum
quantity of rainfall.A ceiling should be imposed on the treated pipe borne water that is supplied through the local authority.
An estimated value of the total operational energy per year during the operational phase of a new development should be
tabled with the application process. A ceiling or cap calculated on the floor area and the use of the development should be
imposed on the energy supplied through the national grid. The remainder of the operational energy requirements should be
from alternate energy sources. The solar radiation in the locality could be taken into consideration and a component of
thisenergy requirementshould be supplied through the use of solar panels. Small scale wind turbines could be made mandatory.
With wind turbines which generate power becoming the fastest growing alternate energy sector in the world it would be
feasible to incorporate small scale wind turbines to supplement the alternate energy supplied through the solar panels.
An obligatory requirement when requesting for a building permit must include an embodied energy count for the proposed new
development. The embodied energy count could be based on embodied energy values supplied by the local authority. A
specific maximum valueshould be stipulated for a building based on its floor area and its nature as a commercial, housing or
industrial construction. If the value stipulated is exceeded, the application should be rejected. The local authority could make
use of the available data bases for embodied energy and modify it to suit the local conditions.
If garden space is available waste water could be directed through a simple filter and the water used for the garden. Sewage
could be discharged to a septic tank soakage pit system. Small scale bio-gas units could be made mandatory if adequate space
is available. A minimum area in proportion to the floor area of the building should be planted with trees and foliage. If it is a
high rise building vertical gardens should be established on a specified minimum area of walling.
These are small measures that can be made without much delay. Stronger steps may have to be taken in the future if CO2
emissions do not drop in the expected way.
Urbanisation has transformed the relationship between people and the planet we inhabit. Cities, built onjust 2% of the world’s
land surface, use about 75% of its resources and discharge similarproportions of waste. In a world in which 50% of the world’s
people now live in cities andover 80% of the world’s population live in the most industrialised countries, sustainable
development has to be mainly and necessarily about sustainable urban development [10].
BedZED’s(Beddington Zero Energy Development) new-build development of 83 mixed tenure homes (social, key worker, and
for sale), plus some 3000m2 of live/work, workspaces, retail, and leisure uses, occupies an urban brownfield site in South
London. Its chosen high build-density reflects the importance of using limited land resources to the full, being based on the
density needed for accommodating all the UK’s projected new homes. It is built entirely on available brownfield sites, to avoid
sacrificing any more limited greenfield amenity. Such high density helpsbuild coherent communities and provides critical mass
for facilities like public transport, while continuing to allow the massing and orientation needed for good passive solar and
daylight access. Making the roof areas ‘green’ helps increase the site’s ecological value and its carbon absorbing ability, as
well as giving the occupants private gardens [11].
BedZED was conceived to show that in large-scale construction a high level of sustainability can be practical and costeffective. If the sustainability concept is to have any sort of meaningful overall effect on the environment, it must move into
the volume mainstream, satisfy economicand social objectives, and benefit all stakeholders. Nevertheless the ecological
footprint of 4.36 ha is more than the global average of 2.4 ha but much better than the 6.19 ha for an average UK lifestyle
based on a four person household [11].
It is recognized now that the ecological footprint has to be reduced for the wellbeing of humanity and that sweeping measures
may have to be taken.BedZED is just a starting point. In the future it may even become necessary to ensure that all freehold
land at the point of transfer on a sale or a legacyis made into a fifty year lease hold with the title passing to the local authority
on the completion of the lease. Then all land will be vested with the Local Authority and they would be free to develop it in a
sustainable eco-friendly manner.
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Distances that need to be traversed between the home and the workplace using motor vehicles which greatly adds to the
problem of pollution, cannot continue in its present form.This raises issues with respect to the concepts regarding the city, the
workplace and the home whichhave to be rethought.Co-operation and community, social responsibility and civic sense, if it
does not come naturally to people, may have to be brought about through the regulationof human activities. It may become
imperative to change our habits and life styles if we are to avoid climatic catastrophes in the future and to ensure that our
planet remains healthy.
The ideas suggested above which encompass the view of traditional societies albeit with a much higher input of technology,
where work, home, space for leisure all remain within its own environs are worthy of consideration if we are to promote
sustainable development.
Science and technology can detect the problem, and supply the solutions for remediation or management of the problem. An
example can beseen in the manner in which Bio- fuels are made. The single celled blue-green algae referred to as Cyanobacteria have been used for the production of bio-fuels. It yields twenty times more biomass per day in comparison to
Soyabean. This has been demonstrated by a company Bio fuel Systems in Alicante Spain. Their plant uses the CO2 emitted by
a neighbouring cement factory to grow the algae and is able to produce 2.5 barrels of carbon neutral crude oil per hectare of
algae each day [12]. The gardens by the bay in Singapore are another excellent example of the use of science and technology
to demonstrate the concept of sustainability so that its citizenry is made aware of the problem. However science and
technologydoes not have the power to ensure a beneficial change or to protect the environment. That power lies with the
legislators. It is obvious now that only the enforcement of mandatory requirements will provide for a sustainable future.

5.CONCLUSION
It is obvious that CO2 levels are rising and global warming is a major problem confronting the world. The consequences of
higher global temperatures can be seen in the changes in weather patterns,in floods hurricanes etc. that are increasingly
common. The impacts from the building and construction activities that contribute to CO2 emissions can be minimised in
theshort term if the steps outlined in this paper are implemented. Similarly in the long term, land holdings may have to be
vested to the local authorities who will have to take the responsibility to design carbon neutral communities. The argument that
more production is necessary to sustain larger numbers of people at a higher standard of living and that environmental
degradation is collateral damage which has to be tolerated is no longer a valid argument. Environmental issues are no longer
the purview of environmental activists. It is an issue that concerns everyone. What is required is for the powers that be to
implement that which is necessary.
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ABSTRACT
High economic growth in Indonesia drives development in multiple sectors triggering consumerisms which as a result
increasing amount of waste generated per capita. A city of Depok originally designed as a suburb of Jakarta has a population
around 1.8 millions with a total area of200 km2. In 1998, amount of waste generated was 3400 m3/day while in 2012 has been
increasing to 4,200 m3/day. With high amount of waste generation, the city of Depok develops a waste management program
started in 2006 by building several material-recovery facilities (UPS /unit pengolah sampah). Activities occurs in the UPS are
waste separation, recovery, and composting. With organic content on the solid waste is around 80%, it is obvious that
composting is the best option to reduce amount of wastes going to landfill. However due to contamination and poor process,
most of the compost produced cannot be used as organic fertilizer.
This study focuses to evaluate slope stability of Cipayung landfill, when compost is used as coversoil. Application of
compost as coversoil will not only reduce CH4 emission from the landfill but also stimulates full utilization of composts
produced in Depok. The first part of the paper provides a survey of waste generation, composition, and quality of compost
produced in the city of Depok. Based on the data, compost is mixed with soil which usually used as coversoil in the landfill. In
addition, a simple slope stability model was analyzed. The results promotes further study on potential slumps and slides of
waste mass that may cause as a significant constraint on construction and development of a landfill.
Keywords:
compost, landfill, Depok, stability

INTRODUCTION
Many cities in Indonesia nowadays facing big challenges in managing the increasing generation of solid waste. The high
economic growth in Indonesia is not only causing development in many sectors, but also consumerisms which at the end
increasing amount of waste generated per capita. One of the city is Depok which has population around 1.8 million inhabitants
with total area of 200 sq km, and actually designed as a suburb of Jakarta. In 1998, amount of waste generated is 3,400 m3/day
while in 2012 increase up to 4,200 m3/day. It means almost 9% of solid waste generated per year increased.
With the high amount of waste generated, City of Depok decided to develop their waste management program. Starting in
2008, they built 30 material recovery facilities (UPS/unit pengolah sampah) in many parts of the city. The activities include in
the UPS are waste separation, recovery, and composting. On the other hand, most of the activities developed in the UPS do not
go according to the government plan hence wastes transported to the landfill are still high.
One particular challenge is due to the lack of separation program in the household, hence most of organic wastes are
contaminated which result in low quality of compost being produced. In addition it is widely known that recycling is
worthwhile only if there is only a healthy market for recycle product but since no buyers willing to use the compost, the
produced compost is end up also in the landfill.
Only one landfill (TPA/Tempat Pemrosesan Akhir) serving the city of Depok, named Cipayung located 20 km from Depok.
With total area of 11.2 ha and used since 1997, it is reaching capacity level. With Depok’s space constraints however, there is
a limit to the land and resources that can be put aside for waste disposal.
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Compost as cover soil has been extensively studied (Humer and Lechner, 2001; Gebert et al, 2011, Popov, 2005)). Compost is
cost effective methane reductions for existing municipal solid waste landfill since it exploit the natural process of microbial
methane oxidation through improved landfill cover design. Humer and Lechner (2001) mentioned that this promising
complementary strategy can be applied to mitigate methane emission of smaller or older sites where the methane production is
too low for energy recovery or flaring, and installation of a gas extraction system is inefficient.
Although using compost as biocover has many advantanges, but there is no study analyze its impact on the landfill stability.
Many factors can trigger waste-mass instability such as high leacheate levels. In Indonesia, the recorded slope failures
happened several times in a year especially in large landfills such as Bantar Gebang (located in Bekasi, West Java), Leuwi
Gajah (located in Bandung, West Java) , and Cipayung (located in Depok, West Java) although many of them had not formally
reported (http://www.indosiar.com/fokus/tpa-bantar-gebang-longsor_54694.html). Jianguo et al (2010) studied that in humid
regions in China, high rainfall infiltration result in high leachate levels in waste mass. Combine with an absence of effective
facilities for rainwater interception and leachate drainage, the shear strength of the waste may be greatly reduced, causing
landfill instability. All of those three landfills located in a regions with high annual precipitation and with lack of proper
landfill design criteria led to significant loss of life.
This study aims to evaluate the slope stability of Cipayung landfill if compost is used as coversoil. Application of compost as
coversoil will not only reducing CH4 emission from the landfill but also “close the loop” of the compost produced in the city of
Depok. The first part of the paper provides a survey of waste generation, composition, and quality of compost produced in the
city of Depok. On the basis of those data, compost is mixed with the available soil that usually used as coversoil in the landfill
and the simple slope stability were analysed. The results can be used to study the potential for slump and slides within the
waste mass and which may represent a significant constraint on construction and development of the landfill.

METHODOLOGY
Waste sampling, characterization, data recording and analysis
The study population consisted of all waste generated in the 7 UPS that actively operated over 8 day waste audits using SNI
M-36-1991-03. Each of the waste sample collected has minimum weight of 100 kg and aggregated by students involved in the
study into large garbage bags.
Waste samples were sorted and weighted according to 9 primary categories (Table 1) which include plastics, metal, rubber,
glass, paper, wood, residue, textile, and organics.
Completed data collection forms were checked for errors and placed into standard spreadsheet data files (excel, Microsoft,
U.S.A.). Subsequent analysis included computing and analyzing the mean waste composition within each UPS.

Chemical and Physical Composition of Compost and mixture of Compost and Soil Used in the Study
In this study, soil analysis of standard method and SNI (Indonesia national Standard) were applied for chemical and physical
composition of compost used in the study.
Three possible scenarios of the soil and compost mixture were applied as cover soil in the Cipayung landfill.

Slope stability analysis
Slope stability of Cipayung landfill was analysed based on the landfill design criteria which are listed in Depok City
masterplan which are listed on Table 5. There are two steps of the analysis: For the first step, the actual properties at Cipayung
were applied with the variability of inclination to analyse the actual safety factor. The second step is finding the safest
inclination of Cipayung landfill when compost is used as coversoil. The properties of Cipayung landfill are listed in Table 5.
The safety factor were calculated using GeoStudio (2007) (Geoslope International Ltd.). All analysis were carried out using
Morgenstern_Price method with half-sine interslice force functions.
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Result and discussion
On average, each of the UPS received 12-30 m3 of waste/day with the mean composition (% by weight) of each material type
recovered from UPS waste stream presented in Table 1. Almost 80% of the waste are organics, and only 20% are inorganics.
All of the organics were composted using open windrow system however due to poor processing, all of the compost produced
could not be used as organic fertilizer. High contaminant concentrations are the main reason that these compost were not
saleable.
Table 1. Typical composition of solid waste in Depok
Categories

Percentage (%)

Plastics

10.8

Metal
Rubber

0.3
0.2

Glass
Paper

1.2
5.3

Wood
Nonrecyclables

0.1
1.3

Textile
Organics

0.9
79.8

Table 2. Typical properties of solid waste in Depok
Parameter
Moisture content (%w/w)
Density

Range (kg/m3)
55-80
160-220

Typical value (kg/m3)
65
185

Compost quality
Table 3. Chemical Characteristics of Compost Used in The Study
Parameter

Kompos
Cilangkap

Moisture
WHC
pH
Phosphor
C organic
Nitrogen
Volatile matter
C/N

26,20
29
6,82
2,32
17,78
1,58
30,58
11,22

SNI: 19-7030-2004
Minimum
58
6,8
0,1
9,8
0,4
27
10

Maksimum
50
7,49
32
58
20

Satuan
%
%
NA
%
%
%
%
NA

Table 4. Physical Characteristics of Compost Used in the Study
Parameter Uji

Nilai

Satuan

Spesific Gravity
SG

1.9655
Compaction
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Kadar air optimum

50

%

īwet

1.3

gr/cm3

īdry

0.851

gr/cm3

Permeabilitas
K

2.8 x 10-5

T

29

K20

2.29 x 10-5

cm/s
0

c

cm/s

Atterberg Limit
Liquid Limit

90

%
%

Plastic Limit

60.09

Plasticity Index

29.91

Shrinkage Limit

82.48

%

108.91

%

Shrinkage Ratio

Porositas
Bulk Density

0.851

gr/cm3

Particle Density

1.0891

gr/cm3

Porocity

21.862

%

Properties of cover soil
Based on the Triaxial UU test, the mixture of soil and compost with the fraction of 1:1 has the highest cohesion value while the
mixture of soil and compost with the fraction of 1:2 has the lowest angle of shearing resistance or angle of internal friction.On
the other hand the mixture of soil and compost with the fraction of 1:1.5 has the lowest cohesion and angle of shearing
resistance.
Table 5. Design Criteria of Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Parameters
Parameter
Average height of fill (m)
Average annual precipitation (mm/year)
Number of rainy days per year (days)
Porosity of solid waste material
Saturated unit weight of MSW (kN/m3)
Ketebalan daily cover (cm)
Final cover (cm)
Average height of msw (m)

Cipayung landfill
30
2684
222
500
30
50
2

Table 6. Soil and Compost Fraction and Properties Applied In the Study

Soil : Compost= 1: 1
Soil : Compost = 1: 1.5
Soil : Compost = 1 : 2

15.56
14.83
15.41

25
19
22

25
26
27

Stability analyses
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Specification Analysis of Geostudio SLOPE/W and Comparisson of Computed Safety Factor for Measured Slope Inclinations
and Heights at Cipayung Landfills are presented in Tables 7 and 8 respectively.

Tabel 7. Specification Analysis of Geostudio SLOPE/W
No.

Type of parameter

Note

1.

Analysis Type:

Morgensterd-Price, Bishop, Ordinary, and Janbu

2.

Setting: PWP
Condition

Piezometric Line

3.

Slip Surface:
Direction of
Movement

Left to Right

4.

Slip Surface Option

Grid & Radius

5.

Grid & Radius

Determined by trial and error hence the safety factor resulted from
the worst case condition

Table 8. Comparisson of Computed Safety Factor for Measured Slope Inclinations and Heights at Cipayung Landfills Using
Geostudio SLOPE/W
Surface length 40 m
Ratio of
Slope angle
Soil to
(o )
Compost
75
1:1
75
1 : 1.5
75
1:2
70
1:1
70
1 : 1.5
70
1:2
65
1:1
65
1 : 1.5
65
1:2
60
1:1
60
1 : 1.5
60
1:2

Safety
factor
0.633
0.629
0.633
0.691
0.687
0.689
0.742
0.739
0.743
0.822
0.813
0.818

Surface length 50 m
Ratio of
Slope angle
Safety
Soil to
(o )
factor
Compost
75
1:1
0.623
75
1 : 1.5
0.632
75
1:2
0.689
70
1:1
0.743
70
1 : 1.5
0.740
70
1:2
0.744
65
1:1
0.805
65
1 : 1.5
0.801
65
1:2
0.803
60
1:1
0.805
60
1 : 1.5
0.801
60
1:2
0.803

Surface length 60 m
Ratio of
Slope
Safety
Soil to
angle (o)
factor
Compost
75
1:1
0.633
75
1 : 1.5
0.628
75
1:2
0.631
70
1:1
0.688
70
1 : 1.5
0.684
70
1:2
0.687
65
1:1
0.742
65
1 : 1.5
0.739
65
1:2
0.743
60
1:1
0.805
60
1 : 1.5
0.802
60
1:2
0.808

Based on the iteration, it is immediately apparent that all of safety factor values from twelve iterations are less than 1200 which
means that actual condition of Cipayung landfill with slope angles of 750, 700, 650, 600 and surface length of 40 m, 50, 60 m
are not stable if mixture of compost and soil were applied as cover soil. In addition, there are no significant difference of the
computed safety factor values for cover soil with fraction of soil and compost 1: 1, 1:1.5, and 1: 2 respectively.
The length of the surface does not influence the safety factor values but the slope angle does. For example, safety factor for the
same length of surface but different slope angle resulted in almost the same values, on the other hand safety factor for the
different slope angle but the same surface length give the significant difference values.
Trial and error iterations were conducted to find the slope angle that will resulted in the higher safety factor values with all of
the previous conditions applied. It is fount that with the slope angle of 400, the landfill was stable and the safety factor value
was 1.352.
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However this analysis was limited in scope and assumed that the failure surface remains within the waste mass and any
interpretation of the conclusions reached herein must be made bearing in mind these limitations.

Conclusions
Simple slope stability analysis was applied to Cipayung landfill in Depok, Indonesia using Geoslope. Twelve possibilities of
landfill conditions were used in the analysis along with mixture of soil and compost as cover material. It is found that the
safety factor values for all of those twelve possibilities are lower than 1,200. Further assessment found that the highest of the
slope angle is 40o if all of the design criteria will be applied according to Depok’s solid waste master plan.
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ABSTRACT

Land cover/land use classification is an effort to classify various types of land cover/land use into a similarity based on a
particular method. Land cover/land use classification is used as a guideline or reference in the process of interpretation of
remote sensing images for the purpose of mapping land cover/land use. Supervised classification is the process of
classification which refers to the existence of classes defined as references. The usage of supervised classification used to
classify land cover/land use has already got accurate field. The purpose of this research is to classify land cove/land use in
urban areas from QuickBird image. The method used in the research is Supervised Maximum likelihood classifier. The results
of the research show that the method is able to classify land cover/land use in urban areas with accuration 75 % and 86.67 %.
Key word

: Land Use, Land Cover, Urban, Supervised, classification, Maximum Likelihood

INTRODUCTION
Land cover/land use explore about what kinds of physical and material contained within an area. It is very useful concerning
with infrastructure development and decision making in the area. In urban areas, frequently encountered obstacles in land
cover/land use classification because the density and breadth of the area, so to be able to properly land cover/land use
classification needed a satellite image or aerial photograph remote sensing (1). Remote sensing is a method to obtain
information about an object, area, or phenomenon by conducting an analysis of the data obtained with a tool without direct
contact. Remote sensing is a technique where developed to acquire and analyze information about the surface of the Earth.
Remote sensing produced digital imagery that can be used to obtain information about the form of the Earth especially land
cover and land use. Land use associated with the use of land within an area that encompasses with special functions, e.g.
residential, green fields, catchment area, trading , industry, and others. (2).
To improve the capabilities in land cover/land use classification in urban area, Can be conducted using image with high
resolution namely quickbird image. By using high resolution image, the process of separation of the image can be made more
accurate because the same spectral variations can be reduce (3). The use of high resolution image spatial can help in land
cover/land use classification and the result has been proved to be good accuration. Problem that happens in image classification
is the presence of disorder by clouds on existing image and similarity between each land cover/land use image. By using
spectral image as well as uses the method classifications based on segmentation can increase its accuracy (4). By using
multitemporal quickbird image, land cover/land use classifications can do better the problem related the occurrence of pixels
nucleated can be reduced (5).
The utilization of satellite imagery to assist in land cover/land use classification, it is generally known two methods, namely
supervised classification where in the process of classification refers to the existence of classes already defined before/as
referrer and unsupervised classification where in the process use the classification groups of pixels image based on statistical
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aspects, without the existence of classes as the referrer defined previously (6). Supervised method for land cover/land use
classification already used and managed properly. Based on these studies, the accuracy in the analysis of land cover and use in
urban areas is very important and became the basis of the development of the city. The purpose of this paper is to conduct land
cover/land use classification on an urban area with QuickBird image.

RESEARCH METHOD
Supervised Image Clasification Method
Supervised Classifications have the meaning classifications on certain supporting reference where category of objects in the
image has been identified previously. Classifications done by inserting each pixel image into a category an object which is
already known. The classification began with the study of early imagery that would be classified and compared it to the
existing reference information. Based on existing reference information, then formed a set of samples of the elements consist
of pixels-pixels that represent each of the categories of objects that have been identified, that is done by selecting pixels which
have a great variety so that it reflects the character of the object. On a set sample, statistics value covering the average and
kovarian matrix calculated for any object.

Quickbird Imagery
Quickbird imagery is a high-resolution satellites use sensors BGIS-2000 with a resolution is 0.61 meters. Quickbird satellite
have a band with diverse specifications (Table 1)

Table 1 Band specification of Quickbird imagery
Band

colour

Domain Spektral

Spasial resolution

Radiometrik resolution

1.

Blue

0.45-0.52 μm

2.44m-2.88m

11-bit/piksel

2.

Green

0.52-0.60 μm

2.44m-2.88m

11-bit/piksel

3.

Red

0.63-0.69 μm

2.44m-2.88m

11-bit/piksel

4.

NIR

0.76-0.90 μm

2.44m-2.88m

11-bit/piksel

Pan

VNIR

0.45-0.90 μm

0.61m-0.72m

11-bit/piksel

The Quickbird image was used because it can showing the description of the object, the Earth's surface and the symptoms that
come with the appropriate layout of the actual conditions.

Interpretation of imagery
The interpretation of imagery is examining aerial photographs or images with intent to identifying objects and estimate the
importance of the object, by conducting a series of activities consisting of detection, identification and analysis.Detection is the
observation of objects, identification is efforts to characterize the objects that have been detected by using a sufficient
description, and analysis is the phase of collecting more information. The interpretation of imagery can be done visually or
digital.

Image Classification
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Image classification is a process to obtain images or thematic map consisting of those parts of the States of an object
or theme. Each object in the picture has a unique symbol that is declared with the particular color or pattern. For example Land
cover/land use map consists of parts which stated area of forest, water, housing, industry, rice fields, road, etc.

Maximum Likelihood Classifier Process
Maximum Likelihood Classifier is one of method in image classification for the purpose analysis of land cover/land
use classification. This method in classification process using assumption identifies features that are almost the same in class.
The process land cover/land use classification in urban areas was carried out like in Figure 1.
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Quick Bird
imagery

Image
enhancement

Training Area
Development

Land Cover/Land
Use Classification

Validation

Figure 1, Supervised classification method with Maximum Likelihood
Classifier Process
1.

Data that uses is quickbird satellite images.

2.

Repairing the quality of the image ( image ehhancement ) by changing brightness, sharpening the image and etc.
Image enhancement aims is to get a new image as expected for a variety of purposes of interpretation

3.

On supervised classification set the sample to be used as a supporting reference, and pixels will be processed
based on the sample area then bringing image pixel into a category regional sample., like the tree, settlements,
asphalt and concrete

4.

The use of Maximum Likelihood algorithm, in classification process, used training data as a means to estimate
the mean and variance of class, then used to estimate the probability.

5.

After classification process completed and produce thematic maps, then performed a test of accuracy/truthfulness
(Accuracy Assessment) Supervised classification. Test accuracy/truth is used to find out how accurate the results
of the classification has been carried out. Test accuracy/truthfulness is done by pasting the reference area is
considered to be true and then compared with the provided class of software Erdas Imagine.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The data used in research consisting of two sample data i.e quickbird imager of Surabaya and quickbird imagery of meulaboh.
The quickbird imagery useed is recording in 2004. The selection of the two areas for example due because the two areas have
land cover/land uses a diverse and a clear distinction between existing land use (Figure 2 and Figure 3).

Figure 2 Quickbir imagery of Surabaya

Figure 3 Quickbir imagery of Meulaboh

Improvement of Quickbird Imagery
Imagery will be processed first improved quality using the software Matlab 7.6. As a result of improvements to the basic image
is the image became more obvious differences between each class. Improvement of image make the image becomes lighter or
darker, so as to make it easier in the next process.
Training Area
Determination of training area is performed to retrieve the pixels-pixels on a specific area to be turned into a class.
Pixel-the pixel will be a reference for other pixel whose value is almost the same. The workings of the training area that is by
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looking for the lowest pixel value and the highest value of pixels in areas that becomes reference. Other pixel values between
the lowest pixel value and the highest value of this pixel will fit into one class (Figure 4).

Figure 2 Training area development

To perform this method of classification with supervision, for a quickbird imagery of Surabaya divided into four (4) classes
based on the value of the colors of the class. The task force consists of the classes that used the green colour to represent the
class tree, open land and vegetation is green, the color of purple for the class Residential, buildings and land, gray color for the
class of Highway and asphalt and white color for asbestos and concrete classes as in table 2.

Table 2 description of the Class in which the area of Surabaya
No.

Class discription

1.

Tree, open land and vegetation

2.

Residential, buildings and land

3.

Highway and asphalt

4.

asbestos and concrete

colour

Supervised classification Signature Attribute display in Surabaya was like Figure 5
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Early image

final image

Figure 5 Signature Editor Supervised Classification Of Surabaya

The results of supervised Maximum likelihood method classifier of quickbird imagery of Surabaya obtained the following
results: green vegetation accuracy of the fit obtained 75% this method can clearly classify clearly and 25% are classified as
urban area. In urban areas, the classification class has 75% accuracy, whereas the urban area that does not fit is 25% are
classified into classes of green vegetation. The accuracy of the classification of best in show at the grade of asphalt that reaches
100%, whereas for the classification accuracy reaching 50%. From the whole class, then in its entirety to the analysis of
classification on a map of Surabaya classification accuracy obtained reach 75% (table 3 and table 4).

Table 3 Description of the class of Surabaya
Class discription

Discription

Green vegetation (VH)

Tree, open land and vegetation

Urban (U)

Residential, buildings and land
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Asphltl (A)

Highway and asphalt

Asbestos, concrete (AsB)

asbestos and concrete

Table 4 Test Accuracy/truthfulness of Supervised Classification On Surabaya
To

Reference Data

Classified Data

VH1

VH2

U

A1

A2

AsB

Total

perform

Users

quickbird imagery

Accuracy

of Meulaboh is

VH1

3

0

1

0

0

0

4

75.00%

divided into four

VH2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

classes based on

U

1

1

6

0

0

0

8

75.00%

the value of the

A1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

100.00%

colors

of

the

A2

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

50.00%

class.

The

task

AsB

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

force consists of

Total

15

the classes that
used

Overall Accuracy={(3+0+6+1+1+0)/15} x 100 = 73.33 %

colour

the

green
to

represent the class trees, open fields and pastures, unggu colors for the class settlement, buildings and land, gray color for the
class of Highway and asphalt and white color for asbestos and concrete classes as in table 5.

Table 5 Description of classification Classes of Meulaboh
No.

Class discription

1.

Tree, open land and vegetation

2.

Residential, buildings and land

3.

Highway and asphalt

4.

asbestos and concrete

colour

Display Signature Attribute classification on the Meulaboh is like a figure 6 as follows:
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Early image

final image

Figure 6: The Signature Editor Supervised Classification on The Meulaboh

The accuracy of the supervised method of Maximum likelihood classifier to quickbird imagery of Meulaboh obtained the
following results: green vegetation for the accuracy of the fit obtained 50% for green vegetation 1 and 100% for green
vegetation 2. This method can be clearly classified clearly and 50% are classified as areas of green vegetation 1 and 2 green
vegetation. In urban areas, the classification class has 75% accuracy, whereas the urban area that does not fit is 25% are
classified into classes of green vegetation. The accuracy of the classification of best in show at the grade of asphalt that reach
100% for urban 1 and 50% for urban 2, while for the classification accuracy reaching 50%. From the whole class, then in its
entirety to the analysis of classification on a map of classification accuracy reaching Meulaboh gained 86.67% (table 6 and
table 7).

Table 6 Description of the class of Meulaboh
class

Discription
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Green vegetation (VH)

Tree, open land and vegetation

Urban (U)

Residential, buildings and land

Asphltl (A)

Highway and asphalt

Asbestos, concrete (AsB)

asbestos and concrete

Table 7. Test The Accuracy Of Classification of Meulaboh

Classified Data

Reference Data

CONCLUSIO

VH1

VH2

A

U1

U2

AsB

VH1

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

50.00%

VH2

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

100.00%

A

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

100.00%

U1

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

100.00%

U2

0

0

0

0

4

0

4

50.00%

AsB

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

-

Total

Total

Users Accuracy

15

N
The conclusions
that

can

produced

be
from

research on land
cover
classification in
urban areas with

Overall Accuracy={(1+2+3+2+4+1)/15} x 100 = 86.67 %

Maximum

likelihood classifier supervised method overall produce a good degree of accuracy and can classify existing classes as well.
Confusion in classifying in classification, there are several classes that result is still not satisfactory as there the green
vegetation in class of asphalt and also asphalt or highway that is classified as a class a roof, this happens because of the
similarity of the color that is in the existing quickbird imagery. With the level of precision achieved 75% and 86.67% of course
these methods prospected in classification of land cover and use in urban areas.
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ABSTRACT
Micropile (Cerucuk) is widely used to increase the bearing capacity of soft soil in South Kalimantan. Some researchers have
reported that the use of micropile can increase the bearing capacity of soft soil. However, most studies were conducted in
laboratory. This paper discusses the influence of micropile on undrained shear strength in soft soil around the piles. The study
was performed in the field.
In this study, cerucuk used was Galam (Malaleuca Leucadendron) that have a nature-lined leather-wrapped sticks, hard and
heavy. Galam has a diameter (D) of 0,10 m and a length of 2 m. Piles were penetrated with different spacing (i.e., 2D, 3D, and
4D). Shear strength was measured directly in the field using the field vane shear. Considering time effect, measurements were
made before installation, and 1, 7, 14, and 28 days after installation. The results show that the closer pile the greater the soil
shear strength. The piles affect the soil shear strength at a distance up to 0.20 m from the pile. Soil shear strength increases by
time up to 14 days.
Keywords
Cerucuk, micropile, undrained shear strength,field vane shear test, pile distance, time effect.

1. INTRODUCTION
Micropile (cerucuk) is widely used in South Kalimantan to increase bearing capacity of soft soil. It can be proved theoretically
as in [1] using NAVFAC DM-7 [2] based on assumption of piles loaded laterally. However, based on laboratory model,
Reference [3] reported that bearing capacity resulted in experiment was higher than that of theoretic calculation. Reference [3]
also reported that the use of micropile increases the shear strength of soft soil. However, the conclusion was based on
laboratory model.
Referenses [4] and [5] reported experiments on piles in the field. According to [4], the use of micropile resulted in increasing
the bearing capacity of soft soil. It increases with increasing time. At the age of 4 days, bearing capacity increased by
approximately 45%. The increase has reached 97% after the age of 15 days. According to [5], the distance of pile influenced
the bearing capacity of pile in the field. For the same length of pile, the sorter the distance the greater bearing capacity of group
piles. The study did not address changes in shear strength of the soil around the pile. In fact, this information is very important
for the engineers in the calculation.
Reference [6] reported an effect of pile installation on the shear strength parameter of soil. The test was conducted in a triaxial
apparatus. It was found that the cohesion and internal friction angle change due to installation of pile. It results in increasing
soil strength and reducing settlement. The result was also concluded based on laboratory test. A field test to support the
theoretical and experimental results is required. This paper discusses the changes in shear strength of soil around the pile.
Distance and time of pile installation were considered in this study.

2. MATERIAL USED AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
2.1 Material Used
Micropile used in this study was the type of wood called Galam (Malaleuca Leucadendron). This type of wood is often used as
a foundation or soil reinforcement in Kalimantan especially in South Kalimantan. The unique properties of this material is its
strength maintained if submerged under water continuously. The pile used has diameter of 10 cm and length of 200 cm.
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2.2 Soil Properties
A laboratory test was performed to the soil. The soil properties of soft soil are summarized in Table 1. According to Table 1,
soil has very high water content, fine content, and compression index, and very low coarse grain, shear strength, and coeficient
of consolidation. Table1 also shows that the soil properties from depth of 0.5 to 3.0 m are similar.
Table 1: Summary of soil properties

%
Mg/m3

0.5-1.0
2.6
96.8
1.53

Depth (m)
2.5-3.0
2.6
101
1.52

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

1.0
0.7
0.8
4.5
41.7
51.3
55
43
12

1.6
1.7
1.4
3.9
22.7
68.7
54
46
8

kg/cm2
kg/cm2

0.07
0.03
2.13

0.16
0.7
2.34

0.82
0.09
0.02

0.55
0.14
0.01

Soil properties
Specific gravity
Water content
Volumetric weight
Grain size distribution
Gravel
Coarse sand (0.6-2.0 mm)
Medium sand (0.2-0.6 mm)
Fine sand (0.05-0.2 mm)
Silt
Clay
Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plasticity Index
Unconfined compression test
qu
qr
st
Consolidation test
cc
cs
cv

cm2/s

2.3 Techniques and Procedures
Undrained shear strength of soil was measured using field vane shear test (FVST) apparatus. This test is the most widely used
method for measuring the undrained shear strength of a soil, and is particularly appropriate for assessing very soft and sensitive
clays, in case where a soil sample for laboratory testing cannot be obtained. The vane has diameter of 4 cm and height of 8 cm.
The test procedures are described in ASTM Standard D-2573 [7]. The diameter effect on the su is included in the calculation as
discribed in [7].
Piles were installed with the configuration as shown in Figure 1. “s” is distance of pile. Three different distance were used (i.e.,
2d, 3d, and 4d, or 20, 30, and 40 cm, respectively) where d is pile diameter. FVSTs were performed in between the piles and
also outside the group piles as shown in Figure 1.
Ɛ

Ɛ

legend:
pile

Ɛ

FVST position
s = distance of pile

Ɛ

Figure 1: Configuration of pile installation and FVSTs positions
The distance of FVST is approximately 10 cm. For s = 20 cm, there was one FVST in between the piles. For s = 30 and 40 cm,
there were 2 and 3, respectively (Figure 2). FVST were conducted after installation period of 1, 7, 14, and 28 days. To ensure
that the soil is not disturbed, the test were performed to different group piles for different installation period. For the vertical
distance, FVST was carried out each 20 cm to a depth of 200 cm as shown in Figure 2. Field procedures and calculation were
performed based on ASTM standard [7].
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Ɛ

Ɛ
20 cm

Ɛ
200 cm

20 cm

Ɛ

Figure 2: Configuration of pile installation, FVSTs positions, and vertical distance of FVST

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows typical undrained shear strength (su) in kPa obtained from FVST per 20 cm. Sketch of nine FVSTs position is
displayed in the right side of the figure. An independent measurement of FVST was performed before pile installation to obtain
initial su. As shown in the figure, the initial su of the soil is approximately 1.8 to 2.0 kPa.
There are two main positions discussed in this study i.e., inside and outside group piles. Points placed inside group piles are 2,
4, 5, and 6, and points outside group piles are 1, 3, 7, and 8. Points 1 and 3 are placed about 10 cm from piles, whereas points 7
and 8 are placed about 20 cm from the piles. According to Figure 3, su at points 7 and 8 is similar to the initial su. Whereas su at
points 1 and 3 is higher than that of initial su. It can be concluded that piles affect the soil at a distance of less than 20 cm.
Similar result was obtained for s = 30 and 40 cm. Figure 3 also shows that su at points 2, 4, 5, and 6 increases due to pile
installation. Pile affects undrained shear strength of soil inside and outside group piles.
Figure 4 shows change of su due to installation of piles after 14 days. As shown in the figure, that su of soil is affected by time.
Except for su at the points of 7 and 8, the values are not changed. This result supports previous statement that piles affect the
soil at a distance of less than 20 cm.
Figure 5 shows effect of pile distance and time on su of soil. The data in the Figure 5(a) is the average of several measurements
at the same position (i.e., in between two piles) and placed 10 cm from pile (e.g., Points 2 and 4 as shown in Figure 3). As
shown in Figure 5(a), su slightly increases with depth. At this position, the su of soil is similar for different distance of piles. It
seems that piles affects soil around it. Distance does not give significant effect at least up to a distance of 4d (i.e., 40 cm) used
in this study.

0

1

2

su (kPa)
3
4

5

6

0
20
40

Depth (cm)

60
80
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ďĞĨŽƌĞ
ϭ
Ϯ
ϯ
ϰ
ϱ
ϲ
ϳ
ϴ

ϮϬ
ϮϬ
ϮϬ

ϮϬ
ϰ
ϲ
ϱ

ϯ ϴ
Ϯ
ϭ

ϳ
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Figure 3: Undrained shear strength of soil by depth for s=20cm after 7days
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Figure 5(b) shows su of soil at the same position as data in Figure 5(a) performed at different time. After 1 day installation, su
of soil is about 2 kPa. This is almost the same as su without pile. su increases to 3 kPa and 4-5 kPa after 7 and 14 days
installation, respectively. After 28 days, su is about 4-5 kPa. The results shows that su of soil increases due to pile installation
and influences by time. Increase of su is not significant after 14 days installation.
0
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Ϯ
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ϭ
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ϲ
ϳ
ϴ

140
160
180
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Figure 4: Undrained shear strength of soil by depth for s=20cm after 14 days
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(a)
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Figure 5: Undrained shear strength of soil (a) distance effect, and (b) time effect

Figure 6 shows su of soil as a function of time for different distance of pile. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show average data of su at the
same depth (i.e., 200 cm) at points 1 and 3 and at points 2 and 4 as shown in Figure 3, respectively. Figure 6(a) shows clearly
that su increases significantly up to 4.5-5 kPa or 250% (i.e., 2.5 times the initial su) up to 14 days. The similar phenomenon is
shown in Figure 6(b). su increase significantly up to 5 kPa or 275% (i.e., 2.75 times the initial su) up to 14 days.
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Figure 6: Undrained shear strength of soil (a) distance effect (b) time installation effect
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) shows effects of points position and pile distance on the su after 1 and 7 days pile installation,
respectively. As shown in Figure 7(a), su of soil outside the group piles is less than those inside the group piles. su of soil in
between 2 piles (points 2, 4, and 6) is relative the same as su of soil in between four piles (points 5). The value is slightly
influenced by the distance of piles. After 7 days, su increases and similar for all positions inside and outside of group piles.
Similar results are obtained for 14 and 28 days after installation of piles.
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Figure 7: Effects of points position and pile distance (a) after 1 day, and (b) after 7 days installation

4. CONCLUSION
Result of field test of micropiles effects on undrained shear strength of soil around the piles are presented. Distance of piles
and time effect are considered in this study. The results revealed that group piles influenced the undrained shear strength of soil
at a distance up to 20 cm outside the group. For soil inside the group piles, undrained shear strength incresed from 2.5 to 2.75
times due to pile installation. Increase of shear strength was almost the same for different positions in the group. Pile distance
influenced slightly on the values of shear strength. The closer the pile the higher shear strength of piles. Time installation
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influenced significantly on the undrained shear strength of soil around the pile. The shear strength increased significantly by
increasing time up to 14 days. There was no significant effect after 14 days installation.
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ABSTRACT
The Depok residual soil has been used as sub grade layer only for road pavement. By using soil cement stabilization, the
Depok residual soil can be used as a sub-base layer to substitute the sand stone material in the future. The cement stabilization
can be used as 10 percent of dry weight of soil and then the soil cement sample is compacted by Modified Standard Proctor
around the optimum water content of 34.12 %. The soil samples were prepared in two conditions. The first condition, the soil
sample was delayed in compaction for 0, 6, 24, 72 and 168 hours and then compacted and the second condition, the soil
sample was compacted and then cured for similar time. After this stage, the laboratory testing such as California Bearing
Ratio (CBR) and Unconfined Compression were conducted on the samples. The result from this test indicated that the soil
sample was compacted and then cured is better than the soil sample was delayed in compaction and then compacted. Using
cement stabilization, the Soaked CBR value increase from 13.23 % to 37.75 %, it is adequate as sub-base layer. It was found
that cement soil stabilization increased the soil strength to support vehicle load.
Keywords:
Residual soil, cement, stabilization, soil strength, CBR, UCS

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Geology
Depok city as suburb is located in the south of Jakarta city and is growing very fast in infrastructure development and
population. Based on the geologic map of Jakarta – Bogor area, the Depok soil area is consist of residual soil as part of
volcanic material weathering where it covered Bogor regency to south of Jakarta area [1]. The Depok residual soil is well
known as lateritic soil.
1.2 Soil Cement
Generally, the flexible pavement may consist of surface, base, sub base course and compacted sub grade. Sub base courses
may consist of variety of materials and in some cases the sub grade itself might meet the requirement for a sub base or it may
be treated by means of stabilization to function as a sub base. And on the other hand, cement-treated bases have been used with
success under both concrete and asphalt pavement [2]. Cement and lime treatment has been extensively used for road
construction purposes resulting in increased bearing capacity of sub grade [3]. Cement stabilization is widely used for road
construction and cement requirement can be used in ratio of 6 – 8 per cent of silty clay for road construction [4].The sub-base
course layer is the part of the flexible pavement laid down between the sub grade and the base course and this layer usually is
sand stone material. The Depok residual soil has been used for sub grade layer of road pavement structure. By using soil
cement stabilization, the Depok residual soil can be treated for a sub-base layer to substitute the sand stone material. The 10
per cent cement stabilization of dry weight of soil is added and then the soil cement mix sample is compacted by Modified
Standard Proctor around the optimum water content of 34.12 %. Based on the Standard National Indonesia (SNI), the
minimum standard of Soaked CBR for sub-base layer is 35 % [6].

2. TEST PROCEDURE

The laboratory testing such as physical properties, California Bearing Ratio (CBR) and Unconfined Compression were
conducted on soil and soil cement samples [7]. The variation of cement stabilization were used as 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25
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percent of dry weight of soil respectively and then the soil cement samples are compacted by Modified Standard Proctor.
Based on the physical properties and soil cement compaction tests, the optimal percentage of cement is 10 percent of dry
weight of soil will be implied. And the next the soil cement of 10 percent of dry weight of soil is compacted by Modified
Standard Proctor around the optimum water content of 34.12 %. The soil samples were prepared in two conditions: (i), the soil
sample was delayed in compaction for 0, 6, 24, 72 and 168 hours and then compacted and (ii), the soil sample was compacted
and then cured for similar time. After this stage, the laboratory testing such as California Bearing Ratio (CBR) and Unconfined
Compression were conducted on the compacted soil cement samples.

3. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Physical Properties

The test result of physical properties of residual soil is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Physical properties of residual soil.

No.

Physical parameters

1.
2.
3.

Color
Specific gravity
Atterberg Limits:
•
Liquid Limit, LL (%)
•
Plastic Limit, PL (%)
•
Plasticity Index, PI (%)
Sieve Analysis:
•
Sand (%)
•
Silt (%)
•
Clay (%)

4.

Value
red
2.69
81.32
57.91
23.41
1
83
16

The result of physical properties of residual soil and soil cement are shown in Table 2. The relation between Plasticity Index
versus Cement Content can be seen in Figure 1.

Table 2: Physical properties of residual soil and soil cement

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sample type and cement content
Residual soil
Soil cement (+ 5% cement)
Soil cement (+ 10% cement)
Soil cement (+ 15% cement)
Soil cement (+ 20% cement)
Soil cement (+ 25% cement)

LL %
81.32
72.43
71.12
73.21
68.88
63.18

PL %
57.91
53.22
52.88
55.71
54.67
55.15

PI %
23.41
19.21
18.24
17.32
14.21
8.03
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Figure 1: Relation between Plasticity Index and Cement Content

3.2 Soil cement
3.2.1 California Bearing Ratio Tests
The relation between the Unsoaked and Soaked CBR value without Compaction Delay versus Cement Content can be seen in
Figure 2. The Cement Content, Unsoaked and Soaked CBR value without Compaction Delay can be seen in Table 3. Using 10
percent cement stabilization of dry weight of soil, the Soaked CBR value increase from 13.23 % to 37.75 %. Based on the
Standard National Indonesia (SNI), the minimum standard of Soaked CBR for sub-base layer is 35 %. The Soaked C.B.R.
value of 10 percent cement content is met to SNI and therefore the treated soil cement may be used as sub-base layer. After
preparing the soil samples, the Unsoaked and Soaked CBR tests were conducted on the compacted soil cement samples. The
relation between the Unsoaked and Soaked CBR value of 10 percent cement content versus Compaction Delay/Curing Time
can be seen in Figure 3 and 4 respectively. The value of Unsoaked and Soaked CBR and Compaction Delay/Curing Time, can
be seen in Table 4.

Table 3: Cement Content, Unsoaked and Soaked CBR

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cement content (%)
0
5
10
15
20
25

Unsoaked CBR (%)
39.57
54.41
46.86
34.89
50.77
54.41

Soaked CBR (%)
13.23
35.15
37.75
62.49
97.89
145.80
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Figure 2: Relation between Unsoaked, Soaked CBR and Cement Content

¸ compacted
- cured
Ƒ delayed
in compaction
- compacted

Figure 3: Relation between Unsoaked CBR of 10 percent cement and Compaction Delay/Curing Time

¸ compacted
- cured
Ƒ delayed
in compaction
- compacted

Figure 4: Relation between Soaked CBR of 10 percent cement and Compaction Delay/Curing Time
Table 4: Compaction Delay/Curing Time, Unsoaked and Soaked CBR of 10 percent cement

Sample Type

Compaction Delay
/Curing Time

Unsoaked CBR

Soaked CBR

(%)

(%)
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( hours )
(1)

0

46.86

37.75

6

93.73

119.50

24

85.92

124.19

72

117.34

131.22

168

121.07

133.17

(3)

6

69.05

67.56

delayed

24

64.44

104.51

in compaction

72

67.56

94.12

168

69.51

89.92

compacted
(2)
compacted
then cured

then compacted

3.2.2 Unconfined Compression Tests
The soil samples were prepared such as the requirement in test procedure. After this stage, the Unconfined Compression tests
were carried out on the compacted soil cement samples of 10 percent cement content by using speed of 0.7 mm/minute until
reached maximum of the unconfined compressive strength and reached axial strain of 6 %. The Unconfined Compressive
Strength (UCS) value in unsoaked and soaked condition and Compaction Delay/Curing Time can be seen in Table 5. The
Unconfined Compressive Strength value is range between 165 to 1301 kPa and the test results can be classified as low bound
degree [6].
Table 5: Compaction Delay/Curing Time, Unconfined Compressive Strength on unsoaked and soaked condition of 10 percent cement

Sample Type

(1)
compacted
(2)
compacted
then cured
(3)

Compaction Delay

unsoaked

unsoaked

soaked

soaked

/Curing Time

UCS

UCS

UCS

UCS

( hours )

( psi )

( kPa )

( psi )

( kPa )

0

118.1

826.7

120

840

6

156.6

1096.2

49.6

347.2

24 (1 day)

177.5

1242.5

109.6

767.2

72 (3 days)

185.8

1300.6

116.5

815.5

168 (7 days)

169.4

1185.6

89.82

624.4

116.2

813.4

36.7

256.9

6

delayed

24 (1 day)

106.4

744.8

36.7

256.7

in compaction

72 (3 days)

108.4

758.8

32.5

227.5

then compacted

168 (7 days)

111

777

23.7

165.9

4. CONCLUSION
•
•

Using cement at a soil stabilization process can increase the soil strength quite significant. .
Using cement stabilization with 10 per cent of dry weight of soil, the Soaked CBR value of Depok residual soil
increase from 13.23 to 37.75 %.
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•
•

The soil cement sample was compacted and then cured is better than the soil cement sample was delayed in
compaction and then compacted.
The unconfined compressive strength value can be classified as low bound degree.
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ABSTRACT
The study was conducted to explore the feasibility of using concrete sludge waste (CSW) and coconut fiber to manufacture
paving blocks. The CSW were collected from a ready-mix concrete plant, while the coconut fibers were sourced from a coconut
husk processing plant. The CSW was sun-dried for two days and only aggregates passing the No. 4 sieve were used to replace
natural sand at replacement levels of 25%, 50% and 100% by weight with an aggregate/cement ratio of 1:3. The untreated
coconut fibers were manually cut into a fiber length of 5 cm and were used in the paving block mix at proportions of 0%, 1%,
2% and 3% by weight of cement. The compressive strength, flexural strength, absorption and abrasion resistance of the
resulting paving block specimens were tested to study whether or not the paving blocks has sufficient mechanical properties
that allow them to have a quality classification grade under Indonesian national standards. The results of the study indicate
that the paving blocks show sufficient compressive strength and abrasion properties to achieve a quality grade of A and B,
respectively. However, the absorption level turned out to be the limiting constraint, where all of the paving block specimens
resulted in an absorption level above the maximum allowable level under national standards.
Keywords
paving block, concrete sludge waste, coconut fiber, fiber content, replacement level

1. INTRODUCTION
Construction wastes are increasing rapidly with the growth of the construction industry. Approximately 70% of these wastes
are composed of concrete wastes [1]. One such waste originates from ready-mix concrete plants: Concrete Sludge Waste
(CSW). One possible solution is to recycle CSW as a substitute for natural sand in the fabrication of paving blocks. Many
studies have been carried out on the feasibility of using recycled fine aggregates as a replacement for natural sand and results
regarding their strength properties have showed that they are suitable for low-strength concrete applications [2,3].
Cheap and locally available natural fibers, such as coconut fiber, can also be used for the fabrication of paving blocks.
Extensive studies have been done that show that the use of coconut fibers helps improve the mechanical properties, such as
compressive strength and durability, of concrete products [4,5,6]. Therefore, its use in the manufacture of paving blocks has
the opportunity to increase the strength of the resulting mix and increase the block’s grade classification.
According to SNI 03-0691-1996, paving blocks are building materials composed of a mixture of Portland cement or other
hydraulic binders, water and aggregates with or without admixtures that do not reduce the quality of the paving block. Paving
blocks shall have physical properties as seen in Table 1; where Grade A paving blocks can be used for roads, Grade B can be
used for parking lots, Grade C can be used for pedestrian walkways and Grade D can be used for parks and other uses.

Table 1: Paving block grade-based physical properties requirements [7]
Grade
A

Compressive Strength
(MPa)
Mean
Min.
40
35

Abrasion
(mm/minute)
Mean
Min.
0.090
0.103

Av. Water
Absorption
(%)
3

1
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B
C
D

20
15
10

17
12.5
8.5

0.130
0.160
0.219

0.149
0.184
0.251

6
8
10

The objective of this study is to explore the feasibility of using CSW and coconut fiber to manufacture paving blocks and
whether the resulting paving blocks have sufficient compressive strength, absorption level and abrasion to allow them to have a
quality classification grade under SNI 03-0691-1996. The flexural strengths and densities of the paving block specimens were
also studied.

2. MATERIALS AND PRELIMINARY TESTS
2.1 Materials
CSW was retrieved from PT. Adhimix Indonesia’s Ready-mix Concrete Plant in Lenteng Agung, Jakarta, Indonesia. The
retrieved CSW were still in the form of sludge, or concrete slurry, and large chunks or lumps of semi-dried/hardened concrete.
The CSW were transported out of the plant and were spread out on a non-absorbent surface and sun-dried for two days;
reaching a moisture content slightly above a saturated surface dry condition. Some of the smaller lumps of concrete, that have
not completely hardened, were crushed with a hammer during the first day of drying. The aggregates were then sieved, where
only aggregates passing No. 4 sieve were used, and stored in non-absorbent bags until testing and fabrication of paving blocks.

Figure 1: Picture of coconut fiber (left) and CSW aggregates after drying and sieving (right)

The coconut fibers were retrieved from a coconut husk processing plant in Jl. H. Dimun No.2, Sukamaju, Depok. When
retrieved, the fibers were already dried and processed (separated from the coconut’s shell and outer skin). The fibers were then
separated and cut up manually into lengths of 5 cm ± 1 cm. The fibers were untreated and stored in a styrofoam container until
the fabrication of the paving blocks. Portland Composite Cement (PCC) was used and Jebrot Sand (a type of river sand found
locally) was used as natural sand.
2.2 Tests on fine aggregates
Tests were performed to determine the properties of both the recycled and natural aggregates. These tests were performed in
order to compare the properties of the recycled and natural aggregates; this in turn will aid the identification of the causes in
the difference in the resulting paving block properties. All tests were performed on both CSW and natural sand. Only
aggregates passing through sieve No. 4 were tested. The tests performed were: specific gravity and absorption (ASTM C12812), bulk density (ASTM C29/29M-09), sieve analysis (ASTM C136-06), materials finer than No. 200 sieve (ASTM C177-04)
and Organic Impurities (C40/C40M-1).

2.3 Trial-mix
Trial-mixes were performed in order to determine the cement-aggregate ratio that will be used for the paving block mix design.
50-mm cube specimens were used to evaluate the 7-day compressive strengths of mixes involving different cement-aggregate
ratios (ASTM C109/C109M-11b). The cement-aggregate ratios that were tested are 1:3, 1:3.5, 1:4, 1:4.5 and 1:5. Only CSW
were used as aggregates in the trial-mixes. The ratio that resulted in the highest average compressive strength was then used as
the cement-aggregate ratio for the paving block mix proportions. Coconut fiber was not included in the trial mix. The amount
of mixing water used during the trial mix was determined using the flow table test (ASTM C1437-07) as to produce a mortar
flow of 105 ± 5 %. The amount of mixing water is expressed as a weight percent of cement.

2
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Table 2: Results of trial-mix
CementAggregate ratio

Water/
Cement

Av. Density
(kg/m3)

1:3
1 : 3.5
1:4
1 : 4.5
1:5

0.75
0.825
0.85
1.025
1.075

1756
1759
1799
1757
1748

Compressive Strength (MPa)
Min
Max
Average

9.00
8.88
7.74
6.13
5.70

11.16
10.17
8.29
6.72
6.87

10.06
9.53
8.09
6.38
6.02

As it can be seen in Table 2, the water/cement ratio needed to maintain a flow value between 100%-110% increases as the
proportion of CSW increases, which may be caused by the high absorption level of the CSW. It can also be seen in Table 2, the
average compressive strength of the 50-mm cube specimens decreases as the proportion of CSW increases. This can be
attributed to the increase in w/c with the increase in the proportion of CSW. The highest resulted from a cement-aggregate ratio
of 1:3, corresponding to 7-day average compressive strength of 10.06 MPa. Therefore, a cement-aggregate ratio of 1:3 will be
used as the cement-aggregate ratio for the paving block mix design.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
3.1 Mix proportion
Table 3 shows the paving block mix proportions in order to manufacture 24 paving block for each paving block type. The mix
proportion assumes that a 21 cm x 10.5 cm x 6 cm paving block has a mass of 3250 g and, as previously discussed, the mix
uses a cement-aggregate ratio of 1:3.
Table 3: Paving block mix proportions
Paving
Block Type
A-I
A-II
A-III
B-I
B-II
B-III
C-I
C-II
C-III
D-I
D-II
D-III

Cement
(g)
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500
19,500

CSW
(g)
58,500
29,250
14,625
58,500
29,250
14,625
58,500
29,250
14,625
58,500
29,250
14,625

Natural
sand (g)
0
29,250
43,875
0
29,250
43,875
0
29,250
43,875
0
29,250
43,875

Coconut
fiber (g)
0
0
0
195
195
195
390
390
390
585
585
585

Water
(mL)
11,500
10,500
8,000
12,000
11,000
8,500
12,500
11,000
9,000
13,000
12,000
9,500

Water/Cement
0.590
0.538
0.410
0.615
0.564
0.436
0.641
0.564
0.462
0.667
0.615
0.487

As it can be seen in Table 3, there are 12 different combinations of paving block specimens. The specimens have varying
amounts of coconut fiber (0%, 1%, 2%, 3%) and varying mixtures of natural sand and CSW. The amount of coconut fiber used
is expressed as a mass percent of cement and the rest of the mix design used in this study are also proportioned by mass.
Therefore, a type D-III paving block has an aggregate content consisting of 25% CSW and 75% natural sand and a coconut
fiber content of 3% of the mass of cement, while a type A-I paving block uses 100% CSW as its aggregate and no coconut
fiber content. The amount of mixing water used in the paving block mix was determined during the fabrication of the paving
block specimens. Since the fabrication of the paving block uses a machine that gives a combined vibrating and compacting
action, the mixes were prepared with only sufficient water to produce a cohesive mix but with no slump/workability.
3.2 Paving block fabrication
The paving block specimens were fabricated in a paving block plant located in Cileungsi, Bogor. All paving blocks in this
study were fabricated using a machine capable of giving a compacting and vibrating action located at a paving block plant. The
machine holds a mold than is able to produce 4 paving blocks at a time with dimensions of 21 cm x 10.5 cm x 6 cm.

3
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Figure 2: Picture of machine and mold (left) and resulting paving block specimens (right)

The paving blocks were fabricated in batches based on combination type. First, the cement and aggregates were poured and
mixed inside a mixer that is located on site. Sufficient water was then added until the mix has reached sufficient workability.
For mixes containing coconut fiber, the fibers were added to the mix in small amounts along with small addition of water to
maintain workability. The author found some difficulty maintaining a uniform mix for mixes with 2% and 3% fiber contents.
The mix has the tendency accumulate to one side of the mixer, requiring manual mixing. There was also difficulty molding
paving blocks with 3% fiber content, since the fiber has the tendency to get stuck in between the metal compactor.
After fabrication, the paving specimens were air cured for a day at the paving block plant, avoiding any direct contact with the
sun. The blocks were then transported to the Department of Civil Engineering Universitas Indonesia where the specimens were
moist cured (covered with moist fabrics) for 7 days and air cured then after until testing. Several tests required the specimen to
be sawn. Any sawing was done on or after the specimens has reached a 28-day of age.
3.3 Paving block tests
The paving block compressive strength test is performed in accordance with SNI 03-0691-1996. Three types of specimens
were used to perform this test for each paving block combination: eight whole paving block specimens, eight 6-cm sawn test
cubes and three 4-cm sawn test cubes. Orientation of loading reflected orientation of loading of blocks when in use. The
paving block absorption level test is performed in accordance with SNI 03-0691-1996. Five whole paving block specimens
were used from each combination to perform this test.
The paving block abrasion test is performed in accordance with SNI 03-0691-1996 using calculations described in SNI 030028-1987 and following the procedures described in ASTM C944/C944M-99, using an abrasion process length of 6 minutes
and an abrasion surface area of 49.48 cm2. The test uses a rotating cutter machine. Three whole paving block specimens were
used from each combination to perform this test. These whole paving blocks were sawn in half, thus creating six test
specimens. Leftover pieces from the abrasion test were cut into small cube specimens to be used to determine the density of the
paving block specimens. The paving block flexural strength test is performed in accordance with ASTM C78/C78M-10, using
third-point loading. Four whole paving block specimens were used from each combination to perform this test.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Results
Table 4: Results of all paving block tests
Paving
Block Type

Density
(g/cm3)

Absorption
level (%)

Abrasion
(mm/minute)

A-I
A-II
A-III
B-I
B-II
B-III
C-I
C-II
C-III
D-I
D-II
D-III

1.78
1.87
1.95
1.76
1.86
1.96
1.72
1.85
1.96
1.74
1.82
1.92

21.7
14.5
11.4
20.1
16.2
12.3
21.6
15.9
12.8
21.6
17.8
14.1

0.129
0.063
0.037
0.106
0.060
0.044
0.128
0.085
0.037
0.116
0.088
0.051

Compressive Strength (MPa)
Block
6-cm cube
4-cm cube

25.32
30.03
35.06
36.00
35.25
37.13
30.90
31.65
39.00
25.72
24.83
33.98

10.57
16.31
23.86
13.49
17.05
24.02
11.22
11.69
24.46
12.46
14.43
15.57

10.94
14.23
21.28
11.17
17.07
22.43
9.14
8.64
23.56
8.39
9.33
15.39

Flexural Strength (MPa)
Crack
Failure

2.94
2.98
3.29
2.21
2.97
3.14

4.47
4.51
4.51
3.89
3.17
4.51
4.73
5.12
5.50
5.09
9.26
10.96

4
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4.2 Absorption

Figure 3: Absorption level vs. fiber content for different CSW replacement level

As it can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 3, there is an increasing trend in absorption level with an increase in fiber content for
paving blocks with 25% and 50% CSW replacement level. However, this trend is very weak. Paving blocks with 100% CSW
replacement level has a more horizontal trend compared to the other two. However, there is a slight decrease in absorption
level from 0% to 1% fiber content for 100% replacement level. This may be caused by the difference in absorption levels
between CSW and coconut fiber. It can also be seen that as the CSW replacement level increases, the paving block absorption
level increases. However all paving block combinations resulted in absorption levels that are higher than the maximum
allowed (10%), thus not enabling any of the resulting paving blocks to receive a quality grade under national standards.
4.3 Abrasion and density
As it can be seen in Table 4, there is generally a decreasing trend in density level with an increase in fiber content. This is
specifically true for paving block with 50% CSW replacement level. However, the trend is slightly more ambiguous for paving
blocks with 100% and 25% CSW replacement level. On the other hand, with closer inspection the difference in density values
with increasing fiber content are smaller than 0.05 g/cm3. Therefore, the introduction of coconut fiber into the mix has very
little effect on the paving block’s density. However, it can clearly be seen that as the CSW replacement level increases, the
density decreases. The resulting difference in densities resulting from different replacement levels of CSW is comparatively
larger than that resulting from different fiber contents.

Figure 4: Abrasion vs. fiber content for different CSW replacement level

As it can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 4, it can clearly be seen that as the CSW replacement level increases the abrasion of the
paving block increases. It can also be seen that there is no clear trend in abrasion with an increase in fiber content. However,
any decrease or increase in abrasion with a change in fiber content (among paving blocks with the same CSW replacement
level) is not big enough to change the quality classification of the paving block under national standards

5
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4.4 Flexural strength
When the flexural strength tests were done for Type C and D paving blocks, the author noticed two stages of failure for the
specimens. The first is fracture in the tension face of the mortar and the second is complete failure, where the specimen broke
into two halves. It seems the fibers embedded in the specimens prevented the specimen from breaking in two, even with
significant mortar fracture. Therefore, the author decided to have two separate columns to distinguish these failures (as it can
be seen in Table 4). These two stage failures were not observed for Type A blocks and the difference in loads for Type B
blocks were too close which prevented the second stage to be detected.

Figure 5: Flexural strength vs. fiber content for different CSW replacement level

As it can be seen in Figure 5, there is generally a decreasing trend in mortar failure for all CSW replacement level with
increasing fiber content. This is caused by a decrease in mortar surface area that comes with an increase in fiber content.
However, there is an increasing trend in flexural strength for block failure for 2% and 3% fiber contents. This increase is very
substantial for both 50% and 25% CSW replacement level, compared to the lower increase involved with 100% CSW paving
blocks.
4.5 Compressive strength
As it can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 6, all CSW replacement levels show an increase and then decrease in compressive
strength. However, the decrease in compressive strength for 50% and 100% replacement level occurred after 1% fiber content,
whereas the decrease for 25% replacement level occurred after 2% fiber content. However, any decrease or increase in
compressive strength with a change in fiber content is not big enough to change the quality classification of the paving block.
All paving block combinations received a quality classification of B (based on compressive strength alone). A 25% CSW
replacement level and 2% fiber content resulted in the highest paving block compressive strength.

6
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Figure 6: Compressive strength vs. fiber content for different CSW replacement level

For full block specimens, 25% CSW replacement levels show an increase and then decrease in compressive strength. This
decreased occurred after 2% fiber content. The highest compressive strength for a 25% replacement level is at 2% fiber
content. However, for 50% and 100% replacement level there is an increase after a decrease in compressive strength (for 2%3% fiber content). The compressive strength for 2% and 3% fiber content is not lower than the compressive strength for 100%
replacement level when there is no fiber present. However, The compressive strength for 2% and 3% fiber content is lower
than the compressive strength for 50% replacement level when there is no fiber present.
There is a significant difference in the values and shape of the graphs for block specimens and 6-cm cube specimens. The
difference in shape may be brought about by the difference in fiber behavior when the blocks are cut into smaller specimens.
However, there is a significant difference in compressive strengths for specimens with 0% fiber content. Since the specimens
do not contain any fiber, the effects of the presence of fiber cannot explain this difference. This may be brought about by a size
factor or an effect brought about by the sawing process.
The compressive strength of 4-cm cube specimens has a similar shape to that of the 6-cm cube specimens. However, the 4-cm
cube specimens have a slightly lower compressive strength than that of the 6-cm cube specimens. This confirms that the
compressive strength (in terms of stress) of a specimen decreases with a decrease in specimen dimensions. This may imply that
specimens with smaller dimensions are subjected to more disturbances due to sawing.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

•
•
•
•

The addition of coconut fiber to a paving block mix resulted in no clear trend to the paving block’s abrasion resistance.
However, any decrease or increase in abrasion with a change in fiber content (up to 3%) is not big enough to change the
quality classification of the paving block under national standards. The resulting abrasion values were able to achieve a
quality grade of A under national standards.
The addition of coconut fiber to a paving block mix resulted in, generally, an increase to the paving block’s absorption
level.
All paving block combinations resulted in absorption levels that are higher than the maximum allowed (10%), thus not
enabling any of the resulting paving blocks studied to receive a quality grade under national standards. However, the
resulting paving blocks may still be used in places that are exposed to no rain.
A 2% and 3% fiber content resulted in paving blocks with high ductility (in terms of flexural strength and behavior).
The density of the paving block decreases as the amount of CSW used increases.

7
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•
•

Paving block specimens with 25% CSW replacement level resulted in the best abrasion, absorption and compressive
strength properties (as compared to specimens with 50% and 100% CSW replacement level) for all tested fiber contents.
Paving block specimens with 25% replacement CSW replacement level and 2% fiber content resulted in the highest
compressive strength (for all dimensions), which corresponds to a quality grade of B under national standards.

The author recommends to further study the mechanical behavior of paving blocks using CSW and coconut fibers using fiber
lengths less than 5 cm (i.e. 2.5 cm), a cement:aggregate ratio of 1:3.5, fiber contents in the range of 1% to 2% by weight of
cement and using paving blocks with height of 8 cm and 10 cm, in order to see the occurrence of a size factor. The author also
recommends the finding of another added material that will lower the absorption level of paving blocks using CSW and
coconut fibers.
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ABSTRACT
Land subsidence has been identified as one of major geological hazards of Jakarta, and some areas in northern Jakarta are of
great concern (subsidence maximum value and rate: 0.8 m and 0.28 m/year, respectively). The hypothesis of this paper is that
the subsidence is primarily due to the compression of the normally consolidated, very soft to soft silt-clay deposits induced by
the land development of the areas. Some recent geotechnical data from west Ancol to Kamal were compiled, and soil
parameters along with their statistical properties were evaluated. The estimation of land subsidence is performed using the
Terzaghi's 1-D consolidation theory and the secondary compression theory, coupled with the Monte Carlo approach. Ranges
of estimated values, as well as their relevant statistical properties, were identified. The simulation results (final settlement: 1.6
m ± 0.7 m, subsidence rate: 0.22 ± 0.16 m/year) were in the same range of field geodetical measurements confirming the paper
hypothesis.
Keywords: compressibility, consolidation, time dependence, land subsidence, statistical analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Land subsidence has been identified as one of major geological hazards of Jakarta. Geodetical measurements (MUBA, MUTI,
and PIKA, see Figure 1) indicate that some areas in northern Jakarta are of great concern (e.g., [1]). The GPS-derived
maximum subsidence between December1997 and September 2007 is 0.8 – 0.9 m for MUTI and 0.3 – 0.4 m for PIKA, and the
subsidence rates for the three stations are given in Table 1. These rates have been also observed using other satellite-based
data and interpretation techniques (e.g., [2-4]). Natural consolidation, groundwater extraction, and land development related
loads are identified as the major causing factors of the subsidence. In this paper, it is hypothesized that the subsidence is
primarily due to the compression of the normally consolidated, very soft to soft silt-clay deposits induced by the land
development of the areas. To confirm this hypothesis, the land development induced subsidence is estimated and subsequently
compared to the measured subsidence. The focus areas are from west Ancol area in the east to Kamal area in the west which
have relatively thick very soft to soft clay-silt soil deposits. It is noted that near surface groundwater extraction of the areas is
assumed to be insignificant because the groundwater is brackish.
Table 1: Subsidence rate for GPS stations MUBA, MUTI, and PIKA (Source: [1])
Period
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010

MUBA
0.28
0.14
0.15

Subsidence Rate (m/year)
MUTI
PIKA
0.15
0.18
0.10
0.11
0.08
0.07

Figure 1: Locations of GPS stations and geotechnical data
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2. ESTIMATION METHOD
The estimation method consists of three subsequent steps. The first step is to compile and analyze the recent field and
laboratory geotechnical data available from the area. The normally consolidated, very soft to soft silt-clay deposits are to be
identified based on their N-SPT values; Kulhawy and Mayne [5] indicate that this type of deposits typically have N-SPT less
than 4 blows/0.3m. The second step is to perform the estimation analysis using the Terzaghi's 1-D consolidation theory and
the secondary compression theory described in [6]. The consolidation settlement is estimated by the following:
sconsol = CR ⋅ Hsoft ⋅ log ( σ’final / σ’initial )

(1a)

σ’initial = (γsoft - γwater) ⋅ (Hsoft / 2)
σ’final = σ’initial + γfill ⋅ Hfill

(1b)
(1c)

in which CR = compression ratio, Hsoft = thickness of very soft to soft soil layer, γsoft = saturated unit weight of very soft to soft
soil layer, γwater = water unit weight, γfill = unit weight of fill materials, and Hfill = fill thickness. The time required to reach a
certain consolidation time is estimated by the following:
t = Tv ⋅ (Hsoft / 2) 2 / cv

(2)

in which Tv = theoretical time factor and cv = coefficient of consolidation. The theoretical relationship between the degree of
consolidation U and the time factor Tv proposed by Terzaghi [6] is adopted. The settlement due to the secondary compression
at time t is estimated by the following:
ssecondary = Cαε ⋅ Hsoft ⋅ log ( t / tp )

(3)

in which Cαε = coefficient of secondary compression and tp = time for completion of consolidation. The last step is to calculate
the subsidence rate which is given by the following:
Subsidence Rate = [sconsol (t2) – sconsol (t1)] / (t2 – t1)
Subsidence Rate = [ssecondary (t2) – ssecondary (t1)] / (t2 – t1)

(4a)
(4b)

in which t1 and t2 = earlier time and latter time, respectively. It is noted that three implicit assumptions were made in the above
equations for simplicity. First, as indicated by Equation 1b, the groundwater table is assumed to be at the ground surface level,
and this assumption is reasonable for the northern Jakarta areas. Second, as indicated by Equation 1c, the land development
induced load is due to placement of the fill layer only; building and surcharge loads are not considered because pile
foundations are typically used to support those loads in the northern Jakarta areas. Third, as indicated by Equation 2, that only
vertical consolidation drainage is considered, and the effect of prefabricated vertical drains is to be considered indirectly in the
analysis.
As shown in Figure 1, the considered areas are vast and therefore it is expected that the actual soil conditions would vary. To
consider this variation, the probabilistic approach is adopted and combined with the above equations; all soil parameters are to
be considered as probabilistic variables, and the probabilistic approach to be employed is the Monte Carlo simulation
approach.

3. GEOTECHNICAL DATA
The surface geology of the area is alluvial deposits, consisting of mangrove swamp deposits and nearshore marine deposits [7].
The geotechnical data for Sites 1 to 3 were collected from the library of Soil Mechanics Laboratory of Universitas Indonesia
and author’s file. The soil boring and N-SPT logs of all sites are shown in Figure 2, and the very soft to soft silt-clay deposits
are identified as well in the logs. For each soil boring, the soil layer above the very soft to soft silt-clay deposit is assumed to
be the fill layer. The thickness variation of the very soft to soft silt-clay Hsoft and the fill layer Hfill is shown in Figure 3. The
unit weight of both soil layers is given in Table 2. The compression ratio CR and the coefficient of consolidation cv of the very
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Figure 2: Soil boring and N-SPT logs (top row: Site 1, middle row: Site 2, bottom row: Site 3)
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Table 2: Unit weight of soils
Unit Weight (kN/m3)
Very Soft to Soft Soils
Fill Materials
21
3
14.3
16.4
1.0
0.6
7.1%
3.8%
12.6
15.7
16.3
16.8

No. Data
Mean
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Minimum
Maximum

6
Mean = 12 m
SD = 2 m
COV = 16.7%

No. Observations

No. Observations

6

4

2

0

Mean = 2.19 m
SD = 1.36 m
COV = 62.2%

4

2

0
0

4

8

12

16

20

0

Very Soft to Soft Soil Thickness, Hsoft (m)

2

4

6

Fill Layer Thickness, Hfill (m)

Figure 3: Thickness of very soft to soft soil layers and fill layers.

12
Mean = 0.290
SD = 0.084
COV = 29.0%

6

No. Observations

No. Observations

8

4

2

Mean = 0.220 cm2/min
SD = 0.203 cm2/min
COV = 92.0%

8

4

0

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Compression Ratio, CR

0.5

0.6

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

Coefficient of Consolidation, cv (cm2/min.)

Figure 4: Consolidation parameters of very soft to soft soil layers

soft to soft silt-clay are shown in Figure 4. The silt-clay coefficient of secondary compression was determined based on the
range of natural water contents and the correlation developed by Mesri and Godlewski [8] as shown in Figure 5. For each soil
parameter, the data histogram and the mean, standard deviation (SD), and coefficient of variation (COV = SD / mean) values
are given.
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Coefficient of Secondary Compression, Cαε
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Figure 5: Estimation of coefficient of secondary compression (basic source of right figure: [8]).
Table 3: Input soil parameters
Probabilistic
Distribution

Hsoft
(m)

Very Soft to Soft Soil
cv
γsoft
CR
(cm2/min.)
(kN/m3)

Fill
Cαε

Hfill
(m)

γfill
(kN/m3)

Uniform
Minimum
Maximum

-

-

-

0.05
0.40

0.007
0.020

1
5

-

Normal
Mean
Average

12
2

14.3
1.0

0.290
0.084

-

-

-

16.4
0.6

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The analysis was conducted using the equations given above, and all seven parameters were treated as probabilistic variables.
Based on the observed data distribution shown in Figures 3 to 5, the probabilistic properties of the soil parameters given in
Table 3 were determined. The uniform distribution was used for two soil parameters, while the normal distribution was used
the remaining five soil parameters. As the Monte Carlo simulation approach was adopted, 1,000 random numbers were used
for each variable, and the analysis was performed using MS-ExcelTM. Random numbers generated were between 0 and 1, and
they were transformed to their respective soil parameters using a linear relationship for soil parameters having uniform
distribution and using the NORMINV function of MS-ExcelTM for soil parameters having normal distribution.
The probability density function of final consolidation settlement sconsol is shown in Figure 6. The mean and standard deviation
are about 1.6 m and 0.7 m, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of consolidation settlement from 56 to 96 percent
degree of consolidation (or on average from year 1 to year 5 after fill placement) are about 0.65 m and 0.28 m, respectively.
The validity of the estimation approach was checked by comparing final settlement sconsol to fill layer thickness Hfill, and it is
found that the condition of sconsol < Hfill indicating relatively dry ground surface after consolidation is observed in about 96
percent of simulation results. The simulation results are in the same order of magnitude as the range of observed subsidence of
from 0.3 – 0.4 m for PIKA up to 0.8 – 0.9 m for MUTI.
The probability density function of subsidence rate from year 1 to year 5 after fill placement (from 56 to 96 percent degree of
consolidation) is shown in Figure 6. The rate varies from less than 0.05 m/year to about 1.0 m/year, but about 88 percent of the
simulation results indicates a rate less than 0.4 m/year. The mean and standard deviation are 0.22 m/year and 0.16 m/year,
respectively. The simulation results are in the same range as the observed subsidence rates for the three GPS stations ranging
from 0.07 to 0.28 m/year [1] and the rates observed by other techniques [2-4]. It is argued that the results imply that the
observed subsidence would be predominantly due to the land development of the area.
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Figure 6: Probability density function of final settlement and subsidence rate for period between years 1 and 5
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Figure 7: Subsidence rate for different periods

The observed subsidence rate tends to decrease with time, and additional analyses were conducted to evaluate this trend.
Subsidence rates for the period between year 1 and 2 (from 56 to 76 percent degree of consolidation) through the period
between year 4 and 5 (from 93 to 96 percent degree of consolidation) were individually analyzed. As shown in Figure 7, the
general trend is that the subsidence rate decreases with time; for the period between year 1 and 2, the mean and standard
deviation are 0.45 m/year and 0.30 m/year respectively and, between year 4 and 5, the mean and standard deviation are 0.07
m/year and 0.05 m/year, respectively. It is postulated that the period between year 1 and 2 after fill placement would likely be
the construction period, and that the estimated subsidence rate would not be observed as the ground surface level might be
adjusted during construction. However, the subsequent values of subsidence rate of 0.25 m/year to 0.07 m/year are in the same
range as the observed subsidence rates of 0.07 to 0.28 m/year. These results would support the argument that the observed
subsidence would be predominantly due to the land development of the area.
In addition, prefabricated vertical drains were used to accelerate the consolidation of the very soft to soft soil layers in many
land development projects in northern Jakarta. The 90 percent degree of consolidation would be typically achieved in less than
6 months. This condition is equivalent to the period between year 3 and 4 which has the subsidence rate mean and standard
deviation values of 0.13 m/year and 0.09 m/year, respectively.
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Figure 8: Probability density function of long term settlement rate

The long term subsidence rate was estimated assuming that the secondary compression theory applies and no additional loads
are imposed. The probability density function for such condition in the period of between year 5 and 20 is shown in Figure 8.
The mean and standard deviation are about 0.01 m/year and 0.005 m/year, respectively. The probability of subsidence rate of
greater than 0.02 m/year is only less than 5 percent. These simulation results suggest that some degree of land subsidence
would still be observed although the land development has finished for a period of time.

7. CONCLUSION
Land subsidence has been identified as one of major geological hazards of Jakarta, and the subsidence maximum value and
rate observed in the area between west Ancol and Kamal, North Jakarta vary up to 0.8 m and 0.28 m/year, respectively. The
hypothesis of this paper was that the subsidence is predominantly due to the compression of the normally consolidated, very
soft to soft silt-clay deposits induced by the land development of the areas. Recent geotechnical data from three sites in the
area were compiled, and field and laboratory soil parameters including their statistical properties were evaluated. The
estimation of land subsidence was performed using the classic Terzaghi's 1-D consolidation and secondary compression
theories, coupled with the Monte Carlo approach to consider the soil parameter variabilities. The statistical properties of all
seven soil parameters used in the simulations were determined based on the compiled geotechnical data. Ranges of estimated
values, as well as their relevant statistical properties, were presented. The final settlement mean and standard deviation values
were 1.6 m and 0.7 m, respectively, while the subsidence rate mean and standard deviation values for a period between year 1
and 5 were 0.22 m/year and 0.16 m/year, respectively. In addition, it is suggested that some degree of land subsidence (< 0.02
m/year) would still be observed long after the completion of the land development. The simulation results were in the same
range of field geodetical measurements supporting the hypothesis of this paper.
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ABSTRACT
Liquefaction phenomenon could be analysed using strain-controlled loading method where informations about sands pore
water pressure build-up were presented. Maintaining small deformation values whenever the soil is subjected to cyclic
loading, this non-destructive method presents clearly the information about the increasing sands pore water pressure. It is
concluded that liquefaction occurs whenever the pore water pressure reaches the same value with the soil effective stress (ı3’).
Strain-controlled loading method introduces a fundamental parameter for undrained cyclic loading tests on fully saturated
sands: shear strain treshhold (Ȗt). This parameter divides the pore water pressure into two distinct zones, namely the constant
pore water pressure and the increasing one. When cyclic shear strain amplitude (Ȗc) was set up lower than Ȗt then pore water
pressure remained constant. Contrastly, if specimen was subjected Ȗc larger than Ȗt, it obtained the increasing of pore water
pressure. During the test, when Yogyakarta’s sands as a material tested was performed in variation of relative density (Dr) 25
%, 60 % and 80%, thereafter was applied an effective cell pressure ı3’ = 100 kPa and frequency (f) applied were 0.05 Hz and
0.1 Hz, shows it obtained Ȗt = 1.5. 10-2 %. Whilst other test using Dr = 60% and f = 0.1 Hz confirmed that Ȗt = 1.5.10-2 %
(50  ı3’ (kPa)  100) and Ȗt = 5.10-2 % (ı3’ = 200 kPa). Last test using Dr = 60% and f = 0.05 Hz revealed Ȗt = 1. 2. 10-2 %
(50  ı3’ (kPa)  100) and Ȗt = 2.10-2 % (ı3’ = 200 kPa).
Keywords :
Threshold shear strain, dynamic loading, liquefaction, pore water pressure, sands

1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
There are a lot of research were done to analyze the liquefaction behaviour toward soil mass. Some methods which are usually
used are cyclic shear-strain controlled, cyclic shear-stress controlled, and strain energy concept. Cyclic strain controlled testing
is considered as a method which can describe the real condition of the soil. This method can predict the liquefaction occurrence
based on the soil information about the behaviour of the pore water pressure. One of the key parameters in this method is the
determination of threshold shear strain (Ȗt) because it can provide the information about the minimum value of cyclic shear
strain which can cause the increasing of pore water pressure when cyclic loading is applied on fully saturated soils. The basic
concept of cyclic shear strain method is by maintaining the soil’s small deformation when it subjected the cyclic loading. Small
deformation analysis which is caused by cyclic loading in the daily life can be represented as the effect of earthquake loading,
pile driving vibration, traffic loading, ocean wave storm, machine foundation vibration, and other cyclic loading sources.

Table 1. Summarizes of some research of Ȗt on some types of soils.
Study conducted by

Soil type

Plasticity Index,
PI (%)

Ladd et al., 1989
Hsu et al., 2006
Uchida et al., 2001

Clean sand
Cohesive soil
Toyoura sand

NP
14 -30
NP

Cyclic threshold
shear strain range, Ȗt
(%)
0.011
0.024 – 0.06
-

Testing method

Undrained cyclic triaxial
Direct simple shear
Undrained monotonic triaxial
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Many researchers have tried to study the value of Ȗt of different types of soil both to the clean sand and cohesive soils (Ladd et
al., 1989; Hsu et al., 2006; Uchida et al., 2001). Based on the literature review study, the value of Ȗt of the cohesive soil is
higher than the clean sand. Hsu (2006) in his publication states that the value of Ȗt on the cohesive soil was influenced by soil
plasticity index (PI). Table 1 above summarizes the result of some research about the value of Ȗt on some types of soils.

2. SOIL TESTED
The soil sample was collected from University of Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta’s area and some of soil laboratory tests were
conducted to identify the initial conditions of the soil sample. The results of the tests are as follows:
Table 2. Initial condition of Yogyakarta’s sand.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Variables
Water contents (w)
Density relatives (Dr)
Specific gravity (Gs)
Void ratio (e)
Dry density (Ȗd )
Wet density (Ȗb)

Unit
%
%
gr/cm3
gr/cm3

Test Results
22.3
64
2.66
0.59
1,67
1,92

To get a more detail understanding about the physical soil characteristic, some advanced soil laboratory tests were taken.
Visually, the soils used were assumed as granular soils with grain size distributions as shown in Figure 1. From that figure, it
can be seen that the soils were categorized in a range which were potential for occurrence liquefaction. Further, according to
USCS standard, the soils were classified as medium sands.
Table 3. Physical characteristics of soil sample.
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Variables
Maximum void ratio (emax)
Minimum void ratio (emin)
Maximum dry density (Ȗdmax)
Minimum dry density (Ȗdmin )
Maximum wet density (Ȗbmax)
Minimum wet density (Ȗbmin)
Coefficient of uniformity (Cu)
Coefficient of gradation (Cc)
Atterberg limit
Soil classification (USCS)

Units
gr/cm3
gr/cm3
gr/cm3
gr/cm3
-

Test results
0.810
0.48
1.8
1.47
2.13
1.47
4.34
1.14
Non plastic
SW

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Saturated specimens of Yogyakarta’s sand were performed in 56 undrained strain-controlled cyclic triaxial tests to determine
the pore water pressure build-up behaviour of sand. Variation of confining pressure (ı’3), density relative (Dr) and frequency
(f) were applied to the specimen as a parameter which affected the behaviour of pore pressure build up. The shear strain
threshold is the key parameter in shear strain controlled method which could determine the applied loading during the testing
by using triaxial machine. The experimental program was formulated step by step by gradually increasing the value of cyclic
shear strain amplitude (Ȗc). Some important parameters which will be researched are threshold shear strain (Ȗt), modulus
degradation (G/G1) over a number of cycles (N).

Percent finer by weight (%)

Grain size
distribution of
Yogyakarta’s
sands
Potential range for
liquefaction

The most potential range
for liquefaction

Grain size (mm)

Figure 1: Result of the distribution grain test analysis of Yogyakarta’s sand.
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4. TESTING TECHNIQUE
This research was conducted by using cyclic triaxial apparatus which was equipped with a set of controller, consisted of
controller axial load, a controller confining pressure, and a controller of backpressure. A remoulded sample was chosen to
facilitate the preparation of the test specimen before the test was started.
2.1. Sample Preparation
This paragraph explains about the details of sample preparation. Some important points considered in the sample preparation
are explained as follows:
1. The method of the sample preparation was dry pluviation by placing the mold soil sample of 50 mm internal diameter and
100 mm height by enclosing a rubber membrane which was then attached on the porous stone in the triaxial cell base. Water
and sand were prepared adjusted to the value of Dr = 25%, 60%, and 80%. Then, the dry soil which already prepared was
dropped into the mold through the air. During this process, the soil will absorb the water slowly. After the specimen has been
prepared, then it was transferred to the triaxial cell. Before it was starting the next process, the triaxial cell must be fully
fulfilled using de-aired and de-mineralized water.
2. Then, the specimens were isotropically consolidated which aim to uniform the pore pressure inside the specimen. This
process was done for one night in triaxial cell by applying the cell pressure 50 kPa, 100 kPa, and 200 kPa. This stage was
considered done if the volume change of specimen remained constant. The next stage was saturation process.
3. During the saturation process was applied, the back pressure and cell pressure gradually increased until reached the
Skempton value greater than 0.95. Skempton value is the parameter which is proposed to ensure the sample used in the
research is in the fully saturated condition.
2.2. Determination of the threshold shear strain (Ȗt)
The value of threshold shear strain (Ȗt) is determined using the method introduced by Ladd et al. (1989) with undrained cycling
testing stages as follows:
1). Measurement using Very Small Strain
In this stage, a very small strain 10-3 – 10-2 % was used to identify the value of residual pore water pressure. Cyclic loading was
applied 10 times then it was stopped. The measurement result obtained in this stage was ǻur = 0. Thus, it can be said that the
measurement in this stage was a non destructive one.

'HOHWHG

2). Measurement of Ȗt
In this stage, the value of ǻur during and after the measurement was recorded. The number of the cyclic loading applied was in
the same value as it was applied in the previous stage, but with a higher value of Ȗc around 1.10-2 % < Ȗc < 2.10-2 %. It showed
that the value of ǻur increased although in a small value.
3). Measurement of Ȗc > Ȗt
The value of cyclic shear strain amplitude applied in this stage was higher than stage 2. The number of the cyclic loading was
done 100 cycles or the test was stopped when the soil meet the initial liquefaction. It revealed that the value of ǻur increased
significantly at this stage.

5. DATA INTERPRETATION
5.1. Threshold cyclic shear strain
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Figure 2 shows the result of the research on Yogyakarta’s sand which applying the effective confining stress (ı’3) = 100 kPa on
the sample with different relative density 25%, 60% and 80% respectively. The difference between the two figures is the
frequency (f) of loading applied, which were 0.1 Hz (a) and 0.05 Hz (b). For those two frequencies, it shows that the increasing
of the pore water pressure takes place when the threshold cyclic shear strain (Ȗt) reaches 1.5.10-2 %. The value of the relative
density does not influenced the value of Ȗt if the value of ı’3 applied was in the same value. From both figures, it can be
obtained an information that if Ȗc > Ȗt was applied for every value of relative density, it can be reached a different residual pore
pressure ratio value. Comparison between two condition of soil, soil on the loose state, the value of Ȗc slightly greater than Ȗt,
and the residual pore water pressure will increase more significantly than dense soil.
Figure 3 provides the information about Ȗt of Yogyakarta’s sands in the condition Dr = 60% and f = 0.1 Hz and 0.05 Hz.
The value of ǻur was recorded on the different variation of ı’3. This figure shows that Ȗt has the same value around 50 < ı’3 <
100 kPa. However, when the value of ı’3. = 200 kPa was applied, and then the value of Ȗt will be higher. It can be assumed that
by applying a higher confining stress, the soil strength to resist the shear stress will be higher. Thus, the cyclic shear straining
amplitude needed is higher. The smaller the frequency of loading applied, and then the value of ǻur also will be smaller. Thus,
it can be said that if the frequency is smaller, there will be a lag time for soil for to neutralize the pore water pressure there will
be no build up of pore water pressure.
5.2. Shear Modulus (G)
Shear Modulus is the parameter which represents soil resistance toward the shear stress applied to it. Figure 4 shows the
relation between G and Ȗ with Dr = 60% and first loading cycle (N = 1 cycle) and the ı3’ is applied in a different value of 50
kPa, 100 kPa and 200 kPa respectively. It shows there is a correlation between ı3’ and G. The level of ı3’ applied affect to soil
resistance which is described by parameter G. More higher ı3’ applied, it means that the cyclic shear strain amplitude needed
by the soil to meet the initial liquefaction will also be higher.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Ȗt of Yogyakarta’s sand for various density and frequency
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6. CONCLUSION
The value of cyclic shear strain Ȗt is the fundamental parameter because it can be used to find out the limit of the shear strain
amplitude Ȗc which is applied during the testing. Thus, it can be used to know the increasing of excess pore water pressure. If Ȗc
< Ȗt is applied, then the pore water pressure will not be increased, but if the Ȗ > Ȗt is applied then the pore water pressure will be
gradually increased.
From a set of research done to find out the value of threshold cyclic strain Ȗt on Yogyakarta’s sand, it results that the sands
with cyclic frequency of loading (f ) were 0.05 and 0.1 Hz and ı3’ = 100 kPa were obtained Ȗt = 1.5.10-2 % for Dr = 25 – 80%.
For the sands ı3’ = 50 - 100 kPa with Dr = 60%, f = 0.1 Hz were obtained Ȗt = 1.5.10-2 %, while for ı3’ = 200 kPa was
obtained Ȗt = 0.05 %. Moreover, for f = 0.05 Hz shows Ȗt = 1.2. 10-2 % (50  ı3’ (kPa)  100) and Ȗt = 2.10-2 % (ı3’ = 200 kPa).
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ABSTRACT
A simple method is developed in this paper to evaluate rainfall induces slope instability. The method dealt with one
dimensional infiltration on the shallow slope. The study was focused on the study of the effect of rainfall pattern, duration,
soils type and slope angle on the stability of slope. Two soil types, those were low and high permeability, and slope angle were
selected to examine the proposed model. The results of the study show that the proposed model was simple model and suitable
to assess rainfall induced slope instability especially shallow landslides type. The proposed model enable to estimate the
infiltration and slope stability during the rainfall as the FEM results was more conservative. Infiltration was strongly affected
by rainfall pattern, inclination of slope and the hydraulic properties of soil.
Keywords: rainfall, infiltration, slope failure, seepage

1. INTRODUCTION
The climate change has been the worldwide issues including the extreme rainfall. This rainfall triggered many slopes and
caused catastrophic disaster in many places in the world. Rainfall infiltration induced landslides are traditionally analyzed by
using the two-dimensional limit equilibration numerical analysis. Attempts have been made to analyze the rainfall induces
landslides by using coupling analysis of seepage and slope stability analysis. The common model to evaluate slope stability
during rainfall was incorporated transient pore water pressure during the infiltration Modeling the infiltration and pore water
pressure during rainfall was a complex analysis. Several investigators applied numerical modeling such as finite element
method (FEM) to assess rainfall induces landslides [1-3]. However, the results of FEM were affected by several factors and
much effort were required for performing calculation [5]. For practical purpose, a simple method is required as a rapid tool to
assess the slope stability triggering by rainfall. Physically-based models coupling the infinite slope stability analysis with
Green-Ampt infiltration modeling was developed in this research. Some investigators [6-8] have verified that the Green-Ampt
equation could generate results, which were in good agreement with rigorous models such as Richard’s equation. Hence,
premier researches have been carried out on the shallow landslides analysis under steady and unsteady infiltration by applying
the Green-Ampt equations [9-12]. In this paper, the effect of rainfall intensity and duration (rainfall pattern) on shallow
landslides was investigated using the developed model. The study was focused on the study of the effect of rainfall pattern,
soils type and slope angle on the stability of slope.

2. METHOD AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The method improved the previous model of Muntohar and Liao [11]. The improvement of analysis was made for calculation
the pore water pressure (Part B) and slope stability analysis (Part C). The theoretical and derivation of the model has been
clearly described in Muntohar and Liao [11,12]. The algorithm of the proposed model is presented in Figure 1. Principally the
proposed model was based on the Green–Ampt infiltration model. The model was assumed one dimensional water flow
through the slope. The slope stability analysis was modeled as infinite slope. In this study, the proposed model was then
verified by using available numerical coupling model of SEEP/W and SLOPE/W [13-14]. The modeling of slope and boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 2 for verification using two-dimensional finite element method. Three synthetic rainfall
distributions including delayed, centralized, and advanced were selected to examine the effect rainfall pattern on the slope
failure. The maximum rainfall intensity was 100 mm/h with total rainfall about 1250 mm. Two soil types, those were low and
high permeability, and slope angle were selected to examine the proposed model. The soil properties are presented in Table 1.
The hydraulic conductivity and soil water characteristic curves of the soil were illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 1 The algorithm for calculation the rainfall infiltration, water pressure, and slope stability
Table 1 Soil properties of the slope
Parameters
Depth of bedrock, H (m)
Slope angle, β
Cohesion, c’ (kPa)
Internal friction angle (φ’)
Unit weight, γt (kN/m3)
Saturated permeability, ks (m/s)
Deficit volumetric water content, Δθw
Suction head at wetting front, ψf (m)

High Permeability Slope (K1)
5
20o, 40o
0
30
21.8
1.0 x 10-4
0.225
0.5

Low Permeability Slope (K2)
5
20o, 40o
5
30
21.8
1.0 x 10-5
0.235
1
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Figure 2 The modeling of slope and boundary condition for verification analysis
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Figure 3 The hydraulic properties of the soil (A) hydraulic conductivity curve, (B) soil-water content characteristics curve

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1

Infiltration Characteristics

Typical the result of analyses are illustrated in Figure 4. It was clearly observed that the infiltration in high permeability slope
(K1) was the same with rainfall intensities. The infiltration pattern was the same with the rainfall pattern. In contrast with the
low permeability slope (K2), the infiltration is affected by the rainfall pattern. Delayed and centralized rainfall pattern show a
similar infiltration pattern as shown in Figure 4(A,D, C,F). The infiltration is the same with the rainfall intensity at the
beginning of rainfall, then decrease gradually after certain elapsed time of rainfall.
It was observed clearly from the figure that for high permeability slope (K1), the infiltration of the Green–Ampt (GA) was
in agreement with the FEM computation. It is because of the rainfall intensity (It) is lower than the saturated hydraulic
conductivity of the soils (ksat), It < ksat. Simulation using FEM has shown that the slope surface was unsaturated during the
rainfall. Hence, all the rainwater infiltrate into the slope. For the case of low permeability slope (K2), the rainwater infiltration
is controlled by the saturation at the slope surface. Saturation at slope surface will occur when the It is higer than the ksat (It >
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ksat). For this condition, the figures illustrated that the amount of rainwater infiltration from the proposed model was slightly
difference with the FEM at the onset time of rainfall. The difference may be caused from initial suction head and volumetric
water content at the initial state of the computation. In the GA infiltration model, the suction at slope surface and volumetric
water content was assumed to be constant during the infiltration, while the FEM considered the change of suction, volumetric
content and hydraulic conductivity during the calculation. But, after the slope surface saturated, the infiltration pattern for both
model was the same. The deviation of infiltration from GA model and FEM was lesser for a slope with greater inclination as
shown in Figure 4(D to F). The results indicated that the GA model is applicable for a sloping ground. The result is in
agreement with Chen and Young [15]. It was observed in Figure 4(E) for K2 slope that the infiltration from GA model and
FEM computation is relatively the same. The result indicated that the GA model is in good agreement when the slope surface
is saturated at the beginning of rainfall.

(A)

(D)

(B)

(E)

(C)
(F)
Figure 4 Typical of the result of the proposed model and two dimensional finite element analyses (A, D) delayed rainfall
pattern, (B, E) advanced rainfall pattern, (C, F) central rainfall pattern.
Note: (A – C) for slope angle 20o, (D – F) for slope angle 40o.
3.2

Slope Stability

Slope stability is commonly represented by the factor of safety (FS). In the deterministic analysis, a slope will fail if the FS
value is lower than one (FS < 1). The results illustrated in Figure 4 show that the advanced rainfall pattern resulted in the
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lowest minimum factor of safety for the given slope. Advanced rainfall generated rapid saturation on the slope surface at the
beginning of rainfall, since the accumulated rainfall is greater than the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the slope. As the
result, the pore water pressure increased drastically from 98.1 kPa to zero on the slope surface. Hence, the FS decreased
significantly with the elapsed time of rainfall. It was observed for the delayed and centralized rainfall pattern, the factor of
safety tend to increase at the end of rainfall. It was because of the decreasing of pore water pressure. The results indicated that
rainfall pattern affected the slope instability. Slope failure rapidly occurred after the advanced rainfall pattern, while
centralized and delayed rainfall pattern will generate a delayed slope failure. This finding is supported the research carried out
by Tsai and Wang [16].
The effect of slope inclination was also observed from the relationship in Figure 4. For the slope inclination smaller than
20o, the estimated factor of safety from the FEM was more conservative than the results obtained from the proposed model for
both K1 and K2 slopes. The analysis given in Figure 4 showed that the K1 slope was more prone to failure than the K1 slope
subjected to the same rainfall intensities and duration. For the slope angle 40o, the factor of safety was observed to be
dependent on the rainfall pattern. The factor of safety obtained from the proposed model was 5% lower than the results
obtained from the FEM computation. In contrast with the K1 slope, the proposed model yield a lower factor of safety for K2
slope if compared to the FEM calculation. This result was completing the findings from the other research [1-3].

7. CONCLUSION
The proposed model has successfully estimated the infiltration and slope stability during the rainfall as wells as analysis of the
FEM. Overall results were alluding to conclude that the proposed model was simple model and suitable to assess rainfall
induced slope instability especially shallow landslides type. Infiltration was strongly affected by rainfall pattern, inclination of
slope and the hydraulic properties of soil. For a high permeability slope which the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soils
(ksat) is greater than the rainfall intensity (It), ksat > It, infiltration was independent to the rainfall pattern. But for a low
permeability slope, which the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soils (ksat) is lower than the rainfall intensity (It), ksat < It,
the rainwater infiltration is dependent to the rainfall pattern. The rainfall pattern controlled the saturation at the slope surface.
For the slope angle smaller than 20o, the estimated factor of safety from the FEM was more conservative than the results
obtained from the proposed model for both high and low permeability slopes. For the slope angle 40o, the factor of safety was
observed to be dependent on the rainfall pattern. The factor of safety obtained from the proposed model was 5% lower than the
results obtained from the FEM computation. In contrast with the high permeability slope, the proposed model yield a lower
factor of safety for the low permeability slope if compared to the FEM calculation
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ABSTRACT
Previous researches have shown that geosynthetic used as a reinforcement of asphalt pavement layer was able to hold
propagation of crack and rut. However, in those researches, initial strain of the geosynthetic was not included as a parameter
affecting the performance of asphalt pavement layer. The purpose of this study is to analyze the effect of strain on the service
life of asphalt pavement layer; the influence of density of asphalt concrete on the modulus of elasticity; and the effect of initial
strain and location of geogrid in the asphalt pavement layer on its ability to resist fatigue due to repetitive loads. This research
is conducted on asphalt pavement layer type of Asphalt Concrete Wearing Course (ACWC) using Beam Fatigue Apparatus.
The specimens in this test are the asphalt concrete beams reinforced with geogrid. The research results show that the
increasing of strain in the ACWC layer decreases service life. The ACWC density affects the modulus of elasticity in a
parabolic way. The result reveals that ACWC fatigue life becomes greater by increasing the initial strain of the geogrid placed
in the layer of ACWC. The geogrid located at 2/5 thickness of the ACWC base layer provides the ability to hold repeated loads
greater than the geogrid located in the middle layer of the ACWC.
Keywords : geogrid, asphalt concrete, initial strain, service life, modulus of elasticity

1. INTRODUCTION
Technology of reinforcement on overlay of asphalt pavement to resist reflection cracking has been developed in South Africa
and America. Polyester nonwoven geosynthetic paving fabric has been used to hold the crack propagation in the upper layer of
asphalt pavement that had block cracked on overlay work in South Africa in 1980 [5]. The use of polypropylene nonwoven
geosynthetic types as interlayer had successed to prevent crack propagation in overlay work on the old road that has been crack
[4] and [6]. Geosomposite put under layers of asphalt concrete pavement can increase the resistance to rutting [2]. The
optimum layout of geotextile reinforcement in the asphalt pavement layer is at 1/3 the thickness of the layer [7].
These studies demonstrate the ability of geosynthetic ever to reinforce asphalt pavement layer. Geosynthetic is a sheet-shaped
material and has good tensile strength. Geosynthetic tensile strength when installed will be effective if the condition is in a
state of tension. Provision of initial strain at the time of installation of geosynthetic can strengthen the bond among the
aggregates in the asphalt mixture. Geosynthetic tensile strength can help in restraining the resistance of asphalt tensile stress.
In previous studies the initial strain factor of geosynthetic not included as parameters that will affect the performance of asphalt
concrete reinforced with geosynthetic. In this article will be presented results of the research, including (1) Effect of the strain
on the service life of asphalt concrete layer (2) Effect of the density of the asphalt concrete on modulus of elasticity (3) Effect
of geogrid initial strain in the asphalt pavement layer on its ability to resist fatigue due to repetitive loads (4) effect of the
location of geogrid in asphalt concrete layer to its ability to resist fatigue due to repetitive loads.
Fatigue is reducing performance of building materials due to receive repeated load even though the same amount of load.
Similarly, asphalt pavement materials will be fatigue after receiving the repeated vehicle load. Asphalt mixture is said to be
flexible if it has a good long fatigue. Characteristics of asphalt mixtures fatigue is related to the modulus of elasticity. Modulus
of elasticity is the ratio of stress to strain when the asphalt mixture receives bending loads.
Asphalt is a visco-elastic material. If the material is received stress, the shape will change. Changes in shape is a function of
temperature and loading time [3]. At high temperatures and long loading time, it will be viscous liquids. In contrast to the low
temperature and a short loading time, the asphalt will be elastic but brittle. Thus the modulus of elasticity of the asphalt
mixture will depend on the temperature and time of loading. The characteristics of the asphalt mixture will also affect the
modulus of elasticity. Density will also affect the modulus of elasticity of the asphalt mixture. The instrument used to test the

1
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elasticity modulus of asphalt mixtures in this study is the Beam Fatigue Apparatus. The operating procedures of the tool is in
accordance with AASHTO T321-1 [1].
Asphalt concrete mixture used in the study is asphalt concrete wearing course (ACWC) fine graded by the properties of the
mixture as in Table 1.
Table 1. The properties of asphalt concrete wearing course
Mixture properties
Test result Specification
Bitument content (%)
6.7
min. 5.1
Void in the mix (%)
4.6
3.5-5.0
Void in mineral aggregate (%)
19.5
min. 15
Void filled with bitument (%)
77
min. 65
Marshall stability (kg)
2.000
min. 800
Flow (mm)
3.4
min. 3
Marshall quotient (kg/mm)
580
min. 250

As the layers of asphalt concrete reinforcement material used Miragrid GX 60/60 which has a stress strain diagram as Figure 1.
Geogrid has a tensile strength of 60 kN /m in longitudinal and transverse directions. The use of geogrid is expected to increase
the tensile strength ACWC. Geogrid will effectively strengthen ACWC if the conditions is strained.

Figure 1: Relation between tensile strength and strain geogrid [8]

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1. Apparatus
1.

2.

Apparatus for making specimen (Figure 2). This apparatus is for making specimen by press system, so that the desired
density of specimen can be created. In addition the specimen can also be made in two stages, allowing installation and
giving the initial strain of geogrid placed in the asphalt concrete layer. Specimen is asphalt concrete beam with dimension
380 mm length, 63 mm width, and 50 mm thick. Geogrid placed 2 cm from the base of the specimen.
Beam Fatigue Test (Figure 3). Apparatus to measure the values of tensile stress, tensile strain, flexural stiffness, modulus
of elasticity, and the dissipated energy of the asphalt mixture during receiving the repeated lod. These apparatus is
equipped with computer that can provide graphs the relationship between the number of loading cycles and the
performance of asphalt mixture. This appliance test procedures in accordance with AASHTO T321-1 [1].



Figure 2: Apparatus for making specimen



Figure 3 : Beam Fatigue Apparatus
2
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2.2. Procedure
Specimens loaded in 2 places with horizontal spacing 119 mm centre to centre. Load worked repeatedly with the 5-10 Hz
frequency. In this test load used frequency of 10 Hz or 10 strokes per second. Load can also be set so as to provide a constant
tension or constant tensile strain. This research used the load to provide a constant tensile strain. The parameters measured in
this study is the tensile stress, flexural stiffness, modulus of elasticity, and the dissipated energy.
To determine the effect of the amount of load on the durability of asphalt ACWC, the specimen tested with 3 kinds of loading.
The amount of loading on the test is not expressed with heavy loads carried on specimen, but expressed with a constant amount
of strain that is given to the specimen. The bigger load is done, strain that occurs will be greater. This research used three
control strain with the amount of each is 500 με, 600 με, and 700 με. The durability of asphalt mixtures is expressed by the
number of loading cycles that cause the mixture flexural stiffness decreased to 50% of the initial flexural stiffness. By these
criteria the specimen is considered to have significant decreasing of quality, and the service life has ended [1].
To determine the effect of the asphalt mixture density on the modulus of elasticity, fatigue beam tests performed with various
values of specimen density. Modulus of elasticity was measured at 99% density (2.293 gr/cm3), 95% (2.20 gr/cm3), and 90%
(2.08 gr/cm3). The tests carried out at a temperature of 25oC.

3. RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Testing Results of ACWC without Geogrid
The results of testing the durability of ACWC as shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4. seen that the greater the strain acting on
the ACWC the fewer number of load cycles can be received. The relationship between strain and the number of loading cycles
is a linear equation : y = -268.39 x + 193,599, with y = number of loading cycles, and x = strain that work in ACWC.
The results of testing the influence of the density on the modulus of elasticity is as shown in Figure 5. Elasticity modulus and
density relationships is parabolic equation: y = -26,479 x2 + 120,396 x – 134,792, with y = modulus of elasticity, and the x =
density of asphalt concrete. The value of the coefficient of determination (r2) = 1. It indicates that the modulus of elasticity of
ACWC strongly influenced by the value of density. With a parabolic equation, it means there is an optimum density will result
the maximum modulus of elasticity. Figure 5 shown that the value of optimum density is 2.28 gram/cm3 and the maximum
modulus of elasticity of ACWC is 2.100 MPa.
2.500
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Modulus of Elasticity (Mpa)

Number of Loading Cycles

70.000
y = -268,39x + 193599
R2 = 0,9682
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Figure 4 : Influence of strain on number of load cycles

y = -26479x 2 + 120396x - 134792
R2 = 1
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Figure 5 : Influence of density on modulus of elasticity

3.2.Fatigue Testing Results of ACWC Reinforced with Geogrid
The results of fatigue testing of ACWC for the control strain 500 με as shown in Figure 6., while the testing results for the
control strain 600 με as shown in Figure 7. Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the influence of initial strain and location of geogrid
on the number of loading cycles of ACWC has reinforced with geogrid. Initial strain of geogrid 0% is ACWC layer without
using geogrid reinforcement.
Both Figure 6. and Figure 7. show that the geogrid able to increase the resilience of the ACWC layer to repeated load. The
number of loading cycles ACWC reinforced with geogrid greater than ACWC without geogrid reinforcement. The greater
initial strain of geogrid, the number of load cycles can be held ACWC layer also increases. This is due to the additional of
initial strain of geogrid will effect the increasing of tensile strength of geogrid that working in ACWC layer. With increasing
geogrid tensile strength, the ability to withstand fatigue ACWC layer longer, so that the number of load cycles which can be
held by ACWC also increases.

3
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Figure 6: Influence of initial strain of geogrid on number of loading cycles at control strain 500ҏμε
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Figure 7: Influence of initial strain of geogrid on number of loading cycles at control strain 600ҏμε
The position of geogrid layers also affects reinforcement of geogrid to ACWC. The position of geogrid at 2/5 thick more
effectively to give the reinforcement to ACWC layer if compared to the geogrid at 1/2 of a thick layer of ACWC. It's not much
different from research results done by Moussa [7] and Khodaii [6]. It’s concluded that the position of the geosynthetic
reinforcement of asphalt concrete placed at 1/3 thick is the optimum position..
The amount of strain acting on ACWC layer will affect the service life ACWC layer. Strain aligned with the load acting on the
lining ACWC. The greater the load acting on the layer, the greater the strain ACWC working on the ACWC layer. Thus
automatically increasing the strain suffered by ACWC layer, the service life or number of cycles of load that can be supported
by ACWC layer decreases.
Based on regression equations were created, the relationship between initial strain of geogrid and the number of loading cycles
that can be retained by ACWC asphalt mixture is linear. In control strain 500 μ ε,ҏ equation relationship between initial strain
and the number of loading cycles are as follows:
a. y = 8,428x + 16,921 for the position of geogrid at 2/5 thick, and
b. y = 7,085x + 16,205 for the position of geogrid at 1/2 thick
While in control strain 600 μ ε,ҏ equation relationship between initial strain of geogrid and the number of cycles the track are as
follows:
a. y = 4,964.5 x + 12,489 for geogrid position at 2/5 thick, and
b. y = 2,819.1 x + 12,426 for geogrid position at 1/2 thick
The variable x is the amount of initial strain of geogrid, while the variable y is number of loading cycles that can be retained
by ACWC layer.
From the regression equation obtained, it shows that the position of geogrid at 2/5 thick provide greater reinforcement
compared to the geogrid at 1/2 thick. This applies to the control strain 500 με ҏ and 600 με .It can be seen from the slope of the

4
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regression equation. The slope for the position of geogrid 2/5 thick greater than the slope for the position of geogrid 1/2 thick,
both for the control strain 500 με ҏ and 600 με.
The layer ACWC receiving 500 με ҏ strain is able to serve a greater number of load cycles than that receiving strain of 600 μεѽ ҏ
It can be seen that the slope coefficient of the regression ACWC receiving strain 500 με ҏ larger than that receiving strain 600
μεҏ. This fact is true for both geogrid position at 2/5 thick and the position of 1/2 thick

4.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1.Conclusions
From the results of research carried out on Asphalt Concrete Wearing Course (ACWC) with geogrid reinforcement can
conclude the following :
1. The greater strain that occurs in the layer of ACWC, the service life ACWC layer decreases linearly according to the
equation y = -268.39 x + 193,599
2. ACWC density affect the properties of the modulus of elasticity according to the parabolic equation y = -26,479 x2 +
120,396 x – 134,792
3. The greater the initial strain geogrid placed in layers ACWC will linearly enhance the ability of the ACWC layer to resist
fatigue due to repetitive loads.
4. Location of geogrid at 2/5 thickness of the base layer provides the ability to support repeated loads greater than the
location of geogrid at the middle of the ACWC layer.

4.2. Recommendations
Base on the research results, further research are still needed to refine these research results. These researches include the
following:
1. The effect of temperature on the modulus of elasticity of concrete pavement and asphalt concrete ability to support
repeated loads.
2. Effect of asphalt concrete reinforcement with other types of geosynthetic on its ability to support repeated loads.
3. Effect of number of tack coat used between two layer of asphalt concrete reinforced with geosynthetic on its ability to
support repeated loads.
4. Effect of asphalt concrete reinforced with geosynthetic on its ability to support rutting
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ABSTRACT
The new method to handle the problem of rigid pavement on soft soils has been proposed. It is called nailed-slab system. An
advantage of this method is that the system makes the rigid pavement to keep contact with sub grade. Experimental modeling
and analytical study have been done for nailed-slab system on soft clay to learn the effects of pile spacing and pile length due
to the additional modulus of sub grade reaction. The models are presented as strip section of rigid pavement. The theory of
beams on elastic foundation is used to calculate the slab deflection by using equivalent modulus of sub grade reaction k’ then
compared also with 2D numerical model developed in Plaxis 8.5 finite element analysis. Result show that the nailed-slab
system tends to be stiffer by closer the pile spacing. The additional modulus of sub grade reaction tends to increase by
decreasing the pile spacing. Pile length affects also the stiffness of the nailed-slab system. Longer the pile length increases the
depth of reinforced soil. It gains stiffness of the nailed-slab system and reflects higher additional modulus. Significant effect is
gained for centric loads.
Keywords: rigid pavement, soft clay, Nailed-slab System, modulus of sub grade, pile spacing, pile length, deflection.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to gain the efficiency of construction implementation, Hardiyatmo [1] proposed the changing of the shell of fondasi
cakar ayam (hen’s claw foundation) by short-friction piles. The piles are installed under the slab. The slab has double
functions: as pavement structures and all at once as pile cap. It is called Nailed-slab System. This method is utilized to apply in
reinforcing the rigid pavement slab. The rigid pavement slab is nailed to the sub grade by short piles. And the composite
system is made which consist of slab, piles, and soils surrounding the piles and slab. The installed piles under the slab increase
the slab stiffness and make the slab keeps contact with the soils [2]. Hence, the height of slab is decreased. The decreasing of
slab height can reduce the weight of the structure and will be beneficial for soft soils [3].
Experimental modeling and analytical study have been done for soft soils ([3], [1], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [2], [9], [10]).
Deflection analysis of a nailed-slab by using equivalent modulus of sub grade reaction has been done by Hardiyatmo ([4], [5])
and Puri, et.al. ([9], [10]). This modular is the cumulative of modulus of sub grade reaction from plate load test (k) and
additional modulus of sub grade reaction due to pile installing (ık). Reduction of pile resistance is one of aspects that need to
be considered in determining ık. It is included in the relative displacement between the pile and soil. Hardiyatmo [5] used the
additional modulus of sub grade reaction based on the relative displacement between the piles and soil and considered the
reduction of pile resistance. Since the determining of these parameters for design purpose are difficult, Puri, et.al. [10]
proposed a new approach where pile friction resistance is fully mobilized and the tolerable settlement is considered. Perhaps,
more ease in designing the Nailed-slab System will be obtained. Puri, et. al. [10] concludes that the deflection analysis of the
nailed-slab based on the additional modulus of sub grade reaction which considered the tolerable settlement, resulting in
deflection fines in good agreement with observed deflections. Designing of the Nailed-slab System based on an analysis of the
one row pile will produce a safe design. It is caused by higher pile group resistance and increases in slab stiffness according to
multiple-row of piles installation. In practice, the Nailed-slab System would be constructed by multiple row piles.
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This paper is aimed to discuss the effect of pile spacing due to the additional modulus of sub grade reaction. The
experimental was conducted by model tests of one row pile nailed-slab system.

2. ADDITIONAL MODULUS OF SUB GRADE REACTION
The analytical approach in determining equivalent modulus of sub grade reaction (k’) is given as follows ([5], [7], [9], [10]):

k ' = k + Δk

(1)

Where k : modulus of sub grade reaction from plate load test (kN/m3); ık : additional modulus of sub grade reaction due to
pile installing (kN/m3).
Fig. 1 shows the soil bearing pressure under an individual nailed-slab system. Hardiyatmo [5] proposed Eq. (2) in
determining the additional modulus of sub grade reaction (ık). The relative displacement between pile and soil is considered.

δ As
Δk = 0
a d cu + p0 K d tan ϕ d
δ 2s 2

(

)

(2)

Where į0 : relative displacement between pile and soil (m); į : deflection of surface of plate (m); As : surface area of pile shaft
(m2); s : pile spacing (m); ad : adhesion factor (non-dimensional); cu : undrained cohesion (kN/m2); po’: average effective over
burden pressure along of pile (kN/m2); Kd : coefficient of lateral earth pressure in pile surroundings (non-dimensional); ıd :
soil internal friction angle (degree). The relation between į0/į and slab deflection from pile model with a 4 cm diameter is also
given by Hardiyatmo [5].
D
P

δ

p

soil
D
a) Side view

c) Plan view

Fig. 1. Soil bearing pressure under individual nailed-slab [5].
In case of nailed-slab designing, the relative displacement between pile and soil is difficult to define. Puri, et.al. [10]
obtained Eq. (3) to define the additional modulus of sub grade reaction which considered the tolerable settlement of rigid
pavement slab (ıa). This approach is called Modified Hardiyatmo method.

Δk =

0.4 f s As
δ a Aps

(3)

Where ıa : tolerable settlement of rigid pavement slab (m); fs : ultimate unit friction resistance of pile shaft (kN/m2); As :
surface area of pile shaft (m2); Aps : area of plate zone which supported by single pile (m2). Nailed-slab resting on soft soils
should consider the ignored end bearing resistance of pile. Ultimate unit friction resistance of the pile shaft in saturated clay is
expressed by
(4)
f s = a cu

d

Where ad : adhesion factor (non-dimensional); cu : undrained cohesion (kN/m2).

3. TESTING INVESTIGATION
3.1. Soil and Nailed-slab Models Tests
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Soft clay parameters are given in Puri, et.al. [9] and also published test result of one row nailed-slab without a vertical barrier.
The nailed-slab model with one row of piles consists of 6 piles, 120 cm × 20 cm × 3 cm slab, 20 cm pile spacing (s/d = 5), pile
diameter d = 4 cm, and pile length Lp = 40 cm. The spacing between edge pile and the end of slab is a half of pile spacing
(a=s/2). The loading test set up and models of concrete slab supported by piles are shown in Fig. 2. Slabs and piles are made
by reinforced concrete. Slab reinforcement was wire mesh with 3 mm-wire diameters, and 5 cm × 5 cm meshing. Pile models
were reinforced by 3mm-aluminium wire diameter. Model scale for geometry was 1 : 5. Piles and slabs were connected
monolithically. Other model tests were also conducted by different in pile spacing. Table 1 shows the variations in pile spacing
and length including the model test of Puri, et.al [9]. All models are presented as strip section of the rigid pavement.

Loading beam
Reference beam

Hydrolic jack

Dialgauge

Concrete slab, 3 cm
thick on 1 cm lean
concrete


80cm

H

Lp

B

Lb

s

H = 60 cm
Lp = 40 cm
Lb = 20 cm
s = 20 cm
B = 120 cm

Pile, dia. 4 cm
Soft clay

Masonry box
200 × 200 × 80 cm

200cm

Fig. 2. Schematic set-up of loading test on Nailed-slab System [9].
Puri, et. al. [10] reported that the slabs and piles have the modulus of elasticity Ec = 17,000 MPa. Soft clay has a 15,000
kPa/m modulus of sub grade reaction from plate load test with 30 cm in plate diameter. Lean concrete has a 71,100 kPa/m
modulus of sub grade reaction from plate load test with 20 cm in plate diameter. These moduli of sub grade reaction was
corrected due to the shape of the slab according to Das [11], and resulted in 16,250 kPa/m and 51,350 kPa/m for soft clay and
lean concrete respectively [10]. For homogenous soft clay, correction due to depth of the foundation is not required. The steps
of testing were described in Puri, et.al. ([9], [10]). The load was worked on the slab through a circular steel plate with 6.0 cm in
diameter and 1.0 cm in thickness. Load positions were on the point A (centric load) and point B (edge load) as shown in Fig.
3a but they worked in different loading time.
Table 1: Variations of pile spacing and length for one-pile row Nailed-Slab models under the 120 cm × 20 cm × 3 cm Slab
Models
1
2#
3
4

Number of Piles
12
6
3
6

Pile Spacing, s (cm)
10
20
30
20

s/d
2.5
5.0
7.5
5.0

Pile Length, Lp (cm)
40
40
40
20

# Puri, et.al. [9].

3.2. Analysis of Deflections
The theory of beams on elastic foundation (BoEF) can be used to calculate the deflections due to the load acting on platesupported piles ([4], [5], [8], [9], [10]). The deflection of the finite length of the beam resting on an elastic foundation due to a
single concentrated load at any point by Hetenyi [12] was used in the analysis where the k was replaced by k’ for analysis of
nailed-slab system. The small distributed load was simplified by concentrated load. In the 2D finite element analysis (FEM),
soft soil model was employed in the study. Likewise, the soil and material properties (model plate and pile) adopted in the
model are shown in Table 2 and 3 respectively. Fig 3a shows a used mesh in plain strain FEM analysis and Fig 3b is one of
deformed shape output.
Table 2: Soil properties in FEM analysis input
Parameter
Material model
Material behavior
Soil behavior under phreatic level
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Cohesion

Name
Model
Type

γ
E
v
c

Clay
Soft soil
Undrained
17.00
1,870.00
0.35
21.00

Unit
kN/m3
kPa
kPa
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Friction angle
Dilatancy angle
Initial void ratio
Modified compression index
Modified swelling index
Interface strength ratio

φ
ψ

1.00
0.00
0.92
0.05
0.01
0.80

e0

λ∗
κ∗
R

o
o
-

-

Table 3: Model slab and pile properties in FEM analysis input
Parameter

Name

Material model
Material behavior
Normal stiffness
Flexural rigidity
Equivalent thickness
Weight
Poisson’s ratio

B

a)

Model
Type
EA
EI
d
w
v

Slab
Plate
Elastic
122,400.00
9.18
0.03
0.70
0.20

Lp = 20cm
Plate
Elastic
27,200.00
3.63
0.04
0.92
0.20

Pile
Lp = 40cm
Plate
Elastic
54,400.00
7.25
0.04
0.92
0.20

Unit
kN/m
kNm2/m
m
kNm/m
-

A

b)

Fig. 3. Used meshes in FEM analysis of plain strain: a). used meshes, b). deformed shape output.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Loading Test Results
Distribution comparisons of deflection along the slab of a one-pile row nailed-slab system with different pile spacing are
shown in Fig. 4. The others loads, the deflections have a similar behavior. The slab surface of Model 3 (s=30 cm) was cracked
under edge load P = 1.347 kN. The crack of slab surface was occurred over the outer of edge pile. Pile spacing affects the
stiffness of the nailed-slab system; more close the pile spacing, stiffer the nailed-slab system and lower the deflections. The
slab tends to be critical under edge loading. It is concluded that the deflection of the slab for edge loadings are to be more than
2 times the deflection of the center loadings. Generally, there is no significant uplift of the slab end. It means that the installed
piles tend to keep the slab contact with the soil. The capability of the nailed-slab system is higher due to center loading than
edge loading.
Distribution comparisons of deflection along the slab of a one-pile row nailed-slab system with different pile length are
shown in Fig.5. This is between Model 2 and 4. The other loads, the deflections have a similar behavior. The nailed-slab
system with longer pile has lower deflection. It is caused by increase in stiffness of system due to pile installation under the
slab coincide with the increase of soil depth which reinforced by piles.
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a. center loading
b. edge loading
Fig. 4. Distribution of deflection along the slab of nailed-slab system in different pile spacing for P = 1.347 kN.

a. center loading
b. edge loading
Fig. 5. Distribution of deflection along the slab of nailed-slab system in different pile length for P = 2.694 kN.
4.2. Pile Spacing Effects Due To Additional Modulus of Sub Grade Reaction
Additional and equivalent modulus of sub grade reaction due to pile installation was calculated by (2), and (3) for Hardiyatmo
method and Modified Hardiyatmo method respectively, and results are shown in Table 5 and 6. The observed maximum
deflections were taken as tolerable settlements (įa) in Modified Hardiyatmo method. Modulus of sub grade reaction for lean
concrete is 51,350 kPa/m. According to Table 5, it is shown that ık of Hardiyatmo method relatively constant eventhough the
different in loading type. Otherwise, the Modified Hardiyatmo method (Table 6) the ık decreases by increasing the
displacement. These values tend to be lower for edge loadings. Pile spacing affects the ık for all loading types. The ık
increases by decreasing the pile spacing. This is caused by decreasing the slab zone which supported by single pile, while the
pile shaft area remains constant. The k’ values in Table 5 and 6 are used to calculate the nailed-slab deflection by using BoEF.
Both tables show also the results of calculated deflection.
Calculation results of deflection are also figured by Fig. 6 and 7 for center loading and edge loading respectively. Good
results are obtained in the sense that the calculated settlement is in good agreement with observation. In case of edge loading,
calculated settlement tends to be over-estimated at any pile spacing. Puri, et.al. ([9], [10]) and Hardiyatmo [5] also found that
the calculated settlement for edge loading tends to be over-estimated. In case of finite element analysis, results show that the
deflections tend to be under estimated for higher pile spacing. Finite element results are not in good agreement for edge
loadings. Higher pile spacing tends to decrease the stiffness of this system. Hence, higher deflection is occurred.
Table 5: Additional modulus (Δk) based on Hardiyatmo method and equivalent modulus (k’) of sub grade reaction for LP = 40 cm
A.
Loading
Type
Center

Edge

Loading

Loads, P
(kN)
2.694
1.347
1.010
2.694
1.347
1.010

Observed
δ (mm)
0.1
0.04
0.02
0.62
0.14
0.09

δͬδ0

B.
Loads, P

Observed

δͬδ0

8.59
20.71
40.28
1.49
6.22
9.51

s = 10 cm
ΔŬǆ103
(kPa/m)
93.32
96.81
99.53
86.75
92.07
93.72

Ŭ͛ǆ103
(kPa/m)
144.67
148.16
150.88
138.10
143.42
145.07

Calculated
δ(mm)
0.26
0.13
0.09
1.07
0.25
0.19

Deference of
Deflection;йͿ
159.86
218.95
371.70
72.47
81.60
109.47

ΔŬǆ103

Ŭ͛ǆ103

s = 20 cm
Calculated

Deference of
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Type
Center

Edge

Loading
Type
Center

Edge

(kN)
2.694
1.347
1.010
2.694
1.347
1.010
C.
Loads, P
(kN)
2.694
1.347
1.010
1.347
1.010

δ (mm)
0.35
0.10
0.07
1.47
0.30
0.20

Observed
δ (mm)
0.83
0.28
0.20
0.68
0.37

2.58
8.87
12.53
0.65
2.99
4.42

δͬδ0
1.13
3.20
4.42
1.36
2.45

(kPa/m)
22.19
23.36
23.70
20.95
22.33
22.69

(kPa/m)
73.54
74.71
75.05
72.30
73.68
74.04

ΔŬǆ103
(kPa/m)
9.53
9.95
10.09
9.60
9.84

Ŭ͛ǆ103
(kPa/m)
60.88
61.30
61.44
60.95
61.19

δ(mm)
0.44
0.22
0.16
1.74
0.86
0.64

Deflection;йͿ
25.56
124.44
140.22
18.19
185.49
219.93

s = 30 cm
Calculated
δ(mm)
0.51
0.24
0.19
0.99
0.74

Deference of
Deflection;йͿ
-38.55
-12.53
-5.08
45.22
99.52

Table 6: Additional modulus (Δk) based on Modified Hardiyatmo method and equivalent modulus (k’) of sub grade reaction for LP = 40
A.
No.
1

2



Loading
Type
Center

Edge



Loads, P
(kN)
2.694
1.347
1.010
2.694
1.347
1.010

Observed
δa (mm)
0.10
0.04
0.02
0.62
0.14
0.09

Loads, P
(kN)
2.694
1.347
1.010
2.694
1.347
1.010

Observed
δa (mm)
0.35
0.10
0.07
1.47
0.30
0.20

Loads, P
(kN)
2.694
1.347
1.010
1.347
1.010

Observed
δa (mm)
0.83
0.28
0.20
0.68
0.37

B.
No.
1

Loading
Type
Center

2

Edge





No.
1

Loading
Type
Center

2

Edge

C.

s = 10 cm
k’ x 103
Δk x 103
(kPa/m)
(kPa/m)
320.73
372.08
801.83
853.18
1,603.66
1,655.01
51.73
103.08
229.09
280.44
356.37
407.72

Calculated
δa (mm)
0.13
0.04
0.02
1.33
0.31
0.18

Deference of
Deflection (%)
27.15
0.00
0.00
114.76
124.49
97.76

s = 20 cm
k’ x 103
Δk x 103
(kPa/m)
(kPa/m)
22.91
74.26
82.92
134.27
118.79
170.14
5.45
56.80
26.73
78.08
40.09
91.44

Calculated
δa (mm)
0.44
0.14
0.09
2.08
0.82
0.55

Deference of
Deflection (%)
24.61
42.29
27.51
41.64
173.34
173.12

s = 30 cm
k’ x 103
Δk x 103
(kPa/m)
(kPa/m)
4.29
55.64
12.73
64.08
17.82
69.17
5.24
56.59
9.63
60.98

Calculated
δa (mm)
0.55
0.24
0.17
1.04
0.74

Deference of
Deflection (%)
-34.02
-12.53
-13.55
53.53
100.04

Analysis results from Modified Hardiyatmo method are better than results from Hardiyatmo method in predicting the
nailed-slab deflections. The advantage of the Modified Hardiyatmo method is more practical for designing purposes.
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a.

s = 10 cm

b. s = 20 cm

c. s = 30 cm
Fig. 6. Distribution of predicted deflection of nailed-slab for center loadings (P= 2.694 kN).

a. s = 10 cm

b. s = 20 cm

c. s = 30 cm
Fig. 7. Distribution of predicted deflection of nailed-slab for edge loadings (P= 2.694 kN, except for s = 30 cm P= 1.347 kN).
4.3. Pile Length Effects Due To Additional Modulus of Sub Grade Reaction
Additional and equivalent modulus of sub grade reactions due to 20 cm pile length are shown in Table 7 and 8 including the
calculated settlements. It is shown that k’ and ık relatively constant for Hardiyatmo method and tend to decrease by increasing
displacement for Modified Hardiyatmo method. According to results from Modified Hardiyatmo method, these values tend to
be lower for edge loading. Good agreement results find between calculated and observed deflections (Fig. 8). While the
calculated deflections for edge loadings tend to be over-estimated. The nailed-slab which used longer pile is stiffer then shorter
pile. In case of FEM results, the deflections tend also to be under estimated for edge loadings.
Table 7: Additional modulus (Δk) based on Hardiyatmo method and equivalent modulus (k’)
of sub grade reaction for LP = 20 cm; s/d = 5
Loading
Type
Center

Edge

Loads, P
(kN)
3.367
2.694
1.684
2.694
1.684

Observed
δ;mmͿ
0.70
0.44
0.22
0.82
0.37

δͬδ0
1.33
2.07
4.03
1.14
2.45

ϯ

ΔŬǆϭϬ 
;kPa/mͿ
10.79
10.99
11.30
10.72
11.07

ŬΖǆϭϬϯ
;kPa/mͿ
62.14
62.34
62.65
62.07
62.42

Calculated
δ;mmͿ
0.63
0.50
0.31
1.95
1.21

Deference of
Deflection (%)
-10.32
13.77
41.68
137.57
227.73
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Table 8: Additional modulus (Δk) based on Modified Hardiyatmo method and equivalent modulus (k’)
of sub grade reaction for LP = 20 cm; s/d = 5
ϯ
ϯ
Calculated
No.
Loading
Loads, P
Observed
Deference of
ŬΖǆϭϬ 
ΔŬǆϭϬ 
Type
(kN)
Deflection (%)
(kPa/m)
δĂ(mm)
δĂ(mm)
(kPa/m)
1 Center
3.37
0.71
5.65
57.00
0.67
-5.33
2.69
0.44
9.11
60.46
0.51
16.38
1.68
0.22
18.22
69.57
0.29
30.44
2 Edge
2.69
0.82
4.89
56.24
2.10
155.84
1.68
0.37
10.84
62.19
1.22
228.68

a. center loadings
b. edge loadings
Fig. 8. Predicted distribution of deflection of nailed-slab with Lp = 20 cm (P= 2.694 kN).

Fig. 9. Pile length effects due to Δk at P = 2.694 kN.
Fig. 9 shows the increasing of ık due to the increasing of pile length at P = 2.694 kN. The other load intensities have
similar trend. The ık tends to increase by increasing the pile length. Increasing in pile length is affected significantly for
center loading. This is caused by increasing the pile shaft areas, while the slab zone supported by single pile remains constant.
Yet, increasing in pile length is affected less significant for edge loading. It is caused by the end of slab was acted as a
cantilever slab, even though the pile length is increased.

5. CONCLUSION
The observations and analysis on the deflection of the Nailed-slab System model have been performed. The effects of pile
spacing and pile length to the additional sub grade reaction modulus ( Δk) were analyzed. Pile spacing affects the stiffness of
the Nailed-slab System; more close pile spacing, stiffer the Nailed-slab and lower the deflections. The slab tends to be critical
under the edge loading. The additional modulus of sub grade reaction tends to increase by decreasing the pile spacing. This is
caused by decreasing the slab zone which supported by single pile, while the pile shaft area of the single pile remains constant.
Both Hardiyatmo method and Modified Hardiyatmo method can well predict the slab deflections. Good results are obtained in
the sense of that the calculated settlement is in good agreement with observation. The Modified Hardiyatmo method is more
practical.
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Increasing in pile length is affected significantly to reduce the slab deflection under the center loadings, however pile
length is affected less significant for edge loading. This paper will contribute to geotechnics research focusing on construction
on soft soil.
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ABSTRACT
Expansive soil is one of problems of soil mechanic and always found on civil engineering issues since they always destruct on
building construction. Expansive soils have a large swelling potential. Expansive soil shows the behavior of extremely stiff soil
in dry condition, however particle bonds of soil grain will be decomposed when they submerged by the water. This paper
presents the study results performed at laboratory works on expansive soil from Cikarang Estate, Bekasi area with sand
fraction of 0%; 10%; 20%; 25%; and 30%. CBR values from standard test can increase caused by sand addition of 25% or
more. Generally, swelling potential can decrease with sand addition of 30% or more.
Keywords: expansive soil, sand fraction, CBR, swelling potential

1. INTRODUCTION
Expansive soils are found extensively in tropical areas, likes Indonesia. The presence of expansive soils greatly affects the
construction activities in many parts of Indonesia, especially around of the big city of Jakarta. More and more expansive soil
regions are being discovered each year with an increase in the amount of constructional activities, particularly in the
underdeveloped nations. These soils are characterized by the presence of a large proportion of highly active clay minerals of
the montmorillonite group which are responsible for the pronounced volume change capability of the soils. The expansive soils
are distributed geographically very widely, covering large areas.
Jakarta as the capital city and economic center makes this town becoming increasingly crowded, so that Governor of Jakarta
launches a new program that Megapolitan city concept. Integration between government of Jakarta and local government
around of this town to solve the existing problems, because of problems in Jakarta is not only from Jakarta but also from the
area around Jakarta as urbanization increases. Economic growth is distributed around of the city of Jakarta ((Bogor, Depok,
Tangerang, Bekasi and Cianjur or they called as Bodetabekjur area) to reduce urbanization. Good infrastructure is required to
encourage the economic growth; however it was not easy to achieve the ideal condition.
Development of economic activity center, such as industrial estate area consists of many factories, real estate for housing and
transportation infrastructure at Cikarang – Bekasi area finds some obstacles since soil foundation is expansive clay soil type.
Expansive soil is one of the problems in the infrastructure development. Mitigation of the effects of expansive clay on
structures built in areas with expansive clays is a major challenge in geotechnical engineering. Expansive clay has a large
swelling potential, expansive clays are soils that expand when water is added, and shrink when they dry out. Expansive soil
will also exert pressure on the vertical face of a foundation, basement or retaining wall resulting in lateral movement. Shrinkswell soils which have expanded due to high ground moisture experience a loss of soil strength or “capacity” and the resulting
instability can result in various forms of foundation problems and slope failure. Expansive soil should always be a suspect
when there is evidence of active foundation movement.
Recently, there are a lot of methods used to defend expansive soil problem, these are: chemical stabilization by cement; lime or
salt treated, beside the other of mechanical stabilization method. One of methods to prevent expansive soil problem performed
by this research is to design soil foundation improvement using addition of sand material. Paper focuses on the effects of
mixing sand with some measure of the value of CBR and swelling potential of expansive soil is developed by several tests in
laboratory models. Disturbed samples were taken from the area Cikarang Estate, Bekasi area. Compaction testings were
performed by using two methods, standard and modified compaction method. Sand addition is expected to reduce the swelling
potential at study area. Stabilization effect is focused on CBR value and swelling potential.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPANSIVE CLAY SOILS OF CIKARANG ESTATE, BEKASI AREA
Undisturbed and disturbed samples were taken from Cikarang eastate area (Figure 1). From Figure 1, it can be seen that
generally soil type from alluvial to hydromorf, with a little fraction of podsolic and latosol soil types, which colours of soil
were dominantly grey; brown; yellow; and red. Characteristics of undisturbed and disturbed samples are shown in Table 1.
Soil classification from USCS identified undisturbed samples from Cikarang Estate, Bekasi area is CH (clay of high plasticity,
fat clay). Undisturbed samples condition shows water content of 47.8 % and specific gravity of 2.62. Liquid limit; plastic limit;
and plasticity index are 103.3%; 40.9%; and 62.4%, respectively. Clay fraction is more than 40% and activity (A) value is
around 2.1. From X-ray diffraction for clay mineralogy is obtained value of 34% fraction of montmorillonite (Table 2). Holtz
and Gibbs (1956); Seed & Chan (1959); Seed et al (1962); Woodward & Lundgren (1963) Chen (1975, 1988) show that degree
of expansion of undisturbed samples from study area has a very high soil expansivity and swelling values.

Figure 1. Locations of undisturbed and disturbed samples based on the Peta Jenis Tanah Kabupaten Bekasi
(Source: Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Daerah Kabupaten Bekasi, 2005)
Tabel 1. Summary of soil properties from study area
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Soil properties
Water content (w) (%)
Weight volume (γm) (gr/cm3)
Specific gravity (Gs)
Liquid limit (LL) (%)
Plastic limit (PL) (%)
Plasticity index (PI) (%)
Shrinkage limit (SL) (%)
Sieve analysis (% passed of No. 200)
Hydrometer analysis (% of diameter < 0.002 mm)
Activity (A)

Results
47.8 – 48.5
1.8 – 1.9
2.62 – 2.63
102.4 – 104.2
39.2 – 42.6
61.6 – 63.2
22.2 – 25.9
48.3 – 58.6 (clay)
58.3 – 78.3 (clay)
1.6 – 2.0
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Table 2. Mineral composition of expansive clay soil
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mineral composition
Monmorillonite
Halloysite
Alpha Quartz
Hematite

Content (% of weight)
34.03
34.86
25.42
5.69

3. RESEARCH RESULTS
All tests were performed at Soil Mechanics Laboratory Test of Civil Engineering Department of State Polytechnic of Jakarta
and Balai Pusat Pengujian Keramik (Institution Center for Ceramic Test), Bandung. Flow chart of research conducted is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research flow chart

CBR (California Bearing Ratio) test results shows in Figure 3 (a; b; c; and d). Based on Figure 3, it can be concluded that sand
addition from 10.0 % to 17.7 %, CBR value of tends expansive clay soil to decrease. So, the sand addition of these ranges
cannot contribute to increase soil bearing capacity. However, for sand addition more than 17.7%, CBR value of expansive clay
soil can increase, it can be assumed that all sand grain filled pore spaces of expansive clay soil and stabilized clay mineral of
montmorillonite, even though these assumptions has to be proven by a micro laboratory works.
From swelling tests, it can be shown that influence of sand contents of 10 and 20% will increase swelling potential values.
However, when the sand contents reach 25 and 30%, expansive soil will decrease the swelling potential. It can be concluded
that the influence of sand addition will cause decreasing of swelling potential after the optimal values of sand content. In this
study, it can be known that to decrease swelling values can be reach if the sand content more than 30% (or > 30 %). So that,
influence of sand addition more than 30% will decrease swelling potential and increase CBR values.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
From laboratory research results, undisturbed and disturbed soil of Cikarang Estate, Bekasi area can be categorized as
expansive soil. Influence of sand addition can decrease swelling potential values and increase CBR values after sand contents
more than 30%.
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Figure 3. Typical correlation between variation of sand addition and CBR values
in soaked & unsoaked conditions

Figure 4. Variation of sand addition and swelling potential based on standard and modified compaction tests
The previously described analysis has clearly indicated that the index properties such as liquid limit, plasticity index and
related parameters cannot satisfactorily predict the soil expansivity, as they do not consider the effect of clay mineralogy. The
free swell ratio approach, in addition to predicting the soil expansivity more realistically and satisfactorily, gives additional
information about the nature of the clay mineralogy of soils. The study should be compared with the stabilizing agents for
expansive clay, such as: hydrated lime, portland cement, bitumen, and the others, however the stabilization using agents as
mentioned above is quite expensive and requires precision and high accuracy work.
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ABSTRACT
Car driver and motorcycle rider behaviour might be affected by external disturbances. These include the behaviour of other
driver/ rider, the behaviour of pedestrian, the road condition, the existence of outdoor advertisement, people activities on road
and surroundings, building lighting, etc. There were 100 respondents interviewed consist of university students, lecturers and
employees. Both males and females were covered and both car drivers and motorcycle riders were covered. The questionnaire
consists of social status (gender, age, marital status, residential status, health), economic status (monthly expenditure,
education back ground, employment status), vehicle data (engine size and production year), driving/ riding skill (driving/
riding experience, driving/ riding license possession), driving/ riding habit (helmet/ safety belt use, equipment check), travel
characteristics (daily driving/ riding distance/ time, daily departure and arrival time), risky beharioiur (exposure to traffic
violation/ accident, etc), and 9 other questions regarding external disturbances. Covariance based SEM (Structural Equation
Modeling) will be used to analyzed the effect of repondents socio- economic characteristics, driving/ riding skill/habit/risky
behaviour, vehicle/ travel characteristics to their attitude towards external disturbance. A free Partial Least Square (PLS)
software available on web called Smart-PLS was used.
Keywords:
External Disturbance, Car Driver Behaviour, Motorcycle Rider Behaviour, Structural Equation Modeling, Partial Least
Square

1. INTRODUCTION
Driving a car or riding a motorcycle has already been a multitasking activity [1]. Ones needs to concentrate in this kind of
activity to ensure safe drive/ ride. Therefore any disturbance both internal or external disturbances should be minimized.
Internal disturbance can be defined as disturbance caused by internal activities in the vehicle such as using mobile phone
(initiate/ receive call, sending/ replying text, etc) as stated by [2], using other gadgets (observing map through GPS, using
smartphone for various tasks, etc), operating audio visual equipments [3], engaged in internal activities with passengers [4],
eating and drinking [5], etc. External disturbance can be defined as disturbance caused by activities/ things outside the vehicle
such as behaviour of other driver/ rider, the behaviour of pedestrian, the road condition, the existence of outdoor
advertisement, people activities on road and surroundings, building lighting, etc. In this paper the the effect of repondents socio
economic characteristics, driving/ riding skill/habit/risky behaviour, vehicle/ travel characteristics to their attitude towards
external disturbance will be discused.

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES
Reference [6] shows that older motorcycle riders check the equipment before the ride more frequent compare to the younger
one. They stated that whealtier rider tend to involve in less traffic rule violation. They aso stated that helmet use was associated
with other responsible behaviour such as bring vaid license on ride, involve in less traffic rule violation and low accident
exposure.
According to [7] younger rider was more likely to involve in fatal accident. This is confirmed by [8] that stated older riders
tend to conduct safe riding.
According to [9] law enforcement might increase helmet use. At the end, this increase will lead to less number of head injuries.
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According to [10] higher rider education could increase posession of valid license. It also increase helmet use rate. According
to [11] posession of license would improve riding performance.
According to [12] younger rider, lower road class and male rider tend to fall into low helmet use group. Meanwhile according
to [13] law enforcement could decrease fatal and non-fatal injuries. Further they said that rider education and lower speed limit
would decrease non-fatal injuries.
Reference [14] shows that less riding experience/ riding skills and poor license system woul increase accident risk. They also
found that female rider tend to have less experience.
Reference [15] shows that younger female drivers with less experience and more speeding and parking offences tend to be
more inattentive and more dangerous. Some of these characteristics confirming the finding of [16]. Meanwhile, [17] stated that
younger and whealtier drivers with speeding and traffic rule violation history tend to involve in more accident.
Reference [18] shows that sreet lighting increase car speed, decrease driver concentration and decrease accident rate. Another
road condition such as road segment homogenity might maintain car speed stability [19].
According to [20], driver stress might increase driving error and driving violation. Meanwhile, [21] stated that drivers with
dangerous and speeding habit were usually young, whealty, less likely to use seat belt and involved in more traffic rule
violation and accident. They also stated that experienced and well educated drivers tend to be less dangerous although driving
in higher speed.
According to [22] , less ability in accident probability judgement, less concern, less worry and security and less emotional
reactions formed more risky behahiour. Furthermore they stated that risky behaviour was reflected by unsafte driving and
social pressure, speeding and traffic rule violation.
Reference [23] shows that driver who rarely use seat belt tend to involve in severe crash and severe injury. Meanwhile,
according to [24] unbuckled caucasian drivers tend to involve in red light running.
Reference [25] shows that driver with more risky driving behaviour tend to conduct speeding and violate traffic rule. They also
stated that risk perception was reflected by worry and concern.
Provocation by other road users might lead to speed acceleration by the provocated drivers [26]. However, male driver tend to
accelarate faster [27].
According to [28] more speed limit violation was done by non seat belt user. Meanwhile, driver risky behaviour was usually
stronger in less educated and less whealty communities [29]. According to [30] drivers with more traffic violation history tend
to involve in crashes.
Higher education was related to higher safety belt use rate [31]. Moreover, older driver with higher job level and higher wealth
level was related to higher safety belt use rate [32].
Variable message sign would increase driver alertness [33]. However, truck drivers utilized more time to read roadside
displays [34].
Street level advertisement was attracting more driver attention compare to raised level advertisement [35]. In general, outside
distractions tent to trigger more absence of hand on steering wheel and cause more lane wandering [5].

3. METHODOLOGY
There were 100 respondents interviewed consist of 73 university students, 12 university lecturers and 15 university employees.
There were 66 males and 34 females. There were 49 car drivers and 51 motorcycle riders were covered.
Based mainly on the literature review with necessary modification, the questionnaire consists of :
•

social status (gender, age, marital status, residential status, health)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

economic status (monthly expenditure, education back ground, employment status)
vehicle data (engine size and production year)
driving/ riding skill (driving/ riding experience, driving/ riding license possession)
driving/ riding habit (helmet/ safety belt use, equipment check)
travel characteristics (daily driving/ riding distance/ time, daily departure and arrival time)
risky beharioiur (exposure to traffic violation/ accident, etc)
attitude towards external disturbances (include the behaviour of other driver/ rider, the behaviour of pedestrian, the
road condition, the existence of outdoor advertisement, people activities on road and surroundings, building lighting,
etc.).

Covariance based SEM (Structural Equation Modeling) was used to analyzed the effect of repondents socio- economic
characteristics, driving/ riding skill/habit/risky behaviour, vehicle/ travel characteristics to their attitude towards external
disturbance. A free Partial Least Square (PLS) software available on web called Smart-PLS was used. Only indicators with
standardized loading factor (SLF) equal and above 0.5 were considered.
Car models were separated from motorcycle models. During data inputting, for both models there were two methods, using
limited ordinal scale and using widen ordinal scale (for example for data with wide range of values such as responden age,
vehicle production year, etc). Therefore four models were produced. In this paper only visual model for widen ordinal scale
will be presented due to the limited pages allowed. However the indicators with SLF0.5 were presented both for limited
ordinal scale models and widen ordinal scala models.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 1 shows the full model for car with widen ordinal scale whilst Figure 2 shows the final model for motorcycle after all
indicators with SLF<0.5 (including negative SLF’s) removed. Figure 3 shows the full model for motorcycle with widen ordinal
scale whilst Figure 4 shows the final model for motorcycle after all indicators with SLF<0.5 (including negative SLF’s)
removed.
Table 1 shows the summay of all indicators with SLF0.5 both in car and motorcycle models. The models consist of limited
ordinal scale models and widen ordinal scale models. It can be seen that in car models all indicators reflect economic
characteristics latent (education attainment, monthly expenses and job level), whilst in motorcycle model only job level was
significant.
Marital status was a significant indicator forming social status in car and motorcycle widen ordinal scale models. In car and
motorcycle limited ordinal scale models, age was the only significant indicator forming social status.
Except for car model with limited ordinal scale, in all other models, production year was the only indicator significantly
forming vehicle characteristic latent. For all models, driving/ riding experience was the only significant indicator reflecting
driving/ riding skill latent.
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Figure 1: Full Model for Car-Widen Ordinal Scale

Figure 2: Final Model for Car-Widen Ordinal Scale
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Figure 3: Full Motorcycle Model-Widen Ordinal Scale

Figure 3: Final Motorcycle Model-Widen Ordinal Scale

For all car models, equipment check before driving was the only indicator siginificantly forming driving habit latent. For all
motorcycle models, helmet use was the only indicator siginificantly forming driving habit latent.
For all widen ordinal scale models, accident involvement history was a significant indicator reflecting driver/ rider risky
behaviour latent However in car model, driving in a speed morte than 100 km/hour was another significant indicator. Driving
in a speed more than 100 km/hour was the only significant indicator reflecting car limited ordinal scale model.
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For all models, departure time was the only significant indicator forming travel characteristic latent. For all car models,
advertisement disturbance frequency was the only significant indicator forming advertisement external disturbance latent (there
were no significant indicator for motorcycle models for this latent). For all motorcycle models, demonstration disturbance was
the only significant indicator forming non-advertisement latent ((there were no significant indicator for car models for this
latent).
In general, economic characteristic latent influence social characteristics, vehicle characteristics, driving skill, driving habit,
driver/ rider risky behaviour, travel characteristics, advertisement disturbance and non-adverticement disturbance latents.
Social characteristic latent influence all other latents except economic characteristics. Driving habit latent influence driver/
rider risky behaviours.
Table 1: Summary of Indicator with SLF0.5
Latent Variable

Car-Limited Ordinal
Scale

Car-Widen Ordinal Scale

Motorcycle-Limited
Ordinal Scale

Motorcycle-Widen
Ordinal Scale

Economics
Characteristics

Education
Expenses
Job

Education
Expenses
Job

Job

Job

Social Characteristics

Marital Status

Age

Marital Status

Age

Production Year

Production Year

Production Year

-

Vehicle
Characteristics

1)

Drviving Skill

Experience

Experience

Experience

Experience

Driving Habit

Equipments Check

Equipments Check

Helmet Use

Helmet Use

Driver/ Rider Risky
Behaviour

Speeding

Speeding
Accident Involvement

Travel
Characteristics

Departure Time

Departure Time

Advertisement
Disturbance

Frequency of
Disturbance

Frequency of Disturbance

- 1)
- 1)
Non-Advertisement
Disturbance
1) SLF for all of the indicators in this latent are negative or below 0.5

-

1)

Departure Time
-

1)

Demonstration

Accident Involvement
Departure Time
-

1)

Demonstration

7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
It can be concluded that except for economic characteristics latent and driver risky behaviour latent, all other latents have only
single valid indicator to form or to reflect each of them. One of the possible cause was the use of non-standard questionnaire
without statistical validation test. In further research this statistical validation test should be carried out.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the study is to develop a signal-control strategy and its application for road closure area on two way two
lanes roads which is treated as an isolated intersection during severe over saturation.
The study developed a method which introduces a ratio between cumulative departure and cumulative arrival (R). With the
same arrival and saturation flow data, the method introducing in this study has a better performance results comparing
amongst the Discrete Minimal Delay Model and the Maximum Throughput Model.
The simulation results show that the optimum arrival detection period is 240 seconds and the optimum cycle time is 240
seconds. The study indicates the percentage of increasing total delay, decreasing of average throughput and decreasing of
over saturation period if there is a change of cycle time from 240 seconds to less than 240 seconds and the maximum road
closure length that can be accommodated by signalized traffic control in over saturation traffic condition based on total
Degree of Saturation (DS), average speed on lane closure area (Sw).
Keywords
signalized traffic control, road closure areas, oversaturated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Road activity which requires the closure of one of the two ways two lane roads need a special effort to maximize the capacity
of bottleneck areas, especially on over saturation traffic condition. To overcome the problem arises on an oversaturated two
way two lane road closure areas, this study developed a two steps of green time planning method which is introducing a ratio
between cumulative departure and cumulative arrival (R) on its signalized traffic control strategy.

2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The objective of the research is to evaluate the application of a ratio of vehicle’s cumulative departure to cumulative arrival (R)
value as a switch over point parameter on oversaturated two way two lane road closure areas (RCA) as a signalized traffic
control strategy with the speeds on RCA are 20 km/h and 30 km/h.

3. ROAD CLOSURE AREA (RCA) TRAFFIC CONTROL
Portable traffic signals use of the red clearance interval, or “all red” period to allow vehicles that have entered a RCA under a
green or yellow indication to safely pass through and exit the one-lane RCA. The factor that determines duration of the red
clearance interval is the speeds at which motorists will drive through the one lane RCA. The lay out of signalized traffic
control on two way two lane RCA installation is shown on Figure 1, whereas Figure 2 displays the time needed in both
directions to clear the road closure areas.

Figure 1: Portable Traffic Signal Installation for Road Closure Area Control
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Figure 2: Complete Signal Cycle for Portable Traffic Signal Installation
Maximum Wait Time (each direction) =

2Y + 2 R + 2 B + G nax

(2)

where
=
=
=
=

Y
R
B
G max

yellow clearance time (applies to both directions), seconds
red clearance time (applies to both directions), seconds
buffer time (applies to both directions), seconds
maximum green time in the opposing direction, seconds

Ginger et al [3] indicates that the maximum wait time (i.e., before driver confusion and possible violation) is approximately
four minutes.

4. SIGNALIZED TRAFFIC CONTROL ON OVERSATURATED TRAFFIC FLOW
4.1. Previous Studies
The previous studies of signalized traffic control on oversaturated traffic flow were conducted by Chang and Lin [1] and
Talmor and Mahalel D [6] which is summarized on Table 1.
Table 1: The Previous Studies Of Signalized Traffic Control On Oversaturated Traffic Flow
Chang TH and Lin JT (2000).
Objective

uniqueness

conclusions

4.2.

minimize the total delay on the intersection during the
oversaturated period by deriving a basic discrete minimal
delay model and a performance index model
Appication of bang-bang like control, by which signals are
operated alternatively and sequentially, with minimal
maximal green time, significantly outperforms conventional
equal timesharing dispersion control; and not all provided
cycle lengths are applicable to oversaturation control, since
some may fail to meet the warrant of simultaneous dispersion
indicated by Gazis
The discrete type performance index model, which results in
bang-bang like control, is quite appropriate for oversaturation
control.
The performance of this model is rather robust even when the
input data appear to be slightly biased. The proposed model
can also determine the optimal cycle length and the optimal
assigned green time.

Talmor I and Mahalel D, (2007),
to maximize the average throughput of the intersection
during the oversaturated period

Application of discharge-flow functions instead of
saturation-flow functions. Maximum throughput is
achieved, based on the best balance between the
decrease in discharge flows and the saving in lost time.
Control based on the maximization of throughput
enables an optimization of traffic operations as long as
congestion persists, without the need for any further
knowledge of existing or future demand.
This capability is important and significant, since
congestion is often random and may occur without any
prior information of its existence or duration.

Demand and Service Approach

The traffic signal service equation is describing the service rate from the beginning until the end of the oversaturated period.
The curve of cumulative arrival of vehicle and service of traffic signal control at oversaturated period presented at Figure 3.
Beginning of oversaturated period happened at the time of T=0 and oversaturated period end at the time of T=n.c. ( n=total
number of cycle time and c= cycle time).
At T =n.c, Q = G
− ( a + a ).t  + ( b + b ).t = ( γ  + γ  )t

t=n.c, then
− (a1 + a 2 ).(n.c) 2 + (b1 + b2 ).(n.c) = (γ 1 + γ 2 ).(n.c)

(5)
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, γ = g 2 s2
2

γ1 =

g 1 s1
c

γ =

( c − g  ).s
c

and g + g = c

c

(c − g 2 ) s1 + g 2 s2
.(n.c)
c
(c − g2 ) s1 + g 2 s2
− (a1 + a2 ).n.c + (b1 + b2 ) =
c

− ( a1 + a2 ).(n.c) 2 + (b1 + b2 ).(n.c) =

(6)

where
G
G,

=

γ , .

=

Total Cumulative service function, pcu
Total Cumulative service function of movement 1 and 2, respectively, pcu
Service rate (throughput) of movement 1 and 2 respectively, pcu/hour

= Constants of the polynomial functions
,
c is an input value, whereas the value of a1, a2 , b1, b2 , s1, s2 is determined based on field data. If the equation fulfill the equation
g1 + g 2 = c , the value of n, T and γ can be calculated. . Based on the assumption that that both approaches disperse the

a1, 2 b1, 2

queues at the same cycle, hence the value of γ  , γ  , g and g  also can be calculated.

t

Qi (t ) = ³ qi (t ).dt
0

t

Gi (t ) = ³ γ i (t ).dt
0

Figure 3: Vehicle’s Cumulative Arrival and Cumulative Service of Traffic Signal Control at Oversaturated Period

5. SWITCH OVER POINT APPROACH

queue length (pcu)

Figure 4 show the queue length in an intersection with 2 phase signalized traffic control along the oversaturated period. The
first phase serves the movement from the left of RCA (will be termed as first movement) and the second phase serves the
movement from the right of road closure area (will be termed as second movement). As shown on Figure 4a, the traffic signal
control on oversaturated period with single green time often cannot disperse the queue at both approaches concurrently. It can
be seen that at T=X, the all queue at 1st movement has been discharged, but at the 2nd movement the queues still exist. To
overcome this, the two step green time method with switching of green time at certain point has been developed. This point is
called as switch over point (Figure 4b).

0,0

X
tim e (seconds)
appro ach 1

approach 2

(a) Without Green Time Switch Over
(b) With Green Time Switch Over
Figure 4 : Queue Discharge on Oversaturated Signalized Traffic Control
5.1. Ratio Of Cumulative Vehicle Arrivals to Cumulative Vehicle Discharge
As already mentioned above, the study developed a parameter to determine the switch over point named R, which is defined as
ratio of cumulative vehicle arrivals to cumulative vehicle discharge.
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Performance parameter calculated at any cycle time (iteration) is :
1. Vehicle discharge on the ith of green and jth iteration ( VD i ; j )
VDi ; j =

sm
XGi ( m )


m = 1,2

(7)

where
=
=

VDi ; j

sm

m = 1,2

Vehicle discharge on the ith of green and jth iteration j , pcu
Saturation flow of approach 1,2 pcu/hour

i th green time , i = 1,2 (1 for before switching and 2 for after switching)
2. Queue length on the ith of green time and jth iteration ( Qi ; j )
=

Gi ( m )

Green time of approach

m

on the

Qi ; j = CAi;j – CAi;j-1 + Qi;j-1 – VDi;j

3.

(8)

Ratio of cumulative vehicle arrivals to cumulative vehicle discharge on the ith of green time and jth iteration ( Ri , j ( m ) )
Ri , j ( m ) =

CD i ; j

(9)

CAi ; j

where
Qi ; j

=

queue length on the ith of green time and jth iteration, pcu

CAi ; j

=

cumulative vehicle arrivals on the ith of green time and jth iteration, pcu

CDi ; j

=

cumulative vehicle discharge on the ith of green time and jth iteration, pcu

Switch over point will be done if the value of Ri , j ( m ) at one of the two approaches has already achieved the determined value
of Ri , j ( m ) . Which its value is in the range of zero to one (0< R i , j ( m ) <1)
5.2. Simulation Scenario
5.2.1. R Value
The simulation was done on the various value of Ri , j ( m ) as follows:
Ri , j ( m ) ≥ 0,1; 0,4; 0,5; 0,65; 0,75; 0,85; 0,9; 0,95; 0,97

The example of Chang and Lin [1] and Talmor and Mahalel D [8] is applied in the simulation as shown on Table 2. The
example assumed an intersection of two one way streets with a two-phase signal control. One street is denoted as approach 1,
and the other street as approach 2. No left turn is considered. Approach 1 has a saturation flow of 1400 vehicle/hour and
approach 2 has a saturation flow 1000 vehicle/hour. In this study the saturation flow was converted into 1400 pcu/hour and
1000 pcu/hour, respectively. The cycle time is 150 seconds. In order to compare with the other model, the simulation was done
with the value of zero in the length of RCA.
Table 2:Input Data
Cumulative
time period
(second)

300
600
900
1200
1500
1800
2100
2400
2700
3000
3300
3600
3900
4200

Cumulative
Cumulative
Saturation
Saturation
vehicle
vehicle
Arrival flow
Degree of
Arrival flow
Degree of
flow
flow
arrival
arrival
(pcu/hour)
Saturation
(pcu/hour)
Saturation
(p cu/hour)
(pcu/hour)
(pcu)
(pcu)
Approach 1
Approach 2
121
1452
1400
1.04
86
1032
1000
1.03
205
1008
1400
0.72
147
732
1000
0.73
268
756
1400
0.54
192
540
1000
0.54
318
600
1400
0.43
227
420
1000
0.42
359
492
1400
0.35
257
360
1000
0.36
396
444
1400
0.32
283
312
1000
0.31
430
408
1400
0.29
307
288
1000
0.29
462
384
1400
0.27
330
276
1000
0.28
492
360
1400
0.26
352
264
1000
0.26
523
372
1400
0.27
373
252
1000
0.25
552
348
1400
0.25
394
252
1000
0.25
582
360
1400
0.26
415
252
1000
0.25
611
348
1400
0.25
436
252
1000
0.25
640
348
1400
0.25
457
252
1000
0.25

Source :[1] & [8]

5.2.2.

Simulation on RCA
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To accommodate various variation of lane width, this study applied the total Degree of Saturation (DS) value to substitute the
values of saturation flow and passenger car equivalent of each vehicle type. DS is sum of ratio of arrival flow to saturation flow
on each movement or each approach. Therefore, the research’s simulation scenario is as follows:
a. Variation of vehicle arrival is represented by total Degree of Saturation and the Degree of Saturation (DS) of each
approach.
b. The observation time of the vehicle’s arrival is 1 hour (3600 seconds) and the over saturation period is assumed happen on
the first 300 seconds. The vehicle’s arrival after the first 300 seconds is assumed as unsaturated flow, with the value of
total Degree of Saturation is 0.71.
c. The variation of DS on the first 300 seconds are as follows:
- 1 < DS < 1.5 (representes by DS=1.44)
- 1.5 < DS < 2 (representes by DS=1.86)
- 2 < DS < 2.5 (representes by DS=2.26)
- DS > 2.5 (representes by DS=2.76)
d. The simulation applies at various length of RCA, speed at RCA and cycle time as follows:
- Length of RCA : 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200 meter
- Speed at RCA: 20 km/tour
- Cycle time: 120, 150, 180, 210, 240 seconds
- Vehicle’s Detection Period : 120, 180, 240, 300 seconds

6. PERFORMANCE INDICATOR AND R VALUE
The simulation results on Table 3 and Figure 4 show that the various of R do not give a significant trend of both average
throughput and total delay. The simulation results also show that although average throughput has a maximum value on the
value of R> 0.95, but the difference is very small. The two performance indicators, those are average throughput and total
delay, do not have any special trend in result regarding with the difference of the R value. The first simulation results show
that green time determination has a significant difference if be chosen based on the minimum total delay value. The minimum
total delay was happened on the value of R > 0.95.
Total Average Throughput

Total Delay (seconds)

Total Delay
1,203

270,000
264,533
260, 900259, 000

260,000
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222,
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222,400
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1,200
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1,199

200,000

1,198
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0.4

0.6

0.8
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1.2
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R

R

based on minimum total delay
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based on maximum t ot al average t hroughput

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Total Delay and Total Average Throughput of Various R Values
Table 3 shows the performance results of the study and the two other methods, i.e. Discrete Minimal Delay Model [1] and
Maximum Throughput Model [6] based on the same input data. The results then compared to the based result, which is
Minimal Delay Model [1]. The difference in percentage to the based result was done also presented in this Table.
Comparing with Discrete Minimal Delay Model [1], this study has improved some of performance indicators of signalized
traffic control, those are 5,88% better in length of over saturation period, 1.46% in average throughput, 13,57% in number of
vehicles in the queue and 12,80% in total delay. This performance also better than Maximum Throughput Model [6]
Table 3: Performance Results
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Discrete
Minimal
Delay Model

Performance Indicator

Maximum
Throughput
Model

Over saturation period (second)
2550.00
2434.80
throughput (pcu/hour)
1181
1195
Number of vehicles in the queue (pcu)
1609
1566
total delay (second)
238,625
233,035
Comparison to Discrete Minimal Delay Model
Over saturation period (second)
4.52%
throughput (pcu/hour)
1.16%
Number of vehicles in the queue (pcu)
2.69%
total delay (second)
2.34%
Source : Talmor I & Mahalel D [8] & Result of the Study (2009)

Research,
R=0,95
2400.00
1198
1391
208,092
5.88%
1.16%
13.57%
12.80%

Evaluations of the first simulation are as follows:
• Green time determination has a significant difference if be chosen based on the minimum total delay value.
• The minimum total delay was happened on the value of R > 0.95.
• The ratio of vehicle’s cumulative departure to cumulative arrival (R) value as a switch over point parameter could be
applied on a two phase oversaturated signalized traffic control strategy.
• The research method, which was applied a ratio of vehicle’s cumulative departure to cumulative arrival (R) value of 0.95,
has improved the performance of the previous methods, i.e. the Discrete Minimal Delay Model and the Maximum
Throughput Model.
• The research method could be applied to oversaturated two way two lane road closure areas signalized traffic control
strategy by inputting the length of road closure area and the average journey speed in the road closure area.
6.1. Optimum Detection Period
The simulation results show that minimum total delay is achieved when the detection period is more than 240 seconds. When
DS < 2 the minimum total delay is 300 seconds, but at DS>2 the minimum total delay of 240 seconds and 300 seconds
vehicle’s detection period has the same value of minimum total delay. The percentage of increasing total delay comparing to
240 seconds of detection period at cycle time 240 seconds is shown on Table 4.
Table 4 Total Delay on Various Detection Periods Comparing to
Detection Period of 240 seconds= 240 Seconds
Total Delay (seconds)
DS

1<DS<1.5

1.5<DS<2

2<DS<2.5

2.5<DS<3

Lw
detection period (seconds)

oversaturated
period

average
throughput

% comparing to detection period of 240 seconds
detection period (seconds)

meter

120

180

240

300

seconds

pcu/hr

120

180

240

300

10

47,675

35,835

27,995

27,803

960

1626

70%

28%

0%

-1%

25

52,200

40,360

32,520

32,328

960

1591

61%

24%

0%

-1%

50

61,740

49,900

42,060

41,868

1,200

1,527

47%

19%

0%

0%

75

76,225

64,385

56,545

56,353

1,440

1,464

35%

14%

0%

0%

100

99,667

87,827

79,795

79,795

1,920

1,400

25%

10%

0%

0%

125

144,802

132,962

125,122

124,930

2,880

1,336

16%

6%

0%

0%

10

111,468

95,788

85,548

85,836

1,440

1,626

30%

12%

0%

0%

25

120,353

104,673

94,433

94,721

1,680

1,591

27%

11%

0%

0%

50

145,382

129,702

119,462

119,750

1,920

1,527

22%

9%

0%

0%

75

180,750

165,070

154,830

155,118

2,400

1,464

17%

7%

0%

0%

100

239,326

223,646

213,406

213,694

3,120

1,400

12%

5%

0%

0%

10

197,899

179,019

167,179

167,179

1,920

1,626

18%

7%

0%

0%

25

215,633

196,753

184,913

184,913

2,160

1,591

17%

6%

0%

0%

50

257,734

238,854

227,014

227,014

2,640

1,527

14%

5%

0%

0%

75

323,688

304,808

292,968

292,968

3,120

1,464

10%

4%

0%

0%

10

341,670

318,310

304,230

304,230

2,640

1,626

12%

5%

0%

0%

25

373,560

350,200

336,120

336,120

2,880

1,591

11%

4%

0%

0%

50

449,914

426,554

412,474

412,474

3,360

1,527

9%

3%

0%

0%

6.2. Optimum Cycle Time
The simulation results of cycle time variation. are as follows:
a. Cycle time of 240 seconds resulting the smallest total delay at most of variations, except on the following scenarios, which
the smallest total delay occurred on cycle time of 210 seconds:
- Length of RCA 10 meter and 25 meter on 1<DS<1.5
- Length of RCA 25 meter on 1<DS<1.5 and 2<DS<2.5.
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b.
c.

Cycle time of 240 seconds resulting the largest total average throughput at all variations.
Cycle time of 240 seconds resulting the smallest oversaturated period at all variations.

Based on the simulation results mentioned above, the cycle time of 240 second is chosen as the optimal cycle time. Total
delay, total average throughput and oversaturated period on Various Cycle Time Comparing to Cycle Time of 120 seconds is
shown on Table 5.
Table 5: Total Delay, Total Average Throughput and Oversaturated Period
on Various Cycle Time Comparing to Cycle Time of 120 Seconds
Length of
RCA

meter

10

25

Cycle time

Total Delay

average

Length of

throughput

RCA

meter

Cycle time

Total Delay

average

Length of

throughput

RCA

meter

Cycle time

Total Delay

average
throughput

second

second

pcu/hour

second

second

pcu/hour

second

second

pcu/hour

120

37,436

1555.58

120

106,240

1357.60

120

-

-

150

32,270

1583.87

150

67,584

1425.48

150

-

-

180

28,539

1602.72

180

53,249

1470.73

180

-

-

210

27,096

1616.19

210

45,841

1503.06

210

105,605

1357.60

240

27,995

1626.29

240

42,060

1527.30

240

79,795

1400.03

120

100%

100%

120

100%

100%

120

-

-

150

86%

102%

150

64%

105%

150

-

-

180

76%

103%

180

50%

108%

180

-

-

210

72%

104%

210

43%

111%

210

100%

100%
103%

50

100

240

75%

105%

240

40%

113%

240

76%

120

51,060

1484.88

120

-

-

120

-

-

150

41,190

1527.30

150

139,031

1323.66

150

-

-

180

36,176

1555.58

180

85,648

1385.88

180

-

-

210

33,283

1575.79

210

66,056

1430.33

210

-

-

240

32,520

1590.94

240

56,545

1463.66

240

125,122

1336.39

120

100%

100%

120

-

-

120

-

-

150

81%

103%

150

100%

100%

150

-

-

180

71%

105%

180

62%

105%

180

-

-

210

65%

106%

210

48%

108%

210

-

-

240

64%

107%

240

41%

111%

240

100%

100%

75

125

6.3. Prediction Of Delay, Throughput And Oversaturation Period
The simulation results show that the length of RCA (Lw) that could be accommodated by a signalized traffic control on two
way two lane RCA at oversaturated period is limited and depend on the value of the total Degree of Saturation (DS) of the two
approach. The approaching model of total delay and length of RCA relationship is an exponentials equation, while for the total
average throughput and length of RCA relationship is a linier equation.
The equations to predict the total delay and average throughput based on the value of DS and the length of RCA on
observation period 240 seconds and cycle time 240 seconds are shown on Table 6. The value of oversaturated period is
presented on Table 7.
Table 6 Equation of Total Delay and Average Throughput Prediction

1<DS<1.5

equation
total delay
throughput
second
pcu/hour
y = 23286 e 0 .0128 x
y = − 2 . 523 x + 1653

1.5<DS<2

y = 74325 e 0 . 0102

2<DS<2.5

y = 150682 e

2.5<DS<3

y = 280113 e

DS

Lw can be
accommodated
meter
Lw<125

x

y = − 2 . 523 x + 1653

Lw<100

0 . 0068 x

y = − 2 . 511 x + 1653

Lw<75

y = − 2 . 482 x + 1652

Lw<50

0 . 0077 x

Table 7: Oversaturated Period Based on the Length of RCA, DS and Sw
on Observation Period 240 Seconds and Cycle Time 240 Seconds
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Length of RCA
meter
10
25
50
75
100
125

over-saturated period (seconds)
1<DS<1.5
960
960
1,200
1,440
1,920
2,880

1.5<DS<2
1,440
1,680
1,920
2,400
3,120
-

2<DS<2.5
1920
2160
2640
3120
-

2.5<DS<3
1920
2160
2640
3120
-

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A signal-control strategy for road closure area on two way two lanes roads which is treated as an isolated intersection during
severe over saturation was developed using ratio of vehicle’s cumulative departure to cumulative arrival (R) value as a switch
over point parameter could be applied on a two phase oversaturated signalized traffic control strategy.
With the same arrival and saturation flow data, the switching method introduced in this study has a better performance results
comparing with the Discrete Minimal Delay Model and the Maximum Throughput Model. The application of a ratio of
vehicle’s cumulative departure to cumulative arrival (R) value of 0.95, has improved the performance comparing with the two
previous methods.
The switching method could be applied to signalized traffic control strategy on oversaturated two way two lane road closure
areas by inputting the length of road closure area and the average journey speed in the road closure area.
The results of simulation to the various lengths of road closure area and the average journey speed in the road closure area are
that minimum total delay is achieved when the detection period is more than 240 seconds and the optimal cycle time is 240
seconds
The length of Road Closure Area (Lw) could be accommodated by a signalized traffic control on two way two lane RCA at
oversaturated period is limited and depend on the value of the total Degree of Saturation (DS) of the two approach. The
approaching model of total delay and length of RCA relationship is an exponentials equation, while for the total average
throughput and length of RCA relationship is a linier equation.
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ABSTRACT
It is crucial to applied risk guarantee to infrastructure projects for the reason that assurance in the handling of various risks is
vital in infrastructure development especially in a scheme of public-private partnerships. Government attract private sector
participation as a scheme of policy solutions to budgetary limitations by incentives such as debt guarantees, Minimum
Revenue Guarantee (MRG), or direct cash support. The incentive system is an important factor in determining the success of
infrastructure projects but still not lucrative in the bidding process due to the failure of traditional capital budgeting theory
such as Net Present Value (NPV) analysis in evaluating the value of collateral. This is because the NPV analysis can not
reflect the characteristics of a contingent guarantee agreement. This study is to develop a model of risks guarantees of
highway infrastructure with binomial real options to evaluated the value of MRG by considering the asset uncertainty , and
using detailed level of volatility with a monte carlo simulation approach. Finally, real options models appear to offer a
practical and theoretical framework in evaluate MRG agreement and assist governments establish policy of public-private
partnership and provision the right bidding strategy in the investment.
Keywords : risk guarantees, minimum revenue guarantee, real options.

1. Introduction
Availability of reliable and adequate infrastructure has a very substantial role, sometimes even decisive, for productivity and
economic development of a country and the quality of life [1]. [2] estimates that a 1% increase in infrastructure investment
associated with 1% increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Similarly, governments in developing countries and
industrialized countries in the rest of the world, the Indonesian government also recognizes the importance of infrastructure for
national economic growth. GDP growth in the 2004-2009 period, on average, expected to reach 6.6%. To achieve these targets,
the required infrastructure investments worth approximately Rp. 1300 trillion [3]. Meanwhile, the fiscal capacity of the
Government and other domestic financing from banking institutions, insurance companies, pension funds, and mutual funds
can only cover respectively about 17% and 21% resulting in a gap of approximately 62% of total funding needs. The private
sector is expected to cover most of the gap in order to achieve the investment target.
Infrastructure development projects, involving the private sector often foundered on the risks difficult to overcome by the
respective parties. Thus, in its development needs assurance from the government directly or involve a third party. Assurance
government itself set up infrastructure projects in the two existing legal framework. In order to accelerate the development of
infrastructure deemed necessary to support the government (government support) to encourage the participation of enterprises
and increasing investment in infrastructure provision. Furthermore, government support is financial compensation or other
compensation given by the government to businesses through risk sharing scheme for the implementation of joint
infrastructure projects.
Guarantee risk is very important, because without the certainty of handling the risks mentioned above as well as the provision
of the parties will bear those risks, it would be difficult to convince the private sector, or potential investors and the fund
provider (financier) to invest or finance the project or participate in infrastructure projects. It is quite urgent applied to
infrastructure projects, especially in Indonesia, the risks perceived by investors are still relatively high. The purpose of this
study was to develop a model of risk assurance highway infrastructure with binomial option for evaluating the value of assets
MRG by considering uncertainty, and use a more granular level of volatility with monte carlo simulation approach. Finally,
based on the results and analysis, real options model developed seems to provide a practical and theoretical framework to
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evaluate the quantitative MRG agreement and help the government build public-private partnership policy better and help
make the right bidding strategy in the investment.

2. Toll Road Infrastructure in Indonesia

Due to the financial crisis in July 1997 which resulted in the government should suspend highway construction program with
the issuance of Presidential Decree. 39/1997. Due to delay construction of toll roads in Indonesia stagnant, as evidenced by the
establishment of only 13.30 km of highways in the period 1997-2001. In 1998 the government issued Presidential Decree
No.7/1998 on Public-Private Partnership in the provision of infrastructure. Furthermore, in 2002 the government issued
Presidential Decree. 15/2002 concerning forwarding infrastructure projects. The government also evaluated and forwarded to
the exploitation of toll road projects were delayed. From 2001 to 2004 awakened 4 roads with a total length of 41.80 km. In
2004 issued Law No.38 of 2004 on the road instead of the establishment BPJT regulator role that had been held by PT Jasa
Marga.
The process of re-entering the highway construction acceleration phase began in 2005. On June 29, 2005 established the Toll
Road Regulatory Agency as a regulator of toll roads in Indonesia. Continuation of the 19 toll road construction projects
postponed in 1997 took place. In the future the government will fund the construction of toll roads using three approaches,
namely full financing by the private sector, public-private partnership program (Public Private Partnership / PPP) and the
financing of the construction of the Government and by private-maintenance operation. Phase development of toll roads in
Indonesia brief seraca can be seen in Table 2.1 below.
Table 1 History of Toll Roads in Indonesia

Phase
I
II

Period
1978 – 1983
1983 – 1987

III

1987 – 1994

IV

1996 – current

Specification
Toll facility entirely funded through the government budget
Toll facilities financed using a combination of public funds and bonds Jasa
Marga
Toll road market open to domestic private investors
Toll road market was opened to foreign investors of private sector land
acquisition

The pace of construction of toll roads in Indonesia can be distinguished in the condition as shown in Figure 2.1, the pre-crisis
(1978-1998), during the crisis (1998-1999) and post-crisis (1999-present). In the pre-crisis levels, the average rate of supply of
the highway is at 25.75 km per year, during the supply crisis relatively highway so that growth is the growth rate equal to zero.

ϯϬ
Ϯϱ

Ϯϱ͘ϳϱ

ϮϬ

ŵϭϱ
<
ϭϬ

ϵ͘Ϯϱ

ϱ
Ϭ

Ϭ

ϭϵϵϳͲϭϵϵϵ
ϭϵϵϵͲϮϬϭ
zĞĂƌin Indonesia is 9.25 km per year
While the post-crisis, the average rate of supply of toll roads
ϭϵϳϴͲϭϵϵϵ

Figure 1 Growth in toll roads per year
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3. Government Guarantee Assessment Project Financial Analysis with Real Option
3.1 Analysis of Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return Analysis (IRR)
Traditional analysis Discounted Cash Flow (DCF), NPV analysis works well when the risk of the assets remained stable over
time. Traditional assessment methods are sufficient for the investment decisions regarding the assets in place if the operation
ensures a relatively stable cash flow [4,5]. NPV analysis also works well for a typical engineering investment as replacement
equipment if the main benefit is cost reduction. However, sometimes the project creates the possibility of a contingency such
as delay, abandon or expand the project by changes in management decisions. And, changes in future cash flows as a result of
development or new information is received. In this case, the NPV analysis have either underestimate or ignore the value of
this management flexibility [6,7,8,5]. After starting role in the investment risk, the NPV analysis can accommodate risk
attitudes using risk-adjusted discount rate for discounting the expected cash flows. In the real world, in general, many
companies classify different risk categories of the project and set the price of each of the different categories to reflect the risks
involved [7] or using different discount rates in different periods to reflect changes in interest rates nominal [9]. Even as the
NPV analysis has been widely used in almost every industry as an effective method of project appraisal, there was also some
criticism that can be leveled against it.
Along with the analysis of NPV, Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is a popular approach to the analysis of capital budgeting as
intuitive as with rate of return. Generally, the NPV decreases with increasing discount rate. At some value of the discount rate,
the NPV of a certain cash flow stream is zero. This is the discount rate that makes NPV equal to zero is called IRR. That is, the
IRR is the rate of return on investment of the project is reflected in a set of future cash flows [9,10]. If the IRR is higher than
the required rate of return, then the project is considered acceptable. In general, the required rate of return earned by the cost of
borrowing for similar projects plus a few percentage points higher than the cost of borrowing to compensate for the risk, time,
and the problems associated with investment [11]. Unlike NPV analysis, this approach can help to eliminate the problem of
selecting the appropriate discount rate but still produces more questions in a way to determine a reasonable hurdle rate to be
used as a standard to estimate if the IRR is high enough to agree to the project. 

3.2 Monte Carlo simulation approach
Monte Carlo simulation approach, as one of the extensions of the NPV analysis, is to explain the uncertainty [12,7] and was
originally proposed by [13]. The simulation procedure is used to identify the key variables that determine the cash flow of the
project and then simulate the variables to obtain the distribution of the cash flow generated or NPV. It is an analytical approach
that relies on repeated random sampling from the probability distribution of the main variables underlying cash flows of the
project to arrive at a risk profile, which is a distribution of cash flows or NPV [14]. This simulation reflects real-world setting
decisions using mathematical models to capture the essential characteristics of the project as it progressed through time and
encounter various random events. As a common type of simulation approach, Monte Carlo simulations generally follow the
following process [14,7]. The first is to identify all the variables of uncertainty in project cash flow setup, noting the
interdependencies between different variables and any serial dependence. In the second process, for each variable is uncertain,
it defines the possible values of with probability distribution. Here, the type of distribution is selected based on the nature of
the uncertainty of that particular variable. The third, and then selected a random value for each variable bound by a probability
distribution to calculate the net cash flow for each period and then the NPV. Eventually, this process will be repeated for a
number of iterations, which produces a probability distribution for the project NPV.

3.3 Assessment of Real Option Analysis
Option Pricing theory, designed in financial assets by [15] and [16], are the building blocks of the concept of Real Option
Theory to figure out the interaction between the behavior of option holders maximize profit "Theory of Option real." , An asset
uncertainty, and market discipline. Financial concept imported to evaluate the real assets of physical investment, which was
then called "options." So, the real option theory is the application of financial option pricing theory as a management tool to
evaluate investment real assets [6]. Real option analysis, in many respects, be considered as an effective tool to evaluate
embedded options and flexibility in projects such as oil and gas, pharmaceutical, manufacturing, aviation, mining, real estate,
and other industries. In financial assets such as stocks, bonds, currencies and so on, the choice is right, but not the obligation,
to perform certain actions in the face of uncertainty. Likewise, in tangible assets, tangible, like a project or a business relative
to financial assets [17], real option is the right, but not the obligation, to take some specific action. This is referred to as
"management flexibility" as delay, abandon, or expand a fee for a certain time [18].
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Real options theory provides a framework for analyzing strategic capital investment by identifying the flexibility of
management to be handled as a valuable opportunity [19] so that decision makers can keep the investment options open in the
face of uncertainty and is done after finishing with a time of uncertainty or further information [20]. When the present value of
the cost of decision making changes during construction or operation outweigh the additional cost to design flexibility into the
investment opportunities in the beginning [21], the options actually available.
The main difference between real option analysis and NPV analysis comes from some of the effects of different variables to
the model. For example, the higher the uncertainty, the greater the interest rate, or more time before doing a project does not
necessarily make the investment opportunities are less valuable in the analysis of options, as well as the NPV analysis [7]. That
is, although each of these factors have a negative effect on the NPV of the investment opportunities, these factors may increase
the value of the choices made by the managerial flexibility.

4. Qualitative Risk Assessment
A qualitative risk assessment (qualitative risk assessment or QRA) consists of several stages, ranging from risk identification
and risk analysis qualitatively. QRA approach is taken to facilitate the respondents, especially those from the industry, in an
opinion which is very valuable to get the global information about the risks of toll roads.
Of the 27 (twenty seven) types of risks identified can be drawn perspective possible, land acquisition delays risk factors (R3)
be a risk factor ranks highest, followed by the risk of late payment (R4), and the risk of cost escalation (R10). Meanwhile, the
risk of low traffic volume only sorted on the 11th although this risk is often a major concern for prospective investors
considering the difficulty of prediction of traffic volume carried, not only for the long term but in the short term. Meanwhile,
the impact of the dimensions of the event, delay in land acquisition risk factors (R3) again ranked top, followed by the risk of
the claim (R6), which has ranked second level in terms probability and risk financing (R1) was third. This survey shows that
the two main risk factors in the toll road business is a risk and the risk of higher land acquisition costs. Furthermore, the trend
of the probability and impact is calculated based on the arithmetic average of each factor for subsequent mapping (mapping)
that terdari four groups: a) high-probability high impact, b) low-probability high-impact, c) low-probability high-impact high,
and d) low-impact low probability. This mapping is useful to determine what mitigation measures are most appropriate. For
example, if a risk factor known to have a high risk of impact despite having a low probability, risk transfer to third parties, for
example, is one of the mitigation options that could be considered. The results obtained can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Diagram Risk Probability and Impact Factor

5. Model Government Guarantee
Government guarantee on infrastructure projects set in two existing legal framework. First is PP67/2005 Article 17 and PMK
38/2006. Article 17 of Presidential Decree No. 67/2005 states the government can provide fiscal support to the PPP project by
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asserting that such support should follow the principles of risk management and its mitigation and within the framework of the
state budget or the budget. This task should be done by the Minister of Finance, or the Head of Unit in the Region.
Meanwhile, PMK 38/2006 states that in order to accelerate the development of infrastructure deemed necessary to support the
government (government support) to encourage the participation of enterprises and increasing investment in infrastructure
provision in Indonesia. Furthermore, PMK 38/2006 states that government support is financial compensation / or other
compensation given by the government to businesses through risk sharing scheme for the implementation of joint
infrastructure projects (article 1). As for the types of risk that needs to be risk sharing schemes between government and
business entities in the provision of infrastructure is the political risk, the risk of project performance, and demand risk. The
risk of project performance by PMK 38/2006 is the location of risk and operational risk. While the demand risk are: 1) if actual
revenues is lower than the minimum revenues. 2) the realization of revenue is higher than the minimum acceptance.
Given the nature of the conditional payment, warranty or guarantee of characteristics that are similar to a derivative financial
instrument option (option). Options are contracts that give the right, but not the obligation, to the holder (holder) to buy (call)
or sell (put) a particular asset (the underlying asset) at a specified price, known as the exercise price at a specific time or:

°4 − 4 ELOD4 < 4PLQ
4F = ® PLQ
°̄ELOD4 ≥ 4PLQ

(1)

Since Q in Equation 1 is uncertain (stochastic), the amount of Qc is also stochastic. Because of this contingent liability
insurance is often called "conditional on some future event."



Figure 3 Risks Sharing the Land Acquisition Costs
For example, cases in this study used the Project Cileunyi-Tanjung Sari-Sumedang with basic assumptions used remained the
same or if duplicated here:
Table 2 Probability Function Assumption of Risk Factors

Risk

distribution

Parameter

inflation rate

Lognormal

Mean=8,8%, standar deviasi=3,4%

Interest rate (BI rate)

Lognormal

Mean =9,8% dan standar deviasi =1,7%

Accuracy construction

Triangular

Minimum=5%, most likely=0%, maximum=15%

costs
Escalating cost of land

Uniform

Minimum=20%, maximum=70%

acquisition
volume of traffic

Triangular

Minimum=nilai pesimistik, most likely=nilai
moderat, maximum=nilai optimistik
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In the simulation, the government intends to use the numbers to guarantee minimum traffic volume 80% of moderate value for
all of the concessions and give landcapping Rp. 75,000 per m2 (these values are preliminary estimates before adjusting with
escalating expectations of 45%). Table 3 shows the differences in the major statistical indicators before and after guarantee
eligibility. As can be seen, the average IRR increased slightly from 12.12% to 12.37% IRR atan will be in the interval between
8.49% (percentile 5) and 17.28% (percentile 95) (see Table 4.3). When used MARR of 10%, the level of confidence only
increased from the previous 75% to 79%. In the model used, the provision of guarantees to the value of the fixed course for
business entities, the project still has a negative value which meant that the project remains viable despite there landcapping
and minimum traffic guarantee as mentioned.

Table 3 Summary Statistics Difference Simulation (1000 iterations)

Before Guarantee
Statistics

NPV

After Guarantee

IRR

NPV

IRR

Trials

1000

1000

1000

1000

Mean

-243.049

12,12%

-220.823

12,37%

Median

-242.215

11,86%

-219.053

12,07%

---

---

---

---

Mode
Standard Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis
Coeff. of Variability

19.691

2,82%

18.668

2,81%

387.729.715

0,08%

348.511.752

0,08%

-0,2887

0,9180

-0,3301

0,9035

2,68

4,63

2,76

4,57

-0,0810

0,2325

-0,0845

0,2274

Minimum

-304.541

6,14%

-281.220

6,44%

Maximum

-200.898

27,62%

-174.686

27,76%

103.643

21,48%

106.534

21,31%

623

0,09%

590

0,09%

Range Width
Mean Std. Error

6. Conclusion
Finally, with real option models that use the IRR, NPV adjusted with the Indonesian Government policy can be used to
measure security against the risk of the development of the necessary infrastructure highway.
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ABSTRACT
Indonesiaisonecountry thatthe growth ofpassengerairtransportis very fast in the world, with the domestic air passengers grew
on average 12,8 % and international air passengers 15,7 % per year the airportinfrastructurewould benecessary. However,
the allocation of state budget for the transportation sector is still limited, budgeting for airport infrastructure only Rp. 19,5
trillion meanwhile the need for the development of 233 airports in Indonesia during 5 periods amount Rp. 54 trillion, it
means there is the financing gap Rp. 34.5 trillion or more than 63% of the funds needed are not covered.
The purpose of this paper toexplore the funding gap on development the airport infrastructure in Indonesia and
discussestheproblems ofanyobstacleson involving the private sector on Indonesian airport infrastructure development with
considering the characteristics of the Indonesian airport
Therefore it required to think how the important efforts of the Indonesian Government could be conceived to create a more
conductive climate to stimulate the private sector to invest in the Indonesian airport infrastructures.
Keywords:
Airport infrastructure, FundingGap, PPP, Indonesian Airports.

1. INTRODUCTION
Infrastructure developmentis an importantand vitalaspect for the economic development of a country. It plays also an important
rolefor the drivingof the economicgrowth. The economic growth of acountry can not beseparatedfromthe availability
ofinfrastructuresuch as transportation, telecommunications, sanitation, andenergy. Therefore thedevelopment ofthis sector is a
key dimension to push further the economicdevelopment.
The 1997-1998 economic crisis that south-east asiatic countries faced yielded many consequences, especially concerning the
funding of infrastructure in Indonesia. The infrastructure projects funded by both the private and the state budget were reduced
drastically. The state budget for this sector has declined by approximately 80% compared with the situation before the crisis. In
1994, the central government spends nearly 14 billion U.S. dollars for construction, 57% were for infrastructure.In 2002 the
development expenditure reached only roughly 5 billion U.S. dollars and only 30% of the previous amount for infrastructure.
Infrastructure development has provided the foundation for supporting the economic and socio-cultural life of society.
Nevertheless there are still many challenges in Indonesia, especially when the infrastructure is not functioning properly
because there are still many the isolated regions.
This paper deals with the airport infrastructure needs in Indonesia, and especially it investigates the possibility of finding a
solution to fund them. Section 2 shows how the airport infrastructures are important in Indonesia: they are the conditions of the
economic growth of the country. They are also a source of growth for many economic sectors.
Section 3 presents the financial needs of Indonesia concerning transport infrastructure. In fact, Indonesia faces a financial gap.
The private sector could be a solution, but there are some important institutional constraints to take into consideration. Section
4 deals with the current situation of airport infrastructures in Indonesia, which could be seen as a kind of puzzle, but has to be
conceived as a network. The sector of airport infrastructure knows a dynamic growth for its activity. The last section is
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concerned with the PPP solution. It develops the institutional framework and details the different involve parties and their
functions.
2. The Current Situation for the Airport Infrastructure in Indonesia
The systemof air transportation infrastructureconsistsof theairport, which have a function of nodeand theairspacethat have a
function of an organized airtrafficspace. In Indonesia, the airports weredifferentiatedbyfunction, utilization, classification,
status, management and the activities. Based on the hierarchy of functions, the airports are grouped into the hub airport
category (distribution centers) and the spokeairport category (non distribution center).The hub airport is divided on the service
scale of primary, secondary and tertiary, depending on the importance of traffic, while the spokeairports play the role of
collectors and one of the support infrastructures in servicing the local activities. The criteria hub and spoke airports based on
the number of passengers (hub airports = 5 Million passengers >X >500 thousand passengers per year and spoke airport =
>500 thousand passengers/year).
Another categorization is possible when the type of utilization is considered as a criterion. Airports can be grouped into two
different categories the international airport and the domestic airport. The international airport is the airport which serves the
domestic and the international fights and the domestic airport is the airport which serves only the domestic flights. If the status
is considered, the airport can be categorized on the public airport and the special airport. The public airport is the airport which
is opened for the public interest and the special airport is the airport that owned for the private interest for example only used
for the operational of company (the oil company, manufacturing company, etc)
Based on Ministry Regulation No. 11 of 2010on the National Airport System, followed the data of airports of 2010 on the
categories function and utilization by the big island in Indonesia. (Table 1).
Table 1: The Number of Airport in Indonesia by Function and Utilization
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Island on Indonesia
Sumatera
Jawa
Bali-Nusa Tenggara
Kalimantan
Sulawesi-Malut
Papua-Maluku
Total

Domestic
Hub
Spoke
7
27
3
7
5
11
12
19
7
24
7
73

International
Hub
Spoke
8
2
6
1
4
0
4
0
2
0
4
0
233

Source: Ministry Regulation No. 11 of 2010, 2010.

It can be drawn many highlights from the table 1. First, there is a high number of airports in Indonesia. Few of them can be
considered as a national hub or a node of connections for the country. The most of part of them play a role of connection (a
frontier spot inside the web of airport infrastructures in Indonesian. and the second the degree of openness towards outside
countries concerns only a minor of them. The majority of airports are oriented towards domestic considerations. We have to
conclude that airport situation is hugely segmented with some implications in terms of traffic, connexions with outside
countries, and their role of node. Obviously this high diversity means consequences concerning the business of each category
of airport infrastructures, but also the interest of the private sector in investing in such a project. Some implications for the
institutional framework have to be into consideration.
The second important fact concerns the importance of the number of passengers. In 2009, almost one hundred million of
passengers used the airport transport infrastructure. Roughly 83% of the total concerns domestic transportation (table 2 and
table 3). Over the period 2005-2009 domestic air transportation increased by 42,58 %. This increase was superior to 42,63 %
for international air transportation. It emphasizes the existence of huge opportunities for the private sector.

Table 2: Development of Domestic Air Transportation Passengers in 2005-2009
AirportOperator
DGCA
SOE I
SOE II
Total

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

% growth fifth
annual

3.282.812
23.620.739
31.126.276
58.029.827

7.878.049
25.146.501
34.310.728
67.335.278

6.276.658
26.485.137
36.548.878
69.310.673

9.363.021
27.955.926
35.928.628
73.247.575

9.468.693
32.536.219
40.731.734
82.736.646

188,43%
37,74 %
30,86 %
42, 58 %

Source: Statistic of Ministry of Transportation, 2009.
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Table 3: Development of International Air Transportation Passengers in 2005-2009
AirportOperator
DGCA
SOE I
SOE II
Total

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

% growth fifth
annual

32.551
4.292.904
6.959.800
11.285.255

25.656
3.995.520
7.315.848
11.337.024

10.476
4.980.058
8.059.377
13.049.911

18.891
5.771.360
8.549.403
14.339.654

33.112
6.643.884
9.419.545
16.096.541

58,02 %
1,83 %
2,83 %
42,63 %

Source: Statistic of Ministry of Transportation, 2009.

The current situation of the market for airport infrastructures is characterized by a complex system of airports linked through
different connections and by different categories of airports. They are not homogeneous, meaning without doubt the existence
of high variability of economic activities, and the existence of markets. Second, theses markets know a very level of expansion.
Third, each market are not independent, they belong by a network embedded in pregnant institutional framework.

3. Airport facilities and services as a bundle of revenues a self-funding source
In the long term perspectives of growth in air transport industry represent an important reason for the private sector to be
present and to be interested in airport business. When comparing within air transport industry, airport have significantly better
results in operating margin ratio than airlines (Graham, 2008). Moreover airport infrastructures represent complex entities
providing a wide range of business activities. They can provide a bundle of goods and services. These goods and services can
be categorized in core (or aeronautical) as well as non-core (or commercial) ones (Akintoye, A & Beck, M, 2009). Most
airports provide retail shops and parking facilities not only for airline passengers and their visitors but also to residents of the
area. They are also retail outlets and airport free zones which are bonded areas, adjacent to the airport premises which, as the
name suggests, are duty free areas promoting industry and other commercial activity. For example, at Heathrow International
Airport London as the Mega Mall in the world class, so that someone who wants to buy clothes of the famous French products
not needed to be to Paris. Indonesia of course can imitate these things mainly can be developed in the big cities and tourist
destinations in Indonesia which is of course needed the integrated planning between the actor of businesses and relevant
agencies (Dikun, 2007)
Marketing all these provisions of goods and services permit for airports to optimize their revenue and to exceed all direct and
indirect operating costs, including general administration etc, and so provide for reasonable return on assets (before tax and
cost of capital) to contribute toward necessary capital improvements (PPP Model of Indian Airports). The International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) recognizes the continuing importance for airports of deriving income from such sources as
concessions, rental of premises and “free zones” (ICAO, 2001). ICAO encourages also a policy of autonomy for airports by
marketing such activities and becoming independent from the public realm. However it is quite uncertain that the marketing of
goods and services will be enough to cover the current financial needs.

4. The Private Public Partnership Scheme as a Solution?
According the report of the ICAO the overall passenger growth was 5.7 % over the period 1999-2000 and after 6 % per year,
it is almost uncontrollable growth in demand for air transport services has prompted countries across the world, from Australia
to Zimbabwe, to consider seriously the selling of their airports to private entrepreneurs. It is distinctly possible that, in keeping
with this trend, hundreds of airports may be sold over the next few years. Indonesia faces huge financial needs to complete the
investment program for developing airport infrastructures.
The vision of the regulation of planning national airport in Indonesia rests upon a vision of airport as a reliable, integrated,
efficient infrastructure. It has to support global competitiveness by promoting regional and national development of the
Indonesian archipelago (DGCA Ministry of Transportation Indonesia, 2010). With the review of the regulation planning of
national airports, the Indonesian goverment plan to distinguish the different air traffic services concerning the activities of
airport services/ single Air Traffic Service Provider(DGCA Ministry of Transportation Indonesia, 2010). It is expected that the
private sector could help in completing the financial gap the authorities face.
However, although the participation of private capital could be very helpful in funding the investments and could be involved
in the management of airport infrastructure, such involvement has to be aligned with the lines of development defined by the
government. Consequently, the private operation of airport infrastructure and the participation of private capital holder would
be constrained by a strong institutional framework, which would influence the contracting dimension with the private sector.
Indeed the Indonesian government still has some doubts to involve fully the private sector in managing the airport because the
government through the state owned enterprise (SOE/BUMN) privileged this way to operate the commercial airport for
obtaining income and Technical implementing units (UPT) of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation for operating the non
commercial airport. Consequently, the current main source of funding for the transport infrastructure development is derived
from the government budget (APBN).However public transport infrastructure investments have a tendency to involve large
amounts of money witha very low rate of return.It does not help in solving the financial gap previously described. It explains
why some other policies are followed and that some of theme encourage the participation of private sector, the community and
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the local government in developing and operating infrastructure and transportation facilities. However they have to maintain
and keep paying attention to aspects of public services which represents an important duty for the government.
Nevertheless the Aviation Act No. 1/ 2009 stated that the government will let an important role to the private sector related to
the transfer of management and ownership. It implies also to limitthe public sector investment, to free the access to commercial
markets, to circumscribe the government control, and have competitiveness on airport business (Indonesia Aviation Act, 2009).
It is expected such openness to the private sector could help in answeringthe requirements related to the development of airport
infrastructure and services while being in conformity with the political constraints defined by the government. However, the
pattern and how the financing scheme that will be used in accordance with the characteristics of airports in Indonesia is not
currently defined. It implies the pattern for the private sector’s role and the contracting dimensions of such intervention have to
be defined and negotiated. It implies also to find an appropriate pattern for associating successfully government and the private
sector and defining the financial scheme (Yescombe, 2002). Moreover public private partnerships scheme can be considered as
being a specific channel through which transnationalization of airport business become possible for Indonesian airports and put
them as global airport players (Tomova, 2009). In this sense, the Indonesian airports would benefit from a new dimension with
a private provision.

5. CONCLUSION
Indonesia as the biggest archipelago country in the world with more than 17,000 islands makes the infrastructure a key factor
for economic development and for regional development purposes.Infrastructure, especially transport and connectivity, are
crucial for regional cooperation and integration. At present, the conditionsIndonesiafaces in terms of transportation
infrastructure, especially concerning its funding could not to support the growth of transportation sector meanwhile
transportation is one of a network chain in the distribution of goods and passenger movement. Therefore the inadequate
transportation infrastructure and facilities has important consequences for economy (reduced economic competitiveness of
exports, constraint on GDP/GRDP), for operation of airports (increased costs of operations), the quality of services (queuing,
availability, capacity, etc), and the performance of airports (increased delays, lower safety, reduced comfort, etc). The private
funding is unavoidable solution.
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ABSTRACT
Many cities in Indonesia have an airport located near the downtown area. Those airports certainly propagate noise
disturbance to the environment included the residential areas. Housing units were built without silencer elements gain
considerable noise emissions. Ahmad Yani Airport in Semarang city changed its status from National Airport to International
Airport. As a result, housings surrounding the airport are increasingly disturbed by the noise, because the flight intensity is
increase. Based on the flight schedule issued by PT. Angkasa Pura, there were about 68 scheduled flights a day.
This study is a modeling research that measure values of noise reduction on the building model created in the field with the
certain value of Sound Transmission Loss (STL). Analyses of the research were obtained by using Completed Randomized
Design (CRD) or Compare Means Sample. With these methods, it established the rating result that the angle rotations of
simple building models could significantly reduce the noise level received by inhabitants in the housings.
Keywords: Simple model constructions, STL, Compare Means, Angle orientation Rating

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF STUDY
This environmental acoustic research had been done in 2011. Based on preliminary observations, it was found out that the
housing near the airport had been disturbed by the noise generated by airport activity at the time when the air plane landed and
took off. The research carried out at the time showed results that the difference in orientation of buildings to the runway would
have any differences in the sound level received by inhabitants in buildings. Building materials become the other variables that
affect the level of noise. 1, 2
Due to the existing house has limited variety of angles to the runway orientation, hence researchers then made building models
that have a value of STL (Sound Transmission Loss) similar to houses on the real conditions. These models could be rotated on
their axes so that the varying orientation angles could be observed accurately. This full paper will discussed in detail the
methodology of research conducted by the researchers, starting from the description of graha padma residence, the housing
near the noisy airport as an object sample, and concluded with the output rankings of angle building orientations based on the
Compare Means Sample methode that was found through this experimental research.3,4

2. NOISY HOUSING NEAR THE AIRPORT AND RESEARCH AIM
Noisy Housing taken as a sample in this study was Graha Padma Residence, because this Residence is getting the highest
sound level than other housings around Achmad Yani Airport in Semarang. Graha Padma has several clusters; one of them is
Avonia cluster that is very close to the airport runway. The cluster is just about 310 meters from the runway. Noise level
received by inhabitants in the Cluster is between 80-90 dB.1, 2
According to the Minister of Environment Decree No. 48/MENLH/11/1996, it is about the Ambient of Noise Level Standard,
noise level standards for the housing function area is 55 dB.5 Based on field measurements, the highest Sound Transmission
Loss (STL) value of the existing housing units is ranged to about 29-30 dB, so that the sound level received in the building is
still high for about 50-60 dB. This value is still above the noise limit allowed under the Decree No. 48/MENLH/1996. Below is
the location of the cluster Avonia toward the airport runway:
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Figure 1: Avonia Cluster Site Plan at Graha Padma Residence
In the figure 1 above, it is only a few angle of the housing orientations can be observed, they are: 0ı, 180ı and 66ı. This
limitation would greatly complicate the analysis because it can only produce a very few number of the data output. In this case,
researchers must create building models that have similar value of STL (Sound Transmission Loss) to the actual buildings in
the cluster. In order to get the same value with the real STL belong to cluster housings, then the material of the models use the
same type of material with the housings material in the real condition. Researchers made the models with the aim of observing
the various angle of orientations easily. Therefore, building models should be able to rotate on their axes. Shortly, this study is
aimed to find the rating of the orientation angles of housing towards the runway, as an effort to reduce the noise level emitted
by the aircraft in both take off and landing.

3. RESEARCH METHODS
3.1. Research Limitations
The study draws on the acoustic grand theory, The Inverse Square Law, where the sound level will be inversely proportional to
the square of the distance between the sound source and sound receiver.6, 7
The grand theory contains the understanding that the greater the distance to the sound source, the smaller the sound level
received by recipient. And, the smaller the distance to the sound source, the greater the level of sound received by recipient. In
the understanding of the theory, and in relation to the distance aspects within the sound source and the building, so the
housings close to the airport will have various effective distances to the noise source depend on the angle of orientation and
configuration of the building blocks toward the airport runway. The housings as the object of noise will be closely linked with
the theory above. Aircraft moving on the airport runway is assumed as the moving sound source. The sound level is considered
as the equivalent sound level (Leq) in certain period of measurements. Doppler Effect accompanying the movement speed and
change of the aircraft position during the period of measurements, is considered negligible.7
Meanwhile, the climatic conditions in tropical areas with considerable wind movement will result in changing the behavior of
sound in air. The winds that move would lead to changes in the composition and structure of the particles and the air density.
The difference in air density will result changes in the rate of sound waves in the air.8
3.2. The Real Condition of Housing Type in the Cluster
Two types of houses on Avonia Cluster are Oxera and Clivia. Type of Oxera has STL (Sound Transmission Loss) of about
22.45 dB while the type of Clivia has STL of about 28.68 dB. Below are the picture of the two types of houses: 1
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Figure 2: Housing Types in Graha Padma Residence’s Cluster
Follows are the Sound Transmission Loss (STL) of Clivia: 2
Table 1: Sound Transmission Loss (STL) of Clivia Type in Graha Padma Residence
PERIODS

TYPE OF CLIVIA
INDOOR (dB)

OUTDOOR (dB)

DISTANCE
FROM RUNWAY
(M)

STL (dB)

I

55,25

83,21

373

27,96

II

54,11

83,84

373

29,74

Σ STL

57,90

STL mean

28,95

3.3. The Replica of Building Models
The Replica Models were mocked based on the observations demand of the sound level in a variety of building orientation
angle toward the runway. Researchers made four models, and then divided them into two groups. The first group, as a single
model, was considered as a model of control, while the second group was a united- three models represented building blocks as
it was in an actual condition. Here is a detail picture of building model created by researchers: 2

Figure 3: Model Delivery process to the research field
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Figure 4: The Detail of Model imitating the real housing2
3.4. Research Instruments
The research instruments used in this study are :
a. Manual Dry – Wet Thermometer.
b. Sound Level Meter ex Luthron SL–4001 4 units, that are calibrated by KIM-LIPI Laboratory.
c. Thermo Anemometer Ex EXTECH – CFM/CMM serial product: AN – 100
d. Camera Digital that can recorded the movement of airplane.
e. Hot wire Anemometer Ex Extech
f. Dry Wet Thermo – Hygrometer Ex Krisbon
3.5. Sound Transmission Loss (STL)
According to L. Doelle, STL values are indicated on each wall construction states the average value, and derived from test
results reported by leading experts working in the field of research and testing acoustic.9 The information shown in the
reference table is issued by: A Guide to Air-borne, Impact, and Structure-borne Noise Control in Multi-family Dwellings,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C,1967, and the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, in the note of
Building Research entitled: Transmission Loss of Plasterboard Walls, 1968. While according to S. Kurra. Selma and N.
Tarner that in determining the design of the insulation there are 3 things that need to be addressed: the type of the sound
source, the sound level on the facade, as well as the function space.10 Here are a comparison between some of the materials for
this study which are relevant to this study:
4 ½” (114 MM) BRICK

1

1/2” (13 MM) PLASTER
4 ½” (114 MM) BRICK
½” (13 MM) PLASTER
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Figure 5: Sound Transmission Loss (STL) Value of models materials8
Then the model and then coupled with absorber layer. Absorber used to enhance the value of STL is Styrofoam sheet.
Table 2: Sound Transmission Loss (STL) of Styrofoamed Model
PERIODS

HOUSING MODEL

I
II
III
IV
V

INSIDE (dB)
52,21
51,66
51,00
53,72
52,45

OUTSIDE (dB)
81,45
80,56
80,54
81,25
81,98

DISTANCE
(M)

STL (dB)

1
1
1
1
1
Σ STL
STL MEAN

29,24
28,90
29,54
27,53
29,53
144,74
28,95

This result compares favorably with the values obtained before the models get additional layers styrofoam. With this result, it
can be concluded that the model can reduce the sound of 28.685 dB of noise level received at the outer surface of the wall
model. These results indicate significant considerable value. As the comparison, it is represented the value of STL on the
Clivia (see Table 1).
3.6. Relative Value (RV)
In order to determine the ranking of the orientation angle of the models, then the models must be able to rotate on their axes.
The formula used to determine how much value is the effectiveness of the model in response to the sound level is the Relative
Value (Rv). The Relative value (Rv) changes due to the velocity of sound is obtained by comparing the value of the sound level
model to the sound level value of un-rotated model (control factor).

Lα
L0

Rv =

Rv =

¦R
¦x

v

…………………………………………………(1)
Rv
Lα
L0

:
:
:

Relative Value
Noise Level of model having an orientation angle of α° in deci Bell
Noise Level of model having an orientation angle of 0° in deci Bell

…………………………………………………(2)

Rv

:

Rv

:

x

:

Relative Value
Means Relative value
The amount of measurement data
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Figure 6: Rotation of the united-model and a control model
Equipped with the wall in front of it2
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CONFIGURATION
HOUSING
WALL
REFLECTING
SOUND

SOUND SOURCE OF
AIRPLANE
RUNWAY

CONFIGURATION
MODEL BLOCK
HOUSING
WALL
REFLECTING
SOUND

Figure 7: Model position toward the airport runway
Rating the relative values was analyzed using the comparative method of Compare Means Samples (Compare Means). In the
field of statistical science, this method is commonly used in the analysis of experimental research. The method is applied
measurement data and compares them with a group of control variables. 11, 12

4. THE RATING OF ORIENTATION ANGLES
The rating of the orientation angles have been established either at the time of takeoff or landing. To give a brief overview but
does not reduce the flow of the discussion; the researchers will present the rating results of orientation angles at the time of
take off.
Table 3: Rating of the orientation angles outside the models when
the airplane take-off
.21),*8
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Figure 8: Rating of the orientation angles outside
the models when the airplane take-off
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Table 4: Rating of the orientation angles inside the models when the
airplane take-off
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Table 5: Rating of the orientation angles in the opened-window
conditions when the airplane take-off
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Figure 10: Rating of the orientation angles in the
opened-window conditions when the airplane takeoff

Table 4 illustrates the relative value ratings changes sound, with the lowest value at 135° angle with the value of Rv 0.835 and
the highest value at 270° angle with Rv value of 1.042. This suggests that the orientation of the runway 135° very effective in
reducing the level of noise received on the building. Angle of 45° have a high enough value for its position facing
perpendicular to the airplane's position at the top of the sound experience, the position of the plane when it takes off. Table 5
illustrates the relative value ratings changes sound, with the lowest value at 135 ° angle with the value of Rv 0.703 and the
highest value at 270° angle with Rv value of 1.076. The angle of 30° and 45° lies in the relatively position perpendicular to the
sound source. So the value of Rv average angle is quite high, namely 0.751 to 0.790. The value RV 300° angle high, because of
its position perpendicular to the sound source. Table 6 illustrates the relative value ratings changes sound, with the lowest
value at 180° angles with the value of Rv 0.919 and the highest value at 330° angle with Rv value of 0.973. 330° angle that the
conditions outside and inside the building have low Rv, on the condition of an open window reaches the highest average Rv.
This is caused by the reflection factor of the open window.
That the lowest orientation angle of 135° on the outside and inside the building, and the opposite to the runway orientation
(180°) has a Relative Value sound with a significant change in the condition of an opened window, while the other orientation,
which forms various angles to the runway has various relative values.

5. WIND AND SOLAR DIRECTION REVIEW
Since this is a research study of noise in the airport, then according to the results of the preliminary study on the effects of solar
orientation of the noise is not significant, because the pattern of the sound level is influenced by the orientation of the sound
source, not the orientation of the sun. On the other hand, that the wind is an aspect that significantly affect the level of sound
received by the residents of the housing. Housing and airport locations in this study is located on the north coast city of
Semarang, and apply the phenomena as follows:
1. At takeoff, the sound level is influenced by the wind direction of 69.5%. Sound level increases when the sea breeze
moves in the opposite direction at the rate of the plane.
2. At the time of landing the sound level is influenced by the wind direction of 67.5%. Sound level will increase if the
wind direction at the rate of the plane landed.

6. CONCLUSION
From the description of the study, the researchers concluded the following:
That the lowest orientation angle of 135° on the outside and inside the building, and the opposite to the runway orientation
(180°) has a Relative Value sound with a significant change in the condition of an opened window, while the other orientation,
which forms various angles to the runway has various Relative values.
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ABSTRACT
Conceptual cost estimates as the basis of project evaluation, engineering design, and cost management, play an important role
in project decision at the beginning of design phase of construction project, under a limited definition of scope and constraints
in available information and time, and the presence of uncertainties. Conventional tools such as regression analysis have been
widely used to tackle the problems. However, recent statistical studies show that errors in cost estimation have not decreased
significantly. This paper proposes the utility of an artificial intelligence approach, the neural network model to improve cost
estimation accuracy in early phases of building design process. A total of 9 input variables were identified and datasets of 18
office building constructed from 2006 to 2012 in Indonesia were used in estimating the construction cost. Several neural
network models were developed using various combination of the number hidden layer and neurons, and the best neural
network model with an accuracy of 92.21% was achieved. The predictive behaviour of the model was visualized by sensitivity
analysis to reveal how the model capture the impact of variables on the construction cost.
Keywords
Conceptual cost estimates, building construction project, neural network, accuracy

1. INTRODUCTION
The accuracy of conceptual cost estimate is a critical factor in the success of the construction project [1]. During the
preliminary or conceptual phase, minimal information is available which makes these estimates less accurate. However
conceptual cost estimates are important to project feasibility studies and impact upon final project success. Such estimates
provide significant information that can be used in project evaluatios, engineering designs, cost budgeting and cost
management [2]. According to Holm et al [3] the expected accuracy range of conceptual estimate is +10-20%, while AACE
18R-97 [4] states that the accuracy range of budget estimate is +10-30%. Abundant studies to improve the accuracy of early
cost estimates have been done. Statistical methods have traditionally been used to develop cost estimating models, while
regression analysis represents a common alternative. Regression analysis is a very powerful statistical tool that can be used as
both an analytical and predictive technique, although it is not appropriate when describing non-linier relationship, which are
multidimensional, consisting of a multiple input and output problem [5].
Neural network as an alternative branch of artificial intelligence, has appeared as a viable alternative for estimating
construction cost during the 1990s. Neural network is distributed information processing system in which modeling is viewed
as a mapping from one multivariate space of information (input variables) to another (output variables). Neural network
provide excellent facilities for approximating data, learning knowledge from data, capturing non linier and complex
interactions, approximating reason, and parallel processing. In order to develop of high quality neural network models is
difficult. Several design factors including selection of input variables, architecture of the network and quantity of training data,
significantly impact the accuracy of neural network prediction. The main problem is that there are no fixed rules for
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determining the appropriate architecture ot its parameter values [6]. This forces the model developer to try different networks
configuration to find an optimal setup. The adequacy of relations suggested by the models must be determined by the
predictive behaviour of the models. The Predictive behaviour of model is crucial particularly as the model has the potential to
present unnecessary complex relations, especially when they are trained with sparse data [7]. For cost estimating, user always
wants to know the most sensitive variables affecting the construction cost. Such information is very valuable for designer in
developing cost-effective designs [8].
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the use of neural network model to improve conceptual cost estimation accuracy.
In this study the trial-and-error process was adapted for determining networks parameters and several neural network models
were developed using various combination of the number hidden layers and the neurons in hidden layers to achieve the best
model. After determining the best model, the predictive behaviour of the model was visualized by sensitivity analysis to reveal
how the model capture the impact of variables on the construction cost.

2. NEURAL NETWORK
Neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor made up of simple processing units, which has a natural
propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making it available for use [9]. Neural network is a computer system that
simulates the learning process of human brain and it consist of a large set of interconnected neurons. These neurons are
arranged in many layers and interact with each other through weigthed connections. NN are trained by the presentation of a set
examples of associated input and output as target values. The hidden and output layer neurons process their inputs by
multiplying each of their inputs by the corresponding weights, summing the product and then processing the sum using non
linear transfer function to produce the result. The S-shaped sigmoid function is commonly used as a transfer function. The
neural network learns by adjusting the weights between the neurons in response to the errors berween actual output values and
target output values.
Hidden layer

Input

P(1)

Output layer

IW1(1,1)
n(1)


P(2)

a1(1)
f1
LW2(1,1)
a2(1)
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Figure 1 : Architecture configuration of neural network
A typical artificial neural network is shown in Figure 1. The network shown above has R inputs (R neurons in the input layer),
S1 neurons in the hidden layer, and S2 neurons in the output layer. The number of hidden layers can be varied based on the
application. A network can have several layers. The outputs of each intermediate layer are the inputs to the following layer.
Each layer has a weight matrix W, a bias vector b, and an output vector a. Each element of the input vector p is connected to
each neuron input through the weight matrix W. The ith neuron has a summer that gathers its weighted inputs and bias to form
its own scalar output n(i). The various n(i) taken together form an S-element vector n. Finally, the neuron layer outputs form a
column vector a. The column vector a1 as the input of layer 2 can be determined by equation (1):
a1 = f1(IW1*P+b1)

(1)

And the vector a2 as the output layer can be determined by formulation given in equation (2):
a2 = f2(LW2*a1+b2) = f2(LW2*(f1(IW1*P+b1))+b2) = Y

(2)
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The layers of a multilayer network play different roles. The layer that produces the network output is called an output layer.
The layer that gets the inputs is called input layer. All other layers are called hidden layers. It is common for the number of
inputs to a layer be different from the number of neurons.
There are two main phases in the operation of a neural network : learning and training. Learning is the process of adapting the
connection weights in response to a number of examples being presented at the input layer and optionally at the output layer.
The task is to arrive at a unique set of weights that are capable of correctly associating all example patterns used in learning,
with their desired output patterns. The most common neural network model is the multilayer perceptron or known as a
supervised network because the network is presented with some input examples and their desired responses. The desired
outputs are used in this case to teach the network the correct responses. The multilayer perceptron learns using
backpropagation algorithm. This algorithm incorporates a learning algorithm called generalized delta rule, which is responsible
for training the network and uses a gradient descent method to determined a unique set of network weights that enables the
network to produce outputs that are very close to the the desired outputs associated with a number of training examples. The
backpropagation usually incorporates a non-linier sigmoid transfer function to calculate the output of each neuron except for
the input neurons. For the training refers to the process that repeatedly applies input vectors to the network and calculates
errors with respect to the target vectors and then finds new weights and biases with the learning rule. It repeats this cycle until
the sum-squared error falls beneath an error goal, or a maximum number of cycles/epochs have occurred. At the end of this
training phase, the neural network represents a model, which should be able to predict a target value given the input value.

3. MODEL APPLICATION
A total of 18 office building construction projects developed by a contractor company in Indonesia specially in the city of
Jakarta, Tangerang, Bekasi and Bandung, during 2006 to 2012 were taken as case studies [10]. The datasets were divided into
two parts by random sampling. The first group of data (16 datasets) as data training were used to develop the model and the
second group (2 datasets) as data testing that were used to test the model. And a total of 9 input variables were identified
whereas the output variable is the contractual construction costs (in IDR), (See Table 1).
Variables
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
Y (Output)

Table 1: Variables description
Description
Range
Location
1 = Jakarta, 2 = Tangerang, 3 = Bekasi, 4 = Bandung
Type of foundation
1 = bored pile, 2 = driven pile, 3 = mat foundation
Gross floor area
1752 - 111489 m2
Number of storey
3 – 42
Number of basement
0–5
Type of roof construction
1 = Concrete, 2 = Steel Structure
Finishing grade
1 = Average, 2 = Good, 3 = Luxury
Year of construction
2006 to 2012
Duration of construction
3 - 21 months
Contractual construction cost (IDR x 1000)
7513241 – 248050000

In order to develop neural network model Matlab R2009a software was chosen for its ease of use, speed of training and host of
neural network architectures, including backpropagation with flexible user selection of training parameters. A total of 18
variants were developed using the neural network method based on the variations of the number of hidden layers and the
neurons in hidden layers. In this study the experiments run should set parameters such as architecture configuration, learning
adn training parameters as described in Table 2.
Parameters
Architecture configuration parameter:
No of input neurons
No of output neuron
No of hidden layers
No of neurons in hidden layers
Learning parameter:
Learning algorithm
Activation function
Learning function
Learning rate
Training parameter:
Maximun epoch
Goal (min MSE)

Table 2 : Neural network parameter settings
Values
Description
9
1
1 and 2 hidden layers
Min 2 and max 12

Number of input variables
Number of output variable

Backpropagation
Sigmoid bipolar
Gradien Descent Momentum
0.5
5000
10-3
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The accuracy performance of all models using data testing is based on Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE), given in
equation (3):

MAPE =

actual cos t − predicted cos t
1
x100%
¦
n
actual cos t

(3)

The result from MAPE 16 data training and 2 data testing are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 :Comparisons of MAPE for all models
Architecture of
MAPE of
MAPE of
configuration
16 Data Training
2 Data Testing
9-2-1
14.02%
26.24%
9-3-1
7.45%
123.02%
9-4-1
11.57%
7.79%
9-5-1
11.79%
119.99%
9-6-1
13.67%
76.40%
9-7-1
15.81%
102.13%
9-8-1
12.27%
36.07%
9-9-1
8.31%
24.11%
9 - 12 - 1
6.49%
72.20%
9 - 2 -1 - 1
14.02%
32.96%
9-3-2-1
13.21%
34.42%
9-4-3-1
11.57%
33.93%
9-5-4-1
11.79%
32.72%
9-6-5-1
13.67%
32.55%
9-7-6-1
15.81%
33.82%
9-8-7-1
12.27%
33.70%
9 - 10 - 9 - 1
8.31%
34.53%
9 - 12 - 11 - 1
6.49%
33.55%

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

In this study 18 neural network models were implemented to compare the estimation error rates using various combination of
parameters including number of hidden layers and number of neurons in hidden layers. The best configuration of the neural
network model was determined to be 9-4-1 model configuration which means that there were 9 neurons in input, 1 hidden layer
with 4 neurons in hidden layer and 1 neuron in output as shown in Figure 2. This result appropriate to Hegazy et al [11] that
one hidden layer is sufficient to generate an arbitrary mapping between inputs and ouputs. Out of 18 models, the result of the
9-4-1 model gave the best performance with 7.79% for MAPE data testing, it means that this model has an accuracy of
92.21%, although the amount of data training was limited. According to Holm et al [3] the expected accuracy range of
conceptual estimate is +10-20%, while AACE 18R-97 [4] states that the accuracy range of budget estimate is +10-30%.
Comparing with these references, the proposed model has performed very well.
Location

P1

Type of foundation

P2

Gross floor area

P3

Number of storey

P4

Number of basement

P5

Type of construction

P6

Finishing grade

P7

Year of construction

P8

Duration of construction

P9

Input Variables

Y (Construction Cost)

Hidden layer

Output

Figure 2 : Neural network model with 9-4-1 configuration
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Finally the predictive behaviour of the best model (9-4-1 configuration) was visualized by sensitivity analysis to reveal how
the model capture the impact of variables on the construction cost. Sensitivity analysis of model as described in Figure 3, was
performed by plotting the outputs of the model against varying levels of several variables, such as (a) number of basement, (b)
gross floor area, (c) finishing grade and (d) number of storey.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 3 : Sensitivity analysis of model

In general, the plots of the model illustrate non linier relationship between the input variables and the output variable
(construction cost). The sensitivity of each variable to the construction cost as shown in Figure 3 provides the useful
information for a building designer to identify cost sensitive attributes. With such information, the design process can be
guided with the directions to achieve cost-effective designs, rather than to be conducted with an inefficient blind search
process.

4. CONCLUSION
The neural networks have the capability of capturing the relations between input variables and output variables. The neural
networks require the historical data of cost and data of variables influencing the cost. The neural network is trained with the
historical data of past projects so that it can capture the relations between variables and the cost. One of the important decisions
about neural network is related with the network architecture. Designing the network architecture is not a straightforward
approach, it actually requires some trial and error. One method for determination of the neural network model architecture is
training several networks with different architectures and then selecting the neural network with the best predicition
performance.
In this study, a neural network model was developed to estimate construction cost of the office building using only information
typically available at conceptual design phase. The model could be used to estimate early project cost when detailed
construction drawings are not available and detailed cost estimates cannot be performed. A comprehensive set of variables
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influencing to the cost of construction such as location, type of foundation, gross floor area, number of storey, number of
basement, type of roof, finishing grade, year and duration of construction were included in the model formulation. For the
study, data of 18 office building construction projects developed by a contractor company in Indonesia during 2006 to 2012
were taken. The model configuration with one hidden layer and four neurons in hidden layer presented the best performance
with 7.79% for MAPE data testing. Predictive behaviour of the neural network model had been visualized by sensitivity
analysis and the result was that the model demonstrated adequate relationship between the input variables and construction
cost.
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ABSTRACT
The use of synthetic fibers and natural fibers as composite materials have been proven to increase strength and save the basic
material needs of the building. Research has previously stated that the fiber has a high tensile strength and has the potential to
increase the cohesive and tensile strength of the asphalt mixture. Previous research suggests that the value of Skid Resistance
is influenced by changes in asphalt penetration. The addition of coconut fiber used in this study was short decorticated
fibers/pulp fibers. Short Coco fiber measuring 0.5-1.25 cm mixed with asphalt pen 60/70 on the fiber content of 0%, 0.75% and
1.5%. Fibrous asphalt is mixed with aggregate specification of Asphalt Concrete Wearing Coarse. Asphalt concrete mixture is
molded and compacted with a compactor Wheel Tracking at 8.16 tons vehicle standard axle loads. Specimens were then tested
with a British Pendulum Tester at a temperature of 26 ºC, 30 °C, 35°C, 40 °C, 45 °C, 50 °C. Skid resistance value will
decrease when an increase in temperature on the surface of the pavement. The addition of 0.75% coconut fiber on the asphalt
mixture can improve the skid resistance value but does not increase the resistance to increased temperature on the road
surface.
Keywords
Skid resistance, coco-fiber, temperature, pavement.
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ABSTRACT
Concrete become one of alternative construction materials that often used. The use of concrete as construction materials
makes waste nemed Concrete Sludge Waste (CSW). There is a lot of CSW that produced by use of concrete. The huge amount
of CSW in order to not to pollute the environment, so we have to reuse CSW to become something useful. Nowdays a lot of
construction is using high quality concrete. CSW from this high quality concrete can reused to produce medium or low quality
concrete. CSW will added in mortar as subtitute of fine aggregate. Beside CSW we can alse reuse Rice Husk Ash (RHA). RHA
is product that produced by burning of rice husk. As agricultural country, Indonesia can produce lots of rice husk that
produced from rice milling. All this time, rice husk was used as cleansing ashes. RHA will added in mortar as subtitute of
cement, so we can reduce the use of cement. Physical and mechanical properties of mortar that will tested are compressive
strength, absorption, shrinkage and density. Based from the result of this research, mortar with composition 92% cement, 8%
RHA, 30% CSW and 70% fine aggregate, is the best mortar composition. The compressive strength thet produced from this
mortar is 17,052 Mpa at 28th day. For absorption test, this mortar could absorb 134 gram/100cm². Moreover this mortar have
the least of shrinkage, 0,126%. And from the result of density test, the density of this mortar is 1,869 g/cm3. From this
research, based on SNI for non-structural concrete, mortar with composition 92% cement, 8% RHA, 30% CSW and 70% fine
aggregate can produce non-structural materials such as paving block.
Keywords
Rice Husk Ash, Concrete Sludge Waste, compressive strength, Absorption, shrinkage, density.

1. INTRODUCTION
The high rate of construction is causing high rite of concrete usage. And the high rate of concrete usegae is also
causing high rate of concrete sludge waste (CSW) that wasted in every concrete plans. This is causing problems, because if we
don not manage the disposal, this waste will pollute the environment. Waste management is become a problem for concrete
plan’s owner. All this time, waste management is not optimal yet. CSW was used to close the hole in broken road or thrown
away. Waste management that can apllied are mixing concrete by the use of return (Reuse) material that is proper to use, and
reprocessing (Recycle) are the remaining material. In this research we use CSW as fine aggregate subtitute. Beside CSW, we
also use rice husk ash (RHA) as cement subtitute. Rice husk ash is product of rice husk burning that has useful elements to
increase the quality of concrete. Because RHA is a pozzolanic materials and containing the large amount of silika. If silika
mixed with cement, will producing higher strength.
This research aims to know physical and mechanical properties of mortar that containing CSW and RHA and to meet the
optimum mix design

2. MATERIAL and METHODS
The research was conducted at the Department of Civil Materials Testing Laboratory, University of Indonesia. Methods The
study was conducted by laboratory testing in accordance with the data from the literature study both SK SNI Standard
Indonesia and foreign standards such as ASTM.

2.1
2.1.1

Materials And Methods
Cement

Type-I Portland cement (PCC) was used, which was manufactured by tiga roda. and its physical and chemical
properties met the ASTM C150 specification.

2.1.2

Fine Aggregate

The sand was obtained from the Cimangkok, West Java.
Table 1.Fine Aggregate Test
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Figure 1. Gradation of Fine Aggregate

2.1.3

Rice Husk Ash (RHA)

Rice husk ash is product of rice husk burning that has useful elements to increase the quality of concrete. Because RHA is a
pozzolanic materials and containing the large amount of silika. If silika mixed with cement, will producing higher strength.
Though there are in the rice husk SiO2 reactive element that can be used as an ingredient made Pozolan concrete quality
improvement (Priyosulistyo, 2001). ashes that was done burning, then crushed again to escape kesaringan 200-400 Mesh. As a
whole from the ashes in the can of rice alone was only 5% or about 20% of the burning husks. Chemical analysis performed on
the combustion of rice husk ash content of silica oxide showed a fairly high, as shown in the following table.
Table 2. Composition of Chemical Compounds RHA
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Figure 2. Histogram charts Strong Preliminary Research Findings Press CRHA (a mixture of cement + RHA) at 28th day.

Based on preliminary research results graph CRHA compressive strength that containing RHA, the CRHA compressive
strength obtained at 28th day with the most optimal composition of 92% cement and 8% is 57.51 MPa. From the results of this
preliminary study we used the optimal composition of RHA 8% of cement content for concrete mixtures containing RHA and
CSW.

2.1.4

Concrete Sludge Waste (CSW)

Concrete Sludge Waste or CSW is the waste generated from washing truck mixer at the batching plant after producing and
sending mixed concrete to construction sites. At the time of washing, the CSW to be like sludge which will then harden to
form lumps. CSW is used in this research as fine aggregate subtitute, so we can reduce use fine aggregate.

Figure 3. Process of Taking CSW

Chemical analysis of the CSW can be viewed through
fluorescence), as follows :

by PSA testing (Particle Size Analysis) dan XRF (X-Rays

Table 3. PSA Analysis of CSW

Table 4. XRF Analysis of CSW
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CSW did not directly used but must be done further research and treatmen The treatment process of CSW to be used:
•
CSW is usually still in a wet or humid conditions, so it have to be drained naturally by sun or with oven.
•
After CSW dried, crushed and polished slabs CSW by milled or ground.
•
After CSW crushed, then sieved with a sieve size of 4.75 mm (3/16 in) which is a standard sieve for fine aggregate.
• After CSW has been sifted, stored in a dry place and already can be used.

Figure 4. Processing of CSW

2.2

Mortar Composition

This research made five diferent compositions of fine aggregate and CSW, where the composition of cement and RHA is fixed.
The five composition of fine aggregate and CSW are :
• CHWM-121 containing 30% CSW and 60% fine aggregate.
• CHWM-122 containing 40% CSW and 60% fine aggregate.
• CHWM-123 containing 50% CSW and 60% fine aggregate.
• CHWM-124 containing 60% CSW and 40% fine aggregate.
• CHWM-125 containing 70% CSW and 30% fine aggregate.

2.3
2.3.1

Fresh Mortar Tests
Consistency Test
Consistency test were performed according to ASTM C-305-82 to measure water cement rasio.

2.3.2

Setting Time
The measurements were conducted according to ASTM-1117-89.

2.4
2.4.1

Hardened Mortar Tests
Compressive Strength

Compressive strength testing was use a test specimen cube size 50 x 50 x 50 mm, testing were prepared according to ASTM C
579-01and the specimens were cured for 1–90 days. At each curing age, five cube specimens were tested for compressive
strength

2.4.2

Absorption

Absorption test was based on ASTM C 1403-00. The specimens is cube size 50 x 50 x 50 mm. The speciments were cured
until 28 days before tested.

2.4.3

Shrinkage
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Shrinkage test was based on ASTM C490-04 and and use test specimen beam size 25 x 25 x 300 mm. Right after
removed from mold, measured the shrinkage of the specimens until 28 days.
2.3.4 Density
Based on ASTM C-905-01 and use cube specimens size 50 x 50 x 50 mm. Specimens were cured in 28 days before
tested.
3.

RESULTS And ANALYSIS

3.1

Test Results for Fresh Concrete

3.1.1

Consistency Test

Figure 5. Graph of water cement ratio

Based on the results of consistency test, water cement ration for CHWM-121 is 0,95 , CHWM-122 is 1,10 , CHWM-123 is
1,18 , CHWM-124 is 1,25 and CHWM-125 is 1,25 . The test result shows that CSW makes water cement ratio bigger.

3.1.2

Setting Time Test

Figure 6. Graph of setting time

From the test result above, it shows that more CSW will make setting time longer.

3.2
3.2.1

Hardened Mortar Test
Compressive Strength

Test of compressive strength used specimen cube size 50x50x50 mm, and tested when specimens reach age 3, 7, 14,
21, 28, 56 and 90 days.
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Figure 7. Histogram of Compressive Strength at 28th day

From the test result above, it shows that more CSW will decrease compressive strength.

3.2.2

Absorption
Absorption test used cube specimen size 50x50x50 mm and tested at 28th day.

Figure 8. Graph of absorpt

From the test result above, concluded that mortar with more CSW will absorb more water.

3.2.3

Shrinkage

Shrinkage test used beam specimen with size 25x25x300 mm. And tested right after specimen removed from mold
until 28th day.

Figure 9. Graph of shrinkage

3.2.4

Density
Density test used cube specimen with size 50x50x50 mm and tested at 28th day.
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Figure 9. Graph of shrinkage

3.3

Application of Mortar With CSW and RHA for Construction materials.

From the test results of mortar with CSW and RHA, and compared with SNI 03 – 0691 – 1996 about specifics of
paving block, concluded that mortar with composition 30% CSW and 70% fine aggregate can used to make paving block type
C.
Table 5. Quality of paving block based on SNI 03 – 0691 – 1996
YƵĂůŝƚǇ





-

4.
4.1

ŽŵƉƌĞƐƐŝǀĞ
^ƚƌĞŶŐƚŚ;DƉĂͿ
ĂǀĞƌĂŐĞ
ϰϬ
ϮϬ
ϭϱ
ϭϬ

ŵŝŶ
ϯϱ
ϭϳ
ϭϮ͘ϱ
ϴ͘ϱ

tĞĂƌƌĞƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ
;ŵŵͬŵŝŶƐͿ
ĂǀĞƌĂŐĞ
Ϭ͘ϬϵϬ
Ϭ͘ϭϬϯ
Ϭ͘ϭϲϬ
Ϭ͘Ϯϭϵ

ŵŝŶ
Ϭ͘ϭϬϯ
Ϭ͘ϭϰϵ
Ϭ͘ϭϴϰ
Ϭ͘Ϯϱϭ

ĂďƐŽƌƉƚŝŽŶ
ŵĂǆ
й
ϯ
ϲ
ϴ
ϭϬ

A Quality Concrete bricks are used for road.
B Quality concrete bricks are used for parking lot
C Quality concrete bricks are used for pedestrian walk
D Quality concrete bricks are used for park land and another function for non structural concrete.

CONCLUSIONS And RECOMENDATIONS
Conclusions

In this study, RHA and CSW used to partially substitute cement and fine aggregate. Based on analysis from test. The
following conclusions can be drawn:
a. Using CSW as a Partially replace of fine aggregate in mortar give effects on mortar. Mortar with more CSW need more
water (based on consistency test result) and it made mortar reached setting time longer and produced more air cavity.
b. Mortar containing 30% CSW and 70% fine aggregate made the highest compressive strength between the other
compositions. Composition strength of this mortar at 28th day is 17,052 MPa.
c. And mortar with 70% CSW and 30% fine aggregate has the smallest compressive strength, 11,531 MPa.
d. So it can be concluded that more CSW composition in mortar will decrease compressive strength.
e. From absorption test result, CHWC-121 could absorb 134 gram/100cm² and CHWC-125 could absorb water until 166
gram/100cm². It can be concluded that more CSW composition in mortar will make mortar absorb more water.
f. From shrinkage test, CHWC-121 has the smallest shrinkage, 0,1262%. And CHWC-125 has the highest shrinkage, 0,146%.
It can be conclude that CSW will make mortar shrinks longer.
g. From density test, CHWC-121 has the highest density value, 1,896 gram/cm³. And CHWC-125 has the smallest density
value, 1,761 gram/cm³. So CSW decreases density value of mortar.
h. Mortar with CSW can be used in industry as a non-structural material. Based on SNI 03 – 0691 – 1996 mortar with 30%
CSW and 70% fine aggregate can be used to make paving block type C.
i. Using of CSW in industry will reduce environmental pollution.

4.2

Recomendations

The following suggestions may be related to the research conducted are:
a. Further research needs to be done on the use of CSW, in order to use the maximum percentage value of the mechanical
properties of concrete.
b. Use of CSW so great in the concrete mix, will decrease the compressive strength of concrete, so that further research is
recommended to use must be adjusted to the amount of sand on the concrete.
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c. In this study the treatment of CSW proceed by manually, so that further research needs to be done on a good method to
produce a CSW in standart.
d. Need to use chemical ingredients added to the RHA and CSW mix concrete, in order to water cement ratio accordance with
the composition of normal concrete.
e. Use of CSW was able to be used as a complementary mixture of fine aggregate sand, it is necessary to do research on the
economics of the use of CSW. So its use can be commercially exploited by the industry and can reduce the impact of
pollution on the environment.
There are a lot of concrete sludge waste from each batching plan it so variated in Indonesia, so further research is needed
on how much the use of CSW can offer.
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ABSTRACT
Reworks, un-well-suited works of construction process with schedule, additional cost of unnecessary works, mistakes, lead
time and delays, are some problems which are often met in construction process. Those problems are appeared related to bad
or unexpected design. Design is fundamental due to the construction process. Building is built through the construction
process of design, in which it is resulted from design process. In supporting the construction process, stakeholders (clients,
project manager, quantity surveyors, designers, and contractors) are needed to be involved in design process. Collaborative
design is needed to facilitate the integration of stakeholders in design process. Knowledge management is one important factor
which supported the achievement of successful collaborative design. This research is conducted with purpose to explore the
implementation of collaborative design in design process to support construction process, by using literature study and
awareness research. Based from research, it is found that there is contradiction finding between result gained from literature
study and awareness research based on the understanding of knowledge management which is caused the appearance of doubt
in the role of collaborative design. Result gained from this research will be used to develop conceptual definition of
dissertation.
Keywords
Collaborative design, knowledge management, project performance

1. INTRODUCTION
Problems are often met in construction process, in which it impacts to unsuitable works in construction process with schedule
that has been planned before. This condition will lead to the failure of building objectification from design through
construction process. Rework is one of problem which is met in construction process [1], in which it often appears related to
the failure or incompatibility of building component design with building system design, whereas if the design is well
designed, it will consider all aspect as whole system in building. Rework in construction process will cause additional cost [2,
3] and time [4]. Based from review, it can be concluded that there is a causal linkage between design and construction process.
As in [5], problems which are appeared in construction process are related with bad or unexpected design which resulted from
design process.
Based from identification of problems in construction process above, it can be discovered that the appearance of problems are
related with design. Design is fundamental due to construction process, because design is used as guidance in construction
process to build building [6]. Related with this statement, [7] stated that building is built not from trial and error, so the
building should construct from best design. Best design can be achieved through the involvement of stakeholders and multiple
experts in design process [8], as best solution which gained from multiple alternatives [1], or as an effort to share expertise,
idea, responsibilities and source [9]. The need to involve stakeholders in design process is increasing based on the emerging of
globalization and complexities of the building itself. Collaborative design is needed as an approach in design process to
facilitate the integration of stakeholders and experts whom have different backgrounds in creating design. The achievement of
well construction process is gained from successful collaborative design. Knowledge management is one of key success factor,
in which it gives important role in collaborative design.

2. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
Collaborative design is an approach which is used to facilitate the integration of participants with different background in
design process; whereas the participants can work together simultaneously in producing best design as integrated shared
solution [10]. Due to facilitate the integration of participants with different backgrounds, issues are appeared and emerging,
which cause difficulties in achieving collaborative design goals. Different time and place availabilities of participants [14],
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difficulties in achieving shared under-standing [18], conflicts [19], and also different personality and attitude of participants [1]
are some problems which appeared in collaborative design process. Researches in the area of collaborative design are
developed based on the development of issues, in which researchers are finding solution that can be used to reduce or face the
appearance of issues that can caused failure in achieving successful collaborative design. Based from literature review, Authors
found that collaborative design is a settled knowledge in which it is proofed through researches that collaborative design is able
to support the achievement of optimum design [11, 12]. Authors also found that there are three important factors that need to
be considered in conducting successful collaborative design, which consist of physical, technical, and social factors. Physical
factors are related with issues of difficulties in conducting meeting and doing collaborative design, which are caused by
different time and place availabilities of participants whom involved in design process [10]. Solutions which can be used to
solve the issue is creating system and tools based on information and communication technology (ICT) that can facilitate
information sharing activities between participants whom dispersed located [13, 14, 15].
Conflicts, difficulties in negotiating alternatives, and limitation of media for integrating design objects are some emerging
issue that appeared in collaborative design process, especially which facilitated by ICT. The emerging of issues in
collaborative design is caused by difficulties in achieving shared understanding between participants [16]. Some solutions that
invented through researches in solving the issues are related to technical factors, in which it includes knowledge management
[17]. The knowledge management consists of facilities in storing the design process development [18], the use of similar
software or media in processing design [19], the use of agent system [2], and also bordering the design development through
criteria of design [20]. Issues in collaborative design process are then emerging to the social issues, which related with the
personality of participants [1] and social relationship between participants [21]. The appearance of social issues is lead to
difficulties in achieving best or optimum design [1], in which it is found that solutions related with social issues consist of
personality and attitude consideration, and also the use of teamwork which has experience in working together in collaborative
design process [21].

3. AWARENESS RESEARCH
Awareness research is conducted with purpose reveal awareness of participants in design process about collaborative design’s
concept, to verify supported factors in collaborative design which is gained from literature study, and also to explore current
practice of design process and implementation of collaborative design in design process. Respondents of awareness research
are 36 experts whom consist of academician and stakeholders in Surabaya and have experience in design process. The research
is done by using structured interviews in collecting data. Respondents were firstly asked about the current practice of design
process by identifying criteria of collaborative design which were found in design process in order to explore the
implementation of collaborative design, they were also asked about their understanding and viewpoints of collaborative design,
and also the influence of factors which are gained from literature review in supporting the collaborative design process. Factors
which are used in awareness research are representing each factor of physical factors, technical factors, and also social factors.
Physical factors are representing by ICT support in conducting collaborative design process, in this paper called technology.
Technical factors are representing by the use of similar software and shared understanding between participants, which are
called software and perspective in this paper. And the last factor, social factors, are representing by personality of participants
and also social relationship between participants, which are called personality and social in this paper. The awareness research
results of participants’ understandings and viewpoints of collaborative design’s concept will be analyzed descriptively. The
influenced factors of collaborative design will also analyzed descriptively by using score of mean and standard deviation
comparison, in which the result will be plot in scatter plot diagram to analyze the importance of each factor in supporting
collaborative design process.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The main purpose of conducting awareness research is to explore current practice of design process, whether it was
implementing collaborative design or not. The research is also conducted with purpose to reveal and identified the awareness
of designers and stakeholders whom involved in design process about the implementation of collaborative design concept in
supporting design process effectively and efficiently, in which according to findings revealed from awareness research, the role
of knowledge management will be described as one important factor in supporting the achievement of successful collaborative
design.

4.1 CURRENT PRACTICES OF DESIGN PROCESS
In order to explore the current practice of design process in Indonesia, whether it implemented concept of collaborative design
or not, Authors identified criteria of collaborative design which found in design process. The criteria that asked through
respondents consisted of the involvement of multiple stakeholders [8], effort to accomplish design together and simultaneously
[10], and also the task interdependencies in design process [26]. Based from the findings which presented on Figure 1, Figure
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2, and Figure 3; it can be found that mostly of design processes were implementing collaborative design concept, in which it
can be concluded by using criteria of collaborative design attained from past researches; where it is concluded based on finding
of all collaborative design criteria in design process, and none (0%) of respondents never find those criteria in design process.
Based on this finding, respondents were then asked about their understanding related to concept of collaborative design
through its definition and role. The level of understanding about collaborative design concept will influence the
implementation in design process.

Figure
4 presents the
percentage result
of respondents’
understandings
and viewpoints
about
the
concept
of
Figure 3: Quantity Percentage
Figure 2: Quantity Percentage
of Task Interdependency in
of Design Accomplishment
Design Process
Simultaneously
collaborative design. Based on result it can be seen that there are some respondents
(5,56%) whom do not understand yet about the concept of collaborative design, although actually they had experiences in
collaborative design process. The lack understanding of collaborative design concept made them have negative viewpoints of
the collaborative design role in supporting design process. As [10] stated that design resulted from collaborative design process
need to be finished together by participants simultaneously, some respondents were argued about the role of collaborative
design because of the essence of working together simultaneously will lead to support design process effectively. Some
respondents are defining collaborative design as a collective work of design from participants involved. Collaborative design is
not a collective work in design, where design should be finished together simultaneously, and the appearance of
misunderstanding about collaborative design will affect to the design process and design resulted from the process [22].
Figure 1: Quantity Percentage
of Stakeholders Involvement
in Design Process

Figure 4: Awareness Research Result of Respondents’ Understandings and Viewpoints
According to those finding it can be stated that the concept of collaborative design is mostly applied in current design
practices, but main problem appeared due to perspectives of designers about the role of collaborative design in supporting the
efficiency and effectiveness achievement in design process. Based on this finding, respondents were then interviewed about
factors which made them had doubt in collaborative design role, in which it was found that problems related with knowledge
management were main factor that caused respondents doubt about collaborative design role. It was also found that respondent
had lack under-standing about factors related with knowledge management which able to support the achievement of
successful collaborative design.

4.2 THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
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Due to awareness research, it was found that some respondents whom understand about the concept of collaborative design had
doubt about the role of collaborative design in supporting design process. There are some problems which cause some of
respondents had doubt about the concept of collaborative design, in which based on the interview it is found that the problems
consist of difficulties in modifying design, difficulties in managing design which resulted from each participant, difficulties in
achieving shared understanding between participants, and difficulties in making decision through multiple alternatives which
are gained from participants. According to literatures, those problems related with knowledge management role in
collaborative design [18, 20, 23]. As in [24], collaborative design process should be facilitated with tools or system that
capable to facilitate each participant in modifying design, whereas transformation of design and design development as
knowledge in design need to be stored [17] and classified [25]. Knowledge that has been stored can be traced by participants to
know the process of design transformation and development, in which this activities support the achievement of shared
understanding between participants. Knowledge in collaborative design need to be managed [18], beside the facilities of
storing and modifying design [24], facilities in classifying knowledge is also needed to support the process of design
development and decision making in collaborative design [2]. Based from review to researches in the area of collaborative
design, it is found that knowledge management plays important role in the achievement of successful collaborative design [8,
9, 20].
Knowledge management is needed in supporting the achievement of successful collaborative design. The existence of lack
understanding about knowledge management supports the appearance of doubt in the role of collaborative design in supporting
collaborative design process. Based on literature study it can be found that the use of collaborative design which supported by
knowledge management can be used as an approach to facilitate design process that involves participants with different
backgrounds. But this finding was argued by respondents, because of their lack understanding about knowledge management
in collaborative design. Related with findings found before, it is also found that factor of shared understanding (perspective)
which is classified into technical factors in which it also related with knowledge management is factor which has the lowest
score of importance in supporting collaborative design, in which the results can be seen in Figure 5 and Table 1. From
interview to respondents, it was also found that problems related to technical factors are often solved with inappropriate
approaches, in which it should be solved through the implementation of knowledge management but because of their lack
understanding about knowledge management, the problems were then solved with social approaches, which lead to failure in
achieving optimum design.

Figure 5 : Scatter Plot Diagram of Mean and Standard Deviation

Table 1 : Rank of Factors Based on Mean and Standard Deviation

Factors
Technology
Software
Social
Personality
Perspective

Mean Score
4.3056
4.2778
3.7500
3.5000
3.9444

Standard Deviation Score
0.8886
0.9445
1.0522
1.1339
1.1450

Rank
I
II
III
IV
V

One of problem that solved with inappropriate approach is conflicts which are appeared because of failure in achieving shared
understanding of design development between participants. The problem should be solved through knowledge management,
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whereas participants should identify the design development by tracing the storage of design process, but because of their lack
understanding of knowledge management the problem was solved through social approach. Another problem that is solved
using inappropriate approach is problem related with difficulties in modifying design, in which it should be solved through ICT
based system and tools that applied in design software, but because of lack understanding of knowledge management the
problem was also solved by using social approach. Based from findings in awareness research, it can be concluded that factor
which influenced the appearance of doubt between designers and stakeholders in the role of collaborative design is their lack
understanding about the concept of collaborative design itself and also knowledge management as an important factor in
supporting the achievement of successful collaborative design process. This finding has contradiction with findings gained
from literature review, in which the role of collaborative design is proofed through researches in facilitating design process that
involved participants with different background effectively and efficiently [20], but it is argued by respondents because of their
lack understanding of collaborative design and knowledge management.

5. CONCLUSION
There is contradiction between findings gained from literature review and awareness research, where respondents have doubt
about the concept of collaborative design in facilitating design process effectively and efficiently, even that most design
practices they were involved were implementing collaborative design concept. The respondents argued the finding of research
in the area of collaborative design which is developed by researchers about collaborative design role in supporting design
process. Based on awareness research by interviewing some respondents, it is found that the contradiction appeared because
respondents has lack understanding about the concept of collaborative design itself and knowledge management as supported
factor, in which it caused the appearance of doubt about collaborative design role in design process and the use of
inappropriate approaches in collaborative design by applying social approaches in facing problems related with knowledge
management. This situation will lead to difficulties in achieving best design which has to be accomplished in design process.
The situation will also impacted on failure in achieving optimum design as best shared solution that integrated between
participants. Based from findings, it can be concluded that knowledge management plays important role in achieving
successful collaborative design through the achievement of shared understanding between participants, in which it will lead to
support the negotiation and decision making process in collaborative design. Successful collaborative design will contribute to
support the construction process through best design that is resulted from collaborative design process. The finding gained
from this research, related with contradiction finding from literature study about the lack understanding of know-ledge
management which caused the appearance of doubt in implementing collaborative design, will be used to develop the
knowledge management model in supporting collaborative design process through dissertation research. Some factors that be
used to develop the model consist of media and shared under-standing as knowledge management factors, and also
participants’ behavior.
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ABSTRACT

In globalization era, the more expensive construction cost and the auction transparency can cause the tightening world
competition in relation to contractor service. Therefore a cost saving effort of construction is needed especially for the
Singomoyo bridge upper structure in Malang regency.
Value Engineering method is one of the method analyses which proved effectively in saving the budget for construction
projects. Value Engineering Job Plan consists of: Information, Speculation, Analysis and Proposal Phases. In order to get an
optimal cost saving, we need to study the effectiveness of bridge upper structure used in the first contract. The best alternative
construction selection analysis out of the several alternatives must consider cost and technical factors, and is followed up by
cost calculation.
The finding of Value Engineering analysis shows the most effective and efficient bridge upper structure alternative by using the
prestressed concrete girder. The initial cost for steel frame of upper structure was Rp. 2.615.552.816,61. After the
implementation of value engineering analysis for the upper structure and the use of prestressed concrete girder for the upper
structure, the cost is Rp. 1.741.886.599,65. The amount of cost that can be generated is Rp. 873,666,216.95. It is equal to
33.40% out of the initial construction cost with the use of the steel frame for bridge upper structure.
Keywords

:

Effective, Efficient, Cost saving

1.

INTRODUCTION

In globalization era when borders among countries are more opened, product and service from one place can reach another
place more easily. As a result, only those who work with the principle of “doing the right things (efficient)” and “doing things
right (effective)” will prevail in competition and win the market and further they will get much benefit from their efforts earlier
and better” (Soeharto, 1998).
The fast development growth in Malang Regency will result in the more expensive construction cost (highway construction
and maintenance department of Malang Regency, 2012). In the other side, there is higher public demand for transparency and
accountability of development implementation according to Presidential Regulation no 54, 2010 on Goods and Service
Provision whose funding sources are drawn from APBN (National Budget) and APBD (Regional Budget). Article 5 in the
regulation mandates the principles of provision: efficient, effective, transparent, open, competitive, fair and non-discriminative
and accountable. Such regulation will cause tight competition on the domain of construction executors who offer such service.
One of alternative methods in an effort to tighten the budget cost is by implementing Value Engineering in construction
project. Value Engineering is defined as “an organized attempt to analyze a problem with in an effort to achieve the desired
functions with optimal total cost and final result”. [4 ].
The study will review some concerns, such as: identifying bridge upper structure construction with high cost rate in order to
achieve the significant cost efficiency, finding the alternative construction type of bridge upper structure, analyzing some
alternative types for bridge upper structure through the consideration of life cycle cost during planning period, carrying out
comparison to study design that is supposed to follow the contract, and estimating efficiency obtained from the chosen
alternative cost compared to the initial design.
Based on the concerns that have been discussed in the background section after learning information data and contractual
documents thoroughly, carrying out the observation around site and analyzing the indicator fulfillment for the success of
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Construction Project of Singomoyo Kebon Agung Bridge, the main problems that serve as analysis material for the study can
be formulated as follows:
1. Could the construction type for the bridge upper structure implemented for the Construction Project of Singomoyo Bridge
in Malang regency be considered as effective and efficient?
2. Are there any other more effective and efficient construction types?
3. How much efficiency is resulted from the implementation of value engineering?
The purpose of this study is to evaluate and analyze the efficiency and effectiveness of value effectiveness on
construction of bridge upper structure for the project of Singomoyo Bridge in Malang Regency. The purpose of study can be
summarized as follows:
a. To analyze the efficient and effective bridge upper structure.
b. To obtain the alternative bridge upper structure that is more effective and efficient through the application of value
engineering on the Construction Project of Singomoyo Bridge in Malang Regency.
c. To obtain the saved amount of bridge upper structure cost on Construction Project of Singomoyo Bridge in Malang
Regency through the implementation of value engineering method and to know the amount of efficiency that can be done.
Based on the issues that have been described above, to avoid the deviation of discussion, it is important to determine the
limits for present study. The following can be considered as the applied limits:
1. The analysis object is Construction Project of Singomoyo Bridge in Malang Regency.
2. The analysis and application of Value Engineering is used for bridge upper structure construction, especially for the
bridge girders that must meet the characteristic and condition of the existing field.
3. The concerns that become the subject of Value Engineering analysis is beyond the issues that have relation with the
policy from the owner, planner or executor of the project.
4. The price standard of basic unit for material, wage and equipment uses the price standard of highway construction and
maintenance department for the year of 2011 and the price that is determined by the manufacturer of prestressed concrete
and steel for bridge.
5. The analysis of unit price uses the analysis of work unit price applied in Malang Regency.

2.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The object of the study is The Construction Project of Singomoyo Bridge that is located in the border of Kecamatan Pakisaji
and Kecamatan Wagir, Malang Regency. The bridge is situated in Kebonagung - Wagir Street and crosses Metro River. Traffic
in the street is relatively high consisting of people and goods. The area is residential area that has high density. As one of its
characteristics, Metro River has stable current because in its lower course there is dam that is controlled by irrigation
department. Elevation between water surface and bridge floor is so limited while soil condition as its base is hard enough.
Bridge structure has 1 (one) span. The design of upper
structure construction uses steel frame construction. The
abutment uses reinforced concrete construction and shaft
foundation. The span length of the bridge is 40 m so the
bridge is categorized into class A bridge. The width of the
bridge is 1m + 7m + 1m.
Considering the fact that the construction planning
uses steel frame construction, the cost tends to be more
expensive. However after studying the field condition
thoroughly, there is still possibility to apply other alternative
constructions such as conventional concrete, prestressed
concrete, composite girder, etc. It is assumed that cost
efficiency measure must be taken without reducing the
function value of the bridge. One way is to implement Value
Engineering in planning construction project of Singomoyo
Bridge, so the cost efficiency of construction can be
estimated.

Figure 1. The Map of Singomoyo Bridge Location

2.1.

Analysis Method
In the study the implementation of value engineering in the project uses Value Engineering Job Plan as its method or
technique based on Dell’Isola theory (1975) described as value engineering job plan that comprises of information,
speculation, analysis and proposal phases.
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2.1.1. Information Phase
Information phase is carried out through the following steps:
1. Collecting project data that consists of design picture and RAB
2. Studying RAB to obtain each component and work cost
3. Determining work item cost information through the making of project model cost
4. Analyzing further in the form of function analysis.
2.1.2. Speculation Phase
After obtaining items to implement value engineering, the next step is to collect idea and think creatively in an effort to get the
alternative design that can fulfill the basic function of the predetermined work item. In this creative phase, it is important to
have creative approach toward alternative design that will meet the basic function of the predetermined work item.
2.1.3. Analysis Phase
Analysis phase has a purpose to select some best alternatives from the resulted alternatives during creative phase through some
analysis/steps and assess those creative ideas based on the benefit and loss aspects in an attempt to obtain the cost efficiency
from each evaluated idea. During the evaluation process, the some techniques can be applied such as zero one and evaluation
matrix methods.
2.1.3.1. Benefit and Loss Analysis
Benefit and loss analysis is the roughest filtering phase among other estimation methods. Among creative ideas resulted from
previous phases, the chosen ideas are Deep Galvanized Steel Frame, Reinforced Concrete Bending, Deep Galvanized Steel
Girder, Prestressed Concrete Girder, and then the potential benefit and loss are put into table.
2.1.3.2. Determining alternative rank
One of steps in analyzing the creative ideas is to discuss the estimation subjectively because often it is difficult to obtain ideal
value. Therefore, alternative rank from the potential structures is carried out.
Based on [7] , some aspects/criteria that will be reviewed and the estimation scale that will be implemented are as follows:
Cost, Space Utilization, attractiveness/esthetic, implementation method, maintenance, implementation timing.
The following table shows each aspect/criteria:
Table 1. Criteria and Estimation Scale
No.

Criteria

Estimation Scale

1

A : Cost

4 = Very Cheap

3 = Cheap

2 = Expensive

1 = Very Expensive

2

B : Space Utilization

4 = Very Proper

3 = Proper

2 = Improper

1 = Very Improper

3

C : Esthetic

4 = Very Good

3 = Good

2 = Bad

1 = Very Bad

4

D : Implementation
Method

4 = Very Easy

3 = Easy

2 = Difficult

1 = Very Difficult

4 = Very Cheap

3 = Cheap

2 = Expensive

1 = Very Expensive

4 = Very Fast

3 = Fast

2 = Slow

1 = Very Slow

5

E : Maintenance

6

F : Implementation
Timing

Source : analysis result
2.1.4. Proposal Phase
The determined alternative in analysis phase is followed up in this phase and then proposed to the project owner in the written
form. The proposal must be carried out in careful and convincing way and presented with detail by using the chosen sketches
and items.
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Creativity Approach
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(Alternative Selection)
Analysis Result
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Weighting Estimation, Structure Analysis,
Cost Estimation

Proposal Phase
Result Presentation, Follow-up and Recommendation

Conclusion

Finish
Figure 2. The flowchart of Value Engineering Job Plan

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Information Phase
In the implementation of value engineering study, data about the entire planning of Singomoyo Kebonagung Bridge is
required. The project information and technical data for each phase of project implementation are as follows:
The construction of upper structure
a. Project Name/job
: Improvement/The Construction of Singomoyo Kebonagung Bridge
in Kec. Wagir
b. Location
: Kecamatan Wagir
c. Bridge Class
: Class A (1m + 7m + 1m)
d. Bridge Type
: Austrian Steel Frame, the product of PT. Wagnei Biro Indonesia
(WBI)
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e.
f.
g.

Foundation (lower structure)
Bridge span
Project cost

:
:
:

Shaft foundation with diameter of 2.5 m
40,0 m
Rp. 2,615,552,816.61,-

3.2. Analysis Phase
In this phase, input idea or alternative are analyzed so the selected idea gives more benefit seen from various aspects. The
resulted alternative or idea is formulated and put into consideration in relation to their benefit and loss and then ranking is
determined as a result of the estimation. The evaluation uses techniques such as zero-one method and evaluation matrix.
Benefit and Loss Analysis
Benefit and loss analysis is the roughest phase among the other estimation methods used in the estimation phase. Its first step is
to enlist the potential benefits and losses of each alternative or idea. The following table shows the summary of benefits and
losses of each alternative bridge upper structure.
Table 2. Benefit and loss analysis
Alternative /
Idea
Deep
Galvanized
Steel Frame

No
1

Benefits
1.
2.
3.
4.

It is very light
The implementation method is very easy
It doesn’t need maintenance
The implementation is very fast

2

Reinforced
Concrete
Bending

1.
2.
3.
4.

It’s easy to shape
Material is easy to get
It’s durable against heat
The construction age is 50 years

3

Deep
Galvanized
Composite
Steel Girder

4

Prestressed
Concrete
Girder

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The weight is light
The space utilization is proper
The esthetic is good
The implementation method is very easy
The maintenance is cheap
The implementation is very fast
The concrete volume is small
The weight is light (type I)
The cost is cheap
The esthetic is very good
The space utilization is very proper
The maintenance is very cheap
The implementation method is easy
The implementation timing is fast
The construction age is 50 years

Losses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The cost is so expensive
The material is difficult to obtain
It needs fabrication
The space utilization is not proper
The esthetic is bad
The construction age is 25 years
The cost is expensive
The volume of concrete is big
The space utilization is not proper
The esthetic is bad
The implementation method is very difficult
The maintenance is very expensive
The implementation timing is very slow
The cost is expensive
The material is difficult to obtain
Fabrication is needed
Erection equipment is needed
The construction age is 25 years

1. High quality concrete technology
(fabrication) is needed
2. Prestressed technology is needed
3. The material is difficult to obtain
4. Erection equipment is needed

Source : analysis result
3.2.1. Determining Alternative Ranking
One form of the creative idea analysis is to discuss the estimation in very objective way because it is so difficult to obtain the
ideal value so ranking of each potential alternative for bridge upper structure construction must be taken into consideration.
Then based on the aspects/criteria of review and estimation scale above, the following feasibility analysis for each alternative
for bridge upper structure is determined:

No
1
2
3
4

Table 3. The Estimation Score on Criteria
Criteria
Criteria
A
B
C
D
Deep Galvanized Steel Frame
2
1
1
2
Reinforced concrete bending
1
2
2
1
Deep Galvanized Composite Steel Girder
3
3
3
4
Prestressed Concrete Girder
4
4
4
3

E
2
1
3
4

F
2
1
4
3

Description

Source: analysis result
From 4 alternatives for bridge upper structure, the best alternative is selected to be developed in the value engineering.
Furthermore, the weight from each criterion is determined by using zero one method as follows:
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Table 4. Zero One Method to Determine the Weight
Criteria
No.
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
X
1
1
1
1
1

Criteria
Cost

Total

Ranking

5

1

Space Utilization

B

0

X

1

1

1

1

4

2

Esthetic

C

0

0

X

1

1

1

3

3

Implementation method

D

0

0

0

X

0

1

1

5

Maintenance

E

0

0

0

1

X

1

2

4

Implementation timing

F

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

6

Source : analysis result
Description : 1 = more important, 0 = less important, X = same function
Table 5. Weighting
No.

Ranking

A : Cost

A

1

Ranking
Number
6

B : Space utilization

B

2

5

83.33

C : Esthetic

C

3

4

66.67

E : Maintenance

E

4

3

50.00

D : Implementation method

D

5

2

33.33

F : Implementation timing

F

6

1

16.67

Criteria

Weight
100.00

Table 6. Relative Weighting for Alternative Selection
No

Criteria

Alternative

1

Deep Galvanized Steel Frame

2

Reinforced concrete bending

3

Deep Galvanized Composite Steel
Girder

4

Prestressed Concrete Girder

A

B

C

E

D

F

100
2
200,00
1
100.00
3
300.00
4
400.00

83.33
1
83.33
2
166.67
3
250.00
4
333.33

66.67
1
66.67
2
133.33
3
200.00
4
266.67

50.00
2
100.00
1
50.00
3
150.00
3
150.00

33.33
2
66.66
1
33.33
4
133.32
3
99.99

16.67
2
33.33
1
16.67
4
66.67
3
50.00

Total

Ranking

549.99

3

500.00

4

1,099.99

2

1,299.99

1

Selected

1

Source : analysis result
Cost and Efficiency Estimation
a. The amount of initial cost
Construction cost for upper structure (steel frame) including the work cost of reinforced concrete and steel for vehicle
floor with the length of 40.0 m is Rp. 2.615.552.816,61 .
Table 7. The construction cost for upper structure (Existing)
Description
Unit
Volume
Unit Price

No
I
1
2

Structure Work
K350 Concrete
U32 Helical Reinforced Steel

II
1
2
3
4

Sub Total
Upper Strcture Work (Steel Frame)
A.40 steel frame provision
The delivery of steel frame to location (Malang)
The Installation of steel frame & reaction
Joint Expansion (100 ,100, 15)
Sub Total II
Total

m3
kg

128.00
12,045.38

1,080,728.89
16,148.84

Price

138,333,297.98
194,518,899.35
332,852,197.33

kg
kg
kg
M'

91,580.00
91,580.00
91,580.00
28.00

21,616.88
1,213.79
2,049.81
148,100.00

1,979,673,413
111,158,927
187,721,479
4,146,800
2,282,700,619.27
2,615,552,816.61
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b.

The cost estimation of the selected alternative
The following is the construction cost estimation for alternative bridge upper structure with the span length of 35.0 m.
The cost estimation consists of cost for the alternative upper structure construction work and reinforced concrete and steel
work for vehicle floor including the handrail.

No
I
1
2
3
II
1

2

3

Table 8. The cost of Alternative Upper Structure Construction (Prestressed Girder)
Description
Unit
Volume
Unit Price
Structure Work
K350 Concrete
U 32 Helical Reinforced Steel
Handrail
Sub Total
Upper Structure Work (Prestressed Concrete Girder)
Material
a. PCI Girder
b. Diaphragm
c. Plat Deck
Erection
a. PCI Girder
b. Diaphragm
c. Plat Deck
Elas tomer
Sub Total
Total

m3
kg
m3

Price

115.20
10,843.79
72.00

1,080,728.89
16,148.84
150,000.00

124,499,968.18
175,114,631.47
10,800,000.00
310,414,599.65

piece
piece
piece

5.00
20.00
140.00

216,160,000.00
2,128,000.00
504,000.00

1,080,800,000.00
42,560,000.00
70,560,000.00

piece
piece
piece
piece

5.00
20.00
140.00
10.00

39,200,000.00
392,000.00
140,000.00
1,411,200.00

196,000,000.00
7,840,000.00
19,600,000.00
14,112,000.00
1,431,472,000.00
1,741,886,599.65

Source: analysis results

4. PROPOSAL PHASE
This phase is the final phase of the value engineering process. The phase consists of the presentation of conclusion and
recommendation of the value engineering result to the concerned parties. The following table shows the summary of the
proposal about upper structure work for Singomoyo Bridge.
Table 9. The Upper Structure Work Proposal for Singomoyo Kebonagung Bridge
Project Name :
Improvement/Construction of Singomoyo Kebonagung Bridge in Kec. Wagir
Plan in Initial Contract
Bridge Class
Foundation (Lower Structure)
Distance between Abutments
Upper Structure

:
:
:
:

Class A (1m+7m+1m)
Shaft Foundation with Diameter of 2.5 m
40.0 m
Austrian Steel Frame, The product of PT. Wagnei
Biro Indonesia (WBI)
Proposal

Alternative :
Bridge Class
Foundation (Lower Structure)
Distance between Abutments
Upper Structure

:
:
:
:

Class A (1m+7m+1m)
Shaft Foundation with Diameter of 2.5 m
35.0 m
Prestressed Concrete Girder

After considering the alternative upper structure for more efficient and effective bridge, the following
result is obtained :
Cost
Initial Contract

Alternative

Rp. 2,615,552,816.61

Rp. 1,741,886,599.65
Cost Efficiency Percentage
Alternative (Selected) :
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33.40% out of the initial contract

Source : analysis result

5. CONCLUSION
From the value engineering analysis applied for the upper construction of Singomoyo Bridge in Malang regency, the following
conclusions are obtained:
1. The implemented steel frame bridge as the existing construction type of bridge upper structure for Construction Project of
Singomoyo Bridge in Malang Regency is not the effective and efficient alternative after the consideration of both the
used material and the cost.
2. After the implementation of value engineering analysis for bridge upper construction of Singomoyo Bridge in Malang
regency, the prestressed concrete girder as the upper construction type is selected as the more effective and efficient
alternative without reducing the function and the capacity of the bridge service.
3. The upper construction cost for steel frame of Singomoyo Bridge was Rp. 2,615,552,816.61. After carrying out the value
engineering analysis on upper structure construction and the resulted selection of the prestressed concrete girder, the cost
of prestressed concrete girder is Rp. 1,741,886,599.65. The resulted efficiency is Rp. 873,666,216.95. The value is equal
to 33.40% out of the initial cost of the upper structure construction.
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ABSTRACT
Despite the complexities involved in measuring culture of the construction industry, this culture is regarded as being worthy of
research, especially in relation to the organisational culture needed to improve organisational performance. Questionnaire
surveys were distributed to selected representative G-7 Indonesian civil engineering contractors in order to assess the
organizational culture profiles of the construction companies adopting the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument
(OCAI), which is based on the Competing Values Framework. The findings from the study indicates that different culture types
are emphasized in the six cultural dimensions of OCAI, reflecting various elements of cultural values that exist in an
organization’s operating activities. A comparison between the dominant characteristics of the organizational culture type
within Indonesian construction companies, possessing a culture type similar to that of other global construction companies,
shows the differences that exist with construction industries elsewhere in the world. Having different pictures of culture
profiles in the construction industries suggests that the culture profiles within the construction industry might reflect the
construction market demand and business environment, in each country, and the goals of each construction company.
Keywords: Competing Values Framework, organizational culture, construction industry, Indonesia.

1. INTRODUCTION
Current research within the construction management area has revealed evidence that organizational culture is considered to be
a determinant factor in contributing to the organization competitiveness [1], quality management systems [2], sustainability
[3], performance and effectiveness [4]. The ‘people’ in organizations are collectively bounded by the organizational culture
which in turn reflects organization characteristics [5]. In this study, the term ‘organizational culture’ is going to be defined as
the shared values and underlying assumptions within construction organizations, which motivate and support organizations to
operate effectively.
Focusing on an investigation of the link between organisational culture and effectiveness of an construction organisation, [2]
provides a list of organisational culture-performance link studies which were conducted by researchers in different parts of the
world, between 1990 and 2004. From the list, it can be concluded that various kinds of organisational culture dimensions have
been proven to be connected with short and long-term performance, direct or indirect performance, low and high performance,
and growth and profitability of an organisation.
Current research in Indonesian construction and project management has not pursued a more comprehensive study of the
organizational culture profiles of Indonesian construction companies and the link to effective organizational performance. In
the interviews conducted as part of a pilot survey by the author, some of the respondents, all local contractors, stated that they
had never considered undertaking any organizational culture investigation and thus were unaware of what types of culture their
companies possessed. They observed that, in their view, organizational culture was demonstrated by characteristics such as,
commitment, loyalty, and good team work.
This current study is aimed at diagnosing the dominant culture types in the six cultural dimensions of Organizational Culture
Assessment Instrument (OCAI). Further analysis was made in regard to comparing the dominant characteristics of Indonesian
construction companies’ culture profile with other global construction companies. The method of analysis is carried out
primarily by comparing measures obtained from the OCAI of [1], in order to determine the current dominant culture types of
the respondent organizations that appear to enable them to operate effective organizational and management practices, that
overcome the business environment’s demands and challenges, that in turn will lead to have the potential for having
organization effective performance.

2. JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOOSING THE COMPETING VALUES FRAMEWORK
There are a number of well-established and well-recognized models and instruments, which are used for identifying and
measuring organizational culture. One of the most widely used theoretical models is the Competing Values Framework (CVF),
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which was developed in [6]. It has the aim of helping organizations in understanding themselves and supporting the
development of effective organizational phenomena. Indeed, the CVF “has been shown empirically to reflect the current
thinking of organizational theorists on organizational values and resulting in organizational effectiveness” [7].
The CVF was eventually selected as being the most suitable organizational culture model to use in the context of this study,
due to its suitability in identifying the profiles or types of organizational culture of construction companies, together with
providing a measure of the strength of the individual characteristics that make up those profiles. The research is considered
timely as many Indonesian construction companies do not perceive the importance of organizational culture, and therefore, a
model is needed, which is easy to assimilate and which allows better visualization of how this complex phenomenon operates
within their companies and of how a deeper understanding of corporate culture can assist business and process improvement
within their organizations.
The CVF consists of four major culture types (clan, adhocracy, hierarchy, market) that are theorized to compose cultural
profiles within various kinds of organizational contexts [8]. These authors further explain that an organization can possess
either a predominant internal or external focus, and may either be wishing to achieve flexibility and discretion, or stability and
control. This combination of factors creates four potential cultural categories, each representing a distinct set of cultural values.
The four major culture types that emerge from the framework (Figure 1) are briefly described by [1] as follows:

Flexibility and Discretion

Internal Focus and Integration

External Focus and Differentiation

Stability and Control
Figure 1: The Competing Values Framework

In construction research on organizational culture profiles, [9], [10], [11], [12], and [2] used the Organisational Culture
Assessment Instrument (OCAI), which is based on the CVF, to identify the culture profiles of construction companies in each
country of their research domain. They found that the tool is helpful in providing a comprehensive picture of a company’s
organisational culture and the values that characterize each culture, as well as providing a comparison standard for culture
profile interpretation. The six cultural dimensions of OCAI represent the culture climate in an organisation which forms a
cumulative representation of an organisational culture [13]. The cultural dimensions with associated cultural types of the OCAI
are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: OCAI traits and typologies
Cultural
Dimensions

Clan Culture

Culture Types
Adhocracy Culture
Market Culture

Dominant
Characteristics

It is a very personal
place. It is like an
extended family.
People seem to
share a lot of
themselves.

It is a very dynamic
and entrepreneurial
place. People are
willing to stick their
necks out and take
risks.

Organisational
Leadership

The leader is
generally
considered to
exemplify

The leader is generally
considered to
exemplify
entrepreneurship,

It is very resultsoriented. A major
concern is with getting
the job done. People
are very competitive
and achievementoriented.
The leader is generally
considered to
exemplify a nononsense, aggressive,

Hierarchy
Culture
It is a very
controlled and
structured place.
Formal
procedures
generally govern
what people do.
The leader is
generally
considered to
exemplify
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mentoring,
facilitating, and
nurturing.

innovation, or risk
taking.

results-oriented focus.

Management
of Employees

The management
style is
characterised by
teamwork,
consensus, and
participation.

The management style
is characterised by
individual risk taking,
innovation, freedom,
and uniqueness.

The management style
is characterised by
hard-driving
competitiveness, high
demands, and
achievement.

Organisation
Glue

The glue that holds
the organisation
together is loyalty
and mutual trust.
Commitment to this
organisation runs
high.

The glue that holds the
organisation together
is commitment to
innovation and
development. There is
an emphasis on being
on the cutting edge.

The glue that holds
the organisation
together is the
emphasis on
achievement and goal
accomplishment.

Strategic
Emphases

It emphasizes
human
development. High
trust, openness, and
participation
persist.

It emphasizes
competitive actions
and achievement.
Hitting stretch targets
and winning in the
marketplace are
dominant.

Criteria of
Success

Success is on the
basis of the
development of
human resources,
teamwork,
employee
commitment, and
concern for people.

It emphasizes
acquiring new
resources and creating
new challenges.
Trying new things and
prospecting for
opportunities are
valued.
Success is on the basis
of having the most
unique or newest
products. It is a
product leader and
innovator.

Success is on the basis
of winning in the
marketplace and
outpacing the
competition.
Competitive market
leadership is key.

coordinating,
organising, or
smooth-running
efficiency.
The management
style is
characterised by
security
employment,
conformity,
predictability,
and stability in
relationships.
The glue that
holds the
organisation
together is
formal rules and
policies.
Maintaining a
smooth-running
organisation is
important.
It emphasizes
permanence and
stability.
Efficiency,
control, and
smooth
operations are
important.
Success is on the
basis of
efficiency.
Dependable
delivery, smooth
scheduling, and
low-cost
production are
critical.

Source: [1]

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The respondents to the questionnaire for this study were drawn from 74 construction companies listed as grade 7 (G-7)
contractors - the highest grade of Indonesian contractor qualification. A minimum of three responses and a maximum nine
responses in each company involved in the questionnaire giving a total of 403 respondents: 67 Quality Management
Representatives (QMRs), 215 Managers (Ms) and 121 Project and Site Engineers (Es). These groups of respondents
represented the following levels of seniority (high - QMR), (middle - M), and (low - E) in the organizational structure.
Using the OCAI questionnaire developed by [1], a respondent rated a set of statements that relate to six cultural dimensions,
i.e., dominant characteristics (DC), organisational leadership (OL), management of employees (ME), organisational ‘glue’
(OG), strategic emphasis (SE), and criteria of success (CS); the rating level is based on whether these dimensions are similar
(or not) with the current situation in a respondent’s company. This instrument is used to identify the most closely fitting type of
culture for the company, i.e., whether it is predominantly a Hierarchy (H), Market (M), Clan (C), or Adhocracy (A) culture.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Results of Construction Companies’ Culture Profiles
By individually plotting each of the questions under the six cultural dimensions on the Organizational Culture Assessment
Instrument (OCAI) worksheet, the analysis of the companies six cultural dimensions was focused on indicating types of culture
that most dominant in the six dimensions.
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Figure 2 presents an example of the OCAI results of the dominant culture type for ‘strategic emphasis’ dimension from one of
the company respondents. The dominant Market type (33) was emphasized in this dimension, followed by Clan type (24), and
a slightly balanced of Hierarchy (22) and Adhocracy (21) types.

Figure 2: Dominant ‘Market’ type in the dimension of strategic emphasis

Table 2 summarises the dominant culture types of the six cultural dimensions possessed by most of the 74 construction
companies. Overall, respondents perceived that the dominant characteristics or the core values of the construction companies is
most represented by the ‘Clan culture’ (41.9%). The core values of ‘Clan type’ in this first dimension is the sense of ‘family’
and the importance of ‘sharing’. In reference to the style of the organization leader, most of the construction companies are
strongly Hierarchy oriented (29.7%), with the leaders being hard drivers, producers, and competitors. The management style
used to manage employees is strongly Clan oriented (56.8%) which is characterized by the value of team work, consensus, and
participation. The organization glue that holds companies together is also the Clan culture (66.25%); loyalty and mutual trust
are key norms of this Clan type in this fourth cultural dimension. The companies’ strategic emphasis is strongly Market
oriented (35.1%), the Market culture having a competitive and achievement focus. Success criteria of companies as perceived
by employees as the Clan culture (45.9%) that believes that their success lies on the development of human resources,
commitment, and concern for people.

Table 2: Dominant culture types of six cultural dimensions

Cultural dimensions

‘C’ type
n
%

‘A’ type
n
%

‘M’ type
n
%

‘H’ type
n
%

n

***
%

Dominant characteristics
31 41.9 11 14.9 22 29.7 5
6.8
5
6.8
(DC)
Organisational leadership
2nd
18 24.3 8 10.8 21 28.4 22 29.7 5
6.8
(OL)
Management
of
employees
42 56.8 4
5.4 11 14.9 13 17.6 4
5.4
3rd
(ME)
th
Organisational glue (OG)
49 66.2 3
4.1
7
9.5
5
6.8 10 13.5
4
5th Strategic emphasis (SE)
13 17.6 6
8.1 26 35.1 15 20.3 14 18.9
6th Criteria of success (CS)
34 45.9 11 14.9 23 31.1 6
8.1
Note: ‘C’ = Clan, ‘A’ = Adhocracy, ‘M’ = Market, ‘H’ = Hierarchy, ***= no dominant type;
= most prevalent culture types possessed by respondents in each cultural dimension.

1st

4.2 Analysis of the Results
The findings from the study of the identification of dominant culture types within Indonesian construction companies indicates
that the organisational culture within most Indonesian construction companies is predominantly of the Clan type, where the
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company is focused on internal maintenance with flexibility, family-like relationships having a concern for people, and
sensitivity towards its customers. This predominant culture type is also emphasized most in the cultural dimension related to
how employees are managed, how the organisation is held together, and how the organisation’s success in its achievements is
defined. This finding is fundamental to the perspective of organisational culture within Indonesian construction companies.
With the rapid and remarkable growth rate in the construction industry, it is important for this sector to recognise its individual
and collective cultural patterns, in order that they can be used to evaluate companies current operational activities,
achievements, and future successes. In addition, it needs to be recognised that adoption of the predominant company cultural
profile allows companies to adapt and respond to challenges, and hence later set up appropriate cultural changes or maintain
and strengthen the existing fundamental culture profile.
The dimension labeled ‘organisational leaderships’ is related to the dominant leadership style and approach used by
leaders and managers in those companies which are more hierarchy-focused than the other three culture types. This
indicates that the leaders and managers are generally considered to exemplify coordinating, organising, and smoothrunning efficiency. For the surveyed companies, this finding confirms that the role of leaders and managers is to set
an example in the day-to-day operational activities of the companies [14], [15] and [16], to become the focal points
within the organisation in which the operational activities are largely governed by standardized procedures.
The dimension labelled as ‘strategic emphasis’, the area of emphasis that drives the organisation’s strategy, in this
study is ‘Market type dominant’, wherein the company emphasizes permanence and stability; efficiency, control
and smooth operations, as the important company strategies. This finding suggests that current form of Indonesian
construction strategy is focused more on profit and goal accomplishment, due to high competitiveness in both
domestic and international markets. Contractors’ focus on profit and market-orientation, in fact, is in line with of
The Ministry of Public Work’s policy to enforce Indonesian construction to take a role in global markets, as the
industry can no longer just depend on the domestic market [17].
A comparison between the dominant characteristics of organisational culture type within Indonesian construction
companies, possessing a culture type similar to that of other global construction companies, shows the differences
that exist with construction industries elsewhere in the world. Hong Kong construction companies appear to
emphasize the strong Clan type [18], while the Hierarchy type dominates the construction industry in Thailand [19].
From surveys conducted by [1], they found that, on average, the Market type was the predominant culture profile in
the construction sector. A similar finding was reported by [10] for Finnish construction companies. In the case of
the construction industry in China, a mixture of culture types exists, with Hierarchy – Market culture dominance
being reported by [11] and Hierarchy – Clan culture dominance reported by [20]; the culture profiles of Chinese
contractors varieties between geographical regions [20]. The Turkish construction industry has a mixture of Clan
and Hierarchy cultures [12]. Having different pictures of culture profiles in the construction industries suggests that
the construction industry has not yet been able to define ‘a typical’ culture profile, such as those based on Cameron
and Quinn’s culture typologies. The culture profiles within the construction industry might reflect the construction
market demand and business environment, in each country, and the goals of each construction company. Reference
[11] state that the understanding of organisational cultures (overlaid with national cultures) is an important element
of any business enterprise.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The finding of this study is that Clan culture is most dominant within the highest grade of Indonesian construction
companies qualification, while the style of organisational leadership is a hierarchical dominance. As common for an
organisation in doing business, Indonesian construction companies emphasize Market type in their strategy settings.
The identified organisational culture profiles most emphasized within Indonesian construction companies
contributes to the recognition of the current contractor’s cultural pattern, and this can be a basis for a company to
consider further measures for matching the current culture profiles with the future demands of its environment,
including future challenges and opportunities to be faced by the company. This will then advantage the company in
setting up appropriate culture changes and/or strengthening its current culture profile in order to possess the most
adaptable organisational culture; that culture will, in turn, help the company to successfully deal with the
complexities of construction business entities.
Different countries have different and specific national cultures, different market demand and business
environments, and as well as the goals of each construction company, which might influence a company’s culture.
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ABSTRACT
Pricing is one of the most important aspects in marketing concept, including in the construction industry. Up until today, there
is only one pricing strategy predominantly used in construction: cost-based pricing. There are two problems with this pricing
logic: underpricing or overpricing a bid offer. Considering problems with a cost-based strategy, alternate pricing strategies in
construction using market-based approach are proposed. The heart of these models is intelligence functions in a company.
This paper reviews and explores pricing strategy and intelligence functions in construction. First, it explores a new marketing
concept, including alternate pricing strategies. Second, marketing intelligence systems developed and used in manufacturing
industries are explored, including marketing research, marketing information systems, and decision supports systems. It also
explores the current developments and practices of intelligence functions in construction. Third, findings of a survey
administered to contractors to investigate intelligence functions are presented. In conclusion, "marketing intelligence
systems" in construction is a subject that is seldom discussed by researchers. It is found that contractors use mostly traditional
intelligence activities. It is recommended that contractors should develop particularly computers related intelligence activities
such as using the Internet and developing MISs/DSSs.
Keywords: marketing, pricing, contractors, intelligence system, decision support system
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1. INTRODUCTION
The construction industry in most countries in the world is one of extreme competitiveness, with high risks, and
generally low profit margins when compared to other areas of the economy. Consequently, pricing is one of the
most important aspects of marketing in construction. But unlike in other industries, transactions and contracting in
construction are conducted through the competitive bidding process, so that pricing mostly takes place in the bidding
process. Consequently, up until today, there has been only one pricing strategy predominantly used in construction:
cost-based pricing. The typical procedure in cost-based pricing involves estimating the project cost, then applying a
markup for profit. There are two problems with this pricing strategy. Since the price is set based on internal cost
and margin requirements, the price that results could be too high or too low relative to offers made by competing
organizations with comparable reputation. First, it is possible to grossly underprice a project using cost-based
pricing and not only forgo high levels of profitability but also risk incurring great losses that can threaten the
survival of the company. The second possible consequence of cost-based pricing is overpricing. What generally
happens in these situations is that the project is overpriced relative to the owner’s estimated cost and the offers of
competing bidders, resulting in loosing the bid.

2. NEW MARKETING CONCEPT
The new concept of marketing stresses the importance of the market orientation of a firm’s activities. A market
orientation is made manifest by the development of firm skills. They include acquiring knowledge about customers
and other market participants, sharing that knowledge widely throughout the organization, achieving consensus on
its meaning, and taking action to deliver superior customer value [1, 2, 3] . Managers [4, 5] and scholars [2, 6, 7]
are in broad agreement that a superior learning capability is an important contributor to competitive advantage, one
of the most important marketing principles. An important distinction is that the objective is to learn about
customers, not just to learn from them. Beside the customer needs, one of the most important marketing intelligence
functions is to learn about competitors by identifying their strategies, determining their objectives, assessing their
strengths and weaknesses, and finally estimating their reaction patterns [8]. Finally, the firm can learn from
experience, continuously making improvements in the way it does repetitive tasks [9]. A recent study [10] suggests
that each of these learning styles make a unique contribution to organizational effectiveness. All these studies
support the need for marketing intelligence activities within a firm.
2.1. Alternate Pricing Strategies in Construction
Considering the problems with a cost-based strategy and the benefits of new concepts of marketing, a series of
“market-based pricing” models in construction are developed [12]. First, a hybrid-pricing model, a variation of the
current cost-based pricing approach, that includes additional market information. Second is a more market-based
hybrid pricing model with the main information of market data collected through marketing intelligence so that a
cost target can be set. Third, a market-based pricing model with the main information used of market data collected
through marketing intelligence. The big assumption of third model is the belief that the company is always able to
find ways and methods to construct the project below the market price with a reasonable profit. The heart of these
models is market intelligence functions in a company.

3. MARKETING INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS
A definition of marketing intelligence system is the system for capturing the necessary information for business
marketing decision-making [13]. The fundamental purpose of marketing intelligence is to help marketing managers
make decisions they face each day in their various areas of responsibility. As directors of their firms’ marketing
activities, marketing managers have an urgent need for information or marketing intelligence. They might need to
know about the changes that could be expected in customer purchasing patterns, the shape of the firms’ demand
curve, or any of a number of other issues. These issues could affect the way they plan, solve problems, or evaluate
and control the marketing effort, most importantly pricing policies [14].
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According to Kotler [8] marketing managers often carry out marketing intelligence by reading books, newspapers,
and trade publications; talking to customers, suppliers, distributors, and other outsiders; and talking with other
managers and personnel within the company. According to Safford [15], there is a need for competitive intelligence
in all business- large and small- regardless of the product or the industry. Consequently, four steps are involved in
competitive price information: collection of competitive price information through intelligence activities, careful
analysis of this information, development of strategy based upon the above, and finally action. Furthermore, there
are 12 valuable sources of information on pricing in terms of developing competitive intelligence: the firm’s own
salesmen and other field representatives, printed price lists,rumors, especially rumors of change, friendly customers
particularly if found reliable over the years, distributor and other advisory groups, bids and quotations made by
governmental bodies,newspapers/journals and advisory services, annual and other financial reports containing
interesting data on competitive capital and research programs, government and other publications, direct inquiry to
competitors and contacts with counterparts among them, tangible proof from customers, and finally marketing
survey/research [15]. Hutt and Speh [13] claim that a comprehensive business marketing intelligence system might
include formal marketing research studies, market potential and sales forecasting, financial and accounting
performance analysis, new product research, and secondary data files. Marketing intelligence is clearly a broad and
complex function whose effectiveness will dramatically affect the quality of marketing decisions, including pricing
decisions.
3.1. Marketing Research
Marketing research involves certain basic elements that apply generally. In any context, the research study must be
planned, a data-gathering instrument designed, and a sampling plan designed. The data must then be gathered,
processed, analyzed, and reported [13]. Traditionally, marketing research is responsible for this intelligence
function. Marketing research is the firm’s formal communication link with the environment. It generates, transmits,
and interprets feedback information originating in the environment relating to the success of the firm’s marketing
plans and the strategies employed in implementing those plans [14]. The findings of a survey of marketing research
executive conducted by the American Marketing Association indicate that companies use marketing research in
pricing activities, including cost analysis, profit analysis, price elasticity, demand analysis, and competitive pricing
analysis [16]. The marketing research function within a firm has no single form of organization and it is dynamic
and ever changing. Small firms are likely to have a one-person market research operation, while large firms are
more likely to have either a research department with some personnel or both a corporate marketing research unit
and smaller-scale divisional marketing units. It could be centralized or decentralized, depending on the
organizational structure of the firm itself. Large firms are likely to spend a larger proportion of the marketing
budget on research, approximately 3.5% of the average marketing budget, than are small firms (only 1.5% of the
average marketing budget) [17].

3.2. Marketing Information Systems and Decision Support Systems
Marketing information systems (MISs) and decision support systems (DSSs) are not competitive mechanisms for
marketing research projects in gathering marketing intelligence but, rather, complementary ones. MIS is a set of
procedures and methods for the regular, planned collection, analysis, and presentation of information for use in
making marketing decisions [18, 19, 20]. The key word in the definition is “regular”, since the emphasis in MIS is
the establishment of systems that produce information needed for decision making on a recurring basis rather than
for one-time research studies such as most marketing research projects. In designing an MIS, the thrust is a detailed
analysis of each decision maker who might use the system in order to secure an accurate, objective assessment of
each manager’s decision making responsibilities, capabilities, and style. It considers not only the types of
information but also the form in which the decision-makers like to receive it. Then designers attempt to specify, get
approval for, and subsequently generate a series of reports that go to the various decision-makers [21].
However, there are problems with MIS: many decision-makers are reluctant to disclose to others what factors they
use and how they combine these factors when making a decision in a particular issue, different managers typically
emphasize different things and have different data needs, the systems do not lend themselves to the solution of illstructured problems [14]. As these problems with MIS became more apparent, the emphasis in supplying marketing
intelligence on a more regular basis changed from the production of preformatted, batch reports to decision support
system (DSS) mode. DSS is a coordinated collection of data, systems, tools, and techniques with supporting
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software and hardware by which an organization gathers and interprets relevant information from business and the
environment and turns it into a basis for marketing action [22]. According to Sprague and Carlson [23], a DSS
concentrates on the design of data systems, model systems, and dialog systems that can be used interactively by
managers. The data system in a DSS includes the processes used to capture and the methods used to store data
coming from marketing, finance, and manufacturing, as well as information coming from any number of external or
internal sources. One of the important trends in the development of DSS is the explosion in the last few years in
databases. There are thousands of databases that can be accessed on line via computer. The model system includes
all the routines that allow the user to manipulate the data to conduct the kind of analyses the individual desires.
Whenever managers look at data, they have a preconceived idea of how something works and what is interesting and
worthwhile in the data [24]. Furthermore, with the advent of neural network technology, marketing and sales
professionals can now access the knowledge of experts with only a few taps on their computer keyboard.

3.3. Marketing Intelligence in Construction
According to Diamant [25], it is important to know whom you are bidding against. Services giving the information
are available by subscription, such as Dodge Reports and Brown Letters, in areas where the bid project is. For
special cases, such as in overseas marketing strategy, Kelley and Kohne [26] stress the importance of local
representatives for furnishing marketing intelligence and advice in local customs, and legal and tax implications.
This is also true for companies who enter a new local market area.
According to Groob et al. [27], effective marketing in construction begins with marketing intelligence and strategic
planning and moves through management, to sales follow-up. A plan based on thorough marketing intelligence
allows the company to anticipate and take full advantage of new business opportunities [28]. Other researchers like
Gladden and Ollitt [29] and Preece and Male [30] also stress the importance of effective marketing research and
selling techniques to strengthen the useful application of the marketing plan.
There are several interesting findings concerning the marketing intelligence practices of top U.S. construction
contractors in a survey conducted by Arditi and Davis [31]. This finding indicates that most contractors are already
practicing a market-oriented approach, rather than a sales-oriented or production-oriented approach in their daily
business practices. It seems that the belief that construction business enterprises are left behind in marketing
practices, especially in market orientation and marketing intelligence, is not totally true.
Information technology is developing rapidly with major impact on the industry and the life styles of people. It can
no longer be viewed as an enhancement to traditional business procedures, but rather as an innovative agent that
enables new and different alternatives to organizing and operating business enterprises, including construction
businesses [32]. Andi [33] claims that it is easy to find construction company websites that include information on
the strengths of the company, such as a list of services offered, experience of field staff, financial stability,
innovative methods used, and others. An Internet site dedicated to the construction industry, The Global
Construction Network (GCN), is also available nowadays. It offers anyone connected to the Internet a place to start
when seeking information and services involving construction.
Bidding decision, including the estimation of optimum markup, represent major decision problems for contractors
formulating successful business strategies [34]. For example, in a study attempting to uncover the underlying
factors that characterize the bidding decision making process, Ahmad and Minkarah [35] found that bidding
decisions are greatly influenced by subjectively evaluated criteria, such as type of job, location, size of job, need for
work, owner, subcontractors, degree of hazard, and degree of difficulty. The usual practice is to make bid decisions
on the basis of intuition, derived from a mixture of gut feeling, experience, and guesses [36]. The problem, as such,
lends itself more to analogy-based solutions, for which neural networks could provide a more suitable and practical
solution [37]. Very few DSSs are based on this approach in construction. For example, Moselhi et al. [34]
developed an analogy-based DSS for bidding in construction coded in user-friendly software, called DBID.

4. SURVEY FINDINGS
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As part of this research, a mail survey was conducted to 100 Asosiasi Kontraktor Indonesia (AKI) contractors in
2011 regarding intelligence functions in construction [12] with 30 data responses processed . Findings are presented
in this section.
In one question, contractors are asked to describe the current marketing intelligence practices used by their company
in the last one year for each intelligence action (see Table 1). The choices (with the scoring used) are never (1),
sometimes (2), often (3), and always (4). Table 1 presents data that concerns respondent companies' marketing
intelligence practices, both in terms of percent of respondents, and average scores of each type of action. Table 1
indicates that the three most popular types of intelligence actions are "talking to current and prospective clients",
"talking to managers within the company", and "reading trade publications" with average scores of 3.55, 3.28, and
3.14 respectively. Information about clients, key competitors, and the environment allows managers to base price
decisions more on the realities rather than on guess and intuition. One way to do this is by talking to current and
prospective clients which is the most popular intelligence practice. It appears that the culture that puts clients as the
highest priority is already in place in construction. By acquiring information about a client such as the services that
the client highly appreciates, a contractor can deliver superior value, a key to success in marketing. The objective of
communicating with clients should stress not only learning from clients, but also learning about them. It could be
done in a formal meeting in the bidding process or after project completion for input in future projects. It could also
be done in informal meetings in the negotiation process or after project completion for future projects.
As mentioned above, delivering of superior value alone is not sufficient in effective marketing; information
about key competitors and knowledge about the market environment are part of the formula for success. There are
many ways to acquire information about competitors and the market environment as discussed in previous sections.
It appears that talking to managers within the company is very often practiced in construction so that it is the second
most popular intelligence action. This finding is in line with Safford's [15] and Kotler's [8] belief discussed in
previous sections that managers and other personnel within the company constitute one of the most valuable sources
of information in terms of advancing competitive intelligence even though alerts must be in place to avoid invalid
information. One possibility that makes this practice popular is that it is relatively easy and cost-free; this
information can be retrieved in periodic formal meetings or in informal conversations such as in the morning before
managers get busy with their routine daily tasks, or when they have lunch or dinner together.
Table 1. Marketing Intelligence Practices Characteristics
Types of Action
Reading newspapers/journals
never
sometimes
often
always
Reading trade publications
never
sometimes
often
always
Talking to current and prospective clients
never
sometimes
often
always
Talking to subcontractors/suppliers
never
sometimes
often
always
Talking to managers within the company
never
sometimes

Respondents as Percentage

Average Scores
3.08

3.3
20.9
40.7
35.2
3.14
2.2
18.7
41.8
37.4
3.55
0.0
6.6
31.9
61.5
2.97
2.2
26.4
44.0
27.5
3.27
0.0
13.2
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often
always
Conducting marketing research project
never
sometimes
often
always
Establishing internal marketing information/decision support systems
never
sometimes
often
always
Purchasing information from research agency
never
sometimes
often
always
Monitoring and analyzing rumors
never
sometimes
often
always
Collecting and analyzing competitors' bids
never
sometimes
often
always
Training company's staff in marketing/sales issues
never
sometimes
often
always
Note: 1=never; 2=sometimes; 3=often; 4=always

46.2
40.7
2.08
27.5
42.9
22.0
6.6
2.87
6.6
27.5
38.5
27.5
1.68
49.5
37.4
8.8
4.4
2.18
16.5
56.0
20.9
6.6
2.14
22.0
48.4
23.1
6.6
2.66
7.7
31.9
47.3
13.2

Table 1. (Continued)
Parameters
Searching market information through the Internet
never
sometimes
often
always
Searching and analyzing owners' and competitors'
information during bid preparation
never
sometimes
often
always

Respondents as percentage

Average Scores
2.27

14.3
50.5
27.5
6.6
2.76
7.7
29.7
41.8
20.9

Note: 1=never; 2=sometimes; 3=often; 4=always

The third most popular intelligence practice is reading trade publications. Trade publications such as Dodge
Reports and Brown Letters are available by subscription. General information regarding past bids and future project
bids is available in such publications. Even though more detailed investigation is needed, this information can be
used as a preliminary guideline to the subsequent actions in marketing intelligence. Because they are relatively
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cheap and easily obtainable, most contractors subscribe to trade publications to help them make marketing and
pricing decisions.
Table 1 also indicates that the three least popular types of intelligence action are "purchasing information from
research agency", "conducting marketing research project", and "collecting and analyzing competitors' bids" with
average scores 1.68, 2.08, and 2.14 respectively. The least popular action is purchasing information from a research
agency, an action that is categorized by Kotler [8] as one way to improve the quality and quantity of marketing
intelligence. Even though research agencies could gather data for a much lower cost than if a company has done it
on its own, it seems that there are problems in making use of outside marketing research organizations. One
possible problem may be that there are not many research agencies offering such services in construction: it may
therefore be difficult to find such an agency that can deliver a company's information needs. Another possible
problem may be that the cost of purchasing such information is an important burden, considering that profit margins
in construction are one of the lowest compared to other industries.
The second least popular intelligence action is conducting marketing research projects, generally undertaken for
unique projects with specific objectives. The nature of the marketing research project process is a long and costly
because it includes problem determination, planning, sampling design, data gathering, data analysis, and finally
reporting. It seems that it is inappropriate in the construction industry's environment where the majority of the
clients are one time buyers, where each construction project has unique needs, and where the time between
determining project needs and bidding is very short. Consequently, conducting a marketing research project may be
difficult and inefficient if implemented in construction. On the other hand, establishing internal marketing
information/decision support systems (MIS/DSS) is quite popular (average score 2.87; ranked 6th out of 13 actions)
particularly compared to marketing research project practices (average score 2.08; rank 12th out of 13 actions). The
majority of contractors (66%) claims they often or always establish such MIS/DSS systems. As mentioned in
previous sections, MIS/DSS provides continuous monitoring of new trends in market changes, while marketing
research for individual projects is not able to generate that kind of information. Establishing MIS/DSS is also
simpler than the complex and lengthy marketing research procedures. It appears that MIS/DSS fits construction
industry characteristics better.
The third least popular action is collecting and analyzing competitors' bids. Even though many bidding strategy
models require information about competitors' bids, it seems that only few contractors (29.7%) often or always seek
this information. There might be three reasons that can explain this finding. The first reason might be that it
requires many hours of work to collect and analyze competitors' bids, while contractors are already busy with their
daily tasks. The second reason might be that most contractors do not know about the existence of these models,
because they do not or rarely read scholarly journals.
Even though the average score of "reading
newspapers/journals" is relatively high (3.08; rank 4th out of 13), it is difficult to differentiate between those who
read newspapers and trade magazines and those who read scholarly journals. More investigation is needed to clarify
this issue. The third reason why contractors do not often collect and analyze competitors' bids might be that the
bidding models are too complex and unreliable.
It is interesting to note that despite the rapid development of Internet and associated information technologies as
discussed in previous sections, the majority of contractors (64.8%) claim they never or only sometimes search for
market information through this technology, resulting in an average score of 2.27 (rank 9th out of 13 actions
investigated). More workshops seem to be highly needed on how contractors can use effectively thousands of free
databases and web-sites related to information that can be used for marketing purposes, particularly pricing.

5.

CONCLUSION

Marketing intelligence systems are highly developed in the manufacturing industry as the result of the new concepts
of marketing that stress the importance of the market orientation of a firm’s activities. Marketing intelligence
systems include marketing research, marketing information systems, and decision support systems. With the rapid
development of computer technology and the frequent occurring problems with marketing information systems
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implementation, decision support systems have become the most popular marketing intelligence system in
manufacturing industries.
In construction, there is only one pricing strategy predominantly used: cost-based pricing, because of the belief that
it is the most appropriate approach in bidding system in construction transactions. Consequently, a marketing
intelligence system is a subject that is seldom discussed by researchers. The importance of marketing intelligence
becomes clear as proposed alternate pricing strategies that use a market-based approach become available because
market based pricing strategies highly depend on marketing intelligence functions.
In a survey of top Indonesian AKI contractors, it was found that marketing intelligence practices currently used by
contractors include mostly traditional activities such as "talking to current and prospective clients", "talking to
managers within the company", and "reading trade publications". More involved intelligence gathering methods
such as "conducting marketing research project", "developing MISs/DSSs", and "using the Internet" are not used
extensively. The possibilities of conducting marketing research projects in the construction environment must be
explored. On the other hand, the development of databases in a company that contain information about owners and
competitors is one important starting step; given the anticipated rapid breakthrough developments in computer and
information technologies in the future, the Internet and MISs/DSSs will become two most important intelligence
tools in making pricing decisions.
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ABSTRACT
As the adoption of project financing is gaining momentum, there is a concurrent need of innovation in project financing
scheme in order to accelerate infrastructure assets provision in Indonesia. As the largest Muslim population in the world,
sharia-compliant financing offers tremendous potential as a source for infrastructure financing for Indonesia. To realize this
potential, there is a need of a framework to guide its adoption. Hence this paper discusses the potential implementation of
Islamic finance to fund infrastructure projects in Indonesia. Through comparative analysis, this paper illustrates how Islamic
principles can be incorporated into Indonesian infrastructure project financing.
Keywords
Sharia-compliant financing, infrastructure financing, project financing

1. INTRODUCTION
Infrastructure plays an important role in supporting a nation’s economic growth and competitiveness. Accelerating
infrastructure provision is one of the main priorities in Indonesia’s national development. In order to fulfill infrastructure
needs, a huge amount of funding would be required and the government cannot rely solely on the national budget. Therefore,
funding sources from private sectors should be created in a mode of infrastructure investment and project financing scheme.
Infrastructure investment has flowed steadily into Indonesia infrastructure development. Before the financial crisis in 1990s, in
fact Indonesia was one of East Asia’s private infrastructure success stories with majority of investments were concentrated
respectively in energy, telecommunication, transport, water and sanitation sectors. However, the crisis has resulted in a huge
plunged in the investment flow. Hence, investment in infrastructure should be expanded once more.
In 2005, the government of Indonesia (GOI) embarked on a comprehensive program of infrastructure reforms, and issued the
first Infrastructure Policy Package. In the same year, the GOI also established the Policy Committee for Accelerating the
Provision of Infrastructure (KKPPI). The GOI also started to organize annual events associated with infrastructure investment
or infrastructure summit to attract more infrastructure investors. Several laws and regulations on the subject of private sectors
participation in infrastructure provision had been enacted after a thorough reform.
In Indonesia, the concept of project financing for the provision of public infrastructure is still developing. As the adoption of
project financing is gaining momentum, there is a concurrent need of innovation in project financing scheme in order to
accelerate infrastructure assets provision. One area of recent innovation is Islamic financing. In particular, the scheme of
sharia-compliant project financing (or Islamic project financing) is expected to be one of the best alternatives in Indonesia
infrastructure financing.
This paper proposes a model that can be used as a framework for implementing Islamic project financing in the provision of
infrastructures in Indonesia. The paper begins with the discussion on infrastructure financing need and project financing in
infrastructure development. It then examines the principles of sharia-compliant financing and how they can be incorporated
into project financing. Finally, the paper proposes a project financing model, which is in compliant with Islamic principles that
can be used to finance infrastructure projects.

2. INFRASRUCTURE FINANCING DEMAND
Infrastructure investment is a complex and multifaceted aspect of the national economies. Benefits of infrastructure can be
maximized by formulating the respond of private sector in infrastructure policies. Such policies should not result in wasteful
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duplication of infrastructure facilities. They should enhance complementarities and synergisms between public and private
infrastructure providers. Infrastructure project financing involves combination of project promoters (sponsors and investors),
lenders, government, contractors, suppliers and customers [1]. The funding includes loans, bond issuances, and equipment
leasing. Infrastructure funding can be divided as a shared services, public private partnership (PPP), and outsourcing in
accordance with the main responsibility which are taken such as public sector, public and private sector, and private sector
respectively [2].
The use of private participation in infrastructure (PPI) projects can potentially improve efficiency in infrastructure projects
transactions [3]. Within PPI, management in infrastructure project is also more effective [1]. PPI project also associates with
societal benefits achievements as it may improve infrastructure efficiency [4]. Project financing, as a scheme of PPI
implementation, then becomes important in infrastructure investment not only because of the financial scheme, but also to
address institutional problems [1].
Project financing is a structured financing that needs a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) in the form of a company to run the
project and sponsors to contribute equity and debt. An SPV can consist of sponsors, equity investors, off-take purchasers,
bondholders, lenders, government, constructors, suppliers and operator. All the stakeholders are managed through contracts
and arrangements. Mostly, major portion of project financing is the long-term debt financing. The projected cash flow is the
primary source to reimburse the loan when the asset acts as only the collateral [5]. Therefore the payback depends on detailed
evaluation of cash flow. It also needs contractual and arrangement among sponsors. Project financing is usually implemented
in a green field project which tends to be a non-recourse or limited recourse.
The success of project financing implementation in infrastructure provision can be influenced by several factors, which include
investment policy clarity; credibility and financial viability of the infrastructure agency; transparency and competitive bidding;
and restructuring and improvement in fiscal environment. Good credit enhancement mechanism, sustainable capital markets,
efficient and effective bureaucratic process, and legally enforceable and fair contracts are also the factors that could affect
infrastructure project financing [6].
In order to attract more investment in Indonesia infrastructure development, there are some challenges that need to be
addressed. Good governance and regulatory framework are considered the major challenges [7, 8]. Poor governance and
inadequate legal system and institutional framework undermine service provision, which could keep investors away. Lack of
clear policy indicates that the program is not integrated with the infrastructure needs. Strengthening the regulatory framework
could remove obstacles in private sector involvement in infrastructure sector.

3. SHARIAH-COMPLIANT PROJECT FINANCING
Infrastructure investment is suitable to be financed with Islamic financing scheme, because infrastructure is an asset and it does
not contain any activities that are prohibited in Islamic law. The use of Islamic finance in infrastructure project has been noted
in some Islamic countries especially in energy and housing projects [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Some types of Islamic financial
instrument that might be suitable in infrastructure investment are:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Mudarabah: cooperation between two parties which the first party gave 100% equity to the second party as the
executor and profit will be shared based on agreement. In mudarabah, the second party is not liable for loss unless the
loss occur due to mismanagement or negligence of second party. Therefore mudarabah is also called as trusty
financing.
Musyarakah: also known as partnership or joint venture, is the cooperation among two or more parties that each party
shares equity with covenant that profit and losses will be shared together.
Ijara: also known as leasing, is a hiring or renting of an asset to gain benefit of its usufruct.
Istisna: is an order to a manufacturer to produce a specific asset for the purchaser (manufacture-sale). The payment
term can be arranged in advanced or in credit.
Sukuk: the Islamic investment certificate/bond.
Murabaha: also known as mark-up sale, this type of finance is based on transaction cost and there is fee to
compensate the service. The fee itself has been determined and agreed by both parties and written in the contract
(aqd). In murabaha, the asset should be real although it is not necessarily tangible. Therefore the seller must state the
original price and the additional expenses in truth. In conventional infrastructure procurement, this scheme is identical
to cost plus fee contract. Murabaha has been implemented in real estate investment.
Kafalah: is a guarantee given by insurer to a third party in order to fulfill obligation of second party or borne.

Although Indonesia is not an Islamic state, the total Muslim population in this country is the largest in the world. It is,
therefore, conceivable that Indonesia can also implement Islamic principles for financing its infrastructure provision. To
facilitate this, there is a need for a framework to guide its adoption.
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Islamic finance has become prevalent in financial matter. Sukuk, for example, is one of the most innovative amongst Islamic
investment. It attracts Islamic banks, Islamic insurance companies and shariah managed funds that cannot invest in
conventional securities [15]. Sukuk is a tradable asset-backed, therefore it must be supported by real asset such as land,
building or equipment. It is also issued for a fixed period of time which varies from short-term (three months) to medium-term
(five or ten years) [15, 16]. Although most of sukuk structures are based on murabaha or ijarah, there are several forms that
have been implemented such as salam sukuk structure and musyarakah sukuk structure.
Islamic finance has several advantages compared to the conventional finance. Islamic finance is observed as financial
intermediation competitiveness [17], therefore it is now considered as one of the fastest growing financial segments in the
world. The business area of Islamic finance has been broadening in many aspects such as private equity, project finance, sukuk,
or other wealth management movement. The regulatory and legal frameworks recently have been evolved. Islamic finance
nowadays has been internationally recognized and will contribute to global financial integration. Since Islamic intermediation
is an asset-based and risk-centered sharing, it is more closely related to real economic sector [18].

4. THE
IMPLEMENTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE

OF

SHARIA-COMPLIANT

PROJECT

FINANCING

IN

Several papers started discussing Islamic project financing in infrastructure in the late 1990s. The financial model and contract
agreement of Western project financing was modified by integrating Islamic financing in power plant project. Therefore it
allows Islamic and Western financiers to finance the project without compromising any religious principles or financial interest
[19]. Then it continued with istisna scheme to finance light railway and power plant projects developed using the build own
operate (BOO) and build own operate transfer (BOOT) arrangement [20]. In 1999, an integrated model of Islamic and Western
project financing was proposed by synthesizing mudarabah security. It combined murabahah facility and call option to derive
profit sharing ratio endogenously [21].
An innovative way to gain capital in infrastructure projects is by combining Islamic and Western finance (co-financing), which
lead to a creation of a new structure of financing, or finding other ways to mitigate risks [22]. The Equate Petrochemical
project is an example of project successfully delivered using this financing model. The project used ijara, istisna and
murabaha structures [23]. Since then, there had been several more co-financed deals in infrastructure projects, such as the
Kuala Lumpur Light Rail Transit 2 project, Thuraya Space Telecommunications project, Shuaiba power plant project, the TAG
and Mersin Motorways project, and the Kuala Lumpur International Airport. However, the number of projects which used cofinanced structures is not plenteous. There are factors that need to be considered such as improving understanding in Islamic
finance and Islamic project financing.
There are potential sources of problem when projects with Islamic scheme attempt to suit Western financing. The first source
of problem is the lack of cohesive regulatory body, in this context is the shariah boards [13]. There is uncertainty regarding
shariah boards’ decision which somehow unpredictable and subjective. The Shariah board needs to ensure that every
transaction acknowledges the cultural, moral, ethical and religious principles. The board will examine the investment structure
and documentation to approve an Islamic investment. The Shariah board will make a decision whether the project can be
implemented based on fiqh, shariah principles as well as the decision on the duration of financing [9]. Although the board will
consider similar transactions, there is no guarantee the decision will be the same because a fatwa is only valid for one specific
case. Those situations make shariah board holds a significant decision in project endorsement. Typically, Islamic financing is
utilized in a short term or medium term finance. Therefore the shariah board should also understand and analyze infrastructure
project condition in term of financial duration. The second source of problem is that Islamic finance scheme requires lender to
share project risks in contrast with Western finance scheme which lender reluctant to share the risks [13]. This circumstance
may cause risk enhancement from Western lenders perspective. The third source of problem is institutional problem which can
increase financial cost [22]. However, it can be diminished by establishing an adl (trustee), a uniform Islamic finance body and
accounting practices.
Government guarantees are less needed when the profit sharing is high and sponsor’s own capital is big. However, government
financial guarantees are still necessitated in order to increase the creditworthiness and to raise the debt capacity of the project
[24]. Government can provide financial guarantee by first analyzing project risks and then determining the type of government
support given.
Based on the above discussion, Figure 1 describes a concept model of Islamic project financing in Indonesian infrastructure.
The model is developed based on two categories which are infrastructure project financing scheme and Islamic financing
concept. The model is influenced by shariah board decision, the contracts, investment method, risks and financial guarantee.
Co-financing and off-takers will both reciprocally influence the implementation of Islamic project financing in infrastructure.
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Figure 1: The concept model to implement Islamic project financing in infrastructure

5. SUMMARY
Within the scheme of Islamic finance and infrastructure characteristics, infrastructure investment is suitable to be financed with
Islamic financing scheme because infrastructure is an asset and it does not contain any activities that are prohibited in the
shariah law. However, as shown in Figure 1, there are factors that can influence Islamic project financing implementation. The
factors are related to infrastructure project financing scheme and Islamic finance concept. Both knowledge on infrastructure
business and Islamic finance should be well-known by all stakeholders. Without knowing both concepts comprehensively, the
implementation of Islamic project financing in Indonesian infrastructure can be hindered, for example, by project stakeholders’
acceptance of Islamic finance or the shariah board’s decision on Islamic financing transaction. Additionally, every factor in
each category should not stand alone, rather should somehow correlate and influence each other.
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ABSTRACT

Product quality control is an important factor in industrial field. Continuous quality control enables company to detect
abnormality in haste and anticipate them. PT Semen Padang always control their product quality in order to keep their
product meet consumer’s need. The fluctuation of cement compressive strength for the last few periods urge the company to
evaluate, improve and sustainable quality standard. Research was done to indentify mandatory factors influencing cement
compressive strength. Data processing was done using SPSS and Minitab 15. This reseach give recomendation to PT Semen
Padang, it should control composition of C3S, H Pijar dan SO3 in order to keep cement compressive strength standard.
Besides, workshop about Statistical Process Control by using Minitab and SPSS is needed to be presented by the company for
quality control process in future.
Keyword: quality, cement compressive strength, linear regressions

1.

INTRODUCTION

Product quality control in the production process is a very important factor for industry, because of good quality control and
done continuously will able to detect abnormalities quickly that can be taken anticipation. Low qualities products can cause
company lose customers. PT Semen Padang always try to maintain the quality of the product in order to meet market demand.
Cement quality required by the customer is bonding time, compressive strength, heat hydrasi, expansion / contraction of
cement, and resistance of cement to environmental influences such as acid / sulfuric (durability). Compressive strength is an
indicator of quality most preferred by PT Semen Padang in line with consumer demand.
Primarily related to quality of cement compressive strength there is a need of PT Semen Padang to determine mandatory
factors affecting it. Knowing the most significant factors PT Semen Padang can optimize both in terms of methods, materials,
and also reduce costs optimally.
This research is carried out to identify factors that influence the compressive strength of cement by evaluating it at some recent
time period. This research also compare between actual evaluation and standards specified compressive strength (SNI and
internal standard) in order to determine deviations (gap analysis); determining the mandatory factors affecting the compressive
strength of cement includes: a) identification of variables that affect the compressive strength, b ) statistical data processing
and c) conduct an analysis of the mandatory factors affecting the compressive strength of cement; obtaining follow-up
recommendations for improvement in the form of a work program based on the evaluation results.
Scope of this research are; 1) statistical analysis to look at the factors that affect mandatory focused on the compressive
strength of cement contained cement mill cement mill Indarung V ie X (CM X) XI and cement mill (CM XI), 2) cement
product observed are the product of cement type I and PCC; 3) data compression strength for 2 years (2010-2011).
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2.

RESEARCH METODOLOGY

This research is explanatory quantitatively using linear regression. Measuring the influence of independent variables on the
dependent variable, and predict the dependent variable using the independent variables. Gujarati (2006) defines a regression
analysis as the study of the relationship of explained variable with one or two variables that explain (the explanatory). The first
variable is also known as the dependent variable and the second variable is also called independent variable. If more than one
independent variable, the regression analysis is called multiple linear regression. Because influence several variables will apply
to dependent variable.
This research used free CaO; C3S; insoluble part (BTL); SO3; Missing incandescent; sieve on 45, and blaine as independent
variables and Cement Compressive Strength as the dependent variable.
Steps being taken in this research are :
1. Understanding current practice
At this stage of understanding of the cement production process in detail, and the things that affect the quality of the cement
itself.
2. Formulation of the problem
The problem formulation in this research is how to determine the most significant factors affecting the compressive
strength of cement and PT Semen Padang to optimize both in terms of methods, materials, cement makers to reduce the
cost of optimally
3. Research Objectives
The objectives of this research were:
a. Identifying the factors that influence the compressive strength of cement
b. Determining the dominant factor affecting the compressive strength of cement
c. Get recommendations for improvement follow
4. Literature Review
Literature review conducted to find the most appropriate method is used to solve the problem
5. Dependent and independent variables
Variables in this study were divided into dependent and independent variables.
a. Independent variables are : free CaO; C3S; insoluble part (BTL); SO3; Missing incandescent; sieve on 45, and blaine.
b. Dependent variables are : Compressive Strength Cement
6. Verification of data
Data verification is done by studying, organizing and sorting data associated with semen quality, especially compressive
strength.
7. Data processing
Data processing begins by testing the assumptions of the multiple linear regression model. At least there are five tests that
must be conducted on the assumption of a regression model that normality test, auto-correlation, multikolineritas test,
heteroscedasticity test and linearity test. The next stage is to determine the equation of the linear regression between the
independent variables and the dependent variable. Of free and bound variable relation calculated the P-value and VIF to
determine the significance of the independent variables to the dependent variable.
8. Analysis and discussion
At this stage, the analysis and interpretation of the results obtained processing.
9. Conclusion
This stage consists of the conclusion of the materials that need follow-up recommendations by PT. Semen Padang for
improvement.
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For clarity, the stages of this research can be seen in the figure below:
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Figure 1: Research Methodology

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1. Multiple Regression Analysis of Test Requirement
Test requirements analysis is needed to determine whether the analysis of the data for testing hypotheses can be continued or
not. Several data analysis techniques demanding test requirement analysis. Analysis of variance requires that data came from a
normally distributed population and the groups were compared homogen.Because of that variance analysis requires test
normality and data homogeneity. Regression analysis, in addition to requiring normality test also require linearity test,
heterokedasitas test, autocorrelation test, and test multicollinearity test
Normality test data to show that the sample data came from a normally distributed population. There are several techniques
that can be used to test normality of data, among others: with SPSS, which see the ratio of skewnesssandkkurtosis.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistic

From the above results of SPSS can be seen that the ratio of skewness and kurtosis is between -2 to +2, it can be said that data
were normally distribution.
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3.2. Linearity test
Linearity test is useful to see the linearity between dependent variable (compressive strength) with independent variable (C3S,
BTL, free CaO, H Incandescent, Sieve on 45, Blaine, SO3).
Table 2. ANOVA Table

The result showed that the value og F is 1.198 with a significance 0.158 (above 0.05). It means linear model regression.

3.3. Heteroscedacity Test
Heterocedacity occur when the variance regression error (º i) for some value of x change. Detection constant or not constant
error variance to do with drawing the graph between the residues Uy (y - Uy). If the line that limits the distribution of points
relative error variance is constant.
If the graph looks the points spread above and below the Y axis, there is no particular pattern. It can be concluded that there is
no heterokedasitas.

Figure 2. Scatterplot

3.4. Autocorrelation test
Autocorrelation is occured when two errors in the regression º º t-1 and not independent or C (t-1 º, º t) _ 0. Autocorrelation
usually happened when the variable measurement is done in a specific time interval.
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Table 3. Model Summary

Apparently Durbin-Watson coefficient magnitude of 1.375, nearly 2. Thus, it can be concluded that the regression between
variables C3S, BTL, free CaO, H Incandescent, Sieve on 45, Blaine, SO3 not happen autocorrelation.

3.5. Multicolinearity test
Multicolinearity test is used to determine significant relations (correlation) between the independent variables. If there is a high
correlation (significant), means that there is same aspect measured at independent variable. It is not feasible to determine the
contribution of independent variable and dependent variable.
Table 4. Collinearity statistic

Multicollinearity test is done with SPSS regression test, with value of VIF (variance inflation factor) as standard and
correlation coefficients between the independent variable. The criteria used are: 1) If the value of VIF around the 1 or have a
tolerance close to 1, it is said there is no multicollinearity problem in the regression model, 2) If the correlation coefficient
between the independent variable is less than 0.5, there is no multicollinearity problem.
Apparently VIF value close to 1 for all independent variables. Similarly, the tolerance value close to 1 for all independent
variables. It can be concluded that the regression between the independent variables C3S, BTL, free CaO, H Incandescent,
Sieve on 45, Blaine, SO3 not happen multicollinearity between independent variables.

3.6. Multiple Linear Regression
Linear regression is used to determine significant factor or mandatory factor affecting compressive strength of cement. Data
processing is performed by using the software Minitab 15. P-value is the standard value (significance) so that the smallest
value of the observed test statistic is still significant. P-value always compared to the value of α. α is 0.05 with 95%
confidence level. This means that 95% of study have been considered correct, started from colecting data, and the processing
and obtaining result. Comparisons with α P-value:
 If p-value < α , reject H0
 If p-value ≥ α , do not reject H0
Example: Cement Mill X PCC CS 3 DAYS, based on the results of processing software Minitab 15, it can be inferred from the
P-value and VIF sorting factors that influence the compressive strength is: BTL, H Incandescent, C3S, Sieve on 45, SO3 and
Blaine.
Regression equations were obtained:
CS 3 DAYS = 219 + 0,56 CaO Bebas + 0,567 C3S - 3,46 BTL - 11,0 SO3 - 10,3 H Pijar - 1,61 Sieve on 45 + 0,0150 Blaine
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It can be concluded that the addition of C3S significantly increase the pressure, while the addition of BTL, H Incandescent
significantly decrease the pressure.

4.

CONCLUSION

From the research it can be concluded as shown in the following table:

Cement Types
CEMENT MILL X PCC CS 3 DAYS
CEMENT MILL X PCC CS 7 DAYS
CEMENT MILL X PCC CS 28 DAYS
CEMENT MILL XI PCC CS 3 DAYS
CEMENT MILL XI PCC CS 7 DAYS
CEMENT MILL XI PCC CS 28 DAYS
CEMENT MILL X TYPE 1 CS 3 DAYS
CEMENT MILL X TYPE 1 CS 7 DAYS
CEMENT MILL X TYPE 1 CS 28 DAYS
CEMENT MILL XI TYPE 1 CS 3 DAYS
CEMENT MILL XI TYPE 1 CS 7 DAYS
CEMENT MILL XI TYPE 1 CS 28 DAYS

increasing
compressive
strength
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S
C3S

decreasing
compressive
strength
H Pijar
H Pijar
H Pijar
H Pijar
H Pijar
H Pijar
SO3
SO3
SO3
SO3
SO3
SO3

From the table above shows that the quality of clinker C3S primarily on factors greatly influence increasing compressive
strength for both types of cement. While the addition of H pijar and SO3 factor on Cement Mill effect decreasing compressive
strength (CS) of PCC and Type 1 sequentially. For more details, the factors that affect the compressive strength can be seen
based formulation of regresion:
1. Cement Mill X PCC CS 3 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 3 DAYS = 219 + 0,56 CaO Bebas + 0,567 C3S - 3,46 BTL - 11,0 SO3 - 10,3 H Pijar - 1,61 Sieve on 45 + 0,0150
Blaine
2. Cement Mill X PCC CS 7 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 7 DAYS = 300 + 0,29 CaO Bebas + 0,583 C3S - 3,73 BTL - 17,6 SO3 - 14,9 H Pijar - 1,96 Sieve on 45 + 0,0218
Blaine
3. Cement Mill X PCC CS 28 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 28 DAYS = 436 - 1,79 CaO Bebas + 0,439 C3S - 3,73 BTL - 25,9 SO3 - 23,2 H Pijar - 2,48 Sieve on 45 + 0,0280
Blaine
4. Cement Mill X Type I CS 3 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 3 DAYS = 89,8 + 4,01 CaO Bebas + 1,29 C3S - 5,32 BTL - 35,5 SO3 - 3,46 H Pijar - 0,125 Sieve on 45 + 0,0365
Blaine
5. Cement Mill X Type I CS 3 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 7 DAYS = 300 + 0,29 CaO Bebas + 0,583 C3S - 3,73 BTL - 17,6 SO3 - 14,9 H Pijar - 1,96 Sieve on 45 + 0,0218
Blaine
6. Cement Mill X Type I CS 28 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 28 DAYS = 298 + 0,59 CaO Bebas + 1,03 C3S - 6,33 BTL - 61,1 SO3 - 9,63 H Pijar - 0,914 Sieve on 45 + 0,0501
Blaine
7. Cement Mill XI PCC CS 3 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 3 DAYS = 233 + 2,10 CaO Bebas + 0,570 C3S - 1,38 BTL - 7,29 SO3 - 7,63 H Pijar - 1,85 Sieve on 45 + 0,00250
Blaine
8. Cement Mill XI PCC CS 7 days
Equation of multiple regression :
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CS 7 DAYS = 320 + 1,36 CaO Bebas + 0,670 C3S - 0,841 BTL - 27,3 SO3 - 8,88 H Pijar - 2,32 Sieve on 45 + 0,00885
Blaine
9. Cement Mill XI PCC CS 28 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 28 DAYS = 470 + 0,55 CaO Bebas + 0,790 C3S - 0,16 BTL - 31,1 SO3 - 16,3 H Pijar - 3,46 Sieve on 45 + 0,0051
Blaine
10. Cement Mill XI Type I CS 3 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 3 DAYS = 56,4 - 0,12 CaO Bebas + 0,960 C3S - 5,06 BTL - 21,5 SO3 - 0,64 H Pijar - 1,62 Sieve on 45 + 0,0496
Blaine
11. Cement Mill XI Type I CS 7 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 7 DAYS = 320 + 1,36 CaO Bebas + 0,670 C3S - 0,841 BTL - 27,3 SO3 - 8,88 H Pijar - 2,32 Sieve on 45 + 0,00885
Blaine
12. Cement Mill XI Type I CS 28 days
Equation of multiple regression :
CS 28 DAYS = 260 - 5,26 CaO Bebas + 0,667 C3S - 8,59 BTL - 51,0 SO3 - 2,78 H Pijar - 2,49 Sieve on 45 + 0,0665
Blaine
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ABSTRACT
Hollow round pile besides used as deep foundation of building, is also often used as a foundation of maritime building (wharf,
dolphine, etc.). Pile foundation in maritime buildings have a special chaeacteristic are the free length. Fixity of pile is at
certain depth below the sea-bed depend on soil parameter. Depth of sea water level to sea-bed is varies 10 - 15 metres.
When wharf or dolphine subject to eccentric lateral/hirizontal forces, the structure will be torsion/twisted. The same condition
is occured for pile. The knowledge of torsional moment capacity is very important things, because will ensure strength and
stability of structure. The phenomenon of torque on the hollow round section, especially on concrete, not been widely
discussed and applied. The calculation method of torsional moment capacity is usually ACI 318's formulas. These forrmulas
are developed based on theory of twisted rectangular beam.
This research is be done to know structural behavior of hollow round pile torsioned and effect of direction and spiral stirrup
spacing. Samples are hollow round piles with spiral spacing varies and get torsional forces. Torsional forces were be got as
the result of forces with certain distance to be the arm of moment. The rotation was got from measurement of the resultante of
force arm. Relation between torsional force and rotation will be analysed to know the torsional moment capacity of sample.
Spiral stirrup is studied its effect to torque moment capacity.
The result of this research will be compared to formula from concrete code.
Keywords
hollow round pile, torque/torsional moment, torque moment capacity, rotation, spiral stirrup

1. INTRODUCTION
Hollow round piles can be twisted, mainly occurs in piles that is not entirely embedded in the ground, as the foundation of the
building dock (wharf, dolphine). Torque moment will cause cracks on the surface of piles. Failure to crack it in daily practice
is minimized by the shear strength of concrete and spiral reinforcement.
The study was done to know the behavior of hollow round piles piles having twisting and influence the direction and distance
of the spiral reinforcement. The objective to reach is to understand the behavior of a hollow round piles having torsional, study
the effect of spiral reinforcement dimensions and distance, and know the torque capacity with a variety of spiral reinforcement.
Torque force was generated from a horizontal force that works with a certain eccentricity distance form the moment arm.
Forces and rotation that occurs analyzed by creating a relationship of some parameters.
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2. TORQUE MEMBERS HAVING A ROUND HOLLOW CROSS SECTION
2.1. Forces and Stiffness of Torque
Analysis of torque on a solid circular cross-section can be applied directly to a hollow circular cross section having outer
radius (Ro) and inner radius (Ri). The equation below can be used for analysis of torque. The equation is :
(1)
While the polar moment of area, J, is:
(2)
2.2. Member Deformation due Twist

Figure 1. Deformation twisted member

Torsional angle that occurs on the member proportional to the work torque moment and the length of the member. Means more
length of the twisted member round, the smaller torque moment occurs. Deformation that occurs in a twisted rod does not
always change the shape (distortion). For round rod (solid or hollow) which are torsional, each slice section will remain flat
and without distortion (This is because the circular cross section is Axisymmetry).

Figure 2. Illustrations of a torque rod round

For non-circular cross section (tidak-axisymmetric), rods will be distorted when subject to torsion.

Figure 3. Illustration of distorted rod
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2.4. Shear Stress Distribution based on Elastic Approach
a. Round Section
υte
υte
r

O
b

Figure 4. Torsional elastic distribution for round section

Figure 5. The difference in the element of pure shear stress conditions (a) and torsional shear (b)

Review of stress that occurs on the element(b) according tond Figure 5 is as follows :

Element (b) having the tensile stress at 2 sides and the compressive stress at 2 another sides. mempunyai besaran tegangan
yang sama dengan elemen (a)
2.5. Torsional Cracks
As well as bending, twisting rod also fractured. To calculate the torsional cracks using the following formula :
Reinforcement concrete

(3)

:

(4)
Prestressed concrete

(5)

:

(6)

2.6. Analysis of Torsional Moment Capacity
Torsional moment capacity can be calculated by equation as follows :
(7)
(8)
(9)

Total
In this equation φTn  Tu, so that 

where :
θ = crack angle to the axis of the beam
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= 45o for reinforced concrete
= 37.5o for prestressed concrete
ĭ = 0,75 (torsional reduction factor)
where t is the walls thickness of hollow cross section at the location where tension is being examined.

3. SAMPLING METHOD AND METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
3.1 Sampling Method
Piles specimen are modeled as a a twisted rods. Moment of torque resulting from the horizontal force acting on a certain
distance to form moment arm. Piles specimen consists of 8 pieces of each 300mm diameter length L = 3 m with technical
details as follows:
1.

Specimen number 1 with dual spiral reinforcement spaced 50 mm ∅ 4 mm by two pieces .( Rotated the direction of
spiral) (BU-1).

2.

Specimen number 2 with single spiral reinforcement spaced 50 mm ∅ 4 mm by two pieces .( Rotated the direction of
spiral) (BU-2).

3.

Specimen number 3 with single spiral reinforcement spaced 50 mm ∅ 4 mm by two pieces .( Rotated Opposite the
spiral) (BU-3).

4.

Specimen number 4 with single spiral reinforcement spaced 100 mm ∅ 4 mm by two pieces .( Rotated the direction
of spiral) (BU-4).

3.2 Set up of Equipment and Specimen

;ĂͿ

(b)

Figure 6. Testing scheme

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Set up of Equipment and Specimen

3.3 Methodology of Testing
a. Specimens were given torque moment until crushed.
b. Made the relationship chart between torsional moment versus rotation
c. Torque moment is produced from the lateral force acting on a moment arm within 30 cm of the center of specimen.
d. Rotation obtained from the transducer mounted and observed lateral movement is lateral movement, then converted
into rotation.

5. ANALYSIS, TESTING RESULT AND DISCUSSION
5.1. Torsional Moment Capacity of Hollow Round Pile
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The calculation of torsional moment capacity based on equation in ACI 318-11 Section11.5.1. Torque capacity of a reinforced
concrete cross-section consists of two parts, namely the torque capacity of the concrete and the torque capacity of the
longitudinal and the spiral reinforcement. Torque capacity of concrete itself is :
(10)
Transversal reinforcement

:
(11)
(12)

Longitudinal reinforcement

:
(13)
Tu = Tu,c +Tu,s

(14)

From equation (10), (11), (12), (13) and (14) obtained a theoretical torque moments as follows:
Tabel 1 : Momen teoritis benda uji
No.

Nama Benda Uji

1
2
3
4

BU-1
BU-2
BU-3
BU-4

Jarak Spiral
(mm)
50
50
50
100

∅ Spiral
(mm)
4
4
4
4

Jumlah Spiral
2
1
1
1

Mtorsi teoritis
(t.m)
3.445
2.334
2.334
1.777

5.2. Discussion
Pattern of Specimen Cracking

(a) BU-1

(b) BU-2

(d) BU-4
(c) BU-3

Figure 8. Pattern of cracked hollow circular piles had a torque moment.

From Figure 8 shows that the pattern of cracks that occur always correspond with the direction of the torque moment working.
The pattern of spiral reinforcement does not affect fracture pattern forms. However, the number and spacing of the spiral
reinforcement can increase the capacity of torque moment.
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BU-1
dZϯhͲϭ
dŽƌƐŝ;ƚ͘ŵͿ

ϰ͘ϬϬ
ϯ͘ϱϬ
ϯ͘ϬϬ
Ϯ͘ϱϬ
Ϯ͘ϬϬ
ϭ͘ϱϬ
ϭ͘ϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϱϬ
Ͳ
Ϭ

Ϯ

ϰ

ϲ

ϴ

ϭϬ

ϭϮ

ZŽƚĂƐŝ;ƐƵĚƵƚͿ

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 9 : (a). Relationship between torque momen vs rotation BU-1, load vs ε beton BU-1, load vs ε spiral BU-1, load vs ε PC wire BU-1.

Spiral installed two dual. Torque moment is working in the direction of the spiral. Exfoliation concrete occurs until look the
spiral reinforcement. The pattern of crack is opposite with the directional of spiral reinforcement. Based on figure 9a cracks
occur at torque moment 3.15 ton.m and 5ı rotation. Then broken at torque moment 3.5 ton.mm and 5ı rotation. Observations
of the result of transducer correlated with strain gauge in concrete. Ratio of Mt, uji/Mt, teori = 0.91. In Table 1 shows that the the
spiral is closed yield and concrete already far exceeds the allowable tensile stress. While stress in PC wire is still far below
yield stress. From the results of stress that occurs torque strength is more influenced by the strength of the spiral and concrete.
While PC wire is not too much effect resist torque.
BU-2
dZϮhͲϮ
DŽŵĞŶdŽƌƐŝ;ƚ͘ŵͿ

ϯ͘ϱϬ
ϯ͘ϬϬ
Ϯ͘ϱϬ
Ϯ͘ϬϬ
ϭ͘ϱϬ
ϭ͘ϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϱϬ
Ͳ
Ϭ

ϭ

Ϯ
ϯ
ZŽƚĂƐŝ;ĚĞƌĂũĂƚͿ

ϰ

ϱ

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10 : (a). Relationship between torque momen vs rotation BU-2, load vs ε beton BU-2, load vs ε spiral BU-2, load vs ε PC wire BU-2.

Spiral is installed in one layer. Torque moment is working in the direction of the spiral. Exfoliation concrete occurs until look
the spiral reinforcement. The pattern of crack is opposite with the directional of spiral reinforcement. The damage is more
severe than the test results to the BU-1, so that there is a correlation number or sectional area the spiral or the spiral with the
level of damage. At the initial torque load is rotated around the pile as far as 0.5 ı working torque moments though still small.
Possible tools for turning positioning themselves so that they can work full rotating specimen. Cracks occur at torque moment
2.9 ton.m and 2.5° rotation. And then ultimate moment decreased until broken at torque moment 2.7 ton.m and 3.5° rotation.
Ratio Mt, uji/Mt, teori = 1.26. Reading of strain gauge at BU-2 found similar condition with BU-1, however spiral reinforcementat
at BU-2 had not yield.
BU-3
dZϯhͲϯ
DŽŵ ĞŶdŽƌƐŝ;ƚ͘ŵ Ϳ

ϰ͘ϬϬ
ϯ͘ϱϬ
ϯ͘ϬϬ
Ϯ͘ϱϬ
Ϯ͘ϬϬ
ϭ͘ϱϬ
ϭ͘ϬϬ
Ϭ͘ϱϬ
Ͳ
Ϭ

ϭ

Ϯ

ϯ

ϰ

ϱ

ϲ

ϳ

ZŽƚĂƐŝ;ĚĞƌĂũĂƚͿ

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11 : (a). Relationship between torque momen vs rotation BU-3, load vs ε beton BU-3, load vs ε spiral BU-3, load vs ε PC wire BU-3.

Spiral is installed in one layer. Torque moment is opposite with the direction of the spiral. Exfoliation concrete occurs until
look the spiral reinforcement. The pattern of crack is same with the the directional of spiral reinforcement. The damage is
much less than the test results to the BU-1 and BU-1, so that there is a correlation with the directional of spiral to level of
damage. At the initial torque load, the pile has rotated around the pile as far as 0.5 ı working torque moments though still
small. Possible tools for turning positioning themselves so that they can work full rotating specimen. Cracks occur at torque
moment 2.87 ton.m and 2.95° rotation. And then ultimate moment increased until broken at torque moment 3.5 ton.m and 7°
rotation. Ratio Mt, uji/Mt, teori = 1.19. In Table 3 shows the spiral has been broken up so concrete failure occurred despite the
stress in the concrete is much smaller than the BU-1 and BU-2. This possibility occurred because the load was opposite
direction to the spiral. And the torque moment that happens is 2.87 t.m
BU-4

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(a)

Figure 12 : (a). Relationship between torque momen vs rotation BU-4, load vs ε beton BU-4, load vs ε spiral BU-4, load vs ε PC wire BU-4.

Spiral is installed in one layer more tenuous the spiral distance 100 mm . Torque moment is working in the direction
of the spiral. Exfoliation concrete occurs until look the spiral reinforcement. The pattern of crack is opposite with the the
directional of spiral reinforcement. The damage is much less than the test results to the BU-1 and BU-1, so that there is a
correlation with the directional of spiral to level of damage. At the initial torque load, the pile has rotated around the pile as far
as 0.5 ı working torque moments though still small. Possible tools for turning positioning themselves so that they can work
full rotating specimen. Cracks occur at torque moment 2.87 ton.m and 2.9° rotation. And then ultimate moment increased until
broken at torque moment 3.5 ton.m and 7° rotation. Ratio Mt, uji/Mt, teori = 1.66
From the analysis above shows that the formula used ACI 318 2011 which is relatively close to the test results, so that the
formula can be used. While the test specimen 2 and 3, the both of test specimen underwent the test load torque in the opposite
direction. At the direction of rotation yield slightly larger than the rotation in the opposite direction, so that it can be said that
the rotation can be done in both directions.
Tabel 2 : Strain and stress for material with tor momen torsi
Sample

BU-1

BU-2

BU-3

BU-3

No

Position
Strain Gauge

E Material
(MPa)

Strain
(× 10-6)

Stress (MPa)

1

Spiral

2.10E+05

1141

239.61

2

PC Wire

1.90E+05

2390

454.10

3

Concrete

3.00E+04

782

23.46

1

Spiral

2.10E+05

1028

215.88

2

PC Wire

1.90E+05

2280

433.20

3

Concrete

3.00E+04

1233

36.99

1

Spiral

2.10E+05

2363

496.23

2

PC Wire

1.90E+05

1552

294.88

3

Concrete

3.00E+04

272

8.16

1

Spiral

2.10E+05

2630

552.3

2

PC Wire

1.90E+04

6102

1159.38

3

Concrete

3.00E+04

781

23.43

Tabel 2 : Ratio Mt,uji toMt,theorytical dan rotation
No.
1
2
3
4

Sample
BU-1
BU-2
BU-3
BU-4

Mt, teoritis (t.m)
3.445
2.334
2.334
1.777

Mt, uji (t.m)
3.13
2.94
2.78
2.95

Ratio Mt,uji / Mt,teoritis
0.91
1.26
1.19
1.66

Rotasi (degree)
9.8
3.5
7.8
4.5

6. CONCLUSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

The test results are close to the torque moments calculated using the formula torque moment of ACI 318-11, so that
the testing method used can be accounted for.
Torque moment calculation procedure in hollow circular piles can also be justified scientifically.
Rotation in the opposite direction to the direction of the spiral is only slightly different from the direction of rotation.
The addition of the effective spiral reinforcement (by narrowing the distance between the spiral) increases torque
capacity torque on the cross section.
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ABSTRACT
Cement production, which results in higher CO2 levels, has a negative impact on environment. This phenomenon has caused
the emergence of a new type of environmentally friendly cement, such as cement composites. Some previous studies have
recommended the use of rice husk ash (RHA) as a partial replacement of cement. In Indonesia, Ordinary Portland Cement
(OPC) has been difficult to find in the market, thus many constructions use composite cement, known as Portland Composite
Cement (PCC). On the other hand, rainfall becomes high acidity level. This will be an issue in the construction of concrete,
which causes concrete deterioration if value of pH is below 6. The purpose of this study is to investigate corrosion caused by
acid rainfall when used PCC cement mixed with RHA. RHA replacement level of 5%, by weight of cement was used in this
study. The compressive strength design was 30 MPa. The simulated acid rain solution was prepared by mixing pure chemical
reagents such as H2SO4 and HNO3 to reach value pH of 4. The deterioration was measured by the number of corrosion
product using SEM test. The results indicate a decrease in the number of component corrosion that occurs by using ASP.
Keywords
Corrosion, acid rain, portland composite cement, husk rice ash, SEM
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The Study on Compressive Strength of Normal Concrete Containing Rice
Husk Ash (RHA) and Concrete Sludge Waste (CSW) Designed for
Moderate Strength
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Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia, Depok 16424
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ABSTRACT
The use of concrete as construction materials in Indonesia is increasing, especially in ready mix concrete industry (Ready Mix
Concrete). One of the problems that arise in the ready mix concrete industry, is to collect and dispose of the rest resulting from
washing concrete mixer truck concrete after the concrete mix, produce and deliver to construction sites. On the basis of this,
the purpose of this study was to determine the physical and mechanical properties of concrete containing waste slurry ready
mix concrete (Concrete Sludge Waste) or collectively, CSW is also ditmbahkan with rice husk ash (Rice Husk Ash) or also
known as RHA . RHA and CSW function is as a partial replacement of cement and fine aggregate. Physical and mechanical
properties to be tested that include concrete compressive strength, modulus of elasticity with the Pundit, permeability, and
density. Based on test results obtained from the optimum compressive strength is the composition of the mixture of 92%
cement, 8% RHA, 70% sand and 30% CSW of 32.12 MPa at 28 days. Similarly, the test characteristics of concrete such as
modulus of elasticity of the other hard to come by using a Pundit 32133.33 MPa, penetration testing on the permeability of
19.67 mm, and for the density of 2.056 g/cm3. From the results of such testing according to SNI for non-structural concrete,
can be used as paving blocks, kanstin, parking lot and other non-structural concrete.
Keywords
Rice Husk Ash, Concrete Sludge Waste, compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, permeabilty, density.

1. INTRODUCTION
currently is to collect and dispose of the remainder resulting from washing concrete mixer truck concrete after the concrete
mix, produce and deliver to the construction site, which eventually removed and piled on vacant land just like that. Waste
disposal can harm the environment and reduce the aesthetic value of the location - the location of disposal. Reduction in
residual waste solution is mixing concrete by the use of return (Reuse) material that is proper to use, and reprocessing
(Recycle) are the remaining material. In order to be utilized as a construction material other material that is friendly to the
environment. The goal is to achieve sustainable development (sustainable construction) that can be used and carried by the
community. In this research, in addition to the concrete mix of cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate and water, the addition
of Rice Husk Ash (Rice Husk Ash) or called the RHA, the burning of rice husk waste which has elements that are useful for
improving the quality of concrete, have a nature Pozolan and contain silica which is very prominent, if the element is mixed
with cement will result in a higher power. Ready mix concrete waste (Waste Concrete Sludge) is the rest of the concrete
resulting from the leaching process of concrete mixer truck which is also called CSW. CSW is taken from the accumulation in
the batching plant with varying compressive strength that has been mixed. RHA and CSW utilized to partially substitute
cement
and
fine
aggregate.
So in this study aims to determine the nature of the RHA and CSW Fisk to be used, Knowing the composition of the CSW is
effective and can meet the target of the desired strength, Knowing the behavior of nature - the physical and mechanical
properties of concrete containing RHA and CSW.

2. MATERIAL And METHODS
The research was conducted at the Department of Civil Materials Testing Laboratory, University of Indonesia. Methods The
study was conducted by laboratory testing in accordance with the data from the literature study both SK SNI Standard
Indonesia and foreign standards are ASTM and DIN.

2.1
2.1.1

Materials And Methods
Cement

Type-I Portland cement (PCC) was used, which was manufactured by tiga roda. and its physical and chemical properties met
the ASTM C150 specification.

2.1.2

Coarse Aggregate
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The large stones were crushed first; those with screened split 10 – 15 mm a mixed ratio were used as the coarse aggregate. The
fineness modulus was 7,44%.
Table 1. Coarse Aggregate Test

Figure 1. Gradation of Coarse Aggregate

2.1.3

Fine Aggregate

The sand was obtained from the Cimangkok, West Java and had a fineness modulus of 2,66%.
Table 2.Fine Aggregate Test



Figure 2. Gradation of Fine Aggregate
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2.1.4

Rice Husk Ash (RHA)

Rice bran is the outer portion of the grain, which is a byproduct of rice milling process when done. While the ash or Rice Husk
Rice Husk Ash called RHA is a waste burning rice husk has elements that are useful for improving the quality of concrete, has
Pozolan nature and contain silica which is very prominent, if the element is mixed with cement will result in a higher power.
Though there are in the rice husk SiO2 reactive element that can be used as an ingredient made Pozolan concrete quality
improvement (Priyosulistyo, 2001). chaff that was done burning, then crushed again to escape kesaringan 200-400 Mesh. As a
whole from the chaff in the can of rice alone was only 5% or about 20% of the burning husks. Chemical analysis performed on
the combustion of rice husk ash content of silica oxide showed a fairly high, as shown in the following table.
Table 3. Composition of Chemical Compounds RHA

Figure 3. Histogram charts Strong Preliminary Research Findings Press CRHA (a mixture of cement + RHA) at 28 days

Based on preliminary research results graph CRHA compressive strength and cement mixtures containing RHA, the CRHA
compressive strength obtained at 28 days with the most optimal composition of 92% cement and 8% at 57.51 MPa RHA. From
the results of this preliminary study we used the optimal composition of RHA 8% of cement content for concrete mixtures
containing RHA da CSW fit the normal concrete mix design plans based on SNI 03-2834 - 2000.

2.1.5

Concrete Sludge Waste (CSW)

Concrete Sludge Waste or CSW is the waste generated from washing truck mixer at the batching plant after producing
and sending mixed concrete to construction sites. At the time of washing, the CSW to be like sludge which will then harden to
form lumps. CSW function in this study aims to conserve the use of sand and own a maximum compressive strength and can
also be used will be environmentally friendly building materials, appropriate such as paving blocks, bricks.
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Figure 4. Process of Taking CSW

Chemical analysis of the CSW can be viewed through
fluorescence), as follows :

by PSA testing (Particle Size Analysis) dan XRF (X-Rays

Table 4. PSA Analysis of CSW

Table 5. XRF Analysis of CSW

From the results of the PSA test, CSW has the smallest particle size of 0.4 ȝm and the number of particles that measure
between 0.4 CSW - 1 ȝm as much as 16.42% of the total samples tested. While the test results of XRF, CSW to own most of
the chemical composition containing SiO2 and CaCO3.
CSW in this study did not directly used but must be done further research and treatment so as expected, here's how the
processing of CSW to be used:
• CSW is usually still in a wet or humid conditions, it must first be dried by drying using the sun or can also be
roasted.
•
After CSW dried, crushed and polished slabs CSW by milled or ground.
•
After CSW crushed, then sieved with a sieve size of 4.75 mm (3/16 in) which is a standard sieve for fine aggregate.
•
After CSW has been sifted, stored in a dry place and already can be used

Figure 5. Processing of CSW

2.2

Design of Concrete Proportion
The concrete mixing proportions were for moderate strengths of 35 MPa, whereas the slump was 6 - 18 cm. The
constituent contents of RHA and CSW are shown in Table 5.
Table 6. Material Composition
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2.3
2.3.1

Fresh Concrete Tests
Slump Test
Slump tests were performed according to ASTM 143 to measure the slumps for concrete containing RHA and CSW.

2.3.2

Unit Weight of Concrete
The unit weight of the fresh concrete was measured according to ASTM C138.

2.3.3

Initial Setting Time Test
The measurements were conducted according to ASTM C403.

2.4
2.4.1

Hardened Concrete Test
Compressive Strength
Compressive strength testing using a test specimen cube 100 x 100 x 100 mm, testing were prepared according to
ASTM C39 and were cured for 1–56 days. At each curing age, five cube specimens were tested for compressive
strength the cube compressive strength of test specimens are converted into compressive strength of cylindrical
specimens are shown in table 6.
Table 7. Conversion of compressive strength based on shape of sample tests
Konversion Value
NO Shape of sample test
(A.M. Neville)
1,04
1
Cube10x10x10 (cm)

2.3.2

2

Cube 15x15x15 (cm)

1,00

3

Cylinder d=10, t=20 (cm)

0,86

4

Cylinder d=15, t=30 (cm)

0,83

Modulus of Elasticity

Modulus of elasticity is a measure of material stiffness or resistance to deformation. Modulus of elasticity is
determined voltage change of strain in the elastic limit. Elastic region in concrete according to ASTM constrained between
0.00005 strain with 40% voltage at the maximum voltage. But in this study the elastic modulus testing using non-destructive
testing device that is Pundit (Portable Ultrasonic Non-Destruktive Digital Indicating Tester) that uses ultrasonic waves. The
ability of this tool, besides knowing the quality of concrete, can also detect a thick layer of concrete that is damaged, or it
cracks in the concrete. The relationship between modulus of elasticity and compressive strength of concrete according to
SKSNI 1991 which were used by ACI are: Ec = 4700
fc '
The equation above shows that the magnitude of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete increases with increasing
compressive strength of concrete.

2.3.3

Permeability

Permeability is the nature of the ease of escape of water or similar substances to penetrate the concrete surface. Rate
of water passing ability of a material is expressed by the coefficient of permeability (k), which depends on the concrete surface
area, water pressure, and duration of time. Concrete permeability testing to determine the effect of variations in cement and
aggregates, or influences many kinds of concrete mixing operation, printing and maintenance, taking into account the basic
information on the inside of the relative porosity of concrete is directly related to absorption, capillary channel, the resistance
to freezing, preparation, lift and other so on. Factors affecting the quality kekedapan material, method of preparation of
concrete, and concrete maintenance (Brook K.M, Murdock L.J, 1991).

2.3.4

Density

Based on ASTM C 642-97, this method involves the determination of density. This test is useful in developing the data needed
for the conversion between mass and volume for the concrete. It can be used to determine compliance with spesifikasiuntuk
concrete and to show the differences from place to place in mass concrete. The amount of density can be measured as follows:
[A/(C-D)].ȡ = (g/cm3)
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Where :
A = mass of oven-dried sample in air, (g)
C = mass of surface dry sample (g)
D = apparent mass of sample in water (g)
ȡ = density of water (1 g/cm3)

3.
RESULTS And ANALYSIS
3.1
Test Results for Fresh Concrete
3.1.1 Slump test
Based on the results of such testing, the average slump for normal concrete, CHWC131, CHWC132, CHWC133,
CHWC134, CHWC135 is 80 mm, 66.67 mm, 61.67 mm, 70mm, 74.33 mm, 78.33 mm. Obtained that the value of
the entire mixture into the slump slump plan is 60-180 mm.

Figure 6. Graph of Slump

3.1.2

Unit Weight of Concrete
Table 8. Result Test of Unit Weight Fresh Concrete

Based from table 10, More and more using csw, then water content is high. Large air content which is also caused due to a lack
of good compaction at the time of testing.

3.1.3 Initial Setting Time Test
Table 9. Results of Initial Setting Time Test
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Result of setting time for normal concrete is 117,4 minutes, then shown from table 11 more using CSW, more longer setting
time.

3.2
3.2.1

Hardened Concrete Test
Compressive Strength

Test of compressive strength using sample shaped a cubed size of 100x100x100 mm. The result obtained from cubed
sized 100mm, converted to fc’ cube size of 150x150x150 mm that (fc’ cube 100mm / 1,04), then converted again to fc’ shaped
cylinder 150mm x 300mm of (fc’ cube 150mm x 0,83). Tests performed at the age of 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, and 56 days of the
results can be shown in the picture 7.

Figure 7. Histogram of Compressive Strength at 28 days

3.2.2

Modulus of Elasticity with (PUNDIT)

Test of Modulus of elasticity for this study using non destruktive equipment that is PUNDIT (Portable Ultrasonik
Non-Destructive Digital Indicating Tester), that work is carried out using ultrasonic waves at concrete 28 days old. From the
test results on PUNDIT test doing compare with the value modulus of elasticity from compressive strength of concrete at 28
days according to SKSNI 1991, using the formula:

Ec = 4700 fc '
Table 10. Result Test of Modulus Elasticity With PUNDIT

Shown from table. 10 the comparation average value between modulus of elasticity ratio testing with PUNDIT, with the
theoretical value according SNI is 1.25.
Comparison between the modulus elatisitas with compressive strength by the equation Ec = 4700 fc ' not valid again for

concrete that contain RHA and CSW. To obtain a new equation of the elastic modulus relationship with compressive strength
used equation Ec = C fc ' ͘ Where C is a constant of modulus of elasticity results for testing with the square root of
compressive strength obtained from the research. C values of the test results can be seen in the table 11.
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Figure 8. Graph of Modulus of Elasticity
Table 11͘Value of New Constanta Modulus of Elasticity with Compressive Strength

Based on the table it can be determined the relationship between the modulus of elasticity equations with the compressive
strength of concrete contain RHA and CSW at 28 days is Ec = 5875

3.2.3

fc ' ͘

Permeability

Test of permeability performed at 28 days by using a cylindrical test with diameter 15 cm and length of 15 cm. Tests
carried out with water pressure of 0.5 N / mm² at 72 hours or 3 days after the split and measured values of the incoming water
penetration.
Table 12. Result of Average Penetration
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Figure 10. Histogram of Permeability

Shown on graph the value of greatest penetration is in from mixed code CHWC135 that is equal to 25.56mm, while the
smallest penetration value is in from mixed code CHWC131 that is equal to 19.67 mm. CSW CHWC135 to own composition
more than the other mixture of 70%. Then it can be analyzed that more using CSW it can be a higher penetration occurs.

3.2.4

Density

Test of density performed at 28 days by using a cube specimen size 100 x 100 x 100 mm. Result test of density can be
shown at table 13.
Table 13. Result Test of Density

Figure 11. Histogram of Density

Shown at picture. 10, showed that the average density value the largest average occurs in CHWC131 mixture, while the
average density value is the smallest average CHWC135 mixture. Then it can be analyzed that more using of CSW, the greater
density obtained.

3.3

Using CSW Into Material of Construction

From the research, that the benefits from CSW can be used by the industry. In this study, the composition of the five
concrete mixtures CHWC131, CHWC132, CHWC133, CHWC134, CHWC135 at 28 days reached the compressive strength of
32.12 MPa, 29.46 MPa, 22.61 MPa, 25.84 MPa and 20.62 MPa . Based from requirements of concrete brick (paving blocks)
according to SNI 03-0691-1996 on quality requirements and classification of concrete brick, concrete contained RHA and
CSW can being :
- A Quality Concrete bricks are used for road.
- B Quality concrete bricks are used for parking lot
- C Quality concrete bricks are used for pedestrian walk
- D Quality concrete bricks are used for park land and another function for non structural concrete..
Table 14. Terms of Quality Paving Blocks According to SNI
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4.
4.1

CONCLUSIONS And RECOMENDATIONS
Conclusions

In this study, RHA and CSW utilized to partially substitute cement and fine aggregate. Based on analysis from test. The
following conclusions can be drawn:
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

4.2

Using CSW as a Partially replace of fine aggregate in concrete, effect on the reduction in workability of fresh
concrete is characterized by a decline in the value of slump, so it should be added to water at the time of stirring
so the mixture does not dry quickly
More used of CSW, more water to cement ratio resulting in a decreased value of compressive strength.
The greater percentage using of CSW, that the unit weight of concrete it so small and so that the levels of air
(voids) in the fresh concrete increases. Weight content of the smallest mixed it is in mixed code CHWC135 with
perentage of 30% sand and 70% CSW in the amount of 2031 kg / m³ with the air content of 7.28%. When
compared with normal concrete is equal to 2174 kg / m³ with the air content of 0.73%.
The greater use of CSW, that the longer initial setting time occurring, so that process of cement hydration
reaction had a long time. Caused CSW has a very high water absorption compared to the sand.
At mixed code CHWC131 had a very high value of Compressive strength of 32,12 MPa at 28 days compare that
another mixed code. So that CHWC131 with 92% cement, 8% RHA, 70% sand, and 30% CSW, it is a effective
mixed for concrete Contain RHA and CSW.
From modulus of elasticity test, the EC value acording SNI not applicable for concrete contain RHA and CSW,
so that from test result value of EC be avowed by the formulation is EC= 5875¥fc’.
The benefit of CSW can be used by industry as a material manufacture of paving block, according from SNI 030691-1996.
Waste generated by batching plan can be recovered into a building material products can also be an environment
that would minimize the environmental impact around the batching plan.

Recomendations
The following suggestions may be related to the research conducted are:
a. Further research needs to be done on the use of CSW, in order to use the maximum percentage value of the
mechanical properties of concrete.
b. Use of CSW so great in the concrete mix, will decrease the compressive strength of concrete, so that further
research is recommended to use must be adjusted to the amount of sand on the concrete.
c. In this study the treatment of CSW proceed by manually, so that further research needs to be done on a good
method to produce a CSW in standart.
d. Need to use chemical ingredients added to the RHA and CSW mix concrete, in order to water cement ratio
accordance with the composition of normal concrete.
e. Use of CSW was able to be used as a complementary mixture of fine aggregate sand, it is necessary to do
research on the economics of the use of CSW. So its use can be commercially exploited by the industry and can
reduce the impact of pollution on the environment.
f.
Amount of concrete sludge waste from each batching plan it so variated in Indonesia, so further research is
needed on how much the use of CSW can offer.
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ABSTRACT
The adoption of smartphones, which is the result of the convergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
grow rapidly in mobile professionals, i.e. segment who spend 20 per cent or more of their total working time to work away
from their office. The type of work of mobile professional, with the greater unpredictability and heterogeneity then fixed nodeworker, need additional support in order to decrease the contextual constraints encountered while mobile, and smart phone
may fulfil such needs. Smart phone potentially allow the restructuring of activity patterns of individual during work and in turn
can influence their travel pattern. To understand it, this study theoretically discussed how individuals of mobile professionals
adopt and use smartphones, and how its implications on the work activities and travel pattern by using a concept: mobile
interaction based coordination. To provide the first insight, the results of the initial interview conducted on 20 mobile
professionals in Indonesia are given. As the result, there are indications of change of the way of the coordination of mobile
professionals and leads to changes in the dynamics of the mobile work-travel pattern. In aggregate, it will have large impacts
on the use and configuration of urban transport network.
Keywords: Smartphone, Professional Mobile, Mobile Interaction based Coordination, Work Activity, Travel Pattern

1. INTRODUCTION
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) plays an increasingly important role in human life. For instance, as shown
by the data at the end of 2011, which states that there are approximately six billion mobile phone subscribers in the world, with
global penetration reaches 87%, and 79% in developing countries [1] and 89 per cent of users use it throughout the day [2].
Adoption is increasing due to the convergence of ICT has facilitated the transmission of large amounts of information with
high speed and accuracy with a relatively low cost. It is then further strengthened with the advent of smartphones, which is a
contemporary type of mobile phone that integrates a number of technologies for computing capabilities and advanced internet
connectivity [3]. This phone is built in with applications and internet access, digital voice, text messaging, e-mail, browser
(browsing) web, and multimedia devices, so users can do many things on the go, anytime, with direct access and multifunction. Technological and social characteristics of this device make them potential to change the behaviour of the users,
more than the previous ICT.
Smartphone market started out in the business segment [4][5]. Especially so-called mobile professionals are important
beneficiaries here. Mobile professionals could be characterized as individuals over age 20, employed full time in a professional
occupation, who spend 20 per cent or more of their total working time away from their work environment [6][7]. The nature of
work of mobile professional differs in many ways from desk work or fixed-node worker, because of the greater
unpredictability and heterogeneity of the work caused by contextual constraints [8]. Mobile professional have less control over
the configuration of their environment, therefore, they need additional support/information in order to decrease the uncertainty
associated with the contextual constraints encountered while being mobile [9]. Thus, smartphone may fulfil such needs.
The issue of the interaction between the developments of ICT in individual travel behaviour is not a new thing. ICT-transport
interaction is often expressed in function substitution, complementary, modification, and neutrality [10][11][12]. The main
concern in many studies is whether ICT increase or decrease the amount of travel demand, and it seems that complementary
concept (ICT increase transport demand) still dominates today, stronger than the interaction substitution [13]. Still in order to
investigate the interaction, this study is a little different because it uses the 'activity system' as an intermediary interaction.
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Because the interaction between ICT-transport is very complex, then to be more focused, objects are selected only one product
technology (i.e. smart phone) and only the individual effects (i.e. the individual mobile professional), the purpose of the trip
(i.e. travel to work) and then considering only one dimensional travel (i.e. use of smart phones in the coordination of activities
performed while out of the office). This paper explores the impact of the use of smart phone technology on how the
implications for the way individuals from mobile professionals organize activities and movement during work. Indonesia is
used as a case, because the adoption of smart phones in Indonesia nearly 56 million and will continue to increase its
penetration of the overall mobile phone subscribers in Indonesia, which has reached more than 240 million [4][14]. The rapid
move towards the adoption and use of smart phone has provided people and organizations with the ability to work in novel and
previously unpredictable ways. Thus, it is alleged that urban transport Indonesia will certainly dealing with the consequences
of the transformation behaviour due to the use of smartphone.
This paper explores the use of smart phone mobile professionals and potential implications on the activities of their daily work,
by reviewing relevant research that has been conducted before. To complete the review and obtain the first insight, it is given
the results of a preliminary survey analysis of the semi-structured interviews with 20 smartphone users from mobile
professionals in Indonesia. With this first insight, it is expected to gain a better understanding, and can be developed in
subsequent phases of the study. The outline of the paper is as follows. The early part is an introduction, followed by a section
that describes the theoretical background, which contains how smart phone technology, and the increasing number of mobile
professional and nature of mobile work and how this use of ICT as well as the concept of the coordination of activities. In the
section 3, the research methodology is presented which is contains the research design and expected outcomes, followed by
section 4, the first insight as a result of the preliminary survey. The paper ends with a conclusion.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESIS
2.1. Technology of Smartphone and Mobile Interaction
Recent Information and Communication Technology has the potential to transform everyday life: how to interact, privacy,
social networking, economics, education, and urban transport [15]. Taking into account that smartphone is evolution of mobile
phone, it is first necessary to review the research that has been done on the mobile phone. Over the past two decades, there are
so many studies that focus on the use of mobile phones (e.g. [16][17][18][19]). Most of studies have tried to understand and
explore how mobile adoption and potential changes in behaviour due to the use of mobile phones, from the perspective of
sociology, for example [20] who focused at how mobile phones change the way a person interacts socially.
In the first phase of the development of mobile phones, users use the phone as a function of supplement, which is only for
receiving and making calls or messages outside the home, office or other workplace. Mobile phone gives the possibility of new
ways of doing activities and allows one to interact and carry out activities in a new way [21], and this results in (1) increasing
the spatial and temporal flexibility, (2) the impact on travel behaviour and the decision to make the trip (3) to encourage users
to spend their free time outside of the home, (4) the emergence of changes in the function and role of the existing nodes in the
urban transport system, (5) a new mode of mobility that can improve accessibility to opportunities, services and social
networks a person, even for individuals with limited physical mobility. After the convergence of ICT, the motive for adopting
smartphones more powerful and causing consumers of mobile phones are quickly shifting to smart phones.
2.2. Mobile Professional and Mobile Work
Nature of work and location of work is undergoing a shift. Work is diversified, along with its increasingly mobile workers and
the use of ICT equipment [22]. There is a tendency that the workforce has to deal with an increasingly complex job. With the
expansion and globalization of business activities is rapidly increasing with higher consumer demand, the organization felt the
need to better adapt the turbulent business environment. This trend led to a growing demand for highly skilled labour and a
consequent increase in the number of mobile professional.
Technologies such as mobile phones and e-mail allows for workers and employers to keep in touch without the always present
physically and led professional 'post-modern', the mobile nature, in the sense of operational, locational and interactional
[22][23]. In operational terms, as a professional working in a flexible organizational structure, for example, in project teams,
task forces, and virtual organizations, and in a different location and not always in the office. ICT helps them in organizing
work in different locations, with continuous interaction with a large number of different people both inside and outside of
formal organizations in a wide geographical area. List of tasks of a mobile professional work are planning, acquiring,
searching, analysing, organizing, storing, organizing programs, distribute, and market information [24], . Mobile professional
activities include creating, capturing, communicating, collaborating, seeking processes, and review the results and save them.
With the advent of the function and connectivity to internet e.g. ability to send and receive email on a smart phone, which is
not presented by earlier technology of mobile phone, the usage of smartphone during working is increasing. This is in line with
statement that most interactions with mobile phones occur at working time/when a person is working [25].
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Mobile work can be conceptualized in three types: travelling, visiting and wandering [8]. Travelling is essential for mobile
work and it is important for transport study because it affects the performance of the transport network. Ref [26] call work
related travelling as business trip, i.e. work related trip to a place that is not fixed, e.g., work to visit clients, participate in a
conference or a meeting with business relations. Looking at the nature of their work, there are no strict boundaries whether
inside or outside the office, because of where it could be their office, they penetrate the "regional" and "network." For mobile
workers, work can be done not only in their formal office but at various locations such as home, a client's office, hotel, cafe,
moving vehicles, and so on. Seeing the nature of their work, there is no rigid boundary between inside or outside the office,
because of every place could be their office, they penetrate the "regional" and "network." In this sense, mobile work seems as
working in the fluid mode.
2.3. Mobile Interaction based Coordination and Its Impact on Mobile Work
Coordination is a common everyday activity for mobile professionals. In practice, people often make an appointment, to
arrange a visit, manage schedules and synchronize activities. The need to coordinate the activities is the basic social function,
especially in contemporary society, which is characterized by distributed residential location, car-based transport, and complex
activity patterns [27]. For mobile professionals, coordination means that the extension of the control [25]. He argued that
interaction with mobile phones allow the coordination to do the movements, so that the meeting can be designed and people
can be found. He calls a form of coordination that arise as a result of the use of mobile phones as a'' coordination-based mobile
interaction "and identifies three ways occurrence, namely (1) midcourse adjustment, which refers to the transfer of the journey
has started and setting details of the meeting which had previously been agreed upon, (2) interactive coordination, which refers
to the progressively setting of the meeting that is certain, (3) softening the schedule, which refers to the potential for increasing
the flexibility of schedule compared to occurrence coordination based on fixed time [28].
It is undeniable that for mobile professionals working outside the office, smart phones useful in providing access to resources
and result in improved efficiency and connectivity with the company. Smart phones are smaller in size than a laptop or
notebook and easily grasped nature makes them ideal for mobile workers in mobile interaction. Allegedly providing mobile
interactions change in the nature of the work itself, the time and place of work, as well as in the employment relationship. With
the availability connectivity between the mobile workforce and its headquarters will mean greater efficiency for mobile
workers, as well as they can be empowered and supported from a distance. Mobile professional still stay connected on holidays
and they still work whereas they are travelling or relaxing.
Another aspect of the changes observed in the mobile work activities is the emergence of 'effects like jazz' to continue to align
not only some of the activities, some of which are directly observable and some are not, but also to harmonize the activities
planned improvisation activities. One view is that the basis of our research has been thorough mixing between planning and
improvisation in everyday life, and especially in the middle of doing the movement [29]. Apparently terminology “mixture of
planning and improvisation activities” is similar to “rescheduling of activities” [30].
Generally the activities rescheduled the agenda is at the core of many changes in travel behaviour. An agenda activity consists
of a list of specific activities that would potentially be implemented, including a rare activity in spare time [31]. Activity
schedule refers to a continuous pattern of activities and trips over time and space, including the observed choices of what
activities to participate in, where, for how long, in what sequence, coupled with mode and route choices. The key components
of this dynamic and continuous process include preplanning, impulsive and dynamic, and adaptive scheduling behaviours.
Every activity on the agenda have unique attributes that affect scheduling, including the duration (min, max, average), the
frequency, the time, the people involved, cost, location of people involved, the costs, the preferred location, and others. Process
dynamic scheduling begins premises preplanning activities selected from the agenda, followed by re-planning and scheduling
of continuous time, and ends with the pattern implementation of activities-travel schedule that can be observed. If it is true that
mobile phones cause the mixing of planning the form of rescheduling, plus a shift towards coordinating with mobile interaction
based coordination and potentially rescheduling, while rescheduling logically impact on aspects of space and time of
movement through the space and sequence of events, it is alleged that mobile interaction based-coordination has the potential
to have an impact on the travel behaviour through the concept of rescheduling. If mobile interaction based coordination using a
mobile phone really has influence on one's behaviour in the conduct of activities and travelling, then issues related to how the
attitude and the subjective role in it should be taken into account.
2.4. Hypothesis
Based on the literature review, it is developed the hypothesis that there are effects arising from the interaction using a mobile
smart phone on travel pattern of mobile professionals through the change of activity pattern. Mobile interaction based
coordination using smartphone increase the dynamic of activity scheduling. The dynamic of scheduling include
adding/inserting, modification, and deleting activity on planned agenda. Decision to execute activity as a planned, or add, or
modify and or delete is the respond of information received via smartphone. Types of information (content, from whom,
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timing, service used) and situation (context of current activity performing and coming up activity, i.e. timing, urgency,
flexibility activities) greatly affects the response given.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
The study consists of two stages, preliminary and main study. The current research is the initial part of the main study, thus this
paper was not designed to provide a comprehensive study of mobile professional behaviour, but rather was intended to be
interpretive. Thus we will not discuss statistics data here, but we will explore experience use-practices of mobile work from
mobile professional.
Preliminary survey was conducted first to get the first insight about the phenomena. Considering that there is great diversity in
the nature of work of mobile professional and their characteristic of technology use. Therefore, it is important to recruit the
interviewees: 20 mobile professionals from Jakarta Great Area, Indonesia from a range of different professions, who were
representative of those differences. Participant were also pre-screened to represent various level of mobility in term of
frequency of mobile, the flexibility of time, flexibility of place of work. Occupation includes a variety professional from a
range of consultant, project management, lawyer, veterinarian, obstetric-gynaecologic, marketing, sales, customer service,
managing partner, real estate developer, government officer.
Semi-structured interviews conducted in this stage with the aim of obtaining information on the context surrounding the mobile
professional activities, why they travel, with whom they visit, what will they do with them, what they do with their mobile
phones while travelling, and at a third location, how they use their phones, especially for work purposes, what has changed in
their mobile work, as the implications of the use of smart phones. Semi-structured interviews helped to inform us about the
context surrounding the mobile professional activities. We wanted to understand the variety of ways they used their
Smartphone, especially for work purposes, why they make a trip, who they would visit and what they would do with them,
what they do with the smartphone during the trip and at the third location, how they plan and make an activity-travel schedule,
and how they execute the agenda (include how they reschedule the agenda).
Surveys consist mostly of free response questions. In the free response surveys we found typical day of nature work, purpose
of usage, characteristic of usage and what have been changed in their mobile work as implication of their smartphone usage.
All of interviews are conducted in Indonesian, and the quotes have been translated to English. Interviews were transcribed and
analyzed for the identification and sorting of themes and core concepts at several levels of specificity. (We translated the
quotes used here from Indonesian into English). Data obtained from an initial interview indications are used as a basis to create
the next step of the study.
The main survey, which is the next stage of this study, will be conducted using questionnaire with a larger number of mobile
professionals, representing proportional pursued gender, profession proportion grouped by similar properties of mobile work
(e.g. mobile based field work includes project consultants, city planners, contractors, distinguished group with mobile work
which its location cannot be predicted, e.g. journalists, lawyers, sales, account representative, veterinarian). Clustering should
be done in a more detailed classification. Participant were provided with a specific scenario to know the respond if they face
the specific situation during the execution of activity-travel agenda. The study applies situational approach to understand the
phenomena. Ideally we have to observed all of detailed information received from interaction using smartphone (e.g. forms,
type of service, content, with whom, timing of interaction) and the attribute of activity at that moment (e.g. people involved,
fixity, temporal attribute, spatial attribute, characteristic of joint the activity). Considering that every mobile professional have
a unique agenda and have abroad spectrum, situational approach is chosen. The purpose of this approach is a simplification to
compose the basic patterns of activity change due to the interaction using smartphones. In this approach, it is generated some
scenario of situation on the storyboard that contain with “most probably information gained” from smartphone, that require
immediate attention for re-scheduling decision (impulsion), as shown at figure 1.

Figure. 1. Storyboard with scenario
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The behavioural response to such a situation is recorded (whether addition/inserting, modification, deletion) and the basic
pattern of activity execution is then analyzed. Agenda of mobile professional is assumed consist of two mandatory activity, one
optional activity and one repertoire activity, with time window. During implementation, some situations might be happened,
dealing with smartphone usage (access to real time information via interaction using smartphone) and it is assumed that a
mobile professional make a decision whether reschedule his/her agenda or not, and what respond he/he will choose.
Storyboards are prepared based on the experience of mobile professionals as told in the initial survey, i.e. results of the
preliminary interviews. As the consequence of the chose, it will be noticed the pattern of activity executed and it is compared
with the pre-planned activity pattern of agenda. This is accomplished also to the trip that attached to them. With the addition,
subtraction or modification of activities conducted, it is logically viewed the impact on the travel pattern, whether it will
potentially increase the number of trip, reducing the amount of trip, or change the destination and timing of the trip. Thus, the
better understanding of phenomena of smartphone usage effect, by compare with and without using smartphone could be
gained.
4. RESULT OF PRELIMINARY SURVEY AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Profile of Respondents
The survey was conducted on 20 respondents from professional mobile-smart phone users in the Greater Jakarta Area, with a
variety of professions. Profession selected based on pre-screening that respondents actually is the target of research, i.e. more
than 20% of the working time is out of the office (e.g. consultants, city planners, contractors, journalists, lawyers, sales,
account representative, veterinarian, CEO). Profile of the respondents is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Profile of Respondents
Item
Number of hours working outside the office
Age range
Type of smartphones user
Income range
Gender
Education
Managerial Position
Expenditure for smartphone operation
Type of working time
Transport Mode
Travel distance range

Profile Respondent
> 20% of working hours
35-55 years
Early adopter of smart phone users and use
it all the time
3 million IDR - >25 million IDR
Male and Female
Bachelor (minimum)
Middle – CEO
300,000 IDR – 3.5 million / month
8-4; 9-5; flexible (24 hrs)
Public transport, motor cycle, private car
30 – 100 km, (not include the flight)

Generally, the activities which carried out by the mobile professionals in the office are internal management functions (such as
planning and organizing) and administrative work. The typical daily activities outside the office are very diverse. For example,
for the CEO and GM, activities outside the office consists mainly of planning meetings, attending meetings and making
decisions at the meeting. Mobile professionals from professional lawyer, insurance agent, sales agent, and account
representative engaged extensively to meet with their clients, both existing and which are prospective/potential clients. Similar
to them, veterinarians and obstetricians work mobile mainly to visit and treat patients, and they are often faced with an
emergency situation. Consultants and Contractors, not only need mobile work to visit their client's office to present their plans
and explain the progress of their work, but also need to meet with colleagues involved in the project at different locations such
as members of the project from construction companies, architects, government offices, administrative, and others. From the
interview, CEO, GM, Sales Agent, and journalist are highly mobile.
The utility of their smart phones is high averagely, characterized by high monthly expenses (ranged from IDR 300 thousand to
IDR 3.5 million) and a higher frequency of daily use, such as the size of the calls made, emails sent/received/read, messages
sent and received, with five of the most commonly used features are the instant messaging, voice calls (dialler), short message
(SMS), electronic mail (e-mail) and browser.
Because of its multi-function, all respondents said that they always turn on their smartphones throughout the day and
anywhere. Some reasons why they always turn on their phones throughout the day are: (1) to avoid the frustration of the people
who contacted him (HD, urban planner), (2) to avoid accusations of 'irresponsible', and to provide security to something urgent
and need immediate response (EMD, IT Programmer). During the trip, all of the respondents admitted that this was the most
important moment they can always be connected. "Feeling more secure" and "feel comfortable" are other reasons they need to
use smartphone during activity out of office. It is because when they were in the office, an alternative device of communication
is still possible (e.g. landlines phone, computer).
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4.2. Mobile Interaction using Smartphone during Mobile
During planning a business meeting, the smart phone is used to make an appointment and determine whether or not the
meeting is done, if the interaction is not too complicated, then communication with a smart phone can replace face-to-face,
according to the role of a smart phone as a function of equivalent. The most frequently mentioned word , often repeated by all
respondents was the word "coordination" as the intended use of smart phones, both internal and external coordination. Before a
business trip, smart phones serve as verification of pre-trip. During a trip for business, mobile phones are used for traffic
conditions investigate travel and to monitor the work and often also useful for gathering rearrangement, in the third and during
the visit, most respondents use smart phones to coordinate, collect information about work and monitor the work of
subordinates in the office during the time of waiting and also use it for personal gain, in order to balance personal life and
work.
4.3. Implications of Mobile Interaction using Smartphone on Work Related Movement
Some respondents felt the direct impact in the form of a reduction in the number of trips, such as NKL (GM mining company,
40). Equality interaction functions cause the occurrence of substitution. Some respondents claimed a relationship between cell
phone use and the way it works is an indirect relationship, such as (EMD, IT Programmers, 40). For PJR (journalist, 44), the
use of cell phones impact changes on the way to work and this then affects to the number of trips he can subtract to achieve the
target word. EDP (CEO, 40) is quite different with him, who saw a more dominant complementary interaction with said, "The
total trip seems to increase. Because the more information, the opportunity is also more and more. If the opportunity was taken,
it appears the addition of new activities, and the edges are increasing the number of my daily trip. "
According to the DHD (account representative, 39), "Smartphones really a coordination support, usually if there is an
immediately change, then I use a smartphone to match the client's agenda and my activities. Activities and trips can be
adjusted". It is shows that the smart phone is a coordination tool that helps in modifying travel in the event of a change of
activities and design adjustments in the form of rescheduling. This is consistent with the concept that will be revealed through
this research that the phenomenon of mobile interaction based coordination from Ling (2002).
One case for example is Experience of ARD (Lawyer, 55) i.e. "For the plan of the house in the morning I first went to the
office, arriving at the office at 8:30, I monitor all the activities of my men, and it was much interrupted by communication with
clients, my office 1.5 hours from home, as I monitor the entire work of my taskforce, where he was, who to an extent, then I
check whether there is a need administrative approval, again I see my smartphone, whether there are another appointments. I
have made schedule for tomorrow. Take a lunch at 12. I have a lunch date with Bank (A) directors at Pacific Place, after I
finished my lunch there external meetings around Kelapa Gading, related to business clients in Cargo. I also have
appointments with existing clients and he wants me to meet him in his house. I have already known where I will do my
activities tomorrow, I already consider travel time". During implementation of his agenda, he use smartphone and make a
conversation while mobile with another client. "On the way there was an impromptu incident, "Sir, the man was arrested
today". He is a new client. We cannot say “tomorrow”, it is not allowed to delay, we cannot delay it. It has to be done at the
same day”.

Figure 2. Case for example: adjustment of agenda as implication of mobile interaction and its impact to the total number of trip
and travel distance
Based on the experience of the respondents can be described spatial-temporal graph agenda the day's activities and the
implementation of the agenda, after the mobile interaction using a smartphone, as presented in Figure 2. It shows that, the
number of trip is increasing as well as travel distance, because he inserted an unplanned activity to his agenda during
execution, at once he receive the information via smartphone. In this case, indirect effect of smartphone effect to trip is
complementary.
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Another case is shown from RTP (Lecturer, Consultant, 49), “Yesterday afternoon I was not able to lunch out, because there
were so many guests. I had to delay 13-hr meeting appointment to 14.30. They agree. I can leave the office at 14.20, and can
conduct meetings with business partners from other company. We're so easy to adjust for any changes. I cannot imagine if I do
not use smartphone”. In this case, she did not delete or insert an activity, but modified the attribute of activity, i.e. duration of
prior activity and changed the start time of the next activity. Implication of those change, she had to modify timing of trip
execution to the second activity. In this situation, smartphone indirectly modify her travel pattern.
Based on the results of the initial survey, although done on a very limited number of samples and a variety of professions, can
still reflect a step forward in examining the relationship between the smart phone and the movement, which is an indication
that there are more indirect influence, through the process of change in the pattern activities first. Taking into account the
results of the interviews it was a real experience mobile professionals, developed situations that may occur and potentially to
coordinate-based mobile interaction and how the responses will be analysed. This would then invoke a scheduling respond and
subsequent changes in activity and travel pattern. Research paradigm is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Research Paradigm
Probability of adjustment of schedule (rescheduling) due to mobile interaction based coordination is shown by the respond of
combination type of services used, content of Information, Information form, and with whom, to evaluate whether they need to
adjust or not by consider position of activity on agenda (fixity, people involved, temporal attribute, and spatial attribute). It
need to be examined using main survey (the next stage of research), how the mechanism and when adjustment tend to be done
(in what extent of information, which combination of information and activity), how significant the changing to number of trip,
travel distance and travel time, and how the change in accessibility that will lead to make addition, modification an deletion of
activity, and in turn will affect the increasing, reducing trip number or modification on destination and timing of trip execution.
The next step is to configure the basic pattern changes that occur in the activities as well as on the travel pattern. Illustrations
can be made using space-time graph, or by using the comparison between the pattern of pre-planned activities with execution.
Using data from a variety of responses to various scenarios situation developed, it is expected to be compiled basic typology of
the phenomenon of changes in activity-travel pattern, as the impact when a mobile professional intensively uses smartphone.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper is a part of on-going research and will continue to evolve to the next research steps. First insight gained from the
preliminary survey shows that: there is a change in the nature of professional work as an implication of the use of mobile smart
phones. Smart phones fulfil to meet their needs for support information in order to reduce the uncertainty associated with the
contextual constraints faced while being mobile. Smartphone influence when planning activities, before the trip, during the trip
and upon arrival at the third location. Mobile Interaction based coordination using smart phone changes in the way of
coordination, and potentially led to rescheduling agenda of mobile professional and in turn changes the trip pattern (e.g. travel
distance, number of trip). Agenda of mobile professional is more dynamic and flexible. Some professionals feel the direct
impact on the reduction or increase in the movement, and on the other have a look at the impact of indirect impact, through
their impact on work activities in advance, especially through mobile interaction in nature is coordination.
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For the next step, which is to stage collecting of main data to uncover patterns of communication and work practices of mobile
professionals to answer questions include: how the patterns of usage of smart phones on a variety of different mobile
professional group? How interaction patterns formed by mobile professionals to use a smart phone? How mobile professionals
can work positively influenced and how these mechanisms affect their decision to adjust the schedule and changing their
attribute business trip? These questions can be answered through an analysis by completion of the next step of this study.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the selection of transportation modes which plays important role in the growth of economics, politics,
social, culture, and defense and security. Urban mobility which has been more varied than the sustainable transport system,
will be required to support their activities. MRT (Mass Rapid Transit) is the mass transportation system mode which is based
on road or rail (subway/elevated) ranging locally. This mode is generally operated on dedicated lines or potential common
pathway, which is used separately and exclusively on schedule and routes that have been designed for the destination of a
particular station. MRT can be operated in a variety of trafficconditions,in particular; the MRT is designed to be able to move
the large numbers of the people on the same time.
Monorail is one of the MRT modes based single rail; the rail/track function is a guide-way of trains, that is usually, installed at
elevated more positions from the road surface. That only takes a small area in vertical and horizontal space. The track/rail
width is merely as wide as the cabin supported by the several columns along with its track. The body of a train is made more
"lightweight" than the conventional train, the elevated rail position that only covered up a small area of the road surface. The
noise can be reduced, because the bogie uses rubber tire that runs over a concrete/steel track as its trajectories. The monorail
has the uphill and downhill, and small turning radius capabilitywith movement faster than the conventional trains.The designs
of a monorail have a high safety level; the bogies have holding design of the rail, so that the risk of the tumble, is much
smaller. The noise can be reduced, because the bogie use rubber tire that runs over a concrete/steel track as its
trajectories.Risks of bumping against the crossing of rail are very impossible because the rail is positioned on the elevated
position instead the road surface. From the funding and investing, selection of this mode will be more interesting and
affordable, the construction and maintenance is much easier than the other types of train modes.
Constructions of monorail facilities are as an alternative of MRT in Indonesia, to be balanced with the development of another
infrastructure, including the human resources development and strengthening of the local industry as its supporters.
Involvement of the local industry in the provision of facilities of the monorail considering the costs, quality, capacity,
efficiency, and technologies is expected to reduce the cost required and increases the independence of the technology in
transportation technology. Since 2006, BPPT in cooperation with PT. INKA (PT. IndustriKeretaApi) in Madiun, has begun the
activity of design and manufacturing a monorail prototype. This activity is part of the process in strengthening the local
industriesfor support of the design and manufacturing of the national monorail. PT. Pindad in Bandung has the ability in
designing and manufacturing an electric motor drive for the train. For a long time, these products have been used by PT. KAI
(PT. KeretaApiIndonesia Persero). Moreover, the active participation from the national private company such as PT. MBW in
Bekasi, needs to get the support of government, because, they have developed a monorail design of the prototype phase which
is ready to be tested (gamma prototype) for multiple projects planning in Indonesia.
Keywords:Monorail, Sustainable Transportation Modes, Mass Rapid Transit

1. INTRODUCTION
In some major cities, public transport has become a primary requirement for its inhabitants, so are in Indonesia. Public
transportations in Indonesia are very diverse, from such unofficial modes like Ojek, Becak, and Andong to licensed public
transport, such as taxi, bus, busway, and train. All of them aimed to serve the needs of the mass public transport which should
operate with safe, convenient and inexpensive. The typology of public transportation in Indonesia is grouped based on the
mass transit and individual shuttles[1].
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Figure 1:The typology urban public transportinIndonesia[1]
Currently, public transportation in Indonesia has not been able to address the demands of the public in terms of security,
comfort, and timeliness to come and arrive on destination. As a result, the people prefer to use individual transportation modes,
which have the impact in more increased traffic volume on the road. The survey result of “The Study on Integrated
Transportation Master Plan (SITRAMP)” in 2004, shows that the economic losses due to congestion in Jabotabek traffic are
Rp. 3,0 trillion for operating costs of vehicles; Rp. 2,5 trillion for a loss of time; Rp. 2,8 trillion for the loss of health impact.
The same information from the Transportation Agency of Jakarta says that the losses due to congestion if assessed in monetary
terms are equal to 12.8 trillion per annum [2].
The need for a safe, convenient, and inexpensive mass public transportation in several major cities in Indonesia is very
reasonable, if seen from statisticaldata, the user of the means of that transportation in Jabodetabek area within last five years
kept increasing both the based of roads and rail. Graph growth of the mass-transit users shown in figure 2 and 3.
To answer the problems above, the Jakarta regional government has made the breakthrough by offering to the private to
build the mass-transit system in the capital within the package of developments the Macro Transportation Programs (PTM) in
Jakarta. The pattern will integrate four public transportation system in Jakarta in the form bus priority includes Bus-way, Light
Rail Transit (LRT), MRT and the transportation of lake river and the crossing (in Indonesian;ASDP/Angkutan Sungai
DanaudanPenyeberangan).
Monorail is one type a mass-transit system offered to the private in 2004. The project is divided into two paths, green
line, circulair route - Casablanca - Kuningan - Semanggi and blue line, the pathways connecting KampungMelayu Casablanca - Tanah Abang - Roxy. The implementation of this project has been offered into three stages, the first stage,
Jakarta corridor with the length of + 27 km, for the construction of the Green Line (+ 14 km) and the path of the blue line (+
13 km), the second phase, Jakarta - Bekasi – Cikarang (+ 18-30 km), and the third phase Jakarta - Tangerang - Karawaci (+
16-25 km). However, the project was eventually ended on 20 September 2011.

Figure

2: User
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DataTransJakartaBusway(source: http://www.transjakarta.co.id)

Figure

3: User

DataKRLJabodetabek(Source: PT. KAICommuterJabodetabek)
The breakthrough conducted by Jakarta Government at that time was considered against the law Number 13 of 1992 regarding
the railway as the bylaw does not enable the private sector as a train operator. The law of that was eventually repaired and
replaced by Law Number 23,2007 which provides opportunities to the private entrance as the operator of a train [3].
The construction plan of monorail in Indonesia continues to run, on July 25, 2011, conducted by the signing of a memoranda
of understanding among the Government of Makassar, Maros regency and Gowa regency with Kalla Group, to construct a
mass transportation systems in Makassar. The construction implementation began in early 2012 and the completionis targeted
to be finish no later than 2015. The monorail with more than 30 kilometers length of track will connect between the
Hassanudin airport, Karebosi and Gowa.
Another issue was proposed by KallaGroup on August 5, 2011 in Bandung. They plans to build a monorail facility in Bandung
with a +30km length path way, the rail will be operated inside and outside the city of Bandung, among the city of Bandung
regency of Bandung and City of Cimahi.
Besides Kallagroup,The Mayoralty of Surabaya has planned to construct a monorail facility with the+22kilometers length,
connecting the station Sidotopo, Gubeng, Wonokromo, Waru, Sedati and veered toward Juanda.The project is planned to be
realized in 2015, in collaboration with the Societe Nationaledes Cheminsde Fer France (SNCF).
The plan of monorail construction for the mass transportation in Jakarta,was re-launched by the Governor of Jakarta at the
beginning of 2013.The construction of the monorail facility will be continuing with the master plans that have been defined in
the previous monorail project. This is to keep with the previous master plan for the development of the national railway
network and train services the urban Jakarta year 2020 [3].

2. MONORAILAS AN ALTERNATIVE MRT
The public transportation, classified by Joewono and Kubota (2005) [4]is shown in Table 1. The monorail itself is classified
into rapid transit. The first application of a monorail for the mass rapid was proposed by Edward H. Anson (1954) [5], and
Hermann (1957) [6], who made the feasibility study of monorail implementation as a mass rapid transport for community.
Table 1. Public Transportation Classification by Mode [4]
Public Transportation Class
Paratransit
Street Transit

Type of Mode
Ojek, Bajaj, Becak, Angkutan Kota, Taxi
Metromini, Reguler Bus, Rapid Bus, Trolleybus, Streetcar, Trem
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Semirapid Transit

Light Rail Transit, Semirapid buses
Light Rail Rapid Transit, Rubber-tired Monorail, Rubber-tired rapid
Transit, Rail Rapid Transit

Rapid Transit

MRTisa mode of transportation with the most efficient energy consumption in terms of the number Of passengers which can
be transported. When compared with other modes of land transportation, MRT energy consumption is only about 16% and
10% from thebusand privatecars (Table 2).
Table2:Comparison of energy consumption per km passenger[3]
Transportation
Mode

Volume
ofTransport
(persons)

Energy
Consumption
per km
(litre)

Energy Usage
(per km passenger)

RatesperPassenger
FuelPrice Assumptions
Rp 4500/litre
(Rp)

MRT
Bus
Private Car

1500
40
5

3
0,5
0,1

0,002
0,0125
0,02

9,00
56,25
90,00

As a MRT, monorail has the following advantages as:
−
−
−
−
−

generallyconstructed above the road, so it only needs small area to install thesupported beam.
more"lightweight,"ifcomparedtotheconventionalrailway,withtheelevatedtherailposition,sothatonlythecoverasmallsurface,
reducing intotal noise,becausemonorailuserubbertiretorunonthetrackconcrete/steel(pathway),
runningon uphill,downhill,andturningwitharadiussmallerandfasterthantheconventionalrailway,
more secure, because the train set that holds the rail is not a lot. Risks of bumping against the crossing of railway are
very rarely,
− morereliable in constructioninvestment and maintenanceoperation cost.

Meanwhilethedisadvantagesare:
− compared with the subway, monorail look takea greater space and hide the panoramic of the citybecause the monorailis
usually built above the ground,
− the passengers could not be evacuated immediatelyin case of emergency, because they are only excluded at the station,
− the total capacity is still questionable due to the manufacturer design specification which is usually customized with the
demand requirement.

•

• ALWEG
•
•
•
•
•
•

STRADDLE
TYPE

ALWEG, the original
Disney / Bombardier Mark VI
Bombardier Innovia Monorail 200
Bombardier Innovia Monorail 300
Hitachi
Scomi Rail

•
•
•
•
•

Aerorail
Hytran
Mitsubishi
Siemens H-Bahn
Sky Train

•

I-beam

•

Double-flanged

•

HYBRID

Titan Global Systems

• Cantilevered
• Futrex
• People Cargo Mover

MonorailTec
hnology and
Manufacturer

• Steel Box Beam
•
•
•
•

SAFEGE

SUSPENDED
TYPE

Bombardier UM series
Intamin
Severn-Lamb
Von Roll/Adtranz

MAGLEV
• EMS (Electromagnetic)

• Inverted T

•
•
•
•
•

• Eurotren Monoviga
• High-Speed Monorail
• Urbanaut

PRT
• PRT (Personal
Rapid Transit)
•
•
•
•

JPods
PRT Website
Skytran
Skyweb Express

American Maglev
HSST
Magnemotion
Rotem
Transrapid

• EDS (Electrodynamic)
• JNR Maglev (non-monorail)
• Maglev 2000
• Magplane (non-monorail)

• Hybrid (EMS/EDS)
• General Atomics
• General Atomics 2003
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Figure 4: The blockclassificationof the monorailtechnology(source: http://www.monorail.org)

3. MONORAIL TECHNOLOGY
The monorail is a single rail-based transportation which serves as a pathway. This term is used to describe the system or
vehicle that travels over a beam or pathway track. This term is derived from the combination of words mono and rails. The
term has been used since 1897, and was often called monorail. The vehicles run on single track first patented by Henry
Robinson Palmer in the UK with the number 4618 on 22 November 1821[6].
The monorail society defines as follow: "A single rail serving as a track for passenger or freight vehicles. Usually, rail is
elevated, but monorails can also run at grade, below grade or in subway tunnels." This definition is somewhat confusing
because it does not cover the whole development of the monorail technology. Monorail if classified according to the
technology and its manufacturer can be seen in the schematic in Figure 4.
The straddle type of monorail is the most widely applied type because this type has more advantages than others. Ishikawa
(1999) [7], has made a prediction with various considerations and reasons, that monorail system would lead the mass-transit
system in the future. It is based on the possibility of this monorail type to be applied in various types of sizes, adjusted with
their needs. This statement was confirmed by his partner, Kubawara (2001) [8], who proposed the straddle monorail type with
small type for medium distance and for urban transport's solution, with the reasons and advantages in terms of environmental
improvements. This concept has been reinforced by Siu (2007) [9]. He has proposed analysis of the light weight transit system
innovations for the urban mobility in the perspective of the development and planning of sustainable transportation systems.

4. MONORAIL DESIGN AND MANUFACTUR, DOMESTIC TECHNOLOGY
The of Existence the plan to build a monorail as a facility system for mass transportation in several major cities in Indonesia
must be balanced by the development of its infrastructure, including human resources development and strengthening of the
local industry as its supports. Some of the important variables in the process of improving the ability local industries are:
−
−
−
−
−

Cost of manufacturer.
Quality of product.
Capacity and productivity.
Efficiency.
Technology and skill.

With the involvement of local industries in the provision facility a monorail system which integrate the five variables above in
the construction of the monorail system facilities, it is expected that the cost required can be reduced as low as possible, both
in the construction and operation phase, especially in a procurement the spare parts supporters at the operation phase.

Gambar 5.Prototipe Bogie Monorel yang Dikembangkan BPPT dan PT. INKA

Figure5: The prototypemonorail bogie developed atBPPTandPT. INKA.
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Figure6: The prototypemonorail bogie developed atPT. MBW.
The process of the reinforcement of local industries in upgrading design competency of the monorail system, has been running
since 2006. BPPT in cooperation with PT. INKA in Madiun, has been pioneering in design activities of the monorail. The
other national private company, PT. MBW has developed a monorail system design. Currently the prototype is ready for
testing (unscaled prototyping test). This design will be used in Makassar, which will connect between the Hasanuddin Airport,
Karebosi, and Gowa.
The design capabilities of local industries of Indonesia in the monorail system design, is the initial capital in the construction of
a monorail system which is planned. This is a phase in supports the development of national sustainable transport systems. It is
already shown by PT. Pindad, with its ability in design and manufacturing an electric motor. It hasbeen currently a supplier of
PT.KAI in the procurement of it's driving the electric train (in Indonesian; KRL/Kereta Rel Listrik).
The design of a monorail system which is done by the local industry should be accepted and usable by the public, without
violating the design criterion, which will become the basis in proving of productfeasibility for a regulator to issue permits road
worthy. Currently, these are fundamental problems faced by the local industry in defining that theirproduct design should be
proven safe. To answer these problems faced by the local industries, it needs to do an academic study which strengthen its
design safely and feasible to use. The results of those studies will be the basis for a regulator to provide the road worthy license
for that product.

5. CONCLUSION
Construction of the monorail facility is expected to be able to answer problems of urban transport which has an important part
of the driving force to the national economy.
Construction of the monorail facility which integrates with other modes of transport will improve efficiency of the national
economy.
The Law Number 23 of 2007 on Railways has encouraged the participation of local governments in the implementation of
railway transportation in the area. For that, the local government should be able to use this momentum to build transport
facilities in the areas many as possible to accelerate the pace of economic growth in the region.
In the framework of encouraging participation of the local government in the administration of the mass transportation, a few
things that need to be prepared are as follows:
− The involvement of the local government, in the planning process with the spatial structure plan and the availability of land.
− The involvement of the local government, in the investments, constructions, and operations, both of intercity and urban
services.
− Strengthening the local industry as its supporter, in the form of technological support, regulations, which can strengthen its
involvement.
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ABSTRACT
In RTRW Banyumas, Purwokerto develop as a strategic area for economic growth and urban development southerly direction
to reduce pressure woke cultivation in the north Purwokerto. Teluk housing in South Purwokerto built in 1985 with changes of
land use is residential to business units by 10.17%. Trip generation are light vehicle 149 vehicle, 1250 motorcycles and 87
slow vehicles and people 1710 occur at 6-7 Am. Classification of regional development are large-scale and the traffic impact
analysis considered class III. Trip distributions from Perumnas Street to Sultan Agung Street are 69% and Suwatio Street
31%. The purpose of travel is work by 10-20 km travel distance and the average travel time of 10-20 minutes. Mode used is
63% motorcycles, cars 27%, 8% public transport and “becak” 4%. Traffic assignment in 1984, housing road around have
VCR very low. In 2012 VCR increased but Suwatio Street up to 0.67. After housing in 2012 VCR are be increased but Suwatio
Street decreased. Teluk intersection VCR 0.74 with an average delay 55.17 second per smp with length of queue 57 meters at
the Perumnas Street so as to reduce the impact of traffic need management and traffic engineering.
Key words: Traffic impact, Development, Housing

1. INTRODUCTION
Easiness of investor in investment and the needs of livable homes are encouraging investors to invest in housing development.
The change of land use is field into housing that will be increase the demand of trip in the fulfillment of their needs, such as
work, school or campus, and into the shopping center to meet their needs. Varies trip generation housing will be affect the
traffic assignment around the road especially with the fluctuation in peak hour that varies every day. This movement, if left to
the rate of accumulation will be cause changes in the road performance. Besides that the high level of vehicle ownership and
support facilities poor performance can be traffic jump. Based on research are use vehicle on the road in Purwokerto of
motorcycles reaches 87.75%, light vehicles 11.99%, and medium weight vehicle of 0.25%. (Juanita, 2011).
Inconsistency in the development of land use on urban spatial system of the plan is not followed by changes in the transport
network plan will result in the network is not able to accommodate the movement by the system activity, causing problems
such as congestion, delays and queues of vehicles that safety and fluency traffic is reduced. Therefore, the development of land
must be accompanied by an increase in good transport facilities so that land use changes are beneficial and efficient as optimal
as possible. Under these conditions, the traffic impact analysis is required to save the conflicts of land use changes and
transportation interests.

2. BASIC THEORY
2.1. Traffic Impact Analysis
Government Regulation No 32 in 2011 stated that traffic impact analysis is a series of studies on the traffic impact from the
development center, residential, and infrastructure that aims to determine traffic impact that will be cause of security, safety,
discipline and traffic fluency and road transport.
Department of Public Works stated that the development of criteria that must traffic impact analysis as follows: a)
Development of the planned direct access to arterial road. b) If the planned development of the area does not have access to
the arterial road, then apply the following criteria: 1) the scale of activities and / or planned effort is greater or equal than the
minimum size of development set. 2) The development of area is expected to trip generation greater than or equal to 100
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persons per hour trips. 3) There are some areas development plan that access to the road same, so the cumulative criteria in
point a, b. 4) The development of area direct access to the road which has degree of saturation greater than or equal 0.75 and /
or if the junction nearest to location of development area has degree of saturation greater than or equal 0.75. While of the
expected trip generation caused of development area to classified four that are; 1) the development area of small scale,
expected will result trip generation less than 500 trip persons per hour. 2) The development area of medium scale, expected
will result trip generation between 500 to 1000 trip persons per hour. 3) The development area of big scale, expected will result
trip generation greater than 1000 trip persons per hour. 4) The development area of medium or big scale, that done step by step
with the implementation in a few years.
2.2. Transportation Planning
Transportation planning consist of four step are trip generation, trip distribution, modal choice and traffic assignment. Trip
generation is step of expected some of generate and attraction to land use of zone. Trip generation is dependent of two aspects
that is type of land use, amount of activity and intensity of land use. The higher of level of land use then will more higher
traffic resulted. Trip distribution is the function of land use and transportation. The pattern of trip distribution between origin
and destination of zone is from two aspect that occured simultaneously between location or intensity of land use that result of
traffic and spatial separation. The interaction of two land use can be result movement persons and / or goods. Modal choice
exist because of the interaction two land use then occur of traffic. For meet this conditions, there will be a step to determine
whether modes using. The first of modal choice is walk or using car. If using car must be choice private or public
transportation. Traffic assignment for people who use private transportation will be concern travel time and other factors such
as security, safety and cost. But people use public transportation will be choose the shortest route and the consideration of cost,
safety and security.

3. METHODOLOGY
The methodology of research is done assesment of literature to gain approaches and regulations concerning traffic impact
analysis. The collection of data divided two data are secondary and primary data. Secondary data are map of land use study
area, residential data is covering a land area and the number of housing units, The General Plan of City, road and traffic data
and population. Primary data are through a direct survey that is road geometric data, traffic volume data of roads and
intersections, trip geberation and attraction data. Than make an analysis trip generation, trip distribution, modal choice, traffic
assignment and conduct traffic impact analysis before and after of housing.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1.

Characteristics of Study Area

Banyumas district is located direct border with four districts that are East with Purbalingga, Banjarnegara, and Kebumen
District, West with Cilacap and Brebes Districts, North with Tegal and Pemalang Districts. The area study of research is Teluk
Housing that located in South Purwokerto since 1985 which is intended for residential area of development area V. Regulation
of Banyumas District in No 18 in 2005 about Spatial Plan of Banyumas is a guideline in utilization of space that stated
Purwokerto into a strategic area of growth economical and Sub Regional Development I. In Spatial Central Java Province,
Purwokerto will be plan to urban areas serving as provincial scale of activity or some cities / districts in southern and west part
of Central Java. The reviewing of rapid population growth, then development policy of Purwokerto is southerly direction
which aims to reduce the pressure in the wake cultivations in North Purwokerto which is a water catchment and conservation
buffer of Slamet Mount. Besides that development of south is aim to distribution of urban development evenly.
4.2.

Trip Generation Teluk Housing

Total of trip generation and trip attraction based on survey in 9-10 May 2012, the result of survey is Table1. From Table 1, the
condition peak hour is 6 – 7 AM with total vehicle 1399 per hour and 1710 persons per hour. The resulting trip rate in peak
hour is 6.995 vehicle per hour each 100 square meters total area.
4.3.

Determination of Class Traffic Impact and Area Study

Total trip generation of 1710 persons per hour are classified the development area of big scale and traffic impact analysis class
III. Then limitation of area study is minimal intersection between the collector to collector roads either signal or not, while the
road is a road accessed by the development area within a radius of 2 km from the outer development site. Conclusion of
intersection and road study is Teluk intersection that is a node of Sultan Agung Street, Suwatio Street and Perumnas Street,
while roads surveyed are Sultan Agung Street and Suwatio Street are primary collector road functions; Lesanpura Street and
Perumnas Street are primary local road functions.
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Table 1 Total of trip generation Teluk Housing
Time
6-7 am
7-8 am
8-9 am

Heavy Vehicle
0
4
7

Light Vehicle
149
158
116

Motor Cycle
1250
1187
923

Total (vehicle/hour)
1399
1349
1046

Vehicle Slow
87
117
80

Person
1710
1699
1293

11-12 pm
12-1 pm
1-2 pm

21
4
11

95
112
84

598
678
732

714
794
827

25
69
51

861
1027
993

4-5 pm
5-6 pm
6-7 pm

6
0
0

128
93
62

905
815
659

1039
908
721

75
43
24

1300
1091
838

Source: Survey, 9 – 10 May 2012

4.4.

Trip Distribution

Trip distribution from Perumnas Street to Sultan Agung Street total is 69 % and to Suwatio Street is 31 %. The purpose
routines are to work 55 %, business 25 %, to school or campus 12 % and to market 9 %. Travel distance to routine less than 10
km reaches 55%, between 11 km-20 km by 25%, between 21-30 km by 13% and more than 30 km by 9%. Travel time average
is 10-20 minutes by 65%, between 20-30 minutes by 20% and between 30-40 minutes by 15%.
4.5.

Modal Choice

Modal choice based on survey using motorcycle 63 %, cars 27 %, public transport 8 % and rickshaw 4 %. The ownership of
motorcycles one vehicle 46%, two vehicles 44%, more than three vehicles 2 % and do not have a motorcycle 3 %. While car
ownership is 34 % one car, two cars by 14 %, more than two cars 2 % and 50% did not have a car.
4.6.

Traffic Impact Analysis

4.6.1. Traffic condition before and after housing
Traffic condition before and after housing are based on primary and secondary survey presented in Table 2 which shows the
VCR after the development is less than the critical VCR (Volume Capacity Ratio).
Table 2 Road VCR before and after housing
Access Road
Lesanpura
Sultan Agung
Suwatio
Perumnas

Before Housing
1984
2012
0.198
0.126
0.409
0.246

0.323
0.207
0.667
0.400

After Housing 2012
Nothing trip
With trip
generation
generation
0.405
0.49
0.431
0.531
0.395
0.443
0.441
0.643

VCR
Critical
< 0.75
<0.75
<0.75
<0.75

Source: data analysis 2012

Teluk intersection have three phases, phase 1 and 2 are green time 14 second with inter green 2 second, while phase 3 is green
time 11 second and inter green 8 second. Intersection performance in 2012 is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Intersection performance in 2012
Access Road
Suwatio (N)
Perumnas (S)
Sultan Agung (E)
Sultan Agung (W)

Volume
(pcu/hour)
206.1
241.7
403.7
630.4

Capacity
(pcu/hour)
277.61
325.56
543.77
849.13

Degree of
Saturation
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74

Intersection Delay
(second/pcu)
53.26
53.33
55.11
56.53

The Average Intersection
Delay (second/pcu)
55.17

Source: data analysis 2012

4.6.2. Evaluation Traffic Impact Analysis
From Table 2, the traffic condition after the housing is still below the critical VCR. The category level of service B is
Lesanpura Street, Sultan Agung Street and Suwatio Street, while Perumnas Street in category C. For Teluk intersection by
VCR 0.74 is nearing the critical VCR 0.75 with the average intersection delay approaches one minute so need resetting time of
traffic light to be a long queue from Perumnas Street and Sultan Agung Street. The resetting times are all phases in green time
14 second, with inter green 3 second but in the phase 3 by 5 second. So that performance intersection is shown Table 4.
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Table 4 Intersection performance resetting
Access Road
Suwatio (N)
Perumnas (S)
Sultan Agung (E)
Sultan Agung (W)

Volume
(pcu/hour)
206.1
241.7
403.7
630.4

Capacity
(pcu/hour)
317.65
372.52
622.19
971.59

Degree of
Saturation
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65

Intersection Delay
(second/pcu)
20.79
20.64
21.86
22.76

The Average Intersection
Delay (second/pcu)
21.89

Source: analysis 2012

5.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis it can be concluded as follows:
1. Teluk Housing in view of urban spatial of land was appropriate functions.
2. Teluk Housing entry into the development area of large scale and traffic impact analysis class III.
3. The resulting of trip rate generation is 6.995 vehicles every 100 meter square at peak hour.
4. The impact of housing development will be increase on traffic assignment on the surrounding road network but still below
the critical VCR. While the Teluk intersection required of resetting time of traffic light.

6.
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ABSTRACT
The development of environmental friendly road need to be considered at recent years, given the material used for the
construction of a road largely derived from natural resources that can not be renewable. Sustainable practices can be used as
the basis of assessment of environmental friendly road design and construction. Therefore, there should be a research that
discussed the aspects of sustainability as an example case is Cemoro Sewu Road Construction Project. The research was
carried out by conducting field studies at the location of case study, dissemination of technical questionnaire, the data
collection and documents relating to the Cemoro Sewu Road Project. Data related to the road project, divided into a number
of assessment criteria based on the categories that exist in Greenroads Rating System. The end result of this assessment in the
form of mock certification from the Cemoro Sewu Road Project that can serve as input to the local government to plan a
sustainable development. Based on the analysis of the assessment of each criterion, total earned credit for Cemoro Sewu Road
Project by 36 points from 8 of the 11 criteria in the categories of Project Requirements that meets the criteria. This suggests
that the non-fulfillment of all the requirements of existing projects on Project Requirements category, indicated that Cemoro
Sewu Road Project can not be certified according to the provisions of Greenroads Rating. If all project requirements are met,
then the Cemoro Sewu Road Project can obtain certification level that is "Certified".
Keywords
Greenroads Rating System, Sustainability, Mock Certification

1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable development of the system becomes an important topic in the field of engineering and construction, road work
being substantial part for further follow-up. Sustainable practices can be used as the basis of assessment of the environmentally
friendly design and construction. Greenroads Rating System provides parameters that can be used to consider the sustainability
of the design and construction of a road project. Greenroads first introduced in 2007 as an original concept in the form of credit
linked to the six preliminary case study. Since then, the scoring system has undergone significant revisions in the opinion of
professional stakeholders with empirical evidence on the field. Basically, this assessment system can be used to help people
and agencies in making decisions on planning better sustainable way. Government as regulator that plays a role in the
development and the construction industry must think of ways to reduce the consumption of materials used in construction
projects. Cemoro Sewu. Road as the road connecting the region of Karanganyar and Magetan in Java Island, Indonesia selected
on this research in order to give a little overview assessment of road projects in Indonesia by mock application of Greenroads
Rating System v.1.5.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Clark [1], explaining that the design and construction of the road is a complex process that requires experienced professionals
to work in it. Environmental assessment process is an important part of decision making in the construction of a road.
Decisions will be made to describe the project as a whole with an effective way to determine the expectations and needs of
decision-makers based on the limits of space and time. In addition, the feasibility of environmental impacts can also be made
based on the most reasonable choice or based on the total cost of the necessary and meaningful and comprehensive benefits.
According to Caldwell [2], road construction and maintenance activities get a tremendous demand on a national scope,
especially financial resources. But in fact, the practice of design and construction of the current path is not always systematic
or holistic manner to address the environmental impact or the quality of the environment occurs. The concept of environmental
impacts or effects caused by road construction on the surrounding conditions are often ignored. It can be caused by three
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common problems, namely: (i) Decision makers do not understand the complexities of ecosystems and how human-made
highway context of sustainable roads. (ii) Decisions are often taken sometimes transcend conventional wisdom or existing
traditional assumptions. (iii). Decision makers fail to understand that humans have limited control in the management of
ecosystem resources [3]. Muench, et al. [4,5], defines Greenroads Rating System as an assessment system based road project
award points system for approval as an option of sustainable practices and can be used to certify projects based on the total
value of criteria that are certified.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
The method used in this research is to conduct a field study in the form of directly to the location of research survey,
dissemination of technical questionnaire and the data collection and documents relating to the Cemoro Sewu Road Project.
Distribution of questionnaires carried out to the two parties related to the Directorate General of Highways Central Java as
Owner and PT. Pancadarma Puspawira as the General Contractor. All data related to the road project, divided into a number of
assessment criteria based on the categories that exist in Greenroads Rating System. Based on the technical and data processing
surveys and questionnaires, then the ranking will be obtained for mock certification from the Cemoro Sewu. If the results of
research on the mock assessment of Greenroads Rating System at the Cemoro Sewu deemed applicable, the assessment results
can be used as input to the government and the contractor to plan more sustainable road construction project.

4. ANALYSIS
4.1 Criteria categorized by Greenroads
4.1.1 Project Requirements
Based on the calculation and analysis on each of the criteria in this category, obtained 8 of 11 criteria that meet the
requirements. 3 criteria that do not meet the requirements are:(i) Noise Mitigation Plan, (ii) Waste Management Plan, (iii)
Educational Outreach. As an example, the calculation of energy requirements and CO2 emissions in road construction projects
of Cemoro Sewu using Software "Palate v.2-2" as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Energy requirement and CO2 emission of Cemoro Sewu Road
Palate V.2-2
Initial Construction

Maintenance

Total

Materials Production
Materials Transportation
Equipment
Materials Production
Materials Transportation
Equipment
Materials Production
Materials Transportation
Equipment

Total

Energy required [GJ]

CO2 Emission [kg] = GWP

267.096,5
337.635,2
12.890,0
26,7
7,0
0,3
267.123,3
337.642,2
12.890,3
617.655,7

18.297.543
23.292.953
889.263
1.931
482
18
18.299.474
23.293.435
889.280
42.482.190

Figure 1 shown the need for energy consumption during construction activities, that is very high as calculated of 617,621.70
GJ compare to at the maintenance period which is only 34 GJ.

Figure 1. life Cycle Energy Consumption
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Figure 2 indicated that the CO2 emissions during the construction period is very high, that is 42,479,759.00 kg when compared
to the maintenance perod which is only 2,431.00 Kg.

Figure 2. Life Cycle CO2-e Emissions
4.1.2 Environment and Water
Based on calculations, Vegetation Site is only the criteria that can be processed for the assessment of the 8 criteria available on
this category. A total of 3 points earned by Cemoro Sewu Road Project for this category. Cemoro Sewu Road Project has met
the requirements for applying the criteria of site vegetation with 3 elements of the following requirements: (i) Using noninvasive
plants
as
the
site
vegetation.
(ii) Does not require additional irrigation water supply after the construction is completed. (iii) Using native plant species that
previously existed in the project.
4.1.3 Access and Equity
Fulfillment 5 of 9 criteria presented in this category, making Cemoro Sewu Road project gets big enough additional points
which is 16 points. As an example the calculation of Pedestrian Access. The supporting infrastructure needs such as roads
(sidewalks) and pedestrian bridges rated very important existence. It allows residents to enter and exit the area. Cemoro Sewu
road project gives access to the pedestrian bridge located on Dawuhan Bridge I and II as well as in places such as at the Km. 1
+600, 1 +700, 2 +100, 2 +250, 2 +900, 3 +000, 3 +260, 3 +300 and some other places. The amount of the credit for this
criterion is 2 points.

Figure 3. Site vegetation



4.1.4 Construction Activities
There are three criteria from 8 criteria of construction activities category such as Quality Management System, Paving
Emissions Reduction, and Warranty Contractor that meet the requirements. A total of 6 points to additional value for Cemoro
Sewu Road Project of this category.. As an example the requirement of Quality Management System. PT. Pancadarma
Puspawira as the General Contractor which is the respondent of this research has been certified for the Quality Management
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System in accordance to the International Standards Organization (ISO) 9001:2008 with the following
Standard: BS-EN-ISO 9001:2009 Certificate Number: AJA04/7859 Validity: August 3, 2011 to August 9, 2014. Based on the
presence of ISO documentation, then the amount of credit for this category is 3 points.

Figure 4. Pedestrian Access

4.1.5

Materials and Resources

Based on the calculation, only the category of Regional Material that can be processed for assessment. Total points earned is 5
for Cemoro Sewu Road Project for this category. Example for calculation of points from this criterion is for using regional
materials. The crush stone material taken from the district of Sentolo at Yogyakarta province. . The distance between project
and material quarry sources is ± 130 km or about 81 miles from the project site, thus meeting the qualification requirements of
5 points.

Figure 5. The location of materials quarry
4.1.6 Pavement Technology
Based on the analysis and calculations, only the criteria of Long-Life Pavement and Pavement Performance Tracking are
eligible. A total of 6 points to additional value for Cemoro Sewu Road Project of this category. The example of points
determination for pavement Performance Tracking is the documentation manage by Directorate General of Highways as a
service user Sewu Cemoro Road construction that has held the documentation about the performance of the road.. The
documentation consist of documentation of the construction period, the maintenance period until the documentation of repairs
of the road. One example of this form of documentation as indicated on the document Provisional Hand Over (PHO) No:
55/BA/BKGG/XII/2009.
Table 2. Total point of Greenroad Certification
No.

Criteria

Point
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EWಣSite

Site Vegetation

3

AEಣ1

Safety Audit

2

AEಣ3

Context Sensitive Solutions

5

AEಣ4

Traffic Emissions Reduction

5

AEಣ5

Pedestrian Access

2

AEಣ8

Scenic Views

2

CAಣ1

Quality Management System

2

CAಣ6

Paving Emissions Reduction

1

CAಣ8

Contractor Warranty

3

MRಣ5

Regional Materials

5

LongಣLong life pavement Life Pavement
Pavement Performance Tracking

5

PTಣ1
PTಣ6

Total

1
36

4.2 Certification


Based on the analysis they are only 8 of 11 criteria that meet the requirements. So it is concluded that Cemoro Sewu Road
Project has not met the requirements to be certified. To obtain the real certification from Greenroads, Cemoro Sewu road
projects should review and consider to met all the criteria based on the results of the assessment on each criterion. Table 2
shows the point of each criterion that met the requirements. However, if all the criteria met and based on the total points gain
by Cemoro Sewu road project with a points total of 36 points, it could be categorized as "Certified".

5. CONCLUSION
1. Cemoro Sewu Road Project does not meet the requirements to be certified according to Greenroads rating system because
there are only 8 of the 11 criteria that met the project requirements.
2. This project has fulfilled some criteria as follow:
a) Environment and Water: 3 Points
b) Access and Equity: 16 Points
c) Construction Activities: 6 Points
d) Materials and Resources: 5 Points
e) Pavement Technology: 6 Points
The total points earned by Cemoro Sewu Road project is 36 points. If all criteria in the category Project Requirement have
been met, then the Road Cemoro Sewu entitled to certification standard as certified.
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ABSTRACT
The material commonly used for flexible pavement surface layer is asphaltic concrete with various compositions and
procedures. This research aim is to know Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete behavior on surface pavement with compares the
performance of both kinds of aggregate gradation, Superpave and Bina Marga fine gradation mixtures. Performance
evaluation conducted on the characteristics of Marshall, dynamic stability using wheel tracking devices and roughness of
mixture using British Pendulum Tester. Conclusions after analyzing data obtained that fine gradations of Bina Marga needs
more asphalt to covered a whole surface because it has more fine grain. Flow smaller and stability is greater than the
Superpave with a majority of coarse aggregate. However, this difference was not significant. Resistance to permanent
deformation of asphalt concrete mixture with Superpave gradation is much larger, but the roughness is smaller, which means
the Superpave surface rougher than Bina Marga. With the advantages of each mixture, it is recommended to choose the
mixture that really fit with the field characteristics of the traffic and climate.
Keywords: Bina Marga, Marshall characteristic, permanent deformation, roughness, Superpave.

1. INTRODUCTION
The commonly used method for flexible thick pavement design in Indonesia is based on design methods empirically developed
by the AASHTO. The material commonly used for flexible pavement surface layer is asphaltic concrete with various
compositions and procedures. In the case of asphalt concrete, road construction projects in Indonesia usually utilize specific
asphalt concrete layer (laston) for AC-WC (Asphalt Concrete – Wearing Course) surface layer in accordance with the General
Specifications of Bina Marga, Sixth Division, Asphalt Pavement, 2010.
On the other hand, the United States (through State Highway Research Program, SHRP) has developed specifications intended
to fix the performance of pavement serving heavy traffic load, known as the Superior Performing Asphalt Pavement
(Superpave). As it is focused on the enhancing of resistance, both the amount of fine aggregate and the use of asphalt decrease;
consequently, it is more economical whereas in Indonesia, the Bina Marga provides two kinds of mixture for surface layer
(Wearing Course) with both fine and coarse gradation. In comparison with the Superpave gradation, the amount of fine grain is
higher, hence, the mixture is more dense and flexible; however it needs more asphalt.
Superpave is created in accordance with the performance of asphaltic mixture and the condition of the environment in order to
improve the mixture’s resistance to rutting, fatique, thermal crack at low temperature, humidity, and material fatique. The
SHRP Program research on asphaltic Superpave carries three goals: investigating the reason why some kinds of pavements
have good performance while some others don’t; developing tests and specifications for superior material that is more durable
than the current pavements there are; giving new alternative specifications (TRB Superpave Committee, 2005). Determining
the resistance of superpave mixture comes from series of compaction that gives a more vibrating effect (gyratory) compared to
compaction, so that it is closer to the conditions on the field as a representation of the vibration of vehicle wheels.
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The design of the mixture is based on the Marshall Method, invented by Bruce Marshall in 1939 and standardized by both the
ASTM and the AASHTO through various modifications; the ASTM D 6927-06 or the AASHTO T-245-90. The basic principle
on the Marshall Method mixture design consists of choosing the optimal asphalt intensity that is in accordance with stability
and flow testing with analyzing the density and pores of solid mixture that is form (Sukirman, 2003). The Marshall Test
intends to measure the stability of asphaltic and aggregate mixture to plastic flow. The stability of the mixture is measured by
the sample’s resistance to a certain amount of compaction as a representation of traffic load planned to go through the
pavement. Nowadays the Marshall Test is the most commonly used test in Indonesia. This is due to the simplicity of the
equipment and the practicality of mobilization.
Finding the resistance of the mixture to permanent deformation is tested using Wheel Tracking Machine in laboratorium. This
test is intended to measure the ability of asphalt concrete withstanding traffic load repetitions. Deformation values obtained
from the depth of the specimen surface is formed due to load repetitions
This research aim is to know Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete (HMA) behavior on surface pavement with compares the
performance of both kinds of aggregate gradation, Superpave and Bina Marga fine gradation mixtures, which are made by the
Marshall Method. Traditional compaction through the Marshall Method is more widely known compared to gyratory
compaction; therefore, the availability of the equipment is more possible. After going through initial testing by the Marshall
Test, it is then continued by measuring the values of deformation speed and dynamic stability using wheel tracking device and
the roughness of the mixture using the British Pendulum Tester.
The research was carried out to the effort of designing an efficient, flexible pavement resistant to the effects of loading and
climatic influences. The almost –always- jammed traffic conditions in Jakarta, coupled with the extreme heat as well as dayslong floods submerging roads, and the overloading that always occurs on the main road, cause roads to be more easily
deteriorated despite still being in its service life. It prompted the start of this research in an effort to contribute to the
development of applied science and solutions to infrastructure problems.

2. METHODOLOGY
Research on the performance of two kinds of asphalt concrete aggregate gradation is done by using Marshall method as
preliminary data. The values of deformation speed and stability are obtained with the wheel tracking as a destructive test and
roughness value by British Pendulum Tester. In different ways, both initial tests simulate the resistance of mixtures to repeated
loading. All of tests are performed in the laboratory. It is begins from Marshall test to obtain mechanical properties of two
kinds of hot mix asphalt, which uses stone dust 7% with optimum asphalt percentage 5,90% for Bina Marga, and for
Superpave 5,65%.
Samples are made according to the best mixture of asphalt optimum percentage with Marshall’s method before. Wheel
tracking test is done with 30 cm x 30 cm x 5 cm samples, which are passed repeatedly by the examiner wheel made of hard
rubber that has a 20 cm diameter by wide wheel tread 5 cm ± 0.1 cm and loaded 20 N ± 5 N.
Measuring the value of roghness in the laboratory is done using the British Pendulum Tester (BPT) based on ISO 4427 (2008).
With a simulated vehicle speed of 60 km/h, the skidding value is obtained from the result of friction between the rubber of the
pendulum with the surface of the mixture. BPT will indicate the British Pendulum Number (BPN) that converted using the
formula MuN = 1,017BPN − 20,9 based on ISO 6748: 2008. The roughness values obtained by the unit μm.


3.
3.1

DISCUSSION
The physical properties of aggregate

Table 1 and 2 shows the results of testing the physical properties of coarse and fine aggregate. Aggregate characteristics are in
accordance with the requirements. Test results with specific gravity greater than 2.5 indicate that the aggregate can be used on
roads with large volumes of traffic and high temperature.
Table 1. Coarse Aggregate Testing tabulation
No
1
2
3
4

Test
Apparent Relative density
Bulking relative density
Moisture content, %
Unit weight without voids kg/m3

Results
2,596
2,549
1,812
1508,52

Requirements
Min 2,5
Min 2,5
Min 3
Min 1200
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Unit weight with voids kg/m3
Material finer than 200 ȝm, %

5
6

1465,75
1,75

Min 1200
-

Table 2. Fine Aggregate Testing tabulation
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Test
Apparent Relative density
Bulking relative density
Moisture content, %
Unit weight without voids kg/m3
Unit weight with voids kg/m3
Material finer than 200 ȝm, %

Results
2,546
2,518
2,73
1577,49
1503,10
2,60

Requirements
Min 2,5
Min 2,5
Min 3
Min 1200
Min 1200
Min 8

The equation to obtain the percentage of each aggregate is done as follows:

(1)
%
(2)
Where,
Y : percentage of each aggregate from the definitive hole of the curve that uses aggregate
Ya : ordinate of the curve aggregate A on the same hole with sieve Y
Yb : ordinate of the curve aggregate B on the same hole with sieve Y
a,b,c : percentage of each aggregate on the same hole with Y
Results from equation (1) and (2) listed in table 3, table 4, and figure 1 and figure 2 below
Table 3. Blending Aggregate for Bina Marga Specification

Sieve
19
12,5
9,5
4,75
2,36
1,18
0,6
0,3
0,15
0,075

filler
content
7%
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00

fine
content
27%
27,00
27,00
27,00
27,00
27,00
13,92
5,80
2,96
2,06
0,98

coarse
content
66%
66,00
65,06
46,72
8,82
0,27
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

combined
aggregate
100,00
99,06
80,72
42,82
34,27
20,92
12,80
9,96
9,06
7,98

spec
max
100
90
72
43
28
19
13
9
6
4

min
100
100
90
63
39,1
25,6
19,1
15,5
13
10

Table 4. Blending Aggregate for Superpave

Sieve
19
12,5
9,5
4,75
2,36
1,18
0,6

filler
content
7%
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00
7,00

fine
content
27%
27,00
27,00
27,00
27,00
27,00
13,92
5,80

coarse
content
66%
66,00
65,06
46,72
8,82
0,27
0,00
0,00

combined
aggregate
100,00
99,06
80,72
42,82
34,27
20,92
12,80

spec
max
100
90
72
43
28
19
13

min
100
100
90
63
39,1
25,6
19,1
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0,3
0,15
0,075

7,00
7,00
7,00

2,96
2,06
0,98

0,00
0,00
0,00

9,96
9,06
7,98

9
6
4

15,5
13
10

Fig.1 Blending Aggregate for Bina Marga Specification

Fig.2 Blending Aggregate for Superpave Specification
3.2 The physical properties of asphalt
Tests on physical properties of asphalt are needed to determine whether the characteristics of asphalt match field conditions
where the mixture will spread out, and as preliminary data for the design of asphalt concrete. Asphalt specific gravity,
penetration, softening point, ductility and flash point value are a description of the aspaltene and maltene composition which
determines its adhesiveness, generally tested at a temperature of 250C, except for softening point at a temperature of 50C and
the flash point is obtained in accordance with its resistance when heated until it ignites and then burns. Table 5 shows the
results of testing the physical properties of asphalt in accordance with the requirements of Highways Department of Public
Works, 2010 Edition. According results of the testing, it is obtained that asphalt is included in the group with a 60/70
penetration and minimum 480 C softening point; suitable for roads with large traffic volumes and high temperature of road
surface.
Table 5 Asphalt testing tabulation

No.

Laboratory Test

Specification
Min

Result

Information

Max
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1

Penetration

60

70

64

Qualified

2

Specify Gravity

1

-

1

Qualified

3

Softening Point (°C)

48

58

49

Qualified

4

Burning Point (°C)
Loss on Heating
(TFOT) (%)

232

-

310

Qualified

-

0,8

0,145

Qualified

6

Solubility (%)

99

-

99,59

Qualified

7

Ductility (cm)

100

-

130,5

Qualified

5

3.3.

Designing mixture

From the aggregate blending data estimation, asphalt percentage is calculated. In preliminary tests to determine the
characteristics of the mixture, the obtained optimum bitumen percentage is 5.9 % for Bina Marga Specification, and 5.65% for
Superpave Specification, obtained through the following equation:
(3)
Where,
Pb : percentage of binder
CA : % coarse of aggregate retained no 8
FA : % fine of aggregate passed no 8
K : constants from type of hot mixed asphalt
The same mixtures with various aggregate filler are then used on this test. Trial mix formula is applied to get a precise
optimum asphalt percentage of asphaltic concrete mixture which is then determined based on a number of different asphalt
percentages to certain aggregate graded by trial and error.
3.4. Marshall Stability Test
Figure 3 and 4 shows that Marshall Stability and Void In Mixture of Bina Marga are higher than Superpave’s. However,
Superpave’s Void Filled with Binder, Flow and Marshall Quotient are higher than Bina Marga. Bina Marga has lower void
filled filled explained that because of higher fine aggregate content. So, surface area covering with same amount of asphalt
larger and affects higher asphalt void in mixture

Figure 3 and 4 result of Marshall Test
3.4

Dynamic Stability Test

The results of this test, at two gradations, Bina Marga and Superpave, are presented in Figure 5. It is shown that the Dynamic
Stability (DS) of Superpave gradation is higher than Bina Marga’s. Hence it referred that the use of Superpave gradation would
increase its resistance to permanent deformation.
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Figure 5 result of dynamic stability test
3.5

Roughness Test

Figure 6 is shown because of higher amount of fine aggregate, roghness value of Bina Marga is higher than Superpave but both
are qualifed the minimum specifications, which is 0.33 μm. The more abrasive the surface of the pavement, it will reducing the
accident rate more caused by the slippery road surface. However, it will also speed up the wear of vehicle tires.
The values of roughness is obtained from the following formula:

MuN = 1,017BPN − 20,9

(4)

Where,
MuN
: Mu Number
BPN
: British Pendulum (Tester) Number

Figure 6. Result of roughness test

4.

CONCLUSION

Based on research aim that comparing performance of both mixtures Superpave aggregate gradation and Bina Marga fine
gradation, the conclusion are:
• Preliminary test wih Marshall method, Bina marga mixture produce higher void in mixture and Marshall stability. The
difference is not signficant.
• Dynamic stability of the mixture obtained from the wheel tracking test shows enough.significant difference. The ability
of Bina Marga mixture to permanent deformation lower than the Superpave
• Bina Marga mixture has higher roughness value than superpave.
• The results of this research is expected to contribute to the efforts to find a solution of asphalt concrete mix design that
meets the conditions the big cities of Indonesia, but remains economically The results of this research are expected to
contribute to the efforts to find a solution of asphalt concrete mix design that meets the conditions the existing in big
cities in Indonesia, while remaining economical.
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With the said advantages and disadvantages of each of the mixtures, they can be selected to be used in accordance with the
actual condition in the field
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ABSTRACT
Over the recent years, many researches and experiments have been conducted in order to obtain a solution of soft soils
problems. Soft soils can be commonly found in most of Indonesian regions. Basically, it provides small bearing capacity and
can be extremely deformed due to massive and cyclic loads, especially on railway track. However, track sub-structure layer
plays significant roles on railways performance. This paper provides an alternative of settlement problems in railway system
lied on soft soils subgrade. By using reduced scale model of railway track with soft soils subgrade, this laboratory experiment
was carried out to observe its settlements behaviour under repetitive loading with and without reinforcements. On this
research, wooden pile was choosen as an alternative to settlement problems in laboratory model. The results showed that the
wooden pile used in laboratory model subjected to cyclic load can significantly reduce settlement because of its friction
capacity which could increase model bearing capacity on soft soils. According to this condition, applying wooden pile
reinforcement would be necessary to overcome the problems.
Keywords : bearing capacity, railway track, settlement, soft soils, wooden pile

1. INTRODUCTION
Several train accidents have been reported during year 2012 in Indonesia and mostly because of the track subgrade failures. It
means that the track subgrade should be properly well-designed to keep the whole structure remains safe. However, there is an
issue which is popularly known called soft soil. The existence of large soft soil deposits in railway subgrade can induce large
settlements. Applying some reinforcement would be necessary in order to increase its bearing capacity to preserve the railway
structure against the loading from passing train over the railway structure.
The main indicator that maintenance and improvement are needed are usually defects in geometry, as well as the deformation
on the railway subgrade. Furthermore, as an integral part of railway structure, it is governed by two factors, strength and
deformation. The strength itself refers to soils shear strength which governs bearing capacity and considered to be the general
indicator of strength. Whereas the deformation refers to the subgrade settlement influenced by stiffness (soil modulus) [1].
Wooden pile was choosen to be an appropriate solution of this condition based on several consideration including economical
one which needs less cost than replacing the existing subgrade. Assuming the wooden pile as a pile fondation, its resistance
comes from two aspects, there are friction resistance and point resistance. But in this research, this pile will act as a friction
pile because it doesn’t reach the rock layer at the bottom so then it is called floating fondation.
Based on the case that has been described above, a reduced laboratory model of railway structure in soft soils subgrade with
and without reinforcements are made to observe its behaviour during the loading phase. To obtain the effectiveness of using
wooden pile reinforcements in terms of reducing the settlement caused by train loads, the deformation for both condition will
be analysed and compared.
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2. SOFT SOILS CHARACTERISTIC
Soft soil is one of problematic soils which is categorized as cohessive and high-compressibility soils. In fact, it will be harmful
for the construction above. Under the load, large settlements will occur and damage the structure. Moreover, the deterioration
caused by soft soil also needs high cost to overcome. These soils which generally comprise soft clay and peat, are widespread
in Indonesia, specifically in area where so much infrastructures have to be constructed (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Soft soils deposit in Indonesia [2]
The identification of soft soils can be easily performed by either field test or laboratory test which have been developed by
many experts. Firstly, simple field method that usually uses to identify the soft soils is by squeezing the soil. If it is formed
easily using the fingers, then it is categorized as soft soil. In addition to this method, if the soil is suddenly came out between
fingers when squeezed by hand, then it is very soft soil. Secondly, laboratory method takes into account high natural water
content ( 40%), medium-high index of plasticity (>20%), and Su value of <25 kPa [3]. An additional indicator is described by
table below.
Table 1: Shear strenght of soft clay [2].
Consistency
Soft
Very Soft

Shear Strenght (kN/m2)
12,5 – 25
< 12,5

3. SUBGRADE BEHAVIOUR APPROACHES
As a platform upon which the railway structure is lied above, the subgrade which is known as substructure must provide a
stable condition. Literally, any other soil existing locally is uneconomical to use for the subgrade, besides it will be used
without disturbance as much as possible. On the other hand, the substructure design needs better understanding of track forced
that beared by railway structure. The classification of track forces that the structure must restrain involve mechanical (static
and dynamic) and thermal. Figure 2 below describes load distribution from passing train into the subgrade layers [4].
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Figure 2: Typical wheel load distribution into the track structure [4].
On the both stable and unstable site test under axle load, the settlement which occured in the test can be decribed through the
figure 3. Each site has three settlement categories which are maximum, average, and minimum. According to the figure,
unstable site definitely has bigger range of settlement than stable site which tend to retain track forces with its settlement below
10 mm. Since, there are so many factor that influences site condition, the charts below are only approaching result.

Figure 3: Comparison of settlement rates at stable and unstable sites [4].

4. DESIGN OF LABORATORY MODEL
In this paper, reduced-scale model of railway structure (laboratory model) is proposed instead of field scale model. Although
using field scale of railway strucure gives real result, the cost will be very expensive and need long time. Thus, laboratory
model is used to represent the real condition in the field. As a consequence, boundary condition is also carried out. Figure 4
shows the cross section of laboratory model reinforced by wooden pile.

Figure 4: Cross section of laboratory model
Firstly, two different subgrades are sequentially used in this experiment, those are soft soil subgrade and soft soil subgrade
with reinforcements embedded to the sleeper in both edges. The wooden pile which proposed as the reinforcement has 1 cm
diameter and 25 cm length as shown in figure 3. Secondly, loading variations which comprise size, position, and cycle, are also
applied to the reduced model. Size loading variations used to generate the settlement are 16 kg, 32 kg, 48 kg, 64 kg, and 80 kg.
Similarly, the position and cycle variations with total loading cycles of 10 will be explained more by figure 6. With these
variations, using the laboratoy model is roughly assumed as a representation of real condition of railway structure.
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Figure 5: Wooden pile reinforcement

Figure 6: Variations of position and cycle loading
All of the reduced scale of railway structure and subgrade are set inside steel box. During the loading phase, the deformation of
the railway structure are recorded by reading the dial gauge placed in the right and left side of railway track which only
focused on position B and position C each cycle. The main reason is to approach the real condition in which as continous
structure, it has no end or rarely be found. The set-up of laboratory model is shown by figure 7.

Figure 7: Set up of laboratory model

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
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5.1. Soil Properties
As shown by table 2 below, laboratory test of soil subgrade is summarized. Several laboratory test subjected to soil sample
cover moisture content test (ASTM D 2216) [5], direct shear test (ASTM D3080) [6], particle size analysis of soil (ASTM
D422), hydrometer analysis of soil (ASTM D422) [7], unconfined compressive strength test (ASTM D2166) [8], liquid limit,
plastic limit, and plasticity index of cohessive soil (ASTM D 4318) [9]. Compared to the parameter of soft soil identification
which has been described in sections 2, soil subgrade that will be used as a platform of reduced model of railway structure can
be categorized as soft soil. Two main consideration of this identification lied on both index properties and engineering
properties.

Table 2: Soil Properties.

Parameter
Moisture content
Cohession (direct shear)
ĭ (direct shear)
Cohession (triaxial)
ĭ (triaxial)
Gravel Proportion
Sand Proportion
Silt Proportion
Clay Proportion
Liquid Limit
Plastic Limit
Plasticity Index
Su

Unit
%
kg/cm2
...o
kg/cm2
...o
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
kPa

Soil Sample
57,83
0,081
4,63
0,133
2,177
0
16,93
36,72
46,35
41,32
12,45
28,87
15,406

5.2. Deformation Behaviour
The vertical deformation were measured and plotted against cycle through figures below which is divided into two conditions
of models subgrade. First part explains results of settlements recorded in soft soils subgrade without wooden pile
reinforcement. This condition refers to unstable condition with exessive settlement occurred in it. Conversely, small
settlements were recorded in soft soil with wooden pile reinforcement. However, to investigate the overall performance of
reinforced laboratory model, comparison of both subgrade conditions must be considered.

(a.)

(b.)

Figure 8: Measured deformation under loading variation in laboratory model without wooden pile reinforcement. (a.) Position
B (b.) Position C.
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Referring to the figure 8.a which represents deformation caused by cyclic loading, the minimum settlement was about -0.3 mm
during the loading phase of 16 kg. The settlements kept rising through the increasing of load until reach about -1.7 mm of
settlement which was assumed as the maximum settlement due to 80 kg loading. Similar to this condition, the loading phase of
position C with 16 kg load induced minimum settlement of about -0.3 mm, while the maximum settlement of about -1.2 mm
was measured due to 80 kg load. However, at the end of loading cycle, the deformation trends of 64 kg and 80 kg were still
increasing while the other loads shows constant settlement values. Another result, as shown by figure 8.b, there are some
oscillation of measured settlement, specifically caused by load 48 kg and 80 kg. This condition happened because the soil
compaction did not evenly spread from one area to another within the steel box. Thus, for the next model of reinforced railway
structure, the compaction process prior to the loading test were carefully carried out to avoid these condition.

(a.)
(b.)
Figure 9: Measured deformation under loading variation in laboratory model with wooden pile reinforcement. (a.) Position B
(b.) Position C.
For the reduced model of railway structure with wooden pile reinforcements, the settlement occured in this model were much
less than model without reinforcement. The measured settlement because of loading variation in position B was about -0.1 mm
which is known as minimum settlement, then the maximum settlemetn was about -0.4 mm as shown in figure 9.a. The result of
loading in position C was slightly different than position B, which measured minimum and maximum settlement were about 0.1 mm and -0.25 mm, respectively. Overall, the range of settlement each load was small and not exceed -0.5 mm.
Furthermore, until the end of loading cycle, the settlemend trends shown by figure 9 reach constant value.

5. FEM VALIDATION
Finite element method was used in this research to validate the laboratory results, particularly on its final settlement (last
loading cycle). By using Plaxis 3D Foundation, a finite element software, the model was created similar to the laboratory
model with their parameters including soils and structural parameters. Figure 10 and figure 11 ilustrate the result comparison
between laboratory model and FEM model which are focused on the induced settlement on the last cycle. It can be concluded
that there are very small discrepancies from those two models. On the other hand, FEM models produce more conservative
results than that of laboratory models.

Figure 10: Settlement comparison between laboratory model and FEM model in posistion B.
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Figure 11: Settlement comparison between laboratory model and FEM model in posistion C

6. CONCLUSION
According to the results, the reinforced model tend to produce less settlements compared to the unreinforced model. Excessive
settlement which occured in both laboratory and FEM model without reinforcement generally was caused by small strength of
soft soils which could not restrain the loading. In contrast, small settlement in reinforced model indicate that wooden pile used
in the model provided support against the loading. This is due to capability of the reinforcement to reduce the exessive
settlement into minimum through its friction which demonstrate the potential benefits of using wooden pile.
The effectiveness of applying wooden pile to reduce the settlement also has been calculated with consideration took into
account the comparison of deformation between both models. The comparison of deformation was conducted each loads in
each models. Therefore, it can be concluded that using wooden pile reinforcement can reduce the settlement with ranged from
70.09 % to 76.70 %.
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ABSTRACT

The development of the airport always causes the noise impact to the surrounding environment.1 Housing close to the airport
will be annoyed by the aircraft noise, especially if the building is not added by absorber building materials. Housing lay out
towards the runways as noise sources is also an aspect that should be considered. This research resulted building models
equipped by simple material compositions that had capability in reducing the airport noise optimally. The decrease of the
noise level found out from the research is caused by the value of Sound Transmission Loss (STL) of the building materials
composition. The models of housing are laid out with a number of specific orientation angles towards the runway and resulted
values of the highest noise level reduction.
Keywords:
Airport noise, building material composition, STL reduction.
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ABSTRACT
Road safety barriers are used to shield pedestrians and workers from oncoming traffic at roadsides. When filled with water,
these barriers are able to withstand low to moderate impact speeds up to 50km/h. Despite this feature, Portable Water Filled
Barriers (PWFBs) face challenges with large deflections, tear and breakage during impact, especially at higher speeds. This
study explores the use of composite material to enhance the safety of these PWFBs and enable their use at higher speeds.
Energy absorption capability of PWFBs is first investigated. Then, composite action of the PWFB with the introduction of
foam and a steel frame is considered to evaluate its enhanced impact performance. Findings of the present study show that the
initial height of the impact must be lower than the free surface level of water in a PWFB in order for the water to provide
significant crash energy absorption. In general, an impact at 0.8 of the barrier height seems to be a good estimation.
Furthermore, the addition of a composite structure greatly reduces the probability of tearing by decreasing the strain and
impact energy transferred to the shell container. This allows the water to remain longer in the barrier to absorb energy via
inertial and sloshing response. Information from this research will aid in the design of new generation roadside safety
hardware that will cater to the modern roadways with enhanced safety to motorists and persons at roadsides.
Keywords
Water Filled Road Barriers, Safety, Impact, Finite Element Methods, SPH, Composite, Foam
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the managed motorway research that was recently performed by the Smart Transport Research Centre
at Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia. The aim of the managed motorways research is to develop smart
motorway traffic control and management solutions to cost-effectively alleviate congestion pressure, and thereby to reduce its
negative impacts on travel time reliability, traffic throughput, and safety. Research was conducted to develop enhanced
algorithms for motorway ramp metering and variable speed limits. This paper introduces those two algorithms highlighting
the fundamental concepts, control principles, and evaluation results.
Keywords
Managed motorways, ramp metering, variable speed limits
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ABSTRACT
Buton Asphalt (Butas) is naturally occurring bitumen and categorized as natural asphalt which is found in Buton Island –
Indonesia. It contained of mineral and 10-30% bitumen of the total weight and can be used as materials for asphalt concrete
mixture. Butas has shown it is function as materials for asphalt concrete both for hot mix and cold mix asphalt concrete.
Number of researches aimed at improving Butas due to its relatively low bitumen content and low penetration. This paper
assessed the empirical rheological properties of Butas in a form of Buton Granular Aggregate (BGA) as binder of hot-mix
asphalt concrete. It is laboratory research work, and Marshall method of testing and preparation of sample is used. Two type
of asphalts are use which are genuine asphalt of 60-70 pen and SBS polymer modified asphalt as binder, and BGA is treated
as fine aggregate. Extraction of sample mixtures after Marshall test is undertaken to evaluate the physical characteristic of
materials composition includes aggregate gradation and asphalt properties. The finding shows that BGA contributed to the
increase of fine aggregate percentage and asphalt content. The optimum combination is 5% of BGA and with 2% of polymer
modified asphalt.
Keywords: Buton asphalt, Marshall method, modules resilient, polymer modified asphalt, physical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Asphalt based materials for road construction remains the primary choice for pavement industries. Asphalt can be obtained as
oil based materials, several natural bitumen with various content composition and mineral are also found. The types of natural
asphalt in Buton-Sulawesi can be classified into two categories: hard asphalt found in the Kabungka area and soft asphalt
mined in the Lawele area [1]. The area of the rock asphalt mine in Buton located at 5 longitude and 123 latitude, has an
asphalt content that varies from 10% to 40%. Using a number of mined materials, the data suggests that the average level of
asphalt ranges roughly 21.8%.
The deposit of this material is predicted at the amount of 62.5-350 million tonnes. This material is available at a the depth of
about 1.5meter, spreading at approximately 70.000acres. Buton asphalt has been used as asphalt construction based materials
as its quality improvise through extraction or division (splitting into parts) of its forming component, and as primary binding
material or additive. Conventional Asbuton particle in the form of Asbuton aggregate with maximum size of 12.5mm
distributed in the bulk is a type used in Indonesia [2]. Requirements for buton particles are presented in Table 1. Buton
Granular Asphalt (BGA) is the research product of Asbuton which is broken by a suitable crusher to certain desirable size
particle.
The usage of asbuton is expanded through raw material modification in order to be used both as an additive in the form of
granular and also as modified asphalt. [3]. The nature of the aggregate asbuton agglomerates becomes altered during the
process of storage due to the migration from hydrocarbon phase, from interion component to the granular surface [4]. The
other negative result can occur because of Indonesian humidity which may cause result in more sticky material. The asphalt
content varies from 20% to 30%, and the test result for penetration value varies significantly between 4 to 36. Penetration is
higher for the Lawele area compared to the one mined at Kabungka. The softening point of the material at the two areas is
around 590C, and the flash point is 1980C. The test result of the softening point of BGA base material is 67.5C, (SNI 06-24321991 – Indonesia National Standard - standard is 600C). The results implicate that this material is suitable to use with the
weather condition of typical tropical areas.
Table 1 Asbuton specification
Parameter
Bitumen content (%)
Aggregates passing sieve (%)
No 4
No.8
No.16 (min)

Type *)
5/20
18-22
100
100
95

15/20
18-22

15/25
23-27

20/25
23-27

100
100
95

100
100
95

100
95 Min.
75
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Water content (%) max
Penetration (25ºC,100gr,5sec, 0,1mm

2
 10

2
10-18

2
10-18

2
19-22

The usage of asbuton started (during 1929) with bitumen content of 18-22% max size 12,7mm, further, fine asbuton with 6.35
diameter was developed. In 1993 Asbuton Micro plus with maximum size of no.8 was developed, with bitumen content of
25%, water content less than 2%. Butonite Mastic Asphalt was developed in 1995 with bitumen content of 50%, in 1997
added by liquid asphalt and Extracted Buton asphalt resulted in Retona type. In this study, the BGA used was resulted in max
size 1.16mm and <2% water content which was initially developed in 2003. In 1995 Issacson and Lu introduced polymer,
along with the finding of various types and derivatives of polymer, which are elastomeric and thermoplastic types to modify
asphalt. Polymer can be used both as admixture and binders [5], [6], [7], [8]. This research is conducted to assess the
characteristics of gradation and the influence of asphalt content based on BGA composition. Polymer modified asphalt is
introduced to strengthen binding influence for BGA mineral deposit

2. METHODOLOGY
The materials are asphalt cement, BGA, and asphalt modified polymer. The gradation composition conforms with Bina Marga
continuous gradation specification, Indonesia. Asphalt mixtures are designed as a combination between BGA and polymer in
each composition of 5-7% and 2-4% respectively. This results in one combination without additive and four type combinations
with BGA and polymer asphalt..
The test is carried out using indirect tensile strength.and Marshall methods. The indirect tensile strength test is used to
determine the tensile properties of the asphalt concrete which can be related to the cracking properties of the pavement. [9].
After tested using indirect tensile strength and Marshall methods, the sample is extracted to analyse the aggregate gradation.
Extraction test is aimed to evaluate the gradation resulted from BGA material.

3. MATERIAL AND TESTING
Based on the composition of aggregate and BGA, gradation is designed to comply with the percentage of BGA addition.
(Table 2). BGA gradation is tested in two ways: before and after extraction. Table 3 and 4 shows test result of asphalt and
aggregate.
Table 2 Gradation BGA before and after extraction
Sieve
3/8"
4
8
30
50
100
200

Before
100,00
88,19
68,77
42,94
15,42
3,10
0,20

After
100,00
100,00
99,75
98,24
85,53
60,38
39,87

Table 3 Test result of aggregate per fraction

Type
Bulk SG gr/cm3
SSD gr/cm3
Apparent gr/cm3
Absorption %

Coarse Medium
2,57
2,50
2,61
2,58
2.68
2,70
1,65
2,85

Fine
2.61
2,63
2,67
1,01

Table 4 Test result of asphalt 60/70

Type of testing
Penetration, 25o, 100 gram, 5sec, 0.1 mm
Softening point 5oC- ºC
Flash point- ºC
Weight –loss -l%
Solubility in CCl4%
Ductility Cm

Specs
60-79
48-58
2320,4
99100-

Results
62,8
49
320
0,19
99,5
100
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Penetration –loss %
Unit weight Gr/Cc

751-

89,17
1,031

Specifications on gradation are aimed to assure that the designer chooses the best possible combination of materials to obtain
desirable responses such as stability, flux, voids, Young modulus, rutting resistance, permeability [10]. Table 5 shows the
design gradation of standard/normal gradation and gradation with the combination of BGA.
Table 5 Design aggregate gradation

4.

Sieve

Normal

BGA 5%

¾”

99.81

99.8

BGA 7%
99.80
94.85

½”

94.98

95.1

3/8”

77.92

77.6

78.23

No 4

62.25

59.9

63.23

No 8
No 30

49.07
28.14

46.8
27.0

49.79
28.80

No 50

16.44

15.3

16.15

No 100

9.04

8.1

8.50

No 200

4.49

4.0

4.13

ANALYSIS

4.1 Mixture performance
BGA addition in the mixture is able to increase performance measured from the Marshall test. The result shows an increase of
mixture with BGA of 1,45 and 1,63 times compared to the mixture without BGA. Stability increases significantly for the
addition of 2% and 4% polymer to the mixture with 5% BGA. However, influence of combination of 7% BGA and polymer
produced lesser value compared to 5% BGA. Marshall quotient varies between 320 to 385, in which the higher is reached at
combination of 5%BGA and 2% polymer (B5P2) with 385kg/mm, showing that the mixture is relatively rigid. All
combinations with 4% polymer seem more flexible with moderate high value of stability (Figure1).
4. 2 Modulus of Resilient
UMATTA set is used as a tool to analyse MR in two scenarios: (i) normal temperature, and (ii) preheating at 400C for 24 hours
with variation of rise time and pulse. Optimum value is reached for all combination of the mixture at asphalt content of 5.5%.
BGA addition and BGA in combination with polymer increase MR value, each amounts to 1.33 and 0,99 times for BGA
mixture of 5% BGA and 2,4% polymer; and 1.07 increase for concrete mixture with 7% BGA and 4% polymer compared to
the mixture without polymer. (Figure 2 and 3)

Figure 1 Stability and Marshall Quotient
The value of MR for 7% BGA mixture is higher than 5%BGA estimated from rise time and pulse variation of 80-3000 and 401000. However the mixture with polymer content, causes MR value to decrease, indicating impact of polymer to mixtures
stiffness (see Figure 4).
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Figure 2 Modulus resilient for BGA 5%

Figure 3 Modulus resilient for BGA 7%

Figure 4 Modulus resilient for BGA 5% for different raise time and pulse
4. 3 Gradation
It was found that [11] potential degradation or aggregate is caused by compaction, and Marshall compaction create more
aggregate degradation. BGA addition changes initial gradation because a part of the fine fraction portion is substituted by
BGA. BGA which comprised of mineral and asphalt will separate to its components during mixing time. The addition occurs
for fine granule (no.50, 100 and 200), and it tends to reach maximum level, while the highest is at sieve no.100. Fine granule
percentage is increase 21.02%, 71,89% and 105.74% respectively for sieve sizes of no. 50, 100 and 200 estimated from design
and extracted gradation. The small fraction comprised of 7% BGA mixture is for the three aggregate sizes is 16.48, 67.8 and
107.9%. For the two types of BGA mixture, the addition of fine granule of no 200 almost doubles the initial percentage. The
result is presented at Figure 5, 6, and Table 5. Polymer addition minimizes fine granule addition so that initial design gradation
can be maintained.
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Figure 5 Comparison of aggregate gradation with BGA5% polymer 2%, (B5P2) before and after extraction

Figure 6 Comparison of aggregate gradation with BGA7% polymer 2%, (B7P2) before and after extraction

Table 6 Aggregate gradation for various mix after extraction
Sieve size
¾”
½”
3/8”
No 4
No 8
No 30
No 50
No 100
No 200

Spec

Basic

B5P0

B5P2

B5P4

B7P0

B7P2

B7P4

100

99.81

100

100.0

100.0

100

100

100

80-100

94.98

87.3

86.1

85.7

84.4

85.0

84.2

70-90

77.92

77.4

78.6

76.4

76.2

73.2

74.9

50-70

62.25

59.2

59.2

60.7

59.4

58.2

59.4

35-50

49.07

49.8

47.6

50.4

50.3

481

46.6

18-29

28.14

26.1

23.9

27.6

26.3

26.3

24.7

13-23

16.44

18.5

17.0

19.9

18.9

20.0

18.6

8-10
4-10

9.04

13.9

12.9

15.1

14.3

12.9

12.1

4.49

8.2

7.9

9.0

8.6

8.1

7.8

5.

CONCLUSION

1)

Buton asphalt has role in increasing the quality of concrete asphalt mixture and simultaneously utilizes great amount
of natural asphalt avails in Sulawesi island. Mineral and asphalt content contributes to the composition of both
aggregate and mixed concrete asphalt content
The use of BGA influences the composition and fine granular content, especially after mixing process, it increases at
the mixing because mineral content changes to be finer sizes.
The amount of 5% BGA addition trends to better result compared to BGA high content. The mixture of Marshall
properties increases with the addition of BGA. Polymer role gives better bond on fine granule addition as a result of
BGA physical change and has improved the mixture performance.
UMATTA test proves that the mixture can overcome speed and load frequency for medium to high traffic amount.

2)
3)

4)
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ABSTRACT
The urban transportation system includes the number of private passenger cars, private buses and motor cycles, public buses
and public passenger cars, goods transportation vehicles, road length, and route length. The fuel consumption is greatly
influenced by the city typology (land use management, population size, population density, RGDP). Both transportation and
fuel consumption are very strategic because they are related with the local, national, and global-scale economy and
environment.
The data were analyzed by using a multivariate-multivariable analysis, including a co-relational analysis, Biplot and a
multivariable regression analysis. Metropolitan and large cities in Java have the following characteristic: city typology,
transportation system, bigger fuel consumption than medium cities. The effect of the population on the fuel consumption is very
great.
The urban transportation that can make efficient fuel consumption: small percentage and number of vehicles (private and
goods vehicles), route efficiency, the public transportation services with a large capacity, grid road network, land use
management (compact). The fuel consumption is influened by the urban transportation system and city typology. All integrated
influencial variables can reduce fuel consumption, can reduce subsidy on the fuel consumption, can increase health, and
increase state economy.
Keywords:
city typology, fuel consumption, Java, transportation system, urban transportation.

1. INTRODUCTION
State that the concept of sustainable transportation becomes both a foundation and challenge for effective development and
implementation [18]. One of the challenges of sustainable transportation is the urban resource conserving mobility [4], [5] or
by developing a transportation mobility strategy in the country [24].
Improving the city transportation system, especially that is triggered by the increase of private vehicle ownership and usage
negatively has some impacts on the city, like traffic jams and accidents, space usage, environmental preservation (exhaust gas
emission, air pollution, energy resource exploitation, etc.). This occurs in large cities of both developed and developing
countries, like Rio de Jenairo, Mexico City, Jakarta, New Delhi, and Bangkok.
States that sustainable transportation is related to collective and integrated management of fossil fuel consumption, vehicle
exhaust gas emission, safety, traffic jams and social economy towards future sustainability without causing problems for future
generations around the world [23]. Therefore, an environment-based transportation is needed by taking potential environmental
implications and impacts into consideration, especially air pollution, noise pollution and energy consumption. These impacts
trigger the sustainable urban city transportation system, which is a concept involving several systems and is cross-disciplinary
and requires a holistic analysis.
Biplot is a multivariate multivariable statistics technique which can be displayed visually to simultaneously demonstrate the n
observed object and the p variable on a two dimensional space for the variable and observed object characteristics and the
relative position between observed objects with the analyzable variable. So, the Biplot can show the relationship between
variables, the relative similarities between observed objects, as well as the relative position between the observed object and
the variable [13].
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The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of city typologi and urban transportation system on the fuel consumption
of Metro and Large Cities in Java.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

EƵŵďĞƌKĨsĞŚŝĐůĞƐ;hŶŝƚͿ

According to [6], with respect to fossil fuel consumption in the United States, 80% of the transportation sector is taken up by
land transportation, 20-30 % uses truck and buses. [9] Considers trucks carrying goods consume up to 30-40% of the
transportation fossil fuel consumption. In Indonesia, the national economy growth has increased the number of private vehicle
ownership and usage in the city area. Private vehicle ownership has increased significantly compared to public transportation,
therefore also increasing fossil fuel consumption. According to [12], to reduce fossil fuel consumption, we need to reduce the
number of private vehicles. In reality, the number of private vehicles in Indonesia actually rises each year. The number of
vehicles and fossil fuel consumption in Indonesia during 1983-2003 can be seen in Figure 1[8].

ϮϱϬϬϬϬϬϬ
ϮϬϬϬϬϬϬϬ
ϭϱϬϬϬϬϬϬ

Public Vehicles
<ĞŶĚĂƌĂĂŶhŵƵŵ

ϭϬϬϬϬϬϬϬ

Private Vehicles
<ĞŶĚĂƌĂĂŶWƌŝďĂĚŝ

ϱϬϬϬϬϬϬ
Ϭ
ϭϵϴϯ

ϭϵϴϴ

ϭϵϵϯ

ϭϵϵϴ

ϮϬϬϯ

zĞĂƌƐ

Figure 1. Number of Vehicles in Indonesia 1983-2003
In the United States, between 1970 and 1995, there was a large gap between the supply or production of fossil fuel and the
need for fossil fuel for transportation. This fact is considered worrying because the transportation sector is currently heavily
reliant on unrenewable fossil fuel that is rare and decreasing. Declining supplies affect the rising price of fossil fuel, impacting
the creation of wide external factors towards the national social-economy condition. In Indonesia, the growth of fossil fuel
need is bigger than the government’s capability in providing subsidies [21]. Some developing country governments are forced
to provide subsidies for the people to be able to access the rising prices of fossil fuels. Figure 2 shows energy consumption in
Indonesia based on their resources [8].

Petroleum
Natural Gas
Coal
Hydro
Geothermal
Years

Figure 2. Energy Consumption in Indonesia Based on Resources
Because road transportation consumes fossil fuel the most, reaching 70 % (for developing countries) [15], and even in
Australia energy needs for transportation reaches 80% [17], this transportation sub-sector requires attention in several policies,
planning and research. According to [1], the fossil fuel consumption for each vehicle’s transportation needs is different. The
calculation for each vehicle’s fossil fuel consumption can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. Fossil Fuel Consumption Intensity Calculation

The Impact of Land Use (LU)
According to [10], the effect of city growth developing through a concentric typology or a single city center saves fossil fuel
consumption more than a city typology with several city centers. This is in accordance with [12], and [11], the city form
influences energy use. There is a conservative view stating that the current land use will not change much even if there is a
change in the public transportation system. According to [22], the empirical reality always proves that land use has a strong
correlation to city transportation because the land use determines the size and distribution of movement, influencing travel
movement, transportation modes used and fossil fuel consumption.
The impact of land use on fossil fuel consumption is not only caused by the type of land use, but also the influence of the
intensity in using the land of which can be demonstrated through population density. Rising population density allows higher
possibility for mixed use to happen. Areas with lower population density have higher per capita fossil fuel use, on the contrary,
areas with high population density have lower per capita fossil fuel use. The land use and transportation cycle can be seen in
Figure 3.

Source: [16]
Figure 3. The Relation between Per Capita Energy Use and Density in Cities
Figure 3 shows the relation between fossil fuel/capita and population density in cities, by sampling 84 cities in the world [16].
The study conducted by [2],[3], shows that rising population density in West Europe does not always lower vehicle ownership
which would lower fossil fuel consumption, but the people or population’s travel route in the city is more determining.
Likewise, according to [7], studying cities in Asia (including Indonesia), fossil fuel consumption has a low correlation with
population density. Research in Indonesia shows that fossil fuel consumption is influenced by travel patterns, meanwhile travel
patterns are influenced by the location of activity centers (residences, shopping centers, offices, schools, hospitals, etc.) [20].
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3. METHODOLOGY RESEARCH
Fuel consumption data is taken from the gas station to purchase Pertamina 2007-2008. The data analysis will involve many
variables and indicators, so a multivariate multivariable analysis, that is an application method that deals with large number of
measurement (more than one independent variable and one dependent variable) of the objects simultaneously conducted.
Analysis of the characteristics of the fuel consumption, the typology of cities and the transport system using biplot The
proposed analysis of the relationship between transportation system and fuel consumption of the cities in Java is made in
accordance with the theoretical framework as illustrated in Figure 4.

The Urban
Transportation
System and
Fuel
Consumption of
Metropolitan
and Large City
In Java

Figure 4. Theoretical Framework for Urban Transportation Model System and Fuel Consumption
Of Metropolitan and Large City In Java

4. ANALYSIS
4.1. Fossil Fuel Consumption Characteristics in Cities in Java
The analysis results show that large and medium-sized cities can be grouped together and are positioned opposite of the
direction of the line, meaning that large and medium-sized cities share similarities in fossil fuel consumption (petrol, diesel oil
and both), in that they have low consumption of petrol fuel, diesel oil and both, whereas metropolitan cities (Semarang,
Tangerang, Surabaya, Bekasi and Bandung) are spread out, meaning that each city is different in its fossil fuel consumption.
Bandung has the highest petrol fuel consumption. Tangerang and Semarang has the highest diesel fuel consumption, the
highest two types of fuel consumption is Surabaya, with almost equal percentages of petrol and diesel fuel consumption. The
Biplot fossil fuel consumption analysis results can be seen in Figure 5 below.

Source: [14]
Figure 5. Biplot Fossil Fuel Consumption Analysis Results
4.2. City Transportation System Characteristics in Java
Large cities are within the middle group. This shows that large cities have the following transportation system characteristics:
a) road length, b) road condition (good, fair, damaged, very damaged), c) goods vehicles (trucks), d) public transportation
vehicles (buses and public passenger cars), e) route length of public transportations, f) personal vehicles (buses, passenger cars,
motorcycles) are not too apparent when compared to metropolitan cities. The Biplot city transportation system analysis results
can be seen in Figure 6 below. Metropolitan cities consisting of: Semarang, Surabaya, Bandung, Bekasi and Tanggerang have
different prominent transportation system characteristics. This is evident from their spread out positions. Semarang has the
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longest road length. Surabaya has the largest number of public passenger cars, motorcycles and trucks. Bekasi has a prominent
number of private passenger cars. Bandung has prominent public passenger cars, truck and motorcycles.

Source: [14], 2010
Figure 6 Biplot City Transportation System Analysis Results, All Cities
4.3. City Typology Characteristics in Java
The variables of city typology consists of the number of population, the nett area (area based on the width of developed areas),
population density (based on developed areas), and RGDP (based on current prices). Analysis results show that there is
grouping of the position and proximity between objects of city typology in Java. This shows that there are resemblances or
similarities, meaning the cities have a relatively similar city typology. Cities grouped together are medium-sized and large
cities. These cities have similar city typology, which is a low population number, low population density, low PRDB and low
developed area. Metropolitan cities are widely spread or not grouped together, meaning each city has a different prominent city
typology. Bandung has a high population density nett, Surabaya has the highest number of population and RGDP, and
Semarang has the largest area. The Biplot city typology analysis results can be seen in Figure 7 below.

Source: [15], 2010
Figure 7 Biplot City Typology Analysis Results
4.4. Fossil Fuel Consumption Model of Metropolitan and Large Cities in Java
Petrol fuel consumption highly influences total fuel consumption, yet not so for diesel fuel. Diesel fuel has a low and negative
effect on total fossil fuel consumption. The higher the petrol fuel consumption, the higher the total fossil fuel consumption, but
the higher the value of diesel fuel, the lower the value of fossil fuel consumption. City typology influences the city
transportation system. The effect of the city typology on fossil fuel consumption for metropolitan cities are far bigger
compared to the effect of the city transportation system on fossil fuel consumption. The higher the value of city typology is, the
higher the fossil fuel consumption will be. The higher the value of the city transportation system is, the lower the fossil fuel
consumption will be. The metropolitan city population density nett and developed areas variables have the biggest impact on
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city typology. The same applies for the transportation system variable: route length, good condition of roads, public passenger
cars and motorcycles have a big impact on the city transportation system.
The population size in metropolitan cities is much higher than large and medium-sized cities, so fossil fuel consumption in
metropolitan cities is much higher compared to large cities and medium-sized cities. Rising fossil fuel consumption in
metropolitan cities is influenced more by the rise of RGDP rather than the rise of population. The higher the population, the
higher the value of city typology, and this will raise fossil fuel consumption. The same applies for a rise in RGDP in
metropolitan cities, where the higher the RGDP is, the higher the fossil fuel consumption will be. Poplation density in
metropolitan cities has a big effect on city typology, so the higher the population density is, the higher the fossil fuel
consumption will be.
The rise of the value of city typology is influenced more by the population number, population density nett and developed area
as well as RGDP. So if the population size, population density nett and developed area as well as RGDP rise, the value of city
typology also rises, therefore increasing fossil fuel consumption. In reality on the field, metropolitan cities have a higher
population density nett, a wider developed area and a higher RGDP compared to large cities and medium-sized cities.
Metropolitan cities generally have a wider administrative area than other cities but also a higher population density, so fossil
fuel consumption, if viewed from the number of vehicles by the length of the road and population density nett divided by the
city’s branches, has a smaller angle. The longer the roads is, the lower the value of the transportation system will be. This will
increase fossil fuel consumption.
The number of motorcycles in metropolitan cities is higher than any other private vehicles. Although the fossil fuel
consumption, especially petrol fuel, per motorcycle is smaller than for passenger cars, but the impact of motorcycles toward
private vehicles is high, therefore, increasing petrol fuel consumption with the increasing number of motorcycles. The number
of private passenger cars vehicles greatly affect private vehicles, meaning the higher the MPP vehicles are, the higher the value
of private vehicles and the higher the value of the transportation system will be, which will eventually reduce fossil fuel
consumption. The data analysis using Structural Equation Modelling PLS (Partial Least Square) has produced Bootstrapping,
and has produced an impact model of the city transportation system on fossil fuel consumption which can be seen in Figure 8
below.

Source: [14] 2011
Figure 8. Metropolitan and Large Cities Fossil Fuel Consumption Model
The metropolitan cities in Java fossil fuel consumption model can be explained as below:
If the length of the road increases in value by 1 unit, the system’s value will decrease 0.427. If trucks increase in value by 1
unit, the system’s value will increase 0.356. If the route length increases in value by 1 unit, the system’s value will increase
0.999. If the road network patten increases in value by 1 unit, the system’s value will increase 0.182.
The road condition is classified into good roads, fair roads, damaged roads and non-damaged roads. If the road condition
increases in value by 1 unit, the system’s value will increase by 0.282. If the good road condition increases in value by 1 unit,
the road condition value will increase by 0.855. If the fair road condition increases in value by 1 unit, the road condition value
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will increase by 0.591. If the damaged road condition increases in value by 1 unit, the road condition value will increase by
0.088. If the very damaged road condition increases in value by 1 unit, the road condition value will decrease by 1.510. A good
road condition greatly impacts the road condition value.
The public vehicle value is formed from public buses and public passenger cars. If public buses increase by 1 unit, the public
vehicle value will decrease by 0.213. If public passenger cars increase by 1 unit, the public vehicle value will increase by
0.927. The private vehicle value is formed from private buses, private passenger cars and motorcycles. If private buses increase
by 1 unit, the private vehicle value will increase 0.343. If private passenger cars increases by 1 unit, the private vehicle value
will increase by 0.205. If motorcycles increase by 1 unit, the private vehicle value will increase by 0.658.
If the population increases by 1 unit, the typology value will increase by 1.017. If the population density increases by 1 unit,
the typology value will increase by 1.787. If developed area increase by 1 unit, the typology value will increase by 1.172. If
RGDP increases by 1 unit, the typology value will increase by 0.321.
Fossil fuel consumption in cities in Java can be explained as follows: if the typology increases by 1 unit, fossil fuel
consumption will rise up to 1.097 kilo liters per year, but if the system increases by 1 unit, fossil fuel consumption will
decrease 0.138 kilo liters per year. So the above explanation can be put into the following equation:
Road Condition = 0,855*Good Road + 0,591*Fair Road + 0,088*Damaged Road – 1,510*Very Damaged Road (1)
Public Vehicles = – 0,213*Public Buses + 0,927*MPU

(2)

Private Vehicles = 0,343*Private Buses + 0,205*MPP + 0,658 * Motorcycles

(3)

System = – 0,427*Road Length + 0,182*Road Network Pattern +0,282* Road Condition
+ 0,203*Public Vehicles – 0,131* Private Vehicles + 0,999* Route Length + 0,356 * Goods Cargo
+ 0,421 *City Typology

(4)

City Typology = 1,017*Population + 3,378* Net Population Density + 1,172* Nett Area + 0,321*RGDP

(5)

Fossil Fuel (outer) = 0,944*Petrol + 0,104*Diesel Fuel

(6)

Fossil Fuel (inner) = 1,097*City Typlogy - 0,944*System

(7)

The number of public passenger cars strongly influences public vehicles, the more public passenger cars are, the higher the
value of public vehicles and the higher the value of the transportation system will be. This will eventually lower fossil fuel
consumption. Public transport buses have a relative (negative) effect on the metropolitan cities transportation system. The
more buses are, the lower the value of public vehicles will be, and also the lower the transportation system value is, therefore
increasing fossil fuel consumption. This is caused by the number of public transport buses that is lower than the required
amount.
The route length in metropolitan cities greatly affects the city’s transportation system. The longer the route length of city
public transportation (wider service area of public transportation) is, the highter the transportation system value will be, which
will lower the fossil fuel consumption. Good road conditions in metropolitan cities greatly affects the city transportation
system, the longer the good road condition is, the higher the transportation system value will be, which will lower fossil fuel
consumption. Goods transportation has a fair effect on the city transportation system.
The dependent variable is fossil fuel consumption (petrol and diesel oil) and the independent variables are city typology
(population size, nett area, population density nett, RGDP) and transportation system (road length, road network pattern,
number of public vehicles, number of private vehicles, number of goods vehicles, road length based on road condition (good,
fair, damaged, and very damaged).

5. CONCLUSION
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The city transportation system and city typology have reciprocal effects. Fossil fuel consumption in metropolitan cities are
more influenced by the city typology (population size, nett area, nett population density, RGDP) than by the city transportation
system. This is because the currently available transportation system has not been provided well and the management of land
use has not been implemented well.
The city transportation system consuming fossil fuel efficiently is a city transportation system with public transportation
services using large capacity vehicles, efficient routes, low percentage and number of vehicles (private and goods), road
network pattern using grid, and a compant land use. The transportation system consuming a lot of fossil fuel is the city
transportation system providing small capacity public transportation services, inefficient routes, high percentage and number of
vehicles (private and goods), a radial road network pattern, and a land use that is not compact (for example: Semarang,
Bandung, Tanggerang).
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ABSTRACT
Grouted Macadams are manufactured by producing a very open porous asphalt skeleton and filling the voids with selected
cementitious grouts, the final product is combination of the flexibility of the bituminous component with the strength and
rigidity of the cementitious component. A range of cementitious grouts was formulated using a variety of binders including
ordinary Portland cement, silica fume and fly ash. The grouts were designed to provide improved strength and performance
characteristics with reduced water/binder ratios, whilst maintaining high workability. This was achieved with the aid of
chemical admixtures that allowed the grouts to penetrate the porous asphalt skeleton by gravitational. The formulated
cementitious grouts attained high strength characteristics (90-120 MPa at 28days), with the pozzolanic materials silica fume
and fly ash, providing improved permeability and shrinkage properties. This paper is discussing the influence of grout
properties containing fly ash especially on the indirect tensile properties of grouted macadam. It is concluded that the indirect
tensile strength of grouted macadams were greatly affected by the cementitious grout type, in general the higher the
compressive strength of the cementitious grout, the higher the tensile properties of the hydrated grouted macadam.
Keywords
Grouted macadam, fly ash, indirect tensile strength

1. INTRODUCTION
The tensile properties of materials govern the cracking behaviour and affect other properties such as stiffness and fatigue
behaviour of the materials. Tensile strength can be determined either by direct tensile tests or by indirect tensile tests such as
flexural or split cylinder tests. Due to the difficulty in testing, only limited and often conflicting data are available on direct
tensile tests. It is often assumed that the direct tensile strength of concrete is about 10% of its compressive strength [1].
The indirect tensile test was introduced to measure the tensile properties of pavement materials due to its many practical
advantages as summarised by Kennedy [2]:
(1) the test is relatively simple to carry out,
(2) the type of specimen and the equipment are the same as those used for other testing, for instance using cylindrical
specimens,
(3) failure is not seriously affected by surface conditions and is initiated in a region of relatively uniform tensile stress,
(4) the test can be conducted under static or repeated loading conditions, and provides information on:
a. the tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson’s ratio for both static and repeated loads,
b. fatigue characteristics,
c. permanent deformation characteristics of pavement materials.
The indirect tensile test is carried out on a cylindrical specimen by loading it with a single or repeated compressive load which
acts parallel to and along the vertical diametrical plane of the specimen. This loading system develops a relatively uniform
stress perpendicular to the direction of the applied load and along the vertical diametrical plane, thus ultimately causing failure
of the specimen by splitting along the vertical diameter. The stress state in the surroundings of the centre of the circular face of
an indirect tension specimen is similar to the stress state that occurs at the underside of a bituminous road layers.
Grouted macadams have visco-elastic properties similar to flexible pavements. The tensile properties of grouted macadams
covered in this investigation were mainly the indirect tensile strength (ITS), the indirect tensile stiffness modulus (ITSM) and
the indirect tensile fatigue test (ITFT) [4] These tests were conducted at several temperatures and at a range of curing ages.
Flexural strength testing was additionally carried out to enable a direct comparison to be carried out between the flexural
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strength of grouted macadams and those of a typical concrete at 28 days curing. Grouted macadam test results were thus
compared to the properties of bituminous mixtures and concrete.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1 Materials preparation
2.1.1. Materials for cementitious grouts
The cement used through out this investigation was ordinary Portland cement (OPC) supplied by Castle Cement Limited. The
OPC complied with requirements of BS 12 (BS 1996). The properties of OPC are presented in Table 3.7. Quartzitic sand
obtained from Tyhram Hall Quarry supplied by Tarmac Northern Ltd. was sieved, and the material passing 300μm was used as
fine sand for the cementitious mortar. The water used in this investigation was tap drinking water from Yorkshire Water. The
fly ash used in this investigation was produced at Drax Power Station and supplied by National Power plc. U.K. The ash
conforms to BS 3892: Part 1 (BSI 1997). Table 3.6 gives the chemical composition of the Fly Ash use. Powdered silica fume
was supplied by Elkem Chemical. The chemical composition is also presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical composition of OPC, fly ash (FA) and silica fume (SF).
Ordinary Portland
Fly ash
Silica fume
cement
%
%
%
SiO2
21.03
49.9
90.0
Al2O3
4.73
26.5
1.21
Fe2O3
2.93
8.1
3.87
CaO
63.63
1.7
0.34
MgO
2.67
1.3
1.43
SO3
3.00
0.9
0.31
K2O
0.65
3.6
1.49
Na2O
0.30
1.5
0.46
Loss on Ignition
0.97
3.8
2.17
2.1.2

Superplasticizer

The use of chemical admixtures is an essential requirement for the production of flowable high performance slurries. A
superplasticiser (SP) based on modified polycarboxylic ether was used with all the cementitious mixes, which complied with
BS 5075: Part 3 (BSI 1985). This chemical admixture was supplied by Feb MBT Ltd. in liquid form. Technical data as
supplied by supplier is presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Properties of superplasticiser
Appearance
Viscous liquid
Colour
brown
Specific gravity
1.1
pH
6
Alkali content (as Na2 equivalent)
< 5g/l
Chloride Ion content
< 0.1% w/v
Hazardous ingredients
none

2.2 Cementitious grout mixture design
2.2.1 Binder compositions and fresh properties of the grouts
It is now generally accepted that mineral and chemical admixtures are essential requirements for the production of concrete. In
addition to their dramatic effect of on the reduction of mortar porosity, they improve the packing capacity at the interface with
the aggregates and thus create a tighter pore structure of the composite [5].
Three main cementitious binders were used in this investigation with the composition and binder/cement ratios as shown in
Table 3. The first type was used as a control mixture by incorporating 100% ordinary Portland cement (OPC). The second type
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was formulated by adding 5% of silica fume (SF) and the third cementitious binder was formulated by adding 30% of fly ash
(FA).
Table 3: Composition and fresh grout properties of the different grouts used in this investigation
Workability
Setting time
SuperGrout Composition
W/B* index
plasticiser
initial
final
(seconds)
4h.
10min.
4h.
SF
OPC: SF
95: 5
1%
0.28 9.10
3h. 35min.
30min
4h.
FA/SF OPC: FA: SF 65: 30: 5
1%
0.28 10.32
3h. 50min
55min
W/B*= water/binder ratio, biner is defined as blend of OPC or OPC and mineral admixtures
OPC

OPC

100

1%

0.28

9.50

3h. 05min.

The proportions of mineral admixtures as cement replacement can vary from 5% to 80% by mass of cement. In normal
structural concrete containing 5% silica fume addition, the water demand is normally increased to maintain the desired
workability otherwise a superplasticiser is added [6]. In this investigation, the water/binder ratio was selected to produce grout
flow times between 8-11 seconds as measured using the Leeds flow cone. Several initial trials indicated that by adding 1%
superplasticiser by mass of binder to a grout with a water/binder ratio of 0.28 produced grouts that had satisfactory workability.
Ease of impregnation was also assessed using dummy porous asphalt samples to ensure full depth penetration of the grout into
the porous asphalt.

2.2.2. Strength properties
Both silica fume and fly ash are industrial waste by products and are very well known as mineral admixtures or supplementary
cementing materials. In many cases these mineral admixtures react more slowly than OPC, giving increased strength and
improved impermeability to the hardened cement paste at later ages.
The strength property of various cementitious grouts, at various curing ages is presented in Table 4. and graphically shown in
Figure 1.

Compressive strength (MPa)

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
OPC

SF
Cementitious grout types
1-day

7-day

FA/SF

28-day

Figure 1: Compressive strength of three main types cementitious grouts

Grout
OPC
SF
FA/SF

Table 4: Compressive strength of the cementitious grouts
Compressive strength (MPa)
1 day
7 days
55
96
56
97
28
69

28 days
102
108
90
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All the hydrated grout mixes showed little variation in bulk density (density values ranging from 1.85 to 2 g/cm3). However,
the compressive strengths varied widely depending on the grout composition. As shown in Figure 1 the highest compressive
strength values were found with the SF grout mixture. The 1-day compressive strength was 56 MPa, which increased to about
108 MPa at 28-days. The OPC showed similar strength to that of SF whereas fly ash grouts (FA/SF) resulted in a lower
compressive strength at 1-day, but achieved a reasonably high value at 28-days. Both SF and FA are pozzolanic materials,
which provide additional hydration products through their pozzolanic reaction to densify the cementitious matrix and improve
the micro-structural properties [7]. Whilst Fly Ash adversely affects the strength gain at early ages, it contributes more to the
strength development in the long term [8].
2.2.3 Performance properties
The performance properties of cementitious grouts at 28 days are presented in Table 5. Drying shrinkage results of the
cementitious grouts up to 180 days are presented in Figure 2. The results, as shown in Table 5, indicate little variation within
the calculated porosity values for the different cementitious binders, overall the results ranged between 29 and 31%. The effect
of SF and FA replacement can be seen more clearly from the permeability and shrinkage results. Both replacement types are
known to refine the pore structure of the cementitious composites and hence improve the performance properties. The pore
refinement effect was reflected in the results, as both grout mixtures exhibited lower permeability and shrinkage than the OPC
grout. The reduction in permeability was about 60% for the SF and 35% for the FA/SF, when compared to the OPC mix. SF
and FA also reduced the drying shrinkage values by about 12-15%.

Grout
OPC
SF
FA/SF

Table 5: Performance properties of the cementitious grouts measured at 28 days.
Shrinkage (micro-strain)
Porosity (%)
Oxygen permeability (10-17 m2 )
29.4
3.05
1803
29.8
1.17
1518
30.9
1.95
1578
3500

S train (Microstrain)

3000
2500
2000
OPC 100%
1500
95% OPC 5% SF
1000
65%OPC 30%FA
5%SF

500
0
0

50

100

150

200

Time of Curing (days)

Figure 2: Drying shrinkage of the main type of cementitious grout up to 180 days
2.3 Indirect Tensile Strength Test
The indirect tensile strength test was conducted according to BS:99/108553 BS EN 12697-23 “Determination of the indirect
tensile strength of Bituminous Specimens” (BSI 1999). The test was carried out using a Marshall loading frame fitted with a
12.5mm wide concave surface loading strip. The cylindrical specimens are subjected to compressive loads, which act parallel
to and along the vertical diametrical plane. This creates uniform tensile stresses perpendicular to the direction of applied load
and along the vertical diametrical plane, which ultimately causes the specimen to fail by splitting along the vertical diameter.
Based upon the maximum load carried by a specimen at failure, the ITS is calculated from the following equation:

ITS =

2 × Pmax
π ×t ×d

(.1)

where: ITS = indirect tensile strength (kPa), Pmax= maximum applied load (kN),
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t = average height of specimen (m), d = diameter of specimen (m).
The tests were conducted at three temperatures (5, 20 and 60ºC) to stimulate various pavement conditions. To investigate
the early strength development, the tests were also carried out at three curing ages (1, 7 and 28 days).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Grouted macadam specimens produced using the same hot mix limestone porous asphalt skeleton with three types of
cementitious grouts were subjected to the ITS test at three different temperatures. The tests were conducted after 28 days of
curing. The results are presented in Table 6. and graphically displayed in Figure 3.

Table 6: The effect of cementitious grouts on ITS at different test temperatures
Material
Indirect tensile strength at 28 days (kPa)
20oC
60oC
5o C
HL/OPC-GM
1027
957
219
HL/SF-GM
1152
1050
220
HL/FA&SF-GM
943
935
206
At a test temperature of 5ºC, the ITS values were approximately 110% higher than the ITS at 20ºC. Increasing the test
temperature from 20ºC to 60ºC, reduced the ITS of the specimens by approximately 80%. It was clear that the mechanical
properties of grouted macadams, similar to conventional bituminous mixtures, were highly dependent on the test temperature.
The visco-elastic nature of the binder in the porous asphalt skeleton was clearly reflected in the performance of the grouted
macadams.
1400
HL/OPC-GM

1200

HL/SF-GM
ITS (kPa)

1000

HL/FA&SF-GM

800

HL/Poz-GM

600
400
200
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

o

Test Temperature ( C)

ITS of grouted macadam (kPa)

Figure 3: Effect of cementitious grout on the indirect tensile strength of grouted macadam at different test temperatures
Since all the results shown in Table 6. were of identical porous asphalt skeletons, it was clear that the properties of
cementitious grouts also had a marked influence on the properties of grouted macadams. The relation between compressive
strength of cementitious grouts and ITS of grouted macadam are presented in Table 7 and graphically displayed in Figure 4.
1060
1040

y = 5.7381x + 406.86
R2 = 0.7422

1020
1000
980
960
940
920
900
85

90

95

100

105

110

Compressive strength of the grouts (MPa)
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Figure 4: Relation between indirect tensile strength of grouted macadam
and compressive strength of the grouts

In terms of ranking, it was clear that the strength of the hydrated cementitious grouts had a direct influence on the tensile
strength of the respective grouted macadam.
Table 7: Relation between ITS and Compressive strength of cementitious grout
Material
Compressive strength of cementitious
ITS of grouted macadam
grouts (MPa)
(kPa)
HL/OPC-GM
HL/SF-GM
HL/FA&SF-GM

102
108
90

957
1050
935

4. CONCLUSSION
1.

2.
3.

High workability cementitious grouts that can rapidly penetrate a porous asphalt skeleton by gravitational flow and
provide adequate hydrated strength and performance properties were also successfully produced using combinations of
readily available cementitious binders (including silica fume and fly ash) and chemical admixtures (superplasticizer).
The use of silica fume and fly ash were shown to enhance the porosity, permeability and shrinkage characteristics of the
hydrated cementitious grouts
The indirect tensile strength of grouted macadams were greatly affected by the cementitious grout type, in general the
higher the compressive strength of the cementitious grout, the higher the tensile properties of the hydrated grouted
macadam.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an evaluation of precast system structure implementation for the rehabilitation of a historical colonial
building in Surakarta dated back from year 1880 hereafter called Ex Mabrigif 6 Building Block B. Due to lack of maintenance
and care, one corner has collapsed and material deformation happened in some places. Rehabilitation is necessary to be done
to strengthen and ensure that the building can be used again.
Analysis and experimental methods has been used in this research to determine the structre of the building’s strength. Analysis
has been done by conducting studies to existing condition of the building and precast structural system by using SAP2000
program. The step consists of field investigations, building damage assessment, evaluation and determining the solution.
Experimental method is done by simulating structural model and making of concrete beam models. Structural model
simulation provides some alternative for precast structural system. The deflection test has been done to 5 pieces of concrete
beams with 250 mm x 350 mm x 3500 mm in size and 40 MPa compressive strength to provide the best beam model.
The laboratory test results showed that beam with sugar-based additive composition and confinement has the highest rupture
value. The use of precast system model 2 and beam with sugar-based additive composition and confinement is the
recommended for the rehabilitation of the building.
Keywords : confinement, evaluation, inspection, precast, recommendation, rehabilitation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Building rehabilitation is an effort to restore a building to a better condition to be used for its purpose. Building rehabilitation
includes all building components that suffered damage or degradation. Quality degradation can occur because of material
disorientation caused by environmental factors such as weather and aging. Failure of each sub and or super structures may
cause damage to the building. Material deterioration due to aging of old buildings has a big influence in deteriorating
buildings strength and structural stiffness. Similarly, structural damage might also occur during the service life of a building.
Rehabilitation of each case of damage are specific and need accurate in identification of the main cause of damage.
The buildings of the former Markas Brigade Infanteri 6 (ex Mabrigif 6) building complex is a heritage building which was
built during the Dutch colonial era in XVIII-XIX century as a complementary facility to Vastenburg Fort (Beteng
Vastenburg). It is located at the intersection of Mayor Katamso Road and Kapten Mulyadi Road. It is an integrated part of
Beteng Vastenburg which has a great historical value for Surakarta City. According to information submitted by Executive
Daily Branch of “Angkatan 45” (DHC 45), the buildings in the complex were built in 1880. Building used as a Dutch internaat
office until 1942. During different stages in Indonesian history, buildings in ex Mabrigif 6 complex experienced the transition
of ownership and function. I was functioned as an educational facilities in 1945-1949, and then used as military base in 1949.
Currently some buildings in ex Mabrigif 6 complex are used as the DHC 45 office. Presently the buildings are the property of
the Department of Defence of Republic of Indonea. The building rehabilitation effort has been initiated by the goverment of
Surakarta City and Department of Defence. However due to some administration problems this plan has not been realised.
There are three mass buildings in this complex and not all are in good conditions. One mass bulding at the east side (block B)
suffered from structural damage with the collapse of one of its corner.
Principles and conservation measures on historical building in Indonesia as the basic reference to the treatment of historical
buildings have been set in the State Law No. 5 tahun 1992 regarding cultural and historical building preservation area,
government law No. 10 year 1992 on the operationalization of State Law (UU) No. 5 year 1992, and the Cultural and Tourism
Law No PM.49/UM.001/MKP/2009 on Guideline of Cultural Tangible Heritage and Sites. The Basic technical handling is
stated in the State Law No. 28 year 2002 on Buildings and government law No. 36 year 2005 on the operationalisation of state
law on building. Considering that most part of the Beteng Vastenburg area has a historical value, buildings of ex Mabrigif 6
complex can be categorized into cultural heritage building in accordance with the State Law No. 5 year 1992 in terms of age.
The rehabilitation of ex Mabrigif 6 block B bulding is a promising step in saving the historical asset of Surakarta city which
are in the verge of extinction and started to be replace by new buildings. Rehabilitation has also been done to extend the
service life of buildings by increasing its strength.

1
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Figure 1: Condition of Block B building corners.
Precast system structure is known as a method that use concrete into part of building’s structural and non structural component
with more practise and carefull material control quality. It is well known that precast concrete product can be installed quickly
and will lead to a good quality work result. It is not only superior in terms of structure, strength and shear, but also in
architectural form on exterior view. The benefits of precast concrete technology include speed of construction time, flexibility
in the planning process, more simple on site job, carefully accounted concrete quality, dimensional accuracy and better quality
building.

II. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Structural analysis is based on the following rules and procedures:
SNI 03-2847-2002 on the procedure to calculate concrete structure for buildings.
SNI 03-1726-2002 on the procedure toplan the resilience of a building towards earthquake.
Regulation on the weighting for for Indonesian building year 1983.
Analysis and structural calculation using SAP2000.
According to article 8 of SNI 03-1726-2002 about structural performance of building, building structure must comply
with the performance requirements for serviceability limit (ȴs) and ultimate limit (ȴm).
•
•
•
•

1.

Serviceability limit performance (ȴs)

Serviceability limit performance (ȴs) is determined by storey drift under seismic design. It is intended to maintain users
comfortability, prevent non structural damage, limit the steel elasticity and over cracking concrete. Therefore ȴs storey drift
must not be larger than:
or 30 mm

(1)

(whichever smaller)
in which :

hi is number of storey, R is seismic reduction factor.
To calculate the serviceability limit, the performance of the inter level should consider structural deviation output based
on the earth quake load.

2.

Ultimate limit performance (ȴm)

Ultimate limit performance (ȴm) is determined by the deviation and maximum storey drift due to seismic design on the
verge of the collapse building condition. According to article 8.2 in SNI 03-1726-2002, deviation and strorey drift should be
calculate from structural deviation due to nominal quake load, multiplied by a multiplier factor ʇ.
ȴm = ʇ x ȴs
(2)
Rate of multiplier factor ʇ : For regular building ȟ = 0.7 x R, For irregular building ȟ = R, with R
is seismic reduction factor and regular building type.

III. RESEARCH METHOD
Activities of this research are as follows:

1.

Investigation and assessment of damage level

The first step in the on site investigation to see the existing building condition. The result of the assessment of the damage
level found in the existing building leads toward a recomendation for further action towards the building rehabilitation
methods. Investigation and damage level assessment step should be implemented.
An examination to determine the building status, to be used as a basic determination for the classification of the
building’s damage has been implemented. Subsequently further necessary actions should be evaluated to solve the problems.
2. Experimental Test

2
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Planned alternative models have tested using SAP 2000 program to determine the strength level of the building. If the
results are less than the standard requirements for earth quake resistant building, then we remodel the step to get the optimal
result. After we obtained the optimal system structure result, we need a concrete beam models test as part of precast system
structure. The quality of material used in this test is in accordance with the assumptions of material quality in structural model
plan to obtain the alingment of research settings.
3. Laboratory Experiments
Laboratory model experiment is done by making and testing concrete beam models with aim to obtain the best
composition beam model. Bending test done to 5 beam with 25 cm x 35 cm x 350 cm in dimension. Its variation is as follows:
a. 1 (one) model of normal composition beam.
b. 1 (one) model of sugar based additive composition beam.
c. 2 (two) models of normal composition with confinement beam.
d. 1 (one) model of sugar based additive composition with confinement beam.

4.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Preliminary Buiding Damage Assessment Result
Result of building damage assessment of ex Mabrigif 6 blok B building shows that the wall structure of the 1st floor outer
walls had a Rangk-IV damage of 42,3 m (> 20%) and Rangk-V damage of 10,65 m (> 10%). The 1st floor inner walls have no
damage. Structure wall of 2nd floor outer walls had a Rangk-IV damage of 0 m (< 10%) and Rangk-V damage of 16,05 m (>
10%). Building components that have risk overturned and classified with risk level B (be carefull) are the windows, stairs and
ceilings. Overturned risk can be classified with risk level C (danger) on coating components, roof and walls. Recomended
decision and advice on emergency inspection on ex Mabrigif 6 blok B building as follows:
a. Building included in category of “Danger".
b. For activities around the building is categorized in “Be carefull”.
Result of classification damage building assessment and follow-up determination, damage evaluation 1st floor shows that
building suffer the damage level of “medium” with D (damage ratio) of 22,1589. 2nd floor structure suffered the damage level
“medium” with D by 34,4103. Based on both conditions, identification of overal damage level the building include damage
category “medium”. Advice given in thebuilding damage classification assessment and follow up determination can be
determined the possibility act as “ repairing or strengthening (for further investigation)”.
4.2.

Building Component Testing Result
Test carried out on wall component to get mass weight and compressive strength (f’c). Thus then fill into SAP 2000
program to analyse building strength. Test done in two ways: with rebound hammer test and compressive strenght test to
building sample on laboratory. Average value of compressive strength result using rebound hammer test shown in Table 2. and
average value building sample material test, as shown in Table 2.
Table 1. Value of Concrete Compressive Strength Testing Result in Field by Rebound Hammer Test
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Average Compressive Strength (MPa)

No.

12,66
8,50
10,58
8,50
15,21
15,96
8,50
17,94
8,50
13,60
15,96
12,96
15,68

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Average Compressive Strength (MPa)
8,50
8,50
8,86
14,45
9,92
8,99
10,09
10,39
8,69
9,73
12,28
9,35
9,92

Table 2. Value of Concrete Compressive Strength testing Result by Universal Testing Machine.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Compressive Strength (MPa)
3,88
3,08
3,25
3,76
4,17
3,17
3,56

No.
8
9
10
11
12
13

Compressive Strength (MPa)
6,49
4,31
7,19
6,30
4,45
3,36

Result of average compressive strength with two ways testing showed significant differences. From testing with rebound
hammer test obtained average value of 11,32 MPa, while testing with Universal Testing Machine (UTM) on cube samples
found average value of 4,38 MPa. Calculation will be done is the calculation of building strength, compressive strength value
set to smallest value to give calculation with geatest risk of 4,38 MPa.
Mass weight obtained by measure volume and weight of material is sample. Based on the measurement resul, we obtain
average mass weight value of 1586,56 kg/m3.
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4.3. Calculation of Building Strength
Deformation digram as analysis result due to load combination 3 can be seen in Figure 4. Deformation diagram in Figure
4 explains that almost all joint deformed vertical and horizontal directions. That condition indicates wall structure is vurnable
to loads when less of structural stiffness. Vertical direction deformation with largest value were on upper beams that support
roof truss and ceiling. Joint component an vicinity collapse corner, showed large deformation value.

Figure 4: Deformation Diagram due to Load Combination 3 in SAP2000 program
The largest vertical deformation of Z direction were on joint number 188 at the coordinates cc, 6’, 881 at 0,10961 cm due to
load combination 1. The largest horizontal deformation of X direction were on joint number 140 at coordinates i, 1, 881 at
0,16945 cm due to load combination 4. The largest horizontal deformation of Y direction were on joint number 121 at
coordinates i, 1, 881 at 0,075836 due to load combination 3.
The large value of vertical and horizontal deformation indicated that the wall structure critically support the dead load of 50
kg/m2 live load assumption. The building’s existing concrete compressive strength does not fill the quality requirement for the
construction of 28 MPa. As a precaution we reduced the load of the wall, so that wall only support its own weight. The
structural load and another planned load will be supported by a new system structure to be placed in the building.
Views of transferred load from wall (a) to new system structure (b) can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Transferring Load. a) Load from the trust and floor 2 beam is directly supported by the wall. b) Load from the trust
and floor 2 beam is directly supported by the new structure in the building interior.
4.4. Handling Formulation using Precast System Structure
The strengthening alternative is determined base on strengthening identification. There are 3 (three) problems that become
main issue in the strengthening identification:
a. Effective loading distribution.
b. Placement of structural elements that have strength and stiffness according to the load plan.
c. Building strengthening in order to be used again refer to rules of rehabilitation of historical buildings.
Based on those main issue, we can determined the strengthening alternative by the placement of precast system structure
which consist of form beams and columns in the building. There are 2 (two) alternative forms of precast system structure:
a. Alternative 1
Alternative 1 is done by placing the form of columns at the joint of the main beams and replacement of wood main beam
at the 2nd floor with precast beams. This beam is intended to eleminate the pipe’s columns inside the 1st floor and the terrace
column.

Figure 6: Alternative Structure Model 1.
b.

Alternative 2

4
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Alternative 2 is conducted by placing the form of columns at joint of main beam while maintaining the wood structure of 2nd
floor. The main wood beams and the pipe columns were retained. The exterior wood structure is placed to the column by the
console.
4.5. Strengthening Analysis
Analysis result of model 1 and model 2 can be reviewed as follows:
a. Alternative 1
Based on the technical data plans, the dimension simulation input to confirm the SAP 2000 for further analysis to the planned
system structure. Simulation result on structure model alternative 1 provides the optimum system structure composition data as
shown in Table 3.
Deformation in model alternative 1 is due to load combination 3 can be seen in Figure 8. The larger horizontal deformation
were on joint number 82 at coordinates H, 1, 891 at 0.2953 cm, while largest vertical deformation were on joint number 52 at
coordinates C, 2, 457 at 0.2233 cm.

Figure 7: Alternative Structure Model 2.
Table 3. Technical Data Plan Element Model
No
1
2
3

Description
Column K-1
Beam B-1
Beam B-1x

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Beam B-1y
Beam B-2
Beam B-3
Beam RB-1
Beam RB-2
Height of first floor
Height of second floor

Dimension
30 cm x 60 cm
25 cm x 40 cm
37.5 cm x 72.5
cm
25 cm x 45 cm
25 cm x 35 cm
25 cm x 35 cm
25 cm x 40 cm
25 cm x 30 cm
457 cm
424 cm

Note
Precast column
Main Beam
Beam E-1/4
Beam 2-A/E
Canopy Beam
Beam betwen column
Rear Ringbalk
Ringbalk betwen column
Distance between the floor surface and beam’s surface
Distance between beam’s surface and ringbalk

Figure 8: Deformation Model Structure Diagram Alternative 1 due to Load Combination 3.
The beam section check conducted to analyze the beam shows the favorable result, i.e. As max > As analysis result. The
description of the beam section check analysis which evaluated some beams can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4: Beam Section Check Element Model Alternative 1.
No

Dimension (cm)
37.5x72.5
25 x 45
25 x 40
25 x 40

1
2
3
4

Beam
Beam E-1/4
Beam 2-A/E
Beam 3-A/E
Ringbalk 8A/E

Mmax
(Ton)
23.72
2.62
2.74
2.52

As result
(mm2)
1233
854
1368
569

As max
(mm2)
7745
3060
2677
2677

Rec
OK
OK
OK
OK

The performance serviceability limit (ȴs) and ultimate performance limit (ȴm) confirm the requirement of the maximum
storey drift. ȴs may not exceed the value 30 mm based on calculations using Formula (1). Calculation was done with those
formula, and we obtained the value of ȴs of 36,34 mm, maximum deviation value was set at 30 mm. The maximum ȴm
determined by 0,02 multiplied by the height of the space between the reviewed storey. The review of ȴs and ȴm value between
storey in x and y direction can be seen in Table 5, 6, 7 and 8. The review was conducted on the axis with the largest
deformation.
Table 5: Review of ȴs x Direction
Level
2
1

Hi (m)
4.24
4.57

As (mm)
2.95
0.29

Drift As between level (mm)
2.68
0.29

Req Drif As (mm)
30.00
30.00

Note
OK
OK
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Table 6: Review of ȴs y Direction
Level
2
1

Hi (m)
4.24
4.57

As (mm)
1.92
0.09

Drift As between level (mm)
1.84
0.09

Req Drif As (mm)
30.00
30.00

Note
OK
OK

Table 7: Review of ȴm x Direction
Level
2
1

Hi (m)
4.24
4.57

As (mm)
10.34
1.00

Drift As between level (mm)
9.34
1.00

Req Drif Am (mm)
84.90
91.40

Note
OK
OK

Table 8: Review of ǻm y Direction
Level

Hi (m)

Am (mm)

2
1

4.24
4.57

6.47
0.31

Drift As between level
(mm)
6.43
0.31

Req Drif Am (mm)

Note

84.90
91.40

OK
OK



ȴs and ȴm performance of alternative model 1 according to the Table 5, 6, 7, 8 show that the model confirmed the
requirement.
b. Alternative 2
Based on the technical data plans, dimension simulation input are required in SAP 2000 program for further system structure
analysis. Simulation result on alternative 2 structure model provides the optimum system structure composition data as shown
in Table 9.
The deformation in alternative 2 model is due to fact that the load combination 3 can be seen in Figure 9. Larger horizontal
deformation were found on joint number 61 at coordinates F, 1, 891 at 1.1427 cm, while the largest vertical deformation
happened on joint number 6 at the coordinate D, 8, 891 at 0.0184 cm.
Table 9: Technical Data Plan Element Model 2
No

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Column K-1
Column K-2
Beam B-1
Beam B-2
Beam B-3
Beam B-4
Beam RB-1
Beam RB-2
Height of first
flor
Height of second
flor

10

Dimension
(cm)
30 x 65
35 x 65
25 x 44
25 x 62.5
25 x 40
27.5 x 65
25 x 40
25 x 30
457

Note
Precast column
Precast column
Rear Beam
Beam I-H/I, 4-H/I &4-I/J
Beam between column
Beam I-A/B, I-A/C & I-I/J
Rear Ringbalk
Ringbalk betwen column
Distance between the floor surface
and beam’s surface
Distance between beam’s surface
and ringbalk

424

The beam section check was conducted to analyze the beam, and it confirms that As max > As analysis result. The description
of the beam section check analysis to review some beam can be found on Table 10.

Figure 9: Deformation Model Structure Diagram of Alternative 1 Due to Load Combination 3.
Table 10: Beam Section Check Element Model Alternative 2.
No
1
2
3
4

Dimen-sion (cm)
25 x 45
25 x 62.5
25 x 40
25 x 45

5

25 x 37.5

Beam Name
Beam J-1/4
Beam I-A/B
Beam I-E/F
Ringbalk J1/4
Ringbalk JI/5

Mmax (Ton)
-12.49
1.40
-1.06
-7.20

As result (mm2)
525.00
86.60
27.70
386.57

As max (mms2)
3060.00
4395.00
2677.00
3060.00

Rec
OK
OK
OK
OK

-0.61

14.7

2486.25

OK

In accordance with the requirements of ǻs and ǻm in the discussion of alternative model 1, review of ȴs and ȴm values
between storey in x and y direction can be seen in Table 11-14.
Table 11: Review ǻs x Direction
Level
2
1

Hi (m)
4.24
4.57

As (mm)
1.89
11.43

Drift As between level (mm)
-9.54
11.43

Req Drif A (mm)
30.00
30.00

Note
OK
OK

Table 12: Review ǻs y Direction
Level

Hi (m)

As (mm)

Drift As between level (mm)

2
1

4.24
4.57

2.99
1.46

1.53
1.46

Req Drif As
(mm)
30.00
30.00

Note
OK
OK

Table 13: Review ǻm x Direction
Level

Hi (m)

As (mm)

Drift As between level
(mm)

Req Drift Am (mm)

Note

6
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2
1

4.24
4.57

6.62
40.00

-33.37
40.00

84.80
91.40

OK
OK

Table 14: Review ȴm y Direction
Level
2
1

Hi (m)
4.24
4.57

As (mm)
1.39
1.38

Drift As between level (mm)
0.01
1.38

Req Drift Am(mm)
84.80
91.40

Note
OK
OK

ȴs and ȴm performance of alternative model 2 according to the Table shown above shows that the model confirms the
requirement. Model alternative 1 and model alternative 2 is in line with the structural requirement design. Both alternatives can
be compared according to several variables to give consideration to the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative.
Comparison summary ot two model structures can be seen in Table 15.
Table 15: Comparison Structure Model Alternative 1 and Alternative 2
No
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Changing in space
Changing in the building exterior
Cost based on the volume of beton
Simplicity of structured system pattern
Ease of execution

Alternative 1
Available
Available
Higher
More complex
More complex

Alternative 1
No
No
Lower
Simpler
Easier

Based on Table 15, it can be explained that alternative 1 provided possibilities on interior space with the removal of pipe
column on the 1st floor. Alternative 2 does not change the space which still retains structural wood and pipe column. Exterior
view changing appears on the alternative 1 because the terrace column have been replaced by cantilever beam. Alternative 2
still gives the initial appearance because the terrace element remains as before. Based on the concrete volume required,
alternative 1 is more than alternative 2. Concrete requirement is indirectly related to the construction cost. Alternative 2
provides simple system structure than system structure alternative 1 with the absence of the long span beam as cantilever.
Construction of model structure alternative 1 is more complicated than alternative 2 because of the long span beam and
cantilever, although technically it still can be done. Furthermore, there should be a laboratory experiment to get the best model
of beam as the composer of precast system structure with compressive strength of 40 MPa.
4.6. Test Beam Models
Loading test performed on 5 (five) beams give the deflection value at each loading level. Comparison of the deflection value at
the same point of each beam can be seen in Figure 10, 11 and Figure 12. Point 1 and 3 are points with the distance of 100 cm
from pedestal and the same point under the load point. Point 2 is the midpoint of beam (1/2 L).
Figure 10, 11 and 12 show that each beam has different deflection value on the same load level. Deflection value shows the
level of beam elasticity. The greater deviation value indicates better security level of the beam when there is an over load. In
addition, the maximum load supported by each beam also shows the maximum strength of the beam.

Figure 10. Comparison of Deflection at Point 1

Figure 11. Comparison of Deflection at Point 2

Figure 12. Comparison of Deflection at Point 3
a.
b.
c.
d.

From the figures it can be seen that the beam quality can be sorted as follows:
Beam with the sugar based additive composition and confinement.
Beam with the normal composition with confinement.
Beam with the composition of sugar-based additive.
Beam with normal composition.
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5.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the experimental test ini this research have lead to the following conclusion. Ex Mabrigif 6 block B building is
included in dangerous category and require carefull act for users around the building. Advice given on the building damage
classification assessment and follow up determination can determine the possibility to act as “repairing or strengthening (for
further investigation)”. Rehabilitation effort by transferring load to new system structure is an alternative solution which might
be chosen related to mantain the building’s historical value. Wearing out of material and deterioration of ex Mabrigif 6 block B
building is caused by the condition in which structural service life requirements have not been covered. New system structure
that sustain the load design is capable to support and maintain building authenticity. Two alternative of precast system
structures proved that the structural capability sustain the load design. Alternative 2 has better fitness related to the
rehabilitation effort compared to alternative 1. Beam model with sugar based addidtive composition and confinement on its bar
have provided significant results. This can be conducted to increase the deflection level and the safety factor for precast
construction beam.
Further research on improvement of wall construction, increasing the material wearing and strengthening foundation can be
done to provide comprehensive discourse on the building rehabilitation. Beam test on samples with various composition is still
limited to the deflection test. Further research on connection system and method of implementation of the use of precast
structural system as an alternative methord for building rehabilitation can be conducted. Building rehabilitation using precast
system structure in theoritical way can be implemented to provide strengthening of old building. Further research is needed to
compare the study result, amd to ensure a realistic research outcome.
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ABSTRACT

The construction management accomplishment on building project of manufacture industry in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis –
Indonesia with Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and expert choice software method was analyzed. The parameters of the
construction management accomplishment were the quantity of the worker, bill of quantity, time progress report, and time
schedule. The quantity of the workers consists of project manager, site manager, supervisor, surveyor, mechanic, etc. The bills
of quantity consist of bar chart diagram. The time progress reports consist of daily report, weekly report and monthly report.
The time schedules consist of S curve. The analysis shows that the time progress report was the most important of the
construction management accomplishment in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis building project.

Keywords: Analytical Hierarchy Process, expert choice, construction management accomplishment, manufacture industry,
building project, PT.Damai Indah Kaca Tipis.

1. INTRODUCTION
The construction industry is the uniquely industry, because every project has a different characteristic from the other project.
Starting from the first step is planning process, and the second step is designing process, and the third step is an auction
process and the last step is the accomplishment of the project. According to many of construction projects, the development of
construction management could not separated from the development of construction service industry.

In other side, the

development of construction service industry is very close with the development accomplishment will be encourage in this
time. Generally, the construction service industry related to all of the physically development project for human being such as
high rise building, property, bridge, and so on, including the installation of each project. According to the complexity of the
development accomplishment of each project, it should be followed to the good of the development of construction
management, which is less cost, good quality and less time to do every project.

To realize the development accomplishment
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of every project that less cost, good quality and less time, we can calculate with using the parameters of the construction
management accomplishment, they are the quantity of the worker that consist of project manager, site manager, supervisor,
surveyor, mechanic, etc. The bills of quantity consist of bar chart diagram. The time progress reports consist of daily report,
weekly report and monthly report. The time schedules consist of S curve.

In Indonesia, the parameters of the construction

management accomplishment have to concern for every parties of a construction contract, the owner and contractor, because,
sometimes the project has time overrun and cost overrun, especially for the project that have less time (less than one year). In
addition, the main goal of the parties involved in a project’s construction is to have a succesful project. This is defined as a
project that has been constructed in accordance with the plans and specifications, within the time and cost originally
anticipated.

To determine the relative importance among the parameters of the construction management accomplishment, an

analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and expert choice software method is used to analysis the construction management
accomplishment on building project of manufacture industry in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis.

PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis is

a company that produce the sheet of glass for automotive industry such as motorcycles, cars, bus and trucks and they produce
the product to sufficient for local and international demand. Besides that, PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis

is a developer for

manufacture industry building in Mekar Jaya Industry area in Jl. Raya Mauk Km. 7, Tangerang, Banten in 4 Hectare area, that
has built a building of Indonesia 130 t/d Horizontal Drawing Glass Production Line Works. The accomplishment development
of this project devided in to Combined Building Work Area, Batch House, Substation and Infra Structure for about five month
(since March 1st 2010 to August 1st 2010) with cost US$ 3.400.000,-.

PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis is an owner and

developer of Indonesia 130 t/d Horizontal Drawing Glass Production Line Works project and as a main contractor is PT.
Dasatria Utama and PT. Perkasa Adiguna Sembada as a Sub Contractor, the two contractor lead the accomplishment of the
development of this project. Whereas PT. China Triump as a planner and controlling consultant. There are four important point
that have to concern to accomplish the development of this project, i.e: The Quantity of The Worker, The Bill of Quantity, The
Time Progress Report and The Time Schedule.

Based on Introduction, so we try to formulate about the poblems of this paper

is how was the construction management accomplishment on building project of manufacture industry in PT. Damai Indah
Kaca Tipis with the parameters of the construction management accomplishment (the quantity of the worker, bill of quantity,
time progress report, and time schedule) using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and expert choice software methode?
And the objective of this paper is to analyze about the construction management accomplishment on building project of
manufacture industry in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis with the parameters of the construction management accomplishment
(the quantity of the worker, bill of quantity, time progress report, and time schedule) using Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) and expert choice software methode [1-8].

2. METHOD OF RESEARCH
The AHP is applied via three main problems solving approaches: decomposition, comparative judgements, and synthesis of
priorities (Saaty 1980). Decomposition structures a complex problem into its bacis elements, working from the goal objective
down through various levels, from the more general to the particular and definite elements. It provides an overall view view of
the complex relationship within the situation. Comparative judgements are used to determine priorities among elements of
every level. This is achieved by asking the decision makers or experts to evaluate level elements pairwise with respects to
elements in the next higher levels. Saaty suggested using a nine-point scale for making numerical judgments in the AHP
pairwise comparisons. Using the scale, the decision makers or the experts exercise judgment about the prioritie such the factors
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and the subfactors can be compared among them selves in relations of the elements of the next higher level. This leads to the
construction of matrices from which relative weights of the elements with respect to each element of the level above can be
determined. As for the synthesis of priorities, the constructed matrices are used for computing weighted priorities for elements
of a given level over the other elements of the same level with respect to each element of the level just above. In this way, the
priorities of the factors can be determined. Priorities can be calculated by a software package called Expert Choice (1986). And
a nine point scale (1: equal importance; 3: moderate importance of one over another; 5: strong importance; 7: very strong
importance; 9: extreme importance; 2,4,6 and 8: intermediate values between the two adjacent judgements) which is widely
used in surveys for obtaining data for evaluation of weightings among the attributes of a complex issue through the use of AHP
(e.g, in the study of Lai and Yik (2011). In short, Analytical Hierarchy Process is a technique of many criteria decision making
to involve the consideration of two factors, which is objective and subjective factor to choose the best alternative. The
approximation is used to get ratio – scale of cardinal rank from the alternatives that made a fool of many attributes decision
making. Besides that, we have to observe about decomposition, comparative judgment, synthesis of priority and logical
consistency to use the Analytical Hierarchy Process as a tool of decision making problems [4-8].

2.1 Measurement and Data Collection

The data collection was based on interview with five worker who have to responsible about the accomplishment of this project.
They are Project Manager, Site Manager, Supervisor, Surveyor and Chief Worker. Each of this worker was asked to evaluate
and assign relative scales in a pairwise fashion with respect to the subfactors of one level of hierarchy given the criteria at the
next higher level of hierarchy. As a result, a set of pairwise comparison judgement matrices corresponding to the construction
management accomplishment of PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis were used in all levels of the hierarchy as shown in Fig 1 below:
The Quantity of The Worker (QW)

The Bill of Quantity (BQ)
The Construction Management
Accomplishment
The Time Progress Report (TPR)

The Time Schedule (TS)

Fig 1. The Parameters of Construction Management Accomplishment in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis

In this paper, I try to calculate about the construction management accomplishment on building project of manufacture
industry in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis with the parameters of the construction management accomplishment (the quantity of
the worker, bill of quantity, time progress report, and time schedule). The first step I make comparison matrice of criteria level,
the second step I calculate the criteria level in pairwise matrice to choose the alternatives and the third step I calculate about
the inconsistency ratio for the criteria, if the result is smaller than 10 %, it means that the calculating of this analytical
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hierarchy process is correct. Besides that, I use expert choice software to equip the analyze of the construction management
accomplishment.

2.2 The parameters of the construction management accomplishment

2.2.1 The Quantity of the Worker (QW)

The quantity of the worker in this project consist of 15 qualification of the worker. They came from PT. Dasaria Utama as a
main contractor and PT. Perkasa Adiguna Sembada as a main contractor, we can look at the table 1 below:

Table 1: The Quantity of The Worker

No

Qualification

Amount

1

Project Manager

1

2

Site Manager

1

3

Drafter/Technical Adm

2

4

Supervisor

4

5

Surveyor

2

6

Safetyman

1

7

Purchasing/Keeper Storage

1

8

Mechanic

2

9

Driver/Equipment Op.

4

10

Foreman

4

11

Chief Worker

4

12

Mason

23

13

Steel Bar Worker

34

14

Carpenter

58

15

Digger

68

(Source: PT. Dasaria Utama, 2010)

In this paper, I choose Project Manager, Site Manager, Supervisor, Surveyor and Chief Worker who very responsible to
controll this project, to give their answer about the construction management accomplishment.

2.2.2 The Bill of Quantity (BQ)

The Bill of Quantity is used to make a schedule of the work accomplishment of this project using Bar Chart Diagram. It is
important to do because we can make sure for how long the accomplisment of the project can finish with the existing resources
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in there, such as quantity of the worker, material and machine. So, we can control about the progress of each activity every
time and minimize the latest time or the failure of the project that could be done.

2.2.3 The Time Progress Report (TPR)

The time progress report in this project i.e. daily report, weekly report and monthly report. These all report should be joined to
The Bill of quantity to get the comparison of the reality work and the planning work. Besides that, we can control about the
activity in critical path without neglect the other activity.

2.2.4 The Time Schedule (TS)

The time schedule (for this project I use S Curve) is used to know for how long we need to finish the activity from the
preperation work to acceptance work to PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis as an owner and developer .

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Calculating the analytical hierarchy process using manual methode

In order to study whether the construction management accomplishment in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis, the explanation from
the project manager, site manager, supervisor, surveyor and chief worker are very usefull as the input judgments at all levels,
as shown in Table 2. According to Saaty, if the overall consistency of the input judgements was within the acceptance ratio of
0,10, this implies that the pairwise comparison judgments supplied by the project manager, site manager, supervisor, surveyor
and chief worker were not bias and thus acceptable.

Table 2: Pairwise comparison for construction management accomplishment

QW

BQ

TPR

TS

QW

1

½

1/5

1/3

BQ

2

1

1/3

½

TPR

5

3

1

2

TS

3

2

½

1

Amount

11

6,5

2

3,8

Table 2 explains about pairwise comparison for construction management accomplishment in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis.
The table made by comparative judgement based on the explanation from the worker in this project, such as project manager,
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site manager, supervisor, surveyor and chief worker who lead the activity in there. After that, I try to calculate the input
judgements at all levels using manual methode, as showns in Table 3.

Table 3: The input column devided to the amount

QW

BQ

TPR

TS

The Amount

QW

0,09

0,077

0,1

0,078

0,345

BQ

0,18

0,154

0,15

0,13

0,614

TPR

0,45

0,46

0,5

0,526

1,936

TS

0,27

0,307

0,25

0,263

1,09

Table 3 explains about the continuation of pairwise comparison. The numbers in the table 3 are from the input data devided to
the amount data, such as column 1 is 1 : 11 = 0,09, column 2 is 0,5 : 6,5 = 0,077, and so that column 3 and column 4. If the
table is completed, so every line should be sum, so that we can get the value of every alternative, such as line 1 is sum of 0,09
+ 0,077 + 0,1 + 0,078 = 0,345, line 2 is sum of 0,18 + 0,154 + 0,15 + 0,13 = 0,614, and so that line 3 and line 4.

Table 4: Value of the criteria of the construction management accomplishment

QW

0,345/4 = 0,086

BQ

0,614/4 = 0,153

TPR

1,936/4 = 0,484

TS

1,09 /4 = 0,272

Table 4 explains about the value of the criteria, and we can use them to pick up the rank of the construction management
accomplishment. The value of the criteria is time to the matrice pairwise comparison that made by comparative judgement (see
table 2). The calculation of importance level of main criteria in comparison matrice are :

1

½

1/5

1/3

0,086

2

1

1/3

½

5

3

1

2

0,484

1,917

3

2

½

1

0,272

1,078

x

0,153

0,3409
=

0,6062

The result of the multiplication of the matrice shows :

0,3409

Æ The fourth rank
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0,6062

Æ The third rank

1,917

Æ The first rank

1,078

Æ The second rank

To get a correct calculation from pairwise comparison above, we should check them in the calculation of Inconsistency Ratio
that have shown below:

D=

0,3049

0,6062

1,917

1,078

0,086

0,153

0,484

0,272

3,963

3,962

3,961

3,963

D=
ȁmax =

3,963 + 3,962 + 3,961 + 3,963
4

=

15,849

=

3,96225

4

The value of Inconsistency Ratio (CR) is :

CR =

3,96225 – 4 = - 0,02 < 10% .....OK
2 x 0,9

The results shows that the rank of the alternatives of the construction management accomplishment are:
1.

The Time Progress Report (TPR)

2.

The Time Schedule (TS)

3.

The Bill of Quantity (BQ)

4.

The Quantity of The Worker (QW)

The first rank is the time progress report, it means that the most important thing to be concider from the contractor. It could be
understand because the time to build the manufacture industry building that known Indonesia t/d Horizontal Drawing Glass
Production Line Works just 5 month (from March 1st to August 1st).

3.2 Calculating the analytical hierarchy process using expert choice programme

In accordance with Saaty [8], the pairwise comparison for construction management accomplishment, was processed of the
determination of normalized weights, and “Expert Choice” was used to transfer the pairwise comparison judgments matrices
into the largest eigenvalue and then the normalized local weights was determined. Based on these normalized priority weights,
the relative importance of success factors can be asseced according to the construction management accomplishment in PT.
Damai Indah kaca Tipis.
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the construction management accomplishment
Node: 0
Compare the relative IMPORTANCE with respect to: GOAL

QW
BQ
TPR

BQ
(2,0)

TPR
(5,0)
(3,0)

TS
(3,0)
(2,0)
2,0

Row element is __ times more than column element unless enclosed in ()

Abbreviation

Goal
QW
BQ
TPR
TS

Definition

the construction management accomplishment
THE QUANTITY OF THE WORKER
THE BILL OF QUANTITY
THE TIME PROGRESS REPORT
THE TIME SCHEDULE

QW

,088

BQ

,157

TPR

,483

TS

,272
Inconsistency Ratio =0,01

For Student Use Only

4. CONCLUSION
The construction management accomplishment in PT. Damai Indah Kaca Tipis was decided in four factors. They are The
Quantity of The Worker, The Bill of Quantity, The Time Progress Report and The Time Schedule. The findings from AHP and
the result of the case studies have provided that The Time Progress Report is the most important thing they should be attention
for this project. It should be noted that the priority weights among critical factors presented in this paper are based on the
project manager, site manager, supervisor, surveyor and chief worker opinions who are very responsible leading the project.
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Plenary 1
Architecture for People: Educating, Empowering, and Sustaining
Dr. Yandi A. Yatmo
Faculty of Engineering Universitas Indonesia
yandi@arsitektur.net

Intervention to human living environment becomes meaningful when it is strongly grounded on the
real everyday contexts and when it could offer certain benefits for the people. This presentation
illustrates an idea of how the process of architectural intervention can play a significant role in
enabling and empowering society. Architecture is not merely present as a physical material of
building, but it embodies the process of engaging the people, promoting collective actions and
celebrating localities. Research into the everydayness of the society and local knowledge forms an
integral part of design method development. The making of architecture is a process of engaging the
whole community. Such engagement becomes an opportunity for the community to learn what they
have: existing local resources, culture and technology. The design incorporates the use of local
construction methods and local materials, and celebrates local craftmanship through the use of various
craft elements and methods that are familiar to the local people. In this way, architecture becomes the
process of building the community awareness of their own aspiration and strength, which is much
more meaningful than just the process of building the physical materiality. It also becomes a process
of generating a special form of aesthetics that represents localities and everydayness. The architecture
is eventually created as a physical manifestation of the whole process of educating and empowering
the people, and consequently it would be able to sustain its existence within the society.

This paper is not available from the author(s)
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Building not Growing
Case of study : nDalem Pangeranan
Kasunanan Palace at kampong Baluwarti Surakarta
Dyah.S.Pradnya.Pa
a

Architecture Department, Faculty of Engineering, Sebelas Maret University
E-mail : dyah_pradnya@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT
The phenomenon of commercial building, governance and social increasingly crowded urban spatial structure. Efforts over the
function becomes significant with the construction of new buildings and changes ownership. Factors of accelerating the flow
of traffic density, use of open space (RTH) and environmental degradation were widespread. Commercial efforts also affect the
physical stability and function of nDalem Pangeranan. However, consideration of the existence of noble values and ownership
have prompted Kasunanan Palace, to issue Pikukuh/Palilah. The legislation imposes a ban on building and changing conditions
nDalem Pangeranan. Although the role of its has stimulated turning internal conflict regarding building improvements and
cost limitations, but has bound existence nDalem Pangeranan in the original function. Then, the researcher is interested in
exploring the influence of Pikukuh onto the physical existence nDalem Pangeranan, which can be used as a reference base
construction efforts to control the growth of the city. This research was done using Naturalistic Qualitative method for 6
months. Sampling was used as the unit of exploration of 15 nDalem Pangeranan at Kampong Baluwarti. For Observation, the
researcher explored every data and took information from some sources. Collecting data using Purposive Sampling technique,
Snowball Sampling technique and Cross Sectional System. The result of this research showed that, generally conclusion are
the buildings and environments of nDalem Pangeranan being stable, an nobility soul become the main force of attraction,
change of functions nDalem Pangeranan allowed in conditional
Keywords
Over the function, density, renovation, stability, degradation of the normative, traditional law

1. INTRODUCTION
nDalem Pangeranan is one of the assets of Kasunanan Palace that got the enforcement of Pikukuh/Palilah. The facility serves
as an endorsement of the status of the building as well as to avoid the process of buying and selling of buildings of cultural
heritage (BCB). Although the renovation efforts have also been undertaken in some nDalem Pangeranan, but the authenticity
of the building forms are retained. Beside that, it also serves to seek the stability of shape and function of the building from the
development efforts of the building. The effort is an example of the positive efforts that can maintain the stability of the
quantity and quality of the spaces of the city. Also as a precedent to issue Act ( UU ), PP or Perda for procurement and
construction complex of government buildings, social or commercial. Regarding the location of nDalem Pangeranan,
described in the following figure:

2.CITATION AND REFERENCES
2.1. Authenticity research
In the process of collecting data, researchers have been looking for a number of studies analyzing regarding ever kind of rules
in building. In several the research such are :
GRA.Koes Isbandiyah, Theses, Kebijakan Karaton Surakarta Hadiningrat Dalam Pengelolaan Tanah Dan Bangunan Setelah
Keputusan Presiden Nomor 23 Tahun 1988 Tentang Status Dan Pengelolaan Keraton Kasunanan Surakarta Di Kelurahan
Baluwarti Kota Surakarta, UNDIP, 2008. The research [1]explain about the Kasunanan Palace apply information about
regarding status of land and building. Information was divided into three types namely Palilah Griya Pasiten Anggadhuh,
Palilah Griya Pasiten Magersari, and Palilah Griya Pasiten Tenggan. For Palilah Griya Pasiten Anggadhuh and Magersari
are rent testament while Palilah Griya Pasiten Tenggan is borrow-wear testament.
Lego Karjoko, Theses, Budaya Hukum Keraton Surakarta Dalam Pengaturan Tanah Baluwarti Sebagai Kawasan Cagar
Budaya, 2005. The research [2] explain about in spite of differences of opinion regarding the status of the land of Kasunanan
Palace, more people are expecting the economy to power the Palace ground in the life of society
Perda no.14/ 2011 on the amendment on Perda no. 6 / 2008 about organization and management regional taskforce the city.
Regulations [3] explain about Data regional and cultural heritage the preparation of a database regional and cultural heritage
labelisasi region and the preservation of cultural heritage and cultural area and heritage
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Moch. Tauchid, Masalah Agraria, Sebagai masalah Penghidupan dan Kemakmuran Rakyat Indonesia, 2009. The study [4]
explains about Hak Tanah bagi Rakyat Indonesia ( in Kingdom era ) / Chapter 5
N. Introduction to LPKJ. The memorandum [5] explains Penguatan Dasar Tata Kelola untuk Penguatan Ekonomi Kerakyatan
dan Manifestasi Karakter Budaya Jawa/Lokal dalam Lingkungan Fisik”

Kp.Gamb

11
1

13
3

3

1
2
Kp Langensari

10
0

Kp Tamtaman

17
7

4

9
8
16
6

15
5

14
4

Kp.Gondor

Kp.Hordenas

12
2

Kp Carangan

5

6
7

Kp Wirengan
Kp Lumbu

Berbatasan dng tembok Baluwarti
1 = N.Sindusenan
2 = N.Pradjapangarsan
3 = N.Mlayakusuman
4 = N.Suryaningratan
5 = N.Suryokusuman
6 = N.Natanagaran
7 = N.Suryopuran
8 = N.Prabudiningratan
9 = N.Jayadiningratan
10 = N.Mangkubumen
11 = N.Purwadiningratan
12 = N.Suryahamijayan
13 = N.Sasana Mulya

Berbatasan dng Kraton
Kasunanan Surakarta
14 = N..Cakradiningratan
15 = N. Ngabean
16 = N.Bratadiningratan/
Purwahamijayan
17 = N.Mangkuyudan
Jl.Sasana Mulya

Jl.Sidikara

Jl.Wirengan

Jl.Mangkubumen

U
B

T
S

Figure 1: The nDalem Pangeranan at kampung Baluwarti
Source : Data research group, 2010

3. THEORIES
3.1.Space
The human need for expression in the area of visual space as well as abstract. Visual space is limited by walls, partitions,
furniture, while the abstract is limited by space activities, time, gender. Such a statement from Tuan (1977), [6] that is:
Space zone changes as well as the abstract is not limited by walls, the partitions as well as limiting forms. For example: a
space in the world, understood as play areas. While the site, located at a position that is more limited and fixed. For
example: a place in the world of the geology of the area defined as the source of petroleum coal
3.2.House
The house is a product architecture for personal and communal activity, and reflect the personality of the owner. Same of
Heidegger opinion in the Schultz (1971), [7] that:
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Dwelling is the basic principle of existence
With regard to the process of human life, Gaston Bachelard in Schultz (1971), [8] further explained that:
The house as “ one of the great integrative forces in man’s life
In addition, in 1971, Bachelard Schultz ( 1971) similarly, [9] added that:
x The image of the house, therefore, depends on the existence of differentiated places which interact among themselves
and with the environment in variying ways.
x The character is determined by concrete ‘things’ such as the fire place, the table and the bed
Related to the image home, Schultz (1971) , [10] explains that:
The essence of the house as architecture, therefore, is interior space. In the city, we are still outside, although we have
left the open landscape. In the house we are alone with ourselves, we have withdrawn
3.3.Symbol
The symbol is a descriptive image that describes visual and non visual description about the object. Example: painting,
sculpture, calligraphy, composition, time. Such explanations Argest and Gandelsonas (1996) in Nesbitt (1996), [11] that:
A theory of symbols, describe and explain the link between society and the environment awakened from cultural
differences and models produced
On the other hand, Jenks explains (1969) in Nesbitt (1996), [12] that
This is perhaps the most fundamental idea of semiology and meaning in architecture, the idea that any form in the
environment or sign in language is motivated, of capable of being motivated
While regarding the existence of the building as a symbol, the Handler (1970) in Nesbitt, [13] said:
x A building is the embodiment of logic when a point on the outer side of the material and visualization form a universal
principle valid, when it gives the vision of regulation in addition to the owner field, the range of a few things that have
purpose and push to present back into a general concept that provides explanations and interpretations in the wider
scheme
x The definition of the logic that is represented by the symbol does not signify the abstraction of religion, education, legal
or community
x The logic expressed by the symbol cannot be seen because it is abstract and universal
x Human effort and social behavior depending on alignment with the logic of behavior
Conceived as a symbol of an applicative forms of understanding. As explanation of Rapoport (1986), [14] that:
The region attributes modified human action. There are divided in 3 levels , namely :
1.Fix feature : building
2.Semi fix feature :furniture
3.Non fix feature :behavior
Applicative symbols as mistycal meaning, described by Eliade (1957), [15] that:
Cosmic symbolism is found in the very structure of the habitation
On the other hand, Morris (1938) in Nesbitt (1996) , [16] explain the symbols in the semiotic, namely:
x Pragmatik “ deals with the origins, uses ( by those who actually make them ) and the effects of signs ( on those who
interpret them ) within the ( total range of ) behaviour in which they occur
x Semantic “ deals with the signification of signs in all modes of signifying “ that is with the ways in which they actually
“ carry “ meanings
x Syntactic “ deals with the combination of signs ( such as the way in wich words are put together to form sentences )
without regard to their specific significations ( meanings ) or their relation, to the behavior in which they occur “ thus
ignoring the effects those meanings have on those who interpret them
Then Eco (1968) in Nesbitt (1996), [17] providing 2 definition, namely:
x Denotation : The meaning which a form has for all who use it
x Connotation : The special shades of meaning ( based on emotional or other factors ) that a form has for its individual
user
While Pierce (1974) in Nesbitt (1996), [18] explained the application symbol in sign is divided into 3 classifications, namely:
x An icon is a sign which refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of certain characters of its own and which it
possesses just the same, whether any such object actually exist or not
x A symbol is ’a sign which refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of law, usually any associations of general ideas,
which operates to cause that symbol to be interpreted as referring to that object’
x An index is a sign, or representation ‘which refers to its object not so much because of any similarity of, or analogy
with it, nor because it is associated with general character which that object happens to posses, but because it is in
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dynamical ( including spatial ) connection, both with the individual object on the one hand and with the senses or
memory of the person for whom it acts as a sign
Thus it can be understood that the sign is visible in the message that an object while a symbol is a message that is not visible in
an object.
3.4. Typology
Engineering architecture can be a native form and development that will produce variation type. Budi A sukada ( in Eko
Budiarjo ( 1991 ), [19] explained that that:
To drill beginning of the establishment of an architectural, objects to be learned through third thing, namely:
x Determine forms basic ( formal structures ) that is in every object an architectural
x Determine basic properties owned by was object an architectural, based on the fundamental forms of
x Studies the developmental process form the base until the form current
The types are explained through the display form of each work. Moneo in Rossi (1978), [20] explains that:
x The concept of a typological series is generated by relationship among the elements that define the whole
x Typology views it as a frozen mechanism that denies change and emphasizes an almost automatic repetition
x The type is carefully avoided in favor of a generic and actual description of the current world
Then Quatremere de Quincy in Rossi (1982) , [21] supports the explanation through types as follows:
x Archetype is the original pattern from which copies are made
x Prototype is the first or primary ty of anyting
x Stereotype is shift to something permanent and reproducible
3.5. The frame of theory
As for some of the theories that support the process of research are :
x Space as the boundaries that load meaning
x House have basic function as facilities
x Symbol manifest in visualization engineering room
x Type of building is characteristic of association that is both stabl and non stable

4. RESEARCH METODHOLOGY
This research was done using Naturalistic Qualitative method for 6 months. Sampling was used as the unit of exploration of 15
nDalem Pangeranan at Kampong Baluwarti. For observation at those object , the researcher explored every data and took
information from some sources. Then , researcher exploration of some themes related the problem. Some themes analized at
discussion and conclusion process. Furthermore collecting data of research process using Purposive Sampling technique,
Snowball Sampling technique and Cross Sectional System.

5. DISCUSSION
5. 1. The Consistency Visual Characteristics of Prototype Building
nDalem Pangeranan building is always in the form of buildings that remain. The efforts made to control changes to the form
and the main function of the building. Although the owner of has the economy ability to build of building , but the efforts of
change as well as the development of the building remain banned. In addition, Kasunanan Palace also enacted similar
regulations for homes that are complex of magersari at nDalem Pangeranan. Whereas in order to improve the quality of living
space, the Kasunanan Palace only allow for the renovation. Thus, the shape of the historic building remains consistent with
historical value. These conditions are described in the following figure:
Conclusion:
The stability of the visual form of nDalem Pangeranan is an attempt being made to retain the original character of building.
These efforts are intended to make the historical value can always be traced to inherited and hereditary. A complex
environment the nDalem Pangeranan is also a great complement that describes the past situation. The rules that bind the
existence of visual form the building has restricted the development of the situation. So even though less effective following
the development of situation in modern era, but the regulation had managed to pack the traditional impression that lasts. The
condition can control the acceleration of the process of development and the expansion of land degradation which affects the
quality of the environment. It is described in figure 3.
Based on the image above, then the efforts made in the area of heritage buildings (BCB), referable on the development process
of various government, social or commercial buildings . The development process is more appreciated and is oriented on the
renovation effort and avoids the expansion of land. The balance of prosentase in the project page utilization, becoming a
reference for calculating the tax of building (PBB). In addition, also in order to save on construction materials, renovation
costs, traffic flow and congestion because the process of the project. It is very important for the sustainability of growth does
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not mean expanding the field of maintenance and effort the project but instead a function on the natural energy into the main
orientation

Figure 2: .nDalem Pangeranan at kampong Baluwarti
Source : Personal documents and document Research Group, 2010

Perda
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Power &
Memorial

BCB
B

BCB
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nDalem Pangeranan Concept

Government,
rnment,
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Social
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mercial
Buildings
ldings

Government, Social and Commercial Concept

Figure 3: Contribution to the process of the construction of government, social and commercial buildings
Source : Personal analysis, 2013

5.2. The Consistency Location of Genius Loci
The presence of the Genius Loci was the location of the primary capital at the nDalem Pangeranan, because it has the ability to
animate the atmosphere and situation to sacred. The Genius Loci are present in two forms, namely:
x Tangible : the owner (The Prince), Krobongan, and Pelataran
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x Intangible: the presence of an aura of nobility
that icon of location functioned as the main attraction of the nDalem Pangeranan and positioned as a sacred place-the
mystical. Thus, among the descendants of the nobles and guests, it's easy to understand the situation of the past and be
respectful of the cultural heritage. In addition, Genius Loci icon is also constantly being in the space that remains despite the
quality of the spaces have been damaged. It is described in the following figure:

Figure 4. Interior of nDalem Pangeranan
Source : Personal documents and document Research Group, 2010

Conclusion:
The existence of the Genius Loci at the nDalem Pangeranan it is always preserved by the descendants of the owner and the
Kasunanan Palace. Because of these efforts mean to the inner relationship with the deceased ancestors. Because inner peace
become a vitality which controlled and controlling way of life. Thus, the strength and power of the memorial into something
beautiful and sacred to the descendants of the nobles. Although not located on the same life period with its ancestors, but
stories and ornaments in nDalem Pangeranan has psychic and inner binding. It is described in figure 5.
Inner bonding that occurs at the area of heritage buildings (BCB) can be used as a means of socialization to build
understanding in building the space station. Efforts are being made in the area of heritage buildings (BCB), referable on the
development process of various government buildings, social or commercial. The building is oriented on the preservation
efforts and not change. So that the land of the magnet can be used for new buildings. Since many projects which utilize of
historic buildings (e.g.: nDalem Pangeranan), but does not parse the Genius Loci of the original building from scratch. So that
the efforts of the façade of the building modification efforts on the interior into a solution that often closes a location icon
Genius Loci of the original.
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5.3. Control-over the Building Function
nDalem Pangeranan not always functioned as home living (personal activity), but also enabled for communal activities. Those
activities among other things for the school, where practicing of dancing, sociality, Conference Hall. Nevertheless, the
complex of nDalem Pangeranan only functioned as a loan facility, so the activity functions are controlled by the permissions
associated with it. So that there is stability of the function and a support that do not interfere with each other. Likewise
magersari houses around the nDalem Pangeranan. Monitoring is also conducted through communal various related parties,
e.g.: Sasana Wilapa, Stub, Wards and other social facilities. Thus, it served as the residence of each event in the nDalem
Pangeranan can be controlled and known by the Kasunanan Palace. In order for any activities that take place in synergy with
cultural activity regions. It is described in figure 6.

Genius Loci

BCB

Government,
Social &
Commercial
buildings

BCB

PoweAu
PoweAuthority
Au
uthorityy
of Memorial

Fi function
function
i
First
b i
off building

nDalem Pangeranan Concept
Government, Social and Commercial Concept

Figure 5. Contribution to the process of the construction of government, social and commercial buildings
Source : Personal analysis, 2013

Figure 6. Over the function of nDalem Pangeranan
Source : Personal documents and document Research Group, 2010

Conclusion
Function changes of nDalem Pangeranan is oriented to meet the family economy owner. Existence facilities a great house and
tend to empty has stimulation of various activities. But because it was under the supervision of family and Kasunanan Palace,
then function changes be in scope culture of Java. Enactment the rule aimed the atmosphere and function ndalem pangeranan
unchanged. So cultural identity everlastingly can be presented in a perennial manner and thorough.It was explained in a
drawing the following :
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Figure 7. Contribution to the process of the construction of government, social and commercial buildings
Source : Personal analysis, 2013

Efforts are being made in the area of heritage buildings (BCB), referable on the development process of various government,
social or commercial buildings. The building is oriented in an effort of renovation and not the expansion of land. The balance
of prosentase in the project page utilization, be a reference counting of the tax. In addition, also in order to save on construction
materials, renovation costs, traffic flow and congestion because the process of the project. It is very important For the
sustainability of growth does not mean expanding the field of maintenance and effort the project but instead a function on the
natural energy into the main orientation

6.GENERAL CONCLUSION
x
x
x

Building forms and environment of the nDalem Pangeranan stabilized
Aura of nobility is still the main attraction
Transition function of the nDalem Pangeranan permitted by conditional

7.SUGGESTION
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Building construction not always have to open new land but may be conducted through renovation and refunction
Building after habitation / after wear
Research results can be included basic to draw up act development government buildings, social and commercial
Limit the use of over the function and open land, so rth and reserve water stable
Reduce traffic congestion as a result the development process new building
Rules about area heritage buildings ( BCB ) done not only on the memorial but also to government buildings, social
and commercial
Renovation precedence more than construction process new building
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the implementation of synergies between the design-construction partnering with health services to achieve
sustainable development as system in Semarang at General Hospital-Dr.Kariadi. The mainproblemis how to achievesustainable
developmentforhealth careareactivitiesanddevelopment activitiesthat arecommoninthesame area.Where thecombination
ofbothof these activitieshave been consideredin the design phaseby the owneranddesigner. Development activitiesand
theactivitiesof health servicesrunningat the same timehas achievedsuccess, such as there is noaccidentfor bothproject
activitiesand forhealth service activities, withoutdisputesand litigation.
Keywords
Sustainability, system, technology, partnering

1. INTRODUCTION
Land development and conservation have increased significantly in many cities in Indonesia over the last three decades
because of the increasing population and economic development.The concept of sustainability was raised because of growing
awareness of the global links between mounting environmental problems, socio-economic issues to do with poverty and
inequality, and concerns about a healthy future for humanity (Hopwood et al. 2005). On landplotsthere are 2distinct areas,
namely areas thatallowedfor theconstruction andconservationarea. Buildings that contactlife-cycle performance, durability,
energy efficiency, occupant well-being and productivity are known as sustainable development.There is broad recognition that
these buildings demand increased levels of optimization among architectural, structural, envelope, mechanical, and electrical
systems.To quantify the benefits of delivery for sustainable of high performance buildings, that included project team
characteristics, design integration, construction applications, owner commitment, contractual arrangements, procurement
methods, and project delivery methods.Developmentby usingthe partnershipas onemethod toachievesustainable
developmentproject successthroughsustainable design.
Sustainability covers three interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars, which are environmental responsibility, economic
return (wealth creation), and social development (UN 2005; Ding 2008).Chan et al. (2004) describes seven main categories of
critical success factors of a construction project. Those factors are support from top management, adequate resources, mutual
trust, long term commitment, effective communication, efficient coordination, productive conflict resolution. All of those
factors can be addressed in the delivery of the project.
Shortly speaking, physical developmentaheadremainoriented tothe concept oforganicarchitectureis flexible enoughto be
appliedforandhas beenprovenfor a long time (8).The constructionof the buildingfrom the side viewsystemknown asthe
orderoftheinput-process-output-outcome-impact-benefit.In thesystemapproachesthe boundaryofthe systemis framedwhich is
also meant the legal aspectsinthematters ofdevelopment(2, 7).Sustainable development is closely related to green: system,
concept and strategy if there is a simultaneous development with very small negative impact (Low Impact Development/LID)
while obtaining greater benefits known as sustainable development based on the sustainable design (4-6).
Physical developmentthrough the design ofthe hospitalbased on themaster plan, so thesite planthathas been in themaster
plandoes not changethe basic framework. Once thedecision is made tobuild,startthinkingof theprinciplesof project
management, design managementand construction managementconsists of: knowledge andskillsof construction, architectural,
mechanical-electrical, and environmentaldesign (7, 9).Itconnotesthecriticalsuccess factorsfor theconstructionproject, namely:
Time,Quality,
Cost,
Meet
the
expectations
ofthe
owner,
and
smallconstruction
issues.
From
theQualitythroughperformancespecificationof building productsin the end asthe termis knownthat the performance ofbuildings
demonstrate the performanceand leveragein the role ofphysicalhealthfunctionoperated in the long term (3-6).It is therefore very
important and critical for any land development in an area, particularly inthe project objectivesandgoalsof healthcareactivitiesat
the same time.
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The objectives of the study are to determine design of the developed area; and to develop a model of system to achieve
building performance.

2. METHODOLOGY
This paper presents case study conducted through under-construction interviews with key project team members. This case
study points out important achieving project success for sustainable, mid performance buildings. The research team
interviewed project participants of field office project located in Semarang. The building is 38,000 square meters and belongs
to a public owner. Owner, designer and contractor (in this case a design bid build) of the project were interviewed separately.
The sustainability performance of the projects was evaluated under Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
rating system. LEED is a point based system developed by Green Building Council Indonesia (GBCI) focusing on the:
sustainable site development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, indoor environmental quality, and
innovation in design. The interviews addressed several architectural, structural, mechanical, and electrical systems and open
ended questions regarding the building design process and its relation to the performances outcomes in term of cost, time,
quality (owner satisfaction) and performance achievement of the buildings.
STUDY AREA
The study would be carried out in the developed area of GarudaII Building, Medical Rehabilitation Building, Education and
Training Building, and Inpatient Building Grade 3-General Hospital Dr.Kariadi located on Dr.Soetomo, Semarang(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Location of Study Area
Thisstudyisan observational studyin thefieldof general hospitalDr.Kariadiduring the construction offourbuildingsandhealth
careat the sametime.Dr.Kariadi hospital area is about 210,000 m2 and the building floor area is about 190,000 M2. This
condition gives a signal that has not occurred since the construction optimization building regulations stipulate Floor Area
Ratio is 5 to downtown Semarang.Sothere is still apotential fora large areato be builtin the future.Dr.Kariadi gates as access
requires rethinking with regard to speed of access, safety and convenience by taking into account: the density of traffic
circulation around the land, increasing the number of visitors, access to the ambulance, queuing theory.
Buildings were built in 2011-2012 consisted of Garuda II building (8 floors, 12.000 M2) with a capacity of 400 beds,
Education and Training Building (3 floors, 4000 M2), Rehabilitation Medic Building (7 floors, 5600 M2), Installation Inpatient
Class III Building (7 floors, 14.000 M2) with capacity of 400 beds. Thus, in 2012 RSUP Dr.Kariadi has more than 1200 beds
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totally. In the present, parking capacity that uses the principle of on-street and off -street parking is full even less because every
day there are 1800 cars and 2340 motorcycles taking place of parking-lot. These are demanding that the building will be
constructed and parking area is already set in two places connected by the outer ring road in the general hospital area.There
isflexibilityforthe construction industrytechnology options, technologytoolsand technologyin bothmedical devicestypesand in
theamounts, namely: conventional, rationaland industry. Implementation ofbuildingcanbe doneby methods: castin situ, castin
placeandprecastorprefabdependingon circumstances. Theseare supportedby the existence ofspacebetween buildingsand
theouterring roadof Dr.Kariadi hospital.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The objectives identified by the different project teams show that construction projects are now considering both soft
management issues and sustainable development as central to the successful delivery of construction projects.During the
process ofproject implementationarrangementsmadeby the contractor, as follows:physical limitsof eachactivity, trafficproject
activitiesand activitiesof health services,physicalsecuritynet.The resultwas noaccident, buildingperformanceis achieved.
Thisprojecthas managedto cut costsup to 6%, time-saving5%of the project, andconstructionclaims3%.
The conceptofsustainableintendedinitial attentionhas been consideredforpedestrian safetyforvisitors and staff, speed
ofambulance servicesfor 24hours, the speed ofother services, andphysical developmentthat has little impactforhealth care.
Most of the rainfall water is discharged out from the land through the river. The existence ofa small rivernotintervenedso
thatthe function ofthe drainagewater isstill runningsmoothly without sedimentation.The river discharge is extremely higher
during rainy season, even been higher than the river capacity.The application ofbio-retention is usefulin order tocope with the
floodandforgroundwaterreserves.
The orientation ofnew buildingsfacingthe northandthe south,thereby reducing theeffect ofthe sun's heatdirectly againstthe
glass.Planning ofopen spaceconsideredas an area forevacuation, greenor garden, naturalair flow, natural lighting,
rainwaterinflowinto the ground, andplaygroundorsports. In this case, the impact of land development to the runoff change
would be managed by means of bio-retentionsystem.With the LEED green building certification process buildings can achieve
a certification, silver certification, gold certification or platinum certification (GBCI 2010).Main characteristic of general
hospital Dr.Kariadiorientation is expressedin the designon thesides of theLIDthrough considerations of:Planning (Master plan,
Feasibility
Study);
System
(open/closed;
hard/soft;
approach);
Green
Concepts
and
Grand
Strategy.Sustainabledesignconsideringimplementation
methodeitherseriesorparallel.
The
substance
ofthe
designconducteddesignreview andvalue engineeringprior to theconstruction site.Theview pointabove descriptionsis
includedaspects ofWholeLifeCosting (WLC), which has beenmeasuredso thatmanagementrole can beexpected.
Based on owners, usersand expertsof Dr.Kariadi hospital held frequentcommunication aboutthe development ofan
appropriatescope offuture requirementscombinedwith thepolicy ofthe Ministry of Healthandinternational rules Joint
Commission International (JCI)to produce a designthat supportsa minimumstandard ofhealthcareandStandardOperating
Procedures(SOP). Discussionwas alsomadein relation to thefutureproblem solvinganddecision makingandforecasting. The role
ofthe functionof these activitieswilllead to theneed forfacilities thatare closely linked: Developmentmanagement;Technologyof
constructionindustry; TechnologyofutilitiesandTechnologyofhealthequipment.
Within the scope of the hospital operation, on the one hand Dr.Kariadi process Eco Management Audit System (EMAS)in the
system ofWaste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP).Processing Installationinternally to maintain systems that have been built
while externally conducted by the Environment Agency of Middle Java Province (BLH-Prop) with weekly-monthly
evaluation reports and field investigations per semester. On the other hand, based on the policy of the Ministry of Health in
accordance era of globalization in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), Dr.Kariadi follow the rules that apply in the
JCI in terms of standard of health care through completion of facilities and infrastructure that meet the technical requirements
and applicable law.In this case meansthat theuse ofpartneringforconstruction projectsof complex building that areinstages:
planning,design, procurement, construction. At the stage ofhumanbionomicalso usedpartneringonoperationsand maintenance.

4. CONCLUSION
The study, however, indicate that design-construction partnering can achieve substantial sustainable development through
sustainable design. Based onthe above description, it can be concludedaboutthe basicsare as follows:
a) Sustainabledesignhas a central roletowardssustainable developmentin thesystem of construction projects.
b) Design-construction partnering consists of: owner, consultant, contractor, and supported by top management.
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ABSTRACT

This design research analyzes the merits of innovations in green architecture as an ecological response to meet the QiR 2013
conference objectives of ‘Towards a Grand Scenario: Policy for Sustainable Growth.’ Jakarta, along with Bangkok, Delhi, and
Mumbai, finds itself in the unenviable category of multiple risks in five urban typologies that is related to future proofing cities
against high energy use and carbon footprints, flooding, and risks to regional ecosystems and resource supply networks. High
rise green architecture reduces the impact of urban sprawl, excessively high carbon footprints, and transportation costs, yet this
typology increases high energy use with glass facades, high tech materials and construction costs. Greening Asian megacities
is an urgently required challenge, which needs to be tackled not only with technological solutions, but also with high quality,
culturally relevant design scenarios.
Keywords
Future Proofing Cities, Green Architecture
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Green Open Space Approach to the Building Mass Arrangement in
Yogyakarta: Case Study of
the Revitalization of the Tugu Rail Station
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ABSTRACT
This paper is to analyze the green open space approach to the building mass arrangement in urban block areas. The case study
is “The Project Preparation Consultant for Revitalization of Yogyakarta Rail Station and Pedestrianization of Malioboro”
proposed by application of ADB Loan No. 2264-INO (SF): Infrastructure Reform Sector Development Program. Due to the
building mass, the building code of the railway station area state that (1) the building coverage ratio (BCR) is 85% and the
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) varies (from 3 up to 4,8) based on the Yogyakarta Municipality Building Ordinance. The Green Open
Space (GOS = RTH or Ruang Terbuka Hijau) Regulation in Indonesia states that the minimum green open space in urban area
is 30%. With an 85% BCR, the railway station project tends to maximize the lot for building construction. Therefore, it is
difficult to wish the building ownerships providing 30% GOS from their lots. Due to such a problem concerning on the GOS
regulation, how to encourage building ownerships to provide at least 30% of their lots to be GOS during their site development
in central urban lot areas for the future constructions for any public services such a railway station. This paper tries to model
and encourage (public and private) urban developers to provide more green open space on their lots to be replaced by more
space on top of its floor area ratio based on the current building code. The method is using the case study of the Tugu rail
station development of in Yogyakarta as a model of analysis. To provide more open (green) space, the model is to reduce the
current BCR so that the new BCR has a more open green space. This different of a green open space will be rewarded as an
incentive for the additional floor area on the top of the maximum floor area. The researcher believes that the incentive floor
area to reduce the current BCR will increase green open space on urban lot areas. In this respect, the character of the building
mass is determined by the BCR and representing how the green approach of its open space. This model will support the urban
GOS regulation in Yogyakarta and Indonesia generally to have minimum 30% of GOS in the near future urban areas.
Keywords
Green Open Space, BCR, FAR, Tugu Rail Station.

1. INTRODUCTION
The high rate of population growth is mainly because urbanization is one of the problems of cities in Indonesia. The big
number of urban population is creating a high pressure on the utilization of urban space, especially the reduction of open
spaces in urban areas, both green open space (GOS) and non Green Open Space [1]. In this case, GOS consists of public and
private green space. Ideally, the city has a GOS least 30% of the total area of the city, referring to the Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil (1992), and reaffirmed at the summit Johannesburg, South Africa in 2002 [1, 2]. Regulation of the Minister of
Home Affairs Decree No. 1 of 2007 on Spatial Planning can be obtained the information that the minimal of green open space
in urban areas is 30%, which consists of 20% public and 10% of private GOS [3]. Based on data from the Environment
Agency of Yogyakarta in 2010, the public GOS was amounted to 17.17% (557,90 hectares) of the city area of Yogyakarta.
That number is still less than 20% as stipulated by the Public Work Regulation Number: 05/PRT/M/2008. Lack of the
development of public GOS in urban areas caused by: 1) the limited cultivable land for green space development, 2) the rise of
a variety of development projects that violates environmental rules. So the government needs to increase the number of
Yogyakarta urban public green spaces. In order to increase the GOS of Yogyakarta, the Municipality Government issued
regulations including the Yogyakarta Mayor Regulation No. 5 of 2007 regarding on green open spaces and the Mayor of
Yogyakarta Regulation No. 6 of 2010 regarding the Provision of Private Green Open Spaces. This shows a good willingness of
the city of Yogyakarta due to the provision of urban green spaces in its urban area. In order to reach the ideal size of GOS as
mandated in the Spatial Planning Act, the city of Yogyakarta facilitated by the Provincial Government of the Yogyakarta
Special Region (YSR or DIY) and the Directorate General of Spatial Planning - Ministry of Public Works, planned a public
provision of green space in the form of increased green spaces through community initiatives that embodies the design
competition for the detailed engineering design to be implemented [1]. However, there is no significant impact from the
competition to the GOS growth in the Yogyakarta urban area so far. This means that the Yogyakarta government has some
diviculties to increase more public GOS due to the limited budged and the number of grey land limitation. In this respect, the
government should encourage any public and private development in Yogyakarta to provide more GOS by providing building
volume incentive of any urban building construction. Therefore, it is crucial to create a model regarding a Green Open Space
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Approach to the Building Mass Arrangement in Yogyakarta urban area. This approach will use case study of the revitalization
of the Tugu Rail Station in the city of Yogyakarta.
Supporting to the Spatial Planning Act, this paper is proposing to analyze a green open space approach to the building mass
arrangement by using the case study of the revitalization of the Tugu rail station in Yogyakarta. The objective this paper is to
encourage public and private building development to provide more green spaces by promoting the government in providing
some floor area incentive more than the existing Floor Area Ratio based on the Yogyakarta Municipality Building Code.
The method to provide some building volume incentive more than the basis Floor Area Ratio is by 1) increasing open space
from the basis BCR and 2) Increases/decreases bonus floor area ratio based on the greenery ratio. To provide some incentive
building volume, the site development has to provide green open spaces in their site development more than the BCR basis as
seen on Figure 1. To increases/decreases the bonus building volume in the site development is to increase their greenery ratio
as seen on Figure 2 including: 1) increasing bonus floor area ratio for any developments of greenery ratio more than 45% and
2) decreasesing bonus floor area ratio for developments of greenery ratio below 35% [4].

Figure 1. Three Dimension Analysis and Approach to
encourage private green open space incentive in urban
area [4]

Figure 2. Increases/decreases bonus floor area
ratio;[4]

2. GREEN OPEN SPACE APPROACH
The concept of greening of the city, or green urbanism, shows an important design approach to the sustainable urban
development form. The urban sustainability is included on the green open space which has an ability to contribute positively to
some key agendas in urban areas [5]. Urban greening approach tries to find the integration between the urban itself and natural
environment as a dynamic urban of city dwellers through a diversity of open landscapes [6, 7].
The GOS is an open space area outside the building, which serves for various activities. Regulation of the Minister of Public
Works No. 05/PRT/M/2008 concerning on the Guidelines for the Provision and Use of green open space (GOS) in urban areas
states that the GOS in offices, shops, and places of business generally in the form of sidewalk and parking lane. Provision of
green space in this area are as follows: 1) To the extent Building Coverage Ratio (BCR) 70% -90% will need to add a potted
plant, 2) Offices, shops and places of business with BCR over 70%, have at least 2 (two) small tree or medium were planted on
land or in pots above 60 cm in diameter, 3) tree planting requirements in offices, shops and business premises with BCR below
70%, such as the requirement applies to yards with GOS, and planted in areas outside the BCR has been determined. Spacious
yard complies with BCR in urban areas, as set out in the Regional Regulation on spatial planning in each city. To facilitate
classification yard in the specified category yard large, medium and small. Large courtyard is spacious yard with a larger 500
m2. Due to the case study Tugu Rail Station has lots more than 500m2 of commercial activities (shopping, office and
hospitality), the appropriate rules of GOS model used for this concept is on the Big House category [8].
Building Coverage Ratio (BCR) and Floor Area Ratio (FAR) are the most commonly used to indicate for quantifying the
building density at lot scale. The BCR is defined as the ratio of the building coverage area (i.e. the area of building footprint) to
the size of land lot. Since the footprint represents the planimetric shape of a building, the BCR measures the building density in
two-dimension (2D) space. The FAR is defined as the ratio of gross building floor area to the size of lot. The value of FAR is
determined not only by the planimetric shape of the building, but also by the vertical distribution of the floors in different
height and it represents the three-dimensional (3D) building density. Open space ratio (OSR): is the percentage of open space
to the area of the land or lot. An open-to-sky space without a roof is considered an open space. The location, size, distribution
and surface nature of open spaces could change the local environment by altering the air flow, humidity and heat balance with
the urban canopy layer [9]. Green coverage ratio (GCR): is the percentage of the total area of all green spaces (including above
green and below green coverage) to the area of the land or lot. Trees and smaller plants such as shrubs, vines, grasses, and
ground cover, help cool the urban environment. Thus, GCR is an important parameter in describing urban surface cover, which
is affects urban climate such as radiation and surface temperature through shading and evapotranspiration. Generally the sun’s
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energy reaches the area of trees, with the remainder being absorbed by leaves and used for photosynthesis, and some being
reflected back into the atmosphere [10].
The Big House category in the Regulation of the Minister of Public Works No PU 05/PRT/M/2008 provides green space
provision of the following schemes: 1) a category that includes big house is a house with a land area of over 500 m2, 2) green
open space is the minimum required land area (m2) less extensive base building ( m2) in accordance with local regulations,
and 3) the number of shade trees to be provided a minimum of 3 (three) combined with shade trees and shrubs as well as
shrubs and ground cover or grass. Furthermore, the green space on offices, shops, and businesses, in addition to the utility, can
be used also as an open parking area, carport, and a place to organize various outdoor activities such as ceremonies, fairs,
sports, and others [8]. The provision of Public Open Space in Private Development (POSPD) seeks primarily to achieve better
quality design, optimisation of land use, better site planning, and/or synchronising the availability of open space and the
community needs arising from developments. With proper design and management, POSPD could contribute towards the
provision of quality leisure and recreational space and improve urban living environment [11]. A lot of recently developed
commercial and residential areas comprise higher FAR and lower Building Coverage Ratio (BCR), compared with old ones
[12]. Timely and complete information about urban building density and morphology has need of the measurement of land use
intensity and efficiency, design and adjustment of zoning regulations and land use policy, monitoring and enforcement of
urban management policies [13, 14].
Urban designers should control some crucial variables shaping the building form and massing in the contexts of urban design
including building line, setback, land use, floor area ratio (FAR), and building coverage ratio (BCR) [15]. The green building
character to lower impact on local site ecology is to 1) increased green space (small building footprint, minimal surface
parking), 2) provide green roofs and has highly efficient building envelopes [16]. The compact city is designed to make more
efficient use of existing land resources and infrastructure, as well as reducing automobile usage as public transportation
becomes more viable at higher urban densities [17]. The legislative and regulatory framework for stimulating "green" projects
has been gradually taking place in Europe, particularly in France. For new residential construction, a decree relative to the
Energy Policy Orientation Program authorizes the building coverage ratio up to 20% provided in all other local planning rules
respectively [16].
To respond the green open space approach on the site and building scale, there are four concepts including 1) Specific block, 2)
Intensive Land Use District, 3) District Planning with Redevelopment Promotion, and 4) Comprehensive Design [4]. Due to
the preparation of initial design of the Tugu Rail Station, particularly on the building mass arrangement, the comprehensive
design concept will be omitted on to this discussion. The analysis model of the green development approach concerning on the
building form and massing of the Tugu Rail Station will use the three dimension analysis to see the schematic approach.
Building Coverage Ratio (BCR) and Floor Area Ratio (FAR) are the most commonly used indicates for quantifying the
building density at land parcle scale. The BCR is defined as the ratio of the building coverage area (i.e. the area of building
footprint) to the size of land lot in Eq. (1), where S is the building coverage area, and SL is the area of land lot. Once the
association between building footprints and land lots is determined, the BCR for each land lot can be computed using Eq. (1).
Since the footprint represents the planimetric shape of a building, the BCR measures the building density in two-dimension
(2D) space. The FAR is defined as the ratio of gross building floor area to the size of land lot (Eq. (2)) [12, 14]

………………. Eq.(1)

……………….. Eq.(2)

Where Ai is the area of the first floor, and t is the total number of floors. The value of FAR is determined not only by the
planimetric shape of the building, but also by the vertical distribution of the floors in different height and it represents the
three-dimensional (3D) building density .
A study of a proposed project implementation is part of a development scenario. An example that the study on “Downtown
Edmonton Commercial, Office and Residential Forecasts 2009 – 2044” examined the development growth of residential units,
retail and service commercial, and office building in the Downtown. The study had two alternative approaches concerning on a
„Baseline and „Alternate scenario. The „Baseline scenario assumed a „status quo or „business as usual scenario and the
„Alternate scenario assumed that the vision outlined in the Plan for the Downtown would be implemented [18]. It can be seen
that the „Alternate” scenario is part of planning and development process. It can be seen that spatial and infrastructure
development is always behind the economic growth resulting physical construction that is driven by social and economic
activities without referring the urban spatial plan. This will be naturally growing that existing economic activities do not fit
with the current urban development plan.

3. TUGU RAIL STATION PROJECT IN YOGYAKARTA
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The Yogyakarta Special Province (Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta, or DIY) is located in south-central Java surrounded by the
province of Central Java with the Indian Ocean to the south (See Figure 3). Yogyakarta in 2009, the population and area of
DIY is 3,281,000 people and 3,185.80 km2 respectively with density of 1,030 people per km2 and annual population growth
rate is about 0.9 % per year. The Gross Regional Product (at nominal prices) is Rp. 3.5 trillion in 2000 and Rp. 4.7 trillion in
2007. Rail passengers rose from 1.7 million in 2000 to 1.9 million in 2007. Vehicular traffic has been increasing annually in
the area where the proposed project is located at the Tugu rail station of the Malioboro Business District. Due to the large
number of passengers and tourists visiting to this area, traffic congestion on the Malioboro road and surrounding road networks
has become more acute from year to year. Moreover, since the street is rather chaotic and congested with street vendors, it is
necessary to achieve the smooth traffics and to accelerate the redevelopment to the Malioboro area. On the other hand, due to
the budgetary constraints, the effective solution has not been carried out in the infrastructure development scheme [19].

Figure 3. Yogyakarta in the Central Java as a Part of Indonesia

Figure 4. The Tugu Rail Station in the
Malioboro Area of the Yogyakarta
Municipality

Under this circumstance, the study intitle “Public-Private Partnership for Urban Infrastructure Project, Pilot Project of
Yogyakarta City” with two (2) stages were conducted in 2005 and 2008 respectively. By those studies, the several
examinations were implemented to solve the above issues, which are 1) selection of potential project packages, analysis of
technical and 2) financial feasibility, identification of legal issues, especially in land status, analysis of social and
environmental impacts by implementing the proposed project, implementation of public consultation meetings among relevant
government agencies. The study of the proposed project implementation “the Project Preparation Consultant for Revitalization
of Yogyakarta Rail Station and Pedestrianization of Malioboro” is proposed by application of ADB Loan No. 2264-INO (SF):
Infrastructure Reform Sector Development Program. The case Study is located in Malioboro urban area in the Yogyakarta
Municipality which is the capital city of DIY [19] as shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE GREEN OPEN SPACE APPROACH
The Tugu Rail Station Project is located in the Gedongtengen Sub District of Yogyakarta Municipality. The land use and the
building code of the site location of the proposed project can be seen on the Figure 5 and Table 1. The site location consists of
four different zones including Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 4, and Zone 7. The description of the zones and area are clearly stated on
Table 1 concerning on uses, building height, BCR, and FAR of the Tugu Rail Station area. The proposed project covers 21
sites including 15 sites accommodating commercial, office, and residential uses, and six lots accommodating parks and
building conservation of the Tugu Rail Station (see Figure 5, Figure 6, and Table 1).
On the current study, the project is using the existing building code (BCR 80% with the current respecting FAR) resulting
maximum floor area 624.337 m2 divided on to 4 up to 6 floors (see Table 2). The following outcomes (see also Table 2) are
based on the same approach:
1) With BCR 70%, the maximum floor area is 670.250 m2 divided on to 5 up to 7 floors.
2) With BCR 60%, the maximum floor area is 691.999 m2 divided on to 6 up to 9 floors.
3) With BCR 50%, the maximum floor area is 710.526 m2 divided on to 6 up to 10 floors.
It can be seen that the more GOS installed the larger bonus floor area can be received (see Table 2 concerning comparative
green open space to the building mass arrangement). These schemes suggest that the municipality government of Yogyakarta
should encourage vertical building development in its central business district (CBD) of Malioboro without providing the
budget to purchase any land to provide more greenery in urban areas. The government with the GOS incentive could privately
and publicly increase GOS in urban areas, especially in the Malioboro CBD without any additional government budget.
Otherwise, the City Government would spend more money to increase GOS in central urban areas of Yogyakarta.
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Figure 5. Land Use and Building Code of the Study Area
Tabel 1. Yogyakarta Municipality Building Code concerning on the Tugu Rail Station Area
Zo
ne

1
Zo
ne

2

Buffer zone of natural and
cultural,
Trade and Services F.2.1
Medium-high Intensity of
Land Use (Segmen)

Zo
ne

Buffer zone of natural and
cultural,
Trade and Services F.2.1
Medium-high Intensity of
Land Use (Block)

Zo
ne

Legend:

4

7

Fully Development Zone
(Economy Social, and
Culture). Trade and Services
F.2.1 High Intensity of Land
Use (Segment)
Buffer Zone for Nature and
Culture (Tugu Rail Station)
Mediun-high Intensity of
Land Use

Legend:

ToPalace

Figure 6. Site 1 up to site 20 located in the Tugu Rail Station

The 2 D and 3D building mass arrangement scenario provides four different BCR base lines comparing BCR 80%, BCR 70%,
BCR 60%, and BCR 50% (See Table 2, Figure 7 and Figure 8). The 2D and 3D model scenario benefit people to view spatially
comparative pictures (as seen on Figure 7 and Figure 8). Figure 7 and Figure 8 showing the 2D and 3D landscapes
comparatively concerning on the building mass arrangement based on BCR basis with other alternate BCR incentive affecting
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different sizes of FAR bonuses (see yellow colors on Figure 7 and Figure 8). The more BCR decreased the bigger incentive
FAR bonus.
Table 2. Green Open Space to the Building Mass Arrangement with BCR 70% and BCR 80%

Source: Analysis

The alternate BCR on Figure 7 and Figure 8 is showing the four scenarios concerning on the following schemes [4] (based on
Figure 2 Formula):
1)
2)
3)
4)

the BCR 80% with no FAR bonus (the total site area is 161.101 m2)
the BCR 70% with a decreased bonus = 0,95 x 30% of the site area = 45.914 m2
the BCR 60% with an increased bonus = 1,05 x 40% of the site area = 67.662 m2
the BCR 50% with an increased bonus = 1,07 x 50% of the site area = 86.189 m2

BCR 80% and Open/green space 20% with no FAR Bonus
(the current study model)

BCR 60% and Open/green space 40%
with a increased FAR Bonus of 1,05 x 40%

BCR 70% and Open/green space 30%
with a decreased FAR Bonus 0,95 x 30%

BCR 50% and Open/green space 50%
with a increased FAR Bonus of 1,05 x 40%

Figure 7. 2D of Green Open Space comparation concerning on FAR Basis and FAR Scenario Models
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BCR 80% and Open/green space 20% with no FAR Bonus
(the current study model)

BCR 70% and Open/green space 30%
with a decreased FAR Bonus 0,95 x 30%

BCR 60% and Open/green space 40% with FAR Bonus
with a increased FAR Bonus of 1,05 x 40%

BCR 50% and Open/green space 50% with FAR Bonus
with a increased FAR Bonus 1,07 x 50%

Figure 8. 3D of Green Open Space comparation concerning on FAR Basis and FAR Scenario Models
In this respect, the city government is to be sure to starting to improve its existing building code to provide some incentive
floor area based on the alternate BCR as shown on Figure 7 and Figure 8. This green spatial approach also pulls and creates
more opportunities for business activities and property development in central urban area concerning on commercial business
growth (such as shopping, offices, hotels, apartments, etc.). Therefore, the design approach with using BCR 70% up to 50% as
on Figure 7 and Figure 8 is confirmed with the concept of greening the city or green urbanism declared by Swanwick et. al.
[5].
Therefore the Yogyakarta government should develop some key agendas in increasing GOS as part of the urban sustainability
of Yogyakarta municipality. Greening more open space in the Tugu rail station is also in line with the integration between
Tugu rail station area (as part of urban central area) and natural environment as a dynamic of the proposed Tugu rail station
commercial and residential business activities. This also confirms with Elkin et al and Jabereen’s theories concerning on
diversity of open landscapes [6, 7].
This concept will also encourage more people living in central urban area because more regular people will stay in vertical
housing due to easy for them to find jobs and public facilities such as retail, shopping, recreation, and vertical housing that
economically fits with lower middle income. This opportunity should be captured by the city government to develop more
scenario in planning the city area for the next 25 up to 50 years. This descripsion also confirms with the master plan of the city
of Edmonton [18] suggesting that the GOS approach with building mass arrangement to show its concept of sustainable vibrant
well design accessible.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The green open space approach to the building mass arrangement in Yogyakarta urban area is a good scheme to be
implemented due to the ability for the city government to increase more green open space in Yogyakarta urban area without
any crucial budget to purchase land for urban greenery. The Tugu rail station project has been chosen because the project is in
urban central area of Malioboro area and using the current building code that does not guarantee to provide more green open
space in any construction project development in urban area. The case study of the revitalization of the Tugu rail station will be
more greenary to support in sustaining Yogyakarta urban development for the future by using the floor area incentive. The
FAR incentive will use two formulas including 1) increasing open space from the basis BCR and 2) Increases/decreases bonus
floor area ratio based on the greenery ratio.
If this kind of approach could be implemented in urban area such as Yogyakarta. The preparation that should be conducted by
the Yogyakarta government is including:
1) Vertical urban development zones outside airstrips and historical conservation areas.
2) Urban development area as a priority to increase social and economic investment gradually.
3) Based on the development area priority, the land consolidation to provide accessible motorized urban environment in
Yogyakarta is important to be introduced.
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4) Increasing the collaboration networks with urban business community to encourage the Public-Private Partnership for
Urban Infrastructure Project to prioritize urban development areas.
This approach will promote more commercial and residential development scenarios respecting to more private investment and
entrepreneur activities in Yogyakarta urban areas. If vertical urban development gradually increases due to more interesting
FAR bonus schemes, it is believed that public accessible green open space in Yogyakarta central urban area will grow more
areas without any special government budget for greenery program. Therefore, the green open space approach will support the
future fresh and vibrant urban area and also promote the urban GOS regulation in Indonesia to have minimum of 30% GOS in
Urban areas.
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ABSTRACT


As one of the sectors that play a role in good-governance, the private sector or the business sector is the most self-sufficient
than the other two sectors, namely the government and civil society. The society gives a mandate to the government, while the
government holds responsibility to the public. This gives chance for the government to play a role in facilitating cooperation
and partnership between business and society. Regarding the demands for housing, particularly for self-help housing, the
relation of the three sectors can be developed into a model of partnership, in which the private sector has possibility to play a
bigger part. This can result in the acceleration of housing provision, particularly for the low-incomes. Through public forums /
associations, they can start the partnerships with the private sector, not solely rely on the government. The forms of
cooperation that already exist for this partnership are trainings, funding, provisions of building materials, etc.. This can be
developed furthermore in the pattern / model and the concept of a partnership that can address the needs of the community
suitably and sustainably. The aim of this article is to explain the model of the partnership for self-help housing and settlement
provision in which the private sector can play bigger role, especially for the poor in urban areas. Therefore the big picture: city
without slums can be achieved. The method used in this study is a literature review, secondary data analysis and review case
studies of other self-help housing in neighborhoods in the city of Jakarta and Depok. Will be discussed is the private sectors
that provides funding partnerships (such as CSR) and the urban poor in furtherance of the self-help housing. From the
identification of the role each sector, a model of partnership can be developed. This also relates to the approach or method for
the self help housing project.
Keyword
Partnership, private sector, low income, self-help housing

1. INTRODUCTION
The welfare issue can be characterized by an increasing quality of life of worth and dignity, among others, through the
fulfillment of housing and livable neighborhoods. Housing and settlements is one of the basic human needs, which has a
strategic role as the center of family education, nurture, and improving the quality of future generations, as well as the
embodiment of national identity. For the people of Indonesia, a house is a reflection of one’s existence, either as individually
or as a unity along with the natural environment.
One of the housing and settlements problem exists in Indonesia is due the incompatibility of the housing supply and demand.
Siswono (1991) addressed these as issue related to population, finance, technology, building materials and related industries,
public participation, rule of law, and business. On the other hand, the rapid population growth is not comparable to the
provision of housing has led to serious problems. The unstoppable flows of migrants to urban areas due to the uneven
development between urban and rural areas causes of population problems since a long time. The migrant flow is closely
linked to economic activity and infrastructure development, which is still concentrated in urban areas. As an impact, the
emergence of slums in urban areas become unavoidable and cannot be controlled, urbanism processes (urbanization), both
physically and because of the mobilization of the population outside urban areas has led to the housing crisis (Drakakis-Smith,
1980).
Around 85% of housing in Indonesia is built and developed by the community without government assistance through the
housing, private/residential developers or non-governmental organization or foundation. Aside real estate housing and housing
that provided by the government, self-help housing is also one of the possibilities in meeting the need of housing in Indonesia.
As a matter of fact, a large number of housing needs in Indonesia are met through this self- help housing patterns and it
becomes a major asset in Indonesia. Through this pattern, the society can build and maintain the house on their initiative and
effort alone, without going through a formal development procedure, either as individual or in groups/in mutual cooperation.
This type of housing is often identified with the informal housing, because the construction is generally performed by lowincome group, independently.1 An important characteristic of the self-help housing by the low-income groups is the
emphasizing the process (construction) itself rather than housing as a product. One of the factors is because the process is


1

A. Sihombing, R. Suryantini, D. Mangiring, Sustainable Maintenance and Management in Self-Help Housing Revitalization, QiR 2011
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controlled by the owner/user, which means, the initiative, the decision and the execution are made by the owner. It really
depends also on the availability of the capital, not only financially, but also socially and the know-how or knowledge in
constructing a house. Most of the time, the low income cannot fully maintain their house and settlement and this leads to the
degradation of the house and their environment, eventually generates slums.
That kind of environmental degradation can be prevented. It seems that in most of the case in urban areas, the low income
people are responsible for the quality of their housing and settlement. As the Law No. 4/1992 on Housing and Settlement
Article 29 mandates that "every citizen has the same rights and opportunities to participate in the housing and settlement
development", the housing and settlement is actually a responsibility of all sectors in Indonesia. Both the government and nongovernment, namely the civil society and private sector as well, are responsible for the provision of housing and settlement.
To understand the responsibility of the sectors involved in housing and development in Indonesia, each sector will be
identified. As government institution there is the Ministry of Housing, which has the task to assist in formulating policy and
coordination in the field of public housing, as decided by the President of Indonesia, PP No. 9/2005 on the Establishment of
the Ministry of Housing (MENPERA/Menteri Perumahan Rakyat). Although through participatory project conducted by
government or NGOs, it is not yet adequate to solve the problem. A more suitable approach or model which can accelerate the
programs is required. The private sector is one sector that most self sufficient in financial, access and technology, which can be
the additional force for the acceleration in solving the housing and settlement problems, mentioned above.

2. METHODS
To find a suitable model of partnership in self-help housing and settlement in Indonesia, it is important to identify each sector
involved, their role and possible contribution in self-help housing and patterns of relationship present in Indonesia. Based on
the finding from the research using the quantitative and qualitative methods, four self-help housing communities will be
involved as case study: Kampung Lio and Kampung Tambak in Depok, Kampung Wadas and Kampung Manggarai in South
Jakarta. Issues related to self-help housing for the low income in urban areas, such as the availability, the maintenance and the
habit of the community itself are being examine thoroughly based on observation, interviews and focus discussion group. The
local government and some private sectors related to building material and technology were also discussed. Thus, pattern of
partnership between each sector and their contribution in self-help housing in urban areas can be generated.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Resources as financial aid, technology, building materials and related industries, public participation, conducive political will
and regulation, are the issues often encountered in provision and maintenance of the self-help housing of the low income. The
problems found in the maintenance and management of self-help housing, among others, is that the income level is very low,
so that it is very difficult to access funds (formally), building materials, technology, and other housing resources. The
difficulties in accessing the resources and its information are the obstacle for them. Their dependency on grants from the
government or donator is relative high, although there are some projects that actually intended to achieve sustainability in
providing and maintaining self-help housing. These were shown in the four research areas. Most of the programs conducted in
the previous time by the government are consists of only physical aspects and make the sustainability of the programs
questioned, because most of them are project oriented (depends on the fund from government – top down concept) and not all
the problems can be solved physically. Lesson learned from those projects is that the low income housing communities need to
be empowered to reach equality with other stakeholders in this housing sector, since the community empowerment method can
be the key in the maintenance and development of self-help housing in order to sustain.
But it is not enough, because housing problems is necessarily only a problem for the government, but also a shared
responsibility. Identified actors in housing in accordance to the function and role in housing and settlement are the government
and the private sector, besides the people themselves. The role of the NGO and other institution should be developed and
reckoned in the program. Most of those programs need assistance, for e.g. through competent facilitators, not only technically
but also socially, psychologically and politically. Another point of view is that many of the resources are being exercised
fluently by the private sector and this can be utilized as a potential attribute for the model of partnership and corporation in
self-help housing.
Partnership is an agreement between both parties to achieve a mutually beneficial goal. The agreement relationship resembles a
legal partnership and usually involving close cooperation between parties having specified and joint rights and responsibilities.
Three principles of partnership that should be held are equity, transparency and mutual. A partnership network of interrelated
schemes works together, supports each other and combines different functions, roles and responsibilities to achieve the same
goals: the success of a program. Partnership in accordance with the characteristics or elements within it should be mutually
supportive and mutually beneficial and based on the principle of openness and equality.
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The basic scheme of the partnership is expected to build and strengthen and increase commitment among actors, in this case
for example both the Central government and local government should act as a regulator and facilitator, no longer as executor
in the channeling of funds and resources to improving the welfare of society. Private sector which usually acts a source of
funds and other resources is expected also to be involved in selecting and determining the form of aid and where and in what
manner the source of funds and resources will be channeled. The communities themselves are expected to also be able to
systematically distribute both information and resources available to them for improving the welfare of the people, at least in
the environment of their own.
The model of the partnerships can be very interesting, because current the approach adopted is usually the top-down approach,
compared to bottom-up concept, which tries to generate action for a sustainable society, especially through the provision of
information considered less. The partnership for a sustainable society will require significant attention to the transformative
environment for models that are sensitive to the actions of government and the constitution of the dynamic power relations.
Consideration of the political, bureaucratic, financial and all those involved in meeting the needs of low-income people need to
be considered to enhance the attractiveness of the programs, which required a conducive situation for all actors.
The partnership may also have an important role in developing the operational framework of sustainable development, but
unfortunately, their positive contribution can not always be guaranteed. Partnership requires to be placed on each roles and
responsibilities, and greater extent of transparency in terms of the desired outcome. If the goal of the partnership is to achieve
sustainable development by empowering people, then at least it would seem appropriate to involve them in the process of
problem identification and definition of the program.
In the implementation process, the partnership doesn’t always in the form of ideal, because the implementation is conducted
based on the interests of each actors. If the partnership formed between the private sectors and the government and the
community as well, they can form the third scenario, productive one. In this case, identification of actors / stakeholders, their
roles and potential in the partnership needs to be done.
Several institutions have important roles in housing and settlements in Indonesia, namely central government, the provincial /
district / city, businesses, donors, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), R & D institutions, Universities and Public
Institutions (traditional institutions, religious institutions, and the other communities). These institutions need to cooperate and
coordinate in their activities, in which one may be related another. Therefore their coorperation need to be institutionalized.
In Act No. 4 of 1992 on Housing and Settlement, every citizen has the right to occupy and or have a decent home in a healthy,
safe, harmonious and orderly. It also mentions that the Government shall develop the enterprise in the field of housing and
settlements in the form of regulation, guidance, assistance, convenience, development, planning, implementation, monitoring
and control. The community can participate in the development of housing and settlements, by utilizing local techniques and
technologies, building materials industry, construction, engineering and design of appropriate technology and environmentally
friendly. According to the Act, there are three approaches in
Under the legislation, the Government should and are expected to create a conducive environment for the provision of housing
and housing for the community and other agencies including the business community, associations, R & D institutions, NGOs,
donor agencies, and other community agencies. Governments have a duty to facilitate the delivery of housing and settlements.
There are three schemes developed to overcome slums and environmental degradation, namely restoration, revitalization, or
resettlement. By using these schemes, the model of partnership can be adjusted.
Both central and local government has the authority to set policy and regulation, supervision, coaching, coordinating and
providing subsidies to the public. The central government should coordinate and involve the local government to carry out the
implementation of housing and settlements. Local government will directly provide services to the community in the area.
Government Inter District / Municipality borders must cooperate and coordinate in the implementation of housing and
settlements to be integrated and mutually beneficial. The local government together with the community should pursue the
implementation measures of housing and settlements and or rejuvenation and improvement of the environment or to improve
the welfare of its inhabitants.
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Fig 1: The Concept of Partnership in Urban Housing and Settlement
(A.Sihombing, et.al, 2012)

The private sector can act as a partner for the government to manage the resources, to assist the government in the business
world in running the economy and leads the development, to generate income to the government, among others in the form of
taxes. Private sectors, donors and NGOs can work directly with the community but should still notify the local government and
obey the laws and regulations in force in the area. Forms of participation that can be done by these institutions include
subsidies, support (financial and other resources) as well as assistance. In addition, these institutions can also cooperate with
the government in terms of sharing of housing and settlement programs. The government both central and local governments
are to facilitate the activities of these institutions through policy and regulation. Policy and regulation is certainly partial to the
welfare of society.
In the last two decades, NGOs increasingly accepted as a key actors in the new partnership that allows local governments and
officials’ dialogue and collaboration with community organizations / civil society organizations on the issue of poverty
alleviation, housing and basic services. Nevertheless, it is important for NGOs to withhold customs dominate or speak the
name of community partners and is not always easy to do.
Research institutions and universities can contribute in by conducting research in form of a housing policy formulation
settlement as mentioned in the previous chapter, while the government provides facilitation and regulation to support the
implementation of the research. Universities can also provide service to the community as one of its functions in the form of
mentoring and more. Research institutions and universities can work with government and the government should not limit
with regulations in the research objective carried out by research institutions and universities. Research institutions and
universities are given more freedom to innovate is responsible in carrying out its activities, for the welfare of the community.
Both the central government and local governments must coordinate with each other in the administration of housing and
settlement as described in the previous. It is intended that policies, programs and activities will not overlap , but
complementing each other in a synergy. Government can share program in the administration of housing and settlements. This
shared program is intended as an example in the management of housing and settlement in a location where the Ministry of
Housing undertake housing development or housing assistance stimulant, Ministry of Public Works provides the infrastructure
development program, and the Coordinating Ministry for People's Welfare to carry out the National Program for Community
Empowerment (PNPM) Mandiri.
Cooperation between central government, local governments and the central government to local governments that have been
carried out starting with an agreement or Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). Cooperation agreement in the field of
housing and settlements has been done by the government, in particular the cooperation agreement / MoU between Indonesia
governors at the Ministry of Housing.
The community acts as a subject and as well as an object of development should be involved in the administration of housing
and settlements. This is because the people who know best what their needs and wants. The intervention can be done by groups
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such as traditional institutions, religious institutions and other community based organizations. Cooperation between
stakeholders or stakeholder that originally accompanied the public should apply independently. The needs of the community in
perpetuating social service institutions may not easy to be achieved. These needs include the need for the Budget, Facilities
Support, Facilitator / Employment Assistance, Procedures Manual.
Cooperation with other institutions to do in the administration of Housing and Settlements can be done through a cooperative
agreement in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). This was already done by some of the providers of housing
and settlements. From the discussion, it can be identified the role of government, society and the business community in the
implementation of housing and settlements and can be described as follows:





Government, has a leading actor, which drives, facilitates and regulates housing matter in Indonesia. This role
requires the government to implement policies consistently and consequently through the realization of good
governance.
The private sector community has a role as a provider of services and driving the achievement of objectives.
Idealism and good work ethic owned businesses must be maintained with the view that the profit is not
everything to be achieved.
Community as consumers, supervisors and controllers. The community has a part to play a role as well in the
administration of housing and settlements with no prejudice, but also in attention to every process.
NGO’s, academics as contributor, supervisors and controllers. They serve and intervene the community through
their disciplines.

Furthermore, the division of roles in the partnership relating to the slums model patterns that can be proposed are as follows:

In the case of restoration, the partnership is expected to occur more between the Government and Society,

In case of revitalization, a partnership may be preferred is between Entrepreneurs and Society,

As for the case of resettlement, the partnership is expected to take place between the Government and
Employers.

4. CONCLUSION
From the identification of the sectors involved in the housing and settlements and the proposed partnership model, it requires
further review and response. Based on the survey conducted, so far the activities and roles for each sectors was incidental and
not coordinated in an integrated program or a road-map that is well planned. Scattered locations and in the form of small-scale
activities resulted in positive impact on improving the quality of housing that is not always experienced by the community in
particular and other stakeholders in general. This affects the sectors involved in the partnership which have less satisfaction
with the results. It will have an impact on the long term, a lack of interest to participate in partnership programs and other
cooperation.
Therefore it is very important to develop an appropriate road-map or model of partnership to overcome slums, taking into
account environmentaly, socialy, economically and culturaly suitable of local communities, private sectors as well as the
readiness of the Government's program (Region) in achieving sustainability partnership and cooperation. In addition, this
model should be tested to see conformity and obstacles that may arise so that it can be used as a lesson-learned for the
improvement of a model of partnership and cooperation and or adjustment road-map.
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ABSTRACT
Various modes of urban public transport in Indonesia have caused environmental concern as a result of the competition among
them in a limited urban public space, i.e., roads. They give rise to usurpation of public space, blockage of the traffic and
squeezing tightly into space. This study seeks to uncover such a behavior that is aggravated by the trip makers, and associated
activities such as street vending.Findings have shown that habitus of actors and their virtual networks of illegal, informal
activities sustain their existence.
Keywords
Dual-society, habitus, contestation of public space, meta-space

1. INTRODUCTION
The practice of transport planning in Indonesia has been characterized by a Euro-centric empirical model. Such an approach
overlooks what really is in reality. It denies the actual modes of the public transport in Indonesia that indicates the reality of the
socio-economic practices and conditions of the society as a whole in urban formation and development. While the urban
population continues to increase at an unprecedented rate and the gap between the rich and poor is widening, the resolution of
transport problems has never been conclusive. The critical state of urban transport in Jakarta as a whole has become alarming.
Some scholars have envisaged that in the coming year up to 2014, Jakarta will riska total congestion.
However, parallel to the issues of congestion in a macro level, there are critical micro issues regarding the movement problems
that areworth requiring a serious attention and study. It is a corresponding problems related to transport movement. It is a
socio-cultural issues rather than technical. Within the road design and the carrying capacity of it, in practice, there has been a
‘pressing problem’ of public transport behavior and associated informal economic activities along the way. Such urban
informality practices have never been seriously investigated. This research focuses on this particular issue – traffic behavior
and its associated issues.
The research seeks to unravel the deep structure of so called ‘illegal activities’ associated with urban transport with a particular
reference to the Urban Transport Terminal at Kampung Melayu, Jakarta. Such a structure is conceived in terms of its spatial
formation, production and reproduction. The research objectives are to uncover habitus and tactics of different actors engage in
the usurpation process of public space – meta space (space as perceived and conceived by them like two chess players facing a
chess board); and, to establish a contextual transport analysis in Indonesia which is not empirical but explanatory.

2. RESEARCH INQUIRIES
Understanding urban transportation issues and systems simply from its mechanism or parametric approach of design in the
built environment may overlook the deep structure on how a city works – especially the lived space. This is crucially the case
in the country like Indonesia where it is constituted by the dual society, i.e., modern-capitalist/traditional-bazaar, embodied in
the duality of formal/informal sectors. Their respective structuration processes evolve and compete over scarce urban space.
This includes urban transport problems. Urban transport in Indonesia has long been operated by two modes of services –
modern/capitalistic which is very limited in service, and traditional/‘bazaar’.1 They are mutually exclusive in their existence.
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Figure 1
Ideal Scheme for the Mass Transit in DKI Jakarta 2006/2007.
Public transport system as conceived by transport planners.
(http://img465.imageshack.us/img465/3368/peta65yg.ipg)

Figure 2. The Problem
The ‘real world’ of people movement in Jakarta – Space contestation amongst public
transport operators and other associated activites in public space

Based on such an understanding, the research inquiries why there are enduring problems of black-spots and constrictions
generated in the traffic movement in Jakarta, which are not simply caused by the technicalities? What and who are they that
generate them?
To answer the research questions and objectives, three main concepts and theories are posited to understand the nature of urban
society, its constitution; and its impacts on urban living space, especially to understand the hidden dimension of human
behavior, interactions and particularly contestation over the scarcity of urban space.
Dual-Society
The theory of dual-society helps us to understand the constitution of the urban society – as a continuum between
modern/capitalist and traditional/bazaar economy – its production as well as its reproduction.In terms of the constitution of
society, such as two extremities of society produce and reproduce respectively. This production-reproduction has adverse
effects on urban space, while the capitalist society manages to negotiate and appropriate space/land, the other in its
powerlessness manages to contest and usurp urban space as much as possible.
Herman Boeke2 in his PhD dissertation in 1910 proposed an influential thesis concerning the apparent dualism of urban culture
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in Indonesia. His argument was based on the fact that in Indonesia there were two social and economic systems. The
Westernized element in the economy is seen to be materialist, rational, and individualist, and was presented as the epitome of
exploitative and unyielding capitalism. The Eastern element, by contrast, was seen to be pre-capitalist, characterized by a
prevalence of and preference for self-employment, was unresponsive to variations in prices, and was not profit-orientated. This
dualism persists until recently.
Anthony Giddens3in hissocial theory of structuration, argues that a society is produced and reproduced through the creation
and reproduction of social systems. Systems,according to him, refer to reproduced relations between actors or collectivities,
organised as regular social practices. The social systems in which structure is recursively implicated comprise the situated
activities of human agents, reproduced across time and space. In social systems the role of human agents or agencies are then
crucial. Hence, various forms of human knowledge, worldviews, expertise including planning and design, emerge and are
maintained. In this sense, localities of action can be investigated upon how these are politically allocated and dominated by
particular groups in the society. They can be observed as both spatially confined and extended.
Social Closure
Parkin4 introduces the idea of social closure. In terms of their spatiality, situated activities may signify closures. In this sense,
similarly situated practices will also be investigated as a process of social closure. There can be identified three modes of social
closures: exclusivity, usurpation, and dual closure (not discussed here). The distinguishing feature of exclusionary closure is
the attempt by one group to secure for itself a privileged position at the expense of some other group through a process of
subordination. Usurpation is that type of social closure mounted by a group in response to its outsider status, and the collective
experiences of exclusion.5 Dual closure refers to a usurping action against a higher opponent group, for example against the
state, combined with exclusionary activities against presumably a lower or a less-organised group, for example, against ethnic
minorities or gender related groups. These closures are not static and will depend on the structuration process over time and
space.
Habitus
This theory helps to answer questions concerning behaviour of individual or a group of individuals as a system of disposition.
In a society like Indonesia, where cultural extremities are so wide and multifaceted, different conditions for the possibility of
social practices may be manifest. Bourdieu terms this condition habitus. He argues that habitus refers to a “durably installed
generative principle of regulated improvisations”, or to a complex net of structured predispositions into which we are
socialized at an early age.6Habitus is constituted in practice and “always oriented to practical functions.”7In this concept, social
relations among actors is being structured by, and in turn, is contributing to the structuring of, the social relations of power
among different positions (of class, gender, etc.). The practices happen in a space called afield in which actors play out their
engagements with each other.
3. Methodology
The research concerns urban space contestation and seeks to understand the deep structure of extensive existence of ‘informal’
activities in the public space within the domain of transport in the vicinity of bus terminal of Kampung Melayu, in Jakarta. The
main objective of the research is to disclose a ‘virtual map’ or meta-space of activities generated by various actors associated
with public transport services. The conspicuous and chaotic existence of such activities has caused serious congestion. It will
focus on the usurpation process of public space by the intensifying numbers of the production and reproduction of ‘informal’
or illegal undertakings almost round the clock. In this mode, spatial structure may manifest by and in multi-layered processes.
It is a grounded research from which theses or theories are based or grounded on data. Respondents such as pedestrians are
selected at random. An in-depth interview method is purposively chosen, namely those of transport operators as well as
vending traders to ‘capture’ their respective meta-space. They are actors that may conceive of different images of a space and
supposedly have critical opinionson the consumption or usage of the critical space around the bus terminal.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Understanding Transport rakyator People’s Transportation
The term people’s transportation (transport rakyat) is more apt than a generic public transport considering that the
population of Jakarta is classified under the low-middle income as still being the majority. They serve this majority of the
urban population. This phenomenon results from the very fact of socio-economic duality. Transport rakyatemerges as part of
the constitution of urban society – modern/capitalist and traditional/bazaar. Transport rakyatmeet especially the demands for
mobility of the urban poor in urban area. It entrenches within the society.
Despite its legal, formal existence, this type of service is, however, comparable to everything under the category of
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the ‘informal sector’. These services include Metromini, a medium size bus; Mikrolet, a van type public transport, Angkot, mini
bus; Bajaj, tricycle transporters, and mobile and the omni-presence ofojeks or motor-cycle transporters. These modes of
transport sustain the life of the urban poor. The dominant habitus ofthese modes of transport are peculiar, distinctive to each
community or society. They operate onan ‘individual’ basis, resulting in competition between one and another. This gives an
image of semrawut or chaotic activity.

Figure 3
Uncovering meta-space and “X-Ray” technique
(Sources:
1) afterhttp://d1lalstwiwz2br.cloudfront.net/images_users/articles/12938_s.2.jpg
2) http://sleevage.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/08/homer_simpson_xray.jpg,
Both downloaded on 28 October 2012.

Figure4.
Study Area: Bus Terminal Kampung Melayu, Jakarta
Seven Locations of Observation

3.2. Transport rakyat and the Phenomenon of Supir Tembak (Substitute driver)
Ideally, the public transport system will primarily serve the public during a rush hour or at the peak periods,
particularly in the morning and afternoon; and, outside these periods they normally go back to their depot or garage. However,
this is not the case for transport rakyat. Once they are all 'out' on the road and serve the public, they will stay on the road until
late at night. Such transport vehicleds may either be owned by the driver himself (most are male) or driven on behalf of the
owner. In fact, both drivers are driven by the target of setoran or the amount of money or earnings per day. It varies from
100,000 to 150,000 rupiahs per day.8 While the pricing policy stipulated by the government states the maximum distance and
subsequent charge of about 3,500 rupiahs per person, the reality may be different. It is a very low price if we consider the
sustainability of the services, but it is transport rakyat. As a consequence, the road everywhere is crowded by transport rakyat
of different sizes – Metrominis, Mikrolets, Angkots, Bajajs and Ojeks. Their numbers have already exceeded the demand and
as a result they compete with one and another.
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Figure 5
Metromini
(Sources: Left: http://www.sewatitikiklan.com/images/metro_advertising.jpg;
Right: http://stat.kompasiana.com/files/2010/05/metromini1.jpg, downloaded 31 October 2012 )

Figure 6.
Mikrolet and Angkot
(Sources: Left: http://warungkuning.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/mikrolet1.jpg, Right: :
http://cerita7rizkaa.blogdetik.com/files/2011/06/angkot1.jpg, downloaded 31 October 2012 )

To operate the transport rakyat that is almost round the clock, the drivers of Metromini, Mikrolet and Angkot must
ensure some place to park to take a rest. This is made possible by the help of preman (thugs or ‘freemen’ agents) who have
control over certain territory in the public space. This preman usually is accompanied by local unemployed persons. The latter
are those who are present and visible in the area – organizing the activities in the crowded public space. While the drivers take
a rest, there are supir tembak or substitute drivers of their kin or friends who replace them, they also desperately need jobs of
whatever type they can access. In the low peak periods when the transport rakyat‘take a break’and rests or ngetemon the road
space ‘available’ that is secured by the preman.
3.3. Ojek the free rider
Ojek operators are free riders – those who enjoy the benefits of an activity without paying. They are present in the
urban market place due to a simple principle – supply/demand. They are very agile move between traffic jams. There are two
kinds of 'free riders' who take advantage of such economic opportunities ie, ojek and street vendors. Ojeks and street vendors
usurp the public space side-by-side. In many cases, ojeks park their motorcycles at right angles to concrete curbs, which add to
the narrowing of the road space. They are usually much more organized and share cohesion among themselves. This type of
independent service is very problematic to be attached and connected into the ‘formal’ system of public transport. The
operators are omni-present like mushrooms everywhere in Jakarta in locations ranging from localized residential areas to the
hectic urban environment.
3.4. Habitus of Trip makers
Trip makers are the triggers and generators of this entirely muddled transport problem. The erratic behaviour of trip makers
such as stopping the public transport vehicles both to get in and to get off in any place they like. Pedestrians take the short-cut
to move from place to another, including taking the risk to cross the busy roads. The situation is aggravated by the occupation
of the side-walk by any kind of vendors. The only space left for pedestrians is the road tarmac.
Habitus of trip makers includes crossing the streets, getting on or off the public transport vehicles in whatever places, as well
as eating and drinking in the street. In so doing, they predispose responses, thus their actions suit particular purposes that are
mutually exclusive amongst each other and in competition to one another. Crowding formed through ‘consensual’ acts among
actors of different interests become inevitable over a limited available space.
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Figure 7.
Left, Bajaj and right, Ojek
Ojek move swiftly and versatile
(Sources: Leftt: http://www.langitberita.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/bajaj1.jpg,
Right: http://1.bp.blogspot.com/wICl4y2_VnI/T2RjLODR6rI/AAAAAAAABk8/b03oL4TP_XQ/s1600/ojek+02.jpg,,
downloaded 31 October 2012)

Figure 8.
Mikrolet ‘ngetem’

Figure 9.
A man collect money for Mikrolet that ‘ngetem’

3.5. Practice of Usurpation
The practice of usurpation of various actors and activities in the public space public spaces is possible by the support of the
preman. The process uncovers such clandestine operations and organization between preman and the oknum or individual
authorities such as a police and those form the Traffic and Highway bodies. In return of their warranty and surety or
protection, the preman bribe them. In the actual operation, the preman then employs those local thugs who desperately need
the jobs. The practice of usurpation and of closures within the public space is exercised to protect against an invasion of
strangers to join these usurping practices.

Figure 10.
Ojeks wait and intercept passengers

Figure 11.
Erratic and dangerous movement of trip makers as
pedestrians
Crossing the street and getting in and off the public
transport
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Itinerant traders

Figure 12.
Pedestrians buy foods from ambulant trader

Figure 13.
Traffic and Highway Authority ‘in action’

Figure 15.
Web, Connectivity and the
Space of Contestation:
Meta-space and deep
structures of various
different actors
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Habitus and symbolic interaction can be traced as a web of connectivity among actors interested in the ‘businesses’ of usurping
public space.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Dual society, its production and reproduction, has a spatial implication. While the modern/capitalist is capable of negotiating
the scarcity urban space, the traditional/bazaar is not. This is no exception in the sphere of public transport services. In
Indonesia public transport can be distinguished into such a binary undertaking. I will use the term ‘traditional society/bazaar
economy’ orbazaarism – to refer to social attitudes where social institution and way of life are one. This usually manifests in
huge numbers, individual and unrelated economic form of petty commerce. Consequently, understanding public transport in
Indonesia requires deep comprehension of the society as a whole – an archipelagic nation and its dualism.Traditional society
and its bazaar economy straightforwardly will address those of the poor community – rural or urban. In other words, bazaarism
in the public transport sector means also the engagement of traditional society in transportation. The services of transport
rakyat are provided by and used by the majority of the urban poor as the trip makers. The latter further complicates the
bazzarism in the urban transport services.
The presence of an enormous number of trip makers in the vicinity of the Bus Terminal in Kampung Melayu further invites the
bazaar economy in the areas where people are gathering with various locals. Usurpation of limited public space is then
intensified by various modes of transport rakyat, vendors and itinerant traders. This contestation over limited public space is
mediated by the preman; and the preman organize the area through clandestine deals with corrupt individual policeman and
those from the authorities of the Local Traffic and Highway Bodies. The habitus of those engaged in the ‘businesses’ and their
metaspaceare inter-connected. This creates as a virtual web of bazaar economic undertakings.
Space around the Bus Terminalconvolutedand turnedinto some kind of ‘barricade’ in the public space, i.e, in the roads. The
severe problems of congestion in Jakarta are then complicated further by such practices
The political issue of the public transport in Indonesia results from the socio-economic conditions of a country, especially
related to those of the low income or urban poor. The choice for improvement between the current public transport system
adopted either i) to continue and let individual operators involved in the public transport system; and to striclty enforce the
traffic laws and regulations. However, problems remain that the government lacksof capacity to detect clandestine operations
of bazaar economy in the grassroot level, that, in fact,also involves corrupt government officials; or ii) a more unpopular,
authoritative measure, to take over current ‘informality’ of public transport system (i.e. individual operators of the public
transport) into the formal system under the local government as well as private management.
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ABSTRACT
The invasion of street vendors in many countries has become such a problematic issue. In fact, within theurban spatial
management cases, street vendors are mostly agreed as the objects of which disrupting the order of the urban environment, for
its invasive existence. The arguments in this paper analyze the position of traditional commercial vendors along the primary
collective roadsofMadura Island, formed and growth organically from only as strip of houses into shop-houses and later
extended as ‘formal’ street vendors. As the product of ‘ribbon developments’ in nature, into acomplete commercial street then,
this phenomenon offers a fascinating approach and discourses to the practice of urban design and planning in dealing with
certain traditional and local elements, against the capacity requirements of a planned road infrastructure.
Keywords
Urban invasion, contestation of space, street vendors, Madura Island, urban design.

PRIMARY COLLECTIVE ROADS OF MADURA ISLAND
(SOUTHERN MID SECTIONS)
Ribbon developments have shaped the street frontages (the building forms) along the Madura Islands’ collective primary
roads. Public Markets (PusatJasaPrioritas/Pasar) along the Southern Mid Section of the road, have been analyzed and
studied based on recent transportation analysis of BPWS Project 2012 1. The analysis concludes that two public markets
will be redesign as they impact the road’s designated functions, its accessibility, the road’s width, etc. These twos’ are:
PasarTanjung Dharma–PasarBandaranof Sampang–Pamekasan municipality and PasarKeppo of Pamekasan municipality.
Several causes of the traffic congestions along the roads of the Centers (Public Markets), especially the traditional
markets, can be clearly identified, primarily the traffic disturbances in the form of emerging commercial and service
activities, which intervene the existence of the southern mid section roads.
External Factors directly impact the market’s intensity, they are: 1). The closer the markets to the city/municipality
centers, the crowd-ness potentiality and traffic congestion numbers will be higher, related to its higher raises
onaccessibility and transportation’s potential, 2). The closer the markets to the immediate main arterial road (regional
level road), the higher traffic congestion numbers will be.Internal factors are coming from inside the Public Markets
themselves, impacting the activities.Within the cases of the Public Markets along the regional roads of Madura, these
factors consist of these several indicators: frequency of actions/movements, volume: size/scale, and its commodity
types.Based on these two factors, the differentiations are then derived into problems, which are spatially analysized as
they exist in reality on location. Road traffic interferences exist in the forms of non-transportation activities along the
study areas, following the urban spatial contestations which arose, and the local policies which can be taken toward the
growing problems.
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Figure 1: Public Markets PasarTanjung Dharma-PasarBandaran( marked 1 and 2)
Source: Google Earth-modified by author.

RATIONAL ANALYSIS AND REASONING APPROACH
This research uses rational analysis to understand the complexity of problems within the study area. By breaking the parts of
activities within the area, practical methods applied to define strategic physical discovery. The characteristic of rationality any
action, belief, or desire, that makes choices optimal under a set of constraints2.
Normative concept of reasoning in the sense of rationality derives conclusions in a consistent way.It relates to the conformity
between beliefs of one(s) and the other(s), and the beliefs to take action(s) based on those beliefs. A rational is not just
reasoned, but also hasbest possible answer (optimal) in achieving goal(s) or solving problem(s). Determining optimality for
rational behavior involves formulation of problems and the definition of key assumptions.
Rationality factors engage how much information is available to complete the knowledge of the related topic. These
formulation and background assumptions then became modelswithin which rationality applied. The problemsmust be framed
and formulated by specifying the background model assumptions to achieve a meaningful rationality.
Reasoning is connected with ways of thinking, cognition, and intellect.It is related to what thinking comes from one idea to
other related idea. Thus, rational beings understand themselves to think about the reason(s). Reasoning juggles between cause
and effect, truth and falsehood, and what is good or bad.Reason is the capacity for consciously making sense of things, for
establishing and verifying facts, and changing or justifying practices, institutions, and beliefs based on new or existing
information3. The concept of reason is sometimes referred to as rationality and sometimes as discursive reason, in contrary of
intuitive reason.
The arguments in this paper analyze the position of local fishery goods street traders/vendors along the primary collective
roads of Madura Island. Rationally formed and growth organically from only as strip of houses into shop-houses. As reasons
(why-ness) took place, these functions later appear extended as ‘formal’ street vendors along the main road’s Right of Way(s).
The discourse offers a fascinating approach and discourses to the practice of urban design and planning in dealing with certain
traditional and local elements. The research then further discussed the contestation of space between those elements against the
spatial capacity of a planned road infrastructure.

STUDY AREA’S REDESIGNING VARIABLES (REVITALIZATION)
Revitalization becomes significant, whenever most of the key elements of vitality of places have diminished. It is when
considerable disturbances and intrusions to the ideal motions condition have become substantial for changes. In the case
of Jalan Raya Bandaran, as the Primary Collective Road, the purpose of the site planning process is to revitalize its very
existence. During the process, there are several assumptive variables to be considered to use, they are:
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a)

Triggering Activity Factor; relative distance to city (municipality) center and arterial road, affecting the intensity
of the markets’ activity, because it relates to accessibility, which then generates denser triggering commercial,
service, and logistic activities along the road.

b) Site Support and Future Development; Traffic jamming potentials will get higher as the result of the denser
triggering activities within the district. Thus, supporting capacity variables to anticipate the growth become quite
important.This also directs the possibilities for area development and other aspects to optimize the study area
potential.
c)

Scale and Size of The Right of Way;can be used as variable defining the success to manage the problems,
especially related to the ability to flow vehicle movements, which are just passing-through the study area, as
designated lane of “freeor very minimum disturbance lane”.

d) Market’s Activity Frequency; can be used as variable defining the planning results applied in the forms of policies
of Operational Management, can be flexible, depending on and matching with the schedule of ‘HariPasaran’ (The
Markets’ Day), events, momentums and time intervals of activities in every season or the markets’ day periods.
e)

Trading Commodity; the types of commodities for trading, can be used as variable, which affect the mode of
transportation use, since its spatial intervention relates to scale and size, ultimately influence the intrusion
(disturbance) of traffic along the study area.

SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF PASAR TANJUNG DHARMA-PASAR BANDARAN
(KAB. SAMPANG-KAB. PAMEKASAN)
Tanjung Dharma Market and Bandaran Market are categorized as Fisherman’s Market, located in between Camplong Market
and Tlanakan Market. These markets are positioned on the side of the National Road (Southern Mid Sections) with Primary
Collective Road status.
Since the distance between Tanjung Dharma market and Bandaranmarket around 6.75 kms, and the distance to the main road is
less than 50 meters, these markets have strong level of service and accessibility. Spatial condition is within high density level,
especially along the southern mid section of this Primary Collective Road, close to Tanjung Dharma market and Bandaran
market. (image 1, marked 1 and 2).

Figure 2: Corridors of Street Vendors along PasarTanjung Dharma-Bandaran district
Around Tanjung Dharma market and Bandaran market, there are housing settlement areas and coastal areas, since they are
located along the southern coastal of Madura Island. This area has a small traditional fisherman’s port, adjacent to Tanjung
Dharma market and the coastal zone of the Southern Mid Section of this Primary Collective Road of Jalan Raya Bandaran.
Considering the area condition along this Southern Mid Section, the settlement growth is organically triggered by two factors:
1. The existence of Collector Road, and 2.Estuary and Coastal Access.This model can be seen based on the present growth
tendency, which happening along the coastal southwest side, around a couple of hundred meters from Tanjung Dharma market.
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Reclamation activities slowly carried out by the fishermen. Since logicallytheir boat can be moored directly, at the backside
(water-side) of the fishermen’s house. Tanjung Dharma-PasarBandaran markets have uniqueness as fishermen markets, which
are bordering and relatively attached to the coastal, along the Primary Collective Road. Its outsides are facing directly to the
coastal edges. Based on the field survey, some recent reclamated lots, on the south side are within the one kilometer radius
from the study area location.

Figure 3: .Road/street conditions along the Primary Collective Road (Southern Mid Sections).
Houses becoming storages and shophouses, then Street Vendors occupying public (Road) space
(Source: Field Survey, September 2012)
Within the next growing phases, this coastal area widens, creating road boundaries, which appear to be narrowed, since they
frame the settlement’son the left and the right side of the street/road corridors. The coastal strip area had become land area,
with some permanently built housing settlements on top.
Private space established through the pattern of uses. Thus, it is possible for the formation of shifted designation of public into
quasi to private. The importance of the pattern of uses, slowly but surely create a sense of belonging. This action provokes
territorial behavior of the urban settlers. While private space has fixed boundaries, it is also stationery.
Tanjung Dharma – PasarBandaran markets daily activities happen all day mornings and afternoons, within the interval 6AM –
10AM and 3PM-6PM. Commodities are dominated by fishing products, freshly captured fishes, directly sold in retail, or in
wholesale. These can be analyzed based on the field facts, where woods/bamboos’ made ‘displays’ for retail (street vendors),
icebox and containers for storage, and ex-liquid jugs, which have been modified for storage purposes. These ‘portable’ cold
storages are used to maintain the freshness of the fisheries products. Beside the street vendors, local groceries (tokokelontong)
which sell daily needs, primary foods and extras are also open. Within the operational hours, the local traffic is congested from
two directions along this Primary Collective Road.
The existences of their (street vendors) equipments which dominate the public area, was causing traffic during the day.

Figure 4: Street Vendors along the main road between PasarTanjung Dharma and PasarBandaran.
PasarTanjung Dharma kompleks, under construction (September 2012).
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Factors that caused the traffic congestion are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Spatial/Space Expansion. The expansion phenomena enforced by the needs to show, the needs to have a ‘display space’
for the selling products. This behavior had caused the (street vendor) traders, filling the space up to the edgeof the main
road. The main road’s shoulder (bahujalan) is filled with their presences, the movements of traders (buyers and
sellers).The most important element of this behavior is the ‘requirement’ of ‘being seen’, the need to build the interactions,
to define interests and preliminary communication between the upcoming buyers and the sellers. It is all began from the
visual contacts among them.
The spatial expansion occurred by encouragement of spatial needs in displaying the goods. Thus, this activity engendered
claiming over pedestrian space by the seller. In other words, in relation to the nature of performance, the pedestrian area
becomes a stage for ‘their performance’, and their display as ‘the setting’ has an active part in the performance4
(Madanipour A, 2003). Moreover, Cohen-Cruz (1998) stated in his book, Radical street performance, the more obviously
seen, the more people will be attracted to what we show, thus ‘we need to be seen’5.
The Goods ‘Displays’Positions, the invasion to the pedestrian designated spaces along the main road.The position of
their goods display (fish storage and boxes) invaded the pedestrian space. In terms of private and public space in the city,
the physical objects, such as boxes and fish storage, seen to be used in establishing their personal space in public area.
Likewise, it demarcates a territorial claim over space6(Madanipour A, 2003).
Spatial Intervention. The use of partial body of the main road for (undesignated) pedestrian movement. This spatial
intervention shifted several functions enforced by the contemporary/overlapping usages of public space into quasipublic/quasi-private spaces. Hence, it caused a portion of the main road that belongs to vehiclesalso used by pedestrians in
this case the buyers along the road. Public spaces are places outside the boundaries of individual or small group control,
mediating between private spaces and used for a variety of often overlapping functional and symbolic purposes. In fact,
the nature of public spaces has to be open or available to people and being used or shared by all members of community7
(Madanipour A, 2003). Otherwise, in this case there was an inequality shared of space.
The Market core Location(Image4. righthand-side) is still under construction allocated for the designatedTanjung
Dharma Market.

As Primary Collective Class Road,Jalan Raya Bandaran (the Southern Mid Sections) serves as a corridor of public space, one
main economic infrastructure for its surroundings. There were reason(s) for it to change overtime. Its shifted usages perpetuate
the abnormal condition of its designated service. This condition bares the rationality and reason(s) of a complex substance.
Why this matter could happen?Due to the nature of public space, that is a place of simultaneously, which means a site for
display and performance, a test of reality, an exploration of differences and identity and arena of recognition. As a site of
display and performance, the urban actors were among individuals who need the very existences, the spatial occupants for
different objectives. The reality exist is driven by the power of shifting functions, related to communal (groups) power within
the environment, beyond the capacity of the enforcements of laws. The differences and identity are explored to be recognized,
where each and every place usually has their own character. Within the case of PasarTanjung Dharma – Bandaran, the
existences of the fishery traders’equipments that dominated the public (corridor) area,including activities beyond their
existences, were causing these predictable traffic congestions during the day.

VARIABLE AND PLANNING STRATEGIES
Based on the site rational analysis and reasoning approach, the site planning strategy of Tanjung Dharma-PasarBandaran
Markets needs to consider some of thesekeypoints:
1.

Road Spaces are free from or have less intervention form commercial and traffic activities from both directions.

2.

Trading Goods display positionsshall not disturb the Right of Way space of pedestrian corridor along the road.

3.

There shall be designated drop-zone areas, which are free from any flowing traffic. Traffic lanes are planned well
separating the normal lane, passing lane, transitional lanes, where curb cuts for property/building entrances, drop-off
zones, temporaryparkings are technically calculated.
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4.

Market main area shall have parkingand drop zones, which are NOT within the Right of Way of the Primary
Collective Road.

5.

Road Width shall be bigger in size, widened from 5 meters to 7 meters, allowing enough space for passing-trough for
4 wheeled vehicles.

6.

When it is possible for widening the road, re-touring traffic flows are still recommended to minimize the crossings,
passing the traffic portion to some alternative roads, away from the public market area.

7.

Alternative Roads are proposed with pre-requirements: a).using the government property land or low priced
acquisitioned land. b). able to spread the urban/spatial density, by developing other parts of the vicinity.
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ABSTRACT
The national problem in settlements in Indonesia is found reduction costs to provide housing for “the lower class” people. On
the other hand, the professional architect role their social responsibilities to find the national problems. Through social media,
they can socialize their ideas to the lower class in suitable architectural design of their condition. After investigation the
problem settlement, formulated a concept house for “Wong Cilik” as “the lower class” people to improve their dignity as the
based philosophy. Refers to Grounded Theory, formulated a beautiful house for “Wong Cilik” among others: a) the minimal
dimensions, b) the design innovations aimed at reducing costs, c) the efficiency of design, and d) enhance the facade as well as
the art expression, and vertical garden. The cost reduction changes to the original design of practical column rectangle into a
triangle, and reduce the door frame element, and replace it with a swivel-pivot hinge. Create the ‘open space’ design with the
service zone at the side of the house to maximize the function. To raise the ‘Wong Cilik’ dignity, create in vertical of façade as
the surface of the aesthetical work and vertical garden.
Keywords
Low cost housing; the triadic column practice; the pivot hinge; vertical façade

1. INTRODUCTION
The term of “Wong Cilik’ is Javanese language is a concept used in my paper to discuss the need of lower class people for
architectural design that meets their condition. ‘Wong Cilik’ is the low-income peoples is a part of the national problem in
Indonesia. The low cost housing is the important discourse related to provide their settlement to the low-income people.
Between in the 1970s and 1990s, noted the participation of the people in housing and human settlement became the central
issue by the government and the non-government organizations. They found the solution by develop of housing and human
settlements from “top-down” to the “bottom-up” approach. The stake holders, among other: the universities, academia, the
professional, and developer were involved to finding the various solution related to the preparing low-income urban housing
and settlements.
Unfortunately, the low-cost house design majority preparing by not seriously as the housing developer because they only find
the minimal margin versus to prepare the exclusive housing. The low-cost house always under grades of housing standard,
always show the bad performance in all aspect. The visual ugly and the under grade material accelerate the nation generation
degradation. The child is not has a challenge to learn the aesthetical aspect as the basic of all of the etic code. They ever seen
the order of thing as the basic philosophy to preparing the order of the mentally of their mind set.
On the other hand, in the IAI – Ikatan Arsitek Indonesia chapter, the professional architect is also role their social
responsibilities to find the national problems. Through social media, they can socialize their ideas to the lower class in suitable
architectural design of their condition. Architects can socialize their ideas easily to find the partner to collaboration to provide
the low-cost settlements. In the information era, especially the social media impacts, the media used to covering their ideas of
low-cost housing design.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1 Grounded Theory to Finding the Characteristic of ‘Wong Cilik’
The research study is a part of architecture investigation to express the low-cost house architectural design refers the
Qualitative Research as a part of the seven ideas of Groat’s architecture research method (Groat, 2002: 173). The study in the
qualitative refers to Grounded Theory Research, to reveal the characterized of low-income people - ‘Wong Cilik’ activities.
After data collected, the categories named in to the coding data analysis. And finally the research concluded into the memoing
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– to build a new theory (Glaser, 1967). To ensure the data accuracy of research based on phenomenological investigation at
several kampoeng in Central Java. The one of is Kampung Mlaten in Semarang is the first kampoeng of rental housing in
Indonesia during the Colonial. The kampoeng is still exist until today . They devided into several types start from 15 m2 of
housing dimension (Ardhiati, 2013). Post investigation on the Thomas Karsten work in Kampung Mlaten in Semarang,
inspired the basic design of criteria of housing dimension within open plan multiuse housing.
2.2 The Research Finding
The research objectives to find the housing design include to increase the ’Wong Cilik’ dignity. The research finding the
formulate of the concept house for “Wong Cilik” as “the lower class” people to improve their dignity based on their activities
job. The philosophy of their house role is, the content to stay and activities job, so they need the optimalizing their own houses.
The formulated of a beautiful house for “Wong Cilik” among others: a) the minimal dimensions, b) the design innovations
aimed at reducing costs, c) the efficiency of design, and d) enhance the facade as well as the art expression, and vertical
garden. The cost reduction changes to the original design of practical column rectangle into a triangle, and reduce the door
frame element, and replace it with a swivel-pivot hinge. The ‘open space’ design with the service zone at the side of the house
is the best solution to maximize the function.
A house like a poetic space refers to Bachelard, is also the dreams of the low-cost income people. By intensive research of the
several low-cost settlements, found the criteria of the house contextual of their conditions by the innovation design in: a) the
minimal dimension refers to Housing and Developers Association of Indonesia (APERSI) based on post the Constitutional
Court determined the number 1 of the Law 2011 on Housing and Resettlement Zone. Yet, the minimal housing dimension in
36m2 is contrary to the 1945 Constitution.
Post research investigation in several low-cost house settlements formulated their hidden need. They need to explore their
dignity as human by own their house. The result investigation is reveal the main criteria of beautiful house for “Wong Cilik”
among others: a) the minimal dimensions, b) the design innovations aimed at reducing costs, c) the efficiency of design, and d)
enhance the facade as well as the art expression, and vertical garden. And, the best solution of ‘Wong Cilik’ dignity, create by
the vertical of façade as the surface of the aesthetical work and vertical garden.

3. RESULT
3.1 The ‘Beautiful House’ to ‘Wong Cilik’
The low-cost house is shift the new paradigm. The house is not role as the residence only, but also to expression their dignity,
because its content of their dreams, the preferences, responses, and perceptions towards their house and environment.
The design by research to low-cost income offer among other ; a) the minimal dimensions is around 22m2, b) the design
innovations aimed at reducing costs, with the reduction cost through change the practice colomn. Yet, the rectangular shape
changes into the triadic. The usually need the door frame is reducing by used the pivot hinge. To efficiency of space is created
the open plan concept without the wall partition especially the bath room. And, finally to express their dignity is enhance the
facade vertically as well as the surface to art expression, and create the vertical garden.
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Figure 1: Greening And Beautifying The Housing Façade

Figure 2: The Low-Cost House Plan

3.2 Triadic Column Practice to Reduce the Building Material
The housing cost reduction’s conventionally by reduce architectural building structures. The normally form of the column as
usually in square form change into the triadic form by reduce the amount of the building structure material.
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Figure 3: The Triadic Colomn to Reduce the Building Structure Material

3.3 Pivot Hinge of Door to Reduce the Architectural’s Element
The one of building house will low-cost by reduction cost for the structure material items. The expensive architectural part is
the frame door and hinges. The reduction of hinge solution is reduce the frame’s door and put the pivot hinges.

Figure 4: The Pivot Hinge to Reducing the Door Frame

4. DISCUSSION
4.1 The House as the Dignity Expression
The low-cost house is the way to expresse the people dignity. Its the chalengge to vis a vis the low-cost house as ussual. The
facade vertically is of the best thing to increase the house performing. The vertically surface is have the opportunity of the
house to expressing their hidden need as well as to expresss the art and aestethic sense. The normally low-cost building façade
as horizontally change into the vertically façade to be a pride suggestion like the body upright and gallant. The vertically
façade is approach by two stories design to get the visual effect of elegance of the design house. By design the facade
vertically, we have the opportunities to create the house greeny by vertical garden and the house beautifying the surface to
create something creative like; greening by plants, decorated by mural, mosaic, painting by color, or filled the surface by
natural ornamentation as the low-cost people doing their creative process in them life.
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5. CONCLUSION
The architectural design of low-cost house with innovation design is need to share to ‘Wong Cilik’ to find the right developer
in order to inspire them to provide the house settlements. The social media is the right medium to socialize the design solution.
In other side of the architectural idea is include the intellectual of property right. The architect or researcher have obligation to
improve the ‘Wong Cilik’ dignity by create the innovative design, and the government protect them by the intellectual of
property right as PATEN or HKI. By using the social media, the architectural research finding will be published as the
academia contribution.
The issue published of ‘the Beautiful House’ to ‘Wong Cilik’ is the first step to declare the architecture design finding, is a
part of the engineering field protect by intellectual of property right of the Architect as Industry Intellectual Property Right –
HKI and the innovative design as PATEN. The social media publication is the medium to declare the state of the art of the
architect researcher.
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ABSTRACT
The “informal” establishments of public spaces into tourist spaces by local communities in Yogyakarta indicate the growing
tendency of local economic development in tourism industry. Financial problems for obtaining “formal and legal space” have
drawn local people, called angkringan sellers community, to utilize ineffective public spaces. Located in Wongsodirjan Street,
the northern boundary of the Tugu Station, they utilize the area of two opposite sidewalks of the street as the culinary space at
night. Angkringan creates a unique place as visitors could enjoy and practice lesehan culture. This paper discusses how local
people modified the empty public space through socio-cultural strategy to create tourist space in Yogyakarta. Angkringan adds
the repertoire of tourist destinations and counteracts the emergence of malls and shopping centres, which in fact merely
afforded by particular consumers and ironically lack of local character. This research supported by in-depth observation
conducted between February-May 2012 at Angkringan Tugu Yogyakarta. We concluded that the tactic for arranging lesehan
has been employed as socio-cultural strategy in helping angkringan sellers modifying the space to offer low prices foods and
drink for long duration visits.
Keywords
Angkringan Tugu, lesehan, culture, tourist space, socio-cultural

1. INTRODUCTION
Yogyakarta is well known tourist city in Indonesia and has been grown as major tourist destination after Bali in term of visitor
numbers. One of the tourist’s main access is the line between Tugu Station and Mangkubumi Street connected to Malioboro
Street. Here the informal tourist spaces spread out the city offering culinary, relaxation, and gathering pleasure, especially
during the night. In Wongsodirjan Street, a street located in the northern boundary of the station, a group of angkringan
community ulitilized the under-use pedestrian and transformed it into another tourist line. The street provides the opportunity
for the people to informally participate the socio-economic and cultural activities.
The activity begun when the sellers found the pedestrian was less functional as only few people walk on. Later on, this space
has succesfully functioned as a social space which is affordable for all groups of dwellers of Yogyakarta. Through
modification of public space, angkringans have been colonized almost the whole area of the two opposite sides on the street. It
created the place of culinary with a unique character. Along the side walk, the visitors practice the Javanese social interaction
called lesehan where people sit on mats. In Wongsodirjan Street, local people initiated the formation process of new tourist
destination in Yogyakarta through modification of public space that emphasizing the strength of local culture. This “new kind”
of public space meet the people’s longing for simple interaction place, a situation that can not be found in formal public tourist
space such as malls and shopping centers. In these formal places, there is no people’s participation in design process. As a
result, they are afar from the spatial practice and daily necessity of local people.

2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF ANGKRINGAN TUGU
Angkringan is a kind of hawker from Yogyakarta. They are offering cheap foods either hold by pikulan (bamboo stick bearer)
or carried by moving cart. Angkringan term came from Javanese word angkring means sit freely and relaxed [1]. The
consumers can raise or fold up one leg while sitting on the wooden bench near the stopped cart. The other form of hawker
similar to angkringan also can be found in Solo and Klaten. Local people in both city call them hik, an abbreviation of phrase
in Indonesian for hidangan istimewa kampung, which means special villager’s dishes. Nowadays, hik is still well known in
Solo, while people in Yogyakarta are more familiar with angkringan. The first angkringan seller in Yogyakarta did not use
moving cart but simply hung the two sets of equipment, including a stool for the seller, tools and ingredients for making
beverages, cooked foods and snacks, and an anglo or coal stove. The first generations of angkringan’s equipment are very
simple since the sellers have to move frequently.
The initiator of angkringan at the area of Tugu Station was Mbah Pairo who came from Klaten and promoted angkringan since
1950. In 1969, he transferred his business to his son, Lik Man. Lik Man had been moved several times from Tugu Station to
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Mangkubumi Street in 1970 and then finally he moved to Wongsodirjan Street in 1975. Since then, numbers of angkringan
sellers at Wongsodirjan Street were growing. Hereafter, the angkringan sellers gradually changed from mobile into immobile.
They set their business at the same place and time everyday. One of Lik Man’s worker explained that the reason for moving
was because visitors continuously increased and required a larger space. As Mangkubumi Street could not accommodate the
business expansion anymore, they move to Wongsodirjan Street. This
was
the best choice as the street has direct connection to Mangkubumi
Street, which is adjacent to Malioboro Street.

Figure 1: The Old Time Angkringan (left) and Angkringan Tugu Location Map (right)
(Source: kaskus.com, ikiangkringan.blogspot.com, cerita-kota-loenpia.blogspot.com, jogjareskrim.wordpress.com)

Wongsodirjan is the street with 6 m width. One side of the street has the sidewalk adjacent to the wall of Tugu Station that it
creates an empty edge. The opposite side of the street consists of the line of houses. Since it streetscape consists mainly of
single-use building (houses) and empty wall with virtually none of the street-level commercial bustle, walking in this street is
not appealing and unproductive. William H. Whyte’s concept of social life of small urban spaces has stated that blank wall
along one street will prevent public activities [2]. Corresponded to that statement, our observations during the day and the night
showed that pedestrians prefer not to walk on pedestrian sidewalk but on the edge of the street, seemed to avoid blank station
wall.
When Lik Man, Lik No, and Pak Seh located their angkringan at this street, they decided to occupy the sidewalk area adjacent
to the north wall of Tugu Station. Following Lik Man, Pak Seh and Lik No who also came from Klaten became a new comer
of angkringan sellers. As consumers steadily increased, other new angkringan sellers emerged. Since then, Wongsodirjan
sidewalk was totally transformed into angkringan district. It is well known as night eating and gathering place that opens from
18.00 until dawn. As sellers did not have enough money to set a permanent kiosk, utilization of public space through
negotiations is the best choice. The transformation of empty public space into business space indicated the process of take over
from public space into commercial space for the benefit of the collective communities [3]. Angkringan communities had
transformed the empty street into livable street and increase the mobility of pedestrians.

3. LOCAL PEOPLE’S STRATEGY IN DESIGNING TOURIST SPACE: LESEHAN CULTURE
3.1 Lesehan as the Daily Life
Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta (DIY) maintained to be administratively and socio-culturally led by Sultan or the King of Java.
Formally, Yogyakarta is registered as a city since 1757. The city was laid on the basis of cosmic axis lines between Merapi
Mountain at north and Indonesia Ocean at south. The cosmic center of Yogyakarta is placed along Malioboro Street as the
main access from city to king’s palace [4]. Yogyakarta’s long history describes the strong establishment of local culture. This
is a well-known city of culture, art, and education. It is also one of the main local and international tourist destinations.
The way of living is one of the keys to discover one place’s character. Character is defined as dominant atmosphere in
experiencing one place. Space gets its own reality in the context of location, because space is not only signified by physical
boundaries, but also by its character to give space its certain meaning [5]. Experience of space can only be felt through the
experience of one place’s character, such as lesehan or the way of sitting in Yogyakarta society. Lesehan is the traditional
element of spatial formation of architecture in Yogyakarta. The origins of word lesehan in Indonesian shows meaning for a
way of sitting on the floor [6].
Traditionally inside the house, local people widely practiced lesehan. People just started using chair in the 19th century and in
the beginning, it was limited only for the aristocrat. People usually lesehan on mat or ambén or a low platform made of
bamboo for informal social interaction in the family. It is casual in character and comfort becomes priority. Chair was used
when the head of one family needs to formally express their authority to the guest. In lesehan culture, we can find two different
settings based on its spatial orientation. One called sociopetal or center oriented and the other called sociofugal or periphery
oriented. Sociopetal lesehan occurs in a long-term activity, such as eating or visiting. Sociofugal lesehan occurs in short term
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for spontaneous activity. Proxemics theory argues that sociopetal setting will develop interaction, while sociofugal will prevent
it [7].
Lesehan is popular among local people in their daily life because it is comfortable enough to accommodate the long term of
daily activities. Lesehan also give chance for variations in sitting position. In fact, before the 19th century, the aristocrat
practiced lesehan. It gave impact to the way of traditional dance that must be performed on the level of the lesehan audience
[8]. Lesehan culture signified the characteristic of local space in Yogyakarta. Furthermore, lesehan culture creates a fluid and
flexible space arrangement. Unlike chair, there is no specific placement for individuals in lesehan formation. Lesehan has its
own social norms, such as disallow to pass in front of the parents without say permission. This way of sitting not only related
to functional aspect, but also to Javanese philosophical aspect about the closeness relation between human and earth. Javanese
culture understand floor as representation of earth, the source of life who give existence to human. Human is the earth’s
offspring, while sky is deity sphere. Javanese terminology of bumiputra is the manifestation of this philosophy and generally
used to refer Indonesia’s indigenous people [9].

Figure 2: Lesehan Culture in Kota Gede, Yogyakarta
(Source: Bambang Tri Atmojo, 2007)

3.2 The Chances
Before discovered by angkringan sellers, Wongsodirjan Street is more like barrier rather than street. The sidewalk was one
side at the edge of Tugu Station’s northern wall with height of 1.35 m. The street gave rise to the feelings of monotony, which
repel pedestrian to pass. In the other side of the street, home fences lined along the street. Here pedestrians would feel to be on
the expansion of homeowners’ private area. The heights of home fences, that are located along the sidewalks, are 100-110 cm.
Some houses even erected right in the periphery of street. From the sidewalk, people could see inside of the house through the
fence when windows or doors left open.

Figure 3: Wongsodirjan Street Utilization Map Before Occupation of Angkringan Sellers (top left), Location of Angkringan Storage Area
(bottom left) and Panoramic View of Sidewalk in front of Line of Houses (right)
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(Source: Klara Puspa Indrawati, 2012)

Lik Man, Lik No, and Pak Seh saw the initial opportunity at Wongsodirjan sidewalk. They demonstrated an understanding of
spatial practice that encourages reproduction of sidewalk area. The sidewalk is not just a pedestrian crossing space, but also a
social space between street users and the residents [10]. The three initiators of Angkringan Tugu District modified the sidewalk
in order to optimize its presence, although by contesting new functions to sidewalk function. The spatial occupancy had been
seen as the business opportunity for the trio of angkringan sellers. Now, angkringans do not only visit by people of
Yogyakarta, but also tourists from other parts of Indonesia as well as foreign tourists.
Angkringan sellers formed their spaces by setting up tents modules with size of 6 m long and 3 m wide. In 2012, there were 11
angkringan vendors on the sidewalk adjacent to station wall. Mass media helped promoting angkringan sellers at
Wongsodirjan Street as one of Yogyakarta culinary area and recommended it as destination for tourists. Angkringan offers
simplicity and strong atmosphere attracted visitors for gathering at night. Angkringan also offers dining and culinary at a low
cost.
The local government supports angkringan. Each seller gets the opportunity to use area of the sidewalk for free. They only
need to report their presence for official registration. The size of the tents constructed according to the economic capacity of
the seller. During our observations in 2012, there are 3 sellers who use 3 tent modules, 5 sellers who use 2 tent modules, and 3
sellers who use one module. Angkringan operates from 18.00 to 04.00 but sellers start to set up the tent from 12.00. For
illumination, lightings are channeled from an old store at the junction between Wongsodirjan Street and Mangkubumi Street.
For any lighting used by sellers, they are charged 1.000 Rupiah/day. Every vendor is required to properly manage his/her
angkringan equipment, including undo the tent and dispose all the trash at the end of street.

Figure 4: Panoramic View of Angkringan District at Night (left) and Day (Right)
(Source: Klara Puspa Indrawati, 2012)

Before leave, sellers store all angkringan equipment in shared storage located at the east of Mangkubumi Street. In the
morning angkringans are totally disappear and the sidewalk can be used again for pedestrian. At noon, angkringan cycle starts
to move again. Seller erected tent on the 25 cm raised sidewalk. Here sellers and buyers defined the area by the semi fixed
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features consist of seller’s equipment and simple elements for customers such as benches, tables, and mats. No any seller gains
ownership from the plots at the sidewalk except their own temporary tents and mats. Each angkringan seller owns an
agreement to divide his/her area of occupation.
There are three types of angkringan space’s formations. First is the formation of a seller area and a buyer area with bench.
Second is the formation of lesehan where the seller area and the buyer using the mat. Third is the combination of the first and
second type. We found that first type used by four merchants, the second type used by six merchants and the third type used by
one merchant. If sellers use pikulan as the place for serving food and processing beverage as well, they will provide 20-30 cm
wide and 70 cm raised serving table rounded to pikulan.

Figure 5: Wongsodirjan Street Utilization Map After Occupation of Angkringan Sellers (left) and The Second Type of Angkringan
Formation (right)
(Source: Klara Puspa Indrawati, 2012)

This formation enabled customers to enjoy meal at the same level with the sellers and create the same interaction level between
seller and buyer. This also represented the original formation of angkringan of which the seller and buyer formed intimate
interaction. However, at Wongsodirjan Street, merchants more prefer to choose the second type or lesehan using the mat. By
lesehan, customers enable to freely sit cross-legged, a situation impossible to be done using a bench. Mat is more flexible for
serving different group of customers, so that more customers can be accommodated. Without tables and benches, lesehan also
reduced the cost. During peak hours when angkringan crowded, customers will create groups of circular formations.

Figure 6: Section of Angkringan District at Day (left) and Night (right)
(Source: Klara Puspa Indrawati, 2012)

3.3 Lesehan as The Strategy for Spatial Conflicts
Visitors recognized angkringan at Wongsodirjan Street as Angkringan Tugu. The special menu which attract local and foreign
tourists are sego kucing (literally means rice for cat) or cheap small portion of rice and kopi jos or coffee dyed by hot charcoal.
This area gains popularity by the growing number of visitors, especially during weekends and holidays. In 1990s, when visitors
increased and they often come as groups of four people or more, angkringan needed expansion. As merchants relied on tables
and benches, it became difficult to cope with the increasing numbers of customers anymore. This situation triggered sellers to
consider for using the area located on the opposite side of the street. However the problem is that the area proximately located
just in front of line of houses. Utilizing these spaces would raise conflicts as it would annoy the residents whose properties
need to be directly accessible to the street.
To solve the problem, the seller’s applied four tactics. First is that as long as in the morning until noon there is no anything left
over, they could utilize the space for extending the angkringan space. Second is that sellers need to quickly form and remove
the space, while at the same time they also need to accommodate large numbers of customers. For that reason, sellers use roll
mat, which is easily stretching along the sidewalk in front of the houses. Third is that mats are only used when large groups of
visitors are coming. Forth is that to respect the rights of homeowners, sellers avoid laying mats at the certain position, of which
it is directly adjacent to the door. Using these four tactics, sellers could save the cost since there is no need for purchasing
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tables and benches. Roll mats also enable the sellers to flexibly arrange and leave enough spaces for the homeowners enable to
directly access to the street. In William H. Whyte’s analysis, we found people’s effort to create a proper sitting position by
moving their chair from one place to another place [11]. However by practicing lesehan on mat, the visitors can be more
flexible in manipulating their position. Angkringans only operates during the hours when the homeowners already at homes, so
that eventually the conflict can be avoided. Among the seller, there is informal agreement that they may extend the space
expansion for customers, right across their tents at the opposite side of the street within the same area as their tent’s border.

Figure 7: The Expansion for Customer’s Spaces (left) and Section of Angkringan District at Night After Expansion (right)
(Source: Klara Puspa Indrawati, 2012)

Expansion of the customer’s spaces are no longer defined by the border of the tent, but by the space formed by mats and bodies
of lesehan customers on the sidewalk. Soon after the visitors come, the seller immediately spread the mat along the sidewalk
and gave instructions to the visitors to take their positions for lesehan. As visitors need to adjust their own space in accordance
to the numbers of visitors, lesehan create the fluid and flexible space. Interestingly, lesehan also create strong character of
Angkringan Tugu and make it more popular. Lesehan offers visitors to immerse themselves in groups. While for Javanese
sitting on an armchair in the house described the owner status, enjoy angkringan through sitting on a bench or lesehan create
the ambience of relax and informal. The identity of each visitor submerged in the form of lesehan.

Figure 8: Scenery of Lesehan Culture at Angkringan Tugu District During Night Time
(Source: Klara Puspa Indrawati, 2012)

As in other typical street foods served by any street hawker or kaki lima, people doubt about the hygiene level at angkringan.
There is no enough lighting provided at angkringan, so that at night the atmosphere is not bright enough to clearly recognize
the figures and faces of customers. As a result, customers do not pay much attention to the cleanliness of angkringan area. To
attract and get attention of customers from the main streets, lesehan are now expanding until Ratih Guesthouse at Pangeran
Mangkubumi Street. Although the street scale is smaller, lesehan at Wongsodirjan Street is more spacious and comfortable.
Overwhelmed by shade and vehicles in the parking area, the tent formed space with good ambience. The space extension in the
opposite side of the street is entirely open and flexible. Practices of lesehan sitting at this space of expansion created two kinds
of setting. First is converge (sociopetal) and the second is lined (sociofugal). One night we observed that in the Angkringan
Tugu, we found 39 groups of customers, 14 groups of them applied the sociofugal setting and 25 groups applied sociopetal
setting.
Proxemics study that sociopetal setting encourages interaction while sociofugal reduce the interaction was not effectively fully
applied in the expansion space of the Angkringan Tugu. Among customers, who apply both sociofugal and sociopetal practice
setting do intensive interaction with the group. Both settings were chosen based on considerations, such as comfort and
ambience. Customers of lesehan prefer more sociopetal setting than sociofugal. Customers who sat in sociopetal setting are
customers of 2 to 8 persons. They usually choose sociopetal setting in order to establish more enclosed group. Crowded and
the surrounding environment is not their concern. Each group focuses on the interaction within the group while enjoying
his/her dishes. The group eventually bonded togetherness. Within more enclosed space, individuals within group are not
severely affected by the crowded and the noisy speech of others. At the most crowded, distance between groups could almost
close to 10 cm or intimate distance. At this intimate distance, the sound of other group will be heard very clearly. But this is
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not a problem. Each individual in the group merely focuses on the speech in the circle group and she/he just ignored the
conversation outside the group.

Figure 9: Diagram of Lesehan Plot for Each Angkringan
(Source: Klara Puspa Indrawati, 2012)

Lesehan customers are sitting on the floor in groups of 2 to 5 persons with sociofugal setting. We found 8 customer’s groups
consisted of two people who usually are a couple. They chose the sociofugal lesehan because they can sit more comfortably by
leaning on the boundary wall of Tugu Station in one side or fence in opposite side of the street. The angkringan crowded did
not reduce their comfort, as the communication between couples remained intense. From 39 customers we had observed, we
found that the average distance between customers are 73 cm or in the range of social distance. This is a convenient distance
for gathering activities. When a group determined the space and its distance to other groups on other side, they do not take into
account the space for other groups who would visit. The upcoming groups will adjust the remaining available space. In fact,
during holiday season, the group is not only sitting adjacent to other groups sit in left or right side, but also in front of or
behind. Cheap food and drink and comfortable lesehan sitting attracted visitors to enjoy the ambience of the place. Angkringan
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is a simple gathering place for an unlimited duration. Customers are allowed to stay until angkringan closed with no
requirement to buy more food or drink. By purchasing any food or drink, visitors can use the space as long as they like. The
efforts of angkringan sellers to expand their lesehan space is not solely driven by economic motivations, but rather response of
the demand for inexpensive dining, drinking, and hanging out.
Angkringan generated tourist place which more emphasis on the social significance. This is because customers do not only
spend time to eat and drink. It was the social interaction at night that became the major attraction of the place. Angkringan
sellers serve almost similar food. The main menu is varieties of drinks offered by sellers. It is the drinks that accompany
visitors during the long duration of interaction among customers. Angkringan Tugu creates economic opportunities for many
people, such as a parking attendant and street artists. Various street arts by street artists also take parts to shape the evening
festivities at the street. The definition of architectural space formed by the body of the customers physically weak, but it can be
understood and operated by users [12]. Visitors who practiced lesehan along the street both in front of the Ratih Guesthouse at
Mangkubumi Street and Wongsodirjan Street depict a strong relationship. Wongsodirjan Street is an interlude space for both
sidewalk of angkringan. Passing passengers of motorbikes and other vehicles as well as people who walk will discover the
landscape of tourist’s night space along the sidewalk. The wall and the fence form the space enclosure. They also functioned as
a backrest for customers who sit lesehan. The appearing lights of passing vehicles help to create the missing illumination. Both
sides of the sidewalk transformed into a stage. Here people enjoy performance of various activities of social interactions,
economic, and cultural.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Local traders of Yogyakarta initiated the process of place making of Angkringan Tugu and created tourist’s night space that is
accessible to all. Angkringan sellers emphasize the local culture of lesehan as the strategy to transform the “lost space“ of
Wongsodirjan Street into “finding place”. Local inhabitants and tourist enjoy the atmosphere of Yogyakarta at night in an
ephemeral space formed by simple open strip bordered by walls and fences. Lesehan also represent the culture of Yogyakarta.
Therefore, Angkringan Tugu became one of the main destinations for tourists. Lesehan is a common seating practice among
local residences which emphasizes the significant meaning of flexibility, informality, cosiness, familiarity, and confirmation of
human existence on earth. Lesehan also attached to angkringan character as a kind of temporary business. We argue that the
seller’s initiative to develop the tourism space was not only enhance the ‘pro-poor’ local economy but also enrich the space for
social and cultural aspects. Such bottom up small scale business space has triggered an emergence of attractive culinary street.
We also assume the temporary angkringan district and existing residential place will create a fascinating mutual socioeconomic place in Yogyakarta’s main axes since the home owners also play role as consumers and angkringan sellers keep the
pedestrian area clean after their night occupancy. In broader scale, it offer unique night sidewalk and open space scenery which
is defined by the bodies of lesehan visitors.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is focuses on an inclusive, vibrant and convivial street environment in the city centre. City centre is an important
area because many people come to work in the city centre. There are some problems in the city center such as full crowded,
full of skyscrapers, air and noise pollutions, daily traffic jams, and unhealthy place to live-in especially for children and
elderly people. Every morning and evening rush hours cities become packed with vehicles. This study investigates this
problem by combining qualitative and quantitative methods with three steps: Selection of appropriate sites to be included in
the operational assessment; Collection of observational data of pedestrian and driver behavior; and Statistical analysis of the
data. The new design created using 3D. The objective of this research is to examine the possibility of BRO works, and the
main purpose is to stimulate economic activity through increased pedestrian activity when it is really implemented. This study
shows that the design of BRO can be apply in the city centre of Malang to reduce vehicles speed and it makes comfortable for
pedestrians, calm and clean, easy to move by public transport, kind to children and elderly people, easy to cooperate with
citizens and visitors.
Keywords
Links; Design; BRO; City-centre; Non-segregation

1. INTRODUCTION
Streets are complicated place because they must serve a variety of functions, particularly those related to the movement and
traffic circulation, interactions, exchanges, and other social and community activities. Streets are not only complicated. They
are also immensely important. In Europe, and even more in the USA, streets represent perhaps 80% of the public realm of the
urban environment (Hamilton, 2010). Streets have five principle functions: place, movement, access, parking, and drainage,
utilities and street lighting (MfS, 2007]. These functions are derived from Paving the Way (CABE, 2002). Street design should
be inclusive. Inclusive design means providing for all people regardless of age or ability. There is a general duty for public
authorities to promote equality under the Disability Discrimination Act 2005 (DDA, 2005). Designers should refer to Inclusive
Mobility, The Principles of Inclusive Design, and Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces in order to ensure that their
designs are inclusive (DfT, 2002; CABE, 2006; DETR, 1999). The specific conditions in a street will determine what form of
crossing is most relevant. All crossings should be provided with tactile paving. Further advice on the assessment and design of
pedestrian crossings is contained in Local Transport Notes 1/95 and 2/95 and the Puffin Good Practice Guide (DfT, 1995;
CSS, 2006). Related to the LOS of the road, there is a relationship between land use changes and the LOS of the road (Budi et
al., 2012).
City centre is an important area in the City because many people come to work in the city centre. It consists of stores,
government building, banks, and cultural attractions. There are some problems in the city centre such as full crowded, full of
skyscrapers, air and river pollutions, daily traffic jams, and unhealthy place to live-in especially for children and elderly
people. Every morning and evening rush hours cities become packed with vehicles. If city centre can not grow anymore and it
also so many problems, citizenry will be move to the rural-urban fringe because this area is not so far from city centre and it
has many positive advantages compare with city centre (Agustin and Kubota, 2012). Related to this condition, here are two
solutions: firstly, we create an appropriate strategy for rural-urban fringe area (Agustin and Kubota, 2012). Secondly, we
create BRO design to improve the design of existing in city centre. The design of BRO in this research adopted TDO concept
by Kubota (Kubota et al., 2006). It is a little different because this research combines shared-space concept and TDO concept.
This research investigates city centre’s problem using combination qualitative and quantitative methods with three steps:
Selection of appropriate sites to be included in the operational assessment; Collection of observational data of pedestrian and
driver behavior; and Statistical analysis of the data.
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The objective of this research is to examine the possibility of BRO works, and the main purpose is to stimulate economic
activity through increased pedestrian activity when it is really implemented. Firstly we discuss about the definition of BRO
(Berbagi Ruang Omotenashi). Secondly, we identify an appropriate location for the application of BRO. Thirdly, we create a
new design to manage traffic speeds and improve the pedestrian experience by narrowing the carriageway, using tighter
geometry, de-cluttering the street, providing street seating etc. Then, the outcome of this research can be used by city
government to creating a new design of street for the sustainability and livability of the city centre in the future.

2. METHODOLOGY/ EXPERIMENTAL
In this research, we used combination between qualitative and quantitative methods with three steps: Selection of appropriate
sites to be included in the operational assessment; Collection of observational data of pedestrian and driver behavior; and
Statistical analysis of the data. The new design created using 3D.
The location of the study is the city centre of Malang City, East Java, Indonesia. The present study selected Klojen Subdistrict and one site, which have a total area of about 8.83 Km2. In 2012, there were 106,017 inhabitants and population
density is 12,006 inhabitants/km2 (Statistic of Malang City, 2012). The study area located between 112.06° - 112.07° (East
longitude) and 7.06° to 8.02° (South latitude). The study area has a topography that is most flat (96.3 per cent) with slope 0
per cent to 15 per cent and a height of 380 meters to 667 meters above sea level. Detail of the location of three sites can be
seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The location of BRO design
One site and 6 links were selected based on site visits and site maps (which detailed the street layout and key characteristics).
Firstly we make photo analysis to identify characteristic of the sites and the links in two categories: no activity and full
activity. Secondly, we make a cross-section of each links in accordance with the existing condition in two categories: no
activity and full activity. Thirdly, we mapped public transportation routes in accordance with the existing condition that passes
through the study area. Then, we try to improve the existing design with the new design of street, more livable for pedestrian in
the city centre. The research design can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Research design

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the characteristics of the street evaluate patterns and conditions of the street network, in which street network is an
infrastructure that has an important role in the region, and the street as well as the access link from one place to another.
Various analysis were conducted to determine how important the function of the street to support the accessibility and the
mobility of a human activity. Here is the analysis of the condition of the street network in the city centre plaza area of Malang
City, East Java, Indonesia (Table 1).
Table 1 Characteristic of streets in the study area

Sites
City centre plaza
area

Links

Characteristics

Analysis

Jl. SW. Pranoto

- hierarchy of the street is
secondary local
- total of street reserve is 6.5m
- the users are pedestrian,
vehicle, motorcycle, and on
street parking
- there is no complementary
street
- hierarchy of the street is
secondary local
- total of street reserve is 12m
- the users are pedestrians,
vehicle, motorcycle, and on
street parking
- there are complementary street
ie traffic signs
- hierarchy of the street is
secondary local
- total of street reserve is 5.5m
- the users are pedestrian,
vehicle, motorcycle, on street

Based on the hierarchy of
the street and street users,
there is needed a plan to
‘street design' for users in
the area of City centre plaza,
so that it can be create a
comfortable community.
Street design conducted by

Jl. Merdeka Utara

Jl. Merdeka
Selatan
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Sites

Links

Characteristics
parking and some illegal
activities
- there are only a few
complementary street ie street
signs

Jl. Merdeka Barat

- hierarchy of the street is
secondary local
- total of street reserve is 10m
- the users are pedestrian,
vehicle, motorcycle, and on
street parking
- there are complementary street
ie traffic signs
- hierarchy of the street is
secondary local
- total of street reserve is 12m
- there are complementary street
ie street signs
- hierarchy of the street is
secondary collector
- total of street reserve is 10m
- there are complementary street
ie street signs

Jl. Merdeka Timur

Jl. Basuki Rahmat

Analysis
observing street users and
the types of activities that
are in the area of City centre
plaza.

The majority of LOS in existing conditions for some links increased to get better when tested using BRO design (Table 2).
The capacity of on-street parking also has improved when tested using BRO design (Table 3).
Table 2 LOS of the city centre plaza area of Malang City

Sites and Links

Capacity (C)

Volume (V)

V/C

LOS
(Existing)

LOS
(Design)

City centre plaza
Jl. SW. Pranoto
Jl. Merdeka Utara
Jl. Merdeka Selatan
Jl. Merdeka Timur
Jl. Merdeka Barat
Jl. Basuki Rahmat

2539,92
5251,07
2625,53
4623,22
5251,07
4773,70

1889
2280
776
2176
985
2054

0,74
0,43
0,30
0,47
0,19
0,74

C
B
B
C
A
C

A
A
A
A
A
A

Table 3 Capacity of on-street parking in the study area

Existing
No.

1
2

S
(Plots)
MC LV

Link

Angle
(n°)

Jl. SW. Pranoto
Jl. Basuki
Rahmat

90

107

56

0

29

113

Design

D
(hour)

(vehicle/h)
MC
LV
City centre plaza area
0.5
214
112
2

14

60

S
(Plots)
MC
LV

(vehicle/h)
MC
LV

0

107

27

214

54

0

29

113

14

20

Angle
(n°)

BRO is designed specifically for the vehicle with low speed. Pedestrians have the same privileges to the vehicles. Several
characteristics of BRO design are: (1) Elimination or removal of separation between motorcycle/vehicles, pedestrians and
other street users; (2) Elimination of the traditional distinction between footpath and street, thus providing more space for
pedestrians and other street activities (street restaurant, music, etc); (3) The device street such as curbs, lines, signs, signal is
removed. It is replaced with integrated utilization, which is oriented to the public space so, walking, biking and driving the car
into a controlled activity and instead holding a 'BRO' point of entry and exit to the city centre. BRO design is contradicting to
the principle of segregation, the idea of separating functions and different users in the city. We put some design elements such
as street furniture, artwork and other plants or flowers around the space. It encourages the speed of vehicles being slow.
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Table 4 Design concept of BRO in the city centre plaza of Malang City

Sites
City centre
plaza

Concept

Travel way
 Limiting the width of travel way only for 6 meters.
 The use of paving materials as its pavement. There is no asphalt.
 There is a difference in color between pedestrian and travel way.
 There is no difference in 'high levels' between pedestrian and travel way.
Pedestrian
 There is no difference in 'high levels' between pedestrian and travel way.
 Widening the pedestrian way, the widest possible use of the remaining existing travel
way narrowed.
 There is a difference in color between pedestrian and travel way.
Ornament
 There is added planter on the right side of the street.
 On-street parking is eliminated. Car/vehicle can stop within a specified period.
 There is added street lights on both sides of public space
 There is added pots of flowers on pedestrian
 There is added public seating in the area of public

Figure 4 Photo design and 3D of Jl. SW. Pranoto
New design of Jl. SW. Pranoto can be seen in Figure 4. There is no difference in 'high levels' between pedestrian and travel
way. Public transport and motorcycles have their own lanes. Their lane is different with private car lanes. This is intended to
avoid congestion. The design of the cross-section and longitudinal section of the concept of BRO in City centre plaza sites can
be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 The design concept of BRO and cross-section of BRO design in the City centre plaza

3. CONCLUSION
The design of BRO can be apply in the city centre plaza of Malang City to reduce vehicles speed and it makes comfortable for
pedestrians, calm and clean, easy to move by public transport, kind to children and elderly people, easy to cooperate with
citizens and visitors. This design is safe. This is due to both motorists and pedestrians are encouraged to be more careful with
the surrounding environment and to each other. Example: the driver will instinctively slow down and make eye contact with
pedestrians in the vicinity.
The authors hope that this study will give a new idea that can be used by other researchers and city government to creating a
new design of street for the sustainability and livability of the city centre in the future
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ABSTRACT
Among the recent research and theories in urban planning, it is argued that street is a public space that should have equal
access for the city inhabitants to use it. However, this character of street ‘publicness’ is always being contested. The various
users, occupation and control of street use have become a daily practice of urban life, especially in developing countries,
which consider street as a place of a person's livelihood beside its main function as a path or transportation access space. This
creates a street space contestation which demands for space justice. It is argued throughout this paper that municipality with a
top-down governance approach has difficulty to create and manage public space equality. At the same time, indigenous
community is capable to control street space activities and users by adopting the traditional value to create ‘justice’ in
community practice. This argument is accessed through an examination of empirical qualitative data of Denpasar Street life,
Bali.
Keywords
Public space, justice, governance

1. INTRODUCTION
“Public space is, in this sense, the space of justice. It is not only the space where the right to the city is struggled over;
it is where it is implemented and represented. It is where Utopia is both given spatial form and given lie to. Utopia is
impossible, but the ongoing struggle toward it is not.”[1]
A street, a Public Space, is an important urban element of physical, economic, social, culture and identity[2-5]. Especially in
Denpasar, a street has been used daily as a transportation path but also as economic and social life. It is inevitable that the use
street space being contested everyday. Madanipour [6] argues that street as an urban public space should be accessible and
consume [7] for everyone than the challenge have developed into a more complicated matter such as degree and control of
accessibility, which is disputed. Newman [8] states that local municipalities has this responsibility to maintain theusers and
function of streets for transportation circulation[9]. When local officials want to segregate activities and localized activities as
its urban planning direction, it will face another problem of maintaining street space as social space [10]. This section will
focus more into the power and authority to govern public space in a democratic practice that people should have the right to
participate and express their voice in public space [11; 12]. Therefore,questions of this section are which actor who has the
main role to participate in street use justice, and followed by a question of how they can manage it?
The municipality powerto define and redefine public space will be contested in this section. The lack of common municipality
engagement in the community in a matter of budget limitations and other provincial procedure for off-office work makes
another negative perspective of present Denpasar official. In Denpasar, the community creates a specific agent of space
control that can determine access and activity in their territory area (Pecalang) this phenomena has occurred as a response of
low space control into the increasing awareness and participation of indigenous people to repossess and classify the existence
of public space into community space. It creates acivic space which still accessible for everyone, but it is controlled and
maintained by indigenous/ local residents group. One obvious advantage of community participation is the high level of
attachment of place, in this case a street space. Balinese attachment of space as an element of territorialitybehaviour[13]
determined by inherited value and identity relation of individual and related family experience of space. Geertz[14] stated that
the history of the development of Denpasar city that resulted from several compounds of family-interrelated kinship make a
specific urban space is being valued as family-personal space. Then the question of how to create a democratic space of
historically ‘private’ communal space should be accompanied with the interdependent question of who will guarantee the
regulator fairness, authority, and balance of management and maintenance of street space in a sustainable manner.
This sub-section is organised into three sections that will examine and discussed thesis argumentation of the role of indigenous
community groups and organization in the production of equal public space and how they can manage this ‘justice’ in a
sustainable urban practice. The first section focuses on the native norm and community classification called ‘krama’ of society
to maintain community justice. It is a traditional classification to create a society order. The fairness of this native power to
control street space is discussed in the second section which explores ‘ngayah’ as the traditional social concept that can bind
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the justice in community responsibility. The last section describes the effort of indigenous community to preserve the
traditional value and norm as a guideline for its sustainability.

2. SOCIETY CLASSIFICATION (OR SEGREGATION) FOR JUSTICE
In Traditional Balinese society and also Denpasar community, it is well-known and applied the social community classification
called ‘krama’[15; 16]. It is based on religion, ingenuity, local-based identity, caste, economy and ethnicity differences. It
consists of three types of Krama. Krama is for indigenous local residents with Hindu’s religion; Krama Tamiu is for Hindu’s
residents but not originally (inherit) from local community/place and time for other residents who is not included in class of
Krama and Krama Tamiu. To simplify things, in the common daily practice, Balinese often called this categorization of
residents as Warga Adat (Krama), Warga Dinas( officially registered as resident but not inherit an indigenous identity) and
‘Bukan Warga’ for others. This traditional classification is written in indigenous social norm and regulation called ‘awigawig’[17]. Beside the classification of residents it defines the other society regulation and norms that related to everyday life in
public space, in the human relation and the creation of balance relationship between society, the environment and God which
known of ‘Tri Hita Karana’, a Balinese concept of life. The differentiation of rights and duties in every member of society is
detailed written in this indigenous document while it is also stated that the existense of society norm that unwritten in ‘awigawig’ also have their de-facto power to regulate communities.
One must therefore construct the objective class, the set of agents who are placed in homogenous conditions of
existence imposing uniform conditionings and producing homogenous systems of dispositions capable of generating
similar practices; and who possess a set of common properties, objectified properties, sometimes legally guaranteed
(as possession of goods and power) or properties embodied as class habitus (and, in particular, systems of
classificatory schemes) [18:101].
The social creation of classification should be valued as a positive community action towards social justice. It should be
comprehended that justice not solemnly relates to equality that everyone should have the same amount of resources. Social
justice relates to equity, equality and welfare [20]. The competition of street use that leading to horizontal conflicts are often
resulted from the misinterpretation of public space for freedom of use by the public. Highly accessed space that defines
publicness of space is no permanent relation tothe ability to control. There are many debates through the act of public space
occupation, possession and privatization [10; 21] that eventually potentially produce horizontal conflict. Creating justice in
public place requires an agency that can maintain the justice of use and act of territorialisation. This must be a persistent
action not just a scheduled or a random process of control. As stated by one of the street vendors,
‘We usually sell our groceries right here (on the street) start from 5 to 6.30 am. Theseare our daily activities working
hours that we are organised in conjuction with other vendors and parking man, as well as we share a sum of money
to pay parking man as they lose some space for motorcycle parking. We are here working and corporate in
cooperation with our living, to earn money to buy some food and pay our child's school fee for our family at home
not more... We know that government prohibits us to sell our stuff on the road, but they rarely come here to control
us, .. And if there will any plan of inspection for several municipality reasons(…. i.e special inspection from higher
municipality, president or other important national events), we know a day before from Pecalang that always came
here three times a day , it has happened so we can organise and help them by following the regulation ( temporary).
Anyway, we know the officials quitewell; we are friends…’
In this statement, it stated that municipality conducts street inspection irregularly. As it is becoming common understanding
in the Denpasar community that the governance of a neighbourhood (including the street space) is their basic right as
hereditary the space and resources is their belonging therefore the benefit and cost of territorial resource management better
become their authority. Municipality aware of this understanding and minimize their presence to avoid states-community, a
Top-Down conflict. Controlling street activity is a huge challenge in economic and mainly socially interconnected problems,
and irregular control of the street space is an inappropriate one.
Based on reviewing municipality and community empirical dispute about right to manage street, It can be summarized that
municipality seems to have a (save) neutral position, which also can be categorized as the lack of direct actual action as it tight
relation to law enforcement, regulation, justice and bias of political security. On the other hand, community (indigenous)
groups have their grounded and in depth comprehension through every second of street or social events and identification of
street users in their environments.
Community classification such as differentiation of local and non-local residents is not merely social segregation but a way of
managing right and responsibilities. As local residents more responsible to their territory through everyday activities such as
cleaning, offering, praying over all community public space than they have more right, the feeling of belonging than another,
as empirical data also shown that non-local (especially) vendors have a low level of public space environment quality even
more they make destructive action by littering or polluting neighbourhood.
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Classification based on religion also has its own importance to maintain social justice harmony. Denpasar community consists
of 63% Hindus, 29% Islam, and other religion such as Catholic, Protestant, Buddha below 4% each [22]. It is indicated in
census data that the proportion of Hindus community (indigenous one) still dominates the population followed by Islam’s
community in the second. These two groups of religion take a strong position in the governance of the city. The hindu
represents indigenous and Islam represents the municipality (or nationality) as an Indonesian biggest majority religion, a
religion that has full financial and political support from central government. On the level of street neighbourhood, Denpasar
communitylandscape, these groups of community based on religion create their individual community cohesion and exclusion
indicated by their particular symbol, attitude, language and activity system. As stated before in Awig-awig (indigenous
regulation), that non Hindu’s community classified as tamiu (community guest) that have different right and responsibility with
Hindus (the indigenous) which is practically conducted successfully in the present societies. Balinese Class domination is
based on Tri Hita Karana concept, to share and maintain a relationship with others. This is the key of creating social class
justice. Classification in a Balinese democratic society means the right of the majority to serve and support the minority class
right and activity which resulted in a respect of minority to majority that lead to social order.
Community classification as a part of Place-based justice is a requirement of social order. Indigenous community ( Hindus)
with their social value of creating balance between human, environment and god have positioned themselves in the process of
sharing community resources and right and duties, benefit and cost. For example, Hindus community will be more responsible
in maintenance and cost of their public space, especially sacred public space as it is related with their daily worship. It is also
found in the empirical data that several street vendors are classified by their interrelationship with home, shop, temple owner
of the street. For a Place that considered high local-sacred valued it is inhabited by Hindus community that has certain
knowledge for place worship and offering. Classification of actors who reflected in character of street use, creating a definition
of locality, an initial indication of private (certain group) place in public space. Classification of community is made to
maintain the conflict, which not certainly means segregation but more into the appropriation of the community members right,
action and activities around a specific territory. Justice can be achieved without fear with understanding people through respect
for certain inherited value.

3. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION PROGRAM FOR EQUALITY
In Denpasar, there is a social participation concept called ‘Ngayah’. It is a term for an individual, family representative, or
group of people to work and spend their time for any community event based on scheduled affair or unscheduled one such as
family birth, marriage, funeral ceremony, temple birthday and other event ordered by community leaders. It is usually unpaid
job and consume a specific amount of time with a definite consequence for opposing this social activity, that is being
secluded and confronted with physical and social punishment. For example, a Balinese person that in purpose avoids a series
of ‘Ngayah’ then when there is a ceremony related to that ‘naughty-lazy’ resident than the community can embargo that
specific event, street access and even social access to the religion leader who related with. As Made, a Balinese resident said.
‘.. Everyone must attend and involve in every ‘ngayah’ session, if they are not joining this social work for several
times, it is against our community norm and social fairness, which also implies disrespect to God and Prajuru Banjar
( community leader) and societies, especially if they not come when there is a ‘Ngayah’ for funeral ceremony. We can
punish them with boycott their funeral ceremony when the days it comes. Not allowing their dead body to enter and
pass through our neighbourhood street… we should help each other, that’s the key... if they want to replace ‘Ngayah’
with money, I also have money. And if everyone wants to play .. So who will help this ceremony to be happening .. No
other reason, but they have to join ‘Ngayah’ whenever and wherever... as we do it for parahyangan, pawongan, and
palemahan… (God, community and place)...'
From the interview statement, it can be concluded here that some factor influencing the degree of participation in a community
is good leadership, which reflected in degree of obedient and respect to the leader (Balinese leader: prajuru banjar and God),
community (social) punishment and equality besides materialism (money). The interesting findingof Balinese community
equality is the effort to avoid the materialism factor in community governance. Money as the top rank of the social practice
generators is not generally applied to this empirical study result. When community aware that the materialism can distract the
successfulness of governance then immaterialism (value, religion, god, social norm) can be used as a generator to create a
community order. One way to minimize social class status is by treating them socially equal. Rich, poor, high caste, low
caste, active or not busy residents have the same obligation to conduct ‘Ngayah’ community (unpaid) work.
Social consequences become an important factor of community participation. It ensures the equality of responsibility
corresponded to the various differences of community equity and welfare. It is claimed that punishments have a greater impact
if it is a social / community –based, immaterial one. When the community has the equal consequences of participation then
awareness of active responsibility can be built as well as reduce social class distinction.
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4. SUSTAINABILITY OF ACTIVE COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Judd and Fainstein [23] argues social, environmental, institutional and economic defines sustainability, which is influenced by
level of care, democracy and justice. Based on the empirical finding, It is found that sustainability also shaped by three other
elements such as transformability, commonality, and dedication to immaterial value. Bourdieu (social) class and capital argue
this communal power called social capital is an important factor for small based enterprises, and consequently. It is reflected
on the degree ofcohesiveness that constitutes people ‘s perception, right, and exclusivity.
Transformability is the ability of the community to adapt, adopt and adjust their social behaviour with the change of individual
and resource development. Transformability will relate to the fluidity of regulation and regulator to manage society. Awigawig as indigenous community regulation is not a solid regulation and is kept, transformed and adjusted following the variety
of stakeholders,therefore, there is no identical awig-awig around Bali. One media that had been found in the research is a de
facto (legal) communal meeting called ‘paruman’ which can produce additional norm and regulation instead of inherited one to
adapt the change of resources. With direct voice, idea and expression from all community'sinhabitant, the regulation product
of ‘paruman’ is a result of democratic approach. Although there are differences and debate of ideas and power as it heard and
witnessed by all, it is one way to create sustainability of participation that guarantee the equality to express voice. Another
common understanding of community is that awig-awig has created from a generation that has huge difference to the recent
community condition. Therefore, it is should be modified democratically for community good will.
The second factor of sustainability is the proud, respect and attachment of indigenous value. In this case concept ‘Tri Hita
Karana’ balance relation with God, human and environment which is a fundamental concept but easily applicable to everyday
practice. Other indigenous practices such as traditional event, ceremony and activities that being preserved nowadays is the
other evidence of relativity with a traditional concept can bind cohesiveness of society, whichdevelops a greater degree of
people attached to the physical and social environment. In a simplify way that expressed by the respondent that express
confidence of Balinese people to preserve this tradition as it is not only a physical tangible product but more into social
valuable entities. Leaving tradition and indigenous value does mean leaving the physical attribute of a locality which is not
difficult to conduct, but leaving the social relation, value, meaning memory with friends and relatives still a greater factor to be
preferred.
Classification, Caste and leadership are other keys of sustainability factors. Community classification is socially constructed
based on individual possessed resources and hereditary. It exists, therefore, should be consumed carefully in the perspective
of social justice. Dominancy of power and class is used to maintain equity and community welfare. As awig awig states the
difference right and responsibility of every class of the community, it is should be applied to balance of right and responsibility
in analogy of the balance of social benefit and cost. To achieve this, social solidarity is a key factor together with the ability to
actively control and manage this solidarity among the community.

5. CONCLUSION
Diversity of and class in the community are an on-going social construction process through variety, similarity, the cohesion of
identity. Generalizing community diversity into an equal identity of the community will face some difficulties in the process
and product of justice. The indigenous Balinese classification called ‘Krama’ is not merely a segregation tool for community
difference but as an indicator to achieve social justice in distributing community rights and resources. Balinese aware with
this unavoidable class difference, therefore, several regular community eventswere conducted called ‘paruman’, community
meeting and ‘Ngayah’, a community social work, with equality of class and social punishment for noncompliant one. It is a
social activity that reflects an active community participation towards their environment, neighbourhood space and God.
These indigenous values and activities have the important factor that should be kept for its sustainability such as
transformability, respect and attached values.
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ABSTRACT
More than half of the world’s population now lives in cities, making the creation of a healthy urban environment a major
policy priority. The city or urban area is a set of infrastructure, other structures, and buildings that create an environment to
serve a population living within a relatively small and confined geographic area. The lives and livelihoods of the population
are supported by interrelated systems around which the urban area and society function.Most public space in urban areas is
provided by streets. Well designed streets can offer opportunities for recreation, social interaction and physical activity. Poorly
designed streets can be indifferent or unwelcoming, contributing to community severance, reducing social cohesion as well as
suppressing levels of walking and cycling. They can also have a negative impact on local economic performance.In the City of
Cairo and According to the World Bank Report Cairo Consider One of the most crowded cities that assumed there is a lake of
public spaces which has a great impact on the social activities and the local economic performance. That what led me to
propose the need for integrated concept to enlarge the public spaces within the city.The shared space is an existing streets or
places designed to improve pedestrian movement and comfort by reducing the dominance of motor vehicles and enabling all
users to share the space rather than follow the clearly defined rules implied by more conventional designs.The main objective
of this paper is to increase the public spaces within the cities inner districts without affecting the traffic and the infrastructure
and to improve the road safety by encouraging negotiation of shared areas between different road users.An analytical study
was done on the city of Cairo, in order to understand the society needs using SWOT analysis to evaluate the efficiency of the
different solutions. The study found that Shared Spaces does not offer a ready recipe for the organization, design and
equipment of public space. Individual problem situations demand tailored solutions. Nevertheless, there are a number of
general basic principles for the design of people space. To promote socially conscious behavior, the design should be based on
local characteristics and one should use as few as possible traffic engineering and regulation elements. Priority signals should
be replaced by human interaction.
Keywords
Urban, resilience, shared roads, public spaces, Cairo.

1. INTRODUCTION
More than half of the world’s population now lives in cities, making the creation of a healthy urban environment a major
policy priority. The city or urban area is a set of infrastructure, other structures, and buildings that create an environment to
serve a population living within a relatively small and confined geographic area. The lives and livelihoods of the population
are supported by interrelated systems around which the urban area and society function.
Recently cities are getting larger and denser, but they are balancing processes of out-migration, suburbanization, and the
creation of extended urban landscape that combine cities, towns, and interspersed rural landscapes into a functioning whole.
Other cities are decreasing or only maintaining their population, but even they are engaged in efforts at transforming their
structure and function in order to maintain their vitality. Whether they are growing or not, cities and their associated regions
are competing to be regional, national, and international hubs.
Most public space in urban areas is provided by streets. Well designed streets can offer opportunities for recreation, social
interaction and physical activity. Poorly designed streets can be indifferent or unwelcoming, contributing to community
severance, reducing social cohesion as well as suppressing levels of walking and cycling[5]. They can also have a negative
impact on local economic performance.
The main objective of this study is to determine enhancive ways to increase the public spaces within the cities inner districts
without affecting the traffic and the infrastructure and to improve the road safety by encouraging negotiation of shared areas
between different road users.
Greater Cairo city center was chosen as the main case study because Cairo According to the World Bank Report Consider
One of the most crowded cities that suffering from lacking of public spaces which put pressure on land, services and increase
settlement inside the city, that has a great impact on the social activities and the local economic performance.
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Questions the Research Answers:
This study aims to demonstrate to what extent urban strategies can be helpful for solving the urban problems that related to the
continuously growth inside the cities. And how those strategies can be useful in developing better plans for managing urban
public spaces . To that end, it proposes a hypothetical solution depending on urban resilience management strategies. The main
research questions are formulated as follows:
 What is the resilience urbanization strategy?and what is its importance?
 What is the importance of the open public spaces? And is it possible to enlarging / expanding them within its existing
boundaries?
 What are the shared roads and its importance?
 How shared roads can be useful in providing the concept of sustainability inside cities?
 Why the Greater Cairo City needs urban resilience strategy?

2. WHAT IS THE RESILIENCE URBANIZATION STRATEGY? AND WHAT IS ITS IMPORTANCE?
Change is a constant in our world especially with the rapid calls for Urbanization and not all communities are dealing
successfully with the issues of growth. Some communities must manage the issues that derive from decline.
Urbanization is both an opportunity and a challenge and according to that, many urban management strategies appeared to dial
with the city dynamic growth impacts and its consequences':
1.

2.

3.

Urban growth management strategies that consist of the various tools used to manage the amount, type, extent, rate,
and quality of urban development. In other words, these tools can be used to manage how much growth occurs, what kind
it is, where it occurs, how fast it happens, and with what impacts.
Urban disaster recovery management that takes steps to anticipate and mitigate the impact of disasters, incorporating
monitoring and early warning technologies to protect infrastructure, community assets and individuals, including their
homes and possessions, cultural heritage, environmental and economic capital, and is able to minimize physical and
social losses arising from extreme weather events, earthquakes or other natural or human-induced hazards.
Urban resilience strategy can be define as guidelines & action plan that help the cities to be able for respond, implement
immediate recovery and quickly restore basic services to resume social, institutional and economic activity after any
threatens or crises. And we can Consider the city where people are empowered to participate, decide and plan their city
together with local authorities and value local and indigenous knowledge, capacities and resources. a resilient city.

According to above we can define Resilience as a prevailing theme of the discourse on disaster preparedness, response,
recovery and mitigation; it is a measure of the system's capacity and the ability of these systems to absorb changes that caused
from the different variables.
Without doubt, resilience is an evolving concept. Understanding resilience perspectives from multiple fields requires further
research. In my study, I share the perspective that resilience has multiple levels of meaning: as a metaphor related to
sustainability, as a property of dynamic models, and as a measurable quantity that can be assessed in field studies of
urbanization. The concept of resilience is useful for urban designers who strive to create cities that are adaptable to changing
conditions and needs.

3. WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE OF THE OPEN PUBLIC SPACES? AND IS IT POSSIBLE TO
ENLARGING / EXPANDING THEM WITHIN ITS EXISTING BOUNDARIES?
Great cities all over the world became featured with some common urban features, which is clearly could be noticed in the
main urban components of the centers of great cities, those components may be not exist in the rest of the city, such as the
historical heart that represent the oldest part of the city, CBD, the main stations for public transportation networks, and many
other urban components, the public spaces are considered as one of the common urban components in the great cities centers at
the same time they don't exist as the same as in the rest of the city, such as central parks, specialized gardens, pedestrian grand
plazas and squares which may include national symbols concerned by the citizens of these countries, those unique public
spaces represent the social life of a great city and considered as a measure of its vitality. [7]
The public spaces of the great cities centers became logistic nodes acting new urban roles and functions. Nodes where
pedestrians are being collected and distributed to different destinations within the city center or its borders by using Entrances
and exits of main public underground transports networks, The main train station or to be linked to its Main bus stations, which
are good connected to the public spaces[2], these nodes providing the common urban roles of the public spaces besides its new
role, the common roles were appropriated to the new fast rhythm, the public spaces became more complicated and contains
some specified spaces inside the main public spaces, those new specified spaces usually private but their exists help the main
public space to act its new role as a logistic node besides its original urban roles.
In the current City center the public spaces in which the pedestrian participate to the different social and leisure activities
limited only to the pavement which its width can be (3-4) meter long in the best case. These public spaces can be temporarily
expanded horizontally (including the street/ road – which will increasing the public space about 8-12 meter) to absorb the huge
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agglomerations of people in the national events, festivals, which will affects the future design of those spaces and the
surrounding pavements, streets to be flexible to meet the multi-functions uses the best concept for that is the Share roads and
shared spaces that intend to increase the public spaces within the cities inner districts without affecting the traffic and the
infrastructure and to improve the road safety by encouraging negotiation of shared areas between different road users.

4. WHAT ARE THE SHARED ROADS AND ITS IMPORTANCE?
The concept of designing public roads, junctions and spaces as so called Shared Spaces/ Roads is increasingly popular in
recent years and is seen as a chance to reduce the car-dominance in cities throughout Europe. It creates extra urban flow paths.
Shared Road is a term used to describe an emerging approach to urban design, traffic engineering and road safety in Europe
and, increasingly, in North America. It was identified a common thread in the approach of a number of countries on how to
reduce the adverse impacts of traffic in towns.
However, shared road could also be seen as the default mode before the separation of vehicles and pedestrians became the
accepted approach to designing public spaces. It was the status quo ante for most streets and public Spaces before the
introduction of segregation during the last century. Streets that encourage sharing of the space are not new. Many historic
streets operate as shared spaces, particularly narrow streets in historic core zones and residential districts. Visit any Italian hill
town, such as Siena, or smaller Mediterranean settlements, and shared space will be evident in any traditional streetscapes
where modern traffic engineering has yet to have an impact. Even today in the UK, almost all car parks, courtyards, mews
developments, market places, village squares, campsites and country lanes involve the informal sharing of space for different
uses and by different modes of movement. [3]
In shared Road designs, the segregation between motorized and non-motorized traffic is removed, creating an integrated space
without traffic signs or signals, curbs and road markings. Instead, traffic flows are controlled by social interactions and
supported by infrastructure measures like colored road surfaces and the thoughtful placement of road furniture.
Shared roads are not, ultimately, defined by the design or configuration of the built environment. Design and detailing are
important, but only as a catalyst to changing the way in which people interact within the public realm.
The Shared Road design team:
Shared space schemes tend to have wide-ranging objectives beyond more traditional single-issue such as traffic management
schemes – objectives such as inclusiveness, street vibrancy and regeneration.
It is therefore beneficial to assemble a multi-disciplinary project team which, in addition to the project sponsors, could include
the following, for example: (Highway/traffic engineers - urban designers - town planners / conservation officers - landscape
architects - accessibility/mobility specialists - maintenance team managers - lighting engineers – contractors).
General Design Consideration for shared roads:
Shared road does not represent a particular type of street. It is more a broad set of design approaches aimed at encouraging
sharing as a way of improving the street’s place function. It can achieve this, in part, through minimal use of traffic signs and
other traffic management related street furniture. Traffic signals are often removed, with indications of priority at minor
junctions omitted. These changes modify the way the street operates by creating an environment that encourages drivers,
pedestrians and cyclists to behave in a more co-operative manner.
The surface level is often intended to remove a physical and psychological barrier to pedestrian movement. It can also indicate
to drivers that pedestrians are not confined to the footway and that they can expect to encounter them in the whole of the street.
Data must be collected before and after the reconstruction to a Shared Road[4] because as we have explained previously,
Shared Roads are rather a design guideline with multiple different ways of interpretation instead of a ready-to-use design
which is implemented the same way in all projects. Thus we must admit that the findings for a specific project are not
necessarily transferable to any other Shared Space. It can, however, be used as the basis for verifying and refining existing
guidelines.
1. A classical traffic survey must be conducted counting the vehicular flow and the number of pedestrian crossings at
deferent times of the survey period.
2. The Road users must be classified into pedestrians, bicycles and cars and tracked during their time inside the
origin/destination measurement lines.
3. Space usage must be identified rather it is a commercial, Administrative, Government zone or Residential District.
4. Speed distribution is important indicator that investigates the speeds and flows of both the pedestrian and motor
vehicle.
5. Safety aspects that focus on the interaction between and within motorized and non-motorized traffic, using indicators
of time as objective and quantitative measure to reduce the severity of conflicts.

5. HOW SHARED ROADS CAN BE USEFUL IN PROVIDING THE CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABILITY
INSIDE CITIES?
Good quality living environments reduce stress and make life more pleasant through providing sufficient indoor and outdoor
space with few personal hazards, minimum noise, a location close to family and friends and easy access to desired services,
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recreation and facilities for safe participation for the different social activities.All those facts must have parameters and
indicators to be measured, that what led to the concept of sustainability which in its main Concept is how to provide the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Figures 1, 2:All today habits and busy lives can make us forget that urban spaces and pavement can be more than a path
along which to deliver between two points. We can enhance our perception to help in revitalize our town centers, boost
economic performance, support regeneration and build community pride and social integration and interaction.The Sharing
Roads allows having multi uses activities in the same space (vehicles road, cafe, play yard) but not at the same time except in
some places not used by children.
5.1 The Benefits and potentials of the shared roads that providing the sustainability:
Sustainable development which is the a process which enables all people to realize their potential and improve their quality of
life in ways which protect and balances the Environmental, Social and Economical parameters / issues.
5.1.1
1.

2.

3.
4.

Environmental Benefits:
Improving the Air quality with Reducing traffic congestion for vehicles; which is the main cause of the air pollution
with high rates of greenhouse gases emissions caused from the incomplete combustion of vehicle exhaust gases,
which in turn affect air quality and public health and ecological footprint in the end. Not only that but also that led to
increase the temperature inside the center of the cities which known as the urban heat island effect phenomenon.
Reducing the Noise pollution which the temporary or permanent hearing loss is the best know health impact,
although high noise levels are also known to be one of the critical stress factors that cause blood pressure, heart and
respiratory rates, central nervous system and influence mental disorders and social pathologies.
Reducing the Visual pollution that caused from cars smug that attached to buildings' facade. And reduce the
distribution of the suspended particulate matters that causes the foggy vision and increase the effect of the dust dome.
Increasing the Greening spaces & Trees providing vital effects :
 Reducing the Air pollution and the Co& Co2 gases ratio in the air.
 Air Quality can be improved through the use of trees, shrubs and turf. Leaves filter the air we breathe by removing
dust and other particulates.
 Trees and other vegetation can mitigate the urban heat island effect because they shade buildings, intercept solar
radiation and cool the air by evapotranspiration. trees reduce evaporative emissions from vehicles and other fuel
storage.
 Finally trees and vegetation can help in reduce noise, which is highly valued in urban areas. They also provide
shade from harmful ultraviolet radiation, particularly in open spaces.

5.1.2
Social Benefits:
1. Every street represents a balance between movement (the capacity to accommodate through traffic) and a sense of
place (the quality which makes a street somewhere to visit and spend time in, rather than to pass through). Shared space
is a way of enhancing a street’s sense of place while maintaining its ability to accommodate vehicular movement.
2. Increasing the social communication and connectivity as a result of providing more spaces and locations close to
family and friends. And easy access to desired services, recreation and facilities. For safe participation to the different
social and leisure activities.
3. Support town centre regeneration by providing a high quality civic space in the town centre suitable for flexible uses.
Particularly where there is a level surface that can allow the street to be used in different ways. For example, street cafes
and the like may be present during the day, while at night the area occupied by daytime activities could be given over to
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4.
5.

6.
7.

people visiting night-time entertainment venues. A Street could also host regular street markets or occasional events
such as street theatre.
Enhancing livability and quality of life.
Death and injuries from motor vehicle accidents have become an increasingly significant component of all premature
death and injuries in urban centers. The shared roads increasing the ratio of Safety with improving pedestrian
movement by reducing the dominance of motor vehicles and determine a certain times for motor vehicle to use the
shared roads and reduce the speed limit as well and encouraging drivers to behave more accommodatingly towards
pedestrians. [1]
Providing safe environment for children to play and communicate.
Redevelop the link to have the feel of an urban square in which people will want to spend time but maintain bus
movement in the town centre.

5.1.3
Economic Benefits:
1. Reducing the risks caused by motor vehicles accidents and high speed. And increasing the participation of the new
public space (provided by the shared road) users and the district inhabitants inside the city center commercial zone. That
will increase the opportunity for enhancing the Economic Sector performance.
2. Increasing property values.

6. WHY THE GREATER CAIRO CITY NEEDS URBAN RESILIENCE STRATEGY?
Cairo According to the World Bank Report Consider One of the most crowded cities that suffering from lacking of public
spaces which put pressure on land, services and increase settlement inside the city, that has a great impact on the social
activities and the local economic performance.
Cairo downtown (city center) includes the central business district which set between the main squares of Cairo city - Ramses,
Ataba, AbdulmonemRyad, Abdeen and El Tahrir on area of 88 hectares. And this area considers the most crowded district in
Cairo. Cairo city center suffers from many problems that affect livability and quality of life:
1. High residential density in main existing agglomeration.
2. Rising traffic congestion in Cairo city center cause increasing of heat / GHG emissions and air pollution that have bad
effects not only on the pedestrians or social activities contributors but also on the residents who lives inside city center.
3. The high land value of the city center prevents the urban designers and the governmental authorities from expanding or
making use of already vacant sites for Public Spaces.
4. The public spaces of Cairo city center attracted many informal commercial activities such as street vendors; that affect
the commercial performance and reducing the pedestrian walk side and plazas that prevent them from participation to
the different social and leisure activities and even walk.(see figure 4)
5. Many of the motor vehicle streets/ roads not used efficiently which is the main reason for the High traffic congestionthe street/ road can be five lanes but only just three or two lanes are used. According to the occupation of two lanes for
parking and may be another one or two for the Invasion of the street vendors. That indicates the essential need for
management strategy that not only reducing the traffic congestion but also to make space defragmentation to provide
safe and fare share for every use without making any conflicts that cause fatal consequences.(see figure 5)
6.1 The Main Objectives for applying a resilience strategy to Cairo city center:
1. Achieving all the (Environmental, Social and economical) benefits that the shared roads provides.
2. Increase safely public open spaces area within the city.
3. Reduce the traffic congestion and its consequences'.
4. Reduce the pollution ratio in city center with increasing friendly environmental activities.
5. Increasing the social connectivity and communications and the opportunity for enhancing the economic sector
performance.
6.2 Using the SWOT analysis to evaluate the Public spaces in Cairo city center:
There are many opportunities can be achieved with applying a resilience strategy depending on the concept of shared road.
ThisSWOT analysis depends on the observations were noticed last summer by several times life visits to the greater Cairo city
center public spaces, the Main issues of evaluation were:
1. Public transportation and the infrastructure.
2. The Proposed expand public spaces.
3. The urban structure and the current public spaces.
The conclusion of the SWOT analysis showed the follows:
1. As a result of the low area of public spaces the green areas were too low also.
2. The squares and plazas were mainly designed for Motor vehicles.
3. The pedestrian pathways are new to the Cairo city center, some few local streets were converted to share roads, but that
wasn't efficient enough to respond the need for the public spaces.
4. Unusual spaces were converted to be used as public spaces, like the wide pavements of the bridges along the river Nile
from city centre to west areas of the city, the pedestrian use these pavements as a terrace providing a panoramic views
of Cairo city centers, with street food, drinks vendors who offers chairs for money.
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5.

Most of the public spaces became more complicated as main public spaces with other minor spaces mostly semi-private
or private spaces.

Figures 4:Traffic Congestion and informal commercial Invasion forcing
the pedestrian to walk in the street-Typical scene in city center roads.

Figure 3: Cairo downtown (city center) includes the
central business district which set between the main
squares
of Cairo city - Ramses, Ataba,
AbdulmonemRyad, Abdeen and El Tahrir on area of 88
hectares.
Figures 5:Traffic Congestion according to reducing the street width with
car parking in its both sides.
Table 1: The SWOT analysis to evaluate the current situation of the Public spaces in Cairo city center

Public
transportation
and the
infrastructure

Strength
Providing
good
public
transport means connecting
the city center public spaces
to the rest of the city.
Especially the underground
train (Metro).
Providing the city with an
integrated
infrastructure
serving the public spaces is
supporting the current urban
roles of those public spaces.

Weakness
Most of the public spaces in the
city center were designed
according to the concept of
segregation between motor
vehicle and pedestrian to meet
the needs of motor vehicle.
Streets and squares were
mainly designed for motor
vehicles.

Opportunities
The future governmental plans
of the city center supported the
services of the public spaces,
such as offering new public
transport lines to connect the
main public spaces to the rest
of the city. And using electric
cars for reaching the new
shared roads inside the city
center.

Threats
High traffic congestion in
Cairo city center and
concentration of the central
governmental/ and business
facilities gives indication that
it is very hard proposing to
reduce the motor vehicle
flow in city center.

The inadequate of cars parking
in the city centers is preventing
wide sectors of society to use
the public spaces.
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The Proposed
expand public
spaces

The urban
structure and the
current public
spaces.

There are various alternatives
in case of converting number
of streets to enlarge / expand
the Public Spaces Whether to
be
shared
roads
or
completely pedestrian streets.

The annual increasing rates of
the land prices besides the
inadequate of providing enough
areas for the existing needs for
public facilities like cars multistory parking.

Most of the city center public
spaces enjoyed remarkable
livable unique sites which
considered as hubs for
variant activities and services
like
the
underground
entrances, bus stations… etc.

The current landscape design,
street furniture of the public
spaces is not suitable for the
current urban roles of those
spaces.
Can't Act several variant
activities at the same public
space smoothly and efficiently.

The
existing
plans
of
converting more tracks paths
into pedestrian public spaces.
The progress in the drilling and
underground
constructions
support the possibility of
offering more spaces for some
land-uses like cars parking to
be underground which will
offer more spaces for public
spaces.
The possibility of using new
architectural urban concepts to
offer new extra spaces like
using public institutes roofs and
many other ideas.

The difficulty of providing
safe and fare share for every
use without making any
conflicts.

The growth of the future
need of the common landuses of the city center may
affect the current public
spaces to be reduced.

The new growing urban roles
will help to evaluate the future
plans to offer innovative public
spaces.

6.3 Assessing existing Shared Roads experiments inside Cairo Downtown:
Cairo Downtown already has a few pedestrian streets such as Al-Alfi, Al-Borsa and Al – Mu’izz streets, and there are already
proposals to apply shared roads and places vision to more downtown streets. The following tables will present three
experiments for the shared road inside Cairo downtown; showing the advantages and disadvantages to each of them, to stand
on the main obstructs that those experiments are facing and draw the main guidelines for applying the shared roads in correct
and efficient way:
Table 2: Al-Alfi, Al-Borsa and Al – Mu’izz street analysis and Assessment, Downtown, Cairo city center.

Al – ALFI Street:
Overview Description
Al-Alfi Street located in the northern boundary of Cairo city center,
within the Historical Khedivial Cairo Zone. It was originally designed
as a vehicles and automotive street, it is (12-15 m) in width and
(approx. 200 m) long, and it extends from Orabi square on the west to
Al- Azbakya garden on the east. 12 years ago a part of this street
(approx. 100 m) converted into a pedestrian street, it includes various
entertainment activities of fast food, Cafes and Cabarets.
The Flooring and Pavement material is manly of concrete. Seats are
provided and distributed along sides with rows of shrubs, and the Cafes
furniture extend to outdoor without specific order.

Assessment
 The Street is ineffective because it locates far distance from the
commercial area (on the northern boundary of the city center) and the lack of
adequate commercial services, and palaces on a small number of fast food
restaurants, which mainly serve its surrounding area at day time.
 The lack of proper social atmosphere due to the presence of casinos and
cabarets which attracts limited categories of adults, that Prevents families with
children from participating in social activities at night. Moreover the number of
seats is insufficient, poor lighting in the night and less security.

Figures 6:Converting some downtown streets
into pedestrian promenades was promising idea.
The Cairo governorate support it time ago to
reduce pollution and traffic congestion in the
city centre. This resulted to have wide and safe
pedestrian social space on sections of Al-Alfi
and Saray Al-Azbakiya streets. However
nowadays the removal of many unused fixed
element can provide extra spaces. Moreover
changing some shops uses and activities can
provide more social interaction.Al-Alfi Street.
Al – BORSA Street:
Overview Description
Al-Borsa Street located in the heart of Cairo downtown, within the
Historical Khedivial Cairo Zone. The area known as Al-Borsa, named
after the Egypt’s stock exchange building located at its heart, consists
of a network of pedestrian streets. It has plethora of outdoor cafes that
consider a popular respite from the noise and traffic of the city. It was
originally designed as a vehicles and automotive street, it is (8-10 m) in
width and (100-200 m) long.

Assessment
Although there are many cafes and which represent a suitable atmosphere for
old men and youth to participate in many social, cultural and political activities,
but it is not suitable for children or women to engage in any social activities in
such a place according to our traditions and habits.

The Flooring and Pavement material is dark raw basalt interlocked
tiling and concrete tiling in some areas, Seats are not provided but
specific places for car parking are determined, and the Cafes furniture
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extend to outdoor without specific order. And There are direct and
indirect lighting units are well distributed but still not sufficient for
night social activities.

Figures7:The area around the stock exchange is congested with cafes making lively scene especially at night time. Moreover private car
parking and restricted roles in managing the time between vehicle and pedestrian make it safe to socialize in this area.Different shots to
Al-Borsa street, Downtown, Cairo.
Al – MU’IZZ Street:
Overview Description
Al-Mu'izz Street located in the western Side of Cairo city center, within
the Historical Medieval Cairo Zone (UNESCO World Heritage
Site).the street was designed as the spine of the gated city (one
kilometer long is adorned with monuments of different historic
periods), al-Mu’izz street is a typical medieval street that had been
developed along a thousand years, narrow in section, with spontaneous
varied widths and heights, creating interesting vistas and views along
its path. It was originally designed for pedestrians, light vehicles and
carriages (horses and cattle), the narrow and sinuous street has been
transformed into an over-populated typical residential/commercial
district due to the change in demographic characteristics of its users.
Main activities – besides residential – are Specialized crafts and small
trades of jewelry, copper, leather, clothes, herbs; each activity located
in a specific section of the street.

Assessment
Although Al-Mu'izz Street is a very good example for a pedestrian street with its
entire commercial, Social and touristic attraction, and its accessibility (near
location) to many of public transportation (Underground Metro, Buses,
Taxis...etc). And although it had been prepared to be shared road/space and
provided with many facilities (Fixed and movable) such as Cars barriers, Signs
and even gates on the main entrances and exits. It is unfortunately suffer from
neglection, not only to the regulations and roles that organize the street using
(pedestrian – vehicle)-(as Loading and emptying goods became problematic;
many customers suffer have to make an effort in reaching some destinations;
moreover ambulances and fire brigades cannot reach some off-streets easily and
number of passing bikes are considered to be dangerous) but also from the
insufficient paving material (rough basalt) which causing walking difficulties.
Also the lack of regular street cleaning and litter clearance make unwelcome
massage to the passerby and users and even to make any social activities.

The newly flooring material is dark raw basalt interlocked tiling, and
light stone cladding for pavements. There are a few seats in front of the
monuments in the wider shop-free sectors of the street. There are direct
and indirect lighting units are well distributed. [6]

Figures 8:the Egyptian government carried out extensive renovations to the historical buildings, modern buildings, paving, and sewerage
to turn the street into an "open air museum". On April 24, 2008, Al-Mu'izz Street was rededicated as a pedestrian only zone between 8:00
am and 11:00 pm; and cargo traffic is allowed outside of these hours. Different shots to Al-Mu'izz street, Historical medieval Cairo, Cairo.
The main Lessons that we can conclude from these experiments, to promote efficiency to the Shared roads/ spaces:
1. Small design changes can make a big difference to the attractiveness of a space and the way it is approached and used,
and can help reinforce the local vision for the kind of place that want to be created.
2. The main Target of designing Shared/ Public spaces/roads is to create a space where people of all ages and abilities can
work, rest, relax and play. Not for limited categories or ages otherwise it is not achieve its goal of Social interaction.
3. The quality of the walking environment is a main factor in people's shopping choices, and encourages them to spend
more time with wider range of shops, than visitors arriving by cars, buses or bikes.
4. One of things that can limit creative and exciting use of public spaces is the challenge of managing and maintaining
them. Hence active management of public spaces is vital to their usability and people's enjoyment of them, and can
deter anti-social behavior. Regular maintenance will be required, including regular street cleaning and litter clearance,
emptying litter bins, removing graffiti, fly-posting and clearing trade waste and any fly-tipping. All public space users
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5.

have a role in maintaining it. For example community and business engagement and creative design, choice of materials
and pre-emptive surface treatment of these, can minimize such problems and ease remedial action, and it can also help
to get everyone involved in reporting and problems and get agreement on whose job it will be to take remedial action
when needed.
The space must be measured in relation to flows, so it can contain all the users and passerby social activities.

7. CONCLUSION
1.

The study found that Shared Spaces does not offer a ready recipe for the organization, design and equipment of public
space. Individual problem situations demand tailored solutions. Nevertheless, there are a number of general basic
principles for the design of Public space and shared roads. To promote socially conscious behavior, the design should
be based on local characteristics and one should use as few as possible traffic engineering and regulation elements.
Priority signals should be replaced by human interaction.

2.

Possible causal explanations could offer simple solution for the conflicts that may happen when we make a preliminary
resilience strategy. Design participation is essential for this kind of project that required many public auditing be made
before preceding the specialists meeting to finalize the conceptual strategy and the detailed action plan.

3. Applying the resilience strategy to the Cairo city center depending on the concept of shared roads helped in:
 Conserving city center's land value with expanding and Increasing of the public spaces with providing a high quality
civic space that is suitable for flexible uses.
 Improving the Air quality according to the traffic congestion Reducing. That provided also safe social and commercial
environment.
 Cairo has the highest concentration of historical sites in the entire world with supporting the shared road concept and
many and certain zones Cairo can be open walk able museum. That will encourage the Tourism and will affect
positively on the Economic Sector.
 With encouraging the public transportation and enhancing/ upgrading its facilities inside city center that will reduce the
using of the private cares and that lead to reduce the traffic congestion.
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ABSTRACT

This writing is a result of my analysis on seven wakaf cemeteries at Jalan Pangeran Antasari and Kemang. These cemeteries are
facing some new developments: flyover and grandeur commercial place. Knowing there must be conflicts between people who
retain them and developer who is tempted by the land, I try to look beyond functional matter of the wakaf cemeteries by
questioning their existence for the people around them. I try to look what the cemeteries stood up for by searching the ‘urban
legend’ that spreads around them and observing the spatial relation between them and the people. Eventually, this paper tries to
explain that the wakaf cemeteries have special meaning to be looked for before massive developments annihilating them.

Keywords
8UEDQOHJHQGZDNDIFHPHWHU\GHYHORSPHQWORFDOFXOWXUH

INTRODUCTION



Naming the street with one figure’s name is very common in a city, including Jakarta. However, some name is not known as
important as figures in short of heroes or stakeholders. Some name, such as Haji Muhi or Haji Thalib, is a name without any big
historical background. At the same time, near those streets, there are also wakaf cemeteries—a benefaction land for burial—which
were mostly given by the important people: Haji(s). ³+DML´DQG³ZDNDI´DUHDFWXDOO\,VODPLFWHUPV,Q,VODPWUDGLWLRQWKHUHLVD
FHUWDLQUXOHIRUZHDOWK\SHRSOHWRJLYHFKDULW\IRUSRRUSHRSOH2QHRIWKHZD\VLVWR³ZDNDI´²WRHQGRZVRPHWKLQJ³ZKLFKLV
GHGLFDWHG LQ SHUSHWXLW\ WR VRPH SLRXV RU FKDULWDEOH FDXVH´ >@ 8VXDOO\ WKH ZDNDI ODQG¶V VWDWXV FDQQRW EH FKDQJHG ,W VKDOO EH
PDLQWDLQHGDVZKDWDQGKRZWKHJLYHUZDQWHG'HVSLWHWKHIDFWDERXWWKHODQGLVSRWHQWLDOO\FRQWHVWHGsome cemetery has even its
own legend and sacred place no matter how modern Jakarta develops itself. This phenomenon also happens near Jalan Pangeran
Antasari, South Jakarta. Facing the big development of Blok M- Jalan Pangeran Antasari flyover and the rise of commercial places,
some wakaf cemeteries exist with their own entity. Some developer might see the cemeteries as potential property while the people
keep maintaining it. Their status are in between—whether they can be functionally useful for the development if it was demolished
or they can be something that makes the development restrained.
This writing is not trying to answer which one of the cemeteries’ status is the best. The fact that the wakaf cemeteries striving by
the people living near it leads me to some questions: “what is actually the wakaf cemetery stood up for? Why is it so defended by
the people?” By answering the question, it will lead us, especially urban experts, to know beyond functional matter of the
cemetery.
Basically what I did to answer the question is observing seven wakaf cemeteries near Jalan Pangeran Antasari to Kemang. These
seven cemeteries are currently facing the development of one of the biggest superblocks in south Jakarta: Kemang Village. At the
same time there are also flyover project hovering Jalan Pangeran Antasari and the fact that Kemang itself was already gentrified by
expats since long ago.
For this paper, I came to the cemeteries and tried to know how the people treat them (physically and non-physically) and if there
was any ‘urban legend’ that had spread around them. What I mean ‘urban legend’ in here is a story, which is always told and
preserved by the people about the cemetery without knowing whether it is authentically right or not, including the story of haji that
gave them the land. Knowing the ‘urban legend’ of the cemetery would inform me what the cemetery represents for the people.
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However, I would not report how the society reacts to the cemeteries in details. Instead of telling what they do when one of them
passed away or how and why they pilgrimage, I aligned this writing by focusing on the spatial relations between the cemeteries and
the people, the exclusivity of the cemeteries, and the story of hajis.

‘URBAN LEGEND’?
%HIRUHQDUUDWLQJWKHWULS,ZRXOG OLNHWRH[SODLQ DERXWµXUEDQ OHJHQG¶ ILUVWDQG ZK\,XVHWKLVWHUP IRUWKHFDVH 7KLVWHUPZDV
SUREDEO\ILUVWXVHG RUDWOHDVWIDPRXVO\XVHG E\DQ$PHULFDQ IRONORULVWQDPHG-DQ+DUROG%UXQYDQG,QWKHLQWURGXFWLRQRI %LJ
%RRNRI8UEDQ/HJHQGV%UXQYDQGZURWH³8UEDQOHJHQGV«DUHWUXHVWRULHVWKDWDUHWRRJRRGWREHWUXHDQGWKH\DUHDOZD\VVDLGWR
KDYHKDSSHQHGWRD)ULHQGRID)ULHQG RU)2$) >@´,QRWKHUZRUGVµXUEDQOHJHQG¶LQ%UXQYDQG¶VFRQFHSWLRQLVDNLQGRIVWRU\
ZKRVHPDLQSRLQWLVQRWWKHWUXWKRILWEXWKRZLWLVXVHGE\SHRSOHWRWKULOODQRWKHUSHRSOH

2I FRXUVH %UXQGYDQG¶V µXUEDQ OHJHQG¶ UHSUHVHQWV XUEDQ OLIH HVSHFLDOO\ LQ $PHULFD VLQFH PDQ\ RI KLV VWRULHV XVH PRGHUQ
SKHQRPHQRQ VXFK DV DXWRPRELOHV SHWV VH[ VFDQGDOV HWF DV WKH EDFNJURXQG RU WKH WRSLF +RZHYHU VRPH µXUEDQ OHJHQG¶ LV
DFWXDOO\µROG¶OHJHQGZKLFKLVWROGIURPRQHJHQHUDWLRQWRDQRWKHUJHQHUDWLRQ>@,QRWKHUZRUGVZKDWFKDQJHVLQµXUEDQOHJHQG¶
IURPWKHROGRQHWRWKHQHZRQHLVWKHFRQWH[WRIWLPH$OWKRXJKWKHPHVVDJHRIWKHVWRU\LVVWLOOWKHVDPHEXWWKHVHQVHRIµSUHVHQW¶
LVQHHGHGVRLWFDQEHIHOWDVVRPHWKLQJWKDWKDSSHQVSUHVHQWO\QHDUWKHSHRSOH

$WWKHRWKHUKDQG .RYHQ LQ)LOP)RONORUHDQG8UEDQ/HJHQGVDOVRHPSKDVL]HGWKDWµXUEDQ OHJHQG¶VKRZHG LQ ILOPVDQGRWKHU
SRSXODUFXOWXUHKDGVRPH³PRWLIVSRWWLQJ´²PRWLIVRUW\SHVRIWUDGLWLRQDOQDUUDWLRQZKLFKDSSHDUVLQSRSXODUILOPVDQGWHOHYLVLRQ
>@7KLVDOVRPHDQV WKDWSRSXODUFXOWXUHLVLPSRUWDQWWRORRNDWWRNQRZZKDW XUEDQ SHRSOHEHOLHYHRUKRZWKH\PDLQWDLQWKHLU
WUDGLWLRQLQXUEDQOLIHVW\OH7KLVDOVRKDSSHQVLQ,QGRQHVLDZKHUHPDQ\FLQHPDVNHHSRQVKRZLQJKRUURUPRYLHV2QHRIWKHPRVW
IDPRXVKRUURU,QGRQHVLDQPRYLHVLV+DQWX-HUXN3XUXW²³7KH*KRVWRI-HUXN3XUXW´  8VLQJ-HUXN3XUXW&HPHWHU\ORFDWHG
DW6RXWKRI-DNDUWDDVWKHEDFNJURXQG+DQWX-HUXN3XUXWLVIDPRXVO\NQRZQZLWKWKHFKDUDFWHURIKHDGOHVVSULHVW$WWKHEHJLQQLQJ
RI WKH PRYLH VRPH WHHQDJHUV FKDOOHQJHG WKHPVHOYHV WR H[SORUH WKH FHPHWHU\ )HHOLQJ GLVWXUEHG WKH KHDGOHVV SULHVW VDGLVWLFDOO\
NLOOHGWKHP$WWKHHQGWKHPRYLHWULHGWRVKRZLWVPHVVDJHGRQRWGLVWXUEWKHJKRVWLQWKHFHPHWHU\,JXHVVWKLVLVQRWWKHRQO\
PRYLHZKLFKVKRZVWKDWNLQGRIPHVVDJHQDPLQJ6XQGHO%RORQJ  3HUMDQMLDQGL0DODP.HUDPDW  7XVXN-HODQJNXQJ
  .HUHWD +DQWX 0DQJJDUDL   DQG PDQ\ PRUH ZKLFK DSSUR[LPDWHO\ VKRZ WKH VDPH PHVVDJH QR PDWWHU KRZ ROG WKH
VWRU\ LV²WKDWWKHGHDG PD\ QRWEHGLVWXUEHGDQG SHRSOH VKRXOGUHVSHFWWKHPRUWKHGHDG PD\ QRWUHVWLQSHDFHEHIRUHWKH\WDNH
UHYHQJH

)URPWKHH[SODQDWLRQDERYH,FDQFRQFOXGHWKDWµXUEDQ OHJHQG¶ LVDQXQYHULILDEOHVWRU\WKDWSUREDEO\FDPH IURPWKHSDVWZKRVH
PHVVDJHLVPDLQWDLQHGE\XVLQJFRQWHPSRUDU\PHGLDLQFOXGLQJSRSXODUFXOWXUH$OWKRXJKSRSXODU FXOWXUHPD\EHLQWHUHVWLQJWREH
VHHQGHHSHUEXWLQWKLVZULWLQJ,KDYHWRH[SORUHµXUEDQOHJHQG¶LQUHDOPRIXUEDQVSDFH7KXVWKHµPHGLD¶WRPDLQWDLQWKHVWRU\LV
UHSUHVHQWHGLQVSDFHZKHUHSHRSOHXVXDOO\UHIHUWRZKHQWKH\WDONDERXWLW&HPHWHU\LVRIFRXUVHWKHPRVWSRSXODUSODFH DVWKH
VHWWLQJRIWKHVWRU\6LQFHµXUEDQOHJHQG¶LVDOVRSUHVHQWHGLQFRQWHPSRUDU\VWXIIWRREVHUYHLWWKHQLVWRVHHZKDWSUHVHQWO\KDV
KDSSHQHGLQWKHFHPHWHULHVDQGKRZWKH\PDLQWDLQZKDWKDVEHFRPHKLVWRU\6RµXUEDQOHJHQG¶LQWKLVSDSHULVQRWDERXWVHHLQJ
ZKDWH[DFWO\WKHWUXWKRIWKHVWRU\LV+HUHµXUEDQOHJHQG¶LVXVHGWRNQRZEH\RQGWKHSODFHZKHUHWKHVWRU\HPHUJHG7KLVLVDWRRO
WR JDWKHU LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW ZKDW DQG KRZ SHRSOH EHOLHYH LQ WKHLU XUEDQ OLIH ,W LV LPSRUWDQWWR EH REVHUYHG LQ XUEDQ GHVLJQ DQG
SODQQLQJUHDOPEHFDXVHLWDOVRLPSDFWVRQWKHXUEDQVSDFHLQFOXGLQJFHPHWHU\

7RNQRZµXUEDQOHJHQG¶RIDSODFHLVDOVRWRNQRZKRZWKHSHRSOHPDNHUHODWLRQWRWKHSODFHLWVHOIIURPWLPHWRWLPH%\ZDONLQJ
WKURXJKWKHVHYHQFHPHWHULHV,FRXOGJHWµXUEDQOHJHQG¶ZKLFKZDVWROGE\SHRSOHQHDUE\,QRWKHUZRUGV,DVNHGSHRSOHZKDWWKH\
WKLQN DERXW WKH FHPHWHULHV DQG KRZ WKH LPDJHV RI WKH FHPHWHULHV DIIHFW WKHLU HYHU\GD\ OLIH 6RPH RI WKHP XVHG DQG KLGHG WKH
FHPHWHULHVDWWKHVDPHWLPHVRPHRIWKHPFRQVLGHUHGWKHFHPHWHULHV DVZKDWWKH\EHORQJ VRPHRIWKHPWKRXJKWWKHFHPHWHULHV
ZDVLPSRUWDQWEHFDXVHWKHLUDQFHVWRUVEXULHGWKHUH,DVVXPHWKDWµXUEDQOHJHQG¶LQWKLVFDVHLVQRWRQO\DERXWWKHPDLQWHQDQFHRI
VRPHVWRULHVDERXWFHPHWHU\EXWDOVRWKHFRQWLQXLW\RIWUDGLWLRQVDQGKLVWRU\RIDQFHVWRUV3DVWLQKHUHLVFRQVHTXHQWLDO
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THE ‘UNSEEN’ CEMETERY
After knowing what ‘urban legend’ was, I was interested to observe some cemetery in Jakarta. It was because the frightening
image appearing on the cemetery made me want to know the story about it –whether if it had impacted the cemetery as the space of
the dead or not. I also wanted to know what the role of the cemetery in the middle of the rush of Jakarta modern living was. The
seven cemeteries at Jalan Pangeran Antasari and Kemang became my choice because they were facing the hustle of new
development.


)LJXUH7KH6HYHQ:DNDI&HPHWULHVDW-DODQ3DQJHUDQ$QWDVDULDQG.HPDQJ




So I started my trip from Blok M terminal to Jalan Pangeran Antasari. It was a very bright day to take my steps on. Sadly, the sun
could not shine fully on that long road because of hovering flyover. It was not yet ready but its shadow already darkened the space
below it. I took a left-turn after seeing the district office. After walking for a couple of meters I found a junction. I was counting on
my maps on the phone since I had not been at the destination. “Makam Bank” was written on the map and according to it I had to
turn right to get to the cemetery.
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Makam Bank was located next to an elementary school and surrounded by houses. Like other six cemeteries, Makam Bank had
physical boundary: brick wall about 150 meters surrounding the area. From the outside we may not realize there is a cemetery
behind that wall. All we could see were just top of trees. But this isolation did not mean that the people living there did not take
care of it. There was a gubuk—a very simple small shelter from wood—for cemetery guardians to take a sit or a break so they
could get comfort while doing their job. At the other part there was also a box with words written on it: “SUMBANGAN UNTUK
MAKAM WAKAF” – “CHARITY FOR THE CEMETERY”. So I warded my hypothesis that the cemetery was not considered as
something important by the people. The wall was not a mere solitary cover to separate the living with the dead.
I continued my journey to another cemetery nearest Makam Bank: Makam Kemang Raya. It would take a long walk that I decided
to stop a bus. About five minutes had been spent to reach the cemetery with bus but punctiliousness was needed because there was
no specific sign that marked it, except a black small gate. There were two men with their vendors in front of the gate. According to
them the gate could not be opened and the only way to reach the cemetery was to get in from another gate. So I brought myself to
another way to find the gate.
The other gate was behind one of the most famous restaurants at Kemang. The smell of food from the kitchen was lingering when I
brought my step into the cemetery. It was still look alike Makam Kemang which had only trees and burials. But at one part of it
there was a small building which was clean and with proper rooftop. Apparently it was the sacred burial. I asked a man nearby
whose burial was that. He did not know that but was pretty sure it was considered very important by people around there and
suggested me to not ‘disturb’ it.
After wandering for a while at Makam Kemang Raya, I ran on my trip chronologically to Makam Kemang Selatan, Makam Haji
Thalib, Makam Bunga Cempaka 3, Makam Bunga Cempaka 1, and Makam Bunga Cempaka 2. Although Makam kemang Selatan
and Makam Bunga Cempaka 1 were located near busy street, both of them were not differently treated like the other cemeteries:
they were surrounded by wall.

)LJXUH6XUURXQGHGE\WKH:DOO
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The tendency to make a clear separation between space of the dead and space of the alive was always be there. However, people
could not actually be apart with death itself. They still had an obligation to come to the cemeteries to pilgrimage or pray at the
sacred burial. Thus, people surrounding the cemeteries tended to consider them as meaningful places.
At the same time, looking at how the burials set up, the cemeteries were not designed as something significant or monumental.
They mainly emplaced spontaneously so that the orientation was not the same. There was no landmark or sculpture marking the
place either. Makam Kemang Raya was the only wakaf cemetery I observed that had a specially threaten building for the ancestors.
Still, a small simple building that looked like a house did not make any significant physical statement for its surrounding. 
7KHVHYHQFHPHWHULHVZHUHDOVRVXUURXQGHGE\VHWWOHPHQWVDQGFRPPHUFLDOV,WSRLQWHGRXWDVHQVHRIFORVHQHVVEHWZHHQWKHGHDG
DQGWKHDOLYHParadoxically, the people seemed did not interest to make the cemeteries grandeur or physically standing out, yet
they knew the FHPHWHULHVZHUHLPSRUWDQWRQEHKDOIRIWKHLUSDVWWLPHDQGFDQQRWEHVHSDUDWHGZLWKWKHLUHYHU\GD\OLIH

THE EXCLUSION
7KHDEVHQFHRIODQGPDUNFRXOGQRWREYLDWHWKHGLVWLQFWLRQEHWZHHQVSDFHRIWKHGHDGDQGVSDFHRIWKHDOLYH5HJDUGLQJWRZKDW,
KDYHH[SODLQHGEHIRUH0LFKHOOH)RXFDXOWRQFHZURWHDERXWKLVFRQFHSWLRQRIµRWKHUVSDFH¶WKDWKHFDOOHGµKHWHURWRSLD¶³(YHU\RQH
FDQHQWHULQWRWKHZKHWHURWRSLFVLWHVEXWLQIDFWWKDWLVRQO\DQLOOXVLRQ²ZHWKLQNZHHQWHUZKHUHZHDUHE\WKHYHU\IDFWWKDWZH
HQWHUH[FOXGHG>@´$Q\FHPHWHU\DOZD\VSXVKHVXVWRGRFHUWDLQJHVWXUHZKLFK PDNHVXV IHHOLQJ H[FOXGHG²LQVWHDGRI IHHOLQJ
OLNHHQWHULQJSXEOLFVSDFHFRPLQJLQWRDFHPHWHU\LVPRUHOLNHJRLQJLQWRDSULYDWHVSDFH+RZHYHUDWWKHVHYHQFHPHWHULHVWKH
VHQVH RI H[FOXVLRQ GLG QRW RQO\ PDNH WKH YLVLWRU HVSHFLDOO\ DQ RXWVLGHU GR FHUWDLQ JHVWXUHV ,W ZDV QRWRQO\ DERXW FRPLQJ LQWR
VSDFHWKDWKDGGLIIHUHQWQXDQFHIURPLWVVXUURXQGLQJ,WZDVPRUHOLNHHQWHULQJDSODFHWKDWJXDUGHGE\LWVVXUURXQGLQJ8QOHVVZH
UHDOO\IDPLOLDUZLWKLWVVXUURXQGLQJRUSHRSOHWKDWOLYHGDURXQGLWZHZRXOGIHHOWKHH[FOXVLRQ
7KHVHQVHRIH[FOXVLRQDVVXPHGO\FDPHXS EHFDXVHRIWKHDFWLYLW\DURXQGWKHFHPHWHULHV 6RPHRIWKHFHPHWHULHVZHUHXVHG IRU
LQIRUPDOJDWKHULQJDQGVRFLDOLQWHUDFWLRQVVXFKDV0DNDP%XQJD&HPSDNDDQG7KHRWKHUVZHUHQRWXVHGOLNHWKDWEXWQRWIDU
IURPLWWKHUHZHUHSHRSOHJDWKHULQJDURXQG7KHFHPHWHULHVZHUHLQGLUHFWO\JXDUGHGE\WKHP(YHQWKRXJKZHNQHZWKHFHPHWHULHV
FRXOGEHHQWHUHGHDVLO\EXWDQXUJHWRDVNSHUPLVVLRQZRXOGXVXDOO\FRPHXS
7KHVHYHQZDNDIFHPHWHULHVQRWOLNHIRUPDOFHPHWHU\ZHUHPRUHSULYDWH7KH\ZHUHRQO\XVHGIRUFHUWDLQ GHDG SHRSOH0DNDP
%XQJD&HPSDND0DNDP%XQJD&HPSDNDDQG0DNDP%XQJD&HPSDNDZHUHPDQDJHGE\RQHIRXQGDWLRQQDPHG³<D\DVDQ
%XQJD &HPSDND´ 6R ZHUH 0DNDP +DML 7KDOLE PDQDJHG E\ <D\DVDQ )DWDKLOODK  DQG 0DNDP .HPDQJ 6HODWDQ PDQDJHG E\
<D\DVDQ $O,KVDQ  7KRVH ILYH FHPHWHULHV FRXOG RQO\ EH XVHG E\ WKH IRXQGDWLRQ PHPEHUV 0DNDP %XQJD &HPSDND  HYHQ KDG
PRUHVSHFLILFUXOHRQO\LQKHULWRUVDOORZWREHEXULHGLQWKHUH7KDWZDVWKHVDPHUXOHZLWK0DNDP.HPDQJ5D\D¶V0HDQZKLOH
0DNDP%DQNZDVDOVRXVHGRQO\IRUFHUWDLQSHRSOHDOWKRXJK LWZDVQRWPDQDJHGLQRQHIRXQGDWLRQ%DVLFDOO\WKHSHRSOHQHDUE\
ZKRPDQDJHGLW7KH\DOVRSDLGVRPHFKDULW\IRULW,QRWKHUZRUGVWKHFRQQHFWLRQEHWZHHQWKHFHPHWHU\DQGWKHSHRSOHFRXOGEH
ORQJODVWLQJEHFDXVHRIWKHVHQVHRIEHORQJLQJ+HQFHWKHVHYHQFHPHWHULHVGLGQRWRQO\H[FOXGHRWKHUµFRPPXQLW\¶RURXWVLGHUVEXW
ZHUHDOVRPDLQWDLQHGWRNHHSZKDWEHORQJHGWRWKHFRPPXQLW\
,QDQLQWHUYLHZWKHKHDGPDVWHURI0DGUDVDK,EWLGDL\DK$O,KVDQJDYHKLVRSLQLRQDERXWWKHH[FOXGLQJUXOHRIWKHZDNDIFHPHWHULHV
³LI,JLYH\RXVRPHWKLQJZLOO\RXVKDUHLWIUHHO\WRRWKHUSHRSOH"´$IWHUH[SODLQLQJWKDWZDNDIODQGZDVXVXDOO\JLYHQE\KDMLDVWKH
LPSRUWDQWILJXUHIRUSHRSOHDURXQGKLPKHPHQWLRQHGWKDWWKHFHPHWHU\FRXOGRQO\EHXVHGE\SHRSOHQHDUE\DVZKDWWKHKDMLKDG
ZDQWHG2IFRXUVHWKHUHZDVDQH[FHSWLRQIRULQGLJHQWVZKRKDGQRUHODWLYHV
7KHH[FOXVLYLW\WKDWSHRSOHRULJLQDOO\IURPQHDUWKHFHPHWHULHVKDGZRXOGUHVWULFWWKHLUµPRYHPHQW¶%HFDXVHRIWKHODQGWKDWZDV
JLYHQIRUWKHLUIXWXUHVDNHWKHSHRSOHWHQGWROLYHORQJWLPHQHDUE\RUJREDFNWRZKHUHWKH\FRPHIURPDIWHUZDQGHULQJRXWVLGH
WKHLUKRPHODQG0RUHRYHUPRVWIRXQGDWLRQVIDFLOLWDWHGWKHLUµQDWLYH¶PHPEHUVZLWKHGXFDWLRQDQGKRXVHIRURUSKDQV7KHSULFHIRU
WKHEXULDOVZDVDOVRFKHDSHUWKHQSXEOLFFHPHWHU\¶VVRWKDWWKHSHRSOHIHOWKHOSHGE\WKHIRXQGDWLRQV7KLVDOVRDIIHFWVWKHKLHUDUFK\
RIWKHVRFLHW\ZKLFKZDVPRVWO\OHDGE\WKHLQKHULWRUVRIODQGJLYHU²WKHKDMLV
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HAJI(S): LEGENDS ON THEIR OWN WAYS
6RZKRDUHWKHVHKDMLV"³+DML´LVWKH,QGRQHVLDQZRUGRI³+DMM´ZKLFKPHDQV³RQHZKRKDVPDGHWKHSLOJULPDJHWRWKHKRO\FLW\
0HFFD ´DVDFFRPSOLVKPHQWRIWKHILIWKSLOODUVRI,VODP>@,QWKLVFDVHKDMLLVQRWDPHUHWLWOHEXWDOVRDSHUVRQWKDWKDGWDNHQ
LPSRUWDQWUROHVDWWKHSDVWDQGKDGVSHFLDOO\EHHQNQRZQIRUKLVDEURDGNQRZOHGJH0RVWO\WKH\KDGEHHQULFKVRWKDWWKH\HDVLO\
JDYH WKHLU ODQG IRU SXEOLF IDFLOLW\ LQFOXGLQJ FHPHWHU\ 7KHUH ZHUH VHYHUDO KDML¶V QDPHV ZKLFK ZHUH PHQWLRQHG LQ P\ LQWHUYLHZ
ZLWKVRPHµFDUHWDNHU¶RI0DNDP+DML7KDOLE2QHRIWKHPVDLGWKDWLQV+DML$EGXO0DMLGJDYH KLVODQGLQFOXGLQJWKHODQG
IRUWKHFHPHWHU\DQGWKHVWUHHWQHDULW$WWKHRWKHUSDUWWKHKHDGRI<D\DVDQ$O,KVDQVDLGWKDW0DNDP+DML7KDOLEZDVJLYHQE\
+DML.KROLGZKRZDVYHU\NQRZOHGJHDEOH6RPDQ\QDPHVRI KDMLVSHRSOHQHDUE\GLGQRWUHDOO\NQRZZKRWKH\ZHUHDQGZKLFK
RQHJDYHWKHODQG%XWWKHKHDGRIWKHIRXQGDWLRQZDVDFWXDOO\NHHSLQJWKHSLFWXUHRI+DML.KROLGLWVHOIVLQFHWKHKDMLKLPVHOIZDV
KLV IDWKHU +H DOVR VDLG WKDWWKH VWXGHQWV ZKR KDG EHHQ WDXJKW E\ +DML .KROLG RIWHQ GLG SLOJULPDJH WRWKH FHPHWHU\ DQG KH DOVR
HQFRXUDJHGKLVIROORZHUVWRGRWKHVDPH:KLFKFHPHWHU\WREHFDPHLQH[DFWO\±PDNDP+DML7KDOLERU0DNDP.HPDQJ6HODWDQ
WKDWZDVQHDULWWRR",GRQ¶WNQRZIRUVXUHGXHP\ODFNRIWLPHIRUWKLVREVHUYDWLRQ
0HDQZKLOHDW0DNDP.HPDQJ5D\DKHDGRIWKHQHLJKERUKRRGQHDUE\VDLGWKHVDFUHGEXULDOEHORQJHGWRD6\HNK²DQ$UDELFWHUP
PHDQLQJ ³OHDGHU´>@7KH6\HNKZDV KLVDQFHVWRU+HEHOLHYHGWKH6\HNK¶VVSLULWZRXOGSURWHFWWKHQHLJKERUKRRG7KXVSHRSOH
NHSWRQFRPLQJDQGSUD\LQJDWWKHVDFUHGEXULDOEHIRUHFHOHEUDWLQJVRPHHYHQWVVXFKDVZHGGLQJ%XW6\HNKKLPVHOIZDVQRWUHDOO\
IDPRXV(YHQKHDGRIWKHQHLJKERUKRRG¶VVRQGLGQRWNQRZKLVH[DFWQDPH7KRXJKKHZDUQHGPHWREHUHVSHFWWRKLVEXULDO











)LJXUH7KH6DFUHG%XULDODW0DNDP.HPDQJ5D\D OHIW DQG$FWLYLWLHVDURXQGWKH&HPHWHULHV PLGGOHDQGULJKW

3UHVHQWO\QHZJHQHUDWLRQGLGQRWNQRZIRUVXUHZKR+DML.KROLGRU6\HNKZHUH7KH\NQHZWKHUHZDVVRPHRQHZKRRQFHRZQHG
WKHODQGDQGJHQHURXVO\JDYHLWIRUSHRSOH¶VJRRG%XWVRPHRIWKHPVWLOOGRWKHWUDGLWLRQRISLOJULPDJHQRW LQPHPRUL]LQJZKDW
WKHKDMLVKDGGRQHEXW PRUHOLNHWRUHVSHFWWKHVSLULWZKRPWKH\ EHOLHYHGFRXOGSURWHFWWKHP,QGLUHFWO\WKH\ VDZWKH EXULDOV DV
HQWLWLHVWKDWFRQQHFWWKHPWR*RG\HWLWEHFDPHWKHLUSUHFLRXVWREHNHSWRQ7KH\DOVREHFDPHWKHUHDVRQWRUHVWUDLQWKHODQGIURP
GHYHORSHUV%\VKRZLQJWKHOHJDOOHWWHUZKLFKWROGWKDWWKHODQGZDVJLYHQE\WKHKDMLVSHRSOHNQHZWKHGHYHORSHUVFRXOGQRWGR
DQ\WKLQJWRJUDELW
,WVHHPHGKDMLV DQGV\HNKV ZHUHLQGHHGLQIDPRXVOHJHQGVWKDWKDGWKHLURZQZD\VWREHNQRZQ2QHRIWKHPZDVJLYLQJVRPH
VSDFH WKDW FDQ EH XVHG DQG PDLQWDLQHG E\ SHRSOH WR SUD\ IRU WKHP $V WKHUH ZHUH SOHQW\ RI IRXQGDWLRQV HVWDEOLVKLQJ SXEOLF DQG
HGXFDWLRQIDFLOLW\HQGRZLQJVRPHODQGEHFDPHDZD\WKDWVKRXOGEHHPXODWHG$QGWKLVZD\,EHOLHYHZRXOGEHGRQHIURPRQH
JHQHUDWLRQWRJHQHUDWLRQ

NO CESSATION FOR WAKAF CEMETERY
Seeing through the ‘urban legend’ of the seven cemeteries made us now that even a simple search like that can collect much
information about the existence of wakaf cemetery:
1.

The ‘unseen’ part of the cemeteries telling us how people tried to make a clear distinction yet they cannot live apart of it.
The cemetery is still connected with their everyday life. They know it, walk through it, maintain it, and even use it for
gathering. The wall then is just an announcement to separate which space is for the dead. But it only happens to people
who live around it. For outsider, the wall is clearly a statement to make exclusion.
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2.

3.

Generally, wakaf cemetery is usually maintained because of the rule in Islam restrict them to do so. Looking back o the
observation, this rule eventually made the people consider it as something that belong to them. The wakaf cemeteries are
stood up by the people in a sense to maintain their identity. Its entity became a statement to exclude whomever that did
not belong there. At the same time, some burial is believed as the elongation from God so that it can be the center of
blessings. That is also why the people defend it. Community needs it to maintain what they think that belongs to them.
But this conclusion also has weakness because ironically not all of the people surrounding the wakaf cemetery
intentionally pray or pilgrimage. I might say it is an indication of minority struggling which only some community still
tries to retain what they have. Kemang itself is used to be (or still be) lived by many Betawis [7] who mostly believe in
Islam. This fact probably impacts the way of the people to treat death since Betawi culture is more concerned in taking
care of the dead than of a new born baby [8].
The foundations take important role in maintaining and keeping the wakaf cemeteries. This is not only by taking care of
the cemeteries but also by giving the people education about their religion which can give them knowledge about wakaf.
At the same time, the people may not know every personal of the hajis but they know that being a haji is good. The
foundations can give a kind of opportunity for the people to know more about haji. Hence, the ‘urban legend’ of haji can
be well spread.

The wakaf cemetery cannot be said as a civic space—in term of public space where people can come together to discuss their idea,
like Agora in Ancient Greek. Nevertheless, it actually accommodates public activities. It is the extension of the community to
preserve their past and to develop its tradition. If it works well then it can be the characteristic of the community. Therefore the big
development, such as Jalan Pangeran Antasari Flyover and Kemang Village, cannot abruptly cease them to exist.
What I have done is just first step to take notice about one of urban phenomenon in Jakarta. There are still many more things on
wakaf cemetery to be observed to enrich the study of urban planning and design; such as how wakaf cemetery can be valued as a
property of the people or how wakaf cemetery impact the city. In other words, further study is highly recommended to do.
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ABSTRACT
As part of society, women who lives in city’s slum areas, usually didn’t get much attention about their existence. When we
talk about their roles in slum areas, actually these women have three roles. The triple roles is reproductive role (domestic role),
as they should do the housekeeping and take care of family; productive role, as primary or secondary income-earners to help
her husband; and social role in community management (Moser, 1988; 1993, citated in Miraftab, 1995). Women in slum areas
are special because she must live under limited resourches and bad condition of settlement. They must face the family structure
too, as in system patriarchy in family, man is the dominant one. This affected their own space to do all their activity. But this
women still can use their space effectively and efficiently. They even can merge the boundary of their space very naturally. So
with qualitative approach, etnographic and mental map methode, this research want to figure out their process of making this
space, and how this women make interaction.
Keywords
Women, slums, space of activities, territory, negotiation

1. BACKGROUND
Slum areas is one type of settlement that usually exist in big cities or even in suburban areas that had been caused by city’s
unpreparedness to accommodate the need of settlements since the population is getting bigger because of urbanization [1].
Slum areas has definition as overcrowding, poor or informal housing, inadequate access to safe water and sanitation, and
insecurity of tenure [2]. But from this definition, there is a tendency to see the slum areas based only on its physical condition,
whereas actually there is a lot of events and actors that involve, such as residents, merchants, children, local authorities, men,
and of course women. Women become an important topic as one point of view to see and understand the slum areas, especially
from gender view. This is not only because women are part of the society, but also because there is many artifacts of women’s
activities, starts from inside their houses to the outside, the public areas.
One evidence that can prove us that women has important roles in slum areas is an article that tell us the story about women
that trying to protect their house from eviction and she’s got beaten because of that [3]. But Miraftab (1995) said that
sometimes women’s condition in slum areas and the importance of their house as their survival place usually being forgotten
[4]. That is why sometimes there is misconception of the government, usually in developing countries, to make rules or
development that actually did not match with what women really need [5].
This happen too with the space that women use. Spain (1992) said that there is gender dimension in space that society made,
especially in patriarchy culture which said that women already had their own roles and it is a domestic roles, childbearing and
do the house keeping [6]. This make women be gendered as someone that usually at home, whereas outside the house or public
space is men’s space (masculine), because men is the one who work and find the resources [7]. This will be different with
women who lives in slum areas and lives under bad economy condition.
Suparlan (1996) said that slum areas reflect the people who live there [8]. In this case that is the poor people. Poverty made
women that live in slum areas should face the truth that their roles not only inside their house. Moser (1987) said that actually
women in slum areas have three roles, not only do the activities relate to domestic or household tasks associated with children
and family (reproductive), but because their husband’s wages can afford their daily needs, these women should work to help
her husband (productive), at the same time, this women have responsibility to take care the society too (community
management) [9].
Here comes the conflict between the roles that women have, that makes women only can stay inside the slum areas, whereas
they should face the limited resources and space there [10][11]. These women have their roles and activities, and this needs
spaces. Where slum areas have only a limited space, it shows us that there must be another person who needs the space too, in
this case that is the men or their husbands. So when there is some kind of room division by gender, it considered as a constraint
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for women to easily do their roles. But Ostergaard (1992) said that women will make adaptation so the limited space in slum
areas can still become their space of activities. This space is an adjustment of their activities and their family, so they still can
focus on their family too, and they can do it under pressure or bad condition [12].
If it said from gender view that space inside the house is feminine space and outside the house is masculine space, then when
there is a liminal zone like the front door, or there is fusion of boundary of space, it must something happen between people
who lives inside the house. This fusion can show the position in the family and members’ own space requirement. This space
requirement leads to a territory, or as Storey (2001) said as the area that claimed by one person, or group, or even big
institution like country [13]. Territory is bounded space, so when there is a boundary fusion, it means one person meet the
other and then have their on way to make that fusion, and so about these women’s space of activity.

2. STATEMENT
The boundaries of women’s space of activity related to the concept of gender between man and woman in the family, and
about their position especially in patriarchy system [14]. But before that, there is difference about concept of sex, gender, and
feminism. Sex is how to differentiate man and woman based on their vital organ, by their biological form. Gender is a
stereotype that made by social and culture norms about personality, behavior, characteristic between man and women that
usually determine society opinion about man and woman, and it then become a social control [15]. Feminism is a concept more
like a politic view, because feminism involved ‘taking sides’, especially from women side, that there should be equality
between women and men [16]. Gender view is more about rights and responsibilities of women than judging what women
should be.
As women should live with men, in this context as wife and husband, there must be space requirement as what they need.
When this condition met the limited resources and bad condition in slum areas, it then results a negotiation and agreement than
finally forming their space territories. For women who live is slum areas, this negotiation can make them didn’t look like as an
exploitation here, that they are not passive [17] because negotiation process concerned of agreement decision or the position of
the decision making in the process of forming the boundary and territory of space [18].
So, if these women in slum areas have needs of space for their activities and they can make it as what they need, either inside
their house or even it can be expand from their house (feminine spaces) to their alley, street, or another public spaces
(masculine spaces), then it means this women can blend their need of space with their husband’s need of space. In this case is
with negotiation. So from that, we can say that the slum areas maybe reflects these women’s roles and activities so clearly.
To prove this statement, the main question is about the process of how these spaces are made. Then research start from
questions like how is the relation of these women and their husband in their daily life, what is the need of space for these
women and their husband, then relate it with space that already exist in slum areas. Then what kind of negotiation that
happened there, how can it give influence to their need of space and existing. Of course researcher will observe who is the
actor and the hierarchy of them (family structure), and when and where this negotiation usually takes place. What kind of
territories were made as a result of this negotiation, how about the boundaries, is there any transformation or not, what kind of
transformation that happened.

3. METHODE
For this research, researcher will use etnographic methode, especially about space etnography. Etnography is one of methode
to do qualitative research. The goal is to capture poeple’s point of view about how they interact each other, and the point of
view with their world and surrounding (like vision, hearing) [19]. Etnography also capture people’s social interaction,
behaviour, and perception that happen within a group, organitation, or communities [20]. Etnography is about learn from
people, not to studying people [21]. There are nine points that should be learned from people : space, actor, activity, object,
action events, time, goal, and feeling [22]. From this nine points, researcher try to look how informant, in this case is women,
use and form their own space of activities.
The research start with finding the location, and then finding the informants, and then do the participant-observation with the
informant to capture how they make and use their space, by follow the informant a whole day to watch their daily life.
Informants are women who live in slum areas that will become the case studies. Approaching include the pre-observation with
the informant, participant observation, and writing etnographic field notes. In pre-observation.the reasercher will make a
permission to the leader of neighborhood and then find the informant. With the informant, which is women who already
married and their age around 25-60 years old, the researcher will introduced herself and this aim of research. The main point of
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this pre-observation is asking permission to the informant that she will become researcher’s informant for at least 1 month and
then the researcher will enter their activities to learn what really happen with their space while they do their activities.
After that, the researcher will do the participant observation. It means the researcher will take participation in informant’s daily
life, build good relationship with the people in the setting, and observe everything that happen while do the observation [23].
With this methode, researcher hope to find how every palce in slum areas is really important for women, as slum areas is the
place that this women already made for their activities.

4. CASE STUDIES
Case studies location is in RT 11 and 15, RW 10, Kelurahan Bukit Duri, Kecamatan Tebet, Jakarta Selatan. From geographical
context, this location have been chosen because it is the poorest area in the area RW 10, and it is located exactly in the
Ciliwung riverbank, so when rain season come, this location get easily drown by flood (up to 2 meter or more). Because of it,
the condition of this area is so bad, especially about sanitation and drainage. Most of the building here is not really have formal
land tenure, because it is located in riverbank which is owned by government, so they just pay tax for the building, not for the
land. RT 15 has 450 people, whereas RT 11 populated by 500 people, with the ratio of women and men is 50:50.

RW 10

Figure 4.2: Map of RW 10 with zoning based
on type of poor area (sources: Mr. Cecep,
Head of RW 10, Kelurahan Bukit Duri).
Poorest slum areas, usually
get drown by flood
Middle poor area, usuall get
drown by flood
Middle poor area
Middle to upper class area

Figure 4.1: Map of RW 10 from ‘google maps’
For the specific site, RT 11 and 15 are shown by the orange color in picture 4.2. This area is the poorest area based on Bappeda
DKI Jakarta Government standard (1997). This areas located in the lowest land of RW 10, while in upper land is middle to
upper class settlement (red color in picture 3.2). This is related to women who live is RT 11 and 15, that as an adjustment of
distance of their three roles, they work not far from their house, as in both RTs, there’s some women who work as a part time
housemaid in another RT which is middle and upper class settlements in RW 10 (red area in picture 3.2). The other women
work in home-based work, like small warung or small home industry that they own themselves. Only small number of women
works as employer or work in office or department store, but some of these women work as seller in Jatinegara market. This is
show us how these women, at the same time should help her husband to find the secondary resources or maybe the first one,
but they still meet conflict with their roles and their space of activities. This is the main reason why the researcher chooses the
location as case studies.

Figure 4.3: condition in RT 11 and
15
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For this research, researcher will choose informant that is work and married. They must be still live until now in the location of
case studies and already familiar with the culture in that location. One more important point is because my approach is
participant observation, so researcher should make sure that informant agree to become this research informant and have time
to be involved in this research.

5. FINDING
Actually as a pre-observation, researcher had already made some observation for under graduated thesis in location of study
case with 10 women from RT 11 and 10 women from RT 15. As a pre-observation, researcher tried to learn about the daily life
of informant and their house especially their typological functional spaces. Researcher try to learn how is the condition of
space that already existed in slum areas especially in these women house. But for the explanation in this paper, researcher as
the writer will explain two informants that has job and is married.
Theses example of women life in RT 11 and 15 relates with Moser’s theory [26] about women’s triple role: reproductive,
productive, and social management as Miraftab said [27] that women in low-income family who lives in slum areas not only
have a big responsibility to take care their children and family, but also as someone who find money for family daily needs.
But what makes the pre-observation unique is women that usually work, do not really like to go outside their house after they
come back from working. They prefer stay inside their house to rest than go out and meet the other women. But it doesn’t
mean that they are introvert, because they still connected with the other women by open their house door.
Because building condition in slum areas is usually crowded, just open the door still can make the women inside the house see
their surrounding easily, and still keep her eye to watch their children while their children are playing outside the house. And
because the door is open too, women who love to go around the neighborhood can come and share the story there. Like what
happen to one of informant, named Mrs. Jml. She always open her front door to make people come and watch television
together, while she still can rest inside her house.
The fact about inside and outside the house can be connected just by open the door and so the women inside can chose to stay
inside but they still can socialize themselves is connected with what Arendt [28] said that balanced laboring body and laboring
head will determine the quality of human’s life. That is why women who work do not really like to go outside their house,
because they use their house really well to re-product their labor so they can do the work. It makes women’s roles so important
because they must do the reproductive activity and do the productive activity, but at the same time, while they do the
reproductive activity is for preparing themselves for doing the productive activity.
From observation in Mrs. Jml’s house, it is known that the most of the room in her house is under her control. Like the living
room, where a television is there, this is a place where she prepare her snacks and cakes too. After moving around her neighbor
hood (RW 10) to sell her cakes, she will stay in this room to watch television while resting. Because she opens her front door
that directly connect to living room, her neighborhood or another women can come and watch television together. Her position
in house reflects in her 2nd floor too, as she is the one who design the 2nd floor’s roof to be changed by some kind of
transparents materials so her 2nd floor can still bright without electricity (to reduce electricity cost)

Picture 5.1 Mrs. Jml’s living room
.

Picture 5.2 Mrs. Jml’s 2nd floor’s roof (left)
and the effect of material in the room

As women who works in her own home-based work, it shows clearly how the house shows her position in the house and
family. If we relate it to her husband, it relates how her husband is very seldom come home, because husband works as truck
driver in expedition to another island that usually travel a lot. When her husband come home, he will spend most of his time
resting in bed room, and the next day, he will go to work again. So that is why her control of her house is big because her
husband did not really pay attention of what happen inside the house, and because Mrs. Jml is work too and use her house as
the place where she can do half of her work, she has most authority to make her own territory.
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Her son is one of her family member who already can earn money, so inside the house, he has his own territory too, that is his
bedroom. But when he goes to work, his room is part of his mother space too, to do the house cleaning. That is why, Mrs. Jml
movements is not so intense as in 1st floor (picture 5.3).

Picture 5.3 Mrs. Jml’s movement inside her
house in 1st floor (left) and in 2nd floor
Another interesting story is about the slope stair and the small space under it. Women in the site usually use a small space
under or near the stair to become their space of activity. It shows us that even though they only have limited space available in
their house, every small space inside the house can be used as space of activity.
Mrs Nd

Mrs Ir

Mrs Sp

540

720

620

1

2

3

Figure 5.3: Some sloppy stairs inside informants’ house: bathroom under the stair
(left), bath room near the stair (middle), kitchen under the stair (right)
Most of informant uses the space under the stair as they kitchen or bath room, so even though the space for them to cooking
only small space, but still they can do their roles as someone who prepared the food for family and even though there is only
small space left inside the house but they still can use it as useful space.
Same as kitchen, some informant prefer bath room inside the house for bathing than they should do it in public toilet. One of
informant, Mrs. Nd said that when she married with her husband, she got part of her parents-in-law’s house that had been
divided for her husband and her. Because it’s only part of a whole house, there is no bathroom inside it. But because Mrs. Nd
works as one of employer in handicraft industry that usually make the craft in their house (not in some kind of factory), she
usually stay inside the house, she asking her husband to make a small bath room inside the house, so her husband make her
small bath room inside the house. This is showing us how negotiation can take a role in decision making about space inside the
house.
In this case, patriarchy that means man domination happen as Mrs. Nd’s husband then make her bathroom, it is his
responsibilities as man has a power more than women to do hard work. But when Mrs. Nd asking about the bath room, is a
moment where women too can show her existence to openly show her opinion, that she needs private room to do the laundry,
clean the dishes, and of course clean herself, and so she ask her husband about it, and her husband agree to make it inside the
house.
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6. CONCLUSION
From these two stories of the informants, we can see that women in slum areas, especially who is work and married, has a
high position in spaces in slum areas, especially in their house. For example Mrs. Jml, can get this authority to merge the
boundary because her husband rarely in their house, so Mrs. Jml exist with good position in house, so she can expand space
inside the house to outside the house. Different story from that is about Mrs. Nd that needs bathroom inside the house, so she
made a negotiation with her husband as the one who really own their house to make a small renovation, so they can have
bathroom inside the house, and so Mrs. Nd can do reproductive role (washing and cleaning) an do her productive role (work)
easier than she should go to the public toilet. This negotiation leads an agreement that her husband agree to build small bath
room inside the house. This process show us that as head of family, husband in patriarchy system, have a big authority of what
should have been in family, including space divided inside the house, but this case show that woman also has big position as
the one who has activity inside the house and neighborhood more that the man, so when Mrs. Nd as a wife told something to
her husband her need of space, she can negotiate it to get what she needs.
Beside these two main cases, actually there is a lot of story from other informants, but these two cases can be the first example
before the next research that can show us how space inside the slum areas made by a big participation from women activities,
as they are the one who spend most of time in this settlement. As sometime we realize in crowded settlements, there is a place
such as security’s post or head of neighborhood’s house as the place where men usually meet each other and make interaction,
there must be a big space and place inside the settlements that show how women also have big position in this community. And
for the conclusion, it makes women is an important part of slum areas that of course should not be forgotten.
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ABSTRACT
Urbanization is the main trigger to the emergence of squatter kampongs on spatially and environmentally fragile area.
Characterized by filthy, dense, and unhealthy, the illegal kampungs can pose as anaesthetic problem and a treat for
environmental damage for the entire urban area. Without adequate financial ability and knowledge,the low-income
communities that live therereally need some helps from other such as the government in improving their environment.In other
hand, the government shows a big concern in helping environment improvement in squatter. One example is the government of
Depok City, Indonesia, thatforms a partnership with the community of KampungLioto improve the infrastructure and
environmental condition of the illegal kampung.It based this paper to question of ‘why the government has the willingness to
help the arrangement and improvement of squatter kampungs?’ To answer the question, this research is done by interpreting
the results of literature review and precedents study on investigating the conditions of KampungLio. People of KampungLio
have citizen identity card and have the right to vote on governmental elections, which make them feel important politically and
give the chance to ask for helps from the government. The helps come in the form of partnership, where the community can be
actively participated.The Depok City government gives fund assistance, while the communityof physically involved in the
environment improvement activities. In helping the community of illegal kampung, apart from the social motive to help the
poor, political motives are the main reasons that the government has a willingness to help the people of squatterkampungs. The
government has the responsibility to provide the proper kampungenvironment for all its citizens. Also because a good quality
of kampungenvironment, especially for the poor on squatter is a political subject that can be used to measure the success of a
government.
Keywords
Squatterkampung, partnership, low income community and government

1.

INTRODUCTION

High rate of urbanization that cannot be accommodated by urban capacity is the main trigger to the emergence of squatter
kampungsin Indonesian urban area(Robie, 1986) [1]. Based of legality aspect, Sihombing (2007) explains that kampungs
consists of two settlement, which are legal and illegal (squatter) settlement. Legal kampung is spontaneous settlement that built
on the legal land hascertificate of formal land published by government. Meanwhile, according to Sihombing (2010) [2]
squatter kampungs(illegal kampungs) are usually built up on spatially and environmentally fragile area, without legal
ownership on the land. Squatter settlementissettlement occupying the prohibited land, e.a.: the coastal zone, water catchment
area, lakeside, riverbank, marshland, and undeveloped green belt area. This research is done in squatter kampung.
A squatter is characterized by filthy, dense, and unhealthy kampungand these conditions can pose as an aesthetic problem and a
treat to health of urban environment, and also becomes vulnerable areafor many crimes to take place (Gouri& Abdullah, 2005)
[3]. The communities that live in squatters are usually low-income communities with unorganized and undisciplined lifestyle,
with low awareness on environmental hygiene and health(Gouri& Abdullah, 2005) [4]. These lifestyles make the squatter to be
disaster prone, such as flooding, fire and environmental damage. With the limited knowledge and low income, the squatter
communities really need some helps from other parties such as industries and government in improving the quality of their
kampungs.
In other hand, the government with consciousness of its limitation in providing legal and proper dwelling forall citizens,
especially for the communities of squatter kampungs, shows a big concern in helping to improve the quality of environment in
squatter kampung (Brueckner& Harris, 2009)[5]. One example is what the government of Depok City does in KampungLio, by
forming a partnership with the community there to improve the infrastructure and environmental condition of the kampung.
KampungLio is a squatter that locates on the edge area of ‘Situ RawaBesar’ lake, Depok City. Although it is an illegal
kampung, but the KampungLio community still get the help from the government of Depok City to improve the condition of
their settlement environment, in the form of partnership between the government and the community. The government gives
fund and planning concept, while the community actively involved in supervising, and physically involved in environmental
improvement activities. Based on the government and community partnership that happened in KampungLio, this paper aims
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to answer a question of ‘why the government has the willingness to help the arrangement and improvement of squatter
kampungs?’

2.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

2.1 Research Methods
This study begins with a literature and precedent reviews related to partnership between the government and squatter
community, including the roles of each party in environment improvement of squatter kampung. Then, the study focused on
the government’s role in the partnership, to figure out the reasons why the government, as a legal institution can have the
willingness to help improving the environment quality of an illegal kampung.
Based on the research background and objective, this research was carried out by investigating the physical, environmental and
social conditions in KampungLio, related to the partnership between the government and the community in environment
improvement. Information collected with a qualitative approach, which was selected based on an understanding of the
qualitative approach that can be applied to examine the meaning and process of human activities. In this case, to study the
meaning and the process related to theefforts of the government in improving the quality of squatter kampung, with active
involvement of the community. A qualitative approach, according to Wang (1954) [6] can be distinguished on three ways of
research, consists of grounded approach, ethnography and interpretation (interpretivism), and this research specifically was
done with interpretivism approach.
Geertz in Wang (1954: 186) [7] reveals that the interpretation approach is done by reading and interpreting the processes of
human activities, assuming that social facts are real objects. The result of literature and precedent studies aboutpartnership
between the government and the community of squatter kampungs, as well as the motives behind the helps that government
give to an illegal settlement, will be interpreted on the condition inKampungLio. This will be the basis in answering the
research question‘why the government has the willingness to help the arrangement and improvement of squatter kampungs?’
2.2 Learning From Literatures
In practice, a partnership involves the relationships among authorized parties (stakeholders), with their own distinct interests,
which led to the need for an arrangement or ‘managerialism’ in partnership activities (Turner, 1976) [8]. 'Managerialism
tripartite’ theory proposed by Turner who see a simple way to divide the parties involved based on their role in three groups of
activities in the implementation of the partnership, those are planning, construction and management. While based on the
actors, Turner categorized participating in the partnership, into three sectors (tripartite), those are popular sector (community)
as user, the commercial sector (private) as a supplier, and the public sector or the government as a regulator. Community is the
most important sector, because it is the party that will directly feel the results of the partnership. The active participation of the
community will determine the quality of the partnership in order to fit their own needs, which in this study focused on
partnership in improving the quality of a squattersettlement.
According to Arnstein(1969) [9], 'community or citizen participation' refers to 'citizen power', it means that in an order of a
social life and governmental institution, every citizen has an important role politically. The ‘citizen power’ is formed, because
every citizen has a role as supervisor and controller, beside as the consumer of governmental policies. The citizen will make
sure that the government makes the right decision in creating public policies and fund expenditure in the sake of social justice
for the community. In democracy countries, where the leaders are directly elected by the community, every citizen means a lot
to give one vote. Because the political role, the government cannot ignore its responsibility to the community, including the
responsibility to provide proper settlement environment for every member of the community that occupies both legal and
illegalsettlements.
Habraken proposed the concept of ‘support’ and ‘infill’ to describe the partnershiprelationship between the government and the
community in providing proper settlement (Habraken, 1976) [10]. ‘Support’ is provided by the government, such as roads and
utility networks infrastructures, from regional to neighborhood level. While the community “infill" the public infrastructure, by
building their own dwelling with or without the help of others. The community also has the role to maintain the infrastructure
provided for their own sake. An active involvement of community in this ‘support’ and ‘infill’ concept is to make the result of
the development, especially in settlement improvement process, will be suitable with the final user, which is the community
itself.
2.3 Learning from Other Countries
The debate about the relationship between the formal and the informal sectors in developing countries like Brazil, still focused
on how creating an appropriate legal framework, considering the problems encountered is the growing of illegal settlements in
urban areas, such as Pavao-Pavaozinho, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Elisabeth, 2012) [11]. Government with its limitations cannot
legalize the status of the settlement, caused residents of the settlement automatically becomes the second grade community in
acquiring public services and facilities. With its rundown condition, the illegal settlement also becomes a hotbed for
distributing narcotics and other criminal activities such as fighting and killing. This shows that without adequate and legitimate
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dwelling, residents of informal settlements are limited to obtainjustice in access to facilities, services, public safety and
comfort, as they should be.
Meanwhile, in the African countries, the government plays an active role for the provision of formal housing for low-income
community through monetary policy and administration of licensing in the housing market (Boudreaux, 2008) [12]. But, in
fact, employers in the housing sector think government complicates them with the complexity and high cost of bureaucracy.
This difficulty is also felt by the community in obtaining adequate and legal housing. By so, there are informal housing and
settlements in Africa that can be classified in two categories, namely settlements built by the community independently, and
mass housing built by developers without any role or permission from the government. It appears that in providing decent
housing in African countries, the two informal parties play the role illegally.
Many efforts have been made by governments throughout the developing world to improve living standard and secure land
tenure in squatter settlements. While legalization of land ownership still becomes difficult to realize, social and political
motives are the main reasons why governments of the countries help the squatter communities to improve their settlement
environment(Gouri& Abdullah 2005).Participatory approach is considered the most effective way in facing the squatter,
compared to direct apply of authoritative decisions. Information on community’s views, ideas and choices will show the
government how to make regulation and give the helps that most suitable with the community (Herbert, 1999). 1
2.4 Learning From KIP (Kampung Improvement Program) in Indonesia
Cities condition in Indonesia that grows and serves as the center of activities, inviting residents of other towns and smaller
cities or villages to come to find a job and a better living. They come from various backgrounds of social, economic and living
conditions, and mostly without a clear plan about their life in the big cities. Instead, these cities are still not ready yet with a
plan to develop urban systems in order to accommodate the increasingnumber of activities and people, with various aspects
and implications, including the receiving, managing, and utilizing the 'newcomers' as part of the urban planning and
development. It then causes the forming of activities pockets, including squatterkampongs that grow and expand beyond the
expected plan.
Most of these activity pockets are in the form of housing and kampungneighborhood that develops either on an existing
residential neighborhood orunmanaged lands that does notexist in the plan designation, while the built infrastructure and basic
facilities has not been prepared adequately, it results the declination of the environment condition. Most of people in these
illegal kampongs are on low and middle incomesocieties, with limited ability to improve their environment. This condition
emerge the idea to carry out environment improvements in urban housing and kampungs, especially in urban village
(kampung) that still need to be assisted by the government.
‘Indonesia Department of Public Works’ has initiated and developed the ‘Kampung (village) improvement projects’ that have
been recognized by Mohammad HusniThamrin (MHT) Project in Jakarta, WR Supratman Project in Surabaya, and Sartika
Goddess Project in Bandung. Through these kampungsand environment improvement programs, combined with the
development of the potential and activeness of the communities, supported by various funding sources from both government
funds and foreign loans, these projects spread to other cities across Indonesia, which was then known as Kampung
Improvement Program (KIP) or City Housing Environmental Improvement (PerbaikanLingkunganPerumahan Kota /PLPK).
The purpose of these program are to complement and enhance the neighborhood infrastructure and basic services for the
villagers as well as encourage and promote public or community participation in order to improve the income and productivity
of the community itself. In its implementation, it is also addressed to the effort to plan kampungenvironment, by curb
ownership boundaries of each parcel and legal status of ownership on land. Basic infrastructure improvement activities
implemented according to the priority needs such asincreasing the quality ofroad, water supply, building and neighborhood
safety, electricityand provision of information.
The communitiesof squatter kampungs, with fund and knowledge limitationsneed the help from other parties such as private
sector and the government in improving the quality of their environment. Thelimitation also makes them difficult to acquire
legal dwelling, while the government cannot make a regulation and decision that can legalize the squatter kampungs. In other
hand, the government realizes that every citizen has an important meaning politically, and an improvement quality of urban
area, especially the fragile area like a squatter kampung, can give a good rapport for the government.

3.

CASE STUDY

KampungLio is a fairly dense settlement, located on land that was formerly a marshy swamp area on the edge of ‘Situ
RawaBesar’ lake (Figure 3.1). The lake is in less good condition, with murky colored and bad smells water, as well as a lot of
rubbishes pooled on it. Besides its bad condition, the existence of the lake was easily ignored from the highway because the
access to this area is not clear enough.
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Figure 1: KampungLio and its surrounding
Access condition between KampungLio with other areas, such as public and social facilities like railway stations, bus
terminals, places of worship, and traditional markets are close enough but without a clear and adequate road or access
infrastructures. The entrance from the ArifRahman street is a main road, which can be passed by four-wheeled vehicles, but
from the main road leading to the kampung and each dwelling in KampungLio area right on the edge of Situ, only in form of
narrow footpath, which tend to be a dirt road, and have not hardened with asphalt or other materials and mostly can only be
passed by foot.

Figure 2: People activities around Situ RawaBesar
KampungLio also known as an area where the low-incomecommunity lives, as a settlement of beggars, scavengers, and other
informal workers who have frequently gotten interventions from the NGOs, students, and other society at large. The economic
conditions of the people can be seen from the settlement, environment, and housing condition. The environment circumstances
tend to be dirty and wet (with dirt roads and open sewers).The majority of its citizens are as laborers, beggars and used plastics
washers, with revenues under 2 million rupiahs per month.

Figure 3: Condition of the building (dwelling) on the edge of the lake (Situ)
Most inhabitants are migrants who have lived in this village more than 10 years. They live in a house that was built without a
legal building permission by the government, and some of them lived in the dwelling by renting. The kampungcondition
reflects the poor and less fortunate condition of the people. Building structure is very irregular and generally not permanent,
with an area per dwelling under 36 m2. Roofs are made of leaves or similar material, while the walls are made of woven
bamboo that has not been processed yet. Drainage facility is also very inadequate make it very easily flooded in raining season.
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Figure 4: Drainage and street/lane conditions in slum areas of KampungLio
Most people stay living here, because their economic limitation in acquiring legal and more proper dwelling. Apart of that, the
proximity with their workplace is another reason, where most of them work on the near railway stations, bus terminals,
traditional market, and around the lake. Most people always have willingness to improve the quality of their dwellings and
environment, but limited by the lack of financial and knowledge ability.
From the ‘Department of Spatial and Settlement Planning of Depok City also held a house improvement program that
randomly selected some indecent houses from the entire houses in Depok city. With the limited quota only two houses per year
from the entire city of Depok, the opportunity for KampungLio to get the help becomes very little. However, from the Depok
City Government, the kampunggets financial assistance as part of the ‘revenue and expenditure budget’ annually for
environment improvements, such as road, drainage facilities and water supply improvements, also in providing public and
social facilities. In spite of the illegal status of the settlement of KampungLio, the community lives just like other citizens.
They have citizen identity card (KTP) and have the right to vote in governmental election. They have access to public and
social services just like other citizens.
4.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Based on the government and community partnership in KampungLio, it shows that the government is conscious of its
responsibility to give proper settlement environment for all citizens; both lived on legal and illegal land. While the illegal
community, are still very concerned in improving the environmental condition of the settlement. Their knowledge and
financial limitations make them need the assistance from other parties like the government.
The partnership is in the form of ‘supports’ by the government, and ‘infill’ by the community. The government provides
funding and planning assistance at the regional level, for environment improvements. While the people of KampungLio, with
mutual cooperation and their togetherness physically involved in activities for improving their neighborhoods and the dwelling
units.
The illegal community economically, cannot afford more proper dwelling in a legal kampung. While the government cannot
provide affordable settlement for the poor people in other location, and also cannot legalize the land ownership of the land,
because KampungLio locates on a environmentally fragile area, on the swampy edge of a lake. These are the main motives that
form the ‘political partnership’ between the Depok City government and the illegal community of KampungLio.
From the community point of view, there is no reason to refuse the help and partnership offered by the government. But, it is
questionable why the legal institution like Depok City government has the willingness to help the community of an illegal
kampunglike KampungLio. Besides the help to improve the kampung environment, the people also gets recognition by the
government by getting citizen identity card (KTP), and vote for election, as well as mutual access on public services and
facilities just like people that live in legal kampung.
Every citizen that has the right to vote is important for governmental leaders, including votes from an illegal
kampungcommunity.KampungLiois popular as a settlement of the poor that need many helps and interventions from other
parties to be improved. Both reasons make KampungLioimportant for the Depok City government politically.
5.

CONCLUSION

In helping the community of illegal kampung, apart from the social motive to help the poor, political motives seem to be the
main reason why the government has a willingness to help the arrangement and improvement of squatter kampungs. Because
‘citizen power’ can be ‘political power’, whereevery citizen has a right to vote in election, which means the governmental
leaders need to make the people believe on them.
Because a good quality kampungis the basic need of people in urban areas, the government has a big responsibility to provide
it, especially for the low-income community. Politically,kampungenvironment for the poor, specifically illegal kampungis a
main subject that can be used to measure the success of a government on its citizens. The illegal community itself realizes that
they are a political object, and make it as a chance to ask for helps by the government. The helps come in the form of
partnership, where the community can be actively participated in the environment improvement activities.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the changes from city open space in the city of Semarang in terms economic, social, cultural and
physical. Population growth in the capital city Central Java is Semarang has increased every year. This increase will impact on
the need for a place to stay, so the government will think of expanding residential areas and begin to ignore the open space area
of the city. Open space set by the city government's policy is 20% from the city area, but in Semarang not complies. However, the
changes public views about the town for some time is become the main focus, change the behavior of Semarang city started
looking for open space this is due to the space they are confined within the house. Seeing this phenomenon, Government of
Semarang City is keen to build open spaces of the city. But people tend to congregate in open space area which is in the center of
town. So the difference in public open space and passive open space that serves is not visible. And this will bring a new impact to
the city is the bottleneck. The results of this study can be used as input for urban planning and design of open space in the city of
Semarang. The development policy of Semarang city government should be synchronized with sustainability issues in an effort to
build a sustainable city. So the construction and arrangement of the town to be more controlled.
Keywords
Open Space, population growth, sustainability city

1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN OPEN SPACE IN SEMARANG CITY
Semarang is the capital of Central Java, which has a population of 1,543,557 people or about 13.54% of the total
population of Indonesia. Population growth in the city of Semarang has increased each year by the percentage of births increased
57.80% from the previous year. An increasing number of people can be seen in chart 1.1,
Chart 1.1 Semarang city population growth
Source: Center Statistic Center of Semarang City
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This population growth resulted in a growing need for land; a land area of 373.70 km2 Semarang must be able to
accommodate the number increasing of people getting high. The problems that arise from the increase in population is the need
for housing increases, changes in land use, traffic, and the structure of the chaotic city. The main problem of the city is a matter of
the need for space.
According to Zahnd (1999) City is not something that is static because it has close connection with the life of the
performer who carried out the fourth dimension: time. So the growth of the population formed the basis for the development of a
city. In the development of the city through many changes, according trancik (1986) three basic problems of urban development
are: (1) more urban buildings are treated as a separate object rather than as part of a larger pattern, (2) decision-making on the
development of the region taken by urban plans that are two-dimensional without much attention to the relationship between
buildings and spaces that form them, which actually is three-dimensional, (3) lack of understanding of human behavior.
Development scale in town only aims to meet the needs of society regardless of city open space is actually very important to the
life of the urban community.
Actual land use zoning is set so as to develop an area should be held on the written rules. Zoning regulations is basically
a tool for control governing land use requirements and space utilization control provisions prepared for each block / zone
designation (Law number 26 Year 2007 on Spatial Planning), which blocks / zone designation which is used to set through a
detailed plan layout. Zoning regulations is more popular known as zoning regulation, which says zoning is meant to refer to the
division city neighborhoods into utilization of space zones where in each of these zones defined control land use or apply the
provisions in different laws (Barnet, 1982).

Fig 1.1 the map of Semarang city
Source: Center Statistic Center of Semarang City

Local Regulation Number 1 Year 1999 on Spatial Plan of Semarang, the basic concepts of urban development oriented
to meet urban infrastructure services. Implementation of the above concept has many challenges, this is due to the wake of urban
infrastructure has deteriorated sharply and functions.

2. THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study uses Post positivistic approach to research method that uses rationalism rationalistic in developing a
theoretical framework and give interpretation of research results, and to use in examining empirical positivisms specific object
(Muhadjir, 2000)
With this rationalistic and positivist approach to research methodology qualitative, generalization is constructed from the
average individual or mean frequency diversity by monitoring errors are possible. This method requires a research design that
specifies the object explicitly eliminated from other objects that are not investigated. Logical thought such as correlation,
causality, and interactive while the objects were arranged in order and think the categorization and continuation with interval.
Exploratory study, as explained in the previous description, among others, addressed to:
1. satisfactory curiosity researchers to gain a better understanding,
2. examine the possibility of more in-depth studies, and
3. develop methods that will be applied in a more in-depth study
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As an exploratory study, knowledge of the theory is still very small or vague, because it is through the observation then
the problem can be formulated in more detail and be prepared hypothesis. The research was conducted by field exploration
methods.

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PARK IN SEMARANG CITY
Semarang city there are many different open spaces of the city, one of the city parks. Garden City is a park located in the
city that serves as the scale of the lungs of the city, and as aesthetic greening the city. State park consists of two kinds:
3.1 Active State
Active Garden is a garden located in an area of town that is used as a community gathering area as community adhesive, and
there are activities in it. Not only as a green area of the city.
3.2 Passive Park
Passive Park is a park that was established as a town green area of the city region in which people are not allowed to indulge.
Since the purpose of this park is just as green areas, infiltration areas.
The number of city parks in the city of Semarang in the next 5 years is only slightly increased, as can be seen in tabel1.1:
Table 1.1 Added parks in the city of Semarang
Source: Center Statistic Center of Semarang City
No.

Tahun

Active Park

Passive Park

Total

1
2
3
4
5

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

36
37
37
27
37

144
149
149
149
149

180
186
186
186
186

In the Semarang city, there are many different kinds of open space since the first was planned by the government to
accommodate social interaction Semarang people. For example, KB Park, Simpang Lima square, Sri Gunting Garden, etc.
However, some time ago in Semarang open space is not utilized well by the people of the city. Many city parks are not used
unpunished. However, the situation turned around in 2 years, the city of Semarang looks hungry for open space. Active parks that
was empty of visitors such as the park KB, Sri Gunting Park, and Gajah Mungkur Park invaded by Semarang people, even a
passive park like Tugu Muda park, Diponegoro Park, Simpang Lima Square become a target of Semarang residents. Another
thing is some road corridors being targeted as central Semarang residents gathered corridor of Pahlawan corridors, corridor of
Pemuda.

Fig 1.2 the activity Semarang people in Tugu Muda Park, Simpang Lima squares and Pahlawan street corridor
Source: Survey data, 2012

This phenomenon is increasingly highlighted by the Semarang city government, a number of reasons such as changes in
people's behavior began to run out of space for themselves in their environment, the lack of open space in their homes, the lack of
open space environment in the city is the reason they look for places are considered able to meet the need for open space for them,
this is a problem that occurs as a result of the increasing number of people in the city of Semarang.
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Semarang city government who see the phenomenon and then give answer to the concerns of those people that looks
hungry for public space of the city, the government began building city parks that had been active useless, ranging restructure
plazas used a gathering place for the community, as well as rearrange the layout plan space and one urban area to improve the city
park as shown in table 1.1.

4. PASSIVE PARK CITY TUGU MUDA SEMARANG
Park serves as a symbol / identity or a landmark, will find a few sculpture in garden. According Spreiregen (1965)
Landmark are forms a striking visual of a city. Tugu Muda Park is a park that became landmarks in Semarang because the park is
designed as an integral part of the Tugu Muda monument which incidentally is the landmark of Semarang.

Fig 1.3 the location of Tugu Muda Park in Semarang city
Source: Survey data 2012

The park is located in the government buildings, and can’t be separated from its essence as a memorial to fighters in
Semarang who participated to gain independence from the colonizers. But what happens when this Tugu Muda Park is a magnet
for the city of Semarang, every day the park is never empty of visitors. Passive Park is transformed instantly into an active park
that is sure to impact the environment. The park is considered a puller as there is Tugu Muda monument as an icon city of
Semarang.

(a) 1940

(c) 2000

(b) 1980

(d) 2012

Fig 1.4 The transformasion of Tugu Muda Park design from 1940 to 2012
Source: Survey data 2012

Tugu Muda Park design changes from 1940 to 2012 continued to improve, as a passive city park this park is considered
to be quite good in terms of the elements of garden design and garden accessories. Changes are most apparent are the increasing
number of green plants and the use of hard materials ranging reduced. This is used as a puller for the citizens of the city of
Semarang so many who visit this park although not as Active Park. The existence of people to the park also bring adverse effects
such as congestion caused by the lack of parking for visitors, the park being dirty, and many traders come into the park area.
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5. SIMPANG LIMA SQUARE IN SEMARANG CITY
Semarang Simpang Lima Squares is the field that is in the middle of downtown or can be referred to the town square.
Semarang city government planned Simpang Lima intersection that contains a big green area as city lungs.

(a)
1990
(b) 2000
(c) 2012
Fig 1.5 Transformation Simpang Lima Squares from 1990 to 2012
Source: Survey data, 2012

Currently, the Simpang Lima square turned into the center of the intersection of community in Semarang. All the
residents gathered there to perform various activities, such as sports (rollerblading, basketball, and volleyball), playing, and just
chatting. These changes result from the government changing form of plaza Simpang Lima to a new form, more modern.
Basketball, volleyball until the jogging track is on actual field designed as the lungs of the city. Besides that, the green material is
also reproduced in this Simpang Lima square. This phenomenon is considered as the cause of the Simpang Lima square use as
public space of the city. Consequences arising within the Simpang Lima square are become jammed; traffic flow becomes
blocked due to unavailability of parking space. The government's intention to improve the system of open space the city became
one of the targets.

6. KB PARK IN SEMARANG CITY
KB Park has been built by the local government from 1973 until 1975. Park development objective is to utilize an empty
area created by the meeting of traffic around the park. Parks became active in the middle of the town park as the lungs of the city
as well as a recreational park. But in its development park KB is not very appealing to the city of Semarang, active park should be
a place to play, a place of social interaction became a deserted park and unkempt. With the rise of open space needs for the city,
the Semarang city government redesign active park, the park is surrounded by typical food Semarang is designed so that it
becomes attractive gardens to visit.
Enthusiasm Semarang city residents come to the park increased than before, but the increase was not proportional to the
number of people crammed into an open space other cities. Parks KB still not as busy intersection of five, young and memorial
park road corridors hero. The park is expected have a high appeal to the citizens of the city of Semarang government just does not
match expectations.

U

Fig 1.6 map of KB Park semarang
Source: Google map, 2012

Fig 1.7 KB Park semarang
Source: Survey data, 2012
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7. ANALYSIS
Passive Park is a park that was established as a town green area of the city region in which people are not allowed to
indulge. Since the purpose of this park is just as green areas, infiltration areas. But the gardens are located in the city of Semarang
as Tugumuda Park, “Simpanglima” Field that it is intended as a passive park crowded. This is because its location is in the center
of town, so visitors from various regions in Semarang can reach them. Unlike the Garden KB planned as an active park it was not
too crowded visitors. As the results of interviews with visitors at the “Simpanglima” Field:
"I went to “Simpanglima” Field when night of the week because here there are a lot of activities, from children to
adults, I could bring my kid to skate and I can enjoy a night of Semarang city."
According to trancik (1986) the basic problems of urban development behavior not understand humans. Development
scale in town only aims to meet the needs of society at the expense of open space the city is actually very important to the life of
the urban community. This theory applies in this research problem, the people are wrong to apply the Government's goal to
develop open space. The government intends to develop open space either park or plaza in the city of Semarang are taken too high
by the city of Semarang, because the gardens are crowded even Passive Park. This is because the city of Semarang lacks space for
their home environment, such as an interview with one of the visitors at the park Tugu Muda:
"I am delighted to the Young Memorial Gardens because they can enjoy being with other visitors, and enjoy the city of
Semarang. As well as boredom can be cured at home"
With the development of open space in Semarang was not always bring positive effects but also negative effects, but
what happens when it is an open space in the city of Semarang has undergone rapid change, becoming more modern, better,
although considered Semarang people do not fully understand the concept of from the open spaces of the city. As the results of
interviews with “TuguMuda” park visitors:
"This park is made better than ever, and I think that people can come"
This statement is precisely contrary to the purpose of government to change the appearance of the “Tugu Muda” park be
more visually appealing with the aim of making the city a more beautiful Semarang. Not as a place to visit.
From the analysis above, it can be finding that the government's role to increase the open space the city is necessary to
study on the wishes of the city of Semarang. As well as modern designs not always be in all the parks, there should be a
significant difference between active and passive park design.

8. CONCLUSION
The increase of population in the city of Semarang making increasing need for land to grow, the need for housing
increases, so that the narrowing of the land settlement. This resulted in reduced public space area private residences, housing up to
an impact on the lack of land for public space of the city. So the government began to neglect the importance of public space to
the city continue to improve land settlements. Unconsciously it will actually result in the saturated area of the narrow house; they
then go out to find a place for social interaction, so their goal is the public space of the city.
Public space sought by the city actually been around a long time, but it was not touched by anyone. So when people
experience boredom in the environment, they use existing open public space. The error that occurs is that people are not able to
choose which city public space is really planned as a public space of the city; they just look factor "pleasure" only. What happens
is wrong with the selection of the target public spaces of the city.
Governments who have an awareness of the importance of public space city began fix the city public space infrastructure
which is available, ranging from golf, parks, and pedestrian ways. It is precisely this that makes people not being able to choose
which public space that can be used and can’t be used as a center of interaction. Precisely city public space which is the core
region of Semarang city was invaded by the community. They do not know that what they use is passive city public space area.
Government regulations are made regarding the zoning application areas to be more enhanced, so that the spaces can
urban areas as required, especially the open spaces of the city. City open spaces are enhanced not only the scale of the city, but
also the scale of residential and community environment that is expected to satisfy the need for open space and not make people
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converging at certain points they consider open space of the city. City open space should be designed according to function; in
order to avoid the wrong target as of now this happens.

9. SUGGESTION
Government regulations are made regarding the zoning application areas to be more enhanced, so that the spaces can
urban areas as required, especially the open spaces of the city. City open spaces are enhanced not only the scale of the city, but
also the scale of residential and community environment that is expected to satisfy the need for open space and not make people
converging at certain points they consider open space of the city. City open space should be designed according to function; in
order to avoid the wrong target as of now this happens.
Another input is active and garden design standard passive park needs to be distinguished, so in accordance with the
objectives and functions. Passive parks do not need to be complemented with attributes such as garden bins, seating, etc., so that
people are not wrong perception park function. Modern design is not always on target so that the necessary studies before
redesigning a garden.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a work in progress on the exploration of the idea of void as a delaying space in architecture. The problem
of presence and absence as a form of representation should be understood for the transformation of void mechanism concept.
Spatial context approach is used to translate the mechanism of void space as development of design method. The element of
absence-presence and tangible-intangible becomes an important way to read the trace of void. Based on the exploration of the
void mechanism,this paper conclude that there is a system of spatial discontinuity which works in the delaying process. The
process helps to define the traces of void that was formed which then offer opportunities to be developed for futher design
work.
Keywords
Void, delayingspace, spatialdiscontinuity, absence-presence, tangible-intangible

1.
Void

BACKGROUND
: containing nothing; empty; vacant; not occupied; not filled ; Noun : the state of nonexistence;
an empty area; a vacuum ; Verb : declare invalid; clear for occupants; to be emitted or evacuated, emptiness, nothing,
zero, heaven, Ma, rem, chiper, sky.

The problem of representation of space is constantly emerged in the discussion of architectural space, either in the form of the
presence or the absence of space. To understand this matter, it is important to see things that were shaped like an "absence"
prior to determining the form from the presence of the space itself.
The artist Roslyn Piggott introduced the element of emptiness through her work by collecting various kinds of air sample in the
tube [1]. This work demonstrated a mechanism in which the container forms the material it contains. The space is moved by
the transformation of container, in various forms, such as long tubular, hollow, transparent, or solid tube. Indirectly, it
represents a form of space inside the tube by the material and the surface of the container exterior. Therefore, the meaning of
emptiness captured by our senses is the same as the external element that enclosed the space.
StraBmannsuggested that space was present by means of occupying the emptiness of space itself and captured by our sense as
observer through visible things [2]. In this way, we can feel the textures of space visuality. The presence of dark space is
basically not caused by the absence of the light in the space but by being negative against the element of presence. The light
actually is not the opposite of the darkness. In the darkness, we have no means of seeing, therefore we acted as the subject with
the absence in our perception. In this way, our thinking, captures the presence of void, which is actually only a trace about the
image structure that is present simultaneously with the traces of absence in the space.
The above ideas suggest that the presence of void, the state of absence is emerged as a temporary moment which has occurred.
The essence of the visible things is located at the residue of the invisible things as in memory. This paper adresses the presence
of space which is deformed as another story of void ideas. This idea becomes important to discuss the contexts of unoccupied,
unexploited, danunprogrammed space [3].
The discussion in this paper begins with the understanding of void as presence and absence, in order to explore various related
elements. Then, these elements are used as the approach in studying the spatial order. The results suggest some parameters that
become the basis for developing design method, which will be developed further.
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2.
Void

LAYERING
: unidentified, invisible, unconscious connections, uncanny, effacing, empty set, the dash, experience, impossible,
discontinue, transition, connector, unseen, closed off, veiled, invisible, hidden, secret, memory, sign, movement,
scenario, stage layout.

One example of the empty space exploration through memory is Jewish Museum in Germany. The Architect, Daniel
Liebeskind [4],defined the quality of space in the museum building by displaying communication among mental, personality,
and emotional level of the museum visitor and the dimension of the historical Berlin City.

Figure 1: Jewish Museum Libeskind
For example in Jewish Museum the quality of space was shown along the corridor or bridge which are connected to each other
as a performance of the “absence”. One of the interesting things in the journey through building space is the void which
appears not only as the physical void, but also as the presence of space in memory throughout the museum. The experience and
the quality of space become the elementsthat contribute in producing the memory of void. As a result, the museum visitors
were encouraged to imagine what they feel about the void inside the museum. The attachment of the furniture objects as the
space filler does not lock the meaning of void in the space. Therefore, the idea of “the absence” of the space still appear
simultaneously with the conveyed text of memory. The idea of absence in this case does not mean exposure of the absence at
all, but rather the problem of “delaying” so that it is still present as a sign [5].
Sign in the structure of spatial representation contains lines and diagrams which create opening and closure around each other
[6]. However, such mechanism of opening and closure depends on the dominant area, because the line area is not exactly the
opposite of diagram and vice versa. This area could also be an affirmation or negation between them. This operation has the
same mechanism with the void translation in the matter of presence and absence of space.
The idea of void as “presence”refers to the moment of absence, in which the absence becomes the displayed condition. There
are two parameters as the main element in the “moment of absence”, the empty set [7] and the dash [8]. The empty set or
regulary symbolized with { }refers to a set that has no members at all as a result of intersection of two unrelated elements.
Furthermore, the results of intersection was present as an impossibility because it was blocked by the boundary connection of
another universe. Meanwhile, the dash refers to a sign of separation or connection between the two unrelated sentence. This
sign is the element of grammatical structure which gives a new meaning to the whole sentence. It functions almost like a
colon, markingthe limit boundary in a series of words so that it presents a meaning that gives orientation to the series. A whole
sentence basically consists of a series of pattern languages separated by meaning. This separation becomes a cryptic space, in
which the dash breaks into that structure. This break finally gets into the delay condition, which connects the assumption from
the original statement to intention. In the end, the existence of void in this presence has resulted in the space as a medium
between two substances or it can be termed as the inbetween space. However, this “in-between space” might be identified or
unidentified depending on the spatial context.
The idea of void as “absence”, relatesto the problem of absence that can be inverted to presence in architecture. Eisenmann
named it as a rhetorical figure [9], that is the situation of new form that disappears from the final form and loses the meaning.
That process of losing is translatedinto the absence situation. This process involves an order as a representational figure
whichrepresent, something external. The difference between rhetorical figure and representational figure is the meaning of
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absence within and not related to the outside. Arepresentational figure presents something in that absence, while a rhetorical
figure contains that absence and therefore, opens possibilities.
The layer of absence consists of two parts, the unknown space and the image of absence. And both parts might affect the idea
of void. First, the term of “the unknown space” refers to the unsconscious connection [10], that was a cross connection about
the different what is seen and what is imagines, whether it is materialized or not. However, what I want to reveal here is about
how the unconscious connection is related to reality and the term of uncanny. Hegel [11]proposed the concept of uncanny
through the visionary notions in which the absence was expressed through fragility in the emptiness. This suggests that the
condition that was seen normal, homely or safe, basically kept something secret or unhomely thing inside. In other words, there
is a crypt meaning which hides among the invisible.
Second, “the image of absence” [12]refers to the condition which consists of invisible form but still can be felt. In other words,
it can be said that space is present in different materials. The way of reading “the image of absence” can be done with two
methods, by remembering the tracks or by experiencing the space. The method of remembering the track is called “effacing”.
It can be known by looking at the remains of memory or trace of sign. In this way, it is possible to separate the visible matters
and the stated matters as the translation of void in architectural space. Goulthorpe [13] revealed that exploring of the absence
trace also can be done by writing as image and then, the image will create spatial of repetition and temporary transformation.
This method allows us to record the meaning of absence in image by tracing object in the most recent condition of reality.
Related to this idea, Brook [14]defines the absence is not only as a literally empty space, but also by the movement of activity
inside the space. For example the meeting point between spectators and actors in a boundary, creates interaction between
object and subject in that space. Therefore, the absence involves the movement, scenario, and layout of stage which are present
through the movementsduring the performance.
Based on the above discussion on void as absence an presence, we can conclude some elements that are involved in the idea of
void in two kinds of translation.

Figure 2: Framing of Void Mechanism
There are eight parameters that form the discontinuity mechanism based on void exploration which are void as boundary, void
as residual space, void as connector, void as the servant space, void as immaterial object, void as tracing object, void as
perceptual activity, and void as in-between space. These parameters become the basis in “reading the void”.
Both the absence and presence have a different mechanism of void. The idea of “moment of absence”, refers to passive
observation. We just need one time slicing in object observation because the object is tend to be static condition. On the other
hand, the idea of “image of absence”, needs the object observation that could capture thedynamic condition of space
experience and activity. In addition, there are some characters present in “the moment of absence” such as the invisible and
undefined transformation of absence in the space. Meanwhile “the image of absence”, we can still feel the object through its
trace although both of them arephysically invisible. Therefore, the state of absence can be found through experiences in the
space.
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3.
Void

FRAMING
: tangible, intangible, the servant space, recidual space, connector, boundary, immaterial, tracing object, perceptual
activity, inbetween space.

To discover the absence and the presence in the ideas of void, we try to explore that the idea within spatial context through
qualitative analysis. Thisexploration is to see how each element of void can work with the context-related elements. It
alsoquestions whether the ideas of void work with the keyword in the same way or changedinto other mechanisms. One of the
parameters that weuse in studying the spatial context is explaining “singularity” [15] contained in the site context. The location
of site context that we chose is Kampung Pulo, Jatinegara in East Jakarta. There are five spots that were analyzed in the
studyof the void, corridor area, gathering area, house yard area, space in between houses and the edge of main street. This
qualitative reading of the void in the context will reveal different ways of understanding the void.

Figure 3: The Reading of Void as “boundary”
Figure3 illustrates the reading of void as boundary in the corridor area. The shaded parts show void area, which is the building
wall. In this case, the void refers to an “impossibility” as shown in “the empty set”. It is formed by the boundary which
separated the universe in that area between the outside and the inner parts. The outside consists of the street and the courtyard,
and the inner parts consists of element in the house such as living room, kitchen, and bedroom. Therefore, the void space
revealed in this area is an invisible and unidentified space.

Figure 4: The Reading of Void as “Intermediary”
Figure 4 illustratesthe reading of void as intermediary in ther corridor area. There are two functions of voids which works in
this area, as connector and as separator [16]. These functions refers to the opening space like door, window, and ventilation.
These openings become the connector and separate between architectural order and social order [17]. Concept of space as
intermediary is also related to the concept of transparency. Rowe and Slutzky [18] described this transparency as simultaneous
perception in different spatial location. The simultaneous perception is present as overlapping images with slicing between
them. Finally, the slicing represents intermediary space in the idea of void.
Following the similar methods, all the five spots in KampungPulo were analysed to explore the idea of void. The analysis is
presentes in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Exploration of Void Mechanism in Spatial Context
Based on the analysis, the ideas of void can be explored at spatial context in a comprehensive way. The ideas of void can be
classified into two categories, the tangible area and the intangible area. In the tangible area, void is presented as a form that can
be seen and felt directly. Meanwhile the intangible area, void merge with the abstract space that must be defined following the
“presence” and “absence” mechanism in that space.

4. CONCLUSION
From the exploration of void and the spatial context above,weconclude the idea of void as a delay or void as a delaying event.
In this context, the event captures a moment as a discontinuity of time within an image. The discontinuity establishes the
absence of space as a void. Tschumi [19]also explained thatthe idea of discontinuity is derived from dislocation phenomenon.
The understanding of absence in discontinuity is important so that the delaying elements can be defined and transformed in
architectural space.Libeskind defined an absence by referring to the silent space [20] which is a space that is intended for
predator or terminator, and space that cannot be passed. This space is also not for achitects because architects tend to do
something like an actor in theatre. They always want to appear and act, so that the way for following the silent space for
architect is divergence. Divergence is separation between symbol and experience from previous path.Therefore, the way
ofunderstanding the spatial absence from previous path is cutting the time that is running at that moment. So the spatial does
not produce the history translation in one kind, but diverse to many stories. The steps of stories decide new meaning of the
delaying, that is interspace.
This paper has illustrated a work in progress on development of design method based on the ideas of void. Although the
analysis was limited to certain spatial context, the findings suggest opportunities for this approach to be applied in other
various context. This paper concludes a possibility to explore further the delays space through discontinuity mechanism at the
spatial context. There are eight paramaters that making the discontinuity mechanism based on void exploration at spatial
context, that are void as boundary, void as residual space, void as connector, void as the servant space, void as immaterial
object, void as tracing object, void as perceptual activity, and void as inbetween space. The purpose of these parameters is for
the reading of the spatial issue and the translating spatial program within the architectural design process. These findings open
some possibilities to be applied in further design work.
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4. JCORP CORPORATE
DEVELOPMENT

WAQF:

TOWARDS

REACHING

OUT

TO

THE

COMMUNITY

Waqf is an Islamic system that stems from the idea of institutionalising voluntary giving in order to guarantee sustainability. It
has strengthened and empowered communities since the early days of Islamic history. Inspired by the spirit of waqf, on 3rd
August 2006, JCorp took the first bold step into totally uncharted territory towards transforming itself into a full fledged Trust
Corporate Institution via the Islamic waqf approach. This "Corporate Waqf" move involved the transfer to Waqf RM200
million (on net asset value basis) of JCorp's shareholdings in its public listed subsidiaries [25]. The Corporate Waqf, a first ever
undertaken by a corporate business institution in the world, can be considered as an Islamic CSR program initiated by JCorp to
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integrate business into serving a higher social cause. The aim is to institutionalize the link between the wealth creation and
value addition effort of JCorp as a corporate entity with meeting the needs of the marginalized and the alienated in society on a
structured and sustainable basis.
This corporate waqf concept may be carried out by creating firm and company organization which not possessed by
particular individual. Nevertheless, Muslim community actually have not many aware about it even though it has long is in
Islamic. For example, Taj Mahal building is actually waqf building and when India is independent, the government has taken
over. Similarly is Turkish government which built many large and aesthetical mosques, those used waqf approach. Also, AlAzhar University in Egypt is even waqf practice which later copied by West people which established foundation enable those
build Oxford University [26].
JCorp's corporate waqf' is also testimony to JCorp's commitment towards ensuring 'giving back' to society and reaching
out to the community. Through the waqf mechanism, JCorp pledges to dedicate 25% of the annual dividend payout for the
shares transferred to waqf to be spent towards supporting charitable causes and religious institutional activities to meet the
needs of the larger community of all ethnic and religious backgrounds, particularly for the benefit of the disenfranchised and
the less privileged in society. Then, as much as 70% of the dividend is distributed to reinvestment, while its 5% is distributed
to Johor Islamic Council [27].
Underlining its role as an 'Amanah' (Trust) Corporation, JCorp is conscious of its responsibilities to ensure that its
business objectives and corporate successes are achieved based on methods and approaches that are aligned with Islamic and
universal values that will, in the long run, benefit the society at large. Right from the start, JCorp has always adopted a much
broader dimension to its corporate obligations in meeting with the aims and objectives of its CSR.
As a part of the entities in society‚ JCorp believes that the company, including its employees‚ morally should take an
active participation in community and social development through CSR. The active participation is not only believed will
increase JCorp image‚ but also will help to raise economic and social development. Due to this, JCorp trusts that by conducting
corporate management through the concept of corporate waqf, practices of JCorp’s CSR will be more ascertained continuity.
JCorp makes 'no injury principle' as important principle in implementing CSR. This principle refer to the rule which
motivate corporate actions in relation with society. The relationship based on 'no injury principle' can prevent or reduce
corporate negative action to others or society, selfish, or actions that may cause injustice to others. It also referred to effect of
product or service to consumer and environment.
At JCorp, non-profit associations and bodies are known as Amal Business Organisation (ABO). ABO functions as a
medium for JCorp to contribute towards the development of the ummah through various aspects of charity, well-being and
recreation as well as entrepreneurship. In 2011, a total of 27 non-profit organisations are operating under JCorp’s ABO . These
ABOs are divided into four categories namely Social & Public Welfare Development, Entrepreneur Development, Sports and
Recreation Development and lastly, Staff Welfare [28].
For its efforts of CSR, JCorp was awarded Best Corporate Social Responsibility Award by Halal Journal, in conjunction
with The World Halal Forum 2006 [29]. Then, in 2011, JCorp was awarded Outstanding Development Project Award for CSR
by Association Development Financing Institutions in Asia and The Pacific (ADFIAP) [30].

5. CONCLUSION
Generally, waqf property more developed through traditional ways, for example waqf property used immediately for school
construction, religious worship and basic needs of society by social and religious institutions. Whereas corporate institutions
having tight role and influence for development.
JCorp’s corporate waqf is a new concept to develop waqf property. Through the corporate waqf mechanism, JCorp
pledges to dedicate some of its annual dividend, payout from the shares transferred into waqf, to support charitable causes.
Whereas, some others are reinvested to ensure continuous growth of the waqf assets thus translate it into higher distributable
income for the benefit of society at large. The concept can be considered as an approach to sustain CSR for community
development based on Islamic business ethics. This is due to the principle that property is a trust where its earnings and
utilization should be accountable to ensure shared prosperity, social justice, community balance and stronger community.
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ABSTRACT
During the 20th century, the interest and preoccupation over subjects such as global crisis, scarcities, urbanization or
population growth, ended up in a series of statistics and simplifications of reality, which in the urge for efficiency, control and
optimized unilateral solutions, didn’t take into account their interconnectedness to many other factors. This 100% optimized
scenario, ultimately manifested itself in a taylorisation of the city and by the same tokens into generic space, as the imprint of
market economy and globalisation. However, the emergence of networked communication technologies has extended our
interaction with the city towards an invisible and complex network of relations and data, embodied through growing interactive
platforms such as social media. For the first time in history, we are not only aware of such a degree of complexity surrounding
us but also likely to grasp it through a real-time flow of data. Hence, we are no longer constrained to see the city as a limited
set of logical assumptions on reality, but as a data platform able to preserve any potential relations. The Pre-specific City is the
upgraded space of the any-relations.The Pre-specific City is not exactly definable in geometric terms. In order to locate it, one
must consider n-dimensions, out of which none is correct or false. In fact, all of them coexist simultaneously into one single
space-time. Therefore, the Pre-specific City is not a point in space, but rather a point and all its possible trajectories. This nonEuclidian condition, have induced some of its inhabitants into some kind of painful sensation, like the one that persists in an
amputated phantom limb. Seemingly, the definition of the city has been stretched towards inconceivable limits, in a desperate
try to fit to it what has become the contemporary urban condition. But why does uncertainty seem always so painful, when
change is the only certainty we have?This theoretical narrative embeds a double purpose. Firstly, it celebrates the generic
condition, inherited from the 20th century, through an exploration of its possibilities, and considers its empowerment within the
rise of information technologies, through new social phenomena such as the democratization of knowledge, the diversification
of identity, the rise of an economy of information and the extension of public space towards more virtual grounds. Secondly, it
challenges modern science generalizations and rule-based models, suggesting a shift towards non-linear data driven
approaches likely to go beyond mere representation and to provide insight on the rising complexity of the city.
Keywords
Pre-specific, city, identity, data, media
“If there is to be a "new urbanism" it will not be based on the twin fantasies of order and omnipotence; it
will be the staging of uncertainty; it will no longer be concerned with the arrangement of more or less
permanent objects but with the irrigation of territories with potential; it will no longer aim for stable
configurations but for the creation of enabling fields that accommodate processes that refuse to be
crystallized into definitive form; it will no longer be about meticulous definition, the imposition of limits, but
about expanding notions, denying boundaries, not about separating and identifying entities, but about
discovering unnameable hybrids; it will no longer be obsessed with the city but with the manipulation of
infrastructure for endless intensifications and diversifications, shortcuts and redistributions – the reinvention
of psychological space. Since the urban is now pervasive, Urbanism will never again be about the new only
about the "more" and the "modified." It will not be about the civilized, but about underdevelopment.”
Rem Koolhaas. What Ever Happened to Urbanism? (1994)

1. IDENTITY DOPES THE GENERIC
1.1 Decoupling
Here, is where people live. Yethere, is not exactly definable in geometric terms. In order to locate us, one must consider ndimensions, out of which none is correct or false. In fact, all of them coexist simultaneously into one single space-time. Hence
here, is not a point in space, but rather a point and all its possible trajectories. This non-Euclidian condition, have induced
some of us into some kind of permanent and painful sensation, like the one that persists in an amputated phantom limb.
Seemingly, our definition of the city has been stretched towards inconceivable limits, in a desperate try to fit to it, what has
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become our contemporary urban condition. But why does uncertaintyalways seem so painful, when change is the only
certainty we have?
1.2 Post-Generic
The curtain goes up. A voice-over opens up the scene: ‘I am everywhere and I am no one, therefore, I can contain you all. I
potentially could become anything and still be no one’. In the background, a city defined by numbers, functions and
performances strictly classified by some generalfeatures. A mirage of objectivity.A theoretical scenario for scientific
scrutinisation.The Generic is our scenario. Instead of despisingit, we celebrated it. We learned how to blend with its motion
and –merit goes to its massiveness- redirect the force of its occurrence. The operation, if performed with the dexterity of an
aikido master, requires little effort. Grasping the leading of its momentum relies on cultivating the essential elasticity
embedded in infrastructures. Infrastructures, the subtract of globalisation, populated the territory with a schematic logic of
interconnected elements, providing the framework for an entire structure of developments such as a double life span, literacy
levels enhanced by factor 60 and an increasingly global population manifested in global urbanisation, accounting today 7
billion inhabitants out of which more than a half are already urban.
We populated infrastructures beyond their physical configuration, learned to abstract their own logistics by turning things into
facts and facts into symbols, crafting the conditions for ubiquitous and mobile computing. The emergence of networked
communication technologies has extended our interaction with the city towards an invisible and complex network of relations
and data, embodied through growing interactive platforms such as social media, urban computing and crowd sourcing. For the
first time in history, we are not only aware of such a degree of complexity surrounding us but also likely to grasp it through a
real-time flow of data. Hence, we are no longer constrained to see the city as a limited set of generalizations, but as a data
platform able to preserve any potential relations: this is the new surface of our world.
Thispre-specific surface can be ossified, fossilized, territorialized, deterritorialized; it can turn stale and rigid, but can never be
given nor can be lost. Our universality is not defined by the adaptation of ageneralization to any context, but rather by the
articulation of any identity in a space of possibilities. Hence, the generic is now occupied, doped, induced into a long term
‘cohabitation’ of multiple identities. 722000 parodies of Gangnam style.1 billion combinations of tastes and experiences on
Facebook.As many definitions of theory as languages on Wikipedia. Identity is an amalgam of secretly borrowed lives and
one’s own. No longer surrendered to physics and history, its virtual makeup decouples from geometry or locality, replaces one
point by a cloud, explodes one centre into too many centres. Social media has opened up a wide space of unexpected
encounters, where the combinatorial possibilities between cultural indexes are unaccountable. Identity is paradoxically
sameness and oneness, simultaneously what integrates and differentiates. You and I are no longer twofold commuters through
this city, but n-dimensional identities navigating through as many social spheres as traits we are made of.
1.3 Memory
Perceptions of time in the Pre-specific City, and prominently the present, are always too full. Since time has taken the role of
space, space is just another index and our presence is continuous, always on. One fraction of our (non-linear) time is
compressed and concurrently populated by a myriad of events. 1 minute, 694.445 Google queries, +6.600 pictures on Flickr,
600 videos on YouTube; 695.000 status updates, 79.364 wall posts and 510.040 comments on Facebook; +168.000.000 emails,
320 new accounts in Twitter and 98.000 tweets, 20.000 new posts on Tumblr, +50 downloads of WordPress, 100 new accounts
on LinkedIn, +1.600 reads on Scribd. Social media has become an indefinite extension of the manifold social memory. The
imminence of this real-time construction has merged past, present and future into an approximation of a single point. Memory
is now an ambiguous amalgamation of externalized knowledge and lived experiences. “To write a single line of verse...One
must have... Many... Memories... And having memories is still not enough... For the memories are not what is essential. It is
only when they become blood within us, become our nameless looks and signs that are no longer distinguishable from
ourselves - not until then does it happen that...The first word of a verse rises…”[1].We extended our memory through
incorporation, overlapped the privacy of the diary to a network of real-time chronicles. Even before you go to Paris, an EigenEiffel Tower already erects in your mind, within the experience of others distributed over a trillion of indexes.

2. NOTHINGAND EVERYTHING
2.1 Information
The Pre-specific City has been the scenario of diverse inversions. Once, we revolted against the absolutism of form because its
specificity was incarcerating. Ultimately, form is just one of the too many representations the data embedded in things can be
mediated into. Since then, our questions are no longer exclusively about the pure geometrical manifestations of the city (the
roman urbs?) but thrive on the interactions with subjacent levels of cityness. In the Pre-specific City, every fact carries a latent
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existence in data, the lowest level of abstraction from which information can be derived, and because of this its abundance is
incontestable. Strikingly, our more cherished resource is embedded in everything, yet outlandishly close to nothing, almost
inexistent. This incongruous circumstance only allows it to be described by negation. Information is neither matter, nor energy,
has no weight, no body, no meaning. Paradoxically, and unlike things, its abundance does not lead to its own devaluation, but
rather to a striking condition of discernment. Pedestrians sprawling in the streets, sudden crowd gatherings, Twitter
geographies, checking-in at favourite restaurants, multiple daily taxis journeys, or even likes on friends’ status, are no longer
isolated events but clusters of insight. Every second, urban life is being engendered, mediated and interpreted within the very
banality of social media.
2.2Articulation
Dealing with the informational make-up of facts has prepared us to the restlessness of the unsettled and the primacy of the
exception. For instance, the emblematic image of the Pre-specific City is the wasteland. A heap of meaningless indexes
appears in seductive nuances on touristic brochures, which reading is notably demanding for newcomers. The plasticity of the
metaphor allows to contain previous slogans of the city: Perfect City, Model City, Machine City, System City, Non-stop City,
Generic City. The visitor is hence required to build her/his own story-city, for only when articulated, the indexes are likely to
evoke a meaning. This one scenario will be an incomplete, but not untruthful, image of a possible city. We’ve become rhetoric
craftsmen, frivolous storytellers aware of the influence our statements can have the development of events. Sometimes, we
imagine we had already accomplished something in order to impose upon ourselves a future out of many others. Once Borges
depicted the Pre-specific City: “This network of times which approached one another, forked, broke off, or were unaware of
one another for centuries, embraces all possibilities of time. We do not exist in the majority of these times; in some you exist,
and not I; in others I, and not you; in others, both of us. In the present one, which a favourable fate has granted me, you have
arrived at my house; in another, while crossing the garden, you found me dead; in still another, I utter these same words, but I
am a mistake, a ghost” [3]
2.3 Pre-specific
The Pre-specific City has the encapsulating properties of a Matryoshka doll. On these symbolic grounds, an apple is not just an
apple. It is rather an x number of possible declinations of it, spanning from apple pie, raw cider, apple juice, to compote or
even the apple tree that is present in it, in its seeds. Something like, the possibility of an apple. Similarly, the territory, the city,
the quarter, can no longer be described through the narrow and objectifying supremacy of one single map. Instead, civitas and
urbs are rendered concurrently, by a symbolic surface of indexes, elucidating the world through pictures, tweets, feeds, signals,
likes. We don’t look at things anymore, but things look at us, they surround us. We never talk about something but always
around it.

3. FROM DATA TO KNOWLEDGE
3.1 New Symbolism
Last information revolutions in the Pre-specific City, one after the other, strengthened the articulation between the virtual and
the actual, deepening the mark of its operability over the territory. But please, don’t get us wrong, we are no technocrats here.
Technology itself gave us the means to see it coming, provided us with a wide sense of self-awareness to think to whom and
how it should be useful. We managed to learn from previous revolutions, understand the real stakes of the time. Our efforts
were both technical and symbolic: writing, printing, computing, just to name a few, not only changed our relation to
technology from syllogistic to logic to logistics but also towards increasingly abstract levels of literacy, from ideography to
digitality. Certainly, we still have struggles to think about, but they are based on the terms of our century. We built on the
leftovers of preceding times with cheerful opportunism and rediscovered in information technology, not just a means for
narcissistic self-promotion and inquisitive morbidity, but also a fabulous tool for the transformation of the world, the struggle
against ignorance and the extension of democratic space.
Whereas Industrial revolution produced tools to provide extensions of the body, such as the steam machine or the automobile,
information revolution engendered mediums to prolong the intellect. Nevertheless, regardless of their level of abstractions,
progress in symbolic coding has been the catalyser of all information revolutions. Computers have been the compellingforce of
globalisation and market economy: their performance allowed us to access and deal with the growing amount of information.
In the Pre-specific City, computers (…) are not just fast machines of the same kind, as we know them. Computers are abstract
machines[4]. Their abstract logistics form a continuity of transformability through mediation: the conversion of our social
memory into different kinds of extensions, images, animations, texts, sounds, music. “Today we’re beginning to realize that
the new media aren’t just mechanical gimmicks for creating worlds of illusion, but new languages with new and unique forms
of expression”[5].We see the world symbolically, and this is the sheer essence of our upgraded literacy. Since an early age, we
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have developed an awaken interest in diverse modes of translation, an ability to read and write processes. This polyglotism of
signification regimes has deeply penetrated our popular culture. Grasping the real significance of the formal is an exercise of
backwards gymnastics: it cares about engendering forces rather than crystallized outcomes. Bottom-up or Top-down
discussions seem now irrelevant: our literacy is orthogonal to them.
3.2 Resilience
Since access to information has been declared an inalienable citizen right --as well as disconnection--information is res
publica. But you must wonder,how do we approachsomething, which can be taken by anyone? Education systems have been
short-circuited by a reciprocal apprenticeship. What genuinely matters is not what you can learn or its amount, but how
resilient your intellect can be: everything you learn becomes already useless by the time you think you are done with learning.
Learning is an extended process of learning, unlearning and relearning, over and over. Actually, the only thing we can learn is
how much we don’t know: once we take a look at how much information we can get, we can’t help but considering how much
of it we need to ignore. Our capacity to generate knowledge relies on our ability deal with things we are not familiar with, to
link information in patterns, find relations and give it meaning into a context. This interference is a desired attribute, at least as
much as schizophrenia. Whilst content is obvious, changes are subtle. Information without connective thinking is like a
labyrinth with no walls, you can stand in the middle of a vast open space and still not be able to find your way out.

4. POLITICS
4.1 Spect-actors
Media defined and spread the common sense to come in a clearly unidirectional mode, outlining agendas and frames, the
which and the how of stories to be told. Namely, in the Pre-specific City it is not this fundamental role that has changed, but
rather the ways in which we relate to it. Trader politicians and political corporations embraced in grotesque family portraits
carefully framed by media. A remarkable drama distributed profusely through a single centralized stage to isolated quiet
spectators. In the Pre-specific City, an inversion takes placefrom one central point towards a constellation of information
foyers. You cannot say ‘it’, but you have to get people saying ‘it’ for you, because we trust more and more friends and
networks rather than experts. Social media has reached in no time deeper levels of infiltration into social practices than any
other prior physical channels. Evolution in social media mechanisms allowed us to do a proper shift from supply to interaction,
from being spectators to become spect-actors. Publishers, producers, distributors or any kind of intermediaries are no longer
main actors in the process of dissemination of intellect in the Pre-specific City. Intermediaries are now obsolete because social
media provide nodes of power with increased capacity for direct control and mobilization of resources, skills and markets,
wherever they happen to be. Collaborative culture is a market outside the market.
4.2 Sense of Critique
Millions of mobile phones in the streets at this very momenttake pictures, make videos, blog, and post on social networks
every single event surrounding them. Nevertheless, the same tools we praise as emancipators have the embedded potential of
efficient and massive monopolization weapons, and even more,the potentiality of power and knowledge to control doesn’t no
longer concern merely the statebut also market and even our peers (the multitude!). Hence, what is the use of an independent
press, blogs or social networks when there is more data than our memory can store, and more images than our eyes can take
in? Just another source of information to choose from, think over, or become indignant about? Yet, the distance we can keep
from it is like a lifesaver when drifting away in the ocean, it keeps one’s head out and breathing. Indignation, appraisal,
elucidation (a new level of critical consciousness!) are the very conditions of a smart abundance. The only thing more painful
than a lost sense of critique is the quiet brain’s mediocre feeling of contempt.
4.3Critical Mass
Domestic dramas, international crisis, existential speculations, and increasingly diverse points of view, simultaneously
populate our social sphere. We have learnt new forms of solidarity, not in order to enforce dogmatic views but to make a bold
use of our differences. Either you build models out of matches or have an extremely high sense of justice, your experience will
be potentially compelling to someone, or even reach a group of people large enough as to become a critical mass and promote
change. Taking over power or replacing one political party for another is just another form of perpetuation. Politics in the Prespecific City do not revolve around parties or ideologies but are rather based on non-ideological community interests or even
on smaller scales. New aspects of direct democracy, such as evaluation of public policies transparency, elaboration of urban
questions by citizens and self-organization of local communities, have replaced traditional political structures inherited from
the French Revolution, based on delegation and representation.
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4.4 Peer-to-peer
The generic emerged as the phantasmagoria [6] of a centralized production system: the purely physical translation of its
purposely hidden production processes. The measure of its success has only been defined in superlative terms. Higher, bigger,
greater, mightier.The scale of the Pre-specific City is universal andtends towards the tremendously small because it manifests
within peer-to-peer relations. Non-hierarchical and contingent, their rules are not derived from an external authority but are
generated within. “Last night 40,000 people rented accommodation from a service that offers 250,000 rooms in 30,000 cities
in 192 countries. They chose their rooms and paid for everything online. But their beds were provided by private individuals,
rather than a hotel chain”[7].The pre-specific City is the city released from laissez-faire capitalism or centralized economy; it
is not defined by a centralized managerial command but by out-numbered social relations.

5. CITYNESS
5.1 Hybrid
The Pre-specific City is the city of the too many centres. The multiplicity of our identities and their eased diffusion has led us
into a state of desired schizophrenia that depicts itself effectively into geographical space. Our practices are no longer
exclusively shaped by physical context, but by the different mediations information can go through. Public space is morethan a
communal world full of differences[8]: it not only embraces diversity but decouples through a range of dimensionalities
spanning between actual and virtual. This n-dimensional space is appropriately describable through oxymoron: manifestly
virtual, fundamentally actual, specifically global, comprehensively local, peripatetically static, inertly mobile. Admittedly,
social media have provided us with a relational space, open to the active self-mapping of the real and vivid scenario of the
spatial practice of contemporary urban life. The Pre-specific City has increasingly extended towards new public and virtual
grounds, not through a derealisation of the world but rather through an extension of human abilities. These new territories
cannot be described geometrically nor calculated physically because their limits are elastic, flexible, negotiable, constituted by
the conduct of its occupants or, rather, by certain minimum elements of their behaviour. In this new urban plane, distinctions
between subject and object are blurred in a reciprocal way: every writer is a reader, and every reading is a potential writing.
5.2Landscape
The Pre-specific City mimics a landscape,any attempt to define itthrough urbanismis reductive.Urbanisation depicted a
transmutation of the city from an agrarian to an industrial setup, unfolding its translation into commodities, production into
space and growth into settlements, a city of stoneswhere territories have been exclusively defined by the proximity granted by
the power of infrastructures. This celebration of urban physicality provides areductive account of what the Pre-specific City is
about. Notably, the Pre-specific City does not have anexplicit form, because it embodies something more than what it
apparently represents: its level is operational, not representative. Skyscrapers, houses, bus stops, streets, highways, bricks do
not look radically different from what they used to be, though they are unquestionably transformed entities. Through Cityness,
we have been empoweredto look abovetheinfrastructural level of things (Urbs)and enabled to describethe cityas a set of
collective narrations, the imaginary of the city of people(Civitas)1.Information technology decouples from familiar categories
or pre-defined conceptions of what urbanity, public space, and private space were meant to be2. Westernised formalisations of
public space such as the plaza, the square, the park or the street, have been enlarged towards physically decoupled and
pervasive cohabitations. There is here a radical inversion: Whereas public space, has been largely seen as a static setup
populated by mobile subjects, later on updated as a productive commodity, social media engenders hybrid spatialities where
the scenario is never officially defined, and the pre-specific citizen becomes the permanent element navigating through these
pervasivecentres.


1
Pier Vittorio Aureli and Martino Tattara define in their essai “The City as Political Form”: Civitas is the political institution
that signifies the collective will of a community to inhabit and coexist in one place. Urbs is the infrastructure that ultimately
materially supports this choice [9].

2
Robert Venturi describes already in 1966, in Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, the relation American have to
public and private space: The piazza, in fact, is ‘un-American’. Americans feel uncomfortable sitting in a square: they should
be working at the office or home with the family looking at television [10].
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5.3 Poïesis
The Pre-specific City aspires to the East and to the South, or any other latitude that challenges institutionalisation of use.
Whilecentralized urban planning imitates the sense of contingency existent in the multitude, in just a few secondsrailways
become open-air markets in Lagosand whole domestic realms extends into the streets of Jakarta. The distinction between
public access and public spaceis here blatant: the first one is purely bureaucratic whereasthe second, built in the
making,entangles poïetic and poetic processes.Hence, the Pre-specific City, like a doping platform, exacerbates this
engendering condition on a levels decoupled from spatiality and physical proximity.
5.4 Population(s)
The Pre-specific City is universal although not totalisable: it cannot grow since all the indexes were already there. Its urban
environment enlarges in the same degree that relation and articulations are empowered.In order to gather 50 million of
spectators it took to radio 38 years, 14 years to TV, 4 years to Internet while Facebook gathered 200 million members in only
12 months. While you read these lines, the social media community is already the largest country in the world. The nexus of
place, blood and identity is no longer relevant: we have found a concept of universality that integrates all the individualities.
Are you ready? The Pre-specific City is now, and now, and now.
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ABSTRACT
Within a social media platform tumblr, The Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows (DoOS) stands as a unique blog variety of personal
space, offering unconventional textual treats in form of dictionary entries. Textual features and signs within navigable space
and within electronic space thus are viewed as textual strategies and construction and exploration of one niche representation
of modern identity. Textual construction of electronic text then relates to construction of navigable space within the medium,
as it provides more scope compared to printed text. Materiality is re-conceptualized as the interplay between a text's physical
characteristics and its signifying strategies, a move that entwines instantiation and signification at the outset. This definition
opens the possibility of considering texts as embodied entities while still maintaining a central focus on interpretation. Thus
within the culture of global internet, DoOS then offers more that just wild sorrows of textual treats; it creates and presents a
valid and accessible free textual space, challenging the conventional ways of producing text and meaning.
Keywords
Textual space, social media, production of meaning, dictionary, electronic text.

1. INTRODUCTION
As a medium for social blogging Tumblr was first introduced in 2007 and has experienced a significant growth in popularity
among Internet users. Taking the specialty of micro blogging, Tumblr[1] service offers minimalist looks with maximum
posting abilities ranging from text, pictures, links, short videos, or other media. These services then become norm in Tumblr,
giving the outlook of disseminated pieces of digital content throughout the platform; be it in forms of short quotes, personal
picture, screen captures of popular video or even any customized content. Yet, among its the busy hive, Dictionary of Obscure
Sorrows (DoOS)[2] stands as a unique variety of forms offering a different treat. Dictionary format adapted by DoOS also
plays significant role in this discussion as format to build not only textual form but also imagery and meaning. The format then
should be considered as an attempt to provide, in opposite, what is not featured in a conventional dictionary. With self-declared
mission “to harpoon, bag and tag wild sorrows”, through DoOS John Koenig offers unconventional textual treats in form and
layout of dictionary entries. With a background as freelance graphic designer, he has been composing entries in his Tumblr
blog for over two years with each of the entries completely made up, both the original words and the lengthy and poignant
definitions.
Using Figure 1 below as an example, I aim to show all the features for the specific entries of DoOS that will be discussed in
this paper. While the linguistic specifics of entry content will be discussed further in other part of this paper, I would like to
draw the attention to the visual information first. Reading the entries in its entirety, starting from the first page of the blog, has
given the same impression of reading dictionary entries, albeit not alphabetical.

Figure 1: anecdoche [3]
Lined up in neat rows and entry slots, each word is put forward at the top of the slot in bigger font size, followed by definition
of related parts of speech in italics, and the elaborate and relevant meanings last in smaller font size.
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Just as any blog entry, located below it, there are also information of metadata providing information of time, date and author
of the entry posted. As shown by the wristwatch icon, the entry was posted two months before the time of retrieval and
authored by jkcreative, as abbreviation of John Koenig and as one of Tumblr features, a heart mark functioning as link for
#notes is displayed at the end of each entry. If you hoover your cursor upon it, you can click the link and are led to a list of
Tumblr users that has both ‘like’-d or ‘reblog’-ed the entry to be posted on their own blog. These sets of visual information
enable us to obtain information on 1) basic time and date of posting to limit the range of this discussion; I only consider a
selection of entries within the last two years for this discussion and, most importantly, 2) since I believe re-blogging feature
promote authorship by retaining the author’s metadata, we can see how many #notes, and by extension, how popular each of
the entries is.
I will fully dissect five of the most popular entries, categorized by the number of #notes received by respective entries
retrieved at the same span of time. This decision was made as an attempt to effectively show the flexibility of spatiality, a
quality of electronic texts of the original DoOS text for discussion—instead of temporal category of most recent entries if we
follow the order of posting time or another temporal category based on timeline archives. Then I will briefly analyze the
meaning and how the word origin is linguistically constructed before proceeding to a detailed exposition of how then meaning
is encoded and decoded by the author for the readers [4] to show process of shaping meaning as “a much more public and
collaborative act.”[5] Readers that went through the act of consuming and constructing meaning consciously are then relating
themselves toward the meaning provided and being aware and conscious of their own constructive participations they will
have been actively participating in the process of reproduction of meaning. The notion of reproduction then is linked with
Gumbrecht’s idea of production of presence (2003), the idea of “specific moment of intensity, the specific appeal that such
moments hold for us and what…it [is] that fascinates us in the objects of aesthetic experience” [6].

2. INTENSE PRODUCTION OF MEANING
Thus how the experience of reading DoOS, of consuming meanings and words, of connecting (obscure) sorrows relates to
production of meaning and textual space? After the attempt to show how verbal content and dictionary format in form of
electronic text are employed to construct the form of the blog, how it then form a base of materiality within the realm of
electronic text and how readers formulate response toward the textual treats, the new meanings—all the visual and textual
signifiers—are taken as free re-assembled meanings within familiar code of given quotidian referential. Code familiarity, as
dominating result of encoding/decoding process, is perceived as a sign of both production and consumption of words, of
“language” that “gives a value to things (in this case, words), acquir[ing] a social existence when they are named, denoted and
systematized”[7]; a conversation.
2.1 Inexplicable Mauerbauertraurigkeit
English language based readers would find it difficult to directly relate themselves with the word mauerbauertraurigkeit;
which is partially the reason of I wanted to start with this entry (and another, and more compelling this being the fifth entry
with the most #notes). With the unfamiliar word as code, how then process of encoding/decoding works? This entry in
particular provides what I believe a display of dominant process of decoding—a process when the readers took more effort on
breaking the code of communication yet grasping the meaning at the end. Definition comes purely from the entry, setting the
platform of referential on an “inexplicable urge”.

Figure 2: Mauerbauertraurigkeit [8]
Without reference to any other image, the mauerbauertraurigkeit is attempting to define itself with another set of quotidian
referential, directly taking stance of communicating with “you”. The explanatory clauses added explication to what starts as
unfamiliar by delivering some codes of familiarity, defining the word in moments “as if all your social tastebuds suddenly
went numb, leaving you unable to distinguish cheap politeness from the taste of genuine affection. (bold represents my
emphasis).” All the referential then are referred to “you”, enabling “us” (as plural form of “you” as addressed in the entry and
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“us” readers in general) to define the abstract “urge” as indeed “inexplicable”, unable to be explained, just as the urge
mauerbauertraurigkeit tried to embody.
In this paper #notes are taken as a general representation of how many times this entry received nods from the reader. Over the
choices readers have for every entry, they could merely read the entry without contributing anything, giving their simple
acknowledgement and ‘like’ the entry or ‘reblog’ the entry entirely with or without additional comments, as seen in example of
screen capture below:

Figure 3: Mauerbauertraurigkeit [9]
Figure 3 shows variety of notes accumulated by the entry of mauerbauertraurigkeit. A tumblr user, for example
pretentiouslimericks, and 1wayout, can ‘like’ the entry without adding anything else. Other options would be to ‘reblog’ the
entry with comment, tumblr user nakedpineapple shown in figure above, as an expression toward the entry, or simply without,
tumblr user usernamesbugme shown in figure above. Tumblr user usernamesbugme also perform an act of ‘reblog’ not directly
from DoOs, but from another user who has previously ‘reblog’-ed the entry.
These number of #notes accumulates all the ‘like’ and ‘reblog’ action each entry gain and, in my opinion, express sense of
decoding the reader has performed upon the entry. Readers then grasped the meaning at the end of the code mapping; putting
the quantity of readers in numbers, there are 15,156 #notes and counting for this entry. With mauerbauertraurigkeit, the
moment of intensity, the inexplicable urge the entry pointed out, is then somehow recognized through the quotidian referential
that was presented. At the end, the original word mauerbauertraurigkeit holds what I see as explicable number of #notes,
showing participation and by extension also the level of decoding. Readers then has collaboratively participated in mapping the
urge by acknowledging the “inexplicable” as related, eliminating the sense of conditional in “as if—“, and, by extension,
explicating an urge, “the inexplicable urge”.
2.2 Spatial Kenopsia
Kenopsia also starts with an unfamiliar code even if it has vague relations toward a blur image we have on the back of our
mind and in particular provides another dominant process of decoding. The platform of definition as “the atmosphere of a
place” is thoroughly modified and described by the adjectives “eerie” and “forlorn”. Unlike the previous word,
mauerbauertraurigkeit, and the rest of the entry I am going to discuss, definition of kenopsia operates in slightly different
manner. Not only that it provides quotidian referential, its main subordinate clause is describing spatial quotidian referential, of
specific places, of “a school hallway in the evening”, of “an unlit office on a weekend”, of “vacant fairgrounds”.

Figure 4: kenopsia [10]
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Readers can easily relate to “school” as the symbol of our first stage of our life, “office” as the symbol of our adult life, and
“fairground” as the vague symbol of in-between stages—as you generally went to a fairground either when you were a child or
when you are already an adult as parents. I consider this attempt of providing spatial concrete referential, instead of
emotion/feeling’s abstract ones.
Most of readers also decoded kenopsia’s definition through juxtaposing it with references of places they are familiar with.

Figure 5: kenopsia [11]
I consider such decoding act as the easiest act among all other acts for definitions on the blog. Naming and identifying specific
physical places provide specific connecting tools and at the end simplifying the act of decoding. Readers are guided kindly into
embracing the definition by bringing more established and relatable, in terms of intensity, spatial relations. In result the code of
kenopsia is the most specifically decoded because instead of explicating the “atmosphere of a place”, the code operates along
with “a place”, a range of places, a range of specific physical places.
2.3 Xeno Connection
Opposite to the previous two, the word xeno does strike a sense of familiarity and we immediately connect both the similarity
of spelling and pronunciation to a combining form of xeno-. Originated from Greek word xenos, the (partial) word was usually
combined with other words to give referential meaning of “relating to a foreigner or foreigners”.

Figure 6: xeno [12]
Few readers have voiced their arguments noting that xeno has already attached to a certain definition, as mentioned above
being a combination form. Yet, DoOS then took the definition into more than combination form but word with attachment.
Starting in the platform of solitary moment, of where you only pass strangers, xeno, as an independent word in this entry, tries
to explain the meaning of a single noun that is parallel with, for a start, "the smallest measurable unit of human connection".
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Figure 7: xeno [13]
By not giving any other possible interpretation, the definition was locked on the specific "unit" of meaning that is "the smallest
measurable". The definition then was sharpened and detailed in two subordinate clauses "typically exchanged between passing
strangers” and the "moments” signifying that there were two detailed definitions given to further explaining "the smallest
measurable unit of human connection". Dealing with the “symptoms of feeling alone”, xeno then mapped several exchanges of
people that are “fleeting and random”. Connection played as an important signified part of the definition. By explaining the
detailed definition of “connection”, this entry itself also “alleviate the symptom of being alone”.
Reminders that those exchanges with “passing strangers” in forms of glance, nod or laugh (all which are mere and simple
contacts with other “human” even if s/he is only “passing stranger”) serve as what Stuart Hall [14] referred as stage of
“recogniz[ing] that the discursive form of the message has a privileged position in the communicative exchange". I then
consider this stage of recognition as important since it then summed the moments of “encoding” and smoothly bridged the
discussion to the “relatively autonomous decoding” process within the communicative process as a whole; emphasizing the
moments—be it both xeno's “fleeting and random” moment and determinate moments of communication process, as a
production of meaning.
2.4 Specific Kairoclerosis
Meanwhile, dealing with none other than “the moment” itself, kairosclerosis’ definition process began with employing several
of methods that I have discussed above; 1) directly taking stance of communicating with “you” and attaching “the moment”
into “you”’s experience by focusing on the moment of realization that belongs to “you” instead of anybody’s; and 2) like xeno,
striking a sense of familiarity with the word kairos, again from Greek origin, to give referential literal meaning of
“opportunity” and the word cleriosis with association of “abnormality” and “excessive”.

Figure 8: kairosclerosis [15]
But even if it starts within the platform of solitary moment, kairosclerosis mapped its definition in further details of mere
realization of being “currently happy”. There are acts of identification of, “put[ting] in context”, and “pick[ing] apart” of
feeling. There is also sense of uncontainable from last clause, when feeling “will [eventually] dissolve,” turning into
uncontainable liquid. All these signified that kairosclerosis tried to map moments of intensity involved in relating oneself with
the specific feelings. This act then is not only taken as “relatively autonomous decoding” process within the communicative
process as a whole but also a calculated act of encoding, bringing a specific “appeal that such moments hold for us” [16], for
the readers.
2.5 Epic Story of Sonder
Sonder is the most popular, and one of the entry with the most of number of words within the whole realm of DoOS; open
praises, questions of origin and many other compliments have been addressed regarding this particular word through 30,852
#notes and counting for this entry and other avenues. These number of #notes accumulates all the ‘like’ and ‘reblog’ action
each entry gain and, in my opinion, express sense of decoding the reader has performed upon the entry. I believe dominant
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process of encoding is played impressively on this particular code, since mauerbauertraurigkeit, sonder stands at first as an
unfamiliar code. In this particular entry, the author has displayed a great effort in encoding as many details and quotidian
referential as possible, so that readers could relate themselves almost seamlessly to the meaning.

Figure 8: sonder [17]
Not only directing the stance to a possessive adjective for “you”, sonder went as detailed as attaching the referential “[own]
life” to the definition. It also did not provide any other possible referential relation between “you” and again stranger, like
xeno, in form of not only one, or two, but “each random passerby.” That being so, considering that both the subordinate clause
for attribute for “living” as parallel, sonder dealt with the definition of “the realization that each random passerby is living a
life” and “is [living] an epic story”. To avoid confusion, I will discuss the first subordinate clause (sonder as the realization
that each random passerby is living a life) first then the second (sonder as the realization that each random passerby is living an
epic story) before at the end merging the discussion to map the overall production of meaning.
The first subordinate clause dealt mostly with definition of “life” for both “you” and “each random passerby” being “vivid and
complex”. Additional acts of defining “life” are conducted by attaching firm explanations of populating objects for a life to be
vivid and complex; i.e. “ambitions, friends, routines, worries and inherited craziness”. The acts signified that first clause of
sonder tried to map moments of intensity involved in relating oneself with the specific objects and by bringing specific
“appeal[s] that such moments [of possessing objects] hold for us” [18], another calculated act of encoding has been
accomplished.
To complement the encoding act of the first clause, the second clause was even more encoded in the most explicating manner,
employing not only operating codes along with specific places but also specific quotidian referential. Starting with a sense of
continuation parallel of “life” operating invisibly, two points of quotidian referential are offered for ”anthill” as an object
related to life that “[is] sprawling deep underground” and “[has] elaborate passageways”. The quotidian referential then carried
the sense of a range of specific physical places, a spatial concrete referential.
To further complement the act, extra quotidian referential points were added to “other lives that you’ll never know existed”; at
one point further locking the definition on specific “life” while at the other giving the another notch of intensity to the solitary
sense of “life”. “You” then is defined as “might appear only one”, “as as an extra”, “as a blur of traffic” or as “a lighted
window”, while at the same time just “sipping coffee” and “passing” within, again, a spatial concrete referential of “in the
background” and “on the highway”.
With mauerbauertraurigkeit, the moment of intensity, the inexplicable urge the entry pointed out, is then somehow recognized
through the quotidian referential that was presented. At the end, the original word mauerbauertraurigkeit holds what I see as
explicable number of #notes, showing participation and by extension also the level of decoding. Readers then has
collaboratively participated in mapping the urge by acknowledging the “inexplicable” as related, eliminating the sense of
conditional in “as if—“, and, by extension, explicating an urge, “the inexplicable urge”.
Sonder had not only attempt to provide abundant spatial concrete referential but also played with detailed emotion/feeling’s
abstract ones, forming itself as an epitome of textual treats as it works on almost all identified encoding acts, resulting in
“enforce[ing], win[ning] the most plausibility for and command[ing]…decoding within the limit of dominant definitions in
which it has been…signified” [19]; an epic textual treat.

3. CONCLUSION
As Hayles argues, materiality is re-conceptualized as the interplay between a text's physical characteristics and its signifying
strategies, a move that entwines instantiation and signification at the outset. [20] This definition opens the possibility of
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considering texts as embodied entities while still maintaining a central focus on interpretation. Yet debate on considering
whether a textual treat from a public blog could be classified as literary text is still a heated argument nowadays. In spite of
that the fact that dictionary has become a firm format of DoOS blog I find the exploitation of its medium specificity is
important.
I suggest that DoOS should be understood as interplay of content, an attempt to describe the indescribable sorrows of everyday
life into words through its materiality as a blog and through interactions with readers signified by the readers’ #notes. Such
interplay signifies, in my opinion, a distinctive dynamic quality, enabling readers to relate to conceptual content and share
collaborative interpretive activities. Textual features and signs within navigable space within electronic space thus are viewed
as textual strategies and construction and exploration of one niche representation of modern identity.

Figure 9: anecdoche [21]

Thus within the culture of global internet, DoOS then offered more than just wild sorrows of textual treats; it creates and
presents a valid and accessible free textual space, challenging the conventional ways of producing text and meaning. Readers
were presented with textual treats within their convenient spaces, allowing themselves to connect with specific moments of
their choosing, specific appeal to the words and definitions provided. As result, DoOS becomes a navigable space that did not
only feature a static temporal text (in form of dictionary) but also dynamic conversations with its readers. Putting aside
originality notion, the unconventional space holds important conversation in which everyone (the author and the readers) was
“talking, overlaying disconnected words.” However even if either the author or the readers are “running out things to say”,
DoOS will stay as a space where once words, signs, and collaborative interpreting acts hold a conversation; a valid and
accessible free textual space produced to defer the temporal meaning of disconnected conversations of a shared collective
obscure sorrow.
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigatesthe changing of play culture affected by the present of electronic game,have impacts on children’s
emotions as well as their sense of outdoor place.The study focuses on the voices of small group school-age children and their
parents who live in a gated residential community in an urban setting located in Jakarta. The findings reveal that the additional
member of family (since the birth of their brother/sister); parental fears and concerns on children independent ability to play
outdoors, and electronic game as parent’s solution; have caused electronic game shifted the play culture before. This study also
reveals that children place two different meanings toward electronic game. First, electronic games are represented as a joyful
experience withhigh sense of positive emotional feeling attached to them. Second, as an unpleasant experience when parental
controls toward electronic game take effect. In sum, children connote electronic games as an attachment figure that repetitively
lures children inward. Consequently, their environmental range remains within familial space or microsystem. The outdoor
space is represented as a fearful and frightening place. Their sense of place is low.There is hardly any outdoor place in them.
Keywords
Changing of play culture, children, electronic game, emotion and sense of place

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, children’s use of technology has been a common public phenomenon. Research by Jessen [1]confirmed that children’s
play culture had changed for the last 20 years due to the influence of electronic games and digital media. She [1]distinguished
thatchildren’s play culture previously were: 1) playing with group; 2) there was good contact between young and older
children; 3) young children learned a wealth of games from older children; 4) play was done outdoor; 5) many games
involving motion; 6) and playmates are close, well-defined social social relationships.Today, children’s play culture are: 1)
play with fewer groups of children; 2) more organized activities, more school and academic activities; 3) less contact between
children of different ages; 4) tend to play only with the same age groups; 5) indoor oriented; 6) and playmates farther afield[1].
One of the causes of the shifting play culture is electronic games. Why? Verenikina & Herrington [2] asserted that electronic
games such as computer games allow and gave opportunities for engagement with make-believe play. Product of technology
and media provide an unlimited playground for children without have to rely on space and play equipments. In a virtual reality
world, children has the opportunities to play and interact with other children without the restriction of space and time [1].
Olson [3] revealed that children’s motivations for playing electronic games are various, e.g. for social interaction, joy of
competition, opportunities to lead, making friends, young teaching each other, challenge and mastery, experimentation with
different identity, expressing creativity, curiosity, discovery and learning.
Researches done mostly in Western society show both negative and positive influences of children playing electronic games.
McCarrick’s [4] showed positive influencesof electronic games on pre-school’s social, cognitive, language development and
motivation, while Subrahmanyam et.al [5] showed positive influences in the increasing of ability to read, ability in visualize
images in three-dimensional space, ability to tract simultaneous images and even contribute to better academic performance.
The use of wireless and mobile technology can contribute to the increase of children’s awareness towards their environment.
On the other hand, there are also negative influences, such as Subrahmanyam et.al [5] indicated the risk of obesity due to lack
of physical activities, loneliness, depression, aggresiveness, unable to distinguish real life and virtual reality, while The Henry
J. Kaiser Family Foundation[6]reported on violence, addiction, interfering academic performance, and Olson [3] revealed fear
of mature content as the negative influences of electronic games.
On the other side, there is a phenomenon called ‘shrinking world of child’ [7],where children independent access to outdoor
environment arelimited due to parental fears and social traps[8], children’s negative perception on their environment [9],
unaffordance environmental factors of children’s neighborhood[7, 10]and children’s dependency on TV and digital media [11].
These all cause children spatial ability in outdoor environment[12] and the loss of children’s sense of place in outdoor
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environment [13]. Several researches revealed that factors influenced children’s use of outdoor spaces are: family, community
and social factors [7, 10], physical factors [10], availability of parks [14] and its amenities [15], including infrastructure [16].
Those reviewed research emphasize on the present of children in the city, by investigating how and why they useoutdoor
places. How the inevitable present of electronic game have impacts on children’s emotionsas well as their sense of place are
still open for investigation. Therefore, my prime interest has been to let the voice of children and parents tell what the meaning
of electronic games to them and how it will impact thedeveloping of their sense of place presented by the present of place in
children. This investigation is essential and significant, because freedom to move and to explore the surrounding are very
important for children’s physical and mental development [7, 17-19]. Accordingly, a city has to provide amenities and
infrastructure that are child friendly [8, 17, 20, 21].

2. WHAT IS ELECTRONIC GAME?
Electronic game is a play activity in a virtual setting that can stimulates environment, is implemented by the use of
instrumentations like computer, laptop, tablet, mobile phone, game console, TV, etc. Richard Bartle (2004) cited in Walz [22]
defined that play has three modalities. They are physical (players, spaces, and objects that are material), imaginary (which is
not material), virtual (that which is not material but had the form or effect of that whichis material). Walz [22] cited Bartle
(2004, p.1) defined “Virtual worlds are places where the imaginarymeets the real and Virtual worlds are implemented by a
computer – ora network of computers – that simulates an environment” (p.28). According to Walz [22], this notion of virtuality
proposea new modality which he called “hybrid: that which is not material but has the form or effect of that whichis material
mixed with that which is material to the extent that one can nolonger be separated from the other without losing its form or
intended oremerging effect” (p.28).
In order to understand the experience while playing electronic games, one hasto be able to distinguish the difference between
game and play. Huizinga [23] defined play as 1) a free or voluntary activity, not a serious activity but a joy and make-believe
activities involved with imagination process; 2) not ordinary or real life; 3) its secluded, its limitedness. It is “played out”
within certain limits of time and place (p.9) – all play moves and has its being within a playground marked off beforehand
either materially or ideally deliberately or as a matter of course (p.10); 4) it creates order and tendency to be beautiful,
enchanting, captivating (p.10); 5) all play has its rules (p.11); 6) as a contest for something or a representation of something
(p.13). Huizinga [23] perceived play community as an emotional ties which would take player away from reality. He
[23]defined formal characteristic of play as “a free activity standing quite consciously outside ‘ordinary’ life as being ‘not
serious’, but at the same time absorbing the player intensely and utterly” (p.13).
According to Roger Caillois (1961) in Man, Play and Games cited in Masters [24], game is a social part of play. Caillois cited
in Masters [24]categorized the game as agon (competitive play engaged individualsand groups in tests of skill and ingenuity),
alea (games of chance or luck), mimicry (pretense and illusion), ilinx (games when individuals pursued vertigo). Huizinga[23]
and Caillois cited in Masters [24]definitions of play certainly implythat “part of play’s enchantment rests in the pleasure that it
provides” (p.860).On the other hand, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1990) in Master [24] asserted that what game players felt are
positive experiences. According to Csikszentmihalyi(1990, p.49) cited in Masters [24], this positive experiencesoccur when the
individual acts with “a deep andeffortless involvement that removes from awareness of the worries andfrustrations of everyday
life” (p.860).
In sum, electronic games can be as joy and make-believe activities, not ordinary or real life, attractive and captivating,
competitive, has aspect of luck, giving the player an experience and positive emotion which absorb the player intensely and
utterly from fear, frustration and daily life problems.

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
The major interest of this research is to investigate whether the outdoor place is in children. How the voices of children and
parents tell what the meaning of electronic games to them and how it will impact impact the developing of their sense of place
presented by the present of place in children. The methodology is partial ethnography conducted for about three months
(September-November 2012).Ethnography is “the art and science of describing a group or culture”[25]. Ethnography
emphasizes on everyday engagement and immersion between ethnographer and “native” for a long period of time, richly
contextually, situated in a certain location, in order to grasp inrich and thick description of certain culture [26, 27].Data was
collected through participant observation, in-depth interview with both parents and children. The children and parents were
interviewed individually. Participant observation was conducted in a setting accompanied by their parents. To record children’s
understanding of outdoor place, children were asked to participate in a drawing.Fieldworks were done at four different
locations.
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The study focuses on the voices of small group of school-age children and their parents who live in a gated residential estate in
an urban setting located in Jakarta. There are four children participated in this research. They are Dewi (girl, 11 years old),
Dimas (boy, 11 years old), Martin (boy, 9 years old) and Evan (boy, 7 years old). All names used in this paper are
pseudonymous. The selected school age children had been intensively used electronic game for 5-6 years. They do not have
any academic problem at school and come from middle income family. Their parents are aged between 30-40 years and welleducated. All of the children’s fathers are working fathers. Dewi and Martin’s mother are career women. Evan and Dimas’
mother are house wives. Figure 1 shows the housing estate where the children live, has adequate amenities. There are pathways
for pedestrian, open playground, open spaces for activities in various sizes. The environments is also relatively clean, safe and
have various environment richness to encourage senses, e.g. smell, sight, touch and feel. Children mobilization to and from
school and other activities are carried out by private cars.

Figure 1: Images of children’s housing environment

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS
4.1 The Changing of Play Culture
Children’sinteraction with electronic gamesareintroduced by their own parents. Electronic games, such as Nintendo DS, Play
station, PSP, Ipad, PS3, and Nintendo Wii, are bought as gifts and as a sense of sympathy from parents to children. All
children have been interacted with electronic games since they were 4 or 5 years old till now. Hence, they have been playing
electronic games for about three to six years long. Since then, their play culture have changed.The observed children come
from a small family (with 1 or 2 children) and are the eldest in the family. As in the case of Dimas, before he knew about
electronic games, he would spend his time with various extracurricular activities, e.g. piano, drawing, singing and cycling.
Moreover, according to his mother, Dimas has no impediment problem like today. For the case of Martin, Evan and Dewi, they
used to play outdoor with peers, nannies, parents or play individuallyand they frequently play outdoors, e.g. cycling, soccer, or
playing with their neighbor (under their nannies supervision). It means that their play culture before are more varieties, from
physical outdoor activity into sedentary indoor activity together with peers, nannies and parents.
The additions of a new member in a family areobviously affecting children’s play culture. Their parents have been occupied
with the new born sister or brother, caused most children are not having the same attention from their parents as before.
Mostly, they arelet playing alone with their electronic games and watching TV while their mothers take care of the new born.
While for the case of Martin, the attention and the focus of his mother is more towards his young brother who has ADHD
syndrome.According to Jessen [1], media and electronic games become important for children because they stimulatethe
impulse to play (p.8). When parents are occupied with the arrival of new sister or brother in the family, there is also reluctance
from parents to allow their children play independently outdoor without supervision. These cause media and electronic games
move in and fill in the gaps in greater or lesser extent. Media and digital toys are alsobecoming good play tools that
inspirechildren to interact socially and play together[1]. The electronic games become a means of social interaction between
children, as experienced by Evan’s mother, where the electronic games become the fun conversation topic amongst the
children.
4.2Electronic Game as Parents’ Solutions &Control
Referring to children’s daily schedule, it isrevealed that parents and children are not too often involve in play activities
together. This is because parents are busy with the household chores, their career and occupation. Parents’ involvement in
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children's activities take place only when helping children with their homework or studying for exams (if necessary) and
during Sunday morning (cycling with father while mother busy with household chores). For example, in the case of Martin, he
plays his own game, unaccompanied. No maternal involvement during Martin’s free time. Moreover, during my observation at
Dimas’ house, his parents only sat and looked at their children playing and there was no involvement from the parent in
engaging play with their children.
Career building, caring for younger sibling(s), caring for school age child, caring for husband and households have been
impacting every mother in exhaustion. Based on these reasons, most parents use game as the solution for their child to not
overburden their parents. Mrs. Dewi and Mrs. Martin also let their children play games so that they will not 'bother' them. All
mothers even suggesting and letting their children play games during their spare time such as waiting time in the restaurant, in
the car and before entering the cinema. Although all mothers perceive game as the parent’s solution, but all mothers show a
firm stand on when their children need to play; to go school; to go for extra lesson outside school; to study; to worship, and
others. This was reflected in the daily schedule written by the children's mother. Of the daily schedule, it can be seen that the
duration of playing game is relatively long hours (approximately 6-12 hours per week), even longer during school holiday
season. Every mother has a strategy in dealing with the emotions and behavior of their children, e.g. in the form of playing
time restrictions, reward and punishment’s method, control over time spent playing games.

4.3 Emotional Ties and Electronic Game
During participant observation, there were emotional and behavioral expressions in the form of pleasure or excitement, skills in
using the electronic games and the desire to always touch or play with the electronic games. Emotions and behavior observed
are from the face, verbal words, and actions/behaviors.During my participant observation with Dimas, he shouted "... there is a
dragon vale!" (an Ipad’s game) when he saw my son’s ipad during a visit to his home. He also seemed very enthusiastic and
immediately took the ipad without the permission of my son and immediately played some games (for example ‘stickman’,
‘plant vs zombies’, etc.). Similarly, during my participant observation with Dewi, she was very excited in playing games. She
laughed and her eyes lit up saying "yes ... now I can play ipad", after 2 weeks of being grounded without an Ipad /game.
However, during my 2.5-hours observations with Martin and Evan, showed that they had spent intensive time in playing
games. They stopped playing games only during the mealtime. Before and after the mealtime both Martin and Evan spent their
time in playing games. Martin stopped playing game only when the battery depleted. I observed Martin when the battery was
depleted, he just sat sideways, quietly, and looking very confused on what to do next. He obviously bored and did not know
what to do. Their eyes and attention of all the children were deeply focused on the game. They did not hear me when I called
them because they 'sunk-in' with their electronic game.
The observation revealed that the children have a fun positive experience during their time in playing game. Theyare very
focused and deeply immerse in their electronic game. Children interpret the game as something fun, enjoyment, challenging,
exciting, and competitive. Some positive affirmations are delivered from the children such as:“karena game lebihseru…
lebihasikaja.
Game
itu
endless.
Pakeotakjuga..bikindulu..challenging…mestimikir…”,
explained
Dimas.
“simulation..kitamainnyaenakgitu…” continued Dimas. “lebih seru aja”said Martin. “because it is fun, like super jumping Fin,
talking Tom. It’s challenging, like PVZ, home sheep home, angry birds….and it’s competitive, like racing game…I feel
fun…the game is fun…”, said Dewi. In sum, while playing, they become unaware of time, deeply immersed into the games,
recognize and familiar with all the characters in the game. Clearly, they are capable of expressing in details which are to be
their favorite games. The games are truly in them.
The phenomenon of positive emotions and experiences of children in playing reveal that the children are not only feel an
emotional ties or absorbing themselves into a condition that was far from reality [23] and positive play experience as asserted
by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi [24]. However, during the participant observation and in-depth interviews with the children's
mothers revealed,that there are emotional attachments that arise in children towards their games. This emotional attachment is
not shown in the form of a positive experience but rather in a form of a negative experience, such as sadness, anger, jealousy,
anxiety, arguments. Dimas and Martin gave sullen expression when they prohibited during game play and refused to download
new games. Dimas also separated himself from the crowds of children who were playing games when he wanted to play
certain games but were not approved by the other children. At the time when Dewi was suspended for two weeks without a
game, Dewi looked envious and jealous with her lucky brother who could play the games. Dewi was in nervous conditions
(uncertain with her direction, lying in bed for a while and then get up again), especially when her little brother (5 years old) are
playing games (Ipad). She was caught a few times when sitting next to her brother and began to intervene in the game. During
the observation, Dimas seen several time intensively argued with his mother. Dimas’ argument was about his resentment at
her mother, because her mother forbade him to play, limiting what should be played and limiting the playing time.
To understand about what the children thought and felt, then I asked them about what happened if the game was banned by the
parents?“Keselajasamamami…samapapi…ah..tapiudahbiasa” said Dimas. “sedih, marahsih..” answered Evan.
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“pernahsihdilarang
main
sama
mama,
tapilupakarenaapa….kayaknyaseminggudeh,
eh…tapi
kayaknyangakmungkinselamaitudeh” said Martin.In addition to the negative emotions and behaviors arise, there are also
behavioral desires to be close to the electronic games at any time, especially at a time when the children have already done all
the school work and daily activities programmed by parents. According to Dimas’ mother, every day Dimas is always whining
to her mother "Can I play Ipad?" Dimas’ whining is done every day after school and after he has done the school’s homework.
Martin’s mother also experiences the same thing. According to Martin’s mother, Martin asked the same thing like "PR
udahselesai, boleh main game, ya, ma…..” everyday.
The phenomenon of negative emotions when children havebeen kept away from the game showsome characteristics similar to
the characteristics of the phenomenon of human attachment (which is studied by Bowlby[28] and Ainsworth[29] in infants).
Characteristics of human attachment by Bowlby and Ainsworth in Giuliani [30], are: 1) relatively long and continuous
emotional and affectional bonding; 2) unique characteristics of attachment figure; 3) desire to seek and maintain proximity as
well as contact with the attachment figure as a secure base; 4) attempts to get security and comfort with attachment figure. This
research revealed that the meaning of electronic games for the children is as an interesting and attractive attachment figure,
which lurechildren to always come closer to the game. Negative emotional attachments that arisewhen children are separated
from game, indicate an emotional tie due to the children have been permitted and allowed to interact with the game for over the
years.Although the game itself does not provide real-world realities (e.g. texture, odor, etc.), but the game remainsas an
attachment figure for the child. Since the game can become a "friend", as a place for self- actualization (providing the ability to
act could not be done in the real world) and as a comfortable place, especially during stressful time afterdoing homework,
school & extra curriculum activities that are so pack as well as good academic performances expected by parents.
4.4 The loss of Children’sSense of Place in Outdoor Space
The changing of play culture from outdoor to indoor, from physical motoric activities to sedentary activities give influence on
the crisis of children’s spatial relations in outdoor space [12]. According to Ainsworth[29], since pre-school age (4-6 years),
children experience cognitive development, language development, memory, social interaction which oriented in partnership
and peers, as well as motoric abilities to run and walk significantly. Then, primary school age children (6-12 years) have the
ability to think logically and concretely[31]. Children are capable to thinking inductively than deductively and understand
reciprocal relationship. These abilities lead the children to move away from the secure-base area (home) to explore their world
widely and interact with others (including strangers and peers).School-age childrenare independent enough to move around
and explore their environment. Theirs environmental range should be at mesosystem[32] or neighborhood space [33-35].
However, this research found that areas explored independently by the children are remain only at microsystem or familial
space (as indicated by Erikson, Porteus, Bronfenbrenner as space explored by children below 6 years old). Children’s
environmental range in this case isonly inside the house and on the streetjust in front of their house. Social relations withpeers
are also showed a strong influence in the emotional ties between children and games. Peers are also becoming the only reason
children willingness to explore the neighborhood and playing outside.
Everyone has emotional experience with a place; it can be a pleasant or unpleasant experience. According to Canter[36],
placeis strongly associated with perception and cognitive knowledge. Children emotional experience in open space show a
negative emotional experience, not a positive emotional experience. During my fieldwork with the children, I tried to explore
what open space meant for children. Fear to something (e.g. fear of animals, fear to older and bigger children, fear hit by a car
on the street, fear of fatigue, fear of pain, fear of falling, fear of heat, fear of sweating) are all negative expression expressed by
children. “panas, keringetan…”said Dimas. “Outside is hot…”saidDewi. “Tidak boleh sama mama, main di luar…karena
diluar ada jalan raya”, repliedMartin, “kejauhan lapangannya”replied Martin and Evan. “Karena dilapangan ada anak-anak
yg gede-gede…dantakutdigigitbinatang...trusngakseru..dankalaujatosakit…” explained Evan.
Place attachment development depends on positive cognitive responses received by the children, and generally positive
responses occur in places that are considered important or specials by children[7, 37, 38]. However, the positive response of
children on the environment isnot revealed in this study. Repeated experience and direct as well as the social meanings
attached to the children and other people (such as parents, teachers and peers) have a tendency to influence the development
place attachment [7]. The Children also do not connoted the open space as a place of social interaction, except for Evan who
connoted the street in front of his house as a place for social interaction and play with his peers.To find out if outdoor place is
in children, I asked the children to participate in drawing a map of their neighborhood. Of 4 children interviewed, only Martin
who refused to participate. The drawings appeared on figure 2 show that their knowledge about the environments is limited.
Their body movement in place either individually or collectively with peers arealso very limited. Therefore, their knowledge
about their outdoor places is higher formed by their abstract knowledge than emplaced knowledge [39].
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Figure 2: Children’s environmental cognition by Dimas, Dewi&Evan (left to Right)

This study revealedthe lack of children movement in place, resulted in the low level of children’s sense of place of their
neighborhood and the low knowledge of outdoor place in children. Sense of place is a specific experience that people
experienced [40]. Referring to Shamai’sseven levels of sense of place [41],observed children show second levelof sense of
place, i.e. awareness of their presence in the outdoor space, could identifyseveral places located in the outdoor space, but they
do not showedany emotional feelings associated with open space. The outdoor space is represented as a fearful and frightened
place. The low level of children’s sense of place in outdoor spaceis also caused byparent’s social traps that affect children's
freedom to move [8]and theseveral unsupportive environmental factors [7, 10].
The study also showsthat there are two different parentalperspectives regarding to theirneighborhood. Dimas and Evan’s
mothers explicitly stated that they always encourage and not worry about the safety of their children playing outside. While
Martin and Dewi’s mothers severely restricted outdoor play activities for their children. All parent’s view are relevant when
placed in the context of their neighborhood. Evan’s and Dimas’ home environment are more closed, less crowded and more
secured with security guard. According to Martin's mother, her neighborhoodwas not safe due to direct frontage with major
roads. Due to these conditions, Martin’s mother was never allowed her children to play outside. Meanwhile, according to
Dewi’s mother, the neighborhood was quite busy with passing vehicles and parking, especially on the main road. Thereis a
playground nearby, but not too appealing. Playground is generally used by toddlers and their nannies in the afternoon. To reach
the playground they need to walk across the main road.
In sum, negative meaning towards the outdoor space by the children and parents result intolesser movement of children in
outdoor space. Their environmental range remains within familial space or microsystem. The Negative meaning contributed to
the low level of children’s sense of place in outdoor space. Consequently, their emplaced knowledge of place in them is very
low (limited). There is hardly any outdoor place in them.

5. CONCLUSION
This research finds that the addition of a family member (the presence of a new brother/sister), parental fear and concerns on
children’s independent ability to play outside, have caused electronic games move in and fill in the gap and shift the play
culture before. Electronic games become a tool that inspires children to socially interact and play together. Parents perceive
electronic games as parenting solution (not be bothered by their children). However, parents also make an effort to control
when to play and when to study, limiting the playing time and impose a system of reward and punishment.
This study also reveals that children place two different meanings toward electronic game. First, electronic games are
represented as a joyful experience with high sense of positive emotional feeling attached to them. It makes the children become
very focused and deeply immersed in the game and keep them away from reality [23, 24]. Second, as an unpleasant experience
such as sadness, anger, jealousy, and arguments, when parental controls toward electronic game take effect. In sum, children
connote electronic games as an attachment figure that repetitively lures children inward. These negative emotional indicate an
emotional ties caused by children attachment to electronic games over the years There is also observed behavior of the children
having desire to maintain closeness to electronic games at any time, especially at a time when the children were already doing
all the school work and daily activities programmed by parents. The phenomenon of negative emotional experiences shows
similarity to the characteristics in human attachment. Electronic games become a safe and secure attachment figure that
repetitively lures children inward.These emotional feelings towards electronic games are not revealed in outdoor places.
Shouldn’t outdoor places also become a safe and secure attachment figure for children that will also repetitively lures children
toward them?
Consequently, the electronic game also affects the low level of children’s sense of place in outdoor space, i.e. awareness of
their presence outdoor environment, can identify a few places, but they do not show significant positive emotion associated
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with the outdoor space.The outdoor space is represented as a fearful and frightening place. Their environmental range remains
within familial space or microsystem. Peers are also the only reason children willingnessto explore their neighborhood and
playing outside. The low level of children’s sense of place is also caused by parental social traps and different parent’s views
of security and comfort of an outdoor space environmentthat affect children's independent to move and explore their
neighborhood [8].At the end, there is hardly any outdoor place in them.
The findings of this study suggest that the design of children’s environment especially home’s environment, should take
serious considerations on how the outdoor place can be a safe and secure attachment figure for them and their
parents.Although their neighborhood is considered as a well-designed gated community, nevertheless their outdoor
environment is still not served as an attachment figure for the children. The inevitably impacts of electronic games clearly
confine the children into just familial space. They have almost never moved beyond their secure familial space. Policy makers
and developers should consider outdoor place for children is not only playground. But how outdoor space should be designed
as attractive and fun place as electronic games, so it will lure the children repetitively to move, to explore and to play for the
benefit of their physical and mental development.
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ABSTRACT
The research is focused on green cities and how the digital media has formed the basis for the development of corporate
sponsorship of high tech green cities currently under construction like Masdar in Abu Dhabi, Songdo in South Korea and
PlanIT Valley in Portugal. The urban imaginary of virtual green cities is directly linked to an ecological cyberspace which
promotes futuristic images of green cities such as Vincent Callebaut’s Hydrogenase (2010), which is a transport hub for an
algae farm and biohydrogen airships. These images of sustainable green cities pose a challenge to define ecological civic
space and green architecture in order to allow for the transformation of Jakarta into an eco-architectural hub that balances
social, economic and environmental issues. The role of Google Earth and digital maps are not be underestimated in digitizing
the ‘bytes’ and realizing design scenarios of the ‘bricks’ for green cities, including those options related to traffic planning
simulations, water catchment scenarios, disaster planning and flooding as well as social media simulation for crowd control
and governance issues.
Keywords
Civic space, glocal, green architecture

1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomena of social media are focused on the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout (Bundaran HI) as an urban accupressure point
for the promotion of civic space. Worldwide social media has promoted spontaneous flash mob dancing inspired by the South
Korean singer PSY with his Gangnam style in an almost Elvis Presley or for the current generation Michael Jackson craze for
public street galloping and dancing in a glocal celebration of globalization and localization in civic spaces from New York
City to Jakarta. Besides being a media hub for cultural expression (Gangnam Style Flash Mob 9 Sept. 2012), the Hotel
Indonesia Roundabout is also a contested political territory whose various designs have celebrated the emergent nation state of
Indonesia with the Welcome Statue (Tugu Selamat Datang, 1961), built during the Sukarno era as one of the national
monuments and a landmark to herald the ASEAN Games IV. (Kusumawardhani & Kurniawan, 2013) After the Reformation
Era, (1997-present) the Welcome Statue at the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout was modernized in 2002 with a fountain as a way
to reclaim security and police control over what had become a contested site for various political and social demonstrations
during the emergence of democracy after the handover of the Suharto government. As a civic proponent for the vitality of the
democratic process Jokowi’s (Joko Widodo) successful election campaign for Governor of the DKI Jakarta (October 2012)
included the massing of supporters wearing checkered shirts. Yet, even such a powerful national and international symbol of
the central business district of Jakarta as a global megacity is not immune to the effects of climate change, flooding, and
natural disasters, as witnessed by the January floods in 2013 that inundated the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout and shut down the
main corporate and commercial boulevards of Thamrin and Jalan Sudirman.
Recent plans for the new Mass Rapid Station (MRT, 2013) suggest that the positive civic space will become instead an urban
void leading to the new underground mass rapid station and commercial mall, further underscoring the need for additional
green space in the urban streetscape. In its most recent permutation the civic space at the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout will be
celebrated as part of a modern mass transit hub connecting the city of Jakarta with the suburbs of the megacity in South
Jakarta, thus expanding the access for social media penetration and mass gatherings. Whether the realities of mass transport
planning are able to accommodate the infrastructure required for the MRT, possible relocation of the main traffic arterials,
additional drainage infrastructure, plus an allowance for an expansion of 30% open space and the provision of civic space to
allow for festivities, street markets, and New Year’s celebrations remains as a challenge for Jakarta’s architects, planners,
politicians, and citizens. One example of how ‘bytes’ or information technology can improve the physical structure or the
‘bricks’ of a city is the Boston Transport system (2010) that used real time data simulation to synchronize its bus lanes. The
necessity of ‘bricks’ as well as ‘bytes’ to solve Jakarta’s transport infrastructure and civic space will undoubtedly converge at
the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout as Jakarta becomes one of the megacity hubs for ecological green architecture.
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The paper follow a tripartite sequence: first, realizing the imaginary of green cities and the metaphors of bricks and bytes are
analyzed in the context of three case studies of green cties under construction with high technology components, namely
Masdar in Abu Dhabi, Songdo in South Korea and PlanIT in Portugal. Second, the role of the social media in relation to local
and global phenomena is considered relative to the balance between eco-social and eco-technological issues in urban planning
and green architecture, specifically at the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout as a contested civic place in central Jakarta. Third, in
comparing the virtual reality of green cities with the actual realities of civic space, traffic congestion and climate change, the
Hotel Indonesia Roundabout and plans for the MRT are analyzed in the context of realizing a mandatory increase of 30% in
open space, providing civic space, and implementing a mass rapid transport system. In conclusion, a visionary design
competition entitled “Architecture Triennale 2012: Architects For People - Towards Jakarta 2045,” sponsored by the
Indonesian Institute of Architects (IAI), shortlisted ‘Jakarta Xcavated’ in the professional category. The design allows for the
addition of green parks above and underground commercial and transport facilities below the city as one alternative to realize
the connection between bricks and bytes.

2. REALIZING THE IMAGINARY OF VIRTUAL GREEN CITIES
Generally speaking, computer-generated virtual realities are based on bytes that are units of digital information in computing
and telecommunications composed of 8 bits, a term coined by Werner Buchholz, a German computer scientist in 1956 for the
design of the IBM 701, a defence calculator introduced in 1952 as IBM’s first commercial scientific computer and IBM 7030
Stretch computer, (Wikipedia, 2013). A byte is used to encode a singular character of text and in that sense is comparable to a
brick in tectonic architecture as being the major component of a wall. The catch phrase ‘bricks and mortar”, is a metonym, a
figure of speech associated with two concepts, related to traditional building materials. In banking terms ‘bricks and mortar’
are related to investments in buildings as securities. In e-commerce ‘bricks and mortar’ refers to a business with a physical
presence and face-to-face communication as opposed to online shops with electronic communication such as Amazon, etc. The
computer language metaphors overlap between computer architecture and building architecture, resulting in the dissemination
of virtual realities.
Social media web sites like YouTube and specific websites on green cities promulgate the idea of virtual green cities.
Hydrogenase by Vincent Callebaut (2010), (Figure 1), is a virtual reality project based on hydrogen powered airships. This
fantastic idea literally fuels the imagination and provides the precedent for green cities based on alternative energy from algae
farms coupled with high technology. To paraphrase M. Christine Boyer (1996), what the machine was to modernism, the
computer was to postmodernism and what the social media is to hypermodernism, YouTube is to spontaneous
hyperconnectivity. The computer or the information age involved Boolean logics, a series of logics denoted as true or false, 0
or 1 as a series of binary syntaxes to organize data into worlds of artificial intelligence and cyberspace. The metaspace or the
hyperspace often imposes a bird’s eye view, a level of reality that allows for a collective imaginary about cybercities that
combines globalization and localization into a glocal experience. Boyer (1996) defines CyberCities as:
“This unwieldly mixture of urban dystopia and cyberspace – here called CyberCities – turns the reality of time and
place into an imaginary matrix of computer nets electronically linking together distant places around the globe and
communicating multilinearly and non-sequentially with vast assemblages of information stored as electronic codes.”

Figure 1: Vincent Callebaut, Hydrogenase, (2010), Permission Pending http://www.inhabit.com
With their philosophical and intellectual roots in cybercities, technological variants of green cities like Masdar in Abu Dhabi,
Songdo in South Korea and PlanIT in Portugal rely on technological sponsorship and linkages with computer companies and
high technology as tangible evidence of the realization of cybercities into sustainable ecocities. Indeed the city itself is
managed and controlled by sophisticated computer programmes consuming terabytes of data, providing smart grids, smart
traffic and transport and smart waste and water management, a genuflection to the fact that reducing our consumption of
resources is as much about management as it is about the technology. The sponsors are keen to promote connected smart
communities and their particular management solutions to achieving them, as smart cities are seen as the drivers of the next
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technological revolution underpinning future revenue streams; whilst cyberspace focuses more on technology to realise utopian
visions.
Masdar, as a global hub for emergent technologies, is a sustainable city under construction, (Figure 2). It is scheduled for
completion in 2025. Designed by Foster + Partners, Mott MacDonald, and Sheppard Robson International, Masdar is
estimated to cost US$18-19 Billion for 40,000 residents and 50,000 commuters on a 6 km2 site. Masdar is based on a
pedestrian city with a modular transportation system of Personal Rapid Transport (PRT) and Freight Rapid Transport (FRT) as
well as electric cars. Technology and development partners include Siemens, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, GE, Schneider
Electric, BASF, and Bayer MaterialScience among others.

Figure 2: Masdar City Master Plan, Foster + Partners (2007), Permission Pending, http://www.bustler.net
Designed by Kohn, Pedersen and Fox, Songdo International Business District (IBD) at Incheon in South Korea is under
construction with a completion date of 2016 for 65,000 residents and 300,000 commuters at a construction cost of US$35
Billion on a 1,500 acre (6.07 km2) site, (Figure 3). The buildings are expected to receive LEED ratings and there will be 40%
green space in the city with sustainability designed into the master plan. In partnership with Cisco, the city includes state-ofthe-art communications, broadband connectivity and smart meters in each home to monitor electricity and water consumption.
The model of an instant city is applicable to meet urban infrastructure needs. The instant city has a potential market beyond
Songdo. “According to a study by an investment bank CIBC World Markets, governments are expected to spend US$35
Trillion and public works projects in the next 20 years,” (Johnson, 2010). In terms of the ‘City of the Future,’ Cisco cites ABI
Research with estimates that US$39.5 Billion will be spent on smart city technologies in 2016, (ABI Research, 2013). The
technologies include smart transportation pricing, Internet connectivity to all homes and schools, demand alert response for
energy consumption, medical facilities, and patient coordination as well as electronic offices.

Figure 3: Songdo Master Plan, Kohn, Pederson and Fox (2009), Permission Pending http://www.archleague.org
PlanIT is a model city and sustainable community being developed by the Municipality of Paredes near Porto in Northern
Portugal for a population of 225,000 people on a 1,700 hectare (17 km2 or 4,000 acre) site for €10 Billion (US$14.1 Billion)
with a targeted completion date of 2015, (Figures 4 and 5). The co-founder, Steve Lewis of PlanIT in Portugal, was formerly
the General Manager of Market Development at Microsoft. According to Quintain, a London based property developer, they
are joining “...Microsoft, Buro Happold, Cisco and Formula One suppliers McLaren as partners in the Living PlanIT concept to
develop a “smart” city, where built-in sensors measure occupancy, temperature, humidity and energy production and use.”
The intention to incorporate technology and computer systems is apparent in the ‘Introduction to Future City Technology’ as
follows:
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“Living PlanIT‘s Urban Operating System (UOS™) provides essential middleware – built on Cisco infrastructure and
Microsoft Cloud platforms – that enables networked sensors and actuators to be deployed at scale, coordinated through
a unified and secure real-time control layer which also shares and collects data across the entire urban landscape.”
Based on an UOS (Urban Operating System) and PlaceApps, urban data and monitoring systems form the core of intellectual
property. Construction is to be based on mass production principles of automotive and aircraft manufacturing. Besides
portraying an image of a digital green city, PlanIT Valley will involve partnerships with Portugal’s national government,
universities, and companies in a living technology laboratory.

Figures 4 and 5: PlanIT, Portugal, Buro Happold, Engineers (2010), Permission Pending, http://jornal.publico.pt/noticia/0603-2011/planit-valley-quer-ser-a-montra-do-urbanismo-sustentavel-21474643.html and
http://cdn.controlinveste.pt/storage/ng1153995.jpg?type=big&pos=0
Each of these green city developments share a strong economic vision and how this integrates with the wider global economy
(globally interconnected through bytes). Masdar is branded as a global centre of excellence for renewable and clean
technologies and has already recruited the International Renewable Energy Association and Siemens to its hub; however,
Masdar has modified its targets as a zero carbon city. Songdo International Business District is co-ordinated by Gale
International, United Technologies Corporation and the Hanjin Group; it aims to attract multi-national companies who will
make it their regional office for Northeast Asia. PlanIT is marketing itself as a base for companies developing products and
services for other cities seeking to develop their green credentials. Neither Masdar nor PlanIT have given serious consideration
as to why environmental companies would want to move to either the UAE or to Portugal, save the important agglomeration
effects popularised by Richard Florida in his Ideopolis thesis, but which are dependent on a significant mass being achieved
(Alusi, A. Eccles, R., Edmondson. A., Zuzul, T., 2011).
Despite all of the green cities expressing a desire to be replicable and replicated, it is likely that only the property-driven
Songdo economic model (more bricks than bytes) could be replicated by other aspiring green cities, and presumably only those
strategically placed, as Songdo is, between major economic powerhouses (in Songdo’s case between Beijing and Tokyo). The
connectivity of their communities seems to suggest a desire that from it will cultivate an Ideopolis-inspired creative class at the
forefront of the knowledge economy (more bytes than bricks). Nevertheless, even those cities that could claim the title of
knowledge cities have done so in response to global economic forces, more so than through the sort of planning and control
that is being integrated within these green cities, (Yigitcanlar, T., Velibeyoglu, K. and Martinez-Fernandez, C., 2008). Indeed,
the failure to attract high technology tenants to Serpong’s Science Parks, provide a warning of what happens when wellintentioned plans fail to coincide with global market forces.
In conclusion, digitized images of cybercities and YouTube broadcasts have formed the basis for the imaginary of digitized
green cities and the development of corporate sponsorship of high tech green cities currently under construction like Masdar in
Abu Dhabi, Songdo in South Korea and PlanIT Valley in Portugal. Their technological solutions are far more than the ‘green
wash’ Jakarta’s newer commercial developments have cloaked themselves with, although the application of these technologies
outside these ‘experimental’ cities may prove little more than a tool for managing our increasing consumption of scarcer
resources (crowding even more cars into Jakarta’s crowded streets).

3. SOCIAL MEDIA: CHALLENGING THE REALITY OF CIVIC SPACE
The impact of technology on urban development and the allocation of civic space are related to the provision of data from
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). In 1972 NASA dedicated its Landsat satellite to mapping natural and cultural
resources on land and ocean surfaces in order to classify land use, monitor urban growth and to act as an aid in regional
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planning for mapping and transportation networking. The information was and is being used to facilitate transport and power
transmission routes. The satellite data analysis is able to predict various urban growth scenarios so that planners can evaluate
the spread of urban growth in the context of megacities and their imposition in peri-urban areas on forestry and agricultural
lands, (Salkin, 2008).

Figure 6: “The Welcome Statue” at the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout, Permission Pending
http://www.eazytraveler.com/2011/08/jakarta-jaunt.html
This grouping together of databases and cartography plus the increased power and usability of computers led to the ability of
storing large amounts of data as visual representations with access to websites such as Google and Google Earth. With access
to visual mapping, the land use review process is streamlined with the ability to produce accurate maps and three-dimensional
views of the city, thus further materializing the city in a virtual way through the Internet and social media access. The ability
to manage transport, water, and sewage infrastructure is enhanced as well as the ability to calculate green space areas. Salkin
reports that GIS, as a web based, interactive tool is used by local governments for the proposed location of parks.
Besides providing mapping data with access to Google Earth, Internet websites such as Facebook and YouTube provide a
social media platform for organizing and communicating with individuals and socio-political groups to arrange for events and
demonstrations, thus underscoring the importance of social media and its impact on civic space. One new phenomenon,
related more to entertainment than politics (although in Southeast Asia’s case it is sometimes difficult to accurately
differentiate, reminiscent of 1960’syouth movements in the west), is the glocal phenomena of South Korean Gangnam-styled
dancing. However, the occupation of public space by illegal flash mobs also involves the state and security systems to
safeguard the peace and security of the city and provide the means for crowd control, specifically in relation to the Hotel
Indonesia Roundabout in Jakarta, (Figure 6).
According to Lai Chee Kien at the First Conference on Civic Space in 2010, (Universitas Indonesia and the University of
British Columbia), “At the monument at the Hotel Indonesia, demonstrations take over the state space. The people who want
to have a say in the civic culture will want to occupy that place. The police also occupy the same space. We have to look at
galactic poles with centrally contained power.” This analysis illustrates that space is a contested social process as much shaped
by, as shaping, social interaction and power relations as indicated at the WWF-sponsored Panda and Car-Free Day in 2012,
(Figure 7).
Gangnam styled dancing derived from songs by South Korean rapper PSY and an illegal flash mob advertised through the
social media by the Happy Holiday Indonesia team (a group of video artists inspired by JackAss and Running Man, Korea),
resulted in 1,000 people converging at the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout on 9 September 2012 ostensibly to jump in the
fountain. Afterwards a 4-minute video broadcast on YouTube generated 336,000 views and 1.4 million comments amongst
Indonesian netizens after it was posted on 13 September, (Figure 8). More recently they organized a Harlem Shake (another
glocal phenomena) on one of Jakarta’s rapid transport buses TransJakarta Busway (BRT), itself a precursor to the MRT.

4. HOTEL INDONESIA ROUNDABOUT: FACING THE REALITY OF GREEN CITIES
“Under a 2007 national law, the city is supposed to dedicate at least 30 percent of its total land area to open green space, but
Jakarta has never been able to meet the requirement because of complications in freeing up occupied land and past
administrations’ preference for developing open areas into commercial and retail zones rather than parks,” (Tambun, 2012). At
the first stage, Jakarta DKI Governor, has targeted an increase in green space from current levels of 9.8% to 20%. Whatever
the overall planning target, the fact is that unless there is a radical departure from the use of cars and trucks around the Hotel
Indonesia Roundabout or to an extreme measure of road closure, requiring 30% green space would reduce the number of
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traffic lanes, (Figure 9). Additionally, the void also presents weather problems during the monsoon season, let alone during
disastrous flooding occurrences related to the failure of the canal infrastructure as happened in January 2013 and the potential
impact of climate change and urban development on urban water catchment areas (especially around Jakarta’s iconic shopping
malls, the current substitute for civic space), (Figure 10).

Figure 7: Flash mob at the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout during a WWF sponsored Panda and car-free day illustrating the
contested space between City of Jakarta and the public. (2012), Permission Pending,
http://www.hersmagz.com/spotlight/2012/12/flashmob-panda-di-car-free-day-wwf-indonesia-2

Figure 8: Flash mob and South Korean Gangnam dancing, Hotel Indonesia Roundabout, 2012, Permission Pending,
http://indoboom.com
Even if the fountain was considered as ‘blue-green’ open space, the MRT proposal for a void open to the mass transit station
and underground shopping concourse and mall produces a negative space, rather than a civic space at ground level, (Figure
11). The potential for use of the urban space for civic events, including festivities, giant digital TV screens, and peaceful
political protests would be reduced significantly with the proposed expansion of green space and the MRT void. In fact glass
paving blocks, may meet the requirements for the fountain, a skylight atrium and fulfil its symbolic use as public space to be
enjoyed by all Jakartans and visitors as a new symbol for an eco-architectural transit hub at the Hotel Indonesia Roundabout.

5. CONCLUSION
To a large extent Jakarta epitomises the challenges that most cities will face in attempting to develop their green credentials.
Whilst, the conceptual framework, provided by Jabareen, (2008) highlights the enormous task confronting the new Mayor and
his administration. These issues include the ethical paradox of balancing sustainability with economic development, the limits
to greening and eco-repairing this high-density city (as an extension of its natural capital) and the need for greater equity
(political and economic), following a period of spectacularly uneven development, the need for a green architectural forms
suited to Jakarta’s climate (incorporating passive solar design) and the need to integrate city management (in the ways that the
green cities have with their smart grids, transport and traffic). Governor Jokowi’s final two challenges of utopianism and
global urban political leadership, only serve to highlight the inappropriateness for Jakarta to borrow from distant examples,
inspiring Jakartans to devise a unique solution for their tropical megacity. Despite the challenge of new green architectural
forms (bricks) and the integration of city management (bytes), these are arguably the easiest of the challenges. Borrowing
from David Satterthwaite’s (1997) definition of a healthy city, as one which provides a healthy living and work environment,
safe water, sanitation, refuge collection and disposal, drains and paved roads, we immediately understand what needs to be
prioritised, but the reality of converting bytes to bricks remains the challenge of our times.
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Figure 9: Hotel Indonesia Roundabout, Traditional commercial development leaves little room for civic space,
Permission Pending, http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-

Figure 10: Hotel Indonesia Roundabout: January 2013 with 1-meter high flooding Permission pending,
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Flood+Thamrin+Jakarta+2013&view=detail&id=4ABE67DCE3A2270FADA39DC3D
8D99A9FBB361C3C&FORM=IDFRIR

Figure 11: Proposed Jakarta MRT with transport system and shopping mall below grade, leaving the main boulevards of Jalan
Thamrin and Jalan Sudirman above functioning as commercial traffic corridors with landscaping strips for trees along the
perimeter. http://www.indoboom.com/2012/stories/jakarta-plans-to-build-most-advanced-mrt-system-in-the-world.html
Although the aspirations for green cities are based on the balance of green space and civic space, the realities of the built-up
metropolitan infrastructure require the imbrications of the materiality of the city with its digital management of human, spatial
and natural resources. The IAI Architecture Triennale 2012: Architects For People - Towards Jakarta 2045 design competition
proposed various alternatives including canals and parks in Jakarta’s main throughfares and squares to accept the seasonal
inundation caused by flooding and to provide parks and open space with underground facilities, (Figure 12). Besides the
vertical expansion of high-rise buildings the potential for green roofs and green architecture with urban agriculture inspires the
convergence of the virtual realities with the future reality of green architecture as a glocal response in Jakarta, bearing in mind
the multiple layers of eco-social, economic, political and social media priorities.
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Figure 12: Jakarta Xcavated Project: Shortlisted Finalist Professional Category IAI Visioning Jakarta 2045, December 2012
(Margaret Jo, Sylvia Mei, Silvia Adityavarna, Khattiya Hendarta, Albertus Prawata), Permission Pending,
http://volumefactory.wordpress.com/2012/12/20/jakarta-xcavated-project/
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ABSTRACT
Many believe that video games are part of a popular culture and were created for consumption purposes only. These video
games were seen only as a means of entertainment; thus creativity is not usually considered as a quality that can be gained
from playing video games. Negative views towards video games came as a result of how people think that the video game
player's unable to produce or create new expression from consuming video games. However, there are some users who believe
otherwise. These users do not stop at the consumption stage but they venture further. They creatively modify the games for
various personal reasons and thus make themselves as the Producer-Consumer. The transition of video game players from
Consumer only into Producer-Consumer stage, also happen in Indonesia. Along with the creativity root deep inside cultural
traditions, video game player in Indonesia also create their video game modification community. This study tries to identify the
relation between creativity and video game modification in Indonesia, and also the purpose of this modification.
Keywords
Video Games, User, Modification, Producer-Consumer, Popular Cultures, Creative Contribution

1. INTRODUCTION
The common notion of most people nowadays though see video games as popular media are still thinking that video game
created for consumption purposes only. This common perception toward video games comes from negative judgments of the
video game players. People tend to look the players as those who are passive and have excessive times. Those judgments lead
to conclusion that the players are non-productive people who spend most of their time doing nothing but playing video games.
These negative perception often neglecting the other side of playing video games, which also stimulating creativity. In fact, it
takes extensive and tremendous talents to make and to play video games, and labeling video games as a non-creative media is
simply a simplified misconception since two of the basic elements of video games are creativity and interactivity. In order to
play or consume video games, player cannot do it by sit and passively watch thing that happen in screen. Player musttake
action and follow the rule, use tactics and logic. It requires the player to interact with the content of video game. Playing video
games mean engaging in these creativity and interactivity.
Thanks to the Hacking Subculture, these creativity and interactivity have offered the players some possibility to be a creator as
well. There are insatiable players who are not satisfied with the content of the games he/she plays. They would not hesitate to
hack or alter the content of the games to optimize their own consuming experience and thus extending the media usage, this
activity is known as Modifying or commonly called Modding. For Indonesian players, the modification seen as a way to add
local content into popular video game title since the localization of game content is still low. But how exactly video game
modification functions as the players' creative contribution in the Producer - Consumer Model of Popular Culture? This is
where the research begins.

2. PROSUMERMODEL, MODIFICATION, AND VIDEO GAME
Prosumeror Consumer as Producer is a term coined by Dovey and Kennedy in their book Game Cultures: Game as New
Media. With theProsumer terminology Dovey and Kennedy try to explain the phenomena of participatory culture where
consumer try to accessing, altering, and disseminating symbolic text for further consumption. What happen next is the collapse
of distinction between the dominant culture and the subculture [1]. Participatory culture itself is not a new phenomenon in
history of media consumption. Long before the digital media emergence people already try to challenge the establish media
content producer by making their own content, and distributing it through their own network. The advent of digital media with
all its facility accelerate the participatory culture into phenomena that now being accepted as part of modern creativity process.
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What people need right now is an idea, time and basic skill to create content, everything else can be provided within the digital
media it self. For example a music video that being upload to youtube by prominent musician and being watched by world
wide audience, in turn inspiring one of the audience to create his or her own music video. He or she create the video using
some of the material from original video, edited it and adding additional material using his or her own laptop. Upload it to
youtube have feedback and can have worldwide audience like the video of prominent musician. This may lead to his or her
stardom in music industry. The example is just one of many example how the prosumer model in digital media and popular
culture context being accepted as modern creativity process.
Prosumer or Consumer as Producer is a term coined by Dovey and Kennedy in their book Game Cultures: Game as New
Media. With this terminology, Dovey and Kennedy try to explain the phenomena of participatory culture, which is a culture
where consumers try to assess, alter, and disseminate symbolic text for further consumption. What happen next is the collapse
of distinction between the dominant culture and subculture [1]. Participatory culture itself is not a new phenomenon in the
history of media consumption. Long before the digital media emerged, people had already challenged the established media
content producers by making their own contents and distributed them through their own networks. The arrival of digital
media, and all its facilities, had accelerated the participatory culture into a social phenomenon, which is now being accepted as
a part of modern creativity process. Currently, people only need an idea, time and basic skill to create content and everything
else can be provided within the digital media world. For example, a worldwide audience is watching a music video, which is
uploaded to YouTube by a prominent musician; one of the audiences is inspired to create his or her own music video. He or
she creates the video using some of the materials from the original video, edits, and adds their own materials using his or her
own laptop. Then, he or she uploads it to YouTube to gain some feedbacks from the worldwide audience, through the same
process and the same channel as the video of the prominent musician. This action can lead him or her to his or her stardom in
music industry and become a YouTube celebrity. This example is only one of the many examples of how the prosumer model
in digital media and popular culture context can be accepted as modern creativity process.
The act of modifying or moddingvideo games at first was seen as an act of altering the content for humorous or parody
purposes. Dovey and Kennedy gave the example of people replacing the Nazi enemies in the video game Castle Wolfenstein
with Smurf character from TV cartoon [2]. As the time goes by, the modification serves different and more complex purposes.
It we look at the current video games modifications, we can see at least four types or models of modification, according to
Newman [3]:
1. Modding to help finish the game being played.
This model alters the game data or programming codes in order to make the players finish the game easily. For example:
editing player's life, or bullet, or time from limited to infinity.
2. Modding to spread or communicate the issue.
This modification alters the data or programming codes by injecting a message, then spread the edited version back to the
community. For example: changing the villain character into hero character or vice versa.
3. Moddding to convert or extending original material.
This modification alters the data or programming codes in order to extend the playability or converting the original content of
the video game into different looks. For example: adding more levels that originally did not exist.
4. Modding to achieve economy benefit.
This modification alters the data or programming code in order to achieve economic benefits by adding new features or
services over the previous version. For example: by offering patching or selling downloadable content released by developer.
Few examples of famous modification case are: Half Life modding that spawn the Counter Strike video game and
Warcraftmodding that create the Defense of the Ancient video game, or more known by their abbreviation: DotA. Both were
modifications, which created new games over the original material, and have became as famous as the original game. At first,
video game developers were reluctant and objected the modifications, which were done by the players, due to the nature of
video games as software that are licensed to users. But some more independent developers, like ID Software and Valve,
encourage players to modify their game contents by providing the players tools for editing. Some of these modding could help
developers by providing features that previously not included in the original release. It produces cooperation between the
producers and the players, and lately it is being seen as a standard business practice for some developers [4]. In most cases, a
modder with adequate technical background could find a way to alter, even if they are not given the tools. The modder often
uses this act of modification to gain some experiences in developing a video game before actually involved in video game
industry.
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3. METHOD
This research gathers primary data, taken from visual artworks, records, and online interviews with players from modding
communities. These data are analyzed qualitatively using the guidance of the Dovey and Newman's descriptive interpretation
approach for Production - Consumer Model. There are some difficulties in gathering data from modding communities, one of it
come from the nature of modification activities that sometimes considered as hobby or personal activity. As a result most
modification process have unorganized documentation. However, the data gathered from interview and visual artworks
captured from the modification video game are adequate to give some information on the creativity process and reasons
beneath modification.

4. DISCUSSION
Although modding is still in its infancy stage of Indonesia's video games development, there are cases of video game modding
that can be used as research objects. One of them is the "Battle of Soerabaja 1945". It is a modification from Close Combat:
Invasion Normandy video game that was produced by Atomic Combat. It is a war strategy game which placing the player as
the general who lead and command the soldiers to achieve victory in war. [5] Like most war strategy games, Close Combat:
Invasion Normandy uses historical event as the background. Thus some elements in the game were created using historical
data. The modder uses the same approach for the Battle of Soerabaja 1945. The modder alter the original game data especially
the visual artwork of Close Combat game; in order to create visual that closely resemble Battle of Surabaya 1945.
This research uses online interviews,In the interviews the modders being asked about the creative processes they went through
and their motives for the modifications of the Battle of Soerabaja 1945. The result shows that the motives behind the
modification are to spread and communicate nationalism amongst Indonesian youth through video game. This is a very
interesting finding because the modders are independent individuals, not being supported financially or mentally by any
government agency. They propagandate nationalism on their own will, which match with model number 2 of modification
motive. The game also match with another model of modification, model number 3, where the motive of that model is to
convert or to extend the original game that was based on Allied versus Axis on World War II in Normandy France into the
Battle of Soerabaja 1945, because it is one of the important battles in the history of Indonesian Independence War. The
modders: Dicky Octavia, Gregorius Satia Budhi, and Yusuf T, gathered some historical data from the real event of Battle of
Soerabaja for the game [6]. These data consist of: the regiment from the both side, Indonesia and Allied (British Occupation
Army) that were involved in the war, their whereabout during battle, and other relevant data. These data were translated into
visual artworks in forms of: uniform, insignia, weaponry, voice, sound, leader, and so on. Some of the contents were fictional,
since there were difficulties in finding documented historical data. Some were taken from a movie on the Battle of Soerabaja
that was produced in 1990, such as the voice and the sound. The motive for using the voice and sound from the movie for the
modification was to enhance the dramatic effects on the players being in the war. Other data, such as regiment insignia and
uniform colors, were elaborated from partial historical data. The modders had to recreate them because the original
photographs and movie footages from the war period were black and white, and they did not have high quality details. For
these efforts, the modders and their modification had gained national media coverage in some news paper and magazine [7].


Figure 1 : Screen Shot of Battle of Soerabaja 1945 video game
Other example of video game modification can also be seen in Indonesia Driving Simulator (IDS). IDS is a video game that
modded from the United Kingdom Truck Simulator video game, produced by SCS software. The original game places the
player as a driver of big vehicle who have to transport cargo from one city to another city within United Kingdom. A group of
Indonesian modders modified this game into the Indonesia Driving Simulator. Similar to the Battle of Surabaya 1945,
Indonesia Driving Simulator modification also uses alteration of the data inside the video game. The vehicles were altered into
various big local vehicles that were common in Indonesia traffics, such as a truck from national oil company or a bus from
local bus company. The modder also alter the environment and map inside the game.
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Using similar method like being done for Battle of Surabaja 1945 interviews, the finding for this modification is taken from
online intervews and records from the IDS modder community. The community using Indonesian largest forum: Kaskus
(kaskus.co.id), for communicating and publish their newest modding. Through these data, it is found that the motives to
modify also match modification model 3, which is to convert or extend the original material. The modders want the content of
the video game to have local visual look. The modders in this model admit their reasons for doing this alteration are to gain
some experiences before they go to the full game development industry as well extend the usability of original game. The most
interesting part is that the company for the vehicle and the restaurant that are being used in the alteration and were actually
contacted the modder and offered them sponsorship as long as the modder add the 3D model of the vehicle or company
building inside the game.

Figure 2 : Screen Shot of Indonesia Driving Simulator video game

5. CONCLUSION
From discussion above we can see that the modification content of video game already accepted in video game community as a
creative way of producer and consumer model involvement to add value to the content of video game. Although the producer
may not provide modification tool to facilitate the user for altering game data, if the user have enough technical skill they still
can do the modification. Most modification that has big impact on video game community usually has significant alteration of
its content. Either by altering the visual look or extending the level or map so the player can have new experience of playing
previous version of the video game title. The video game modifications in Indonesia happen because player-who later become
modder-need to add local content that previously not exist in original version of video game. The modification also serve the
need to exercise programming skill (hacking) that later could be applied in the real game development business. The popularity
of modification also not necessarily depend on the quality of visual artwork, even when the modification can not keep up with
current standard of visual technology the game it self can still have wide acceptance. Of course not all of modification of
content bring positive side effect there are also negative side effect. One of the example can be seen in the message of
nationalism in Battle of Surabaya that being spread, it lacks historical accuracies and fall into cheap propaganda where
Indonesia nationalism can only be achieved through war effort. There are also the consequences that the game being modified
bring generic visual look in the perception of gamer due to the minimal effort of modder who are not willing to start from
scratch when modifying the content. Other problem that can be add into this conclusion related with copyright issue not all of
developer allowed user to modifying their game but ussually this problem arise when there is a clear copyright violation or the
game mods got popular without original developer involvement.
The discussion above shows that the modification of the content of the video games has been accepted in the video game
community as a creative way from the players' part to add value to the content of the game; this is seen as the producer and
consumer model of involvement. Even though the producer did not provide any modification tool, the modders can alter the
games nevertheless, provided they have enough technical skills. Most modifications alter the game's content and this gives big
impacts on the video game communities and the game popularity as well. The alteration can be done by either altering the
visual look or extending the level or map so that the players renew their experiences. In Indonesia, the modders serve the need
to add local contents that did not exist in the original version. They also use modification as exercise of programming skill by
hacking the games. Later on, the modders may use their experiences to enter the actual game development industry.
Modification of video games does not necessarily relying on high quality visual artwork. A modification can still be widely
accepted even if the modification doesn't meet the standard of visual technology. There are some weaknesses, flaws or
problems in a modification. In the Battle of Soerabaja 1945, the message of nationalism can be seen as cheap propaganda, due
to the lack of historical accuracies. In other modifications, the altered version were so similar to the original ones because the
modders only put minimal efforts and did not want to start from basic when modifying the content.
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